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IN FILLING this Scrap Book NEVER gum In papers,
etc., close to binding. Leave at LEAST ONE-HALF
INCH from back of leaf.
To get a better result after gumming the paper or picture on
the leaves, STAND the book up on END, the leaves spread apart
so that the air can flow through and dry.
This will prevent
MOULD, and the leaves will be less liable to wrinkle.
PAT. No. 471,276.
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ID PWENF FIRES REROUTO ORDER
Safety Director Submits List
to School Authorities and
Asks Co-Operation.

Baker Indicates Such Action
After Talk With Railway
Commissioner Witt.

Police to Distribute Warning
Against Walking on
Tracks.

Expects to Confer With Citizens Using W. 14thst Line.

Prevention' of fires in the public
schools and the prevention of accidents along the routes of the railroads that pass through Cleveland are
to be sought by the department of public safety through safetyfirst measures
announced yesterday by Public Safety
Director A. A. Benesch.
The director yesterday forwarded a
letter to F. G. Hogen, director of
schools, asking his co-operation in
promulgating a series of rules for fire
prevention. There are twenty-five
rules in the communication and the
director asks that they be sent to
principals and custodians of schools.
In addition, Director Benesch asked
railroads yesterday to reprint an article which appeared in a magazine recently showing the number of accidents that occur along railroad rights
of way and warning citizens against
trespassing.
■ The police will distribute these circulars among workers in factories situated along tracks. Under the law
notice must be given before action
can be taken.
Director Benesch believes the distribution of these circulars will be
equivalent to a legal notice that arrests will follow trespassing,
"Statistics that I have seen quoted
indicate that 25,000 persons are killed
each year W trespassing on railHEs," said the director yesterday.
The following fire prevention rules
were sent to Director Hogen yesterday by the head of the department of
Jg'ic safety:
leans should be devised for transmitIgnais for dismissals for use in the
;
that signal bells or gongs are out of

Mayor Newton D. Baker announced
yesterday he may veto the resolution
adopted by council Monday night directing Street Railway Commissioner
Peter Witt to restore the old routing
of the W. 14th-st cars.
The mayor sent for the street railway commissioner late yesterday afternoon on learning that he had given
out an interview stating he would
head a referendum campaign against
the resolution adopted by council
Monday night. The meeting took
place behind closed doors.
"There is no referendum campaign
yet," said the mayor with a smile
when asked after the meeting what
his position would be in the event a
fight of this kind was made.
"It may not be necessary. I may
veto hte resolution. No action will
be taken until I have opportunity to
ascertain the sentiment of the people on the West Side regarding the
change ordered by council."
The resolution was adopted Monday night by a vote of 21 to 3. Mr.
Witt contends restoration of the plan
of running half of the W. 14th-st cars
by way of Clark-av S. W. and half
by way of W. 25th-st would interfere
with the operation of the W. 5th-st
line as a cross town line.
The referendum threatened by
Mr. Witt opened a new question, and
it was held yesterday by City Clerk i
Richard E. Collins that in the future !
all street railway resolutions of this
character must be held forty days
unless they are made emergency
measures. In order to compel immediate action, the resolution may be
passed as an emergency measure at
the coming council meeting.
-T—
o
—-—

^W signals used for dismissals should b«
&ttorm in all schools throughout the city.
Cards bearing rapid dismissal instruction
should be placed near the side doors of all
^B'used by pupils for study or tnstruci,'custodian should send in an alarm
' 6 nearest street signal box as soon as
tiding has been vacated.
italrways, landings and passageways
thereto should be kept free from
pig which obstructs or narrows the
\ gates shall open outward, and shall be
^ed with locks and kept open and locked
luring school hours.
fclothlng should be hung in the open
"p. on stairways.
i room exits should be kept clear, and
) furniture sholld be allowed in class
isles.
_jose sheets of paper should be hung
glass room doors.
fable chairs should not be used in
i and bolts on exit doors should
foiled and ready for use.
lit doors should be kept unlocked
lectures or other sessions.
'nlture or books should be stored
for cellars.
i should be kept clear of un7 paper.
Kts' benches in manual training
; should be kept clear of sawdust
pwgs.
tters
and pupils in cooking classes
:u
3 cautioned as to the proper use
' ~~\ proper disposition of match
i lighters should be used wherever
Instead of matches in class rooms.
r hose should not be used for cons for gas ranges or stoves, nor for
r, eicept for laboratory tables,
iforcs or hot plates should not be
on vood top tables or similar surra properly protected.
#i3tible material should be stored
f.orelectric meters or switchboards,
.'not carry matches into the
bullifor.
M sheet3 should be provided for
|Wd chemistry classes.
i>told be applied to wooden floors.
Tffi should not be used for cleaning
i either alone or in combination with
l^rolUr preparation.
auditorium used at
;wng from
^ be provided with outside lights.

MAY PROTEST DISMISSAL.

Anti-Saloon Leagrne Would Save
Secretary His Position.

MAYOR GREETS DELEGATES.
Welcomes

Ohio
Daughters
America.

of

Mayor Newton D. Baker welcomed
about 300 members of the Ohio Daughters of America to Cleveland yesterday
morning at the organization's annual
convention.
Mrs. Ruth Arnold of Toledo, state
head of the organization, who will preside at the sessions, made the response
Among other speakers were Mrs. Liia.
Thompson and Mrs. Julia T. Roth, national officers. Officers of the organization will be elected today.
:=b=

COUNCIL

LOSES

POWER

Has No Voice In Land Purchase,
StoeJiwell Rnles.

—

m

City Law Director John N. Stockwell
ruled yesterday that the city council has
surrendered its power to pass upon the
> question of the purchase of land adjoining the Pairmount pumping- station for
?5<i.000, for the reason that a blanket
ordinance was passed some months ago
authorizing tha expenditure of $1,050,000
for general water works improvements
"Under this ordinance the department
of public utilities has the right to buy
land wherever it sees fit," said Director
Stockwell.
"In passing the general
ordinance the council surrendered its
right to pass upon the details."

Anti-saloon interests may ask" Mayor
Newton D. Baker to keep Secretary H.
P. Stillman of the public safety department in his position.
Following
appearance of a prohibition editorial in
the Cleveland Police Post, of which Mr.
Stillman is editor, it was announced
some days ago the position would be
abolished.
"It would be unfair-to Mr. Stillman to
abolish his position because of this editorial," said District Superintendent
John S. Rutledge of the Ohio Anti-Saloon league-last evening. "I may write
a letter to the mayor asking him to explain his position on this question."

Cfa/lrt£a/r"A. S^Me&siejJ'

WITI REFUSES TO

CITY CRIME DOCTOR
OPENS OFFICE TODAY
Offenders Who Appear in Municipal Court Will Be Examined by
Physician and Past Studied.

Traction Commissioner Declares
Clark Avenue Schedule Will Not
Be Changed Before FortyDay Referendum Limit.

Laboratories for the study of the
persons who transgress the laws of
state or city will be opened at police
headquarters this morning.
Dr.
John B. Lowe, city physician, will
be In charge.
Appointment of a physician to
consider offenders arraigned in the
municipal court was recommended
several months ago by the commission named by Director of Public
(Welfare
Cooley for the study of
1
crime and the treatment of offenders.
Dr. Lowe was delegated for the work
by Commissioner of Health Ford.

Physical and mental examinations
are to be conducted by Dr. Lowe. A
complete list of questions to be answered by the offender committed
to the court physician has been prepared by the crime commission.
These questions deal with the offender's early life, his environment
and past history. There is a series
of questions to determine the mentality of the offender.
Commitment to the City Hospital
for further study, or the placing of
the prisoner oh parole, may follow
the recommendations of the physician.

Flat refusal to carry out the orders
of the city council until the end of
a forty-day period and threats of a
referendum before that time "were
Street Railway Commissioner Witt's
answers, yesterday, to legislation diCIVIL SERVICE RULES
recting the rerouting of Clark aveREICH OFF COMMITTEE
nue and W. 14th street cars.
Witt's defiance stirred up city
Fred Reich, city superintendent of
councilmen and caused Mayor Baker
paving, is ineligible to membership on
to enter the dispute in the role of a
the Democratic executive committee
peacemaker by announcing that he
by reason of his being a civil service
would withhold his signature from
employee, Director of Law Stockwell
the resolution directing the change
| held, In a ruling given R. J. Bulkley,
until a canvass of public sentiment
I chairman of the committee, yesterday.
in the communities affected had been
Stockwell held that the committee
made.
was a county organization and gov"I intend to stand pat," said Witt.
erned by state lews prohibiting civil
"Cars will be operated just the same
service employees from belonging to
as if council had not acted. The
party organizations. The city charresolution does not become effective Anti-Saloon Organization Extends ter is silent on the subject.
until forty days and before that time
Stockwell ruled that Reich's acSympathy to Dry Exponent,
I will file referendum petitions."
ceptance of the position would not
He declared that he did not plan
automatically remove him from his
but Will Do Nothing,
to take the matter up with Mayor
civil service place, but It might in
Baker. Later in the day the mayor
validate the actions of the commit
Leader Says.
sent for the street railway commistee. Mayo Fesler, secretary of the
sioner.
Civic League, had protested against
After the conference Baker said
Sympathy is about all that H. F. the appointment of Reich, claiming
that referendum petitions had not.
that it was a violation of the civil
been started and indicated that the Stillman, secretary of the depart- service regulations.
ment
of
public
safety,
can
expect
street railway commissioner had been
persuaded to change his mind on this from the Anti-Saloon League if he
UNION WOULD SELECT
question. Baker declared, however,
that he might veto the resolution, Is dismissed from his position for
MUNICIPAL ORCHESTRA
backing up the commissioner against writing prohibition editorials in thei
■the city council, which had ordered Police Post, according to John S.
Trouble between the city and thei
the change by practically an unani- Rutledge, district superintendent
musicians' union loomed probable)
mous vote.
Rutledge saiii yesterday that If yesterday when Edward Hoag, secreMilton Young, secretary to the mayor, has been active in his efforts to Stillman were dismissed he would tary of the organization, notified J
have the car routings changed against be another victim of the liquor inter- Commissioner of Recreation Black
the opposition of the commissioner. ests, but that the Anti-Saloon League that the union reserved the right to
pass upon the qualifications of memYoung lives in the territory affected.
"Mr. Young's views are instructive, would make no organized campaign bers of the municipal orchestra.
Black will be business manager of
but not conclusive," said Baker, aft- in his behalf.
Stillman Is expected back from the orchestra this season. He thinks
er he had announced his intention of
ascertaining public sentiment in the Saglnaw, Mich., with the new police the city or its representatives should ,
districts through which the Clark ave- boat Vigilant today. He will be decide on the makeup of the orcheSH
!
nue and W. 14th street cars operate. called upon at once to explain the tra.
■ditorial wmcn
"*> «—
which sure™
stirred up
city hall Hoag and Black are to take up ti41
Witt's declaration that he intended editorial
"ition of the ,;. matter with Mayor Baker toda;*
j
circulating
referendum
petitions politicians in the last edition
depart-^- ■
brought up the question as to wheth- Post, official organ of the departer charter provisions govern the Tay- ment of public safety.
, WOULD BAR MATCHES
ler grant under-which street railway
Mayor Baker maintained his
legislation is passed. A forty-day ref- "watchful waiting" policy yesterday
FROM PUBLIC SCHOOLS
I ereridum period would practically nul- and repeated that the matter was
lify any order which the council j one for Director Benesch to decide.
Carrying of matches by school pu-i
i might give the commissioner.
Benesch has said repeatedly that he plls will be prohibited and friction
Since the adoption of the charter does not need a secretary.
lighters will be substituted for
it has been the custom to ignore refHe declared yesterday that the fact
erendum provisions in street railway that
Stillman was a brother-in-law matches in class rooms if recomresolutions of a routine nature and of Lieutenant Governor Greenlund mendations made by Director of Pubthey beame effective at once.
author of the present liquor license lic Safety Benesch for lessening fire
would have no bearing on any dangers are approved by Director' of
Baker Welcomes Ohio Women. law,
Schools Hogen.
action he might take.
Ohio Daughters of America, in conFriends of Stillman believe that the Benesch yesterday compiled a list
vention at the Hotel Statler, trans- ■secretary planned to resign his posi- of instructions for school custodians
acted routine business yesterday tion and had this in mind when h and forwarded it to Hogen. He
after being welcomed by Mayor Ba- wrote the Police Post editorial. The warned against the hanging of clothker. Among the speakers were Mrs. secretary was admitted to the bar ing in open halls or stairways; and
Lila Thompson, New Egypt, N. J„ Tev^ryears ago and upon severa called attention to the danger from
national councilor; Mrs. Ruth Ar- wcastonsTasVn™unce~d his intention /movable chairs in school audito
nold Toledo, state councilor; Mrs. of later resuming the practice of law. rlnms,
Julia T
Roth, Columbus, and
Charles 'T. Briggs. The Daughters
will continue in session today.
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NO FIT TO SHE
STEIN'S
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BAKER HAS CAR
ROUTING PLAN,
BUT IT'S SECRET
Holds

Up

Council

Order;

Stanley Declares Witt's Rerouting Scheme Is Right
Mayor Baker Wednesday was
ling up the resolution passed by
r^Treet anl ".art avenue ears

SEr^a^ur^r
'The Plan Baker has in mind is held
secret until he has submitted it to
ml for approval. Baker believes
I proposal will Pacify both Witt
nd West Side residents.
Baker's stand against counci s
.solution places his secretary, Milin a peculiar position,
Dn Young
oung spent
most of Monday lobbyP
?ort
he
passage
of the resolution
lg
Storing the old service and counimen were led to believe' that he
Ts expressing Baker's
desires.

Councilman Townes, author of the
resolution, charged Young asked him
on behalf of the administration to
withdraw his resolution and permit
Councilman Moylan, Democrat, to
present a similar one, because a
resolution bearing Moylan's name
would pass council with less trouble,
Moylan being an administration man.
Young denies he represented Baker
in lobbying for the resolution. He
said he acted personally and without
the knowledge or consent of Baker.
Councilman
Townes Wednesday
criticized Baker for holding • up his
resolution.
"West Side people want the old
service and Mayor Baker should approve the resolution. He will have
to prove to us that he has a better
plan before the people will accept it,"
Townes said.*
President Stanley Wednesday declared Witt was right in his stand for
operating West 25th and West 14th
street cars as direct lines.
"Tom Johnson tried to put this plan
in effect, and so did I," Stanley said.
"But council never would permit it.
It's the way the cars should be operated, however, because when the
Clark avenue bridge is completed,
Clark avenue will become an east
and west cross-town line."

3
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REROUTING TODAY BAKER GREETS WOLCOTTS

Mayor and Council Committee to
Consider Car Schedule*.

Cleveland Mayor Welcomes Delegates
to Family Reunion.

Mayor Newton D. Baker welcomed
Mayor Newton D. Baker is to meet the seventy-five delegates attending the
at 10 o'clock this morning with the tenth annual reunion of the Society of
council committee on street railways to Descendants of Henry Wolcott at the
consider further the resolution passed opening session of a three-day convenby council Monday night directing that
Clark-av S. W. and W. 14th-st cars be tion in Hotel Statler yesterday morning.
rerouted as they were before the Cen- Response was made by Harry K. Wolcott, Norfolk, Va., president of the sotral viaduct fire.
_
The mayor intimated yesterday that
The business session of the afternoon
he had in mind a plan of routing which
he thought would satisfy both Peter was followed last night by a banquet in
Witt, street railway commissioner, who the lattice room. Bruce Wolcott. Baltihas threatened a referendum on coun- more, presided and the principal address
cil's action, and West Side residents was by Duncan Brewster Wolcott,
who approved the route directed by Kent, O. Other features of the evening
council. Mr. Baker gave no hint as to were songs by Miss Lila P. Robeson of
the Metropolitan Opera company, New
what his idea was. It was declared,
however, the mayor is convinced that York, and recitations of original poemj
by Wellman Wolcott, Columbus, O.
W 25th-st should be a cross town line.
Election of officers in the morning
It was stated at the offices of the
and a sightseeing automobile tour
Cleveland Railway Co. yesterday that
through the city in the afternoon, fol- .
President John J. Stanley would make
lowed by dancing in the evening, are |
no reply to the latest letter from the
scheduled for today.
street car men's union, sent him Tuesday in which the men reiterated their
demand for an eight-hour minimum day
N0~FUNDS, CONCERTS END1
and a restoration of 1906 schedules.
j ORDERS "DOWN ^RIME POSTERS.
Mayor Instructs Police to Remote I
Movie Pictures.
The police were ordered by Mayor
Newton D. Baker yesterday to remove
sensational moving picture posters depi

Other members present were: lfaN
tin A. Gemunder, Columbus; \y. c
Husten, Bellefontaine; Emmett R'
Curtin, Lima, and Director of Jv
nance Coughlin. Akron will be \*.
ited by the commission tomorrow,
Toledo, Cincinnati and- Dayton will
be visited later.
Recommendations
will lie made to the General Assemfl
bly December 1.

Atetterr™eas forwarded to. Chief of
Police W S. Rowe yesterday by the
police v/. ■=>•
complaint had been
ma
^rresardtai the character of post"i« dixnllved The mayor holds the poSwSce the removal of the posters.
V.

City's

Money Supply Short,
Free Music Goes.

So

The park band concert season is to
come to an end because of the lack of
city funds. It was stated yesterday
at park headquarters no more concerts could be given, In all probability.
Attendance at the bath houses is
diminishing and the season will close
in about a week. The department is
also planning to close the park dance
halls Sept. 15. Refreshment stands
will be kept open.
Recreation Commissioner T. M.
Black is preparing for the opening of
the municipal symphony orchestra
season.
About $2,300 has been donated toward the concerts. The season will open in November.

3

STILLMAN DISCLAIMS
AN INTENT TO OFFEND

IC
If
0
,
ci*

ience

layor in Plea for Home Rule in
Raising Revenue Asks Bigger
Share of Liquor License
Fees for City Use.
| Home rule. in taxation to permit
i Ohio municipalities to fix the amount
of liquor license taxes was advocated
by Mayor Baker yesterday before
the commission appointed by Governor Cox to make a survey of the
financial needs of cities.
Baker scored the Smith 1 per cent
limitation law and declared that the
city of Cleveland did not spend
enough money for its needs. Valuation of railroad property by the
state was also criticized. A complete
investigation of the city's expenditures is to be made by the commission today.
Proposals which the commission
has under consideration include:
Modification of the Smith law
to permit municipalities to levy
taxes in excess of. 1 per cent.
Enactment ot"legislation giving
cities a larger share of liquor
license revenues.

Hiram F, Stillman, secretary •„ mv> j-.
Safety Director Benesch, declared to\
be slated for removal because: of at
editorial he wrote for the '-PoliceI
Post, said last night he publisher]]
the article without intending to i
fend anyone, and had no intention j;:
to hay
resigning his position,
Stillman returned last night frorHj
,
Bay City, Mich., where he went ■ "
.
week ago to bring back the ,!K'SlSted
police boat Vigilant. He left granted
boat at Sandusky last night.
fa }ias
The editorial which caused Benesjiie. „T,
to announce a determination to fy.™
miss Stillman, indorsed prohibife l.DJUIiel
Stillman declined to say vhetta-'iue ail,1
he would fight dismissal.
'orce

Sinking' Fund Tjaw.
Payment of fees received by the
state
from
foreign
insurance
companies to city police and firemen's pension funds.
Removing sinking fund and interest levies from the Smith
limitation act.
Giving Ohio cities a proportionate share of revenues paid
into the state treasury for automobile licenses.
John H. Kauffmann, of the state
auditor's office, presented
figures
showing' the amounts now paid into
the state treasury in indirect taxes.
The commission will use these figures
in working out a plan to divert a
part of these fees to Ohio cities.
"It savors of a scandal for the
state to have $5,000,000 in its treas| ury," said Baker. He declared that
| Ohio municipalities would be comj pelled to levy an occupational tax
' upon all lines of business unless relief was forthcoming.
Fixing of
liquor taxes by cities would eliminate
bartering in licenses, he said.
Zangerle Attacks Methods.
County Auditor Zangerle, presenting the county's needs, urged that
laws be enacted which would permit
different assessments to be placed
upon various kinds of real estate.
"A uniform tax rate on business and
residence properties Is unfair," said
he.
D. C. Westenhaver, president of
; the board of education, said that the
board was not required to maintain
summer schools, night schools, school
gardens, playgrounds or a system of
medical inspection but that if all
these things were abolished the
amount saved would only be suf-;
ficient to run the schools two weeks, j
Director of Public Safety Benesch
told of police and firemen's pension
shortages.
Stewart
li:
Tatum,
Springfield
member of the commission, said that
his city was able to successfully
operate under the Smith law, but
that it did not spend money for welfare activities carried on by Cleveland.

mayor

S0L0NS THREATEN TO
And tl
lattle. i
OVERRIDE ROUTE VETJ wnei'K
:he oner
Threats to pass legislation
ing the original routings of ('ls:iyjll he
avenue and W. 14th street earsov- nan un:
the veto of Mayor Baker were r; Tlle or
ncrease
by city councilmen yesterday, Bai
inion ci
is backing up Street Railway Cof..epresf
missioner Witt in his fight with trained t
council.
heater <
"Witt forgets that he is the-'''
viser of the council," said Coo ' nan of
nittee.
man Moylan yesterday. "He
to be a dictator."
Witt yesterday had failed to n
Additic
good his threat to start the circi
settle
tion of referendum, petitions again lers ^
the action of the council, relying o
fail
Mayor Baker to veto the legislalit;
offici
Baker said he was working on
rrl o:
routing plan of his own and \ng
work
take the matter up with Witt be[«| lat only
acting on the council resolutior hown in
hem. off
aid Thin
...
"As a j
ud what
1st man
lared 1 to
: Lustiff,
rs. "It'll
le head
iat was I
■olman w
:a.i- down
aker in
ringing si
e reachot
itches or
aits for i
"Ollii
Before 11
ttack on
etter clea

rer n? ih)5 Prospr>mpanie?,
iSponsiblo
hri nson

I to
mei
i Be
, Su

/
t

VIE SHOWS
ERE ON VERGE
OF 2 BIG WAR
Cleveland is about ot expense another moving picture!
headed this time, as before,
Jr'eetly to court. With one J
of accord theater owners and fihu
^supply house officials Thurs
1'^aaS-bitterly denounced Mayo
'o,-Baker's orders to Clue Roy.
»«'to have patrolmen rip down au
lurid banners from the entrances
"no moving picture houses, mMt
listed Baker's stand was unvvart'"ranted in view of his .admission
he has seen few "movies in his
en
«Uife and threatened to seek an
^injunction.against the; city and
fhainrae any member of the ponce
'orce who carries out the
mayor's order.

3 in /#

"goat" again.
In his first crusade
two years; ago Baker had banners
ripped off the front of Becht's picture house, and directed most of his
action toward him.
Becht agreed
with Xustig and Christenson that
court action will-result.
Many of the big feature films, such
as the "Burning of Rome," "Cabiria," "Quo Vadis" and others are
sensational
in
some
degree
or
other, more so than the ordinaryrun of films, exhibitors claim, and a
court ruling will be necessary to fix
the line of distinction.
_

3
And then, just as a sort of sideshow
,,CT.mttle, moving picture houses whose
VETIWners have refused to accede to
he operators' union's demand for an
i wanverage wage increase of S2.50 a week
if ryvill be dark or operated by other
arJ.'.han union men Thursday night.
"' The original demand of a $» a week
re maft ncrease having been refused, the
r. Mi mion
53.bu. Union
inion compromised
uumi-n.-',....™ on
„..,-ay CoE,.epresentatives Wednesday night obwith trained the promise of a majority of
" heater owners to grant the increase,
., ,girding to Harry Codding, chalrn W of the unioi/s executive commttee.
He tii
"Police Poor Judges"
' Additional trouble, but less difficult
settle, is expected from Bakers
lers to arrest all theater owners
o fail to show films not bearing
official seal of the Ohio state
of censorship. The censors
•orkiii" so slowly at Columbus
;t only a fraction of the films
lown in the state can be viewed by
jem.. officials of film supply houses
lid Thursday,
'•\s a judge of what is sensational
nd what is not, a patrolman is tile
st man in the world I'd pick," deared Henrv H. Lustig, of Schwartz
Lustig. counsel for the theater ownjjg.';' "It'll be another case similar to
Mj headlight dimming ordinance
Hps knocked out. What one paflman will pass by another will
down.
This order shows up
H&in his true light. Instead of
[fixing suit so an understanding can
ILched. he sits at his desk, disles orders right and left and
for exhibitors to bring action."
f-"Other Cleanups Needed"
ifore the administration opens an
on "movie" banners it had
• clean up the "legitimate" the
^KA bar some of Shakespeare's
jHL Chistian M. Christenson, man
"H'.of the Mutual Film Company,
^Kspect avenue, declared. Film
anies, more than'exhibitors, are
■bible for banners and posters,
Tfenson said, and any attempt of
Sty to exercise unwritten rights
|ij met by court action.
Becht, owner of the Mall
ater, Superior .-avenue, Thursday
Baker wouldn't make him the

STILLMAN STILL
HAS JOB; BOSS
SAYS NOTHING
Safety Director Benesch didn't lire
his secretary. Hiram F. Stillman,
Thursday, for being the author of a
story in the Police Post boosting former Safety Director Stage and advocating prohibition.
Stillman was
at his desk all Thursday forenoon
and said he did not expect to be fired.
Benesch assumed a "nothing to
say" attitude on the Stillman question. He declared he never had said
he was going to tire Stillman. Stillman's friends believed Benesch had
changed his mind suddenly on his
idea of abolishing the job as secretary, which he has declared a useless expense.
"There is nothing I will say on
the subject," Benesch said Thursday when asked if he had told
Stillman his job no longer existed.
This was at the conclusion of a long
tall; between Stillman and Benesch.
Stillman said
the conversation
between them had been about the
new police boat Vigilant, aboard
which Stillman made the trip from
Saginaw, Mich., to Sandusky.
No
reference to the prohibition editorial
was made, Stillman said.
"I do not expect to lie dismissed,"
Stillman said.
"The article which
' has seemed to cause so much comment was not a prohibition story.
There never has been a prohibition
article in the Police Post.
"I knew nothing of the incident until I returned home Wednesday night.
Then I was surprised to see a newspaper story saying that Rev. Mr.
Rutledge of the Anti-Saloon league
was to intercede to help me hold my
position."
Benesch said he still was of the
opinion that useless jobs ought to be
abolished, put did not say whether
he had changed- his mind as to the
usefulness or u'selessness ' of Stillman's job. Stillman said he, too, favored abolition of useless jobs.

BAKER KICKS, STATE TO
PROBE CITY'S FINANCES
Home rule in taxation to permit removal of the 1 per cent tax restriction imposed by the Smith Jaw and
to allow municipalities to fix amount
of liquor taxes were advocated by
Mayor Baker Wednesday before Governor Cox's commission to study financial problems of Ohio cities.
Director, Thomas Coughlin told the
commission the city did not spend
enougli money for its needs. A complete investigation of the city's expenditures will be made by the commission Thursday.
D. C. Westenhaver, school board
president, told commissioners that
summer and night schools and playgrounds would have to be abolished
unless the state provided relief.

HUMAN BACK
ON $2500 JOB
Hiram Stillman, secretary
to
Safer Benesch, was back on his
$2500 a year job Thursday, wearing a happy smile, despite the
fact
that
Benesch
Wednesday
said Stillman's job was going to
be abolished as unnecessary
as
soon as the secretary returned.
Stillman also editor of the Police Post, published a "dry" editorial in a recent issue
which
caused consternation among city
politicians.
Now
Benesch
adds
that the Police Post probably .will
be suspended.
"I'm in favor of the abolition of
all useless jobs," said Stillman
Thursday. "I have no intention
of resigning. I was surprised to
see the excitement stirred up by
the article in the
Police
Post.
That wasn't an expression of my
feelings. It was simply a discussion of the liquor question."
"There won't be any action
taken for
several
days,"
said
Benesch Thursday.
Stillman
reached
Cleveland
Wednesday night from Saginaw,
Mich., ,.where he
went to bring
back the new police boat Vigilant.
The boat had a strenuous time
in the storm Wednesday. All the
crew wore life preservers as the
w ives
washed over the decks.
Stillman left 'he boat at Sandusky Wednesday night and took
a car to .Cleveland.

HIM.
SAFETY CHIEF FAILS COM PROMISE ROUTE
Til DISMISS HIS HIDE PROPOSED \\ MAYOR
fienestth and Stiliman Work i
Hanmony; Prohibition Article
Unchallenged.

Suggests Use of Clark Avenue to
W. 25th Street With Holmden'
Avenue Barn Loop.

Routing of W. 14th street cars
Director of Public Safety Benesch along Clark avenue to W. 25th street
and ma secretary, Hiram F. Still- and looping them by the Holmden
man, did not debate the question, avenue car barns was proposed by
"What: constitutes a good editorial," Mayor Baker yesterday as a comproupon the arrival of the latter at mise of the fight between Street
the cyily hall yesterday. Despite the Railway Commissioner Witt and the
very different opinions of Benesch
city council.
and -Stiliman on this question, both
Witt wants W. 14th street cars to
works a in apparent harmony.
stop at Brainard avenue, and the
It uras Stillman's first day at his
council wants them sent along Clark
1
post In the department of safety,
avenue.
Baker submitted his comsince i the publication of his editorial
in t»,B Police Post last week, in ] promise plan to the council commitwhich: he endorsed prohibition m | tee on street railways yesterday. He
Ohio.
It was also Benesch's first I will veto the resolution ordering the
■ opportunity to carry out his an- j restoration of original routings upon
nounced plan to dismiss Stiliman for 1 which Witt threatened to obtain a
I referendum.
publil-ftiing the editorial.
—»Occasionally they discussed departmental matters, but no mention TEANTOWNERS TO FIGHT
j was made of the prohibition editorial
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Stijlman, sunburned and tanned
1
after, a five-day trip on the lakes
An organized campaign against
•with! the new police boat Vigilant,
arrived at the city hall bright and legislation which it considers detrimental to teaming interests will be
fi£H*l"VL
"I Won't feel guilty," he said. "The carried on by the Team Owners' AsPost article was not an expression sociation, just formed.
The organization is made up of
of mtf feelings. It was simply a disteaming contractors, and it will fight
cussion of the liquor question.
the proposed vehicle tax ordinance
now pending before the city council.
Speakers at a meeting at the Builder";' Exchange also voiced a protest
against other council legislation.
They feel that a number of traffio
regulations now in force are working to their detriment, and claim
that there is no evident benefit to
I the city in general.
W. T. Krowarz is president and
': Charles Hays secretary-treasurer of
;the organization. A board of trus' tees will be named at a later meeting.
^

POLICE BOAT TRAINING
STARTS THIS MORNING

, •>■*

RO

Training of patrolmen for duty on
the new police boat Vigilant will
start at the B. 9th street pier this
morning. Patrolman Huberty, who
piloted the . boat from Saginaw,
Mich., will be in charge.
Four patrolmen will be assigned'
to duty on the boat, in day and night
shifts. Huberty brought the boat
from Sandusky yesterday. The run
from Detroit to Sandusky was made
in thirteen hours, with an hour's
stop at Put-In-Bay. Severe weather
wa:i encountered on part of the trip,
and the boat thoroughly proved her
seagoing
qualities,
according to
Huberty.

W ?/</•

STILLMftNJAGK: SILEIT
Meets Benesch, but Declines
to Talk of Future.
Speretarv H. V. Stiliman of the department
of public safety returned to
„fsrtofflce at thPe city hall.yesterday and
following a meeting with Public Safety
Director A. A. Benesch he declined to
state whether he has made definite arrangements to leave his position.
X?-the meeting between the two officials the matter of abolishing the posiX he d by Secretary Stiliman was
taken up. Director Benesch declared
some days ago he has no need for a
Se
Thetaday after Secretary Stiliman left
for Saginaw, Mich., to bring back the
po ice boat Vigilant, the September issue
of the Police Post appeared. An. editorial advising the adoption of the pro-_
hibition amendment to the constitutor
aroused much comment. SecieUry b«u
man. the Post's editor, also ^f^ f!,?®
administration of former Public Safety j
Director
C. W.
Stage. said yesterday
=f„w.av the
Secretary
Stiliman
the
editorial was not an expression of his
feeling's and that it was merely a uis
ussion of the liquor question.
^
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DEMAND BRIDGE BAND CONCERT
E KEPT CLOSED FUND ALL GONE
UNTIL 8:30 A.M.
because «„nerior
Superior viaduct is swuus
by
open before the time P
„.
„ reused Councilman Ka
ordinance, causet\„„ ._ ordinance
Una Friday to prep*re an °
which will keep the bridge
^
until after the "ng rush
will seek passage of his
Monday night.
resoluu,r falling back on an o»« i
J/ S before the>=g of
Centr

lH "wing tbe dr0aw at 8:15
™ which West Siders say causes
a. m., wmcn
thousands of
half an hour delayj
and

PCT

WOrkeI S d Ue
" t 8 iu
30

A
emergency orshops at »- „
the burning
a
f^'trU v uc t Provided that
Superior viaduct should be kept
closed from 6 until 8:30 a. m.
Kalina's resolution will make 8.80
the permanent opening time for the
I bridge to boats.

The year's appropriation for band
concerts is exhausted and prospects
I^r having further open air concerts
are dim. This was in spite of the
fact that the city has spent about
$10,000 for concerts this summer.
By following a different plan of
paying musicians than was followed
this year it was claimed there still
would be sufficient money to give
band concerts until the end of the
season. Musicians were put on a
wee'kly basis, it was charged Thursday, and received pay for many concerts not given because of bad
weather.
Councilman McGinty was to make
a fight against abruptly ending the
band concert season. He had plans
made to .have a ragtime band concert at the haymarket, and said
Thursday he would try to induce
Park Commissioner Alber to carry
out his program.

__
BENESCH WAITS
lAKERWILLBE AND WATCHES HI
CARRIE NATION
TO THE MOVIES
Mayor Baker will arm himself
frith a little hatchet and a stepladffler and make a personally conductEt tour of moving picture theaters
■or the purpose of ripping down bankers that do not appeal to his finer
Knses. He planned Friday to aploim himself judge and jury of the i
propriety of banners shown by movie j
jiouses.
% Baker's decision to visit movie i
•fhouses personally came when he j
^earned that movie theater owners
would fight his order to polce to
■ear down crime portraying banners
End criticizing Baker for ordering
tpolicemen to pass on banners.
jg "I'll be the judge myself," Baker
isaid. "They can't make me go into
jAheir movie shows, but I can't help j
'seeing the banners waved before me j
jfcs 5 pass movie houses.
B "If the picture men want to take
fihe matter to court, I'm satisfied.
fche courts will settle the question
/for all time."
■Baker did not say when he would
Start on his Carrie Nation style of
campaign.
■Meanwhile Chief Rowe has issued
Instructions to his policemen to carH? out Baker's instructions.

Safety Director Benesch Friday
assumed a "watchful waiting" pol-1
icy so far. as Hiram F. Stillman, his
secretary, is concerned.
Benesch
watched Stillman over the top of his
glasses and waited for Stillman to
get out.
But Stillman was only
waiting and did not watch.
He
promised to stick close to the job.
"Not yet," was Benesch's only
comment Friday when asked if he
abolished Stillman's job, as he has
been threatening ever since an article advocating prohibition appeared in the Police Post, of which
Stillman is editor.
Stillman was on the job as usual
Friday and seemed unconcerned. He
was making no effort to carry out
•Benesch's desire that he quit.

CAR ROUTE ROW
IS NEAR AN END
The row over the/ Clark avenue and
"West 14th-West 25th street car routings bids fair to be settled, Friday,
when Traction Commissioner Witt
announced he would agree to the
compromise plan presented to council by Mayor Baker. Witt had threatened a referendum vote on the council's resolution restoring the old split
routings.
Baker's plan leaves West 25th and
West 14th street lines practically direct lines, for which Witt had fought.
Under Baker's scheme West 14th
street cars will go out West 14th
street, up Clark avenue to West 25th
street and loop at the Holmden avenue car barns. Dinky service will be
maintained on West 14th street between Clark and Brainerd avenues,
replacing that on Clark avenue between West 25th and West 14th
streets.
Baker will veto the council resolution providing for the old routing and
offer his compromise plan at council
meeting Monday night.
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IMAY QUIT CITY POSITION

EXPO HALL DEPENDS
ON SALEOF BONDS

Marketmaster Gets Offer Fro»
Syracuse (N. Y.) Citizens.

City Marketmaster Charles Kamp,
who is completing a report for PubHe Service Director T. L. Sidlo, recommending a policy as to the estahlish~«U? of a crreat
central market that
ulfthou|hStwoulCd result in the lowering of food prices, may leave his
Building Won't be Established till-position to take charge of a new
central market to be opened in SyraUntil Hospital Pavilion
5*'jl T. Millionaire residents of
that city are planning to convert an
armorv
into a central market and
is Finished r\
have asked Cleveland's marketmaster to take charge.
The offer is being considered by
Kamp. Yesterday he stated he
Councilmen Would Open Ne- Mr
had not decided. The eastern capitalists have offered to sign a fivegotiations for Marine Inyear contract for his serv.ces as
manager of the new market.
City council has just asked Direcstitution's Site.
tor Sidlo for a report on the subject
of a new central market and data
obtained by the marketmaster
Establishment of an exposition being
may be embodied in the report to
building and convention hall on the council. 0
site of.the.Marine hospital may depend on the sale of $75,000 bonds to
be offered by the city next Tuesday. COMPLAIN OF GYMNASIUM
If the bonds are sold the city will
be In position to erect the first pa- Yonng Men Say They Mnst Join
Clas.i to U«c City Property.
vilion of the new .$2,000,000 City hospital group on Scranton-rd S. W.
;
Young men 'livin
Chairman 3. W. Reynolds of the
council. committee on industrial ex- the Clark-a\ S. \V. bath house and
pansion and other members ,of the gymnasium a e complaining concerning
city council favor the plan of enter- the managem :it of the institution. Yesing into negotiation for the Marine
McDonoUgh. member of
hospital site as soon as the. bonds are , terday T. L. Sections, called at the ofthe
boa
rd
sold.
"
The government would be ottered fice of Park Commissioner E red C. A«the use of the first pavilion.of the ber to ascertain whether young men
new City hospital group if the lake who do not join the clubs and clashes
front tract oh which the Marine hos- „^» Kirvori from tbc gvrhuasium floor.
■ pital is located is turned over to the ^-Vhey tell Se they 'are not permitted
city. Public Welfare Director H. R. to use the B^ma?lumAT"nleMrT]onou"h
sa id not
*£%,*
niv'rc,-d" J.1
Cooley believes the city can easily i some
"Such aclass,'
rule should
be enroicea.
provide for sick and injured sailors ' Hirmaht perhaps there was some teacne
at the new Scranton-rd institution. I who was giving instructions over
In the opinion of Councilman Rey- th
Mr' Alber denied that a rule of this
nolds the first section of the expo- 1 character
was in force at the city msition hall could be erected for
i
stitutlon.
about $200,000. It would be of steel
—O"
and concrete. The ornamental features of the structure could be added CITY TO SELL WIENERS
later. The structure would be used
for national conventions as well as Will Also neol in Hot Chocolate at
exhibitions of the output of Cleveland
Park Stands.
industrial institutions.
The subject will be discussed at
Hot
wiener
sandwiches will he sold
the third public meeting of the
council committee on trade expan- at municipal refreshment, stands in the ,
sion. The second meeting will be
1
held next Thursday at the city hall.
Bankers and representatives of transportation interests will be present. C AlSr is arranging plans for the
Invitations have also been extended
small^orneTlot skating, ponds
to art dealers and importers who ~T*e*
he abandoned this year and instead
would be interested in developing the «m
the Sty vdU have, three large ponds in
manufacture of art goods in Cleve- lr M& narks One pond will be lorXd at Gordon park, near the shejter
a
The Chamber of Commerce, follow- Souse and another at Edgewater near
ing its announcement that it would the dance hall. The third may be
assist all manufacturers interested m at"The°cfrd*' •vice at Gordon and Edgethe foreign trade movement,, was water is eoud now and there is no reaHooded with inquiries yesterday re- son why we cannot keep large ponds in
garding trade conditions in boutn thes^parW' said Commissioner Alber.
\merica. Many salesmen who wish
to represent Cleveland concerns in
South America were heard from.
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CH00SE~SAILbT~PQHCE
Officials SUnn landlubbers in Picking Visitant's Crerr.
Director of Public Safety A. A. Benesch and Chief of Police W. S. Rowe
Yesterday selected the crew tor Cleve- j
land's new police boat Vigilant.
There were many applicants for
service on the boat, but landlubbers
were hopelessly out of the running
when almost a dozen patrolmen who
i had been seamen and marine engiSbneers entered the lists. ■k Patrolman George Hubert}-, best
Vnown yachtsman in the department,
will command the motor craft. Other
members of the crew will be Patrolmen Herbert Dwr*r, Melville Porter
t and John Shea. Patrolmen Samuel
'Cook and James Brown are placed in
the auxiliary service.

/

CRIME POSTERS ARE
Police Begin Crusade Against!
Lurid Pictures in Front of
j
Film Theaters.

rcoMft
APPOINT-COMMITTEE'!
DEMOLISH PARK Rj
("iris who raised a fund 1((
Tom I.. Johnson memorial,,
in Library Park, at ' a „,,]
AVcst Carnegie Library [asi t>"
pointed a committee U: eight,
down, the old board fenced
circling Library Park.
According to Miss Matilfoi
l'DSS Fyjltcn road, city ofjflj
failed to ean\ out promises]
this fence removed and „ j
built. Miss Salen also declare
night thai city officials have*
ried out promises to haven!,
provemerrts made in Library ft!
fore the statue is erected.'
"J f the city docs not tears.!
down, we will," Miss Salen
Another committee was
to ask Commissioner of Part
to have the park improved at

Posters
showing
vice rampant
should be banished from public view,
but pesters depicting the triumph of
the law, when the law is a large,
blue-coated policeman, may remain
in sight, according to Police Sergeant
Burroughs.
Sergeant Burroughs late yesterday'
ordered L. H. Scott, manager of the
Bijou Dream Theater, 410 Euclid To Hunt Docks for Patrol \
avenue, to take down some large
Director of Public Safety J
posters advertising a film called "The and Police Chief Rowe win J
Jack-Pot Club," because the posters
the. new police patrol boatvj
i depicted men gambling and drinking.
this morning .in search o'fj
Other posters showing a policeman
docks for her. George f. |<]
the victor in a desperate struggle
Herbert F. Dwyer, former £
with a prisoner, in which both parmaster in the U. S. navy; ]\1
ticipants are rolling about the floor,
Porier. late of the I". 8. math,
Sergeant Burroughs told Scott could
and John Shay were details! J
remain on view.
on the boat yesterday.
Sergeant. Burroughs said he was
acting on orders from a superior- officer. His action followed the issu- FILES PROTESTlSij
ance of a written order from Police
Chief Rowe, instructing the police to
REMOVAL OF STILLS
have taken down all posters in front
of moving picture theaters, in which John S. Rutiedge. district
hold-ups. burglaries and murders intendent of the Anti-Saloon Id
protested against the proposal
were depicted.
Chief Rowe also issued an order movai of H. F. Stillman as see
of the department of public i
in a letter to Mayor Baker yestj
Stillman recently wroto a prj
instructing policemen to see that
all motion picture films exhibited in tion editorial in the Polia
Cleveland have been approved by the which was followed by an aim:;
board of censors of motion picture ment by Benesch that he prorj
films, and to make arrests if the law abolish the position of sea
w-as not complied with.
Rutiedge said that the reimj
Manager Scott said the Motion Stillman would be an indicati!
Picture Exhibitors' League, of which liquor interests were active I
he is a member, was preparing to politics.
take action to prevent the removal
Stillman was still on the jj
of posters.
terday, while Benesch remain!
,on his announced. intention oil
away with the position.
•■!.

NEW "CRIME DOCTOR"
IS ASSIGNED QUARTERS BAKER TO OPPOSE Sll
Dr. John B. Lowe, new municipal
BROUGHT BY STOCK!

court, physician, yesterday was assigned quarters adjoining municipal
court room No. 2, and instructed by
Director of Public Safety Benesch to
secure the equipment necessary to
begin work.
Dr. Lowe's duty will be to examine prisoners to determine whether
physical or mental defects are responsible for their misdemeanors.
He will conduct elaborate tests to
gauge their mental standard.
Where Dr. Lowe recommends it,
prisoners may be sent to the CItj
Hospital for observation, or released
on parole, instead of being given
prison sentences.

Mayor Baker and Director J
Stockwell will appear i
lawyers in the suit brought byl
well to restrain the city froitJ
ing $6,000 for the payments
incurred bj- the Perry Ceil
C mmission.
"Mr. Stockwell believes fd
misapplication of public fundi|
not," said Baker yesterday,
nouncing that he would reJ
Director of Finance Coughliif
made defendant in the suit.
Baker named the coma
which had charge of the ce«i|
celebration a year ago.
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Moving Picture theater owners
ISaUudav had not quite deeded
wheher to fight Mayor Baker's.order to Chief Rowe to have patrolmen tear down lurid banners or to
ttVoweand Baker play out their
1 string, but the probability ^vas court
act on will be under way by Tuesday or Wednesday Just what course
wiii be pursued is to be determined
soon when exhibitors meet to take
8,ID the case of 1..- H.. Scott, manager
of the Biiou Dream theater, 410
J Euclid avenue, from whose theater
J police late Friday confiscated poste
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"l't:s practically a certainty exhibitors "will take court action," said
Henry H. T^ustig, counsel for the
Exhibitors' league, "but along what
i lines has not been decided.
"We
could go to common pleas court
and seek an injunction, or permit CHANGEINTERURBAN CARS
police to arrest theater managers
Blocking of Woodland, Broadway
and let the judge decide whether and other cars looping on Chamj the posters were obnoxious."
plain avenue, because of the inside
The discrimination shown by police Loop being used as a storage track
in censoring banners at the Bijou for East Side interurbans, will be
j Dream made Baker and police the eliminated in the future, Traction
| butt of much ridicule Saturday. Pos- Commissioner Witt announced Satters portraying gambling and drink- urday.
ing were ordered taken down, but
Witt plans to put the interurbans
hose showing policemen fighting and l| on West 3d street between Superior
worsting their opponents were con- land Champlain avenues.
sidered so excellent they were permitted to remain.
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Mayor Baker and representatives
of the musicians' union clashed Saturdaj' over hiring from another city
a flute player for the municipal orchestra. Union officials told Baker
there are - efficient flutists in Cleveland. Unless Baker, accedes to the
union's demands the municipal orchestra may disband.
*
Baker was to have a second conference with union officials late Saturday.
The musician already has
been engaged by Director Christiaan
Timmncr and is on his way here.
Meanwhile Baker has collected $2,400 in public, subscriptions to pay
for the orchestra season. This money
may have to be returned and the
Sunday pop concerts at the Hippodrome abandoned.
Timmncr is shaking in his shoes
over possible loss of his $2,400 a
year job as director if the orchestra
disbands.

9
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BIG CAB7AT HAMPERS
POLICE BOAT WORK
Craft Must Wait Till B. & 0. an d Lake Shore Bridges Are Swung
to Pursue Smaller Vessels on River.
Police patrolmen, pursuing river
pirates in the new $2,500 police boat
Vigilant, will have to wait until the
Baltimore & Ohio and Lake Shore
railroad bridges are swung before
they .can enter or leave the Inner
harbor.
The new boat has a nine-foot cabin
and cannot pass under the two
bridges. Other bridges in the upper
river just provide sufficient clearance
for the craft with the present low
stage of the river.
Director of Public Safety Benesch
and Police Chief Kowe made this
discovery during their first cruise
up the Cuyahoga in the new boat
yesterday.

Benesch admitted that the large
cabin in the police boat would be a
serious handicap to police in pursuing smaller motor craft, as the Lake
Shore bridge is located at the mouth
of the Cuyahoga River and is a key
to the entire inner harbor. Smaller
crafts could dart under the bridge,
while the police boat whistled for
Its swinging.
"I had supposed that the boat
would have only a small cabin aft,"
sain Benesch. City Harbor Master
Henderson suggested that two feet
be sawed off of the commodious
cabin. The police boat was purchased in Saginaw, Mich, Docks of
the new boat will be located at the
foot of Superior avenue.

BAKER ON COMMITTEE
NEW PURE FOOD LAWS
TO FIGHT SMITH LAW
TO GROW OUT OF SUITS
New legislation governing the
sale of candy and food products will
follow a municipal court decision
dismissing charges against dealers
arrested for alleged violations of
pure food laws, Commissioner of
Health Ford said yesterday.
The court held that affidavits upon
which warrants were issued were
faulty.
Regulations governing the
sale of food products will probably
be submitted to the qjty council
Tuesday, Ford said.

Arguments against the proposed
amendment to write the Smith one
per cent tax law into the state constitution will be prepared by a committee composed of Mayor Baker,
John Begg, of Columbus Grove, and
W. E. Weyg^ndt, of T/ooster.
Baker was notified of his appointment by Governor Cox yesterday.
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Red a Danger Signal.
The foods found audulterated, but

G1TY CHEMISTS
1 AMI ALL
| FOOD SUPPLIES
_

,

.

Ufiarly 20 Ordinances to Be
Drafted.to Protect Public
t.
From Dangers of
Impurities.
CARDS TO DEFINE
RELATIVE MERITS
Yellow to Indicate Harmless Adulteration, Red to Show Article
Is Condemned.

-

WiU
be list
ve 2 the
,Ia"% bearing
on
yellow
cards
the ^word
Passed," with the name of the
brand the dealer handling it and the
manufacturer.
There will also be
a notation referring to another index, . by which the , housewife may
learn the exact extent of the adulteration.
The condemned foods will be listed
on red cards bearing the word "con
demned," with the names of the
brand, dealer and manufacturer the
result of the analysis and the outcome of the court prosecution.
Thus the purchaser will be able to
determine with certainty whether
brands of foods she has been buying
are pure and whether her dealer has
ever been accused or convicted of
adulterating his products.
; Some of the data thus far tabulated has been taken from reports
of pure food investigations in other
Cities, and from government reports
but-actual analysis of samples taken
m Cleveland is being made as rapidly as possible. When completed
the entire results will be open to the
use of Cleveland housewives.

Results Pleasing.
Thus far the results of the work
have been satisfactory, according to
Dr. Ford and City Chemist White
For example, of twenty-one brands of
ketchup examined, sixteen were approved, two passed and only three
condemned.
In one instance, a pint jar of a
substance labeled strawberry /am
was found to contain approximately
one and a half strawberries, the rest
of the ingredients being glucose, tomato pulp and apple parings
In another instance an article pur-

An elaborate survey of the manufacture and sale of all classes of
food products, which when completed, city officials say, will enable
Cleveland housewives to be certain
they are purchasing pure foods, is
being undertaken by City Chemist
■White and Health Commissioner
Ford.
BtrWith the survey, which includes
careful analysis of hundreds of food
products, Dr. Ford is preparing nearly twenty new ordinances to govern
the sale of certain classes of food
b b IOSna Bausa
products. These ordinances will not
grade
of
" prlnciPally a cheap
define what foods shall contain, but
grade of coarse flour with a small
What they shall not contain. The
percentage of meat.
ordinances are designed to enable the
Dr. Ford and City Chemist White
health department to more successexpress the belief that the work and
fully prosecute vendors of impure and
the proposed ordinances will result in
adulterated foods.
insuring the sale in Cleveland of only
■ With the ordinances at present in
such foods as may be guaranteed Is
force, Dr. ..Ford says the department
is greatly handicapped, courts having
several times held that the prosecution should lie directed against the WANTS WALWORTH RUN
manufacturer and not the vendor.
The manufacturer in many instances
TO HAVE PLAYGROUNDS
Is out of the jurisdiction of the Cleveland authorities.
Establishment of playgrounds in
Detects Adulterants.
Walworth Run between Fulton road
" When the food survey is com- and Lorain avenue, will be asked by
pleted, an elaborate filing cabinet, Councilman Kalina in a resolution to
carefully indexed, will be at the disposal of the housewife by which she be offered in the city council tomorrow night.
may study the results of the survey
Director of Public Service Sidlo
and determine the purity or exact
extent of the adulteration of food plans to have a boulevard constructed
through the Walworth valley. Until
Products she has been buying.
. Thus far the cabinet contains data this is done Kalina believes that
on forty-four classes of foods or playgrounds should be laid out for
substances used in cooking, and Fourth and Fifth ward children.
shows the results of analysis of more
than 300 brands *of foods sold in
Cleveland.
.are baking
i The products covered
powder, beverages, candies, cereals
cheese, chocolate and cocoa, coffee
and ten, condensed milk, crackers,
cakes, meals and flour, desserts,
dried fruit, fish products, flavoring
extracts, honey, ketchup, macaroni
id spaghetti, meat products, oils
and lard, pickles and condiments
preserves, jellies and jams, sauces
?Pd relishes, soice.s, sugars, syrups
canned vegetables.
vinegar" andu
yeasts.
■|hese products will be divided into
three classes, those approved as

EV° f °

.pure

lh0S(,

,,,,„„,

to be aduUerated

but to an extent within the law, anc]
V foun<1 i-^Pure and condemned
■he approved class will be feted
Kblue cards, bearing simply the
gtme.of the brand and the manufac!

» ™
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POOR VIGILANT! SAFER TO PROBE
SHE IS TOO HIGH CHARGE ICE IS
FOR RIVER DUTY
UNDERWEIGHTI

The good ship Vigilant, river police boat, and latest acquisition to
the municipal fleet, is docked.
She is moored alongside that
other good ship, the City of Mt.
Clemens, which in original cost, repairs and additional equipment, has will ^^^r^r^
e
test
cost the city over $16,000.
weighings.
The Vigilant is a trim boat. She
1
WI
llT*^
" con^
wun city Sealer
Radcliffe
On
looks well and runs well. She cost wifh^CUv
$2500.
tlJnTtL0' thIS conf<"ence w?n
Last week she made the trip on depend the scope of the investigathe lakes from Saginaw, Mich., and
her captain did not stick to the
edges, but took the course of the
big steamers. There was a heavy
sea, but the 30-foot Vigilant came
through with flying colors
And now she may be docked for
several days. She may even be fun weTghf6 CMSUmer reives
torn to pieces and rebuilt.
Cabin is Too High.
• The trouble with the Vigilant using pouce or other merXs or
is that her cabin is so high it is w saf®ty .dePartment to make
maKe
necessary to swing the Cuyahoga test weighings
river railroad bridges before she
T e
Ee
^
y ha
can get under them
1ce L a?es^ o Te 1o rr e ct «?££
iJ^ mttter of heIght was overooked when Safer Benesch sent
9
S nS do not
«*>
fl° H6W ^ork "n<* had the speci- their scales. ™ °
fications drawn. The oversight
was not discovered until the boat
was taken on the river for its
first tryout.
Police officers, blocked by the
«. & O. bridge on the trial trio
prompt y said that the slowest
Pirate in the world could tret
away under these conditions.
tho
S?h says he wln consider
Dr. D. B. Lowe, city crime snethe problem a few days before de- ctaJirt,
is now on the Job tajolffe
5
ether t0
boa?
rebuild the
u»}'S a ^,rand new Cleveland po"It is such a beautiful boat " lice
procedure he means to apply
he says "that we hate to mar it
No longer the clockwork routine
It 's unfortunate that the bridges of sentence after sentence-'thirty
are so low.''
and costs, thirty and costs.' We're

ted Ts*&%rz

CRIMElJCTOR
TAKES UP TASK

PLAN TO START MUNY
FOOD BUREAU HERE
Healther Ford and City Chemist White are preparing ordinances establishing a muny food
bureau.
By reference to the proposed
bureau, a Cleveland housewife!
may learn whether any food
I product sold in Cleveland is
| Pure or contains adulterants
The ingredients of BUCh pro.
ducts as baking powder, extracts
yeasts, etc., will be recorded by
means of a card index system to
which the public will have access
Analyses already have been
started.
Other ordinances to be offered
to council soon will specify what
adulterants shall not be ^sed
Ford says the present pure food
ordinances are inadequate

d SP Se of men ln
S?^Fw
° need ra
h
ti ey

the

light

ww
? Jdone," he tner
what #
they've
says than
Just because a man's in police
tZW° lgn ne's a criminal It's

the' XZVhat C°UntS' m°re

thaa

t0 find the
rionWwe g0ins
connecL Then,SOClal
conditions
and
&
m
ses
ment nf eS Zfc help
? P° a ma Punishdnwn l*re ° ?ere to hel n who's
Z rn
? men
Pd offenders
nY *?
—to
make
SICk
w
well, morally, physically, mentally!"
t J,°ve„win Ilave an office at central police station. But he won't
stay secluded in his office.
' I m going down into the 'bullpen-going to talk to men and boys

iSeirTeet'''

** "** "and *™*
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NOT SO GOOD AS
WEST VIRGINIA'
-Kalina

The new toy police boat Vigilant
chugged through the harbor SaturCharges that the city is paying too
day with muffler open, while coun- high a vrate*:Sor ; the •quality of gas
cil members smarted under the furnished were made Monday by
slight in not having the cute little
gasoline boat named after one of Councilman Kalina, who will seek to
have the city sue for a lower rate.
them.
Councilman Reynolds, who stood Tests made of the gas taken from
sponsor for the resolution author- Lakewood. gas wells proved, Kalina
izing the city to spend $3,000 for the
said, that the quality in heat units
30-foot boat that will lay speed
traps for motorboat speeders and was not so high as the West Virginia
capture pirates other times, denied gas, for which the -city contracted.
that he wanted the boat named after
Kalina
watched
City
Chemist
him.
White test the gas at several West
"They should have called her the Side city plants.
Kalina said they
'John W. Reynolds,' " Councilman proved the gas was not -from the
McGinty told Reynolds.
"When West Virginia wells. The same rate
they bought a Are boat they named should not be paid for Lakewood gas
it the 'John H. Farley.'
I'm in fa- as for West Virginia gas, Kalina
vor of giving credit where credit is said.
•
due."
\
"I will try to have the city sue for
But Reynolds said he did not think a lower rate for natural gas furany man ought to have a monument nished," Kalina said.
"After the
erected for him while he lived. It court has decided on that question
■wasn't because the new police boat "we can secure a lower rate for the
isn't much larger than one of the
tenders of the battle ship Dorothea thousands of gas
consumers
in
that he did not want his name on it.
Reynolds was around City Hall Cleveland."
Kalina also will continue to fight
waiting for the Vigilant to come in
for municipal gas, he announced
and expected to accompany city ofSaturday.
Wells drilled near the
ficials down to the dock to say welBrooklyn lighting plant would be
come to our city.
But the commitvery productive he believes.
tee went down without him, and he
"There is natural gas at the lightmade a lonesome trip
Monday to
ing
plant and
wells
should be
catch a glimpse of the little boat.
drilled," Kalina said. "There is no
Hiram F. Stillman is Credited with
reason why we can't have municipal
naming the boat Vigilant.
Had he
gas as well as municipal electric
been diplomatic and suggested that
light, especially when it is undisputit be called the "Alfred- A. Benesch"
ed that the gas can be reached
folk around City Hall say the safety
director never would have noticed easily."
that prohibition article in the Police
Post, which has caused so much
comment and threatened for a time
'to cost Stillman his $2,500-a-year
job.
Vesselmen were trying to figure
out just where the Vigilant can be
of any particular service to the city
in policing the waterfront.
The
crew can't do any gumshoe work,
they say, because the subdued muffler refuses to be subdued.
The Vigilant is smaller than most
of the privately-owned motorboats
Once more it looks as if Clevein the harbor, and can't stand a very
heavy sea, dockmen say.
It will, land people may be asked to buy
however, provide jobs for four po- city bonds over the counter to help
licemen who would
rather motor
the city out of its present financial
through the harbor than pound a
embarrassment, because of the rebeat.
fusal of broke: s to buy city bonds.
City directors were planning Monday to devise
some scheme that,
will raise money from the sale o*J
hundreds of thousands of dollars
worth of bonds necessary to carry!
out city improvements now under I
way and others which will be started directly. Bond brokers have told
Work on the West Side sewage
Finance Director Coughlin they will
disposal plant faces a serious denot be able to take any bonds from
lay because the city has not been
the city until the money
market
able to close a deal with the Pennis materially relieved.
i
sylvania railroad for four acres of
In addition to revenue bonds tor
land needed for the plant.
Service
$750,000 which council will have to
Director Sidlo says
he
has tried authorize to carry on the city govvainly to have the railroad execute
ernment for the remainder of tne
the deeds.
year it will be necessary to issue
Should the Pennsylvania finally
bonds for the completion of the city
decide to refuse the city's offer of
hall; bonds for more than $300,000
$8,000 an acre for the property a
to complete the East 65th stree.
serious problem will have
to be
sewer, as well as mony for City hosovercome.
The city made its deal
| pital improvements and work on the
with the local Pennsy representaI municipal lighting plant.
tives.
.
After the Pennsylvania agent offered the land to the city at $8,000
an acre, county appraisers valued
the property at.. from $21,000 to
$64,000 an acre.
The road may demand this as its price.

PENNSY MAY NOT SELL
SEWAGE PLANT LAND

day the advisability of suggesting,.
Baker that the only way the cilj
could maintain strict neutrality^
to have Timmner play only populj,
airs, such as "Who Paid the Keti
for Mrs. Rip Van .Winkle,While Bjp
Was Away?" "You're. Here ,and i'n
Here" and "This. Is the Life:" ThafJ
the only kind of music that.the pj
pie really enjoy, McGinty said.
Timmner will oppose any 'move os:
McGinty's part to popularize the Pffi
concerts, if for no other reason thai
Philanthropic Clevelanders who that he has just added a basoonistj
have dug into their pockets to the a flutist,' an oboeist and a harpist to
extent of $2,5 00 for a municipal or- his payroll for the season.
chestra were grieved Tuesday when
they learned that as an orchestra
Christiaan Timmner's organization
was about in a class with the Naps
as ball players.
Timmner was hiding the real truth
about the orchestra when he rejected a suggestion that the season
The city will have to issue $2,500,be' opened with the playing of the
1812 Overture by Tschaikowsky, be- 000 in bonds to complete waterworks
now
under wa|
cause trouble might be- caused by improvements
orchestra patrons who were not in Water Commissioner Schulz toli
sympathy with the French, and an- Utilities Director Stage Tuesday, ft
nounced that nothing but neutral money will be used on the West Sij.
music would be played, Timmner pumping station, East Side filtration plant, Fairmount reservoir ajj
said.
But it remained for Mayor Baker for new pumps at Kirtland statioi
to tell the real-truth. He said the Bonds for a like, amount alrtai;
Tschaikowsky masterpiece was too have been issued this year for tk;
and
other wate,
deep for Timmner's orchestra. They filtration plant
couldn't play it if they wanted to, works projects.
Schulz believes
that when inBaker said. It takes a real orchestra
with regular musicians and regular provements now under way arecW
instruments to play any Tschaikow- pleted the city will not be calls
sky piece, he asserted.
upon for further waterworks expeniBaker said Tuesday he did not be- itures for 25 years.
lieve the playing of selections by the
old masters would cause any trouble
providing the orchestra did not play
"Die Wacht Am Rhein" or the "Marseillaise." This might cause fisticuffs
among
a
partisan
audience, he
thought.
The mayor said he was
against eliminating European written
music. He wouldn't listen to any suggestion that Timmner play only the
latest and most popular comic and
Mayor . Baker's compromise *
sentimental music.
'. Councilman McGinty, author of rag tion of the' West 14th street |j
time pop concerts, considered Tues- Clark avenue street car tangle rj,
meet with strong opposition in»]
oil- Tuesday
night.
Councils!
Townes, assisted by a BelegatioM
more than 100. West Side resit;

HA, TRUTH OUT!
BAKER TELLS ON
CITY ORCH

2,500,000 NEEDED BY
WATER DEPAR1MEI

TAKEW.14
KICK TO

will fight for the alternate carsice.-on W.est'.Mth street and |
25th street, resolution for whiclri

o:
tc
in
n<

to

passed by council last Monday.
el;
Townes says Mayor Baker d
d;
stepped his authority in tail
ci
tl:
hand in'the fight. West SideJ
E
dents planned to show Baker thai,
Cf
acted without knowledge of the |
w
ation when he' induced the «
th
di
railway committee to accept MsM
be
promise under threat of vetoing |
be
resolution passed by council,
pa
"There can . be no compromises'
the question," Townes said Tne*
"The people of the Sixth ward j
po
W,
entitled to adequate car service.
constituents resent Baker's: acWj
will show their resentment wesj
night."
...
Baker's plan, which has !-'■".
Commissioner Witt's sanction, t
\ poses that all West 14th street
I proceed to Holmden avenue. I
West 25th ' street by way of U
avenue and. West -25th street.
plan eliminates the, stub lineruns from West- 14th. street to,
25th street on Clark avenue,
0]
.under his scheme, none of the9
nd
["] 4-tli street' cars would' go to c
nay
lyn. '
onr
Si)
been
cont
ware
distr
tions
Dii
yestc
inter
e i

lcl
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■/t&.lU^.FILTRATION PLANT WILL
NEED $2fl00,00Q MORE

Woods and Smith See Danger in
Constant Borrowing by City
to Meet Deficits in Operating Expenses.

Additional bond Issues amounting
to $2,-000,000 will betnecessary to complete the D'vision avenue filtration
plant, remodel the pumping station
at that place,, andj construct an East
Side filter plant, Waterworks Commissioner Schulz said
yesterday.
Bond issues of $2,500,000 have already been authorized.
Schulz is now preparing a financial
statement for submission to Director
of Public Utilities Stage. The filtration
commission appointed by
Mayor Baker had estimated that
filter plants with a capacity of 22$,.000,000 gallons daily could be built
for $2,000,000.
Purchase of lake front land adJoining- Kirtland pumping station and
the acquiring of additional land in
the vicinity of the Fairmount pumping station has cut into the fundsauthorized for the construction ofi
the filter plants.

^Opposition to the city adminlstratton'sNfilan of borrowing, $765,000
throughSj^e issuing of short time
notes may develop at tonight's meeting of the city council. The money
is to be used to 'meet deficits in the
operating expenses of the municipal SANITATION CHIEF MUST
government.
TAKE PERSONALITY TEST!
"Borrowing of money can not go
on indefinitely," said Councilman
Personality tests, applied first by '
■Woods, who is studying an opinion
>u by the legal department of Co- the civil service 'commission in the
given
lumbus to the effect that the issuing examination of playground superof emergency notes is IIIUS&L.
U«- visors, will be- used
~~~- in
... examinations
^aiu]iiaU(ms
'of
illegal. "Deficits in operating expenses are grow- Ior tile Position of chief of the bureau
ot
ing larger each year and a halt must
sanitation and city chemist.
be called some time." Councilman
A committee will be named to deSmith Iso opposes the issuing of cide the relative administrative and
notes
executive qualifications of applicants
the personality of the candidate beBear 5 1-2 Per Cent Interest.
Four hundred thousand dollars' .ing given considerable weight in the
.worth of the notes which the council It test.
.
' This . will be in addition to writxaminations covering a wide
'has been asked to authorize are for te
.retiring notes issued six months ago range of subjects. The examination
in renewing loans made during thej tor the position of chief of the dilast half of 1913. The remainder is| vision of sanitation, now filled Dy
I for obligations above the annual ap- j Miss Mildred Chadsey, will be held
I propriation incurred this year.
Monday and that for city chemist on
!• The notes will be in denominations!tne day following
c:
of $5,000 and $10,000 each and will'
,| i bear 5 ;-2 per cent interest. They fall
,T^Bdue in six months. In case, the se- BRIDGE REGULATION LAW
K
--'i I curities fail to find a market the city
STILL SOUGHT BY GAHN
will be placed in the unusual position
,,.
of using: a part of its sinking fund
Efforts to have the city enact legisto pay current expenses, as the sinki
"~
ing fund commissioners will buy the lation regarding bridge clearances
?
r
notes.
v- and prescribing other conditions for
the erection of future bridges across
May Be no Bidders.
:■!'.".
The city will also make an effort the Cuyahoga River, will be made by
,
Bto sell $280,000 worth of bonds to- Councilman Gahn, secretary of the
day. Predictions were made yester- city river and harbor commission
Two years ago the commission',
day that there would be no bidders
owing to the tightened condition of „™?°J\? a "St °f brid&e regulations
+>,„
f were incorporated in an
the money market as aa r-ociit
result „f
of the'
orainane
.European war. if no bids are re- ordinance,
e,"
said
Gahn.
"The
measure w
celved the sinking fund commission j
as pigeon-holed by the
y en lneer
P take up the bonds. Included in ?
°
- The ordinance should
m issues are $110,000 Central via-, ,Passed bef°re plans for a third
S
level hT[d
duct bonds. $75,000 City Hospital
Se are started,"
bonds. $65^000 K. 65th street sewer
7^ 7 ^
—to
Konds. and $30,000 park bonds. The
^""V
Plant Trees.
kbonds_ will be used in building Planting of trees and shrubbery
, bout
rd through the city's pro-along Bulkley
boulevard -win bg
„ -vuicau
started next month, City Forester
at] i
posed model allotment between.-Bodciy said yesterday. The city will
«voodland Hills and Garfleld parks. .do considerable fall planting in the
^Legislation authorizing the issuing parks> but bas no funds for street
I $950,000 worth of bonds for thework' according to Boddy.
completion of the Clark avenue l
,
!L
Ugh .level bridge and $425,000 worth
"♦
f bonds for finishing the, new city COUNCILMEN
RILED RY
all is now pending before the conn- v"u",u,,-""t"l HI LEU DT

CLOSED LIGHT OFFICES
ACK OF FUNDS DELAYS
PITY'S NEW BATHHOUSE
'pening of the Woodland avenue
E. 93d street municipal bathhouse
p-be indefinitely delayed because
h. shortage of funds with which to
jtiiplete the work.
Sixty thousand dollars has already
:been spent on the building which
contains offices for the sixteenth
ward councilmen, headquarters for
district physicians and other innovations.
Director of Public Service Sldlo said
yesterday that when contracts for
Interior work had been completed!
the city would have but $1,800 with
-which to furnish the building
J

With the big $2,000,000 municipal
lighting plant at E. 53d street operating at but one-tenth of its capacity
and with contracts for power and
light coming in slowly, officials of the
municipal lighting division took a
holiday yesterday. Offices at the city
hall were closed all day, although
practically every other department
was open.
Closing of the offices caused considerable criticism by city councilmen.
"There should have been at least one
man on the job," said Councilman
Kalina, chairman of the council com- I
mittee on lighting and heating.

^r-.™?'"' 5' 111
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JUhtjVOTESOpNCIL

Members Would Limit Cost Indorses Move to Save Lives Divide Ballots on Old Lines
and Urges Attendance at
on Question of Revenue
of Operating Cleveland
Infant Expo.
Motes' Issue.
Traction Lines.
Committee to Demand Tabu- Invitations to Exhibition to No Bids Received on Bonds
Reaching Total of
be Presented to
lated Statements
$280,000.
Thousands.
of Bids.
On receipt of a communication from
New street railway stock issues are
to be fought by members of. city Mayor Newton D. Baker calling atcouncil as a means of limiting the tention to the campaign against incost of operating lines of the Cleve- fant mortality, which is to begin
land Kailway Co., and preventing Sunday, council last night adopted a
resolution expressing approval of the
heavy expenditures.
In addition, members of the council project.
The resolution also urged citizens
committee on street railways announced yesterday, following a meet- to attend the baby exposition to open
ing in the city clerk's office, that in Monday in the Kinney & Levan
the future they would demand tabu- building, Euclid-av opposite E. 14thlated statements from the street rail- st, and to give serious consideration
way commissioner showing bids re- to the aims of the campaign.
ceived on all work of an important
Thousands of leaflets and invitations will be sent out to call attention
nature.
This step was decided upon when it to the exhibit. Sunday, designated
was found that work on the Superlor- as baby day. ministers all over the
av N. E. car barns was started be- city are asked to preach sermons confore a resolution approving the con- cerning infant mortality in Cleveland.
Rev. E. A. Wright yesterday notitract for the construction of the
building had been submitted to coun- fied the committee he has undertaken
to ask Cleveland ministers to Preach
cil.
The committee approved the ex- sermons on the subject. Rev. H. C.
penditure of $128,000 for this building Le Blond, director of Catholic chariand a number of other expenses, but ties, is to take the matter up with
Councilmen J. W. Reynolds and Wil- clergymen of the Catholic church, and
liam Stolte stated that in the future Rabbi Moses J. Cries with clergymen
no projects would be authorized until of his faith.
.
Invitations are to be distributed by
Street Railway Commissioner Peter
Witt submitted statements showing department stores, school children,
all bids received. Council last night social workers and others. A delegaauthorized all of the expenditures ap- tion from the committee of the coun1
proved by the committee at the after- cil of welfare, which is to conduct the
campaign, is to call today on school
noon meeting.
A "large delegation of citizens frorri officials to ask their co-operation.
At a meeting yesterday afternoon
the Kinsman-rd S. E. section appeared at last night's council meet- in the exposition hall, members of the
ing to hear a statement from the' committee and officials of the welfare
traction commissioner concerning the department and the bureau of child
extension of the E. 79th-st line from hygiene discussed final plans for the
Woodland-av to Kinsman-rd S. E. exhibit. It is hoped to establish a
Members of the delegation wore temporary dispensary in a model cotbadges
bearing
the
inscription: tage with nurses and physicians m
Other things to be
"Why not. The E. 79th-st railway to attendance.
Kinsman. Mow." Badges were dis- shown will be baby clothing and feed..
tributed among members of council ing contrivances.
Lectures will be given daily at the
and Councilman William Tack called
upon Mr. Witt to explain when the exposition. As the campaign proline is to be extended. The traction gresses it is planned to have neighcommissioner, who has been strongly borhood meetings at which district
opposed to the extension of the line physicians will give talks concerning
in advance of the separation of grades the care and feeding of babies.
at the Pennsylvania crossing, stated
the work would be done in the spring.
Council last night received a comi munication from Mayor Newton D.
Baker urging his substitute plan for
. the routing of the W. 14th-st cars„or' dered by council in a resolution. Foli lowing the reading of the letter,
' Councilman J. W. Reynolds offered a
resolution rescinding the former coun| cil resolution and describing the compromise route proposed by the mayor.
The mayor's plan is to route all W.
14th-st cars to the Holmden barns by
way of Clark-av S. W. and W.
25th-st.
Councilman Robert Koch declared
it would be unfair to adopt this resolution without giving West Side residents a chance to express themselves.
The Reynolds resolution was referred
to committee and the vote by which
the Townes resolution had been
adopted was reconsidered.. Both
measures are to be considered at a
meeting Monday afternoon.
In a communication to council last
night, Luther S. Fish, 10506 Engelwood-av N. E., proposed that the city
and street railway company agree to
adopt schedule B of the list of fares
named in the Tayler grant. This
would put the 4-cent cash fare and
seven-for-a-quarter rate in effect.
Following arrival in Cleveland of
P. J. Shea, Detroit, chairman of the
international executive board, a meeting of the executive committee of the
street car men's union has been
called for this morning to decide on
action to be taken looking toward a
settlement of wage differences between the union and the Cleveland
Railway Co.
o

Council divided on old political
party lines last night in a vote on the
passage of an ordinance authorizing
the issuance of §765,000 short time
revenue notes to enable the city to
meet its pay roll and other departmental expenses for the remainder of
the year.
The ordinance was passed by a
vote of twenty yeas and five nays. All
members of Republican affiliation
voted against the ordinance.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
pointed out that all members of council had voted for the appropriation
ordinance at the beginning of the
year, and that this legislation forced
the city to borrow $700,000 near the
close of the year.
In response to questions from Councilmen W. 8. FitgGerald and W. B.
Woods, Mayor Newton D. Baker
stated he has on a number of occasions pointed out that the city is operating under financial difficulties.
"I invite every member of the,council to suggest at the beginning of the
year, when new appropriations are
made, what departments we can get
along without," said the mayor. "The
financial situation is grave. The situation next year will be improved. Our
revenue will be $500,000 greater. Next
year the real property will be assessed and the city's income will then
be increased."
Other financial problems came to
the attention of city officials yester-,
day when the call for bids on $280,000
worth of municipal bonds failed to
bring response. The city sinking fuv.l
commission at a meeting today v. II
decide which of the issues it is to
buy. Included in the lot are $110,000
worth of Central viaduct bonds. These
will be bought by the commission. The
commission may have to buy $950,0^0
new Clark-av bridge bonds.
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'BABY SUNDAY' URGED
FOR WELFARE WEEK

reau of complaint*

Council Would Have Pastors Aid in Making Exhibit a Success-

The office win i

BUREAU OF COMPLAINTS
T

0 BEJEJSTABLISHED

Re est

-
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TO PAY EXPENSES

BIT) BY COUNCIL
Short Time Bonds to Support
City's "Activities" Approved
',
Despite a Hot
Protest.
"UNWHOLESOME SITUATION"
IS DEFENDED BY MAYOR

Municipality Declared Better Off
Financially Than Many Other Ohio Cities .
Borrowing of $765,090 fetf febart
time notes to meet operattnSf expenses of the municipal government
was authorized by the city council
last night. Mayor Baker explained
that the indebtedness increasing
each year could not be paid before
1916, although the notes run only six
;
months.
^Councilman FitzGerald in opposing
Be ordinance cnarged that it was
but a subterfuge for getting money,
and declared tkere were other means
of meeting cMy expenses.
Baker admitted that the city could
be operated on less money, but said
that it would be impossible to do so
without curtailing activities, In response to questionings by Councilman
Wood.
He asked councilmen irrespective
of politics to offer suggestions on how
to reduce expenses when the next appropriation ordinance is passed.

tral bu-

,

by

<lay.

0
Ho^e^mLronrorf/f
^-^
formation

and publicity

a physician at the exhibit to give advice to mothers. Stereopticon lectures
also will be given.
Letters were 'sent yesterday to the
seventy-five organizations affiliated
with the Welfare Council, asking
them to arouse interest in the coming exhibit and to urge attendance.
Rev. E. R. Wright, secretary of the
Federated Churches, reported that he
had conferred with Rabbi Gries and
Rev. H. C. L,eBlpnd, director of Catholic charities, in regard to the.observance of Baby Sunday in all
churches. Dr. H. J. Gerstenberger,
chief of the division of child hygiene,
will supply pastors with the data
on child welfare work.
Official approval of the project was
given by the city council last night,
in the adoption of a resolution by
Councilman Reynolds, urging citizens
to attend. Mayor Baker suggested
such action in a communication to
the council.

P'aihts,

Jeftfh

cirati0nandC°ni-

disposeY of mire fhfrViCe- Wells
Plaints ,„ a „££ £an 5,000 com-

More Recreation Plans,
Wovk on a' system of recreational
activities to fin the gap between the
closing of playgrounds and the beginning of winter sports in the city parks
has been started by Commissioner or
Recreation Black. West 38th street
Orange-Woodland and Sterling play.'

Situation Unwholesome.
"It is not a wholesome situation,"
said the mayor.
"Cleveland, however, is better off than many Ohio
cities which are allowing judgments
to be taken against them.
'The situation throughout the state
is admittedly bad. Ohio cities face a
still graver alternative, for if the saloon is abolished entirely revenues
here will fall off $900,0*0.
The resolution authorizing the note
issue passed by a. vote of twenty to
five, Councilmen FitzGerald, Woods,
Townes, IMttrich and Bernstein opposing it.
Developments
at
the
council
meeting indicated that members will
oppose Baker's plans for rerouting
Clark avenue and W. 14th street
cars. Councilman Townes' resolution, to have Clark avenue cars alternate on W. 25th street and W.
14th street, described by Baker as
"unscientific," in a communication
to the' council, was re-referred to
the street railway committee.
Chairman Koch announced that a
public hearing would be held on the
Townes resolution and the compromise proposed by Baker Monday
afternoon. Baker's plan of having
W. 14th street cars operated on Clark
avenue to W. 25th street is not
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Pre-natal Bureau Suggested.
Establishment of a bureau of prenatal care, under the jurisdiction of
the department of public welfare, will
be one of the outgrowths of the Baby
Care Week, to be observed in Cleveland commencing Sunday, W. H.
Winans, secretary of the department,
predicted yesterday.
Statistics to be emphasized at the
Baby Care exhibit, to be held in the
Kinney & Levan building, Euclid avenue, show that 42 per cent of the
deaths of infants under one month
of age are preventable and that
seven-tenths of these deaths are from
pre-natal causes.
The cottage to be placed in one of
the city parks, on exhibiton at the
Kinney-Levan building, will be fitted
up as a model baby dispensary, the
committee of the Cleveland Welfare
Council decided yesterday. A nurse
will be in charge.
The committee also plans to have
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'BABY SUNDAY' URGED
1
FOR WELFARE WEEK
Council Would Have Pastors Aid in Making Exhibit a SuccessPre-natal Bureau Suggested.

BUREAU OF COMPLAINTS
TO BE RE-ESTABLISHED
ieau of complaints was
ordered by
the city board of
The office will he
„
^terday.
Charge
w
Hobb,
n
°f R- W.
°bbs, commissioner of infnrmot
and publicity
formation
M y r Bak

Establishment of a bureau of prenatal care, under the jurisdiction of
the department of public welfare, will
be one of the outgrowths of the Baby
Care Week, to be observed in Cleveland, commencing Sunday, W. H.
Winans, secretary of the department,
predicted yesterday.
Statistics to be emphasized at the
Baby Care exhibit, to be held in the
Kinney & Levan building, Euclid avenue, show that 42 per cent of the
deaths of infants under one month
of age are preventable and that
seven-tenths of these deaths are from
pre-natal causes.
The cottage to be placed in one of
the city parks, on exhibiton at ttie
Kinney-Levan building, will be fitted
up as a model baby dispensary, the
committee of the Cleveland Welfare
Council decided yesterday. A nurse
will be in charge.
The committee also plans to have

^ TO PAY EXPENSES

UMpCIL
Short Time Bonds to Support
City's "Activities" Approved
Despite a Hot
Protest,
"UNWHOLESOME SITUATION"
IS DEFENDED BY MAYOR

Municipality Declared Better Off
1 Financially Than Many Other Ohio Cities .
Borrowing of $765,099 &g fcbort
time notes to meet operattrfla? expenses of the municipal government
was authorized by the city council
last night. Mayor Baker explained
that the indebtedness increasing
each year could not be paid before
1916, although the notes run only six
months.
■ Councilman FitzGerald in opposing
the ordinance cnarged that it was
but a subterluge for getting money,
and declared tkere were other means
of meeting dty expenses.
Baker admitted that the city could
be operated on less money, but said
that It would be impossible to do so
without curtailing activities, in response to questionings by Councilman
Wood.
..He asked councilmen irrespective
of politics to offer suggestions on how
to reduce expenses when the next appropriation ordinance is passed.

* °
«r abolished the office
sh
shortly,
after th
a physician at the exhibit to give advice to mothers. Stereopticon lectures --^iN.wIlls^^cLe^f
also will be given.
Letters were 'sent yesterday to the
seventy-five organizations affiliated] disposed
with the Welfare Council, asking j Plaints in a single year.
them to arouse interest in the coming exhibit and to urge attendance.
Rev. E. R. Wright, secretary of the
More Eecreation Plans,
Federated Churches, reported that he
Wofk on a' system of recreational
had conferred with Rabbi Gries and
Rev. H. C. LeBlpnd, director of Cath- activities to fill the gap between the
olic charities, in regard to the.ob- closing of playgrounds and the beginservance of Baby Sunday in all ning of winter sports in the city parks
churches. Dr. H. J. Gerstenberger, has been started by Commissioner of
chief of the division of child hygiene, Recreation Black. 'West 38th street
will supply pastors with the data Orange-Woodland and Sterling playon child welfare work.
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Official approval of the project was' vembeV l " ^^ ° "
given by the city council last night,
in the adoption of a resolution by
Councilman Reynolds, urging citizens
to attend. Mayor Baker suggested
such action in a communication to
the council.
Situation Unwholesome.
"It is not a wholesome situation,"
said the mayor.
"Cleveland, however, is better off than many Ohio
cities which are allowing judgments
to be taken against them.
"The situation throughout the state
is admittedly bad. Ohio cities face a
still graver alternative, for if the saloon is abolished entirely revenues
here will fall off $900,060.
The resolution authorizing the note
issue passed by a vote of twenty to
five, Councilmen FitzGerald, Woqds,
Townes, Dittrich and Bernstein opposing it.
Developments
at
the
council
meeting indicated that members will
oppose Baker's plans for rerouting
Clark avenue and W. 14th street
cars. Councilman Townes' resolution, to have Clark avenue cars alternate on W. 25th street and W.
14th street, described by Baker as
"unscientific," in a communication
to the' council, was re-referred to
the street railway committee.
Chairman Koch announced that a
public hearing would be held on the
Townes resolution and the compromise proposed by Baker Monday
afternoon. Baker's plan of having
W. 14th street cars operated on Clark
avenue to W. 25th street is not
favored by the chairman.
The council also approved an «xpenditure of $128,000 for the building
of the Superior avenue barns of the
Cleveland Railway Company.
Reject "Near Side" Stops.
The committee refused to report
upon Councilman Meyers' ordinance
to have street cars stop on the near
side of street intersections, heeding
Witt's objections. Witt again assured
a big delegation of Kinsman road
citizens that the E. 79th street line
would be extended to that street next
year.
Pedestrians in the downtown district will be required to stop and start
on the signal of the traffic patrolmen
at street intersections as a, result of
amendments to traffic ordinances
passed last night. Fines of from $5
to $100, with thirty days' imprisonment, are provided for violations, as
well as for crossing streets at other
than crosswalks.
The board of education was asked
to include the study of Spanish in
high school courses, commercial high
school courses or in special night
school classes in a resolution by Councilman McGinty. He believes that
this will fit Clevelanders to go after
South American business.
McGinty After Theaters.
McGinty also introduced an ordinance requiring theaters to post conspicuously schedules of seat prices
and to have the admission price
stamped on tickets.
Councilman Kalina asked for a report on the cost of constructing permanent seats in Brookside Park stadium. Kalina also asked for the establishment of playgrounds In Walworth run, between Lorain avenue
and Fulton road.
July 22, 1915, was officially designated as Cleveland Day at the Panama exposition in San Francisco in a
resolution by Councilman Reynolds.
City Clerk Collins was instructed to
Bend to the Cleveland Independence
Day Association a copy of the resolution requiring committees in charge
of public celebrations to submit to
the council a list of receipts andnexpenditures.
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WHAT COUNCIL DID
Here's what council did
Tuesday night:
Voted to borrow $765,000
01 short time notes to pay
: s running expenses for reminder of year.
Referred to committee W.
.Uth-st car line routing plans
proposed by Mayor Baker and
Councilman Townes.
Passed ordinance providing
$5 to $50 fine for jaywalking.
Passed
resolution
asking
school board to have Spanish
language taught in
public
schools.
Received ordinance requiring theaters to post prices.
Asked service department to
report on cost of placing permanent seats in Brookside
park stadium.
Designated July 22, 1915, as
Cleveland day at Panama exposition.
Approved Concon's building
of $128,00.0 car barn.
Indorsed .baby week campaign.

BANKS TO BUY
NOTES OF CITY
Finance Director Coughlin said
Wednesday he has assurance that
banks will buy the $765,000 i»
short-time notes authorized by
council Tuesday night.
The notes are to raise cash for
running expenses for the remainder of the year.
There are no bidders, however,
for $280,000 worth of municipal
bonds. Coughlin said the war has
demoralized the bond market.
Coughlin and Mayor Baker said
Tuesday night that republicans
who voted against borrowing the
$765,000 had previously approved
the plan by voting for the appropriation ordinance last January.
Baker said the republicans then
knew the city wfs to lose $800,000
annually from loss of saloon revenues and by operation of the
Smith one per cent tax law.

WHAT COUGHLIN DID
CLEVELAND is fortunate in having in its financial department a bookkeeping system so simple and clear that even
a layman can refer to it and instantly see what is happening to
his money.
The city didn't hire high-priced experts to devise this system and put it into operation. It was perfected and installed
by Finance Director Coughiin and his assistants, which makes
it all the more remarkable in these days of experts.
Chicago spent $200,000 for a new system and then discarded
it, resuming, with some revisions, the system it originally
started with. Baltimore is getting rid of about $25,000 working
out a bookkeeping plan.
It is such an unusual thing to accomplish something big,
either in private or municipal affairs, without summoning an
outside expert, that it is worthy of comment.

r

CITY ICE TESTS
AID CONSUMERS

Employes of the city sealer's
department were busy Wednesday
making weight tests of ice delivered in Cleveland.
Safety Director Benesch and
City Sealer Radcliffo plan to make
public the results of these tests
the latter part of the week.
"Since the city announced its
intention of checking up the
weight of ice, consumers tell me
that they have benefited materially," said Director Benesch.
"Housewives say the size of the
blocks they receive has increased.
It means the saving each week of
hundreds rf dollars to consumers."
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DISCHARGE 200 LEARN TO STOP
JAY WAUQK
WHITEWINGSTO
AID FINANCES
Two hundred street cleaners were
discharged Wednesday by Street
Cleaning Commissioner Gus Hanna,
because the city has no money to
pay them. City streets were left uncleaned in many sections because
the reduced force now employed is
not adequate to handle the situation.
Word was passed to Hanna that
his» department would be expected to
save $50,000 during the remainder of
the year. The only way Hanna could
retrench was to lay off part of his
street cleaning force, he said. Additional laborers may be dischargeu
later in the week.
Hanna said Wednesday his force
was trying*to keep the streets clean
but that some of the streets could
not be reached oftener than every
two weeks. The street railway company was to be depended upon by
Hanna to help out by flushing some
of the streets.
"The streets won't get very dirty,"
Hanna said. ''Unless someone goes
out looking for the dirt they probably won't observe that the stx-eets
haven't been cleaned.'

Traffic policemen will begin Thur
day to educate pedestrians not to b
jaywalkers.
Safety Director Ben*
esch Wednesday instructed Chief
Rowe to enforce the ordinal
passed by council Tuesday which
provides for a $5 to $50 fine or im.
prisonment for jaywalking.
Persons who cross the street ™
the middle of a block or any spot
where there is not a, crosswalk will
be politely admonished by traffic
policemen and shown a copy of the
new ordinance. Arrests will be ordered when Benesch feels people
have had sufficient time to becoim
familiar with the new law..
"The more jaywalking I see the
more I am in favor of the ordi
nance," Benesch said Wednesday.

CITY BONDS TO PAY
FOR BRIDGE ARE SOLD
Sinking fund commissioners Wednesday
decided
to buy $110,000
worth of Central viaduct repair
bonds, offered for sale by Finance
Director
Coughlin Tuesday, but
which failed to bring bids.
Short time notes to that amount,
sold to banks a week after the viaduct was partially destroyed by the
million-dollar flats fire, fall due soon
and must be met by funds derived
from the bonds.

WITT TO SUBMIT TO
COUNCIL C0NC0N BIDS
Tra.ctioner Witt
Wednesday
said he would gladly submit to
council bids received on any contemplated Concon improvement.
This was his answer to Councilman Stolte and others who late
Tuesday complained because work
was started on a $128,000 car
barn in Superior-av before council had authorized the work.
Council committee on street railways approved the car barn contract, however, and later council
did so.
Witt Wednesday said he approved Mayor Baker's plan to
route all W. li-th-st cars to the
Holm den barns by way of Clarkav and W. 25'th-st.
This plan and
Councilman
Townes' plan, which council voted
to reconsider, will again be discussed at a public meeting Monday.
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DEEPER AND DEEPER
rlsm

IfAYOR BAKER admits that the municipal government is in
financial straits. It has little or no money with which to
fey ordinary operating expenses during the remainder of the year.
To meet this deficiency, $765,000 must be borrowed. In exactly
the same situation last year, $700,000 was borrowed.
It might be a good thing for the mayor to tell what he did with
hi funds originally appropriated for operating expenses for last
15,000,000 IS NEEDED
FOR CITY WATERWORKS
: Five million dollars Is needed for
Hie city waterworks department, acting to a report submitted at a
feting of department heads in the
mayor's office yesterday by C. W
[Rage, public utilities director. It
fcas shown that $3,500,000 -of the
Waterworks bonds must be disposed
•f In the near future to meet urgent
■per department improvements.
11
was determined that council
"'ouicl authorize an immediate issue
»f $1,000,000 for waterworks purjjses. C. F. Schulz, commissioner
■ tne water department, originally
estimated that his department would
|?ra not to exceed $2,500,000.
|A portion of the $280,000 in bonds
Meretl Tuesday will be purchased by
■jj sinking fund commission, also
P.000 of Central viaduct bonds
Wire to receive bids on the $280,000
i bonds
may delay work on the
DM pavilion of the new City Hos
PW group.

year and this year, what he did with the $700,000 extra last year
and what he intends to do with the extra $765,000 this year.
He might also be induced to explain, in view of the fact that
his idea of economy is the discharge of 200 street cleaners, wherein
streets loaded with mud and winter slush are preferable to municipally owned Holstein cows; imported high-priced playground professors, and other costly experiments of the present administration.
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CRY POLITICS IN
LAYING OFF 0
Bonds of $3,500,000 Must be Common Pleas Jurists Are
Divided as to Validity of
Sold Soon for improve'Jaywalker' Law.
ments in City.
Work on New Hospital Group Some Think Pedestrians Have
Right to Cross Streets
May be Delayed InAny Place.
definitely.
Water department meeds confronting the city will cost $5,000,000.
Public Utilities Director C. W.
Stage submitted a report at a meeting of city department heads in the
mayor's office yesterday to consider
the bond situation. '
It was decided yesterday the city
sinking fund commission would buy
a portion of the $280,000 bonds offered for sale Tuesday. The commission will buy $110,000 Central viaduct
bonds.
A statement prepared for Director
Stage by C. F. Schulz, commissioner
of the water division, shows $3,500,000
water works bonds must be sold in
the near future to care for needed
water department improvements. The
department has a balance of nearly
$900,000 on hand from a former bond
issue and nearly $600,000 will be
available from earnings.
It was decided yesterday that council would be asked to authorize the
immediate issue of $1,000,000 bonds
for water works purposes. Commissioner Schulz originally estimated that
water department needs would cost no
more than $2,500,000. His revised
report shows a total of $5,000,000.
Because of the failure of the city
to receive bids on the $280,000 worth
of bonds Tuesday, work on the first
pavilion of the new City hospital
group may be delayed indefinitely.
Sewer work and the extension of
East boulevard through the model
allotment tract on Union-av S. E. also
may be held up.
Park officials declared yesterday
they would npt be able to sell the
allotment property unless the boulevard improvement is pushed. Finance
Director Thomas Coughlin believes
failure of the city to receive bids is
merely due to temporary conditions
resulting from the war. It is his belief the city soon will be able to dispose of its securities.
He has received assurance that the
$765,000 revenue notes authorized by
council will be purchased. Funds derived from this source will be used
to meet pay roll expenses the balance
of the year. A large part of
the $5,000,000 which the water department is planning to expend will
be used for the filtration plant.
o——

Common pleas judges yesterday
were divided in opinion as to the constitutionality of the "jaywalker" ordinance passed by council Tuesday
night. The ordinance makes it a
misdemeanor for a pedestrian to cross
a street in the congested districts of
the city at other points than regular
crossings.
Ix provides a fine of $5 to $50, or
imprisonment for not more than thirty days, for violations. Judge Martin A. Foran says the law will not
stand the test of the higher courts.
"I believe the ordinance is unconstitutional, because everyone has a
right to cross the street at any place.
One does so at his own risk, and if
he is injured his being off a regular
crossing might have a bearing on the
responsibility of the driver who injured him," said Judge Foran.
Judge William B. Neff also was
doubtful concerning the constitutionality of the ordinance.
"I do not wish to express a definite
opinion, but it seems to me a doubtful law. If it is constitutional It is
because it would be construed to be
an exercise of the city's police power,"
he said.
Judge Thomas M. Kennedy is In
favor of the law.
"I think it is constitutional and a
sane exercise of the city's ,police
power," he said, "it seems that s^ich
a law is necessary when pedestrians
refuse to look out for their own safety
and go recklessly across streets without regard to automobiles and other
vehicles."
Judge F. E. Stevens thinks the city
is warranted in passing the ordinance
as a measure of safety to the public.
"I think it is a wise ordinance and
that it will str*id the test of the
courts," he said.
As a police mfcc^ure, safeguarding
the public. Judge A. J. Pearson said
he thought the ordinance valid.
"It seems a good law, but we can
only guess as to how it will be viewed
by the higher courts," said Judge
Pearson.
o

Republicans Assert 500 Men
to Be Put Back Will Be 500

STILLMAN IS TOLD
DISMISSAL DATE I
BUT ITS A S£CJ?£[
Hiram F. Stillman was j
Thursday when his job as sj
tary in the safety depaniJ
would be abolished. Safety]
rector Benesch informed ri
there was no need for a seJ
tary and that the city could j
$2,500 a year to better advaniJ
At Stillman's request BenJ
is keeping the date of StillnJ
dismissal a secret. Stillman]
at his desk Thursday.

Dem Patriots
Republican council men put
Street (.'leaning Commissioner
Gus Hamia and Mayor Baker on
the pan Thursday when they
openly charged Hanna's act in
laying off 500 of his force is
nothing more than a political
scheme to rid the administration
of civil service holdovers it
doesn't want and fears to discharge by the wholesale because
of the unfavorable publicity that
most likely would attend.
While Baker's order to Hanna to
save $50,000 in .the . remaining 1.5
weeks of this year is a reality, conn- ;
cilmen charge Hanna and Baker de-d
cide'd to kill another bird with the
same.-.stone and clean up a situation.,
which has confronted Hanna since
civil service for common labor was
knocked out of the new charter at
the August 11 primary.
Here's Hanna's Plan
Hanna's plan, which drew Republican lightning, is something like
this:
Five hundred of the SOO employes will be laid off for approximately a week, thus saving about
$1,000 a day. The week over and dirt
and rubbish having accumulated to
a maximum, 500 men will be put back
to work to assault the accumulation
for about 10 days. Then they will be
sent home' for another week or so.
This program, said Hanna Thursday,
he intends keeping up for the rest of
the year.
Couneilmen, however, refused to be
assured by Manna that the 500 laid
■ off early thin week will be the 500 put
back to work Monday. They claim
the men who were foisted on Hanna
by civil service and who have political preferences other than Baker
and Governor Cox, will have to seek
employment elsewhere, their places
being taken by Democratic henchmen.
"It looks like nothing less than a
well-laid political schemeall around,"
declared Councilman Woods. "Only
those, interested enough to look up
and compare payrolls would ever
know whether the same, men who
were laid off were taken back,: Apparently nothing can bo dune, now
that City H»1I«workers succeeded in
removing civil service protection for
$2-a-day workers. The plan might
have got by had not so many men
been sent home at one time."
Ash Collection to Suffer
Hanna, Thursday, indignantly denied there was any "polities in his
move. He insisted it was the only
possible way to save tin- $50,000 ordered by Baker.
Ash and rubbish, collection will suffer along with .street cleaning in
Hanna's retrenchment plans.
Men
in every division of his department
will be.laid off with the exception of
street lighting and garbage collection, Service Director Sidlo admitted.
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ORDERS PROBE
OF SHOOTING
Safer Benesch Thursday orl^ered chief.Rowe to investigate
■the shooting of Frank Doeble,

twenty-six, 2970 W. 12th-st, by
| patrolman Hagan, W. 25th-st staI tion, late Wednesday.
"I want to. find out the exact
cause of this shooting," Benesch
told Row& "Call in every wlt-
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THE ANTUAYWALKER ORDINANCE

and may be sent to jail for not more than 30 day?
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ness and interested person."
ThJ1!?1 rg-nl&tlT are not a violation of personal liberty
Doeble was in a serious condi
tion at City hospital Thursday
from bullet wounds in his right
hand and hip.
Capt. Smith, who exonerated
TO USE MILLION OF
Hagan Wednesday night, Thurs- BAKER SUPPORTS LAW
day ordered the police guard reCITY SINKING FUND
AGAINSTJJAYWALKING'
moved from Doeble's bedside.. The
Mayor
Baker said Thursday
police may not file the charges
Mayor Baker Thursday advised
of assault and battery against Safer Benesch to stand pat in his that the sinking fund commission
Doeble as they had expected to enforcement of the "jaywalker- has decided to use about $1,000,000 of its funds for completion of
Patrolman Hagan alleges Doe- ordinance, despite the fact that sev- the new city hall and putting the
ble interfered while he was dis- eral judges have expressed the
filtration plant on an operative
persing a crowd of boys in a field opinion that the ordinance is un- basis.
Castle-av and W. 12th-st. constitutional.
This means that the sinking
fund commission will take $425,Doeble says the patrolman hit MUNY BATHHOUSES ,
him with his club and then shot
0Q0 in city hall bonds and about
him.
USED BY 241,446 $750,000
in filtration bonds.
iM»ny bathing beaches, closed
Baker and Finance Director
luesday, were used by 241 4 46
bathers during the season, smash- ■Coughhri have given up hope of
ing all records of previous years immediately selling about $150according to secretary of parks 000 m bondB for hogpitaI) gewe'r,
Patterson, who compiled figures and park improvements, but
Thursday.
' Baker believes there will be a
market for these bonds with 90
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BAKER VETOES 8-HOUR
DAY FOR WORKINGWIEN

KILLS 8-

Mayor Vetoes Kalina Ordinance on Ground of Fund
Shortage.
^sserts No Provision is Made
This Year to Hire Extra Employes.
^'"foshe Kalina ordinance fixing an
eight-hour day for employes on city
■work was vetoed yesterday by Mayor
Newton D. Baker.
In his message to council announcing he has withheld his signature
from the ordinance, the mayor states
the measure should not become effective because the city has no funds to
employ the additional force that
would be required.
The communication refers to the
fact that the new city charter makes
the eight-hour work day a mandatory regulation, but adds that this
section is an ideal which council
' ought to have steadily in view.
The mayor's veto message in part
reads:
I am returning: '-without ray approval ordinance No. 34043. Section 196 of the charter
ts mandatory and requires the council by
ordinance to provide for the enforcement of
its provision, which is substantially in the
language of this ordinance. This section of
the charter, therefore, constitutes the ideal
which the council and - the administration
ought to have steadily in. view in any legislation regulating hours of labor, and I trust
the time will not be long removed when we
can comply with the provisions of the charter and accomplish its entire hope.
The present financial situation of the city,
however, is such that I cannot bring myself
to concur in any legislation which will impose an additional cost of $50,0(10 or $60,000
upon the city in doing its work as this ordinance would do.
There are positions in the city's service
where the work is light, the conditions of
performance comfortable and the hours
necessarily larger than the maximum proposed by this ordinance.
Suddenly to change these positions would
require the employment of a large force of
men entailing expenditures and creating positions in which not even the maximum number of hours could be demanded, and yet
■where the maximum is admittedly an easy
day's work.
' If the council had made this ordinance
take effect Jan. 1 I would not have felt
free to withhold my approval, but in view
of the fact that the appropriations for the
current year are all made and cannot be increased, fo rthe reason that there is no additional revenue in sight, I return this ordinance to you.
The mayor states in conclusion that
he would concur in the proposed legislation at the first of the year if
funds are provided to carry forward
the city's work on this basis. Councilman P. V. Kalina, author of the
ordinance, said last evening that he
would offer a new ordinance limiting the new eight-hour requirement
to inspectors on city work.
■

PROPOSES
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BOND

ISSUE

City Water Commissioner in Favor
of Selling 6 Per Cent. Notes.
To prevent work on the city's new
$2,000,000 filtration plant being held
up because of lack of funds brought
about by present bond market conditions, C. F. Schulz, commissioner of
the city water department, proposed
yesterday that the water department
proceed with the sale of 6 per cent,
short time bonds.
The city has offered $280,000 i 1-2
per cent, bonds and has received no
bids. While the city sinking fund
commission has enough cash on hand
to care for some city projects, it cannot take over both the $950,000 Clarkav S. "W. bridge Nmd issue and the
bonds that must be issued to complete
the filtration plant.
The water works department is m
need of $3,500,000 to complete all
projects that it ha« in view. The immediate issue of $1,000,000 bonds is
being considered.

Ordinance Made Mandatory ' by
Charter Blue-Penciled Because "City Is Broke,"
Purchase of unnecessary land adjoining pumping stations and the
lavish use. of waterworks funds for
other purposes were blamed by
Councilman FitzGerald. yesterday,
for shortage in filtration bond funds,
which may hold up the completion
of waterworks projects under way.
FitzGevald, leader in the fight for
a pure water supply, who forced
the building of filtration plants, declared that he would oppose the $5,00 0.000 bond issue proposed by Director of Public Utilities Stage for
Ore completion of waterworks projects.

Legislation establishing an eighthour day for worKinen engaged on
public work, in accordance with
provisions of the city charter, was
vetoed by Mayor Baker, yesterday.
Baker said that the financial condition of the city prevented the carrying out of the proposed ordinance.
Passage of the ordinance is made
mandatory by the charter and there
was no opposition in the city council
when the measure was placed on its
third reading ten days ago. Councilman Kalina, who introduced the
ordinance, said last night that he
would make an effort to have the
legislation amended so as to apply
only to contractors carrying on city
work. Failing in this he will try to
have the ordinance changed so as to
become effective January 1, he said.
"The present financial condition of
the city is such that I can not bring
myself to concur in any legislation
which will impose an additional cost
upon the city of from $50,000 to $60,000
as this ordinance would do," said
Baker in returning the measure to
the council without his signature.
Baker said that he would concur
in the ordinance if the council found
after January 1, that appropriations
could be made to carry on the city's
work on the basis proposed.
Kalina's ordinance provided fines
of from $10 to $100. with thirty
days' imprisonment, for violations of
the ordinance. He claims that contractors who bid on city work on an
eight-hour basis are forcing their men
to work ten hours and that the
ordinance was intended to correct
this. Union labor representatives on
the charter commission obtained the
adoption of the eight-hour provision.
Mayor Baker opposed the regulation
as a member of the commission.

Already Exceeds Estimates.
The council has already authorized
a bond issue of $2,500,000 for the
filter plants, a half million dollars
more than the original estimate.
"This big bond issue would be unnecessary if the city administration
had not diverted waterworks funds
to other purposes." said FitzGerald.
"Two hundred thousand dollars in
water rents was used in building a
steam heating plant which has constantly lost money.
"The new high-pressure pumping
station also was built with waterworks funds. Utility officials are demanding additional funds before
they have fairly started on the long
delayed filtration plants.
"A quarter of a million dollars
voted for filtration purposes was
used for purchasing lakefront land
near the Kirtland pumping station,
although an Fast Side filtration plant
is not, to be built for years.
Bought Land With Money.
"Only recently the board of 'control, without authority of council.
authorized the use of $56,000 of the
filter plant money for the purchase
of laud adjoining the Fairrriount
pumping station."
FitzGerald believes that the city
administration also plans to use some
of the filtration plant bond issue for OPPOSITION ARISES TO
i the completion of the West Side
waterworks tunnel extension, a costly
LAND EXCHANGE BY CITY
labor project now being carried out.
The council authorized a bond issue
Opposition to the city's plan of
of $900,000 for this purpose. Utility
appropriating land in Idlewood vilofficials admit that the ultimate cost
lage, in order to complete negotiaI will be in excess of $1,000,000.
tions with Kenyon V. Painter for the
exchange of Shaker Lakes property,;
will develop at the meeting of the.
council committee on parks. Monday.
Mr. Painter has agreed to give the
city fifty-six acres of land near Lee
and Center roads in return for a
seventeen-acre tract'near the upper
Shaker Lake, if the city appropriates
property in the path of the parkway extension.
An ordinance authorizing the
starting of condemnation proceedings for seventy acres in Idlewood
village is now before the council.
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IEAGHFAREIS EXPERT FEASTS, UNION LEADERS
4,5 OR 6 CENTS HANDSHAKES, SLAP BAKER FOR
NOBODY KNOWS GETS $200, GOES 8-HOUR VETO
It all depends where you live,
whether you pay 4, 5 or 6 cents rid.„«■ out to Euclid Beach these days
o„ the dinkey service Traction Commoner Witt has Placed on the
L. 0ver Hayden avenue between
the Beach and the Windermere
barns Coming; back, you pay either
or 6 cents, dependent again on
your residence. Normally the fare
; is a nickel.
According to Witt, there is a possibility passengers may have to pay
! cents both coming and going, but
iL 4-cent fare, never.
If riders
beat the Cleveland Railway Corn,any out of a penny it's the condueor's fault; he failed to read the
rules correctly, said Witt. Conduces however, tell another story.
The'4-cent fare is a reality, they say,
ad strictly in accordance with the
,'jjles. No matter who's right. Witt
Triday declared his intention to reramp the rules.
Transfers on the Hayden line to
either Euclid Beach or Collinwood
are free. Hence, if a fare originates
i on a Euclid car between Bast Cleveland and the Public Square the
transfer is free. When the Beach Is
reached conductors require only one
penny instead of two be dropped in
he fare box, making the fare 4
cents. If the fare originates on the
Lakewood or any of the Heights
lines, where 5-cent fare is in order,
it costs 6 cents. The supposed 5-cent
Ifare comes in only when the fare
originated on a crosstown line, where
the 3-cent fare, plus the penny for
I transfer to Euclid and the penny in
She box at the end of the ride totals
Je nickel.
Coming back everyone must pay 5
cents at the Beach. Transfers to
Euclid at Windermere are free, but
Bhe next transfer comes at 1 penny,
Kloosting the fare to 6 cents.
I Conductors on the dinky service
maintained
they couldn't tell
whether the transfer from Euclid
jost a penny or was free, so to avoid
naking most people pay 6 cents,
many are given trgptrip a cent unJier normal.
"It's going to be a nasty job unangling the snarle, but it must be
lone," Witt declared Friday. "We
don't want to overcharge any more
Burn undercharge, but once we get
new rules in order conductors will
" held liable for the proper fare."

Looks City Hospital Over, De- "Worst Blow Ever Given
cides Meals Served There Unions Here," Secretary
Can't Be Improved
Farrell Declares
Dr. W. H. Hornsby, hospital exCleveland Federation of Labor
pert, whom the city pays $200 each
members
Friday bitterly assailed
month for coming to Cleveland for a
few minutes, was on his way re- Mayor Baker for his veto of
joicing, again Friday.
He had put
in almost a whole day earning his Councilman Kalina's ordinance
stipend by conferring with City setting eight hours as the maxiArchitect Bets: and Superintendent
Wright of City hospital. Hornsby mum day for any city work ;.theu
is being paid to supervise completion assured! Thomas Farrell, secreof the new hospital group.
tary of the federation, they will
Briefly here's how Hornsby earned throw their entire weight toward
his $200 for September:
Arrived
from Chicago and was met at train getting the measure passed over
by Charities Commissioner Vining. Baker's head.
Failing in this attempt, initiative
Driven to Hotel Statler, where breakfast was served. Left Statler 9:45 a. petitions will be circulated and a special election, if necessary, called in
m. and was driven to City Hall.
an effort to obtain the eight-hour
Seven Minutes Handshaking
day. Presidents and business agents
Spent seven minutes shaking hands of the various unions in the federawith Welfare Director Cooley. Pro- tion assured Farrell they can obtain
ceeded to City hospital, where Super- enough signatures in a few days.
intendent Wright was met.
More
"Worst Slap at Unionism"
greetings.
Hornsby asked about the
cook's health and proceeded to the
"In putting his foot down on an
kitchen. Noted that plans are being eight-hour day Baker took the worst
carried out as he suggested in his slap ever at union labor and its prinAugust month's work about moving ciples
in Cleveland," Farrell dethe refrigerator so the cook won't clared. "The only excuse the mayor
have to walk so much.
gives is that it will cost $50,000 to
Spent an hour looking over new $60,000 more to bring about the shortbuildings. Spent another half hour er working day.
But such a bald
telling Wright what a fine hospital statement won't go with union labor.
lie will have when all the buildings
He must lay his cards face up and
arc completed. Noon.
Hornsby accepted Wright's invita- show us.
"Ten months have, elapsed since
tion to have luncheon at the hospital
—just, as he always does when he* the new charter went into effect.
comes to Cleveland.
Mayor Baker Union men have been patiently waitsent regrets that he could not be ing to see just how long Baker and
his henchmen in the City Hall will
present at the luncheon party.
More
conference
after
lunch. keep on ignoring the charter that
Hornsby made a few suggestions voters almost unanimously adopted.
about the nurses' home. Sand a fond There are 40,000 votes in the federfarewell to Wright and Betz, put his ation and Democrats will know that
check in his pocket and was on his
way.
fact only too well if their present
gait, continues.
Can't Improve Lunches
"Baker is not in favor of an eightHornsby has made a number of
recommendations for improvements hour day because building contracts
John F. Casey,
at the City hospital, but it is said he would, come higher.
told Wright no improvement can be Pittsburg, contractor for the Divimade on the lunches he serves. They sion avenue filter plant, will collect a
are better than those served at any bonus of from $30,000 to $40,000 beof the nine other hospitals about the cause, he hires alien, labor and works
country, where he experts for a cou- from 10 to 13 hours a day."
ple of days each month for nine couWill Annroach Councilmen
ples of lunches.and nine checks.
"I don't know what Dr. Hornsby
did at the hospital, except that he
was in conference with Superintendent Wright," Welfare Director Cooley
said.
personally and attempt to persuade
him to change his stand. If Baker
continues to oppose, councilmen will
bo asked to repass the measure Over
'• Baker's veto. A ruling will be obtained from Law Director Stockwell
whether such an ordinance can be
voted on at the November 3 election.
Had Baker and his directors spent
less money on dancing pavilion's, Holstein cows and other activities they
would not be forced to complain of a
financial shortage, Farrell said. Union
labor already was aroused at the
forced issue of $785,000 in emergency
notes to meet running expenses, but
, the mayor's act in vetoing the eighthour-day let loose long-pent-up fury.
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TO FIGHT EIGHT
HOUR DAY VETO
- Labor leaders Friday Bald they
would try to pass over Mayor
Baker's head the ordinance providing an eight-hour day for laBorers engaged in city work.
. The ordinance, recently passed
by council, was vetoed by the
mayor late Thursday.
. Labor men will try to get the
necessary two-thirds vote in
council to pass the measure.
Failing in this, they will seek to
have a new ordinance initiated by
the people.
Thomas S. Farrell, secretary of
the federation of labor, said Friday he had the promise of the
council legislative committee to
consider the advisability of a new
ordinance in case the ordinance
now pending be voted down.
Calls Change Costly.
Baker, in vetoing the ordinance,
said that although the new chai^
ter makes Jtbfc eight-hour day^
mandatory, a *hange- at this ti:
(*would mean a'cosj; of $50,00"
£$60,000 to the people, wh|
Cleveland now cannot afford "ttf
spend.
"I am astonished at the action
of the mayor," said Farrell. "I
will ask him to explain where the
cost of $50,000 would be."
■ Councilman Kalina said Friday
he would introduce at the next
council meeting an ordinance
putting city inspectors only on an
eight-hour day basis. Then, on
Jan. 1, when money is more plentiful in the city treasury, he says
he will introduce another ordinance putting all muny laborers
under the shorter day.

REPORT ON ICE
TEST MONDAY
Safety Director Benesch and City
Sealer Radcliffe, under whose direction weight tests are being made
of ice delivered to Cleveland homes,
expect to announce the results of
their investigation Monday.
The tests are the result of the
charge made to Benesch that underweight ice has been delivered in
Cleveland.
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WILL ASK SMOKE
PLAN 8-HDUR DAY LAW ROLFOFFICE
BE ABOLISHED

OVER MAMS VETO
Friends of union labor in th» council yesterday began planning for passing legislation establishing an eighthour day for city workmen, over the
veto of Mayor Baker. They will be
backed by the Cleveland Federation
of Labor.
"The ordinance certainly ought to
be passed," said Councilman Dittrick, chairman of the committee on
labor, who announced that he would
lead a flght to have the measure
passed wi'*iout the approval of the
mayor.
"It is ridiculous to say that the ordinance will increase city expenses
$6(5,000 per year," said Dittrick. "A
large part of the city employees now
work only eight hours, and it is unfair to require th*» remainder to work
longer."
Councilman Kalina, author of the
ordinance, also began to prepare
amendments to the measure to make
it apply only to contractors engaged
on public work. This would overcome
Baker's objections and would only
be fair to workmen, as contractors
bid on an eight-hour basis, Kalina
says.
The quest'on will not come squarely
before the council until a week from
Monday. Baker's veto will be received at the next meeting and the
legislation will then go over for a
week for final disposition, under the
rules of the council.
Union labor leaders yesterday were
bitter in their criticism of Baker's
action in vetoing the legislation,
which is made mandatory by the city
charter. Union labor representatives
on the charter commission had succeeded In having the provisions written In the charter only after a long
flght, in which Baker was active in
his opposition. '

Abolishment of the city division of
smoke inspection and the transfer or
its functions to the division of health
will be provided in an ordinance to
be introduced in the city council by
Councilman Rolf, as a part of a retrenchment policy to be inaugurated
next year.
Rolf, chairman, of the committee on
appropriations, declared yesterday
that the division as organized had
failed to produce proper results and
that the work could be carried on by
the division of health.
E. P. Roberts is commissioner of
smoke inspection at $3,600 a year.
He has seven assistants and $12,478
was appropriated for the division this
year.

"DINKY" CAR SERVICE
FARE STANDARDIZED
A standard fare for patrons of the
"dinky" car service over Hayden
avenue between Euclid Beach and
the Windermore car barns is insured through an arrangement made
yesterday by Street Railway Commissioner Witt. Passengers on this
line have been paying four, five and
six cents fare.
'Under the new arrangement, transfers will be issued for any line when
the passenger pays a five-cent fare.
Within the city limits a three-cent
fare, with a transfer on the "dinky"
line will be charged, but an additional penny will be collected for other
transfers.
Councilman Rolfe, urging council
to restore through service on this
line, yesterday criticized Witt's winter schedules to Collinwood and Nottingham.

WARRENSVILLE CHAPEL
TO BE DEDICATED SUNDAY
Members of the oity council, directors of city departments and prisoners
from the Warrensville correction farm
will attend the solemn dedication
services to be held In the new ohapel
at the farm, at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
Monslgnor T. O. OTcteiHy, chancellor
of the Cleveland Cathollo diocese, will

officiate, assisted by Rev. T. A. Kirby,
chaplain at the farm. Members of
j the Knights of St. John will comi prise a military escort. A choir of
I fifteen men from the Immaculate
| Conception Church will sing. The
' new chapel seats 800 persons.
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OPPOSED TO DANCE HALL

Residents of "Washington Park
Section Protest City Plans.

nance Head Suggests the
limination of Departments
to Meet Expenses.

jposal Would Reduce
Cleveland Expenditures
$200,000.
icontimiance of the city employit and Immigration bureau, the
[clpal orchestra and the smoke
.ent Is suggested by City
ce Director Thomas Coughlin
a means of bringing the city's
roll and operating expenses
thin the tax income for 1915.
the finance director also proposes
t cuts be made in 1915 from the
owance for street repair, street
aning, river dredging and bridge
id park repairs.
The cuts proposed would reduce
city's expenses nearly $200,000.
additional $100,000 would have to
removed to make it unnecessary
r the city to borrow funds on short
Be revenue notes in 1915 as it has
past years and is now proposing
lo to keep all departments intact
the remainder of the year.
lie curtailing of city activities and
proposed slashes would not bee effective until 1915. Council
authorized the issue of $765,000
t time revenue notes. The sale
these notes will care for the city's
ieds tor the remainder of the year.
The municipal orchestra is to give
bn'certs this season. There will be
to unusual changes along other lines
his year, as it is believed the city
pill have no difficulty in disposing
k its revenue notes in anticipation
Bthe collection of taxes for the coning year. The concert season will
Brt Nov. 1.
—o

i

Opposition to the erection of a city
dance hall in Washington park may
cause park department heads to change
their plans for the proposed structure.
The department has had plans prepared for a dance hall, refreshment
building and comfort station.
The dance hall season at Woodland
Hills park will close today. The Edgewater dance hall may be kept open another week.
Attendance at both dance halls this
season was 1,224,480. . Receipts were
approximately $18,000.
—
-o
WOULD KNOW COAL WEIGHTS.
City Wants Pnel It Uses Placed on
Municipal Scales.
All coal companies doing business
with the Are department are to be compelled hereafter to weigh the contents
of the
, t masons at the nearest citv
scales before making deliveries at citv
^'%hlatfl°nS- , Sccrfetar-v Julius Pollock
of the fire department yesterday requested City Purchasing Agent A. R
n tice
to
coai
dealers.
°
"We have found no shortages, but
e had no ,neans of
£h»tw
whether we are receiving knowing
actual
Weight," said Secretary Pollock.

S^Asn ^isihXi^ )£&■
PROBE OF CITY'S FINANCES
BY BUSINESS MEN URGED
Appointment of a commission of
business men to investigate municipal finances before the passage of
the next appropriation ordinance was
proposed yesterday by Councilman
FitzGerald, minority member of the
committee on appropriations.
Suggestions for retrenchments and
economy in the operation of city departments could be made by the commission, FitzGerald believes. The
city charter empowers the naming of
advisory commissions, as proposed by
the councilman from the Eleventh
ward.
FitzGerald is opposed, to the abolishment of the divisions of smoke,
immigration and employment as proposed by Director of Finance Coughlin.

^
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MAYOR'S LETTER URGES PUBLIC
TO AID IN SAVING 1,000 BABES
To the Mothers of Cleveland : As mayor of the city I call
to your attention the special effort being put forth this week in
behalf of Cleveland's babies.
The city bureau of child hygiene of the dep|rtment of pubWelfare Campaign Called to
lic
welfare,
in co-operation with the Cleveland Welfare council,
Attention of Public by
which represents many local philanthropic organizations, is urgPulpit and Lettering the active interest of all Cleveland in '-'Baby Week." An
exhibit on baby care has been arranged, instructive literature
Pass Out Invitations at has been provided for distribution, the churches have sounded
Schools, Registration of
the call and the newspapers are lending their columns—all to
Births Sought.
the end of reducing infant mortality and infant sickness in
Cleveland.
Cleveland's community conscience
The splendid results already secured in the last few years
•was prodded on all sides yesterday in
connection with the baby care cam-! cannot satisfy us when we are told that half of our present loss
paign which opens today. Citizens is preventable. The means pointed out are quite simple. The
who attended church heard an- realization of our responsibilities as individuals and as a comnouncements of the campaign and its
munity should be more complete as a result of this week's activiaims from the pulpit.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, in an ties and we should be more ready to meet them.
open letter to the public urges atAccordingly, I invite and urge your attendance upon the
tendance at the baby care exhibition
which opens this morning on the exhibit, during the week; your careful scrutiny of literature
ground floor of the Kinney & Levan
building, Euclid-av, opposite E. 14th- placed in your hands and your most enthusiastic co-operation
st. A careful consideration of the
problem of reducing infant mortality in this attempt to prevent the unnecessary sacrifice of 1,000
In Cleveland is urged on all by Mr. helpless babies in the coming year.
NEWTON D. BAKER.

Baker.
Today representatives of mothers'
clubs and other women's organizations in every part of the city will
be at the doors of school buildings
to distribute invitations to the exhibition. It is through children especially that officials of the child hy, giene bureau of the public welfare
department and the Cleveland Welfare council hope to make an appeal
to parents. More than 50,000 invitation cards are to be distributed to
the school children. In charge of arrangements for the distribution is a
committee consisting of Miss G. R.
Cline and Mrs. M. A. Fanning of
the Cleveland Federation of Women's Clubs and Mrs. S. Sterling McMillin, director of the Babies Dispensary and Hospital.
No admission will be charged at the
exhibition, which will be open every
week day between 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.
Nurses and physicians will be on duty
to give demonstrations of correct care
of the baby and answer questions.
Dr. C. E. Ford, commissioner of

health, expects a letter today from
Dr. E.; S. Campbell, secretary of the
state board of health, assuring cooperation of the state organization in
the campaign.
Dr. Ford recently
wrote Dr. Campbell urging more strict
enforcement of the ,law compelling
registration of all births.
Complete registration is to be one
of the aims of the campaign, Secretary W. H. Winans of the public welfare department explained yesterday,
because it is only by this means that
the health department can follow up
births to make sure babies are receiving proper care.
Only about one-half the births were
registered in Cleveland in 1913, health
department officials declare.

—o
—■
A reception of welcome to new members of the congregation of Collinwood
Congregational church, Aspinwall-av N.
E. and B. 105th-st, will be held, in the
church parlors this evening. More than
100 new members have been invited.
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THE MUNY DANCE HALLS
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THE attendance at Cleveland muny dance pavilions t "l!;,';
season has been 1,224,480, according to figures co: ' reai;
ttvic
Friday by Park Secretary Patterson.
n s
t:
The attendance at Edgewater park was 804,628
Woodland Hills 419,852, establishing a record m each p^
The muny dance season closes Sept. 15.
Thousands of young people have been provided wiffi
means for innocent fun, and the city pavilions have struck]
heavy blow at the dance, hall evil. Later we may have
muny dances.

TESTS SHOW IC
IS FULL WEIGHT
Ice weight tests, announced
Monday by City Sealer Radcliffe, indicate, according to Safety Director Benesch, that local ice companies are now delivering full
weight ice to the majority of their
customers.
Out of 15 tests made on the
East-side, Radcliffe found
all
blocks full weight or over weight,
with the exception of two.
In addition to tests of ice delivered by the City Ice Delivery Co.,
weighings also were made of ice
delivered by the Colonial Ice Co.,
Carnegie Ice Co. and F. Stanley
Ice Co.
The total figures show, it is said,
that the ice companies charged
for 575 pounds and actually delivered 603 pounds.
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IVOREDATCITY
IBORJUREAU?
iroled Warrensville Prison(rs Have Inside Track on
Hobs, Is Charge
■harges that the State:City
ielabor.change is using its e±WL to 'find jobs for paroled
fcners and police court offendK'to the exclusion of reliable
ft out of work, were made
Kdaybv S. R. Miller, 1514
Best 38th street. Miller is one
■four men who charged Monfttbat he had been a daily apftant for work at the Stately bureau for more than three
Kks and had met with refusals
Hi morning.

MEYERS DEMANDS WITT
ACT ON CAR SIGNS
Councilman Meyers who, at Tractionei" Witt's request, held up a city
ordinance which he was preparing to
compel all street cars to have thendestination plainly marked in illuminated letters on the front of the ear,
Monday planned to start an inquiry
as to the exact time "Witt intends to
make the long-promised changes.
"The ordinance is absolutely necessary," said Meyers. "Cars are being
run -west on Euclid avenue marked
Euclid Beach, East 105th street cars
marked Duna park are run to the
lake. People who have lived in the
city perhaps understand this system,
but strangers coming to Cleveland
are paying two or three fares before
they find out they can't depend on the
signs.
"Now it is up to Writt to say
something definite or I will introduce
the ordinance."

Prisoners Get Jobs
Bring the same' period jobs were
for 27 paroled prisoners from
Tensville correction farm, acting to Probation Officer Cuth011S
|son, who said he found the
ompli ■au'of great benefit in taking ex',„ from his hands. Only three
"sent to the bureau during the
three weeks by Cuthbertson
j turned back without jobs. Eight
ichpa "them were given permanent

/

*s.

nong the 200 job-seekers at the
Monday were 12 with notes
Cuthbertson, and others with
; strut!
s from police court judges or proive1
fon officers. Some of these were
lout on jobs.
; sent 12 men down there this
tung," Cuthbertson said, ".and
all were promised preference
the others who applied for

dnj^JtZ^&sW fr
WHAT COUNpU- DID
Gave first reading to ordinance providing
$1,000,000
bond issue for filtration plant.
Directed Tractioner Witt to
confer with Concon on cost of
widening E. 79th-st between
Woodland-av and Hough-av.
Referred
to
park
and
finance committee resolution
to appoint a committee of
three to boom Cleveland for
1916 Olympic games.
Referred to railway committee an ordinance to discontinue
dinky service from Windermere car barns in Euclid-av to
Hayden-av.
Passed ordinance routing W.
14th-st cars over Clark-av to
Holmden-av barns and reestablishing, dinky
between.
Clark-av and Brainard-av.
Passed ordinance providing
issuance of $425,000 bonds for
completion of new city hall.
Received ordinance providing appropriation of $142,000
for sewer in E. 152d-st between St. Cla.ir-av and Lake
Erie.'
Referred to street fairways
committee ordinance providing
that words "Public square"
shall be displayed on all cars
moving toward Square.
Received Mayor Baker's veto
of ordinance providing eighthour day for all laborers employed on city work.

X

COURT
CITYL

TO OPEN WAR MONDAY
FOR EIGHT-HOUR DAY
Thomas S. Farrell, secretary of
the federation of labor, said
Tuesday that the fight to secure
an eight-hour day for all city laborers will be made in council
next Monday night.
Council Monday night received
Mayor Baker's veto of Councilman Kalina's ordinance providing
an eight-hour day. Kalina did
not present an ordinance providing an eight-hour day for paving
inspectors only, as he had expected to do.
Kalina
said
his
ordinance
would be ready next week, and
Farrell said he would reserve his
demands until then.

■juaLs/J&Mtt
BLANKET EXPENDITURES
ITUR
TO BE ENDED BY COUNCIL
Changes in the policy of the city
council authorizing the expenditure
of city funds were announced by
Councilmen Damm, chairman of the
committee on finance, yesterday.
"We do npt intend to pass any

superintendent

jje state-city free labor exchange,
led that any favoritism is shown.
(fe found jobs for 344 men out
.he 2,137 applicants last week,"
nnessv said. "We try to give emfrers the men best fitted for their
ds,. It a man comes from' Proien Officer Cuthbertson we try to
Km a job. If we have two or
M equally qualified to
fill the
ice we will give the preference to
ja .seeker who has a family."
'Criticises Bureau Methods
Jilter, who, says he. is a houseSjer.and.long'ai resident of Glevter
&• was bitter, in his criticism^ 6t
|fae&8ds1;.bf the: bureau.
||
We have;. Wejl ho;neStly: looCkihg':
-•work "every...'day,''. Miller .said,,
j. we have he.en turned out each
:ning at.9 o'clock with, fh.eVworct
'there.was, nothing doing. At,
ivsame time men have come in
i.nates from police court or proofficers and they have been
, out to jobs. It would appear
,t in order to get any aid from
ibureau we must be convicts or
i notes that will influence the
keau to give us preference."

?I0

Judge Stevens Tuesday dismissed
the suit of J. N. Patton, taxpayer,
to enjoin Mayor Baker and other
city officials from withholding from
his inspection job orders and other
data of the muny light plant.
This, says Mayor Baker, is a signal victory for the city.in its effort
to keep the Cleveland Illuminating
Co. from obtaining information
which, it is charged, it intended, to
use in a fight against muny ownership.
Patton gave notice of a,ppeal.
Patton is the local representative
of Haskell & Sells, New Yorfk, public accountants.

i

f. Hennessy,
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Investigation of charges that the
State-City Free employment exchange
is devoting its efforts to find jobs for
paroled prisoners and police court ofi fenders to the exclusion of other
I workmen is to be made by the council
committees on licenses and legislation.
The joint committee has been empowered by the council to investigate
private employment agencies with a
view of recommending a system of
city
licenses.
Councilman
Tack,
chairman of the joint committee,
said yesterday that he would call a
meeting during the present week. The
committee will go into the state-city
situation.
Parole Officer A. D. Cuthbertson
said that paroled prisoners from the
Warrensville farm were sent to the
State-City Employment
Exchange
for work. Both Cuthbertson and W.
P. Hennessey, superintendent of the
exchange, denied that the ex-prisoners were favored but declared that
they took their chances with other
men seeking work.
Cuthbertson formerly conducted an
employment agency for paroled prisoners but abandoned it when the
state and city employment agencies
were merged. Among the job seekers yesterday were twelve former
workhouse inmates who had been
sent to the employment exchange by
Cuthbertson.

more blanket ordinances allowing the
expenditure of public funds," said
Damm. "The council wants to know
where every penny is going before
ordinances are passed."
Damm declared council had authorized funds for Miration purposes but
found later part of the money had
been used in purchasing land adjoining pumping station sites."

CITY PLANT EMPOWERED
TO HIRE LIGHT SOLICITORS
Authority to employ an unlimited
number of solicitors to ©btain business for the new municipal lighting
plant was conferred on the department of public utilities by the city
j board of control, yesterday.
Resolutions creating numerous new
j positions at the lighting plant simply
; specified that solicitors were to be
; employed as needed and that salaries were to be $75 and $60 a month.
The department also was given the
same latitude in the hiring of linemen, repair men and switchboard
operators.
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CITY JOB BUREAU
BLACKLISTS MAN
WHO COMPLAINS
Assistant Head Throws His
Card Away; Gives Him Silence Treatment
INCIDENT MAY COST
CUTHBERTSON HIS JOB
Dem

Organization Dislikes

Favoring Ex-Prisoners Over
Faithful Henchmen
The silent treatment was given
S. E, Miller, 1548 West 38th
street, Tuesday, when he made
his daily application for employment at the City-State free
labor exchange, because he
charged Monday that preference
was given ex-workhouse prisoners in filling jobs by the bureau.

Cuthbertson may find himself without a job for innocently showing up
the system of preference followed by
the state-city free labor exchange.
The Democratic machine was to start
out to get Cuthbertson Tuesday because he unwittingly substantiated
charges made by Miller that Warrensville prisoners were given jobs
by the labor bureau while workmen
lacking prison records were allowed
to apply at the bureau day after day
until they became discouraged.
Cuthbertson said Monday (before
he learned of the complaints of Miller and others) that he' had found
jobs for 27 ex-prisoners during the
"past three weeks. During the same
period a number of men headed by
Miller declared they had applied at
the bureau daily only to be turned
away without jobs.
Cuthbertson's
statement, made in good faith to
show the progress of his department
in caring for paroled prisoners,
threatened to cost him his job because of an old score.
The Baker-Bulk'ey machine has
been after Cuthbertson since the recent primary. He was the one man
around City Hall who came out
openly and worked for -the election
of Robert Crosser as congressional
candidate over Baker's candidate,
Robert J. Bulkiey. Democratic machine leaders were further displeased
when Cuthbertson told how he was
making such good use of the employment bureau, which is one of Baker's
pet ideas, and is being used by leaders to place henchmen in jobs.
Council committee appointed some
time ago promised Tuesday to»mako
an investigation of all Cleveland employment agencies, including the
state-city • free
labor
exchange.
Councilmen said they were powerless to abolish the agency because
the state pays the running expenses
of it.
Democratic councilmen Tuesday
were careful about expressing their
true opinion of the labor bureau.
Several of them said it was a useless
expense but that so long as it was a
Baker idea there might be trouble
ahead for them if they expressed
their views.

Miller stood in line for nearly an
hour Tuesday morning before his
turn came to present his card to Ed-i
ward L. Brady, the assistant super-j
intendent. Brady grabbed Miller's
card, threw it on the floor and with-'
out addressing Miller talked with the
man behind Miller.
Now He's on Blacklist
According to Miller,' Brady, Monday afternoon, ordered him from the
bureau and told him that unless he
got out he would have him thrown
out. This Brady denied Tuesday, as
he also denied grabbing Miller's card
Tuesday and ignoring him, although
reporters standing in the line behind
Miller saw Brady in the act.
Miller was practically placed on the
bureau's black list Tuesday.
"Miller can keep on coming here
every day," Brady said, "but he
Judge Stevens Tuesday ruled in
won't be sent out on a job unless favor of the city in its fight to prethere is no one else we can find to \ vent J. N. Patton, accountant, getfill it. No man is going to take my ting a peep into the "job order" book,
glasses off before I get a chance to kept by Lighting Commissioner Baltake his off first. I know how to lard, in connection with the operahandle the men who come here for 1 tion of the municipal light plant.
jobs I'll leave it to your own judgPatton at once gave notice of apment as to how I felt when Miller
peal.
handed in his card today.
Patton. who was investigating the
"I did not get rough with Miller city plant, sued July 17 for an injuncMonday afternoon when he came tion to prevent Ballard and other ofinto the bureau.
I told him there ficials keeping the "job orders" from
was nothing for him and to get out. him. The city declared the papers
When I took his card from him Tues- merely private memoranda of Ballard
day I wanted to give him a new one and made counter charges that
because the other was dirty."
Patton was employed for the Illum"Cuthbertson Mistaken"
inating company, to secure data for
W. F. Hennessy, superintendent of that corporation to use in its fight
the state-city bureau, declared Tuesday that Parole Officer Cuthbertson
was at least mistaken when he said
he had found jobs for 27 of the' 30
men he had sent to the bureau within the last three weeks.
"I don't know the exact number of
men from Cuthbertson's office for
whom we found jobs, but I do know
it was a very small proportion of the
number he credits us with," Hennessy said. "Cuthbertson probably
was boosting his own . department
when he gave out the statement."
Few men were given jobs at the
bureau Tuesday. At 9 o'clock there
were more than 100 who had not had
an opportunity to register during the
two hours after the bureau opens
at 7.
"Come on, you men, get out of here
and take a walk; there'll be no more
jobs this morning," Brady announced.
-Get out; we want to get some air
in here."
May Cost Hun Job

IN LIGHT FIGH

WEST SIDE CAR ROUTES
MAY CHANGE WEDNESDAY
The new West 14th street, Clark
avenue and West 25th street car
routings will go into effect Wednesday or Thursday, Traction Commissioner Witt said Tuesday. Monday
night council approved Mayor Baker's plan of routing West 14th street
cars up Clark avenue, thence on
West 25th street to Holmden avenue
and looping them.
Witt only smiled when asked what
pressure had been brought to bear
on members of the council street
railway committee, who, Monday
afternoon,
approved
Councilman
Townes' resolution for restoration of
the old split service.
"Prunes,"- was all Witt would say
in reply to Townes' threat to bring
Injunction proceedings to prevent the
carrying out of the new routings.

HE WANTS CITY
TO ENTER FIRE
RISK BUSINESS
Council will be asked next week
to investigate and report on the advisability of the city's starting a municipal fire insurance company to
handle the fire risks of Clevelanders.
Edmund G. Vail, 7512 Carnegie avenue, Tuesday was seeking out a
member of council to indroduce a
resolution calling upon Utilities Director Stage to conduct an investigation.
Vail declares the plan is being
worked out with, much success in
Switzerland. Lower taxes and lower
insurance rates would result, he asserts, because the expense of running the fire department would be
paid out of the premiums.
"If council cannot be interested I
will take the matter right to the
people in street corner meetings,"
he said.
"We would not be paying twice
for fire protection under the municipal plan, as now. We are paying
taxes to maintain the Are department
and are forced to pay high rates to
the fire insurance companies.
"The municipal plan would not
bar outside insurance companies.
They would be competing with the
municipal company and the effect
probably would be the same as that
caused by the parcel post."
Councilman McGinty, to whom
Vail unfolded his plan, believed the
time for a municipal fire insurance
company was not ripe because of
the city's financial straits.

'JLJM.
EXHIBIT ATTRACTS
Gains Publicity at Municipal Plan.
iiins Show in Chile.
Cleveland is receiving- favorable
publicity in South America because
of its representation in the city planning exhibition, which was opened in
Santiago, Chile, Monday, according to
word received yesterday by Munson
Havens, secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce, from the American city
bureau, New York.
Cleveland's part of the exhibit was
prepared in the fall of 1913 by the
Chamber of Commerce for the American city bureau. Last winter and
sm-ing it was displayed in New York,
Jersey City, N. J.; Oakland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal., and
Toronto, Ont.
>
, , ■■
The exhibition is to remain in Santiago until Sept. 30, after which it
may be displayed in other important
South American cities.

PARKS MDjJJTYliVENUE
Concessions Yield Total of f 1S2,794.12 for Season.
Beceipts from refreshment stands
and all-forms of park amusements have
reached a total of $122,794.12 for the
season. The .report of City Treasurer
William Dam* issued yesterday shows
S23"")!) 33 taken in at Edgewater and
Gordon bath houses
The .two bath
houses closed yesterday. The attendance was greater than it has ever been
in the history of the city.
Dance hall receipts are 518,884.07. The
Woodland Hills dance hall has been
closed but the Edgewater dance hall is
still being operated. Receipts at all refreshment stands thus far amount to
*K77 709 02.
With a good attendance at the basehall tamo at Brooksido park Sunday
it is anticipated that 52,000 will be
taken in at the refreshment stands.
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WOULDMAKE CITY
STREETS PLAY SPOTS
Supervisor Abell Asks That Thoroughfares in Congested District
Be Roped Off at Night for Children.
Streets in congested districts of the
city -will be given up to outdoor
sports in the early evening hours, if
a plan proposed yesterday by John
B. Abell,' 1307 E. 111th street, playground supervisor, is approved by the
city division of recreation.
| Abell has written to Mayor Baker
[explaining his plan in detail. He
"'would have the city place baseballs,
bats and other paraphernalia in the
(hands of some responsible person in
each district. He offers to supervise
'activities without compensation and
says that the only expense to the
city would be the material for the
roping off of streets. Abell urges
that the plan be tested out this fall
and enlarged next season if it proves
.successful.
"There is little night traffic in
-these sections of the city, the streets
being given up to heavy trucks in the
daytime,"
said
Abell
yesterday.
"Street lamps would furnish sufficient light for baseball played with
indoor equipment and the patrolman
on the beat can preserve order.
Horseshoes for playing quoits can be
obtained at any fire station."
Abell pointed out that a survey
made by playground supervisors
showed that a majority of children
preferred streets to public playgrounds for baseball and other
sports. He said that as long as

children used the streets they should
be made as safe as possible for
them.
Abell was In charge of Brownell
school playground in the summer.
He obtained permission of Director
of Public Service Sidlo to rope off
Sumner avenue for play purposes
and this street was crowded with
youngsters all summer. Sidlo has
agreed to rope off other streets upon
recommendation of the division of
recreation, Abell says.
Efforts to obtain the use of city
automobiles for playground children
are also being made by Abell. He
said yesterday that many playground children had never ridden
in an automobile and that the convertible motor trucks used as sightseeing cars by the park division
should be used to give the youngsters outings.

EIGHTEEN CITY CONCERTS
—Eighteen
concerts
will be
given by the municipal orchestra, this season, it was decided
at a conference between Mayor
Baker and the music committee
of the City Club- yesterday.

7-CENTFARE IN WITT
CITY WINS FIGHT TO
SCHEDULE, SAYS MOYLAN
WITHHOLD LIGHT DATA
Three-cent fare will be only a
myth for a large. number of car
riders in. the Seventh ward, when
Street Railway Commissioner Witt's
schedule for the operating of W. 14th
street cars becomes effective today or
tomorrow, Councilman Moylan said
yesterday.
Car riders going from Lincoln Park
to points along- Clark avenue west
of W. 25th street will be compelled to
pay seven cents fare under the newarrangement, according to Moylan.
"They will transfer to Clark avenue
at W. 25th street and will have to
pay an additional fare on Fulton
road and other intersecting lines, as
a transfer upon a transfer is not allowed on Clark avenue," said Moylan.
Moylan said that the fight against
the service inaugurated by Witt
would be continued.
Councilman
Townes also expects to have a resolution in the city council Monday
night protesting against the service.

^■■B

The city won its fight yesterday to
prevent J. N. Patton, expert accountant, from examining papers of the
municipal light plant. Judge Stevens
dismissed the demurrer filed by Patton to the city's answer to his motion for a mandatory injunction,
.compelling the 'city to produce the
sPapers.

PAVING BONDS WILL BE
SUBJECT OF CONFERENCE!
Submission of a 52,000,000 bond issue I
to pay the city's portion of street re- I
paving planned for next year and
the year following is to be discussed
by Mayor Baker and Councilman
Reynolds today or tomorrow.,
Reynolds is chairman of a special
council committee which recommended that the bond issue be submitted
to voters this fall. After the meeting with Baker, the council will decide whether to place the bond issue
on the ballot at the November election.
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STREETS AS PLAYSPOTS
FROWNED ON BY BLACK

SCORE BAN ON
PROBATIONERS

TUM^

Recreation
Commissioner Black
smiled grimly Wednesday when he
heard John B. Abell, former playground ' supervisor, had proposed to
Mayor Baker that streets in eongested districts he given over to
children for play in the early evening hours.
"It's a rather doubtful proposition," said Black, "one that seems
fine at first, but dwindles the more
you think of it. I tried it in Toronto
when I was recreation commissioner
there. It didn't, work. The plan also
failed in New York, Pittsburg and St.
Louis.
"So many things enter into consideration, I will advise Baker not to
try it if ho takes any cognizance of
Abell's suggestion."

CRIME DOCTOR
MAY LOSE JOB
Welfare Director Cooley's plan to
have prisoners at Central police
station examined by Dr. D. B. Lowe
before thev are brought to trial, to
learn whether they were prompted
to crime by psychological reasons,
threatens to go glimmering on account of opposition from Chief
Rowe and other police officers. The
! fate of the project rests with municipal judges, who will meet Friday afternoon to formulate rules
concerning the visits of probation
officers and others to prisoners in
the "bull pen."
"We have delayed putting our
plan in execution because of police
opposition," said W. H. Winans,
secretary to Cpoley, Wednesday.
"We cannot examine prisoners unless judges assent, so unless the
court rules in our favor we must
abandon our plans."
Safety Director Benesch Wednesday said he and Chief Rowe are
not opposed to Dr. Lowe examining
prisoners from eighteen to twentyone year old, but do regard the examination of older prisoners as useless.

"Chief Rowe is a bailiff of the
municipal court. He has not the
right to bar probationers or any
court officers from free access to;
the city jail."
That's what five of the seven
judges had to say Wednesday
about Howe's recent order to keep ;
probationers from entering the jail
without a permit from Rowe.
Chief Justice McGannon, while
declining to comment on Rowe's
action, stated he would immediately begin an investigation of the
cause for Rowe's order.
Judges Beebe, Cull, Kramer, Levine and Sanders stated they wilj
opposg enforcement of Rowe's order. Judge Baer, only other immy
judge, is on a vacation.
Mayor Baker, although saying
everything possible should be
done to aid the work of probationers, announced he will take
no hand in the controversy unless
asked by officials.
City hall officials opposed to
Rowe's order point out that it
greatly hinders the services of
two probationers, for whom the
city spends $4000 yearly, and the
work of Dr. B. B. Lowe, head of
the new crime bureau.

■OS RECALL
Federated Labor Delegate
Urges Ouster Because of
Eight-Hour Veto.
Plans Made for Referendum
if Gouncil Doesn't Override Official.
Recall of Mayor- Newton D. Baker
was demanded and plans made to t
initiate referendum petitions on the
eight-hour work day ordinance,
vetoed by the mayor, when the
Cleveland Federation of Labor last
night insisted city council does not
possess power to override the vote of
electors.
"We deny that Mayor Baker had ;
either a moral or legal right to veto I
the ordinance," Secretary Thomas S. i
Farrell declared in submitting the report of the legislative committee.
"We have waited nine months for I
city council to do something it was [
told to do by the electors a year ago
last July, and we feel the mayor was
not justified in his action."
Secretary Farrell said Federation
President J. W. Hart and he were
trying to obtain sufficient pledged
votes at the council meeting Monday
night to have the ordinance passed
over the veto.
"If we are not successful, what we
do after that is up to this federation," Mr. Farrell said.
Thomas Dolan, Carpenters' union
Is'o. 11, declared it was a question
calling for immediate attention.
"I want this committee to have
power to get to work at once," he
said. "I move that in case council
does not adopt the resolution Monday
night that we instruct the committee
to take the necessary steps immediately to initiate referendum petitions.
It only takes a few thousands votes,
and we will have no difficulty in getting those."
A half dozen delegates rose to second the motion, and it was asserted
(he mayor's attitude demanded an immediate and effective reply.
Frank Klace, painters' union, inquired if the city charter provided for
the recall of the mayor as well as permitting initiative petitions.
Secretary Farrell expressed opinion
that the charter contained provisions
governing both initiative petitions and
the recall of the mayor.
"Then I think it is the duty of this
federation to recall the head of the
administration," Delegate Klace asserted. "He has repudiated his own I
work, and if the effort to get the I
ordinance passed over his veto is not j
successful the committee should in-!
elude his recall in the petitions to be I
circulated."
Secretary . Farrell said the point 1
raised concerning the recall of the'
mayor could be taken into consideration after th'a committee saw how
its attempt to get the ordinance
passed over the mayor's veto fared
Monday night.
The resolution calling on the legislative committee to initiate petitions
was unanimously approved, the scope
of the petitions to be decided at, a future date.

^Ct^L^U^I
TALK EXPTHALL TODAY
«.™r and BosineM Men to Discos*
M T
CMC Project.
1

Mayor Newton D. Baker will ad-,
^ress manufacturers and representatives of business and civic organizaSons at a public meeting in the city
council chamber this afternoon called
'for a discussion of erecting a conventlpn and,exposition-nail, on the lake
'it0Ml?o?^e^^s the Project and
Effort may be made to obtain the
?.nte€of the Marine hospital. Council,
"' „ T W Reynolds will propose a
lEffding be erectedlonvthe:unit plan
aSdT that $200,000 be raised fdr the

H^Iten^M* expansion also will,

tJ discussed at today's meeting.
K*f Thane of the American Express
ro win splatt:concerning this sufttt.M The Chamber of Commerce, i
rha'mber of Industry, and other or
j gln^atfons will bi^represented.
;

CITY

HOLDS

UP

BILLS

Questions Account* Rendered Fire
Department.
The city -will refuse.' to pay several
bills recently rendered the Are de-,
partmeflt by an automobile concern.
A bill-rendered by a"jif oil.concern will;
also he held up« •
Secretary TuM.ua .Pollock of the Are
department reported .to Public' Safety'
xijfector A. A., Benesch. yesterday that?
tli'i automobile company had beerjl
■i■eftdeSthg bills fpr auto repair a'erv,-.
ice atid for smtedl supplies Which ;the
city should not be required to pay.
■'We'are. not going to pay them,"
said Director Benesch yesterday. Recently a $30bill for gasoline.was re*
reived and 'we haveCjust found on in*
vestigation that the gasoline was paid
•for."..-"
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SALE OF BRIDGE BONDS
IS HELD UPBYMAYOR
City Hall and Filtration Securities Will Be Put on the
Market First.
Further delay in the completion of j
the Clark avenue high level bridge
was pTedieted by West Side councilmen yesterday because of Mayor
Baker's announcement that city hall
and filtration bonds would be offered
for sale to sinking fund trustees before efforts are made to market
bridge bonds.
The sinking fund has slightly more
than $1,000,000 for investment purposes and will be asked to purchase
$425,000 worth of city hall ami $700,000worth of filtration bonds, Mayor
Baker said, yesterday. This woulu
leave the commission without funds
to take up the bridge bonds which
w:ere. upheld at a referendum in August. The sum of $950,000 is needed.
Sale of securities to bond buyers
is impossible with present unsettled
financial conditions, Mayor Bakersaid. He admitted that the Clark
avenue bridge would be delayed unless the sinking fund could finance
the project.
"The Clark avenue bridge has been
agitated for twenty years and should
be pushed ahead
of
the
other
projects," said Councilman Kalina
last night. He said he would see the
mayor today to urge the purchase of
the bridge bonds by the sinking fund
commjssion.
Lavish expenditure of waterworks
funds for other purposes and the
purchase of unnecessary lands ^responsible' for the need of an additional: filtration bond issue, according
•n.muilman FitzGerald.
Mavor Baker yesterday came out
firmly against the submission of a
$2 000,000 bond issue to pay the city s
portion pf street repaying costs next
year. This plan was proposed by a
special committee of the council. The
mayor said that it would be impossible to sell municipal bonds, even
if they were approved by the voters.
Councilmen say that all street repaving work will be held ,UP next
year unless municipal bonds are sold.

COUNCIL COMMITTEE
OPPOSES CITY AUDIT
Financial transactions of the city
will remain unaudited by public accountants employed by the city- council, if recommendations of a special
| committee of the council are approved. This is one of the mandatory provisions of the city charter.
Committee
members
yesterday
held that a shortage of funds would
prevent the carrying out of the
charter
provisions.
Councilman
Townes is expected to make a fight
for the employment of the independent auditors.

/U9/VLABOR READY TO START
EIGHT-HOUR REFERENDUM
Referendum petitions will be initiated by the Cleveland Federation
of Labor if the council Monday
night does not pass the eight-hour
bill for city employees over Mayor
Baker's veto. Organized labor has
been working for this ordinance
aince its introduction, and at the
meeting last night of the organization Mayor Baker was denounced ^
for his attitude.
A resolution providing for the im
mediate circulation of referendum
petitions was passed. Delegates declared that the charter calls for the
eight-hour working day for the men
employed on city contracts and in
city labor, and the organization authorized a fight to the finish for its
passage.
Delegates from the federation are
working among the councilmen endeavoring to line up a two-thirds
majority to pass the measure over
the mayor's veto.

STILLMAN WILL BUY
TRACTORS FOR CITY
H. F. Stillman remains upon the
city payroll as secretary of the department of public safety, although
Director Benesch announced his intention of abolishing the position
after Stillman had written a prohibition editorial in the Police Post
two weeks ago.
Stillman left yesterday for New
York, but it was on city business in
connection with the purchase of
tractors for the fire department, according to Benesch. The secretary
is expected to relinquish his position
October 1.

MASS MEETING PLANNED
AGAINST WITT SCHEDULE
Mass meetings to protest against
Clark avenue and W. 14th street
car schedules, just placed in effect
by Street Railway Commissioner
Witt, are planned by Sixth and Seventh ward residents.
A petition demanding that Clark
avenue cars alternate on W. 14th
street and W. 25th street will be prej sented to the city council Monday
night. Councilman Townes will en! deavor to have the matter reopened
at that time. Under Witt's plan, W.
14th street cars are . operated on
Clark avenue to W. 2 5th street and.
the Holmden avenue barns and the
alternate service is abandoned.
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JOKERS IN TAX
LIMIT LAW HI
CITY OWNERSHIP
—SAYS DAAV DIRECTOR.

Law Director John N. Stockwel Thursday charged, that three
jokers aimed at municipal ownership of utilities in Ohio have been
slipped into the proposed amendment writing the 1 per cent tax
limitation law into the constitution.
The amendment to he voted on
in November, Stockwell points
out, provides:
That a bond issue must have
a majority of all the vote* cast,,
not merely a majority of the
votes on the issue itself.
That no bond issue may be
submitted $X a special election.
That the tax levy of no political subdivision shall, until the
constitution is changed, exceed
the levy of the year of the
| adoption of the amendment.
Blames State Chamber.
Stockwell charges that the
Ohio chamber of commerce and
representatives of electric and
other public utility interests inspired these provisions to make
hard sledding for muny ownership bond issues.
"The 1 per cent tax limit is not
really what the people are called
to vote upon," Stockwell said.
"They are asked to vote on
whether they shall tie their own
hands in the matter of municipal
ownership.
"To get a fair expression of the
people, the question of issuing
bonds for a big public improvement should be voted on at a special election. It is apparent, too,
that the fate of a bond issue should
not depend on a majority of all the
votes cast at a general election.
Plan Legislature Fight.
"It is perfectly absurd to suggest
that in no future year shall the
levy of any subdivision be greater
than this year's."
Mayor Baker Thursday issued a
statement, saying that unless the
amendment is defeated, immediate
tax reform is impossible.
If the amendment is defeated,
Baker said, the Cuyahoga delegation, if elected, will lead a fight in
the legislature for new tax laws,
based on a report to be made in
November by Finance Director
Coughlin and other'members of a
state tax investigating commission
' named by Gov. Cox.
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A YOR DEFIES
REGALL THREAT
Mayor Baker Thursday stood pat
in his opposition to the ordinance
placing all city laborers on an
eight-hour basis. At a meeting of
the federation of .labor Wednesday
night his recall was suggested.
"The recall is a good thing," Baker said. "I am for it, and if the
people want an eight-hour day for'
city laborers now worse than they I
want me, the
thing to do is to go
ahead with1 the recall.
"I am for the eight-hour day, '
particularly in industrial labor. '
There are certain positions, for instance watchmen, which should
not come within the eight-hour provision, but generally speaking, i
eight hours a day is long enough.
"But if anyone can tell, me!
where we are to get the money at
present for. this change urged by
the" federation of labor I shall be
obliged to them. True, it is provided in the charter, but this requirement is one which must be
complied wrth when we find com-,
pliance possible."
The legislative committee of the
federation Wednesday night was I
authorized to initiate referendum |
petitions on the ordinance, provid-1
ing council does not override Mayor
Baker's veto Monday night.
In the course of the discussion
Prank Klace of the painters union
suggested the recall of Mayor
Baker. Thomas Farrell, secretary
of the federation, said that question
could be considered after Monday
night's council meeting.

DEMAND START
THIS FALL
CLARK
Business Men and Councilmen Angry at Baker's Stand
Not to Push Bond Sale

•

Business men's organizations and
councilmen directly interested in the
Clark avenue bridge project determined Thursday not to permit Mayor
Baker to throw the wishes of a big
majority of Cleveland voters into the
discard and rush to completion the
new city hall and Division avenue
filtration plant before work on the
bridge is begun. Both Eaker and
Service Director Sidlo are to be the
butt of a hammer and tongs campaign to have at least the preliminary work on the superstructure contracted for before winter sets in.
Baker's statement that inasmuch
as the city finds itself unable to mar- A
ket its securities, the $1,250,000 in the
city sinking fund be utilized in taking up the new city hall and filtration bonds at the expense of street
repaving and the Clark avenue
bridge, aroused backers of the bridge
project.
"In six or seven months at the
most the bond market, will take a
turn for the better, so I will ask
Baker and Sidlo to see that a part
of the sinking fund's money be used
in taking up a portion of the $950,000 bridge issue," said Councilman
"Votava, whose efforts were responsible for the bonds being voted on at
the August 11 primary. "Baker cannot ignore the vote of 27,378 for the
bonds to 9,970 against, a three to one
-ratio."
Charles J. Wallace, president, of |
the Broadway Business Men's asso-j
ciation; George P. Paerber, secre->|
tary-treasurer of the Forest Cityj
Savings & Trust Company, and Pres- |
ident Thompson of city council, '
backed by organizations, approve
Votava's bond plan and will urge j
its acceptance by Baker and Sidlo.

BAKER NOT SCARED
BY BUDGET DECISION
Despite the fact, the city is approximately $800,000 in. debt because,
ot a shortage of receipts from tax'
collections', Mayor Baker Thursday
was extremely optimistic over the
Ohio supreme court's ruling that the
county prosecutor is to replace the
city law director on county budget
commissions.' According to Supreme
Judges- Wanamaker and Wilkin, the
city will have no representative on
the commission.
"The ruling should work no hardship at all on the city," Baker said.
"On the other hand, it will save us
much embarrassment."
. Other city officials assumed a
wholly different attitude, fearing
county members on the commission
will forget the city entirely when
funds are apportioned.
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8-HOUR LAW IS
NOTLIKELY TO
Mayor Has Democratic Majority Lined Up to Throw
Out Appeal
KALINA TO FIGHT FOR
UNIONS IN COUNCIL
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SIXTH WARD TO MART
ANOTHER TRY FOR PEACE
Tho Democratic executive committee is .going' tp make one more effort
to end' the Sixth ward warfare between Councilman Dan Pfahl and
Charles L. Selzer. Both claim ward
leadership and each ha3 enough followers to break up any peace meeting attended by both Pfahl and Selzer.
In an effort to "let the people rule,"
a meeting of Sixth ward workers will
be called and neither Pfahl nor Selzer will be invited. An effort then
will be made to have the ward workers choose their own leader. Every
worker wants to be leader and is
ready to knife both Pfahl and Selzer
in his own interests.

Initiative Is the Last Resort
of Workers; Would

Cost

$20,000
Council Monday night will be,
asked by the Federation oil
Labor to pass over Mayor
Baker's veto the Kalina ordinance providing an eight-hour
day for all city employes and
for all work done «ior the city
under contract.

REPORTERS PROVE INFLUENCE IS
CONSIDERED BY CITY JOB OFFICE

Democratic eouncilmen Thursday
declared they would stand by the
mayor'? veto.
Council stands '20
Democrats to six Republicans, and a
two-thirds vote is xequired.. to override any veto. Labor officials Thursday said they would make an effort to have Councilman Kalina lead
a ' fight on council floor.
Baker
Thursday said he would make no
open fight. He has, however, told
the Democratic majority what he
expects of it.
May Initiate Law
Should council fail to pass the ordinance initiative petitions immediately will be'circulated. Thomas S.
Farrell, secretary of the Cleveland
Federation of Labor, says.the 5,000
signatures required can be obtained
without trouble; If council refuses
to pass the initiated ordinance labor
interests then will demand a referendum.
This will cost $20,000.
"We do not. wish in any way to embarrass Mayor Baker," said Farrell, |
Thursday. ' '.'But when the eight-hour
day on contract work i can be obtained simply by writing the clause
into the contract^ I can see no reason
Why .the mayor should object to it. '
If the contractor fails to live up to
the eight-hour law his contract is
ifooken."
Baker Welcomes Referendum
Maker declared Thursday he would
welcome a rerefendum on the labor
Kestion. Labor' officials say ■ they
want to avoid adding $20,000 to the
pity's already overtaxed debt, but, unless the legislation is obtained in
Kber ways, are prepared to put the
question to a"vote.
'Organized labor knows where I
stand.'' said.Baker. "My position on
the eight-hour law was clearly set
■orth in my veto message."
fiBurr Gongwer, clerk of the board
' elections, Thursday estimated the
it'ofiia. special election would be'
itween-. $20,000 and $25,000.
o submit the question at the reglar election, November 3, would
ist only a few thousand dollars,
wording to Gongwer, but it is lm- I
robable petitions could be assembled,
I October 3, the time limit for .filpetitions to insure a vote in No-I
imbev.

"WOOD
fir OOD and Drake are both reporters emyy
ployed by The News. They are practically of an age, on a par as to physique and
mental attainment and in The Neivs organization at
least, are more or less equally rated. One would imagine that as applicants for jobs "at any kind of work"
at a public free employment bureau there ivould be
little choice between them.
• With the exception that Drake went into the State-

City Free Employment bureau wearing a sweater,
while Wood ivore a white collar, they presented to
E. L. Brady, clerk at the application window, the same
qualifications.
Wood bore a letter from a prominent county
official attesting to his worthiness and reliability.
Drake had no such letter.
But, then, Drake's lack of a white collar may have
made the difference.
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PROVE "PULL"
WINS WORK AT
CITY JOB BUREAU
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One Mews Man Who Has
County Official's Letter
Gets Chance; Other Doesn't
Proof that the State-City
Free Labor Exchange does take
more seriously the candidate for
a job who comes wtih a note
from a politician or a city or
county official than the eandi-j
date who lias no such assistance, I
was obtained Wednesday byj
two News reporters.
Both were applicants for jobsj
—one was told to "come again"
and the other sent, to employ-j
pient-. The reporter for whom aj
job was found carried a letter
of introduction from a prominent county official. The other
j sought work on his merit alone.
j

, iwm.

Hennessy gave Wood the address
j of a firm in need of canvassers for a.
'polish> He told Wood it was a good
job and that he could make good,
money.
He did not tell Wood that
he would be required to,make a deposit with the jobber for an outfit
with which to canvass.
Drake tried the experiment of going back Thursday morning as he
had been told to do.
Reaching Brady's window hehanded in his application blank. But;
there were no jobs, said Brady. ■ .
Told He Can Beat Rugs
At the time Hennessy was engaged
with a number of men lined up in

Superintendent W. F. Hennessy
could offer no explanation Thursday
for the finding of a job for one reporter and turning down the other.
It was a peculiar incident, he said,
but he denied that the county official's letter of introduction had any
influence in finding a job for one applicant.
Reporters Try Getting Jobs
The reporters were C. R. Wood and
Frank Drake. They were sent to the
labor exchange early Wednesday
morning. Wood carried the letter.
Drake had nothing but his face to
commend him. Both reporters were
similarly
dressed
excepting that
Drake wore a white sweater—a clean
one—and Wood wore a white collar.
Both appeared to be clean-cut young
fellows of equal intelligence. There
was little to choose batween them on
a strictly merit basis.
Both took their places in line with
the 200 or more men who lined up for
jobs. Drake was several places ahead
of Wood
When Drake reached the registration window he told Edward L.
Brady, assistant superintendent, he
wanted work of any kind, that he
was in need of money for food.
Brady incidentally handed him an
application card and as mechanically
told him to report again Thursday
morping.
. Letter Gets Consideration
When Wood reached the window he
handed' Brady his letter of introduction. Brady, all attention, took the
letter to Superintendent W. F. Hennessy, who was in his private office,
and returned a moment later with an
application blank. "Come back at 11
o'clock today," Brady told Wood.
Like Drake, Wood told Brady he
was anxious for any kind of work.
Tat 11 o'clock Wood again took his
plJceswn the>.'«Jong line. After an
hour Brady, rather apologetically,
told him to come back at 3 o'clock
and he would be given a job. Wood
reported at 3 o'clock and after another long wait was taken to Heni nessy.

front of a counter.
Drake forced |
his way to the front and asked Hennessv for a job.
Hennessy had a job for a laborer
but the laborer had to have high
boots.
Drake hung around the
counter for some minutes.
"You might go out there and beat
a rug and earn the price of a meal,
Hennessy later told Drake. He supplied an East End address, several
miles from the labor exchange, but
i offered no neams of transportation.
' ■ Drake left the bureau.
The experiences of both Wood and
Drake were told to Hennessy later.
Hennessy Can't Explain
"I don't know why Drake wasn't
given a job when he came in
Wednesday, because we had a standing order for canvassers," Hennessy
said
"Nor do I know why Wood
was. told to-return at 11 o'clock. We
always tell.applicants.to„cQ,n.e m,the
next*"flay, because we haven't the
time-to take their applications when
they make their first call.
It probably .does look strange that Wood,
was told to come back at 3 o'clock
Tnl then be given a job, while Drake
was to come around again, but I
don't think any preference can be
SU

"Weteaare trying to do the best we
can-here. Of course, it's all new to
me, and we are trying out every new
idea we hear of.
When we have
had much experience in- running the
bureau there won't be so much confU

H°ennessv said he had instructed
Brady to bring all letters pf_ .introduction to him in future.
This was
done,, he said, because he did not
Want to have applicants show letters
in front of other applicants and then
be given jobs, while others might not
be lent out.
It might cause dissension gmnng. the men, he said.
,
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ILL'W TO BUILD
LARGE EXPO HALL
-.

j

Council Committee After Public Meeting Decides to
Frame Financing Scheme.
Boosters Learn Business Men
of Cleveland Favor
Project.
Encouraged by assurances of cooperation from representatives of
leading commercial and industrial
organizations of Cleveland, the |
council committee on industrial expansion, following a public meeting
in the council chamber yesterday,
determined to plan the immediate
erection of a Cleveland exposition
hall on the lake front.
The committee next week will prepare a definite scheme of financing.
This will be laid before representatives of the several organizations at
a subsequent meeting.
, Mayor Newton D. Baker proposed
at the meeting that the exposition
and convention hall project be separated from the music hall scheme.
The former structure, he declared,
should be situated on the lake front
or in some outlying park, where
there would be ample space for
growth and a proper setting.
While he expressed belief the city
at this time could not undertake the
project by means of a municipal
bond issue, because of the financial
situation brought about by the war,
members of the council committee
will strive to work out a financing
scheme of direct co-operation of all
interested business organizations.
"We have felt for many years that
Cleveland has been losing by not
having a suitable hall for the display
of its own products," said Secretary
E A. Roberts of the Builders Exchange. "Public interest should be
centered in an exposition hall. I
know of firms in our organization
that would be glad to subscribe for
space and underwrite the project.
"The city might donate the site. A
combination of public and private
capital would be the most feasible
method of handling the project.
"There is absolute necessity for a
machinery and exposition hall in
Cleveland," said Secretary Fred H.
Caley of the Cleveland Automobile
club. "Over fifty conventions a year
that we now must turn away could
be obtained for Cleveland if we had
facilities for taking care of them.
The Cleveland automobile show could
be made a national exhibition.
"Eight automobile manufacturers
of Cleveland would be glad to assist
in this movement. There are seventyone automobile dealers.
They also
would assist. Cleveland could show
the whole world its products. Downtown business men would be glad to
subscribe.
I know of one business
man who will contribute $10,000.
Secretary Thomas S. Farrell of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor urged
that steps be taken for the immediate
erection of the building. He stated
the federation would co-operate.
Assistant Secretary Edwin C. Baxter of the Chamber of Commerce told
of the work that had been done by
the building committee of the chamber, and stated the committee's estimate of the cost was $800,000.

J~t<LJju\ _J^f~i£lwl~tn /%,/f/i/
ecretafy Edward Hobday of the
Tndustrial Association of Cleveland
advised that the project be pushed
and stated It would enable Clevelanders to become familiar with the
Products of their own city.
Architect B. S. Hubbell expressed
belief that the structure should be in
the center of the city and not on the
lake front as proposed by the mayor.
Chairman J. W. Reynolds of the
council committee suggested that instead of investing $800,000 in a
project of this kind, the city build on
the section plan and use the method
of construction followed in the erection of the Brown Hoisting machine
The structure should' be erected on
the lake front between B. 9th-st and
W. 3d-st in his opinion. It is his belief there would be room for both this
structure and a new union station.
He further proposed that $200,000 be
expended Tor the first section and expressed the belief that 200 men in
Cleveland each would buy $1,000
' worth of bonds if the city decided to
I finance the project.
Mayor Baker stated it has been
i proposed that the exposition hall be
situated along the side of the mall.
He further stated that if the proposed new public library were not located on the present city hall site it
might become the site of a public
utilities building. •
Such a structure, he stated, would
be necessary when the city controls
all lighting service and the trans^
portation activities as well as the
water works system.
i
The mayor stated he has favored
the Marine hospital property as the
site for the new exposition building.
He described the educational uses to
which Berlin puts its exposition building, and suggested that such a structure in Cleveland might become the
center of a people's university.
o
•

AN ACCOUNTING NEEDED.
CECTION 48 of Cleveland's charM ter says: "The council shall
cause a continuous audit to be
made of the. books of account,
records and transactions of the
administrative departments of the
city." It provides in detail that
the audit shall be made during
each fiscal year by certified public accountants, shall include a
general balance sheet showing the
city's assets ,and liabilities with
schedules of departments and auniclpBlIy-owned
enterprises,
together with summaries and details
of income and expenditure with
comparisons based on the previous
year, and shall be printed and distributed.
Though the charter was adopted
more than a year ago, no such
audit has been made and none is
contemplated. A special council
committee finds that lack of funds I
, will prevent the council from doing!
what the charter says it shall do.!
Because the money is gone, no ac- :
countanta are to be engaged to tell
citizens where it went.
Whenever it is proposed to
amend the charter in any particular, voters are urged to leave it
Intact and give it a fair trial. But
whenever its provisions prove inconvenient to the city hall group,
they are arbitrarily set aside. In
refusing to obey the charter mandate that citizens shall be given
correct and detailed Information as
to city finances the council will do
more than Mayor Baker did in vetoing the ordinance enforcing the
charter command that "not to exceed eight hours shall constitute a.
day's work" for men employed on
city Vrork. The intact home-rule
charter that the voters are exhorted to give a fair trial is mutilated at will by the officeholders.
Cleveland's public finances are
admittedly in a desperate state.
Such enterprises as the filtration
and electric lighting plants are undertaken at enormous cost, present and prospective, while citizens are given only vague or misleading information as to the
amounts and the courts protect the
city officials in keeping the details
secret. Bond issues for.exposition
buildings and other projects are
glibly proposed, though city bonds
are salable only to the sinking fund
commission and the city professes!
inability to pay its share of the
cost of decent pavements. Now,
more than ever citizens have the
need as well as the right to know
where the city's money goes. The
explanation that the city cannot afford to hire accountants to tell
them is ludicrous while it can afford to hire musicians to- give symphony concerts.

WANTS RAID CASES BE-"
VIEWED—Director of Law Stockwell appeared before the Ohio Supreme Court yesterday to urge a
review of the findings of the lower
courts in the case of 'five patrolmen
dismissed from service for raids
upon Sunday saloons, but reinstated
and now fighting for back pay of
$2,600 each.

TRIPPERS URGED AS
CAR ROUTE SOLUTION
Residents of the districts served by
the Clark avenue street car line
are circulating petitions protesting
against Street Railway Commissioner Witt's plan for looping W. 14th
street cars at the Holmden avenue
car barns. The petitions, which are
to be presented to the council in case
the ordinance approving Witt's plan
is not rescinded Monday night, ask
that Clark avenue cars be alternated
on W. 14th street and W. 25th street..
Councilman Koch, chairman of the
street railways committee, declared
yesterday that tripper service on W.
14th street and W. 25th street during
the rush hours would pacify the petitioners. He will urge Witt to adopt
this compromise.

MEYERS URGES ACTION"
ON NEAR-SIDE STOP PLAN
Definite action on legislation requiring street cars to stop at the"
near side o£ street intersections will
be insisted on by Councilman Meyers,
at the meeting of the city council
Monday night. The street railway
committee has failed to report on
tho measure, which was introduced
by Meyers several months ago.
"Unless the committee acts Monday afternoon I will ask that it be
relieved of consideration of the
measure," said 'Meyers, yesterday.
"I1 want the council to either pass or
disapprove of the legislation."

Cleveland Deficit
Is Raised $200,000
by Court Decision
Cleveland's deficit, already large,
will be .increased by not less than
$200,000 as a result of a ruling yesterday by the state Supreme Court
that levies'for interest and sinking
fund for all public bonds issued between June 2, 1911, and August S. 1913,
without a vote of the people, must
come within the Smith law's tenmill limit.
"T was informed by the state
I auditor's department that that secI tion of the Smith law was repealed
at the last session of the Legisla- j
ture, and this ruling is a surprise j
to, me," said Director of Finance I
Coughlin last night. "It will mean j
that we must take not less than |
[ $200,000 from our Smith law levy."
The ruling was made in granting
the application of Auditor Peter j
Durr, of Hamilton county, for a writ
of mandamus, against Mayor Spiegel, [
of Cincinnati, seeking to compel him J
to levy within the ten-mill limit
$196,074, the amount necessary for ;
interest and sinking fund for bonds
issued between the two date*.
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SSUE TO REPAVE
URGED FOR VOTE

\BIG EXPOSITION HALL !
SEEN AS TRADE ALLY
Speakers, Including Mayor, Declare Such a Structure Would Be ;
Invaluabte in Helping to Catch South American Business.

A permanent exposition building was propitious for trade extension
for furtherance of Cleveland's indus- efforts.
"One of the principal reasons is
trial supremacy, especially with a
Committee Approves Submission view to attracting South American the stoppage of supplies to those
trade, was urged by speakers before countries on account of the war," he
of Plan; Council to Be
a meeting in the council chamber yes- said. "Another is the opening to
terday' of the council committee 'on commerce of the Panama Canal. The j
Asked to Ratify Acwise policy of the administration in
trade expansion.
tion Monday.
The committee adjourned sine die accepting the offices of the A. B. C.
to be called soon by John R. Rey- mediators has created.' a favorable
nolds, chairman, for discussion of the impression.
Voters will be asked to approve a material collected preparatory
to
"Americans going down
there j
bond issue of $2,000,000 to pay the making a final report to the council. should adapt themselves to South |
city's portion of street repaying A preliminary report, calling atten- American methods rather than try
planned for next year and the year tion to facilities for information on to convince the South Americans
following, if the city council passes the subject possessed by the munici- that our methods are best. It is
pal library, was adopted and will be the intention of the American Exlegislation to he offered Monday presented to the council.
press Company to establish branches
night by Councilman Bernstein.
Mayor Baker emphasized need of in South America to take care of
Bernstein is chairman of a special a music or public concert hall as well the business which it feels sure this
committee which made' an investi- as of an exhibition building, al-j country will soon have there."
gation of the paving situation. It though he remarked that the city's
A combination of private and pubpresent financial condition made Imapproved the submission of a paving mediate action on either project im- lic capital was suggested as the
bond issue. Upon recommendation of possible. He suggested that it might means for building an exposition
the committee, special assessments be possible to acquire the location of building where all products of Cleveagainst abutting property owners Marine Hospital as a sit© for a mu- land Industry and things relating to
were also reduced to B0 per cent of
the building up of the city could
sic hall.
the cost of repaying. Under the city
be exhibited, by E. A. Roberts,
TTseful For Festivals.
charter up to 98 per cent of the cost
secretary of the Builders' Exchange.
may be levied against the property
The mayor's idea is that this hall
'The city has lost at least fifty
should
be
a
part
of
the
group
plan,
owner.
conventions because it lacked such
Bernstein will probably ask that while he said he thought the exposithe bond issue be submitted at the tion building might be located in an exposition hall," declared Fred
November election.
Mayor Baker beautiful enviroment somewhere on Caley, secretary of the Cleveland
Automobile Club. "It is an abso-.
has come out in opposition to this the outskirts.
"The exposition building might be lute necessity. An automobile show '
plan of financing repaviiig work. A
citizens' commission of fifteen also used also for festival exhibitions," could then be made a national afheld that funds for repaying should said the mayor. "I do not think that fair.
'The city has eight manufacturers
the music hall and exposition buildcome from taxation.
"There is a city-wide agitation for ing projects can bo combined.
I and seventy-one dealers, who would
better paving," said Bernstein last would suggest that you consider aid toward the erection and mainnight. "Collection of special assess- them both, but consider them sep- tenance of such a building. I talked
ments against property ownerp has arately. We may not do either soon, with one man today who said he
already started. If the city is to but we will certainly do both some would give $10,000."
make good and repave any streets day."
Thomas Farrell, business agent of
In the course of his remarks the the waiters' union, promised labor's
next year a bond issue must be aumayor
said,
apropos
of
the
suggesthorized. Otherwise property owners
support. Other speakers were Edwill pay their part and the city will tion that the present city hall loca- win Baxter, assistant secretary of
tion might prove inadequate for a the Chamber of Commerce, and
be in no position to repave."
West Side business and civic or- (new library, that it might be used Benjamin S. Hubbell, architect.
ganizations are planning to send I for a group plan building to house
representatives to the city hall to i public utilities, this at a time In the
urge that the city sinking fund j future When water, light, transportation
and
perhaps
telephones
commission purchase a part of the
$950,000 bond issue recently author- ', should be municipally owned.
Will Establish Branches.
ized for the completion of the Clark
avenue high level bridge.
Mayor
James Thane, of Chicago, repreBaker plans to have the commission senting the American Express ComI purchase filtration and city hall pany and the New York Central
' bonds. If this is done it is feared Lines, invited to speak before the1
| there will be further delay in the committee on Cleveland's chances
completion of the bridge.
for trade expansion in South AmerIn the invitation the county comica and particularly on foreign credmissioners stated that they realized
its, gave reasons why the present'j
conditions, especially ,those of a
THOUSAND MEN WANTED |
financial character, had changed
1
FOR SUFFRAGE PARADE
since the bond issue was proposed
three months ago. They declared
"A thousand men for the suffrage
they still favored the project.
parade" is the slogan adopted by the
County
Engineer
.StinchconTLT
pointed out that to submit the bond
Men's League yesterday at a meetissue would also mean heavy expening, to discuss the suffrage demon-;
ditures in the engineering departstration October S.
ment in preparing data and estiClay Herrick, president of the i
mates. He declared that if there
league, John C. Pearson, George A.i
was not enough public sentiment beWelch, Allen T. Barns, Sherman; Chamber of Industry Opinion
hind the proposition to put it
Arter,' Hugh Fullerton, Charles S;
through,
this money would be
Sought by Commissioners on
j Brooks, Ernest Angell and E. W.
wasted.
'■ Fisher will lead the division.
Bond Proposition.
The county commissioners said
Miss-Matilda Spence is to be chief
that the bridge could not be com| marshal. Fifty women on horseback
pleted in less than five years.
;
will lead the women's division.
The Chamber of Industry was inThe board of elections has not as
Mayor Baker has also entered the' vited by county officials yesterday to
yet been notified to place the quescampaign and will urge support for
meet with several other civic ortion of the bond issue on the ballots
the woman's suffrage amendment to
and will not be, county officials say,
the Ohio constitution at a public ] ganizations at the court house soon
until public sentiment oh the matter
to discuss the proposition of subsquare meeting in Tiffin tonight..
has been thoroughly sounded.
mitting a $3,750,000 bond issue for a
third high-level bridge to a vote of
the people this fall.

CONFERENCE CALLED
I ON THIRD BRIDGE PUN
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BAKER PLANS TO MAKE
NEXT CAMPAIGN EOR
CREED Of SINGLE TAX
Taxation of land values—the
creed of Henry George, the great
single taxer—will be the future
gospel of Mayor Baker and the goal
toward which he will strive to lead
the people of Cleveland.
If he runs for re-election as
mayor in the fall of 1915, his platform will be home rule in taxation,
the stepping stone to single tax.'
Throughout the remaining 15
months of his present term, andthen throughout his life, Baker
says, the political and economic
question on which his interest will
center will 6e tax reform.
That he intends to devote much
of his time, whether as a public
official or private citizen, to bringing this question before the public,
was made clear in an interview
Friday. As a single taxer, he
styles himself an "opportunist,"
making no claim of being an "old
time" single taxer of the sort that
demands immediate tax revolution.
Baker Outlines Plan.
Following is his statement, the
first comprehensive outline of his
plans for the future:
"Reform in taxation—the proposition of the community taking for
its own uses the tremendous values
it. creates, and the question of how
to free the producer from burdensome fines on his industry—is the
big problem that Cleveland must
help the world to solve.
"In the last 10 years $200,000,000
in land values has been created in
Cuyahoga-co.
Every cent of this
belongs to the people!

TO ASK SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR CONVENTION HALL
Plans for financing a convention
and exposition hall will be presented next Thursday to business
men by council trade expansion
committee. A popular subscription
probably will be suggested.
i The committee reached this decision late Thursday after business
men discussed the suggestion at a
meeting called to boost Cleveland's
efforts to get South American
trade.
James Thane, foreign traffic manager of the American Express Co ,
told business men at the chamber
?!™mmerc?..late Thursday that hist
company will establish bureaus in
Cleveland and other cities to assist
business men seeking South American trade.

"Land that was worth $1000 a
foot frontage 10 years ago has a
market value of $2000 today. Did
the owner of that land create the
value? No!
The people of the
county did.
Belongs to Public.
"Until the people take this unearned increment, which belongs
to it by every law of justice, I
contend it has no right to tax
productive enterprises. I would
begin by taxing land values to the
point where all increment is absorbed. I would abolish all other
taxes."
Baker says his first task will
be to use his whole energy this
fall in a fight to prevent the 1 per
cent tax limitation law being written into the constitution.
This amendment, he says, is
proposed by privileged monopolists, to lead the farmer and
small home owner to believe an
effort is being made to protect
him from the extravagance , of
public officials.
"As a matter of fact it is the
old dodge of the man who waxes
fat on special privileges," said the
mayor. "When his enemies start
after him, he seeks to dodge.
They Seek Protection.
"Through this amendment this
class seeks protection by asking
the people to prohibit their
legislature from eve¥ passing a
law that will raise the tax levy
above 1 per cent, or in some
cases 1 y2 per cent. *
"I am against any amendment
that makes it mandatory or prohibitory for a people, or a body
representing the people, to do or
not to do anything." Mayor Baker says his endeavor
will be to have written ■ into the
statute books a law giving communities home rule in taxation.
This, he believes, is the way for
the people to try out various
methods of taxation until they
find the right one.
Then, when home rule in taxation is obtained, Mayor Baker proposes that taxation shall be made
purely a local issue. He would
put before every man and woman
the proposition of taxing only
land values.
Cleveland
would settle its
problem to suit itself.

BAKER TO FIGHT BIG
STREET BOND ISSUE
Mayor Baker will oppose Countollman Bernstein's ordinance pro-V
viding a $2,000,000 bond issue for
street repairs. A special committee decided on this plan after making a survey of all paved streets.
Server Tom Sidlo also is against
the bond issue. Both Baker and
Sidlo say the streets have been
greatly improved since the survey
was made, and also that the city's
financial condition now does not
justify this big expenditure.
MASSILLON: Local exchange of
Ohio State Telephone Co., new corporation, will spend $69,000 to improve service.
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M'GINTYWILL
LEAD FIGHT FOR
POPULAR MUSIC
The municipal orchestra may play
popular music at its Sunday pop
concerts this winter after all.
The
, great number of requests from citizens for livelier music than that offered by Christian Timmner last
winter may cause the City club committee and Recreation Commissioner
Black, general manager of the orchestra, to arrange with Timmner to
provide music which will meet popular favor and draw larger crowds.
The. City club music committee
will take up the season policy of the
orchestra at its next meeting, probably early next week, by Black. Demands for more popular music and
fewer classical numbers will be made
by councilmen.
Councilman McGinty will lead the
fight before the committee for popu1
lar music. If necessary he will circulate petitions.
"The people who attend Sunday pop
concerts go there to hear popular
music," McGinty said. "It may be all
right to have a masterpiece now and
then, but the greater part of the
program should be music people enjoy. Timmner could play some heavy
operatic selection and make a hundred mistakes without many persons
knowing it. Let him put on some
good, popular music and everyone
will know when he makes a "bull."
The people are entitled to the kind
I of musical programs they are paying
for."

LABOR OPPOSES
COMPROMISE ON
8-HOUR FIGHT

FORD EXPECTS SMALL
MILKMEN TO FIGHT
Health Commissioner Ford expected Friday that small milk dealers'
would fight vigorously the ordinance
I for pasteurization of the city's milk
j supply, which he will submit to council Monday night.
The ordinance
will require that milk be sold within
36 hours after pasteurization, which
is to be done with machines approved
by the health commissioner. Herejtofore the regulation has stipulated
i only that milk be clean and free from
I impurities. Fines up to $200 and revI ocation of milk licenses are provided, i

Labor
leaders Friday declared
themselves opposed to the proposed
compromise on the eight-hour law
suggested by Mayor _ Baker, and
which will be presented, to council
Monday night.
Baker will ask Councilman Kalina
to introduce a substitute ordinance
putting all city employes under the
eight-hour law January 1, and to
put workmen on contract work done
for the city on an eigh-hour basis
at once. Democratic councilmen, before considering these amendments,
Board of control members, at Charwill uphold Baker's veto of the original eight-hour ordinance.
ity Commissioner Vining's request,
"No action will be taken until after Friday approved a contract with the >
council acts Monday night," Thomas Phoenix Ice Machinery Company for I
Farrell, secretary of the Cleveland
a refrigeration plant at Warrensville
Federation of Labor, said Friday.
farms
for $1,665, although the low"We want an eight-hour day and we
are going to fight to the last ditch est bid was $260 less.
to get it. If the fight leads to a deVining admitted to board members
mand for a recall election against he had been forced to revamp speciMayor Baker we will make that fications because representatives of
fight, too."
Before resorting to a recall, labor a Chicago refrigerating concern had
first will try to have the legislation persuaded him to use its specifica-!
it demands passed either by initia- tions. When the specifications had
been sent out, Vining said he learned
tive or on a referendum vote.
Baker calls the recall talk of the the concern itself was the only one
labor leaders "more of a bluff than which could bid. Letters were sent
anything else," and says he would to all prospective bidders to correct
welcome both a referendum on the the fault.
eight-hour law and a chance to let
the people say whether they want
him to continue as mayor.

UNEARTHS PLOT TO LAND
ICE MACHINE CONTRACT
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HO HUM, EUCLID-E. 55TH IS RIPPED UP AGAIN!
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the precaution of rearranging thi
after the departure of the horse _ resopns of companies while tin
service department must see that
months while city constructed a new sewer. ~
The Cleveland railway, which alAPRIL, 1912—Entire section torn up to
the blockade is obviated at the earl.
ready had Bast 40th strete blocked
construct small sewers loading to the largiest possible moment."
er one constructed the previous year. City
for weeks from Euclid avenue
neglected to construct the smaller sewers
"If necessary fire companies rt
through to Hough avenue, Is now in
at the time the large one was built.
take to the sidewalks in
JUNE-JULY, 1913—Section again torn up
the throes of relaying its tracks east
tor several months -while the street was
to alarms," Wallace said.
and west and north and south of the
widened.
Under the present arrangement tm
Euclid-East 55th street Intersection.
SEPTEMBER, 1914-Enlire section torn
up to allow railway company to lay new
fire engines and one truck cometi
When
this
work
was
started
the
tracks and roadbed at the, crossing. Citv
the Euclid-55th district from tbi
public service department decided
also paving under Pennsylvania bridge.
East 40lh street, for nearly half a mile,
south and one engine and one trail
that
it
might
as
well
do
some
needand 500 feet of East 66th street torn up by
from the north. To dispell the feat
ed paving at the corner and ripped
city to repave.
rangements will be made so two li
up the street as well, barring all
ditional fire cohmpanies will com||l
City Hall failure to see that auto and vehicle traffic.
Euclid-East 55th Corner, East the street job is completed be- Friday East 55th street was closed from the north and two more frj gc
the south at the first sign of dangfl til
Perkins avenue on the north to
another in the same neigh- from
"When the repairs were starts
Prospect avenue on the south; Eu40th and Side Streets Ail fore
borhood is started Friday was clid was closed from East 46th to
several years ago the merchants
.
this vicinity were in hearty symj ci(
again responsible for the' com- East 57th streets; East 40th was
Torn Up at Once
thy with city officials in having tl
blocked,
and
as
a
consequence,
Perplete isolation of the entire Eu|j
.Work done," said E. J. Winger, pro to
Windsor, Kelly and Hough aveclid-East 55th street business; kins,
prietor of a drug store at Eud en
nues were closed from East 40th to
FIRE HOUSE MAROONED;
section.
avenue and East 55th street. "* foi
East 55th streets.
were willing to sacrifice a few
Engine Company No. 17, which proCity Hall woke up to the situ-1
SIDLO OFF ON JUNKET ation
dred dollars work of business, w
Friday—when it was tool tects the isolated zone, is on Windwhen one repair led to another a
sor avenue, just west of East 55th
late. Mayor Baker gave orders street. It also is stranded, high and
traffic which means our buiW
was sent around on others street!
Ripping Up Street Begun Back; to the department to rush the dry.
we kicked,
work through and the service
Baker Deplores, bnt—
in 1911 Have Cost Mer- department, in charge of SecreLose Half a Million
Hardly had Baker sent word to
Property owners and merchants
tary Kirby since Drreetor Sidlo Kirby to see that the city and the
chants Nearly a Million
the affected district assert the!' W
started junketing around look- railway company make all possible
i ail
suffered the loss of over halfin*g for marble to go into the haste when Fire Chief Wallace laid
lion dollars since the city a It)
plans
to
call
additional
Are
compaSINCE 1911 this is what the city new city hall, said he'd rush it.
Cleveland railway started, batt
nies to alarms in the vicinity.
and the Cleveland Railway Company
1911, their series of ' wild nppW
The order brought no ap"It is deplorable that East 40th
have been doing to the Euclid-East
sprees in that section.
55th district:
plause from the marooned busi- street, the only entrance to Euclid
Several garages and auto«»
between East 55th and 30th streets,
JUNE, 19U-Euclid-East 33th street corness
men—they
regard
it
as
too
ner torn up one month tor temporary resales agencies had to go ran"
had to be torn up the same time
hand of receivers because the P«»
| as the Euclid-East 55th crossing,"
AUbuST 1911-Traffic blocked from the
with whom they had to do hi*
vicinity of Euclid-East 55th street for live
said Baker, "but the only thing we
could not reach them except on i
can do now is to rush the work
through. Chief Wallace must take

CITY BUNGLING
ISOLATES BIG
TRADHENTER

,
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ASK PEOPLE TO BUY
EXPOSITION HALL BONDS
Two hundred Clevelanders will be
asked to buy $1,000 worth of bonds
each to help finance the proposed
lake front exposition hall and permanent industrial exhibit, councilmen planned Friday. Business men
and organizations say the ' project
not only is feasible but desired.
The only possible hindrance to the
plan is its financing-, Mayor Baker
said at a public meeting' of the council trade expansion committee laits
Thursday.
"If 200 business men will purchase
$200,000 bonds a good start can be
got by early next summer," Councilman Reynolds said. "The hall
would be built in sections."
The Marine hospital, Lakeside avenue and East 9th street, is considered a desirable location for the hall.
Closer relations with South America was the policy indorsed by
James Thane, foreign traffic. manager of the American Express Company, who is to take charge of the
company's new activities in South
America. He said Americans should
not try to convince South Americans
their way of doing thing's is wrong
but should do thing's the way they
want them done.

SIDL0 GOES MARBLE
HUNTING; CITY'LL PAY
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The hunt for marble for interior
work in the new City Hall grew more
keen, likewise more costly,' Friday.
The fact that all Tennessee marble
doesn't come from the state of Tennessee also was brought to light.
Not satisfied with viewing Tennessee work in the public buildings of
Chicago and Madison, Wis., Service
Director, Sidlo jaunted up' to the
Tennessee marble quarries, 200 miles
north of Madison in the wilds of
Wisconsin. Sidlo will return some
time Saturday prepared to tell Mayor
Baker and board of control members
to. whom the contract for the new
City Hall interior should be let.
The city- will have to pay Sidlo's
hills to Chicago, Madison, the marble and to Detroit as well.

WRIGHT WONT QUIT
WHILE BAKER'S MAYOR
Howell Wright, superintendent of
City hospital, Friday declared he
Will stay on the job, provided he
ises a civil service test, until Mayor Baker leaves office, January 1,
1916, despite the fact he has taken a
government civil

service examina-

starte :"°"- Reports were current recently
„,„ i, Wright would leave immediately
Edward A. Kline, secretary of the
„,8tii city civil service commission, plans
er. pm to Put the City hospital superintendEucli Wcy in the classified service just be"tf fore the end of the j?ear.

ler i
jusliej

An Exposition Hall.
The project for giving Cleveland an exposition
hall is a good one to keep alive, whatever be
thought of the feasibility of going forward with
the undertaking at an early date. The need of
such a structure is well recognized, and the financial problem involved should not be impossible of
!solution.
It is to be noted that the present move to bring
the project before the people is distinct from that
which was widely discussed two or three years
ago. The plan then was for business men to organize to finance and build the structure; a committee was selected and much preliminary work
was done.
This time the initiative is taken by the city
council, through its committee on industrial expansion, and- the exposition hall planned as a municipal venture. Nevertheless, those active in the
previous activity appear ready to lend assistance
now and the work they did at that time will
doubtless prove of much value.
One suggestion is that the city should issue
bonds for the construction of the exposition
hall and dispose of them among business men and
corporations particularly interested in having such
a structure. This might be worked out; if it could
be, it would insure a substantial support that
would be valuable.
Cleveland's need for such a structure becomes
more acute every year. The argument made for it
two years ago has gained strength since' then. The
city loses fifty conventions a year which would
come here if an adequate hall existed for its convenience, declares the secretary of the automobile
club. It misses many exhibitions which it might
have. It neglects to attract here hundreds of
thousands of strangers each year who, were they
called by events of this kind, would contribute to
the welfare of the community in a score of ways
well recognized.
The agitation should be kept alive. The location of the hall, character of building and plan
of financing the project are details to which the
council and citizens will give attention at once.
Seldom has an undertaking been broached which
appeals so strongly to the co-operation of all interests.

WANTS

POPULAR

TUNES

Councilman to Make Fight Against
Timmner's Program.
While Councilman James J. Mc! Ointy was preparing yesterday to
put up a strong fight against ultra
i classical programs at the coming
municipal orchestra season at the
Hippodrome,
Director
Christiaan
Timmner was deciding on numbers
that are to make up the first con■ cert. The first program will contain
two Beethoven numbers and a Wagner overture.
The three selections already de- '<
termined upon are as follows: Overture Fidelio, Beethoven; first symphony, first movement, Beethoven;
overture, Tannhaeuser, Wagner.
The program policy will be discussed at a meeting in* the office of
the mayor next week.
Recreation
Commissioner T. M. Black says the
advisiability of having popular numbers on each program will be up for
discussion.
o
Moves Wly Fountain.
The old lily fountain in the northwest section of Public square was removed to Brookside park yesterday
to make way for the Tom L. Johnson
monument. The old fountain will be
used as an alligator pond at'the
Brookside zoo.
The Tom L. Johnson memorial fountain at Library
park will be dedicated Oct. It.
Arrangements for the dedication were
completed yesterday at park headquarters.
City Buys Bull Cnlf.
The department of public welfare
purchased a registered bull calf for
$1,200 yesterday. The calf is six weeks
old and will be added to the city farm
Holstein herd. The board of control
authorized the purchase yesterday.
o
.

FEARS
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^ATLSIJALFWTXPENSE
Councilman Draws Attention to
Railway Company's Expenditures.
Mayor Newton D. Baker was urged
yesterday by Councilman William
Stolte to veto a resolution authorizing the Cleveland Railway Co. to inI stall fire protection apparatus at the
[ new Superlor-av N. E. power yard at
ia cost of $22,781. The resolution was
adopted at the last meeting of city
council.
"They are putting- a fireproof plant
out there and there is provision for
insurance," said Mr.
Stolte. . "We
might as well save this money that
they wish to spend for a sprinkler i
system. Council should begin to call
a halt on stock issues. We should
hold up the proposed E. 30th-st car
ine and. the E. 123d-st cross town
, line project."
|
Council Monday night adopted a
11 authorizi
ISATSIW
ng expenditure of
ii|>4,000 for a culvert over the speedway.
This is to be a part of the
connection between E. 122d-st and E.
Ucid-st that is needed as a portion of
the new cross town route.

BENESCH TO DROP TWO
■

I

Safety Director Discharges Stenographer In Addition to Secretary.
Public Safety Director A. A Benesch forwarded a letter to Secretary
H. F. Stillmari of the public safety department yesterday giving notice that
he would accept his resignation, to take
effect Sept. 30. In addition the director
forwarded notice to John Lodwick stenographer and clerk in the fire department, that he would not require his
services after Oct. 1.
Mr. Lodwick
who is receiving $900 a year, is to be
replaced by a stenographer at $50 a
month.
"I do not intend to allow this matter
of Mr. Stillman's resignation to drag
along," said the director yesterday
"He has not told me he would resign'
but I am notifying him that I will accept his resignation."
Mr. Lodwick was assistant to the director of city sports under the Baehr
administration. He has been employed
in the fire department several months.

GIVE

9

TAX' J\RG1FMTNTS

Opponents and Boosters of Amendment Explain Their Views.
Arguments for and against the proposed 1 per cent, tax limitation amendment to the constitution, which will
appear on the ballot at the coming
election, were made public yesterday.
Arguments
against
the
proposed
amendment were prepared by Mayor
Newton D. Baker and Judge "W. E.
Weygandt.
The argument for the amendment is
that if the change in the constitution
is approved the tax levy in every taxing district never will be higher than
10 mills on each $100, exclusive of
sinking fund and interest charges unless increased by the people at a regular or special election.
Opponents
argue
the amendment
would destroy the right of the people
to control taxation through the initiative and referendum, remove the power from the legislature to deal with
such emergencies as epidemics, floods
and war. destroy the good roads policy .of the state, encourage extravagance in rural districts and tie the
hands of cities in dealing with public
utility questions.
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POLICEBAR "CRIME
DOCTOR UNT1LH1S

Councilman Charges Youths
of 8 to 14 Years Smoke,
. Loaf and Play.
Chief Rowe Also Declines to Admit Probation Officers to Cells
Before
Functions
Are
;
Clearly Understood.

Asks Park Officials to Close
a Broadway Institution;
Charges made yesterday by Councilman J. E. Votava that hoys, ranging in age from 8 to 14 years* are
being permitted to play pool in the
municipal pool room and social center building, adjoining the new Broadway S. E. playground, may result in
the immediate closing of this institution. Councilman vVotava yesterday
asked the.park department to close
the room.
"The place should be closed," said
Councilman Votava yesterday. "For
the first time I visited the place
Thursday night. I found thirty boys
in the room and their ages ranged
from 8 to 14. Seven of the boys were
barefoot. One boy was sitting on the
steps of the building, smoking a cigaret. I did not like the looks of that,
and the whole scene was a surprise
to me. I thought the city was opening the place for young men from 17
to 21.
'"It might be a good thing if the
playing were limited to young men,
but there is no reason why the city
: should continue to run a pool room
for children.
"They told me at the pool room
that the children are not permitted
there after 8:30 o'clock, but I do not
see why they should be permitted
there at all."
;
Recreation Commissioner T. M.
Black said yesterday he is going to
1
look into the situation. He has not
;
yet taken over this work. The room
was opened by the park department
pbout a year ago. On receiving word
that Councilman Votava had made
complaint, Park Commissioner 1< red
C Albert arranged yesterday to investigate conditions at the pool room.

FIGHT MILK LEGISLATION
CotmcHmen W.ot Favorable to Measure of Health Department,
Members of council declared yesterday they would be slow in approving
. legislation dratted by Health Commissioner C. E. Ford which requires the
pasteurization of milk sold in Cleveland. The food regulation ordinance to

r
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UPHELD BYBENESCH
AND JUSTICE M'GANNON
Judge Levine Differs With Head
of Department; Conference Ex; pected to Settle Controversy.
Now that the city, has acquired a
new crime doctor in the person of
Dr. D. B. Lowe, the doctor is wondering where he is to be put and
what he is to do. This in light of
Chief Howe's order excluding Dr.
Lowe,
together
with
probation
officers, from the city prison.
The police declare that Dr. Lowe
will not begin his duties as physician to the criminal sick until his
function has been defined to their
entire satisfaction. Chief Rowe says
his
order
will
stand.
Director
Benesch says "ditto" and agreeing
with both is Chief Justice McGannon,
of the municipal court.
"In any event," said Benesch,"
Dr. Lowe will not be permitted to
go in to the.prison and inspect the
prisoners promiscuously."
Judge Levine said he would take
steps to protect the probation system,
first investigating to find if Rowe
had actually ordered the exclusion
of the probation officers.
He. said
that Justice McGannon told him no
such order had been issued.
Chief Rowe 111.
Chief Rowe is ill at his home but
as soon as he has recovered a conference will be held in his office to
discuss Dr. Lowe's duties. I£ the
chief is satisfied as to their scope
and intent the physician crime expert will be installed in a room over
the patrol stables.
Justice McGannon yesterday con
■MU.
rj'f*
•*• ' '.

?: 1

be introduced in council Monday night
by Chairman J. E. Smith of the eouncil
committee on health and sanitation will
contain this provision.
"I don't believe the present bottling.
system from the standpoint of sanitation is much superior to the old plan of
permitting milk to be sold from open
can," said Chairman Smith. "If there
were paper bottles which could be used
only once I would favor the bottling
plan."
j
"I am not going to vote lor any health
department legislation that would merely have the result o£ placing Cleveland ■
in the hands of a monopoly," said Councilman J. W. Reynolds.
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STLYCHKIT

MITE
Costly changes in jetty . construction at Bdgewater Park are to be
made by city engineers in an effort
to construct a beach in.front of-the
new $150,000 bathhouse and to render
lake waters safe for bathers.
Building of the jetties was decided
upon by the city two years ago, in
the face of a warning by L. O. Newell, 1807 W. 54th street, then council- j
man from the Third w.ard. Newell I
claimed that the jetty construction
would ruin a natural sand beach. He
urged the building of the bathhouse
east of the present site.
First admission that the city had
-'erred in proceeding with jetty plans [
came yesterday when Mayor Baker
ordered City Engineer Hoffmann to
inspect the work and to prepare
plans for changes. The. sum of $51,000 has- already been spent for jetty
construction.
"The imprisoned waters, are constantly muddy," said Baker.
"Changes must be made in the
jetty construction in order to permit freer circulation . of the water."
Boat men also claim that sewage
from the W. 54th street intercepting
sewer is carried to the west and
washed upon the beach.
"A fine beach has been ruined by
the blunders of the city," said Newell yesterday. "There will never be
anything but mud" in front of ' the
bathhouse, as the sand has been
washed away by storms. The city
would have had the finest bathing
beach on Lake Erie if it had located
the bathhouse just east of the present site, where it was originally' intended to go."
Hoffmann is to determine whether
the jetties can be run out into the
lake at a different angle so as to
prevent stagnant water from; being
held, behind them.

BUSINESS MEN COMPLAIN,
REPAVING WORK RUSHED
Orders to hasten repaying work at
Euclid avenue and E. 55th street
were issued by W. H. Kirby, secretary of the department of public
service, yesterday, following complaint of business men in that section.
Through traffic on Euclid avenue
was blocked and E. 55th street was
closed from Perkins avenue to
Prospect
avenue.
Kirby
claimed
that the closing of the street was unavoidable and that every effort was
being made to expedite matters.
CITY BUYS $1,200 CALF—Purchase of a six weeks' old Hblstein
calf for $1,200 was approved by the
city board of control yesterday. The
calf will be sent to the Warrensville
city farms as soon as it is old
enough to leave the side of its
mother, who is one of the prize
winners in the Maplecrest Farm
Company's herd at East Claridon, O.
PROVIDES TAXICAB STANDS—
Public taxicab stands in front of all
hotels, depots and boat landings are
established by an auto ordinance,
which the city council will be asked
, to pass Monday night.
,—„-_
Baker Pleads for "Cause."
TIFFIN, O., September 18.—The
Seneca County Equal Suffrage Association fired the opening gun of the
! campaign here tonight. Mayor Newton D. Baker spoke before a crowd
of 5,000 on the court house square.
His plea for , votes for women, was
met with prolonged cheering.
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STL! CUE IT

BUTE

Councilman Charges Youths
of 8 to 14 Years Smoke,
. Loaf and Play.
Chief Rowe Also Declines to Admit Probation Officers to Cells
Before
Functions
Are
Clearly Understood.

Asks Park Officials to Close

a Broadway Institution
Charges made yesterday by Councilman J. E. Votava that boys, ranging in age from 8 to 14 years, are
being permitted to play pool in the
municipal pool room and social center bunding, adjoining the new.Broadway S. E. playground, may result in
the immediate closing of this institution. Councilman■> Votava yesterday
asked the park department to close
the room.
"The place should be closed," said
Councilman Votava yesterday. "For
the first time I visited the place
Thursday night. I found thirty boys
in the room and their ages ranged
from 8 to 14. Seven of the boys were
barefoot. One boy was s'itting on the
steps of the building, smoking a cigaret. I did not like the looks of that,
and the whole scene was a surprise
to me. I thought the city was opening the place for young men from 17
to 21.
"It might be a good thing if the
playing were limited to young men,
but there is no reason why the city
; should continue to run a pool room
for children.
"They told me at the pool room
that the children are not permitted
there after 8:30 o'clock, but I do not
see why they should be permitted
there at all."
Recreation Commissioner T. M.
Black said yesterday he is going to
!: look into the situation. He has not
yet taken over this work. The room
was opened by the park department
about a year ago. Oh receiving word
that Councilman Votava had made
complaint, Park Commissioner Fred
C. Albert arranged yesterday to investigate conditions at the pool room.

UPHELD BYBENESCH
AND JUSTICE M'GANNON
Judge Levine Differs With Head
of Department; Conference Ex.; pected to Settle Controversy.

FIGHT MILK LEGISLATION
Conneilmen Tlot Favorable to Measure of Healib Department,
Members of council declared yesterday they would be slow In approving
legislation drafted by Health Commissioner C. B. Ford which requires the
pasteurization of milk sold in Cleveland. The food regulation ordinance to
■T

be introduced in council Monday night
by Chairman J. B. Smith of the eounci]
committee on health and sanitation will
contain this provision.
"I don't believe the present bottling
system from the standpoint of sanitation is much superior to the old plan of
permitting milk to be sold from open
can," said Chairman Smith. "If there
were, paper bottles which could be used
only once I would favor the bottling
plan."
"I am not going to vote lor any health
department legislation that would merely have the result of placing Cleveland
in the hands of a monopoly," said Councilman J. "W. Reynolds.

Now that the city, has acquired a
new crime doctor in the person of
Dr. D. B. Lowe, the doctor is wondering where he is to be put and
what, he is to do. This in light of
Chief Rowe's order excluding Dr.
Lowe,
together
with
probation
officers, from the city prison.
The police declare that Dr. Lowe
will not begin his duties as physician to the criminal sick until his
function has been defined to their
entire satisfaction. Chief Rowe says
his
order
will
stand.
Director
Benesch says "ditto" and agreeing
with both is Chief Justice McGannon,
of the municipal court.
"In any event," said Benesch,"
Dr. Lowe will not be permitted to
go in to the.prison and inspect the
prisoners promiscuously."
Judge Levine said he would take
steps to protect the probation system,
first investigating to find if Rowe
had actually ordered the exclusion
of the probation officers. He. said
that Justice McGannon told him no
such order had been issued.
Chief Rowe HI.
Chief Rowe is ill at his home but
as soon as he has recovered a conference will be held in his office to
discuss Dr. Lowe's duties. If the
chief is satisfied as to their scope
and intent the physician crime expert will be installed in a room over
the patrol stables.
Justice McGannon yesterday con-1
ferred with Inspector Shattuck and \
then went over to see Benesch about j
the troublesome order. He said that
the inspector had told him the order
was ; issued because of criticism
passed on the police department by
Probation Officer Christian. Christian stated that the police "hounded"
wayward girls but allowed persons
living by their waywardness to go
"scot free."
"I agree with the police and Director Benesch that the court has no
jurisdiction over prisoners until a
charge has been made against them
and papers issued," said Justice McGannon. "No meeting of judges will
be held to consider this matter as no
trouble between the police and probation officers has been brought to
my attention, officially."
Disagrees AVith McGannon.
Judge Levine disagrees with McGannon.
"The police," he said, "has been
made bailiffs ex-officio of this court.
Technically, Chief Bailiff Selzer is
chief of police and could issue orders
to Chief Rowe. I think a prisoner
becomes subject to the court at the
moment of his arrest and the function of the probation officer begins at
this moment. Chief Justice McGannon told me the matter was to be
taken up at the regular meeting of
the judges, Friday, but I shall not
wait for any meeting to proceed to
protect the probation system."
Justice McGannon stated that InIspector Shattuck told him probation
loificers might talk with prisoners
[whenever they wished, providing perImission was given by the police.

Costly changes in jetty . construction at Edgewater Park are to be
made by city engineers in an effort
to construct a beach in front of-the
new $150,000 bathhouse and to render
lake waters safe for bathers.
Building of the jetties was decided
upon by the city two years ago, in
the face of a warning by L. O. Newell, 1807 W. 54th street, then council- j
man from the Third w.ard. Newell I
claimed that the jetty construction
would ruin a natural sand beach. Hej
urged the building of the bathhouse
east of the present site.
First admission that the city,had
''erred in proceeding with jetty plans}
came yesterday when Mayor Baker I
ordered City Engineer Hoffmann to
inspect the work and to prepare
plans for changes. The. sum of $51,000 has already been spent for jetty
construction.
"The imprisoned waters are constantly muddy," said Baker.
"Changes must be made in the
jetty construction in order to permit freer circulation , of the water."
Boat men also claim that sewage
i from the W. 54th street- intercepting
I sewer is carried to the west and
washed upon the beach.
"A fine beach has been ruined by
the blunders of the city," said Newell yesterday. "There will never be
anything but mud* in front of the
bathhouse, as the sand has been
washed away by storms. The city
would have had the finest bathing
beach on Lake Erie if it had located
the bathhouse just east of the present site, where it was originally : intended to go."
Hoffmann is to determine whether
the jetties can be run out. into the
lake at a different angle so as to
prevent stagnant water from ; being
held behind them.

BUSINESS MEN COMPLAIN,
REPAVING WORK RUSHED
Orders to hasten repaying work at
Euclid avenue and E. 55th street
were issued by W. H. Kirby, secretary of the department of public
service, yesterday, following complaint of business men in that section.
Through traffic on Euclid avenue
was blocked and E. 55th street was
closed from Perkins avenue to
Prospect avenue. Kirby claimed
that the closing of the street was unavoidable and that every effort was
being made to expedite matters.
CITY BUYS $1,200 CALF—Purchase of a' six weeks' old Hblstein
calf for $1,200 was approved by the
city board of control yesterday. The
calf will be sent to the Warrensville
city farms as soon as it is old
enough to leave the side of its
mother, who is one of the prize
winners in the Maplecrest Farm
Company's herd at East Claridon, O.
PROVIDES TAXICAB STANDS—
Public taxicab stands in front of all
hotels, depots and boat landings are
established by an auto ordinance,
which the city council will be asked
to pass Monday night.
Baker Pleads for "Cause."
TIFFIN, O., September IS.—The
Seneca County Equal Suffrage Association fired the opening gun of the
campaign here tonight. Mayor New- j.
tpn D. Baker spoke before a crowd
'of 5,000 on the court house square.
His plea for ; votes for women was
met with prolonged cheering.

nWJH.

TILLMAN IS ASKED
10 VACATE HIS JOB
,fety Director Asks Resignation
of Clerk Whose Writing Favored Prohibition.
Final chapters in the controversy.,
owing'out of the writing of a proitior, editorial in the "Police
Sl" 'by H. F. Stillman, secretary
fete department of public safety, ;
_ written yesterday, when Ditto r Benesch, asked for the resigtion of his secretary. It will beme effective September 30.
Benesch announced that the posibe abolished as un0„ woultd
Lssary, immediately after the
flicatkm of the editorial, which
ipeared three weeks ago.
Stillman was in Saglnaw, Mich.,
that time, on police business, and
mtinued at his desk in the city
ill upon his return. He left two
is ago for New York, on business
nnected with the purchase of traces for the fire department.
;
!'I have been waiting for Stint's resignation and concluded to
jj him for it," saifl Benesch, yesrday. Stillman's position in the
I "sen-ice paid $2,500 per year,.
(.plans to enter the real estate
isiness.
sBenesch also announced yesterthat he had accepted the resigtion of John Lodwick, clerk in the
ces of the chief of the tire dertnient. It will become .effective
ptember 30.

TMAY UNDERTAKE
PASTEURIZING MILK
isteurization of milk may be unJaken by the city if Commissioner
Health Ford reports the project
alble. Councilman Smith, chairA of the committee on health and
Jtation, yesterday' asked Dr. Ford
collect data on the subject,
n ordinance requiring the pasteurion of all milk sold in the city
be submitted to the city council
nday night. Small dealers claim
t the cost of installing necessary
ipinent is prohibitive and will
"t the measure. Smith believes
city should take charge of the
rk.

ARD NAMEDTtr
MERGE PLAYGROUNDS
'commission of citizens to aid
the merging of city and school
eational activities was named by
itor of Public Welfare Cooley
erday.
The commission will
t Friday afternopri at. the offices
he board of ■ education,
imbers of the co.mmission , are
. A. Bellamy, Hiram House;
ter H. C. :Le Blende, director of
holic Charities; W. Z,. Solomon,
icll Educational Alliance; MunA. Havens, secretary Chamber
Commerce; Thomas A. Farrell,
etary Federation of Labor; R. L.
Bsen, A. B. Williams,' secretary
sane Society; W. D. Crackel, disr of boys' work, West Side Y.
' A.; Mrs. J. A. Smith, president
Congress of Mothers; " Mrs.
* E. Abbott and Miss Selma
Iran, of the Cleveland Kinder"~ Association.

JOHNSON FOUNTAIN TO
BE DEDICATED OCT
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The Tom L. Johnson memorial
fountain in Library Park will be
dedicated Sunday, October 11, Commissioner of Parks Alber announced
yesterday. Funds for the fountain
were raised by West Side children,
directed by Miss Charlotte Salen,
Fulton road. Mayor Baker will accept the. fountain on behalf of the
city.
Removal of the lily fountain on the
Public Square to make way for the;
Johnson memorial to be erected ther^
started yesterday. The fountain is
to be taken to Brookside Park zoo 'for
a summer home for alligators.

COMPLAINTS ON PHONE
RATES TO BE DISMISSED
Complaints of Councilman
McGinty that the Cleveland and Cuyahoga Telephone companies charged
excessively for city hall service are'
I to be dismissed by the state public
utilities commission. McGinty agreed
| to the dismissal at a conference with
E. W. Doty, Cleveland member of
the commission, yesterday.
Doty explained that the commission,
was proceeding with appraisals of
the two companies. He said McGinty's complaints were not sufficiently broad enough to warrant the
commission In holding a rate hearing.
,
The appeal of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company from the
city council ordinance establishing a
maximum rate of three cents per
kilowatt hour for electric current,
has been set for October 15, Doty
said.
1

COUNCILMAN TO OPPOSE
CAR COMPANY'S OUTLAY!
Installation-of costly fire protection
apparatus in new shops and barns
of the Cleveland Railway Company is
to be opposed by Councilman Stolte,
member of the street railway committee.
At the meeting of the council Monday night. Stolte,will introduce a resolution to rescind the action of the
city in approving a contract for $22,781. for automatic sprinklers at the
,n«f Superior avenue shops and
*Brns.

m

Street Safety

HE announcement that Chief Eowe and
other officials are to observe the safety
£one system found useful in safeguarding life
£n Detroit streets, with a view to its adoption
In Cleveland, is. gratifying evidence of continued
effort to solve a still unsolved problem.
Though the Detroit plan is reported to work
good results, the'complete solution seems undiscovered as yet. New York has been experimenting both with safety zones and near-side stops
for surface cars. Other communities are attempting to find answers of their own.
Admittedly, it is a hard question that every
big city is called upon to answer: How can
human life be protected in streets LAID OUT
jYEARS AGO ON NARROW LINES, in which
no account could be or was taken of the enormously increasing population and congestion,
of the development of trolley car and motor
vehicle traffic, by which city streets are NOW
TURNED INTO DEADLY VORTEXES?
And quite as undeniably, CLEVELAND
HAS WHOLLY FAILED TO FIND THE'ANSWER FOB HEESELF. The constant succession of traffic accidents proves this, with a
ghastly total of killings and maimings. Not
even the appalling disregard of human safety
exhibited in the Public Square at every rush
hour has been corrected.
Some attempts have been made, it is true.
Regulation of automobile speed has been tried
for years, with indifferent results. The latest
Effort, the "jay walker" ordinance, seems likely
to duplicate the fiasco attending the attempt to
fregulate automobile headlights. To punish citizens for crossing streets between corners is already alleged to be unconstitutional. It can
hardly prove practicable. And it seeks to make
Walkers enter the roadways AT THE MOST
DANGEROUS POINTS, at street intersections,
where danger can approach FROM FOUR DIRECTIONS INSTEAD OF ONLY TWO.
As things are, almost any Clevelander attempting to reach a street car from the sidewalk or the sidewalk from a street car could
be arrested for the crime of "jay walking."
Either act is more or less dangerous at all times
and impossible some times. Safety zones in
'conjunction with uniform near-side stops might
help some. There would still remain the task of
making the zones and crosswalks A GREAT
DEAL SAFER .THAN THE CROSSWALKS
, ARE NOW.
No doubt a way will be found in time. IT
MUST BE. There is comfort in the assurance
[that city officials are making some effort to find

STILLMAN DOESN'T QUIT; |§ACH MROMISFON
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED
WAN ROAD CARS
Safety Director Benesch announced
Saturday he had accepted the resignation of Hiram P. Stillman. his
$2,500 secretary, although Stillman
never proffered it.
Tired of waiting, Benesch asked
for Stillman's official notice of his
leaving and then, not receiving it,
"accepted" it Saturday morning.
Stillman will continue on the city's
payroll until September 30.
Then
he will enter the Realty Buying &
Renting Company, 129 Arcade.

Commencing Monday Kinsman
road cars are to be operated out
Woodland avenue by way of East
4th street, Traction Commissioner
Witt announced Saturday.
The routing results from a compromise reached, in a suit brought
by the Sheriff Street Market Company against the city when tracks
were laid on East 4th street, whereby the city always was to maintain
a car line on East 4th street between Prospect and Woodland avenues and operate cars there.
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POOLROOM STAYS, SAYS
ALBER, DESPITE CHARGE
Cleveland's
municipal
poolroom
adjoining Broadway playgrounds, in
Broadway near East 55th street, will
not be closed, Park Commissioner^
Alter declared Saturday, despite;
charges of Councilman Votava that-,
boys under age are permitted to play j
pool and smoke cigarets in the place.
Before Alber made his official re-1
'■port on Votava's complaint to Service |
Director Sidlo, the latter asserted the
ipoolroom would be closed immediately and kept closed if Votava's charges j
were verified.
!
"Votava's charges are absurd
said Alber. "There is no age limit
on boys attending, neither are the
younger boys permitted to smoke, although there are no restrictions on
the practice on boys over age.
Juvenile Judge Addams Saturday
sal* he would not *rfe* an investigation of charges made Friday
by Councilman J. E. Votava that
boys : ranging in age from eight to
fourteen years are being permitted
to Play pool in the municipal poolroom and social center building adjoining the new Broadway playSr
?."ndo not think it necessary for
'the juvenile court to investigate the
charges since the city officials have
taken the matter under advisement,
Addams said.
-,

CANNOT RID BEACH OF
MUD AT EDGEWATER
City Hall officials expressed grave
doubts Saturday whether any remedy can be found for the muddy
condition of the water and beach in
front of the $250,000 bathhouse at
Edgewater park. Changes in the jetty system, if any can be made, will
be recommended early next week by
Engineering Commissioner Hoffmann
and Park Engineer Newman when
I they complete investigation.
' "The city never will be able to get
a decent beach in front of *he bath'house,"
Councilman Dittr.ck declared Saturday.
"West Side lake
men warned the city.not to build at
the present location. There is a natural sandy beach 500 feet east
The present arrangement of the
jettys and a high plat to the southwest of the bathhouse make it easy
for storms to wash out the sand in
front of the bathhouse, Hoffmann ad-

\

BUSINESS KICK
OPENS STREET
FOR BREMEN
Protests from merchants in the;
Euclid-East 55th street district that
they were isolated because City Hail
bungling had permitted Euclid ave' nue to be blockaded between East
46th and 57th streets at the same time j
East 40th street was closed between;
the Pennsylvania tracks ' and Euchd
avenue, and East 55th street between!
Prospect and Perkins avenues, were.
heeded at the City Hall Saturday.
William H. Kirby, secretary to
Service Director Sidlo, had the paving department throw open East,
40th street between Euclid and Per-!
Ikins avenues, thus providing a
|r<mnaabout outlet to Euclid for the
! fire engine company in Windsor ave!nue near 55th street.
Euclid and 55th street, however,
will be blockaded for nearly a week,
although the Cleveland Railway
Company is working 24 hours a day
putting in the new Euclid-Soth crossing.

.

ES NEW DBS L
Health Commission Suggests
Ordinance.
Establishment of a dog pound, a
50-cents-a-year fee for metal tags, and
other features of dog ordinances introduced in past seasons and fought
by Cleveland dog owners are included in a new ordinance that has been
drafted by Dr. C. E. Ford, commissioner of health. The ordinance will
be introduced by Councilman J. E.
Smith, but Mr. Smith will demand
that one feature of the ordinance as
: prepared by the health commissioner
be stricken out.
The ordinance gives the pound
master the right to dispose of unclaimed dogs. The dogs may be
turned over to anyone paying the fee
of $1 and the twenty-five cents a
day demanded for keep. Councilman
John Durkin, who is in favor of dog
legislation, also is opposed to this feature of the ordinance.
The ordinance does not contain a
muzzling provision, but gives the
pound master the right to seize any
dog running at large without a collar
and tag.
The dog pound would be under the
direction of the city veterinarian. Any
dog not redeemed in the period fixed
is to be humanely killed, the ordinance specifies

Mayor Replies to Criticism of

Municipal Room by
City Councilman.
Declares Game is No More
Harmful to Young
Than Marbles.
Mayor Newton D. Baker believes
pool is no more harmful for boys
ranging in age from 8 to 14 than the
game of marbles.
This was the mayor's answer yes- j
terday to a criticism from Council-1
man J. E. Votava, regarding the
conduct of the municipal pool room
adjoining the new Broadway S. E.
playground.
Councilman
Votava
urged after a visit to the city insti- ,
tution Thursday night, that the room
be closed by the city. He charged
that the ages of the thirty boys he
found in the place ranged .from 8
to 14, and that one of the boys
sitting on the front steps was smok^PooftsT game is no more harmful for boys than marbles, said the
mayor "It is all a matter of supervision and companionship in a place
of that character." ',_,,_, Alber
Park Commissioner Fred C. Alber
after inspecting the room F"day
night, declared that he would not
close the place.
„,,„.„„"There is nothing in the charges
! that have been made," he-said. '
! found things running all right.
"T M Black, commissioner of
recreation, declined to take. over this
work when he came, so we were compel e^ to run it. His supervisor is in
charge of the playground adJolntag,|
the building and we thought that
when.he assumed charge of the recre-^
Ttion division he would take over!
th

CoPmmisrs°ioner Black said yesterday
that he would put up the pool :room
ouestion to his newly appointed advisory commission at a meeting next
wriSav If be is advised to operate
the room he will recommend that the
Pool tables be put upstairs and the
room merely be open to older boys
and to men There will be games for
the children on the ground floor.
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WILL STUDY_XONTRACTS

THE CITY MAXELL OIL

Board of Control Meets Tomorrow
to Discuss City Hall.

Proposal Made to Start Gasoline
Station at Garage.

Public Service Director T. D. Sidlo
will make a definite recommendation
to the board of control at tomorrow's
opting concerning contracts for the
S city hall interior work.
"■•Director Sidlo and Architect. J. Mil,.„i)Vcr have failed to agree on a
11 ection of marble for the grand hall
fr,d othei parts of the building. The
Sector favors a light Vermont m&rSiP ind Architect Dyer expresses a
preference for a /Kasota or a gray
Tennessee marble. The lowest gen<
enl bid was submitted by the George
A Fuller Co.
By using combination
bids John Pierce and William Dall
hec'o'me the lowest bidders.
While Director Sidlo reached a definite conclusion yesterday, he
defined to state just what recommenation concerning contracts will be
made by him.
^^^^

A municipal auto gasoline and oil station will be installed as an added feature of the municipal auto storage yard
service at Rockwell-av N. E. and E.
3d-st if a recommendation to be made
to Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo by
Secretary William H. Kirby of the department of public service is adopted
by the city.
Business at the municipal auto storage yard has been steadily increasing
and a record day was reported by Secretary Kirby yesterday. At one time
there were eighty machines in the yard
and $12 was taken in by the attendants.
"If we establish a gasoline and oil
station there we will make the muriieipal garage self-sustaining," said Secretary Kirby. "The income will be large
enough to pay for the upkeep of the
seventeen cars owned by the department of public service."

'

*

'
'

——^——__.

Dittrick to Present Motion
for Action in Council Tonight.
WANTS SHRUBS CUT DOWN

WON'T HIT FLORAL SHOW
War Will Not Prevent Sprlntr Tulip
Beds in Public Snunve.
War is not going to stand in the
way tof the annual tulip .display in
Public square in early spring.
City Forester John
Boddy
announced yesterday there would be
the usual importations of tulip bulbs
from Holland, but, in his opinion,
there will be a decided dearth of the
I favorite Easter flowers ordinarily imported from Belgium.

I

WILL DEMAND CITY
OPEN WEST 117th
STREET AT ONCE

]

Official Thinks "Mystery" Strip
Should be Made Accessible to
Pedestrians Immediately.

i
;
i
'

PRAISES THE LEADER FOR WORK
Demand will be made tonight in
city council that W. 117th street be
-Itfsinb
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4J.1 finWILL STUDY CONTRACTS

THE CITY MAY SELL OIL

Board of Control Meets Tomorrow
to Discuss City Hall.

Proposal Made to Start Gasoline
Station at Garage.

Public Service- Director T. D. Sidlo
will make a definite recommendation
to the board of control at tomorrow's
meeting concerning: contracts for the

A municipal auto gasoline and oil station will be installed as an added feature of the municipal auto storage yard 1
service at Rockwell-av N. E. and E.
3d-st if a recommendation to be made '
to Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo by
Secretary William H. Kirby of the department of public service is adopted
by the city.
Business at the municipal auto storage yard has been steadily increasing
and a record day was reported by Secretary Kirby yesterday. At one time
there were eighty machines in the yard
and $12 was taken in by the attendants.
"If we establish a gasoline and oil !
station there we will make the municipal garage self-sustaining," said Secretary Kirby. "The income will be large
enough to pay for the upkeep of the
seventeen cars owned by the department of public service."
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t? othei pa™ts of the building-; The
dfrlctor favors a light Vermont marhP and Architect Dyer expresses a
n-rferenctfor a ,,Kasota or a gray
Knelsee marble: The lowest general bfd ^submitted by the George
/k.iier Co By using combination
^ds John Pierce and William Dall
S.be „lV,o the lowest bidders.
w£?e D?rec7or Sidlo reached a definite conclusion yesterday, he defined to state just what recommenation concerning contracts will be
made by him.
.
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WON'T HIT FLORAL SH0W|
War Will Not Prevent Sprins Tnllu |
Beds in PuF>Ile Sqnaro.
War is not going to stand in the
way of the annual tulip ^display in
Public square in early spring.
City Forester John Boddy announced yesterday there would be
the usual importations of tulip bulbs
from Holland, but. in his opinion,
there will be a decided dearth of the
I favorite Easter flowers ordinarily imported from Belgium.
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WILL DEMAND CITY
OPEN WEST 117th
STREET AT ONCE
Dittrick to Present Motion
for Action in Council Tonight.
WANTS SHRUBS GUT DOWN
Official Thinks "Mystery" Strip
Should be Made Accessible to
Pedestrians Immediately.

j
!:

PRAISES THE LEADER FOR WORK
Demand will be made tonight in
city council that W. 117th street be
opened to the public from Lake avenue to Lake Erie.
Alva R. Dittrick, First ward coun- ;
oilman, said last night he will introduce a council resolution, asking the
Immediate opening of W. 117th street
as a public necessity.
Though legally an open thoroughfare and designated as such in di- j
rectories and official maps, access
to the lake shore over W. 117th street
has been barred by a wall and a
formidable barrier of trees and
shrubbery.' Now directories and official maps may be vindicated and
residents of the First ward wishing
a glimpse of Lake Erie may be able
to reach it without walking to Edgewater Park or Nicholson avenue,
Lakewood, nearest means of access
to the lake shore.
Has Double Purpose.
Dittrick's resolution may also serve
another end, that of furnishing a,
western outlet to Lake avenue for'
the new Edgewater boulevard, being
built between Lake avenue and Lake '
Erie from Edgewater Park to W
117th street.
Work of grading for this project
has been nearly completed, but W
117th street is still obstructed by
shrubbery and trees screening an
opening in a stone wall that originally blocked entrance entirely
Years ago, after the city of Cleveland won a suit for possession of a
forty-foot wide extension of W
117th street, a section .of this wall
was torn out to afford access to the
strip. Since that time, however a
large tree and a dense mass of
shrubbery have grown over the wall
opening, effectually interrupting the
efforts of any citizen who would attempt to traverse the "street."
"I will not only ask council to
have the street opened," Councilman
Dittrick said last night, "but I will
see that the barrier of shrubbery i«
removed at once. The street belongs to the public and should have
been opened long ago.
Too Narrow for Vehicles.
"Between the intersection of the
new Edgewater boulevard and Lake
avenue, it will afford an ideal driveway, but I do not believe it should
be converted into a driveway as far
back as the' lake, because with only
a forty-foot width, vehicles would
have difficulty in turning around.
"The street should be opened to
foot
traffic
as
far
as
the
lake, however, because the lake
front is a beautiful spot at that
point and persons who wish to enjoy
it should have the opportunity to do
so. I sought to have W. 117th street
opened to the lake two years ago.
"At that time, however, it was
proposed to extend W. 116th street
instead and I supposed this would
be done. This project seems to have
been abandoned and I will now push
the opening of W. 117th street, because I believe it is a public necessity.
j "I believe The Leader has performed a public service in bringing
this need so strongly before the people and I will do all in my power to
have this, street free for the use of
the public."
For years the status of W. 117th
street, north of Lake avenue, 1. .3
been a puzzle to residents of the
First ward. Those who consulted the
directory and street maps, learned
that W. 117th street extended to the
lake.
Shrubs Barred Many.
Those who attempted to use the
street either traversed a private lane
east of the line of the proposed
thoroughfare, supposing it to be W.
117th street, or surrendered at the
barrier of shrubbery rather than
risk their clothes.
Among .those who have sought to
solve the mystery of the "lost"
street are C. G. Ennes, retired lake
captain of 1231 W. mth street, and
Charles Swap, 1233 W. 117th street.
Both yesterday expressed their intention of appearing before council
with the request that the street be
opened, declaring it to be a public
necessity.
Originally Cleveland and Lakewood
jointly held an eighty-foot easement
in an extension of W. 117th street
the Lakewood side of which Is known
as Highland avenue.
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FIRST CHARITIES |
8-HOUR VETO'TEST
COMES UP TONIGHT BALANCE SHEET
Democrats in Council Will Back1
Mayor to Prevent a TwoThirds Vote.
Interest at tonight's meeting of the
[city council will center about efforts
to pass the Kalina ordinance establishing an eight-hour day for city employees over the veto of Mayor Baker.
A two-thirds vote is required to overrule the mayor.
Democratic councilmen are planning
to back the mayor, and it was predicted yesterday that the veto would
be sustained. The Federation of
' Labor will send a delegation to the
council meeting in support of the
ordinance. In case the veto is upheld,
the organization plans to circulate
initiative petitions to establish the
eight-hour law.
Public hearings are to be called on
the Smith ordinance providing for the
pasteurization of milk, which will be
received by the council tonight. The
ordinance requires all milk dealers to
install pasteurization equipment.
Small dealers are expected to oppose
the measure for this reason.
Club women will oppose the Smith
ordinance establishing a municipal
dog pound and providing for the
licensing of all dogs. The measure
will be referred to committees at tonight's meeting. Hearings on t he
ordinance will be held during the
week.
.„
, ..
Councilman Bernstein will ask the
city law department to prepare legislation for the submission of a $2,000,000 re'paving bond issue at the November election. A bond issue was
recommended by the special council
1 committee which investigated repavI ing needs for next year and the year
following.

Merely a Suggestion

T-* VERYBODY has noticed the enthusiasm
JLL with which Mayor Baker has plunged into
the project of building a large and handsome
exposition building for the permanent display
of Cleveland products. Public improvements
that loom big, hold the promise of giving vent ;
4o the esthetic soul and cost millions of dollars, j
The . first financial statement fill his heart with joy overflowing.
BUT much as Cleveland needs and desires '■
showing the condition of a city's
charities, to be issued in the
this exposition building, it does not want to pay
United States, was made public « DOUBLE OR TREBLE PRICE for it or to have
Monday by the Cleveland federathe job BUNGLED financially or in the doing
tion of charity and philanthropy.

IS STRUCK HERE

The balance sheet is a consolidated statement of 37 federated
institutions, covering a period o£
five months, April 1 to Aug. 31. A
full year's report for all organizations will be printed Oct. 30, it was
ststcd
The' current deficit is shown to
total $37,298.35.
The federation had $28,348.05 cash
on hand Aug. 31.
. ,.t„
The total income of the institutions through the federation was
$64 876.77. The direct income received by the various institutions
was $37,039.
Income Nearly $300,000
The total income exclusive of
loans was $274,388.39.
Total expenses exclusive of accounts payable amounted
to
OQI 9 488 50
The associated charities'showed
the greatest ^dividual deficit,
the total being $19,763.61.
Other institutions showing deficits were the Deaconess home,
Salvation
army,. Volunteers
Babies' dispensary, St. Vincents
orphanage, Co-operative employment bureau,
Hiram
house,
Y w C A., Maternity hospital,
s c
visiting
nurses'
/ ~ ££°?'
Woman's hospital and St. Johns
orphan asylum.

of it.
The mayor is a good lawyer, a fine scholar
and a nice man. Perhaps good lawyers, fine
scholars and nice men are requisite for the planning and directing of big constructive work,
Yet, somehow, not to go far back, MORE THAN
^■DOUBLE the $2,000,000 originally considered
'sufficient to construct the filtration plant must
l"be forthcoming before the work can be finished.
'One of the city administration s pet hobbies,
::*'direct labor," which was put into practioe in
; extending the Edgewater boulevard, had some' thing to do with this. .'..'.
,'
And now the suspicion has been aroused that
t*he new $150,000 municipal bathhouse in Edgei water pa* has been put in the WRONG PLACE.
' In spite of the expenditure of $51,000 upon
. ietties which were intended to secure a good
beach and clean water, the jetties refuse to per,iorm the work expected of them. Neither the
*rood beach nor the clean water has been forth'■ doming—indeed quite the contrary. So it is
-proposed to spend more money on more jetties8ow much, and whether it will bring the desired
results. NOBODY KNOWS.
;
Also here is the situation at Euclid avenue
»nd East 55th street. Through negligence and
lack of planning a little ahead m the City Hall,
Ithe business establishments there, representing
•marw thousand dollars of investment, have been
COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY TORN-UP
BENESCH OVERRULES
STREETS The owners are compelled to submit
;
CHIEF ROWE'S ORDER to a heavy loss; many of their customers are
forced to s?o farther for what they want.
Probation officers will be perPerhaps the assistance of the municipal govi mitted to enter the city jail to see i ernment is necessary for the .success of the ex,
prisoners, despite the ultimatum
position building plan. But it might be WISE
of Chief Rowe against the prac'"for the capitalists, merchants and manufacturers
I ticg
of Cleveland to take management of the project
Chief Justice McGannon Monentirely
in THEIR OWN HANDS and reserve
day announced, after a conference
7
with Safer Benesch, that it had for the mayor the making of the^dedicatory
been decided that probation of- I epeech, a PLEASANT DLTY FOR WHICH HE
ficers could have free access to the .IS EMINENTLY QUALIFIED,
I

jail.

ER COUNCIL
Democratic councilmen Monday
freely predicted that, with the exception of two or possibly three ot
their number, they would present a
solid front Monday night when consideration of Mayor Baker's veto ot
the Kalina eight-hour day law came
up The six Republican members
planned to make a concerted effort
to override the veto.
Failure to enact an eight-hour
law will result in initiative petitions,
being circulated immediately, Thomas
Farrell, secretary of the Federation
of Labor, said Monday. All week
Farrell and other labor officials;
have tried to obtain pledges trom,
Democratic members to stand with
union labor, but orders from Baker
thwarted their efforts.
\. compromise ordinance, putting
:
city employes on an eight-hour day
after January 1, and providing for
the eight-hour day on contract worK
at once will be submitted to council.
Mayor Baker has approved this compromise and the Democratic majority will support it.
Thomas P. Farrell says the suDstitute won't do.

}/,t?/<s.

CITY HAIL TO BE
D0!INYEAR;TO
,767,000
Completion of the new city hall by
November, 1915, was assured Monday,
when board of control members accepted Service Director Sldlo's recommendation that the contract for
interior work be awarded to the
George A. Fuller Company, 40 Taylor
arcade, for $1,217,112, with a time limit
of 14 months. This is two weeks after
the next mayoralty election. City Hall
Democrats long- have planned to point
to the new city hall and the Division
avenue nitration plant as the twin
achievements of the second Baker administration.
According to the contract, far more
money is to be spent on the showy
parts of the $2,600,000 structures than
on out-of-the-way corners. Bronze
will be used for railings of balconies
opening on the main hall, for first
floor elevator work and grills for the
treasurer and waterworks offices. On
upper floors, frequented almost wholly
by employes, iron is to be used. More
important changes are the use' of
bronze window frames instead of
wooden ones, prism glass for doors
instead of ordinary, plate, and marble
for plaster in wainscote.
The selection of the marble is reserved to a later day.
J. Milton
Dyer, architect,' favors gray Tennessee, while both Sidlo and Baker oppose it because of its col dappearance.
So far $1,550,000 has been spent
on the structure. The Fuller contract boosts the total cost to $2 767,000, or $175,000 above the price
Baker pledged for its completion.

BITTRICK WILL TRY TO
OPEN W. 137TH STREET
Another outlet to the lake from
Lake avenue and Clifton boulevard
will result if council Monday night
looks favorably upon Councilman
Dittnck's resolution asking that West
HTth street be opened to the water's '■
edge.
•
i
For years city directories and maps
have shown West 117th street open
to the lake but in reality the street
runs mto shrubbery and a clump of
bushes. City records show the city
•eeeptea the street, extending to the:
lake, on June 29, 1891.

(f^jU^ ^luJl^n
SPEED

GETS

NAME

'Forest Hill Parkway' Meets With
Approval of Mayor.
Mayor Baker at yesterday's meetj ing of the city board of^control placed
; the stamp of approval on the name
I "Forest Hill parkway" that has been
selected by the park department and
[council for the so-called SDeeaway to
extend from Euclid-av, opposite the
East Cleveland ^estate of John D.
Rockefeller to the Lake Shore boulevard in Bratenahl. The name was
read in a resolution authorizing construction of a culvert over tht new
low level driveway..
..TrIi.lilce that name," said the mayor
it has a prophetic sound. It sounds
as if Forest Hill were going to be a
park some day."
City officials have long expressed
the hope that the Rockefeller property would be donated to the city for
park purposes and, that the parkway
now being laid out by the city would
serve to connect it with Lake Shore]
boulevard and Gordon park.
o
•

CITY UTILITIES

PROSPER,

Net $505,577 Over Expenses, 1013 '
Report Shows.
Cleveland's public utility departments earned $505,577.85 over and above
all. expenses in the year 1913. This
showing of the city department having
charge of municipal light, power, heat
and
water works plants is recorded in
fte
"VY™, seueral ledger report for the
year 1913, issued yesterday in pamphlet
anC6 Director

Sill/

Thomas

The statement shows further that
Cleveland's surplus, taking into account the value of real estate and other
holdings, was ?89,436,56S.64 at the commencement of the present year The
surplus at the commencement of the
year 1913 was $87,202,174.85. The in
?OI?^nof the Public utilities department
in 1913 was $1,648,613.76. The total e?
03590
department was $1,143,• ThV? Sxces? oi income over expenses'
in all departments of the citv inioil

INCREASE IN CITY
ASSETS IS SHDI
DliRIPilSTfl
Falling Off, However, in Cashgon
Hand Is Reported—Total
Liabilities Put at
.
$42,657^785.93.
Assets of the city \ have increased
from $99,883,889.12 to
$105.354,'237.44
during the last year, ^according to
the second annual general ledger
and balance sheet issued^ by the city
department of
finance yesterday.
Liabilities were set down:as totaling
$42,657,785.93.
There was a falling off in cashron
hand, which, at the beginning of
1913,
amounted
to $16,273,539,' - a3
against $13,169,045 at the end of-'the
fiscal year. Big gains were shown, in
the value of lands, buildings and
equipment and fixed assets increased
from $78,333,938 to $85,544,399.
The balance sheets show departmental incomes, including receipts
from
municipal
utilities, to
be
$7,278,995 for the year. Expenditures
for the same period were $6,804,387.60,
leaving a surplus of $447,607.
Detailed statements of receipts and
expenditures in all city departments,
to permit comparisons of the cost of
running the government under the
new charter with the old method
have been prepared.
—'

f——

THIRD HIGH BRIDGE
HUMES ON RIVER WORK
City's Refusal to Submit Bonds
for Straightening Would Tie
County's Hands.
Refusal of the city to submit a
$1,000,000 bond issue for the straightening of the lower Cuyahoga River
is likely to prevent county commissioners from putting to a vote this
fall the question of authorizing bonds
for a third high level bridge.
County Engineer Stinchcomb discussed the submission of the river
straightening bond issue with Director of Public Service Sidlo yesterday
Sidlo promised to consider the matter further. He indicated later that
he believed the matter should wait in
view of the fact'that negotiations 'are
m progress to get the federal government to pay half of the river
straightening cost.
Stinchcomb told Sidlo- that county
attorneys had ruled that the commissioners could not consider the river
straightening as a part of the bridge
project. Unless the river is straightened a high level bridge cannot be
built from either Bolivar or Huron
road to oLrain avenue, as proposed
. by the commissioners, .engineers say

HOSPITAL CORNERSTONETO BE PUT DOWN SUNDAY
The cornerstone for the new St
John's Hospital, to be erected at
Detroit avenue and W. 79th street,
will be laid Sunday afternoon
Mayor Baker and city councilmen were invited by Bishop Farrellv
yesterday to be present at the ex
ercises.
The invitation was accepted by the city officials .

j
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PSYCHOLOGIC WALLS
BAKER'S DREAM TO
ENLIVEN CITY HALL
I SI TO RS
to mayor. "It will cause everyone near
Cleveland's new it to hurry, and attend quickly to
city hall will be their business."
thrown under a
Red Screens Needed.
spell the instant
If county comthey enter the missioners
heed
lobby, if Mayor the mayor's critiBaker
and cism of the court
Architect
J. house
interior,
Milton Dyer they may
dishave their way. tribute a few red
The mayor screens about the
doesn't plan to corridors to liven
hire a hypnotist, things up a bit.
or
to
chloro"It is true that
form the city's colors
have
a
guests. He will psycho logical
let psychology and the marble walls value, but I do ^
do the work'. That's why Baker is not believe yelfighting- for yellow marble, or some low or any other
other warm color, for the interior color .would affect the efficiency of
finishing. He says the psychological city employees," said Professor J. S.
effect of a warm color makes people Moore, psychologist of Western Realert, so they will transact their serve University. "White is just as
business and get out, thus avoiding active as yellow. Green and blue are
overcrowding.
the soothing colors."
City hall politicians agree that red
Final selection of the city hall
probably would be the speediest and marble was reserved for a later
warmest color, but the marble comes meeting of the board of control. It
only in white, gray and yellow.
all costs the same, regardless of its
Citizens averse to hurrying, howr- pigmentation, so the psychological
ever; need not worry just yet. The effect on the taxpayers' pocketbooks
walls of the present city hall are will be uniform in any event.
not yellow. Rather, they seem to be
of a soothing tint, and besides, the
new city hall will not be finished for
another fourteen months.
Contract to Be Awarded.
Board of control
members
' yesterday
ac| cepted
Service
Director
Sidlo's
j recommendati o n
that the contract
Inspector Miles Says Deficit
! for the interior!
i work be awardSimply Due to Increase of Exed to the George
penditures Over Receipts.
A.
Fuller Company, 40 Taylot
Arcade.
The work of the Associated CharThe time limit
is
fourteen
ities was declared to be efficient and
months, assuring
well conducted, in a report made to
the completion of
the Federation for Charity and Phithe city hall by November, 1915. The
lanthropy by R. E. Miles, director of
cost of the interior work will be
the Ohio Institute for Public Effi$1,217,112.
ciency, yesterday. For two months
It was after this contract was
Mr. Miles has been conducting a surawarded that the question of the
vey of the organization, and his recolor scheme came up. Sidlo sugport gives a constructive and critgested white marble.
ical analysis of its condition at pres"Never," interrupted Mayor Baent.
ker. "Look at the new court house.
The main suggestions for ImproveIt is finished in W7hite. As a result
ment were: To make records more
visitors and employees there are alavailable for statistical purposes, and
most soothed to sleep. White is a
to render financial methods more stacolor that induces repose. We must
ble and elastic. The survey was
consider the psychological effect."
asked because of the fact that the
Baker then selected a sample
Associated Charities faces an acknown as Kasota marble—a yellowcumulated deficit of 534,000 for its
ish background with splotches of
fiscal year ending September 31.
darker yellow, giving the whole the
"Analysis of this deficit shows that
effect of a seyenty-five-cent order of
during the past ten years the receipts
scrambled eggs.
"The psychological effect of that
marble will work wonders," said the

WORK OF CHARITIES
REPORTED EFFICIENT

CLEVELAND TO OBSERVE
FIRE PREVENTION DAY
Cleveland will join other cities of
the state in observing Fire Prevention day, October 9, according to
Chamber of Commerce officials. Special notices of the day are now being
sent to all members of the organization.
"Our plans for the day are not entirely completed yet," said'Assistant
Secretary Wellstad. "The, chamber
committee on public safety Is now
preparing a booklet of fire prevention
rules which will be sent to every
member in addition to announcement
of further plans for Fire Prevention
day."

CITY POOL HALL
IS STILL CLOSED
Mayor Prohibits Reopen- i
ing Until Question of Players Ages Is Settled.
Billiard cues stood idle in the racks
and there' were covers over the tables
in the municipal pool room at 4.00
Broadwav yesterday. Police closed
the institution Saturday because the
division of parks had failed to take
out .a license. Mayor Baker ordered
it to remain Closed until the question of ages of pool players had been
determined.
Citv ordinances make it illegal toi
boys "less than eighteen years old to
frequent pool rooms: Boys from eight
to twelve years congregate around
the' municipal tables, according to
Councilman Votava. Park official
want Commissioner of Recreation
Black to take over the institution,
but he is unwilling.

have increased five times, while disbursements
have
increased
six
times," says the report. "From 1909
to 1912 disbursements exceeded receipts by from $1,000 to $19,000 each
year."
"During the past five years the total applications for assistance numbered 19,385," continued the report.
"The previous five years but 11,995
applications were made. The disbursements of food and clothing between 1909 and 1914 increased 103 per
cent over those of the five previous
years. The increased cost of food is
also another reason of the deficit."

NEW WRINKLE
AT THE DEPOT]
Street Car Company to Install Ticket Taker
at Station.
Passengers boarding cars at the
Union station will soon pay their
fares at the gateway of an enclosure about the car platform, instead of on the car.
A ticket chopper at the gate will
issue transfers and give information
to strangers. The change is being
made to prevent delay that has resulted from passengers unfamiliar
with Cleveland routes and methods
of paying carfare.
Street
Railway
Commissioner
Witt yesterday gave the railway
company permission to make the
change.
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JO thoroughfare! Cduncilman Alva R. Dittrick and Assistant
Director of Law Hostettler find the extension of W. 117th street
, lake Erie blocked by a barrier of shrubbery.

COUNCIL SUSTAINS
rs VETO OF
8-HOUR ORDINHNCE
Democrats Submit Measure Excluding Police and Firemen
From Operations of New
Labor Law.
COMPROMISE IS MADE
WITH ORGANIZED LABOR
Big Bond Issues Authorized Together With Expenditure of
$300,000 for Municipal
Projects.

LOOKrZTG TTOjRTir ON~ Wr//7n* ST^J^EHT

dUNCIL RECEIVES
EM AND FOR STREET
,ig for Opening of W. 117th and
" er of Shrubbery.
Dittrick's resolution was as fol
lows:
Resolved, by the council of the
city of Cleveland, state of Ohio,
that the director of public service be and is hereby authorized
and directed to cause all obd
uo structions to be removed from
"W. 117th street, from Lake aveoj ?$ *»aojiuoa paw oi^s sani nue to the shore of Lake Erie,
Vreui 9Afsii[axa »tjx -uoppadsui and to report to this council the
feasibility and advisability of
grading-, draining-, curbing- and
paving- said part of W. 117th
street lying within the city of
Cleveland.
_If_a RiYtv-fnnt
pajBjqaxaa aijx -noS. JOJ juamaAuoo
W» MOU etoR ine ^soui, ao Aioaaouioj 91003

?HS }°°&

Organized labor and opponents of
an eight-hour day for city employees
compromised last night when the
Democratic majority in the city
council voted to sustain ' Mayor;
Baker's veto of the eight-hour ordinance and submitted a measure excluding police and firemen from the
operations of the labor law.
Thomas Farrell, secretary of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor, said
that while the new ordinance was not
entirely satisfactory it was preferable
to circulating initiative petitions to
carry out the eight-hour provision of
the city charter. Mayor Baker declined to comment upon the new
measure further than to say that he
hoped, the council would ,%ive considerable study to the entire proposition. \The new ordinance was referred to the committees oh finance
and labor.
Action on the labor ordinance was'
'decided upon at a caucus in Mayor
Baker's office in the afternoon.
Democratic councilmen
told
the
I-moid. aiaqAV Banjo-etETnj paAiaosi
ejB ©idoad IBOOI mojj s^inom'nsai
•sA'au
;3*tiA ;nq sassBtf XBP B jok
,-PPI pnu .WAti 'poolq etrj no AUOBI
-IP SnnoB snin 'uowpuoo pajjad
WIAIA H a

P

JUZffi '2WOJ
S3

B!a pas saSBHiA ui sjpBj^B eq}
lBDSBi AjOJBpajCi 8S9l{} JO SUIIJOIA
H J sasanu sqj uaAa PUB papunoAi
'sirepisAqd ojaqAY 'siBjidsoq p[atj
wpinvB 'suoijBmnui aqj jo aa;oB
P.ttuojiun eqj ujBidxo oj oiqissod
S(
1 PtnoAl ;[ esiMjaqio •pazmBS
^ en ^SUIBSB OJBJJBM aneuix
s

S

A-Jjunoo oqj o}ui psqojBui uaui jqaAi
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A^m }Bqj qjiAi. uosu-cduioo ui uonm
qSraAY joa ssop 'si 51 SB injauiBqs
'aapuBis jajiBi s?m 'uovreiosep siqj
jo esnBo oqj SB saojjjBAi OAB-iq jno
sounouap AIOU Aaqj uoqAV puy,.
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^faZaghfare! Cduncilman Aha R. Dittrick andA»Mant
1 Director of Law Hostettler find the extension of W. 117th street
lake Erie blocked by a barrier of shrubbery.

SUSTAINS
'S VETO OF
Democrats Submit Measure Excluding Police and Firemen
From Operations of New
Labor law.
COMPROMISE IS MADE
WITH ORGANIZED LABOR
Big Bond Issues Authorized Together With Expenditure of
$300,000 for Municipal
Projects.

OUNCILRECEIVES
DEMAND FOR STREET
rick Presents Resolution Asking for Opening of W. 117th and
Removal of Barrier of Shrubbery.
Dittrick's resolution was as follows:
■
Resolved, by the council of the
city of Cleveland, state of Ohio,
that the director of public service be and is hereby authorized
and directed to cause all obstructions to be removed from
"W. 117th street, from Lake avenue to the shore of Lake Erie,
and to report to this council the
feasibility and advisability of
grading, draining, curbing and
paving said part of W. 117th
street lying within the city of
Cleveland.
If a sixty-foot extension of W.
116th street to the lake can be secured as was once proposed, Dittrick
said last night he would favor it
rather than opening W. 117th street.
Assistant Director of Law Hostettler, however, declared he did not
believe the city should ever give up
It present there is no means of
ping the lake between Edgewater its rights to the W. 117th street exbut should keep it open.
ttk and Nicholson avenue, except by tension,
At present neither pedestrians nor
Rate driveways. The opening of
automobilists are able to use W.
1117th street will not only afford
117th street north of Lake avenue,
th access to the lake but will also as Dittrick and Hostettler learned
Rr an outlet at the western end when they attempted to traverse the
(the..new Edgewater boulevard be- street in an automobile.:
fe built from Edgewater Park to W.
Members of the West Road Comph street.
pany, building the new Edgewater
boulevard, say they had understood
Old Plans Dropped.
the city was willing to open W. 117th
rafore this project was discusseo.
Jtmcilman Dittrick two years ago street, but that they already have
sought to have W. 117th street arranged an outlet to Lake avenue
opened, but plans were dropped be- at W. H5th street
First ward residents, who declare
cause of negotiations with property
owners on Lake avenue to extend W. they should be given a means of
U6th street to the lake Instead. These reaching the lake, are supporting
negotiations have never been com- Dittrick's fight for the opening of
pleted and no action has been taken the street, which for years they have
since the death of Director of Law termed the "lost street," because it
existed as such only on maps
Wllcox.
Jfhe city of Lakewood, which origiy ow
l
ned a forty-foot easement
as an extension of Highland avenue,
mediate opening of W. 117th
it from Lake avenue to Lake
was asked last night in a resoD introduced in city council by
R. Dittrick, of the First ward.
rere resolution demanded the
al of an obstruction of trees and
iMery which now bars access to
forty-foot extension of the street
asked that the director of pubservice report as to the advisabiliof grading and paving it.' The
lution was referred to the comtee on streets.
e resolution was introduced after
incilman Dittrick and Assistant
Ector of Law Hostettler inspected
ground yesterday, following comints from First ward residents
tf, 117th street, platted as an
In thoroughfare to the lake, was

I

of 6wame 'borne by the western half
I W. 117th street, Is declared by at:°r?.eys t0 have abandoned its title
pro fi
I fL!
P rty so that only a fortyloot street can now be opened.
[
*rom Lake avenue to the lake
I snore, W. i17ta Etreet ,s pubiic property and there is no reason why it
Should not be open to traffic," Dittrick said yesterday.
'Several years ago I compelled the
tearing down of a stone wall which
blocked the opening in the street extension, but since that time shrubbery and trees have grown up there.
I will insist that these be removed so
that entrance to the city's property
will be unimpeded."

Organized labor and opponents of
an eight-hour day for city employees
compromised last night when the
Democratic majority in the city,
council voted to sustain ' Mayor
Baker's veto of the eight-hour ordinance and submitted a measure excluding police and firemen from the
operations of the labor law. .
Thomas Farrell, secretary of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor, said
that while the new ordinance was not
entirely satisfactory it was preferable
to circulating Initiative petitions to
carry out the eight-hour provision of
the city charter. Mayor Baker declined to comment upon the new
measure further than to say_ that he
hoped, the council would ,|lve: considerable study to the entire proposition. .The new ordinance was referred to the committees on finance
and labor.
Action on the labor ordinance was
'decided upon at a caucus in MayorBaker's office in the afternoon.
Democratic councilmen
told
the
mayor that his veto of the measure
was decidedly unpopular and would
provoke a referendum election. After
lengthy debate it was decided to introduce a substitute ordinance exeluding members of the police, fire
and sanitary forces from the eighthour provisions.
$300,000 Expenditure O. K.'d.
Farrell said that.; the organization
later would probably institute a campaign to obtain the double: platoot
system for city firemen and an eight
and nine-hour day fOr police:'patrol
men.
Councilmen Dittrick, Gahn, Townes,
Bernstein, FitzGerald, Woods and
Stanton voted to overrule the veto of
the mayor. Woods and FitzGerald
questioned the right of the chief executive to veto a provision made mandatory by the charter. Baker vetoed
the labor ordinance, claiming a shortage oT city' fuw3s.
Big bond Issues were authorized by!
the council, and authority to spend
$300,000 for various municipal projects
was granted. The bond issues included $1,000,000 for waterworks purposes, $950,000 for the Clark avenue
high level bridge and $18;000 worth of
refunder bonds for the Collinwood
municipal lighting plant.
An ordinance increasing appropriations for the Warrensville, correction
farm by $20,000 was received. Permission to spend $5,000..for the.erection
of another wing at the tuberculosis
sanitarium at Warrensville . was.
asked by the division -of charities and
correction.
Gahn Asks tor Surrey.
A survey of the lake front with' a
view of establishing a city harbor
line was asked by Councilman Gahn.
He also ..requested the department of
public service to report on the number of lake fills being made by railroad corporations. Over Gahn's protest the resolution was referred to
the committees on harbors and
wharves and finance.
Authority to extend steam heating
mains on 'Walnut avenue/ from E.
9th street to E. 11th street-was given
tho Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company in an- ordiance by Councilman McGinty.
Councilman Rolf asked for a legal
opinion as- to the council's right to
regulate the sale of dangerous toys
to children. Recent accidents to children prompted the request, Rolf said.
An ordinance requiring hospitals
caring for insane or delirious patients
to provide guards or devices to present the escape of patients from
. doors or windows was Introduced by
Councilman Reynolds.
1
Ordinances requiring the pasteurization of milk after June 1, 1916, and
■ regulating the running at large of
dogs were referred to committees
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MAYOR OPPOSES TEN STdiCTELL AND
MILL LIMIT ONTAXES mm FIGHT --MVTRIALTABU
Tells Chamber of Commerce
Members Officials Should Be
Free to Determine Rate.

City officials, rather than the electorate, should fix tax rates, Mayor
Baker told members of the Chamber
of Commerce subcommittee on city
finance at a meeting yesterday. He
; made the statement at the first conference of the committee appointed
to assist In the campaign to carry j
tax amendment initiated by the Ohio
Board of Commerce and to be voted j
on in November. He was invited to
attend the meeting.
Of the provisions in the amendment, Mayor Baker asserted only
one, that concerning the classification
of property, had his approval. The
provision limiting the tax rate to ten ,
:
mills, exclusive of sinking fund, in- j
terests and special levies, and the |
third, limiting the bonded indebt-,
edness of a municipality, he stud.
did not conform to his ideas of the
q

"a believe the city officials should
be allowed to fix the tax rate, and
then if the people do not like it they
can call for a referendum, said the
mayor.
"The provision concerning
bonded indebtedness of cities under
the law is directly opposed to home
'"other county and staio officials and
business men are to be asked to address the committee, the members of
which are Theodore M. Bates, Homer
McDaniel and W. G. Diet*. A. T.
Hills, chairman of the mam committee attended the meeting. The local
committee, as now planned, willw°rk
in harmony with the Ohio BoardI of
Commerce and committees from other associations in the campaign to
oMain passage of the amendment
Members of the committee declare^ if j
carried, it will supersede the Smith j
1 per cent law.

Mayor 1 Saker Tuesday tore himself away: fr»m «ie Pr°blem of how
to borroW enough money to keep
the city \ I wng, and appeared in
Judge Melody's court to try to
help the j city council spend $6,000
it appro LW for the 1913 Perry
Centennial., celebration.
On Ba;^* side of the table wac
.Assistant
■„,„„» T.sfl
Hostettler.
I.* w Director
^
,

D rector

£toXeU -* f trying to show Ken1^ the eKl'enditure was for nc
£?*««DflrS >■*'■ the only thing

X'fundr-^y 1- spent for under
the law
e r

courteously
e

a

Sa^ t hat a;- .^ - ^Cn Z\lVl
honest admftnistr* «on than th ^
ent" might be gulv W
^
tion of funds ,f pi "rmitted.
of spending were ™

ga (V^-

Dangerous Toys.
A resolution was offered in the council Monday
night asking the' opinion of the law department
as to the eity's right to regulate the selling of
dangerous toys. The recent death of a Cleveland
boy by being jabbed with the sharp end of a peashooter inspired the suggestion. It is hoped the
law department may find its way clear to uphold
an authority which is clearly needed for the safety
of childhood.
The pea-shooter, of course, is not the only offender; nor is it the most serious one. There are
a considerable number of dangerous toys to be
purchased for small sums which, beyond being useless arc positively ,-a menace. They are sold with
the utmost abandon and it takes a high degree of
parental discipline to counteract the effects of
this easy commerce.
By council action, the sale and use of dangerous
explosives have been effectually stopped. The
law deals sternly with those who carry dangerous
weapons. It would seem to be within the reasonable limits of municipal police authority to prohibit the sale of toys which invite disaster to
purchaser and associates.
A child certainly is not to be trusted to choose
his toys judiciously. In cities, particularly, the
temptation is great to seek diversion with dangerous devices. Parents and school authorities
may do much, but as long as a cent will buy a peashooter at almost any corner store their admonitions are likely to have small effect.

Emergency Charity.
To meet an emergency caused largely by industrial conditions, the Cleveland Federation for
Charity and Philanthropy makes an appeal for
emergency gifts—"not to be considered a part of
the giver's regular contribution nor is its continuance to be expected." And with every such
appeal goes a balance sheet showing precisely the
.financial condition of the organizations which
compose the federation.
This is said to be the first time such a balance
sheet has ever been, prepared; the first time givers
to charity have had opportunity to understand at
a glance exactly the needs, revenue and financial
standing of the organizations which cover the
local field of charitable activity.
Take for instance, the Associated Charities.
Prom this report one sees how much money it had
on hand at the end of March, how much it lias
received since then through the federation and
how much directly, its total expenses exclusive of
accounts payable; its cash on hand at the end of j
August and its current deficit at the last date.
"*■ This deficit, by the way, was $19,764.
Industrial depression puts a double burden on
a charitable organization. It brings increased demands for temporary help, and makes the collection of funds for the purpose more .difficult
One of the peculiarities of the- average giver to
charity is that he is most willing to help when help
is least needed and least willing when it is most
needed.
The Cleveland federation is doing an excellent
work. The city of good will is not a dream or a
sounding phrase. The request for an emergency
fund is reasonable and proper.
.
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Slogan is Adopted for Movement by Merchants.
President Plans to
i Report on Feasibility .«pd Expense.
^Transportation Probi Demands Early
Action.
faring street railroad conditions
demand that attention
jL to the question of relieving
,te congestion

and

furnishing

| service for residents in outlyjKtions, President W. F. Thompof city

council announced yester-

6 will offer a resolution in counting for a report on the cost
feasibility of an elevated railroad
em.
[esident Thompson.will propose at
Monday night's council meeting
a report be prepared by city enU showing the cost of such a
m and possible routes.
his opinion developments in
■land in recent years have indij that the city is at the elevated
mad stage and that the time for
(way system has not yet arrived,
i to Berlin System.
igineers of the city will be asked
jve attention to the Berlin elei railroad system as it is con„. that city and other European
ers have solved the problem of
itructing elevated systems_ that
ornamental as well as serviceable.
i! strongest argument advanced
inst the overhead rapid transit
ue is the unsightliness of these
ems in Chicago and New York in
ain sections of the cities. Counan Thompson will propose that
plan of keeping off the main
its be followed wherever possiigineers will be asked to make
urough study of the entire quesso the city will be prepared to
some definite step if Mr. Thompi plan is followed.
want to know the cost and
ffe w:
m will
be able to reach some
Hive
'
to our future course in
Hiion
tter," said Mr. Thompson yes^fcamtte
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"Patronize home industry.
Buy
your
merchandise
in
Cleveland."
With these injunctions as slogans,
the retail merchants' board of the
Chamber of Commerce at once will
launch a movement aimed at preserving the custom of Clevelanders
for Cleveland merchants.
"No city in the country surpasses
Cleveland in stores,"
said
C.
A.
Dolan, manager of • Browning, Kmg
& Co., and president of the retail
merchants'
board,
addressing the
board at noon luncheon yesterday.
"We have everything in Cleveland
that can be found elsewhere. Why
go to New York, Boston, Philadelphia or Chicago for goods?"
Yesterday's meeting was the first
of the fall season and was addressed
by P. Colburn Pinkham of New York,
secretary-manager of the National Re
tail Dry Goods association. Mr. Pinkham urged
organization
for retail
merchants. The association has perfected organizations in seven states.

OUR $1,200 BULL CALF.

TITLE

BY authority of Mayor Baker
and the directors of the several departments of the city government, sitting as the board of
control, the department of public
welfare is devoting
$1,200
of
Cleveland's public funds to the
purchase of a registered Holstein

.117TH STRIP
WILL BE PROBED

bull calf, aged six weeks and still
receiving his mother's care at Bast
Claridon, O.
When weaned, the
acquisition is to be removed to the
department's
country
place
at

Question of Extending Thoroughfare to Lake Will Be Held
Up Until Claim Is
Settled.

Warrensville.
Indubitably Cleveland needed a
$1,200 bull calf, else it would not
have bought one at a time when
its funds are deficient, its promises
to pay unnegotiable, its tax receipts uncertain and the Smith law
still in full effect. As the immature animal can scarcely fulfill any
immediate usefulness as to draft,
dairy or other usual purposes,
doubtless the board of control was
moved to buy now on a speculative
assumption that hull calves were
going up.
But why allow this interesting
municipal investment to lie
idle
while holding
it for
the rise?
Should not shrewd municipal management put it to some good public
use in the interim—if no more
than exhibiting it in a city hall
window to show many citizens who
never have seen and never will
see the. Warrensville social experiment station what a

$1,200 bull

calf looks like?
The rub, of course, is in devising
such a use, or in selecting the
most
profitable.
The
municipal
playgrounds and school
gardens
having closed for the season, would
it be well to afford the children an
opportunity to play with the pretty
creature—to say nothing of improving their minds as to husbandry and such—by sending the beast
from school to school in charge of
a lecturer versed in the things
children should know?
Or would
the calf be of greater utility as an
argument for municipal ownership
and
public
thrift—accompanied,
say, by a placard explaining that
for every four babies killed by
the municipal lighting plant and
paid for at $300 apiece less than

Lakewood may join Cleveland In a
movement to have W. 117th street
i from Lake avenue to Lake Erie
opened to the public. The west side
of W. 117th street is known as Highland avenue.
Because official opinions differ regarding whether Lakewood has lost
title to the forty-foot strip to the
lake, in which it originally had an
easement, H. E. Gresham, Lakewood
councilman, "said yesterday he will
have the matter investigated.
When W. 117th street or Highland
avenue was dedicated on Septembei
12, 1874, the strip on the Lakewood
side, from Detroit avenue to the lake,
was reserved as follows:
"This part of the street Is not to
I be opened until Thomas Hird or his
representatives, or the public at large,
request it for the purposes of a
istreet." Mr. Hird owned property on
I the Lakewood side.

1

Lake-wood's Title Questioned.
Attorneys declare that by reason,
of failing to request the opening of
the strip, Lakewood has lost all claim
to it.
However, in 1907 Lakewood
and Cleveland jointly completed a
trunk sewer under the strip to the
lake.
Alva R. Dittrick, Cleveland First
ward councilman, who introduced a
resolution in council Monday night to
open W. 117th street to the lake, will
■ confer with Lakewood officials. His
!
resolution was referred to the committee on streets.
Mr. Dittrick will confer with Mayor
Baker and Director of Public Service Sidlo, and may ask that the city
street department remove the shrub-

I JjSHiss -a »~anoa*d
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the jury's verdict, the department
of public welfare could purchase
one such calf?
As to what we shall do with our
$1,200 bull calf, and likewise as
to what we shall name it, suggestions are in order.

FIRE PREVENTION DAY
PLANS IN PREPARATION
Plans for the observance of Are prevention day, October 9, are being pre, pared by the department of public
safety, which will co-operate with the
fire prevention committee of
the
Chambeir of Commerce in the project.
Mayor Baker said yesterday he would
issue a proclamation calling upon citizens to use their efforts to minimize
fire spreading possibilities on this
day.
School authorties will be asked to
join in the movement. Superintendent
of Schools Frederick will be asked to
issue a request to school children to
gather up and dispose of rubbish.
Further plans are to be outlined by
the fire prevention committee of the
chamber at a meeting shortly.
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BUT GOODS AT HOME
Slogan is Adopted for Movement by Merchants.
President Plans to
|si Report on Feasibil4yaid Expense.
^erts Transportation Problem Demands Early
Action.
^daring street railroad conditions
Cleveland demand that attention
to the question of relieving
%, congestion and furnishing
jker service for residents in outlyis, President W. F. Thompt ot city council announced yester, be will offer a resolution in counting for a report on the cost
I feasibility of an elevated railroad
[stem.
President Thompson-will propose at
I Monday night's council meeting
I a report be prepared .by city eneers showing the cost 'of such a
a and possible routes.
h, his opinion developments in
veland in recent years have indi»d that the city is at the elevated
_ stage and that the time for
iitway system has not yet arrived.
■n to Berlin System.
insineers of the city will be asked
give attention to the Berlin eleeJ railroad system as it is con.... that city and other European
iers have solved the problem of
jtructing elevated systems_ that
ornamental as well as serviceable.
!he strongest argument advanced
tfnst the overhead rapid transit
leme is the unsightliness of these
terns in Ch'icago and New York in
lain sections of the cities. Counnan Thompson will propose that
plan of keeping off the main
tets be followed wherever possiingineers will be asked to make
thorough study of the entire questhe city will be prepared to
e some definite step if Mr. Thomp's plan is followed.
ffe want to know the cost and
i we will be able to reach some
Islon as to our future course in
u matter," said Mr. Thompson yesrday.
It might be best to* advertise for
s on a franchise, or it might be
ferable to have city council call
special election on the question of
ting the system a municipal projA leasing arrangement might be

1."

lr. Thompson discussed the entire
stion with Councilman J. W. ReyI member of the council cornea on street railways,, yesterday.
am in favor of this step," said
Reynolds. "The city well might
in to consider a rapid transit sysI It is going to be a hard matto take over the Cleveland surrailway system. The capitaliza|n has been increasing and the city
iuld have to raise $32,000,000 at this
if it wanted to buy the lines.
increasing capital also is mak3-cent fare more and more diffito sustain. Every $1,000,000 the
;ows adds $00,000 a year
-n^a-bw-den. To meet
this extra expense an additional
2,000,000 fares a year must be procured,
The street railway commissioner
says we have no right to control stock
issues. If that is so, it is going to be
hard to keep 3-cent fare."
Councilman Thompson long has
■

(

[been an advocate of the elevated rail- ■
I road method of solving the rapid I
I transit problem in Cleveland. In his I
| opinion the big outlay involved in
I constructing an underground system
I makes the elevated plan a more atI tractive method of ■solving the rapid I
transit problem.
J Officials of the Cleveland Under-i
I ground Rapid Transit Railroad Co.
I appeared before council some time I
I ago to submit a report of progress I
on their plans. It then was stated I
[the company is planning to buildI
i*uS of a type tllat would combine!
with a surface system in the suburbs. The original plan was to build I
small tubes that could not be used
for cars of the surface type.

'/Patronize home industry.
Buy
your merchandise in Cleveland."
With these injunctions as slogans,
the : retail merchants' board of the
Chamber of Commerce at once will
launch a movement aimed at preserving the custom of Clevelanders
for Cleveland merchants.
"No city in the country surpasses
Cleveland in stores," said C. A.
Dolan, manager of. Browning, King
& Co., and president of the retail
merchants' board, addressing the
iboard at noon luncheon yesterday.
"We have everything in Cleveland
that can be found elsewhere. Why
go to New York, Boston, Philadelphia or Chicago for goods?"
Yesterday's meeting was the first
of the fall season and was addressed
by F. Colburn Pinkham of New York,
secretary-manager of the National Re
tall Dry Goods association. Mr. Pinkham urged organization for retail
merchants. The association has perfected organizations in seven states.

OUR $1,200 BULL CALF.
BY authority of Mayor Baker
and the directors of the several departments of the city government, sitting as the hoard of
control, the department of public
welfare is devoting $1,200
of
Cleveland's public funds to the
purchase of a registered Holstein
bull calf, aged six weeks and still
receiving his mother's care at Bast
Claridon, O. When weaned, the
acquisition is to he removed to the
department's country place
at
Warrensville.
Indubitably Cleveland needed a
$1,200 bull calf, else it would not
have bought one at a time when
its funds are deficient, its promises
to pay unnegotiable, its tax receipts uncertain and the Smith law
still in full effect. As the immature animal can scarcely fulfill any
immediate usefulness as to draft,
dairy or other usual purposes,
doubtless the board of control was
moved to buy now on a speculative
assumption that bull calves were
going up.
But why allow this interesting
municipal investment to lie idle
while holding it for the rise?
Should not shrewd municipal management put it to some good public
use in the interim—if no more
than exhibiting it in a city hall
window to show many citizens who
never have seen and never will
Bee the. Warrensville social experiment station what a $1,200 bull
calf looks like?
The rub, of course, is in devising
such a use, or in selecting the
most profitable. The municipal
playgrounds and school gardens
haying closed for the season, would
it be well to afford the children an
opportunity to play with the pretty
creature—to say nothing of improving their minds as to husbandry and such—by sending the beast
from school to school in charge of
a lecturer versed in the things
children should know? Or would
the calf be of greater utility as an
argument for municipal ownership
and public thrift—accompanied,
say, by a placard explaining that
for every four babies killed by
the municipal lighting plant and
paid for at $300 apiece less than
the jury's verdict, the department
of public welfare could purchase
one such calf?
As to what we shall do with our
$1,200 bull calf, and likewise as
to what we shall name it, suggestions are in order.

FIRE PREVENTION DAY
PLANS IN PREPARATION
Plans for the observance of fire prevention day, October 9, are being prepared by the department of public
safety, which will co-operate with the
fire prevention committee of
the
Chambejr of Commerce in the project.
Mayor Baker said yesterday he would
issue a proclamation calling upon citizens to' use their efforts to minimize
fire spreading possibilities on this
day.
School authorties will be asked to
join in the movement. Superintendent
of Schools Frederick will be asked to
issue a request to school children to
gather up and dispose of rubbish.
Further plans are to be outlined by
the Are prevention committee of the
chamber at a meeting shortly.

Question of Extending Thoroughfare to Lake Will Be Held
Up Until Claim Is
Settled.
Lakewood may join Cleveland in a
\ movement to have W. 117th street
i from Lake avenue to Lake Erie
opened to the public. The west side
of W. 117th street is known as Highland avenue.
Because official opinions differ regarding whether Lakewood has lost
title to the forty-foot strip to the
lake, in which it originally had an
easement, H. E. Gresham, Lakewood
councilman, "said yesterday he will
have the matter investigated.
When W. 117th street or Highland
avenue was dedicated on Septembei
12, 1874, the strip on the Lakewood
side, from Detroit avenue to the lake,
was reserved as follows:
"This part of the street is not to
be opened until Thomas Hird or his
representatives, or the public at large,
request it for the purposes of a
■ street." Mr. Hird owned property on
ithe Lakewood side.
Lakewood's Title Questioned.
Attorneys declare that by reason,
of failing to request the opening of
the strip, Lakewood has lost all claim
to it. However, in 1907 Lakewood
and Cleveland jointly completed a
trunk sewer under the strip to the
lake.
Alva R. Dittrick, Cleveland First
ward councilman, who introduced a
resolution in council Monday night to
open W. 117th street to the lake, will
i confer with Lakewood officials. His
' resolution was referred to the committee on streets.
Mr. Dittrick will confer with Mayor
Baker and Director of Public Service Sidlo, and may ask that the city
street department remove the shrubbery which now bars access to the
W. 117th street extension, before
council acts.
Mayor Baker said yesterday he
would ask Director Sidlo to make a
report ^n the situation and expressed
the belief that the extension should
at least be opened to connect with
ithe new Edgewater boulevard being
built from Edgewater Park to W.
117th street, north of Lake avenue.
"If W. 117th street is opened to the
lake," Mayor Baker said, "a strong
wall should be built on the lake bluff
to prevent automobiles from going
over the cliff."
Sidlo Awaits Council's Action.
Director Sidlo said yesterday he did
not feel he should take any action
until the council committee reports
on the Dittrick resolution.
"I think, however," he said, "that
the city should keep the W. 117th
street extension open rather than
opening any other street in the vicinity, because, in the event a crosstown
car line is run across the thoroughfare, no twist would be necessary at
the Lake avenue intersection."
Demand for some immediate action
which will afford residents of the
First ward access to the lake shore
without going to Edgewater Park or
Nicholson avenue has been made by
citizens. Mayor Baker said yesterday
that there was justice in this demand,
and that, since the city owned the
street rights, the strip certainly
should be kept open to the lake.
Until recently, he said, the matter
had not been called to his attention
since he conferred with Lakewood officials several years ago. At that
time, the mayor said, persons owning property opposite W. 116th street
had started negotiations with the city
toward exchanging a strip of land
there for the W. 117th street extension.
Councilman Dittrick will confer
with these property owners to learn
whether this offer still holds good.
He expressed the belief that a sixtyfoot strip to the lake might be obtained in place of opening W. 117th
street.
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^CITY^WAN BOATS
SING- DEATH SONG

PUBLIC HEARINGS SET
ON 8-HOUR ORDINANCES
Public hearing* on the amended
Kallna ordinance, establishing an
eight-hour day for workmen eneased on public work, are to be
held by the council committees on
finance and labor Monday afternoon.
Sports from city departments
showing the effects of the proposed
ordinance, will be received at that

^ayor Baker, who vetoed the
original ordinance, would not say
yesterday whether he would sign the ,
new ordinance, offered as a com
m-omlse to the Federation of Labor
when the organization threatened
to initiate an eight-hour ordinance,
in accordance with the city charter
provisions. The substituted ordinance specifically exclude police,
flrernen and sanitary patrolmen from
the eight-hour provisions.

COUN^MAN"T¥W™SE

|

STEAM JEATJXTENSIONi
Chauffeurs or Mahouts Lacking for Graceful Park "Birds," Commissioner Decides to Use Ax—May Be Remodeled.

Amendments to franchises of the;
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, to permit the extension of
steam-heating mains along Walnut
avenue from B. 9th street to E }2th
street, will be opposed by city coun-

securely to an island in the park lake
Death songs are being sung by mu- this season. The graceful neck of the
C
™m opposed to giving the Illumnicipal swan boats purchased by the swan was admired by students from
inating Company any more rights
city last year at $285 each. They are the Cleveland School of Art and
said Councilman Reynolds yesterday,
to be executed by Commissioner of Western Reserve University, but the
'in announcing that he would lead a
boat made no three-cent trips upon
flght against the McGinty ordinance
Parks Alber.
Six were purchased by the city the placid waters, of the lake.
amending the franchise.
The Rockefeller Park swan roosted
Ordinances authorizing extensions
March 21, 1913. The boats, propelled
all
summer
upon
huge
trestles
in
the
in Huron road and Vincent avenue
by husky youths seated upon the back
of a huge swan, floated majestically i deer run at the old Wade Park zoo.
are also pending before the counci
! on the lake waters of Brookside, Visitors marveled at a swan being so
committee on streets. The origina
far
from
its
natural
waters
and
park
franchise given the lighting company
| Rockefeller and Wade Parks with
foremen
had
difficulty
in
convincing
was upheld at a referendum a year
'■ the opening of the season.
Three cents a ride was charged for them that its was not a nature fake.
ago.
a trip on the swan boats. Sometimes The swan is still resting upon its
1 the city' realized as high as sixty trestlework.
I cents a day from each of the boats,
Alber savs that the city will have
the books of the division of parks to take two additional swan boats
from the makers, but does not think
show.
BRIDGE BOND MEETING
Propelling the boats by footpower the division of parks will have to
proved an irksome task and Alber purchase the six boats originally conSET FOR NEXT TUESDAY
was unable to obtain chauffeurs or tracted for
Manufacturers are to
swan boat mahouts this season. A make improvements upon the boats
County
commissioners yesterday j
small motor was attached to the and all will be in commission next
set next Tuesday as the date for i
boat at Brookside Park. Curious =eason the commissioner of parks
their meeting with city officials and J
children were sometimes given a ride say The boats have never paid for
various civic organisations to discuss |
if they had three pennies.
the wages of operators, records show.
the advisability of submitting a
The Wade Park boat was anchored
$3,750,000 bond issue for a third high
level bridge to the people this fall.
The meeting will be held at the new
INCREASE IN "FARM"
court house at 3 o'clock in the after- j
WHITE A DROWSY COLOR?
FUND TO BE OPPOSED noon.
POOH, SAYS COURT HOUSE
Invitations were extended to the
following organisations and public
Increased appropriatio'ns asked by
County officials and court house
Chamber
of Commerce
the department of public welfare for officials:
'employees, ranging from guards to the management of the Warrensville bridge committee, city council river
stenographers, yesterday scoffed at correction farm are to be considered and harbor committee, Cleveland
Real Estate Board, Federation of
Mayor Baker's theory that white
by the council committees on finance Labor, Chamber of Industry bridge
marble finishings of the new court and charities and correction Monday. committee, Director of Public Service Sidlo, Mayor Baker, City Clerk
house cause drowsiness.
The department wants the annuai
and
County
Prosecutor
Miss Lillian Rieger, stenographer appropriation of $81,330 increased by Collins
Locher.
for Purchasing Agent Zinner, said:
$20,000.
.,
Minority members of the counci,.
"I just know I can write more leturging retrenchment, are expected tc
ters in these surroundings than 1
oppose the increased appropriations
MAYOR SEEKS TO BREAK
could were the walls of the splotchy | Thev will point out that the cit:
yellow Mayor Baker has proposed | farm recently spent $1,200 for th
PERRY FUND INJUNCTION
for the city hall, even if yellow is a purchase of a six-weeks-old Holstei.
calf and will suggest the curtailmeii
Mayor Baker spent more than two
warm color."
of farm expenditures.
hours in the court of common pleas
Miss Elizabeth Brandeis, of the
county engineer's office, supports
yesterday seeking to dissolve the inMiss Rieger's stand. Commissioner
junction obtained several months ago
Metzger, Auditor Zangerle and CusBAKER
AND
ALBER
TO
SAY
restraining the city from paying the
todian Blackstock all declare things
WHO'LL USE POOL TABLES $6,000 deficit in the funds of the Perry
couldn't be any livelier if the walls
were painted the colors uf the well
victory centennial commission. The
known rainbow.
Whether a~tl^ytor^ld boy should I council voted to appropriate the
be permitted to chalk a cue and play I money to wipe out the debt last JanCOUNCIL HEAD STARTS
pool at the municipal pool rooms at j uary.
Baker contended the new charter
4700 Broadway is to be decided at a ,
PROJECT FOR "ELEVATED"
conference between Mayor Baker and ! gave council the power to make such
Director
of
Law
Commissioner of Parks Alber today, j appropriation.
An elevated railroad system, to reSa urday the police Cosed the in- i Stockwell argued against the conlieve traffic congestion in the down
stitution because the city had failed tention. He declared the payment
town section, is suggested by Preswould be a misapplication of funds
t0 take out a pool room license.
ident W. F. Thompson, of city counBaker and Alber will endeavor to and set a bad precedent.
cil who will offer a resolution at the
B
Briefs were submitted and Judge
fle c-ae upon an age limit for players
next meeting of that body, calling
Kennedy took the matter under adfor a report on cost and feasibility
i at today's meeting.
1
visement.
of the project.
*

■
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PARK SALES NET
CITY BIG PROFIT
rn+„ Treasurer Damm Wednesday
'com'SwflSSST tfowln. that the
season's receipts from mw re
freshment stands in the parks ex
Ce

Damm^timated the profits will

"'list May the city rejected a. bid
of 518,000 for the park concessions
.
, !
ffnr 1914 and 1915.
°Thus the
park
refreshment
stands under city management,
Damm Points out, netted the, city,
$6000 more in one season than tie
city would have derived in two
years under leased management.
I
Moreover, Park Superintendent
Albei says, the city offered for sale
only the best quality of ice cream,
milk, lemonade and other refreshm
Flve cents was the usual charge
for drinks and ice cream, but 3-cent
portions were served when re-

^The6 largest total of sales of any
one day was last Sunday in Brookside Pa*, where the amateur
championship baseball game was
clayed. The receipts were $1600.
Damm Wednesday
advocated
merry-go-rounds, movies, and all
such amusements in city parks.
"The charge should be 1, 2 or 3
cents—whatever is consistent with
good service," he said. "The receipts this season convince me that
I it is up to the city to attract the
people to the parks and amuse
I them there."

ELEVATED
PLANOPPO
Mayor Baker and Server Sidlo
!Wednesday came out in opposition I
to Councilman W. F. Thompson's
plan for elevated railways to relieve traffic conditions in downtown Cleveland.
Thompson intends to offer in
council Monday night a resolution
asking City Engineer Hoffman to
report on the probable cost and
feasibility of such a scheme.
Sidlo said elevated
railways
"have made a hodge-podge" of Chicago and many parts of New York.
Baker said acquiring property for
Use of elevateds would present difficulties the city might be many
years in overcoming.
Both Baker and Sidlo expressed
their belief in subways as the ultimate solution of Cleveland's congestion problems.
W. R. Hopkins, president of the
Cleveland
Underground
Rapid
Transit Co., which holds a subway
franchise here, has not abandoned
his scheme of subways for Cleveland.
Under the franchise voted Hopkins m 1910 work on subways was
to have been started last year and
tow miles completed by Jan. 1,
o JW0 ^ths a=° Hopkins notified
Server Sidlo that owing to the tight
bond market, he would ask an extension of the franchise
dmnn Sam Wednesday he believes
council will grant the extension^

TO HEAR OPINIONS
ON BRIDGE BONDS
County commissioners
next
Tuesday will hear suggestions
from various civic and county organizations on the advisabilitv of

SPSS

Refreshment stands in Rockefeller
and Brookside' parks and possibly in
Wade and Garfleld will' be converted
into near-restaurants this winter for
the benefit of skaters, Service Director Sidlo said Wednesday. Hot coffee', sandwiches and the like are to
top the bills of fare.
Skaters deserve as much consideration as picnickers," said Sidlo, "so
we will keep open, every skating day
this winter, refreshment stands in
parks where skating facilities are I
good.
Temporary or new shelter j
houses also may be built where skates I
may be put on."
According to W. J. Champion, in
charge of the' municipal stands, the;
council's appropriation of $97,500 early
this spring will carry the park stands
through the winter.

I Councilman Gresham to Introduce
Resolution Asking Legal
Status of Claim to 40»
Foot Easement.

Lakewood will join the city of
Cleveland in an effort to have W.
,117th street, the western half of
which is known as Highland avenue, opened as an eighty-foot street
from Lake avenue to Lake Erie.
A resolution asking Lakewood's
legal adviser to investigate the
status of Lakewood's claim to aj
forty-foot easement west of the
forty-foot wide extension of W.
117th street held by Cleveland will
Cleveland's new $1,200 Holstein bull
be introduced at the next Lakewood
should worry about havingto go
| council meeting by Councilman H.
E. Gresham.
through life burdened with such ,
tiame as Maplecrest Highlaw, H„
This follows the action of Alva R.
og Cleveland! deling ?hat $1 2f0 s"
Dittrick, Cleveland First ward countoo much money to spend on any one I
cilman, asking Cleveland council to
thing let alone a bull calf, without
authorize the immediate opening
of Cleveland's strip to the lake, now I
name f
HaT offlinf %°
° »««
closed by a barrier of shrubbery at
6r
Counc
fesdav
nffi
,
'
"™en
Wed!
'
Lake avenue.
nesday officially rechristened M H
H. Cleveland "Prince Vining."
Gresham said yesterday that if it'
is found that Lakewood has lost title
U H
Ada m
Damm
man
o
f
"tT
'
^airto its half of the original street exman of the council finance committension, he will seek to have Laker
1US
hon
James
B
T"
'°
"
-ing
wood condemn a forty-foot strip, so
James B. Vining, commissioner of
Lakewood and Cleveland may jointly
charities and corrections
: have an eighty-foot street to the
forThnin5t Tas Primarily responsible
J lake. Legal authorities disagree as
for the city's purchasing the bull, so
J to whether Lakewood has title to
Cey-"n Sive «edit where credi Is
1
this strip at present, or has lost
due? Damm said Wednesday.
"He
claim to it by failing to. act against
has given most of his time to the
adverse possession.
citss farm, so I believe it no more
than just to honor him."
I
Log-leal Car Route.
Councilmen Gresham and Dittrick
: and Cleveland and Lakewood'. officials declare that W. 117th street,
the boundary line between the two
cities, would be the logical route for
a crosstowh car line and because of
this should be extended to the lake.
j An investigation asked by residents of the First ward who declare
Are city dogs temperamental and
they are barred from reaching the
aristocratic? Further, have they a
lake'shore because W. 117th street is
right to live? If in doubt, here's
closed at Lake avenue resulted in]
Dittrick's resolution and action by
what Health Commissioner Ford hr»d
Councilman Gresham.
. to say Wednesday:
Dittrick's resolution, . which not'
"In the country a dog- roams
only asks the immediate opening of'
around with both heaft and tail close
the street, also asks a report from
to the ground, disturbing no one.
Service Director Sidlo, as to the cost
ana advisability of grading, curbing I
You seldom hear of a country-raised
and paving the extension. W. 117th
cog biting anyone.
street, when opened, will afford the"But in town he stalks along, ears
only means of access .to the lake
out, tall and head up, with a divineshore between Nicholson avenue trf
bery be removed from the street
right air to take a bite out of the
Lakewood and Edgewater Park.
first leg he chances upon. He hasn't
. The resolution will be considered opening.
"If there is a chance that Lakeany place to roam, he's petted and
next Monday when the council com
spoiled and fed on dainties until
mittee on streets holds a meeting. wood either has a title to a fortyhe's 51 per cent snobbishness and
Mayor Baker and Director of Public foot extension of W. 117th street,, or
temperament and only 49 per cent
Service Sidlo are also investigating will condemn that strip, I will cerdog."
the matter and may demand at once tainly do all in my power to have
And
that,
Ford
declares,
is
that the barrier of trees and shrub- Cleveland act with them to make an
eighty-foot extension," Dittrick said
Why he will urge councilmen to
last night. "I have gone into the
write Into the new city health code
matter thoroughly and believe I may
as stringent dog regulations as
be of some assistance to Lakewood
known in America. There's to be a
officials.
pound, under Ford's plan, and all
the necessary machinery to rid
"If this cannot be done, however,"
Cleveland of every stray dog.
Dittrick said, "I would favor a revival of. a proposal made several
"A person in a city has no more
years ago to trade Cleveland's fortyright to harbor a dog than a skunk,"
Ford declared. "To live properly, a
foot extension of W. 117th street for
a sixty-foot strip opposite W. 116th
dog must have an acre for himself."
street."
The council street committee is ex- I
pected to recommend Dittrick's or- I
dinance for passage, which will
mean that the street will be opened :
to the public at once, whatever is
determined regarding grading and"
paving it.

PRINCE VINING IS
TO BE NAME OF
CITY'S NEW BULL

YOU'VE NO MORE
RIGHT TO KEEP
DOG THAN SKUNK
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BEIESCHSHMIE
FIRE E
Cleveland Safety Director i
troit Says Cleveland I
Way Beh-ind
DETROIT, MICH, SeptemaEr J
An engine house in Highland pi
a suburb of Detroit, is better eq"
ped than any fire engine
in Cleveland, Director of pi
Safety Benesch declared here toij
Benesch, Chief Rowe and Fred Cai
secretary of the Cleveland AiuoiiJ
Club, were here studying- the l
traffic system and police and [
partment methods.
The "safety zone" regulations J
would be impractical in liievelaj
Rowei declared, because f'levelal
street's are so narrow. He s
it might be tried on Superior av™
between . the Public Square"' ar.d"j
9th street.
Benesch announced he would L
a fight before the council when]
next annual appropriation is J
for more money for the police]
partment, which he said, does j
work of the park and health dej
rnents, while they get the money]
the credit.
After his inspection of the two]
partments here Benesch declared

h
O

Z

is ashamed of the equipment oi |
Cleveland fire and police
ments.
Detroit has a third more policen
than Cleveland and spends twit]
much money, Benesch said. He I
clared that, as a result, Cleveland
far behind Detroit in equip!
Rowe and Benesch both wenf
thusiastic over the women's m
lion prison here. Cleveland ouglj
have such an institution, they)
clared.
"We ought to have a plate vl
men detained as witnesses could if
a decent place to sleep," Rowel

ft

HEALTH BOARD
HO DELAY SEWAGE PL
i Legal complications, arising-j
lithe abolishment of the city 1
Stealth by the new charter, tin
fto.hold up the building ol a i
■'disposal plant on the lake shore
£EJ. 149th street. A month
missioner of Health :Ford req
the state board of health .to]
the building of the plant, sol
bonds might be issued outsffl
'Longworth debt limitation.
I Tho Bense act gives this_po^J
Iclty board of healths.
Rtpard holds that the dirties i
fdireetor of public welfare more
']y i cdrrespoiia to. those off
board of health and has
the application coine from hut

ASSESSMENTS CERTIFl
DESPITE ALL PROTf

CITY REVISES PLANS—Plans
for a canoe house at Shaker Lakes
have been revised by City Architect
Betz in order that the structure may
be erected with the $4,000 appropriated by the city council. Bids
will be received by the city October 9.

Assessments against W, Kthl
property owners, whose pavemii
ruined by the operation of mlf
dump cars' on the street accorl
Councilman Horrigan, have bed
titled to the county auditor fej
lection.
"The city broke up this piij
when it razed Fairview reserf
direct labor," said Horrigan, 1
day. "It is an outrage to'0"!
erty owners to repave it" Iboard -of revisions and aise^J
ignored the protests of l
the street and erdered the rt|
started next year,,

tv; /9/y.
OPPOSES STREET OPENING.
Councilman Flays Expense
117<h-st Project.

for W.

Chairman William Stolte of the city
i-nuncil committee on streets declared
viUferday he was opposed to expenditure to open W. 117th-st to the lake
front A resolution has been offered in
council by Councilman A. R. Dittrick to
open the street.
"Mr Dittrick seems anxious to have
a few feet of lake front property now,"
said Councilman Stolte, "but he did
not put up much of a fight for nearly
a mile of lake front property in his
ward when the matter was before the
council some time ago."
Bosh Lighting: Plans.
In order to have municipal lighting
service distributed throughout the
Bast End by Dec. 1, plans for the
...•ioment of a distributing station at:
fhP okl Woodland-av S. B. workhouse,
hundtag, owned by the city water di-;
H',„n are being rushed to completion'
VS' direction of Lighting Commis-1
SSer F W. Ballard. Commissioner
Sa lard yesterday said he had agreed
fo furnish light as well as heat at the
new art museum in Wade park before
the fall is over.
■
I

ARK CROSSINGS
MENACE LIFE AT
NEW CROSSTOWN
Councilman' Durkin Plans a.
New Fight for Lights. He
Says Witt Promised

It's Great Stuff
^pHE City Hall thinks Cleveland should have
■*• a rapid transit, elevated railroad system.
Ut course it should.
We also ought to have a big convention hall
into the lli

«****»» of Edgewater park

em eiills a straight, wide and deep river new
payments, another high-level bridge bis del
Hgnew one under way, and, a few LrfS
tariff 2TA !*

mat erS n0t at a11 that

i

A»e new

Failure of Traction Commissioner
Vv ltt or C. H. Kibbee, street lighting
projects now, that a war tax has been levied on
commissioner,
to have adequate
an
that C1?Veland has
lights placed at the Wade Park,
one,Pv?
to meet
.i)gborrow
mone
A,
the mayor,s and couneto
LKeclell, Decker and Star avenue
running
expenses.'
crossings of the East 79th street line
on.its private right of way between
tWk of th
Superior avenue and Addison road
the
1°- !G aof.
^%Itt0ought
things
.lie Citv
Uty HS
Hall thinks
to put ethe
rest
prompted
Councilman
Durkin
of
us
wise
to
the
brand
of
dope
it
uses.
*
Thursday to plan another fight for
proper lighting-.
Two months ago, Durkin says.;
Witt promised to see that either th»
city or the Cleveland Railway Company installed lights. Kibbee emphatically declared the
railway company had placed a dan-j
ger signal at the Addison-East 79th1
intersection and that city's lights
took care of the other crossings j
But Wednesday night the Wade
Park, Redell, Decker and Star crossings still were as darl- as when the
nne first was put through;
"The four crossings are so frkrk
,,
G
they are probably the worst menace
' Thompson, secretary-treas1
vlct
presented by the railway companyCompan
IS, ** of the
°r Film Servici
in the city," said Durkin
"Auto^ toId Mayor' Baker in a
letter
ists coming along, in any case areThursday that Cleveland mov8 pl c ure men
unaware of the crossings until 'they
.?
have reached the
are directly upon them, if they are not. SitJ^s ' contInued
iH:, l'iXt'lence In e.ifdurlng
familiar with the neiohbnrhond »„,, !
,
criticism of their
9
in the instances wrfere arc lights St*
^ *"■ "U8lne8s anCi Ws siv"
mg pollcemi;n
are half a hlnel- )uZLt \l
unlimited powers to
blindhdriversbland art^ ££ 2J** *« «**** ***> i# »»-

MOVIE MEN TELL
BAKERTHEYTIRE
OF HIS CRITICISM

1
men Iikewise
""invXatlon
,
,
"M°Vie"contempt
»W»t
the
investigation "" v
Wednesday
night ' mayor's
for them
person18 at th
SUPeri0i
aMy ana his
!;t
"f
"
irvsihuaticms u,^n the
iJOi intersection, although a fair intelligence and character of movugftt comes from an arc in 79th ^S picture house patrons the letter
street and another in Superior a said.
quarter block away. At Star Ive-J Baker Thursday said ' he had not
nue the nearest light to the cross- .'yet received Thompson's letter; thai
East 80th street., he considered the "movie" agitation
half
lot
east.
A
lamp closed and that no one was iii a betslight!
Hl'.er west pf the crossing ter position to judge the right from
is useless because of low shade trees. the wronS and the moral from the
At the Decker avenue crossing light- imm°ral and criminal than police
"Do you think the boys and girls
ing facilities ar.e exactly the same
as at Star—an arc light half a block of this great city are worse off in
pieture
shOTs
east and a gas lamp shaded by trees'
than they would lie in
25 0 feet west, The Redell avenue} pomj^ny with some of your col:
leagues
in
crossing also bi aits an arc light at leagues in'' Places
places frequented
frequented by
the East- SOlh street intersectioi them, and, 1 might add, controlled
but none at the crossing, although by them?" Thompson's letter queried.
there is a gas lamp 300 feet west "Would you have all the youth of
of the crossing. Wade Park avenue. this city leave the picture shows and
to
(attend municipal dance
most heavily \ravelel oi"*l*Z"r- ;I*"*?*„*"«
»° halls fur the
secting streets Ins nn n*v,t«S atI «! g od of their ™0,'als and to keep
crossh'p- ?\ !;'t,
/''
tbe|them from temptation?"
The 6 000
street a qutrfet S '■ —VJ1-,
f U.UU
,™$1
°'
Clevelanders who nighttill
trter block west, and
ait'fly
visit Cleveland moving picture
arc at bast 80th place, 350 feet east houses are of good character and suf
are relied upon for lighting. ' Mel- ficiently wise to judge films on their
rose, Cory and Whitethorn avenue own merits, the letter said. Thompcrossings have adequate light, gas son's letter ends thus:
lamps directly west of the crossings,
"Let me say you have gone far
but it so happens, residents said' enough in your relentless fight
that the lights preceded the car against the interests of a legitimate
line and just happened to be where business and patience lias ceased to
they would do good.
be a virtue. Ton will find the picture men standing shoulder to shoulder in a fight for their rights, and
the 60,000 persons who nightly attend
their places will be the final judge of
what is right."
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WEST PARK TO HAVE
BEST SEWER SYSTEM:
City Solicitor Albert Lawrence of!
West Park Thursday was preparing
legislation with the aid of the Cleye-,
and engineering department. for
what is to be, when finished, one of
the n>osl complete sewer systems m
any of the suburbs.
West Park citizens several months
ae-o voted $1'10.COO in bonds to paj 'i
th^maBe's portion of■ «i. cost. Tffi
sewers will be connected with those,
of Cleveland for the present and
Lawrence says a disposal plant will
be^nlssoonasthepopulattonof:
the village warrants,.

CHEWING GUM IS
HEINOUS; SHOWS
COP TO BE" SASSY'
Patrolmen- who ■ chew gum and
talk flippantly when up on'charges
before heads of the police division
stand absolutely no show of retain-1
ing their jobs.
This was Safety Director Benesch aj
statement Thursday when he discharged Patrolman Jerome Mahoney of the Detroit-West 29th street
station, charged with being intoxicated while on duty Sunday and
using abusive language in addressing superior officers. Benesch told
Mahoney that ' did he realize the
gravity of the charges against him
he would not have' chewed gum incessantly nor acted "sassy."
"Few patrolmen in Cleveland ever
stop to think how well off they, are,"
declared Benesch. "They get $100
Or more a month, after they have
been- on the force several years, have
full time sick . allowances and can
retire on half pay after 25 yearsservice. . , Everything considered,
their positions are .worth seeking,
and if more patrolmen realized ex-,
| actly what their'position* are there
; would be fewer up on charges."

COUNCIL KEEPS
DOGGEDLY AFTER
DOG 0R01NANC
For more than 23 years city coun
cil has been hounded with ordi- i
nances regulating "the care and i
disposition ot dogs running at

JILET
ENCY
Thomas Hackett, sixteen, 5115
Hermann-av, who says he is the
only support of his widowed
mother and five ypunger_ brothers
and sister, went out to look for a
job Wednesday. •
■ ■
Thomas did not have good luck.
He ran across a friend, Paul
Woodern, sixteen; also looking
for a job.
,
Each of the boys had $- and
they decided to give it to an employment .agency, where, they
told Mayor Baker Thursday, they
were promised immediate results.
•■We were told they had two
fobs for bellboys," Hackett said.
•■I went to the Hollenden.; They,
didn't have any jobs open.
Prince Hunley, in charge of
waiters at the Hollenden, told
Mayor Baker that boys frequently come to the Hollenden saying
they have just paid ?2 for a job
t,h©r©
Baker, indignant over the "story,
asked Prosecutor POulson
to
make a thorough investigation
"I'm going to see that this
practice of holding up unemployed
persons, especially children, is
stopped," Baker said.

And the "ol' houn' dawg" is still:
"running at large," unregulated, j
Now Councilman John F. Durkin
is making another attempt to col^
lar the dog-goned dog.
Every time the ordinance has i
come up persons who do not be- I
' lieve in dog licenses or dog pounds ;
have prevailed. Each time the ordi-1
nance has been slaughtered on the
floor of council or sent to its death i
in committee.
The present ordinance provides a
fee of 50 cents a year for every
• dog It provides that any dog .
without a license may be put m the |
dog pound and killed by some |
"painless" method if his fee isn t
paid in three days.
Oppose ''Painless Death."
' Old-time advocates of the measure say it is the "painless death
clause that arouses opposition ot
the animal lovers.
'Councilman, Durkin has had
charge of the ordinance three
years He took hold of the meas■ure after former Councilman Peter
Henry, now muny court clerk, had
failed twice to get it passed.
"Don't lose faith, Durkin,
Henry told him.
"Some day
council will pass it."
- The title of the first dog ordinance, introduced June 22, 1S91,
and killed soon thereafter, is just
like the present one. Very often
in these years the contents of the
ordinance have been mutilated,
but the title remains:
"An ordinance to regulate
the running at large of dogs,
to provide against injury or
annoyance therefrom, and to
authorize the disposition of
the same when running at
• large."
A "Blue Ribbon" Loser.
The records show that after the
ordinance first died in committee
on June 22, 1891, it again died in
committee or on the floor ot the
council on the following dates:
sent 11 1893; May 21, 1901,
June 29, 1903; March 26, 1906,
and again on May 28, same year;
June 15, 1908; April 14 1909.
Julv 8 1912, and March 24, 1913.
It is now in the committees on
health
and
sanitation
and
judiciary, where it is expected to
be poisoned, or drowned or shot
"But I do not despair,' Durkin
said Thursday. "I will keep on
trying.
Some day it will go
through."

JUfct, %6, I <j I //,
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DETROIT SAFETY ZONE SYSTEM TRIED HERE

SAYS COMMITTEE
LIKELY WILL ASK
Chairman Stolte and Councilman
Kalina Will Favor Project
if Assured of Benefit to
Citizens.

2ONE OF SAFETY
Public Safety Director A. A. Ben
esch completed arrangements yesterday for a trial of the r l.-oit safety
zone system in Cleveland. The system is to be tried at points along
Superior-av N. E., Euclid-av and
Public square. The first zones will
be marked out at cross walks in front
of the Superior-av N. E. entrance to
The Arcade, at the E. 6th-st and
Superior-av intersection and at the
federal building Public square loop.
The introduction of this system*
,may force street cars to stop at near
.crossings in all parts of the city. "The
'near stop system is in use in Detroit

and it has been adopted in New York
and Chicago as well," said Director
Benesch yesterday. "The street railroad commissioner might as well put
it into effect in all parts of Cleveland."
The safety zones will be defined by
white lines painted on the pavement.
At each place selected there will be
a zone about six feet wide and thirty
feet long parallel with the tracks
within which people will be able to
stand in safety and wait for street
cars. The cross walk will also be
defined by white lines. Automobiles
or other vehicles will not be permitted to use the zones and auto

drivers will not be permitted to park
machines alongside the curb within
the thirty-foot space. Stanchions will
be used to mark the safety zones and
for the posting of signs notifying
drivers of the parking regulation.
Plans for a strict enforcement of
the section of the new traffic regulation ordinance requiring the dimming
of headlights were announced yesterday at police headquarters. Chief W.
S. Rowe ordered all lieutenants to
night duty to assist in the general
enforcement of the ordinance. It is
claimed owners of electric machines
have not been complying with the
ordinance.

WILL ENFORCE MOVIE ACT

URGES SL_CLAIR ROUTE j

Mayor Stands Bade of Police Or-j
tiers, Be Writes.

City Engineer Suggests Way" for |
Elevated System.

'i "I have directed the police to enforce
these statutes and will sustain them in
their efforts so to do."
s Jn these words Mayor Baker yesterday in responding to a letter from C.
lG. Thompson, secretary-treasurer of
j the Victor film service, gave notice
! that he would continue the moving
picture policy announced by him some
| time ago.
j "Let me say you have gone far
enough in your relentless fight against
the interests of a legitimate business
and patience has ceased to be a virtue," said Mr. Thompson in his letter.
"You will find the picture men standing shoulder to shoulder in a fight for
their rights and the 00,000 persons who
nightly attend these places will be the
[final judges of what is right."
L..Tlle ™tf'0I',lri his response declared
jthat while the possibilities for good
(are limitless in the moving picture
business like most good things it is
I susceptible of abuse.

West Park Plan. Sewers.
^S£Hu&S
o^Snl^SS^t'menl

St. Clair-av N. E. from the heart
of the downtown section to the Nottingham district ten miles east, would
be the most suitable street for an
East Side elevated railroad, in the
opinion of City nmgineer Robert HoffL
man.
j
"The street is wide enough to permit the construction of an °levated "
he said. "The structure could be
placed above street surface tracks "
President W. F. Thompson of citv
council is planning to offer a resolution in council Monday night calling
for a report containing an estimate
of the cost of an elevated system and
the feasibility of such a rapid transit
scheme as compared with a subway

Benesch Dismisses Patrolman.
Patrolman Jerome Mahoney, charged
with intoxication while on duty, was
dismissed from the force yesterday by
Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch.
Director Benesch in announcing his decision declared the patrolman would
not be chewing gum or talking flipI pantly while on trial if he realized the
| gravity of the charges.

William Stolte, chairman of the
council committee on streets, said
yesterday he believed the committee
would recommend passage of Councilman A. R. Dittrick's resolution, to
have W. 117th street from Lake avenue to Lake Erie opened to'the public.
The committee will consider the
matter at a meeting Monday afternoon. Members have planned peri sonally to inspect the street extension before the meeting.
J Chairman Stolte and Councilman P.
V. Kalina, another member, said yesterday they would favor opening the
street at once, if they were assured
it would benefit the city and residents of the section.
The city already holds' title to a
forty-foot easement at the present
end of W. 117th street, extending to
the lake shore, but .access to the
strip is barred by shrubbery.
Dittrick's resolution asks that council order the thicket removed and that
Director of Public Service Sidlo report as to the cost and advisibility of
grading, paving and curbing the extension. W. H7th street will afford
the only means of access to the lake
between Edgewater Park and Nicholson avenue, in Lakewood.
Lakewood originally owned a similar forty-foot easement in an extension of W. 117th street, or Highland avenue, as the west side of the
street is called, and Lakewood officials have started investigation to !
determine whether the city still has |
j title. If not, it is proposed to con; demn enough land on the Lakewood '
! side of the strip to permit Cleveland
■ and Lakewood jointly to build an
! eighty-foot extension to the lake.
, Councilman Dittrick will confer
with Mayor Tyler and other Lakewood officials.
According to J. C. Pettee, son-inlaw of Mrs. J. M. Gasser, who owns
the property abutting on the W. 117th
street extension, there is no probabUl ty that
. .
Property owners in the
vicinity will oppose opening the
street. The movement to open the
strip was occasioned by protests from
First ward residents, who objected
to the strip being kept closed.

WORKHORSE PARADE TO
BE HELDJ0MORROW
Work horses dressed up in their
shiniest harness will march proudly
through the city streets tomorrow,
when the annual workhorse parade
of the Humane Society will be held.
The parade starts at 3 o'clock,'
crossing the Superior viaduct to w!
25th street, south on W. 25th street
to Lorain avenue, to Abbey avenue,
to W. 14th street, crossing the Central viaduot to Ontario street, to the
Public Square, to Euclid avenue and
E. 17th street to Superior avenue and
past the reviewing stand in front of
the city hall.
WANTS MORE LIGHT—Cleveland Railway officials were urged
by Councilman Durkin yesterdav to
provide better lighting at points
j where its private right of way for
E. 79th street cars intersects streets, j

f>4
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CITY BEGINS TUNNEL WATCH 'EM GO!
TO NEW 5-MILE CRIB BENESCH-WITT;
A FINISH FIGHT
Tunnel construction in the extension to the new West Side intake
crib, five miles out in Lake Brie, was
started by the waterworks division
yesterday after a year and a half ol
preliminary work.
Tunneling machinery, leased by
the city, is being used, and a twentyinch cut was made on the first day.
The tunnel lo to -be ten feet in diameter and lined with reinforced concrete block. The tunneling machinery
has a capacity of thirty lineal feet
per day and will be operated from
! both the intake and shore ends, ac' cording to Waterworks Commissioner
Schulz.
• Concrete blocks have never been
used for a lake tunnel, Schulz admits, and other innovations have been
decided upon since the city under-

DANGER IGNORED IN
CITyjMJETTY PLANS
Building of Edgewater Structures
Announced in Spite of Expert's Warning.

took the building of the tunnel by direct labor. The use of tunnel shields,
which wall be pushed ahead of the
digging machinery, and mechanical
After assimilating Safety Director
erectors, will share with the concrete
Benesch's proposed plan of safeblock the interest of engineers, Schulz
guarding pedestrians downtown by
says.
marking off safety zones, SO by 6
Concrete block was decided upon
feet, at car stops, councilmen Friby waterworks englners as a cheaper
substitute for brick, after contractors
day began looking forward to a clash
bids had twice been rejected. Royalbetween Traction Commissioner Witt
ties of ?11,000 had to be paid by tha
city for block manufacturing equip-; and Benesch Monday when the plan
ment The sum of $90,000 was appro- , Is presented to council.
Witt and Councilman Meyers repriated for the work. Schulz. in a
peatedly have disagreed violently
lengthy report to the city council,
declared that the tunnel could be I over the establishment of near-side
built for less than that amount, but I stops in residence districts or when
other utility department officials now
any new-fangled, as Witt has termed
declare the cost will be in excess of
them, plans for safety in congested
districts have been broached.
a million dollars.
"Witt always has fought any suggestion that he regards as dealing
with the operation of the railway
Changes in jetty construction have
company, but I am going to put my
been ordered by Mayor Baker also, to
plan in effect and wait for him to
prevent muddying of the beach.
kick," Benesch (Jeclared. "The plan
workg all right fn Detroit, although
Newman declared that Captain
the trailer system is not in effect
Benham's fears were unfounded and
there, but with wider zones here'
said that additional jetties would
there should be no difficulty."
prevent the sands of the beach from
Ziones, 6 feet diwe and 30 feet
being washed away. He admitted
long, will be marked with white
that the foundation of the bathhouse
paint at all car stops on Euclid and
was being re-inforced by piling sand
Superior avenue's between the Square
bags against it.
and Bast 9th street.
The space
within the zone will be sacred to pe-

Additional jetties are to be built at
Edgewater bathing beach in the face
of warning that the new bathing
pavilion is seriously menaced by
stone jetties already constructed.
Park Engineer Newman, said yesterday that plans for three small
jetties extending fifty feet into the
lake had already been drawn and
bids for the work would be received
. by the city shortly.
Newman's announcement followed
charges by Captain C. E. Benham,
marine expert, that jetties already
built were destroying the bathing
beach and that collapse of the walls
of the new $150,000 bathhouse might
follow severe storms this winter.

destrians. The- crosswalks also M.
m
be marked off.
.'Chief ROWe has also., studied C
troit traffic regulations. H(s order*!
dhe change in Cleveland rules v
vehicle' desiring to make a J^j.
angle turn must proceed until h
crosses the center of street on wta
traffic is held up, stopping as near
to the center as possible to.' allow di
rect traffic to proee-ed around it js.
stead of waiting for it to make thj
turn.

IAYROLL CUT PERILS
: CITY'S SIGNAL
=Wen fire department linemen. atj
nieotricians, working out of the &
■pnrtnient's signal headquarters Hill
Sjgenue, near East 6th street,•win,
laid off indefinitely about October L
|afcty Director Benesch said Friday!
1 setious shortage of fire department
minds is responsible..'
"TThis will leave only Harry { Bow
A, the department's chief electrician
j£nd two regular men to keep the d.'
jfiartment's intricate signal service I
cJrder.
"
"-Benesch already has cut the safeh
cfepartment's payroll $3,400 a year bv
abolishing the $2,500 secretaryshi
«elcl by H. F. Stillman. and a seer*
tary-clerk's position, paying 5900,

DAMM SAYS HE DESPITE SUIT THREAT
ISLANDS OF SAFETY*
CITY WILL LET J(
MAY FIGHT NEW
FAVORED BY BENESCH
MILK ORDINANCE

The board of control will take fins!
action Monday on awarding the sej
city hall interior contract to the
George A.' Fuller . Company, Taylor
arcade, despite warnings from the
John Pierce Company, New York,
that an injunction suit may lie ,t*
gun, Service Director Sidlo said Frida
The Pierce company's bid TO
$38,000 lower than the Fuller com.
pany's. The former claims that M
not time been capitalized and iis
marble bid discounted, it would liaxe
been low.

Safety zones may be established at
street car stops In Superior avenue,
More than 100 retail milk dealers
between the Public Square and E.. who do not pasteurize the milk they
9th street, Director of Public Safety; pell have been called to appear before the council health committee
Benesch said yesterday, on his return from Detroit, where he studied Monday to tell why they are opposed
to the ordinance which Health Comtraffic regulations.
missioner Ford has proposed.
|
The zones for passengers awaiting
Councilman Datum Friday talked]
cars will be marked off on the pavewith a number of dealers opposedj
ment six feet outside the car tracks.
(o pasteurization and may oppose.
They will be about thirty-five feet Ford's ordinance. The dealers said
CITY NOTES TO BE OFFERED long and six feet wide. Vehicle trafthe requirements would cause un■—Five month, 5% Per cent notes, fic will pass between the safety zone
necessary expense. Damm said he
for $765,000, authorized by council and the curb.. Parking of automowould investigate and if he believed
to meet operating expenses for the 1 biles at curbs opposite zones will be
the ordinance was an attempt to
present year will be offered for sale I prohibited.
force small dealers out of business
October 15.
Benesch says the system is working he would fight it. Most of the resuccessfully in Detroit and that vetall dealers either are pasteurizing
BRIDGE BIDS RECEIVED — hicle drivers observe the same rule at
or are willing to install pasteurizaThirteen bids for the construction of points w'here zones have not been
tion . plants, Ford declared Friday.
the substructure of the Clark high
Those who refuse will be prosecuted
off.
level bridge were received by the marked
if the ordinance passes, he said.
The system will not be placed in
city yesterday. The contract will
"Cleveland is far behind other big
effect until after Police Chief Rowe
approximate $100,000.
cities in the question of milk suphas corresponded with officials in
ply," Ford said Friday.
"Other
other cities regarding the best methbig cities long have had compulsory
ods for marking off the isles of
pasteurization, while Cleveland dinsafety.
ers have been allowed to follow their
Rowe is not optimistic about the
own dictates. Of the 361 dealers in
i,zone system here, owing to streets
Cleveland, delivering more than 52.narrower and the fact that
City Order to Construct Sewer. | being
000 ■ gallons of milk every day, 98
trailer cars are used.
dealers now pasteurize; 113 are willOrders to construct sewers for the : Vehicle drivers turning to the left
ing to, while 69 are doubtful and 81
proper disposal of refuse in Dug- will pull to the center of the street
have stoutly refused.
way brook, between Euclid avenue land allow other vehicles to pass to
"The best of milk is none too good.
and the lake, were given to the city the right Instead of remaining at the
Pasteurization
will
mean better
by the state board of health yester- curbs while awaiting the traffic offihealth and. although it will mean
day. City council had asked that cer's signal. Orders to make this
some expense to dealers who do not
the stream be condemned as a public, change in traffic regulations were isnow use the process, the results will
nuisance so that sewer bonds might sued by Rowe yesterday.
justify it."
be issued outside the bonded debt
Members of the Retail -Milk Deai
limitation.
ers' association are not opposed to
the pasteurization ordinance, Siimuel Cornelius, 6221 Lorain avenue,
secretary of the association, said
Thursday.
"Most dealers receive milk shipments only once a day," he said,
"and the length of time the: milk
stands before being delivered makes
pasteurization almost -necessary."

EAST 40TH STREET IS
NEXT PLAYED 11
Now that City Hall and tin
Railway
Company officials J
nearly through playing v* W
avenue between East Wth »M
streets, East 40th street is «■**»
as the new toy.
.
. .,
Friday the board of control »
proved a ^aiaiary$2,791 to the James D»
»*
\um Company for the «wr.*
street from Prospec to '<
avenue. After this is flow t* ;
will be blockaded another-mfl
six weeks while a new P^eW
laid.

luu*>
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3-CENT FARE IS

(PUUtLsi ^jLfiTJ.

*£

WORK HORSES TO HAVE

SAVE AIR AND COST"
!
ON WEST SIDE TUNNEL:

DRESS PARADE TODA Y
BOOSTfNGVALUE •"""""*

0FCHTO«WO

It will cost the city slightly un-'
; aer $20 a day to dig the new West
| hide tunnel, leading 22,000 feet in
| to the -lake off Division avenue
I pumping station to bo used as a feedlerforthe new Division filtration
-Plant, Utilities Director Stage said !
I Saturday.
.Only four or five men will be I
used in digging, stage said, on ac-1

During Procession, Girls Will Sell Tags and Watch Fobs to Buy
Auto Ambulance for

Disabled Dobbins.

—BUILDING INSPECTOR.
Tags and watchfobs to-raise funds K. Ferry, secretary of the organizaThree-cent fare, low-priced wafor a new automobile ambulance for tion. There are seventy classes, all
ter, cheap gas and other public imdisabled horses will be sold today, filled. The parade will form on St.
provements have added $150,000,000 during the annual work horse parade Clair avenue at 2:30 o'clock and will
under the auspices_ of the Cleveland pass through downtown streets, passto Cleveland land values in the last
Work House Parade Association.
ing a reviewing- stand in front of the
three years, according to figures
One hundred girts,'" under the di- city hall. Prizes will be awarded
compiled by Virgil D. Allen, buildrection of Miss Hazel Kenniston, 3008 there.
ing inspector.
Library avenue, will have charge of
Rules for judging provide that all
"Comparison of land values to- soliciting: funds. They hope to raise horses must have been In the posday with those of 1911 shows that
$4,000. Gold, silver and bronze medals session of the present owner for at
will be awarded for the highest num- least thirty days; horses must be in
the $2,000,000 a year which is saved
condition to do a full day's work and
to car riders by 3-cent fare has ber of sales.
Entries for the parade this year must show evidences of having been
been capitalized by landowners,
are unusually large, according to H. regularly at work.
who have been gradually boosting
their rents," said Allen Friday.
"This means the average tenant
is really little better off under
ARGUES AGAINST DEALERS
3-cent fare than he was under
5-cent fare. What he saves in the
FOR PASTEURIZING MILK
cost of transportation he gives to
his landlord.
Commissioner of Health Ford will
"In 1911 the quadrennial apattempt to best milk dealers with
N
praisal showed the value of all
their own arguments when the counland in Cleveland, exclusive of
improvements, to be about $400,- [ Citizens Plan to Appear Before cil committee on health and sanita000,000.
tion takes up the Smith ordinance reCouncil Committee
"Today it is estimated the value
quiring the pasteurization of milk,
of land, exclusive of improvements,
Monday.
Monday
has jumped to $600,000,000. That
"Records show that it is the dealer
means the increase in value has
been $200,000,000,
Residents of the First ward inter- who fights pasteurization who loses
"The population in the same
ested in the opening of W. 117th trade and goes out of business," sa'id
period, according to the best estiI
street
between Lake avenue and-Lake Ford yesterday, in answer to the
mates, has increased from about
[
Erie
yesterday
planned to attend a declaration of small dealers that they
580,000 to 650,000, an advance of
' meeting of the council committee on will be forced to discontinue business
70,000.
j streets when that body considers the if the ordinance passes.
Per Capita Value $690.
Councilman Wagner suggested yesW. nviii street matter Monday.
"The value of land per person
As a result of protests of citizens terday that small dealers unite and
in 1911, obtained by dividing | because, the only means of access to build a central pasteurization plant.
$400,000,000 by 580,000 was, I the lake between Edgewater Park in case the city does not undertake
therefore, $690. Using this last
and Nicholson avenue, Lakewood, has municipal pasteurization.
figure as the per capita value of
been kept closed, though title is.vest?
each person who comes to Cleveed in the city, Councilman Dittrick
land, and multiplying it by 70,000,
has demanded immediate opening of
the increase, we obtain a figure
OPPOSES ANNEXATION
close to $50,000,000. This in the : the street. Though dedicated as a
.
s1
i-eet
and
designated
as
an
open
increase in land values due to
OF PARTS OF VILLAGES
thoroughfare in maps in the city enincrease in population.
gineer's
office,
entrance
to
the
exten"But the rise in values was
Parts of suburban villages no
$200,000,000, which leaves $150,- sion for years has been blocked by longer will be annexed by the city, if
a
thicket
of
shrubbery.
000,000 unaccounted for. This
a policy announced yesterday by DiForty feet of the west half of the rector of Finance Coughlin is apmust have been due to improve■
.
extension
originally
belonged
to
the
ments in the city, chief of which
proved by the citj' council.
city of Lakewood. and Lakewood
was 3-cent fare."
Complications arising from the an- j
council will consider a plan at its
When fighting for 3-cent fare,
next meeting- to join with Cleveland nexation of a portion of Shaker':
Allen says Tom Johnson told peoHeights village caused Coughlin to
ple that landowners would be the j to make the street extension eighty come out in opposition to the pracreal beneficiaries of a decrease in! feet wide. Cleveland's easement is
of taking in detached portions of
fare.
only forty feet wide. The western ] tice
villages.
"To obtain the benefit for them-; half of the thoroughfare is known as I
selves, Johnson said it would be: Highland avenue.
necessary for the people to tax j
First ward residents are expected
land values higher," said Allen.
to oppose any proposal to open another street to the lake instead of
W. 117th street, on the ground that
that highway.is the logical route for
a future cross-town car line and !
should be completed. The paving of
the strip from Luke avenue to the
lake is not sought at present, but
residents of the vicinity insist it
should be kept open and not abandoned.

WARD 1 TO MEW. 117
STREET WAR TO CITY

BRIDGE FOR ST. CLAIR
AVENUE NOW PLANNED
Initiative petitions for an election
on issuing $750,000 worth of bonds for
remodeling the Superior viaduct and
connecting it with St. Clair avenue,
are to be circulated.
St. Clair avenue manufacturers ana
West Side business men are back
of the project, it was learned at the
, city hall yesterday. It is not planned
, to submit the question at the coming
| election, it is stated
Plans call for the removal of the
viaduct draw and building a high
level span from St. Clair avenue to
the westerly approaches of the present structure, giving the city a third
| high level bridge.
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a
chme
r",e "Sethe°f earth
citing,
chine.
Unless
showsma-I
aI
tendency to soften and press back!
on the shield,, endangering diggers !
no air will be needed, thus cutting''
down the city's cost, according to I
Stage.
i

GAS RATE HERE
CANNOT RE CUT
j

Mayor Baker declared Saturday
that it will be impossible for Clevc| laud to force down the East Ohio
j Gas Company rate of ;30 cents until
J the franchise expires in 1921. Baker
| thus knocked out the proposed at| tempt of- Councilman Kalina to
bring about a lower rate immediately on the Around' that the Hast Ohio
supply for Cleveland now comes
Iron, the Cleveland district, while
| the rate specified in the franchise
specifically applies for gas from the
! West Virginia fields.
"The ordinance specified the
j for gas from West Virginia, Peiin{ sylvania and Ohio fields," Baker
j sa;d. "I have examined the' franj chise and I helped draw it. The
only means by which the present
j rate could be abrogated now would
| be to prove that the East Ohio sup! ply failed to measure up to the heat
1 unit standard specified."

^^^^^^■^■■■^■■i
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GIRL WILL LEAD PET IN
WORK HORSE PARADE TODAY

£^ J^d a,/tit.

'AIRS
MAKE FSRETRAP
OF UNION DEPOT
Councilman Townes and Cororner Byrne Say Eemodeled
Station Endangers Lives.
PE0BE WILL BE ASKED
Building Inspector and Fire
Chief Promise They'll Start
Investigation.
Councilman Townes, after
personal inspection Saturday of
union station alterations, announced he will introduce a |
resolution in council Monday
night demanding a thorough investigation of the fire hazard.
Townes pointed out faults in
the $100,000 "repairs" made by i
railroads. With Coroner Byrne, j
leader of the safety first move-!
ment, he branded the present
station with its new wooden
runways and stairways a veritable firetrap.

GLADYS FRENCH
ANP "HAPPY"
A feature of the workhorse parade
this afternoon will be the entry of
Miss Gladys French, 6901 Grand-av
S. E. Miss French will drive a horse
given to her when she was 14 and
which she has cared for in the past
ten years.
The parade will beg-in to form at
1:30 p. m., on .St. Clair-av, N. E.,
and at 3 o'clock, will move westward
to Public square, then along- Superlor-av N. W. and across Superior viaduct to W. 25th-st. It will proceed
along 25th-st to Loraln-av and across
Abbey-av bridge to W. 14th-st and
the Central viaduct.
It will then pass through Ontariost S. E. and Euclid-av to E. 17th-st;
down the latter to Superior-av and
then westward to Public square,
where it will disband.
The reviewing stand will be in
front of the city hall, and the award-

ing of prizes will take place there.
More than 300 entries have been received. This is somewhat less than
in previous years, but the committee
this year has sought to have only
the best horses entered, rather than
to have a large number.
Among the noteworthy entries is
that of the Harbaugh Co., whose contribution will be a team, each horse
weighing more than a ton.
A campaign for obtaining an auto
horse-ambulance will be carried on
by girls who are to be supplied with
tags which they will sell for whatever sum the purchaser wishes to
give. For all contributions of §1 or
more a watch fob and certificate of
membership in the Cleveland Work
Horse Parade association will be
given. The committee has offered
gold, silver and bronze medals to
the three girls making the greatest
sales.

Ask Additional Finds.
The public welfare department has
asked for additional funds reaching a
total of $112,000 since the first of the
year. This Is aside from the appropriation allowed by council at the com-.
mencement of 1914. A large part of
this additional appropriation was given
City hospital. Council at the first «f
the year will face the question of continuing new work undertaken by th*
WOULD REBUILD VIADUC T department
during the year.
\
Citizens to Ask Council to Change
Superior Span.
A movement for the reconstruction
of the old Superior viaduct on completion of the new high level bridge
is being launched. Council is to be
asked to authorize $750,000 bonds to
rebuild the easterly half of the old
structure and place the approach at
St. Clair-av N. W. instead of at Superior-av N. W.
Practically no changes would have
to be made in the westerly end of the
structure and it would serve as a direct approach to Bulkley boulevard,
as well as to buildings in the group
plan section of the city.
City Law Director John N. Stockwell was asked yesterday for advice
concerning circulation of initiative
petitions. It is contended that rebuilding of the structure would relieve congestion at Superior-av N. "W.

"I want to know why such an important alteration project has been
allowed to go so far with big defects that present great„hazards to
passengers," Townes said.
Byrne charged safety zones have
not been provided for transients,
and that in stormy weather passengers will have no protection from
wind and rain on boarding or leaving trains.
"It would appear the railroads
have made these alterations at
the station with utter disregard
for the safety, comfort and. convenience of users of the depot,"
| Bryne said.
Promise Inspection.
Fire Chief Wallace and Building Inspector Allen said Saturday
they will make personal inspection
of the station alterations, now
nearly complete, on the basis of
the criticism o£ Townes and
Byrne.
"I do not believe any large
number of people could get out of
the station in case sparks from
engines should ignite the wooden
runways or stairways," said
Townes.
Allen said no report on the alterations has been made to him
by his inspectors since the changes
were begun at the depot.
Mayor Baker, questioned on the
elaborate alterations made on the
old station while negotiations for
the new station are hanging fire,
stated he relies on the statement
of A. H. Smith, head of the New j
York Central lines, that the
changes at the old station will not
delay plans for the new depot.

KING HELPS HARPIST
OF MUMY ORCHESTRA
Mrs. Isa Latish-Harntck, New
York, will be the harpist of the
muny orcnestra this winter.
Mrs. Latish-Harnick, a native
of Poland, was started in her
musical career by King Albert of
Saxony, who observed her musical
ambition and talent and presented
her with a harp.
jner salary with the muny orchestra will be $50 a week for 17
weeks, beginning Nov. 1.
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LAKESIDESHIFT
TDCREATEFIGHT
Practical Decision to Move Hospital Expected to Embroil City
and Railroads in ^Battle
Over Use of Old Site.
A bitter fight, between the city
and the Lake Shore and the
Pennsylvania railroads is expected to follow what is practical- j:
ly a decision of the Western Re- \
serve Medical College faculty to re->
! locate that institution, the Dental
College, Lakeside Hospital and the
' Babies" Dispensary, in Adelbert road
across from the university's build-|
ings.
The faculty made a conditional
, recommendatUm to this effect at a
i meeting Friday,? which recommenNation will be considered, prob- j
ably decisively, at sessions of the
trustees of the university and trus' tees of the hospital, to be held the,
I latter part of the week. %
, If the Ford property, which con! tains ten acres valued at $297,000, is)
to be utilized as a site for this re-j
markable medical group, action must
• be had before October *10. An
! option taken on the property by Dr.
!
Charles P. Thwing, president of the]
university, expires then. This option |
provides for a ninety-nine-year lease,
with privilege of purchase after ■
' twenty-five years at the original j
: price.
City eouncilmen fear that acqui-1
Isition of the hospital property by the
; railroads will aid the latter in their,
application for authority to construct;
a 900-foot fill into the lake from E.
9th street to E. 26th street, a project
to which the city is unalterably op-J
I posed.
| It .is known that negotiations be- i
tween the Lsfte Shore and the Pennsylvania for Hhe purchase of the'
Lakeside Hospital property have,
been under way for some time. It
is said in some quarters that the
apparent willingness of the hospital,
authorities to accept the re-location
plan, means that some sort of an
agreement on deposition of the .
Lakeside property'■has been reached
with the railroads.
, The city submitted an alternate
plan for development of the lake
front after the railroads applied to!
ithe government for permission to j
make the fill. At this time trustees
of the hospital opposed granting of
the request on the ground that it
would entail changing of railroad
d that the smoke and noise
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A BAREFACED HINT.
""77ITH the express approval of
» Mayor Baker, a new boulei-d intended to connect Euclid
onue with Lake Shore boulevard
...t in the eastern environs has
= jn officially designated "Forest
i:il Parkway."
The name is
adscapy enough, and perhaps [
jre euphonious than any possible1 i
rivative of Dugway brook. But'
is more than a name. By auiritative admission, it Is an inaation, an insinuation, a hint as
. inted as the hiuters could make

Calls Mayor
Unfair Critic
of the Films
C. G. Thompson Charges
Baker With Contempt
for Picture Industry

That Mayor Baker has been unfair
In all his criticisms of moving pictur plays and theaters in Cleveland
Opposite the southern end of the
and that he has taken an antagoJlected parkway lies Forest Hill,
nistic attitude toward a field of en[in D. Rockefeller's seat in these
deavor that supports hundreds of
"ts. By appropriating the name
citizens, is the trend of a letter written to him by C. G. Thompson, mani city seeks to convey to Mr.
ager of the Universal Film Manu.ckefeller a subtle sense of the
facturing Company's branch, Prositabiiity of a clause in MB last
pect avenue and Huron road.
11 and testament transferring to
"In addressing you upon a subject
of vital importance to myself and
) city all rights and titles in said
others I do It with greatest respect
ate, the same to be maintained
for the lofty position you hold," he
. Cleveland in perpetuity as a pubwrote to the mayor, "but neverthe• park for the use and benefit of
less I feel that I would not be doing
my duty if I longer hesitated. For
i jvelanders,
East
Clevelanders
nearly a year you have in every posJ others. Or, in case he waxes
sible way shown contempt for the
patient, it is understood no obpicture show business and for those
tion will be made if he does it
engaged In the same. In December
of last year you caused wholesale
~,v.
arrest of proprietors of picture
It is not as if the property were
shows and now you are placing your
any present use to Mr. Rockefelban upon posters.
•. He has not occupied It during i
"You do not seem to realize that
i past summer.
There is no\ you have been making war upon an.
>of that his failure so to do was! extensive business In which more
than $3,000,000 is Invested In Cleve:asioned, not by illness jn hisj land and more than 2,000 people given
aily, but by tha vocal and other \ steady employment and more than
Wfty of local officials in en- 60,000 entertained every night."
He calls attention to the fact that
coring to forca him to pay per- j
every film shown in Cleveland Is
>al fcrst** tp tfee amouSfc of some passed by the National Board of
iuons of dollars annually in Censorship, of which Frederick C.
yahoga county rather than else- Howe, a former Clevelander, is
ere —an endeavor, curiously chairman. Comparing picture shows
to the municipal dance hall, Mr.
>ugh, now menacing East Cleve- Thompson asks whether it is the
d with a sort of boomerang opinion of the mayor that the latter
is better for young folks' morals and
ikniptcy.
them from temptation.
Af; my. xatsut:ts assarefi that its keeps
"After your experience with the i
owner cannot again visit Forest police censoring of the film last win- j
Hill without having his days of ter," the letter continues, "you!
residence anxiously numbered by ' start them out now passing upon!
posters. Has their judgment been'
tfae tai gatherers.
The park he quickened since then that they are j
once gave the city is still used en- now able to make better showing'
tirely for park purposes, still than they did with the film? Did
known by his name. Under all the you know that nearly all the posters
used by the picture shows are made
circumstances, the hint that the, here, and that 400 people are given
city is eagerly anticipating receipt steady employment making posters?
"If you think that degenerates
of his summer home also as a good
could carry on a business involving
will offering appears to be regarded
$3,000,000 just give them the 'once
In official circles as a peculiarly
over.' If you think the people who
felicitous bit of council chamber
attend picture shows are of the susceptible kind, without minds, people
diplomacy. They have queer ideas
who need guardians, just step into a
of manners and such like, in offew of the shows and give yourself
ficial circles.
a big surprise. If you think the
makers of posters are not looking
after the welfare, of our citizens
just make a visit to the Morgan and
Otis lithograph plants and see what
FIGURES TO SHOW HOW
kind of business you seek to destroy."

8-HOUR DAY WILL WORK

ST1

ioaymiiitf

s

Figures showing how city departments will he affected by the operations of an eight-hour working
day will be presented to the council
committees on finance and labor tomorrow, when they meet to consider
the amended Kalina labor ordinance.
The original ordinance was vetoed
by Mayor Baker, on the ground that
the city lacked funds to carry out
the provisions of the. measure.
Legislation now pending before the
council specifically excludes police,
firemen and sanitary patrolmen from
the eight-hour provisions.

$200,000 for Dugway Sewer.
Legislation authorizing the issuing
of $200,000 worth of bonds for sewering Dugway brook, in accordance
with orders from the state board of
health, will be introduced in the city
council tomorrow night. The city
council some time ago asked the
state board to condemn the stream
as a public nuisance.
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LAKESIDESHIFT
TO GHEATE FIGHT
Practical Decision to Move Hospital Expected to Embroil City
and Railroads in Jattle
Over Use of Old Site.
A bitter fight between the city
and the Lake Shore and the
Pennsylvania railroads is expected to follow what is practical
Re-J
ly a decision of the Wesi
serve Medical College faculty to re-j
'locate that institution, the Dental
College, Lakeside Hospital and the
' Babies" Dispensary, in Adelbert road
across from the university's buildings.
!
The faculty made a conditional;
, recommendation to this effect at a:
. meeting Friday,! which recommen- j
dation will be considered, prob-1
ably decisively, at sessions of thej
trustees of the university and trus- j
tees of the hospital, to be held the!
latter part of the week. |
If the Ford property, 'Which con- j
tains ten acres valued at $297,000, is
to be utilized as a site for this re- j
markable medical group, action must';
be had before October "10. An
! option taken on the property by Dr. j
Charles F. Thwing, president of the 1
:
university, expires then. This option j
provides for a ninety-nine-year lease,
with privilege of purchase after
\ twenty-five years at the original,
price.
j City councilmen fear that acqui- j
1 sitiori of the hospital property by the
j railroads will aid the latter in their.
application for authority to construct ;
a 900-foot fill into the lake from E.
9th street to B. 26th street, a project
to which the city is unalterably op- j
| posed.
It .is known that negotiations be- i
tween the Lsfie Shore and the Pennsylvania forHhe purchase of the
Lakeside Hospital property have,
been under way for some time. It
is said in some quarters that the
apparent willingness of the hospital,
authorities to accept the re-location'
plan, means that some sort of an
agreement on deposition of the ,
Lakeside property *-has been reached
with the railroads.
The' city submitted an alternate
plan for development of the lake
front after the railroads applied to
ithe government for permission to
make the ' fill. At this time trustees
of the hospital opposed granting of
the request on the ground that it
would entail changing of railroad
grades, and that the smoke and noise
Would annoy hospital patients.
Afterwards the hospital trustees
opened negotiations to lease a portion
of the Marine Hospital property to
,'the east from the government. Fearing it was the intention, of the Lakeside trustees to dispose of this to the'
railroads, the city council forwarded
a protest to Ohio Senators and Cleve| land Congressmen.
"I think it altogether likely that
j the hospital trustees will dispose of
| their property to the railroads if they
decide to relocate their institution."
said Mayor Baker.
A story was current to the effect ■
that the railroads were planning aj
coup and that they would eventually
locate the new Union station on the j
Lakeside property. Inasmuch as an
agreement for purchase of the Lake
View Park site at a price of SI,400,000 {
has been made, this is considered un- !
likely. It is estimated that the Lake- '
side property would be held at anywhere from $750,000 to $1,000,000.
"As president of the university I
would be perfectly satisfied with the
relocation of the medical group on the
t-ord
property,"
said
President
Mining.
"I cannot say what the
trustees will do in regard to the conditional recommendations made by
the faculty."

A BAREFACED HINT. .
--rrITH the express approval of
» Mayor Baker, a new boulei'd intended to connect Euclid
3nue with Lake Shore boulevard
• ,.t in the eastern environs has
= jn officially designated "Forest
:il Parkway."
The name is
adscapy enough, and perhaps
jre euphonious than any possible
rivative of Dugway brook. But
is more than a name. By au.. iritative admission, it is an inflation, an insinuation, a hint as
.. inted as the hinters could make

Calls Mayor
Unfair Critic
of the Films
£C G. Thompson Charges
Baker With Contempt
for Picture Industry

That Mayor Baker has been unfair
In all his criticisms of moving pictur plays and theaters in Cleveland
Opposite the southern end of the
and that he has taken an antagojjected parkway lies Forest Hill,
nistic attitude toward a field of en'an D. Rockefeller's seat in these
deavor that supports. hundreds of
rts. By appropriating the name
citizens, is the trend of a letter written to him by C. G. Thompson, manJ city seeks to convey to Mr.
ager of the Universal Film Manu!': . ekefeller a subtle sense of the
facturing Company's branch, ProsStability of a clause in his last
pect avenue and Huron road.
11 and testament transferring to
"In addressing you upon a subject
of vital importance to myself a,nd
) city all rights and titles in said
others I do it with greatest respect
.ate, the same to be maintained
for the lofty position you hold," he
, Cleveland in perpetuity as a pubwrote to the mayor, "but neverthe■■ park for the use and benefit of
less I feel that I would not be doing
my duty if I longer hesitated. For
I jvelanders,
East Clevelanders
nearly a year you have in every pos1 others. Or, in case he waxes
sible way shown contempt for the
patient, it is understood no obpicture show business and for those
tion will be made if he does it
engaged In the same. In December
of last year you caused wholesale
.v.
arrest of proprietors of picture
It is not as if the property were
shows and now you are placing your
any present use to Mr. Rockefelban upon posters.
'. He has not occupied it during
"You do not seem to realize that
: ) past summer.
There is no you have been making war upon an,
extensive business in which more
>of that his failure so to do was
than $3,000,000 is invested in Cleve:asioned, not by illness jn his land and more than 2,000 people given
ally, but by tlia vocal and other steady employment and more than
*fty of local officials in en- 60,000 entertained every night."
He calls attention to the fact that
. tvoring to fores him to pay p«sv
every film shown in Cleveland is
>al te-acaa fcp tke amount of some passed by the National Board of
iaons of dollars annually in Censorship, of which Frederick C.
yahoga county rather than else- Howe, a former Clevelander, is
. ere-r—an endeavor, curiously chairman. Comparing picture shows
to the municipal dance hall, Mr.
)ugh, now menacing East Cleve- Thompson asks whether it is the
d with a sort of boomerang opinion of the mayor that the latter
is better for young folks' morals and
lkruptcy.
them from temptation.
—iixay_xa&&_|f_l3 .assured that its keeps
"After your experience with the
owner cannot again visit Forest police censoring of the film last winHill without having his days of ter," the letter continues, "you
start them out now passing upon!
residence anxiously numbered by] postera Has their judgment been
the taj gatherers.
The park he| quickened since then that they are
once gave ttie city is still used'en- now able to make better showing
tirely for park purposes/ still than they did with the film? Did
you know that nearly all the posters
known by his name. Under all the used by the picture shows are made
circumstances, tlie hint that the. here, and that 400 people are given
city is eagerly anticipating receipt steady employment making posters?
"If you think that degenerates
of his summer home also as a good
could carry on a business involving I
will offering appears to be regarded.
$3,000,000 just give them the 'once
in official circles as a peculiarly
over.' If you think the people who
attend picture shows are of the susfelicitous bit of council chamber
ceptible kind, Without minds, people
diplomacy. They have queer ideas
who need guardians, just, step into a
of manners and such like, in offew of the shows and give yourself
ficial circles.
a big surprise. If you think the
makers of posters are not looking
after the welfare of our citizens
just make a visit to the Morgan and
Otis lithograph plants and see what
FIGURES TO SHOW HOW
kind of business you seek to destroy."

8-HOUR DAY WILL WORK

Figures showing how city departments will be affected by the operations of an eight-hour working
day will be presented to the council
committees on finance and labor tomorrow, when they meet to consider
the amended Kalina labor ordinance.
The original ordinance was vetoed
by Mayor Baker, on the ground that
the city lacked funds to carry out
the provisions of the measure.
Legislation now pending before the
council specifically excludes police,
firemen and sanitary patrolmen from
the eight-hour provisions.

$200,000 for Dugway Sewer.
Legislation authorizing the issuing
of $200,000 worth of bonds for sewering Dugway brook, in accordance
with orders, from the state board of
health, will be introduced in the city
council tomorrow night. The city
council some time ago asked the
state board to condemn the stream
as a public nuisance.
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THOUSANDS CHEER
WORK HORSE PARADE
Commission Decides on Change
of Plans After Controversy
With, Police.
Prisoners at the Warrensville correction (arm will be studied by a physician named by the crime commission of the department of public welfare, instead of carrying on the work
at police headquarters, it was announced yesterday.
A controversy between Police Chief
Rone and municipal judges over the
authority of probation officers and
others to converse with prisoners
awaiting trial was responsible for tho
change.
Municipal court judges consented to
having a "crime doctor" named, but,
i on account of Rowe's attitude, it was
thought best to transfer activities to
i the correction farm.
Dr. D. B. Lowe, district physician,
will be assigned to duty at the farm
as soon as he completes an investigation of the typhoid fever situation
here. This will be in about ten days.
Only prisoners who consent to treatment will be examined by the physician, according to Director of Public
Welfare Cooley.
"We feel that the same results can
be accomplished at the farm," said
Cooley yesterday.
"Dr. Lowe will
spend some months there. If it is
later decided to have the courts
commit certain offenders to a physician he will be in a better position
to handle the work."
The crime commission held (hat
many offenders were committed to
correctional institutions when in reality they needed medical attention. It
was originally planned to have Dr.
Lowe examine all prisoners between
the ages of eighteen and twenty-one.

CITY CANNOT CHANGE
GAS PRICES TILL 1921
No changes in the franchise ordi' nance of the East Ohio'Gas Company
are possible until 1921 without the
consent of the corporation, Mayor
Baker said yesterday in reply to
Councilman Kalina's announcement
that lie planned to force the company to lower gas prices.
The franchise ordinance specifies
that gas from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia fields may be used,
Baker says.
Kalina believes that
prices should be lowered because the
Bast Ohio company is purchasing gas
from the Lakewood and West Park
fields.

Baker Thanks Exchange.
Mayor Baker has sent a letter to
the Builders' Exchange expressing
his appreciation of the good work of
the exchange committee in estimating the probable cost of the new city
hall. This committee, at the. request
of the mayor, fixed the cost of the
building at $2,600,000 in their repfcrt,
presented before .the superstructure
was started. . According to . figures
made by Architect W. S. Lougeo the
cost on present figures, based upon
tho contract for the interior work,
aggregate approximately $2,548,764,
exclusive of decorations, lighting fixtures, furnishings, etc., which were
also excluded by tho committee.

Four Hundred Prize Equines Participate in Cleveland's Annual
Event.
Class 34—The Webber Company, first, secFour hundred strong, the pick of ond
and third.
Cleveland's work horses turned out class 3i—Tne Andrews Fireproof Storag-e
yesterday to participate in the sev- Company, first and second; the Neat FireStorage Company, third.
enth annual parade held under the proof
Class 36—John Thom, first and third; the
auspices of the Cleveland Work J. M. I>ong Moving Company, second.
Class 37—John Thom, first; W. J. Norris,
Horse
Parade
Association.
The second;
John Thom. third.
showing they made indicates the Class 38—The Miller-Becker Company, first.
Class
39—The
Miller-Becker Company, first.
time is far distant when the auto- Class 41—S. Scheindart,
53S9 St. Clciir, first.
mobile will have supplanted-the work Class 43—The American Express Company,
first; the Wells Fargo Express Company,
horse.
second.
Thousands of citizens - lined the Class 44—The Wells Fargo Express Comfirst; the American Express Company,
downtown streets and applauded en- pany,
second; the Wells -Fargo Express Company,
thusiastically . as prize-w inning third.
45—Norman Graham, first.
horses passed. Nearly all classes of Class
Class 67—J. Munz, first; W. J. Wright,
horses were represented, ranging second; O. A. Dean, third.
''lass fiO—The Naurnan Company, first.
from the light harness equine to
Class 65—J. M. O'Brien, first.
the heavy draft animals, weighing class 66—City Sewer Maintenance Department,
first.
1,500 pounds or more.
Class 67—City Garbage Department, first;
The parade got under way at 3': 30 Sewer Maintenance Department, econd; City
Department, third.
o'clock in the afternoon. It was led Gprbage
Class 63—The Norton Brothers Company,
by Dr. W. A. Bisbee, president of first.
Class 69—The Norton Brothers .Company,
the Parade Association, and George first.
Pox, of the Humane Society. The
start was at W. 9th street and St.
Clair avenire, the line of march being
over Superior viaduct, to W. 25th
street, to Abbey street, to W. 14th
street, over Central viaduct to Ontario street, to Euclid avenue to E.
17th street, to Superior avenue and
to the Public Square.
The reviewing stand with judges
and parade officials' was in front of
the city hall. Dr. R. B. Way acted
as chief judge. Dr. C. H. Case, Dr.
X. D. Backus, Dr. E. H. Shepard
and Dr. O. F. Nugent were associate Mayor Baker Joins Governor Cox
judges. There were three prizes in
in Setting Aside October 9 to
each class. The ribbon awards were
pinned upon the winners as they
Consideration of Menace.
passed the reviewing stand.
There were sixty-nine classes, but j
ail were not represented, especially
Plans lor the. observance of fire
the meat and grocery dealers, who' prevention day. October 9, were
were unable to participate because given impetus yesterday when Mayor
the parade was held on Saturday. Baker issued a proclamation calling
Mr. Ferry said last night that plans upon citizens to inspect their homes
will be made to hold the parade on and places of business and remove
possible causes of fire. Baker's proca holiday or on Sunday next year.
lamation followed a similar one by
The awards were:
Governor Cox.
Class 3—W. J. Norris, first prlz
Class 8—American Express Company, first
Both Baker and Cox urged special
prize; Wells Fargo Company, second; Burkinstruction be given in the public
bardt & Stengel, third.
Class 9—Gladys French, 6901 Grand avenue, schools as to tlie gravity of fire
first; Cleveland Fire Department, second.
waste and the means of its prevenClass 10—W. J. Norris, first.
Class 11—Independent Cartage & Storage I t jon The fire prevention committee
Co., first; Colonial Ice Company, second.
Class 12—Cleveland Galvanizing Works, of the Chamber of Commerce is also
first.
Class 13—Cleveland Galvanizing Works, making plans for the observance of
first; Medina County Creamery Company, the day.
second; Norton Brothers Company, third.
Figures given out by fire depart*Class 14—A. S. Harbaugh & Co., first;
ment officials yesterday show that 2.City Foundry Company, second. r
Class 15—H. Bernstein, 631 W oodland ave-1 298 alarms of fire have been respondnue, first; Wagner-Haeff linger Company,
ed to , this year. Three-fourths oi'
second and third.
Class 16—Lee H. Gould, first; Merchants'
Paper Stock Company, second; J. Wiskopf, these fires are preventable, officials
say. Of the six fires which called
third.
Class 17—Andrews Cartage Company, first;
H. Schroeder Cartage Company, second; John
out firemen Friday one was caused
Thom, third.
Class 18—C. F. Geist, first; W. F. Meyers, by boys playing with matches, a secsecond; John Thom, third.
Class 19—Mrs. Henry Meyer, first; W. J. ond by a defective gas pipe and a
Norris, second.
third by merchandise being placed
Class 20—Independent Cartage & Storage
Company, first and second; Joseph Mlckov- too close to a stove in a dry goods
sky, 3028 Trowbrldge avenue, third.
store Baker's proclamation was ail
Class 21—Charles Lampe, first; Neal Fire- follows:
proof Storage Company, second.
Class 22—The B. R. Demlng Company,
"The Governor of Ohio has by proclamafirst; C. B. Stearns, second.
tion set aside Friday, October 9. 19.R as
Class 23—Cleveland & PUtsburg Coal Com- 'Fire Prevention day.' recommending that
pany,, first.
all public and private agencies having to
Class 26—The Rose-Ribbons Company, first. do with fire prevention make a -special efClass 29—W. J. Norris, first.
to arouse the people of this state to the
Class 30—The Edgewater Lumber Company, fort
loss and peril resulting from fires and
first.
them LO care in the avoidance
Class 31—The Nicola-Stone & Meyers Co., stimulating
first; the Edgewater Lumber Company, sec- thereof.
'■The preservation and protection of life
ond.
property are thn chief purposes tot
Class 32—John Rhrbar, "West Park, first; and
Which men organize themselves into governthe H. H. Deter Company, second.
Class 33—The Hunkin Conkey Construction ments, and as all efficient government deCompany, first; the Reaugh Construction pends upon an intelligent co-operation of th«
people. I request that Cleveland observe thW
Company, second.
day, making use of every opportunity tot;
disseminating information as to means ot
fire prevention.
"If our people will inspect their horn«s,
places of business and assembly and remove possible causes of fire, they will both
increase the safety of the city and impress
upon the minds of the younger generation
the means and wisdom of protection against
the loss which annually occurs In the life
and property of the citizens of the state."
October 9 is the forty-third anniversary of the great fire in Chicago.
It has been the custom in Ohio and
many other states in recent years to
set apart a day to be devoted to taking precautions against fire.

^CLEVELAND ASKED TO
OBSERVE 'FIRE' M
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W. U7TH ST. OPENING RAILWAYS MAY BUY
COMES UF TOMORROW
Councilman Dittrick, Director Sidlo and Council Committee to Inspect Roadway.
Councilman Dittrick, Service Director Sidlo and members of the
council committee on streets arranged yesterday to inspect W. 117th
street betwen Lake avenue and Lake
Erie tomorrow. A resolution introduced in council by Mr. Dittrick, asking that the street extension oe
opened immediately to the public, will
be considered by the committee on
streets tomorrow afternoon.
Mr. Sidlo is to accompany the committee on its inspection, because the
resolution directs him to investigate
and report regarding the advisability
and cost of grading, paving and
curbing the forty-foot strip to the
lake.
Residents of the First ward, who
are expected to attend the committee meeting, demanded recently thai
the extension, mapped as an open
thoroughfare, be really opened and a

barrier of shrubbery now across its
entrance, be cut down. Unless it is
decided to immediately grade and
pave the extension, it is pointed out
that its opening will involve no expenditure by the city, and will permit First ward residents to reach
the lake without going to either
Bdgewater Park or Nicholson avenue.
As a result of the Dittrick resolution,
Lakewood
officials
have
started an investigation to determine
whether Lakewood has lost title to
a forty-foot easement it once held as
an extension of Highland avenue, as
the west side of W. 117th street is
called.
Lakewood officials seek to
join with Cleveland in extending W.
117th street with a strip eighty feet
wide.
Councilman Dittrick will attend the
next session of the Lakewood council
to discuss the proposal with Lakewood officials.

CITY HALL BIDDERS
ASK FOR INJUNCTION
Stockwell Takes Under Advisement Taxpayer's Charge Against
Awarding Interior Contract.
Formal application for an injunction to restrain Director of Public
Service Sidlo from entering into a
contract with the George A. Fuller
Company for interior work at the
new city hall was made by David
E. Green, a taxpayer, yesterday. Director of Law Stockwell asked for
time in which to consider the matter
and will reply tomorow.
Green charges that the combined
bids of John Pierce and William Dall
are lower than the Fuller bid of $1,217.112 for the work. He also alleges that changes were made from
original specifications in the proposed
awarding of the contract. Green is
a member of the law firm of Myers,
Green and Keogh, which filed the
application for the injunction. The
firm represents other bidders for the
city hall work.
Injunction proceedings will indefinitely hold up the city hall work, Di- I
rector of Public Service Sidlo said.

roads had planned to make a large
tract of land between E. 9th-st and E.
26th-st for freight yard and freight
station purposes in connection with
the union station development. Members of council said this would spoil
the group plan project.
A council investigation of remodeling work being done at the old Union
passenger station is to be proposed
in a resolution to be offered in council
tomorrow night by Councilman ClayCompanies Possibly Will Try ton C. Townes.
"I have inspected the work at the
to Get Lakeside Site if In- old depot and I find they are using
a lot of wood in the remodeling,
said Mr. Townes yesterday. "They
stitution is Moved.
have; taken off the, roof and much of
the station is-exposed. Jf this is to
Cleveland's union passenger staMedical Group Plan at Re- be
tion for years to come it is about
time ; that we look-into conditions
serve May /; Affect
down
there." ■
,, ,,.... .
;
Members of council have 'held up
Union Station.
an ordinance authorizing railroads
to construct a taxicab stand on the
upper level of the approach. OppoCity officials expressed belief yes- sition to the station remodeling plan
terday that removal of Lakeside hos- was expressed by members of council some time ago.
pital to a site adjoining the Western
Reserve University group at University circle may have a direct bearing
on the new union station situation
if the railroads decide to acquire the
present property of the hospital.
"I have no direct information .on
the subject," said-Mayor Newton D.
Baker. "The property may be purchased by the railroads."
Councilman J. J. McGinty expressed
belief that if the railroads acquired
the land it will not be entirely used
Gov. Cox and Mayor Baker
for freight station purposes.
Mayor Baker said some time ago
that he had heard, indirectly, that
Issue Proclamation on
the railroads were considering the
purchase of the hospital property.
Prevention Day.
The city objected to the first freight
development plan submitted. Rail-

HOSPITAi

SET ASIDE 0CT.-9
TO FIGHTF!

Ask State and City to Work
for Elimination of
Hazards.

OFEIGMMW

Oct. 9, 1871, Chicago was swept
by Are that has gone down in history
as. one of, the most destructive thatever occurred in the United States:'
Mayor Wants Labor to UnFriday, Oct. 9, 1914, Ohio will ob-;
serve the forty-third anniversary of
derstand New Ordinance
the great Chicago fire with "Fire
Prevention Day."
Before It's Voted On.
Following custom of several yearsi
Gov. James M. Cox has issued a proccalling upon the people of
Garment Worker Here in In- lamation,
Ohio to observe the day by takingextra preventive measures against
terest of Ohio Confire. .,;'_'
He suggests that "all; public and:
vention.
private agencies , having to do with
fire prevention make an especial effort to arouse public interest in its
observance; that the various com-,
LABOR MEETINGS TODAY
mercial and civic bodies call-meetings,"
at which instruction may be given
Labor Lyceum Co. Stockholders, a in the subject of fire- dangers and thep. m., Cleveland Federation of Labor measures .to-be taken to. overcome^
them; that bur citizens generally
headquarters, 310 Prospect-ay S. B.
cause an inspection to be made of
their dwellings and places of
Efforts will be made to ascertain both
business; -that they instruct ' thenhow far-reaching the new eight-hour children in' the dangers of Are and
work day ordinance is before it is the evil results of carelessness in resubmitted to city council' for adop- gard thereto; and especially in our
schools, public, private and paroi tion.
chial, Jet there be special instruction
Hearings, it is said, have been given as to. the gravity of our fire
tod the means of its prevenplanned. Mayor Newton D. Baker Waste
yesterday said he thought labor lead- tion."
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
ers would be anxious to know just
the example of Gov. Cox. In
how far the ordinance went before, followed
a
proclamation, Mayor Baker called
giving it their support.
on the people of Cleveland to join in
the movement, particularly impress- ing upon the minds of children the
CANT EXAMINE PRISONERS need for fire prevention.
This is the mayor's proclamation:
The governor of Ohio has, by proclamaPhysician Barred *?roni Police Sta- tion,
net aside Friday, Oct. 9, 1914, as
"Fire Prevention Day," recommending: that
tion, City Hall Decrees.
all public and private agencies having- to' do
with Are prevention make a special effort to
The city hall has abandoned the arouse the people of this state to the loss
plan of stationing a physician at cen-; and peril resulting fro mflres and stimulattral police station to examine prisoners ing them to care in the avoidance thereof.
The preservation and protection of life and
to obtain data for a proposed report property are the chief purposes for which
men
organize themselves into governments,
on causes of crime. Police have stated
as all efficient government depends upon
they would not permit the examining and,
an
intelligent
co-operation of the people, I
physician to go into the prison without request that Cleveland
observe this day,
an order from the court in each case,. making use of every opportunity for dissemand in this position they have been,
I
inating
information
as
to
means of fire preupheld by Public Safety Director A. A. vention.
BenesCh.
.'
If
our
people
will
Inspect
their homes,
Instead of doing this. work at thepolice station, Dr. D. B. Lowe, who place of btisness and assembly, and remove
possible
causes
of
life,
they
will
both Inhad been selected for this study, will
crease the safety of the city and impress
have his headouarters at the correction upon
the
minds
of
the
younger
generation
farm at Warrensville. The change In the means and w'sdom of protection against
plans was determined upon yesterday.
It was stated that examination of the loss which annually occurs in the life
prisoners at the correction farm would and property of the-citizens of the state.
be considered preliminary to a later
study.
.
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CITYSUM, ROADS
FIGHTTRESPA:

WANTS TO GET BIDS CII! PAYSTRIBOTE
ISE T0I1O

Railways Claim They Must
Have Relief From Track

Walkers.

Councilman Will Propose to
Mayor That New Permit
be Granted Here.

Cleveland, for One Day,
Spurns Autos and Watches
Old Dobbin Parade.

Pennsy Man Says Danger
Has Not Brought Municipal Co-Operation.

Believes Lower Rate Can be
Obtained for Consumers Here.

Many Prizes Are Awarded in
Seventh Annual Exhibition.

Councilman P. V. Kalina will propose: to' Mayor Newton D. Baker tomorrow that the city receive bids
on a new natural gas franchise. In
his opinion independent interests
planning to sell Cuyahoga county
gas to residents of Berea and villages in the southeast part of the
county should be encouraged to lay
lines to Cleveland. He believes a 23- j
cent rate can be obtained as against'?
the 31-cent rate now cnarged by thei:
East Ohio Gas Go.
"Even if th^y can supply only a part j
of the city with this gas it will be
a good thing," he said. "I don't
suppose anyone would come in now
and duplicate the entire distribution
system of the East Ohio Gas Co.,
but operators easily might pipe gas
to outlying sections of the city and
serve those districts."
Mayor Baker expressed belief yesterday that there is no way in whi\h
the East Ohio Gas Co. could be
forced to sell natural gas at a lower
rate than that specified in
its
franchise, merely because it is selling Cuyahoga county gas.
"The ordinance gives it the right
to sell West Virginia, Pennsylvania
or Ohio gas," he said. "If rhe gas
it is selling contains the required
number of heat units, the company's
right to sell gas from this county at
the same rate as the West Virginia
product cannot be questioned," he
said. ,..
V "I. don't believe any Independent
operators aould be induced to come
to Cleveland because of the cost of
duplicating the distribution system
of the East Ohio Co. Duplication li
wast»."
Formal application for permission
to lay pipe lines, for the carrying of
gas along and across county highways in the southern and southwestern part of the county, was made
to the county commissioners yesterday by L. G. Neely, St. Marys, O.
He offers to furnish gas at 25 cents
and to safeguard the county from
suffering damage and to preserve
pavements if he is granted a franchise. Mr. Neely recently bought
the holdings of "trie Berea Gas &
Development Co. of Berea, which had
been granted a franchise to furnim
the village with gas.
The commissioners.referred the application to County Prosecutor
Cyrus
Locher. While the; prosecutor
was
not ready yesterday to;:gAve the commissioners advice, he? <reietared tna*
before pipe lines can-be laid under
county roads consents of property
owners along the route will have to
be obtained as in the case of acquiring right of way for a street car or
telephone line.

Derisive automobile snorted their
artificial neighs, rushing street cars
clanged their brassy gongs and powerboats whistled shrilly from the
river but Cleveland honored yester
da? the carrier that is older than any

| Asserting that appeals to city authorii ties have done no rood, Pennsylvania
railroad officials in Cleveland have
launched a strenuous campaign to stop
trespassing on railroad rights of way.
Officials of the Lake ShorS, Big Four,
Brie, Baltimore & Ohio, Nickel Plate
and'Wheeling & Lake Erie, have been
asked to join the movement to stop
people from Using railroad tracks as
public thoroughfares.
Heads of industries and manufacturing plants situated near the railroads
have been visited by railroad officials
and asked to caution their employes not
to use the railroad right of way in going
to and coming from work.
Track walkers on the Pennsy, special
policemen, day and night for three
weeks "'have been warning persons
against walking along the tracks. In
some
instances
prosecution
was
threatened.- Railroad men,, claim ■ the
principal offenders are foreign born
persons.
■
"For several years we have been trying to put a stop to the unauthorized
track walker," declared a Pennsylvania
official yesterday.. "Appeals to city
authorities have come to naught. Cleveland police.went so far as to tell us
they were unable to obtain conviction
of offenders and when our special police
men made arrests the violators were
turned loose.
,
,
"Our lines have been elevated and
fenced in, but after all these precautions to alleviate danger j we did not
find adequate relief.
People dont
seem to appreciate the danger to which
they subject themselves when walking
oh .a railroad track. Yet we are held
liable ■ and must defend ourselves m
court when an accident happens.
"The right of way of a railroad is
as private as a man's home. No one
but a burglar would think of walking
into one's house unannounced. vvny
on a railroad?"
, , ._
The official asserted that in European countries trespassing on the right
of way of railroads is a punishable offense, and the offender is punished.
"Whether we receive aid from the
authorities or not, we intend to stop it,
he added.

WOULD

REVIVE

CANALS

Mayor Believes They Could Aid In !
Cutting Living Cost.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
urged a revival of the state canal
method of freight transportation. In
his opinion, establishment of' market,
terminals along the canal route would
be of great service to the people of
Ohio as a means of reducing the high
cost of living.
The plan of establishing a series of
state railroads was proposed by Councilman Harry C. Gahn Friday. Mr.
Gahn is planning to ask the council
committee on legislation to consider,
! a resolution calling upon Gov. James
j M. Cox to investigate the advisability
i of-the purchase by the state of the.
I Wheeling & Lake Erie . railroad.
"I used to feel that the state should
turn its canal into highways, but now
I believe that not an inch of the
canals should be given up," said the
mayor. "It is up to the farmers to
make use of the canals. By a system
of water approaches they could make
use of them if a series of market
terminals were established by the
state along the route of the canal."
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CITY PAYS TRIBUTE
El

Have Relief From Track
Walkers.

Mayor That New Permit
be Granted Here.

Cleveland, for One Day,
Spurns Autos and Watches
Old Dobbin Parade.

Pennsy Man Says Danger
Has Not Brought Municipal Co-Operation.

Believes Lower Rate Can be
Obtained for Consumers Here.

Many Prizes Are Awarded in
Seventh Annual Exhibition.

Councilman P. V. Kalina will propose to; Mayor Newton D. Baker tomorrow that the city receive bids
on a new natural gas franchise. In
his opinion Independent interests
planning to sell Cuyahoga
county
gas to residents of Berea arid villages In the southeast part of the!
county should be encouragefl to lay:
lines to Cleveland. He believes a 23cent rate can be obtained as against';
the 31-cent rate now cnarged by the;
East Ohio Gas Go.
j
"Even if they can supply only a part
of the city with this gas it will be
a good thing," he said.
"I don't
suppose anyone would come in now
and duplicate the entire distribution
system of the East Ohio Gas Co.,
but operators easily might pipe gas
to outlying sections of the city and
serve those districts."
Mayor Baker expressed belief yesterday that there is no way, in whi\h
the East Ohio Gas Co.
could
be
forced to sell natural gas at a lower
rate than that specified
in
its
franchise, merely because it is selling Cuyahoga county gas.
"The ordinance gives it the right
to sell West Virginia, Pennsylvania
or Ohio gas," he said. "If rhe gas
it is selling contains the required
number of heat units, the company's'
right to sell gas from this county at
the same rate as the West Virginia
product cannot be questioned,"
he
said. ...
',, . '
v "I. don't believe any Independent
operators aould be induced to come
to Cleveland because of the cost of
duplicating the distribution system
ipf the :Ea.st Ohio Co. Duplication 1-j
' wast»."
Formal application for permission
to lay pipe linen for the carrying of
gas along and across county highways in the southern and southwestern part of the county, was made
to the county commissioners yesterday by L. G. Neely, St. Marys, O.
He offers to furnish gas at 25 cents
and to safeguard the county from
suffering damage and to preserve
pavements if he is granted a franchise.
Mr. Neely recently
bouglit
the holdings of the Berea Gas
&
Development Co. of Berea, which had
been granted a franchise to furnisn
the village with gas.
The commissioners referred the application to County Prosecutor Cyrus
Locher.
While the prosecutor was
not ready yesterday tO;;gjve the commissioners advice, he- declared that
before pipe lines can'be laid under
county roads consents
of property
owners along the route -will have to'
be obtained as in the case of acquiring right of way for a street car or
telephone line.

Derisive automobile snorted their
artificial neighs, rushing street cars
clanged theirbrassy gongs and powerboat whistled shrilly from the
riv^er but Cleveland honored yesterday the carrier that is older than any

Railways Claim They Must

Asserting that appeals to city -authorities have done no good, Pennsylvania
railroad officials in Cleveland have
launched a strenuous campaign to stop
trespassing on railroad rights of way.
Officials of the Lake ShorS, Big Four,
Brie, Baltimore & Ohio, Nickel Plate
and'Wheeling & Lake Brie have been
ask6d to join the movement to stopp.
people from Using railroad tracks as
public thoroughfares.
Heads of industries and manufacturing plants situated near the railroads
have been visited by railroad officials
and asked to caution their employes not
to use the railroad right of way in going
to and coming from work.
.
Track walkers on the Pennsy, special I
policemen, day and night for three
weeks'• have been warning personsagainst walking along the- tracks. In
some
instances
prosecution
was
threatened,- Railroad men, claim . the
principal offenders are foreign born
persons.
,
,
"'. ,T
"For several years we have been trying to put a stop to the unauthorized
track walker," declared a Pennsylvania
official yesterday. - "Appeals to city
authorities have come to naught. Cleveland police.went so far as to tell us
they were unable to obtain conviction
of offenders and when our special police
men made arrests the violators were
turned loose.
~ „„J
"Our lines have been elevated ana
fenced in, but after all these Precautions to alleviate danger , we did not
find adequate relief.
People don t
seem to appreciate the danger to which
they subject themselves when walking
oh -a railroad track. Yet we are held
liable - and must defend ourselves in
court when an accident happens.
"The right of way of a railroad is
as private as a man's home. No one
but a burglar would think of walking
into one's house unannounced.
Why
on a railroad?"
, ,
_
The official asserted that in European countries trespassing on the right
of way of railroads is a punishable offense, and the offender is punished.
"Whether we receive aid from the
authorities or not, we intend to stop It,
he added.

WOULD

REVIVE

CANALS

Mayor Believes They Could Aid In i
Cutting living Cost.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
urged a revival of the state canal
method of freight transportation: In
his opinion, establishment of' markie't
terminals along the canal route would
be of great service to the people of
Ohio as a means of reducing the high
cost of living.
The plan of establishing a series of
state railroads was proposed by Councilman Harry C. Gahn Friday. Mr. :
Gahn is planning to ask the council
committee on legislation to consider,!
a resolution calling upon Gov. James i
M. Cox to investigate the advisability
of- the purchase by the state of the.
Wheeling & Lake Erie railroad.
"I used to feel that the state should
turn its canal into highways, but now
I believe that not an inch of the
canals should be given up," said the
mayor. "It is up to the farmers to
make use of the canals. By a system
of water approaches they could make
use of them if a series of market
terminals were established by the
state along the route of the canal."

Councilman Will Propose to
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Ithwas Old Dobbin's day
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the, day
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whisker and with his'harness shming,
^Tn'th'e falling light of the afternoon.

£ISfi^^-Vw|g

S Hmij of weary work in the
ESftf Sor winfer's cold were
STnk rtce^eff ^
thousands gathered in front of city
ha

Dr W. A. Bisbee, president of the
Cleveland Work Horse Parade association, and Humane Officer H. «-.
Ferry secretary and treasurer, led
the Parade. Behind them was as
much of Kirk's Military banoV as

rgonbe DT.KdeD. Tayahre|°tTe

undies' who awarded prize hip-drops
with bluT red and yellow ribbons m
front of the reviewing stand.
^Others who assisted in, theparade
work were Herman Weiler, chief
maShal;J.F.Corlett^^vi^e Presiden
of the association; A. B. 3ea,°„ ^ohn
the Humane society; Charles Dehn
and J M. Long of ■*%■<%"*%£
Team Owners* association, and urs.
Z:™ Nugent and E. H. Sheppard of
toe vetefinarles' section, Cleveland
Academy of Medicine.
Mr.ai'
The proudest driver in the paraag
was "Old Fred" Donaldson, who has
Z%1 fhirty-seven - years continuous
service with the Hunkin-Conkey Construction Co., and who is engaged m
work on the new high-level bridge,
Si team received a blue ribbon and
he was awarded another ernblem of
five years service as a good teamster.
"Old Scout," twenty-six years old,
theTdest0 hors* in the Cl^and, fire
department, who has been pulling
hook and ladder truck No. 10 for
Seen years, took secondpr.^
che ten-years service-,5la^v fireman
James W. Straka told of his faitnfui work and the many partners he
^Fir^f^e in "Old Scout's" class
was won by Miss Gladys .French- 14
cant i>iiirt-av
S. SI., who was an
SstsaIsheadroSve "Fred," who was
given to her when she was four
yea

pat"dMartin, who has driven a
team forty-six years for the American Express Co., won a P^/ ^thjns
"Danny." This compensated for the
death of Sam, who won a prize last
ye

The two biggest classes were those:
of general; truckmen's pairs, with
eightewi entries, andI moving van
i,airs with twelve entries. The big
horses had th^attsntlon Q* everybody;
^Th^smh Consecutive blue- ribbon
was won by the three-horso team of
the Independent Cartage & Storage
Co. The only other record of this
kind is held W "Bird," of the black
horses exhibited by tne Webber Co.,
who yesterday got her sixth first
PI

Effects of\the Saturday retail
trade were seeff when no entries were
made in the classes ftot'Wholesale.and
retail grocers ajid butchers, This depleted the number of horses, but did
not affect the vqtuality. '
To raise funols for an automobile
ambulance for horses, nfty girls conducted a tag <fey campaign during
the parade.
They were headed by
Miss Hazel Kentiston, 300S LibraryavS. W.
(' . ,Here is the pjrize list:
Horse Ambulance^ pair—W. J. Norrls Co.,
2138 Davenport-avlN. E., won.
„„H„. „,
I Horse under lioO pounds in service of
present owner at /least ten years—American
Express Co., worl; Wells Fargo & Co., 2;
BU
e
>» »"*» «E
*rT
entHo^oVe^f.8
owner over otpo-'^
(fen years-Gladys
French
| a&01< Grand-av S.| E., won; Cleveland fire

^Truck™^', uAder 1,400 pounds owned
I b" manufacturers* or merchants—Cleveland
Galvanizing Workfe Co., first.
Four horse true * teams—-w. J. Norrls Co.,
won.
tuck teams—Independent
Three horse
Cartage & Storay fe Co., won; Colonial' Ice
°Truc'k pairs um.*r 1,600: pounds, owned by
manufacturers or tnerchants^-Cleveland Galvanizing Works %o., won; Medina County
Creamery, 2; Nr Aon Bros., - 3._
Truck pairs o-Jr 1,600 pounds,, owned by
manufacturers < *r merchants—A. S. . HarT
baugh & Co., w m; City Foundry Co., 2.
Single horses uiider 1,400 pounds,- owner by
manufacturers, or merchants—H Bernstein,
831 Woodland-a^ S. E., first; Wagner-Hoeffiinger Co., second and third.
Single horses over 1.400 pounds, owner by
manufacturers or merchants—Lee H. Gould,
Colonial arcade, first; Merchants Paper Stock
Co.. second; J. Weiskopf, third.
'
Truck pairs under 1,700. pounds, owned by
general truckmen-—Andrews Cartage Co.,
first; H. Schroeder. Cartage Co., second; John
Thom, third.
,
Truck, pairs under 1,000 pounds, owned by
general truckmen—C. F. Geist, flrst; W. F.
Mevers, second; John Thom, third.
Truck pairs over 1,600 pounds, owned by
general truckmen—Mrs. Henry Meyer, 3117
W 32d-st, flrst; W. J. Norrls Co., second.
Single horses under 1,400 pounds, owned
by general truckmen—Independent C. & S
Co., flrst and second; Joe Mlckobsky, > 3028
Trowbrldge-av S. W., third.
Single horses over 1,400 pounds, owned by
general truckmen—Charles Lampe, 1123 superior-av N.. B., flrst; Neal Fireproof Storage Co., second.
< - '
Grade wagon pairs—B. R. Demlng. Co.,
flrst; C. B. Stearns, second.
Coal delivery, tliree horse teams, Cleveland
& Pittsburg Coal Co., first.
Coal delivery, singles under 1,400 pounds,
Rose-Robbins Coal Co., -first. "
Stone wagon, pairs, W. L. Norrls Co.
Lumber delivery, pairs, Edgewater Lumber Co., first.
"".£
Lumber delivery, singles, Nicola. Stone &
Myers Co., first; Edgewater Lumber Co.,
Isecond.
^
Builders' supplies, pairs, John Lflrbar,
West Park, flrst; H.: H. Deter Plastering
Co., second.
■._.-,. „
Building contractors, pairs, Hunkin-Conkey Construction Co., -first; Reaugh Construction Co., second..
. . __ '
Building contractors, singles, The- Webber
Co., first, second and third.
Storage, warhouse and moving van, pairs,
lAndrews Fireproof Storage Co., flrst and
second: Neal Fireproof Storage Co., third.
Other moving van, pairs under 1,400
pounds, John Thom, first and third; J. M.
Long, second.
_.
Other moving van pairs over 1,400 pounds
—John Thom, first and third;--W. J." Norrls
Co., second.
.
Bottlers pairs—Miller, Becker & Co., flrst.
Bottlers singles—Miller, Becker &. Co.,
Flour and feed pairs—S. Sheinbart, ■ 5389
St. Clair-av N. E., flrst
<
Express company pairs—American Express
Co., flrst; Wells Fargo Co., second.
Express company singles—Wells Fargo Co.,
flrst and third; American Express Co., second.
Local express wagon horses—Norman Graham, first.
Milk delivery singles—J. Munz, 1383 E.
Mst-st, first; W. J. Wright, 1838 E. 65th-st,
second; O. A. Bean, 3151 Mayfleld-rd S. E.,
third
, Florist delivery singles—Naumann Co.,
I first
HL.
Unclassified single horses ' under 1,200
pounds—j. M. O'Briea, 2076 W. 23d-st, first.
Unclassified single horses between 1,200 and
1.400 pounds—City sewer maintenance department. ■
Unclassified single horses over 1,400 pounds I
. -City garbage department, first and .third; ■
(city sewer maintenance department, second.
Mule pairs under 1100 pounds—iNorton j
ros. Co., first.
Mu]^ siAW^e*—Nort^A Bros. Co., fir

to^-tju^
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COUNCILMEN TO VISIT
W. 117TH STREET TODAY
Councilman Stolte. chairman of the
council committee on streets, said
last night his committee plans to
Inspect W. 117th street today with
ft view to determining its action,
on S resolution to open the street
north of Lake avenue. This resolu- j
tion will be discussed by the committee at a meeting at 1:30 o'clock
this afternoon.
Residents of the First ward, whose .
demands for a means of reaching the j
lake without walking to Edgewater
Park or Nicholson avenue, in Lakewood, caused Councilman DIttrick to |
ask action, will attend the street com- i
mittee meeting today.

FINISH

RESERVOIR

Cit.y Begins Filling- 22,000,000-Gallon Container at WarrensvilSe.
The new 22,000,000 gallon reservoir at
"Warrensville is completed. This is one !
of the largest jobs ever undertaken by j
the city by direct labor. Public Utilities j
Director C. W. Stage said vesterday I
that the work was completed within the i
$100,000 estimate.
The task of Rllintr the en-est concrete'
basin with water was started Saturday
and will take several clays to complete.
All the excavation nnri concrete was
done by the water works department.
"If we had the funds I would have
the same force of men start work immediately on the new Fairmount reservoir," said Director Stage yesterday.
The estimated cost of the new Pairmount reservoir is $1,000,000. It will
have a capacity of 100,000,000 gallons.
Thirty acres of land have been acquired for the improvement.
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'HE'S A WONDER,'
SAYS MAYOR OF
BOY ENGINEER

was practically fresh from Case
college, where he was graduated
in 1912. He had worked summers and once for a year to secure
funds to continue his education.
So he had practical as well as
theoretical training.
"I think the reason the Job
went along so well was because I
instilled in the workers the feeling that it was as much their duty
as mine to see the job was finished
on time," said Hammer.
"I worked night and day. Of
course I was eager to make good
on my first big job, particularly
because it was a direct labor job
and I favor direct labor."
Now that the 22,000,000-gallon
Warrensville reservoir is completed, it wouldn't be a great surprise if the "young fellow" were
called upon to work on the proposed $1,000,000 Fairmount reservoir.

MUNY ICE-BOX
GUTS FOOD COST
HANS T. HAMMER,
"Hold on to that young
fellow in charge of the
Warrensville reservoir job.
He's a wonder. The city
shouldn't let him get out
of its service. Put him on
some other responsible
job."
This unusual commendation
.was uttered by Mayor Baker at a
board of control meeting recently.
The "young fellow"—Hans T.
Hammer, 1455 W. 9Sth-st—was
much surprised when he learned
Monday of the mayor's remark.
Hammer is only twenty-five,
but he has poise and balance.
•Also he has a habit of making up
his own mind about things. For
instance, it's like pulling teeth to
get him to talk about himself.
"I promised to have the reservoir finished by Oct. 1," he said.
"The mayor was probably happy
that I got the water in five days
ahead of time."
Everybody knows the difficulties attending the completion of
a ?100,000, 18-months job on
the exact day set. Yet Hammer
dismisses his achievement with a
smile.
Just Oat of.-School.""
Hammer was the resident engineer in charge of the job. He

The city of Cleveland has developed a brand new way to beat
the high cost of living. I
It's the "rnuny icebox"—4he
refrigerating plant at the new
West-side market, W. 25th-st.
Folk can buy food supplies at
I summer prices, p'lace them in
j storage in the "muny icebox,"
i and use them in winter, while
others, less far-sighted, are pay|.ing perhaps twice as much to
live.
The municipal cold storage
plant is a new idea, but it's going to be highly successful, according to J. M. McCurdy, superintendent, Monday.
"You can buy a crate of eggs
in
summer," said
McCurdy,
"when the price is about 20 cents
a dozen, and place it in storage
here.,
"We'll charge you 40 cents a
crate from April 1 to Jan. 1.
Then you can take your perfectly
good 20-cent eggs and use them
while other folk are paying as
high as 40, cents a dozen for
them."
Besides eggs, housewives can
store butter, berries, apples—almost anything that .can be kept
in cold storage.
Many women, McCurdy said,
have formed clubs to place their
supplies in storage.

^■■H
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BUY WINTER SUPPLIES AT SUM
PRICES; CITY'LL STORE THE FREE

ro&Dsr JOSEF'S <FEOE2&

STREETS MAY
BE EVEN WORSE
I NEXT SUMMER,
Unless council takes action immediately toward putting a bond issue
for repaving up to voters at the November 3 election, City Hall officials
Monday declared Cleveland streets
next year will be relatively worse off
than now, despite almost endless agitation by civic organizations, the
Automobile club and allied interests.
Both Service Director Sidlo and
City Engineering Commissioner Hoffmann said immediate action is
imperative If any headway is to be
made on the repaving program laid
out thjs summer b.- Hoffmann, involving the revamping of some 42 miles
of streets. Additional funds derived
by the city from the increased tax
duplicate, coupled with the usual
council appropriation, will not care
for more than four or five miles,
Hoffmann said.
This summer only a trifle over two
miles of repaving was. done, according to Hoffmann. The city's share
of the cost was $217,307.
Fortyfour miles of brand new pavement,
costing the city itself $520,000, were
laid.
Hoffmann said next year's new paving program approximated only 25
miles, half of this summer's work.
The repaving of most of West 25th
street, Broadway, Lorain, Superior
and Euclid avenues, boosted by Sidlo
and Mayor Baker, probably will be
abandoned, Hoffmann said.
"Work of tax commissioners in fattening the tax duplicate from $814,000,000 to $880,000,000, will give the
city $503,000 more to spend next
year, City Finance Director Coughlin said, but only a portion of this
can be diverted to paving funds. A
bond issue or wheel tax is impera'
tive, Coughlin maintained.

Auntie
Just
Saving
Buys

Cleveland goes to market,
to shoW that she is wise,
money for her pocket
ahead a year's supplies.

Uses Mose's refrigerator
Puts them in when they are cheap,
Takes them out a few months later,
When snow makes the prices leap.
BY PAULINE SMART
Are there those who say suffrage
and woman's clubs have done away
with the old-fashioned woman of
yesterday? Are there those who bemoan the woman who "salted" her
eggs when eggs were cheap in order
that her family might have them
when the prices soared? Or the woman who put up her butter in Juno that
January might not be butterless in
her house?
Let them grieve no longer, for that
woman still is with us. She simply
has moved with the times.
A Commmaty Icebox
At the new West Side market the,
idea of "community icebox" has been I
carried out for the first time in Cleveland.
Here the woman who wants apples
in March at October prices simply
buys them in October and puts them
into the new refrigerating plant until
she is ready to use them.
It is a municipal cold storage
plant, where the 'temperature, never
varies one-halt' a degree.
"It has been hard to make people
understand the use of the plant,"
said J. M. McCurdy, 9217 Miles avenue, superintendent.
"Now, however, every available space is taken.
May Form Club
"Take for an example tfuTte
June when butter is cheapest and
best, the thrifty housewife buys a
number of pounds, which may be
put up in one or two-pound parcels.
These are put into the plant and
kept at a temperature below zero!
The woman may take out a parcel

any time. With eggs, not less than
a crate is accepted. If her family is
not large enough to use. a 12-dozen
crate a number of neighbors may
club together. If she is alert she
may purchase them for 16 cents a
dozen ana use them when the market price, is near 60 cents. The price
for storing the eggs is 40 cents from
April till January."
Cleveland women are making use
of the plant in increasing- numbers.
Butter and eggs are not the only
things brought far storage.
Berries are frozen. Thus
middle of winter a woman with
foresight may serve her family a
blueberry pie made with the fresh
fruit in the middle of .winter.

ADD $43,000 TO COST
-. OF CITY LIGHT PLANT
Board of control Monday added
$43,000 to the cost of the new East
53d street, municipal light plant and
substations by approving contracts
calling tor $25,000 worth of copper
52,300 for piling to keep the
;i!i run substation from sliding down hill, $1:1,000 worth of
switchboard material for the sub« and $4,000 worth of waterproof cable.
West Side municipal light consumers will not get better service
for at least six months, Lighting
Commissioner Ballard admitted Friday, on account of the necessity of
piling at the Walworth substation.
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A long-standing feud between the
"uplift" and "practical politician"
groups at City Hall was expected to
come to a head late Monday when
council finance committee was to
pass on Welfare Director Cooley's
request for $20,000 additional for
Warrensviile. Councilmen long have;
opposed the department on the
1
ground it is spreading at the expense of other city departments.
"The welfare department already
has been given $112,000 since January*
1, in addition to the $861,000 appropriation," declared Councilman
Stolte. "and it's about time a halt
is called. Within three months the
vocational guidance bureau and flic
Visiting Nurse associations' work
and offices have been removed to the
City Hall. Private charitable organizations run short of funds, ask for
contributions, then shift their, burdens on the city."
.Stolte and Councilman Smith also'
claim the city could have done far
better than to purchase "Prince Vining," the city's six-week-old bull
calf for $1,200. With the $l!,000 the
city received for the sale of common stock—it was out of this fund
the calf was purchased—the 546 pris-.
oners at Warrensviile could have
been fed for 25 days, they point out.
It is for feeding prisoners that
Cpoley now asks $20,000.
Cooley,
Charities
Commissioner
Vining, Cooley's secretary, W. H..
Winans, and every member of the
welfare department planned to attend the committee's meeting and re-.
pulse attacks of critics.

|WITT WON'T HAVE ALL
CARSON EUCLID AVENUE
:

i

i" Traction Commisioner Witt Mon-'
! day declared he would oppose Couui!
oilman Uolfe's resolution to operate
cars now running from London
road, Collinwo.od, up Haycten avenue j
as far as the ^jfiBjdermere cur barns,!
.clear through to the Public Square.
"it they don't want that service ;
I'm willing to have the London!
road-Collinwood cars run to the!
square via St. Clair avenue," Witt;
•said. " We can't have all the cars'
|in the city running on Euclid avenue."

AWARD CLARK AVENUE
BRIM SUBSTRUCTURE
The proposed Clark avenue viaduct
bobbed up again Monday when the'i
board of control awarded .the Great
Dredge & Dock Company a
$l:.';K!i>. contract for completing the
ruoture from the B. & O. bridge
1th street. The bid was
i ;• than engineers' estiAecording to Service Director Sidle, nothing definite lias been done so
■ml completing; the super]
structure, for which a $900,000 bond
iroved at the August 11
bonds for the sub- j
siraviiie haec been sold... :

W. 117BL0CKADE
PUT UP TO MAYOR
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STEP TAKEN TOWARD
CITY AUDIT SYSTEM
Council Committee on Public Offices Votes to Find Expense
of Accountants.

Expected Opposition Does Not Committee Members Kalina and
Develop—Commissioner VinStolte Refuse to Act to Open
ing Explains Ordinance to
Street Before Baker
Advises It.
Committees—Is Passed.
4-CENT RATE, WITH PENNY
TRANSFER REBATE, ASKED
Commissioner Hobbs Is Requested to Compile "L" Road
Cost Statistics.
City farms at Warrensviile were
j given increased appropriations
| amounting to $20,000 at the meeting
j of the city council last night. Exi pected opposition to the appropriaj tion ordinance did not develop and
I the council voted the extra funds
j unanimously.
Commissioner of Charities and CorJ rections Vining appeared before the
1
committees on finance and charities
and corrections in the afternoon and
explained that the ordinance was an
appropriation of funds received for
the board of prisoners from outside
Cuyahoga county. He said that an
. item of $6,200 for laundry purposes in
the appropriation ordinance was un;necessary.
The city farms were given appro| priations of $225,820 at the first of the
year. The additional funds allowed
last night make a total of $132,000 that
has been voted the department of
public welfare since the annual appropriation ordinance was passed.
Authority to spend $5,000 from bond
funds for the construction of an additional wing to the tuberculosis sanitarium at Warrensviile was, also
given. Legislation authorizing a bond
issue of $175,000 for the sewering of
Dugway Brook, in accordance with
orders from the state board of health,
was introduced.
Olympic Games Move Killed.
The council, by a vote of fifteen to
ten, refused Councilman Townes' request for the appointment of a comaui.reqooBS fo-TSsrt-afn" &?>» }.tpS'"pMUj1
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First steps toward establishing a
system of continuous auditing of
financial transactions of the city, in
accordance with the charter, were
taken by the council committee on
public offices yesterday when it voted
to obtain figures on the cost of employing independent public accountants.
EXECUTIVE SAYS HE'LL
Bascom Little, banker and capitalINSPECT THE PREMISES ist, a member of the charter commission, appeared before the committee to urge the establishment of the
Declares He Favors Opening It if auditing system.
"Municipal ownership of public
It Will Serve Any
utilities will never be popular with
many until some such system is esPurpose.
tablished," said Little in explaining
why the council should maintain a
Residents of the First ward will be checking system on other' departdenied a view of Lake Erie without ments.
"At the present time a layman
walking several miles, until Mayor: can not understand figures given out
Baker and Director of Public Service regarding the operation of utilities,"
r
Sidlo advise members of the council; said Councilman Tow nes, who has
committee on streets as to whether; been making a fight for the establishment of the system. ' "If a reW. 117th street should be opened i
port is asked for one is usually
north of Lake avenue.
asked to wait months before getting
Members of the street committee a reply."
Councilman Smith, member of
are P. V. Kalina. William Stolte and
Robert Foster. Stolte is chairman. the committee, said he believed the
'accountants would save enough to
Kalina and Stolte yesterday declined
pay the expenses of conducting the
to recommend for passage a resolu- audit.
tion introduced in council by Alva R.
The committee is to report back
Dittrick, First ward councilman, ask- to the council with a recommendaing that the director of public serv- tion that the system be placed in
effect the first of the year. The
ice be authorized to open W. 117th charter specifically provides
for
street to Lake Erie. Foster urged full publicity in all financial transfavorable action on the resolution, actions, but the auditing system to
but Kalina and Stolte decided it carry out charter provisions has
should be submitted to Mayor Baker never been established.
before any action was taken.
Their refusal to recommend the resolution followed a visit to W. 117th EIGHT-HOUR DAY BILL
street yesterday morning, with CounAWAITS LEGAL DECISION
cilman Dittrick. They were shown
how a barrier of trees and shrubbery
Action on the Kalina ordinance esat W. 117th street and Lake avenue,
prevents public use of a forty-foot tablishing an eight-hour working day
wide strip extending to the lake, to for employees on public work was
which the city has had title for many postponed yesterday because the city
law department had not passed on
years.
The only other means of access the legality of the proposed measure.
"The legislation will be pushed
to the lake shore in that vicinity
are at Edgewater Park or Nichol- through at the next meeting of the
council," said Councilman Damm,
son avenue in Lakewood.
Members of the street committee chairman of the joint committee to
also talked to property owners in which the legislation was referred.
the vicinity yesterday and were told "There is no disposition to hold the
that there is a strong public de- matter up."
mand for the opening of the street.
C. G. Ennes, retired lake captain
of 12 33 W. 117th street, declares COUNCILMEN FROWN ON
he is paying taxes on property he
STREET PLAYGROUNDS
purchased with the understanding
that W. 117th street would be
Roping off of public streets for
opened to Lake Erie, and he bej lieves the city should have opened playground purposes was frowned
lit long ago.
upon by the city council last night
Though directories and official when It tabled a resolution by Counmaps show it to be an open thoroughfare, W. 117th street from cilman Durkin asking the experiment
•Lake avenue to the lake has ac- be tried. The resolution had been
tually been a private lawn for near- pending for several months.
Durkin had selected E. 85th street,
ly <■„ score—Q-f—years. A
xo
D qoiqAi. uo uuojyBia arB}s OI;BJO between Hoffmann and Superior ave-ouiaa ©qj jo uoirBloiA paSaire aoj nues for the trial. Petitions both for
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A long-standing feud between the
"uplift" and "practical politician"
groups at City Hall was expected to
come to a head late Monday when
council finance committee was to
pass on Welfare Director Cooley's.
request for $20,000 additional for
Warrensviile. Couhcilmen long have;
opposed the department on the
ground it is spreading at the expense of otner city departments.
"The weltare department already
has been given $112,000 since January1. in addition to the $861,000 appropriation," declared Councilman
Stolte. "and it's about time a halt
Is called. Within three months the
j vocational guidance bureau and the
Visiting Nurse associations' work'
[and offices have been removed to the
City Hall. Private charitable organizations run short of funds, ask for
contributions, then shift their, bardens on the city."
Stolte and Councilman Smith also'
claim the city could have done far
better than to purchase "Prince Vining," the city's six-week-old bull
calf for $1,200. With the $11,000 the
elty received for the sale of common stock—it was out of this fund
the calf was purchased—the 546 pris-.
oners at Warrensviile could have
been fed for 25 days, they point out.
It is for feeding prisoners that
Cooley now asks $20,000.
Cooley,
Charities
Commissioner
Vining, Cooley's secretary, W. H. 1
Winans, and every member of the
welfare department planned to attend the committee's meeting and re- j
pulse attacks of critics.

WITT WON'T HAVE ALL
I
CARS 0M: EUCLID AVENUE;
" Traction Commisioner Witt Mon-!
day declared he would oppose Couni j
oilman Rolfe's resolution to operate
cars now running from Tjondon
road, Collinwood, up Haycren avenue j
as fur as the Wihdermere car barns, !
■.clear through to: the Public Square.
"If they don't want that service j
I'm willing to have, the London!
rpad-Collinwopd -.ears tun . to the
square via St. Clair avenue," Witt;
said. " We can't have all the cars :
in the city running on Euclid avehue."

AWARD. CLARK AVENUE
"MI0GE SUBSTRUCTUREr
The proposed Clark avenue viaduct
bobbed up again Monday when the'board of control awarded .the Great
Lakes Dredge & Dock Company a
$12:K!i;'.s contract for completing the
substructure from the B. & O. bridge
to West 11th street. The bid was
|26,000. lower -than engineers' estimates.-' According to Service Director Sidlo, nothing definite has been done so
far toward completing the superstructure-, for which a $900,000 bond
issue was approved at (he August 11 :
primary, ' The- bonds for the' sub-:
■ re have been sold. „ :

f117 BLOCKADE
PUT UP TO MAYOR
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STEP TAKE
CITY AUDIT
Council Committee on Public Offices Votes to Find Expense
of Accountants.

Expected Opposition Does Not Committee Members Kalina and
Develop—Commissioner VinStolte Refuse to Act to Open
Street Before Baker
ing Explains Ordinance to
Advises It.
Committees—Is Passed.
4-CENT RATE, WITH PENNY
TRANSFER REBATE, ASKED
Commissioner Hobbs Is Requested to Compile "L" Road
Cost Statistics.
City farms at Warrensviile were
i given increased appropriations
j amounting to $20,000 at the meeting
j of the city council last night. Exi pected opposition to the appropriaj tion ordinance did not develop and
j the council voted the extra funds
j unanimously.
Commissioner of Charities and Cor] rections Vining appeared before the
■ committees on finance and charities
and corrections in the afternoon and
explained that the ordinance was an
appropriation of funds received for
the board of prisoners from outside
Cuyahoga county. He said that an
I item of $6,200 for laundry purposes in
the appropriation ordinance was un, necessary.
The city farms were given appro| priations of $225,820 at the first of the
year. The additional funds allowed
last night make a total of $132,000 that
has been voted the department of
public welfare since the annual appropriation ordinance was passed.
Authority to spend $5,000 from bond
funds for the construction of an additional wing to the tuberculosis sanitarium at Warrensviile was also
given. Legislation authorizing a bond
issue of $175,000 for the sewering of
■ Dugway Brook, in accordance with
orders from the state board of health,
was introduced.
Olympic Games Move Killed.
The council, by a vote of fifteen to
ten, refused Councilman Townes' request for the appointment of a committee of three to make efforts to
bring the 1916 Olympic games to
Cleveland.
County commissioners were asked.
to designate Superior avenue as a
county road and to pave the thoroughfare from E. 12th street to E.
55th street. The Kalina resolution
making the request has been pending before committees for a number
of months.
Legislation by'Councilman Dittrick
asking for a report on the cost of
extending Madison avenue car lines
to Rocky River was tabled. Members of the street railway committee
held that this was a matter for the
Lakewood city council.
Director of Law Stockwell reported that the city under home rule
had authority to regulate the sale of
dangerous toys, this being a valid
exercise of police power.
A report on the remodeling of the
old Union passenger station was
asked from the departments of public safety and public service by
Councilman Townes, who charged
that proper safeguards against fire
were not" being taken.
"L" Statistics Wanted.
Commissioner of Information and
Publicity Hobbs was asked to compile statistics showing the cost of
an elevated railway system in a
resolution by Councilman Thompson.
An ordinance providing for a permanent roadway under the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks at Hamilton
avenue was introduced by Councilman Reynolds.
Luther S. Fish, 10506 Englewood
avenue, forwarded a communica.tion
to the council asking that the street
railway fare schedule be changed to
4 cents fare, three tickets for 10
cents, a penny charge for a transfer
with a penny rebate.
Fish, who appeared before the
street railway committee in the
afternoon, explained that this would
relieve what he termed an unfair
discrimination against patrons living on crosstown lines. It would
quickly wipe out existing deficits
and permit'a return t6 straight 3cent fare, he said.

First steps toward establishing asystem of continuous auditing of j
financial transactions of the city, in;
accordance with the charter, were'
taken by the council committee on
public offices yesterday when it voted
to obtain figures on the cost of em-j
ploying independent public account--:
ants.
EXECUTIVE SAYS HE'LL
Bascom Little, banker and capitalINSPECT THE PREMISES ist, a member of the charter com-'
mission, appeared before the committee to urge the establishment of the
Declares He Favors Opening It if auditing system.
"Municipal ownership of public
It Will Serve Any
utilities will never be popular with
many until some such system is esPurpose,
tablished," said Little in explaining
why the council should maintain a
Residents of the First ward will be! checking system on other' departdenied a view of Lake Erie without! ments.
"At the present time a layman
walking several miles, until Mayorf can not understand figures given out
Baker and Director of Public Service I regarding the operation of utilities,"
Sidlo advise members of the council; said Councilman Townes, who has
committee on streets as to whether! been making a fight for the establishment of the system.' "If a re-1
W. 117th street should be opened I port is asked for one is usually!
north of Lake avenue.
asked to wait months before getting
Members of the street committee a reply."
Councilman Smith. member of
are P. V. Kalina. William Stolte and
Robert Foster. Stolte is chairman. the committee, said he believed the
'accountants would save enough to
Kalina and Stolte yesterday declined
pay the expenses of conducting the
to recommend for passage a resolu- audit.
tion introduced in council by Alva R.
The committee is to report back
Dittrick, First ward councilman, ask- to the council with a recommendaing that the director of public serv- tion that the system be placed in
effect the first of the year. The
ice be authorized to open W. 117th charter specifically provides
for
street to Lake Erie. Foster urged full publicity in all financial transfavorable action on the resolution, actions, but the auditing system to
but Kalina and Stolte decided it carry out charter provisions has
should be submitted to Mayor Baker never been established.
before any action was taken.
Their refusal to recommend the resolution followed a visit to W. 117th EiGHT-HOUR DAY BILL
street yesterday morning, with CounAWAITS LEGAL DECISION
cilman Dittrick. They were shown
how a barrier of trees and shrubbery
Action on the Kalina ordinance es- '
at W. 117th street and Lake avenue,
prevents public use of a forty-foot tablistiing an eight-hour working day
wide strip extending- to the lake, to for employees on public work was
which the city has had title for many postponed yesterday because the city
law department had not passed on
years.
The only other means of access the legality of the proposed measure.
"The legislation will be pushed;
to the lake shore in that vicinity
are at Edgewater Park or Nichol- through at the next meeting of the
council," said Councilman Damm, I
son avenue in Lakewood.
Members of the street committee chairman of the joint committee to
also talked to property owners in which the legislation was referred.
the vicinity yesterday and were told "There is no disposition to hold the
that there is a strong public de- matter up."
mand for the opening of the street.
C. G. Ennes, retired lake captain
of 1233 W. 117th street, declares C0UNCILMEN FROWN ON
he is paying taxes on property he
STREET PLAYGROUNDS
purchased with the understanding
that W. 117th street would be
Roping off of public streets for
I opened to Lake Erie, and he b'ej lieves the city should have opened playground purposes was frowned
upon by the city council last night
J it long ago.
Though directories and official when it tabled a resolution by Counmaps show it to be an open thoroughfare, W. 117th street from cilman Durkin asking the experiment
■Lake avenue to the lake has ac- be tried. The resolution had been
tually been a private lawn for near- pending for several months.
Durkin had selected E. 85th street,
ly a score of years. A summer
house stands almost in the center of between Hoffmann and Superior avenues for the trial. Petitions both for
a part of the strip.
Councilman Dittrick's resolution, and against the plan had been filed
which two members' of the street with the council. Consent of the councommittee decided not to favor be cil is unnecessary in the opinion of
fore asking the advice of Mayor Director of Public Service Sidlo, who
Baker, sought the removal of the had Sumner avenue' roped off this
shrubbery barrier so residents of season without legislative action.
the neighborhood might walk to the
lake.
I\fo heavy expenditure of
money for paving or grading was
asked in the resolution.
Mayor "Barker said last night »that
he and Director Sidlo would personally inspect W. Ii7th street as
soon as possible.
"If. the strip is city property and
it would serve any purpose to have
it opened," Mayor Baker said, "I
would favor opening it. However, I
cannot say what would be best until I have seen the place and investigated conditions. We will go out
there as soon as possible."
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GETS BRIDGE CONTRACT —
I Contracts for completing the substructure of the Olark avenue highlevel bridge from the B. & O. bridge
to W. 11th street were awarded the:
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. at
its bid of $124,938 yesterday.

REQUESTS REPORT
ON OVERHEADIII

Council Asks Mayor to Order
Study of Systems PractiMILK HEARINGS PUT OFF--!
Public hearings on the Smith orcal for Use Here.
dinance requiring the pasteurization
of milk were deferred until Tues; day, October 6, at a meeting of the
council committee on health and
1
sanitation yesterday.

JOB
AGENCIES
TO
BE
PROBED—Investigation of private employment agencies is to
be started by the council committee on licenses and legislation Thursday.
A call for the
meeting was issued by Councilman Tack, chairman of the joint
committee, yesterday.

LAKE
FRONT
OPINION
ASKED—Director of Law Stockwell yesterday was asked to rule
whether the city under home
rule powers has authority to establish a city harbor line. If he
reports favorably, legislation by
Councilman Gahn asking the department of public
service to
make a survey of the lake front
will be passed by the city council.

People Not to Vote on Issue
of $2,000,000 Street
Repairing Bonds.

,/?, ar?. not ""legislating fcmUmHFwood, said Councilman J. W. Reynolds.
Im not in favor of giving
Lakewood anything. The firstVJ

t

you know the company will be issuing
another $1,000,000 worth of stock."
Luther S. Fish, 10506 Engelwoodav N. E., appeared before the street
railway committe to argue for his
plan of having the , next rate named
in the Tayler grant schedule of car
fares, adopted in place of the present.!
He declared the present scheme is unfair to working men and that as a
matter of justice the public would
approve a rate that would
affect
everybody and result in a quicker!
return to 3-cent fare for all.
"Council will' never stand for it,"
said Street Railway Commissioner
Peter Witt.
"fll say to you, Mr. Witt, that you
have nothing to do with it,"' said Mr.
Fish.
It was contended by Mr. Fish that
this adjustment was a question that
rested with the company and council and that a referendum could not
be held.
Mr. Fish believes 4-cent
cash fare should be established with
three tickets for a dime. There would
be a penny charge for transfer. , The
penny would be rebated.
City Law Director John N. Stockwell ruled last evening that council
could pass legislation prohibiting the
sale of dangerous toys.
An ordinance authorizing the issue
of $175,000 bonds for the Dugway
brook improvem"<nt was introduced.
The committee on streets declined
yesterday to fnake an immediate report on the opening of W. 117th-st to
the lake front.
"If it means - removing shrubbery
and no more, I am in favor of it,'
said Chairman William Stolte. "If it
means grading" and pavingr, I am
against /it."

By unanimous vote council last
night called on Mayor Newton D.
Baker to assign the department of information and publicity to a study of
elevated railroads with a view to preparing a report showing the cost of
establishing this type of rapid transit
system in Cleveland.
R. W. Hobbs, commissioner of information, will write to Germany for
data regarding the monorail system.
It ia believed this type of railroad
can be constructed at a cost of $100.000 a mile.
The older type of elevated would
cost $600,000 a mile and a subway
$1,000,000.
Word reached the city yesterday
that the Cleveland Underground Rapid Transit Railroad Co. had
been
granted permission by the secretary
of state to change its name to the
Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co
President W. F. Thompson of city Councilmen Will Ask Bids for Sepcouncil, who offered the resolution
arate Accounting Work.
calling for an investigation of elevated systems, asserted last evening
Council may take steps to 'engage
, the change in the name of this com-; e ert
'pany indicated that it was preparing; *P
accountants for an independent
to-make an elevated franchise offer! and continuing audit at the first of
in case the city decided finally to take the year in order to obtain data which
some positive step toward ■ the con- can be used in reducing the operating'
struction of an overhead system.
i cost
of city departments
A
Rnhwnv comnanv
specialmatter
committee
of council dishuDway
company reDresentatives
represeniaii^sthe
t
meeting yestereaid yesterday no definite move of this day_ Ba8Com L,tt,ei who wasVmemcharacter is contemplated and that ber of tne charter commission, apthe new name merely widened the peared before the committee to argue
scope of the company's activities.
in favor of the plan. The charter calls
"In the city of Cleveland under ourl for the establishment of such a system bu
present franchise we have to operate
;
} Vas been con<-'jnae<3 *here are
as an underground railroad," said one »o_fun<ta to carry,on. this work,
The committee decided it would obofficial of the company. "We may tain bids on the work from accountingoperate on the surface outside the concerns in.order that a report can be
city limits. The new name is more made to council before the first of the
year.'"
.
.
comprehensive.'!
W. R. Hopkins, president of the- :
eompany, is in the east.
It 1B believed there will be definite developments as soon as he returns. Under National Safety First Official Sup.
its franchise, the company is required
ports New Proposal.
to have a line in operation at the first
of the year.
I Support for his ordinance requiring
By a vote of 15 to 10 council last
night defeated the Townes resolution i.ltv street ears to stop at near cross
calling for the appointment of a spe- , ngs instead of the far side stops, wil
cial committee to investigate the j e obtained by Councilman E. A. Mey
feasibility of taking steps to bring ■rs from Frederick H. Elliott, generr
the 1916 international Olympic games ' .ecretary of the Safety First Societ>
to Cleveland. The games are sched- if America, who is In Cleveland. Set
uled for Berlin, but it has been re- ;-etary Elliott favors the near side sto;
ported America has an opportunity to ?!an which is in effect in the downtowi.
listrict.
obtain them because of the war.
Councilman Meyers has introduce!
"The wording of the resolution is
in
which would make the
offense,"
said
Councilman A.
J. rule ordinance
apply all over Cleveland. Street
Damm. "It would be taking an un- Railroad Commissioner Peter Witt it
fair advantage of a condition that ey opposing it. Public Safety Director A.
lsts in Europe to strive to get thr A. Benesch is supporting Mr. Meyers'
games."
ordinance.
The board of county commissionMr. Benesch spent a large portion of
«»•« was asked bv council last nigh! yesterday with the representative oi
ers was asKea joy o»uJ*
«
First organization.
They
th
Safety
to repave Superior-av N.EL,.from *<
, d ;
>
cted the trafflc si
32th-st to E. o5th-st. The county of Eu£lid_av and E. 105th-st.
fered to do this work some time ago
_._.
_,—-

PLAN EXPERT CITY AUDIT

AV0RS NEAR STOP PLAN

nouS^t^v^g^rwo^d notlMAYOR WANTS CHEAP GAS
offer a resolution authorizing the peo- ;
pie to vote on issuing $2,000,000 bonds;
for street repaving purposes at the
coming November election.
j
"I find it Is too late to get It on the ::
ballot," he said. "Responsibility for ■ ■
failure
streets next year
failure to
to repave
repav
will rest on the administration.
Property owners have paid their assessments.''
Investigation of the remodeling in
progress at the old Union station was
ordered by council last night. The
directors of public service and publio
safety were requested to determine
whether the remodeling would make
the building safe from a fire standpoint. The resolution was offered by
Councilman Townes.
Council committee on street railways submitted an adverse report on
the resolution by Councilman A. R.
Dittrick, asking for an estimate of the
cost of extending the Madison-av N.
W. service from W. 117th-st to Rocky
>fiver.

_
■B^^atlve Approves Plan to Ask Independents
to Submit Bids.
"c*
.
—
Newton D. Baker yesterday
*g°ed the plan of inyiHn5,indepSn± '
™nf™aS interests to sell their product
In 'Cleveland. Following a conference
with the mayor yesterday; Councilman
F V. Kalina announced he would wilt,
to the head of one gas producing corn ,
pany in the county who has offered to
sell gas in Cleveland for 19 cents.
"i do not suppose he wi be ableit,:
suonlv all of Cleveland," said Mr.
Kalina, "but even if he supplies a por
tion of the city it will help. We nee.
competition. I am going to write tomorrow and invite this company to submit a franchise."
Residents in the villages in the southwest section of the county may be sup
plied with 25-cent gas. The county Ii
considering application for a franchise.
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BEGIN WAR ON 100 MILKMEN
CAR SPIHERS TO FIGHT BOOST
The annual fall campaign against j
'street car spitters will begin Friday,!
! Sanitary Sergeant Hotter announced j
; Tuesday.
At roll call Friday morning the 16 |
policemen under Motter will be given j
orders to arrest every person they'
see spitting while on street cars.
"I will ask municipal judges to inflict the maximum punishment, $25 (

IN RETAIL PRICE

Approximately 100 dealers, who
distribute at least 30 per cent of
Cleveland's entire milk supply,
will continue to sell milk this
winter at prevailing prices of 7
and 8 cents a quart, despite northern Ohio milk producers' threats
to charge 20 cents per gallon
wholesale for milk.
and costs, on all offenders," Motter j
Independent dealers also "will
said. "Once we show t,llat we are in
fight efforts of the Belle Vernonearnest the practice will be abated."
Mapes Dairy Co. to force retail
milk up to 9 cents.
These were statements Tuesday of David R. Rothkopf, attorney, 643 Sowety for Savings
building, who is secretary of the
independent milk dealers' association.
This association consists of 100
small-scale
milk
distributers,
most of whom supply Bast-side
routes.
"There's no excuse for 9-cent
milk," said Rothkopf. "Farmers.
are using the war as an excuse to
raise the price of their milk, and
big dealers are only too glad for
the excuse to tack on another
cent per quart to consumers. It'a
unfair."
"No Excuse for Rise."
Clarence Lannert, head of the
Unnert Bros. Dairy Co., 809 E.
152d-st, and president of the independent dealers association, Tuesday said that eve nif milk producers should charge 20 cents for
milk wholesale, there would be no
excuse for a rise to 9 cents per
quart to Cleveland consumers.
"Many of the independent dealers have already bought their milk
for the next six months on contract," Linnert said. "I am informed that this is also true of the
big dealers."
Independent distributors will
meet soon to map out plans for
the winter, Rothkopf said.
,
"We mean to sell milk to our
customers at fair prices," he said.
"We're going: to break, if we can,
any attempt to force milk up to
, exorbitant prices on flimsy excuses."

WHAT COUNCIL DID
Here's what
council did
Monday night:
Ordered directors of safety
and service to investigate and
report ,to council whether remodeled union station complies with safety provisions of
building code.
Defeated resolution providing appointment of committee
to attempt to bring Olympic
games here in 1916.
»
Voted $5000 for completion
of tuberculosis sanitarium.
Gave first reading to ordinance appropriating $175,000
for Dugway sewer.
Received an adverse committee report on ordinance
establishing playground on B.
85th-st between Superior-av
and Hoffman-av.
Received adverse report on
resolution directing Concon to
extend its lines in Madisonav from W. 117th-st to Riverrd.
Received ruling from Law
Director Stockwell to effect
that city may pass ordinance
regulating the sale of dangerous toys such, as pea shooters.
Passed
resolution
asking
county commissioners to pave
Superior-av from E. 12th-st to
E.- 55th-st, on the .grounds
that this is a county road.
Referred communication of
Luther S. Fish asking that
Concon be directed to establish 4-cent car ticket rate or
three tickets for a dime.
Passed ordinance authorizing
$20,000 increase for Warrensville farm for
remainder of
year, funds to be obtained
from Warrensville earnings.

CQUNCILMEN ARE TO PROBE JOJMGENCIES
Council committee on "censes
Thursday will start an investigation of methods of employment
ag

TISeprobe is inspired by Mayor
Baker who last week helped two
boys recover $4 they had paid to
get jobs. The boys told Baker
they didn't get the work promised
th

'<?want to know just what
representations the agencies are
making to unemployed persons,
^MVoS'nion is that -hen we I
get through with this the people
wil understand that the free employment agency run by ^e city
is one of the best departments of |
the muny government.
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PLAN POLICE SCHOOL
TO TEACH 'EM SPIRIT
Department Officials to Open 'Benesch University'
Oct. 15 and Patrolmen Are to Hear Lectures
Concerning Their Duty to Public.
"To imbue patrolmen with the
right spirit and to show them what
their attitude should be toward the
public and what the attitude of the
public should be toward them."
Benesch university is to open Oct.
15, and if the institution were to
adopt a motto, as do all real-for-sure
universities, the foregoing would be
the one selected, according to Director of Safety A. A. Benesch, who
might be called the founder of the
school.
But as a matter of fact, the system
of instruction of patrolmen will not
be called a university, nor a college,
nor a school—simply a lecture course
presenting ideals, says Mr. Benesch.
Student patrolmen will matriculate
the evening of Oct. 15. Among their
professors will be Chief of Police W.
S. Rowe, professor emeritus of ethics;

PLAYS HARP IN
CITY ORCHESTRA

Police Prosecutors Francis W. Poul- (
son and Samuel Silbert, ethics; City
Law, Director John N. Stockwell, jr.,,
County Proscutor Cyrus Locher and i
Attorney Harry F. Payer, professors i
of law. Among the instructors are to (
be police inspectors and captains.
Students will not be allowed to cut j
classes.
Dismissal from the uni- ;
verslty, or rather the force, will be I
the penalty for infringement of this
rule.
In order to allow both the day and
night forces to attend the lectures, j
all of which will be held on Thursday nights in the fall and winter
months, there will be shifts In the
force and lectures will be repeated.
Lectures will be held at central police,
station.
"President"
Benesch,
Professor
Emeritus Rowe and Mayor Newton
D. Baker will make addresses on
opening night.

PLAN STHEET^CflHKIVAL
Merchants at Euclid and E.
55th-st to Celebrate.
A delegation Of business men from
the Euclid-av and E. 55th-st district
called on Mayor Newton D. Baker
yesterday to learn when pavements
in that locality again will be fit for
traffic.
For the past two years streets in
that vicinity have been torn up for
repairs. Euclid-av, E. 40th-st and
E. 55th-st in turn have been scenes
of the laying of sewers, water pipes
and gas lines.
The Pennsylvania
grade crossing work, also has helped
to keep much traffic from the street
intersection.
Wishing to let the people know
when the streets again are in good
condition,
the
merchants
haVe
planned to hold a carnival upon the
completion of the relaying of pavement.
A committee composed of
Edgar G. Winger, Silas Auerbach,
\ Edward I. Bolster, A. Comey has
been appointed to make preliminary
arrangements for the carnival.
The committee has called a meeting for tomorrow afternoon, at :!
o'clock, to be held in Sinnott's dining
room. At this meeting the subject
will be taken up in detail.. Promises to be present have beert received
from all businss men in the neighborhood."

MME. ISA LATI5H-HAQNICK
Mrs. lsa Latish-Harnick, harpist, ASKS FOR" MORE POWER
has been engaged -to play in the
municipal orchestra during the or- Division of Recreation Wants Authority to Regulate.
chestra's season of seventeen weeks.
Mrs. Latish-Harnick -vas born in Poland and has had wide experience in The advisory committee of. the diboth symphony and solo work. She vision of recreation, meeting yesteris to receive $50 a week. She will day in the board of education room,
1)1 ay for the first time Sunday, Nov. 1. adopted a resolution asking Mayor
Newton D. Baker to delegate regulaWON'T BOOST MILK PRICES: tion of municipal bath houses, pool
rooms and dance halls to the division.
Independent Dealers Assert They
The committee, which was organized jointly by Dr. H. R. Cooley, diWill Sell at Regular Rates*
rector of public welfare, and the
board of education, is composed of
Declaring that, even if milk goes to fifteen members- and is expected to
20 cents a gallon wholesale, there is bring about greater co-operation becity and the board of educaI no basis for an advance in the retail tween
tion
amusement and playground
price to 9 cents a quart, David R. W
Among those present at the meetRothkopf, attorney for 100 independwere T. M. Black, commissioner
ent milk distributers, yesterday an- ine
L^r^veation- Dr. Cooley, Rev. Worth
nounced his clients will continue to M TTppy, W D Crackelt T. S. Farrell,
W L Solomon, Miss Selma Sullivan,
sell milk at 7 and 8 cents a quart.
Frank B. Abbott, R. L. Kroesen,
According to Clarence Linnert of i-Mrs
Mrs' James R- Garfield. A. B. Williams.
the Linnert Bros. Kaii-y Co., most in- jr^Mrs Virginia D. Green and D. a
dependent dealers have bought their Humphrey.
J
milk from farmers for the- next six
months under contract.
They do not fear announced plans
of the Northern Ohio Milk Producers'
association to raise the price to 20
cents, it was said.

-

SHOWS PROFIT IN LIGHTS
I Report Indicates: $1,000,000 Annual
I
Income for City Plant.
!

Receipts at the city's new municipal
lighting plant at the foot of Bj 63d-st
will amount to $1,000,000 a year when {
the plant is loaded to capacity, according to an estimate yesterday by Public
Utilities Director C. W. Stage. This
«t='1.nu7t<L..is based on a report for the
first eight months of 1914.
ml££ prjfl^S for eiSht months are S56,?,;L™oaiid "It resam
°eiPts $153,363.65. The
was liiB^fe
« the
Period
last year
proflts
$51?814
were
Public Safety Director C. W Statre
estimates that receipts for the yea?
will amount to about $240,000
The
SMttsicSapna°cTtyI.0aded to ^outT„e-fiTf^

Delay Work on City Hall.
Interior work on the new city hall
will be delayed forty days. Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo said yesterday that there would be no attempt to
approve the contract with the George
A. Fuller Co. until the period allowed
for a referendum on the ordinance authorizing the issue of $425,000 new city
hall bonds had expired. The ordinance
was passed Dy council recently.

Tairmount Station Will r ,
to Supply Customer,
Thirty-Cent Rate to
Hold Trade,
Steam heat will be furni
,he municipal plant at Fai
station at thirty cents a a,"
pounds again this season °*
large losses during tho L]
year, according to p. -a- „ ,
commissioner of light and '^\
An advance in price ls iln''
without loss of business, The heating plant repr„
a«i
■vestment of $200,000. it
third season's operations 7h.
with a big deficit.
"If the price of heat is »•„
the city will lose all its ctWo*"»
cause the steam could then be™
factured cheaper in Individ,,,,?1?
plants," said Ballard. "Th. ,
can make money at the tWHi2
rate."
'■*
Ballard says that the priCB (i,
by the r.Uy is Practically the»
that charged by the' Cleveland!
IS,
trie Illuminating Company n,5
minating company sells al(
steam while live steam is !tpft
by the city, Ballard says'"
During the last fiscal ye„
heating plant lost $11,647.35, oper
expenses being $15,777.85 aaj real
but $4,130.55. The Haddair, 1
,-ments, E. 105th stret and Eudij,,
nue, largest users of municipal J
in the past, terminated its mrJ,
this season

BENESCH WANTS NEW
STEPS FOR ICE
Removal of rear steps from h
wagons was suggested hy Director^
Public Safety Benesch, in a letter^!
officials of the City Ice Delivery 0*1
pany and Colonial Ice Company -J
terday.
Benesch says the rear steps am
menace and temtatlon to cMgJ
and points out that municipal iJ
thorities in New York are co-opsy.l
ing with the ice companies in a J
fort to do away with the rear seJ
Benesch suggests that the Pal
land ice companies gradually tt$|
their wagons with a collapsible s!
similar to those on street cars.
"Reforms of this kind can bet
be accomplished by voluntaryatlli
said Benesch.

ih^L^ks1 xlV^wi^/? <? o, / % t H.
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t/P TO CIVIC BOARD
Baker Would Shift Responsibility, for Conduct of Pool Rooms, Bath
Houses and Other Centers to Body Authorized by Council.
Mayor Baker is to be asked to authorize the division of recreation to
supervise city bathhouses, the • municipal pool room and dance halls.
This was decided yesterday, at the
first meeting- of the new advisory
, committee of the division of recreation, in the board of education rooms.
The committee of fifteen was appointed jointly by Director of Welfare Cooley and the board of .education.'
The committee's first work is to be
the formulation of a,plan to unify
school and city playground work so
that by greater co-operation, duplication of efforts will be eliminated
; and the efficiency of the playground

organization increased. The committee is to serve for a year.
The decision to ask Mayor Baker
to broaden the powers of the division
of recreation, was made in the form
of a resolution, passed unanimously.
The first work of the committee will
be to outline a program for. playground work for the year.
Members of the committee present
yesterday were Rev. Worth M. Tippv, !
W. D. Crackel, Thomas Farrell, W.' i
L. Solomon, Miss Selma Sullivan,' I
Mrs. Frank E. Abbott, R. L. Kroes- '
sen, Mrs. James R. Garfield, A. B.
Williams and D. S. Humphrey. T.
M. Black, co*mmissioner of recreation, Director of Public Welfare
Cooley and Mrs. Virginia Cireen, of
the board of education, also attended.
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ELflf
INSPECTION
OFW. 1.17THST- UREEDATMEETIWG
Baker Declares He Has Not Yet
Had Time to Inspect the
Thoroughfare as Ordered
by City Council,

A bond issjje of approximately $6,000,000 to carry out two long-discussed improvements, a high level
bridge connecting the retail and
market districts of both sides of
the city and straightening of the
Cuyahoga River, will in all probMayor Baker said yesterday that
ability be submitted to the voters ofhe and Director of Public Service
the county this fall.
Sidlo had not yet had an opportunity
Meeting at the new county court
house yesterday, county officials and
to inspect W. 117th street, at the remembers of various civic organquest of the council committee on
izations, including the Chamber of
streets, to determine the advisability
Commerce and Chamber of Industry,
of opening that thoroughfare to the
were unanimous in the opinion that.
lake.
the preliminary work on these two!
Whether the strip of W. 117th
projects should begin at once. It
street, between Lake avenue and
THE WAY THEY WASTE.
Lake Erie, becomes accessible to the was agreed that to build a third high
AS a municipality, Cleveland is
: public or remains part of a private level bridge it was necessary to comlawn protected by a barrier of shrub-' plete the proposed river straightenmuch in need of money. The
bery, depends on the recommendation ing first.
city, as a great corporation, is
, of Mayor Baker and Director Sidlo.
A resolution was adopted at the!
hard pressed to meet its obligaA council resolution introduced by ; meeting declaring that if' it was |
tions. It is forced to leave un:Alva R. Dittrick, First ward' council- found possible for the county to un- |
man, asked that the street be dertake the work of straightening the I
done many things wMeto it would
l opened. The city has had title to river, that the two projects should be!
be glad to do if its revenues were
Ten streets are all that are included (the strip it is sought to open for, placed before the voters this fall in;
larger or its necessary expenses
in .next years repaving program of many years, and according to Dit- the form of one bond issue to cover 1
■were not so^heavy. Economy is
the city administration, despite the . trick, his resolution would not in- the cost of both.
volve the expenditure of any considdemanded by common prudence
Await Locher's Opinion.
city-wide agitation for better streets' erable amount of money.
and common sense.
County Prosecutor Locher was
which continued throughout the sumThe street committee, to which the
In the face of such conditions imer.
resolution was referred, .declined to asked for an opinion on the legal
phase of the question immediately as
the city authorities continue to
The repaving of fourteen mile's of act favorably on it Monday and the proposition must be in the hands
spend with shameful indifference | street the coming year had been rec- sought the advice of Mayor Baker.
The latter said yesterday that his of the board of elections within ten
to the state of the public treasury ommended by City Engineer Hoff- recommendation would depend en- days to be placed on the ballots this
and the personal pecuniary needs mann. Legislation was passed by the tirely on whether he found the open- fall.
Assistant United States istrict Atof thousands of the taxpayers who j council in accordance with the en- ing of the strip would serve any usetorney Alburn, however, declared he
are obliged to contribute their | gineer's report. Much of the legisla- ful purpose.
believed the county had a perfect
tion was held up by the board of ■ According to Mayor Tyler, of Lake- legal right to undertake the river
hard-earned money to keep it from
wood, that city is anxious to act
revision
and
assessments.
absolute emptiness. One week it
jointly with Cleveland in extending straightening job.
Scovill avenue and Crawford road W. 117th street to the lake. The
"The county has the power to diis the purchase of two-weeks old
calf for the city's farm at are among the more important streets west side of the thoroughfare is vert streams for the purpose of imWarrensville, for £1,200. The next included in the repaving program. known as Highland avenue and provement and this matter would
The entire amount of repaving Lakewod originally held a forty-foot come under that head," said Alburn.
it is solid bronze hardware for a planned will not exceed three or four easement to the lake the same as is
By means of a large map County,
nurses' home at the city hospital, miles. The citizens' commission which now held by Cleveland.
Engineer Stinchcomb showed there,
Mayor
Tyler
and
City
Solicitor
were three proposed routes for a new
at a price about $700 above the made a study of paving needs recost of good hardware made of j ported that fifty miles of streets were Curren are investigating old records bridge. All had their western apto determine whether Lakewood still proach at Lorain avenue, while one
urgently in need of repaving.
brass, with a bronze finish.
No provision for funds to pay thai has an easement to the lake. A had Its eastern approach at Huron
This latest extravagance was city's portion of the repaving cost former city solicitor in Lakewood road, another a little north of Huron
Councilman' rendered an opinion to the effect that and a third at Bolivar road. The
decided upon after long discussion has yet been made.
Lakewood had vacated all its rights second was most favored.
and after it^had been shown that Reynolds, member of a special com-: in the street extension.
mittee which investigated the paving
Joint Work Favored.
the hardware rejected as not fine situation, said yesterday that bonds! Councilman Dittrick conferred with
This route, however, as well as the
enough for locks and knobs in a could be issued by the council by;rea-| Mayor- Tyler last night, to learn
whether i^ is possible for Lakewood route with the approach a little
home for nurses, a building which son of an increased tax duplicate.
and Cleveland to act jointly in the north of Huron, would require an al"It
is
up
to
the
administration
to
few persons, comparatively, would
most prohibitive grade on the east
find funds and repave these streets " matter.
approach if the river curve known as
ever visit and Which could not be said Councilman Bernstein, chairman
Collision Bend, was not eliminated,
In any sense a show place for the of the committee. "Recommendations
it was stated. It seemed to be the
public, was used In many costly of the engineers should be followed
concensus of opinion after this was
out."
business blocks. What was good
explained that the river straightening
enough for the rich taxpayers of
should be done in conjunction with:
the bridge building.
Cleveland in the buildings they

CITY WILL PAVE ONLY
II STREETS NEXT YEAR

own was too cheap for a public;
building to be paid for by all tax-1
payers, many thousands of whom ;
are obliged to undergo painful j
sacrifices to obtain the money the
city takes from them.
Such waste by .public officials!
is one of the direct and growing
causes of the high cost of living.
It Is a sin against the poor and
an imposition upon all citizens.

1
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i POLICE WILL HEAR
WEEKLY LECTURES
i
Weekly
I the work
started at
Mayor

. lectures pertaining . to
of patroimen will be
central station Oct. 15.
Baker,
Chief
Rowe,

county and city prosecutors and
members of the city law department will talk to the patrolmen on
the laws affecting patrolmen and
on the ideal relationship of patrolmen and the public. Attendance
will be compulsory.

Here's Harpist for PITY Tfi QDEWn
Mose's Orchestra Wl' !U OrENU

$2,260,000 TO
HELP JOBLESS
Service Director Sidlo Wednes
day said his department would
undertake to spend $2,260,000 on
public improvements this fall and
winter as a means of abating unemployment.
\
"These improvements must be
made anyway, and I believe the
time to do the work is now, when
hundreds of men are begging for
work," said Sidlo. "I think all
public improvements should be
pushed this winter and that
Cleveland labor should be used
in every possible case."
Sidlo estimates that at least 50
per cent of the two and a quarter
ISA LATISH-HARNIK.
millions expended will go directly
This
introduces
Mrs.
Isa
labor.
Latish-Harnik, harpist of the muny| to "Our
department has been
orchestra.
When
Christiaan
Timmner, i urging all contractors to use
Cleveland men exclusively in their
muny orchestra director, began
,assembling his players
for the: work," Sidlo continued. ' "In
concerts, which start Nov. 1, he' every case we have found the
couldn't find in Cleveland a harp-i contractors anxious to help out in
ist he considered qualified for the: this situation."
Utilities i Director
Stage is
position;
Musicians who had heard Mrs.' working with Sidlo on his plan
Latish-Harnik play recommended: for providing employment.
The money is to be disbursed as
her, and she accepted the place \
follows:
.at $50 a week.
PUBLIC SERVICE DEPARTMENT.
Mrs. Isa Latish-Harnik is a
Amount of work
to be done fall
' member of a family of celebrated
Amount
of and winter
Polish musicians who were helped
Contracts. 1914-1915.
to fame by King Albert of Saxony. New city hall, interior.$1,200,000 $ 500.000
■ /..?
King Albert first helped Mrs. Clark-av brldite, substructure
180,000
150,000
' Latish-Harnik's father, who be- Sewage
disposal plant
at Newburjr Heights.
: came a great violinist. Then he
excavation
90,000
90,000
i encouraged the harpist's brother Sewage
disposal plant
to take up music.
at E. 140th-st, breakwater construction.. 105,000
105,000
When Mrs. Latish-Harnik was I W'oodland-av
bathhouse,
only ten, the king presented her
interior
'.
35,000
35,000
with a harp and later welcomed Sewage disposal plant
at
W.
58th-st,
buildher to the court royal orchesti-a.
ing grit chambers
She played with the great Strauss
and screens
20,000
20,000
Complete
sheds Westin a tour of Germany and later was
side market
10.000
10,000
with the principal orchestras of Sewers
905,000
500,000
Paving
200,000
200,000
Switzerland and Italy as soloist.
Later, in America, she was with
Totals
$2,745,000 $1,610,000
PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT.
the Cincinnati symphony orchesfiltration
tra, the New York symphony or- Division-av
plant...
$ 850,000 $ 400,000
chestra under Walter Damrosch, West-side water tunnel
1,000,000
250,000
and other well-known organizations.
Grand totals
$4,595,000 $2,260,000

NOTED HARPIST JOINS
MUNICIPAL ORCHESTRA
IT'S difficult to find'a word to lit it.
but the'municipai! symphony orchestra is going- to have that
isomething this year which it lacked
.in its. infancy and whiqh. means a
full-fledged orchestra.
.,.-.
The addition 'will be a harp, it was
announced Wednesday ,by Christiaan
Timmner, leader of the. orchestra.
It is not 'the harp, but the' harpist,
Mrs. .Isa Latis'luHarnielr.. wlip,'is going to niean that.something .to. Cleveland music lovers.
Mrs... Latish-IIarnick. now of New
York, is a notable representative of
her native' Poland. ' She inherited a
love of music, her father having
been a celebrated violinist.
She was brought to the notice of
King Albert of Saxony, who presented her the fii;st. instrument she
owned. Later he welcomed her to
the Court Royal orchestra.
She appeared in Germany and Vienna with the celebrated Strauss orchestra. She bowed to Cleveland five
years ago at the Hippodrome in special engagements.
"The hai-p as an instrument dates
back to the dawn of .history and was
the favorite instrument of Irish and
other Gaelic minstrels," said Timmner. "Its use has declined recently,
due primarily to the c.ost of the instrument itself and the; diffieuity in
acquiring the necessary technique.
Mrs. Harnick, by undaunted courage,
perseverance and strong musical talent has overcome the latter objection."
I Mrs. Harnick will be an economy
I in a way. Five hundred dollars had
been set aside for soloists, but Mrs.
i Harnick's many harp solos will fill
j the bill.
Mrs. Harnick is expected in Cleveland October. 1, to prepare for the
opening concert, November 1.

SOUTH SIDE BUSINESS
MEN PLAN CARNIYAL

CITY WILL SELL SQ
DESPITE NO
Utilities department old
doubted Wednesday whether f',3
municipal heating system
"I
out of Fairmount pirmpim, 2
pnd supplying customers in thl
olid-East 105th street district *!
show a profit for the winter
Despite the fact that in f'hj'J
ending January l the receiSlf
taled only $4,130 against
tures of $15,777 and that tht3
paying customer, the Haifa am
merits, Euclid avenue and fi
105th street, had been lost, theB
tern is again in operation.
"The system Is only operating
tween 55 and 60 per cent of its a!
pacify, but there seems to be nl
opportunity to raise rates
Lighting Commissioner Ball:

The merchants of "Economy Center," the South Side business, district,
from the. Nickel Plate crossing on
Western street south to Kinkel avenue and, east on Clark avenue to
Scra.moiy road, will hold a fall carnival ,October 10 to 17. Stores .will be
elaborately decorated; there will be
special window displays, and at night
Use streets will be electrically illuminated.
A committee of 25 merchants and
business men is arranging the program. It includes a fraternal parade;
rewards Of $5 to $15 to the finders of
two missing women and five missing
men; souvenirs; carnival night, with
masked parade, and balloon day.
There may be a public wedding in ;
the largest show 'window. Hundreds;
Mayor Baker will be. guilty ofl
of dollars' worth of presents have' ing his powers as mayor if hen
!
been promised the couple, who will to sanction the opening of West IK
take their vows in public.
street, from Lake avenue to filet!
because his pet project. Cliff St
was killed in council, W
councilmen said Wednesday.
Councilman Dittrick, who is s
ing to have the thoroughfare opened
!
also attacked Baker's statement 11
he (Dittrick) failed to help i
drive, along, then set to
project of far less importance.
"Council records will show I votlj
'yes' every time Cliff drive WIM
Dittrick declared. "The streettwj
ing should be considered on itsmer-l
its, and not in conjunction till M
failure of one of the adminiitniilij
hobbies."
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'^ IIIIUSE is I
PAYING, BUT IT
For the first time in its history the j
workhouse at Warrensville this year j
will show a profit, Welfare Director'
Cooley said Wednesday. Almost entire
credit for the showing- is given the
lack of employment, which has boosted the workhouse population to a little over .600, as compared with 410 last
year.
The fact that the institution is on
a paying basis will not lessen its!
financial difficulties next year, however. In giving Cooley permission to |
transfer $20,000 for feeding prisoners!
and keeping the institution on its feet
the rest of the year, councilmen Monday sanctioned the use of the profit!
this year.
According to Charities,
Commissioner Vining the workhouse j
now is $7,000 behind on its grocery bill
•and $800 short on its auto supply account.
,
"Last year the cost to the city of
keeping each prisoner was 50 cents,
making a loss of 3 cents a day per
prisoner," Cooley said.
"This year,
however, the city will make as much
per prisoner as it lost last year. The
City hospital now owes us $1,000 for
screens, prisoners now are at work
on 100 chiffoniers for the new nurses'
home, while the infirmary and tuberculosis sanitarium owe us close to
$5,000 altogether. We will not be able
tc get the ready cash because those
city activities also are running behind."
The . infirmary at Warrensville
Wednesray was housing 600 persons,
50 per' cent more than last year,
while the tuberculosis sanitarium
was caring for approximately 700

TOO MANY PLAY
HEADS; COUNCIL
TO LET ONE GO,
. City Hall retrenchment plans for
1915 will include the ■ retirement of
either T. M. Black, ^,000 recreation
commissioner, or M. J. McGintY, $1,800
#port supervisor, councilmen predicted Wednesday. Much dissatisfaction
lias arisen because the work of Black
and
McGinty overlap extensively,
particularly in winter. Which is to
*o still is a matter of speculation.
"The work of Black and McGinty is
so closely related that it^seems entirely within reason to dispense with
one,"
Councilman Smith declared
Wednesday. "There is no need of
paying $4,800 for duplication of work
iwhen one man can handle the job !
-without overexertion. A change is
certain to be made when the council j
makes up the city's 1915 appropriation." ■
...
*,,„ +
Councilmen are complaining that
Black, whom
Welfare
Director
Cooley forced on council with the aid
of Mayor Baker, will have nothing to,
do outside of establishing several
school social centers and managing
the municipal orchestra, which plays
once a week for 17 weeks beginning
November 1.
'.
. ' ■
McGinty's work for the wmtef callsj
for the supervision of football unt^
Thanksgiving, then the laying out ofI
several large ice rinks in Bdgewater
and Gordon parks and planning for an
ice carnival. Black Wednesday said
he had planned to take care of the
winter sports, but would not interfere with McGinty if the latter had
his work already cut out.
The new advisory committee of the
recreation division Tuesday passed a
resolution to ask Mayor Baker to
broaden the powers of the division of
reoreation; to supervise city bathhouses, the municipal poolroom and
dance halls. ' The first, work of the
committee will be to outline a program for playground work for a
year.
,
Members of the committee present
were Rex". Worth M. Tippy, W. D.
Crackel, Thomas Farrell, W. L. -Solomon R. L. Kroesen. A. B. Williams,
D S Humphrey, Miss Selma Sullivan
Mrs. Frank E. Abbott. Mrs.
James R. Garfield, T. M. Black, commissioner of recreation, and Director
of Public Welfare Cooley. Mrs. Virginia Green of the board of education also attended.

THEATER MANAGERS TO
EXPLAIN TICKET PRICES

i

Theater managers have been asked
to appear before the council committee on judiciary tomorrow when the
McGinty ordinance regulating- the
sale of admission tickets will be. con-',
sidered.
The proposed legislation requires
theaters to post admission prices and
to have same stamped on every
ticket. McGinty claims that theater
patrons are sometimes misled by advertising prices.

PLAN ARTIFICIAL LAKE AT
WOODLAND HILLS PARK
Plans for a large artificial lake adjoining Woodland Hills Park and
Kinsman waterworks reservoir are
being prepared by Park Engineer
Newman at the request of Councilman Tack. Boating and bathing facilities will be provided.
Overflow from the Kinsman reservoir will be used in flooding adjoining land where the lake is to be built
under Tack's plans. Owners of property in the vicinity have agreed to
donate land for the proposed lake and
to allow a street to be opened from
Kinsman road through their prop! erty. The cost of the project will not
exceed $5,000, Tack says.

LABOR LEADERS DELAY
8-HOUR DAY AGITATION
The Cleveland. Federation of Labor
last night decided to give the city;
council a reasonable time in which to
pass an ordinance providing an eighthour day for city laborers before initiating a referendum petition on the
measure.
This action was taken in adopting
a report of the federation's legislative I
committee, authorized recently to
prepare a referendum petition. An
amended ordinance, however, differing from the one recently vetoed by j
Mayor Baker, has been introduced |
in the city council. The committee's
report last night recommended that
the council have time to act on the
amended measure.

STATE TO GIVE HEARING
ON CITY SEWAGE PLANT
Hearings on the, city's petition for a)
sewage disposal plant on the lake
shore near E. 149th street are planned
by the state board of health.
Plans of procedure were discussed
at a conference between a committee
, appointed by the board to investigate
;
and city officials yesterday. Ohe petition was filed with the state board in
order that bonds for the disposa,
[plant might be issued outside the.
debt limitation of 5 per cent of the
tax duplicate.-
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URGE iGEBGT CHEST
Men Who Complain of Paying
for Jobs to Explain.
Men who claim to have been victimized by Cleveland employment agencies
are expected to attend a meeting today
at 2 p. m. in the office of City Cleik
Richard B. Collins, when an investigation of employment agencies is to
According to their charges the men j
have paid fees of $2 for a guarantee
of employment. The guarantee was :
said to be satisfied when employment
for a dav or two was furnished by
the agencies, they assert.
Among city officials who are to attend the meeting is Police Prosecutor
Samuel Silbert. To Mr. Silbert have
been referred many complaints against
agencies that have been received by
Mayor Newton D. Baker.
Charges
that some
employment
agencies have acted as procurors for
immoral houses were made yesterday
bv Municipal Judge Manuel Lcvine.
Judge Levine said the cases to his
knowledge were not of recent origin,
but warranted, in his opinion, prosecution of the agencies.
Will Discuss Orchestra.
Musicians' union delegates are to
meet with Mayor Newton D. Baker,
Commissioner of Recreation T. Black
and T W. Garvin, representative of the
Citv club orchestra committee, in the
mayor's office this morning to discuss
matters in connection with the composition of the municipal orchestra. The intention of Orchestra Director Chnstiaan
Timmner to engage outside talent has
resulted in a request from the musicians' union for a conference on the
subject.

ASKS FIXED JWCE SHOWS
Councilman Says Theater Men
Change Admission at Box Office.
Managers of city theaters and vaudeville houses have been invited to attend
a meeting at the city hall at 2 p. m.
tomorrow to consider the ordinance to
be introduced by Councilman J. J. McGinty compelling theatrical managers
to exhibit prices of admission in a
prominent place at the entrance to
daces of amusement.
.
"The proposed ordinance is the outcome of numerous complaints from
citizensi that although theaters advertise a scale of admission charges they
impose extras upon patrons at the ooi
office," ' Councilman M.cGinty declared
ye

"Arpatron would rather pay the extra
than be embarrassed in front of a worn^companion." Mr. MoGlnty eald.
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KFFPS PflftIh CHRIS CAN'T SAY

ROOM
ALL DENY IT

JUST WHO MAX,.
TOOT THE FLUTE

Arrangements«m j<de Thursday by
Mayor Baker, Recreation ;:-eoi:pmissioner T. M. Black and a committee
of three from the musicians'tvunion
will strip H#rr Christiaah'Tinimher,
municipal orchestra .leader^, of. con„
City Hall heads handled the imi- slderable discretion in choosing ,or:
nicipal poolroom situation .with gloves chestra members.
"■' '"
Thursday. XotJ oiie.idenied ;that the
The arrangeirieiit decided 'on will,
1vor
two pool tables at 4700 Broadway
k something ;like, this:
An ap
still were under lock and key: './ail- P»cant, rejected by. .Timmner..as un,
,, ,
,
fit, may appeal to Black.
Then I
agreed the place should be opened as BIack wl], ca„ t0&ether Sor;alarcos.'
soon as possible; but as,to who gaye. son, Charles Sommer an^tfaines H.
orders a week ago Saturday that it Rogers, Cleveland musici&rjs, jto pass
should be closed and -wlW k P*ta- Atter
•» f» rejected applicant's ability,
. ■ i ■-■'- jSherlock
Ghvr^nir
consulting with, another. coming,i its reopen.ng-even
mM^ of three fr^M the Iftu^icians>
Holmes would turn a hair-iAt' that. ■■■•:■,.. union, the first committee'"is to rule
That police of the Broadway-East whether Timmnei- must [take" the
SBthistreet station ordered Charles Ke-*man or whether hit}; reject Jon stands.'
"Trouble arose over tliji selection
homay, in charge of the poolroom, to
of flute and bassoon placers," 'said
lock up and go home untiUthe qtty Black, "so .we determined^ fjoi'haver
took out a $10 poolroom license, Mayt;the committees appointed^ t<j> settle
or Baker, Park Commissioner Alber; any future :difflculty."
Service Director Sidlo, and Law Director Stockwell openly 'affirm'.' But
thal's as far as they'll go, even though
Stockwell has remo\\6dvthe',su;p(poserl.
seat, of trouble by...r.uling.'.'.that t'rjecHv
neejls no license. ' '' ! '':"' ' '"'
"j have issued '■n'tiS oWe'rs to Chief'
Rowe that the poolroom be kept
closed," Baker said Thursday.
"Director Sidlo knows more about the
Council next January probably will
matter than I do."
:.,
Said Director Sidlo: "The. last I be asked to appropriate funds to buy
heard of the:/st|uatjpn. .was, That ;bovs 50 more high-priced Holstein. cows for
under eighteen "were' to be sent home the city herd at Warrensville, Welat 8 o'clock, and ttiterfllac<e..was to be: fare Director Cooley said Thursday.
opened. Mayor Baker?, probably knows For the farm to supply all the milk
for the Babies' Dispensary, 2500 East
when."
And Safety. Director Benesch: "I 35th street, will necessitate a much
have issued ;rio orders to Chief Rowe larger herd, Cooley said, and the
to keep the1' poolroom"' closed, but money must come from the city's
portion of this year's increased tax
maybe Mayor Baker, has,.," ,
And Park Commissioner Alber: "I duplicate.
"The average daily milk consumpsupposed the room would be 'opened
now that Stockwell has "said' we need tion »at-the dispensary is 190 gallons,"
no license. I honestly don't know Cooley said, "sO 50 new head of cattle will be needed,. The first cost will
why the place is stijlrch?sed." .
"I gave the opinion the" city needed be high, but 'the investment will pay
no license," said Stockwell'. "Beyond heavily.
The Holstein herd at Warrensville
that I have no hand in the matter."
Meanwhile, boys from' the Broad- now comprises 120 head, worth, on an
way-East 65th district are patiently- average, $300 each, according to
watting for City-HaH; officials to get Cooley.
down to business and permit them to
play pool again.

CITY WANTS 50
MORE HOLSTEINS

SCENE OF CRASH
ONE OF CROSSINGS
TO BE ELIMINATED
Central, Quincy, Woodland and
East 79th street Pennsylvania
grade crossings will be the next
deathtraps
eliminated,
Mayor
Baker
and
Service
Director
Sidlo promised Councilman Wagner Thursday, following Thursday morning's accident.
No
funds are on hand to carry out
the work, but it was agreed as
soon as the city's bonding limit
is increased voters will have submitted to them a $500,000 or
$750,000 grade crossing elimination issue.
"Had not West Siders finally
agreed to the elimination of the
Nickel Plate crossings between
West 96th street and Fulton road
we would have used the $712,000
for
East
Side
Pennsylvania
work," Wagner said.
The city JIOW has on hand
$120,000 for "the Union avenue
crossing work and $712,000 for
the Nickel Plate elimination on
the West Side. From these Engineering Commissioner Hoffmann
estimated a balance of $100,000
will remain, one-fifth of the cost
of elevating Pennsylvania tracks
between Cedar and Holton avenues.-

CITY WON'T MEDDLE IN
NEW CITY HALL STRIKE
Service Director Sidlo said Thurs-,
day the citv will take no hand in the
walkout of 60 workers on the new
citv hall, who refused to Work following a dispute involving common
laborers and granite cutters.
"All labor trouble is to be handled
by James L. Stuart, the contractor,"
said Sidlo. "and unless it takes too
long for him to settle, the trouble,
there is no need of the city entering,
the dispute."
. .
' \
_
Every day-workers on the city hall
strike it costs Stuart $100, the daily
:
penalty for not having completed the,
structure by April 30.

CITY WONT PREVENT
EUCLID-55TH FETE
Merchants of • the Euclid- avenueEast 55th street business, district
may celebrate all they want, because
Euclid avenue between' Easit 40th
and 55th streets is soon to be ..thrown
entirely open after three years of
continued tearing' ftp', ' Mayor Baker
and Safety Director^ Benesch said
Thursday.
"It does look a'little."like' a islam
at the City Hall, but we can't go into
their motives," said Benesch. "West
Side merchants. ..alorjg ;WTe3t..: 25th
street are going to celebrate, and we
can't discriminate."
Euclid,--l5*si£: g5th, ni.SEchantsfc.Rjan. a.
street'carnival.

i
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j SUPREME COU
TO RULE WHETHER CITY

GETS $20,000,000 LAND
mefadously valuable acreage on
1before which the roads now have roundhouses, sidings and other railroad
improvements.
•.''",, ' '■ S
If the city wins the railroads
must remove all these improvements.
Then the city's next
problem will he what to do with
the land regained.
What City Claims.
and
_ ' The city's position is that the]
the Cuyahoga »ve
st belongs to the city "
law under which the contract
was authorized, a statute of 1848,
r
ta;or BaRer said Friday he ex- would not have permitted absopels a ruling soon after he ap- lute surrender of the tract to the
Mayor

Baker

will

go

pe a

UI
T /th^citV
have
If
the city wwins
>nb it will jthen
ke frorit
possession of all ot tn

ral

LJU^ AtM.

r,' c'Li ■!. W^A*1,,w-

JOB
AGEN0ES MUST
QITJffi SAYS

VIEWS
WEST 117TH STREET
|Sldlo Accompanies Chief on In! spection of Highway Citizens
Demand Be Opened.
Mayor Baker and Director of Public Service Sidlo inspected W. 117th
street, between Lake avenue and
Lake Erie, yesterday in order to advise the council committee on streets
what action to take on a resolution
to open the strip to the public.
This
resolution,
introduced by i
Councilman Dittrick, First ward,
asked that the strip, now closed to
the public, be opened to afford a
means of access to the lake, between
Edgewater Park and Nicholson avenue.
Mayor Baker declined to say what
his recommendation to the council
committee would be. The committee
failed to act on the resolution at its
last meeting and asked Baker's advice. The matter will again be be- |
fore the committee on streets next |
Monday and action by council is expected Monday night.
Dittrick's resolution was introduced:
on the demand of residents of the
First ward.
In conjunction with the efforts of
Councilman Dittrick to have W. 117th
street extended, Mayor Tyler and
Councilman Gresham, of Lakewood,
have started a movement to have
Lakewood's half of the thoroughfare,
known as Highland avenue, extended
also, so there will be an eighty-foot
street to the lake. Cleveland's easement is only forty feet wide.

Cleveland's 2 2 private employment agencies in time will be put
out of business entirely, and the
city-state bureau, East 3d street and
Rockwell avenue, assume the duties
of a general clearing house for labor, v/as the prediction Friday of:
W. F. Hennessy, present head of the.j
bureau.
Hennessy's statement followed the
first meeting of city council license
and judiciary committees in accordance with Mayor Baker's desire that
the private agencies be investigated.
Hennessy recommended legislation
i forcing agency heads to keep all
| orders for men in writing and to
! furnish each man sent out on a JOD
I a statement of the wages and kind
I of work he has procured.
"Undoubtedly the time will come
when private agencies are abolished
altogether," Hennessy said.
man should be taxed $2 for a desire to work.
The temptation to
exaggerate the worth of jobs and
to impose on ignorant foreigners
brings the business into serious dis-;
repute."
.
. Owners of private agencies tooK.,
exception to Hennessy's statements
and insisted they found work for
applicants within the 30-day specified time or refunded the $2 fee reouired. A. B. Shields, head of the
Acme agency, 308 West Superior
avenue, declared that a seven-day
period would be preferable to the
30-day limit now set by state law.

To° get the case into the United
States supreme court the railroads, which now include besides
TrnSh st Ch the exception^ the Cleveland & Pittsburg, the
tliatheween W. Third-st and W. Lake Shore, Pennsylvania and
Big Four, had to raise a federal
Kinth-st.
question.
.■
.l_„4.
Worth $30,000,000.
They did this by charging that
the state supreme court's ruling
impaired the constitutional rights
!fonedoWnars. "tfV was started of a contract. They said the supreme court did not take mo
^coihmon pleascburt, appellee consideration a ruling of the
court and state, supreme court the ■same court in 1875. This was to
Cit
^S^^r1&e origin- the effect that a city could absolutely surrender a street. They
-^a^^^in^ claim that the court recognized a
ruling in 1-895 which declared
against a. complete surrender..
try and ^^al^e shor^ 1 me, varyQ
City Has Two Answers.
lug in width. Ihe city
The city has two answers to
possession
of it in "96.
P
The tract originally was so, n this allegation. The first-is that
regular it was often referred to as the 187 5 ruling is not open to the
interpretation placed upon it by
"Bath fishing grounds:
the railroads. The other is that
Did Not Give Up Title?
the supreme court in its ruling,
■ The citv in a succession of vie- now objected to, merely accepted
tod s -.has established its cairn the city's interpretation of the
that the city by contract m 1849 terms of the contract and did not
lave to tte7 railroads the prmit.
fege of perpetual use of a part of impair
Former Judge James Lawrence,
the tract for tracks, Dut did not now dead, conceived the big legal
urrender its title to the and.
fight to regain this lake front
■: The part the railroads use tor land. He was then city solicitor.
tracks is an insignificant portion
Lawrence took the case into
ml valuable part is the land that common pleas court in 1893, but
has grown up-by natural accre- the railroads immediately sucCouncilman Wants City to Cut
tions and artificial processes be- ceeded in getting it transferred to
tween the trackage and the shore federal court on ■ non-residence
Grade Crossing in Quinfine.
'
t-ha grounds.
: The city does not deny the
cy Avenue.
Won in U. S. Court.
Tight of the roads to a part oi
It
was
decided
for
the
railroads
the tract for tracks, but is making a fight to -recover the tre- in federal district court by Judge
Legislation, authorizing a bond is,E. S. Hammond in 189 9.
sue of $300,000 for the elimination of
It then went to the federal cir- the Quincy avenue grade crossing of
cuit court of appeals where anthe Pennsylvania Railroad, will be
other opinion for the railroads was
submitted to the city council by
rendered. Before judgment was
Councilman Gahn, Monday night.
entered,
however, the
United
Gahn made this announcement yesStates supreme court held that
terday, following an accident at the
non-resident grounds were insuf- crossing in which two persons were
.ficient for transfer of such a case
from common pleas court to fed- injured and scores shaken up, when
a switch engine struck an easteral court.
So it went back to common bound Scovill avenue car, hurling it
pleas court where Judge Vickery against a west-bound car.
:
gave an opinion for the city in ■ He has introduced several resolutions calling for the elimination of
1909. In 1910 Vickery was sustained by the appellate court and the crossing and- said yesterday that
in 1912 by "the state supreme , the responsibility for raising funds
j would be placed upon the city adcourt.
i
ministration.
O. H. Manz, 2221 Seymour avenue,
and Abraham Cohen, 2533 E. 39th
street, were injured in the car
crash. Manz, who sustained three
I broken ribs and a wrenched back,
I was taken to Charity Hospital.
Cohen's injuries consisted of cuts
and bruises about the face and body.
The smashup occurred during a
heavy fog.

riarhe^TLsouthhound,

GAH N PLANS TO ASK :;
$300,00*0 BONO ISSUE
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OUTSIDE CONCERNS
GET BIG CITY JOBS
Two favorite concerns of the public utilities department, the John F,
Casey Company, Pittsburg, and the
Allis Chalmers Company. Milwaukee, were awarded $445,000 worth
of contracts by the board of control.
The Casey company was low bidder, at $186,204, for constructing the
new. Division avenue pumping station, an aqueduct, and foundations
for pumps and boilers.
On its bid of $259,000, the Allis
r
Chalmers Company was given the
contract for two triple expansion,
vertical pumping engines, with a
capacity of 20,000,000 gallons every 24
hours. ?';'•;
in the construction of the East
53d Btreet municipal light plant the
Allis Chalmers concern was awarded nearly $1,000,000 in contracts,
while the Casey company will obtain twice that sum for filtration
plant work.

r

BELIEVE MISS CHADSEY
WILL HOLD HER JOB
City Hall heads were certain Fri-j
day Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief
of sanitation at $1,800 a year, would
he appointed to succeed herself
when welfare department officials
Saturday officially put the position
under civil service.
Results of the examination, given
last week, with the exception of the
personality test, Friday showed Miss
Chadsey easily would be one of the
first three. Welfare Director Cooley
has said he will appoint Miss Chadsey if she stood one, two or three.

HH
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No Comment Necessary
PLAN MEASURE
TO RIGHT EVILS
OF JOB AGENTS

tT)KOBABLY

there are confiding Clevelanders
A who have been resting tranquilly under the
belief that the elimination in their city of that
most perilous of urban deathtraps,, the grade
railroad crossing, had long since been accomplished. For this was decided upon, and the
work commenced, years ago. And they knew
that the railroad companies had from the first
stood ready to perform their part whenever the
city government was ready to do its share.
But yesterday morning, at the time when
Cleveland"s army of workers were hurrying to
their tasks, a freight train struck a street car
on the Pennsylvania grade crossing' at Quincy
a venue and hurled it against a heavily loaded
ear going in the opposite direction. Seventy-five
passengers narrowly escaped death. Two of
them were seriously injured.
This is not the only dangerous grade crossing
which the Baker administration hasn't had the
time to devote any attention to.
And about two hours after this accident happened, the announcement, was made in the City
Ball that the council would be requested, as soon
as the time seemed propitious, to appropriate
money to buy fifty more Holstem cows of high
pedigree, at about $300 each, for the municipal
farm at "Warrensville.

BAKER SEES CLOSED
WEST 117TH STREET
Mayor Baker and Director of Public Service Sidlo inspected W. 117th
I street, between Lake avenue and
llLake Brie, yesterday in order to ad| vise the council committee on streets
what action to take on a resolution
| to open the strip to the public.
Mavor Baker declined to say what
his recommendation to the council
committee would be.

BAKER'S OFFICE BOY'S
PAY CUT; CITY HARD UP
Mayor Baker obtained the consent of board of control members j
Friday to cut the salary of his office
boy to $30 a month, the lowest permitted by civil service regulations.
Last summer the mayor's office
boy was paid $40. Civil service commissioners, however, called an examination for the place. An appointment a month ago was followed by the $10 a month cut.

The private employment agencies of Cleveland are to be
brought under strict city supervision.
This decision was reached late
Thursday, after an inquiry which
officials and councilmen said convinced them that several unreliable agencies are reaping a rich
harvest by unfair dealing with
unemployed men and women.
The Cleveland ordinance proposed to govern the agencies will
be based on ordinances of other
cities, where the employment
business is closely regulated. The
measure probably will be ready
for introduction next Monday
night.
The probe Thursday afternoon,
inspired by Mayor Baker, brought
before council license committee
representatives of agencies, men
who said they had paid money for
jobs never furnished, city prosecutors, and welfare expertsCharges Made.
Here are some of the charges
made at the meeting:
That a hundred men were
sent by one agency to Kansas
harvest fields after each had
paid $2. They are alleged to
have found no work there.
That some agencies accept
the maximum fee of $2, orally
promise a job the same day,
and protect themselves by inducing the applicant to sign a
card calling for work within 30
days.
That applicants unable to
read or speak English pay the
fee under conditions which
they do not understand.
Labor commissioner Hennessy
told the .committee approximately
100,000 persons annually pay $200,000 to the 22 licensed agencies of
Cleveland.
Urges Regulation.
Hennessy said that a business
such as this, "founded largely on
human misfortunes," should be
regulated.
Prosecutor Silbert hotly refuted
the statement of the representative
of one agency, who said that the
complaints against the agencies are
due to the fact that many of the
applicants are "hoboes and crooks."
"Ninety-five per cent of your
clients are respectable men and
women out of a job," Silbert retorted.
Several agency managers said
they would welcome regulation to
weed out" unreliable concerns.

SEE PROSPECTS OFr
NEW AGENCY LAW
Those Interested in New
Rules for Labor Bureaus
Are Promised Support.
•

■

Tinner Relates Experiences in
Finding Work After
Paying Fee.
State legislation to right one of the
more glaring wrongs shown to pre
vail in the workings of.prlvat~
licensed employment agencies was
advocated yesterday.
Attorney Stephen M. Young, can
didate for re-election to the general
: assembly on the Democratic ticket
said yesterday afternoon that he
| would, if returned to the assembly I
introduce a measure to shorten the:
■ thirty-day period during which
agencies are permitted by atate
statute to retain fees from applicants
:for work, whether the -agencies secure employment for job-seekers in
that time or not.
At the special council investigation
of agencies Thursday, councilmen
w-ere in accord in the belief that the
thirty-day clause in the statute works
to the benefit of agency operators and
to the hardship of men out of work.
Mr. Young, who was active in labor
Investigations in the eightieth assembly, said there is no question but!
that the period should and can be
shortened.
!
"Two dollars is a great deal of
money to men out of employment''
said Mr. Young. "And .then to have
that sum tied up for thirty days when
the men don't get work or are unfitted for the work assigned them is
eminently unfair.
An investigation of labor agencies
made for the Plain Dealer by H N
Nicholson, a tinner, 3010 Trowforidge-av S. W., has emphasized the
fact that some of the agencies take
advantage of common laborers who
do not speak or understand English i
According to Mr. Nicholson, who
made the rounds of private agencies
the Y. M. C. A. employment bureau
and the city vocational guidance
bureau, there is little tendency on the
part of the agencies to dupe Englishspeaking workmen.
"The truth of the whole matter, as
it seemed to me," said Mr. Nicholson,
"Is that all the calls are/for common laborers at the agencies. Few
skilled workmen and men with trades
are wanted in those places.
"Two agencies where I applied and
paid my fee sent me to jobs. The
jobs were there, but when I turned
them down, because one was only
temporary and one too far from my
home, and went back to see if 1
couldn't have my fees returned, I was
refused.
"Another agency sent me out for
a job, and when I got to the address
they had given me I was told there
was no place vacant and no application, for workmen had been made at
the agency in question. In no case
would an agency get me work unless
I paid my fee in advance.,
"I/oanng about the agencies, I
talked with men there. All had paid
their fees and had been waiting for
clays in some cases for either work or
their $2 fee.
"One place I learned from a man
that he and others had been sent out
on a job. They were employed at
dangerous work. Then when the
rinngerous part had been completed,
the men from the agency were dismissed.
The Chamber of Commerce has
many complaints from applicants at
agencies referred to tt by employers,
according to T. R. Welsted, one of
the chamber secretaries.
"We have had a great deal of experience with this proolem," said Mr.
Welsted yesterday. "There are many
instances where the agencies have
been unscrupulous.
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1 5, tlttL.
Awards «Watcr Contracts.
ImpoVtant water works departmen*
contracts were awarded yesterday by
the city board of control. The jonu
Casey Co. was'awarded construction of
% -new Dlvision-av^uinping station^^^agwfetbecon.act
for supplying two P«raP*
The,cost
randalH°eUhtes "wl^o^ <** **
chine & Boiler Co.

r..,.„„ Theater Ordinance.
Council committees yesterday voted
to Zmmend the passage ofthe pending ordinance regulating the sale of
tickets for theaters, ™ov-g ^^cture «:
hlbitions and fther puo ic
appearea
M na
£ 5£etmK
of the committees
yesmeeting oitne
at the
e(J they
terday a' „ftnt,ith the proposed meas°Efea?sriCmusbte ^ furnished at prices
named in the scale.

WANTS 'JOHNSON SQUARE'
Public Service Director Would |
Change Name of Public Place.
Public Service Director T. L! Sidlo
yesterday urged that the name Public,
square be changed to Johnson.square
because work is about to be started on
the foundation for the Tom L. Johnson
memorial in the northwest section of
the square.
The fountain has been removed and
contracts let for the lower portion of j
the memorial. Director Sidlo has not j
decided whether he will recommend the |
entire section be paved or grass plots I
and flower beds be left about the base j
of the monument.
Councilman J. J. McGinty announced
a year ago he would offer a resolution
in council changing the name of the i
square to Johnson square.

(DRAFTS BILL TO PROHIBIT
"DANGEROUS" TOYS' SALE
I

Sale .-of air rifles, slingshots, pea
shooters and other toys dear to the
heart of the average small boy wm
be made illegal by an ordinance
winch Councilman Rolf is preparing
for introduction Monday night
Rolf says these toys are dangerous and that their sale should be
stopped. . His proposed ordinance
follows a ruling by Director of Law
Stockwell that regulation of the sale
of dangerous toys Is a valid exercise
of the police powers of the city.

L!BRARYACCEPTS
GfTYJMLLGHOUMD
Arrangements Practically Completed for Erecting New
Building on Site of Old
Municipal Structure.

Cleveland's new Central Library
will be built on the site of the old
BAKER CALLS HALT WHEN
city hall. The library board yesterj day afternoon accepted the site by
WIFE IS HOLDUP VICTIM a vote of five to one. John G. White,
' president, opposed on the grounds
Young women who have been sell- ■ that the site is not large enough. E.
ing magazines on baby welfare on
H. Whitlock was absent.
the down-town streets, on the plea!
The building committee, composed
that the funds would be used for the! of Whitlock, P. F. Prentiss and A.
Babies' Dispensary and Hospital As-' A. Stearns was authorized to recomsociation, were brought ■ to a sudden
mend an architect to assist in selecthalt yesterday by order to the
ing one who will prepare plans for
police, from Mayor Baker
the building. They will act immediately.
Mrs. Baker had been approached
Once before the council made an
by one of the young women. Quesoffer to the board, but no action was
tioning revealed that the woman had
taken, chiefly because of a lack of
no Chamber of Commerce indorsefunds. Eighteen months ago a bond
ment card and no evident right to sell
issue of $2,000,000 to construct a
the papers for any charitable purpose.
new library was authorized, and
July 13 the council formally tenA. D. Baldwin, president of the
dered the site.
Babies' Dispensary, had no connecAccording to the plans the thirtvtion with the sale of any such pub- i
.lication and was not soliciting funds I four feet of ground now occupied
I in such manner.
j by the old gas building will be used
as a parkway, giving the librarv
four open sides. The building will j
conform in exterior construction!
with the Federal building across the I
street, and can be no higher, so as
to conform to tho group plan.
$445 -04%
°1VIng expenditures of
$445,204 for remodeling of the TM

1
lPinS Stati n
tee
° «dwere
the%£:.'
SIDLO SEEKS OVERHEAD
chase T
of new equipment
au

far4?y the■ ** *«* « 1oS

THEATER BILL INDORSED—
Theater managers indorsed Councilman McGinty's ordinance requiring the posting of admission prices
in theater lobbies and regulating
the sale of tickets at a meeting of
the council committee on judiciary
yesterday.

WIRE CONSTRUCTION PLAN
Street Repair Superintendent Masterson was directed to prepare
schedules of overhead wiring construction on all principal streets of
the city by Director of Public Service
Sidlo yesterday.
Sidlo believes that a duplication of
poles can be avoided on many streets
and has written utility corporations
to that effect. Removal of fourteen
miles of overhead wiring each year
is required by ordinance.

Contractor May Buy Bonds.
Subsidiary agreements permitting
! the Charles Fath Company to purj chase $100,000 worth of river purification bonds are being prepared by
the city law department. The Fath
Company has the contract for excavating work for a sewage disposal
plant in Newburg Heights. Bonds
will be offered for sale October 13. In
ease no bids are received the Fath
Company will take the. securities that
the work may start.

BAKER THINKS
PARADE MADE
VOTE BIG ISSUE
CLEVELAND women literally
marched equal suffrage into
one of the "leading political
problems of the day" yesterday,
in the opinion of Mayor Baker.
"It was one of the most impressive spectacles I ever witnessed," said the mayor as he
watched the last of the marchers
swing into E. 6th street preliminary to disbanding.
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HEALTH BOARD TO PROBE
POLUTION OF BEACHES j
TestimonyT^^Tthe £f£M
V ™,blic and private beaches along
LPeabst:rty laKe shore is to be taken
by the state board of health at a
series of meetings here.
The ooard has been asked to issue
an order forthe building of a sewage
disposal Plant in the vicinity «u E.
149th street and the lake shore.

SAFETY FIRST SIGNS URGED!
Posting of safety 'first signs near
scliool buildings was urged by Councilman Moylan yesterday as a part
of the safety first campaign.

MILK DEALERS TO PROTEST
i\Iilk dealers opposed to compulsory pasturization after next June
will appear before the council committee on health and sanitation on
Tuesday to protest against the Smith
ordinance regulating the sale of
milk.'

fUn &^0e/.S,/tiv.
The Library Site.
The acceptance by the library board of the old
city hall site assures the completion of the Cleveland group plan in its essential features. Four
buildings were necessary. The federal building
and court house are completed; the city hall nears
completion. The library will mark the fourth
corner of the quadrangle.
Without the co-operation of the library authorities fulfillment of the group plan must have been
long delayed, as there is no other impressive
public building within the present need of the
city.
«
The erection of the library will practically
mark the realization of one of the greatest
schemes of public building ever devised by a
modern city. It will place Cleveland in a unique
position among American municipalities. It will
be a lasting monument to the good citizenship of
Cleveland, which is ever watchful and persevering
to add to the excellence and beauty of the "city
on a hill."

>%^> $Ujji}ii
Not Enough Johnson
TT HEATS all what beautiful thought
I Mr. Sidlo, our charming and viyacioM'°UllS
Us
tor of public works, has.
<%(.
As soon as he can pry himself l00s
se for . f«t
minutes from con!act with imreasbi
sordid business rhen and home owners \
to appreciate the quiet and privacy in
-1
impassable streets, he is going to have tT'^
of the Public Square changed to j^
Square.: Moreover, he is also going t0°t
the equally important question of wheth ^
shall be plain sod or flower beds about th' f^'
son monument in the aforesaid square ^
That's all right. But Mr. Sidlo is youn
inexperienced and he doesn't go far iUi
Having caught up with a good thinT"8
ivhv
doesn't he push it along-? Let him
consider the
opportunities that lie before him.
Take Superior avenue, for instance. \v0ulr
not be much more superior if it8 „»„
changed to Johnson avenue ? And °,„., 1Tet!
name of Johnson ought to be borne by
"C lilt
big- viaduct.
And what more appropriate and touchingM
ute could there be than to attach 'the nam <
Johnson to the city's handy sinking fundaJv
bonded debt? Surely Mr. Sidlo's ingf,miiJ,;
equal to the task. Also it is not too late to n't"
colossal Johnson statue on top of the ciflii
and still further to make that building worthy'!
its high purpose by calling it the Hotel de if
de Johnson. And, last and most important il
name of Cleveland can be changed to Johmo
But, undoubtedly, Mr. Sidlo lias thought 0fall
these things and will get around to them in Te
- time.
■

DIG UP STREETS NOW, NOT
IN WINTER, SAYS MX1NTY
.—'
1
Councilman McGinty Monday
Berved notice on corporations planning on doing underground work in
downtown sections before spring they
must proceed before cold weather
starts. To prevent streets from being torn up and traffic hindered
more or less all winter long is Mc,
Gtoty*s aim.
Council Monday night will take
itoal action in permitting the Illuminating company to tear up Walnut avenue to lay steam lines to
the new Moose club building. Requests to extend heating lines along
East 6th street and back of the
Leader-News building to supply the
Nottingham building on Euclid avenue, which Browning, King & Co.
occupy, down Huron road from 9th
street to the Halle Bros. Company
new addition and In Vincent avenue
from 9th and 6th street for the New I
England building also will be con-1
sidered.
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ACTS ON RUMOR NEEDN'T WASH UPTO CITYTO
4-CENT
FARE
OR
SHAVE
FOR
LIGHT PLANT IS
LIGHT CROSSINGS
FALUNGSHORT BENESCH SCHOOL JAYS STANLEY 0. K. URGED IN
Fitzgerald Will Demand Full
Data

on

Efficiency

Made Public

Be

For fearsthe sight of 175 greasy,
begrimed and hunger-stricken faces
and as many head of unkempt hair
might leave a distinctly bad impression of Benesch university, the safety director by that name, father and
president of the institution, Monday
was seriously considering barring all
visitors.
Benesch university, you know, is
what Cleveland patrolmen must attend once a month to be told by
Benesch, Mayor Baker, police prosecutbrs.and a few others just what a
policeman should and should not be.
Police headquarters, West 6th street
and Champlain avenue, is to be the
recitation hall.
Only half an hour will elapse between the time most day patrolmen
lay down their arms and 7 o'clock,
the hour Benesch is to call together
the first class on the night of October 15. Tardiness is to be abhorred
—there is even serious thought of
making each man who is late write
his name 100 times—but, since most
of the precinct stations are at least
a half hour ride from the university proper, patrolmen ire wondering how they are going to eat, wash
and shave in 30 minutes.
"Of course half an hour is a rather
short time to prepare to go to
school," Benesch said Monday. "But
what the president says must go.
Patrolmen must be on time, and
there'll be no opportunity for making up back work. A dirty face is
no sign of backwardness, neither
can a clean hand write any faster
than a dirty one. Anyway, students
are supposed to be so wrapped up
in their work that they will leave
thoughts of uncombed hair and
greasy faces behind in their flight to
higher realms."
In his university Benesch hopes
to inculcate in patrolmen's minds a
higher sense of police duty. Each
member of the force will be required
to attend at least five lectures in the
winter course.

Data bearing in detail upon the
efficiency of the equipment of the
new $2,000,000 municipal light plant
at the foot of East 53d street will
be made public if council Monday
night adopts a resolution by Councilman Fitzgerald demanding that
Lighting Commissioner Ballard report in full the outcome of exhaustive tests now under way at the
plant,
Fitzgerald said Monday his action
was prompted by persistent rumors,
current especially among Cleveland
engineers, that certain highly important units are far from being up
to specification.
Voters who approved the $2,000,000 bond issue
also will know what may be expected of the venture and whether oftrepeated predictions of efficiency and
still lower rates by Mayor Baker
and other City Hall municipal ownership devotees will be substantiated.
"The new $2,000,000 plant has
been in operation since July 25, but
BO far not a peep as to actual performance has come from Ballard or
Baker," Fitzgerald said Monday.
Many engineers have claimed the design of the plant and the type of
equipment are such that the efficiency
of the system will fall far below
par. Now it is up to Ballard and
Baker to set at rest all of these rumors by bringing forward actual
figures."
Two weeks of testing by Carl C.
Thomas, professor of mechanical engineering at Johns Hopkins university. Baltimore, was ended Saturday. Only turbines were looked into
and it will take a week to 10 days
to obtain data on the boilers and
auxiliary equipment, Ballard said
Monday. In designing the boiler
room and ash and coal-handling
equipment, Ballard discarded proved
theories of power plant construction and proceeded upon his own
lines.
According to Ballard, the turbines
are exceeding specifications, alEast Cleveland councilmen will
though there is doubt as to other 'have
another bone to pick with
units of the plant. The three tur- Tractioner Witt if council street
bines, rated at 5,000 kilowatts each, j railway committee adopts the plan
must prove capable of 6,250 kilo- | of Councilman Rolf for better car
watts continuously and 7,500 for | service to Euclid Beach and London
two-hour periods. Last week's tests I road over Euclid avenue.
showed the turbines equal to 7,500
Witt's and Rolf's plan is to run
kilowatts continuously with a two- ;Collinwood cars to Londoti road on
hour overload of 4,000 kilowatts, an 18-minute schedule direct from
Ballard claims.
the Public Square over Hayden aveOfficials of the General Electric and nue, supplanting the present dinky
Westinghouse companies, whose- service.
bids were rejected for those of the
The Euclid Beach dinky would be
Allis Chalmers Company, Milwau- taken off Hayden avenue, St. Clair
kee, have declared the present cars making the run direct from
equipment will fail.
the Public Square every 15 minutes.
So far $750,000 has been spent The plan would give Hayden avenue
for machinery within the plant car riders only 18-minute service, inproper, and $250,000 for the build- stead of the nine-minute they no
ing.
get.

EAST CLEVELAND MAY
KICK ON NEW SERVICE

CITYJOUNCIL

Railway Head Declares He
Won't Pay for Danger Sig^

Railway Committee's
Head Submits Resolution to Raise Rate.

nals Along E. 79th Line
Unless, the'^cityjsteps in;and installs
at.city cost lights at' street intersections, over.:T.'n"e East 79th street crosstown line,' between Superior- "and Linwqod avenues, automobllists' ■and pedestrians will have to pass 'over! dangerous crossings at their own peril.
President ./Stanley of the Cleveland
Railway Company,, Monday declared
the company would hot safeguard the
crossings by installing «ither white or
red lights.
But three of . the eight crossings
have lights. At the.other crossings
the nearest arc lights are 200 and .300
feet away. -: Pedestrians., and auto
drivers can not see the tracks until
they are on them or close, to them
that in case, a car had started to
cross the street, an accident could not
be avoided.
The city tried to induce the railway
company to stand part of the expense
of installing five gas lights at the unlighted crossings. The company refused. Stanley's contention was that,
lights would invite traffic down the
company's private ,right
of way
rather than warn it of danger.
"The street cars all make safety
stops," Stanley said. ,;"We won't do
the city's lighting. If lights are installed autoists and pedestrians Would
consider the right of way a public
street and attempt to use it. The result would be a whole . lot of accidents. As it is we haven't an accident there yet." '

REFUND ON TRANSFER
Grosstown Patrons' Burden
in Cutting Deficit Is
Declared Unjust.
Four cents cash fare with
three tickets for ten cents and
a rebated penny charge for a
transfer is the new street car
fare schedule proposed in legis-
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ACTSON RUMOR NEEDN'T WASH
LIGHT PLANT IS OR SHAVE FOR LIGHT CROSSINGS 4-CENT FARE
FALLING SHORT BENESCH SCHOOL JAYS STANLEY O.K. URGED IN
Fitzgerald Will Demand Full
Data

on

Efficiency

Made Public

Be

For fear5the sight of 175 greasy,
begrimed and hunger-stricken faces
and as many head of unkempt hair
might leave a distinctly bad impression of Benesch university, the safety director by that name, father and
president of the institution, Monday
was seriously considering barring all
visitors.
Benesch university, you know, is
what Cleveland patrolmen must attend once a month to be told by
Benesch, Mayor Baker, police prosecutors.and a few others just what a
policeman should and should not be.
Police headquarters, West 6th street,
and Champlain avenue, is to be the j
recitation hall.
Only half an hour will elapse between the time most day patrolmen
lay down their arms and 7 o'clock,
the hour Benesch is to call together
the first class on the night of October 15. Tardiness is to be abhorred
-—there is even serious thought of
making each man who is late write
his name 100 times—but, since most
of the precinct stations are at least
■ a half hour ride from the univer; sity proper, patrolmen are wonder| ing how they are going to eat, wash
and shave in 30 minutes.
"Of course half an hour is a rather
short time to prepare to go to
school," Benesch said Monday. "But
what the president says must go.
Patrolmen must be on time, and
there'll be no opportunity for making up back work. A dirty face is
no sign of backwardness, neither
can a clean hand write any faster
than a dirty one. Anyway, students
are supposed to be so wrapped up
in their work that they will leave
thoughts of uncombed hair and
greasy faces behind in their flight to
higher realms.".
In his university Benesch hopes
to. inculcate in patrolmen's minds a
higher sense of police duty. Each
member of the force will be required
to attend at least five lectures in the
winter course.

Data bearing in detail upon the
efficiency of the equipment of the
new $2,000,000 municipal light plant
Ill:,,,
at the foot of East 53d street will
'< «'.
be made public if council Monday
1,;.'
night adopts a resolution by Councilman Fitzgerald demanding that
Lighting Commissioner Ballard report in full the outcome of exhaustive tests now under way at the
!)• tl!(
plant.
Fitzgerald said Monday his action
e in;
was prompted by persistent rumors,
current especially among Cleveland
engineers, that certain highly important units are far from being up
nit (i
to specification.
Voters who approved the $2,000,000 bond issue
also will know what may be expecti
ed of the venture and whether oftrepeated predictions of efficiency and
»1W)
still lower rates by Mayor Baker
tvki
and other City Hall municipal ownftliy
ership devotees will be substan-!
tiated.
e ViUe
"The new $2,000,000 plant has
nt, the
been in operation since July 25, but
115'!]].
60 far not a peep as to actual performance has come from Ballard or
- of all
Baker," Fitzgerald said Monday.
in due
Many engineers have claimed the design of the plant and the type of
equipment are such that the efficiency
cf the system will fall far below
par. Now it is up to Ballard and
Baker to set at rest all of these rumors by bringing forward actual
figures."
Two weeks of testing by Carl C,
Thomas, professor of mechanical engineering at Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore, was ended Satur[day. Only turbines were looked into
land it will take a week to 10 days
to obtain data on the boilers and
auxiliary equipment, Ballard said
ijfonday.
In designing the boiler
■room and ash and coal-handling
equipment, Ballard discarded proved
theories of power plant construction and proceeded upon his own
lines.
According to Ballard, the turbines
are exceeding specifications, alEast Cleveland councilmen will
though there is doubt as to other
'have another bone to pick with
units of the plant. The three tur- ;Tractioner Witt if council street
bines, rated at 5,000 kilowatts each, : railway committee adopts the plan
must prove capable of 6,250 kilo- of Councilman Rolf for better car
watts continuously and 7,500 for service to Euclid Beach and London
two-hour periods. Last week's testa road over Euclid avenue.
'showed the turbines equal to 7,500
Witt's and Rolf's plan is to run
kilowatts continuously with a two- Collinwood cars to London road on
hour overload of 4,000 kilowatts, an 18-minute schedule direct from
Ballard claims.
the Public Square over Hayden aveOfficials of the General Electric and nue, supplanting the present dinky
Westinghouse companies, whose' service.
1bids were rejected for those of the
The Euclid Beach dinky would be
(-Allis Chalmers Company, Milwau- taken off Hayden avenue, St. Clair
kee, have declared the present cars making the run direct from
equipment will fail.
So far $750,000 has been spent the Public Square every 15 minutes.
:for machinery within the plant The plan would give Hayden avenue
car riders only 18-minute service, inproper, and $250,000 for the build- stead of the nine-minute they now
ing.
get.
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EAST CIEVEAND MAY
KICK ON NEW SERVICE

Railway Head Declares He

CITY COUNCIL

Won't Pay for Danger Signals AIong E. 79th Lirre
Unless,- the^city'*stejjs iri'and installs
at.city cost'"lights at'street intersections, over .the East 79 th. street cross-:
town line,; between Superior-ana Linwood avenues, autorngblfists.-ana pedestrians will have to pais over' dangerous crossings at their own peril.
President; Stanley of the Cleveland
Railway <p,ompany,. Monday declared
the company ;wouldVnot safeguard the
crossings by installing -either white or
red lights.
But three of - the eight crossings
have lights. At the. other crossings
the nearest arc lights are 200 and :300
feet away. :; Pedestrians., and auto
drivers can. not see the tracks. ;until
they are -on: them or close/to them
that in case, a car had started to
cross the street, an accident could not
be avoided."
The city tried to induce the railway j
company to stand part of the expense
of installing five gas lights at the unlighted crossings. The company refused. Stanley's contention was that,
lights would invite traffic down the
company's, private right
of way
rather than warn it of danger.
"The street cars all make safety
stops," Stanley said. .."We won't do
the city's lighting. If lights are; installed autoists and pedestrians would
consider the right of way a public
street and attempt to use it. The result would be a whole lot of accidents. As it'is we haven't an accident there j-et."

Railway Committee's
Head Submits Resolution to Raise Rate.
REFUND ON TRANSFER
Crosstown Patrons' Burden
in Cutting Deficit Is
Declared Unjust.
Four cents cash fare with
three tickets for ten cents and
a rebated penny charge for a
transfer is the new street car
fare schedule proposed in legislation submitted to the city
council by Councilman Koch
last night.
Koch's resolution asks the street
railway committee, of which he is
chairman, to take up with the Cleveland Railway Company the question
of establishing an agreed rate of fare
other than those provided in schedules set out. in the Tayler grant.
. Ti\e committee is instructed to consider particularly the schedule in the
grant providing for four cents cash
fare, and thr.ee tickets for ten cents.j
Under the terms of the grant the
city or the company can at any time
agree on a rate.of fare not scheduled,
Koch says, and action could be taken
without a referendum.
Burden on 30 Per Cent.
Koch believes that the threetiekets-for-a-dime plan would place
the burden of wiping out operating
and maintainance deficits of the
Cleveland Railway Company upon
all the car riders. ' The present
transfer' charge schedule, he' declares,
places this burden upon 30 per cent
of the company's patrons.
Koch's action follows the report of
; the board of directors of the railway
company which called attention to
the fact that 'the net deficit for the
month of August was $90,090.67,
nearly $24,000 more than the deficit
incurred during the month of July.
The penny transfer charge which
went into effect September 1, city
and railway officials believe, will be
insufficient to wipe out this deficit.
i They estimate that $60,000 would be
the maximum amount that could be}
raised by the transfer charge in a'
single month.
"Unfair to Some Patrons."
The schedule favored by Koch is
next higher than the one now in effect requiring three-cent fare with a
penny charge for a transfer and no
rebate. The present rate of fare
throws the entire ■ burden of wiping
out operating deficits on patrons living on crosstown lines who now pay
four cents fare, Koch says.
The other schedule distributes the
■burden and will wipe out deficits
more quickly and permit a return to
straight three-cent fare, the chairman
believes. The proposal was first presented to the council several weeks
ago by Luther Fish, 10506 Englewood
avenue, who has appeared before the
street railway committee several
times in support of the plan.
Public hearings on the resolution
were announced for Monday afternoon by Koch. He planned to ask
the council to adopt the resolution
last night but was advised that this
might be considered as a definite
proposition to the railway company.
Fish says that the Cleveland Railway
Company will agree to the fare
change. Under the Tayler franchise
the question must be submitted to
arbitration in the event of failure to
agree upon any proposal for an increase or decrease in fare.
Near-Side Stop Approved.
Stopping of street cars on the rtear
side of street intersections was approved by the council committee on
street railways yesterday afternoon,
although
Mayor
Baker
advised
against a change. Director of Public Safety Benesch appeared in support of the Meyers near-side stop
measure, which was placed on its
second reading at the council meeting.
Street Railway Commissioner
Witt opposes the proposed change in
the method of operation.
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BURLESQUE GIRLS
WOULD RAISE FARE
KICK FOR BENESCH
Even as a cat may glance at a lieve the case is covered by the juvenile laws so that managers who
! sovereign, so may a burlesque admit children to such perform; chorus' lady kick her highest at a ances are liable to prosecution on a
director of public safety, when that charge of contributing to juvenile
official goes a-muckraking.
delinquency."
Benesch will visit other burlesque
i
This, then, is just,what happened
j last night when Director Benesch houses before communicating with
;
sat through the first half of a per- Judge Addams. He said last night
formance in a downtown burlesque he had already seen enough of mutl^ater el aieroned by n, squa 1 of sical comedy to convince him that
councilmen headed by Jimmy Mc- the effect of such performances is
Ginty, the well-known interpreter of as disastrous to the juvenile mind
as burlesque shows.
burlesque.
A policeman with a night off
"Id") not object to the p vf ormance, lor it was as clean as ar.y dropped in and got a thrill he
i- musical comedy I ever saw." said hadn't expected. He retreated in
Benesch. "I do object to the prac- confusion right while the chorus
tice of permitting children to see was dancing its best.
"That looks like Benesch," mildly
such performances. I noticed dozens
of boys, one of whom, apparently mused the policeman, at first
! about ten years old, was with bis glance.
He took a second look.
' father.
"It IS Benesch," he ejaculated in
"I shall write to Juvenile Judge
Addams with a view to compelling a stage whisper, then fled, franticmanagers to
bar
boys
under ally waving aside the doorman who
eighteen years from burlesque shows attempted to give him a return |
3
and from musical comedies. I be- check,

EIGHT-HOUR DAY

REPORT SHOWS SAVING
AT CITY ASPHALT PLANT

Big savings from the operation of
the municipal asphalt plant were
shown by a report submitted to Director of Public Service Sidlo by Street
Repair Superintendent
Masterson
yesterday.
Resurfacing of Davenport avenue
with two inches of asphalt cost 72
cents a square yard, the report
showed. Contractors have been paid1
from $1 to $1.50 a square yard for
similar work in the past, according
City Hospital nurses, guards at the
to Sidlo.
The asphalt plant costj
Correction Farm at Warrensville $15,000.
and office employees do not come
within the eight-hour working day
provision's of the city charter and
the constitutional amendment, Director of Law Stockwell ruled at a
joint meeting of the council' committee on finance and judiciary yesterday.
Reports submitted by city departmental directors showed that expenditures would be increased $165,000 annually if these employees
were placed on an eight-hour basis.
Mr. Stockwell said that the
minutes of the constitutional convention showed plainly that the law
was not intended to apply to this
class of public employees, as the
term "workmen"
used
in the
amendment had been substituted
for "laborers and mechanics." No
clause exempting police, firemen and
sanitary patrolmen is necessary, he
said.
The department of public welfare
will be chiefly affected if all employees are placed on an eight-hour
basis, the reports showed. Secretary "W. H. Winans estimated that
expenditures would be increased
$133,840, chiefly through the clause
limiting the number of working
hours to forty-eight a week and in
the board of additional employees
at city institutions.
Mr. Stockwell said that contractors
obtaining city work since the adoption of the constitutional amendment
could be forced to observe the eighthour provisions of the ordinance.
Mr.. Stockwell recommended that
the ordinance be changed to provide the same penalty as the state
law, which does not become effective
until June 15 next year.
The ordinance was approved by the
joint committee and was placed on
its second reading last night.
The ordinance was introduced as a
substitute to one vetoed by Mayor
Baker. In the form approved by the
law department it practically will be
the same as the original measure.

COUNCIL REP

TO 4 CENTS HERE

Councilman Wants Boost in
Trolley Car Rate, With
Transfer Rebate.
Heating Grants Downtown
Denied to Illuminating
Company.

, Stockwell Says P0|icetnen
j and Firemen Are Exempt.
City Law Director John N St ,
well announced yesterday at 1
meeting of the council cornl^
^V*
; finance that the city is not
to give an eight-hour WOrkZ y to
office employes, police, firenL s ni
tary police and to nurse TX fher
v employes in the city hospital 1 rt
ments. The chapter, in „u „P*on"
follows the provisions of tL '" '
• hour amendment to the const! h!5ht- ,
and this, he declares, mere^S?'s
:to workmen on public work
'
Before Director Stockwell '«™
,at yesterday's meeting■ SPi"*
from department heads showT"s
ordinance as originally '
by the mayor and membwl^f16'1
of the
council would have necessitate
additional expenditure of Slfi^<W)nari
year.
™,s>ou a
Director Stockwell
the section,of the ordinance "Zt'
ing police, firemen and sanitarv „„
lice from the eight-hour — ■ ■
amended and that the penaHTZ.™
be made to conform to the =tate l ■
In his opinion it is not necessary7'
exempt police, firemen and sanita™
police, as the charter and stain ui
law
do not include them,
The council committee voted to an
prove the amendments suggested a~mi
the amended ordinance in all jrob
bility will be passed at next Monday
l0Ma
night's meeting.
5

An immediate boost to the next rate
of fare provided in the Tayler grant
is suggested in a resolution offered in.
city council last night by Chairman
Robert Koch of the council committee on street railways.
If the resolution is adopted and the
railway company and council agree on
this step the new rate on all lines
will be 4-cent cash fare, three tickets
!for a dime and 1 cent for a transfer
with the penny rabate.
The meeting also was marked by a
fight on the long pending steam heating grants of the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating company. Councilmen J.
W. Reynolds and Harry C. Gahn led
the fight against the grants. Both declared the company has shown disrespect to the council in its attitude on
lowering the lighting rates to 3 cents
and that granting of the franchises
would entrench the company in tne
downtown section. Ordinances grantBAR
ing the company new rights in WOULD
Huron-rd S. E. and Vincent-av N. E.
Safety Director Urges Only Adnlt
were defeated.
One vote was lacking to carry the
be Allowed at BnrlMqne, '
Huron-rd franchise of the Illuminating company. The ordinance was de- :'; As a result of visits of coii^n™
feated by a vote of 13 to 12.
city officials to a buries™ 1 °
Councilman J. J. McGinty, author and
ter last night, Director ?*
of the ordinances, defended the meas- Safety A. A. Benesch declared it Z?
ures and an attempt was made later able he will write a letter tor ?
to pass the Huron-rd grant by tang- George S. Addams of juvenu , E!
ing about a reconsideration of the asking that children bVw 9 rt
vote by which it had been defeated. from burlesque theaters where 1
The motion to reconsider was de- al comedies are playing.
°"
The communication will b
,
An ordinance granting the company Mr. Benesch said, after he hase hart
the right to extend a line in Walnut- chance to visit other burlesque hi!
av N. E. as far east as the Moose club later in the week.
™
was passed by a vote of 14 to 10. Tho
"I have no objection to the h
Moose club has asked for the heat- fluence of burlesque plays and m "j
ing service. Mayor Newton D. Baker comedies on the minds of adults" l
said after last night's meeting that said, "but children should not
the same action should have been allowed to attend them.'
taken with all three measures and
that he qught to veto the Walnut-av

CHILDREN

The Koch resolution suggesting a
new advance in street car fares was
referred to the council committee on
street railways. It provides that the
council take up .the question of increasing the fare rate with repre.sent1
atives of the Cleveland Railway Co.
"If it is passed there will be public
meetings in the council chamber at
night so that all will have an opportunity to attend," said Councilman
Koch. "The workingmen should have
an opportunity to express themselves
on this question. The present arrangement is not fair. It means that to
raise .$700,000 a quarter of the car
riders must payja^penny for a_trana-

WANTS TOWER REMOVED,
Mayor Baker wants the big tower
of Central armory removed. In his
opinion the tower is an obstruction
that prevents a good view of the
new city hall building from the
south.
It was proposed some time ago
that all buildings immediately south
of the city hall and court house be
removed so a better view could be
obtained of both of these structures.
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than
is returning from Germany, when sbe
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' luUiA (OP/U^ kJjil±;
BURLESQUE GIRLS
KICK FOR BENESCH
Even as a cat may glance at a lieve the case is covered by the juvenile laws so that managers who
sovereign, so may a burlesque admit children to such performchorus' lady kick her highes' at a ances are liable to prosecution on a
director of public safety, when that charge of contributing to juvenile
official goes ;i-!nuckraking,
delinquency."
Benesch will visit other burlesque
This, then, is jusUwhat happened
last night when Director Benesch houses before communicating with
sat through the first half of a per- Judge Addams. He said last night
formance in a downtown burlesque he had already seen enough of mufiv.lpr claperoned by a squa 1 of sical comedy to convince him that
councilman headed by Jimmy Mc- the effect of such performances is
Ginty, the well-known interpreter of as disastrous to the juvenile mind
as burlesque shows.
burlesque.
A policeman with a night off
•'X.a-> net object to the ps.'form| ance, lor it was as clean as ar.y dropped in and got a thrill he
He retreated in
I musical comedy I ever saw." said hadn't expected.
Benesch. "I do object to the prac- confusion right while the chorus
tice of permitting children to see was dancing its best.
"That looks like Benesch," mildly
i such performances. I noticed dozens
at first
i of boys, one of whom, apparently mused the policeman,
I about ten years old, was with bis glance.
He took a second look.
father.
"It IS Benesch," he ejaculated in
"I shall write to Juvenile Juo'ge
Addams with a view to compelling a stage whisper, then fled, franticmanagers to
bar
boys
under ally waving aside the doorman who
j eighteen years from burlesque shows attempted to give him a return
and from musical comedies, I be- check.

EIGHT-HOUR DAY

REPORT SHOWS SAVING
AT CITY ASPHALT PLANT

Big savings from the operation of
the municipal asphalt plant were
shown by a report submitted to Director of Public Service Sidlo by Street
Repair Superintendent
Masterson
yesterday.
Resurfacing of Davenport avenue
with two inches of asphalt cost 72>
cents a square yard, the report
showed. Contractors have been paid
from $1 to $1.50 a square yard for
similar work In the past, according
City Hospital nurses, guards at the to Sidlo.
The asphalt plant cost
Correction Farm at Warrensville $15,000.
and office employees do not come
within the eight-hour working day
provision's of the city charter and
the constitutional amendment, Director of Law Stockwell ruled at a
joint meeting of the council committee on finance and judiciary yesterday.
Reports submitted by city departmental directors showed that expenditures would be increased $165,000 annually if these employees
were placed on an eight-hour basis.
Mr. Stockwell said that the
minutes of the constitutional convention showed plainly that the law
was not intended to apply to this
class of public employees, as the
term "workmen"
used
in the
amendment had been substituted
for "laborers and mechanics." No
clause exempting police, firemen and
sanitary patrolmen is necessary, he
said.
The department of public welfare
will be chiefly affected if all employees are placed on an eight-hour
basis, the reports showed. Secretary W. H. Winans estimated that
expenditures would be increased
$133,840, chiefly through the clause
limiting the number of working
hours to forty-eight a week and in
the board of additional employees
at city institutions.
Mr. Stockwell said that contractors
obtaining city work since the adoption of the constitutional amendment
could be forced to observe the eighthour provisions of the ordinance.
Mr. Stockwell recommended that
the ordinance be changed to provide the same penalty as the state
law, which does not become effective
until June 15 next year.
The ordinance was approved by the
joint committee and was placed on
its second reading last night.
The ordinance was introduced as a
substitute to one vetoed by Mayor
Baker. In the form approved by the
law department it practically will be
the same as the original measure.
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U) MUSE FARE GIVES EIGHTTO
Councilman Wants Boost in
Trolley Car Rate, With
Transfer Rebate.
Heating Grants Downtown
Denied to Illuminating
Company.

Stockwell Says P0|icem
and Firemen Are Exempt
City Law Director John N _( ,
k
well announced yesterday »t'
'
meeting of the council comm^r*0
finance that the city is not
°°
to give an eight-hour workT^
office employes, police, C ^ to
sani
tary police and to nurses »S other
employes in the city hospitalepi
ments. The charter, in hi« "Pmion
«follows the provisions of tL°
>
• hour amendment to the o™;. e'slltand this, he declares^2?^
ates
to workmen on public work
Before Director Stockwell '»*„Mar
at yesterday's meeting S «
from department heads show
^
m
ordinance as originally
orteina.Uv ;„"
in*.,. tte
r™
by the mayor and members n °?8
council would have necessitate,!
additional expenditure of $$$&*

An immediate boost to the next rate
of fare provided in the Tayler grant
is suggested in a resolution offered in
city council last night by Chairman
Robert Koch of the council committee on street railways.
If the resolution is adopted and the
railway company and council agree on
this step the new rate on all lines
will be 4-cent cash fare, three tickets
[for a dime and 1 cent for a transfer
| with the penny rabate.
The meeting also was marked by a
fight on the long pending steam heating grants of the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating company. Councilmen J.
W. Reynolds and Harry C. Gahn led
the fight against the grants. Both declared the company has shown disre-.
spect to the council in its attitude on
lowering the lighting rates to S cents
and that granting of the franchises
would entrench the company in the
downtown section. Ordinances granting the company new rights in
Huron-rd S. E. and Vincent-av N. E.
were defeated.
One vote was lacking to carry the
Huron-rd franchise of the Illuminating company. The ordinance was defeated by a vote of 13 to 12.
Councilman J. J. McGinty, author
of the ordinances, defended the measures and an attempt was made later
to pass the Huron-rd grant by bringing about a reconsideration of the
vote by which it had been defeated.
The motion to reconsider was defeated.
An ordinance granting the company
;
the right to extend a line in Walnutav N. E. as far east as the Moose club
was passed by a vote of 14 to 10. Tho
Moose club has asked for the heating service. Mayor Newton D. Baker
said after last night's meeting that
the same action should have been
taken with all three measures and
that he cfight to veto the Walnut-av
f TTLTlClliSG

Director Stockwell recomm„ ,
the section of the ordinal*
mg police, firemen and sanitarl ?'0
lice from the eight-hour prSA '
amended and that the penalty ri
be made to conform to the «tate l
In his opinion it is not nee
exempt police, firemen and sar to7
police, as the charter and *,».,T
We lw
do not include them.
The council committee voted to
prove the amendments suggest Z\
the amended ordinance in all »(T
bility will be passed at next 5
night's meeting.

WOULD

BAR

CHILDREN

Safety Director Urges Only ldn,
be Allowed at Buries^ '
'As a result of visits of
and city officials to a
ter last night, Director 0J WAS
Safety A. A. Benesch declared ltiS
able he
he will
will write
writo =a w*™
letter "to" K*
George S. Addams of iuvenii. Judge
""•"
asking that children bete,?"*1
from burlesque theaters where 2,c
al comedies are playing.
The communication will u
Mr. Benesch said, after he has 5'
chance to visit other buries©,],", ua'
later in the week.
"I have no objection to the i.
fluence of burlesque plays ana m^}
comedies on the minds of;
said, "but children should" is
allowed to attend them.'

The Koch resolution suggesting a
WANTS TOWER REMOVED.
new advance in street car fares was
referred to the council committee on
Mayor Baker wants the his tower
street railways. It provides that the of Central armory removed. In his
council take up the question of in- opinion the tower is an obstruction
creasing the fare rate with represent- that prevents a good view of the
atives of the Cleveland Railway Co.
"If it is passed there will be public new city hall building from the
meetings in the council chamber at south.
It was proposed some time ijo
night so that all will have an opportunity to attend," said Councilman that all buildings immediately south
Koch. "The workingmen should have of the city hall and court house he
an opportunity to express themselves removed so a better view conn he
on this question. The present arrangs- obtained of both of these structures.
ment is not fair. It means that to
raise §700,000 a quarter of the car
riders must pay a penny for a transfer.
.
M
"I believe the next rate of fare
Meets Returning Kin.
should be put into effect. The ordinance gives the company and council
Milton L. Young, secretary to Mayor
the right to make such an agreement Newton D. Baker, left for Nn M
and the resolution authorizing the late yesterday to meet his mote,*
change is not subject to a referen- is returning from Germany, where shtj
dum," concluded Councilman Koch.
Councilman "W. S. FitzGerald of- has been since the outbreak of then!
fered a resolution asking for a report Mrs. Young has been visiting her Eiste
on the results of the efficiency tests
conducted at the new E. 53d-st lighting station. Councilman Reynolds
moved the resolution be referred to
committee, but Mayor Baker suggested immediate adoption. The turbine
tests are completed. It was stated
yesterday the tests show this equipment to be satisfactory.
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo
and Public Safety Director A. A. Be- |
nesch submitted a report on an inspection of the remodeling work at
the old Union passenger station. In
their opinion there is no fire danger
at the station. The exits, stairways
and fire proofing render the building
safe, in their opinion.
Council voted to reconsider the resolution calling upon the county commissioners to repave Superior-av N.
E. from E. 12th-st to E. 55th-st.
Mayor Baker suggested the selection
of this street would be unfair to other
property owners.
In hia opinion
streets should be selected in which the
frontages are owned by the city and
not by individual property owners.
The mayor stated the county might
be induced to contribute toward the
general paving fund next year instead
of selecting special streets.
A resolution calling upon the director of public service to open W.
117th-st from Lake-av N. W. to the
lake was adopted. Shrubbery bars
access to the lake at this point.
Councilman E. A. Meyers introduced an ordinance requiring the display of signs on motor trucks showing the weight of the vehicles. The |
couniil adjourned to Tuesday eveUiingf Next Monday is Columbus day.
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ATTACKS OK Of! ONLY WAR HALT COUNCIL PLAYS
TAKES
UNION SHANTY MOSE'S SUBWAY TO MOOSE VOTE STAND GAINST

Councilman Townes said TuesW. R. Hopkins, president of
day that the council report of the Cleveland
Rapid
Transit
Safer Benesch and Server Sidlo, Railway Co., Tuesday said nein which they approved the union gotiations soon would be opened
shanty Monday night, anticipates with council for ihe amendment
several improvements yet to be of the subway franchise.
made, and therefore is unsatisfacChief of the amendments asked
will be an extension of time,
tory•
■ .
«_„
"They have classed as a nre which Hopkins says has been
escape a stairway that does not made necessary by a change in
lead to the outside but merely to plans for the subway and the
the baggage room below," Townes present
financial
stringency
",d ''That would be a fine way caused by the European war.
of escaping from a fire which
He says, however, that capital
originates in the baggage room.
for the venture is now assured,
-'Then they make allowance for. and that actual work on the una stairway that is yet to be buffi. derground systom will begin as
from the northeast corner of the , soon as the money is made
available by relief of war* condiwaiting room.
"Although my contention tnat tions.
the building is unsafe was not upThe original plan of the subheld the investigation at least way was for a tube measuring
has caused several officials to go about 8x12% feet. The tube
down and look the shanty over.
now planned will measure 12 by
Townes said he would call for 22 or 24 feet.
$
another report on the building
Under the old plan the city
after the building inspection de- was given the right on 12 months
partment issues the final inspec- notice to purchase the undertion certificate.
ground system at $350,000 a
After the submission of the re- single track mile. . With a larger
port by Benesch and Sidlo, Mayor tube, this price must be increased
Baker said he had not consented to about $500,000, it is stated.
to the remodeling until assured
The subv / company also is
by railroad officials that the sta- to ask the right to bring its lines<
tion changes would not compro- to the surface at the city limits.
mise the new union station nego- This is for the purpose of allowing it to do a suburban business.
tiations.

WHAT COUNCIL DID AT
MONDAY NIGHT MEET

President Stanley of. the ConEon Tuesday said he would probably oppose jumping to the next
higher rale of fare—three car
tickets for a dime and free transfers—if asked to do so by council.
C9uncilman
Koch
Monday
night urged the change, stating
the present 3-cent fare and 1-cent'
transfer threw the burden wholly.
Kn the transferring class.
"From the standpoint of revlenue to the company the proposed
Irate might be lower than the one
now in effect," said Stanley.
"For instance," he said, "under the proposed rate the average fare would be 3 1-3 cents.
With practically a third of the
.car riders now taking transfers
jthe average income per car rider
[under the present rate is 3 1-3
cents.
."It is easy to see that if more
fthan one-third of the number' of
riders take transfers, the present!
rate would bring in more income
than that proposed by Koch.
"Hence to boost the interest
fund in order to get back to
straight 3-cent fare and free!
transfers the present rate mightl
"e at least as effective as that!
coposed.
'I do no favor deviating from
ithe plan prescribed in the Tayler
ordinance."
Tractioner Witt contends that
rider who transfers is more expensive to the company than one
|ho does not, and should pay the
ransfer charge.

Refused Cleveland Illuminating Go. right to place steam
and hot water mains in Vincent-av and Huron-rd, to supply several business houses, but
granted privilege for mains in
Walnut-av to furnish heat to
Moose club.
Asked utilities director to
report within two weeks as to
result of final tests of the new
muny light plant.
Passed resolution directing
discontinuance of dinky car
service between Euclid-av and
St. Clair-av by way of Haydenav,
and
establishment
of
through service from Euclid-av
instead.
Passed resolution
asking
finance director to report on
why bonds cannot be sold for
elimination
of
Nickel-plate
grade crossing at Ivanhoe-rd
Referred to railways committee resolution ^ calling for
4-cent cash fare, three tickets
for a dime and 1 cent for transfer, with rebate.
Received report from Safer
Benesch and Server Sidlo placing their o. k. on union shanty.
Gave second reading to ordinance providing that street
cars shall stop on the near side
of street intersections.
Voted $500 for a stairway in
Rockefeller park.
Referred to railways committee a resolution directing tractioner to take up with Concon
the question of building a shelter house at St. Clair-av and
Hi. 140th-st.
Ordered W. .117th-st opened
from Lake-av to lake.

BUT ALL IN VAIN

4-CENT FARE

Pass Grant for Heat Pipes to &„,. m ^ .
Stolte Blames Need
PI u ' A«
W
of Boost
D * ■
Club After Refusing
Busi•
to Extravagance All Along
ness Houses
Line
.President J. J. Stanley of the
NOW BAKER MUST VETO
Cleveland Railway Company will
AND THE VOTE VANISHES stand hand in hand with Traction
'Puts Mayor Into Worst Hole
I've Ever Known," Is McGinty's Comment
CoTincilmen had a lot. of fun
Monday night with Councilman
McGinty's four ordinances de-^
signed to give the Illuminating
Company permission to extend
its downtown heating service
system. By denying McGinty
three of his measures, they
sought—they said—to protect,
the municipal light system, aU-i
ready near strangulation from
growing pains, and worked
adroitly for the Moose club vote.

Commissioner Witt, he indicated
Tuesday, in fighting Councilman
Kech's proposal to install the next
higher rate of fare—4 cents cash,
with three tickets for a dime and rebate of the penny transfer.
-Stanley, like Witt, believes the fare
rates prescribed in the Tayler grant
should be applied step by step, as the
ordinance provides. Koch's resolution
introduced in council Monday night
was referred to the street railway
company. The Tayler grant provides
the company and city can adopt any
fare schedule on which they can
agree.
"The higher rate of fare may bring
in less revenue than the straight 3cent fare and penny transfer charge,"
Stanley said, "dependent, of course,
entirely on the number of transfers
issued."
Stanley explained this by stating
that based on the present number of
transfer buyers, 30 per cent, the fare
under the three-for-10-with-tansferrebate plan, would mean 31-3-cent
.fare the revenue decreasing o rincreasing, according to the number of
transfer buyers.
"The fare should be left as it is,"
he said.
-.Extravagance and reckless expenditures by the railway company, with
.trie approval of Witt, are directly
to blame for the present financial
stringency of the company, Councilman Stolte, member of council street
railway committee, charged Tuesday.
-'Hundred thousand
dollar car
barns, reading rooms and marble-1
lined shaving parlors are fine things,
but they can't be afforded under the
Tayler grant," said Stolte.
"Witt
and officials of the company should
come down to earth, think of the
riders who must pay the extra penny or two and operate the lines in i
aJ:more business-like manner."

But Tuesday, when they got down
to serious thought and listened to
McGinty, they grew remorseful. Only
then did they realize they had played
politics too well and too often. Mayor
Baker must veto the ordinance giving
the Moose club heat and at the same
time turn a cold shoulder to such in-,
fluential business firms as the Halle
Bros. Company, Browning, King & i
Co. and the Guardian bank, owner of i
the New England building, and with!
the veto they saw vanishing all the;
Moose club votes, for which they
worked so valiantly.
"Puts Baker In Hole"
"It was the most ridiculous thing I
have ever seen the council do—pass
one grant and turn down the other
three," said McGinty Tuesday.
"I
don't care so much for myself as for
Mayor Baker. The only fair thing to
da, and he himself said so, is to veto
the Moose club grant. That will create another ticklish situation. Council's action puts the mayor into the
worst hole-1 have seen since he.took
office."
Nearly a dozen votes were taken
Monday night : before final concluUtilities Director Stage and Lightreached.
Councilmen
ing Commissioner Ballard were quite
peeved Tuesday to think that council should adopt Councilman Fitzgerald's resolution demanding that
an exhaustive report of the outcome
of tests at the new East 53d street1
municipal- light plant be made pub- 1
lie But they promised the report
Pn« }uo*i „,„* Snimjoi XpuS
within two weeks.
P»WP pa-wptojqma g*q J9n,0uV
8 n
B^th Ballard and Stage claim the |
. ' » » P« %S9A '.1*1,00 /puvg
plan will come up to specifications.
Fitzgerald wants the report obtained
»«II« jo pauotussj S(„potu no
so Clevelanders may know what to
expect of the $2,000,000 plant. Coun'sanr«A jBioeds
cilman Reynolds wanted to bury the
^aA pus A^epoi ares tro vut&
resolution in a council committee
box at Monday night's council meeting but Mayor Baker, advised It be
adopted.

ASSERT THEY'LL SHOW
LIGHT PLANT IS 0. K.

?<£■—srsDom
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ONLY WAR HALT COUNCIL PLAYS
TAKES!
UNION SHANTY MOSE'S SUBWAY TO MOOSE VOTE STAND GAINST I

Councilman Townes said Tuesgar that the council report of
ga{er Benesch and Server Sidlo,
in which they approved the union
shanty Monday night, anticipates
several improvements yet to be
made, and therefore is unsatisfactory. '
"They have classed as a Are
a stairway that does not
lead to the outside but merely tohe baggage room below," Townes
aM "That would be a fine way
"escaping from a fire winch
originates in the baggage room
°%ien they make allowance for,
a stairway that is yet to be built
from the northeast corner of the
waiting room.
"Although my contention tnat
the building is unsafe was not upheld the investigation at least
gas caused several officials to godown and look the shanty over.
Townes said he would call for
another report on the building
fter the building inspection department issues the final inspection certificate.
After the submission of the renort by Benesch and Sidlo, Mayor
Baker said he had not consented
to the remodeling until assured
bv railroad officials that the station changes would not compromise the new union station negotiations.

POSES SHIFT
OF FARE PLAI
President Stanley of the ConIcon Tuesday said he would probably oppose jumping to the next
higher rate of fare—three car
tickets for a dime and free transfers—if asked to do so by council.
Councilman
Koch
Monday
night urged the change, stating
[ the present 3-cent fare and 1-cent
transfer threw the burden wholly
on the transferring class.
"From the standpoint of revenue to the company the proposed
bate might be lower than the one
now in effect," said Stanley.
"For instance," he said, "under the proposed rate the averfare would be 3 1-3 cents.
With practically a third of the
i car riders now taking transfers
I the average income per car rider
Minder the present rate is 3 1-3
cents.
"It is easy to see that if more
{than one-third of the number of
iriders take transfers, the present
irate would bring in more income
than that proposed by Koch.
"Hence to boost the interest
; fluid in order to get back to
straight 3-cent fare and free
^-transfers the present rate might
be at least as effective as that
roposed.
"I do no favor deviating from
the plan prescribed in the Tayler
ordinance."
Tractioner Witt contends that
. rider who transfers is more expensive to the company than one
pdio does not, and should pay the
transfer charge.

y$

president of
R- Hopkins,
cievelaiid
Rapid
Transit
Tuesday said neRatiway Co.,
gotiations soon would be opened
wlth council for the amendment
of the subway franchise,
chief of the amendments asked
of time,
will be an extension
says. has been
wnjcn Hopkins
made necessary by a change in
and the
{or the
subway
present
financial
stringency
caused by the European war.
He says, however, that capital
for the venture is now assured,
and that actual work on the underground systom will begin as
soon as the money is made
available by relief of war-conditions.
The original plan of the subway was for a tube measuring
about 8x12% feet. The tube
now planned will measure 12 by
22 or 24 feet.
%
Under the old plan the city
was given the right on 12 months
notice to purchase the underground system at $350,000 a
single track mile. . With a larger
tube, this price must be increased
to about $500,0.00, it is stated.
The subv / company also is
to ask the right to bring its lines(
to the surface at the city limits.
This is for the purpose of allowing it to do a suburban business.
the

WHAT COUNCIL DID AT
MONDAY NIGHT MEET

BUT ALL IN VAIN

Pass Grant for Heat Pipes to
Club After Refusing Business Houses
WOW BAKER MUST VETO
AND THE VOTE VANISHES
"Puts Mayor Into Worst Hole
I've Ever Known," Is McGinty's Comment
Councilmen had a lot of fun
Monday night with Councilman
McGinty's four ordinances de-signed to give the Illuminating
Company permission to extend
its downtown heating service
system. By denying McGinty
three of his measures, they
sought—they said—to protect
the municipal light' system, already near strangulation from J
growing pains, and worked;
adroitly for the Moose club vote.

But Tuesday, when they got down
to serious thought and listened to
McGinty, they grew remorseful. Only
Refused Cleveland Illumithen, did they realize they had played
nating Go. right to place steam
politics too well and too often. Mayor
and hot water mains in VinBaker must veto the ordinance giving
cent-av and Huron-rd, to supthe Moose club heat and at the same
ply several business houses, but
granted privilege for mains in
time turn a cold shoulder to such inWalnut-av to furnish heat to
fluential business firms as the Halle
Moose clnb.
Bros. Company, Browning. King & i
Asked utilities director to
Co. and the Guardian bank, owner of i
report within two weeks as to
the New England building; and with j
result of final tests of the new
the veto they saw vanishing all the j
muny light plant.
Moose club votes, for - which they
Passed resolution directing
worked so valiantly.
discontinuance of dinky car
"Puts Baker In Hole"
service between Euclid-av and
"It was the most ridiculous thing I
St Clair-av by way of Haydenhave ever seen the council do—pass
av,
and
establishment
of
one grant and turn down the other
through, service from Euclid-av
instead.
three," said McGinty Tuesday.
"I
don't care so much for myself as for
Passed resolution
asking
Mayor Baker. The only fair thing to j
finance director to report on
do, and he himself said so, is to veto
why bonds cannot be sold for
the Moose club grant. That will ere- i
elimination
of
Nickel-plate
grade crossing at Ivanhoe-rd.
ate another ticklish situation. Coun-1
Referred to railways comell's action puts the mayor into the I
mittee resolution^-calling for
worst hole-1 have seen since he took j
4-cent cash fare, three tickets
office."
for a dime and 1 cent for transNearly a dozen votes were taken !
fer, with rebate.
Monday night - before final conclu- ]
I
Received report from Safer
sions were reached.
Councilmen !
Benesch and Server Sidlo placvoted for a grant, then voted to re- j
ing their o. k. on union shanty.
consider. Councilmen Reynolds and '
Gave second reading to orGahn argued that to give the 11- ',
luminating- company access to the',
dinance providing that street
cars shall stop on the near side
streets would too firmly intrench it t
of street intersections.
in the coming fight with the .city's
plant for downtown business. LightVoted $500 for a stairway in
Rockefeller park.
ing Commissioner Ballard often has
said that office building managers in- i
Referred to railways commitsist on having heat served with:
tee a resolution directing tractioner to take up with Concon
their light, they said, and the hope I
the question of building a shelof a downtown municipal heating.
system still lingers.
ter house at St. Clair-av and
E. 140th-st.
"I fought, the ordinance because ii
didn't exactly understand their im- j
Ordered W. .117th-st opened
from Lake-av to lake.
port." was Reynolds' defense Tues- j
rday.
"Rottoh," Says McGinty
"It's rotten," McGinty said, "to ■
turn against the' Guardian bank, the;
Halle company and Browning, King I
& Co. after they have done so much
for the city. Municipal light plant
or not, we've got to play square and
care for business interests. '" Moose
club vote's should have been out of
councilmen's minds.
The fight may De repeated . next
Monday night. Baker is expected to
veto the Moose club grant—he said
Tuesday he ought to. Then the stage
will be set the same for next Monday.

4-CENT FARE!
Stolte Blames Need of Boost
to Extravagance All Along
I Line
...President J. J. Stanley of the
Cleveland Railway Company will
stand hand in hand with Traction
Commissioner Witt, he indicated
.Tuesday, in fighting Councilman
Kech's proposal to install the next
higher rate of fare—4 cents cash,
with three tickets for a dime and rebate of the penny transfer.
: Stanley, like Witt, believes the fare
rates prescribed in the Tayler grant
should be applied step by step, as the
ordinance provides. Koch's resolution
introduced in council Monday night
was referred to the street railway
company. The Tayler grant provides
the company and city can adopt any
fare schedule on which they can
agree.
"The higher rate of fare may bring
in less revenue than the straight 3cent fare and penny transfer charge,"
Stanley said, "dependent, of course,
entirely on the number of transfers
issued." '
^Stanley explained this by stating
that based on the present number of
transfer buyers, 30 per cent, the fare
under the three-for-10-with-tansferrebate plan, would mean 31-3-cent
.fare the revenue decreasing o rincreasing, according to the number of
transfer buyers.
"The fare should be left as it is,"
he said.
^Extravagance and reckless expenditures by the railway company, with
the approval of Witt, are directly
fa blame for the present financial
-stringency of the company, Councilman Stolte, member of council street
railway committee, charged Tuesday.
"Hundred thousand
dollar car
barns, reading rooms and marble- j
lined shaving parlors are fine things,
but they can't be afforded under the
Tayler grant," said Stolte.
"Witt
and officials of the company should
come down to earth, think of the
riders who must pay the extra penny or two and operate the lines in i
'a..more business-like manner."

ASSERT THEY'LL SHOW
LIGHT PLANT IS 0. K.
Utilities Director Stage and Lighting Commissioner Ballard were quite
peeved Tuesday to think that council should adopt Councilman Fitzgerald's resolution demanding that
an exhaustive report of the outcome
of tests at the new East 53d street
municipal-light plant be made public. But they promised the report
within two weeks.
tibth Ballard and Stage claim the
plan will come up to specifications.
Fitzgerald wants the report obtained
so Clevelanders may know what to
expect of the "$2,000,000 plant. Councilman Reynolds wanted to bury the
resolution in a council committee
box at Monday night's council meeting but Mayor Baker. advised it be
adopted.
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T
Win GOES OFF PLAN TO START | GATHER UP DEBRIS Li
t °; ™«. r
;h
SUBWAY
SOON
BRYANIZING; PAY
City Council Head DMMade in Cleveland.

MAY BE DOCKED
Traction Commissioner Witt, who
has a penchant for slipping out of
town on lecture tours in which he
discourses on home rule and Cleveland's fine traction system, may have
to pay for the privilege rather than
be paid for the lectures he gives.
He will, if certain councilmen have
their way. They believe Witt ought
to stay on the job and direct the
destiny of 3-cent fare. They plan to
ask council pass a resolution to dock
Witt for the time he is absent.
Witt left Sunday night for Kansas
to be gone until Friday. In Kansas
he will speak on "Home Rule." Several cities have banded together in a
home rule league and Witt's heavy
oratorical guns are expected to influence the voters. But some councilmen say Witt ought to be docked for
the time he's gone just like a councilman is docked for being twice absent from a council meeting, or any
other city division head is docked for
time he's absent from his duties.
If he is docked Witt's latest lecture
tour will cost him $83.32, his salary
being $20.83 a day.
, "I asked'Witt to go," Mayor Baker said. "The Kansas people wanted me to talk to them. I couldn't get
away and sent Witt. He won't be
docked. He doesn't get paid for his
lectures—only gets his expenses."
Councilman Dittrick, by way of
comparison,
mentioned
the
fact
"they'd dock him if he stayed away
from council meeting a couple of
times."
"Maybe the city won't suffer for
four or five days," Councilman Stolte
said. "Pete can get rid of a lot of
excess talk in that time."

Actual construction of the subway
by the Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Company should start early in
1915 if the money market loosens a
bit. Secretary Thomas P.
Schmidt
said Tuesday.
President W. R. Hopkins has returned from the east, where he conferred with eastern financiers. Officers
of the company said securities were
being gotten ready and that bonds
and stocks' would be taken over by
New York underwriters as soon as
war conditions changed so as to relieve the tight money market.
"Our plans have been accepted by
eastern financiers and engineers and
the proposition is practically financed;
in fact, this phase has progressed to
the point that we are getting the securities ready," Schmidt said.
Hopkins spent the entire summer in
the east, interviewing financiers. He
declares capital is assured, and. that
actual work now depends only on the
time the financial deadlock is broken.
Present plans call for larger tubes
than first contemplated. The tubes
first planned, 8 by 12 feet, would cost
$350,000 a mile, single track, to build.
The tubes now proposed are twice as
large and will nearly double that.
The plans call for construction of
the first tube on either Superior or
Euclid avenue or both. On the completion of the new high level bridge
a tube will be built out Detroit avenue to the city limits.
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Council Members Think QM
Should be Studied,
Members of council yesterday i
planning to ask Mayor Baker to I
a complete survey made of the q
transit problem in Cleveland
A report will be filed with ton
Monday night by R. W, Hobta, a
missioner of publicity showing the i
of various types of elevated snti
Allen T. Bums who is making
sociological survey for the Cleiel
Foundation trustees proposed to ft
oilman J. W. Reynolds yesterday I
the filing of this report be folloi
with a study of the whole queatloi
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Win GOES OFF PLAN TO START I GATHER UP OE
BRYANIZING; PAY SUBWAY SOON;
MAY BE DOCKED
Actual construction of the subway
by the Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Company should start early in
1915 if the money market loosens a
Traction Commissioner Witt, who
bit. Secretary Thomas P.
Schmidt
has a penchant for slipping out of
said Tuesday.
town on lecture tours in which he
President W. R. Hopkins has rediscourses on home rule and Cleveturned from the east, where he conland's fine traction system, may have
to pay for the privilege rather than ferred with eastern financiers. Officers
of the company said securities were
be paid for the lectures he gives.
He will, if certain councilmen have being gotten ready and that bonds'
their way. They believe Witt ought and stocks' would be taken over by
to stay on the job and direct the New York underwriters as soon as
destiny of 3-cent fare. They plan to war conditions changed so as to reask council pass a resolution to dock lieve the tight money market.
"Our plans have been accepted by
Witt for the time he is absent.
Witt left Sunday night for Kansas eastern financiers and engineers and
to be gone until Friday. In Kansas the proposition is practically financed;
he will speak on "Home Rule." Sev- in fact, this phase has progressed to
eral cities have banded together in a the point that we are getting the se~'
home rule league and Witt's heavy curities ready," Schmidt said.
oratorical guns are expected to inHopkins spent the entire summer in
fluence the voters. But some council- the east, interviewing financiers. He
men say Witt ought to be docked for declares capital is assured, and that
the time he's gone just like a coun- actual work now depends only on the
cilman is docked for being twice absent from a council meeting, or any time the financial deadlock is broken.
other city division head is docked for
Present plans call for larger tubes
time he's absent from his duties.
than first contemplated. The tubes
If he is docked Witt's latest lecture first planned, 8 by 12 feet, would cost
tour will cost him $83.32, his salary
$350,000 a mile, single track, to build.
being $20.83 a day.
The tubes now proposed are twice as
."I asked5 Witt to go," Mayor Balarge and will nearly double that.
ker said. "The Kansas people wantThe plans call for construction of
ed me to talk to them. I couldn't get
away and sent Witt. He won't be the first tube on either Superior or
docked. He doesn't get paid for his Euclid avenue or both. On the completion of the new high level bridge
lectures—only gets his expenses."
Councilman Dittrick, by way of a tube will be built out Detroit avecomparison,
mentioned
the
fact nue to the city limits.
"they'd dock him if he stayed away
from council meeting a couple of
times."
"Maybe the city won't suffer for
four or five days," Councilman Stolte
said. "Pete can get rid of a lot of
excess talk in that time."

Prohibiting Toys

City Council Head Believ*
Um.t on Rides ShoJJ
Made in Cleveland.
Clevelanders Declare Rubbish
Heaps Have Been Removed
Stanley Opposes Boost tni
Seldom Since Days of
Cent Fare as Sugg;^
Clean-Up Campaign.
Supt. Hanna Asserts Lack of
Funds Prevents Department From Collecting
Regularly.
SAYS CURTAILMENT HITS
SCHEDULE OF PICK-UPS
Adds Conditions Will be Returned to Normal Before Winter.
KTJBBISH SITUATION
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Mayor Newton D. Baker
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expressed the belief that = tter>'
calling for the change in V68*'
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dum election. Councilman v!$®
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subject to a referendum a
nance gives the council' the the
make a change in the rate of right
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agreement with the Cleveland?:
way Co.
"Everyone I have spoken t„
Some assert their rubbish has been1
that my plan is perfectly fair"
collected but twice since the clean-up,' Councilman Koch yesterday L
brighten-up campaign in the spring.
is no reason why a quarter of ttl
riders should be required tn 1
Supt. Gus_ Hanna of the street
penny for a transfer to mak,„vl
cleaning department,
which
has
deficit in the interest fund, mt'l
charge of rubbish collections, says
vance should fall on all car
alike "
the collections on the average are
Councilman Koch's
three weeks behind.
for a 4-cent cash fare, with
tickets for a dime and penny *
Vestiges of the cleaner Cleve-j for a transfer with a penny rehai
"I am opposed to this plan"
land that resulted from thej Member J. W. Reynolds of the
oil committee on street railway
clean-up, brighten-up campaign terday. "I don't see why the i,
.
,
.'
.-,,
- n .
who live near the center of th«
last spring are rapidly vanishing, i should be required to assume this
_
,
if ,,
I den. Under the scheme -

Many citizens complain that their]
rubbish heaps have not been touched j
by the city tor periods ranging from
four weeks to two months.

Back yards and alley ways are)
SMALL DEALERS WAR
| littered with unsightly barrels
AGAINST PASTEURIZING and boxes of rubbish, refuse and

CITY councilmen are to consider an ordinance More than 100 independent milk
prohibiting the sale of dangerous toys, dealers were expected to appear becouncil health committee in the
such as air rifles, slingshots and peashooters.! fore
council chamber late' Tuesday to proIt is good work. Childhood can no doubt get test vigorously against the proposed
city ordinance to compel pasteurizaalong very well without these implements, or tion of all milk sold in Cleveland
improvise satisfactory substitutes for those sold Health Commissioner Ford is back of
measure'.
at the tov stores. Any measure promising to thePasteurization
is absolutely necesmake life safer for children and other folk is sary to insure a safe milk supply,
'Ford contends. Small dealers, on the
to be commended.
I other hand, insist the measure is a
But the origin of this dangerous toy ordi- sham for a large milk concern to
the price to 9 cents and that
nance is curious. It was proposed and dratted boost
the cost of installing pasteurization
because a child was injured by a peashooter— plants will drive them out of busipresumably a metal tube. The injury resulted ness.
not from a pea that was shot, but from a fall
with the peashooter in hand, the tube penetrating
the child's mouth or head as a lead pencil or lollipop stick might have done. The councilmen will
have troublous times if they go far enough m consistence to trv to legislate out of existence everything that, aside from its intended use, can figure
in an accident.
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ashes—accumulations of periods
ranging from four weeks to
more than two months.
Avalanches of complaints are
pouring into the street cleaning
department at city hall from inPLAN SURVEY OF TRAFi
dignant citizens.
Council Members Think to
Mrs. John Jones telephoned the
Should be Studied,
rubbish in her yard has not been
Members of council ye3(ert
touched by city collectors for four
weeks and wants to know when it j planning to ask Mayor Baker to
will be called for. A voice at the a
. complete survey made of u,
transit problem in Clevplan^
ind.
other end offers no more assurance |
A re»ort wlu be £*'«
with |
than this: .
*
i Monday night by R. w. ft
missioner of publicity
Department Without Funds.
of various types of c,
Allen T. Burns who
"We can't tell you when it will be uv^iviuft*vHi*
jui r ujr JLUI Lfln llvri
picked up. We are 'way behind. The Foundation trustees proposed to f
oilman
J.
W.
yestenkvl
department hasn't enough money to the filing of Reynolds
this —»
report
with
a
study
of
the
whole
do the work
';:sr.
Curtailment in the rubbish-gathering department is part of the retrenchment in the street cleaning department's
expenses.
Supt.
Gus
Hanna a little more than a month
ago learned he was to have $50,000
less than he needed for all his work
unless short time notes were issued.
To face the shortage Mr. Hanna cut
the number of rubbish collection
wagons from 135 to 100.
These 100
wagons are only working a little
more than half time.
Approach of the closed season for
cleaning up yards and the open season for coal-burning, plus the accumulation of two months' rubbish
have caused heaps of litter to grow
to proportions great enough to cause
concern in all quarters of the city.
No section of Cleveland is neat
enough now to boast no complaints
registered from it.
Collectors Come Seldom.
Mrs. Harry M. Schneider, 2170 E.
49th-st, said yesterday rubbish heaps
in her yard were collected Sept.
I for the second time since the cieanI up, brighten-up campaign.
"When the collectors came," Mrsj
I Schneider said, "I asked why thej
I had not come before. The collector^
]said it was because there was noj
I enough money to do the work. Sd
I much debris had-accumulated in thd
lyard of our neighbor, Dr. L. El
Siemon, 2172 E. 49th-st, that thej
wagon had to be driven into the baclj
1 yard to gather it up."
Mrs. W. T. Moore, 8111 Hough-al
IN E., yesterday said she had tele!
phoned to city hall five times in the
past month to ask for a rubbish col-1
I lection at her home.
"Each time," she said, "I was not j
able to get any more than a promise
I that it would be picked up 'sometime.
I Yesterday they collected from houses
on the other side of the street, but
didn't come over here. I telephoned |
1 again and was told the men would, get
|| it 'sometime.' "
Mrs. C. J. Rosen, a neighbor to Mrs.
Moore, pointed to some barrels of rub- |
| bish at the edge of her sidewalk.
"That has been in my yard for^two
I months," Mrs. Rosen said.
"The
wagons have passed up E. 81st-st and
up Hough-av N. E. in that time, but
I the men never came here."
Rubbish piles have remained untouched for six weeks behind a fourfamily terrace at 6917 Detroit-av N.
W according to Mrs. A. W. Baeder,
occupying one of the suites. Debris!
Left there by a former te^an* who
moved in August still waits for the,
!c0

Thes0er'are but a few of the many
| complaints that have reached c
" hall and the Plain Dealer.
Discussing the situation Mr. Hanna
I said yesterday afternoon the average
[setback in collections since the cur- |
tailment of funds has been
j weeks.
-Previous to the cut-down,
he 1
said "people were getting about a]
I ten-day pick-up service.
Now the
1100 wagons at work average from
i 75 to 175 stops a day, according to
I the district in which they are working,
„„
"By putting the work in charge of
1 street cleaning foremen I expect to
I get the work speeded up so that we
will be caught up with the schedule]
by Nov. 1. .
"By that time 1 will be able to give,
[ think a twelve to fourteen-day
service, for then I will take some of I
I the street cleaners from the out- T
ly*,g districts and put them at work
| on rubbish collection.
"Citizens have been discommoded,
I but $30,000 has been saved by the
department. The other $20,000 of the
$50 000 will have been saved by the j
I cut' in the street cleaning force."
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CAH TIIERS IS
LATEST PANACEA
President Thompson Proposes
Plan to Help Wipe Out
Deficit of Railway
Company.
KOCH'S FOUR-CENT FARE
FROWNED ON BY OFFICIALS
Corporation Head Objects to
Scheme for Selling Three
. Tickets for a Dime,
Now is the open season for schemes
to enable the poor, dear Cleveland
Railway Company to support an expensive operation known as removing
its deficit. It is also the open season
for attacks by Democratic councilmen on three-cent fare.
On the heels of Councilman Koch's
resolution introduced Monday night
by which he proposed to rid the
Btreet railway system of all its ills |
| through a perrafrnent dose of fourcent fare with rebate for transfer.
.W. F. Thompson, president of the;
council, yesterday proposed a zone
system of fares.
The Koch "cure" for the situation
lacks administration backing. Mayor
Baker sent for members of the street
railway committee to meet in his office. They were to be told to drop
the matter. Later this meeting was
called off. The mayor said that any
action of the council was subject to
referendum.
Thompson declared his plan would
prove a panacea for all future
troubles. He criticized expenditures
by the company and declared it
would be found impossible to extend
three-cent fare to outlying sections
of the city.
/
He believes officials of the company were "nature-faking," or something when they swore at the time
of the street railway settlement that
the life of a rail was from twelve to
fourteen years.
"Now we find them replacing rails
that have been down but four or five
years," said Thompson. "At curves
some rails that have been down but
eighteen months, are replaced. A
zone system of fares must come
sooner or later."
President John Stanley of the
company expressed his . disapprobation of Councilman Koch's plan, a
feature of which is three tickets for
ten cents. Using good' but forceful
English he said he did not like it and
that the company would not "stand"
for it.
The company will accept no other
schedule than the one under which it
Is now operating, he said, declaring
that the schedules should be applied
step by step. In his opinion the
present schedule will bring in as
much revenue as the next higher in
the Tayler grant, owing to cross-town
lines established since the original
grant. If the city insists that the
next higher rate of fare be placed
in effect the company will ask
arbitration, he said.
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ICITY INSPECTION
'OF BUILDINGS TO
TIRE' Dill
Benesch Offers Services of
Firemen to Business Houses
—Schools to Join in War
on Conflagrations.

PROGRAM OF LECTURES
TO POLICE, COMMENCING
OCTOBER 15, ANNOUNCED

^h^n /V 7 * /9tH
M'GINTY PLANS EXCLUSIVE]®
'IRON RING' TO OF
SURROUND FOES WILL HAVE CARS

The program for a series of lectures'
on police matters, scheduled to start'
at central police station Thursday,
October 15, was announced by Director of Public Safety Benesch, yesterday.
Mayor Baker, Benesch, Police Chief
Rowe and Police Prosecutor Silbert'1 /l|ori

will be the speakers on the opening' MISO

U '
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WantS TO KelieVe

night.
The remainder of the program is as
Mayor of Moose Club Heat
follows: October 23, "The County!
.Prosecutor and the Police DepartGrant Embarrassment
ment," County Prosecutor Locher; |
October 29,
"The Modern Police
View," Director of Public Safety
The councllmanlc backbiting con,Benesch; November 5, "The Relation! test, born when councilmen Mond
to ,„
the , Courts,"
Com-'
.„,,, granted
„„„„*„.a the
n. Illuminating
• <-■
^
Firemen will inspect factories and [■iof
T'n
__ the
™ Police
T.T
„,
night
ComT ,
business houses on request of the mon Pleas Judge Vickery; November pany permission to supply heat to
'12, "Before and at the Trial," Police
owner as a part of the observance of
Prosecutor Poulson; November 12, the Moose club—thereby warming up
fire prevention day Friday, Director "Civil Service and the Police," R. W. close to 8,000 votes—and denied thel
of Public Safety Benesch said yes- Edwards, president civil service com-; same -d^t for Browning, King &
mission; December 3, "Patrolmen, Old
terday.
Co., the New England building and
Inspections will be in addition to; an?, ^w'" ?ire"'ntor. °£- ^w St°Cf Halle Brothers Company's new addi„ ,
, ,.
.. ,
,
well; December 19, "The Way Out
regular visits made Dy the fire pre- Biders View the Police -Department," tlon,
experienced
an
enveloping
vention bureau. Benesch will lecture Mayor Baker; December 17, "Enforee-: movement Wednesday.
Friday also on fire prevention at ment of Laws," Assistant Director of Rested up from his first attack, in
West High school and the High Law Hostettler; January 7, "Police which he charged councilmen sought
Officers," Attorney H. F. Payer; JanSchool of Commerce.
uary 14; "Crime and Its Causes," Pb- to protect the municipal light plant
Fire prevention day will be ob- lice Prosecutor Silbert; January 21, from being crushed in its flight for
served in the public schools by spe- "What Officers Should Know About downtown business and played policial instruction on how to prevent the Law," Common Pleas Judge tics for the Moose club vote so well
that Mayor Baker and his henchmen
fires in dwellings. In a letter issued Lieghley.
may be forced to lose it, Councilman
to school principals by SuperintendMcGinty, father of the four heat
ent of Schools Frederick, each pringrants, laid plans for surrounding
cipal is asked to see that a part of
the enemy and making them eat their
Friday is set apart for appropriate
opposition.
instructions along lines indicated in
McGinty's opening gun is to be a
the proclamations of Governor Cox COUNCIL TO BE URGED TO
demand that council relieve Baker of
and Mayor Baker.
the Moose club measure. That, he
A brief history of the great ChiREHEAR HEAT MEASURE plans,
will save the mayor the emcago fire will also be sketched in the
schools, Friday being the forty-third
Reconsideration of the ordinance barrassment of vetoing it. Then will
anniversary of that conflagration.
granting the Cleveland
Electric come the coup of the month. OrdiIlluminating Company authority to nances giving the Cleveland Light &
extend heating mains along Walnut Power Company, back of the old
courthouse, authority to lay heat
avenue to furnish steam for the mains through the Public Square to
|,Moose Club will be urged at the next the Marshall building and west in
i meeting of the city council.
i St. Clair avenue to engine company
I This plan was decided upon yester- No. l's house will be introduced, one
day to relieve Mayor Baker from the after another.
Right then and
.•embarrassment of vetoing the ordi- there, according to the downtown
nance which was passed Monday councilman, the opposition must fish
night after two similar measures to or cut bait.
furnish business houses with heat
"The councilmen who vottd to give
had been defeated.
the Moose club heat and refused the'
"It was a ridiculous thing to do " other three influential firms said they,
sai<J
,
...
"~
Councilman
McGinty,
who were very much afraid the Illuminat- jD ,,
Policemen in Wee Small Hourssponsored the steam heating ing company would grab off lighting
measures. "All of the grants should contracts once' the steam service was \
Paint Superior Avenue to have been passed and the council in," said McGinty. "But they won't ;
should not have made any exceptions. have any such excuse to fall back on
Resemble Gridiron to
It places the administration in an when I ask them to help supply a'
embarrassing position to turn down city engine house. They can't help
Protect Pedestrians,
| business firms and grant heat to the voting for the latter, and that will
make them look cheap In not voting
Moose Club."
for the other grants."
In the wee hours of this morning,
Mayor Baker was anything but I
when traffic was at rest in preparapleased Wednesday at the rumpus
i tion for another busy whirl today,
and counter charges that any of his
administration embellishments should
j versatile policemen who had turned
stoop
to trade a few heat ordinances
painters for the time, painted broad
for a few votes and discriminate
white lines at certain points along
against a $15,000,000 corporation in
j Superior avenue between the Public
favor of the city's $2,000,000 municipal
light plant.
| Square and E. 9th street.
Councilmen, too, still we're quibThese strips look like the side lines
bling with each other as to the proI on a football field. Their mission,
priety of refusing anything to Mctoo, is similar, for they were placed
Ginty, who stands closer to the
there to mark the bounds of "safety
mayor than any other councilman.
I zones,", to protect.car riders awaiting
Alibis flew thick and fast while Mccars from the center rushes of autoGinty took on one councilman after
mobiles and other vehicles.
another and protested against turnVehicles must keep outside the
ing down his measures.
lines, which were painted at E. 3d
street, the Superior Arcade, E. 6th
street and E. 9 th street. The. zones
are sixty feet long and eight feet
wide. No ropes or standards will be
used.
Mounted policemen will be stationed
at these points to teach the rules of
the game to. pedestrians and vehicle
drivers. Director of Public Safety
Benesch authorized the system after
investigating similar zones in De- j
troit.

The fight of property 0Wn
"millionaire's row" to keep cart ,'"
out of Euclid avenue. betw£ !*'
20th and East 40th streets if
cording to an applies t^ *
Wlth
the state utilities cornmissin
, lumbus
Wednesday" bf "* at CoStanley and Secretary DL.^
Cleveland Railway d, °£j" °f *•
In the document, which ' ,
authority to issue $2,389 firm • s tor
stock to raise' money fo! '■ °apital:
ments and extensions 4 "!P''0Veproved by the city council »J* ap"
tioner Witt," Stanley 'dJ^
ies
say the Euclid line is tn\
straight out Euclid from i*.bnilt
street lo East 40th 8tre t i&? *
routing the cars ariS 1^ °{
avenue to East 40th and L^T''1
onto Euclid, as at preset T, baek
pany says it will cost l&'obn! T
this extension, extend the,™,*
East 123d street, push the $«SJ
street line through from w
"'
to Kinsman and extencUhe^"^
avenue' line in Nottingham
''
By the latter proposed extend ii
« assumed that the compa °h
given up the idea of having 3S
line from the end of the «»! M
StW c
line in Nottingham.
«
Stanley says $400,000 also win t
spent for new cars and motors.

WAR DELAYS GRADE
CROSSING WORK
Service Director Sidlo Wednesday
blamed the war for delay in eliminating- Nickel Plate grade crossings
between Fulton road and West 96th
street. Originally it was planned to
begin the $2,000,000 project the latter
part of August, but now the starting
time is indefinitely in the future.
"We have been notified, unofficially, that the road cannot raise
the money because of the money
shortae-p," Sidlo said.
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HERE'S HOW TRAFFIC 'ZONES GIVES
PEDESTRIANS STREET PROTECTION
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fcorner patrolman gives the right of
,^vay to east and west traffic, pedestrians should parallel the ■ traffic on
crosswalks.
• Drivers, too, were warned by Beneseh. Vehicles must come to a full
slop when approaching a crosswalk,
arid keep absolutely out of the zone
Jparallel to car tracks and another
parallel to the curb.
A tew minor changes may be necessary. At the stop in rront of The
Leader-News building it was found
the safety isle was too short to take
in the doors of trailers. Another stop
and zone may be placed between the
Arcade and Public Square.
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HERE'S HOW TRAFFIC 'ZONES GIVES
PEDESTRIANS STREET PROTECTION

.zrow

SUPERIOR avenue between
Public Square and East
9th street looked for all
the world like a huge football
field Wednesday.
Cleveland was being shown
the safety zone system. White
lime marks, denoting crosswalks
and safety isles for boarding
street cars, were silent barriers
to autoists and silent reminders
to pedestrians they must keep
within the borders to insure absolute safety.
Five patrolmen were stationed to
teach the few salient points of the
new system, which, if proved practicable, will be extended to all street
car intersections. To ignore crosswalk designations and dash from
the curb to safety isles will constitute a violation of the new "jay
walking" ordinance, effective in two
weeks.

Protects Car Riders
The idea of the new system,
brought from Detroit by Safety Director Benesch, is to protect car
riders. Autoists must slow up when
going over the crosswalk zone,
marked by heavy white lines. Once
in the long zone parallel to the car
track pedestrians are safe, for vehicle traffic is absolutely barred. It
is the first definite step taken for
years to safeguard pedestrians at
the expense of vehicles.
."The plan is practical, if simple
rules are followed," said Benesch "0?
course, its success is dependent on
the near-side stop pian, now D6fore
council and opposed by Traction
Commissioner Witt.
The time has
Passed when vehicle traffic can hog
the streets and force pedestrians to
nsk their lives at every turn."
Benesch would have the public follow these regulations:
.Pedestrians waiting for street cars
Should make every effort to get into
the safety zone as soon as possible.
Waiting on the curb should be discouraged, as the movement to cars in
large bodies invites mishaps.
Keep Within lanes
In crossing streets, and especially
to the zones, pedestrians should keep
within the crosswalks designated by
■yhite lines and lake pains to cross
|VU1 vehicle traffic. Thus, when the

corner patrolman gives the right of
way to east and west traffic, pedestrians should parallel the-traffic on
crosswalks.
' Drivers, too, were warned by Benesch. Vehicles must come, to a full
stop when approaching a crosswalk,
and. keep absolutely • out of the zone
parallel to car tracks and another
parallel to the curb.
A few minor changes may be necessary. At the stop in front of The
Deader-News building it was found
the safety isle was too short to take
in the doors of trailers. Another stop
and zone may be placed between the
Arcade and Public Square.
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SAFETY ZONE IS
GIVEN TRYOUT
ON SUPERIOR-AV
• The Detroit "safety zone" system of regulating street traffic was
put into effect Wednesday on Superior-av, between E. Sixth-st and
the Public Square.
Painted lines at the street car
stops at E. Sixth-st and Superiorav, in front of the old Arcade, and
at the intersection of Superior-av
and the Public square, indicated
where passengers must stand
while waiting for cars, and in
what space vehicles may be driven.
Officers stationed at the stops
to help educate' the public said,
that while many persons had difficulty in understanding the new
system, it was inaugurated with
but little confusion. Safer Benesch
said the results of the first day's
trial indicate that the system
should be adopted all over the
downtown district and at busy
corners in outlying sections.
How System Works.
Here's an explanation of the
zone system by Fred H. Caley, secretary of the Cleveland automobile
club:
At the car stop there is a zone
six feet wide and about fifty feet
long; this is where pedestrians
must stand waiting for cars; they
must leave and enter this zone by
way of the crosswalks, also
marked out.
. Automobiles and other vehicles
are barred from the zone designated for passengers; they must
drive within the zone marked out
for them between the curb and
the outer line of the passengers'
zone.
- Drivers of vehicles need not
come to a stop when passing a
street car which is at a stop unless
so signaled by a traffic officer.
Vehicles are barred from standing along the curb opposite the
passengers'
safety zone.
1
Caley,
who
induced Safer
Benesch to study the Detroit plan
and adopt it as an experiment in
Cleveland, was delighted with the

/<?/<

Here's Safety Zone System in Operation

This picture shows the operation of the safety zone system at
Superior-av and E. Sixth-st. It
shows the correct use of the system, also some violations. Here
is an explanation of the system:
No. 1: The parking line just
before the curb. No auto or vehicle can at any time stop inside
or drive over this line.
No. 2: A violation of the parking line rule. An auto has been
parked inside the parking line.
No. 3: The right-of-way between the parking line and the
way drivers and pedestrians,
grasped the idea.
"This will cut down traffic accidents one-half and greatly speed
up traffic," he said. "I am going
to ask all members of the auto
club to drive into Superior-av just
to see how it works. Cleveland
must adopt this plan generally."

CHILD MAY START
TOM JOHNSON FOUNT
Margaret Mariani, little granddaughter of Tom Li. Johnson, may
turn on the water in the Johnson
memorial fountain to be unveiled
Sunday afternoon in Library park
if the city makes good its promise
to install by that time the arc
light necessary to enable folk to
get a drink at the fountain at
night.
Plans Wednesday were completed
for dedication of the fountain,
built by contributions of West-side
school children. A chorus of 125
youngsters will sing at the ceremonies.
Miss Matilda Salen, backer of the
memorial fund, has asked Mrs. Tom
L. Johnson to come from New York
anld bring her granddaughter to
attend the unveiling.
The memorial consists of a
statue of a little girl, mounted on
a concrete base and surmounted by
a brass canopy. Philip Dinz was
the sculptor. The city furnished the
base and canopy.

safety line, showing autos passing between the two lines while
the passengers wait for the goahead signal.
No. 4: The safety line extending two car lengths along the
tracks and six feet from the
tracks. No auto or other vehicle
can at any time drive inside this
line.
No. 5: This shows passengers
who have just left car (No. 8)
and are waiting for E. Sixth-st
traffic to be opened before they
cross to the sidewalk. Passengers

are not allowed to leave the safety
zone while right-of-way traffic is
in motion. They do so at their
own risk if they leave before the
signal is given.
No. 6: A violation of the safety
zone rule., These persons are
crossing in front of right-of-way
traffic, (7) a street car bound
eastward.
No. 8: A car left by the passengers. More people have lost
their lives by leaving cars and
running into the path of a car
bound in the opposite direction
than in any other way.
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SAFETY ZONE GETS FIRST TRY-OUT IN CITY

Director Sidlo Says Added
Taxes Are Needed to Improve Service.
Won't Ask, and Present Con-,
ditions Are Likely to
Continue.
••Unless Cleveland pays more taxes
„. cannot give better ash and rub?\ inline service next year than
blSh
h,ve thi year. I am not going
To ask the council for, more money
nan we have had this year. I do
notfavor running this city mto bankrU

publ'ic Be vice Director T. L Sidlo
made this announcement yesterday
regarding his policy of operating city
service departments during the comingyear. While Director Sidlo announced he would not ask for more
money Public Welfare Director H.
K Cooley ; said y^rday^ it^wag
LeC$m0001mohre ta^lpS than' he
H^witn to operate two new
recreation centers and a larger sum
will be needed for the operation of
the City hospital because the new
buildings 'will be open," he said. The
department.is also planning to add
the vocational guidance bureau to its
pay roll expense and to. increase the
force of nurses in the health depart"complaints have been made within
the last few weeks regarding the
failure of the city street cleaning department to remove ashes and other
rubbish. The force of collectors has
been cut because of the shortage of
funds. Public Service Director Sidlo
said yesterday he was opposed to
the plan of increasing th~ service in
i>ny department while the city was
in its present financial condition.
"We are $750,000 in debt now," he
said. "We should not extend activities or increase service unless the
people give us more taxes. I do not
favor increasing the debt to $1,0UU,. 000 or $3,000,000. I, for one, will
not ask the council for increases and
I shall oppose increases in other departments."
Park Commissioner Fred C. Alber
received word yesterday that the
park department pay roll would have
to be cut $8,000. Practically all employes in the forestry-division have
been dismissed and there are no funds
for planting work. "We shall have
to give up the plan of starting our
Wade park rose garden this year,"
said City Forester John Boddy.
Councilman' Harry C. Gahn will
offer a resolution in council at the
next meeting asking for a report on
financial conditions in the street
cleaning department. "I have received many complaints regarding
the failure of the city to collect ashes
and other rubbish regularly," he said.
"The council should have a report
showing the financial status of the
street cleaning department."

RIGHT VAY. PEDESTRIANS IN
SAFETY ZONE
One of the five policemen stationed
yesterday at Superior-av N. E. and E.
6th-st to instruct pedestrians and automobilists in the workings of the
new safety zone system, tired of
shouting "Watch the safety zones!"
Maybe it was the autumn atmosphere, but probably it was the white
lines painted on the pavement that,
reminded him of the days when he
played football. Anyway for the rest
of the day his injunction was, "Keep
off the sidelines!"
Long white lines indicated the stopping places of street cars. Automobiles were not allowed to cross them.
Nor were pedestrians allowed to leave
the zones except by way of the crosswalks and when the traffic man's
whistle sounded.
The safety zones are six feet wide
and nearly fifty feet long. Between
them and the sidewalks are other
lines behind which vehicles may not
pass or park.
Satisfaction with the working of
the system was expressed by Public
Safety Director A. A. Benesch, who
acquired the idea f.rom Detroit.
Under the safety zone system driv-
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VRONCLWAY AUTO IN SAFETY, ZON
ers of vehicles are not required to I street cars unless signaled
come to a stop when passing halted I traffic policeman to do so.

Zones of Safety.
Getting along in peace and safety on the highway is largely a matter of co-operation. If pedestrians, autoists, street car motormen and drivers
of horse-drawn vehicles will each observe the
rights of the others, order would take the place
of confusion and street fatalities would, be almost
unknown.
Cleveland has now adopted for trial a plan in
vogue in a few other cities and outlined "safety
zones" at certain busy downtown street corners,
within which the rights of pedestrians are to be
given special emphasis. In particular vehicles are
to be kept at a sufficient distance from the car
traeks to permit passengers a fair degree of immunity while taking and leaving cars.
These white lines on the pavement are to be
considered suggestions rather than commands to
the drivers of vehicles. Apparently, no penalty
will attach to an invasion of a "zone," and the
police might have their hands full were they to
attempt compulsion. There is, however, no reason to fear that these new "safety zones" will
be violated. The suggestion is all that most drivers need.
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SAFETY ZONE PLAN CAR STOCK ISSUE
iTO BE EXTENDED, SEEN IS M TO
FIRST TEST RESULT CITY OWNERSHIP
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.CLEANING STREETS BY
DISTRICTS TO BE TRIED

Officials Predict Acceleration of
City Will Oppose Application of
l Traffic With Less Danger
Company for More Than
After Observing Trial
Two Millions Added
of New System.,
Capital.

An investigation of the feasibility!
of establishing street cleaning and
rubbish collection districts, is to be
asked by Councilman Gahn Tuesday
night as a result of complaints of
irregular rubbish collections.
Gahn said yesterday he would also
ask for detailed reports on the financial status of the street cleaning division. Street Cleaning Superintendent Hanna said that his division
w?as behind' in its rubbish collections.
Wit that normal conditions would
prevail within a week or two. Hanna
said he had been forced to reduce
-collection forces as a result of a retrenching policy inaugurated several
.weeks ago.

—ISMAOK-spujr,
Recreation Commission-,- »•Iack,

is planning to recbmmenT
many school building??,,,.Me °'
borhood dancing Clubs thk^f
as one source «f „„,.-. ms w"»er.
maintenance of school soV^^
Black would jot charge ^
a dance, the milny dance iL.,
price, but would issue i!^01

"ISLANDS" DEFINED BY
ship cards for a smaneweemkffr
Black said Thursday that*'
INTEREST
WOULD
IMPERIL
WHITE LINES ON STREET
BLANKET BILL TO END
mg clubs and gymnasium ,a!lcWill be attended by al,?"""
3-CENT FARE, OFFICIALS SAY
STEAM PIPE DISPUTE young people, who 3ds «
transmit the social center ,eewr
Wf'
Pedestrians as Well as Vehicles
I A blanket ordinance giving the their parents.
to
Extension
of
St.
Clair
Line
and
Must Observe Rules in .
Cleveland Electric Illuminating ComBlack beljeves thai .„»■ ■
"Millionaires' Row" Improvepany the right to lay steam pipes funds can to raised by cf'T'
tts
Crossing.
on Huron road, Walnut avenue and not more than 10 or 15 I* ?
ment Is Opposed.
week for either the dan2S .'
or

u

'■ Acceleration of traffic and greater i
safety to pedestrians is predicted, On the ground that municipal
ifrom the new "safety zone," traffic; ownership of the Cleveland Railway
regulation system, as the result of: system will be made impossible if the
the first day's test of the system on company is permitted.to .increase its
'three blocks of Superior avenue yesterday. The new system actually capital stock, the city will oppose the
Visualizes traffic rules, by moans of application for permission to issue
safety lines painted on the pavement. $2,382,600 additional stock for im. In reality the occasion marted the provements, filed yesterday with
opening of Safety Director Benesch's
the state public utilities commission.
View traffic school, in which every
Members of the council committee
vehicle
driver,
automobilist and
•pedestrian is to be a pupal. It is a on street railways declare the $120,000
traffic kindergarten as yet, for traffic interest car riders would be forced to
on
this
additional
issue
experts declare that few vehicle pay,
drivers and fewer pedestrians know would mean that three-cent fare
,how to use city streets with safety. would be in danger.
Less than a month ago the state
Automobile drivers, the experts remark, have not learned how to pass public utilities commission permitted
crowds waiting for
street cars; the company to issue stock amountpedestrians have not learned to use ing to $1,068,500. This money will be
street crossings and passengers leav- used for new car barns and other
ing street cars still insist in straggl- improvements, including the placing
ing in various directions to reach the of tracks in that section of Euclid
sidewalk, impeding traffic and en- avenue known as "millionaire row."
"The company does not seem to be
couraging accidents.
considering the interests of the
Modeled After Detroit System.
public,"
said Councilman Stolte,
The system, modeled after one in : member of the street railway comforce in Detroit, Benesch says, is mittee.
'based on the principal of safeguard"Pour hundred thousand dollars of
ing pedestrians first and accelerating | the proposed issue would be used to
traffic in rush hours.
' construct tracks along Euclid avenue
Superior avenue and E. 6th street, between E. 22d street and E. 40th
Superior avenue in front of the Ar- street. We have done without this
cade and Superior avenue at the route thus far, and we might as well
eastern side of the Public Square | delay a little longer.
are the points chosen to introduce
"The idea of extending the St.
the new system.
Clair avenue line beyond NottingAt these crossings, safety lanes, ham as this time is ridiculous."
twenty-five feet, wide have been
Councilman Koch, chairman, joined
marked out from curb to curb. At Stolte and Councilman Reynolds in
each car stop, a sixty-foot strip, declaring
against
further
stock
'six feet wide, known as the safety issues.
strip, is also marked out. No ve"The council is not informed of
proposed improvements until the
«is ..itreaui noit op J3A<ni3U.iVl„
..•;sB9u.anog„
work has been started," said Koch.
tail p3U«3 P13U. «H
•ejJIP^JUASL "Then the company asks authortuoaj Sujuioo. eSBj-u-ea -toM-irai em
ization for the expenditures."
Councilman . Thompson, president
« Uetl pajiTBiu eA-eu, ?ou pinous eij.
3
Wl eSpaiAOUH sm 'unSaq. pnu. }T , of council, said future annexation
,
•}{ Xoxjsap' agreements with suburban sections
should contain a stipulated rate of
JOU pinOO Oil }131U '9tt ««m iVyeaiS
VBM. }I y3Hl UIIH 118? 01 JJ St) !S3A9 car fare. He believes the city will
gujuanq era. ipoui o} put» 'II HW* have to establish a zone fare system.
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Vincent avenue will be introduced in
council Monday night to warm the
hearts of business interests on those
streets as well as Moose Club members,
i
Last Monday council vetoed Counn
oilman McGinty's ordinances covering Vincent avenue and Huron road,
but played for votes of Moose Club
members by granting a measure authorizing pipes for Walnut avenue,
where the club is located.
The grant will contain a provision
giving the city the right to buy the
pipes or use them jointly with the
company, if amendments proposed by
Councilman Gahn carry.

gymnasium features.

Some Activities,
Here are some of the communihactivities Black said ThursZ1
hopes to get into the school build
■ings this winter: Singing 2"
volunteer
orchestra p^g™'
music*! society programs, pouticai
meetings, entertainments by Z
mat p clubs, current events dfc
e.ussions, child welfare exhibit.
folk and fancy dancing for 2
improvement clubs, girls' lite?arv
dramatic, and social clubs e™
uasium class for married women'
and meetings of public schoolTr
gamzations.
Mrs Virginia D. Green, chairman of the school board commit,
tee on public lectures and welfare
: ihursday indorsed the plan for
dances, political meetings and all
other activities outlined by Black
Mrs. Green was one of severai
women
in
charge of weekly
dances in Brownell school last
winter.
"We charged only 5 cents a
month and met all expenses," she
said. "The dances should be held
oftener than once a week.
Here are the school buildings in
which there are gymnasiums, in
any or all of which gym classes
could be started:
Normal, West high, school of
commerce, Central high, Collinwood high, East high, Glenvllle
high, Lincoln high, South high,
East teeh, West tech, boys', Boulevard, Brownell, Central, Columbia,
Dawning, Dike, Eagle, East Denison, Halle, Marion, Longwood,
Mayflower
Memphis, Milford,
Miles, Mt. Pleasant, Murray Hill,
Outhwaite, Rice, Tod, Tremont,
Warner,
Willard, Washington
park, Warren.

WANTS JOB AGENCY
ORDINANCETCLAYED
• M. B. ■ Hammond, member'' 0!
the state industrial commission,
late Thursday was to urge council license committee not at-this
time to consider an ordinance^ulating employment agencies,
' Hammond wants council to wait
Uhtil about Jan. 1, when the torn-,
mission'will have completed a set,
6T rules governing agencies,
Labor Commissioner Hennessj
Thursday will present to the cofflmittee what he considers are te,
best laws governing «'
26 states.
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SAFETY ZONE
TO BE EXTENDED SEEN US BAR TO
FIRSTTEST
CITY 01E

Officials Predict Acceleration of
City Will Oppose Application of
, Traffic With Less Danger
Company for More Than
After Observing Trial
Two Millions Added
of New System.
Capital.
15'
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An investigation- of;the feasibility
of establishing street cleaning and
rubbish collection districts, is to be
asked by Councilman Gahn Tuesday
night as a result of complaints of
irregular rubbish collections.
Gahn said yesterday he would also
ask for detailed reports on the financial status of the street cleaning di' vision.
Street
Cleaning
Superintendent Hanna said that his division
-Was behind' in its rubbish collections
Hilt that normal conditions would
prevail within a week or two. Hanna
id h'e had been forced to reduce,
collection forces as a result of a reCehing policy inaugurated several
weeks ago.

"ISLANDS" DEFINED BY
INTEREST WOULD IMPERIL
BLANKET BILL TO END
WHITE LINES ON STREET
3-CENT FARE, OFFICIALS SAY
STEAM PIPE DISPUTE

Pedestrians as Well as Vehicles
Extension of St. Clair Line and
Must Observe Rules in .
"Millionaires' Row" Improve%;;;,
Crossing.
ru § ?

\ A blanket ordinance giving the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company the right to lay steam pipes
| on Huron road, Walnut avenue and
ment Is Opposed.
; Vincent avenue will be introduced in
council Monday night to warm the
I 'Acceleration of traffic and greater I
On the ground that municipal hearts of business interests on those
Safety to pedestrians is predicted
from the new "safety zorse," traffic- ownership of the Cleveland Railway [streets as well as Moose Club memregulation system, as the result of system will be made impossible if the bers,
i
the first day's test of the system on company is permitted, to increase its
Last Monday council vetoed Coun-,
'three blocks of Superior avenue yes- capital stock, the city will oppose the cllman McGlnty's ordinances coverterday. The new system actually
application for permission to issue ing Vincent avenue and Huron road,
Visualizes traffic rules, by means of
but played for votes of Moose Club
safety lines painted on the pavement. $2,382,600 additional stock for im- members by granting a measure au. In reality the occasion marked the provements,
filed
yesterday
with thorizing pipes for Walnut avenue,
•opening of Safety Director Benesch's the state public utilities commission.
where the club is located.
iiew traffic school, in which every
The grant will contain a provision
Members of the council committee
vehicle
driver,
automobilist
and
on street railways declare the $120,000 giving the city the right to buy the
pedestrian is to be a pupil. It is a
pipes or use them jointly with the
traffic kindergarten as yet, for traffic interest car riders would be forced to company, If amendments proposed by
on
this
additional
issue
experts declare that few vehicle pay,
Councilman Gahn carry.
drivers and fewer pedestrians know would mean that three-cent fare
how to use city streets with safety. would be in danger.
Less than a month ago the state
^'Automobile drivers, the experts remark, have not learned how to pass public utilities commission permitted
crowds waiting
for
street cars; the company to issue stock amountpedestrians have not learned to use ing to $1,068,500. This money will he
street crossings and passengers leav- used for new car barns and other
ing street cars still insist in straggl- improvements, including the placing
ing in various directions to reach the .of tracks In that section of Euclid
sidewalk, impeding traffic and en- avenue known as "millionaire row.'
"The company does not seem to be
couraging accidents.
considering the
interests
of
the
Modeled After Detroit System.
public,"
said
Councilman
Stolte,
The system, modeled after one in member of the street railway com'force in Detroit, Benesch says, is mittee.
.
• based on the principal of safeguard"Four hundred thousand dollars ot
ing pedestrians first and accelerating i the proposed issue would be used to
!
construct tracks along Euclid avenue
traffic in rush hours.
Superior avenue and B. 6th street, between E. 22d street and E. 40th
Superior avenue in front of the Ar- street. We have done without this
cade and Superior avenue at the route thus far, and we might as well
eastern side of the Public Square delay a little longer.
are the points chosen to introduce
"The idea of extending the bt.
Clair avenue line beyond Nottingthe new system.
At these crossings,
safety lanes, ham as this time is ridiculous."
twenty-five feet, wide have been
Councilman Koch, chairman, joined
marked out from curb to curb. At Stolte and Councilman Reynolds in
each car stop, a sixty-foot strip, declaring
against
further,
stock
"six feet wide, known as the safety 1SSU6S.
strip, is also marked out. No ve"The council is not informed of
hicle is at any time permitted tc
proposed
improvements
until
the
drive inside this safety strip, which ; work has been started," said Koch.
is solely for persons boarding and "Then the company asks authoralighting from street cars.
ization for the expenditures."
:
For the first week, Benesch plan.',
Councilman . Thompson, president
to have policemen stationed in thesd of council, said future annexation
safety strips, to keep vehicles frorr" agreements with suburban sections
'trespassing and to instruct persons should contain a stipulated rate of
.leaving street cars to walk to the car fare. He believes the city will
nearest safety lane to reach the sicie- have to establish a zone fare system.
, walk instead of "jay-walking" in, any
i.direction.
The first object of the plan Is to
educate pedestrians to follow the direction of traffic over the safety lanes,
'instead of dodging in and out in
rfroht of automobiles, street cars and
teams. When the new plan is perfected it will be as grave an offense
for a pedestrian to ignore the traffic,
policeman's signals as for an autormobilist to fail to obey such signals, j
To Extend System.
In Detroit the safety strips are
actually enclosed by chains, but
Cleveland officials did not deem this
necessary.
"Cleveland
people do
not need this method of chaining off
safety zones," Benesch said yesterday
"I believe they will become
.accustomed to the marks withm a
few days, after which the marks
I will afford the same protection
(without the inconvenience of the
1 chains."
Benesch
and
Police Captain
Thomas- Martinec spent more than
Ian hour during the rush period last
I night, watching the working out V
I the new plan.
The white lines • will be renewea
I every day, or as often as necessary.
I Later it is planned to ■ extend the
I system to other-downtown streets.

;
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CLEANING STREETS BY
DISTRICTS TO BE TRIED!

Recreation Commission R1„ j
is planning to recommend,. Mk
many school buildingss f„, Me »'
iin^T.^^^ /i„»„i__ & -fi Mr neigh
borhood dancing clubs this w f
as one source of revemii f ta<
the
maintenance of school Z^
oclal
ters.
ceii.
Black would not charge i
a dance, the mmry dance ° -price, but would issue 1 io11
ship cards for a SmaUeWeemk^
Black said Thursday that V"'
ing clubs and gymnasium
"*
will be attended by thn„««
Ms
young people, who" q\- T !'
transmit the social cent ,L
er
their parents.
»
Black believes that «„m •
funds can be raisedVcha5'
not more than 10 or 15 Zfl
week for either the danclnf .'
gymnasium features.
Some Activities
Here are some of the comm
activities Black said Csda?
hopes tc get into the school b ill
ings this winter: Singing cln ■
volunteer . orchestra pfofi
musical society programs, poiitta
meetizgs, entertainments bv H
matie clubs, current events HI,
c.ussions, child welfare exhibi '
folj; and fancy dancing for ,ir,
improvement clubs, girls' iltera''
dramatic and social clubs nm
nasium class for married women'
and meetings of public school »r
ganizations.
Mrs. Virginia D. Green, chair
man of the school hoard commit
tee on public lectures and welfare
Thursday indorsed the plan [or'
dances, political meetings and all
other activities outlined by Black
Mrs. Green was one of Beverai
women
in
charge of weekly
dances in Brownell school last
winter.
"We charged only 5 cent! a
month and met all expenses,"she
said. "The dances should be held
oftener than once a week.
Here are the school buildings
which there are gymnasium, in
any or all of which gym classes
could be started:
Normal, West high, school of
commerce, Central high, Coffinwood high, Bast high, Glertlle
high, Lincoln high, South high.
East tech, West tech, boys', Boulevard, Brownell, Central, Columbia,
Dawning, Dike, Eagle, East Dtnison, Halle, Marion, Locgwd,
Mayflower
Memphis, Milford,
Miles, Mt. Pleasant, Murray Bill,
Outhwaite, Rice, Tod, Tremont,
Warner,
Willard,
park, Warren.

WANTS JOB AGENCY
; ORDINANCE DELAYED
■ ■ M.' B. ■ Hammond, men*
the state industrial com*
late Thursday was to urge 0
cil license committee not it*
time to consider an ordinwtr*
ulating employment age*
' Hammond wants counci««
until about Jan. 1, when fe«
mission will have complete
of rules governing agenS
Labor Commissioner WJ
Thursday will present toIMj
mittee what he considers!"
best laws governing ag»«
2 6 states.
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CARS ON EUCLID
SHAME, WOMEN
SAY;HAVEHOP
'Twill Spoil

City's

STREET CARS WILL
DESECRATE EUCLID
RESIDENT ASSERTS

Beauty

! Spot and Make It Slum District, They Declare
ONE ASSERTS IT SHOWS
CITY IS GOING TO RUIN
Councilmen Object to Expenditure and Seek to Prevent
This Extension
"It's absolutely horrifying-. It's an
outrage, a downright shame. It's
turning this part of Euclid avenue
into a slum district. It's just ruining"—
Miss Mary L. Brown, 3210 Euclid
avenue, paused to get a new breath
before putting the final finish to a
denunciation pf the Cleveland Railway Company—and the city as well—
when she heard street cars at last •2Z2KF C&- ■J3Z2ir<?>&tffr
I were to invade that part of Euclid
avenue between East 22d street and
Bast 40th street, long known as $400,000 required for the Euclid ave"millionaires' row." nue extension could better be apApplication of the railway company jilied_jn building proposed extensions. |
to the state public utilities commission for authority to issue $2,382,600
additional stock—part of the money:
to be used to pay for this estension—
is taken by residents along "mil-,
lionaires' row," as a final blow to]
their hopes of keeping' cars from in1
front of their homes.
Cleveland Friday will have its first
"This part of Enclid avenue is the'
demonstration
of fire prevention
beauty spot of Cleveland's residence! through the activities of the Societydistrict," Miss Brown continued.
"Seems funny to me that in order to Advocating Fire Elimination'in the
get people living on the outskirts of Leader-News building, the city's only
actively engaged in
the city to their homes a minute . organization
quicker, they intend to spoil this fighting the Are waste, the occasion
street. Isn't it awful? Just imagine being the _forty-third anniversary of
This date is obhow property will be depreciated and the Chicago fire.
think of residents here being sub- served in many states as Fire Prejected to the rattlely-bang of cars vention day.
Proclamations by Governor Cox and
all night long."
! Mrs. C. E. Bingham, 3028 Euclid; Mayor Baker have been issued urgavenue, and Miss N. L. Tainter. her ing the citizens of Ohio and Cleveland
sister, who have lived 47 years on to give consideration to the Are hazthe street, both were bitter in their ard.
The demonstration will be in the
denunciation of the company's plans.
"Cleveland is going to rack and form of a parade at 11:30 on the prinruin," Mrs. Bingham said. "You see cipal streets of ' the East and West
much about Cleveland trying to Sides. Led by a band, the 50 local
beautify itself. Yet here's the city members of the S. A. F. E. will turn
going to allow street car tracks to out with trucks, wagons and floats.
desecrate the show place of Cleve- Chief "Wallace has donated a fire enland."
gine as an addition to the parade.
Residents in the sacred strip of
Euclid avenue, however, have one
hope left. Council members intend
to,oppose the company's application
for the new stock issue, on the
grounds that the extra $120,000 a year
interest car riders would be forced,
•to pay would endanger 3-cent fare l
Stricter regulation of private emMembers of the council street railRay committee point out that, as ployment agencies by the city was to
long as the company and city have be urged at a meeting of council li•done without tracks on Euclid be- cense committee late Thursday by
tween East 22d and East 40th streets W. F. Hennessy, head of the cityfor years, people wouldn't suffer if state employment bureau. Hennessv's
the tracks were not laid for a few plans are the first or a series demore years.
signed to put private agencies comAccording to Councilman Stolte the pletely out of business, the work to be
taken over by his bureau.
Instead of a 30-day time limit in
•which: :tor procure jobs for those who
have paid the $2 fee, Hennessy will
urge a seven-day limit. Printing of
cards in foreign languages also will I
be demanded.
Heads of
private
agencies say they, will acquiesce in
the seven-day period, but will fight
any efforts to oust them.

S.4 F. E. TO PARADE ON
FIRE PREVENTION DAY

JOB AGENTS FIGHT TO
REMAIN IN BUSINESS

The Safety Zones
>T1HE safety zone system, found useful in
X other cities and now being tried in Superior avenue,, can' hardly be expected to prove
immediately popular with all Clevelanders.
Drivers of motor and other vehicles may resent
the additional restriction and rebel at being kept
out. of the zones, particularly when the zones are
unoccupied. Persons on foot, long accustomed
to dodging traffic without help, may be inclined
to ignore the crosswalks or to doubt that painted
lines can make the middle of a street a safe place
to wait for cars.
The plan may have its defects, in its present
form. The white lines are quickly obliterated.
Some more permanent and conspicuous boundary
mark may. be necessary. The zones as first established are not long enough to reach the doors
of trailers. If the idea is that persons on foot
have the right of way on the marked-off crosswalks as well as in the zones themselves, that
right decidedly remains to be established and
enforced against vehicles.
The police have been most efficient in introducing the experiment to the public and citizens
almost without exception have cheerfully complied with the requirements of the new system.
Its defects may be corrected in time and the
objections to it disappear. Xo one should' find
fault with it merely because it is new. On the
contrary, everybody should make it his personal
business to see that the plan GETS A FAIR !
TRIAL. It may be the right thing and it may
not. But Cleveland MUST DO SOMETHING
TO PROTECT LIFE IX HER STREETS and if
this scheme should fail to do it the next one
may prove EVEX MORE TROUBLESOME.

MISS CHADSEY
SCOOPS BENESCH
ON UNIVERSITY
Safety Director Benesch and the
; press agent claims of his police uniVersify were completely exposed
Jhursday.
It developed Benesch's
plan is far from original, that right
here in Cleveland the same idea has
been followed out for over a year
by Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief of
sanitation.
Charitably enough, she refrained
from accusing Benesch of trying to
outshine Chadsey university; in fact,
she claimed it's only a sort of "san-j
'J^E?Jluiz_^.ox'.' she conducts in win-I
ter when, once a week, sanitary po- i
lice meet for an hour to plan Tbetter work, receive and offer sugges-!
tions and listen to words of advice
from their chief.
Benesch stamped his feet and ut-!
tered several guttural "curses" when
he learned his university wasn't at
all original.
But police-students
will be enrolled just the same, he
said, though half of the pleasure
is gone.
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AINTERS WANT SUGGESTS RULES FOR
UNION MEN TO EMPLOYMENT AGENTS
MAP SAFE ZONES
'Tisn't Proper for Nonunion
Policemen

to Take

Such

Jobs, They Say
LET 'EM BOYCOTT ZONES 1
THEN, SAYS CHIEF ROWE?
Benesch Finds Paint Doesn't i
Last; May Use Cement or,1
Concrete for Lines
Painting of downtown streets j
to mark off safety zones by non-1
union policemen caused officials
of the painters' union to take ac-l
tion Thursday. Safety Director]
Benesch was to be asked to employ union painters to do the
work instead of having policemen, who have no union cards,
detailed from regular police,
duty to act as painters.
" Fred Miller, business agent of the,
painters' union, declared Thursday,
he intended to make an investigation
and ask that regular painters provid- j
ed with membership cards in the.}.

WALK IN FRONT OF
CAR AND BETWEEN
NEW WHITE LINES
Chief Rowe Thursday instructed
traffic patrolmen to warn all persons to follow the lines of the
safety zones in leaving street cars
and in crossing streets in
the
downtown section.
"I notice," he said, "that persons
alighting from street cars pass behind the cars to cross the street
instead of walking in front and
within the lines of the zone of
safety.
"The risk now incurred by persons passing behind a car is greater than before the adoption of the
new system. Pedestrians in crossing streets must do so within the
white lines in order to be' assured
of safety."
given the work, Marking ';
the safety zones--—r
cieralj
8
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Rigid Regulation of Such Bureaus Urged on Council by
State Official.

Rigid legislation for the regulation
of private employment agencies, was
proposed by W. F. Hennessy, superintendent of the State City Free Employment Exchange, at a meeting- of
the city council
committees
on
licenses and legislation, yesterday.
The committee
had been
empowered to make an investigation of
the employment agency situation
: here,
Hennessy
submitted
data
I showing regulations in effect in
| twenty-six states. He recommended
' that agency bonds be increased, that
(contracts between the agency and
t the employee contain the name of
! the prospective employer, rate of
j wages, duration of work, hours of
! labor and cost of transportation, if

19/4.

SAFETY ZONES STAND
TEST, SAYS BENESCH
The second day's test of the new
| "safety zone" system on Superior
' avenue promises to more than ful! fill the claims of its advocates, Director of Public Safety Benesch said
yesterday.
The only flaw In the plan, Benesch
said, is the lack of durability of the
painted white lines, designating the
safety strips and safety lanes.
A
gallon of paint was used Wednesday
and more than that quantity was required yesterday to keep the lines
visible.
Officials of the painters' union yesterday declared that they would insist upon union painters being detailed for the work.
"We will have to find some less
expensive method of making these
lins," Benesch said yesterday. "I do
not believe Chief Rowe's suggestion
that the lines be made with white
cement is entirely practical."
Benesch has not yet determined
when the safety zone plan will be
extended to other streets.

RMITS
Chi
Vnder

State Industrial Comm™
Member Would Oust En
ployment Bureaus,

J SUgg<

public S
„ erder w
itions.
Outlines Plans for RegulatS 1 not beB
abutting
Present Status of
danger c
"We shall
Offices.
iape by t
Kid Pire<*
|o have a;
tral eniplo.
'■ At a pubIic ^tlng of the « Kjpartment
committee -on licenses and . Service.
rnents yesterday at city hall v
Hammond of the state industrial
mission, declared for abolish™
teclor B<
private employment agencies

j Th,\ feet:'r^ wils <*Uea to'con
legislation regulating priv„tl> om
ment agencies and many t„2
CITY'S OLD FURNITURE
■lives of the agencies were
-I want to see private empl
TO GO TO NEW BUILDING agenoies
put out of business k
outside the city.
square competition, not bvI",
Hennessy
also
proposed
that,
Furniture and office equipment in , tion," said Mr. Hammond ''Th„,
agencies be made to refund
fees j
the present city hall will be moved i effective regulator of the private
when failing to furnish work or]
to the new structure at the foot of i ployment agency is the public
when misrepresentation had been;
i...:^,— i„ ployment agency."
E. 6th street when ,,_.,.
that building
made. Revoking of licenses, a. suit
Mr. Hammond stated the state e
occupied, Director of Public Service
mission is
on the agency bond and criminal
— about
«„w«v to supplement
1U1U said
c
Sidlo
yesterday.
° "" .*"■"«•—•>•
[ state law regulating the or,w»t
proceedings, should follow violations
Sidlo believes that a big saving in;prlvate employment agencies i*
of regulations, he said.
equipment
may
be
made j series of orders and urged the co
He further suggested that agencies office
be barred from locating in or adjoin- through the use of the old furniture : hold up its proposed ordinance to
and the cost of the building kept vent the passage of conflicting l»
ing saloons or lodging houses; that it
within the original $2,600,000 appro- tion.
to di
should be made A misdemeanor for
priated for the building of the city an ordinance and refer it to the i
commission.
an agency to divide fees with a conNew regulations were proposed
tractor or a sub-contractor, to use hall.
yesterday's meeting by Mr. Hammi
misleading advertisements or to adand
W. F. Hennessy, head of
vertise without the name of the SCHOOL SOCIAL CENTERS
state-city bureau. The former decli
agency.
the present law is inadequate
Professor M. B. Hammond, of the PLANNED TO OPEN NOV. 1
It was urged by the state 01
state industrial commission, asked
the council provide funds to pay
Opening
of
school
buildings
for
soassistant to Mr. Hennery, who wo
the committee to defer legislation until orders governing agencies have ' cial center purposes is planned for inspect private agencies and inve
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resolution was passed by council last tions and the erection of a fire sta- r '£'
tion in Carnegie avenue were advoMonday night.
This resolution, introduced by Councated by Director of"Public Safety
cilman Dittrick, of the First ward,
provides that a barrier of shrubbery Benesch yesterday.
"There is a large section of Carnewhich now blocks access to the extension of W. 117th street shall be re- gie avenue a mile from the nearest
moved immediately. This will give fire station," said Benesch. "A staresidents of the First ward an oppor- tion also is badly needed near E. 79th
tunity to view the lake and the Cleve-; street. The Second, Third and Tenth
land harbor without walking to Edge-i precinct police stations are in bad rewater Park or Nicholson avenue, inj pair."
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Director Sidlo said yesterday he
would carry out the provisions of the
resolution as soon as it was turned
over to him.
The opening of the extension of w.
117th street will afford an outlet at
the western end of the new EdgewaI ter boulevard, being built between
Lake avenue and the lake, from
Edgewater Park. It is not planned to
immediately grade or pave the extension.
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PAINTERS WANT SUGGESTS RULES FOR
UNION MEN TO EMPLOYMENT AGENTS
MAP SAFE ZONES
Rigid Regulation of Such Bureaus Urged on Council by
State Official.

'Tisn't Proper for Nonunion
Policemen

The second day's test of the new
"safety zone" system on Superior
avenue promises to more than fulfill the claims of its advocates, Director of Public Safety Benesch said
yesterday.
The only flaw in the plan, Benesch
said, is the lack of durability of the
painted white lines, designating the
safety strips and safety lanes.
A
gallon of paint was used Wednesday
and more than that quantity was required yesterday to keep the lines
visible.
Officials of the painters' union yesterday declared that they would insist upon union painters being detailed for the work.
"We will have to find some less
expensive method of making these
lins," Benesch said yesterday. "I do
not believe Chief Rowe's suggestion
that the lines be made with white
cement is entirely practical."
Benesch has not yet determined
when the safety zone plan will be
extended to other streets.
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to Take Such

Jobs, They Say
LET 'EM BOYCOTT ZONES I
i THEN, SAYS CHIEF ROWE?
Benesch Finds Paint Doesn't!
Last; May Use Cement on
Concrete for Lines
Painting of downtown streets]
' to mark off: safety zones by non- j
union policemen caused officials
of the painters' union to take ae-j
tion Thursday. Safety Director
Benesch was to be asked to employ union painters to do the
work instead of having policemen, who have no union cards,
detailed from regular police
duty to act as painters.

f

Fred Miller. . business agent of the ,
painters' union, declared Thursday ,
he intended to make an investigation \
and ask that regular painters provided with membership cards in the

WALK IN FRONT OF
CAR AND BETWEEN
NEW WHITE LINES
Chief Rowe Thursday instructed
traffic patrolmen to warn all persons to follow the lines of the
safety zones in leaving street cars
and in crossing streets in
the
downtown section.
"I notice," he said, "that persons
alighting from street cars pass behind the cars to cross the street
instead of walking in front and
within the lines of the zone of
safety.
"The risk now incurred by persons passing behind a car is greater than before the adoption of the
new system. Pedestrians in crossing streets must do so within the
white lines in order to b^ assured
of safety."
union be given the work. Marking
off of the safety zones every night
provides a day's work for several j
men.

SAFETY ZONES STAND
TEST, SAYS BENESCH

i
"I^et 'Em Boycott Zones"

Chief Howe declared he would con-|
tinue to have nonunion policemen do .
the work each night regardless of,
what the painters' union, thought.
j
"I'm running the police depart- :
ment," Rowe said, "and if the painters object to having nonunion po- :
licemen paint the lines marking off |
the safety zones, they can boycott
the safety zones."
A white cement instead of paint
may be used to designate crosswalks and safety zone side of street
car tracks if Mayor Baker approves,
..Benesch said Thursday.
The first day of the new system
Wednesday showed paint will not
survive the heavy traffic and must
be renewed every morning. Benesch's
plan—it really was suggested by
Rowe—is to chip off pavement blocks
and All in with a white concrete,
which will be lasting.
Kot Dignified for Police
There's another reason for the
I change from paint, Benesch half ad1 mitted Thursday. For police in their
natty- blue uniforms and sprightly
white caps to be seen stooping over
! on downtown pavements, with a
j bucket and brush in their hands,
I doesn't tend to elevate the moral
j effect of police on the community, is
I his idea.

Monday night.
This resolution, introduced by Councilman Dittrick, of the First ward,
provides that a barrier of shrubbery
which now blocks access to the extension of W. 117th street shall be removed immediately. This will give
residents of the First ward an opportunity to view the lake and the Cleve-:
land harbor without walking to Edge-i
water Park or Nicholson avenue, inj
Lakewood.
Director Sidlo said yesterday he
would carry out the provisions of the
resolution as soon as it was turned
over to him.
The opening of the extension of W.
117th street will afford an outlet at
the western end of the new Edgewa| ter boulevard, being built between
1
Lake avenue and the lake, from
;
Edgewater Park. It is not planned to
immediately grade or pave the extension.

tion in Carnegie avenue were advocated by Director of Public Safety
Benesch yesterday.
"There is a large section of Carnegie avenue a mile from the nearest
fire station," said Benesch. "A station also is badly needed near E. 79th
street. The Second, Third and Tenth
precinct police stations are in bad repair."
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ANTS MORE POLICEMEN | At Present Only 322 Men
Are Available for Actual
,,„, Benesch Will Ask 200 be;
Aftded.

|-n0,l will'bTuTg'ed- by Public;
ity Director A. A. Benesch to pro- I
I funds for the appointment of 200 |
ftional patrolmen in 1915.
L really need S00 additional poiwen but in view of present finalist condition's I shall not ask for
L than 200 men," said the director..
II
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With real cold weather still a
month away, the city's outdoor relief
department Friday was worse than
|'"broke." Up to October 1 expenditures totalled $27,961. Council's appropriation for the entire year was
! I only $25,800.
Some relief is afforded, Director
|
Cooley said, by the fact $6,000 worth
i of coal and groceries still is outstanding. Despite that, according to
| Cooley, it's going to be a hard pull to
[i make both ends meet when winter
jisets in because the drain this .year
will be almost 25 per cent greater
,'■ than last year.

Duty on Beats

PRIVATE JOB AGENTS
GET LEASE OF LIFE

O&f.io, /fry,
OWNERS REQUESTED
TO CLEAR W. 117TH
Director of Public Service Sidlo yesterday asked owners of property adjoining W. 117th street from Lake
avenue to Lake Erie to remove the
barrier of shrubbery which now
blocks access to the street.
This action follows the passage of
a council resolution authorizing Sidlo
to have the extension of W. 117th
street opened to the public.
The resolution, introduced by Councilman Dittrick, was signed by Mayor
Baker two days ago.
Director Sidlo said yesterday that
he preferred to have the property
owners themselves remove the shrubbery so they might transplant it elsewhere, but that unless it was at once
removed he would send city employees to cut it down, i
He said he expected no trouble
over the matter, as the adjoining
property owners seemed disposed to
I co-operate with the city in opening
j the strip.
i

CINCINNATI'S SOCIAL
CENTER EXPERT HERE

City-wide revamping of police f

*
'I Council probably will delay drawbeats, a general rearrangement jj ing the strings tighter on private
of precincts, and the reassign-; employment agencies .until state in*
, , ,
j!
i nn I dustrial commissioners promulgate
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ment to patrol duty ot over 100 \ new rulings
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j through Mayor Baker, if he wishes, .
i forward to council his plans for
j police work this winter. The specific CITY EMPLOYES WILL
. information sought is how many men
LOAF COLUMBUS DAY
j will be assigned to patrolling beats,
."how many on special duty, whether
Monday being Columbus day, a le| any efforts will be made to shorten gal holiday, practically the entire
Jmany beats which now cover eight City Hall will shut up shop and cele1
to 10 miles, and whether precincts brate. Only enough employes will be
I can not be made more compact by a on hand to transact business with
those who forget it's a holiday.
new division of the city.
Councilmen, too, will take a day off,
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Prompting Moylan's action is the
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IGHT PLANT MACHINES
10. K,, BALLARD REPORTS

Lighting
Commissioner
Ballard
// Friday said his report to council in
7/ :wo weeks on tests now being con! iucted at the $2,000,000 East 53d street
•H inunicipal light plant will show the
Ij/ nachinery O. K. to date.
Ij
Councilman Fitzgerald demanded a
y / report because of rumors it failed to
f :ome up to specifications.

Professor C. M. Merry, principal of,
the Madisonville High school, Cin- j
cinnati, and an expert on social
center work, conferred yesterday,
jwith Director of Schools Hogen, Rec- j
ireation Commissioner Black and Dr.
E. A. Peterson, medical director of:
the public schools, regarding a win- '
ter social center program here. A plan
which will increase the usefulness and i
broaden the scope of the Cleveland
ischools as neighborhood centers is to!
[be mapped out.
I Professor Merry was one of the
[leaders in social center work in Cincinnati and some of his ideas are to
[be incorporated in the Cleveland
■program.
:

PAINT COST IN ENFORCING
TRAFFIC RULES BIG ITEM
Director of Public Safety Benesch
is still searching for a material
cheaper and more durable than ordinary paint, with which to mark the
boundaries of the safety strips and
safety lanes, in the new traffic regulation system, being tried on three
blocks of Superior avenue. During
the three days the new system has
been in effect more than a gallon of
paint has been used each day.
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MUST REVAMP WINTER NEAR,
POLICE BEATS, RELIEF'BROKE'
MOYLAN SAYS
Councilman Wants a Report
From Rowe; Says Present
System Hurts Efficiency
MUST HAVE CHANGE TO
.COPE WITH CRIME WAVE
At Present Only 322 Men
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Are Available for Actual PRIVATE JOB AGENTS
Duty on Beats
•■
GET LEASE OF LIFE
City-wide revamping of police;:
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■ police now detailed on special | At the City Hall probe of private
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With real cold weather still a
month away, the city's outdoor relief
department Friday was worse than
"broke." Up to October 1 expenditures totalled $27,961. Council's ap!
propriation for the entire year was
only $25,800.
Some relief is afforded, Director
Cooley said, by the fact $6,000 worth
of coal and groceries still is outstanding'. • Despite that, according to
Cooley, it's going to be a hard pull to
, make both ends meet when winter
j.sets in because the drain this year
will be almost 25 per cent greater
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j started'Monday night by Ooun-j
cilmen not to pass new legislation
; oilman Moylan.
\ until hte states jaots, to avoid conj Moylan will ask that Chief Rowe, ! flicts and confusion. •
I through Mayor Baker, if he wishes,
i forward to council his plans for'
police work this winter. The specific
information sought is how many men 1
will be assigned to patrolling beats,
how many on special duty, whether
Monday being Columbus day, a let any efforts will be made to shorten gal holiday, practically the entire
\ many beats which now cover eight City Hall will shut up shop and cele' to 10 miles, and whether precincts brate. Only enough employes will be
can not be made more compact X>y a on hand to transact business with
new division of the city.
those who forget it's a holiday.
Councilmen, too, will take a day off,
Why So Many Men in Parks?
council meeting being postponed un«
Prompting Moylan's action is the iil^LuesJaj^y^nirjg,
prediction of Inspector Shattuck that
Cleveland this winter seems set for
the worst crime wave in the city's
history, because of an inadequate
force and present detailing o£ men.
Queries why the force now seems
to be so unequally distributed—for
instance, why so many police are
seen in city parks now that the season has closed, also brought presLighting
Commissioner
Ballard
sure.
Friday said his report to council in
"Every fall and spring for years two weeks on tests now being conpolice have complained of a shortage ducted at the $2,000,000 East 53d street
i of men and the possibility of their , municipal light plant will show the
| inability to cope with crime waves," machinery O. K. to date.
I said Moylan. "This year predictions
Councilman Fitzgerald demanded a
j are the situation will be even worse report because of rumors it failed to
I than ever before. An alarming in- come up to specifications.
i crease lately in the number of
i burglaries and holdups seems to hack'
up police assertions. If Chief Rowe j
' will explain to council the status of |
the force and how he plans to use i
his men this winter, plans for a i
larger and better force can be worked ]
out now and assistance given."
How inadequate the number of !
police is, due in part to their present'
assignment, was shown in reports at
Central police station Friday. October
1 only 322 patrolmen, including those;,
on sick leave and furloughs, were
available for actual beat duty. Altogether, the Cleveland force now num.- J
bers 677 patrolmen, including detec- i
fives, one chief, one inspector, 10 captains, 13 lieutenants and 59 sergeants. .
Of the 677, there were 67 traffic men, 23 |
mounted men, 28 in the bicycle; squad, .
.11 motorcycle men, 40 doing park ■
duty exclusively, 44 on emergency*
patrols, two on police runabouts, 21 [
i in the detective bureau and 30 as- j
signed there temporarily, 30 in plain J
j clothes distributed among the 13 out- ;

CITY EMPLOYES WILL
LOAF COLUMBUS DAY

LIGHT PUNT MACHINES
0. K., BALLARD REPORTS

lying precincts and 19 at Central
police station, a total of 315.
Of the 362 remaining, one-ninth, or
40, are off daily, leaving only 322, not
including those off for other causes,
on duty day and night, Inspector
Shattuck said.
Many Beats Too Long
"The length of beats, too, constitutes a serious hindrance to really efficient duty," Shattuck said. "In
the downtown section men now
must cover practically two beats. In
outlying districts the situation is
even worse. In some, instances patrolmen spend a little over a quarter of their time on their way to
and from precinct stations.
The
city has expanded wonderfully, but
without a corresponding increase in
the force. A rearrangement of precincts would undoubtedly help considerably."
As examples of territory covered,
Shattuck pointed to the Sixth, with
headquarters at Broadway and East
55th street, and the Fourteenth, at
Hayden and St. 'Clair avenues. The
latter extends clear from East 105th
street to East 200th street.
The
Sixth takes in all territory from the
river along the line of Union ave•nue to the easterly city limits at
East 140th street.
Two "West Side
precincts also are far too large, it
is claimed.
Shattuck's plan, favored by Moylan, is to redivide the city so as to
make nearly square precincts and
reduce the length of beats and the
time to reach them.

OWNERS REQUESTED
TO CLEAR W. 117TH
Director of Public Service Sidlo yesterday asked owners of property ad- \
joining W. 117th street from Lake
avenue to Lake Erie to remove the
barrier of shrubbery which now
blocks access to the street.
This action follows the passage of
a council resolution authorizing Sidlo
to have the extension of W. 117th
street opened to the public.
The resolution, introduced by Councilman Dittrick, was signed by Mayor
Baker two days ago.
Director Sidlo said yesterday that
he preferred to have the property
owners themselves remove the shrubbery so they might transplant it else- i
where, but that unless it was at once'
removed he would send city em- i
ployees to cut it down. •
He said he expected no trouble •
over the matter, as the adjoining j
property owners seemed disposed to j
co-operate with the city in opening ]
the strip.

CINCINNATI'S SOCIAL
CENTER EXPERT HERE
Professor C. M. Merry, principal of
■the Madisonville High school, Cincinnati, and an expert on social
center work, conferred yesterday
'With Director of Schools Hogen, RecIreation Commissioner Black and Dr.
E. A. Peterson, medical director of
the public schools, regarding a winter social center program here. A plan
which will increase the usefulness and
broaden the scope of the Cleveland
jschools as neighborhood centers is to
jbe mapped out.
I Professor Merry was one of the
(leaders in social center work in Cincinnati and some of his ideas are to
pe incorporated in the Cleveland
jprogram.

PAINT COST IN ENFORCING
TRAFFIC RULES BIG ITEM
Director of Public Safety Benesch'
is still searching for a material
cheaper and more durable than ordinary paint, with which to mark the
boundaries of the safety strips and
safety lanes, in the new traffic regulation system, being tried on three
blocks of Superior avenue. During
the three days the new system has
been in effect more than a gallon of
paint has been used each day.
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Baker and Rowe Clash
as Crime Wave Grows
Police Chief Orders His Men to Patrol Thief-Infested Districts of
City in Plain Clothes When

Mayor Again' Stubbornly

Resists Requests for Larger Force in Cleveland.
Chief Rowe made the first move in
the -warfare he will wage in an effort
to stop the wave of crime that is
sweeping- the city, when he ordered
all the patrolmen on night duty in
the north section of the East End into
citizen's dress, last night. They will
patrol a district located between E.
65th street and Nottingham and Euclid avenue to the lake.
This order from the chief came
close upon Mayor Baker's refusal to
consider an increase in the police.
The East End section was selected
because- in it have .occurred a disproportionately large number of attacks on citizens and because there
are but fifty men to patrol this territory at night. Harrassed by reports of numerous holdups of a trio,
who easily eluded the uniformed men,
the chief directed that patrolmen on
night duty in the Superior avenue,
E. 105th street and Collinwood stations report for duty in citizen's attire. This force was further augmented by a special detail of detectives from 'headquarter?.
One Mystery Is Solved.
While police were busy with yesterday's grist of holdups and burglaries, one case that has long puzzled them is believed to have been
solved.
Cloth valued at $800, part of 52,000
worth of loot taken.from cloak manufacturers and tailors within the past
three months, was found, they assert, in the possession of Charles
Messaria and his brother, Michael.
Both are held, charged with having
received, stolen property.
The-arrest ,of the Messaria brothers came about through the confession of Antonio DeBrose, made yesterday to Detectives Sommers and
Moore at the county jail, where he is
awaiting trial, charged with burglary and larceny.
iiis confession involved the Messarins and part of the cloth, police
claim, was recovered at the home of
Charles, 2624 E. 110th street, and
more was found at that of Michael,
22S6 Hazen avenue, and in the former's

RAIL STOCK B[$
Independent Interests to EnMayor Notifies State com
ter Field Here, Says
mission of Position and
Councilman.
Waives Hearing.
Propose to Make Rate of 19
Says Council Has Curb Over'
Cents and Promise
Railway Expense at
Fine Service.
Proper Time.

tailor shop, E.-22d- street and Orange
avenue.
Representatives from- the McBar-ron-Carder-Frolking Company, -2130'
Superior avenue, cloak makers, and
from Kramer & Sill, 8712 W. 25th
street, tailors, identified a part of the
Independent interests owning • oploot as having been stolen from them.
Mayor Newton D. Saw
The dimly lighted parks afford the tions on 465 acres in the gas profootpads and burglars ideal retreats ducing territory southwest of the city, the state public utilities 1^'
°°
and a trio of hold-up men have made are about prepared to apply to the yesterday that the city h7
the East End the stage for a series city council for a gas franchise nam- jection to the issue of $2 38' m *
of attacks within the past three days. ing/a rate of 19 cents a 1,000 feet, ac- of new stock proposed by 13^
Cleve
The ease with which they evaded, cording to an announcement made land Railway Co.
'
police was one of the. factors in deMembers
of
council
have
yesterday by Councilman P. V. Kam
ciding Chief Rowe on his no-uniform
the issue, declaring that lo°T
li-na.
plan.
fare
Councilman Kalina has had several is jeopardized by the n»
Yesterday, when the proposal of Dimeetings
with
representatives
of
the
penditures shown ^^7 K"
rector of Safety Benesch and Inspector Shattuck for more men was new gas interests and a franchise filed by the company ^ 9 ^
8ti
*l
put up to the mayor, he declared ife ordinance will be introduced by him commission.
E. W. Doty, Cleveland mon,,
!
would oppose it.
in council in the near future.
"The city is- without funds for ad"There will be a working arrange the utilities -^ 2H
(
ditional patrolmen and will be in no ment between two companies," he following a meeting with the 1
better financial condition after Jan- said. "One of the companies will build yesterday morning, that the cormT
uary 1," said Baker. East July Ba- gas mains and the other will supply ;sion would hold a public wker vetoed an ordinance increasing the gas. The necessary capital will I the Cleveland Railway clT'"! in
the police force by sixty men. He be forthcoming. The people inter- Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock tnces
said then he would be glad to conr ested are prepared to put $200,000 sider the application. The 1™°°""'
a letter to the commission*^'S
cur with the council if funds could into the enterprise.
"There is not going to be a sudden formal notice of the hearing
be provided.
invasion of the streets. The inde"The time to consider the .«.»*■ '
Director of Public Safety Benesch.; pendents are going to work quietly. | tures is when they are brought h I'":
said yesterday that he would furnish They will extend their lines in the | the council," said the mayof i* "*'
the city council with full information Lorain-av section first. An attempt I is no reason for objecting to th„9 lsi?:;
'
regarding the stationing of patrol- will made to furnish g-as throughout sue of additional stock "
the whole of .the West Side. The gas
"I believe the time to stop exoenfli
men.
output they are sure of will furnish tures is when they come in f?r "!
Wants 200 More Patrolmen.
gas to a large part of the West Side. stock issues,'! said Councilman wii
"The council will then be in a bet- I do not believe the franchise should liam Stolte, member of thT*Z i
limit
the company's activities to the committee on street railways T'
ter condition to pass upon legislation
West. Side. If it has enough gas it H^A, ilJ* Is Pretty hard to righi
for an increased number of men," should
carry the lines to the East the individual expenditures as tC
said Benesch.
He has announced Side as well.
arise. It would be much easier til
that he will ask for 200 additional
"The promoters say the gas can go over the list now, cut the tot i
be furnished at 19 cents. I have and limit the stock issue to this topatrolmen.
Councilman Moylan, a member of taken the matter up with Mayor
and he says he will work with
Opposition has been heard in conn
the finance committee, believes that Baker
me. I believe this competition will cil to the extension of a cross towntoo many patrolmen are detailed to be a big thing. The men who are line
on E. 123d-st and to other exspecial duties. Reports given out at planning to compete with the East penditures suggested in the applies
police headquarters yesterday show Ohio do not want their names given tion. Mayor Baker said he had not
that tout 322 patrolmen are available out. There (are certain arrangements received an explanation of a number
for actual patrol duty. Inspector to be made, but final announcements of the proposed projects but that the
come soon."
proper time for the consideration of
Shattuck predicts the worst crime will
One of the gas wells controlled by the questions involved is when the
wave in the history of the city this' the independents will be shot to- individual resolutions are brought to
council.
winter.
morrow, Councilman Kalina said.
The street railroad companv hai
Of the burglaries reported to police
$29,321,000 worth of stock disposed
yesterday, the most serious, was that
of.
The new authorization from the
of the J. Wageman Sons' Company,
state utilities commission will brine
haberdashers, 915 Euclid avenue,
the total close to $32,000,000, Joseph
Alexander, engineer for the street
Continued on 2d Page, 8th Column.'-I
railroad commission, says that all the I
expenditures shown In the applica-'
There clothing valued at $107. was
tion of the street railway company!
taken.
are favored by the traction commls-;
Dr. R. W. Robertson, of Warren,
sioner.
visiting at 1906 E. 84th street, was
the victim of a pickpocket, who got
$50. Russell C. Lotts, 1449 E. 53d
street, lost $58 and twenty railroad
passes in the same manner. The
passes were returned by mail. A
sneak thief stole nineteen watches
from the jewelry store of Michael
Horozitz, 10412 Madison avenue.
Three men were arrested and one
escaped, when railroad detectives
opened fire on four men they believed
were robbing a box car in the Big
Four railroad yards under the Abbey
avenue bridge, last night. The men
arrested gave their names as John
Vojner, 1962 W. 19th strept; James
' Cenanec, 1804 Lorain avenue, and Albert Krast, 1707 Lorain avenue. They
,are charged with burglary and larceny.
Detectives Walsh and Gallagher
i yesterday morning chased two men
nearly a mile from the saloon of Benjamin Berzak, 1905 Broadway. The
men were charged with burglary and
larceny.
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The Police
T-LEVEN Clevelanders were held up, robbed
h and beaten by thugs last Wednesday night
Thursday Inspector Shattuck said Cleveland
St to have 500 more policemen if crime were
to be kept in check through the coming winter.
Friday when action by the city council was
nrooosed it appeared that, of the 677 men conSEg the "force at present only 322 were
available for regular duty on beats-when not
on sick leave or furloughs
It is an old problem. Cleveland has never
had as many policemen as other cities of her
size But we have always had crime waves
in fall and winter—and sometimes in summer
in the parks. Police chiefs have always asked
for more men and been refused. Mayor Baker
vetoed an ordinance providing 100 more men
last July. Director Benesch wants 200 more
next year, but probably cannot get them.
The city finds money to spend on its philanthropic show at Warrensville. It buys $1,200
bull calves and $7,283 bronze lighting fixtures
for a nurses' home. It can afford to pay a fiddler $2,400 a year to direct a few municipal symphony orchestra, concerts in winter, hire 40 musicians at $1 an hour to practice for these concerts, and engage a New York woman at $50 a
week to play a harp in the band. But when it
comes to providing decent pavements and policemen to pound them—enough policemen to keep
the plug-uglies from beating citizens to death
whenever they feel like it—THE CITY "HAS
NO FUNDS."
When less than half of the patrolmen are doing any patrolling, no wonder the thugs make
merry at will. No doubt the situation could be
improved—and that without increasing the force
—by rearranging the precincts and getting along
without some of the '' special duty,'' as has been
suggested. WHAT HAS BECOME OF THE
OLD-FASHIONED POLICEMAN WHO USED
TO PATROL A BEAT? ' Why not bring him
back from the park squad, the automobile squad,
the bicycle squad, the motorcycle squad, the
mounted squad and all the other fancy squads
and have him DO A LITTLE PLAIN POLICING?
Probably the existing force could be used to
better effect in preventing crime. Probably it
should be increased, if this winter's crime record
is not to be the worst in the city's history. And
undoubtedly a big and efficient police force
COULD NOT DO THE WORK ALONE. Thursday, following the night of 11 hold-ups, the philanthropists composing the parole board went
out to Warrensville and good-naturedly RELEASED 35 OF THE 45 WORKHOUSE PRISONERS WHO ASKED TO BE LET OUT. Pampering petty criminals ENCOURAGES BIGGER
GRIMES.

IT OPPOSE
ILWAY ISSUE
Application of the Cleveland ItailEjr Company to issue $2,382,600 worth
Hew. stock to provide money for
approvements and extensions, will be
iitisictered by the state public utilifes commission at a public hearing
piesday morning at 9 o'clock at the
Jway company's offices.
The city will not object to the issue,
|<tr Baker having notified the comlion to that effect. Baker pointed
that there was no reason for ob
ting to the stock issue because the
;il would first have to authorize
enditure of any money defrom the stock,
mayor is right," said PresiJ. Stanley of the railway com"We can't spend a dollar withe council's sanction."
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CITY MUST PAY
PERRY BILLS

TO DEDICAT
JOHNSON FOUNT

Judge Kjgnnedy Saturday dismissed
City Law Director Stoekwell's injunction suit to restrain Finance Director
Coughlin from paying: out $6,000 voted<
by council to help defray the cost of
Cleveland's Perry Memorial celebration, held in September, 1913.
Kennedy rules that although hills
have been' contracted without authority of council, council has the right to
authorize the contract after the bills
have been contracted, provided the
money was spent for a public purpose. He held the celebration, was a
public affair.

STREETS STAY FILTHY,
BUT WE BLOW OUR HORN
Couneilmen may kick all they want
to on the proposed transfer of $1,500
from street cleaning funds to pay.fqri;
the printing of the city's general
ledger statement, but the money must
come from some place, Finance Director Coughlin declared Saturday.
Councilman Fitzgerald wjlll oppose
the transfer at council meeting Tuesday night. The ledger is being distributed among over 700 libraries, industrial and commercial, associations
and officials of other cities. Gus Hanna, . street cleaning superintendent,
also is up in arms against the transfer, because he has been forced already to give up $50,000.
"It's fine business, letting our
streets get filthy so we can boost the
City Hall and swell the collections of
reports at libraries," said Fitzgerald.
"The money can be better spent right
here at home.1'

DELAY LIGHT TO
EAST SIDE AGAIN

The city must again come to the'
rescue of the municipal light system '
I and authorize a $500,000 bond'' issue i
before many East Side residents are)
given service from the East o'Sd street j
plant, Utilities Commissioner Stage
said Saturday.
"Once the main East Side artery
■ is laid from the 53d street station up
East 79th street to the old workhouse
at Woodland avenue and East 79th
street, where there will be a substation, all of the two million dollar
light bond issue will be gone," Stage
said.
Mayor, Baker or no', Cleveland
Wood
70tv. street
„».....-* P
must ha vs.. more police next vc-aH The' Woodland-Rast
'and-East 79th
Safety Director Benesch declared! substatIon w°n't be ready for six to
e ht months
j
Saturday. Despite the mayor's; lf .
. » s estimated, so no
bald statement he will refuse toj fKorts Wl!1 be made to' float a $500,000
consider council legislation in-1 SSUe thls yearcreasing' the force next year,
Benesch said Sdlurday he will ask
council, January 1, to set aside
$100,000 for 100 more police.
"I have nothing to do with raising the money," said Benesch,
"but I do know Cleveland can't
continue with only 322 men available for beat duty. The money
must be. procured somehow."
Councilman Moylan, who Monday night will ask Chief Rowe to
report to council the status of the
present force, declared Saturday
Baker should■'. reconsider. Along
with other couneilmen he favors j
doing away with many of the j
city's frills and using the money !
for more police.
[

MUST HAVE MORE
POLICE; MUST GET
MONEY SOMEHOW"

J

THE STATUE WHICH IS TO BE ;
PLACED IN TOM L. JOHNSON j
MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN.
Mrs. Margaret A. Johnson, New j
York, widow of Tom L. Johnson.,
Saturday wrote Miss
Mathilda
Salen that the Johnson family will
be unable to attend the dedication
Sunday of the Tom L. Johnson memorial fountain in Library park.
Miss Salen, 1988 Fulton-rd, who
is to be in charge of the dedication, invited the Johnson family.
"We hope that the occasion oft
the turning on of the fountain will !
prove all that you desire," wrote [
Mrs. Johnson.
"Tom L. Johnson did more for :
the city of Cleveland than any I
other mayor ever did for any city, i
and justly deserved the title of the
best mayor of the best-governed
city in the United States.
"His family
appreciates
the
honor tendered his memory by the
dedication and regrets its inability
to be present."
The dedication of the fountain
will begin at 3 p. m. Sunday. Mayor
Baker, on behalf of the city, will
accept the fountain which was
erected through funds raised by
West-side school children.
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Johnson Monument and 3 Guardians
MEMORIAL TO FORMER MAYOR TO BE UNVEILED TODAY

(Oaf. V? /*.
INJUNCTION OF PERRY
DEFICIT IS DISSOLVED
The temporary injunction, restrain
ing the city from making Un «T
$6,000 deficit in the fund 0f the P
ry's victory centennial celebration
commission was dissolved yesterday
by Judge Kennedy. Director of T «„
Stockwell filed the suit, decla«ng
such expenditures would be a misan
propriation of public funds.
The court held that the celebration
was a public affair and of benefit t
the city. He ruled that the council
has determined the claim is just aM
therefore, has the right to make the
appropriation.

CITY WILL^SlTcoiTY
TO HELP_PAVE_STREETS
County commissioners will be asked
to pay a portion of county road funds
into the street repair fund of the city
next year, so that a part of the
taxes paid by Cleveland citizens "L
good roads may be expended Within
the city limits.
'
Mayor Baker made this pian k
I to councilmen, who had asked thl
county to pave Superior avenue be
tween E. 9th street and E. 55th street"
yesterday. Baker pointed out that it
! would be unfair to relieve Supe-in
avenue property owners of halt" of
the cost of the improvement when
St. Clair avenue owners have just
been called upon to pay that pro
portion for the repaying' of that
street.
In case plans cannot be worked out
to have some of the county road
fund spent in city street repairs the
county should pave streets inter
secting the Public Square and others
where the entire co.st of repaving is
borne by the city, Baker believes.

fid* l'i%fWH.
WILL DEDICATE FOUNTAIN
West Side Girls Take Port in Honoring Tom I-. Johnson.

rLQ&ENC£. XUNT^ tf/lC>£G*&&E 'Sc/fWTZ, 'FlOREMCE- A//9LL Y,
THREE little school girls, not yet
of long dress sophistication,
'[wearing their hair in braids down
their backs, began a movement a few
years ago for a fountain in memory
|)bf Tom L. Johnson, to be placed in
jSLibrary Park on Pulton road.
'\ Three young women, with long-befJHiniced frocks of latest cut, their
JJ'iair done up away from their ears
-tnj "French twist" and gathered on
-the tops of their heads as fashion
"ha^s decreed all feminine hair must
•be twisted, will dedicate this fountain
-to the memory of the former mayor
•"-at 3 o'clock- this afternoon.

These young women, now nearly
old enough to vote, are the young
women who started the movement for
the fountain. They are Florence
Lunte, 3404 W. 41st street; Hildegarde
Schmitz and Florence Nally, 2235 W.
67th street. Now they blushingly refuse to tell their ages, but when they
first conceived the fountain idea they
unhesitatingly said they were "fifteen, goin' on sixteen," so figure it
out for yourself.
In the niche of the fountain will
be placed a statue of a child done
in pure Italian marble by , Philip
Binz, Cleveland sculptor. The fountain will have a canopy and a basin
of beaten bronze. It was paid for
with money realized through two

A chorus of 200 girls will aid in
the dedication of the Tom L. Johnson memorial fountain in Library
park at3n.ni today. There will
be an address by Charles P. Men
and the acceptance speech wll1 be
mqrie bv Mayor Newton D. Baker.
?he fountain is the gift of children
of the West Side. Following Is the

Pr
K?:wh!Ie girls march from the
fairy plays given by West Side chil- library to the stand; ™«*
dren, under the direction of Miss li from "Bohemian Girl; jiddressjy
Charlotte Salen.
Charles P. Salen; song, "The Depart-j
Mrs. Tom L. Johnson, now living ed," by girls' chorus, directed bj Dr.I
in New York, has been invited to M. Francisci; music, Land o m
the ceremony. It will be the occasion Leal," "Last Rose of Summer M
for a genuine love-feast between fac- Old Kentucky Home;" pre *
statue; unveiling by;Mlw J_
tions of the Democratic organization. of
ence Nally and Aimee Salen, cc t
Presentation to the city will be made ance by Mayor Newton D.BWJ
by Charles P. Salen, anti-administration Democrat, who in a brief address
will tell of the benefits accruing to
Cleveland through the efforts of Mr.
, audience and chorus.
t
Johnson.
It was hoped that Mrs.«
The fountain will be unveiled by A. Johnson, widow of the »
Miss Nally and Miss Aimee Salen, mayor, would be Present, »t
1420 W. 101st street. Kirk's military
band will play and a chorus of 200
she will be unable to come.
school children will sing.
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UNVEIL JOHNSON FOUNTAIN AS SKIES SMILE||J[y

Y MARBLE SHAFT
West Side Girls Unveil Monument in Honor of Cleveland's Ex-Mayor.
Baker, Accepting Gift for
\ City, Lauds Name of
3-Cent Fare. Chief.

SIDLO

CONDEMNS

HALL

Service Director CUIIN Proposed
Convention Bnlldlnsr 'Nonsense.'
Talk of a new convention hall was
characterized as nonsense yesterday by
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo. The
director has been asked by the city
council to prepare a report, showing the
cost of a convention hall.
"It is nonsense to talk of a convention hall while the city is In Its present
financial condition," he said. "I don't
know whether I will be ready with a
report by Tuesday night.''
The resolution calling for- a report
on the convention hall was offered by 1
Councilman P. V. Kallna, chairman of
the council committee on group plan.

In Library park, L,orain-av and
Fulton-rd S. W., where Tom L. Johnson opened and closed many of his
political campaigns, in front of which
he laid the first rail and drove the
first car of Cleveland's first 3-cent
traction line, a monument erected by
West Side girls to his memory was
unveiled yesterday afternoon before
8,000 people.
s
The occasion was used by ChaJrles
P. Salen, who made the speech of
presentation, to assail the proposal
in city council to raise street car fare
to 4 cents. He declared such an advance would blight the memory of
Mr. Johnson with the stamp of failure.
'It was for 3-cent fare that Johnson struggled and won, and sacrificed
his health, life and fortune," said Mr.
Salen. "Are we, the beneficiaries, to
stand idly by and see it assassinated
in the house of its supposed friends?
"There are times when the people
must become militant to' preserve
their rights. It is up to you people
of Cleveland to preserve the heritage
that Johnson left you. Shall we advertise to the world that he and we
were wrong?"
Mayor Newton D. Baker accepted
the monument for the city. He said
it should be cherished as is cherished
the memory of Mr. Johnson.
"Cleveland in many ways is the
most famous city in the United
States," said Mayor Baker. ''Everywhere I go I am asked about the
Cleveland spirit and the wonderful
things the city has clone. They were
done through the dominant force of a
great personality, that of Mr. Johnson.
"Because he was a great leader and
you are a great people, Cleveland is a
great city. The people followed him
.with a blind devotion that was nowhere more marked than on the West
Side, where he knew he was understood. This is.the place where the
JZ
. K»[ouuoi}6d. jo pT33-rsm—p.foD jms<Jo sooo[ asn puB 's^fuiisuoiaq JSUJ'O
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UNVEIL JOHNSON FOUNTAIN AS SKIES SMILE

EVERE JOHNSO
West Side Girls Unveil Monument in Honor of Cleveland's Ex-Mayor.
Baker, Accepting Gift for
\ City, Lauds Name of
3-Cent Fare Chief.
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SIDLO

CONDEMNS

HALL

Service Director Calls Proposed
Convention Building- 'Nonsense.'
Talk of> a new convention hall was
characterized as nonsense yesterday by
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo. The
director has been asked by the city
council to prepare a report, showing the
cost of a convention hall.
"It is nonsense to talk of a convention hall while the city is In Its present
financial condition," he said. "I don't
know whether I will be ready with a
report by Tuesday night.','
The resolution calling for- a report
on the convention hall was offered by !
Councilman P. V. Kalina, chairman of
the council committee on group plan.

In Library park, Lorain-av and
Fulton-rd S. W., where Tom L. Johnson opened and closed many of his
political campaigns, in front of which
he laid the first rail and drove the
first car of Cleveland's first 3-cent
traction line, a monument erected by
West Side girls to his memory was
unveiled yesterday afternoon before
8,000 people.
The occasion was used by Charles
P. Salen, who made the speech of
presentation, to assail the proposal
in city council to raise street car fare
to 4 cents. He declared such an advance would blight the memory of
Mr. Johnson with the stamp of failure.
"It was for 3-cent fare that Johnson struggled and won, and sacrificed
his health, life and fortune," said Mr.
Salen. "Are we, the beneficiaries, to
stand idly by and see it assassinated
in the house of its supposed friends?
"There are times when the people
must become militant to preserve,
their rights. It is up to you people
of Cleveland to preserve the heritage
that Johnson left you. Shall we advertise to the world that he and we
were wrong?"
Mayor Newton D. Baker accepted
the monument for the city. He said
it should be cherished as is cherished
the memory of Mr. Johnson.
"Cleveland in many -ways is the
most famous city in the United
States," said Mayor Baker. ''Everywhere I go I am asked about the
Cleveland spirit and the wonderful
things the city has done. They were
done through the dominant force of a
great personality, that of Mr. Johnson.
"Because he was a great leader and
you are a great people, Cleveland is a
great city. The people followed him
.with a blind devotion that was nowhere more marked than on the West
Side, where he knew he was understood. This is . the . place where the.,
Cleveland idea was first accepted, and
therefore it is sacred ground."
The fairylike figure of a little child,
done in purest Italian marble, is the
center of the monument. It is sheltered by a copper canopy, which with
a semi-circular basin, was furnished
'by the city. The base of the canopy
bears the inscription, "West Side
Girls' Tribute to Tom L. Johnson."
The dedication was the culmination
of three years of effort of West Side
children, directed by Miss Charlotte
Salen of the Carnegie West library.
They gave two fairy plays whose receipts started the monument fund.
Yesterday these children, 200 of
them, sang two songs, "The Departed" and "Dedication Song," written
by Miss Salen. The verses of "Dedication Song" are:
Here where his spirit lingers—His voice rang
cheerily—
"With reverence and sorrow—We speak his
name today.
His voice is hushed; in silence—His strong,
true heart is laid—
The blessings that he brought us—Like sunbeams, cannot fade.
This marble tells the story—How children
loved him well—
And in their hearts, unfading—His memory
shall dwell—
Though monuments may perish—And water
cease to pour—
Yet memory shall cherish—His name forevermore.

The singing was directed by Dr.
M. Francisci, 3242 Lorain-av, who
composed the music , for the songs.
Kirk's military band played.
Miss Aimee Salen, daughter of
Charles P. Salen, and Miss Forence
Nally, daughter of J. V. Nally, 223o,
W. 67th-st, unveiled the monument.
When the stars and stripes had been I
drawn away, water began to pour |
into the basin.
If a suggestion made by Charles P.
Salen is followed, the spot centered
by the monument will- be known as
Johnson triangle. He said the three |
sides of the triangle will be emblematic of 3-cent fare.
A large picture of Mr. Johnson
rested on the platform where sat the
speakers, Postmaster W. J. Murphy,Park Commissioner Fred Alber, and
other guests. It was covered by a
wreath that is to be sent to New
York and placed on Mr. Johnson's
grave in Fort Hamilton cemetery.
Mrs. Margaret A. Johnson of New I
York, widow of the former mayor, had
been invited to be present. Her regrets were received in a batter to I
Miss Matilda Salen, 19S8 <Fulton-rd |
N. W.
Among the most interested m the I
thousands who saw the dedication was I
Mrs. George Delp, 65, 4204 Bailey-av
S. W. She came in a wheeled chair |
propelled by her daughter.
"I have been waiting three years I
for today," she said, "and I would!
have been here in any kind of]
weather, for Tom L. Johnson's memory is sacred."
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MEMORIAL UNVEILED
Fountain Erected in Library Park
by School Children Is Presented to City.
The memory of Tom L. Johnson
was honored by hundreds of West
Siders yesterday at the unveiling and
dedication of the fountain erected as
a tribute to him in Library Park, by j
the school children of the West Side
and presented to the city.
Old and young alike came to get
a first glimpse of the marble statue
of the little boy standing, beneath a
canopy of bronze, a fountain playing
at his feet. Heads were bared when
the American flag, which draped the
memorial, was removed by Miss
Florence Nally and Miss Ami Salen,
two of the girls prominent in the
movement to obtain funds for the
fountain.
Mrs. Barbara Delp, sixty-five years
old, was brought in a wheel chair by
her daughter, Miss Katherine Delp,
one mile, from her home, at 4204
Bailey avenue. Mrs. Delp has not
walked for two years but when the
salvos of cheers shook the throng
she rose to her feet and joined.
Two hundred school girls who had
a part in the raising of the money
sang songs written for the occasion
by Miss Charlotte Salen and set to
music by Dr. Miloslav Francisco, of
3242 Lorain avenue, who also directed the singing.
Charles P. Salen, director of public service during the Johnson administration, on behalf of the school
girls, presented the fountain to the
city. Mayor Baker accepted the
memorial.
A letter from Mrs. Margaret Johnson, widow of the mayor, expressing
her regrets at not being able to be
present, was read.
At the close of the exercises the
200 school girls filed past the fountain and each placed a bouquet of
flowers at the base.
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A HINT FOR "GUS" HANNA.
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GOTHAM REPORT AKER SURE CITY
MKY AID SOCIAL WILL WIN LAKE
CENTER
RONTLANDSUIT
sxjz^^

T T is to be feared Superintendent
* Hanna, of the street cleaning
division, is not entirely en rapport
■with the city administration. To
be sure, constant communication
with care-free and unmeditative
whitewings on a language basis
i conducive to getting work out of
them has a tendency to blunt
The New > York social center;
' esthetic sensibilities and the apMayor Baker and other
preciation demanded by such high committee has published a re- -ficials are confident the JcitTnf
port on one year's social center acand ennobling things as Venetian
tivities in
Manhattan
public bin the lake lroat ca^£ J
domes, art bronze, swan boats, school No. 6 3.
he argued before the T-lte<1
municipal dance halls, canoe club
Recreation Commissioner T. M. States supreme court Ti.». •
They are so confidenttab
houses, million-dollar bond issues Black will use this report in showSchool Director Hogen what; Hshing the city's cllil ^ il"
and Holstein bulls. Still, Mr. ing
may be accomplished in Cleveland j owns about twenty Zl ^
Hanna is not as much en rapport school buildings this winter.
front land between ttaV'J*
< as he could be if he really tried.
Black and Dr. E. A. Peterson, raver and W. Ninth-, L<T".*
7r e
school medical inspector, Monday already planning to collect ^ k,
The tone of voice in which he were
putting the finishing touches I rent" from the railrotf. ' ^
comments upon the taking of . on a joint report on social center \ ■ Mayor Baker and ' » n„.w
$1,500 out of his street cleaning programs and finances, requested Young, assistant iaw ^ }
fund to pay for a perfectly lovely by Hogen in anticipation of start- leave for Washington v^'
ing social centers in school build- night. Baker Tuesday %fi»
example of the printer's art which ings Nov. 1.
supreme court to mvLij ask
Director of Finance
Coughlin
The Manhattan report shows courts in their ruling^ n ,%
■wants to give the voters of Cleve- that first a dancing club was the city, by contract ll^
th
land is somewhat peevish. "That formed. The dues were 5 cents a ■railroads privilege of Z
week. At first 300'people attend- using a part of the tracT7
$1,500," he says, -'would pay for ed, then 400 and finally 800.
racks, but did not surre^titltle
?r
the cleaning of Superior and EuThe next fall the dance com- ' to any of it..
Rent will be asked by rh« ,i>
clid avenues, Ontario street and the mittee became a nucleus for a so-<:
Public Square. Now they may cial center club. Monthly con- : for land used by the raiillT
certs were conducted, the audi-i I purposes other than tradT '"
have to go uncleaned for the rest torium was opened as a public*
-The land which the railroad,
Of the year."
forum, and a child welfare er-'j .■long have regarded as the „■
was held.
ies between the tracks ^
Superintendent Hanna should hibit
Then the social center idea lake. It is estimated to be 1$
I go out to the 2,000-acre farm in began to grow by leaps .and about $30,000,000. On it th
Warrensville and let the voice of bounds. A volunteer orchestra i roads have built roundhouse?!
nature and the art cowsheds there that used the building soon, was)
increased from 30 to 100'members.
The. value of these improvespeak to his soul. Then he would It was composed of both sexes, j
is estimated at more ttan
understand that the $1,5 00 to be ranging in age from eleven toj ments
a million dollars in evidence »«
taken from the street cleaning fund forty. Later a second orchestra' sented in lower, court by the
organized
among
cloak I Cleveland & Pittsburg, LZ
is to.be used to explain to the tax- was
makers. The building was unable
payer?'; why the $1,500 was taken .to accommodate all desiring to Shore, Big Four and Fernet
ma railroads.
cut :,Q$? -the street cleaning fund.
hear the concerts.
"The city may decide to order
What Center Has Done.
these improvements removed"
Here are other things this social \ Baker said. "I am confident vie
will win, and if we do so, this will
center accomplished:
Fourteen lectures were given j be1 one of Cleveland's greatest vietories.
on "Agreements Between Employers and Employes' Associa- j
tions," speakers representing the
unions, manufacturers and pub- '
lie.
During the campaign of 1912 i
the auditorium was thrown open
to the political parties. The progressives, democrats and socialists used the school.
Safe and sane New Year eve
■ celebrations were held.
Ten different clubs took up
: amateur dramatics and gave entertainments in the building.
Camp-fire girls were given a
meeting place.
A cooking class for girls was
organized.
Eighteen literary and social
clubs for girls between fourteen
and twenty were organized.
Moving picture machines were
installed.
Health and self-government
clubs were formed.
Neighborhood clubs permitted
to sell moderate-priced refreshments.
Black said Monday he believes
these activities are typical of what
may be accomplished in any school
building in Cleveland.
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SIDLO HAS PLAN MAP SHOWS WHERE CITY WILL PUT
GARBAGE COLLECTION STATIONS
TO QUADRUPLE
GARBAffiWORK
Continued From First Paqe (service>

Will Build Three More Collection Stations at Saving
of Over $40,000 Yearly
2 OF NEW PLANTS WILL
SERVE EAST SIDE ALONE
Intends

to

Combine

Ash,

Rubbish and Waste Paper

•*
two East Side stations, the collections
can be made quicker on account of
the saving in time and the same will
be true of the West Side. Each station
will take care of a district,' with the
Canal road plant taking care of the
downtown section."
Care for Rubbish, Too
As the garbage is returned to the
auxiliary plants it will be loaded on
cars for shipment to Willow. The
plants are to be so constructed that
the wagons will dump into chutes
leading into cars.
Sidlo declared that if sufficient
funds can be found incinerator plants
will be installed at each garbage station. The ash, waste paper and rubbish collection is to be combined with
the auxiliary plant garbage collection

if Sid

i°

ca

-n work it out sat-

isfactorily.
Sidlo already holds an option on the
land for the West Side sites.
The
Woodhill road-Nickel Plate site on the
east is tentative, but the other East
Side site, at East 34th street and the
Nickel Plate tracks, is assured. This
land is owned by the city, having
been used as a storage yard for the
street repair department.

Gathering in Same Service?
( Approximately $40,non -^Vrbe
■saved annually, the territory of
'garbage, ash, rubbish and waste
■paper, collection enlarged and
the collection service materially
improved and- made more frequent if plans of Service Director Sidlo are carried out for the
[establishment of three auxiliary
garbage collection stations, one
on the West and two on the East
sides. If the plan is , put into
effect—and Sidlo declares it. will
as soon as necessary funds can
be found—the city will have
four garbage collection plants,
counting \\ e main station on
Ganal road.
.Sidlo;i who has been considering the
plan f3r/sbmV""lime, Monday announced that he had about completed
negotiations for the three sites. The
West Side station will be located in
the block bounded by Bailey avenue,
Fulton road, West 36th street and the
Nickel Plate railroad. The East Side
station will be located at Woodhill
road and the Nickel Plate and on
East 34th street and the Nickel Plate.
Save $22,000 to $44,000 a Year
"With only two auxiliary stations
in operation We' can save $22,000 a
year on the cost of garbage collection," Sidlo said. "This does not include the big gain in time and enlargement of the routes. These two
items will double the saving. We can
put in all three auxiliary plants at a
cost of $100,000."
At the present time garbage wagons
each morning start out from the
Canal road station at the B. & O.
crossing on their collection trips. They
travel out as far as South Brooklyn,
Nottingham, Euclid village, Linndale
and other remote points, collect the
garbage and return to the Canal road
station, where the refuse is loaded on'
cars to be sent to the reduction plant
at Willow.
"It takes some of the East Side
wagons three hours to get to their
territory and the West Side wagons
two hours," Sidlo explained. "With

_
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1-PRE5ENT PLANT.
SS8-PR0P0SED SUBSTATIONS

WEST SIDE IS HAPPY;
JOHNSON FOUNT UP'
Two hundred West Side girls Monday were content for the first time
in three years, following the dedij cation Sunday afternoon of thentribute to Tom L. Johnson's memory
—a marble monument in Library
park, Lorain avenue and Fulton
road.
Thousands of West Side people]
saw the dedication.
Charles P.
Salen made the presentation speech.
Mayor Baker responding for the
city. Two songs, written by Miss
Charlotte Salen, who had directed
the work of raising- funds, were
sung by a children's chorus. Kirk's
■ military, band played.
The figure of a little child is the1
center of the monument. This is
sheltered by a copper canopy,

LAKE FRONT IN
HIGHEST COURT

Mayor Baker, before the supreme
court In Washington Tuesday, will
make the final plea of the city in
I its fight to regain from railroads SO
acres of lakefront land between
I the river mouth and West 9th street
! and West 3d street and East 9th
i street.
The fight for the holdings, estimated at $20,000,000, was begun In
1893 and has dragged in every court
since.
•"
The city's contention is that in a
contract executed in 1849 it gave
railroads the right to operate over
the property, but did not surrender
any ultimate claims.
If the city
wins, the New York Central, Pennsylvania and^allied lines now operwhich, with a semi-circular basin, ating ...-over the disputed land must
was furnished by the city.
remove improvements and give the
city the holdings absolutely free
from
encumbrances or
execute
leases on the city's terms.

BENESCH WILL PLANT
MORE SAFETY ISLES
The safety zone system now in
use on Superior avenue between.
Public Square and East 6th street
will be used on all "downtown streets
and at outlying street car intersections.as soon as a cheaper and more
durable marking material is found,
Safety Director Benesch said Monday.
One week's trial has proved the
plan is practical," said Benesch.
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G0UNC1LPRQBE OF
1
CONCRETE TUNNEL
PLANS DEMANDED
FitzGerald to Introduce Resolution for Investigation of Use
of Blocks in Waterway
Construction,

MORE BRANCH GARBAGE
_ STATIONS ARE PLANNED
Branch garbage collection stations.
at E. 34th street and the Nickel,
Plate Railroad and at Woodhill roadj
and the Nickel Plate Railroad are
planned by Director of Public Service
j Sidlo, in addition to a West Side colj lection station at Fulton road and
Bailey avenue.
:
Sidlo estimates that the new sys'• tern which eliminates long hauls to
[ the Canal road loading station will j
result in an approximate saving of
$40,000 annually. He wants to lni stall the system shortly after the
first of the year.

MAYOR BEGINS WORK ON
FIRST CHARTER BUDGET

PROPOSED RAISE IN
INTEREST RATE ATTACKED
Loans Unnecessary if Departments Were Not Extravagant,
Minority Claims.
Councilmantc Investigation of plans j
for the new West Side waterworks'
tunnel, which the city Is building by j
direct labor, will be demanded by I
Councilman FitzGerald In a resolution to be introduced at tonight's
council meeting. The demand is the
result of the assertion of a number
of Cleveland engineers that Waterworks Commissioner Schulz's plan
to construct the tunnel of concrete
blocks is a hazardous experiment.
Schulz admitted last night that the
use of concrete blocks in a lake tunnel is an innovation. He defended his
selection of this material on the
ground that its use will save the
city $100,000. He declared that his
studies of concrete have convinced
him that It Is as well fitted for euch
a tunnel as is brick, the material
usually used.
Work Begun.
Work on the tunnel was commenced only a few days ago, although plans have been under way
since December 3, 1912, when the city
r<
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Mayor Baker yesterday began preT
paring the first city budget under the
new charter, which provides for separate schedules for each department,
with reasons for increases or decreases.
Baker refused to discuss the size of
the appropriation, but Director of
Public Safety Benesch and Director
of Public Welfare Cooley were not
so reticent. Each said his department would need more money, the
latter fixing the amount at $100,000.
Benesch wants more policemen and
Sidlo said his department must have
more funds.

WILL DISCUSS

CAR

FARE

People to »e Heard on ' Proposed
Ticket Increase.
Citizens of Cleveland will have an opportunity to express their views regardmir the proposed advance in street car
fare at a meeting in the. city council,
chamber at 2 o'clock this afternoon ;
called by Chairman Robert Koch of
the council committee on street rail-j
W
Mr' Koch is author of the pending',
resolution which proposes that tickets
be sold three for a dime; that a cash,
fare of 4 cents be charged, and that
there should be a charge of a penny
for a transfer, the penny to be. refunded
If the council committee
reaches some conclusion this afternoon
the resolution Will go before council at
tonight's meeting.
§ . ,
Another street railway meeting is
scheduled for 9 o'clock this morning at
street railway headquarters. The state;
public utilities commission will have, a
public hearing on the application of
the company to issue new stock to the
extent of $2,382,600.

.WANTS SIDLO TO EXPLAIN
Councilman Angered at Director's
Position on Exposition Hall.
Angered by the assertion from Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo that talk
of an exposition hall at this time is
nonsense, Councilman P. V. Kalina,
author of the resolution calling for a
report on this subject, said yesterday
that he would demand an explanation
from the director.
"If Mr. Sidlo had attended any of
the meetings at which this subject was
discussed," said Mr. Kalina, "he would
have found that city business interests
approve the exposition hall financial
plan.
"It has been proposed that the business men of Cleveland purchase bonds
to be issued by the city for the convention hall."

WOMEN ADVISE
AKERWHERETO
GETPOLICEFUND
Here's the specific plan 0f the
women's civic association for
checking the present crime wave
by cutting out needless expense at
the city hall and using the money
thus saved to employ more policemen.
, When the women's civic association Monday suggested economy measures at the city hall
Mayor Baker replied that he
knew of no way of saying money
by reducing the number of per.
sons employed.
The officers of the association
Tuesday came back at Baker with
this definite program:
Let the patrolmen light and
extinguish the 5300 gas lights
now taken care of by 100 boys
at an annual cost of $21,600.
Establish a central stenographic bureau.
Reduce the number of employes in the park and health
department by consolidation of
duties.
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president
of the association, estimated
Tuesday the outlined shakeup
would save at least $30,000 annually, making possible the addition of 36 new patrolmen.
Crime Reports Continue.
Meantime Tuesday police continued to receive reports of crime,
a forerunner, Inspector Shattuck
says, of. an unprecedented Mime
epidemic this winter—a condition which, he says, the department will have trouble handling
because of shortage of men.
Mrs. Herbruck said she would
be able to show that in Brooklyn
and Manhattan patrolmen nor
are turning on and off, 16,41S
street lights, saving $40,000 pre
yiously paid lighters.
Every stenographer in the city
hall, she says, should he prepared
at any minute to do work in any
department.
The women's association will
meet .Wednesday and shape its
recommendations into form for
submission to the council next
Monday night.
Safer Benesch Tuesday announced he will attend the
women's meeting Wednesday in
an effort to discourage their plan.
"The women had better wait
until I make an effort to
larger appropriation from council
Jan. 1," said Benesch.
Battles Burglar.
Councilman Moylan Tuesday
night will offer a resolution
for a report on the work of the
police department.
Patrolman Tomash, central sUtion, early Tuesday bad a handto-hand conflict with a man in th<
basement of Isadore Regard's
store 2370 Ontario-st. The prowler was captured, although the patrolman says he tried to — byl
using a revolver.
There were other lesser crimes,
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COUNCIL PROBE OF
T
FitzGerald to Introduce Resolution for Investigation of Use
of Blocks in Waterway
Construction.
PROPOSED RAISE IN
INTEREST RATE ATTACKED
Loans Unnecessary if Departments Were Not Extravagant,
Minority Claims.
Councllmanlc investigation of plans
ft>r the new West Side waterworks
tunnel, which the city is building by
direct labor, will be demanded by
Councilman FitzGerald in a resolution to be introduced at tonight's
council meeting. The demand is the
result of the assertion of a number
of Cleveland engineers that Waterworks Commissioner Schulz's plan
to construct the tunnel of concrete
blocks is a hazardous experiment.
Schulz admitted last night that the
use of concrete blocks in a lake tunnel is an Innovation. He defended his
selection of this material on the
ground that its use will save the
city $100,000. He declared that his
studies of concrete have convinced
him that it is as well fitted for such
a tunnel as Is brick, the material
usually used.
Work Begun.
Work on the tunnel was commenced only a few days ago, although plans have been under way
since December 3, 1912, when the city
received bids for the second time, rejected them, and finally decided to
use direct labor. The tunnel will connect cribs No. 4 and No. 5.
Among the engineers who are
skeptical are Virgil Mirani, 1900 Euclid building, and William Von Wolff radt president of the Forest City Engineering Company, 512 Hippodrome
building. They say the concrete
block can not be water-proofed, and
that the surface is likely to wear
away within a few years.
The city paid Walter C. Parmley,
former assistant eng'ineer of Cleveland, now an engineer in New Tork,
$11,000 royalty for the right to use
molds covered by Parmley's patents.

'JL
MORE BRANCH GARBAGE
. STATIONS ARE PLANNED
Branch garbage . collection stations'
at E. 34th street and the Nickel
Plate Railroad and at Woodhill road-,
and the Nickel Plate Railroad arej
planned by Director of Public Service
! Sidlo, in addition to a West Side col| lection station at Fulton road and
I Bailey avenue.
!• Sidlo: estimates that the new system which eliminates long hauls to
I the Canal road loading station will
' result in an approximate saving of
$40,000 annually. He wants to inI stall the system shortly after the
\ first of the year.

MAYOR BEGINS WORK ON
FIRST CHARTER BUDGET
Mayor Baker yesterday began preparing the first city budget under the
new charter, which provides for separate schedules for each department,
with reasons for increases or decreases.
| Baker refused to discuss the size of
I the appropriation, but Director of
I Public Safety Benesch and Director
of Public Welfare Cooley were not
, so reticent. Each said his department would need more money, the
latter fixing the amount at $100,000.
Benesch wants more policemen and
Sidlo said his department must have
more funds.

Make 100 Blocks a Day.
Blocks are being made at the rate
of 100 a day at the city's plant on
Whisky Island.
Several hundred
blocks are in the yard and in the
store room of the plant. Most of
these have crumbled corners and
edges, indicating that the concrete is
far from durable.
Schulz estimates the total cost of
the tunnel will be $800,000. Already
the city has paid out $323,678, and
/work on the tunnel proper has barely been started. Much of this amount
was spent for machinery, Schulz explained, estimating the cost of the
paraphernalia at $150,000. This sum
does not include the $11,000 royalty
to Parmley, who so far has received
no payment.
Interest Boost Attacked.
Raising of interest rates on proposed city loans of $765,000, as recommended by the department of
finance, will be the target of attack
by minority members of the city
council tonight. Legislation increas■ing the interest rate from 5% to 6
Iper cent is now pending.
Councilman W. B. Woods, who opI posed the authorization of the origllnal loan, will lead the fight against
Ithe proposed advance in interest. He
Ideclared yesterday that if the city
I administration had eliminated exItravagant expenditures the loan
Iwould be unneccessary. He also
Ipointed out that city banks pay but
14 per cent interest on city funds on
■deposit. The proposed loan is for
Icurrent operating expenses.
|"Why Increase Rate?" Asks Woods. |
"The federal government has $75,
loOO.OCO on deposit in the banks of the
■country," said Woods. "In addition
Ito this, the Treasury Department has
Ipermitted banks of the country to
■issue $315,000,000 on collateral, under
|the Vreeland law, which was enacted |
gome time ago by a Republican Congress. Ohio banks received $13,000,000 |
|of this amount.
"For this money the government
receives from the banks of the state |
Jfrom 2 per cent to 3 per cent interest. If Ohio banks can get government money for not more than 31
per cent why should the city pay
double that rate of interest to use!
.noney which perhaps came from the
national government?"

WILL DISCUSS_CAR

FARE

People to be Heard on ' Proposed
Tlcfcet Increase.
Citizens of Cleveland will have an opportunity to express their views regardingthe proposed advance in street car
fare at a meeting in the. city council) 1
ohnmber at 2 o'clock this afternoon,..
caUed by Chairman Robert Koch of
the council committee on street rail-!
W

Mr!." Koch is author of the pendingresolution which proposes that tickets
be sold three for a dime; that a cash,
fare of 4 cents be charged, and that
there should be a charge of a penny
for a transfer, the penny to be refunded
If the council committee
reaches some conclusion this afternoon
the resolution will go before council at
tonight's meeting.
'■; . A
Another street railway meeting, is
scheduled for 9 o'clock this morning at.
I street railway headquarters. The state,
public utilities commission will hays, %
\ public hearing on the application .of
1 the company to issue new stock to the
extent of $2,382,600.

WANTS SIDLO TO EXPLAIN
Councilman Angered at Director's
Position on Exposition Hall.
Angered by the assertion from Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo that talk
of an exposition hall at this time is
nonsense, Councilman P. V. Kalina,
author of the resolution calling for a
report on this subject, said yesterday
that he would demand an explanation
from the director.
"If Mr. Sidlo had attended any of
the meetings at which this subject was
discussed," said Mr. Kalina, "he would
have found that city business interests
approve the exposition hall financial
plan.
"It has been proposed that the business men of Cleveland purchase bonds
to be issued by the city for the convention hall."
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WOMEN ADVISE
AKERWHERETO
OETPOLIGEFUND
Here's the specific plan 0f the
women's civic association for
checking the present crime wave
by, cutting out needless expense at
the city hall and using the money
thus saved to employ more policemen.
, When the women's civic association Monday suggested economy measures at the city hall
Mayor Baker replied that he
knew of no way of saving money
by reducing the number of per-j
sons employed.
The officers of the association
Tuesday came back at Baker with
this definite program:
Let the patrolmen light and
extinguish the 5300 gas lights
| now taken care of by 100 boys
at an annual cost of $21,600.
Establish a central stenographic bureau.
Reduce the number of employes in the park and health
department by consolidation of
duties.
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president
of the association, estimated
Tuesday the outlined shakeup
would save at least $30,000 annually, making possible the addition of 36 new patrolmen.
Crime Reports Continue.
Meantime Tuesday police continued to receive reports of crime,
a forerunner, Inspector Shattuck
says, of. an unprecedented crime
epidemic this winter—a condition which, he says, the depart| ment will have trouble
because of shortage of men,
Mrs. Herbruck said she wold
be able to show that in Brooklyn
and Manhattan patrolmen now
are turning on and off 16,418
street lights, saving $40,000 previously paid lighters.
Every stenographer in tie city
hall, she says, should be prepared
at any minute to do work in any
department.
The women's association will
meet Wednesday and shape its
recommendations into form for
submission to the council next
Monday night.
Safer Benesch Tuesday announced he will attend tie
women's meeting Wednesday in
an effort to discourage their plan,
"The women had better wait
until I make an effort to get a
larger appropriation from council
Jan. 1," said Benesch.
Battles Burglar.
Councilman Moylan Tuesday
night will offer a resolution asking
for a report on the work of the
police department.
Patrolman To-mash, central station, early Tuesday had a handto-hand conflict with a man in the
basement of Isadore Regard
store, 2370 Ontario-st. The prowler was captured, although tne pa
trolman says he tried to escape oj
using a revolver.
There were other lesser crimes,
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CITYHALL MEN'S
PflYISRAISED

HOW BULKLEY BOULEVARD LOOKS

The city board of control Tuesday raised salaries of three city
employes-, ,
F D Richards, bridges and viaducts engineer, was^ raised from
S2750 to $3000 a year.
Fritz Reich, superintendent of
roads and. pavements, and John
Punkett, superintendent of sew-,
ei and drains, each ' got raises,
from $1800 to ?2000 a year
>■
f
Reich and Plunkett stand high;
in democratic political afSaxrs.
'Expenditures
totaling
over.
r00-000 also were authorized by]
the board, as follows:
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THREE SOCIAL CENTER
■ PLANS ARENOW READY
Recreation Commissioner . Black
and Dr E. A. Peterson, medical inspector of schools, Tuesday completed three tentative plans for social centers in school buildings this
winter. ,
Director of Schools Hogen will
'consider the plans in conjunction
with, the welfare and lectures committee of the school hoard.
One plan provides the cost of
heat and light, janitor service and
supervision shall be borne by the
school board. The second, provides
the cost of supervision shall be met
hy a system of fees charged members of gym classes and dancing
clubs. The third provides the janitor and supervisory service both
shall be paid for by fees.

SIDL0 WOULD OFFER
BONDS TO MERCHANTS
Server Sidlo said Tuesday he
will recommend the building of a
large muny convention and exposition hall if businessmen will
assure council they will buy bonds
which must be issued for the expenditure.
In a report which Sidlo . will
present soon to council he will
suggest appointment of a committee to investigate the possibility
of selling bonds.
"The city cannot consider sale
of these bonds in the usual
markets," he said. "We can't even ,i
sell bonds for necessary improvenients like sewers and paving."

DOS V& ppsds speos
pautmnj-soeq

NO MONEY FOR
POLICE; BOOST
FAITHFULS'PAY
City department directors Tuesday
forgot all about their oft-repeated
assertions the city is "broke" and all
activities and Improvements rnust be
curtailed long enough to find money
to raise the salaries of three city
engineers, two of them pillars of the
Democratic machine.
At Service Director Sidlo's request
the directors boosted the salaries of
John J. Plunkett, in charge of sewers
and drains, and Fritz Reich, superintendent of roads and pavements,
from $1,800 to $2,000, and added $250
to the $2,750 salary of F. D. Richards,
city bridge engineer. The increase
for Richards is to come out of bridge
bond money, Sidlo said, but current
funds will be used in the case of
Plunkett and Reich.
,
Last week Mayor Baker opposed
enlarging the police force because of
a shortage of funds. Two hundred
an^l fifty $2 a day street cleaners, also
in Sidlo's department, have been laid
off. A shortage of funds has been
blamed for the forced cut of $30,000
for rubbish and ash collection.
Reich three weeks ago was elected
to the Democratic county executive
committee, but has not accepted because he is under civil service.
Plunkett is the man Rev. A. S. Gregg,
American Civic Reform union, wanted Mayor Baker to discharge because
he runs a saloon at 7729 Superior
avenue.

MEN RUN CITY,
WOMEN MUSTN'T
HELP—BENESCH

tuamospg
-jua^
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Safety Drector Benesch, advocating a larger police -force, Tuesday •aao^s-^uaraasBq air} < ut spooS
said he will block any attempt of -qsBJA. JOJ sjajj-enb JAQU eqj
the Federated Womens' club and allied Mothers' association to make a q^jAi. noA" ezuBiTitaBj o% A"i?po}
survey of City Hall to learn where gtntnnSaq ooud retoads y
savings can.be effected to give more
z
money for police protection.
Benesch said he would attend a
meeting of the club women in the
Kinney & Levan building, Euclid
MOtf }8M£
SSmp
avenue and East 14th street, Wednes-paA JOJ aiqBjinsiaoios—SJOJOO pnrc
day,' and urge that the investigation aifUA n; Bdno-ain.pnB S9SBO-;HJSI:
proposed by Mrs. Anna Herbruck,
10002 Cedar avenue, and Mrs. Perry
ssaj pajqj v
Hobbs, 650S Euclid avenue, be killed.
saoAejj
"Women know nothing of City Hall
affairs, so why should they make the
survey?" queried Benesch. "We men
are paid to conduct the city's business, and if we could find money for
•saoatd yivA-f 'jpB[q JO
more police we'd do so. I am going
to fight at every turn any investiga- aim^ '3iii6. pa^sjAi}, pejaAocwtrig.
tion by women."
•pjB3 B uo aajti; 'stnSuar
qaui-g puu i '9 'gA-trjs ai[OA
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WANTS CONCRETE USE
FOR TUNNEL PROBED
Plans of utilities department engineers to substitute concrete block
for brick in the construction of the
new $900,000 West Side tunnel will be
investigated for safety's sake if
council Tuesday night adopts a resolution by Councilman Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald's action is prompted by
statements of consulting engineers
that concrete won't wear so well as
brick and the fact concrete block
never has before been used in a
work to be compared, as to size,
with the new tunnel project. A score
of prominent Cleveland engineers
have said they are skeptical of the
use of concrete.
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Sctor of Schools Hogen wm
•consider the plans in conjunct^
5 the welfare and lectures committee of the school board.
XTplan provides the cost of |
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SS rXlon shall be borne by the;

shoTboard. The second proves,
S cost of supervision shall be met
rf a system of fees charged members of gym classes and dancing
clubs The third provides.the jamofand supervisory service both
shall be paid for by fees.

SIDLO WOULD OFFER
BONDS TO MERCHANTS
Server Sidlo said Tuesday he
will recommend the building of a
large muny convention and exposition hall if businessmen will
assure council they will buy bonds
which must be issued for the expenditure.
In a report which Sidlo . will
present soon to council he will
suggest appointment of a committee to investigate the possibility
of selling bonds.
"The city cannot consider sale
of these bonds in the usual
markets," he said. "We can't even
sell bonds for necessary improvements like sewers and paving."

RUN CITY,
10NEY FOR MEN
WOMEN MUSTN'T ITU BE A YEAR
HELP—BENESCH
TILL BULKLEY
POLICE; BOOST
DRIVE IS DONE
STHFULS'PAY
City department directors Tuesday
forgot all about their oft-repeated
assertions the city is "broke" and all
activities and improvements must be
curtailed long enough to find money
to raise the salaries of three city
engineers, two of them pillars of the
Democratic machine.
At Service Director Sidlo's request
the directors boosted the salaries of
John J. Plunkett, in charge of sewers
and drains, and Fritz Reich, superintendent of roads and pavements,
from $1,800 to $2,000, and added $250
to the $2,750 salary of F. E>. Richards,
city bridge engineer. The increase
for Richards is to come out of bridge
bond money, Sidlo said, but current
funds will be used in the case of
Plunkett and Reich.
.
Last week Mayor Baker opposed
enlarging the police force because of
a shortage of funds. Two hundred
an$ fifty $2 a day street cleaners, also
in Sidlo's department, have been laid
off. A shortage of funds has been
blamed for the forced cut of $30,000
for rubbish and ash collection.
Reich three weeks ago was elected
to the Democratic county executive
committee, but has not accepted because he is under civil service.
Plunkett is the man Rev. A. S. Gregg,
American Civic Reform union, wanted Maj'or Baker to discharge because
he runs a saloon at 7729 Superior
avenue.

Safety Drector Benesch, advocating a larger police .force, Tuesday
said he will block any attempt of
the Federated Womens' club and allied Mothers' association to make a
survey of City.Hall to learn where
savings can.be effected to give more
money for police protection.
Benesch said he would attend a
meeting of the club women in the
Kinney & Levan building, Euclid
avenue and East 14th street, Wednesday,' and urge that the investigation
proposed by Mrs.. Anna Herbruck,
10002 Cedar avenue, and Mrs. Perry
Hobbs, 6508 Euclid avenue, be killed.
"Women know nothing of City Hall
affairs, so why should they make the
survey?" queried Benesch. "We men
are paid to conduct the city's business, and if we could find money for
more police we'd do so. I am going
to fight at every turn any investigation by women."

WANTS CONCRETE USE
FOR TUNNEL PROBED
Plans of utilities department engineers to substitute concrete block
for brick in the construction of the
new $900,000 West Side tunnel will be
investigated for safety's sake if
council Tuesday night adopts a resolution ■ by Councilman Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald's action is prompted bystatements of consulting engineers
that concrete won't wear so well as
brick and the fact concrete block
never has before been used in a
work to be compared, as to size,
•with the new tunnel project. A score
of prominent Cleveland engineers
have said they are skeptical of the
use of concrete.

City Hall Admits Still Another Bond Issue of $50,000 to $100,000 Necessary
MAKES $1,600,000 ADDED
TO CITY WORK ESTIMATES
Fight Is Coming Over Proposal to Pay 6 Per Cent on
New Bond Issues
Bulkley • boulevard, the longheralded link between the Detroit-West 25th terminal of the
new high level bridge and Edgewater parkway at West 45th
street, cannot be completed until council authorizes another
bond issue, City Hall adw4$|j|j|
Tuesday. '
Councilman Horrigan estimated the bond issue required at
$100,000; Park EngineeT Newman at $50,000.
In any event, the boulevard,
cannot be ready before next fall
—A YEAR PROM NOW.
The extra cost of the boulevard
makes $1,600,000 city officials
within a month have piled on
original estimates of improvements now under way.
A short time ago Utilities Director Stage gave out the news
the Division avenue filtration
plant will come $1,000,000 higher
than the first estimate of $1,500,Saturday Stage and Lighting
Commissioner Ballard admitted
the municipal lighting division ,
needs $500,000 more before a
goodly part of tlie East End can
he served 3-cent light.
All of the money needed must
come from bond issues.
To date, close to $600,000 has been
expended on the Bulkley boulevard
project with this result:.an extremely rough cinder road between West
25th and West 29th streets, a similar
one between West 38th and West
45th streets, with sand hills and weeds
as the gardening scheme. Two huge
derricks of the John F. Casey Company, Pittsburg, building the filtration plant and a long board fence,
seven feet high, complete the embellishments.
Direct Labor Proves Costly
Early in the Baehr administration
a bond issue of $500,000 said to be
enough to cover the entire cost, was
passed. Difficulties in procuring land
on Detroit avenue, several suits in
court and added values ate up all
of the $500,000. Last summer a goodsized slice of a $250,000 park bond issue was put into the boulevard.
Hand-in-hand with the boulevard
project went the leveling of Fairview
reservoir by direct labor at a cost of
$50,000. Earth from the reservoir was
hauled to the boulevard and left so
unprotected that the banks began
sliding into the filter plant w-ork below, necessitating $49,000 expenditure
for piling.
"The boulevard should have been
completed early last spring without
additional cost," said Horrigan. "A
bond issue seems to be the only way |
out of our difficulty of a shortage of
fdnds to complete the work.
It
would seem that $100,000 should cover
the cost of a macadam road from
West 25th to West 45th street, and
for grading, planting and decorating.'
Fights High Interest Bate
Further entanglements of the city's
finance's are expected to come out at
Tuesday night's
council meeting
when Councilman Woods opens a
fight against the borrowing of $765,000 on short-time emergency notes at
6 per cent. A month ago council authorized the issue at 5 1-2 per cent;
now Finance Director Coughlin says
the money cannot be borrowed at
less than 6 per cent.
"Ohio banks have $13,000,000 of the
government's money under the Vreeland law at 3 per cent,", said Woods.
"Why should the city pay twice that
much? The city itself gets only 4
per cent from Cleveland banks, and
a little hustling- on the part of Mayor
Baker or Coughlin would bring the
money in at less than the 6 per cent
asked."
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WILL FIGHT NEW TAXPAYERS 10 SUE SEEKS TO DISMISS
ARBAGEPLAN OVER LOAN RATES? LAKE FRONT CASE
Rumors of Action Follow Fight Mayor Baker Files Motion
WITH INJUN
i Before Supreme, Court
in Council Over 6 Per
Service Director Sidlo's plan
for three auxiliary garbage collection plants Tuesday met with
loud protests from people living
in the neighborhoods in which
the plants are to be located.1
Court action to prevent the
building of the plants was
threatened against the city.
Sidlo's plan is to have three garbage collection stations in addition to
the main station on Canal road. Two ;
of the proposed plants will be locat- <
ed on the Bast Side—one at Woodhill
road and the Nickel Plate railroad
and the other at Bast 34th street and
the Nickel Plate. The West Side
plant will be located
somewhere
within Fulton road, Bailey avenue,
West 36th street and the Nickel
Plate.
Threaten Appeal to Courts
"We won't have any such nuisance
as a garbage plant near our homes
if we can prevent it by fighting,"
Mrs. F. Williams, 2935 Fulton road,
declared Tuesday. "We people o
here don't relish the idea of havin
foul odor with us all the time,
do we want'to have a line of garb
wagons drawn up in front of
homes. Putting a garbage collect
plant in this section will hurt pr
erty values."
Conrad Freund, 3581 Fulton road,
another who protested against Sldl
plan when he learned of it.
L
• Mrs. Williams he intends to fight
project, and an organization of t
payers living in the neighborhood
the proposed new West Side pla
probably will be formed to carry t
fight to council.
J
Locating one of the Bast Si
plants on Woodhill road will m<
with even stronger opposition.

Against Railroads.

Cent Interest.
Woods and Coughlin Clash,
but City Will Borrow
$765,000.
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Handed Down by Ohio
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Plain Dealer Bureau,
eral ledger report of tL° ,*e
38 Post Bldg.,
WASHINGTON, Oct. 13.
| tor of finance. The'L^tr.
opposed the transfer 0fn'?!ltt«81
Acting as the attorney of records 1 the
street cleaning Ljl H«0 &
for the city of Cleveland, Mayor New- I bage collection fund lto th«
1
ton D. Baker today filed a motion in authorizing the transfer wL^' "
the supreme court to dismiss the appeal of the railroads in the lake front
land case.
The mayor asked the court to take
this action first on the ground that Dealers Not In, Market tor I
the supreme court has no jurisdiction
4 l-2s at Par,
and that there is no federal question
involved.
I
The city receivelurTbids y.st„,
His second contention was for the (
affirmation of the judgment and deci- j $100,000 sewage disposal plant D
sion of the supreme court of Ohio on fered for sale. The bonds k
the grounds that the writ of error was per cent, interest. A hiuhw „3
taken for delay only. The question on ing offered by other citieT m
There were no bids on bonds'^
which the decision of the case in the
United States supreme court rested, it by the city some weeit
was contended, is so frivolous as not city sinking fund co.mmi«k»" i
to need further argument.
?110,000 of them Sas th °?„Sl
After this brief statement Mayor needed to meet the short thS*1
Baker submitted a printed brief of his j sued after the partial dX!
the central viaduct. Irablift
motion.
.
Mayor Baker was accompanied by city to sell its sewage disposal',
bonds will hold up work on tl 1
Clarence Laylin from the state's at- river sewage, disposal plant
I
torney general's office.
Finance Director Thoir• In his short stay in Washington, said yesterday he had not
\
.1
: Mayor Baker called on Senator Atlee whether he would recommend
rate of interest.. - The6 1SSU<I
kaZ J
J
Pomereno and a number of the mem- March
1, 1949.
bers of the Ohio delegation.
The
mayor brought encouraging reports
of the Democratic campaign in Ohio.
Motions also were made in the supreme court today to advance the
i extradition case of Harry K. Thaw,
and the Danbury hatters case, in
which the hatters' union was held
liable for $252,000 damages under the
Sherman anti-trust law.
'
Motion was made to dismiss the
case involving the validity of the
Ohio coal screen law.

Tribunal.

%■

WHAT CITY COUNCIL DID.
Council last night authorized director of finance to horro-w $765,000 on
short-term notes at 6 per cent.
Received resolution calling for report on rearrangement of police precincts in order to reduce size of police heats.
Received resolution calling for investigation of use of concrete Mocks
in new West Side tunnel.
Received new ordinance granting
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
extensions in downtown district.
Passed eight-hour lahor ordinance.;
Passed ordinance regulating sale'

East Siders Will Fight, Too
"This is a thickly-settled
sectij
and developing rapidly," Dr. Thorn
Blanton, 10726 Woodland aventi
said.
"I'm against having a ga
rTrTTTXTCT
bage Plant out here
and_ thinf-r vTTrT
[rTTXIlVo.
everyone else in the neighborhood i^[\l 1
k~L J.UJUJ *
The city might find a more suitab
place for a garbage plant than in
residential neighborhood."
"We won't have any garbage pla
near our home if we can prevent it]
Mrs. Cora P. Morrow, 10210 Woodj
land avenue declared.
"We'Ufigh
the plan in every way possible.
1
A
Liederbauch, of Liederbauch
Bros., butchers, at 11102 Woodland
avenue, owns poperty adjacent to
the site proposed by Sidlo for the
ui9 Bd
plant.
He was planning Tuesday
to make
a fight
SidaioewillShave less opposition to:n^j—^i5u" 'S'e08t<i p8-tPu11
the East
ast 34th street plant than the! .
-^^M^~
other two, because the proposed lo
cation is somewhat removed i
residences.
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NO BIDS ON CITY B

Council Asks Report on City's
Charitable Agencies.
City council last night received a
resolution calling on the survey committee of the Cleveland foundation to
study the public and private relief agencies of the city and to prepare a report
suggesting a plan for correlating its
charitable resources.
v
The matter already has been sub;
mitted to Allen T. Burns, director of
the Cleveland foundation survey by the
Cleveland Welfare council, and Mr. :
Buras will make some recommendation |
to the Cleveland foundation survey com- ,
m

^heeecto0unciir0rIsolution was offered by
Chairman William Rolf of the council |
committee on charities and correction
If the study is decided upon Mr.
Burns will prepare a summary of the
needs and resources of all relief agencies In addition the survey would state
whether a closer co-operation can be
effected to mutual
advantage and
whether there can be a profitable
change In the division of work among
the different agencies
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WILL FIGHT NEW TAXPAYERS TO SUE
GARBAGEPLANT
WITHINJU
Service Director Sidlo*s plan
for three auxiliary garbage collection plants Tuesday met with
loud protests from people living
in the neighborhoods in which
the plants are to be located.
Court action to prevent the
building of the plants was
threatened against the city.
Sidlo's plan is to have three gar- '
bage collection stations in addition to
the main station on Canal road. Two :
of the proposed plants will be locat- l
ed on the Bast Side—one at Woodhill
road and the Nickel Plate railroad
and the other at East 34th street and
the Nickel Plate. The West Side
plant will be located
somewhere
within Fulton road, Bailey avenue,
West 36th street and the Nickel
Plate.
Threaten Appeal to Courts
"We won't have any such nuisance
as a garbage plant near our homes
it we can prevent it by fighting,"
Mrs. F. Williams, 2935 Fulton road,
declared Tuesday. "We people over
here don't relish the idea of having a
foul odor with us all the time, nor
do we want'to have a line of garbage
wagons drawn up in front of our
homes. Putting a garbage collection
plant in this section will hurt property values."
Conrad Freund, 3581 Fulton road, is
another who protested against Sidlo's
plan when he learned of it.
Like
■ Mrs. Williams he intends to fight the
project, and an organization of taxpayers living in the neighborhood of
the proposed new West Side plant
probably will be formed to carry the
fight to council.
Locating one of the Bast Side
plants on Woodhill road will meet
with even stronger opposition.

■

East Sillers Will Fight, Too
"This is a thickly-settled
section
and developing rapidly," Dr. Thomas
Blanton, 10726 Woodland avenue,
said.
"I'm against having a garbage plant out here, and think
everyone else in the neighborhood is.
The city might find a more suitable
place for a garbage plant than in a
residential neighborhood."
"We won't have any garbage plant
near our home if we can prevent it,"
Mrs. Cora P. Morrow, 10210 Woodland avenue declared.
"We'U _nght
the plan in every way possible."
A
Liederbauch, of Liederbauch
Bros., butchers, at 11102 Woodland
avenue owns poperty adjacent to
the site proposed by Sidlo for the
plant.
He was planning Tuesday
to make a fight
Sidlo will have less opposition to
the East 34th street plant than the
other two, because the proposed location is somewhat removed from
residences.
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WASHINGTON, Oct. 13.
Acting as the attorney of records
Council last night authorized direc- for the city of Cleveland, Mayor Newtor of finance to borrow $765,000 on ton D. Baker today filed a motion in
the supreme court to dismiss the apshort-term notes at 6 per cent.
peal of the railroads in the lake front
Received resolution calling for reland case.
port on rearrangement of police preThe mayor asked the court to take
cincts in order to reduce size of po- this action first on the ground that Dealers Not in Market f ,
0
the supreme court has no jurisdiction
lice heats,
4 l-2» at Par,
and that there is no federal question
Received resolution calling for In- involved.
The city received no
His second contention was for the j
vestigation of use of concrete blocks
affirmation of the judgment and deci-1 $100,000 sewage disposal fc II
In new West Side tunnel.
sion of the supreme court of Ohio on fered for sale. The bonds'1
Received new brdlnance granting the grounds that the writ of error was per cent, interest. A hteh :at(|
"
"er cities.
"B
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. taken for delay only. The question on ing offered by other
which the decision of the case in the
There were no bids on bonds'J
extensions in downtown district.
United States supreme court rested, it
Passed eight-hour lahor ordinance.; was contended, is so frivolous as not by tne city some weeksTsr
city sinking fund commissinf,1
Passed ordinance regulating sale' to need further argument.
$110,000 of them Its the Si
After this brief statement Mayor needed to meet the short ti»
of theater tickets.
j
Baker submitted a printed brief of his sued after -the partial-™8
the central viaduct. it,,„„
motion.
Members of council and administraMayor Baker was accompanied by city to sell its sewage S^'
tion heads clashed in heated dispute
bonds will hold up work j
Clarence Laylin from the state's at- river sewage disposal plant
last night over the question of
torney general's office.
Finance Director Thorn*'*
adopting as an emergency meas- ■ In his short stay in Washington, said
yesterday he had t„,J
: ure a resolution authorizing the ! Mayor Baker called on Senator Atlee whether he would recommend!
rate
of
interest. • The 1st!'"'
Pomereno aiid a number of the memdirector
of
finance
to
borrow
bers of the Ohio delegation.
The March 1, 1949.
$765,000
on
short
time
notes
mayor brought encouraging reports
bearing interest at 6 per cent. Huof the Democratic campaign in Ohio.
mors of a possible taxpayers' suit folMotions also were made in the supreme court today to advance the
lowed the declaration from Councilman W. B. Woods that in his opinion 'extradition case of Harry K. Thaw,
and the Danbury hatters' case, in
the city had no legal right to borrow
which the hatters' union was held
money for current expenses.
Mr.
liable for $252,000 damages under the
Woods also declared that the rate of
6 per cent, was too high, inasmuch as 1 Sherman anti-trust law.
the city has millions distributed in tue I Motion was made to dismiss the
banks on which it draws 4 per cent. lease involving the validity of the
Ohio coal screen law.
Interest. •
.-','*
"Cut 10 per cent, off the salary of
the mayor and of every official drawing a high salary," he declared, when
asked tomake a suggestion for making
up the existing deficit. "The council
will agree to have 10 per cent, taken
off Its allowance as well. It is poor
policy to borrow money to meet the
running expenses of the city. The
city is stretching the law in passing
an ordinance of this kind."
Council adopted the resolution, 19 to
7. after Finance Director Thomas
City council last night received &[
Coughlin declared the city could not
resolution calling on the survey com- '
continue to operate if the measure
mittee of the Cleveland foundation to
was not passed without the week s destudy the public and private relief agenlay that was proposed during the discies of the city and to prepare a report
i cussion.
suggesting a plan for correlating its
"It means that the city cannot pay
its firemen and police and that everycharitable resources.
J.
The matter already has been sub'
thing will have to stop," he said.
mitted to Allen T. Bums, director of
Director Coughlin declared every
the Cleveland foundation survey, by the
bank in town has increased its interCleveland Welfare council, and Mr.
est rate to 6 per cent, and that the
Burns will make some recommendation
city of New York has just borrowed
to the Cleveland foundation survey com$100,000,000 at 6 per cent.
mittee tomorrow.
:,
"In answer to the political speech
The council resolution was offered by
Chairman William Rolf of the council
of the director," said Mr. Woods, "I
committee on charities and correction.
.
would say that after ,an ordinance
If the study is decided upon Mr. \
authorizing the director to borrow
Burns will prepare a summary of the ,
$400,000 was passed we were told
needs and resources of all relief agen- '
that it was the last."
ciea. In addition the survey would state |
"Who told you that!" exclaimed
whether a closer co-operation can be
effected to mutual
advantage and;
the director.
whether there can be a profitable
"The 'mayor," was:
Councilman
change in the division of work among |
Woods' reply.
the different agencies
|
"The banks bid on city deposits,
] said Councilman W. S. FitzGerald.
'"You ought to have a leverage on
these gentlemen by which you could
go to them and demand money back
at the same rate of interest as that
| which you receive from them on city
! deposits."
In reply to a question from Mr.
FitzGerald, Director Coughlin stated
jtho city has $8,000,000 on deposit
that is drawing about 4 per cent, in- |
terest. These are inactive funds.
j
Last night's meeting was further j
I enlivened by a clash between Coun-1
i oilman FitzGerald and Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage. The direc- I
(tor characterized a resolution offered
lby Mr. FitzGerald, calling for an inIvestigatlon of the use of concrete
I blocks in the new West Side water
I tunnel, as a "fool resolution."
He
I stated further that the water works
I department would continue to use
I concrete blocks in the tunnel whether
I the council decided to proceed with
I this investigation or not.
"I would be crushed by this talk
I of the director's if I had not heard
I the same line of argument when the
I filtration investigation was proposed,
I said Mr. FitzGerald.
The
FitzGerald resolution suggested the appointment of a special
I council committee of five to conduct
I the investigation. The council voted
I to refer the resolution to the council
1 committee on public works.
Council, at request of Councilman J.
|J McGinty, reconsidered the vote by
which the Walnut-av N. E. heating
I grant of the Illuminating Co. had
I been passed at the previous meeting
I The measure was voted down, and
I Councilman McGinty Introduced a
I new ordinance, naming all three sections of the downtown district in
I which the company wishes to extend
its heating lines. An ordinance granting the Cleveland Light & Power Co.
the right to extend heating lines was

WHAT CITY COUNCIL DID.

NO BIDS ONjJITYBoi
s

•'■=;(-,.

WiTSlpTSM

Council Asks Report on City's
Charitable Agencies.

e
hi^™^
I
Councilman ~^FS^v?an
David M°y^n * offered
°™
la resolution calling for a.report or
| question of the advisabiUty of^n*
Itricting the limits of the pon
v
Icincts to cutting the size o£ some
th

The0liMcG"ty ordinance regatta*
the saleMoCf theater tickets waspassed.
Under the ordinance managers
theaters are required to place pos
in conspicuous places shovans
prices at which tickets ^e sold
1
The ordinance fixing an eiS nt n
day for workmen employed on c»j ,
r CouncU Chived word trove.the I
HbraryToard that: It had £<%$***.
terms under which t^Xr the new
erty is to be used as a site for tne u«w
I $2,000,000 library building.
fl
T Councilman H. C. Gata offered a
I resolution calling for a report on tne
advisability of looting a street car
land comfort station at Euclid-av ana
'^report was filed with council last
I night by Director Coughlin stating
that bond concerns that subnutled the
I high bids on the E 105th-rt aad Wan
1 hoe-rd N. E. grade crossing bonds
June have declined to accept them.
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SURVEY TO SHOW "WELL USE CONCRETE
IN CITYS SALARIES EXACT NEEDS OF IF TUNNEL CAVES IN

—STAGE

SOUGHTBY^WOODS

Gounciiman Urges Mayor and
Aides Help Reduce
Expenditures.

Foundation Committee Will Study
Local Conditions With View
to Preventing Unusual Demands This Winter.

INTEREST RATE BOOSTED;

BURNS TO LEAD PROBE
OF SITUATION LOCALLY

Republicans, Led by FitzOeraSd, |
Fight, Losing Battle Against
BonstJirEmergency Notes
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Welfare Council Heading Move
to Have Charity Work Put
s
on Firm Foundation.

}tiStj aqj sumaao

f:;; Workings of the various charitable
Resources and agencies of the city are
o be studied by the survey commit33fee of the Cleveland Foundation, with
so f
99] view of making recommendations
jjjjlr the relief of needy families during' the coming winter.
8<j,'. Plans for the survey, which will be
62.he first undertaken by the Foundation, will be submitted to the organisation by Allen T. Burns, head of the
(. mrvey, Thursday.

AH Branches to Be Studied.
Under Burns' tentative plan the
"Purvey will include a study of public
ind privately supported agencies, as
a basis for a report on any possible
increase in efficiency, means of economy, methods for great service and
/plans for correlating in the most effective
way
all resources
and
agencies.
I The committee will investigate to
determine whether the care of the
;City outdoor relief bureau is adequate, whether sufficient material reUT lief is given whether efforts are made
J
••■
•
'•'•'■• to find work, to secure aid from relam S30TAJ3S W3SS3p pUB JS'tives and churches and whether inSaSTjduiOD pUB p3ABjJ3U3 p vestigations are thorough enough to
'UOI^DnpOjd UT SrpfdtUOO '.prevent fraud.
I Other questions which Burns will
"(f'lZ I'ZOl I) 3tIU"y Ucjask the corps of survey workers to
JSrpBJBUO puB SSSUJUTBTlb investigate include:
■ Is
supervision
adequate?
Are
SJB s3pa papEsjiji Ap^Boi
funds made to go as far as possible
'UWOJ SJJ
*3ATJ0EJWE put "in the care of families? Are any acSUUy U33Tl£) 3U* JO S3UTJ tivities of paid forces wasted? Are
materials purchased economically?
He will also apply the same questions to chief relief agencies, including Associated Charities, Methodist
Deaconess Home, Salvation Army,
Volunteers of America, mother's pension bureau and Hebrew Relief Association. Forecast of demands in
personal service and relief for the
coming winter will be made and prospects of income for the winter dis■jjaaAi B JOJ paxiajap SBA\
cussed.
huao U9} JOJ spjpi} sajq; jo esBajaui
The Cleveland Welfare Council andJTBI B SuipjBSaj AUBdiuoo AVBAIIIBH
the city council have requested the
luBpAaio am q^TAV a^-BROSau o% 'aa;
survey. A resolution introduced in the
puiiuoo A'-BMII'B.I laa-ns am SuipaJtp
city council last night recites the fact
that the outdoor relief bureau has
|>asja}UT ;aaajs jo apis JBBU eq} is
spent 78 per cent more money sp far
a;s oi SJBO }aaj;s Sutjinbaj aouBuip
this winter, that demands upon the
fo sjq ppqmpa. sjaAapi UBiuipunoo
Associated Charities have increased
•UAiop
80 per cent and that the Hebrew Re3}OA SBAV uqBQ UBmipunoo Jtq. n
lief Association this season has spent
[sjaj o; uonom y -uoriniosaj aq; jo
40 per cent more to relieve needy
DHdopB aq; JSUIBSB sjaquiaui iC^uou
families.
jut q^TAV pejOA ja;so,fl; uBuqpunoo
The resolution declared that the in'pres uipqSnoo
fuaa aad 8 SB qSiq S-B SuiSuuq OJB
crease in the need for relief indicates
b-eori -a-Ea^ eqi jo japureiuaj aq? JOJ
that during the coming winter every
WTOOW JOJ mojA 0) paojoj aq pmoA\
available resource for caring for the
paAoxdma ^p Suiiuooqjaoj ;ou eaaAi
destitute must be used to the utmost
EOT am ji viBin ores STT -aouBUTOjo
limit and be made to serve the greatest number possible.
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MILITIA GUARD HERE
SUGGESTED BY WOMEN

Council last night referred to committee a resolution callling for a reCity Utilities Director Fights Ef- port on the assignment of patrolmen,
as members of the Women's Civic
fort to Investigate Material
Association were considering suggesting to Mayor Baker that militiamen
for Water Tube.
be called .to protect citizens at night
Councilman Moylan, sponsor of the
resolution, said that a rearrangement
Concrete block will he used in the
of beats might help check the presconstruction of the West Side waterent crime wave. He asked that the
works tunnel, even if the structure
resolution be adopted immediately.
;
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, 10002 Cedar
collapses six months after its comavenue, president of the Women's
pletion.
Civic Association, may urge city ofThis was the declaration of Director
ficials to appeal to Governor Cox for
of Public Utilities Stage last night, j militia companies to patrol streets at
when Councilman FitzGerald sought \ night until the crime wave is checked.
"If the city can't afford to employ
to have an Investigation made of the '
enough police to protect citizens, we
use of this material in the building
certainly should have the aid of the
of the tunnel. FitzGerald had asked
militia," said Mrs. Herbruck.
that work be held up until the invesMembers will meet in the Kinney &
tigation was made.
Levan building this afternoon to
"We will not pause a moment in
plan a survey of the city hall with a
the building of the tunnel," angrily
view to pointing out to Mayor Baker
how he can save enough in operatdeclared Stage. "We will keep right
ing expenses to pay the salaries of
on putting in concrete block. It may
additional police.
fall down six months after it is put
Director of Public Safety Benesch,
in, but I don't think that it will."
who said yesterday he would attempt
to discourage such an investigation,
FitzGerald Requests Advice.
will attend the meeting.
FitzGerald, charging that it was
"We shall ask permission to examthe verdict of many engineers that
ine the books at city hall, and if Mr.
the block would be unable to withBenesch refuses, we shall attempt to
stand water pressure, had asked for
gain our point by other means," said
the appointment of five members of
Mrs. Herbruck.
the council to obtain expert advice
on the subject.
Suggestions adopted at the meet"The resolution was either introing today will be officially presented
duced in bad faith or on account of
to
Mayor Baker and
Director
ignorance which amounts to stupidi Benesch later in the week.
ity," said Stage. "The councilman
Three
thugs
held up Bernard
has known for months that concrete
Goski, 1611 B. 26th street, last
block was to be used, and he now
i night at the point of a gun, escaped
comes with this resolution."
with 90 cents after beating Goski.
Stage admitted that .there was a
Hugo Braunlich's drug store at 1186
difference of opinion among engineers
E. 105th street was entered through
a sto the advisability of using cona window. The thieves took $20
crete block, but said that this matefrom two pay telephones. Several
rial had been decided upon after
pairs of shoes were stolen from the
months of experimenting by waterstore of Wolf Schuster, 1125 st. Clair
works engineers.
avenue.
"Use Best Judgment."
"The director some months ago
made the same assertions about filCITY FAILS TO GET BIDS
tration being unnecessary," said Fltz
Gerald in reply to Stage's attack.
FOR ITS SEWAGE BONDS
"That is untrue," retorted Stage.
"The director admits that the use
Failure of the city to receive bids
of concrete block is an experiment,"
for $100,000 worth of Cuyanoga
continued FitzGerald. "It may be
River purification bonds, offered
a part of wisdom to go ahead with an
yesterday, was blamed on depresI experiment and then say we used our
sion in the money market by city
i best judgment.
finance officials.
"The city never constructed a conFunds from the sale of the bonds
crete tunnel and never built a tunnel.
were to have been used for the
It did finish one, and, if the figures
building of a sewage disposal plant
for this work may be taken as a criin Newburg Heights. Charles Fath
terion, there ought to be an investi& Co., contractors for the disposal
gation."
plant excavation, may take the
Answering Councilman. Reynolds'
bonds in order to allow the work to
defense of Waterworks Commissionproceed.
I er Schulz, FitzGerald said:
"Let us find put whether this man
| is an infallible as the councilman
from the Tenth ward would lead us
THREE CITY OFFICIALS
to believe. If I had the time this evening I could point out a uumber of
GRANTED RAISE IN PAY
very serious mistakes he has made."
Stage said that irregular block with
Salaries of three city employees
broken corners seen by Fitz Gerald
were raised by the city board of
at the tunnel site had been made at
control yesterday, the increases bethe Woodland avenue storehouse durcoming effective at once.
ing experiments and later hauled to
Fred Reich, superintendent of
the lake front.
paving, and John Plunkett, superThe debate ended with the referring
intendent of sewers, both active in
of the resolution to the committee on
Democratic political affairs, had
public works.
their pay boosted from $1,800 to
$2,000 per year. F. D. Richards,
bridge engineer, got an increase
from $2,750 to $3,000 per year.
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El PER CENT CU
IH CITY'S SALARIES EXACT NEEDS OF
GHTBYWOOO:
Cooocilman Urges Mayor and
Aides Help Reduce
Expenditures.

Foundation Committee Will Study
Local Conditions With View
to Preventing Unusual Demands This Winter.

INTEREST RATE BOOSTED:
,

i

Republicans, Led by FitzOeraid, j
Fight, Losing Battle Against
Boost in Emergency Notes.
8 HOUR DAY ORDINANCE PASSED |
[""WHAT COUNCIL DID
A UTHOKIZED advance In interA est rate on $765,000 loan for
operating expenses of city.
Authorized $175,000 bond issue for
sewering Dugway brook.
Passed ordinance establishing eiglitIiour work day for employees on
public works. v
Passed ordinance regulating sale of
theater tickets.
Defeated ordinance giving steam,
heat to Moose Club on Walnut
avenue.
Referred FitzGerald resolution for
investigation of the use of concrete block in West Side waterworks tunnel.
Referred Moylan resolution for report on assignment of patrolmen.
Referred Gahn resolution asking report on cost of waiting rooms and
public comfort stations at E. 55th"
street and Euclid avenue.

BURNS TO LEAD PROBE
OF SITUATION LOCALLY
Welfare Council Heading Move
to Have Charity Work Put
on Firm Foundation.
Workings of the various charitable
resources and agencies of the city are
, to be studied by the survey committee of the Cleveland Foundation, with
a view of making recommendations
' for the relief of needy families during the coming winter.
1
Plans for the survey, which will be
the first undertaken by the Foundation, will be submitted to the organization by Allen T. Burns, head of the
i survey, Thursday.
All Branches to Be Studied.
Under Burns' tentative plan the
survey will include a study of public
and privately supported agencies, as
a basis for a report on any possible
increase in efficiency, means of economy, methods for great service and
plans for correlating in the most effective
way all
resources
and
agencies.
The committee will investigate to
determine whether the care of the
city outdoor relief bureau is adequate, whether sufficient material relief is given, whether efforts are made
to find work, to secure aid from relatives and churches and whether investigations are thorough enough to
prevent fraud.
Other questions which Burns will
ask the corps of survey workers to
investigate include:
Is
supervision
adequate?
Are
funds made to go as far as possible
in the care of families? Are any activities of paid forces wasted? Are
materials purchased economically?
He will also apply the same questions to chief relief agencies, including Associated Charities, Methodist
Deaconess Home, Salvation Army,
Volunteers of America, mother's pension bureau and Hebrew Relief Association. Forecast of demands in
personal service and relief for the
coming winter will be made and prospects of income for the winter discussed.
The Cleveland Welfare Council andthe city council have requested the
survey. A resolution introduced in the
city council last night recites the fact
that the outdoor relief bureau has
spent 78 per cent more money so far
this winter, that demands upon the
Associated Charities have increased
80 per cent and that the Hebrew Relief Association this season has spent
40 per cent more to relieve needy
families.
The resolution declared that the in-

Ten per cent salary cuts, starting
with Mayor Baker and extending to
Uvery city official, were urged by
Councilman Woods at last night's
meeting of, the city council as a means
oi bringing municipal expenditures
within the year's appropriation.
Woods, with Councilman
FitzGerald, led an unsuccessful I fight
against legislation increasing the interest rate on emergency notes from
5% to 6 per cent. The notes have al, ready been authorized by ' council at
I the 5% per cent rate. Director of
! Finance Coughlin declared it w-as
impossible for the city to borrow at
this rate. The increased rate was
authorized.
The loan ' which the city seeks
amounts to $756,000 and is to meet
eity deficits.
Woods declared that city officials
should be patriotic enough to accept
a salary cut and said citizens had a
right to expect it, when the city was
without money.
Minority Gains Admissions.
Minority members of the council
clashed heatedly with Coughlin over
the proposed loan. Coughlin said
that it was impossible to obtain a
lower rate of interest, although admitting that the city had eight million dollars on deposit at interest
averaging less than 4 per cent.
Other important legislation enacted
crease in the need for relief indicates
by the council included an ordinance
establishing an eight-hour, working j that during the coming winter every
day for city employees. This was I available resource for caring for the
passed in practically the same form, destitute must be used to the utmost
limit and be made to serve the greatas vetoed once by Mayor Baker.
i Legislation granting the Cleveland > est number possible.
Electric Illuminating Company a :
franchise to furnish steam heat to j
the Moose Club, on Walnut avenue,
was reconsidered and defeated. The j
grant was later included in a blanket j
ordinance extending the same privileges on Huron road and Vincent |
avenue.
Woods Scores Loan.
The Moose ordinance was reconsidered to save it from Mayor Baker's j
veto. The blanket ordinance was then
introduced, in hopes of pacifying
business houses along Euclid avenue
that the council a week ago chose to
ignore in refusing the franchise to j
extend steam lines along this thoroughfare.
Woods, opening the fight against I
the interest advance, declared it to be I
poor policy to borrow money for the |
operating expenses of the city government. He further said that she ]
doubted the legality of the practice.
Pressed by Coughlin to explain how I
he would make up the deficit, Woods
said that he would cut the salaries of |
city officials.
"I know that as a councilman l|
would be willing to sustain a salary |
cut of 10 per cent," said he.
FitzGerald expressed the opinion I
that if the director of finance had
exercised more foresight at the time
that banks were designated as city
depositaries it would now be possible
to negotiate loans at a lower rate.j
of interest.
FitzGerald Answers Coughlin.
"Tf these gentlemen were placed ir
the light of refusing to loan the city j
its own funds or insisting upon 6 per j
sent interest it would be unnecessary
for the director of finance to come
here and abuse members of the council," said he.
Coughlin said that a councilman
could not vote against the resolution without stultifying himself, as
all had voted for the appropriation
ordinance. He said that if the loan
were not forthcoming city employees
would be forced to work for nothing
for the remainder of the year. Loans I
are bringing as high as 8 per cent, '
Coughlin said.
Councilman Foster voted with minority members against the adoption 1
of the resolution. A motion to refer
it by Councilman Gahn was voted |
down.
Councilman Meyers withheld his ordurance requiring street cars to stop ]
at the near side of street intersections. Action on the Koch resolution,
directing the street railway committee to negotiate with the Cleveland
Railway Company regarding a fare
increase of three tickets for ten cents
was deferred for a week.
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WE'LL USE CONCRETE MILITIA GUARD HERE
IF TUNNEL CAVES IN SUGGESTED BY WOMEN
!!

—STAGE

Council last night referred to committee a resolution callling for a reCity Utilities Director Fights Ef- port on the assignment of patrolmen,
as members of the Women's Civic
fort to Investigate Material
Association were considering suggesting to Mayor Baker that militiamen
for Water Tube.
be called to protect citizens at night
Councilman Moylan, sponsor of the
resolution, said that a rearrangement
Concrete block will be used in the
of beats might help check the presconstruction of the West Side waterent crime wave. He asked that the
works tunnel, even if the structure
resolution be adopted immediately.
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, 10002 Cedar
collapses six months after its comavenue, president of the Women's!
pletion.
Civic Association, may urge city of-j
This was the declaration of Director
ficials to appeal to Governor Cox forj
of Public Utilities Stage last night, j militia companies to patrol streets at,
when Councilman FitzGerald sought \ night until the crime wave is checked, j
"If the city can't afford to employ;
to have an investigation made of the (
enough police to protect citizens, wej
use of this material in the building
certainly should have the aid of the;
of the tunnel. FitzGerald had asked
militia," said Mrs. Herbruck.
that work be held up until the invesMembers will meet in the Kinney & i
tigation was made.
Levan building this afternoon to
"We will not pause a moment in
plan a survey of the city hall with a,
the building of the tunnel," angrily
view to pointing out to Mayor Baker I
how he can save enough in operat-j
declared Stage. "We will keep right
ing expenses to pay the salaries of
on putting in concrete block. It may
additional police.
fall down six months after it is put
Director of Public Safety Benesch,
in, but I don't think that it will."
who said yesterday he would attempt
to discourage such an investigation,
FitzGerald Requests Advice.
will attend the meeting.
FitzGerald, charging that it was
"We shall ask permission to examthe verdict of many engineers that
ine the books at city hall, and if Mr.
the block would be unable to withBenesch refuses, we shall attempt to
stand water pressure, had asked for
gain our point by other means," said
the appointment of five members of
Mrs. Herbruck.
the council to obtain expert advice
on the subject.
Suggestions adopted at the meet"The resolution was either intro, ing today will be officially presented
duced in bad faith or on account of
[to
Mayor Baker and Director
ignorance which amounts to stupidi Benesch later in the week.
ity," said Stage. "The councilman
Three
thugs
held up Bernard
has known for months that concrete
Goski, 1611 E. 26th street, last
block was to be used, and he now
night at the point of a gun, escaped
comes with this resolution."
with 90 cents after beating Goski.
Stage admitted that .there was a
Hugo Braunlich's drug store at 1186
difference of opinion among engineers
B. 105th street was entered through
a sto the advisability of using cona window. The thieves took $20
crete block, but said that this matefrom two pay telephones. Several
rial had been decided upon after
pairs of shoes were stolen from the
months of experimenting by waterstore of Wolf Schuster, 1125 st. Glair
works engineers.
avenue.
"Use Best Judgment."
"The director some months ago
made the same assertions about filCITY FAILS TO GET BIDS
tration being unnecessary," said Fitz
Gerald in reply to Stage's attack.
FOR ITS SEWAGE BONDS
"That is untrue," retorted Stage.
"The director admits that the use
Failure of the city to receive bids
of concrete block is an experiment,"
for $100,000 worth of Cuyahoga
continued FitzGerald. "It may be
i River purification bonds, offered
a part of wisdom to go ahead with an
' yesterday, was blamed on depresexperiment and then say we used our
I sion in the money market by city
best judgment.
finance officials.
"The city never constructed a conFunds from the sale of the bonds
crete tunnel and never built a tunnel.
; were to have been used for tlie
1
It did finish one, and, if the figures
building of a sewage disposal plant
1
for this work may be taken as a criin Newburg Heights. Charles Fath
terion, there ought to be an investi& Co., contractors for the disposal
gation."
plant excavation, . may take the
Answering Councilmaq Reynolds'
bonds in order to.allow the work to
defense of Waterworks Commissionproceed.
er Schulz, FitzGerald said:
"Let us find out whether this man j
is an infallible as the councilman I
from the Tenth ward would lead us
THREE CITY OFFICIALS
to believe. If I had the time this eve- I
ning I could point out a uumber of
GRANTED RAISE IN PAY
very serious mistakes he has made."
Stage said that irregular block with
Salaries of three city employees
broken corners seen by Fitz Gerald
were raised by the city board of
at the tunnel site had been made at
control yesterday, the increases bethe Woodland avenue storehouse durcoming effective at once.
ing experiments and later hauled to
Fred Reich, superintendent of
the lake front.
paving, and John Plunkett, superThe debate ended with the referring
intendent of sewers, both active in
of the resolution to the committee on
Democratic political affairs, had
public works.
their pay boosted from $1,800 to
$2,000 per year. F. D. Richards,
bridge engineer, got an increase
from $2,750 to $3,000 per year.
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1DISMISSAL
OF "LUKE FRONT"
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CITY ECONOMY
HINTS OF WOMEN
RILE CITY HALL
44 CENTS IN THIS
VILLAGE TREASURY

Mayor Baker Urges Supreme
Court to Reject Railroads' Appeal or Reaffirm Decision
in Cleveland's Favor.

Mayor A. J. Mitchell of
Olmsted Falls brought news to
Cleveland Wednesday which
ought tp cheer city officials.
"Mayor Baker ought not to
complain about finances," said
Mitchell; "we have only 44
cents in the city treasury and
won't get any more until
February.
"Councilmen adopted a resolution recently not to accept
the $2 they've been receiving
for attending meetings. They're
considering paying $2 for the
privilege of being a councilman.
"The city still owes me $2.50
on my last year's salary of $10.
Baker should worry."

Leader Bureau, 302 Riggs Building.
WASHINGTON, October 13.—Mayor
Newton D. Baker started for home
tonight after having had his day in
the Supreme Court today, presenting
a formal motion in the Cleveland lake
front case. The motion asked the
court, without arguments submitted
to it, to dismiss the appeal of the
railroads in the case, or else to reCity hall officials Wednesday;
affirm the decision of the lower court,
which favored the city's contention. were determined to stop the city!
C. D. Laylin submitted to the same hall economy crusade started
court today motions to dismiss with- Tuesday by the women's civic as- i
out argument the appeals involving sociation in t*he hope of helping to j
the constitutionality of the Ohio coal check the crime wave.
screen and workmen's compensation
Police inspector Shattuck havlaws. Decisions upon these motions, ing said that there will be unpre-j
as well as upon the motion submitted cedented crime this winter, and j
by Mayor Baker in the lake front that he needs more men, and ofcase, are expected next Monday.
ficials having replied that there!
Later Mayor Baker attempted to are no funds for more patrolmen,'
secure Solicitor General John W. the association recommended' cutDavis as a Democratic campaign ting out needless expense at the
speaker in Cleveland for some night city hall.
later this week. Davis is a personal 1 The suggestion of the associafriend of the mayor's, but he was- un- tion did not meet with favor at
able to accept the Invitation, being the city hall Wednesday. It was
already dated up for speeches. The agreed among the officials that i
mayor left his card at the "White Safer Benesch, who will attend the
House and this afternoon visited his women's meeting late Wednesday,
mother, who lives in Baltimore.
should tell the association that its
economy crusade at this time is
ill-advised.
All
: Wednesday
morning
Benesch studied city finances in
the office of Finance Director
Coughlin. Wednesday afternoon
he was to read his figures before
the association, and tell the members that the time to get more
money for the police department
is in January, when the appropriation
ordinance
will
be I
passed.
Will Appeal to Council.
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president
of the association, said Wednesday that Benesch's figures must
be absolutely conclusive before
her club will even consider dropping its economy crusade.
"We are going to send a committee to the city hall to look
over the books," she said, "and
our ideas will be set out in a letter to the council. That, I suppose, will go to a committee, and
then we can have public meetings
1
to thrash the whole matter out."
Police said Wednesday that
many of the thefts and burglaries
occurring in the city are due to
hunger. They arrested one man
on the charge of stealing meat
from an E. Fourth-st store, and
another on the charge of stealing
bread from the grocery store of
Morris B. Horwitz, 1121 St. Clairav. There were several other arrests on. similar charges.

VUUsy
WHAT COUNCIL DID
Council at its meeting Monday night—
Voted to borrow $765,000
at 6 per cent interest to pay
running expenses of city for
remainder of year.
Passed ordinance providing
theaters shall
post
their
prices.
Passed ordinance providing
city laborers and men employed on city contracts shall
w4ork not more than eight
hours a day.
Passed ordinance
appropriating $175,000 for Dugway
brook sewer.
Passed ordinance authorizing Concon to spend $6000
for new bridge over Mill
creek.
Directed traetioner to take
up with Concon construction
of a shelter house at E. 140thst and St. Clair-av,
Passed resolution asking
Cleveland foundation to report to council the work of
various charity and relief organizations.
Referred resolution providing transfers shall be given
car riders who desire to g'o
beyond a car barn.
Referred resolution asking
report on why cement blocks
are being used for West-side
filtration tunnel.
Rescinded resolution which
gave Cleveland Illuminating
Co. right to extend mains to
furnish heat to Moose club,
and gave first reading to an
ordinance
which
provides
company may extend heat
mains to Moose club and also
several business houses.
Referred
resolution
by
Councilman Moylan asking for
a report on the advisability of
rearrangement of police beats
as one means of checking
crime wave.
Referred resolution asking
report on cost of comfort station at E. 55th-st and Euclidav.
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FIGHT TO HOLD UP RIP
MUNYL0^|^SBEATEM

Finance Director Coni>v,inesday said he would fin* Sane
tiations soon for a los^ „«.?76
So000 at 6 per cent n?L°Jt 5,money will be used for 1y ru
^
ning expenses for thPe rem
»
nof the year.
ainder
Councilman Woods T
night in council meeti^ ,s,la
y
fight against borrowingB tv,ne med a
at 6 per cent.
oney
"There may be money izards
in this council who can v rrow
money at a lower rate th
ti,
Couehlin said
an T'
Coughlin
said, «™,<_?
Thls
»
the be'st
rate I can get.'
An effort of rennVin„„
bers to delay action^,me?"
nance _foi-j_weekwas l,u!tT'

STAGE DEFIES PRORF
OF TUNNEtMATERiAL

Utilities Director <w.
Wed
nesday said that althoughre
is
a resolution before a con„„,
C c
mittee asking investor " °md.cision to ufe wraenf M" ,°f hi*
building -the water tunne °?-'F ln
West-side filtration plant 1° ^
go ahead with present nLS Vil!
Councilman Fitzgeralrt =? ;
day night's council ml% Tues
"
he had been ad', :Wd ^v I ^S said
m
that cement blocks willl \n T
durable.
°t be

CITY LABORERS ONLY
TO GET SHORTER DAY
Clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers and other such city employes are not to be under the
protection of the eight-hour day
ordinance now pending in council.
*■
The ordinance, given first reading in council Tuesday night, provides an eight-hour day for
laborers and men employed on
big city contracts' only.
Law Director Stockwell told
council employes other than laborers are not entitled to the
eight-hour day under any provision of the new charter.
Representatives of the federation of labor said Wednesday they
will consider the new eight-hour
day ordinance before deciding
whether or not to oppose it. Recently representatives of the federation threatened to resort to
the referendum if all city employes were not immediately
granted an eight-hour day.

Id's

t^Yu^o
The Warning
THE'nioney has been spent £OT oth«r things
and Cleveland cannot afford to hire more
'ptfiBemen, at least not this year. So says
JJ-Jyor Baker, Chief Bowe dutifully agrees, to
the extent of pronouncing the present vogue of
jjotfcery and other crime nothing beyond the
ojsdbaTy. Crime is not so rife in Cleveland that
the chief of police sees any occasion for alarm.
Bn£ it is rife enough so that he ISSUES A
WABNESG TO CITIZENS, advising them to
tjgfl EVERT PRECAUTION AGAINST BURG&&BS, as by leaving lights on in stores at

it*
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PARADISE FOR CUT THEIR PAY?!
WORKERS GETS NO, ALL WAIL
HEAD ARRESTED BUT BENESCH

W. F. Hennessy, superintendent of
; the State Free Employment Bureau,
after concluding that ice cream
festivals and flowery literature were
not conducive, to the eternal joy and
comfort
of
the
working
man,
Wednesday morning through Police
: Prosecutor Reyant, caused the arJrigh*.
' rest of Ralph E. Dalton, 2119 East
'Chief Bowe has unusual facilities for acquir,40th street, on a charge of obtaining,
ing special information. His familiarity with
money by false pretenses.
The state charges that Dalton re- !
ro&bery reports may have convinced him that
i cently started what he terms the j
citizens ordinarily take no precautions against
Workingmen's Relief association, the ■
burglary and never lock their doors and winpurpose of which, according to Dal- '
ton's literature,, is the "maintaining
dows unless warned to do so. If so, we shall
of a home for men without lodging >
have to disagree with the chief. Our impresor means, the price to be the sum:
of 25 cents for room and board."
!
sion is that citizens were well enough warned
Dalton, it is said, also promised the
before he issued his warning, are doing all they
unemployed wanderer a home where j
he might enjoy "entertainments, i
... to protect themselves from burglars and
socials and dances."
highway robbers, and LOOK FOR SOMETHING
The association headquarters was !
MORE from the department of public safety
at the home of. Mrs. Elizabeth Tor- j
than advice to subject thieves to the trifling
rence, 2119 East 40th street, where
DaltOn, a month ago took several'
annoyance of turning off the lights!
rooms.
"Dalton had a grand opening last t
i Wednesday night," Mrs. Torrence J
said Wednesday. "He had 20 gallons \
of ice cream and a lot of cake and j
pie. Twenty men sat around and ate, j
and had,the time.of their lives. Dal- j
ton told them the place was their ;•
home. He fed them later -on bread l
and milk, for which he collected a j
small simi."
Hennessy eharges Dalton has no i
license to operate an employment bu-j
reau, and that as he promised to se- j
cure positions, for his "friends"; at j
Safety Director Benesch was se- the rate of 25 cents per job, he was
verely criticised Wednesday by suf- violating the state labor law.
Dalton was convicted .in;: .police!
fragets and Clubwomen for his stand
court, and,sentence suspended.
i
Lincilmen and city department
-Co"Sd after a most hilari- against the Women's- Civic association's making a survey of City Hall to j
■JTony o.w regret Wednesday, see where money can be saved and
f1 that Traction Commissioner applied toward giving the city better
|t7aX opportunity to tnunder police protection.
Suffrage leaders were shocked
C withering rebukes at impetuI'and assertive minority councll- and will attend the Civic association
meeting Wednesday afternoon at the
With one exception party lines were
toWer heads in council were cer- Kinney & Levan building, Euclid avetain Wednesday tin at never since.the nue opposite East 14th street, to see drawn tight in council Tuesday night
In of the street car fight had they if the safety director really intends to ■when Councilman McGinty sought a
Crd-so much ipersonally-directed tell women not to interfere with city reconsideration of the ordinance givbusiness.
ing the Illuminating company the
gatory in a given, time.
"Director Benesch has always been right to lay steam lines to the Moose
|The fight began when Councilman
loods raised his voice in objection such a very good suffragist that I can clubhouse on Walnut avenue. Later
b the city's hoi-rowing $76o,000 at hardly believe he would say any- he asked that the measure be killed.
thing like that," said Mrs. Charles He was successful in both efforts.
fe per cent.
. ■
I "It's a pleasure to have such a Brooks, president of the Cuyahoga
In two weeks council will vote on
fcanclal wizard Hi council," said County Suffrage party.
■blanket measures giving the IllumiMrs. Perry Hobbs, 6508 Euclid ave- nating company the right to supply
finance Director jCoughlin.i. "He
nue, who, with Mrs. Anna Herbruck the Moog6 ^ Ha„e Brog _ the New
Luld he made finance director."
Khe next bctit: caihe ■ when Utilities 10005 Cedar avenue, is
the head of : England building and Browning, King
Lector Stage jumiped . on Fitzger- the movement - to have the survey- i'& Co., and the Cleveland Light &
U's resolution-asking for, an iiivesti- made to find more money for adeade j power Companyi the Marshall buildttion of the use of concrete block in quate police protection,
declared , ing and Engine Company No. 1 on
le new $1,000,000 West. Side water every woman had a right to seek city t 1(>wer g(._ Clajr avenue councilmen
Inel. Stage said the new tunnel | improvements.
j theh mugt either pass the whole lot
ght collapse six wteeks after it was
"Why, of course, we have a right j ^ dl
6 them.
lit, hut. nevertheless concrete, wpuld, ; to interfere with the city admimstra- r
used.
II tion if there is something wrong,"
rancijman, Reyncflds . also defend- j Mrs. Hobbs said. "Director Benesch
' CeT £omrnissic<ner Schulz. Ifitz- cannot tell us to stop our investiga|8V 3h.en waQeil sarcastic' on |
tion simply because we are- women.
lz[s.;.,r,eputatiqn, and that of the i
We are taxpayers and have just as
j&erit in general,
'oods later caused quite a flurry many rights as men."
Benesch was to attend the Civic
1 he suggested Mayor Baker's
directors' salaries be cut 10 per association meeting and tell the
, By their looks and actions di- women he would block any attempt
irs showed'" "the" 'thought was to have a survey of City Hall made.
Women know nothing about City Hall
>ly unbearable."
_. .
affairs, he said, and for that reason
should not interfere.

WHY, BENESCH!
fSDAY NIGHT HAVEYOUGONE
BACK ON SUFFS?
IRATORY NIGHT

KILL MOOSE HEATING |
GRANT BY PARTY VOTE

Never in its balmiest days did the
far-famed Ploradora sextet kick so
high as. the city's sextet of $6,000 directors kicked loud Wednesday when
they—the directors—sobered down to
serious thought
on
Councilman
Wood's suggestion they be patriots
and help relieve the city's financial
stringency by subjecting their salaries to a 10 per cent cut.
"It's the most asinine suggestion
I ever heard in council," said Utilitiei Director Stage.
Service Director Sidlo was positive ■
against a cut. He was certain the
work he did more than balanced the j
compensation.
"It's the legislature, not city of-1
ficials,.who is to blame for the city's;
financial shortage," said Welfare Di- j
rector Cooley. "Why penalize us?"
Safety Director Benesch refused to j
say where he stood. Finance Director Coughlin and Law Director i
Stockwell—whom the county pays I
$1,500 a year on top of his city $6,000 i
salary—also are decided their pay en- j
velope must not be flattened.
In council Tuesday night when i
Woods first made the suggestion *
salaries of city supervisors, from the ;
mayor down, be cut 10 per. cent fellow councilmen -laughed. When he
said he'd head the procession with a
cut in his own $100-a-month compensation they looked serious.
Officials ,in , Coughlin's office Wednesday figured $24,000 could be,gained
by] slicing one-tenth off salaries of
supervisors including the mayor and
directors, and $34,000 in the clerk
hire column.

CAN'T RAID STREET
MONEY FOR REPORT
Finance Dire'ctor Coughlin must
look elsewhere than the street cleaning department for $1,500 to pay for
printing his general ledger report,
distributed to colleges, city officials
and public libraries, council finance
committee has decided.
The committee also opposed transferring $4,600 from street cleaning
funds for garbage collection.
"Near Euclid and East 105th
street leaves are four and five inches
deep on streets," said Councilman
Stolte. "First thing we know sewers
will be stopped up and a wave of
disease will set in. Street cleaning
is as important as garbage collection."
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MR. STAGE DOESN'T THINK.f

MORE POUCE PLEA
Says Housewives Expect Officers to Build Fires and
Carry Ashes.
Director Tells Women's Civic
Association They Ask
Too Much.
"Ladies, I am convinced a great
many women will not be satisfied until policemen make their fires for
them in the morning and carry outi
their ashes at night," said Public
Safety Director A. A. Benesch, in an
address yesterday before the Women's
Civic association in the Public library.
Mr. Benesch had been invited to attend the meeting and explain to the
association why more policemen cannot be added to the force, and why
expenses in city departments cannot
be cut to provide for more police. '
"Why don!t you cut" Mr. Thomas
Sidlo's salary?" asked one woman.
"He is just a young man, and he gets
$6,000 a year for running the department of public service. My husband
Is older than he is, and I believe more
capable,
but he doesn't get that
much."
"That's a hard question," answered
Mr. Benesch. "I suppose he gets
$6,000 because his services are worth
that much."
Mr. Benesch said he deplored the
agitation for increase of the police
force at this time.
He said if it
could be kept alive until January,
when city appropriations are made,
it might have some effect on
the
city council. He told them the talk
of a survey of city hall and city departments was 111 advised.
"We have decided to postpone
action for awhile," said Mrs. Anna
Herbruck, president of the association. "But we are going to send to
other cities for statistics on police
matters."
A committee that will take up the
survey task when the proper time
comes, according to Mrs. J. K. Parker,
secretary, was appointed. It includes
Mrs, Charles James, Mrs. A. L. Bishop
and Mrs. R. G. Collier.

WOULD

HELP

CAR

MEN

| Councilman Stolte Proposes
Increase In Pay.

Sliding

An amendment to the Taylor grant,
which will allow a sliding scale of
wages for street car conductors and
motormen based on the sum accumulated in the interest fund, will
be proposed by Councilman William
Stolte.
"If the interest fund gets above
$800,000 conductors and motormen
should be given an increase in pay,"
said Councilman Stolte.
"Such an
arrangement is bound to produce a
harmonious feeling and get everybody working for the Interests of the
railroad.
"The company is not helping the
men by giving them pool rooms and
car barns with shower baths and bed
rooms. The men are not asking for
these things."

WOMEN -GHILL BENESCH
ON POLICE HEEDS HERE

prepared to engage in the manufacture of brick, the officials have
determined to build the tunnel
walls of concrete blocks, which can
be turned out by unskilled labor
on the city payroll without the
facilities of an established plant.
The objection to this expedient—■
the explanation of the proposed in-
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he has no repute whatever. Yet in
- cut
beginning a public work originally COUNCILMEN'MAYORDE"
S
estimated to cost $900,000 and CONCRETE BLOCK
the
now certain to cost more than $1,tore
Thu
Investigation of the use o
000,0 00, a work long delayed and
COIlc;
be a
requiring early completion for the blocks in the West Side TV
socii
safety of public health, the people tunnel may be authorized by the
cros
j council
tho opposition "of
recti
of Cleveland are trying an abso- rector of
Public Utilities !
nesd
lutely untried method of construc- Councilman Fitz-Gerald asked for
tion because the inexperienced and inquiry and his resolution was
inexpert Mr. Stage doesn't think ferred to the public works< commltt
after an attack by St
it will prove worthless and danger"I do not believe in trying to
ous!
And after years of delay he an investigation," said Council
will not pause a moment for pru- Moylan, majority member of
Tr,
council, yesterday. Other count noum
dent investigation.
men, angered by Sta ge's attitude. Frida
The situation suggests a plain ward the council
expressed sisiil cars.
answer to many questions with views.
In
| which citizens have been confronted
—why the waterworks steamer

WIL

City of Mt. Clemens proved so
i costly an investment, why a landslide that was not foreseen or
I guarded against involved an extra
[expense of $50,000 at the filtration plant site, why filtration it-
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rather than as an athlete, attorney,
banker or street railway official.
As an expert construction engineer
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crete blocks. It may fall down six
months after it is put in, but I

The Woman's Civic Association
good humoredly, but none the less
thoroughly, grilled Director of Public Safety Benesch at a meeting yesterday afternoon in tho public library. Questions pertaining to the
retrenching of the city's finances,
coupled with a demand that the 175
night police be reinforced, kept the
director busy defending the city administration.
After a two-hour debate, the association, voted to send to the council "a request for information concerning the distribution of funds
and suggesting changes for the retrenchment that the city may have
adequate police protection.
Detroit Given as Example.
"We need fully 100 more policemen," admitted the director, "but
that means $100,000 and we have
not the money to spend that way.
Detroit, with a population of 600,0 00, has 1,200 patrolmen. We are
getting more work out of our force
than any other city.
Detroit is
younger and has no bonded indebtedness."
"Then
reduce
expenses,"
demanded Mrs. J. A. Smith, president
of the Ohio Congress of Mothers,
who argued for Councilman Wood's
proposition to out all salaries 10 per
cent, beginning with the mayor's.
"'It is a concluded, not a theory,
which we are confronting," continued
. Benesch, "and the depredations comS mitted within the past few days are
the work of amateurs, not profes- j
stonals.
I do not believe that^ we |
shall have the 'wave of crime' in
' Cleveland. Agitation to reduce ex;
penses and increase tho police force
\ is all very well in its place, but it j
■ should be timely and well advised." ,
When asked by Mrs. W. H. Corlett!
when the accepted time will be, ,
1
Benesch answered:
l
"In December, when the committee
i on finance and appropriations -passes
upon the city's budget prepared by
the budget committee, consisting of
I the mayor and auditor, who meet No! vember 15.
"I believe that each director is best
fitted to regulate the affairs of his
department," continued Benesch, who
said that he has reduced his clerical
force through dismissing a $900 a year
man and substituting a $480 woman.
He intimated that, although suggestions and advice are welcomed,
an invasion of the city hall for the
inspection of the books by members

Ai i m^ i

APPflO_VEDBYSTRAui
Nathan Strauss, of x

Stage announced:
"We will not pause a moment in
the building of the tunnel.
We
will keep right on putting in con-

Civic Association Members Good
Naturedly Assail Safety Director at Meeting.
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MILK P&STEURIZATHO

REPLYING to Councilman Fitz
Gerald's proposal that the use
of concrete blocks to line the walls
of
the
West
Sidef waterworks
tunnel be investigated, Director

self was officially thought superfluous until an epidemic proved the
contrary, why city work on electric
light plants and other undertakings
invariably proves slow and faulty
and expensive.
That .&e same
answer will not also explain why
the city has not seen its last tunnel
disaster citizens can only hope.

CITY TO DEMAND STREETS
BE LEFT IN CONDITION
Utility companies extending- steam
heating mains along city streets will
be required to deposit a bond to put
the street in its original condition,
under a plan proposed by Councilman
McGinty, yesterday.
McGinty has introduced a blanket
ordinance allowing
the
Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company to extend heating mains along Huron
road, Vincent avenue and Walnut
avenue, after franchises for the first
named two streets had been held up
by the city council.
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BENESCH BARS MOT
PICTURES IN CHURCHE
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after
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Motion pictures in churches
barred through orders issued i
Director of Public Safety Ba
to City Electrician Smith yeste:
for a strict enforcement of tit el
trical code.
"Information has come to this
flee that motion pictures are ta
shown in churches during the i
and dry campaign," said Bena
"The department feels that the
:
risk is too great and the city i
trician will strictly enforce the e
I trical code prescribing the type
'buildings in which motion picti
1 may be shown. There is noobjet
I to steropticon views."
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EPLORES
LICE PLEA

WOMEN GRILL BENESCH
ON POLICE NEEDS HERE

Says Housewives Expect Officers to Build Fires and
Carry Ashes.

Civic Association Members Good
Naturedly Assail Safety Director at Meeting.

M

Director Tells Women's Civic
Association They Ask

Too Much.
"Ladies, I am convinced a great
many women will not be satisfied until policemen make their fires for
them in the morning and carry out
their ashes at night," said Public
Safety Director A. A. Benesch, in an
address yesterday before the Women's
Civic association in the Public library.
Mr. Benesch had been invited to attend the meeting- and explain to the
association why more policemen cannot be added to the force, and why
expenses in. city departments cannot
be cut to provide for more police. '
"Why don't you cut Mr. Thomas
Sldlo's salary?" asked one woman.
"He is just a young man, and he gets
$6,000 a year for running the department of public service. My husband
Is older than he is, and I believe more
capable,
but he doesn't get that
much."
"That's a hard question," answered
Mr. Benesch. "I suppose he gets
$6,000 because his services are worth
that much."
Mr. Benesch said he deplored the
agitation for increase of the police
force at this time.
He said if it
could be kept alive until January,
when city appropriations are made,
it might have some effect on
the
city council. He told them the talk
of a survey of city hall and city departments was ill advised.
"We have decided to postpone
action for awhile," said Mrs. Anna
Herbruck, president of the association. "But we are going to send to
other cities for statistics on police
matters.''
A committee that will take up the
survey task when the proper time
comes, according to Mrs. J. K. Parker,
secretary, was appointed. It includes
Mrs. Charles James, Mrs. A. L. Bishop
and Mrs. R. G. Collier.

WOULD

HELP

CAR

MEN

i Councilman Stolte Proposes
Increase in Pay.

Sliding

An amendment to the Taylor grant,
which will allow a sliding scale of
wages for street car conductors and
motormen based on the sum accumulated in the interest fund, will
be proposed by Councilman William I
Stolte.
"If the interest fund gets above j
$800,000 conductors and motormen I
should be given an increase in pay,":
said Councilman Stolte.
"Such an
arrangement is bound to produce a
harmonious feeling and get everybody working for the interests of the
railroad.
"The company is not helping the
men by giving them pool rooms and
car barns with shower baths and bed
rooms. The men are not asking for
these things."

The Woman's Civic Association
good humoredly, but none the less
thoroughly, grilled Director of Public Safety Benesch at a meeting yes- |
terday afternoon in the public li- |
brary. Questions pertaining to the j
retrenching of the city's finances, !
coupled with a demand that the 175 |
night police be reinforced, kept the
director busy defending the city administration.
After a two-hour debate, the association voted to send to the coun- '
cil "a request for information concerning- the distribution of funds,
and suggesting changes for the re-"\
trenchment that the city may have'
adequate police protection.
Detroit Given as Example.
"We need fully 100 more policemen," admitted the director, "but
that means $100,000 and we have
not the money to spend that way.
Detroit, with a population of 600,000, has 1,200 patrolmen. We are
getting more work out of our force
than any other city.
Detroit is
younger and has no bonded indebtedness."
"Then
reduce
expenses,". de- i
manded Mrs. J. A. Smith, president!
of the Ohio Congress of Mothers,
who argued for Councilman Wood's
proposition to out all salaries 10 per
cent, beginning with the mayor's.
|
"'It is a concluded, not a theory,
which we are confronting," continued
Benesch, "and the depredations committed within the past few days are
the work of amateurs, not prof es- i
sionals.
I do not believe that we |
shall have the 'wave of crime' in
Cleveland. Agitation to reduce expenses and increase the police force
is all very well in its place, but it |
should be timely and well advised." |
When asked by Mrs. W. H. Corlett j
when the accepted time will be, ,
Benesch answered:
"In December, when the committee
on finance and appropriations -passes
upon the city's budget prepared by
the budget committee, consisting of
the mayor and auditor, who meet November 15.
"I believe that each director is best
fitted to regulate the affairs of his
department," continued Benesch, who
said that he has reduced his clerical
force through dismissing a $900 a year
man and substituting a $480 woman.
He intimated that, although suggestions and advice are welcomed,
an invasion of the city hall for the
inspection of the books by members
of the association would savor of
ofHciousness.
"But
we
are
taxpayers,"
was
chorused.
Women Become Inquisitive.
"Why not abolish Peter Witt and
save the city $7,500 a year?" was
asked.
"How about paying each councilman $25 a week for his services?"
"Where else can a man twentynine years old find a $7,500 job?"
queried Mrs. Smith, 'refer to Mr.
Sidle-.''
"Six
thousand,"
corrected
Mr.
Benesch, "and when I was that age,
I earned $8,000 a year. Now I get
$6,000."
"Why not-make the city police act
as sanitary police and reduce the expenses of the health office?" con- ,
tinued Mrs. Smith. "It's all rubbish"
about not having money. Why, a
man was paid $100 a day to tell us
to put more chlorine in the city
water."
"That is past," began Mr. Benesch,
who had stopped to catch his breath,
"and as for the proposed 10 per cent
cut in salaries, there is the high cost
of
"
But the sentence was lost for everybody talked at once about "managing
on small pay" and "the city can afford to buy motors
"
"I expected to be heckled," confided the director as he bowed his
thanks for a rising vote or appreciation for his presence.
"I told the city hall folks that if I
didn't return to look for my remains
in the club room of the public library."
The director's parting advice was
to. invite the heads or other departments to be quizzed by the civic
workers.

/f^k

MR. STAGE DOESN'T THINK.fy., j,
BPLYING to Councilman FitzGerald's proposal that the use
of concrete blocks to line the walls
of
the
West
Side waterworks
tunnel be investigated, Director
Stage announced:

R

"We will not pause a moment in
the building of the tunnel.
We
will keep right on putting in concrete blocks. It may fall down six
months after it is put in, but I
don't think that it will."
The city administration is undertaking to construct the tunnel
on the direct labor plan so much
favored at the City Hall. In order
to extend that plan to the prepara-tion of the material and not', heing
prepared to engage in the manufacture of brick, the officials have
determined to build the tunnel
walls of concrete blocks, which can

/CJ}
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APPROVED BY

STRAUS

Nathan Strauss, of N,
depot found er, approved th
'York- ml
fasten,
zation of the local
milk
letters received bv nT'" Sl,p*
Health Ford
S *„??*?
?rd and
Coun;-"'8810"9
cilftien
m. y
and Damm,
yester<day.
"I
'I hope the
that no
10
amount nf
taken oppositi10n
will deter v ■"■
giving the people of v " '^m
benefit of
Straus wrote
The council committee on
to meet Tuesday to P! '■ pasteurization ordinance

m

CHARTERBLOCKs;
TO CUT_OFFICIALS'

Councilma
Wood',
economize by cutting' PropoS;
departrment heads, tensalari es0f
n
ginning
Ma
be turned out by unskilled labor Jbio">"* J7";!1
5'"- on the city payroll without the blocked by the cHv^'i ?"«*
-loped yesterday^ £»"». «'j
facilities of an established plant. this makes it impossih,he % f
The objection to this expedient—
or increase the sS;^'0^
the explanation of the proposed in- in the unclassified SL! any °l
the director °r! ^i
vestigation—is that use of such prevent
teering for the
'
rom
material for such a
purpose has said.
Auction, ^
never been tried and may not be
safe.

SelntrS^J
6 salai

offieials
Mr. Stage is known to the Cleve-JBaker'^^i.
>
„, , ,, j
' s salary budget
land
public as an officeholder j council, November is
rather than as an athlete, attorney,

'y appr, *
«">"»-"*

banker or street railway official.
As an expert construction engineer
he has no repute whatever. Yet in I «AMMoTi rnr '
beginning a public work originally "UUIMULMEN MAY
estimated to cost $900,000 and j CONCRETE BLOCK
now certain to cost more than $1,- :
.
000,000, a work long delayed and
Investigation of the u«'„.
requiring early completion for the . blocks m the West Side -Hater
safety of public health, the people tunnel may be authorized by iit'
council over the
of Cleveland are trying an abso-1| H^11 °Pr^°n opi!0.siti("i ol
rector of Public Utilities .
lutely untried method of construe
Councilman Fitz-Gerald asked f
tion because the inexperienced and h inquiry and his resolution
inexpert Mr. Stage doesn't think ji ferred to the public works co2»
-,
!. aftei- on aftanl- 1,.. K.
it will prove worthless and danger- after an attack by sta^e
"I do not believe in trying to
ous!
And after years of delay he an investigation," said Co J
will not pause a moment for pru- Moylan, majority member of t
: council, yesterday, other coi
dent investigation.
The situation suggests a plain men, angered by Stage's attit*
ward the council, expresses I
answer to many questions with views.
which citizens have been confronted
—why the waterworks steamer
City of Mt. Clemens proved so
costly an investment, why a landslide that was not foreseen or
guarded against involved an extra
expense of $50,000 at the filtration plant site, why filtration itself was officially thought superfluous until an epidemic proved the
contrary, why city work on electric
light plants and other undertakings
invariably proves slow and faulty
and expensive.
That f^e same
answer will not also explain why
the city has not seen its last tunnel
disaster citizens can only hope.

CITY TO DEMAND STREETS
BE LEFT IN CONDITION
Utility companies extending steam
heating mains along city streets will
be reciuired to deposit a bond to put
the street in its original condition,
under a plan proposed by Councilman
McGinty, yesterday.
McGinty has introduced a blanket I
ordinance allowing
the
Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company to ex- I
tend beating- mains along Huron
road, Vincent avenue and Walnut
avenue, after franchises for the first
named two streets' had been held up I
by the city council.

BENESCH BARS MOT
PICTURES IN
Motion pictures in churches rt!t
barred through orders issue! I
Director of Public Safety
to City Electrician Smith yesleiii
for a strict enforcement of the el
trical code.
"Information has come to t
flee that motion pictures are ti]
shown in churches during the 1
and dry campaign," said Being
"The department feels that t
risk is too great and the city i
trician will strictly enforce the ej
trical code prescribing tile tytil
buildings in which motion pictil
may be shown. There is no oljs|
to steropticon views."
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(ECONOMY FIGHT HURON HOSPITAL FURNISH HOME FOR BENESCH TALK
WOMEN START MAY SELL FOR A NORSES AT BARGAIN ANGERS WOMEN;
GROWS BIGGER BUSINESS BLOCK
MORE QUIZZING
civic association
Tne women's
•ill take a hand in framing the
city's appropriation ordinance for
the year 1M5, The economy crusade started by
!
the association in hope of finding
money for additional policemen,
needed to check the crime wave,
'has assumed wider proportions
han originally intended
In addition to bringing out in
nubile meetings next week various
wavs in which economy might be
Sticed until Jan. 1, the club officials Thursday decided also to
Sj!w early start on the 1915
^Discussion of it, says Mrs. Anna
Herbruek, president of the association, is better now than next fall.
Councilman FitzGerald, a member of the appropriations committee, and Finance Director Coughlin
indorsed the plan of public meetings on the ordinance.
Councilman Woods Thursday
was compiling figures to show how
much could be saved if city hall
officials and councilmen will adopt
his plan of a 10 per cent salary
cut until the end of the year.
Safer Benesch, who defended
the city's financial condition before the civic association, said
Thursday he thought there should
be a meeting at which the civic association should be permitted to
cross-question all department directors just as he was grilled Wednesday.

WILL REROUTE

CARS

Tractioner Witt Thursday aner
nounced another change, effective
tornit
attjijj.
Friday, in routing of W. 14th-st
i w cars.
In rush hours, instead of stopping at Holmden-av car barns,
the W. 14th-st cars will alternate,
one going to Brooklyn, the other
running out Clark-av to W
,65th-st.
Witt also announced that, beginning Friday, half-hour service j
Mter midnight on W. 25th-st and |
iW. 14th-st lines will be cut to;
tone hour, during which W. 14th- !
It cars' will run over Clark-av to
ff. 73d-st.
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City officials have gone bargain
hunting for furniture for the, recently completed nurses' home of the new
City hospital group, with the result,
that some of the 67 rooms will
fitted out in solid mahogany, the rest
Members of the Women's Civic
in soft maple with mahogany finish.
In contrast will be the monumental, association were all the more angry
solid bronze lighting fixtures, the Thursday morning when they soVenetian dome and exquisite marble bered down to serious thought conwork.
All of the imitation mahogany fur- cerning remarks made by Safety
niture is to come from Warrensville. Director Benesch at a meeting in
Sixty-seven chiffoniers and as many the public library Wednesday perdressing tables have been made by taining to retrenchment in city
prisoners. The real mahogany was finances =• the night police force
picked up at a bargain, Charities
may be reinforced to protect citiCommissioner Vining and Prank
Workman, assistant city purchasing zens from the prophesied crime
agent* claim. The total cost of out- wave.
fitting the 67 rooms will be approxiBenesch sticks to his advice that
mately $3,200, of which $750 is to go it will be folly for women to start
for the genuine mahogany.
this investigation.
However, he

Reports that a mammoth mercantile building will rise on the site
now occupied by Huron Road hospital and the former Cleveland Pulte
Medical school in Huron road just
west of East 9th street, were in circulation among Cleveland real estate
men Thursday.
•
Foundation for the report was given by the announcement ofttrustees
of the school that they will meet in a
few days to consider an offer for
their school building, at 710 Huron
road, adjoining the hospital on the
west.
According to Dr. George H. Quay,
consulted with other city directors,
818 Rose building, a trustee and forj
and
plans are now making for a
mer dean of the medical school, half
;j a meeeting in the council chamber.
a dozen offers for the property have
been made recently. The property,
:
"They may fire all the questions
on which is a five-story brick structhey want," said Benesch. "We can
ture, is appraised at $58,000. The ofdefend ourselves in a body better
fer most seriously under- eonsideraWelfare Director Cooley laid plans tha.n singly."
! tion is said to vary only slightly
Thursday to hire an assistant to j "I object to the word 'investigafrom that "figure.
The building was abandoned this Recreation Commissioner Black when i tion' because there is no need, of one.
fall when the school was merged winter activities and school social ! We will give them all the informawith the medical department of Ohio centers are under way. The assist- tion they desire," Benesch said.
State university at Columbus, and ant most likely will be Walter Jack"Benesch didn't welcome us at City
all students and equipment trans- son, now- working for Sport Superferred there. Trustees of the hos- visor McGinij' in the park depart- Hall," said Mrs. Charles James, East
pital have given out the news they ment.
105th street and Euclid avenue. "At
According to Cooley much valuable
will move to an East End location as
the meeting he said a lot of little,
soon as sufficient funds have been playground equipment in the City
Hall basement must be cared for, najBty things that would have been
raisedj
An echo of the troublous times of supplies tabulated, and attendance better unsaid. He should have adoptthe last days of the school, following records kept at social center work ed-a different tone in addressing us."
"Mr. Benesch made his greatest
the unsuccessful fight against Mayor and playgrounds. In addition to this
Baker and Howell Wright, superin- work Black's assistant will keep tab mistake when he opened his address
with the sarcastic phrase: 'Well. I
tendent of City hospital, when' they on municipal orchestra members.
am at the mercy of militants this
I forced from City hospital all homeoafternoon'.
Many of his remarks
paths, came in municipal
court
seemed to belittle our intelligence.
I.U1H AND W. 25TH
Thursday, when the R. G. Miller Coal
We invited him there in a spirit of
Company filed suit for a coal bill of
GET ALTERNATE CARS kindness, but his attitude lacked
$139.74. Eighty-seven tons of coal
Commencing Friday an alternate tact," said Mrs. A, L. Bishop. 52 Idlewas furnished the school from Oc. tober 31? 1913, to May 29, 1914, the j) street car service will be in effect wood avenue, East Cleveland.
"The average woman, clubwoman
coal company alleges, but only $200 j on the West 25th, West 14th and
doesn't know anything
was paid.
Clark avenue lines, during rush included,
- hours, Tractioner Witt announced about city finances and a week's investigation is going to do her no
Thursday.
good," said Benesch. "It took me six
Under a plan devised by Mayor
Baker several weeks ago, West. 14th months, to decide that a secretary was
street cars now run out to Holmden not essential in my--deipartment."
avenue on West 25th street. The
alternate service provides that in
addition to the present day schedule
West 14th and West 25th street cars
alternate, one West 14th street car
running out Clark avenue and the
next out West 25th street.
|
A special committee of West Side
business men appointed by the
There are to be no street lights at I
CAN'T AMEND TAYLER
I Chamber, of Industry Thursday be| crossings of the East 79th street I
GRANT FOR WAGE SCALE crosstown line between Superior and |
gan an extensive publicity campaign
for the passage, November 3, of the
City council has no power to amend Linwood avenues, Service DirectorI
$5,000,000 bond issue for the pro- the Tayler grant so as to al^v a SHllo said Thursday, following a con- i
posed double-deck Lc-rain avenue- sliding wage scale for street railway ference with President Stanley of the '
Huron road bridge, to be voted on employes,
Traction
Commissioner Cleveland Railway Company, Instead, i
November 3.
Witt said. Thursday when he heard red warning lights are to be suspend- '
"-■'[
The bond issue provides $3,500,- Councilman William Stolte was plan- ed from trolley span wires.
000 for the building of the bridge ning to introduce such an'' amendE'ear that the line might be taken f
and $1,500,000 for the elimination ment.
for a thoroughfare were it lighted i
of "collision" bend, which, the i Stolte proposes that when the in- with street lights, prompted' Sidlo's j
Chamber members say, will greatly I terest fund reaches $800,000 the'men decision.
By ..ruling against street
increase Cleveland's Great Lake i automatically receive a pay increase. lights Sidlo sides with C. H. Kibble, j
commerce and relieve Public Square
street lighting superintendent, and!
congestion.
against Councilman Durkin, who hasf
"The bond issue is next in imfought for better lighting for protec-f
portance„.to. the Superior avenue
tion of pedestrians and vehicle trafhigh level bridge apd should -be infic.
1
dorsed by the- ■ voters," A. E Hyre
secretary of the Chamber of Indus- i
try, said Thursday.

PLAY COMMISSIONER
TO HAVE ASSISTANT

LORAIN-HURON
BRIDGE BOOSTED

ONLY RED LIGHTS WILL
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Public Business
LAST year, if the information given the public at the time was correct, the city administration almost lived within its means, so that
it did not have to borrow money on emergency
notes to meet deficits until the December payroll was about due.
This year the annual appropriations for some
departments did not last six months and, in addition to other emergency borrowings to meet
deficits, the council has just voted to borrow
$765,000 on short-time notes to pay running expenses. The city finds itself broke in October.
Still, the administration is not stony broke.
It can still hire harpists and buy blooded bull
calves and raise City Hall salaries. It still has
$8,000,000 in the banks, money borrowed on
bond issues for various schemes and not spent
yet.
(Paying interest on bond borrowings,
amounting at about 4 1-2 per cent to about
$7,000 a day, is one of its current expenses, for
which it needs ready money.) The banks pay
it .less than 4 per cent interest on the $8,000,000,
but it proposes to pay them 6 per cent on the
$765,000.
It ought to make you very happy, Mr.
Clevelander, to think that YOUR PRIVATE AFFAIRS ARE NOT MANAGED BY THE SAME
MSN ^HO RUN YOUR PUBLIC BUSINESS.

^^ (PU /Cy /? /M

SAY BILL, COME JOIN
BENESCH UNIVERSITY
If. You Don't Want to be a Ignoramus Take Next Boat
From Ireland and They'll Learn You
to be a Copper.
Police Headquarters.
Thursday
night.
Dear Pat:—
Come on over. We've got a night
school here now, but to make it
sound good they call it a university.
! Benesch University to be exact, although Benesch to you, I suppose,
sounds like a new patented medicine,
but it is really the name of the man
who founded the school. He is the
public safety director.
If you don't want to be a ignoramus when you get on the force take
the next boat 'cause I'm afraid if
you wait too long you'll miss the lessons we're going to get at school
every Thursday night
And I guess you'll be able to get
on here 'cause the newspapers are
printing stories about Cleveland ber
ing shy on policemen. They may be
shy, but what they got are good, not
boostin' myself.
Well, about the school. It opened
last night in the court room at headquarters. They was over 500 there.
It isn't a fussy school. They let us
smoke and nibble at the cut plug and
even had spittoons—they call 'em
cuspidors over here—in the room
for us.
Mayor Newton D. Baker spoke to

us and all he talked about was what
swell guys the London police force
has got.' Now, I might be a dub and
nothin' but a plain "copper" in harness but I know that the best coppers in the world are with you over
in Ireland; He said they was 32,000
in London. We've only got 700 here, i
but I bet,-we could lick the whole
gang of bobbies.
Sam Silbert, a police prosecutor,
one of those fellows that railroads^
the/ fellows what we pinch, in Court ■
spoke to us about police work and
then Chief W. S. Rowe talked.
I'll have you meet the chief when
you get over. He's a good fellow and
a swell boss when you aren't up on
the carpet. The chief said he liked
us all. I wish he'd make a dick out of
me. I've been reading some new
Sherlock Holmes bunk lately and
think I'd make him look like a piker
if I was a detective.
When you come don't pull any gags
about the blarney stone, 'cause these
coppers here are so wise they'd tell
you they were the guys that shipped
it to Ireland.
Hoping you're still able to wrap!
yourself around the corned beef three I
times a day, I'll close.—Yours truly
BILL.'

iSEES LULL IN CITY WORK

tion Nov. 3, according to Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo.
"If the amendment carries it means
that the city will not be able to pave a
street or build a sewer," he said.
"We, will have to wait," Director
Sidlo continued, "until the next general election and submit the bond issue
proposals to the people. We had'
planned to complete twenty-flve miles l
of new paving."

Director Sidlo Fears Effect of Tax
AIM eis (Erne nf.
Street paving and sewer work will be
at a standstill next year if the 1 per
cent, tax amendment to the constitution is approved by voters at the elec-

W. 14TH-ST CABS REROUTED.
Will Ron Out W. 25th-st, Beginning? Today, Witt Announces.
W. 14th-st cars, beginning today, j
will run out Clark-av S. W. to W.
65th-st and to South Brooklyn on W.
25th-st.
Cars will alternate.
Announcement of the change was made
yesterday by Peter Witt, street car
commissioner.
Mr. Witt also announced that, effective tonight, cars on W. 25th-st
and W. 14th-st lines will run hourly, ■
instead of half hourly. During the
night W. 14th-st cars are to run to !
W. 73d-st on Clark-av S, W.

MAY HELP BUILD STATION'
OFFERS FANCY PAVEMENT "-cua-v a„"d~^~B5th-st Mer.
chants Hear of Shelter House.

Contracting Firm 'Would I>ay Strip
of Mosaic Design.

Merchants in the vicinity of Euclidav and E. 55th-st may be asked to
Mosaic pavement may adorn Rock- I assist in financing a shelter house
well-av N. E. between E. 3d-st and E. [and public comfort station improve9th-st if a plan being given considera- ment.
tion by Public Service Director T. L.
Councilman Harry C. Gahn proSidlo is adopted.
posed at Monday night's council meetA manufacturing concern has agreed ing a report be submitted as to the
to lay a trial strip in the downtown, cost and feasibility of locating a
section free of cost.
comfort and street car waiting staThis style of pavement is used on
thoroughfares and before public build- tion at this intersection.
"Merchants in the vicinity may be j
ings in many cities of Europe.
interested in the plan of buying the1
Co^ncil'ma^C^n. 'SSUeS

them

'"

Said

\
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NEW ROUTE TODAY FOR
W. 14TH STREET CARS

!N WELFARE WORK
Civic and Charity Leaders,
Under Suggestion, to Cooperate With Council.

Experts Would be Called to
Give Counsel in Big
Projects.
Leaders in every'phase of civic,
commercial and welfare • activity in
Cleveland will be identified with the
City council in an advisory capacity
under-a scheme of council committee
organization proposed yesterday at a
meeting in "city hall.
The meeting- was attended by Mayor Newton D. Baker, President W. P.
Thompson of the city council, Councilman J. W. Reynolds, City Clerk
Kichard E. Collins, Allen T. Burns,
director of the Cleveland Foundation
Survey Miss Belle Sherwin, president of the Cleveland Welfare council and Secretary W. H. Winans of
the department of public welfare.
• An eventual working- out of a !
scheme that will establish a direct relationship between the city council \
and other important civic bodies of
Cleveland may result from the con- i
ference. At the next city council
meeting Councilman Reynolds will
offer a .resolution calling for the appointment of a'special council committee to study the entire question to
recommend a change in council rules
if the plan is considered feasible.
It was proposed as a test of the
scheme that the advisory committees
acting with city executive departments be invited to co-operate with
council committees to consider important legislationIt was proposed that when special
matters of importance such as the re- ;
vision of the subway grants are up
for consideration citizens of Cleveland
whose services in an advisory capacity
would prove especially valuable, be
invited to act as auxiliary members of |
council committees to which such legislation is referred. This would require an amendment to council rules.
• The scheme eventually may result
In further changes, but it was stated
vesterday that any radical departures
should merely be in the form of a
recommendation to the incoming
council, as each council makes Its own
Director Burns of the Cleveland
Foundation survey declared yesterday
' that he favored having all studies' of
problems involving the expenditure of
public funds made by workers with
the city council, and not by Independent groups of citizens. As an instance
of the futility of independent work of
this character, the study of the Chicago city planning commission was
pointed to.
Mr. Burns declared that the study
and the preparation of plans have cost
$100,000, and thai the matter has now
reached a stage where further progress does not seem possible.
Mayor Baiter stated that the same
fault could be found with other independent studies. The council, he
pointed out, is the central body that
must regard all city necessities, and
for this reason a direct relationship
with council while questions of public interest are being studied would
prove of direct benefit.
Under the scheme proposed yesterday the. city, plan comrnission
would become merged with the council committee on city planning. Citizen members,, according to suggestions made yesterday, would be representatives of the Cleveland Engineering society, Cleveland Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects,
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland
School of Art or other interested organizations and institutions.
•_ The Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Industry and other organizations would have direct representation in an advisory way on other
committees of council, and it was
proposed that the Cleveland Federation of Labor and other organizations be represented on the council
Committee on labor.
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Another change In the routing of
W. 14th street cars, effective today,
was announced yesterday by Street
Railway Commissioner Witt. During
rush hours alternate cars will go to
Brooklyn and out Clark avenue to
W. 6Bth street. The cars formerly
were stopped at Ilolmden avenue car
barns.
After midnight tonight half-hour
night car service on W. 14th street
and W. 25th street will be reduced
to hourly service. The W. 14th street j
cars will run over Clark avenue to
W. 73d street. The W: 25th street
cars will be operated as at present.

POLICE TAKE THE FIRST
LESSON IN NEW "SCHOOL"
The first session of Cleveland's Police University was held in court
room No. 1 at police headquarters
last night, when 250 policemen sat
like studious schoolboys and listened
to lectures on police work.
Director of Public Safety Benesch
outlined the course, which is to end
January 1. Mayor Baker told the
men they compared most favorably
with the police force of London, England, which he declared was the most
efficient in the world.
Police Prosecutor Silbert also spoke
briefly on the theory of punishment,
declaring that the goIdeA rule, conciliation court and probation aid the
lawbreaker.
County Prosecutor Locher, City
Law Director Stockwell' and judges
of the court of common pleas will address other sessions.

CLEVELAND CITIZENS
TO AID COUNCIL WORK
Associate members, consisting of
private citizens, will De added to
j standing committees of the city counI cil under plans proposed by Council| man Reynolds yesterday to bring
'. councilmen in closer touch with civic
I organizations
Reynolds will introduce a resolution in the council asking for the appointment of » special commute* to
j make a study of the proposal. Presi| dent Thompson will name the associate members if a favorable report Is
made. The city charter provides for
advisory citizens' boards to be named
by department directors.
Reynolds
; believes that these boards should be
' attached to the council.

CITY DEPOSIT BANKS TO
TAKE EMERGENCY LOAN
Banks having city funds on deposit
will take up the entire emergency
loan of $765,000 authorized by the city
council, Director of Finance Coughlin said yesterday. Money will be obtained as needed.
Six per cent interest will be paid
on the loan, and seventy-six notes of
$10,000 each and one of $5,000 will be
given. Three hundred thousand dollars will be turned over to the city
at once, Coughlln said.
New York, Chicago and Philadelphia banking concerns were notified
of the proposed loan yesterday, but
no offers were received.
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MEN TO 1ESCH"U"I¥
INSIST HOUSING OPENED; NO-FINE
REVIVED RULE PLEASES
j Legislation demanding that the
I long proposed tenement code, introduced in council March 9 and in. process of revision ever since by the
Chamber of Commerce housing committee and ■ Building Commissioner
Allen, be put before council soon in
j its new form was threatened Friday
•; by members of council building code
committee.
Half of the council expressed disj satisfaction Friday at the manner in
| which the Cleveland tenement situaj tion is being handled. Seven months
i ago, when the measure first was put
j before council, public meetings were
j held and considerable enthusiasm
j was aroused by labor officials, Chami ber of Commerce and charitable
; organizations. Architects and buildI ers protested so effectively against
■ certain stringent provisions' that the
j code was given to Allen for revision.
; Since then tenement legislation has
; been at a standstill,
j "It's high time the code was sent
. back to council," declared Council! man Stolte, member of the building
j code committee. "Suffering among
the poor will reach its highest point
j this winter, we are told, and had the
; code been hurried through some of
i the effects of the cold might have
been done away with."
Councilman Dittrick of the building code committee, and Councilman
Thompson, president of council, also
| urged that the new code be sub| mitted soon.
According to Allen lack of suffl-'
jcient employes in the building division has hindered work. T. C. Wellf steel, assistant secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce and in active charge of the housing committee, promised Friday to satisfy'
councilmen's demand soon, perhaps i
within two weeks.

HOSPITAL JOB
MAY CAUSE SUIT
Despite warning by Finance Director Coughlln that such procedure
might bring on legal complications,
board of control membera, urged by
Mayor
Baker,
Friday
awarded I
James H. Wells the contract for the |
new City hospital power house and I
tunnel at $90,624.
C. N. Griffin of the C. N. Griffin •
Company, and Claude Mullen of the I
Masters-Mullen Company protested ,
against the award. Their claim was }
they had bid on the power house i
and tunnel separately, while Wells'
had sent in a. blanket bid for both t
jobs. Charities Commissioner Vin- j
ing said the city law department I
had ruled Wells' all-or-none bid wasi'
legal, while Ooughlin cited an in-'
stance of where the department had i
ruled exactly opposite a few months I
ago when a New York firm followed j
a similar course in bidding for,
bonds.
j
"I know nothing concerning the |
legal merits of the issue, but if the I
city saves money by the Wells bid, i
I favor it," said Baker.

Patrolmen Friday lauded Chief'
Rowe for his new order abolishing
money fines for policemen who break
police rules, and the adoption of
overtime work as punishment.
"It is the most sensible order any
chief in any city has ever made,":
was the consensus of opinion. "When :
a patrolman is fined in money or is'.
laid off for a week or two, his family i
suffers most."
Opening exercises of Director Ben- !
esch's "university" 4 for policemen
we're held Thursday evening in court
room No. one at police headquarters.
Mayor Baker told the men their
ftuties, and said the Cleveland department compared favorably with
others.
"The London police department,"
he said, "is the finest in the world.
A policeman there is respected and
his word on the streets is law. Here
the policeman is not accorded the
respect to which he is entitled."
i
Chief Rowe also addressed the'
;
men, explaining that a policeman's
duty gradually lias changed from1
trying doors, arresting "drunks" and i
Heating up tramps, to aiding in gen--''
cral welfare work.
Police
Prosecutor
Silbert
also '
Bpoke.

CITY CREATES TWO NEW
JOBS, RAISES ONE SALARY
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Injunction proceedings to prevent
the awarding of contracts for power
buildings and tunnels in the new City
Hospital group, on Scranton road,
were threatened yesterday by Architect M. B. Vorce.
Vorce, retained as architect for the
entire hospital group in 1909, was
notified by Commissioner of Charities
and
Corrections
Vining
several
months ago that further architectural
work would be done in the city architect's office. City Architect Betz pre-

Members of the city board Of control ceased worrying over the shortage in city funds long enough to
create two new engineering positions
and grant a salary increase of $300
a year, yesterday.
The salary boost was given to Construction Superintendent Jones in
charge of nitration plant work.
Jones will draw $3,600 a year under
the new arrangement. He will also
superintend the dismantling and rebuilding of the division pumping
station, according to Director of
Public Utilities Stage.
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CHIEF ROWFS NEW RULE

CLUB WOMEN BEBUFFED
ABANDONMENT of the Woman's Civic Association's plan
to send a committee to the city
hall to look over the city's account
boots or demand to be shown
■where the citys money goes may
seem unfortunate, hut the association's members can scarcely he
blamed. Their initial effort to obtain first-hand knowledge of city
hall methods could hardly have
been very pleasant.
Director Benesch is quoted as
referring to the club women as
"militants" and to their proposed
inquiry as "officious" or "ill advised," as declaring that "the average woman, clubwoman included, dpesn't know anything about
city finances and a week's investigation is going to do her no good,"
and as expressing an opinion 'that
"a great many women will not be
satisfied until policemen make
their fires for them in the morning
and carry out their ashes at
night."
These satiric remarks, resented
by the women as "a lot of little,
nasty things that would have been
better unsaid," seem indeed unfortunate if not disrespectful in the
utterances of a city official addressing a body of citizens and taxpayers who may shortly become
voters. But the club members,
should not attribute their hostile
reception to their sex or their lack
of the ballot. It is probable that
any group of male citizens would
have met with as much or more
discourtesy in undertaking a similar mission. So little is investigation courted at the city hall, so
inaccessible are the city's accounts
to taxpayers of inquiring minds,
that the officials have appealed to
the law in at least one instance to
protect department records from
prying eyes—and with entire success!
Should the Woman's Civic Association decide to persevere, it
will doubtless encounter further
jrebuffs. But it. will also put to
shame citizens of the male persuasion who have failed even to attempt to penetrate the city administration's mysteries. How much
of the official attitude of absolutism, of seeming belief that What
becomes of the public money is
none of the public's business, is
due to the public attitude of
passive acquiescence, of hesitancy
to insist on an accounting, no one
knows. But every one knows
Cleveland's municipal finances are
in a state so disastrous that somebody ought to look into them, that
if it were not afraid of the consequences the administration ought
to be ready to throw open the
books and shout for help.

THREATENS TO ENJOIN
HOSPITAL CONTRACTS
Architect Vorce Charges "Politics" in City Taking Plans
From His Hands,
Injunction proceedings to prevent
the awarding of contracts for power
building's and tunnels In the new City
Hospital group, on Scranton road,
were threatened yesterday by Archi| tect M. B. Vorce.
Vorce, retained as architect for the
; entire hospital gToup in 1909, was
notified by Commissioner of Charities
and Corrections Vining several
months ago that further architectural
work would be done in the city architect's office. City Architect Betz prepared the power house and tunnel
plans.
Vorce yesterday notified the city
board of control that plans had not
been approved by him, after the
board had voted to award the power
house and tunnel contract to James
H. Wells at his bid of $90,624.
"Commissioner Vining approved my
power house plans last April," said
Vorce last night. "The plans are not,
the ones upon which bids were received. I have offered to settle with
the city, upon the payment of equities, but have received no reply."
Vorce said he would consult with
his attorneys this morning. He
blames Vining for delay in hospital
■ buildings and says that the city has
been compelled to spend several
I thousand dollars extra for temporary
heating facilities because Vining held
up power house work. He charges
that politics is back of the commissioners' plan to have the work done
In the city architect's office.

i

i CITY CREATES TWO NEW
I JOBS, RAISES ONE SALARY
Members of the city board of eonI trol ceased worrying over the shortage in city funds long enough to
create two new engineering positions
and grant a salary Increase of $300
a year, yesterday.
The salary boost was given to Coni struction Superintendent Jones in
charge of filtration plant work.
Jones will draw $3,600 a year under
the hew arrangement. He will also
superintend the dismantling and rebuilding of the division pumping
station, according to Director of
Public Utilities Stage. ,
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iBENESCH TAKES STEPS
GAS DRILLING UNDER
JOB AGENTS NOT TO RESTRICT GAS WELLS
VIADUCT BRINGS FEAR SO GENEROUS
OF BLAZE IN FLATS

AS THEY SEEM
—Hennessy
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BENESCH SEES PERIL
Continued From First Page
mediate vicinity are supplying sufficient gas to run two factories. One
well sunk by Theodor Kundtz some
time before gas was found in the
Lakewood and West Park field has
given sufficient gas to run his factory.
Another, which came in a month ago,
on Main avenue near the Forest City
Foundry Company, 2202 Elm avenue,
furnishes gas for the boilers in the
foundry.
Doesn't Expect Much
P. J. Strangward, 1045 East boulevard, secretary of the Strangward
Realty Company, and connected with
the Forest City Foundry Company,
;
said Saturday no big results were
j expected from the well being sunk
near the viaduct.
"The well which came in a month
ago was by no means a gusher,"
Strangward said.
"We are getting
enough gas to run the foundry
boilers.
We hope to get enough gas
from the new well to run the boilers
in the Viaduct Power block, which
we own.
Drillers struck a big well on a West
Park farm on Lorain avenue near
Rockport race track Friday.
Indications were that the well would
i give 5,000,000 feet a day.

Oil and gas well operations in
Cleveland will be greatly, restricted
if an ordinance, proposed yesterday
by Director of Public Safety Benesch,
is passed by the council. Benesch
wants wells barred within 500 feet of
residence property or public structures.
He has asked the city law department for a ruling as to the legality
of such a measure. Legislation will
be introduced if it is held that the
council can enact regulations of this
kind.
Drilling of a gas well on Washington avenue, a few feet north of Superior viaduct, prompted Benesch to
action. He says that a gas well at
this point is a menace to the viaduct.

Superintendent W. F. Hennessy of
the State-City Free Labor exchange
charged Saturday that private employment agencies are not as philanthropic as they claim to be in raising the wage to be paid women day
workers from $1.50 with carfare to
$1.60 without carfare and reducing
the day's work from nine to eight
HOBBS CAMPAIGNS
hours.
He charged that the shortening of
AGAINST SMITH LAW
time covered by registration fees
from 15 to seven days, which wasn't
City officials, headed by Mayor
announced, doubtless the money the
women have to pay the private Baker, are waging a campaign
agencies.
against the proposed amendment to
write the Smith 1 per cent tax law
Cut Registration Period
"Women who apply to the private into the constitution of the state.
agencies for jobs must pay a reg- The amendment will be voted on at
istration fee of $1," Hennessy said. the coming election.
Letters urging the defeat of the
"Formerly, the $1 covered a registration period of 15 days. Now the amendment are being sent to muperiod has been cut to seven days. nicipal and county officials from the
Very often an applicant gets but offices of R. W. Hobbs, city commis-}
one job during
the registration sioner of information and publicity.
Hobbs claims that the proposed
period.
amendment will hold up all public
"That fixes it so a woman may be improvements planned for next year, j
o:i"y 60 cents ahead at the end of the as bond issues must be authorized
seven days," Hennesy said, "if it so at a general election.
I
happens that only one job can be furnished her and the wage covers the
dollar.
Many of them, of course,
would be willing to pay a dollar for
two days' work. At the old rate they
paid 6 2-3 cents daily for registration; at present it's 14 2-7 cents daily."
Employment agency proprietors denied any possibility of the new schedule working good for themselves
only.
"It's calculated to reduce the
number of applicants so that we can
positively guarantee to furnish work
for those registered," said A. B.
Shields of the Acme Employment
Comnany.
-I. "P. Shields of the Star agency
said the primary object was to do
away with complaints about registration fees being held so long in
cases where work was not furnished.
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GAS DRILLING UNDER
JOB AGENTS NOT
VIADUCT BRINGS FEAR SO GENEROUS
OF BLAZE IN FLATS

AS THEY SEEM
-Hennessy
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BENESCH SEES
VIADUCT PERIL
IN GAS DRILL
Fears Explosion May Wreck
Bridge or Start Conflagration in Flats District
WELL IS SUNK ALMOST
j

UNDER SUPERIOR SPAN

1

Safety Director to Ask Legislation to Keep Speculators
Away From City Property

Construction of a gas well j
derrick on Washington avenue\
six feet north of Superior viaduct so aroused City Hall Saturday council legislation is to be
sought to protect the viaduct
and other city property from
possible explosions and fires
j that once under way would
(sweep the entire Flats.
The Strangward Realty Company is
drilling tile well.
Safety Director.
Benesch. -will ask .council to enact an
I ordinance prohibiting- the prospecting
I for gas. or oil within 500 feet of any
| .city property or structure.
Sees Fire Menace
I .K"8!"1 the .ma»ufacturing district in
the E tats and the viaduct face a serious fire menace through drilling,"
said Benesch.
"An explosion would
put the viaduct out of commission in- !
definitely and threaten the entire
I river front.''
Except by council ordinance, the j
only way to stop the drilling near the |
viaduct would be for police prosecutors to declare, the derrick and drillj nig operations a nuisance, Benesch
said. He will meet with Fire Chief
Wallace and possibly Mayor Baker
to decide on a. policy to safeguard the
viaduct and other city property.
The well is being drilled' for ■
the Strangward Realty Company. I
ILrilleVs expected to find gas at 2,500 i
| feet within the next month.
Two other wells sunk in the im-

BENESCH SEES PERIL
Continued From First Page
mediate vicinity are supplying sufficient gas to run two factories. One
well sunk by Theodor Kundtz some
time before gas was found in the
Lakewood and West Park field has
given sufficient gas to run his factory.
Another, which came in a month ago,
on Main avenue near the Forest City
| Foundry Company, 2202 Elm avenue,
furnishes gas for the boilers in the
foundry.
Doesn't Expect Much
P. J. Strangward, 1045 East boulevard, secretary of the Strangward
Realty Company, and connected with
! the Forest City Foundry Company,
said Saturday no big results were
expected from the well being sunk
near the Viaduct.
"The well which came in a month
ago was by no means a gusher,":
Strangward said.
"We are getting
enough gas to run the foundry
boilers.
We hope to get enough gas
from the new well to run the boilers
in the Viaduct Power block, which
we own.
Drillers struck a big well on a West
Park farm on Lorain avenue near
Rockport race track Friday.
Indications were that the well would
I give 5,000,000 feet a day.

BENESCH TAKES STEPS
TO RESTRICT GAS WELLS
Oil and gas well operations in
Cleveland will be greatly, restricted
if an ordinance, proposed yesterday
by Director of Public Safety Benesch,
is passed by the council.' Benesch
wants wells barred within 500 feet of
residence property or public structures.
He has asked the city law department for a ruling as to the legality
of such a measure. Legislation will
be introduced if it is held that the
council can enact regulations of this
kind.
Drilling of a gas well on Washington avenue, a few feet north of Superior viaduct, prompted Benesch to
action. He says that a gas well at
this point is a menace to the viaduct.

Superintendent W. F. Hennessy of
the State-City Free Labor exchange
charged Saturday that private employment agencies are not as philanthropic as they claim to be in raising the wage to be paid women day
workers from $1.50 with carfare to
$1.60 without carfare and reducing
the day's work from nine to eight
i
HOBBS CAMPAIGNS
hours.
He charged, that the shortening of
AGAINST SMITH
time covered by registration fees
from 15 to seven days, which wasn't
City officials, headed by Mayor
announced, doubtless the money the
women have to pay the private Baker, are waging a campaign |
agencies.
against the proposed amendment to'
write the Smith 1 per cent tax law
Cut Registration Period
"Women who apply to the private into the constitution of the state.
agencies for jobs must pay a reg- The amendment will be voted on at
istration fee of $1," Hennessy said. the coming election.
Letters urging the defeat of the
"Formerly, the $1 covered a regisamendment are being sent to mutration period of 15 days. Now the
period has been cut to seven days. nicipal and county officials from the
Very often an applicant gets but offices of R. W. Hobbs, city commifi-i
one job during
the registration sioner of information and publicity,
Hobbs claims that the proposed
period.
amendment will hold up all public
"That fixes it so a woman may be improvements planned for next year, i
pn'y 60 cents ahead at the end of the as bond- issues must be authorized
seven days," Hennesy said, "if it so at a general election.
I
happens that only one job can be furnished her and the wage covers the
dollar.
Many of them, of course,
would be willing to pay a dollar for
two days' work. At the old rate they
paid 6 2-3 cents daily for registration; at present it's 14 2-7 cents daily."
Employment agency proprietors denied any possibility of the new schedule working good for themselves
only.
"It's calculated to reduce the
number of applicants so that we can
positively guarantee to furnish work
for those registered," said A. B.
Shields of the Acme Employment
Comnany.
J. "ft Shields of the Star agency
said the primary object was to do
away with complaints about registration fees being held so long in
cases where work was not furnished.
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Menace to 3-Cent Fare
Councilman Wants New Depot Explanation.

Seen in New Car Roufe

Employment Bureaus Change
Women's Limit From Fifteen to Seven Days.

An immediate explanation from the
Councilmen Declare Proposed E. 123d and 125th Cross-T
railroads entering Cleveland as to their
intention in the matter of building a
Will Serve Only. Farm Lands and Develop Allotme t" "*
new union passenger station will be
demanded in a resolution to be offered
Property for Real Estate Company,
in council tomorrow night by Councilman P. V. Kalina, chairman of the
). Eads How, 'Millionaire council committee on group plan, who
A menace to Cleveland's three- Kinsman road, where it
characterized the remodeled statidn as
cent fare system is seen by councilTramp/ to Speak Today
a disgrace to the city.
men in the proposal to construct a
"The companies might finance the
in Prospect-av Hall.
new cross-town car line over E. 123d
new depot project right now in Cleves Iar
as is lD
and E. 125th streets, connecting Su- my power."
land, despite the war, if they made the
"We have been charged with keep- proper effort. Bonds could be sold
Councilman McGintv
perior and St. Clair avenues.
Who
als
ing fees of work-hunters too long, so among the people of Cleveland," said
°
Councilmen who are preparing to voted against the resolutin
Mr. Kalina yesterday.
Ple,lgi
»5
we reduced the time of women's reg"The city has done its part by obmake a fight on the project say the council to approve e'enA
the line, expects to ^fr **
istration from fifteen to seven days.' taining a clear title to the site. The
imm
only territory it would open is farm- diate building of the eltl
remodeled station is a disgrace.
eThis was one of the defenses put
Mayor Baker declared some time ago
land,
now
covered
with
crops..
Ac"I don't sef any neSvT
the
railroads
had
promised
him
the
reforward yesterday by managers of
r SUeh
modeling of the old depot would not
cording to contractors constructing an extension at this tim»?, ?
employment agencies after W. F. interfere with plans for the new struc- j
said yesterday.
' ^Glnty
a
street
for
the
new
line,
work
of
i
Hennessy, head of the State-City free ture.
The proposed line i« t„ v.
e built
grading has been delayed in sev- from Superior avenue
labor exchange, had charged ' the
nnr^
eral
places
along
the
route,
to
peragencies were playing a double game
123d street, crossing i™? °n E'
mit farmers to harvest their garden and the Forest Hill nark! y brool<
when they announced Friday that FINDS NEW MARKET SITE
125th street, and ",^ H
hours for domestics had been reduced
truck.
Director Sidlo Will Make Report
avenue. The proposed new «'*''
from nine to eight, with an increase
Though council has pledged itself
to Council Monday Nigrbt.
to carry the car line i» h , treet
in wage from $1.50, with carfare, to
by resolution to approve the ex- structed by the Adams %£$"*•
$1.60 without carfare.
Purchase of a large tract of land
penditure by me Cleveland Railway pany, 506 Citizens' bulldta*
"^
Mr. Hennessy said Women comAccording to A. A AtJf;
plaine dto him they must now pay near the central section of the city will
Company of the sum necessary to
be
recommended
by
Public
Service
Diretary of the Adams Z^T
§4 for a month's registration, instead
build the new line, the fight against
of $2 under the fifteen-day system, rector T. L. Sidlo in a report to council
firm is expending a large 2m]
the project, it is expected, will hinge
and $1 under the thirty-day system, tomorrow night on the advisability of
money to complete a street tn
°f
establishing
new
Central
market
in operation until six months ago.
on
the
acceptance
by
council
of
the
grounds. The cost of the tract which
the car line. This'he expect lM?
Under the seven-day registration, Director Sidlo believes suitable would
new street, and the passage of a ready for dedication next I"be
they asserted, they are not guaran- be $100,000.
franchise ordinance.
According to Atwater the'T^
teed any more work than under the
The report is in response to a resoThe cost to the Cleveland Rail- ime will open up approx!^ "J
lution offered in council some weeks
fifteen-day system.
way
Company
will
be
more
than
ago
by
Councilman
P.
V.
Kalina
while
acres of unimproved land now ,M
"The change is meant for the good
food quiz was in progress. A large
$75,000, according to Street Railway sessed at about $2,000 an ^ as"
of the applicants," said A. Rothkopf, the
central truck gardeners' market is famanager of the Walsh agency. "No vored by both Mr. Kalina and City
Commissioner Witt.
According
to
the ™
woman can complain that her regis- Marketmaster
Charles
Kamp.
Mr.
figures, the proposed car Kl
Must Build "Immediately."
tration fee is held too long."
Kamp has urged a special election on
value of Vn? '"
The council resolution pledging increase the
A. B. Shields of the. Acme agency the question of issuing bonds to cover
$600,000 to annrml 17
and J. T. Shields of the Star agency, the cost of a site. The city of New
approval of expenditures for the worth
has been investigating phases of
declared the increased rate will reduce York
line stipulated that the line musty
the central market question.
the number of applicants so that the
Director Sidlo will also forward to
be built immediately after the dediwomen who aro registered can be council a report on the central market
cation of the new streets.
It was
guaranteed work without question..
question prepared by the Civic club of
the appearance of the phrase "imGeorge Costello, manager of the Re- "Western Reserve university. This club
mediately" in the resolution that
liable agency, said he had refused to advises the purchase of a larger site
central market purposes. Director
provoked opposition to the plan at
Join in the increase. He said it was for
Sidlo will not name the new location, as
unjust to charge women more than the city has no fimds for the purchase
the last meeting of the council street
men, who pay $2 for thirty days' of the property.
railway committee.
registration.
Councilman Damm, of the TwentyUrging the formation of a new
third ward, and Councilman McGinty,
Cleveland committee for the unemof the Ninth ward, both opposed the
ployed and the establishment of per' passage of this resolution in council, WANTS LAW TO PROTECT
manent headquarters for migratory
workers, J. Eads How of St. Louis
'and yesterday declared the line,
SIGNS OF POLITICIANS
will speak today at 5 p. m. in a hall
which would be virtually an extenat 131 Prospect-av N. W.
sion of the Superior avenue tracks,
Mr. How, known as the "millionCampaign lithographs and politic.
to be unnecessary.
aire tramp," and head of the InternaDamm expressed the belief that the al advertising will be protected ky
tional Brotherhood Welfare associaextension would endanger three-cent ordinance, if Councilman Meyers has
j tion, is to ask for support of a bill in
his way. Candidates are now kept
congress providing the establishment
fare.
busy replacing destroyed advertisof a national employment bureau.
"I am opposed to such an extening' matter, he says.
Such a bureau, he said yesterday,
sion," Damm said, "because the extra
will help solve the national problem of
"Signs
and banners litter the
expenditure on the part of the street
the unemployed and will eliminate
car company at this time will make streets when they are torn from a
most city employment agencies.
wall or building," said Meyers. "It
lower fares that much further off.
Mr. How was here last January,
"I am against any expenditure at looks to me like destruction ot prop.
when he presided at the national convention of unemployed in the old
this time on which the street car erty, but if another ordinance Is re-.
quired to protect the signs I'll In.'
court house.
company must pay 6 per cent. The
troduce it." Meyers is to confer vrith
money really will come out of the
the law department today regarding
pockets of the car riders, the people
the proposed legislation.
at large.
"I understand also that the project
'REGULATE GAS DRILLING'
is a real estate proposition, calculated
I Benesch to Ask: Council to Stop
to develop an allotment. Car lines
should be constructed when the needs
Work; Near City Property.
of .a territory demand it, but we
Council will be asked by Public
should first take care of our develSafety Director A. A. Benesch to prooped territory and not spend so much
money now for possible future needs.
hibit drilling for gas within 600 feet
of any city or private property.
McGinty Will Fight Plan.
The director announced yesterday
"Some of the gentlemen who are/;
he would request the law department
urging this cross-town line only a
to prepare this legislation in order to
prevent drilling for gas on Washingfew months ago - were hotly opposed,
ton-av N. W., at a point close to the
to the extension o £ the E. 79th street j
Superior viaduct. The well is being
car line . f>om "VVo'odland a^nue to j
drilled by the Strangward Realty Co.
"I believe we can stop this work
and prevent other wells from being
drilled," said the director. "The ordinance can be made retroactive in this
| case. We do not want our bridges endangered in this manner."
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Two Councilmen Don't Want Bast
End Cross Torrn Route.

TO SNtfTHJAX IDEA'
Mayor and Councilman Declare Amendment Would Tie
Up Public Utilities.
Home Rule in Taxation for
Cleveland Advocated
by Baker.
Seeing possibilities of trouble in the
Smith 1 per cent, tax limitation, city
councilmen are considering means of
imnressins voters ot what they beS
he tager of public utilities
Kg tied "P if the amendment
should be carried.
Councilman J. W. Reynolds today
will discuss with Mayor Newton D.
Baker the advisability of ^submitting
if resolution at tonights council
meeting setting forth some of the
Sin which he believes the amendSSt would act to the detriment of
'to government and urging the people of Cleveland to oppose it as stren- ,
^Per'ce'nf will not give cities
adequate resources for their needs,
and while in the rural districts it may
be enouyli for present needs, it handirans their future development and
may become burdensome and prejudcial to their best interests,"' Councilman Reynolds asserted yesterday.;
"If this amendment were adopted,
it would mean Cleveland could not issue bonds for the water works until
after the election of 1915," Mayor
i ^'If it had been in operation it would
have meant that the Central-av viaduct which was burned in June, could
not have been repaired until next
J
"If Cleveland were suddenly assailed by an epidemic of smallpox or
other virulent disease and we wanted
to issue emergency bonds to deal with
the situation the legislature could not
give us the power to issue those bonds
until after the next regular election,
which might be a year off.
■t
"It ties up the power of the people.
,1 get tired of the argument that we I
,are tax'spenders.
"Take the city health department
as one illustration of the futility of
this argument.
That department
costs the city $150,000 a year to run.
On a very conservative estimate made
by Dr Ford the department saves the
city $1,500,000 a year, which would :
otherwise come out of their pockets, I
to pay for work the department is doing more efficiently. My own opinion .
is that the saving is nearer $3,000,000 \
than Dr. Ford's conservative esti- |
mate.
"What we need is not a 1 per cent,
tax amendment, but home rule in
taxation in this city and state."
Councilman P. V. Kalina, chairman of the council committee on the
group plan, will move a resolution
calling upon the railroads entering
Cleveland for an immediate explanation of their intention in building a
new union station.

(Pet

LINE

Opposition to the "projected hew
jcross town car line connecting Superior
land St. Clair-avs N. E. at E. 123d
and E. 125th-sts, was foreshadowed
yesterday by Councilmen J. j. Mc_
Ginty and A. J. Damm.
A new street to carry the line is
being constructed by the Adam,
Realty Co., 506 Citizens bunding who
say the line will increase the value of
300 acres of the route from $000 000
to approximately $11,560,000'n^rf^ t0 thv CleveIan<! Railway j
JMo,000.
Councilmen opposing the!
project declare that the money would
be better spent in extensions which
would benefit thickly populated areas ;
than m opening up what they do'
scribe as farm land covered with
crops.
!

WOMAN DIES IN SURVEY TO FIND
SQUALOR AS CITY HOW CHARITIES
DENIES HER AID ARE OPERATING
Death Overtakes Her as Friend
Tries in Vain to
Get Help,
PREVENTED BY RED TARE
Hospital Wouldn't Receive
Her Until Court Declared
Her Insane. ,
A woman, gray-haired and
fifty-three,
died
alone
amid
equalor in a rear upper-story
room at 1025 St. Clair-av, Saturday.
Her life passed out in these
surroundings because the city
wouldn't take her to City hospital until a lot of red tape had
been unwound.
She evidently died in extreme
agony, for when her body was
found Sunday the face was badly torn, tn her death struggle on
her narrow cot, she had dug her
finger nails into her flesh.
At the county morgue Monday
she was recorded as Mrs. Mitchell.
She also was known as Mrs. Celia
Shup. She had lived on St. Clairav for three years. Otherwise
nothing is known of her. |
N. Shapiro, clothing ; dealer,
who lives under the rooms occupied by Mrs. Shup, charged Monday that in spite of repeated appeals to the health department
and police, he was unable to get
an ambulance to take Mrs. Shup
to the hospital ■• Saturday.
"Would Do Nothing."
"She knew she was dying," said
Shapiro. "The district physician
and five policemen came to look
at her Saturday, but none would
do anything."
Dr. A. J. Cortner, district physician,, said Monday he had Mrs.
Shup under his' care for more
than a year. She was in the hospital from Oct! 5 to 9, he stated.
On the last date she left ,the hospital against the wishes of the
doctors in attendance, he said.
"In response to calls I visited
Mrs. Shup Saturday , at 10:30
a. ra.," he continued. "I saw she
was in' bad shape. She told me
*\f

LIGHT TESTS NOT READY
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Water tUnnel work

The charity survey sponsored
by the Cleveland
foundation,
which began Monday, is an investigation of charity ' organizations
and their investigators, and not a
probe of poverty and misfortune.
Miss Marion Bosworth of the
Chicago united charities, and Miss
Edith Mason, social service secretary of Charity hospital, in charge
of the field work, Monday began
study of the card index records of
help extended by various organizations.
On the basis of what Miss Bosworth and Miss Mason discover,
Allen T. Burns, Cleveland foundation secretary, will recommend a
plan for co-ordination of all organizations.
What They Want to Know.
Here are some things the surveyors want to know about the
distribution of charity:
How long after the case was
reported was aid given?
Has the investigator so many
cases he cannot do all justice?
Is
the
investigator well
qualified?
What assistance was given to
make the family self-supporting?
How many charity organizations have helped the family?
Family grateful or resentful?
What help might have been
secured of relatives?
In what ways, if any, has the
investigator failed to help the
family to a self-supporting
basis?
Miss Bosworth has had extensive experience in surveys of this
character. In 1907 she wrote ai
book on
"The
Problems of;
Women Wage Workers in Boston." It was partly responsible I
for the passage of a minimum |
wage law in Massachusetts.
Tells of Hardships.
The book deals with hardships
of underpaid women.
It states
that young women who are not
living in their own homes cannot
live without great privation on
less than $9.75 a w-eek.
"Of course," said Miss Bosworth, Monday, "girls living at
home can get along on less. And
it is also true that many girls
who do not live at home can by
much scheming and sacrifice live
on less.
"But it means inadequate food
and clothes, laundry work at
night, and practice of all sorts of
grinding economy."

RULES CITY CAN PASS
GAS WELL ORDINANCE

Efficiency Trlnls of City Plant Are
Not Completed, Says Stage.
Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage
said yesterday he would ndi be ready
to submit a report to the city council
tonight showing the result of efficiency tests at the new municipal
lighting plant at the foot of E. 53d-st
• The boiler tests are not yet complete, he said. "I will not be ready
to forward a report to council, at the
coming meeting."
The resolution calling for the re-:
ed that t le data be
»^hif\two
l
^bmitted '
within
weeks.
The resolution
was adopted at the meeting prior to
the last. At the last meeting of eoun-

ft,
/9/V.
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The city can pass legislation
regulating gas wells in city limits,
Law Director Stock well ruled
Monday. •
Safer Benesch, alarmed Satur- i
day by the proximity of a new well i
to Superior viaduct, said he would j
ask for legislation prohibiting gas
wells within 500 feet of any build- I
ing as a precaution against fire.
An ordinance will be drawn and
gas well owners and promoters
will be invited to committee meetings to discuss the prohibitive district and other safety precautions.
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Seeing possibilities of trouble in the
smith 1 per cent, tax limitation, city
councilmen are considering means of
.eeina voters o£ what they beKlf the danger of public utilities
being tied up if the amendment
tefmTn'<£$■ Keynolds today
iii Xcuss with Mayor Newton D.
fef thfadvlsability of ^submitting
» resolution at tonight's council
JZl setnng forth some of the
wavs in wh ch he believes the amend.
"n would act to the detriment of
aty government and urging thetPf°"
ple of Cleveland to oppose it as stren- ,
^per^fwill not give cities |
Wenuate resources for their needs.
and while, in the rural districts it may |
Ihe enough for present needs, it handles their future development and
S become burdensome and prejuiScial to their best interests," Coun- j
dlman Reynolds asserted yesterday
"If this amendment were adopted
lit would mean Cleveland could not is^rbonds for the water works until
1
after the election of 1915," Mayor
B
^Ii!'itShad been in operation it would
have meant that the Central-av viaduct -which was burned in June could
not have been repaired until next
ye
"If Cleveland were suddenly assailed by an epidemic of smallpox or
other virulent disease and we wanted
to issue emergency bonds to dear with
the situation the legislature could not
?ive us the power to issue those bonds
until after the next regular election,
which might be a year off.
•
"It ties up the power of the people.
I get tired of the argument that we
!are tax' spenders.
"Take the city health department
as one illustration of the futility of
this argument.
That department
costs the city $150,000 a year to run.
On a very conservative estimate made
by Dr Ford the department saves the
city $1,500,000 a year, which would i
otherwise come out of their pockets,
to pay for work the department is do- I
tag more efficiently. My own opinion j
is that the saving is nearer $3,000,000 ■
than Dr. Ford's conservative esti- j
mate.
'
"What we need is not a 1 per cent,
tax amendment, but home rule in
taxation in this city and state."
Councilman P. V. Kalina, chairman of the council committee on the
group plan, will move a resolution
calling upon the railroads entering
Cleveland for an immediate explanation of their intention in building a
.new union station.

LIGHT TESTS NOT READY
Efficiency Trials of City Plant Are
Sot Completed, Says Stage.
Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage
said yesterday he would ndt be ready
to submit a report to the city council
tonight showing the result of efficiency tests at the new municipal
Mpting plant at the foot of E. 53d-st.
The boiler tests are not yet complete,' he said. "I will not be ready
to forward a report to council, at the
[coming meeting."
i The resolution calling for the re-1
jpqrt asked that the data be submitted f
■thin two weeks. The resolution
has adopted at the meeting prior to
the last. At the last meeting of council a resolution calling for an investigation of the new water tunnel work
fcr<
"! offered.

I OPPOSE

NEW~CAR

LINE

Two Councllmen Don't Want East
End Cross Town Route.
Opposition to the projected hew
cross town car line connecting Superior
and St. Clair-avs N. E. at E 103,5
and E. 125th-sts, was foreshadowed
yesterday by Councilmen J. j. Mc.
Ginty and A. J. Damm.
A new street to carry the line is
being constructed by the Adams
Realty Co., 500 Citizens building who
say the line will increase the value of
rfOO acres of the route from $000 000
to approximately $11,500,000 •
'
The cost to the Cleveland Railway
the
ew
me
2?K nnn
"
.
is estimated at
;j><o,0(X).
Councilmen opposing the
project declare that the money would
be better spent in extensions which
would benefit thickly populated areas
than m- opening uy what they describe as farm land covered with
crops.

(P<U. 19, /9/M

WOMAN DIES IN SURVEY TO FIND
SQUALOR AS CITY HOW CHARITIES
DENIESHER AID ARE OPERATING
Death Overtakes Her as Friend
Tries in Vain to
Get Help.

The charity survey sponsored
by the Cleveland
foundation,
which began Monday, is an investigation of charity ' organizations
and their investigators, and not a
! probe of poverty and misfortune, j
Miss Marion Bosworth of the!
PEEVENTED BY EED TAPE Chicago
united charities, and Miss !
Edith Mason, social service secre- |
Hospital Wouldn't Eeceive tary of Charity hospital, in charge
of the field work, Monday began
Her Until Court Declared
study of the card index records of
help extended by various organHer Insane. ,
izations.
On the basis of what Miss BosA woman, gray-haired and
worth and Miss Mason discover,
fifty-three,
died
alone
amid
Allen T. Burns, Cleveland foundasqualor in a rear upper-story j tion secretary, will recommend a
plan for co-ordination of all orroom at 1025 St. Clair-av, Sat-j ganizations.
■urday.
What They Want to Know.
Her life passed out in these
Here are some things the surveyors want to know about the
surroundings because the • city
distribution of charity:
wouldn't take her to City hosHow long after the case was
pital until a lot of red tape had
reported was aid given?
been unwound.
Has the investigator so many
She evidently died in extreme
cases he cannot do all justice?
agony, for when her body was
Is
the
investigator well
qualified?
found Sunday the face was badWhat, assistance was given to
ly torn, in her death struggle on
make the family self-supporther narrdw cot, she had dug her
ing?
finger nails into her flesh.
How many charity organizaAt the county morgue Monday
tions have helped the family?
she was recorded as Mrs. Mitchell.
Family grateful or resentful?
She also was known as Mrs. Celia
What help might have been
Shup. She had lived on St. Clairsecured of relatives?
av for three years. Otherwise
In what ways, if any, has the
nothing is known of her.j
investigator failed to help the
N. Shapiro, clothing ; dealer,
family to a self-supporting
who lives under the rooms occubasis?
pied by Mrs. Shup, charged MonMiss Bosworth has had extenday that in spite of repeated apsive experience in surveys of this
peals to the health department
character. In 1907 she wrote a!
and pplicej he was unable to get
book on
"The
Problems of'
an ambulance to take Mrs. Shup
Women Wage Workers in Bos- j
to the hospital •« Saturday.
ton." It was partly responsible!
"Would Do Nothing."
for the passage of a minimum!
"She Knew she was dying," 'said
wage law in Massachusetts.
Shapiro. "The district physician
Tells of Hardships.
and ftve policemen came to look
The book deals with hardships |
at her Saturday* but none -would,
of underpaid women.
It states
do anything."
that young women who are not
Dr. A. J. Cortner, district phyliving in their own homes cannot
sician, said Monday he had Mrs.
live without great privation on
Shup under his' care for more
less than $9.75 a week.
than a year. She was in ,the hos-.
"Of course," said Miss Bospita! from Oct. 5 to 9, he stated.
worth, Monday, "girls living at
On the last date she left ,the hoshome can get along on less. And
pital against the wishes . of the
it is also true that many girls
doctors in attendance, he said.
who do not live at home can by
"In response to calls I visited
much scheming and sacrifice live
Mrs. Shup Saturday , at 10:30
on less.
a. m.," he continued. "I saw she
"But it means inadequate food
was in : bad shape. She told me
and clothes, laundry work at
she was willing to go to the hosnight, and practice of all sorts of
pital again.
grinding economy."
"I called up Dr. Thomas K.
Gruber, assistant superintendent
of City hospital.
He suggested
that, before bringing t;her to the
RULES CITY CAN PASS
hospital I have her declared mentally unbalanced by probate court.
GAS WELL ORDINANCE
"The disease from which she
The city can pass legislation
suffered had affected her brain.
regulating gas wells in city limits,
By the court order we thought we
Law Director Stockwell ruled
would be able to keep her in the
Monday.
hospital. Probate court, however,
Safer Benesch, alarmed Satur- 1
was closed Saturday afternoon, so
day by the proximity of a new well i
I planned to wait until Monday."
to Superior viaduct, said he would I
ask for legislation prohibiting gas !
Patient Three Times.
wells within 500 feet of any build- ]
At City hospital, Superintending as a precaution against fire.
ent Howell Wright said Mrs.
An ordinance will be drawn and :
Shup had been a patient on three
gas well owners and promoters j
occasions this year.
will be invited to committee meet- j
"She left here early in October
against the wishes of three doc- ings to discuss the prohibitive district and other safety precautors," said Wright. "This time
we wanted her to come as a men- tions.
tally unbalanced person."
For three years Mrs. Shup supported herself, by picking up old
bottles, paper and other rubbish
which she sold • to junk dealers.
Her room was packed three feet
deep with odds and ends of all
sorts.
"She was a pleasant
but
peculiar woman," £aid Shapiro.
"She rose early and worked
around back alleys all day. She
always paid her jrent promptly
and seemed to have plenty to
feat."
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MAYOR IS AID STREETS FILTHY SIDLO TO URGE ! DEMOCRATS VOTE I J
IN LOVE MATCH IS KICK FROM .STREET MARTS DOWN SMUGEl Re

ALL OVER CITY
City Hall was flooded with
complaints against dirty streets
and foul-smelling sewers Monday, but little relief could be
promised. The old explanation
—no funds;—again was pressed
into service.
City health officials joined citizens
in protesting.
They
fear
their
hopes to lower the Cleveland death
rate of 14.14 a thousand last year
to under 13 this year may not be
realized. In many sections of Cleveland water from Sunday's rain was
standing: several inches deep in the
gutters, catch basins being clogged
with leaves.

BE ENLARGED1 0. K. IN

I

Majority Is Solid Againsl
Indorsing Proposed
Amendment,

ALSO OPPOSE TAX LIMIT
Proposal to Hold Hearings
Prohibition and Home
Rule Killed.

All Sections Complain
From all sections of Cleveland
came complaints.
At Cornell and
Random roads there was a mat of
leaves ana dirt four inches deep.
Along Orange and Croton avenues
and intersecting streets from Woodland avenue to Broadway and East
S4th street, gutters were three to
four inches deep with refuse, ranging from cabbage leaves to grape
baskets and lard cans.
From the
Public Square to East 55th street,
north of St. Clair avenue to the
lake, conditions were reported in an
extremely bad
condition.
Much
blame is attached to the city's failure to haul away leaves.
"We have 250 men at work today
cleaning streets," said Gus Hanna,
street cleaning superintendent. "That
is all we can afford under our present
appropriation. Householders can help
us relieve conditions considerably by
spreading the leaves over lawns and
gardens.
Undoubtedly some streets
are not so clean as they should be,
' but we have no more available mon, ey."
Councilmen are more inclined to
! blame city officials higher than Han■ na for the trouble. Only last Monday
i •
council finance committee blocked a
plan to transfer close to $5,000 from
Neither Tractioner Witt nor Cleve- •
, Hanna's street cleaning funds to the
land railway officials will take partj •
salary division of the garbage collec[in the fight Councilmen Damm of j e
tion fund.
the Twenty-third ward and McGinty, J
Call It Health Menace
of the Ninth ward will make against; o
"Clean streets are as necessary as
of
the proposed,
garbage collection," Councilman Stol- the construction
te declared Monday. "Germs and dis- crosstown line in East 123d and East j •
ease breed in dirty gutters and we 125th. streets,, between Superior and I ■
will save money for the health deSt. Clair avenues.
partment W"removing the cause."""
■Damm and'McGinty. oppose the
Teachers at Mayflower school, Or- line on the grounds that it would:
ange avenue and East 31st street, serve only new territory yet undevelcomplained bitterly Monday against oped, whereas other extensions are
dirty streets in the vicinity of tho heeded in" congested districts. Presischool. Both coming and going chil- dent J. J. Stanley of. the railway
dren play in the streets, poke around company and Witt.. both declare it is
in rubbish piles and endanger their a city project.
"There will have to he a line there
health, they claim.
aim day," Witt' said.
"When the
realtv people owning- the land which
will be dedicated for street. purposes
asked for a street railway line. .1 told
them I'd recommend tl
authorized the line and provided it
be built when the realty company
dedicated the street..
The line will cost about $ i,000. The
idavns Realty Company 506 Citizens
building, owns the land on which the!
line is to be constructed, and is to
dedicate the street next spring.

SALARY INFOR

MISS HATTIE JOHNSTON.
A bride awaits L. Hatch, Conneaut, O., a lonely bachelor, if
Hatch proves his worth to Miss
Hattie Johnston, Cleveland.
Mayor Baker played the role of
Cupid.
Hatch wrote a letter to
the mayor asking him to aid him
in getting a wife. This fact was
published in The Press.
Then
Mies Johnston wrote to Baker:
"I am looking and waiting for
a kind, good husband—one who
can make a good living and supply just a little love."
It is expected that a meeting
will be arranged this week.
Miss Johnston has been staying with her sister, Mrs. T. H.
Thompson, Harriett apartments,
68th-st and Cedar-av.
"A meeting between my sister
and Hatch can
be
had at my
home," said Mrs. Thompson.
"Hattie wants a home. I want
to see her get one, but she comes
of a good family and her husband
inust be able to bear
investigation."
Miss Johnston has auburn hair,
Is 5 feet
2 V2
inches tall, and
weighs 130 pounds.

Chief'

Cleveland's, open-01- street market
Tl
system will be enlarged' on both" the
East and West Sides by the acquisition of property covering more
than a city block and construction
of permanent market sheds, if recommendations embodied' in a report to
be sent to council Monday night by
Service Director Sidlo. are accepted.
Sidlo's report is in answer to a
resolution by Councilman ... Kalina,
who plans to.;, fight for a-bigger arid
better market scheme as one means
,of cutting down living costs.
Kau
lina may follow the communication'
with a demand that the property be
purchased immediately, before .realty
v
.values are boosted:'. ,'\
" ■ :j "' ', '.;
I According to Sidlo, property covering a city. block and lying east of
the present .'.ci'ty,, -roarkeff. at Ontario
and East 4th streets;: is available "for
open market - purposes and can, be
■bought for $100,000,while sheds would
cost approximately $25,000.
Democratic members of *i,„
.,
Ln
© cuv
In his report Sidlo will say the council last
night
voted ml\
plans for adding street markets on against indorsement f the
0
Womani
the West Side still are unsettled.
Holders of property on West 25th suffrage amendment to the Ohio constreet immediately north of the new stitution. Approval of the equal s„f
West Side market at Lorain avenue frage amendment was asked bv On,,,,
Unare asking such a high figure it is oilman FitzGerald.
FitzGerald's proposal n-as
not feasible to consider a purchase
in that direction.
Either the old
market, on the northwest corner of
rmal
25th and Lorain, must be';torn down
vtljpmb ;o* j»,m pi!I[ nM ist
—state fire marshals already liaye
"»S 1JSS *AV. WtZ 'ujatqaori .^ .g
egate
ordered such action-—or land to the
_
'»AV DUB!
west on Dorain must b6 acquired:
-poo.vv 009JS 'JiaajiABH -y -M si,,,
•OAV i«ni»o ton <piamv Jj
The cost of land and sheds will range
between $50,000 and %"&S>™
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MAYOR IS AID STREETS FILTHY SIDLO TO URGE ! DEMOCRATS VOlTi J
IN LOVE MATCH IS KICK FROM .STREET MARTS DOWN SUFFRAGE Re

ALL OVER CITY

ENLARGED1 0. KJNpCil!

Chief '
Cleveland'.s, open—or street market
system will be enlarged on both"the
T!
km
East and West Sides by the acquisition of property covering more
Ithan' a city block and construction
of permanent market sheds, if recomPolicir
mendations embodied in a repprt to
with *e
City health officials joined citizens be sent to council Monday night by
tin disP1
in protesting.
They fear their Service Director Sidlo,are accepted. .
lice CWe
hopes to lower the Cleveland death
Sidlo's report is in answer to' a
council |
rate of 14.14 a thousand last year resolution by Councilman ..,, Kalina,
da:'.
to under 13 this year may not be who plans to:;fight for a -bigger arid
Eowe,
realized. In many sections of Cleve- better market scheme as one means
ty Benes
land water from Sunday's rain was of cutting down living costs. Kangs
niittee t(
standing several inches deep in the lina may follow the communication
tion call
gutters, catch basins being clogged with a demand that the property be
with leaves.
range"161
purchased immediately before ,: realty
ment of
values-:are
boosted..
\\
■
.
:•■■"'■
.
All Sections Complain
'We a
According to Sidlo, property covFrom all sections of Cleveland
flush' wi
ering
a,
city
block
and
lying
east
of
came complaints. At Cornell and
Rowe.
Random roads there was a mat of the present city .■market-', at .Ontario
ive not
and
East,4th
streets;:
is
:
available
"for
leaves ana dirt four inches deep.
Discus:
open, market- purposes and -can be
Along Orange and Croton avenues
Id:
.
bought
for
$100,000,while
sheds
would
MISS HATTIE JOHNSTON.
and intersecting streets from Wood"There
' cost approximately $25,000.
Democratic members of «,
land avenue to Broadway and East!
not go tl
A bride awaits L. Hatch, ConIn
his
report
Sidlo
will
say
the
council last night £* o,J
S4th street, gutters were three to
ley in tn
neaut, O., a lonely bachelor, if
four inches deep with refuse, rang- plans for adding street markets on against indorsement . f the wonS
some lnsi
0
Hatch proves his worth to Miss
the
West
Side
still
are
unsettled.
ing from cabbage leaves to grape
to think
Hattie Johnston, Cleveland.
baskets and lard (fans. From the Holders of property on West 25th suffrage amendment to the Oil
many pa
Mayor Baker played the role of
street
immediately
north
of
the
new
stitution. Approval of the en J /
Public Square to East 55th street,
tricts as
Cupid. Hatch wrote a letter to
north of St. Clair avenue to the West Side market at Lorain avenue frage amendment was asM^T"
Rowe s
y Coun
the mayor asking him to aid him
cilman
FitzGerald.
the same,
lake, conditions were reported in an are asking such a high figure it is
in getting a wife. This fact was
FitzGerald's proposal was ma,u ,
day when
extremely bad condition.
Much not feasible to consider a purchase
published in The Press. Then
lar heats
blame is attached to the city's fail- in that direction. Either the old the form of an amendment ta rl"
Miss Johnston wrote to Baker:
market, on the northwest corner of lution, backed by Mayor- Baker ! ,"
ats i
ure to haul away leaves.
"I am looking and waiting for
normal
"We have 250 men at work today 25th and Loraift; must be';torn down urging defeat of the UendtTnM
a kind, good husband—one who
must be £
cleaning streets," said Gus Hanna, —state fire marshals already -'.have write the Smith 1 per cent Tax V
can make a good living and supordered such action—or land to the' into the constitution. Th ^H
gregate o:
street
cleaning
superintendent.
"That
ply just a little love."
on record against the tax C
is all we can afford under our present west on Lorain must be, acquired: went
It is expected that a meeting
The cost of land and sheds will range iting amendment.
appropriation.
Householders
can
help
will be arranged this week.
between $50,000 and $7W»
I FitzGeraid's efforts to hold public
us relieve conditions considerably by
Miss Johnston has been stayhearings on the prohibition amend
spreading
the
leaves
over
lawns
and
ing with her sister, Mrs. T. H.
ment and the home rule amendmentgardens.
Undoubtedly
some
streets
Thompson, Harriett apartments,
submitted by liberal interests S
are
not
so
clean
as
they
should
be,
68th-st and Cedar-av.
also voted down by the majority Re
but
we
have
no
more
available
mon"A meeting between my sister
publican members of the council' vot"
and Hatch can . be had at my! ey."
ed unanimously for the changes pro
Councilmen are more inclined to
home," said Mrs. Thompson.
posed. Mayor Baker urged passage
"Hattie wants a home. I want' blame city officials higher than Hanof the resolution against the taxation
na for the trouble. Only last Monday
to see her get one, but she comes
-phang*, but remained silent on the
proposed indirsement of Woman sufof a good family and her husband j council finance committee blocked a
frage.
inust be able to bear investiga-'' plan to transfer close to $5,000 from
Neither Tractioner Witt nor Clevetion."
Hanna's street cleaning funds to the
Salary Information Denied.
Miss Johnston has auburn hair,
salary division of the garbage collec- land railway officials will take part
The council also blocked the atIs 5 feet 2 % inches tall, and
tion fund.
in the fight Councilmen Damin of j tempt of Councilman Woods to obweighs 130 pounds.
the-'Twenty-third ward and McGinty | tain a report showing- the saving if
Call It Health Menace
"Clean streets are as necessary as. of the Ninth ward will make against; the salaries of city officials drawgarbage collection," Councilman Stol- 'the construction of the proposedi ing in excess of $1,200 per year were
te declared Monday. "Germs and dis- erosstown line in East 123d and East reduced 10 per cent for one year.
Woods' resolution asking this inforease breed in dirty gutters and we
125th . streets,, between Superior and- mation from the department of1
will save money for the health definance was tabled on motion of
St. Glair avenues.
partment "by"removing" the cause." ~~
Damm and McGinty oppose the Councilman McGinty. All DemocratTeachers at Mayflower school, Oric members, with the exception of
ange avenue and East 31st street, : line on the grounds that it would! Councilman Wagner, voted against.
j serve only new territory yet undevel- \
complained bitterly Monday against
[.oped, whereas other extensions are making public the information.
dirty streets in the vicinity of tho \ heeded in congested districts. Presi-j;
"I think that the council should go
school. Both coming and going chil- | dent .1. J. Stanley of the railway! on record one way or fhe other on
dren play in the streets, poke around ■company and Witt.. both declare it is ihe women suffrage amendment,"
i in rubbish piles and endanger their , a city pro.iect.
said FitzGerald, in urging support of
health, they claim.
"There will have to be a line there his resolution. "Some of these gentlesome day," Witt said. "When the: men who are boosting their own
I realty people owning the land which j propaganda * haven't the courage to
will be dedicated for street., purposes come out in the open on the equal
asked for a street, railway line. I" told; suffrage amendment. The resolution
them I'd recommend it. The council! submitted by the member from the
authorized the line and provided it j Tenth ward takes up only one of the
be built when the realty company j four proposed amendments to the
dedicated the street.
constitution."
The line will cost about $75,000. The1
FitzGeraid's proposal took majority
Adams Realty Company. 506 Citizens] members by surprise and they did
building, owns the land on which the i not attempt to reply to his argument
line is to be constructed, and is to | They remained silent until the roll
dedicate the street next spring.
\ was called and then registered negative votes against the indorsement,
without any discussion of the subject,
Committee Named.
Other important kgiatem -«a.s
enacted by the council. Councilmen
Meyers, Horrigan, McGinty, FitzGerald and Reynolds were named on
a special committee to investigate
the use of concrete block in the building of the West Side- waterworks
tunnel. Expert engineers charge that
■ concrete block may collapse.
Legislation by Councilman Koch
asking the street railway committee
to negotiate with the Cleveland Ra-U
way Company with a view of esta lishing- a higher rate of street ca
fare was tabled. Koch says tvJat
schedule of four-cent cash fal°
three tickets for ten cents was established existing deficits would he moie
I quickly wiped out.
naked
1 County commissioners were **
to formally annex townships now
within the city limits so that ti
township of Cleveland would be co
extensive with the corporation hmits.
•Annexed villages are now^alpart*
the original townsh.p ^Jj11^}^
were located before being made
part of the. city.
Gas Leases Urged.
Permission to execute oil and gas
le^es at Jefferson Park, Lorain avenue and'W. 132d.street, was asked by
the' city commissioner of purchases
City Hall was flooded with
| complaints against dirty streets
and foul-smelling sewers Monday, but little relief could be
! promised. The old explanation
—no funds—again was pressed
into service.

Majority luolin
Indorsing Prapossd
Amendment,

ALSO OPPOsTrAX LIMIT

Proposal to Hold Htan' J
Prohibition and fat
Role Killed.

SALARY INFORMATION REFUSED!

Win 0. L'S NEW
CROSSTOWN

an

CouncUman Kalina asked for a report from railroads interested in the
new union passenger station project.
He wants delays in closing negotia-|
tions explained.
Qirl,nl
Director of Public Service Sidlo
S
a
report
urging
the^extenTO
rion of farmer's markets. He said
that the city had options, in the vi-I
cinlty of Central and West Side municipal markets which could be
rlosed
if funds were available.
Cl S
°A n amendment to the franchise
-ranting the Cleveland Electric IIutmtaatfng Company steam heating
extensions were submitted by Coun-!
oilman Gahn. It provides for the appomtment of a board of arbitrators
to fix a purchase price, in case the |
city desires to take over the heating j
mains.
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E Rowe Calls Policing
IE
Here Only a Bluff
I , feds Councilmen City's Force of Patrolmen Is so Inadequate
list

That Work Is Merely "Fourf lush" at Guarding Against
Criminals in Cleveland.
Policing the city is simply * bluff he said. Rowe said that there had
been no rearrangement of police pre„ ft, inadequate force of men at cincts in five or six years.
;«oSa. of the department PoRbwe declared also that more traf, Chief Rowe told members of the fic patrolmen were needed and that
SncH committee on police yester- life was endangered in many sections
of the city because of the departda
Le with Director of Public Safe- ment's inability to supply patrolmen
. Tnesch appeared before the com- for crossing duty.
Benesch said that he would make
^ to discus, the Moylan resolufrf„g for a report on the ar- a campaign for additional men at
^nent of beats and the assign- the time that the annual appropriation ordinance is up for passage after
n,»nt
of patrolmen.
B
'lare simply making a four- the first of th« year. The resolution
. M with our available men, said was approved by the committee and
Tl "'Everyone knpws that we the department will furnish the information asked.
k»ve not enough patrolmen.
Meanwhile, detectives began the
* Wising the sise of beats Rowe
enforcement of Howe's order to arSa
*iiere are beats that a man could rest all suspicious persons by taking
vat so through every street and al- five men and two women in a raid
ffin
two days, yes, three days in on a Payne avenue hotel.
e
All were charged with being
/me instances. It is folly though,
i 0 think that there ought to be as suspicious persons, and are being
many patrolmen in residence dis- held pending further investigation.
All but three gave other cities as
tricts as in business sections.
their homes. One gave the hotel, the
Eowe said that beats were never
the same, and that there was never a other two gave Bast End addresses.
Rowe plans wholesale arrests of
dav when regular men were on regular teats throughout the entire city, suspicious persons if municipal court
jeatg are simply established for judges back up the crusade by connormal conditions and patrolmen victing defendants. Police complain
must be assigned where crowds con- that nearly all such prisoners have
gregate or where there is disorder. been released by judges recently.

CITY ORCHESTRA OPEWS
REHEARSALS TODAY
Rehearsals for the municipal orchestra will start In the city hall
this morning, without bassoon and
oboe players, which Director Timmner has been trying to import from
out of the city for a number of
weeks.
•Mayor Baker yesterday gave specific orders to Commissioner of Recreation Black to proceed with the
rehearsals.
The series of weekly
concerts will start at the Hippodrome on November. 1.
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TO BAOCTAX LAW
Council Adopts Resolution
Urging Electors to Kill
Proposed Change.
Baker Voices Perils He Says
Will Follow Amendment's
Success.
A resolution calling upon Ohio
voters to defeat the proposed 1 per
cent, tax limitation amendment to the
constitution was adopted by council
last night, 20 to 3.
Councilman W. S. FitzGerald and
other anti-administration members
tried to prevent immediate action and
amendments were proposed by Mr.
PitzGerald indorsing woman suffrage
and calling for public meetings on the
wet and dry question.
Mayor Baker declared that if the
amendment is approved the city will
be unable to pave a single street or
lay a single sewer next year. Work
on the new city hall, filtration plant
and other public improvements will
come to a standstill, he warned, as
bond issue projects cannot be submitted to the people until November,
1915.
The FitzGerald amendments were
defeated, 5 to 19. Council also tabled
a resolution offered by Councilman
W. B. Woods, proposing a 10 per cent,
reduction in the salaries for all city
employes paid $1,200 or more.
Mayor Baker was requested by
Councilman Harry C. Gah'n to explain
the 1 per cent, tax limitation amendment, following the introduction of
the resolution, by Councilman J. W.
Reynolds, calling for the. defeat of
the measure.
The mayor stated that if the amendment carried the city would not be
able to meet such emergencies as the
destruction of the Central viaduct.
"If the amendment had been in effect at the time of the burning of the
bridge^," he said, "we would not be i
able to submit the question of issuing f
bonds to cover the cost of repair until
the election in November.
;
"The amendment prohibits submission of such questions at special elec- j
tions. It is dangerous, as it is drawn |
in an unskillful manner."
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Calls Policing
GUY ASKS VOTERS
USSNESS
Here Only a Bluff TO BACKTAX LAW
BIG BLUFF, ROWE
IELLS MIIIEE

\QWQ.

ph'ef Tells Councilmen City's Force of Patrolmen Is so Inadequate
That Work Is Merely "Fourf lush" at Guarding Against

JillS)

Criminals in Cleveland.

policing the city to simply
F
the inadequate force of

a bluff
men at
* disposal of the department, PotW
cMe£ Bowe told members of the
m
a committee on police yesterda;

'
with Director of Public Saf eTnfsch apceared before the comto discuss the Moylan resolu®
armg for a report on the
ti0 C
° Lnt of beats and the assign„t of patrolmen.
"Jfi,. are simply makingr a 'four,. with our available men," said
fl0
"Everyone Knows that we
BO
Tnot enough patrolmen."
W
piSCll63ing the size of beats Rowe
15
m

S Oil

USED
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!?rLre are beats that a man could
/en through every street and alf f_ two days, yes, three days In
leY
I instances. It is folly, though,
60D
Jwnlc that there ought to be as
' 1 patrolmen In residence disfrict as in business sections."
"i„we said that beats were never
rt„same, and that there was never a
Z when regular men were on reguf r beats throughout the entire city.
jtB are simply established for
jl conditions and patrolmen
It be assigned where crowds conrate or where there is disorder,
ot

m •& -a

he said. Bowe said that there had
been no rearrangement of police precincts in five or six years.
Rowe declared also that more traffic patrolmen were needed and that
life was endangered in many sections
of the city because of the department's inability to supply patrolmen
for crossing duty.
Benesch said that he would make
a campaign for additional men at
the time that the annual appropriation ordinance is up for passage after
the first of the year. The resolution
was approved by the committee and
the department will furnish the information asked.
Meanwhile, detectives began the
enforcement of Howe's order to arrest all suspicious persons by taking
five men and two women in a raid
on a Payne avenue hotel.
All were charged with being
suspicious persons, and are being
held pending further investigation.
All but three gave other cities as
their homes. One gave the hotel, the
other two gave Bast End addresses.
Rowe plans wholesale arrests of
suspicious persons if municipal court
judges back up the crusade by convicting defendants. Police complain
that nearly all such prisoners have
been released by judges recently.
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CITY ORCHESTRA OPENS
REHEARSALS TODAY
Rehearsals for the municipal or- ,
chestra will start In the elty hall'
this morning, without bassoon and
oboe players, which Director Tlmm- j
ner has been trying to Import from
out of the city for a number of
weeks.
Mayor Baker yesterday gave spe- I
cine orders to Commissioner of Recreation Black to proceed with the
rehearsals.
The series of weekly;
concerts will start at the Hippo- ;
drome on November; 1.
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Council Adopts Resolution
Urging Electors to Kill
Proposed Change.

Baker Voices Perils He Says
Will Follow Amendment's
Success.
A- resolution calling upon Ohio
voters to defeat the proposed 1 per
cent, tax limitation amendment to the
constitution was adopted by council
| last night, 20 to 3.
Councilman W. S. FitzGerald and
other anti-administration members
tried to prevent immediate action and
amendments were proposed by Mr.
PitzGerald indorsing woman suffrage
and calling for public meetings on the
wet and dry question.
Mayor Baker declared that if the
i amendment is approved the city will
be unable to pave a single street or
lay a single sewer next year. Work
! on the new city hall, filtration plant
■ and other public improvements will
! come to a standstill, he warned as
; bond issue projects cannot be submitI ted to the people until November
iyio.
. -- *
The PitzGerald amendments were
defeated, 5 to 19. Council also tabled
a resolution offered by Councilman
W. B. Woods, proposing a 10 per cent,
reduction in the salaries for all city
employes paid $1,200 or more.
Mayor Baker was requested by
Councilman Harry C. Gahn to explain
; the 1 per cent, tax limitation amendt ment, following the introduction of ,
I the resolution, by Councilman J. W.
Reynolds, calling for the defeat of!
the measure.
The mayor stated that if the amendment carried the city would not be \
able to meet such emergencies as the
destruction of the Central viaduct.
"If the amendment had been in efi feet at the time of the burning of the [
bridge,," he said, "we would not be j
able to- submit the question of issuing !
bonds to cover the cost of repair until !
the election in November.
"The amendment prohibits submis- j
sion of such questions at special elections. It is dangerous, as it is drawn
in an unskillful manner."
Councilman Gahn proposed that the
city clerk send copies of the resolution to other cities of the state.
Councilman FitzGerald declared
the resolution was not a measure for
consideration of the council, and proposed reference to committee. After
the motion was defeated he submitted
his amendments.
The Koch resolution, proposing an
advance in street car fare to the
next rate mentioned in the Tayler
grant was laid on the table following
the reading, of an adverse report
from the council committee on street
railways.
The committee considered the resolution at a public meeting In the
council chamber in the afternoon and
clashed with Luther S. Pish who has
urged abolition of the present rate on
the ground it works a hardship on
many workmen now compelled to pay
4-cent fare. Chairman Robert Koch
sided with Mr. Pish.
Council received a resolution by
Councilman P. V. Kallna calling upon
railroads to say when work on the
new union passenger station will be
started.
A resolution by Councilman Reynolds calling for the appointment of
a special committee to consider an
amendment to council rules which
would permit citizen members to be
I added to standing committees was
! also received.
! The city may advertise for bids on
a gas and oil lease on the Jefferson
park property on Doraln-av in the
West Park section. A royalty offer
has been receeved and a resolution
j was offered by Councilman Kalina
authorizing the director of public
i service to act.
A resolution by Councilman Gahn
calling for a report on the feasibility
of establishing a shelter house and
comfort station beneath the Pennsylvania grade crossing bridge at Buclidav and E. 55th-st was adopted.
Council also adopted the PitzGerald
resolution calling for the investigation of the use of concrete in the new
West Side tunnel. Councilman E. A.
Meyers was appointed chairman of
the investigating committee.
The
resolution was amended by striking
out the clause which required the
work to be discontinued pending the
investigation.
The Rolf resolution indorsing the
Cleveland Foundation survey of relief work In Cleveland was adopted.
An amendment to the heating
grants of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., stating terms of purchase in event the city desires to take
over the heating mains, was received
and referred to • committee.
The
amendment was offered by Councilman Gahn.
A report from Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo on the central market question was received. Director
Sidlo
recommended a site large
enough for accommodation of 1,000
farmers and producers be selected.

Men Moved From One Place
to Another to Make
Decent Showing in

Cleveland.
'We Fourflush With the Men,'
Department Head Says
in Asking for Increase
in Force.
OUTLYING DISTRICTS
WOT WELL PROTECTED
Some Beats Could Not be
Patrolled by One Man
in Three Days.
The police business in Cleve: land is a bluff, according to
! Chief of Police W. S. Bowe.
Chief Rowe and Public Safety;
Director A. A. Benesch appeared'
before the council committee onj
police yesterday to participate
in the discussion of the resolution by Councilman David Moylan calling for a report on the
question of the assignment and
distribution of the force.
Here are some of the statements regarding police work that were made
by Chief Rowe during the discussion:
, Says Department Fourflushes.
"The police business In Cleveland is a bluff; we fourflusti with
the men; when we are making a ■
showing in one place we have to *
take them from another.
"More police are needed; more'
men are needed for. traffic service.
"Additional men should be put
in the outlying sections.
"There are beats m the city
that could not be patroled by one .
man in three days; it would not
be good policy ito make them
smaller if there is considerable
vacant territory to be covered."
Both the chief and Director Benesch were opposed to making a pub- i
lie statement showing where the men
are distributed. In their opinion such
1
a report would not be advisable. The
j chief stated that changes are con- ;
> stantly being made in precinct lines
to meet new conditions and that there
is no rigid adherence to beat lines
.when service is demanded beyond the
immediate territory of a certain patrolman or beyond the boundary of a
certain precinct.
Needs Thousand Men.

Members of the council were of the
opinion that a general jeport. of the
I entire situation would be of assistance
in obtaining additional police when
appropriations are made for the coming year and the director and chief
J finally promised to furnish all of the
I information at their disposal.
"How many men could you use?"
asked Councilman John Durkin of the
j director.
"I could use 1,000," replied the diIrector.
It was agreed by members of the
I committee, that as the ordinance now
I authorizes the hiring of 700 policelmen, effort should be made to increase
1 the force this number. There are
| now 680 men in the department.
When the meeting opened Director
I Benesch naid that the chief has excluIsive jurisdiction over the assignment
I of men, and that it would not be adIvisable to make public the districts
I where fewest men are located.
The committee voted to approve the
|Moylan resolution.
Although the number of police reI ports of burglaries, highway robberies and other crimes has been mountI ing, since early fall, police officials
| say the increase Is not abnormal.
The problematical increase of crime
in the future is another matter, according to officers. Without stretching imagination, they easily con1 ceive a situation where Cleveland s
lamentably small force would become
almost powerless and the
crime
wave" would seem a reality instead
of a name.
A report of an average day recentlyshowed that while there are 680 memI bers of the department, conditions
loperate to reduce the number of pollicemen on patrol duty to a ridiculous
I number.
,
„ _
,.
I There are not more than 315 policeImen patrolling the streets during a
1 whole day. This means that at night
there are not more than 125 orj.50
I men, outside station houses, guarding
I the city.
,
.„ ,,'-'
There are fourteen precincts in tne
citv most of them with police automobile stations attached. The executive force includes ten captains, eighteen lieutenants, four sergeants for
each of the outlying stations and six
at central station. In the detective
department more than fifty men are
on duty. The emergency automobiles,
the motorcycle and bicycle squads and
day traffic squads also draw heavily
on the total number of men.
.
Policemen on beat duty have longei
routes than they can hope to cover
efficiently. This is accounted tor
largely by the fact that while the city
has grown wonderfully the department has been standing still, authorities declare. Chief Rowe and other
officials have estimated 1,000 more
men would be necessary to _ give
Cleveland the relative strength of otn6r

Reports at headquarters yesterday
showed there had been fourteen rob| beries Sunday night.
Burglaries yesterday.
1

■RRNEST FINKB, 9618 Romona-av S.. E.,
reSrted his tool chest at 3236 E. Mth-st
Statoana
tools valued at $2 stolen.
P
WILUAM MtJKTON, 7710 Vineyard-ay
S k, reported his tool shed entered at 19114
Parkgate-av N. E., and tools valued at $3.85 j
St

MRS AARON KRAKOWER, 10520 Opium- ,
bia^av NTE., was awakened at 4 o clock
yesterday morning by a man In the living
room ransacking table drawers. He was
frightened away, but took $4.
ATOLPF TEIDEL.BAUM reported his
HrarBtore" 2162 E. 9th-st, entered yesterday
during tit Sriy morning hours and tobacco j
valued at S25 was taken.
TACOB KAUFMAN reported his secondhand store, 2001 Broadway, entered by, foretag the lock to the front door. A raincoat
was stolen.
announced that jimmy
workers entiSd ins cigar store, 2305 Ontorlo-av 1 E., but were frightened away
by

MRrewyJ. SAWYER, 10724 Gooding-av

N E reported the loss of $5 taken from
her buffet drawer by a man some time between 2 and 6 a. m. She could furnish no
description of the man to the police.
PETER J. MAEQuAKD'S barber shop,
OB07 v filst-st was entered by chiseling the
front door 1 duplicate key to the telephone
P^y station helped the thieves in stealing.
75 cents.

In three other residences burglars ]
trained entrance through windows!
left unlocked.
In each case they I
were frightened away when their!
noise awoke the occupants
The
houses were those of Mrs. Charles
Strieker, 12423 Ingomar-av N. E
Mrs. Joseph Hull, 114-1 Parkwood
drive N. E., and Sumner Dill, 10602
Amor-av N. E.
,
I
Walking over the Superior viaduct
early yesterday morning, Andrew!
Bartes, 3521 Winton-av, Lakewood,
was assaulted by a young man who
demanded his money. He lost only
15 cents, but was ba^ly bruised.
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MAYOR BAKER EXPLAINS WHY CITY
IS SHORT Of CASH AND BORROWS
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ROWE WARNS CIGAR
MEN AB0JJTC0UP0NS
Detectives warned "West-side
cigar dealers Tuesday that trade
coupons or other premiums must
not be given with cigarets.
Only eight places were found
where the ordinance against premiums was being violated.
"All of the big cigar stores, so
far as we have learned, are obeying the ordinance," says Chief
Rowe.
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MAYOR BAKER EXPLAINS WHY CITY
IS SHORT OE CASH AND BORROWS
I

Mayor Baker Tuesday issued a
statement explaining why the
city is facing a financial crisis.
The statement follows recent
criticism of city, hall officials for
borrowing $7 65,000 to pay running expenses of the year, charges
of the women's civic association
that stricter economy should he
practiced in order to find funds
for an increase in the number of
patrolmen, council's refusal Monday to make a 10 per cent cut m
salaries of all city officials,
as
nrgdd by Councilman Woods, and
finally a statement by Chief Rowe
late Monday that policing Cleveland with the present number of
officers is a bluff.
Officials have pleaded lack of
funds as the reason for not providing more police, but no authoritative statement of the city's
finances had been made until the
issuance Monday of the following
statement by Baker:

By Mayor Newton D. Baker
There is no mystery or hokuspokus about the reasons which
have brought about the financial
predicament of Cleveland
and
other Ohio cities.
It is a simple matter of fifthgrade arithmetic, and the answer
is as plain as the problem.
Four years ago, in 1911, the
city; government had for operat-
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Baker Asks All Mayors of Ohio
to Wage War on Tax Amendment
any kind, nor can the legislature
give them any power to meet such
emergencies.
"If a school house burns down,
a bridge is washed away, a public
building is destroyed, an epidemic
breaks out or any other calamity
or emergency arises, no subdivision of the state could issue
bonds until after the next general
election, which might be a year
away.
"The proposed amendment is
■ unsound, unscientific, and those
who are proposing it rely upon
catching the popular fancy to
pass it."

An appeal for, aid in defeating
the board of commerce tax amendment was sent by Mayor Baker
Tuesday to all Ohio mayors.
Its advocates claim for it that
it will merely write the limitations
of the Smith one per cent law into
the constitution, but I am satisfied from a careful examination of
the measure that it goes much
farther than that," says Baker in
his letter.
"It will upset and disorganize
the financial and taxation machinery and cripple and impair
the credit of the taxing subdivisions of the state."
He continues:
"Not a single county, township
or municipal bond could be issued
if this amendment were carried
until the legislature should have
provided come method of submitting the increases to popular vote.
If the amendment should carry
"and the legislature in January
provides a method of authorizing
bonds we will still have to go to
the November election in 1915 before a popular vote could be had,
and not a single.,-, bond can be
issued in 1915. This means that:
"1: No public improvement depending upon the creating of indebtedness can be begun until
after November, 1915.
"2: All public improvements already under way, which require
further bond issues for their completion, must be stopped until
after the 1915 election.
"3: The power of the state
board of health to enforce
its
orders for the purification of the
water supply of the state will bs
destroyed and even the legislature
will not have the right to issue
emergency bonds, no matter how
great the need for them.
Bewildering Ballots.
^
"4:
Not a single street in a
city or road in the country can be
paved or improved
when
any
part of the cost is to be, raised by
the issuance of bonds, even if the
bonds are finally to be paid by
special assessment, without first
having secured the approval of
the voters.
This, of course,
means postponement until a general election, and a bewildering
number of questions to be submitted at any election concerning
these improvements.
"5: No sewers can be built if
any part of the cost is to be raised
by bond issues, until bonds are
authorized as required in paving
improvements.
"6: Counties, townships, school
districts and cities will be wholly
powerless to meet emergencies of

What Council Did 13
Here's what council did Monday night:
Passed Councilman Reynolds'
resolution urging voters to defeat amendment writing 1 per
cent tax limitation act into the
constitution.
Instructed law director to
ask county commissioners to
make recently annexed villages
a part of Cleveland-tp, thus
sparing citizens of these village^ double taxation.
Gave first reading to ordinance authorizing' Server Sidlo
to spend $425,000 for completion of new city hall.
Passed
Meyers ordinance
limiting the tonnage that may
be hauled through streets by
trucks
Gave first reading to new
ventilation. ordinance.
Gave first reading to Kalina
ordinance authorizing purchasing agent to receive bids on
lease of gas and oil rights of
Jefferson park.

ROWE WARNS CIGAR
MEN AB0UTC0UP0NS
Detectives warned West-side
cigar dealers Tuesday that trade
coupons or other premiums must
not be given with cigarets.
Only eight places were found
where the ordinance against premiums was being violated.
"All of the big cigar stores, so
far as we have learned, are obeying the ordinance," says Chief
Rowe.
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Safety Director Benesch Tuesday
continued his fight against the drilling- of a gas well in Washington avenue, six feet north of Superior viaduct, when he asked Law Director
Stockwell to rule whether council can

ROWE DEMANDS
CIGARET COUPON
LAW BE DBEYED

Hc& /?/y.

pass an ordinance- prohibiting prospecting near city property on the
ground that it constitutes a.nuisance
and menace.
Benesch fears a grave danger of
fire in the flats or an explosion damaging the viaduct will come with the
well, being put down by the Strangward Realty Company. He would
ha\-e council pass an ordinance prohibiting prospecting within 500 feet
of city property.
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DENY TAX MEASURE
WILL STOP CITY WORK
Minority councilmen Tuesday were
considering asking Mayor Baker to
enlarge on his statement that work
on the new city hall, filtration plant
and other city improvements . will
come to a standstill in case the .constitutional tax amendment carries at
the November 3 election.
According to Councilmen Woods and
Fitzgerald records in Finance Director Coughlin's office show that bonds
enough to complete practically all
projects now under way have already :
been authorized.
These bonds are available for sale
when the money market loosens: Mu-.
nicipal light, $500,000; City hospital
and infirmary. $275,000; river purification,
$700,000; filtration. $1,200,000;
park, $30,000; new city hall, $425,000;
waterworks.
$1,000,000, and Clark !
avenue bridge, $950,000.

Council next Monday night will receive from Safety Director. Benesch
and 'Chief Rowe a detailed report on.
the Cleveland police force, . maps,
Will Arrest Defiant Dealers showing precinct boundaries and'
beats; in fact, everything, exoeptthe
and Summon Others Before number of men assigned to each of
the 14 precincts. That information
is to be withheld because Cleveland's
Prosecutors to Explain
underworld follows the newspapers
too well.
Open defiance by Cleveland tobacco
Benesch Tuesday followed Rowe's
dealers of the state law prohibiting statement of Monday that all police
the giving away of pennants, rugs,: work in Cleveland is bluff and fourflush, by declaring the force couldn't
coupons, premiums or trade certifi- help continuing in the same manner.
City! officials were sorely vexed a$
cates with cigarets, Tuesday led With political
meetings needing
Chief Rowe to assign a special squad police protection, hardly a regular Councilman Fitzgerald Tuesday . because'! he tried to get council on recof plain clothes men to round up beat in the city Is being patrolled, ord on the wet and dry and suffrage
Benesch said.
violators. The downtown districts are
Rowe's and Benesch's report is to amendments Monday night when a
to be canvassed first. All dealers
make
the foundation of a campaign vote of disapproval on the tax amendfound violating the law will be sumfor
more
police when council doles ment was asked. Fitzgerald contendmoned before police prosecutors to
9«i
department
allowances
next ed that a stand on the other amendexplain. In aggravated cases they
ments was as logical as an expresDecember,
B,re to be arrested.
sion of opinion on the tax question.
"Dealers all have been warned,"
"Fitzgerald should have come in
Howe said. "They had notice to disseparately with his suffrage quescontinue giving away coupons and
tion," said Service Director Sidlo. "No
premiums with cigarets early last
one wanted to be placed on record as
summer. If arrests at that time were
voting on all amendments in one
lump.
not sufficient we will give them another lesson."
Mayor Baker, who is an ardent pro"We give the customer what he's
suffragist, also was disappointed at
got coming to him," was the statethe showing council made. Democratment of H. Markwood, chief clerk at
ic councilmen voted solidly against
the United States cigar store in the
the Fitzgerald amendment.
Forest City House. "Others dp not Ten per cent cuts in all city salaries j
obey the law. Why should we?"
of $1,200 and above would net the city
At the United States cigar store at about $65,000 a year, it was estimated '
250 Superior avenue, D. N. Hardevelt, at City Hall Tuesday. Council Mondistrict manager, first expressed ig- day night swamped a resolution by
norance of the law, finally admitted Councilman Fitzgerald asking that
'he had heard something about it, and Finance Director Coughlin report how
at last admitted he had had legal ad- large a sum would be available
vice that it was unconstitutional.
should salaries be pared.
"We've spent money to test this law According to Safety Director Benout," Hardevelt said. "If police want esch the city would lose most of its
to make a test case, let them arrest police and firemen were salaries cut.
me."
'After reaching the highest grade fireAccording to Chief Rowe, police this men ret $1,218 a year, Benesch said,
summer
delayed making arrests, Policemen's salaries vary, while all
hoping wholesalers would remove the officers' salaries range from $1,300 up.
coupons from the clgaret boxes before, "For years the Democratic oamsale.
j paign cry has been that this city is a
"We found wholesale' firms in Ak- j big corporation, in which every citiron, Columbus, Toledo, Dayton and|zen is a stockholder," said Councilother large cities were leaving thejman Woods. "Now the first thing a
coupons in," Rowe said. "Dealers here j big corporation does when hard times
said they were forced to leave them strikes it is to lessen the payroll and
in, because if they didn't their trade cut salaries. We have instances of
would go to outside houses. But the! several big railroads cutting salaries
coupons will have to be taken from j trom tne president down. It would
the boxes. That's sure."
I be only a matter of good business
1
should the city do likewise."
*
Councilman Wagner was the only
Democrat to vote with the six Republicans in council In favor of the
report.

SUFFRAGE NOT ANY
FAVORITE OF COUNCIL

WOODS FIGHTS
FOR PAY CUTS

1

M2JLM* Od. W1"1WOODS ATTACKS CITY
FOR PAYROLL SECRECY
Councilman Says Average Citizen
Will Find It Hard to Procure
Official Salary Lists.
Failure of the city department of
finance to print payrolls, showing the
amounts drawn in salaries by city
employees, was sharply criticized by
Councilman Woods, yesterday.
Woods, who is leading a fight for
a 10 per cent decrease in salaries
of city officials, declared that it was
almost impossible for the average
citizen to find out the amounts now
drawn. At the meeting of the city
council Monday night, he made an
unsuccessful attempt to obtain a report showing the number of city employees drawing in excess of $1,200 per
year.
"In former administrations the
payrolls were printed each month,"
said Woods. "During the early part
of the present administration they
were issued every six months, but
none has been printed since last
January.
/ ■
"The average person hasn't the
time to hunt through all the records
of the department of finance. Without the printed payrolls, he has no !
idea of the salaries paid. The printed j
payrolls were also valuable for ref- |
erence."
Officials of the department of
finance say there is no fund to pay
for the printing of the payrolls, and '
say that no more will be issued this
year.
i

MILK PASEURIZATION
HEARINGS POSTPONED
Public hearings on the Smith ordinance requiring the pasteurization
of milk were continued for three
weeks at a meeting of the council
committee on health and sanitation
yesterday.
Every milk dealer in the city will
be asked to attend the hearing at
that time when definite recommendations will be made to the city council.
The committee spent yesterday in a
revision of the original draft of the
ordinance.

CONCRETE BLOCK PROBE
TO BE STARTED FRIDAY
Investigation of the use of concrete block in the building of the
West Side waterworks tunnel will
be started by a special committee
of the city council, Friday. The investigation was authorized by the
city council Monday night.
Councilman FitzGeraid asked for
the investigation. He claims expert
engineers question the advisability
of using concrete block in tunnel
work.
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Council Opposes Amendment.
The Cleveland city council adds its recommendation to the many already given that the pending
tax amendment to the state constitution be rejected at the polls. There is reason to believe
that the decision of the council fairly reflects
the general opinion of the community.
As the Plain Dealer has made plain, thii tax
amendment attempts too much. Some of its features are admirable, as for instance that feature
which would exempt certain classes of bonds from
taxation. But, with these advantageous provisions, other projects are included whose passage
would be detrimental to the interests of a great !
portion of the state.
>
Some of these projects have no place in a con- j
stitution; others should be separated and submitted individually that the fate of each might be
determined without reference to the others. It is
reasonable to suppose that if this amendment is
defeated no such heterogeneous mass of dimly related reforms will again be submitted together.
The only safe way is to reject this tax amendment. Every voter should give the measure careful attention. That assured, the Plain Dealer believes there will be small doubt of the amendment's rejection.

Straight from the Shoulder
-jpIXE people of Cleveland have ]ong ^
in an indefinite and general way '^ '
they are without adequate police L,
But they did.not learn how serin" MC"
ation really is until they were toldT
1
an who knows more '
, ('hief Rowe.
"The police business in Cleveland,"
said
liief Rowe to a committee of Mayor
Baker's
,y conned, "is a BLUFF; we FOUBjgS
ith the men; when we are making a show^
one place we have to take them FR(m A\■I. There are beats in the city that c< li
■1 be patrolled by one man in three days"
Cleveland should congratulate itself
iving such a man at the head of its-policed
i iin cnl as Chief Rowe. In face of the ft
at he knows the Baker administration is „
named, to spend for new-fangled. municrZj
•ie-a-brac all the money it can get by taxati
.- borrowing and by looting
funds devoted?'
h
e law to essentials, '<"
°« +1
- courage
-- to ^
ie has
the
) in meeting and tell in words that come lib
punch straight from the shoulder what effect
course has had upon the safeguarding nfti'
and PROPERTY of Cleveland's Z2
I now Chat Chief Howe has spoken in a
anner that can hot be misunderstood n»
evaded, WHAT IS THE BAKER A\)\mw
TRATION GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
'

ITY SO POOR IT CANT
PRINT SALARY LIST
Councilman Woods, who is fight
lng to aid city finances by cutting,
10 per cent of all city officials' sal-'
aries of $1,200 a year and over, added
to his campaign Wednesday by
charging the administration is failins to print monthly reports' showing- salaries paid.
"Several years ago coimcilmen
found a salary list on their desks
once a month," said Woods. "Then
last year it dropped to once every
six months. This year there hasn't
: one report printed."
Lack of funds is the reason for
not. getting out the report, according to City Clerk Collins.

LACK OF MONEY MAY
WRECK CITY ORCHESTRA
Herr Christiaan Timmner's municipal orchestra, which had just begun
its practice for the winter season,
was added Wednesday to the already
long list of city institutions threatened with wreck on financial rocks.
Only $5,600 is on hand, according
to Recreation Commissioner Black,
barely enough to carry the orchestra
through four weeks, salaries and music considered. Concerts won't begin until Sunday, November 1, and
even then estimated receipts won't
be quite enough to meet money paid
out for practice.
Of the $5,600 on hand, $2,700 was
leift from this year's appropriation,
and $2,900 collected by the City club.
Receipts from each weekly concert at
the Hippodrome will be only $600, it
is estimated.

a^dy-e^i

CITY'S MENM
KEEP ON 1
OF BAD
Cleveland's entire system of foe
inspection is to be revamped L
transferred from the charge of M3
Mildred Chadsey, sanitation comma]
sioner, to Dr. C. W. Eddy, city j
erinarlan, as soon as the new heall
code is in effect, Health Comm
sioner Ford said Wednesday.
Foodstuffs of a better quality a
more clean stores and conditlomt
result, Ford said. Both city
state pure food statutes will be
forced to the letter.
According to Ford, food I
now is done only
three or four sanitary patrolmen an.
der Miss Chadsey. Inspections generally are made only upon
plaints. Under Ford's new pi
separate food Inspection will be i
tablished, comprising five or six mil
at the stert, who will do no othn
work. Chemist White will niakj
chemical analyses and Dr. H, 0. WlJ
the bacteriological tests.
"The city has reached a po:
where good and pure food li
necessary as any one other tklnij
Ford declared. "The present syitel
is very unsatisfactory because oif|
few sanitary police. Bulletins -^
foods will be Issued when i
bureau is got under way and i
wives help generally."
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3-CEIMT LIGHT YIELDS
PROFIT FROM OUTSET
W Ballard, light superin..nd'ent predicted last fall the
If three cent muny light plant
ould be yielding profits and pay*ng for itself one year after its
P

^prediction was ridiculed
„v enemies of muny light.
The plant, opened
in July,
1914, showed a profit in August
Md September, 1914.
Reports compiled by. Ballard
Wednesday show that in August
1 new Plant earned 1471.25 and
f Member $1689.65 over and
$ove all expenditures.
Expenses and Receipts.
Total August expenses were
SIS 934 1g receipts were $19,405*38 Total September expenses
were $19,207.75, total
receipts
1,-e $20,897.46. These figures
do not include the Collinwood
station which has not been connected with the main plant.
On the basis of the business
BOW enjoyed by the muny plant
and that contracted for, Ballard
places the profits of the first year
at $100,000, minus interest, depreciation and taxes.
is the business grows there
Trill be charged against the
plant's operation a depreciation
fund of 3 per cent of its actual
•vjliiation and a 1% per cent
charge for taxes. No taxes actually will be paid, however, and
this "fund, with the depreciation
fund, will be put back into the
plant.
Two Funds Sufficient.
These two funds,
Ballard
figures, together with $400,000
cash on hand and $500,000 bonds
authorized but not sold, will pay
for all extensions needed to bring
the plant to its full capacity.
Then it will bring in, he says,
from $1,000,000 to $l,125,0pu
a year, with an actual net surplus or profit of $500,000 annually.
The main plant and Brooklyn
sub-station now have 5312 customers.
Collinwood, not
in-

cluded in these figures, brings the
total to nearly 8000.
The muny service equipment
covers practically
the entire
West-side. From the sub-station
at W. 41st-st and Walworthav trunk lines are being installed
which will make the West-side
service complete.
Other New lanes.
Underground lines have been
extended from the central station
east to B. 55th-st and west to B.
3 0th-st. All lines north of St.
Clair-av are in.
Lines have been extended on E.
40th-st to Payne-av, on E. 45th-st
to Hough-av, on E. 5 5th-st to Euclid-av, and on Euclid-av ,from
46t.h-st to 55th-st.
A line is being started which
will extend south on E. 53d-st to
Superior-av, to Addison-rd,
to
79th-st, to Woodland-av, where a
substation will be installed. From
the substation lines will be run
east and west on Woodland-av,
and along the C. & P. railroad
tracks between Euclid-av and the
power house.
Later lines will be run out St.
Clair-av and Superior-ay to Dugway brook.
With the completion of the
service lines outlined the muny
plant will be serving practically
one-half of Cleveland.

CITY NOW CLEARED OF
GARBAGE, SAYS SIDLO
"We cleared the city of rubbish and garbage last week," said
Server Sidlo Wednesday.
"We
are organized to keep rubbish and
garbage 'collections at the top
notch of efficiency."
Sidlo
Wednesday
instructed
garbage and rubbish collection superintendents not to reduce their
working force this month, as has
been customary.

WMY NOT?
THE women's civic association suggests that now is the", time
to begin work on the 1915 appropriation ordinance.
The association members say that usually this ordinance,
which governs city expenditures for an entire year, is rushed
through after a few committee meetings during the first week
in January.
They want to start the meetings now so that all will have
ample time to go to the city hall and say a few words on the
subject of spending our money in 1915.
Well, why not?
When the appropriation ordinance finally is passed it is
about as hard to break as a baseball contract. Whatever is
written in it is there to stay.
And all the howls of citizens who see something wrong
therein availeth nothing.
The time to kick, if we think we are likely to have a kick
coming, is now.
Let's have the meetings.

STREET CLEANERS' DANCE
STEPS GET MYERS' 0. K.
Dance Hall Inspector Myers went
to the street cleaners' ball in Bohemian Turn Hall, 4312 Clark avenue,
last night to see that the dance steps
were perfectly proper. Gus Hanna,
head of the street cleaning depart-1
ment, had intimated that some of the !
fancy new steps might be used.
Inspector Myers found members of •
the Street Cleaners' Benevolent Association satisfied with the good oldfashioned waltz, two step and quadI r'llle. Most of the 600 dancers said
they could not dance the new steps
j if they would and others said they
j would not do them if they could.

CERTIFIED AIR NO LONGER
REQUIRED IN CHURCHES
Certified air will no longer be required in Cleveland churches.
Part of the heating and ve.h*
tilatin'g code, now being amended,
by the- city council, required that ail*
in churches contain less than twelve
parts of carbon dioxide to 10,000
parts of air. Air tests were prescribed at regular intervals. Because churches are used only a few
times each week it was decided yesterday to omit them from the list of
public buildings in the revised
code, according to Heating and Ventilating Engineer Quay.

J%o

SEEITFRANCHISFS

TO LAY GAS MAINS HERE
Two applications for franchises to 1
lay natural gas mains through city!
streets, in competition with the East
Ohio Gas Company, may be made of'
the city council shortly.
It was reported yesterday that L.
G. Neeley, gas promoter, of St. Marys,
Ohio, who has ob'tained franchises in
several Cuyahoga county villages,
was planning to enter the Cleveland'
field.
Councilman Kalina says he also has
been informed that another company,
owning forty gas wells, will seek a
city franchise.

PRENDERGAST TO SEE
CITY'S COLD STORAGE I i
Comptroller William A. Prender-'
gast, of the city of New York, who
handles $800,000,000 of
Gotham's
funds a year, will spend this morning:
inspecting the municipal cold storage
plant at the West Side market house.
"We are much interested in this
project because we are contemplating
the installation of a similar plant,"
Mr. Prendergast said last night. The,
comptroller will be escorted by Harry
New, one of his Cleveland acquaintances.

BIDS RECEIVED FOR"
FILTER PLANT WORK
Administration buildings and filter
equipment in the third general con-!
tract for the Division filtration plant1
will cost $98,369. This was the lowest
of five bids received by the city yesterdaj'.
Bids for three centrifugal pumps
with a capacity of 60,000 gallons each
were also received. Bids ranged
from $32,600 to $129,500. The pumps
will he installed in the remodeled
pumping station at the new filter
plant.

OLD ORDINANCE
i WILL HELP RID
CITY OF THUGS
Chief Rowe, who says the number of patrolmen in Cleveland is so
inadequate that policing of the
(city is a mere bluff, Thursday hit
j upon the "suspicious person" ordi1
nance to rid the city of crime.
This ordinance has seldom been
enforced in recent years. Rowe
says^_that's because police court
judges and prosecutors have not
co-operated.
But now Muny Judge Beebe, sitting in police court, and Prosecutors Poulson and Silbert promise
Rowe they'll help enforce the ordinance.
j Poulson Friday night will in! struct patrolmen in the meaning of
' the ordinance. He'll tell them just
what evidence they'll have to get
to convict.
Applies to Loiterers.
The ordinance applies to persons
having no visible means of support
who loiter about town, and also to
persons who can't give the police
a satisfactory account of themselves and property in their possession. Heavy fines and workhouse
sentences are provided.
Judge Beebe will be on the police bench for three months.
Patrolmen and detectives will be
authorized, police officials
said
Thursday, to warn crooks to leave i
Cleveland under penalty of arrest. I
Burglars jimmied into the home
of H. J. Trinkner, 13085 Euclid-av,
East Cleveland, Wednesday night,
and stole jewelry valued at $1400.
William Swoops, 7100 Euclidav, told police burglars got a $105
diamond ring at his house.
Numerous small burgaries were
reported.

TO TURN LIGHT
N CHARITY AIDS
Allen T. Burns, secretary of the
Cleveland foundation which is making a survey of Cleveland charity
organizations, made his'first report
Thursday;.•-■ '
■ • ■ •;' ■• '
According to Burns.,, a thorough
Investigation of the efficiency of
charity workers is needed. He explained to the survey committee
how he would try to determine the
character, experience and record of
every .person engaged in charity
work.
An investigation as to whether
organizations wait too long to exfend relief after receiving calls for
help is also to be made, . :
"Many charity
organizations,"
says Burns, "have a tendency tokeep emergency calls pending" too
long. Calls for help should receive attention the day they are received."
Too much attention is often
given to cases, according td Burns..
After the emergency has been met,
care should, be-taken to prevent the
family receiving aid after they are
not in need of it, he.says.
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POLICE ORDERED
TO ROUND UP
ALL SUSPICIOUS

The Mayor's Alibi
MAYOR BAKER has felt moved to make an
explanation of Cleveland's "financial
predicament," to show why the city government
is borrowing $765,000 on short-time notes to meet
deficits in operating funds and why the mayor
hopes the voters will not put a constitutional
limit on taxation. Fortunately, one of the newspapers which support Mr. Baker has consented
to publish his statement. As no annual report
of the city's finances has been officially published since 1911, it is said, the mayor's figures
are of interest.
Pour years ago, he says, Mayor Baehr's administration, though having $4,141,120 to spend
in 1911, incurred a deficit of $392,000 and left it
to the Baker administration, which had only
$3,967,346 to spend in 1912 and $3,812,634 in
1914. "What the.city spent in 1913 Mr. Baker
does not say, but he says the city's revenues
have decreased 8 per cent while its population
has increased 12 per cent. This he gives as the
reason why his administration, with about $11,500,000 to spend in three years, instead of wiping out a $392,000 deficit, has RUN IT UP TO
A $765,000 DEFICIT.
Here are a few figures recently compiled
from sources such as county auditors' reports
and census bureau bulletins. They are said to
be accurate and may be interesting in comparison with Mr. Baker's complaint of dwindling
revenues.
The total taxes paid by Clevelanders increased from $8,623,957 in 1909 to $13,192,038
in 1913. The total tax for municipal purposes,
exclusive of schools, increased in the same period
from $3,329,111 to $5,076,800 (the latter being
the amount given for 1913, not mentioned by Mr.
Baker, an average increase of 12 per cent per
amram. In the same period the city's funded
debt increased at about the same rate, from
$28,419,543 to $40,729,983. The city tax duplicate has been increased from about $715,000,000
in 1911 to about $900,000,000 in 1914. The city
tax rate was boosted in the same period from
5.79 mills to 6.253 mills and, because the state
tax rate has been reduced, is to be further
raised to 6.517 for this year.

Police and detectives, upheld by
Judge Beebe and Police Prosecutor Poulson in the enforcement of
the suspicious person ordinance,
Thursday were instructed to round
up all persons who cannot give a
good account of themselves and who
may be considered a menace to the
safety of citizens and property.
So the police may fully understand the suspicious person ordinance and minimize chances of
making mistakes, Poulson Friday
night at the third regular session
of Benesch university, will explain
the ordinance and the evidence necessary to convict.
Judge Beebe this week indicated
his sentiments were entirely in favor of the ordinance as a preventive
of crime by sending many offenders
to the woi-khouse or ordering them
to leave the city.
In the third session of Safety Director Benesch's school for policemen; patrolmen and officers also
will be lectured on first aid to
the injured, and hear several physicians, talk on disease, the principal

FIND CITY HAD
LARGE BALANCE
AT ENDOF1913
"Donations" to Light Plant
and Other Enterprises Ate
Into $800,000 Left

rCtr.,-. ii);JjJ^jl3fn]L Balfil'_'s flpTH'Pg aw niliio
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Cleveland's city finances at the end
of 1913, as .put; down! in! finance Director Cou'ghliti's report, were in
good enough condition to wipe out
the $400,000 deficit piled up in 1912,
councilmen asserted Thursday. In
his "explanation" of the city's extremely poor financial condition,
Mayor Baker failed • to give exact
figures for 1913.
According to Coughlin's report, the
city's total receipts for 1913, from
taxes and the waterworks and municipal light division, amounted to
$8,661,643.17.
The total expenditures,
including complete operating expense
of every city department and interest paid on bonded indebtedness,
were $7,857,868.53. The excess of receipts over expenditures for the year
was $803,774.64.
However, councilmen found that
expenditures commonly supposed to
come from bond money were made
from the $803,000 balance, the total
being in the neighborhood of $225,000,
still leaving the city $575,000 on the
credit side.
The largest item in the latter list
is $103,810.46, donated to the municipal light plant. Smaller items
are $9,524 for the new city hall, $19,331 for the garbage disposal plant,
$6,586 for the police department,
$6,361 for the Boys' home at Hudson
and $30,939 for city markets.
With close to $500,000 left over after
all extraordinary expenses and ordi: nary operating costs were cared for,
councilmen were considering demanding; that Baker amplify his "explanation" by including the figures
for 1913, he has ignored, thus far.

$,%, wm.
SUSPICION LAW
CALLED DRASTIC
BUT NECESSARY
, The suspicious person ordinance
contains four counts, the violation
of any one being'punishable by a
maximum of $50' and costs and 30
days in the workhouse.
The four counts are:
That the defendant wanders the
streets day and night, without any
lawful means of support and unable to give any reasonable account of himself.
Obtains his living by criminal
means.
Is the companion and associate
■of criminals and dissolute persons.
Loiters about saloons, gambling
houses or immoral resorts.
Many judges have ruled that police must establish guilt on all four
counts to get a conviction. Others,
believing the ordinance is good as
a safeguard against crime, hold
proof is necessary on only one
count.
subject being the cause and effect
of tuberculosis.
Chief Rowe declined to comment,
on his order to police in the fight
against suspicious persons.
"I am willing to say, though," he
said, "that police, allowed a free
hand in the enforcement of the or-i
dinance will be able to clear the
city of crooks in less than a week." |

ALWAYS SEVER
HOT DOGS PRIOR
TO COOKING 'EM
Street Cleaning Comsmissioner Gus
Harma Thursday could remember
only two things that turned up |
Wednesday night to naar the Street,1
Cleaners' Benevolent
association's j
ball at Bohemian Turn hail, 43141
Clark avenue, towit:
Whoever put the "hot dogs" in the
kettle forgot to cut them apart, causing several slight mishaps, such as
most of the "dogs" slipping over the I
side of the kettle to the floor.
Several young men assigned to give
away complimentary tickets took it
upon themselves to make a little
spending money by selling the tickets j
at 50 cents per.
True to form, Hanna danced one'
dance; the only time he ever does
is at a street cleaners' ball. Considering his 225-odd pounds the 1,000
present agreed he dM splendidly.
George Myers, city dance hall inspector, was on hand with several
special police, but no damage was
done. Only one of the two couples
hired to stage the "lulu fado" and
the "fox trot" showed up, so the
fancy dances were called off.
Slight commotion was caused at
times when several male dancers
had the misfortune, while dancing
with new sweethearts, to come across
their old ones. '-"IFWw-tjouble was to be
threshed out in some back alley
Thursday.
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The Mayor's Alibi

MAYOR BAKER has felt moved to malre an
explanation of Cleveland's "financial
predicament," to snow why the city government
is borrowing $765,000 on short-time notes to meet
deficits in operating funds and why the mayor
hopes the voters will not pnt a constitutional
limit on taxation. Fortunately, one of the newspapers which support Mr. Baker has consented
to publish his statement. As no annual report
of the city's finances has been officially published since 1911, it is said, the mayor's figures
are of interest.
Four years ago, he says, Mayor Baehr's administration, though having $4,141,120 to spend
in 1911, incurred a deficit of $392,000 and left it
to the Baker administration, which had only
$3,967,346 to spend in 1912 and $3,812,634 in
1914. What the.city spent in 1913 Mr. Baker
does not say, but he says the city's revenues
have decreased 8 per cent while its population
has increased 12 per cent. This he gives as the
reason why his administration, with about $11,500,000 to spend in three years, instead of wiping out a $392,000 deficit, has RUN IT UP TO
A $765,000 DEFICIT.
Here are a few figures recently compiled
from sources such as county auditors' reports
and census bureau bulletins. They are said to
be accurate and may be interesting in comparison with Mr. Baker's complaint of dwindling
revenues.
The total taxes paid by Clevelanders increased from $8,623,957 in 1909 to $13,192,038
in 1913. The total tax for municipal purposes,
exclusive of schools, increased in the same period
from $3,329,111 to $5,076,800 (the latter being
the amount given for 1913, not mentioned by Mr.
Baker, an average increase of 12 per cent per
amram. In the same period the city's funded
debt increased at about the same rate, from
$28,419,543 to $40,729,983. The city tax duplicate has been increased from about $715,000,000
in 1911 to about $900,000,000 in 1914. The city
tax rate was boosted in the same period from
5.79 mills to 6.253 mills and, because the state
tax rate has been reduced, is to be further
raised to 6.517 for this year.
*.*■#.*.##*

Very likely Mayor Baker's figures are quite
correct, as far as they go. Figures are queer,
deceptive critters, and not very amusing, anyhow.
Some of the mayor's language is much more
diverting.
As one of the reasons why his administration
could not retrench in 1912 he mentions "the insistent demand of the people for a better and
more enlarged public service."
The next year, he says, '' came a demand for a
still greater enlargement of municipal activity
and that demand had to be met if the city was
;not to go backward." As to 1914, Mr. Baker
avers:
Then the problem of retrenchment was upon „,
us in all its force. Demands for better-lit, better-cleaned, better-paved, better-policed, betterprotected streets were-still as insistent as ever,
but the city administration knew that the city's
financial integrity was at stake and drastic curtailments in all departments had to be effectetl.
No one who attended the meetings of the
budget committee of the city administration or
of the appropriation committee of the city
council in January of this year can have any
doubt that the utmost efforts were made to cut
the operating allowance to the bone.
I say that the administration of the city government during the past three years has been
ECONOMICAL AND THRIFTY IN A DEGREE
NEVER BEFORE KNOWN.
The truth of the matter is that the city has
been so curbed and restricted in its income, has
had to carry the burden of a heavy inherited
debt, that it has been a desperate struggle to
- meet the PLAIN EVERYDAY NECESSITIES
^■hich a progressive people and an expanding
population demand.
Possibly because he knows Clevelanders are
very well aware of them already, Mayor Baker
-does not mention as instances of his UNPRECEDENTED ECONOMY AND THRIFT, as samples of those "PLAIN EVERYDAY NECESSITIES," the $1,200 bull calf, the $67,000 HolI stein herd in its $27,000 barn at Warrensville,
the $7,283 bronze electric fixtures for the nurses'
I home, the $97,000 peanut stands in the parks, the
3-cent dance halls that make so much money but
needed a $13,575 appropriation this year, the
$l,000-a-month du Pont, the swan boats, the
$375,000 steam heating plant that loses money
on every pound of steam it sells, direct labor,
| the $306,665 Brooklyn lighting plant that is to
Ibe abandoned after making lovely profits—on
■ paper only, the other nobody-knows-how-manyI million-dollar light plant that cannot do business
I until it gets a $500,000 distribution system, or
I the concrete block water tunnel now under investigation though scarcely begun.
Even funnier than his explanation that it is
all (or partly) Herman Baehr's fault that Cleveland now finds herself "broke," With ruined
streets and a "bluff" police force—more comical
even than his explanation that the country's
present industrial uncertainty was brought
about by a conspiracy of railroads and banks to
raise railroad rates and has nothing to do with
the war—is this gem from Mayor Baker's entertaining alibi, this tribute in Whieh The News is
proud to claim its full share:
. "The common charge of certain newspapers,
better known as the instruments of greed, destruction and blind partisanship than for their
capacity for truth-telling and civic patriotism,
that the city government has RUN INTO DEBT
in the PURSUIT OF FADS, is SHEER NON£EKSE,»4

POLICE ORDERED
TO ROUND UP
ALL SUSPICIOUS
Police and detectives, upheld by
Judge Beebe and Police Prosecutor Poulson in the enforcement of
the suspicious person ordinance,
Thursday were instructed to round
up all persons who cannot give a
good account of themselves and who
may be considered a menace to the
safety of citizens and property.
So■the police may fully undei:stand the suspicious person ordinance and minimize chances of
making mistakes, Poulson Friday
night at the third regular session
of Benesch university, will explain
the ordinance and the evidence necessary to convict.
. '.
Judge Beebe this week indicated
his sentiments were entirely in favor of the ordinance as a preventive
of crime by sending many offenders
to the workhouse or ordering them
to leave the city.
In the third session of Safety Director Benesch's school for policemen; patrolmen and officers also
will be lectured on first aid to
the injured, and hear several physicians, talk on disease, the principal

FIND CITY HAD
LARGE BALANCE
AT ENDOF1913
"Donations" to Light Plant
and Other Enterprises Ate
Into $800,000 Left
Cleveland's city finances at the end
of 1913, as .put. down! in finance Director Coughlin's report, were in
good enough condition to wipe out
the $400,000 deficit piled up in 1912,
councllmen asserted Thursday. In
his "explanation" of the city's extremely poor financial condition,
Mayor Baker failed ■ to give exact
figures for 1913.
According to Coughlin's report, the
city's total receipts for 1913, from
taxes and the waterworks and municipal light division, amounted to
$8,661,643.17.
The total expenditures,
Including complete operating expense
of every city department and interest paid on bonded indebtedness,
were $7,857,868.53. The excess of receipts over expenditures for the year
was $803,774.64.
However, councllmen found that
expenditures commonly supposed to
come from bond money were made
from the $803,000 balance, the total
being in the neighborhood of $225,000,
still leaving the city $575,000 on the
credit side.
The largest item in the latter list
is $103,810.46, donated to the municipal light plant. Smaller items
are $9,524 for the new city hall, $19,331 , for the garbage disposal plant,
$6,586 for the police department,
$6,361 for the Boys' home at Hudson
and $30,939 for city markets.
With close to $500,000 left over after
all Extraordinary expenses and ordinary operating costs were cared for,
councllmen were considering demanding that Baker amplify his "explanation" by including the figures
for 1913, he has Ignored, thus far.
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SUSPICION LAW
CALLED DRASTIC
BUT NECESSARY
The suspicious person ordinance
contains four counts, the violation
of any one being 'punishable by a
maximum . of $50' and costs- and 30
days in the workhouse.
The four counts are:
That the defendant wanders the
streets day and night, without any
lawful means of support and unable to give any reasonable account of himself.
Obtains his living by criminal
means.
Is the companion and associate
■of criminals and dissolute persons.
Loiters about saloons, gambling
houses or immoral resorts.
Many judges have ruled that police must establish guilt on all four
counts to get a conviction. Others,
believing the ordinance Is good as
a safeguard against crime, hold
proof is necessary on only one
count.
subject being the cause and effect
of tuberculosis.
Chief Rowe declined to comment,
on his order to police in the fight
against suspicious persons.
"I am willing to say, though," he
said, "that police, allowed a free
hand in the enforcement of the or- |
dinance will be able to clear the ]
city of crooks in less than a week." |

ALWAYS SEVER
HOT DOGS PRIOR
TO COOKING 'EM
Street Cleaning Commissioner Grus
Harma Thursday could remember
only two things that turned up
Wednesday night to mar the Street
Cleaners' Benevolent
association's
ball at Bohemian Turn hail, 4314
Clark avenue, towit:
Whoever put the "hot dogs" in the
kettle forgot to cut them apart, causing several slight mishaps, such as
most of the "dogs" slipping over the
side of the kettle to the floor.
Several young men assigned to give
away complimentary tickets took it
upon themselves to make a little
spending money by selling the tickets
at 50 cents per.
True to form, Hanna danced one
dance; the only time he ever does
is at a street cleaners' ball. Considering his 225-odd pounds the 1,000
present agreed he did splendidly.
George Myers, city dance hall inspector, was on hand with several
special police, but no damage was
done. Only one of the two couples
hired to stage the "lulu fado" and
the "fox trot" showed up, so the
fancy dances were called off.
Slight commotion was caused at
times when several male dancers
had the misfortune, while dancing
with new sweethearts, to come across
their old ones. 'T*«>-"*?oujDle was to be
threshed out in some back alley
Thursday.
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CITY LIGHT COST WOULD KEEPWORK GOING
RUNS FAR ABOV
OLD ESTIMATE
City

Ballard's Figures Show Expense Is Five Times What
Was Predicted
Municipal light division engineers
Thursday admitted the cost of generating current so far at the new $2,000,000 East 53d street plant has been
far above the figure estimated months
in advance of .the plant's opening,
July 22. For the month of September
the cost per kilowatt hour was 2.6
cents, over five times as much as
predicted.
'
.
Little hope is entertained by Lighting Commissioner Ballard and Utilities Director Stage that that figure
will be lessened a great deal until the
plant is loaded up. It is expected the
costly Bast Side station will be running to capacity in about a year.
Eighteen months ago, in trying to
fix the price the Illuminating Company was to charge the Cleveland
Railway Company for power, Ballard,
with engineers of both companies,
agreed current could be made for approximately .69 per cent per kilowatt
hour. In the new 53d street plant the
cost would be even less, Ballard and
A. B. du Pont, former consulting expert, announced.
Figures advanced
by
Ballard
Thursday show the cost per kilowatt
hour in August, the first full month
the plant was in operation, was 3.3
cents.
Although it dropped to 2.6 i
cents in September no profit is pos- |
sible at that figure, it is said, beeause
the current is sold for 3 cents #id in
most cases less, and the Interest on
the $2,000,000 and more invested will
more than offset the slight profit.
Despite the apparent poor showing
of the East Side plant Ballard claimed
Wednesday the South Brooklyn and
Collinwood plants are making better
than fair earnings. The revenue for
August from both the 53d and Brooklyn plants was $19,400; in September,
$20,800. Receipts from the Collinwood
plant now average $2,500 a month,
offsetting the loss, estimated at $1,314,
for the first six months of 1914.
Ballard Monday night will forward
to council a complete report on tests
of the new plant, conducted by Professor Carl C. Thomas, Johns^Hopkins
university, Baltimore.

Commission to Offer
Bonds at Auction.

To prevent stoppage of work on
such city projects as the filtration
plant, the Clark-av high level bridge
and the new city hall, the sinking
fund commission will offer $500 000
old nontaxable municipal light plant
bonds for saleto the highest bidder
at noon Tuesday.
With the funds derived from sale
of these bonds and with other revenue to be derived from taxation and
water works sources, before the middle of next month the sinking fund
commission will be in position to purchase new municipal securities aggregating $1,725,000.
The sinking fund commission, by
using money in its possession, made
possible the starting of work on the
new city light plant about two years
ago. No bids were received on the
light plant bonds when they were
offered for sale.
•BOBBIES' FOR CLEVELAND*
t
What questions are asked young
men who apply to become members of London's world famed police force?
Public Safety Director A. A.
Benesch has sent a letter to the
London police department, asking
for information on this subject.
An examination of applicants
for the positions of patrolmen in
the Cleveland police department
will soon take place. Information
received by the director from London will be given to the city civil
service commission.

MILITARY

GUT
LICE FORCE

CITY MARKEf DELIVERY
URGED BY CIVIC CLUB
Recommendations made by the
Civic Club, of Western University
after a lengthy investigation of municipal markets in Cleveland and
other cities, are to be considered by
the council committee on parks Mon-

These include: Inclosed farmers'
markets, establishment of a municipal delivery system and the erection
Director of Safety Benesch Says of a new central market house. One
thousand persons using city markets
were canvassed by students in their
London's Bobbies Finest in
investigations.
World and Sends for
'.Director of Public Service Sidlo
said yesterday that he believed that
Copy of Rules.
municipal delivery service should be
established at once, but that the city
could not make a start because of a
Men with military training will be lack
of funds.
given preference in appointments as
patrolmen, and police examinations
will be open to out-of-town appli-, BANKS PAY $350,000
cants, if departmental changes now
ON CLEVELAND NOTES
being considered by Director of Public Safety Benesch are put into effect.
Three hundred and fifty thousand
Benesch is planning a complete re- dollars were received by the city yes- :
vision of regulations governing the terday from banks which have agreed i,
appointment of police patrolmen. He to purchase $765,000 worth of short j
has written to London for rules and time notes authorized by the city !
regulations of the department, the council.
manner of appointing men and the
The money is for the ordinary j
qualifications of applicants.
operating expenses of the city. Funds
The director also declared yesterday will 'be obtained as needed. Six per
that the city should decide upon a cent interest will be paid on the !
policy of increasing the police force loans.
by seventy-five or one hundred men
each year. He will take this recommendation to the city council.
"The London police force Is the STATE BOARD TO PROBE
finest in the world," said Benesch.
"I think that their rules and regulaLAKE FRONT POLLUTION
tions will be helpful to use in revising
regulations for appointments. There
Pollution of waters along the city's
should also be a general tightening easterly lake front is to be investiup in examinations."
Eftorts to obtain men with military gated by the state board of.- health j
training, accustomed to receiving on an inspection trip here Tuesday, ;
orders, will be made, Benesch said. | November 3. Samples of water will
He believes that this will have the be taken for analysis.
The city has asked the board to or- .'
effect of increasing the efficiency of
der the building of a sewage disposal j
the force.
plant near E. 149th street. Sewage I
are to be installed at Primrose i
CITY TO SELL OLD LIGHT pumps
avenue to pump sewage from Dug- I
BONDS TO BUY NEW ONES way Brook into the Parkway avenue j
sewer, Director of Public Service !
Marketing of $500,000 worth of mu- Sidlo said yesterday.
nicipal lighting bonds, purchased two
years ago, is planned by the city
sinking fund commission. Bids for COUNCILMEN TO-WATCH
the securities will be received Tuesday.
CONCRETE BLOCK MADE
The bonds are non-taxable, being
issued
before
the
constitutional
Concrete block will be turned out
amendment became effective.
They! for inspection by councilmen at the
bear 4 per cent interest. Receipt of waterworks manufacturing plant, lobids is expected to open up the ques- cated on Whisky Island, this after
tion as to whether the city can dis- noon. The block is being used in the
building of the West Side waterworks
pose of securities at less than par.
Funds derived from the sale of the tunnel extension.
Councilman ' FitzGerald
charges
securities may be used to purchase
additional lighting bonds, to allow the that it is less durable than brick and
extension of the distribution system asked for a committee to investigate
from the new $2,500,000 plant, at E. the use of the material. The committee holds its. first meeting today.
53d street.

BURNS MAKES REPORT
ON CLEVELAND SURVEY
Standards and organizations, with
methods to be used in the study of
charitable organizations and agencies
of the city, wore presented to members of the Cleveland Foundation
survey committee by Allen T. Burns,
head of the survey, yesterday noon.
The study will include the time in
which the organizations respond to
emergency requests for aid, continued
care of families after the first request, and inquiries into the character, experience and record of every
person engaged in charitable work or
investigation, Burns told the committee. He said the study would be com'pleted by December 1. . ,
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"Jay Walking"
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PROGRAMS WILL MAKE
MUSIC INTELLIGIBLE

THE city council in its wisdom having enacted an ordinance to that effect some
•weeks ago, "jay walking" in Cleveland's conPrograms for the 17 municipal orgested district is now an offense punishable by
chestra concerts at the Hippodrome,
a fine of from $5 to $50 or by imprisonment, for beginning November 1, are going to
not more than 30 days. The ordinance has be- be more elaborate than in previous
come of legal effect, though just what actual ef- years, according to Recreation Com; mlssioner Black. So for those who are
fect it will have is still a mystery
' ' + r\ in a~~Hnot; musically inclined or haven't
The phrase "jay walking" o ,
I time to delve into the lives of the
western city a few years ago when traffic regu
greater composers, or the prompting
la'tion was first attempted there. It is intended spirit of the better known of their
programs are to be annotated.
to express kindly or contemptuous reproof of the I works,
In most instances data concerning
rural or urban resident so little versed m metthe lives of the composers are to be
ropolitan ways <as to be unaware that a person given along with an explanation of
Accannot conduct himself in a crowded city as if the title and the selection.
to Black, most people don't
his own convenience or preference were the only cording
know that "au moulin" means "In
thing to be considered.
the mill," consequently without exAs defined in the local ordinance, jay walk- i | planations they couldn't enjoy the
ing" is rather a comprehensive term. Original- : | "milling sounds" in the selection.
In addition to the selections proly it signified the act of crossing a street intergrams are to contain an appeal for
section in a diagonal direction, instead of fol- money for the upkeep of Herr ChrisI6wing the two sides of the triangle of which the tiaan Timmner's orchestra.
diagonal short-cut is the hypothenuse. (The
Cleveland measure prohibits that form of jay
walking" and, in addition, forbids persons on
f6ot to cross streets anywhere except at crosswalks—and then only on the proper signal of
the traffic policeman, presumably, at crossings
Where such officers are stationed.
;
_ \
Recreation Commissioner Black has
Difficulty in enforcing these rules is anticiappointed George A. Bellamy, Hiram
House; Dr. E. A. Peterson, school
pated. Their constitutionality has been quesmedical supervisor, and Rev. Worth
tioned from the first, supposedly on the ground
M. Tippy of the welfare department
that -they interfere with public use of public
recreation committee to investigate in
streets. They may not be readily accepted and
detail the feasibility of transferring
to Black the supervision of the four
•obeyed by walkers, long accustomed to crossing
city bathhouses.
streets at their own discretion and risk. Those
Some time
ago the committee
who have preferred to cut across downtown
recommended such action to Mayor
highways between corners at opportune moBaker, but nothing has been heard
from him. Black claims recreation
ments, deeming that procedure less dangerous
in Cleveland can be greatly enthan braving the cross-fire traffic at intersec- work
larged if bathhouses are made semitions, may hesitate to use the regular crossings | i social centers.
exclusively, under guidance of police whistles.
Nevertheless, the plan would seem to deserve
;i fair trial under favorable conditions, including
public co-operation, whenever the city authorities are ready to attempt its enforcement. As
to this—as in respect to the safety zone plan or
anything else promising safer streets—the public attitude should be that of willingness to try
anything once, until the city's streets are made
AS SAFE AS THEY OUGHT TO BE.
Council must wait at least two I
But if the reform of "jay walking" is to be
at all successful and useful, THE POLICE WILL weeks before it will receive from'!
HAVE TO DO THEIR PART, too. As the Safety Director Benesch and Chief
practice has been for several years, traffic offi- Rowe a detailed report on the pocers ffive their signals with such sole regard for licing of Cleveland because mem-,
of council finance committee
vehicle traffic and such ENTIRE DISRE- bers
pigeon-holed Councilman Moylan's
GARD OF PERSONS ON FOOT that a traffic- demand for the statement after appoliced crossing often seems THE MOST DAN- proving it.
"I'll fight any attempt to smother
GEROUS PLACE IN TOWN.

WANTS 4 CITY BATHS
MADE SOCIAL CENTERS

WAIT TWO WEEKS
ON POLICE QUERY

MOTORS WILL RUN ON
PRETTY SWAN BOATS!
|
..Motor.-propelled swan boats in- '
stead of foot-power ones will float'
on city park ponds next summer, ac- j
cording to Service Director Sidlo.
Sidlo Friday obtained consent of i
board of control members to amend j
the city's contract with the Cleve- j
land Auto Boat Manufacturing Com- j
p'any,' so the city will have to take j
only five of the six swan boats orig- j
inally ordered, and motors can be.
installed in three of them.
The;
city is to he refunded $225.

^^^BH^H

the request for the report," said
Moylan Friday. "All I seek is information that we may have something
definite on record when January 1:
comes and the matter of more police j
is up."
According to Councilman Durkin,
member of the police committee,
Moylan's measure is being held back
one week for additional information.
He promised it will be sent back to
council Monday.
Benesch also will help Moylan j
fight to get the resolution back in
council providing police committee
doesn't act. Already he has prepared his statement showing whether
better police protection could be
gained by a rearrangement of precinct lines and beats.

PLANS WINTER SPORTS
Plans under way for muny entertainments this winter, according to Park Commissioner Alter,
include:
An old-fashioned sleighing
party, winding up at Brookside
park, where a wiener roast will
be served.
Conversion of corner lots
into skating rinks.
Skating parties at Brookside
Edgewater and Gordon parks.'
Appeal for donations
0f
skates for use of needy children.
Muny stands will sell hot
wieners and coffee during the
skating season.

CLEVELAND DAY AT
EXPOSmONJULY22!
Cleveland day at the world's'
fair at San Francisco next year
has been set for July 22.
This news came in a'telegram
from San Francisco Thursday af
ternoon to F. C. Roegge of' the
industrial expansion committee
The entire day's program at the
fair on this day will be devoted to
Cleveland and will begin with the'
reception of Mayor Baker and-;
other city officials.

(Pet- IV 9) •/.
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FINANCE SCHEME
Fi
Rapid Transit Heads File
Mortgage to Get Bonds
of $50,000,000.
funds From Sale of Paper W
be Applied to Immediate Use.

17

GREETS~CITY ORCHESTRA
Clnb to TCntertitlii Municipal Mnsl- i
dans at Luncheon.
The City club today will have as its
guests at a luncheon in the club rooms
244 Superior-av N. E„ the members of
the Municipal Symphony orchestra and
Herr Christiaan Timmner, the leader.
Speeches will be made by Erie C
Hopwood, president of the club, on "The
Beginnings of Popular Music in Cleveland;" H. Pflzenmayer, president of the
Musical Mutual Protective association
on "The Relation of Organized Labor tn
Music;" Wilson G. Smith, on"The Municipal Symphony Orchestra;" Mayor
Newton D. Baker, on "The Orchestra
»«
a Municipal Enterprise." urchestra as
The club committee in charge of the
program is: Charles S. Brooks chairman; Harold T. Clark, Thomas WGarvin, Louis H. Hays, Isaac Joseph
George B Kennerdell. Dean C Mathews, J. M. Telleen, Charles W Wif-

President Believes Entire Meas- Special Committee Visits Conure Should Be Killed and New
crete Plant on Whisky Island
One Drawn, if Present
|
—Under-Water Work to
Is to Be Altered.
Be Examined Later.

First public steps toward completing negotiations for financing Cleveland's subway and rapid transit system were taken yesterday with the
'filing for record of a mortgage given
by the Cleveland Rapid Transit Rail-.

FAVORS CONCRETE PLANT
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Councllmanic investigation of the
use of concrete blocks in construction of the new West Side waterworks tunnel was begun yesterday
;:when members of a special commit-'
(tea visited the Whisky Island plant,

Conncilmen Impressed With Result
of Tunnel Work.

Councilmen who started an inquiry
into the concrete work at the West
way Co. to the Central Trust Co. of j
Side tunnel yesterday were so favora sum i ably impressed they proposed that a
New York to obtain bondsJn
permanent city department for manunot to exceed $50,000,000. This bond
facture of concrete blocks be established.
This plan was urged by
issue is designed to be sufficient for J Councilmen William Rolf and J. J
the company's entire rapid transit' McGinty.
The inquiry now under way was desystem.
manded in a resolution offered in
W. K. Hopkins, president of the : council two weeks ago by Councilman
Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co., • W. S. FitzGerald, anti-administration
leader, and a special committee of five
yesterday declared that a financial
named to conduct the investigaplan adopted calls for the construe-' was
tion.
tion of one subway running east from
the Public square and a second running west as soon as the high level
bridge will permit operation.
Funds derived from the first sale I
of bonds will be applied to the con- |
struction of the first two lines of j
the subway, Mr. Hopkins said. Stock j
will be sold for the same purpose and i
the people of Cleveland will be given j
an opportunity to share in the flnanc- i
ing of the rapid transit enterprise.
The mortgage filed for record at j
the county recorder's office covers the
company's franchises and rights in
the streets, its patents, leaseholds,
equipment, cars and trackage. President Hopkins stated that changes in
the subway plans would necessitate
a change in the legislation giving the
company the right to the use of the
streets.
Will be No Delay.
Mr. Hopkins did not state how soon I
the council would be asked to take I,
up the matter of amending the pres- I:
ent grants, but declared there would !
be no serious delay.
"The ty >e of construction fin jilly
adopted involves an enlargement of |
the tubes and an improvement of'
the original plan," said Mr. Hopkins.
"In clue time the company will take \
up with the council the necessary
change in the ordinance."
The tubes as now designed will bei
large enough to accommodate surface cars, which can be operated over j
a system affording rapid
transit!
j throughout the entire county. Presi- j
1
dent Hopkins said yesterday that!
while an elevated railroad for the!

$50,000,000 MORTGAGE
GIVEN FOR BOND ISSUE
W. R, Hopkins Announces Request Will Be Made for Construction of Larger Tubes.
Opposition to changes in the subway franchise of the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Railway Company, to be
asked as a result of the execution
yesterday of a $50,C0,C00 mortgage to
secure a bond issue of that amount,
was forecast last night by Councilman Thompson, president of council.
"If there are to be any changes in
the grant I believe the whole measure should be killed and a new DTdinance
drawn,"
Eaid
Thompson.
"Besides,
the
subway
company
should be required to deposit with
the city a certified check to guarantee completion of the work."
- The mortgage recorded yesterday
is given to the Central Trust Comrpany of New York. The bonds will
be sold for the construction of the
first two subway lines, on Euclid and
•Superior avenues.
W. R. Hopkins,
president of the subway company,
said council will be asked to permit
the construction of larger tubes.
Passed in 1908.
The subway ordinance was originally passed by the Tom L. Johnson
administration in December, 1908. It
was approved by a referendum vote.
Two years later the Baehr administration modified the franchise. The
original time limit, under which construction was to be commenced expired but the modifications to the
original franchise were considered
tantamount to an extension of the
franchise.
. Plans for the financing of the company have been under way since last
January, said Mr. Hopkins.
"During these negotiations," he
said, "the plans of the company have
been carefully examined, revised and
finally approved by some of the foremost engineers in this country.
"The plans provide for subway
structures large enough to transmit
axssuitable for suburban and inter-

.where the blocks are being made.
The investigation is being made
at the
Gerald,
gineers
durable

request of Councilman Fitzwho charges that many enclaim that the block is less
than the brick generally used,

:

In tunnel construction. Engineers
are to be summoned before a special
j committee of the council Tuesday.
Director of Public Utilities Stage
and Commissioner of Waterworks
Schulz aocompanled the councilmen.
I Stage explained how large twelvej foot ring's, made up of seven concrete j
■blocks, were to be joined together
■with steel rods and grout filler for.
the tunnel walls.
Irregular block with broken corners, ;
littered about the yards, were made j
during several months of experimenting at the Woodland avenue shops of
the waterworks and are not to be
used in the tunnel, Stage said.
Councilmen will probably see actual
tunnel construction a mile and a half
out at the bottom of the lake, later.

ONLY "PAKE" PROFITS.
FFICIALLY,
the
municipal
electric lighting p., la it is
with making average
. credited
profits of about $1,000 a month, in
August arid September. There is
'
no
allowance ' for depreciation,
j
. none for taxes, none for interest.
I
Consequently, the entire claim
of any proiflts whatever is ridic5j ulous.: The interest on the cost of
the city's venture in the electric
lighting business is about $12,000
a month. If the municipal plant
were to displace one owned by a
private corporation and subject to
taxation, certainly it would be
necessary,. in- order to ascertain
how milch the people were inaiing
J or losing, to set aside for the
public treasury a sumequals to. the
TTDTT1 in n <r-»
taxes which would be paid on. a
: M-* 4111]
pUriOJ U3 similar property subject to ofdiO 3UIOS 'lIIPA TTT
rf naryv taxat^n- That would add
U
.
J P* perhaps $3,000 a month to the net
l
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Fi
Rapid Transit Heads File
Mortgage to Get Bonds
of $50,000,000.
Funds From Sale of PapeTTo
be Applied to Immei diate Use.
First public steps toward completing negotiations for financing Clevelana-s subway and rapid transit system were taken yesterday with the
filing for record of a mortgage given
w the Cleveland Rapid Transit Rail-.
ffay Co. to the Central Trust Co. of
New York to obtain bonds in.a sum
not to exceed $50,000,000. This bond
issue is designed to be sufficient for
the company's entire rapid transit
W K. Hopkins, president of the
Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co.,
yesterday declared that a financial
plan adopted calls for the construction of one subway running east from
the Public square and a second running west as soon as the high level
bridge will permit operation.
Funds derived from the first sale
of bonds will be applied to 'the construction of the first two lines, of
the subway, Mr. Hopkins said. Stock
will be sold for the same purpose and
the people of Cleveland will be given
an opportunity to sharp in the financing of the rapid transit enterprise.
The mortgage filed for record at
the county recorder's office covers the
company's franchises and rights in
the streets, its patents, leaseholds,
equipment, cars and trackage. President Hopkins stated that changes in
the subway plans would necessitate
a change in the legislation giving the
company the right to the use of the
streets.
Will be Xo Delay.
■ Mr. Hopkins did not state how soon |
the council would be asked to take I,
j up the matter of amending the pres- |;
ent grants, but declared there would !■
be no serious delay.
"The ty ie of construction fin (illy
adopted involves an enlargement of j
the tubes and an improvement of.
the original plan," said Mr. Hopkins. \
"In due time the company will take ;
up with the council the necessary
change in the ordinance."
The tubes as now designed will ber
large enough to accommodate surface cars, which can be operated over \
a system affording rapid transit!
,1 throughout the entire county. President Hopkins said yesterday that
! while an elevated railroad for the
outlying districts was a possibility,
1
such a scheme had not yet been given
consideration.
The city council has asked Mayor'
; Newton D. Baker to have a report ':
( prepared showing the cost of types of
; elevated railroads. This data ita now ■
; being gathered by R. W. Hobbs, com- j
I missioner of publicity and informa' tion. The report wil show the cost of !
. the Elberfeld monorail system in Ger- i
: many as well as the cost of the elej vated roads in the large cities of
! the United States.
j President W. P. Thompson of the
.city council, who offered, the resolui tion calling for the investigation, said
I last evening that he favored giving
the subway company a liberal fran; chise, but that he would insist that
;the company file a certified check as
^a guarantee that work would be
! started within a certain period and ■'
(that other terms of the grant would j
be complied with.
j The tube will be 32.6 feet high and
21.8 feet wide. As originally designed
tbe tube was to be 8 feet high and
^^■'^ feet wide. This tube called for
■ the use of the du Pont type of car
■ Representatives ot the company an:;.«:■ nounced some time ago they are prem paring to build a tube that can acAV
flS ■ commodate cars for both surface and
K'■■*£&?■ underground use.
The Ia
MHB
test plans have been develand a
■^H °?ed ew
PProved by L. B. Stilwell
""
■ ?,;. ^
S*** and other engineers.
| while no announcement of the first
route to be selected has been made,
it is reported that either the Superiorly N. E. or Euclid-av route will be
built first.
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The City club today will have as Its j
guests at a luncheon in the club rooms,
244 Superior-av N. E„ the members of
the Municipal Symphony orchestra and
Herr Christiaan Timmner, the leader.
; Speeches will be made by Erie C.
Hopwood, president of the club, on "The
Beginnings of Popuiar Music in Cleveland;" H. Pflzenmayer, president of the
Musical Mutual Protective association
on "The Relation of Organized Labor to
Music;" Wilson G. Smith, on"The Municipal Symphony Orchestra;" Mayor
Newton D. Baker, on "The Orchestra as
a Municipal Enterprise."
The club committee in charge of the
program is: Charles S. Brooks, chairman; Harold T. Clark, Thomas W Garvin, Louis H. Hays, Isaac Joseph,
George B. Kennerdell. Dean C Ma: thews, J. M. Telleen, Charles w' Wil; Hams.

, FAVORS CONCRETE PLANT
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President Believes Entire Meas- Special Committee Visits Con
ure Should Be Killed and New
crete Plant on Whisky Island
One Drawn, if Present
—Under-Water Work to
Is to Be Altered.
Be Examined Later.
$50,000,000 MORTGAGE
GIVEN FOR BOND ISSUE

Conncilmen Impressed With Ilesult
of Tunnel Work.
Councilmen who started an inquiry
Into the concrete work at the West
Side tunnel yesterday were so favorably impressed they proposed that a
permanent city department for manufacture of concrete blocks be established.
This plan was urged by
. Councilmen William Rolf and J. J.
McOinty.
The inquiry now under way was demanded in a resolution offered in
: council two weeks ago by Councilman
I W. S. PitzGerald, anti-administration
leader, and a special committee of five
was named to conduct the investigaI tion.

Y GITY SOLQI

W. R. Hopkins Announces Request Will Be (Vtade for Construction of Larger Tubes.
Opposition to changes in the subway franchise of the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Railway Company, to be
asked as a result of the execution
yesterday of a $5O,C0,CO0 mortgage to
secure a bond issue of that amount,
was forecast last night by Councilman Thompson, president of council.
"If. there are to be any changes in
the grant I believe the whole meas■ure should be killed and a new gvdinance drawn," f:aid Thompson.
'-Besides,
the
subway
company
should be required to deposit with
ihe city a certified check to guarantee completion of the work."
•The mortgage recorded yesterday
Is given to the Central Trust Com:pany of New York. The bonds will
be sold for the construction of the
first two subway lines, on Euclid and
Superior avenues. W. R. Hopkins,
president of the subway company,
said council will be asked to permi/
the construction of larger tubes.
Passed In 1908.
The subway ordinance was originally passed by the Tom L. Johnson
administration in December. 1908. It
was approved by a referendum vote.
Two years later the Baehr administration modified the franchise. The
original time limit under which construction was to be commenced expired but the modifications to the
original franchise were considered
tantamount to an extension of the
franchise.
Plans for the financing of the company have been under way since last
January, said Mr. Hopkins.
"During these negotiations," he
said, "the plans of the company have
been carefully examined, revised and
finally approved by some of the foremost engineers in this country.
"The plans provide for subway
structures large enough to transmit
cars suitable for suburban and interurban, as well as subway operation.
Sees No Serious Delay.
"The financial plan already adopted
provides for the construction of one
subway running east from Public
Square and a second running west
as soon as the high-level bridge situation will permit its operation. These
two lines, forming, a through east and
west line from East Cleveland to
Lakewood, will be supplemented by
"other subway lines in the city and
surface lines outside the city as rapidly as their development proves
feasible.
"The proceeds of the first sale of
i bonds will be applied to the construction of the first two lines of subway.
For the game purpose etock of the
company will be sold, and it is proposed to offer a substantial part of
this stock to the Cleveland public.
"The contract? for the construction
|of the first two lines was fully
forked out and permanent arrangeIments completed for the sale of bonds
(when the European war broke out.
I The general financial confusion resulting from, the war will cause some
Idelay, but 'present indications are
Ithat the delay will not be serious."

Councilmanic Investigation of the
use of concrete blocks in construction of the new West Side waterworks tunnel was begun yesterday
;when members of a special commitj'tee visited the Whisky Island plant,
Iwhere the blocks are being made.
' The investigation is being made
at the request of Councilman FitzGerald, who charges that many engineers claim that the block is less
durable than the brick generally used
in tunnel construction. Engineers
are to be summoned before a special
committee of the council Tuesday.
Director of Public Utilities Stage
and Commissioner of Waterworks
Schulz accompanied the councilmen.
Stage explained how large twelvefoot ring's, made up of seven concrete j
blocks, were to be joined together
with steel rods and grout filler for 1
the tnnnel walls.
Irregular block with broken corners, j
littered about the yards, were made j
during several months of experiment- j
ing at the Woodland avenue shops of
the waterworks and are not to be
used In the tunnel, Stage said.
Councilmen will probably see actual
tunnel construction a mile and a half
out at the bottom of the lake, later.

ONLY "PAKE" PROFITS.
the
municipal
electric lighting p.,1 a n t is
credited
with
making average
profits of about $1,000 a month, in
August arid September. There is
no allowance r for depreciation,
none for taxes, none for interest..
Consequently, the entire claim
of any profits whatever is ridic5ulous.; The interest on the cost of
the city's venture ,in the .electric
lighting; business is about $12,000
a month. If the municipal plant
were to displace one owned by a
private corporation and subject to
taxation, certainly it would be
necessary,, in- order to ascertain
how much the people were mating
or losing, to set aside for the
public treasury a sum equali to. the
taxes which would be paid on. a
similar property subject to ordi-j
naryj taxation:
That would add j
perhaps $3,000 a month to the net
earnings required to enable the
municipal lighting plant to "breaki
even,"Omitting depreciation entirely,
in consideration of the newness of;
the property, it. is evident that the
municipal lighting venture is falling at-least. $14,0.00 a month short
of meeting its true expenses and
charges. That is, it is running behind at trie *ate of about $165,000
or. $l,'lfl,-000. a year.,
Yet-with the :city government
taxing up. the cost of living in such
enterprises at such a rate, there
are those who see no connection
between governmental waste and
blundering and the difficulty of
making necessary expenses
in
private affairs.

OFFICIALLY',
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HAS SIDLO, BOY SERVER,
MADE GOOD? YOU DECIDE!

ITY OUGHT TO
UILD SUBWAY"

W. F. Thompson, president of
council, said Saturday that while
he will not oppose a reasonable
extension of the subway franchise
of the Cleveland Rapid Transit
Co., he believes the city itself
should issue bonds for a subway
and build it.
Thompson said that if he cannot get support of other city officials for this plan, he will insist
on the subway company depositing with the city a certified check
guaranteeing to start construction
within a stated period.
Thompson's announcement followed filing of a $50,000,000
mortgage by the subway company
late Friday. The mortgage was
given, W. R. Hopkins, president
of the subway company, explained, as a basis of financing the
project.
Hopkins said
Saturday
he
would not discuss the depositing
of a check until he appears in ;
council to ask the extension.
Hopkins said he wants a re- j
vision of the clause authorizing i
purchase of the subway by the
city at any time, and permission
to build larger tubes than first:
contemplated.
The mortgage is given to the
Central Trust Co. of New York
for the purpose of securing bonds
for a like amount.
The first sale of bonds will be
applied to building of the first two
lines—one east from Public square
and the other west, the latter as
soon as the high level bridge is
completed, according to Hopkins.
Hopidns predicts work will start
in 1915.

Tmg
Stella©
When Mayor Baker last spring
named Tom Sidlo, twenty-six, head
, of the public service department,
numerous persons shook their heads
dubiously. It was a terrible mistake, some of them said, for Mayor
Baker to select such a young man
'for such an important position.
i A few actually seemed sorry for
jSidlo.
But Sidlo took the job.
He is the same young man who
got himself into prominence seven
or eight years ago by heckling Senator Burton. Tom Johnson thought
that a fellow who could heckle like
that at eighteen certainly would be
' a hummer when he became twenty
or twenty-one.
Tom took Sidlo into his fold. So
ithat Is how Sidlo, who was studyling to be a lawyer, was dragged into
the city government business.
His Ears Bumed.
Sidlo's ears burned when he took
charge of the service department.
He knew what some people, encouraged by politicians, were saying.
. So he bucked into the game with
,all his might. There weren't any
i "its" or "ands" about it. He had
to make good.
. This gets us up to the point of
what Sidlo actually has accomplished as director of public service.
', Last year there was a big- clamor
over lack of swings and other
amusement devices in parks. Sidlo
stopped that noise by providing
swings.
There • was a revival of tennis
this summer. He added new courts
in many parks.
He fixed up the baseball dia-

hi

monds and built steps to park
springs so people could use them.
He made a success of niunyconducted refreshment stands, added new showers at Gordon park
bathhouse,
enlarged
Edgewater
dance pavilion, reserved a big part
of Gordon park for children's play
and picnics, and fixed
shelter
houses.
He established new bear dens at
Brookside, put into good condition
all park drives and bridges, added
drinking fountains,
tables and
chairs and put in 200 birdhouses.
Had Sunday Concerts.
Sidlo, in his job of making good,
was looking out for chances to
make park improvements that people would notice and appreciate and
enjoy. Last year there were Sunday concerts in .the parks; this
year for tired mothers and their
tots there were daily concerts. He
tried to do everything a little better.
Sidlo also had to direct the work
on the new city hall, nearly a
$3,000,000 project; he had to rush
completion of Edgewater bathhouse
in time for the bathing season; he
had to build a burned viaduct, and
did it in 40 days; he had to take
the responsibility of building a new
sewage disposal system being constructed.
He's gone after all these projects
in a whirlwind way.
While Sidlo has a lot of unfinished business on hand, he's
busy finishing it—and thinking up
more things to do.

BARS NEW STEPS IN
PUBLIC DANCE HALLS
Dance
Inspector George S.
Myers said Saturday he will bar
the new dances from public halls
this fall and winter, just as he
did a year ago.
"Most of these dances are
easily made vulgar, and there is
less demand for them in the public halls than last year," said
Myers.
"I haven't anything to
do with clubs and other private
places where these steps are
danced."
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More Investigation

CAR FARE INCREASE
AGAIN LOOMS HERE

TFVBN

vears ago Cleveland endured a tyF 1 id fever epidemic so extensive and fatal
ie famous even in a period made mem'as0, lv disgraces of the sort, The epidemic.
arable bj «; *, attributed to pollution of
here ^ wpQtprL;plv. Filtration was urgently
eitvss wat4T,fdv it had been adopted by
tbecity
'"; ,,'ted, Already
°%e epidemicsubsided, the agitation passed,
ntake was established farther
the waterworks
, city's population in-

but as the
from shore
• became evident that no amount of

creased 'and off-shore crib building could entuBiieling ana "^ ^"^ake Erie botlTas a source
•W» C'ti: water a^d as a cesspool with safety
of drm,1; ° por several years now it has been
t0 h
t t'that the city ought to practice sanitary
8p
'vaoe disposal and water supply^filtration,
sewage ".'^"practicing either aS yet
though it . than three years the city governFor moreen experimenting with sewage dismeati has
Bonds have
„,.^p«es
Bonus
nave been
uccu issued
™^>» and
~~r\Stfor sewage disposal plants Their
t blishment was ordered, after investigation,
ftw
state board of health. ■
b3
S0th committed to modern sewage disnpthocls the administration long denied
F*j££ of Oration and retained a *100-afTLf who investigated and sustained
I10' vipw But another typhoid epidemic folliai 1
I he spring flood of 1913 forced filtra0ffing
A
n0st obstinate opponents to recant.
lesion was named and another invesfigaf°
e For 18 months now the city.has been
officially pledged to filtration and is slowly proTeding toward its accomplishment
\ bodv doubts that the water of Lake Erie
i^cent to Cleveland is polluted. It has been
i mvn to be so by investigation after mvestigat m by city, state and United States governments ' For years the city has used chlorine in
11,P water supply in an effort to disinfect- it—
' (i at the onset of each new typhoid outbreak
L health officers have advised that it be boiled
Lfore drinking. The water along shore is too
filthy to bathe in with safety and disinfection has
even been tried at the bathing beaches. The
pollution is so widespread that steamship comvinipq forbid their captains to take drinking
• Ster aboard WITHIN 30 MILES OP CLBVBLA

Y?t there is to be ANOTHER INVESTIGATION. The City Hall wants to be ordered to
spend some more money and the state board of
iwtli is coming here November 3 to MAKE AN
INSPECTION ' and TAKE SAMPLES OP
\V ATER FOR ANALYSIS. If governments had
competitors, HOW THEY WOULD LAUGH AT
THE WAY THE PUBLIC'S BUSINESS IS
RUN!
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September

Receipts

Fall

Off

Despite Penny Charge
for Transfers.
Mayor Tells Orchestra Members
at Club Banquet Their Work
s as Important to Cleveland as Paving Streets.

The Cleveland Railway Company
yesterday announced that September receipts showed a big decrease
and that the rate of fare probably
will have to be raised.
President ^Stanley,
in his rei ( port to the board of directors said
(
COUNCIL'S DUTY TO AFFORD
the fare increase probably will take
form of three tickets for a dime
FUNDS, ASSERTS EXECUTIVE; the
and a penny charge for transfers,
without rebate.
Directors approved the, report
Anticipates Fight When Matter and passed a resolution declaring
the day before Thanksgiving will be
of Appropriation Comes Up
"Associated Charities Day."
All
persons who desire to give money
for Final Vote.
to- charity may drop it in fare boxes
in addition to their regular fare.
Municipal music is quite as Im- At. the close of that day all money
portant as paving streets or making in the boxes in excess of average
any other material civic improve- receipts for a November day will go
ments, according to Mayor Baker, to the Associated Charities.
The September report of the comspeaking before the City Club at the pany showed a net ordinance deficit
banquet given in honor of the of $22,947.37, which includes the speMunicipal Symphony orchestra, in the
cial monthly appropriation of $18,000
Hollenden. hotel, yesterday noon.
allowed by council for the scrapping
The mayor urged the some 300 j
of old equipment. On September 30,
members present to appear in council I
despite $58,682.42 received in revenue
when the matter of an appropriation
from the penny transfer charge,
comes, up and make a fight to have .
which went into effect September 1,
it passed.
"The council should appropriate the interest fund shrunk $23,000 durmoney to sustain the Municipal or- ing the month, showing a total of
chestra, despite present conditions of $200,706.87.
There was a total of 26,191,761 car
the city's finances," said the mayor.
"There are a lot of people who think rides during the month, but with the
that all that is necessary is for me transfer charge in effect the report
to wave a magic wand and council showed a decrease of 492,216 total car
rides over September, 1913.
will appropriate money.
"That Is not so. There will he a.
big fight when the appropriation BOAT COMPANIES PLAN
comes and it will be necessary for j
every friend of music in . the city EXTENSION OF PIER LEASE
to take up the fight. You "must not
Officials of the Detroit & Cleveland
only appear but must insist on the
and Cleveland & Buffalo navigation
appropriation.
"There is no question in my mind companies may ask the city council
hut that the orchestra should be con- to extend their lease upon the city's
tinued. The esthetic development of B. 9th street pier from forty to sixty
the city is just as important to my years.
Agreements with the city call for
mind as are paved streets or other
the erection of passenger and freight
physical improvements.
"I hope to see the time when we stations to oost not less than $225,will have not only a big municipal 000. Lowest bids received by the
spmphony orchestra but in addition boat companies require an expendia spacious municipal music hall and ture of $400,000. It is for this reason
a conservatory attached thereto for that a longer lease may be asked.
the development of the musical talent The lease under which the compa- j
of the city.
nies are building the landing provides '
"Appropriations will be absolutely that the property is to revert to the i
necessary to carry this through. At city upon the expiration of forty !
present, the conductor of the Boston yearsL and permits the city to take |
orchestra receives a salary larger over "he property at any time upon j
than the entire Cleveland orchestra two years' notice.
is paid. I shall insist that we have
high-class programs."
Private subscriptions this
year'
were $1,000 more than last year, the
mayor said. Other speakers were I
Christian Timmner, conductor; Vic-1
tor Sincere, presenting the business i
men's side of the question, and Wil- j
son G. Smith, speaking for the music ,
lovers of Cleveland. Brie C. Hop- jwood, president, presided.
The first of the orchestra's concerts ;
will be given the first Sunday in No- j
vember. Tickets for the season of;
seventeen weeks are on sale at the
Hippodrome.
The City Club announced that it
would bring the Century Grand
Opera Company of New York, here;
for eight performances at popular!
prices. The company probably will
be here some time in February and
will give leading operas in English, j
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LEARNS TO

TO AID ORGHESTRA!

FIGHT

FIRE

Mayor's
Secretary Takes Early
Morning: Rnn to Blaze.

Mayor Begs Members to Indorse Move to Continue
Municipal Music.
Other Speakers Plead Cause
at Civic Body's Dinner
to Musicians.

Milton
Young,
secretary to the
mayor, has wished to experience the
thrills of racing to a fire with Cleveland's blaze fighters. Last night he
went to the headquarters of Engine
Co. No. 1 and turned in with the firemen when bed time arrived.
At 1:15 a. m, an alarm from box 167,
corner of Ontario-st and St. Clalr-av
N. W., routed out the company. Mr.
Young was-with the firemen when they
speeded to the Bcene.
The fire : ^'as on the second floor of
the Pitt building; 102 Si. Clair-av N. W.,
and was soon under control. The origin
is not known.

Urging members of the City c\vb i
at a meeting yesterday to back him
in a battle •with' the city council when
the question of allowing funds for the'j i
continuance of the municipal orches-,
tra is being considered, Mayor New- j j
ton D. Baker declared that the or-jj
chestra should lead-to .the. establish^ j
ment. of a city music hall and conservatory of music.
The liftv members of the orchestra
were the guests of the City club at m
dinner yesterday. Addresses were
made by President Erie C Hopwood,
Victor.W. Sincere, Wilson G. Smith,
Mayor Baker and Christiaan Timmner, director of the orchestra.
The mayor stated he expected opj position when the appropriation ques1
tibn came before council and urged
members-, of the club to inform the. f
i cojincil. they as citizens indorsed the,
movement.
President Hopwood in his address;
i stated ■ the industrial and cultural;
i growth o? Cleveland have not been,
;
coextensive and that the city has
been so busy with its material growth |
it has not had the cultural growth of
other cities.'
Mr. Hopwood paid a
tribute to trie efforts of the late Conrad Mizer to niake the old "pop" concert^ and concerts in the parks a part
of the community life of the city.
Mr. Sincere, declared the municipal
orchestra should be considered part of
the city itself, and that business and.!
civic organizations should work for |
its success; He urged lovers of rag-1
time" should^ be educated to the love!
of better things in music.
Mr1. Smith' expressed opposition to
the plan -of': importing musicians for
the orchestra and stated that co-op-.
eration-between the members and the
management was the chief thing. He
declared further the orchestra should
be a matter of local pride and cooperation.
"T am not content to have it remain an average orchestra," said
Mayor Baker. "I want Jt to keep on
growing better year by year until
it is the best orchestra in the country.
I am in favor of going outside if we
cannot obtain the talent needed in this
city. I am not/willing to make this
a provincial orchestra. It must be an
orchestra worthy the ideals of this
great city. We must not let go this
start we have made."
The mayor stated that thus far
$3,000 has been donated by citizens of
Cleveland toward the support of the
orchestra for the coming season;
which will open Nov. 1.

■BUNKS' WITH FIREMEN.
To experience the thrill that comes
to firemen on being awakened by an
alarm in the dead of night, Milton
L. Young, secretary to Mayor Baker,
"bunked" in a fire engine house last
night.
The mayor'* secretary selected
Engine House No. 1, on St. Clair-av,
for the test. The company stationed
at this house responds to many
alarms.
"I am going to slide down the pole
when the call comes," Secretary
Young told friends.

BALLARD DEFIES PATTON
Refuses Demand for Data on Which
Lighting Report Is Based.
Lighting Commissioner P. W. Bal-1
lard clashed yesterday with J. N.
Patton, Cleveland manager for Raskins & Sells, when the latter, who
has been investigating records of
municipal utilities, demanded that a
memorandum upon which a recent
lighting department report was based
be turned over to him. Mr. Ballard
declined to turn over his memorandum.
""
"Mr. Patton demanded to know
i why I gave out reports of earnings
which were not borne out by figures
that he had obtained," said Mr. Ballard later. "1 told him it was none
of his business and that I would
continue to make statements public.
My figures are based on a memorandum to which he is not entitled."
The report given out by Mr. Ballard shows large profits. Mr. Ballard
favors the plan of forwarding month- i
ly statements of receipts and expenr
ditures tt> the city council. This plan
may be followed in future.

WON'T EXTEND CAR LINE
Witt

Opposed to Wade Pnrk-av
Plait, Sldlo Says.

The plan of extending the Wade
Park-av car line in Perkins-av N. E.
from E. 40th-st to E. 30th-st and in
Chester-av N. E. from E. 30th-st to
E. 21st-st has been definitely abandoned, according to Public Service
Director T. L. Sidlo.
Street Railway Commissioner Peter Witt is opposed to this extension
and the public service director also
believes the new extension of Perkins-av should be ' an automobile
route.
"The commissioner's mind is closed
on the car line," said Director Sidlo
yesterday. "He does not favor it."
A resolution calling for an estlmate of the expense was offered in
council some time ago by Councilman John Durkin.

PLAN

WORK

FOR

MANY

City Officials Consider Purchase of
Municipal Securities.
Such public improvements as will
give employment to the largest number of men may be selected by the
city sinking fund commission in deciding upon the purchase of $1,725,000
worth of municipal securities with
funds that it will soon have at its disposal.
President W. P. Thompson of thei
cit# council, member of the sinking'
fund> commission, will propose that'
this policy be followed.
"We ought to spend part of the I
money for the superstructure of the:
new Clark-av high level bridge," said,
Mr. Thompson.
"Municipal lighting
plant extensions might also be a good i
thing at this time.
We must buyl
bonds for the completion of the filtration plant and we must also make
possible the completion of the new
city hall."

Filter Excavation Costs $12:i,G00.
The excavation at the site of the new
filtration plant will cost ?122,000 instead
of $101,000 as originally estimated. The
board of control at today's meeting willconsider a subsidiary agreement with
Fred E. Jones, who received the original contract, amounting to $101,000. It
was explained yesterday that most of
the extra work has been done at the
clear water basin.
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Take a Good Look
HEBE IS i hint which Cleveland can not
A affordcl 1o overlook in the proposal of
Preside it Thompson of the city council that an
Hr.lV ordinance shall be provided to
■ f .o-uartl the city, as far as is now possible,
pits relations with the Cleveland Rapid Transit
iompauy>
.
. .
','.,..
The company was given permission to build
I ways as far back as 1908.
Nothing but
Lids' and promises have been forthcoming
f. in it until the present time. To the .average
levelander the project long ago became a joke.
11 now something has been done that looks
Le business. The company has pjit on record
nrtsages to secure a bond loan of $50,000,000.
|0w is the time for Cleveland to STOP,
|oO*K AND LISTEN.
The underground traction franchise should be subjected to a new and
close scrutiny. The conditions affected by it
L not now what they were "when it was
Lnted. And thf city has a clearer and more
ii'-reacliing view of the future than it had six
Sears ago. It is in the EARLY STAGES of

T

giich enterprises as this that public corporations
let their grip on American cities.
" Shrewd inspection of details, even to the
minutest is what the interests of the citv deWhen a franchise
mml .,, THIS JUNCTURE.
gin FULL" OPERATION and the corporation
to which it has been gjven is WELL INTRENCHED it is often TOO LATE to correct
aDv mischief that has been done.

Bewildering?
CLEVELAND'S mayor is urging all other
Ohio mayors to do what they can to defeat the amendment that would write the Smith
law's 1 per cent tax limit into the state constitution and so preserve the people's defense
jagainst the official tax spenders.
One of his
arguments is a claim that bond issues for street
if road improvements could not then be made
without first obtaining the approval of the
voters. To which he quaintly adds:
"This, of course, means postponement until
Igeneral election, and a bewildering number of
Questions to be submitted at any elections concerning these improvements."
And this from Newton D. Baker, former
champion of home rule, erstwhile defender of
the "I and R!"
Whence comes his new conviction that the voters are so lacking in intelligence, so easily bewildered or fooled, that they
feannot be trusted to decide whether streets
need improving/
is it from EXPERIENCE?

Boys Break Light Globes
,

C. H. Kibbie, city street lighting- j
superintendent, Monday asked Chief I
Howe's aid in ferreting out boys'1
who are making globes on the new,
automatic lights in Gordon and]
Rocke-feller parks targets of air ri- |
' fles and slingshots. Saturday night j
and Sunday eight globes were shat- j
tered. They cost $1.48 each.

Board of control members Monday j
prepared for the completion of the j
; new D. & C. and C. & B. piers at the!
j foot of East 9th street when they let,
| a $30,000 contract for the paving and
grading of East 9th street from Bake- ;
side avenue to the piers proper. It1
: is
planned to have the work done before winter.

BAKER HAS FIGHT REPORT
BUT HAS NOT READ IT
-Mayor Baker Monday said he had
received from Police Captain (Irani
a report on the amateur boxing
match fracas at the Cleveland Athletic club I'Mtlay night, but hadn't
found time as yet to read it.
Athletic clubs are fearful lest Baker put
his foot on amateur boxing.
Baker said he still was of the opinion the less boxing there is in Cleveland the better.
I

,000 TO COST
OF FILTRATION PLANT
Board of control members Monday tacked $21,000 on the cost of
the Division avenue filter plant by
approving a subsidiary contract
with the Fred R. Jones Company,
Chicago, for taking 60,000 additional cubic yards of earth from the
clear-water basin site at 35 cents
a yard.
. On recommendafion of Utilities
Director Stage, the board gave the
I F. W. Mark Construction Company
the contract for the administration
building, gate houses and filter su- I
' perstructure at $98,369.
Other expenditures by directors;
Monday were the purchase of $50,- ',
200 worth of cable and transformera for the municipal light plant
and $19,800 worth of supplies for
the waterworks. Metzger & Wells,
Philadelphia, new City hospital
contractors, are to be paid $9,000
additional for work. while the
$126,500 contract for substructure
of the Clark avenue bridge from
West 11th street to the B. & O.
tracks was finally awarded to the
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company.
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IT MONEY FO
NEW CITY HALL
Cash for completion of the new
city hall was provided • Monday
when the sinking fund commission voted to purchase $425 000
new city hall bonds.
The commission Tuesday will
offer for sale $500,000 worth of
muny light bonds. These are
bonds which were bought from
the city two years ago.
It is the purpose of the com-1
| mission to sell the securities to
' raise money to buy bonds for
-other city improvements.
The muny light bonds are nontaxable, and the commissioners
say investors will advance cash
for these, but will not buy the
taxable ones. These, however,
'■ will be taken over by the commission if the sale is made Tuesday, permitting the city to proceed with various improvements.
A. H. Weed, lawyer, has questioned the right of the city to sell
these securities. In a letter to i
Finance Director Coughlin he says I
such securities can be sold only to
raise, money for the retirement of
bonds or other immediate obligations.

HELP CON
SAVE ON E
To enable Cleveland consumers
to save by purchasing storage
eggs now, at reasonable wholesale
prices, for winter consumption,
marketmaster Kamp Monday offered to store eggs for consumers
m the city storage plant at 10
cents a crate of 3 0 dozen a month.
"Storage eggs packed last
spring will be* better next winter
than fresh eggs," Kamp said. "In
winter farmers allow their egg
supply to accumulate for weeks
before bringing it to market.
Eggs sold as fresh are frequently
partly spoiled.
"The difference in price between storage eggs purchased
now and fresh eggs at Christmas
time is around 20 cents a dozen.
Storage eggs can be bought now
in crate lots at a wholesale price
of 24 cents a dozen. They retail for 30 cents.
Winter prices for fresh eggs
reach 50 cents a dozen.
Eggs Cheaper Now.
"Eggs are 2 cents a dozen
cheaper now than last fall, because hens have been laying
heavily."
Pure food experts' agree with
Kamp that spring eggs stored under proper conditions are better
for winter consumption than many
winter fresh eggs.
By Kamp's plan, families who
store eggs in the oity plant will be
allowed to remove them in small
quantities from time to time
through the winter.
According to Kamp, Cleveland
faces high egg prices this winter,
because canned eggs from Europe
have been cut off, and other countries are seeking to buy eggs in
this country.
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MYERS'BAN ON
LATEST DANI
MEETS PROTEST

Here's Program for
First Muny Concert
Tickets for the muny orchestra
concerts, the flrst of which will
begin at the Hippodrome at'2:45
p. m., Sunday, were placed on sale
at the Hipp Monday. Tickets may
be obtained any day during
the
week.
The prices are:
Gallery,
10
cents; balcony, 15 cents; mezzanine, main floor and loges,
25
cents; boxes, 35 cents.
Sunday's program will be:
Overture Ficlelio
Beethoven
Symphony No. 1, opus 21
.Beethoven
"In a Haunted Foreit"
MacDowell
("Summer Idyll," "The Shepherdess
Sons;." "Forest Spirits.")
"Traum Pantomime"
HumperdincK
Muny Orchestra—Jones.
"Le Jeunesse d' Hereule"
Saint-Sa^ens
Sylphen Tanz, Tanz der Irrlichter.. .Berlioz
dverture, "Tannhauser".
Wagner

"Dance Inspector George
S. |
Myers, in barring new dances!
from dance halls, yet permitting
them to continue in private clubs,
simply is browbeating one class of
dancers because he can."
That is the comment of Prof.
Asa Anderson, dancing
master,;
6124 Euclid-av, on the latest or-1
der of Inspector Meyers.
Myers said Saturday most
of
;the new dstnces are easily made
vulgar and that for that reason
I they would be barred from public dance halls.
"I haven't anything to do with
clubs and other private places,"
Council Monday night will be
he said.
"A dance that is permitted in asked to approve the Concon's
an exclusive club should be per- plan for an associated charities
mitted in a public dance hall or day.
any other place," said Prof. AnderIf council approves the assoson. He is the man who carried ciated charities will be given all
Myers' ban on the tango to court. |j moneys found in the fare boxes
"Myers' ruling doesn't hit me; on the day before Thanksgiving
I have my own private classes. over and above the usual daily
But it is clearly discriminatory to receipts in November.
say that common folk shall
be
Tractioner
Witt
Monday' aprestrained from a form of amuse- proved the plan.
ment freely granted the
select
■ few.
\
IVew Dances Please.
"The fascination, the wave and
the fox trot, for
instance,
are
among the new dances. They are .
rhythmically pleasing.
They are I
not related to the bunny hug and j
dances of that class."
"Myers couldn't interfere with
private clubs if he wanted to," j
said Prof. J. Angell Bott, 1699 W. j
'25th-st, dancing master.
"Only in the parlors of the rich
are such steps as the tango, the
maxixe. the turkey trot and the
. bunny hug danced."
"This year's dances don't need
police' regulation, whether they
be danced in public or private,"
says Prof. Fred B. Conklin, dancing master, 6815 Euclid-av..
Prof. Conklin is a defender of
the lulu fado, which Myers threatened to stop at the street cleaners'
ball.
"Why, in the lulu fado partners
don't touch each other," said Prof.
Conklin. "In fact, open position,
as in the minuet, prevails in all
of the new dances."

COUNCIL WILL ACT
CONCON CHARITY PLAN

fafDISCUSS SUBWAY |
FRANCHISE_CHANGES
Mayor Baker and other city officials this week will meet' W. R.
Hopkins, president, of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Co., and discuss Hopkins' desire to get an extension of his subway franchise
and to make certain changes
therein.
.
Hopkins
was
ready
to give
Baker a general outline of his
plans Monday, but the explanation was deferred at. Baker's suggestion.
•
[
"The changes I desire are strictly of an engineering
character,"
Hopkins said. "If the city
ever
desires to purchase the subway
system, if should be such a system as the city desires."
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TO TEACH POLICE
RULES OF HEALTH
Patrolmen Will Hear Lectures of
Prominent Physicians on How

to Keep Well All the
Time.

C0UNCIL

COMMITTEE^

_-

APPROVES HEAT BR^TS
Steam heating grants asked K .,
Cleveland
Electric
1&he
Company for a number oTT*'
town streets were approved yc'Xr"i
day by the council committee",
i
heating, lighting and streets
j
i An
amendment by Coun-ilnW
Gahn providing for a board of • rht
trators to fix a purchase price h3
case the city decided to: take over!
the heating lines also was agreed in
Owing to opposition to the heating'
grants, no effort will be made to
pass the franchise ordinance vntil
next Monday night.

Coil

Tell:

TUNNEL PROBERS CALL
CARE OF THE TEETH ALSO
WILL BE TAUGHT TO FORCE;
M<jn Are Subject to Many Ills and
Need Advice, Safety Director Believes.
O

EXPERTS ON CONCRETE
Expert engh^eTTha^Tv
Invlt
to appear today befnr.
«a
committee of the citv „ a spWal
is investigating C\™™ which
block in the extension 0f =oncr«e
W 3t
Side waterworks tunnel
"
The investigation is h".
81
afle
the request of Council*" r?,
«'
aid, who charges that
****«•
6 ia
less durable than bHok T?
m
construction.
tunnel

THE
average |
citizen a police-1
m'a n seems a
walking
display
of good health, | GRADE CROSSING ISSUE
but exactly the
contrary is true. ; UP TO- PEOPL^SAYSSIDLO
Director of PubSubmission~toln7"p^]e 0{
1 i c Safety
Benesch declared I issue to eliminate all danger™
As Pi- grade crossings m the city was
^posed by Director of Public Service
Sidlo yesterday. Councilman Wam„
purged Mr. Sidlo to take stepf I
ieliminate the Quincy avenue crossing
|of the Pennsylvania Railroad, }Ir
jSidlo said that the question of pro'
|viding funds for eliminating this
^crossing, along with a number of
Ifother dangerous crossings, should be
'..^submitted to popular vote.

PROMOTER OF SUBWAY
WANTS TIME EXTEMDEt

•^UaUI9Bpj9ApV
rfroirBJBdajd eiqB3TJBma.i A^na; sjq}
■TO stfiera aqi sutBidxa pun Baonpoj;
ui PUB oiiqnd ptreiaAeiO aqi s;aem
rinjp eq aiaq^ 'awnbg onqna
+UB 'M. -N "3AB iOJJKJfitlS J9UJO0
,310-is mura s,-oo Sma irB1««BW
fro ;B SI wem eomf inBia am,
,-ara 'paano SBU. IT JOJ 'HJOA aq}
lip iCiureiJao aomr ;nBi,a -avm ALan
\ 93111 SUItaaj TOB I JOJ '9SBO to
it ejapuoA auop SBq auioipam sun
huo aapisuoo I
-jagnoT £uv am
irqnoai }on saop ;jBaq Am puB auu
Suijaaj UIB I -auog RB aJB saiqno.ri
i.m wm ABS Xnnjqina^ UBO I puB
satnoq aa-iqi posn »ABq puB 'S3raeA\
jaair} isBd em JOJ 90inf lUBia Sujsn
raaq AS.OU 9ABq I 11 Ax\ <n papioap
DUB 'ptp i SB pajajjns ;Bq; eidoad
DUBiaAaio gmdieq SBAV eotnf }UBia
(Bin saadBd atn m pB9j i
'paSJBi
•ua SBM. qoiqm 'jaAii sqi J° U0V1
•saSuoo PUB qoBnio^s SBAV aiqnoa;
Sm ;BIU pamjojui SBM. PUB uasrB}
so^oqd XBJ-X om pBq i -nondrans
-uoo tni/A paiqnoJi SBM. I ?q2noqi
puB 'jqgiaAY wi 3J0 uaj I !aip o; gui
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}B ,0rT o% dn nnJ' PlnoA ^1
&m SB 'sSuipnnq q3iq no 3[JOAS.
Jim ;uoqB injaiBO aqoj pBq.sXBATB

Subway plans are to be disc
again at a conference between W. I
Hopkins, president of the Clevelaa
Rapid Transit Company, and city of
ficials today or. tomorrow.
Hopkins wants the city council t
extend his ■ subway franchise and t
make several changes therein. Pres
ident "W. F. Thompson anil oths
members of council have come out i
favor of requiring the subway con
pany to deposit bond for the imm
diate starting of work.

$500,000 SALE OF
BONDS MAY BE
Director-of Law Stockwelt may
asked to institute injunction procee
lngs to stop the sale of WHO w
of municipal 'electric lighting not
bv the citv sinking fund commies
'today. Bids for the bonds .are to
I received at noon. Attorney A
Weed said last night that tnif
! would be violating the law if I
sold the securities except to J
(outstanding bonds. He M
I that Stockwell would be asW
I join the sale.
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Vo^ Q^Mlii'K:
Program for
MYERS'BAN ON Here's
First Muny Concert
LATESTDANCES
JEETS PROTEST

Tickets for the muny orchestra
concerts, the first of which will
begin at the Hippodrome at'2:45
p. m., Sunday, were placed on sale
at the Hipp Monday. Tickets may
be obtained any day during the
week.
The prices are:
Gallery, 10
cents; balcony, 15 cents; mezzanine, main floor and loges,
25 :
cents; boxes, 35 cents.
SUP day's program will be:
Overture Fldelio
Beethoven
Symphony No. 1, opus 21
Beethoven
"In a Haunted Forest"
MacDovrell
("Summer Idvll." "The Shepherdess
Song," "Forest Spirits.")
"Traum Pantomime"
HumperdincK
Munv Orchestra—Jones.
"Le .leunesse d' Hercule"
Saint-Saens
Sylphen Tanz, Tanz der Irrlichter...Berlioz
(jiverture, "Ta nnhauser"
Wanner |

"Dance Inspector George
S.!
Myers, in barring new dances i
from dance halls, yet permitting
them to continue in private clubs,
simply is browbeating one class of
dancers because he can."
That is the comment of Prof.
Asa Anderson, dancing
master,
0124 Euclid-av, on the latest order of Inspector Meyers.
Myers said Saturday most of
ithe new dances are easily made
vulgar and that for that reason
, they would be barred from public dance halls.
"I haven't anything to do with
'clubs and other private places,"
Council Monday night will be
he said.
"A dance that is permitted in asked to approver the Concon's
an exclusive club should be per- plan for an associated charities
mitted in a public dance hall or day.
any other place," said Prof. AnderIf council approves the assoson. He is the man who carried ciated charities will he given all
Myers' ban on the tango to court. moneys found in the fare boxes
"Myers' ruling doesn't hit me; on the day before Thanksgiving
T have my own private classes. over and above the usual daily
But it is clearly discriminatory to receipts in November.
say that common folk shall be
Tractioner Witt Monday, aprestrained from a form of amuse- proved the plan.
ment freely granted the
select
i'ew.
\
IVew Dances Please.
"The fascination, the wave and
the fox trot, for instance,
are
among the new dances. They are
rhythmically pleasing. They are
not related to the bunny hug and
dances of that class."
"Myers couldn't interfere with
private clubs if he wanted to,"
said Prof. J. Angell Bott, 1699 W.
2 5th-st, dancing master.
"Only in the parlors of the rich
are such steps as the tango, the
maxixe. the turkey trot and the
, bunny hug danced."
"This year's dances don't need
police regulation, whether they
be danced in public or private,"
says Prof. Fred B. Conklin, dancing master, 6815 Euclid-av..
Prof. Conklin is a defender of
the lulu fado, which Myers threatened to stop at the street cleaners'
ball.
"Why, in the lulu fado partners
don't touch each other," said Prof.
Conklin. "In fact, open position,
as in the minuet, prevails in all
of the new dances."

COUNCIL WILL ACT ON
C0NC0N CHARITY PLAN

^T0 DISCUSS SUBWAY
FRANCHISE CHAWQES
Mayor Baker and other city of- j
flcials this week will meet W. R. j
Hopkins, president of the Cleve- j
land Rapid Transit Co., and discuss Hopkins' desire to get an extension of his subway franchise
land to make certain changes
therein.
Hopkins ■ was . ready to give
Baker a general outline of his
plans Monday, but the explanation was deferred at Baker's suggestion. .
> ■' i
;■"The changes 1 desire are strictly of an engineering character,"
•Hopkins said. "If the city ever
desires to purchase the subway
system, it* should be such a system as the city desires."
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COUNCIL COMMITTEE
APPROVES HEAT^m
Steam heating
ing gr;
grants ask™ i
Cleveland
~*
.
*
mum
Company for a number 0'linating
town streets were approvea '1Imvn"™n
day by the council comntfttw. n '
heating, lighting and streets
i An amendment by c '
|
Gahn providing for a boar.1 of •,"'•
trators to fix a purchase ptJ! i
case the city decided to take
i
the heating lines also Was asteertT!
Owing to opposition to the h&Hhi
grants, no effort vrill -,M ^i
pass the franchise orainanc* ,~*1
next Monday night.

TO TEACH POLICE
RULES OF HEALTH
Patrolmen Will Hear Lectures of
Prominent Physicians on How
to Keep Well All the

Time.

TUNNEL

PROBERSCALL
EXPERTS ON WNCRETE

CARE OF THE TEETH ALSO
WILL BE TAUGHT TO FORCE!

|

t

M$n Are Subject to Many Ills and:
Need Advice, Safety Director Believes.
O

fW

j

Expert engineers have *.
Expert
to) appea
appear today w*J'Mn
a
>mmitt( of the city
sped,]
committee
is
«t investigating the nu«,
which
U1
block
M.^"- in
'" the
« extension
extension ofV^
of .im(
W s
Side waterworks tunnel
»
The investigation is „'ei„
the request of Council,™,,? !?*
»«
aid, who charges h , 00 PitzG
«6
less durable than i,*..tack fa"" *'
construction.

THE average
citizen a policem'a n seems a
walking
display
of good health,
GRADE CROSSING ISSUE
but exactly the
contrary is true,
UPTOPE^PLMAYSsiDLO
Director of PubSubmission to the people of
1 i c Safety
u
Benesch declared issue to eliminate all aanL ~""
grade
crossings
in
the
city
I
yesterday. As D'ir e c t or Benesch posed by Director of Public
sees it the po- Sidlo yesterday. Councilman •
liceman is sub- urged Mr. Sidlo to take s
ject to a multi- eliminate the Quincy avenue cross
plicity of ills, to of the Pennsylvania Railroad ».
■ay- nothing of acting as a target for Sidlo said that the question of pt0
lawbreakers' revolvers, which of it- viding funds for eliminating this
crossing, along with a number of
self Is bad for the general health.
All this—except the target prac- other dangerous crossings, should be
submitted to popular vote.
tice—will be changed and Cleveland
police axe to be taught how to keep
well. Director Benesch is going to
PROMOTERIMBWAY
add a course in personal hygiene to
the! curriculum of the Police Uni- ;
WANTS TIME EXTENDE
versity. Thursday he plans to have,
either Dr. C. E. Ford, commissioner ,
Subway plans are to he fcussi
ofhealth, or Dr. T. A. Burke former | again at a conference between if,I
coiner, deliver a lecture at head-, Hopkins, president of the Clevelan
quarters to the men on
How to
Rapid Transit Company, and city (
flcials today or. tomorrow.
Keep Well."
Cither prominent physicians will |
Hopkins wants the city council
deliver addresses on health during! extend his ■ subway franchise tnd
i >*
M
the winter, and, it is likely, a pam- j make several changes therein. Pr(
phlet, similar to the one issued re-( ident W. F. Thompson ani oth
members of council have come out'
cently'by Arthur Woods, police comfavor of requiring the subway coj
missioner of New York, will be printpany to deposit bond for thiinr1
ed for distribution in the department here.
Benesch has written diate starting of work.
Woods asking for a copy.
"Waiters' feet," one of the most
prevalent maladies from which pa- | $500,000 SALE OF
trolmen suffer, it
BONDS MAY BE
is , believed, will
respond to a toe
Director of Law Stockwiifcy
wriggling exercise.
asked to institute injunction tree
The patient,
lngs to stop the sale of ISP*
standing on one
of municipal electric lighting bd
foot, stretches to
by the city sinking fund rams
his
full height
today. Bids for the bonds JIB it clt
an'd moves
his
received at noon. Attorney A
rei
toes
back
and
Weed said last night tote Di
forth
until fawould be violating the !»iiP rei
tigued. A large
vil
Isold the securities except tin
traffic patrolman
thi
! outstanding bonds. He J
cm
yesterday declared
I that Stockwell would be aMS toi
thei only exercise
cit
I
join
the
sale.
■needed
needed to
io r^c^H
keep
.. . ,.
Mm in perfect health was "eight .
Sminthehay." The toe wriggling ,
he '.pronounced unnecessary.
.•Why," said he, "after I've been
on W for eight hours I can sleep
Uke a babe on scrap iron, oyster ;
fence ■
shells or even „a YvarViexl
barb* wire
wi
mattress, and ghat's all I need to
keep me well."
j
Care of the teeth will also be one
of the Phases on Which the health
talks will treat. Each member of the
force will be urged to follow the rules j
for the preservation of their food .
grinders. They will be shown how to j
scrub an eye tooth without impairing
its vision and how to remove debris
from a wisdom molar without stunting its intellect.
Those who wear 'detachable teeth
will be instructed as to the proper
method of sneezing without spilling
them, and, it is likely, that those with
no teeth Will be placed on the pension
list and presented with beautifully
upholstered leather chairs and meerschaum pipes.
Policemen
whose equators are
.greater than their altitudes will be
shown that sylph-like waist lines are
not only easily
acquired, hut j
comfortable. The
iastriaeiSaa to.|
BKem ta tb« eSongr a, t e A - eqaator!
class will be
based « caMstlieaScs, and!
aomtoiffless sraomg
Hue m wsna e in t is j
•will be <ome T&- j
iqioiTling »b.e jP^- ,
tfiemt to brand ovtst!
end toseii bis
Itoes with the tips of his fingers with?
lout flexing his knees.
1 This may be difficult at first but
Iwilliam Muldoon, one of the leading
Igirth reducers of the country says
If? can be done, and Edward Payson
Iweston holds to the theory that
Iwalking will complete the patient s j
1 cure.
I "Drink an abundance of water,
I will be one of the cardinal PrmciPlea
Iof the "keep-well" course Most o
the members of the department wil
I take this treatment without special]
I Instruction.
„_.-.!
Policemen took kindly to the course
of lectures prepared for mental development, ' which ■ was inaugurated
recently, but they were inclined to
hesitate yesterday before indorsing
I the "keep-well" plan.
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SEE BOND SALE HELD UP; iSronus DEMAND

LIGHT FIGHT FIGURES
FOR REPORT ON POLICE?! AGAINST HEAT GRANTS

Officials Think Court Will be
Asked to Restrain City.
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Despite promises of members of
Councilmen indicated Tuesday
council police committee to bring the
they will come back at the IllumiBelief that the court would be measure before council Monday
company for not. complying
Councilman Reynolds Sug- i asked to restrain the city's sinking- night, Councilman Moylan's resolu- nating
with council's demand for a 3-cerit
-fund commission from selling its old tion asking that Safety Director
light by withholding permission to
gests Congress be Asked
nontaxable $500,000 lighting plant Benesch and Chief Rowe report on
extend downtown heating lines. The
bonds
today
in
order
to
buy
new
mu' to Take Railroad.
possibility of the city itself taking
nicipal securities, grew yesterday in the present condition of the police
city hall circles when a letter was force, and explain whether beats and- over the system soon also is to play
its part.
precincts could not be made smaller
received from Attorney A. H. Weed
Because of opposition of two
Council Government asking whether the commission pro- was slowly dying in the committee's
TeHs
pigeon hole in City Clerk Collins' ofcouncilmen blanket ordinances giv-'
posed to sell these bonds and the nur
fice Tuesday.
and Not State Should
pose of the sale.
j ing the Illuminating company the
Mayor Baker late yesterday forIt was intimated Mayor Baker or-.' right to supply heat to the New
warded
a
letter
to
Attorney
Weed
Get System.
England building, Halle Bros., the
stating the commission had pur- dered the measure be squelched.
"All I ask is a report on police
chased $425,000 new city hall bonds
Moose club and Browning, King &
...,- , L t„v._ and that in order to strengthen ait* condition," said Moylan Tuesday, i . Co. were not brought up Monday
Congress may be petitioned +to take
fund it is pIanninsr to receiv* bf° «
Lake Erie lines the old $500,000 nontaxable bonds this "There .is no reason why any infor-' 'night.
er
the
Wheeling
&
mation a councilman seeks should
0V
At the request of Councilman
He stated further that if other not be forthcoming."
to test federal ownership of railroads
Gahn an amendment, stipulating the
are purchased they will be se,. „ cnirffeation made,at last night's bonds
Both
Rowe
and
Benesch
favor
city may take over the lines at a
curities bearing a higher interest rate i
The i making a report.
council meeting by Councilman J. W :I than those to be disposed of.
price to be agreed upon by arbitra- <'
lighting
plant
bonds
bear
interest
at
tion, was tacked on.
Reynolds, in discussing a resolution ' i per cent. All bonds issued recently '
by i Councilman Harry C. i by the city bear interest at 4 1-2 per- •
! cent., but are taxable. It is claimed i
Gahn, is approved by council
:
the sinking fund commission can dis
Gahn resolution calls upon Gov. pose of lts oId bonds below par today
if there are no bids at par or betJames M. Cox to order the state deI ter.
partment of public works to investiThe commission yesterday morning
gate the question of state ownership j purchased the $425,000 city hall bonds'
OPPOSES HEATINGMAINi
I with funds that it has had in its pos•Seats for the municipal orches- i
of this railroad.
|j session. This .will enable the board of ■
|'
PRIVILEGES TO-C. E. 1.1
"The railroads Should be handled control to approve the contract with tra's first concert of the season at'
George A. Fuller Co. If this action t he Hippodrome next Sunday after- i
bv the United States government and the
Councilman Reynolds Tuesday„Jt by the state," said Councilman is not restrained.
j'oon were placed on sale at the]
said
he is against giving the
BPvnolds "I am not opposed to the
Hippodrome box office Tuesday at!
5£ but I believe it should be City Engineer to Pass on TTew Plan*
Cleveland Illuminating Co. the |
3
5,
25
15
and
10
cents.
Concerts',
referred to _ committee for thorough
of Transit Company.
right to lay hot water mains in !
begin at: 2:45, with doors opening at!
di
2 o'clock.
the downtown streets.
¥hfresolutiori was referred to the
Changes
in
plans
for
the
underground
council committees on legislation and
The same seat may be reserved
A blanket ordinance giving the j
tubes the Cleveland Rapid Transit for the 17 concerts by request at.
steam railroads.
company
power to use the streets I
Railway
Co.
proposes
to
construct
will
■ The Wheeling & Lake Erie railroad
the Hippodrome office. No deposit
be referred to City Engineer Robert is required, but tickets- must be
for mains was given second readHoffman by Mayor Newton D. Baker
ing by council Monday night.
WHAT NAMES FOR ALLEYS!
President W. R. Hopkins of the transit called for each week by Saturday
company
discussed
the
proposed night.
The miray light plant, CommisIn a classical mood, council last
changes at a meeting with Mayor
sioner Ballard says, soon will be
The program for next Sunday, as j
Baker yesterday and the latter stated
night gave a group of alleys in the
in the heating business itself.
he would refer the question to Public arranged by Recreation Commie-'
southwest section of the city the
Service Director T. L. Sidlo and to the sioner Black and Herr Christiaan I
city
engineer
for
a
report.
following names:
The subway which the company now Timmner:
Remus-ct, Lucius-ct, Sabinas-ct,
L. van Beethoven j
is planning wil. be designed to hold Overture—Fidelia
0PP0SES__STATE R. R.
Symphony, Xo, 1, op. 2i
L,. van Beethoven'
surface and iaterurban cars.
Atticus-ct and Alvernus-ct.
Suite, Op. 42
E. MacDowell
Before any changes are submitted to
In a Haunted Forest.
"The United States and not Ohio
council the city engineer will study the
Summer Idyll.
entire question, Mayor Baker said yesshould start the purchase of railwas offered for sale at public auction I terday.
In October.
The Shepherdess' Song-.
some weeks ago, but no bids were re '■
roads," Councilman Reynolds said
Forest Spirits.
ceived.
, .
ii—
—»- Tja-um Pantomime
15. Humperdinck'
Tuesday.
Changes in the franchise of the ArjDQ TO ORCHESTRA FUND ■ T,a Jeuness d'Hercule
C. Saint-Saens
This was his argument .against
Cleveland & Youngstown railroad are "UUO I U UnunUO I I1H rUIVU Sylphen Tanz
H. Berlioz
Tanz der Frelichten.
made by an ordinance filed with the ;|.
—
Councilman Gahn's plan to have
Wagner
city clem late yesterday.
Mayor Allows City Programs to Overture—Tannhauser
the state buy the Wheeling & Lake
Attorney John L. Cannon said last
Carry Advertising.
Eric railroad.
night the changes are of a minor
Gahn's resolution requesting incharacter and -are all of an engineerMayor Newton D. Baker consented
vestigation of the proposition by
ing description. They affect con- yesterday to allow space on the prostate officials was referred Monday
struction east of E. 55th-st, but-the grams of the Municipal Symphony ornight.
course of the road is not changed
chestra concerts to be sold for adHearings before the railroads
[and the general character of the work
vertising. The advertising space will
remains the same.
committee will be held this week.

CLASSICAL PROGRAM
FOR CITY ORCHESTRA

council i
1st aidi
•ein. Prea
aii othl
A resolution approving the plan of
:OB out j
setting aside for charitable purposes
ha; cm I'. a portion of the funds placed in street
th( imrai
car fare boxes the day before Thanks-

well nay I
lioiiptfll
'MpfM

giiiic bl
d Minis
ldsjiiti
:ornty.
-that I
! las'
sept ti tt|
He *1

giving was offered in council by
Chairman Robert Koch of the council committee on street railways. The
resolution was referred. The funds
would be turned over to Associated
Charities.
Resolutions authorizing the street
railway company to expend funds for
trackage at the South Brooklyn car
barns and for work at the Harvard
car shops and Superior-av N. E. car
barns were offered and referred.
Council • authorized expenditure of
$425,000 for interior work at the new
city hall.
The purchase of a $1,500 pump for
removing sewage from a section of
[Dugway brook was approved. The
recently annexed portion of Euclid
village was added to Ward 26, and
the council voted to ask the county
commissioners to make Cleveland
township lines coextensive with the
city boundary lines.
The next meeting will take place a
j.week from tomorrow night. Council will not meet the night before
blection.
•

RUSH CITY HALL AWARD
TO EVADE INJUNCTION

be sold by Recreation Commissioner
T. M. Black.
The sale of seats and season reservations started yesterday at the Hippodrome. The program for the opening concert Sunday afternoon is:

Bbard of control members, feari ing threatened injunction proceedj ings, at a special meeting Tuesday |
t put their final approval on the :
| George A. Fuller Company contract
j for interior work on the new city
I hall. ■ The cost is $1,165,737.
A
New York firm, next low bidder, according to Service Director Sidlo's
figures, intimated it would seek to
hold up the Fuller contract on the
claim parts of its bid combined with |
Fuller's would bring the cost be->
low the whole figure- offered by Ful- i
ler.

O.verture Fidello
Beethoven
Symphony No. 1. opus 21
Beethoven
"In a Haunted Forest"
MacDowell
"Summer
Idyll,"
"The
Shepherdess
Song," "Forest Spirits.")
"Traum Pantomime"
Humperdinck
"Le Jeunesse d' Hercule"
Saint-Saens
Sylphen Tanz, Tanz dor Irrlichter... .Berlolz
Overture "Tannhauser"
Wagner

STUDIES SUBWAY CHANGES

CITY ORCHESTRA'S
PROGRAMS TO HAVE ADS

I
|
I
i
•
;
I
I

Municipal orchestra programs for
this winter are to carry advertising,
Recreation Commissioner Black de-1
cided Tuesday after Mayor Baker
had backed down from his two-year
stand against advertising.. The ads,
however, are to be censored, and
special efforts will be made to interest music teachers and music stores.
"Advertising soliciting wiil be done
by me personally," said Black, "so j
those who help us will not be given
the impression they are doing the
city a favor and consequently expect some return."

BID ON LIGHT BONDS
The city sinking fund commission Tuesday received three bids
on $500,000 muny light bonds,
taken over by the commission two
years ago because they could not
be disposed of. The high bid,
$489,050, was made by a syndicate representing Hay den, Miller,
& Co., C. E. Dennis & Co. and
Otis & Co.
No action was taken toward accepting the bid because of the absence of Mayor Baker from the
meeting.

CITY SELLS BOND'S
AT LESS THAN PAR

DIPT SELLS BONDS £ft PAVli

Director Coughlin Defends Acceptance of 97.81 Cents on
Dollar as Good Finance.

Markets Light Plant Issue at
97.81, in Fear Municipal
Work Will Stop.

Five hundred
thousand dollars
worth of municipal electric light
bonds, issued April 1, 1912, and bearing 4 per cent interest, were sold by
the city yesterday for $489,050. This,
is $10,950 less than par, or 97.81 cents
on the dollar.
•Bids for the sale of the bonds were
received by the city sinking fund
commission at noon.
There were
only three bidders.
A syndicate
composed of Hayden, Miller & Co.,
C. E. Denison, and Otis &. Company
made the highest offer. Funds from
the sale of the securities will- be
used by the commission to purchase j
other municipal
bonds, probably
Clark avenue bridge bonds.
Director of Finance Coughlin yesterday defended the sale of the
bonds at less than par as good municipal
financing.
Coughlin said
that 4% per cent bonds would be
. bought with the funds and that the
new securities would net the city
4.12 per cent interest, a gain of $60*000
during the life of the bonds.
Coughlin said that -this plan of
municipal financing had been followed in Columbus, Cincinnati and
other Ohio cities. The sinking fund
commission has $2,293,000 invested In
securities.
It has $300,000 in cash
exclusive of the proceeds from the
sale of the lighting bonds.
Threatened injunction proceeding?
to stop the sale did not materialize.

CITY FATHERS CLASH !
DURING TUNNEL PROBE
FitzGerald Demands Apology of i
Councilman Rolf, Who Makes
Bold Charges.
Sharp clashes between Councilman
FitzGerald and Rolf enlivened the
second day's investigation, of the use
of concrete block in': the building of
the West Side waterworks tunnel.
extension yesterday.
Rolf, who is in the concrete busi- j
ness, and who declared that he was
there
to
defend
that
material,
charged that brick manufacturers
were back of the
investigation,
which was asked by FitzGerald.
This was denied by FitzGerald,
who demanded that Rolf apologize.
"I have no personal interest in the
matter, and my mind is open as to
the relative merits of concrete and
brick," said FitzGerald.
On motion of Chairman Meyers, It
was decided to continue the investigation until a week from. Friday,
when representatives of brick manufacturing concerns will be asked to
speak.
Councilmen plan a
trip to the
scene of operations one day next
week.

AND SEWERING
WORK PLANNED

1XBIB -IB u, nu.v 'm iiiu'iluljLUI HI
Cleveland for which pavint
; sewering are contemgij{s*^F?Tor
I 1915. The departmegjTof public
i service has prepared ]^^^ made
II estimates
and
had
legft
| passed for this work. If you llw
on or own property
on
these
'strtsta, you may be denied these:
,! impi.wements if the tax amend. jnent'-^asses.
i
He*) are the streets,
all
or
To enable the city administration to ■ portiO'S of which, unless the tax
proceed with projects in danger of beare to be
ing held up because of the general imendment interferes,
condition of the bond market, the city laved or sewered:
PAVEMENTS.
sinking fund commission late yesterAdams-ar, Ambler-st, AndeTson-av, Apday, voted to sell a $500,000 lot of muPl
BarisweU-ct, Beaumont-ct. BeUflqwer-ct,
nicipal electric light plant, nontaxaBcioit-ct, Bragdon-av, Brinsniade-av, Brownble, 4 per cent, bonds for $489,050.
- *asen-av, Clement-ay, Colller-av. ConThis, bid, submitted by Hayden Miliecticut-av, Crawford-rd, Cuyahoga-av.
ler & Co., C. E. Denison & Co. and i Dawn-av, Denlaon-av, Dickens-av.
Eddy-rd, Elmarge-rd, Elmer-ct, ElweU-aT,
Otis & Co., is at the rate of 97.81.
TJie sinking fund commission has 1 "antivav, Forcstgrove-ay, Fostoria-pt.
the right to dispose of its securities I Haa«Ur,gT-'av, Hawthoriie-ct. Hermann-av,
below par.
|
"If we buy new securities with the ; Horace-ct.
Irene-ay.
cash derived from the sale of these I Jennings-rd.
old bonds the transaction will be to | Keith-av, Kemptqn-av.
IiOrain-av, Lakeside-av.
«„„««« rA
the city's advantage, as the new |
Macon-av, Marston-av SE, MayBeld.rd
bonds bear interest at 4 1-2 per cent., | SB.
said Finance Director Thomas Cough- 0 Newark-ct.
_
lin. "The price at which we are dis- (. Ontarid-st.
Peoria-ct,
Parkside-pl.
Parmelee^av,
posing of the old bonds is equivalent I Philetus-av,'"Pitt3buK-av;""'pratt-av, Prebleto increasing the interest rate to ay, Primrose-av, Prlnce-av.
41-8 per cent. The city will make
Sauer-aV, Scottwood-av, Scovill-av, Solon3-8 of 1 per cent, by the transaction pi, Sophia-av. St. CHair-ar.
Trairi-ct, Trowbrldgc-av.
and in the period for which the bonds i
are issued this will run to $60,000.'
j
Waverb>ct NW and W. 58th-pl, WoodDirector Coughlin said he favored worth-rd.
purchase of Clark-av high level bridge |
Ell24fh' 32d 40th. 51st. 59th. 67th, 68th,
bonds with funds the sinking fund \ -OH'
S Sfftb 92d 94th, 99th. 190th,
commission, has at its disposal.
iS. 7104th 8W6th. 107?hl ' 108th
110th,
The commission, has about $800,000, U4th-pl, 116th, 121st, 123d. 124th, 126th,
including funds that will be available \ 12Wh-61th1Slith^"1,2Vthd-29th. 35th. 38th,
as soon as yesterday's transaction is 42d 43d 45th! ?9th7 68th, 69th, 94th, 96th,
completed. The commission will re- 98th, 100th
ceive * an additional sum from taxaSEWERS.
tion in a few weeks, this sum probaAvon-av.
bly to be used for purchase of filtraBradford-av.
tion plant bonds.
Continental-ay, Cuyahoga-av
To evade a possible injunction suit
Dove-av, Dove-av.
Eddy-rd. E. 9th, 43d .9th
the city board of control, at a special 120th.
130th, 141st, H4th.
1
meeting' yesterday morning, approved
E. 77th-pl.
the George A. Fuller & Co.'s contract
.Tennings-rd.
Morison-av.
for intei-ior work at the new city hall.
Prospect-av.
This firm's bid was $1,165,737. Pub- j
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CITY SELLS BONOS
AT LESS THAN PAR
Director Coughlin Defends Acceptance of 97.81 Cents on
Dollar as Good Finance.
Five hundred
thousand dollars
worth of municipal electric light
bonds, issued April 1, 1912, and bearing 4 per cent interest, were sold by
; the city yesterday for $489,050. This
! is $10,950 less than par, or 97.81 cents
I on the dollar.
■Bids for the sale of the bonds were
i received by the city sinking fund
commission at noon. There were
Unly three bidders.
A syndicate
composed of Hayden, Miller & Co.,
i c B Denison, and Otis & Company,
! made the highest offer. Funds from
the sale of the securities will be |
I used by the commission to purchase
other municipal
bonds, probably
Clark avenue bridge bonds.
1
Director of Finance Coughlin yesterday defended the sale of the
bonds at less than par as good municipal financing.
Coughlin said
that 4V2 Per cent bonds would be
bought with the funds and that the
new securities would net the city
4.12 per cent interest, a gain of $60,000,
during the life of the bonds.
Coughlin said that this plan of
municipal financing had been fol-i
lowed in Columbus, Cincinnati and
other Ohio cities. The sinking fund
commission has $2,293,000 invested In;
securities. It has $300,000 in cashj
exclusive of the proceeds from the;
sale of the lighting bonds.
Threatened injunction proceeding?!
to stop the sale did not materialize.

1CITY FATHERS CLASH !
DURINGTUNNELPROBE
FitzGerald Demands Apology of |
Councilman Rolf, Who Makes
Bold Charges.
Sharp clashes between Councilman!
FitzGerald and Rolf enlivened the
second day's investigation of the use
of concrete block in. the building of
the West Side waterworks tunnel j
extension yesterday.
Rolf, who is in the concrete business, and who declared that he was
there to defend that material,
charged that brick manufacturers
were back of the
investigation,
which was asked by FitzGerald.
This was denied by FitzGerald,
who demanded that Rolf apologize.'
"I have no personal interest in the
matter, and my mind is open as to
the relative merits of concrete and
brick," said FitzGerald.
On motion of Chairman Meyers, It
was decided to continue the investigation until a week from. Friday,
when representatives of brick manufacturing concerns will be asked to
speak.
Councilmen plan a trip to the
scene of operations one day next
week.

Clf SELLS BONDS GREAT PAVING
I

Markets Light Plant Issue at
97.81, in Fear Municipal
Work Will Stop.
j Coughlin Sees Cleveland Benefit by the Transaction.

AND SEWERING
WORK PLANNED
City Would Lay 28 Miles of
Paving, 14.3 Miles of
Sewers in 1915.
EVERYTHING NOW READY
Tax Amendment, However, if

To enable the city administration to
proceed with projects in danger of be-(
Passed, Will Block Iming held up because of the general,
provements.
condition of the bond market, the city |
sinking fund commission late yester- j
By Tom Sidlo
day voted to sell a $500,000 lot of muDirector of Public Service.
nicipal eiectric light plant, nontaxaFor the year 1915 the fte-J
ble, 4 per cent, bonds for §489,050.
This bid, submitted by Hayden Milpartment of public service has;
ler & Co., C. E. Denison & Co. and
prepared plans, made estimates!
Otis & Co., is at the rate of 97.81.
and passed legislation for pavThe sinking fund commission has
the right to dispose of its securities
ing
28 miles and sewering 14,3
below par.
.,.
... .. _
"If we buy new securities with the , miles of Cleveland streets. The1
cash derived from the sale of these
old bonds the transaction will be to 'paving schedule includes 128
the city's advantage, as the new .separate streets; the
sewer
bonds bear interest at 41-2 per cent
said Finance Director Thomas Cough- ! schedule 45 streets.
lin "The price at which we are disNearly all of these paveposing of the old bonds is equivalent
to increasing the interest rate to jments and sewers have been
planned and are to be laid m
41-8 per cent. The city will make
3-8 of 1 per cent, by the transaction 'response to the petition or deand in the period for which thebonds
mand of property owners reare issued this will, run to ?60,000.
Director Coughlin said he favored
siding on the various streets.
purchase of Clark-av high level bridge
For example, the residents of
bonds with funds the sinking fund
; "A" street have grown tired, of
commission, has at its disposal.
wading through pools of stagnant
The commission, has about $,8UU,UUU,
including funds that will be avatfab e i water, of tramping dirt into their
as soon as yesterday's transaction is I homes, of being cut off from decompleted. The commission will re- | liveries and vehicle use of their:
ceive an additional sum from taxa- .street, and have agreed to pay tor'
tion in a few weeks, tins sum proba- ' paving the street if the city will
bly to be used for purchase of nltra-,
| order the work to be done and
1
tion plant bonds.
_ .
advance the money necessary to
To evade -a possible injunction suit
the city board of control, at a special, do it.
' meeting' yesterday morning, approved,
"B" Street Asks Sewer.
the George'A. Fuller & Co.'s contract
Similarly,-the residents of "B"
or interfor work at the newcity haU.; j
This firm's bid was $1,165,737 Pub- * street are without a sanitary
sewer
Their sewage, instead of
lic Service Director T. L. Sidlo said
yesterday the contractor had agreed
being carried off, is being conto proceed with the work even if an; fined toi their own back yards or
iniunction is applied for to restrain,
|the city from-using its funds for tins; other folk's back yards, where
' every day it becomes a deadlier
They likewise petition
!W°TTnder the contract the work must, menace.
! be completed Nov. 30, 1915. Approval', for th© sewer aifti agree-lo Reof the contract was made PO«»"gg: imburse the city for it in annual
bv the recent purchase of $425,000
installments.
,
worth of new city hall bonds by the,
This lias been the procedure
sinking fund commission.
Council
in making street improvements
Monday night passed an ordinance,;
' fs an emergency measure, authoriz- ,
from time immemorial anil has
fng the expenditure. The ordinance
been the means of making
wfs passed as an emergency measure.
Cleveland one of the most ex; tensively paved and sewered
cities in the country- No onehas ever advanced any objecI tion to it because there is no
valid objection to it. It has
given us miles and miles of
pavement and sewers at a small
Utilities Director Says Tunnel
proportionate cost to the city at,
large.
Quiz is Useless.
Now, is there any reason why
the residents of the-city should
Public Utilities Director C. W.
withhold a pavement from the
Stage yesterday told members of the
people of "A" street, or a sewer
council committee investigating the
from the people of "B" street, if
advisability of using concrete in the
they decide they want it and are
construction of the new West Side
willing to pay for it?
I water tunnel that this question would
If, then, there is no reason why
! not be reopened, that concrete' had
you should deny them their paveI been adopted as the building material
ment or their sewer, is there any
land that brick would not be consense in going through the empty
i sidered.
l A meeting of the: investigating
ffpon yoVTiut is financed, instead,
committee took place yesterday afterby property owners?
noon in the city clerk's office. Director
And yet this is precisely what
Stage, i Water Commissioner C. F.
the proposed tax amendment
Schulz and representatives, of conr
contemplates. It makes no discrete and cement interests were
present.
' .. .^
crimination between improve■ J. " C. Keller, president of the
Cement Users' association, declared : ments which are paid for solely
by the property owners directly
the use of concrete in water tunnel
construction is advisable. Councilbenefited, in which there is only
man William Rolf also defended the
a local interest involved, and
, use. of concrete and clashed with
those paid for by the city as a
Councilman W. S. FitzGerald, who
whole in which a general public
| is the author of the resolution calling
I for the investigation.
interest is involved. Both kinds
I It was decided yesterday that repindiscriminately must be subresentatives of the brick interests
mitted to the voters.
will be invited to attend a meeting
a week from next Friday. The comHence, before another paveJ mittee will inspect the tunnel on the | njent or sewer can be laid in,
I same day.
(Cleveland the voters at a general
I election (not a special election
I next spring, but a regular election next November) must give
permission to the residents of
"A." street and "B" street to pay
i their own money for their own
i pavement and their own sewer,
after which the city may proceed
| to lay it.
Delays All Improvements.
Herein lies the real viciousness
| of the measure.
I
If this amendment carries next
[Tuesday it will mean that not anI other street will be paved or
sewered, not a street opened or
extended
except
by
private
initiative, not a water supply
purified or freed of contamination, not a police or fire station
built, not a piece of fire apparatus
purchased, not a public improvement of any kind built except
those for which funds are already
| provided, until the voters of
| Cleveland at the election in NoIvember of next year expressly
[vote on and approve every such
[improvement.
I
It does not matter how vital the
I improvement may be. It does not
| matter that the residents of many
|miles of streets are wallowing in
I mud, that the residents of other
I streets are imperiled by disease,
[that others are without fire projection, that commerce and industry are hampered and harassed by
[inadequate means of communica-

DEFtlS (MITE WORK

Ition.
Not a shovelful of earth will
he moved or a brick laid on any
public improvement until the
spring of 1916, and then only
provided that a majority of all
the votes cast at the November,
1915, election favors the various projects submitted.
Perhaps you now realize how
| this measure will strangle the
| growth, development and imIprovement of Cleveland and other
\ Ohio cities for the next two years.
Then consider the thousands of
I skilled and unskilled workmen
| employed on public contracts who
| will have to look for other em[ployment during the coming two
I years!
]
No voter who honestly faces
I these facts can afford to vote
[otherwise than "No" when he
| comes to this amendment on the
[special ballot:
"Limitation of
Ithe tax rate and for the classifiI cation of property for purposes
Iof taxation."
I Here is a list of the streets in
[Cleveland for which paving and?
■ sewering are contemplated for
11915. The department of public
I service has prepared plans, made
I estimates and had legislation
1 passed for this work. If you live
| on or own property on these
| struts, you may be denied these
1 impwvenients if the tax amendtaent'.iasses.
He*) are the streets, all or
| portion of which, unless the ta.x
Amendment interferes, are to be^
loaved or sewered:
PAVEMENTS.
Adams-aT, Ambler-st, Anderson-av. Ap-1
P
Bar'kwell-ct, Beaumont-ct, Bellflawer-ct,.
Beioit-ct, Bragdon-ay, Brinsniade-av, Brownin aT
6" ;.cn.av> ciement-av, Colller-av, Conieeticut-ay, Crawford-rd, Cuyahoga-ay.
Dawn-ay, Denlson-ay, Dickens-av.
■
Eddy-rd, Elmarge-rd, Elmer-ct, fflwell-av,
i Empire-av.
^ , . ,
Fanta-av, ForestgroYe-a,v, Fostona-ct.
HanUng^av, Hawtiiorae-ct, Hermann-»v,
Horace-ct.
Irene-av.
Jennings-rd.
Keith-ay, Kempton-av.
Lorain-ar, Lakeside-av.
,
Macon-av, Marston-av SE, Mayfleld-rd
I SE.
Newark-ct.
Paxiflae-pl.
Parmelee-ay
Peoria-ct,
, Philetus-ay, Pittsbug-ay, Pratt-av, Preblej ay, Prlmrose-av, Prlnce-av.
Sauer-aV, Scottwood-av, Scovill-aY, Solonpi. Sophia-ay, St. Clair-av.
Train-ct, Trowbridge-av.
WaverTya-ct NW and W, 5Sth-pl, Woodworth-rd.
iHiuT." 32d. 40th. 51st 59th. 67th, 68th,
72d. 750 . 39th. 92d. 94th, 99th. 100th,
102d. 104th. 106th 107th 108th 110th,
114th-pl, 116th, 121st. 123d, 124th, 126th,
128th 131st. 138th, 152d.
W 6th 7th-pl, 28th, 29th. 3oth, 38th,
I i2d! 43d 45th, 49th, 68th, 69th, 94th, 96th,
[ 98th, 100th.
SEWERS.
Avon-av.
Bradiord-av.
Continental-av. Cuyahoga-ay.

IM; E°Ve9X 43d. 79th. 99th

i120th, 130th, 141st, 144th.
E. 77th-pl.
Jennings-rd.
Morison-av.
Prospect-av.
Bexford-av. Keno-aT.
Soika-av SE.
w!minhaV19th, S8th, 90th, 91st, 93d, 94th,
j "t^nduiky-kv, St. Clair-ar, Scovill-av,
Sprlng-rd.
Thames-ar.
Vineyard-ay, Valley-rd.
Waterloo-rd. Way-ay SE.

fh^> fled. zg/'?,v-

AMATEURS MAY BOX IN EAST
CLEVaAND; MAYOR TO BE CENSOR
neveland amateur boxing propers were offered a haven of
fnee Wednesday when Mayor Min"u. if of Bast Cleveland announced
fit lie would permit amateur- box' in Bast Cleveland should Mayor
Baker decide to banish them from
Minshall declared he would act as
. commission of one to judge the
hows and, being an ardent follower
t the roped arena, believes he is
nlifled to be a competent censor.
AtinshaH's offer is the result of
Police Captain Graul stopping the
\c A ' c show last Friday night.
r'raui said he was attending the
how as a personal representative of
jlayor Baker and was to make a
I personal report.
Baker has not declared himself
since receiving Graul's report, but,
stated if th0 report was not favorable lie would clamp the lid on the
„ame in Cleveland. Graul stopped
Hit show when one of the boxers

fell to the mat and refused to rise.!
He later admitted to Graul that.he:
knew he was outclassed and had <
lain down. One bout was stopped |
because the crowd applauded too >
strongly a burst of speed displayed;
by one of the boys.
Influential members of the club,'
after 30 minutes' persuasion, secured permission from Graul to con-,tinue the show on conditipn that no
hard blows would be struck. Sev-;
eral bouts were called off in the'
middleweight division on account of,
the ruling of Graul.
"I enjoy a good, clean amateurboxing exhibition," Minshall said,
"and should Baker stop the game in
Cleveland I will, grant permission to
hold shows in Bast Cleveland."
Mayor, Minshall of East Cleveland i
may stage all the prize fighting he
wants in his bailiwick so far as -,
Mayor Baker is concerned. Baker i
said Wednesday M.insliaU's. announce-!
ment didn't interest him. ..-:■
_ . I

tl!Y POOLROOM! POLICEMEN WHO I
STILL SHUT AS I 'CRIBBED' WILL
BATE IS ON) LOSE THEIR JOBS:
Cleveland's municipal poolroom at
m Broadway, adjoining the Broad- .
still was closed
;ay playgrounds,
jetaesday, with no prospect of toeing |
[opened until next year, or at least
fetil Recreation Commissioner Black.
I |iven the supervision. It has been
iniier lock and key a month, since;
police ordered it closed because no!
lolroom license had been taken out, Kite Law Director Stoekwell's rul-J
g, no license is needed.
i
IWiwhile, in order that it may be!
|pened as a social center and card j
jme room, Black is urging a quick I
eport by a special committee of the,
Blare department's recreation ad- £
iffy committee.
There's no reason why the pool- \
_)om should be kept closed," Black j
Steed. "It provided capital amuse- I
pit for neighborhood boys. How- j
fer. 1 believe less stress should be j
lid nu pool playing and more on!
lines for younger children. It will j
t reopened as soon as supervision is j
Bisferred to my division."
park Commissioner Alber said the
Broom hadn't been reopened bejtse there has been no demand for
[ Councilman Yotava, who was in-,
pimental in its being closed at first, j
pise declared it should not be re- [
lened because of small boys liej
aimed hung around, smoked ciga- j
(ts and annoyed girls,
payor Baker, Service Director Sid- j
Safety Director Beneseh and po- >
-i all disclaimed giving any orders I
[keep the poolroom under lock andBoys who frequented the place ]
J said to be waiting patiently for j
By Hall officials to take some action j
Jprovide them the amusement theyj
we been deprived of.

If charges of "cribbing" among po- I
licemen who took the civil service'
test for sergeant at East TeCh high
school last Saturday are substantialed by the civil service commission j
the men implicated will be dismissed I
from the force, Safety Director Be- j
nesch declared Wednesday.
So far seven men are under suspicion. The charge against them will
be conduct unbecoming' an officer,
Beneseh said, and dismissal will re- !
suit. A definite finding was to be announced by commissioners some time ■
Wednesday or Thursday.
According to Beneseh the specific
charge against the patrolmen is that;
they took data and rule books into
the examination. Knowledge of the
fact first came to light when com- !
plaint was made to Chief Rowe. Over
a score of patrolmen and lour high
school boys, monitors at the test,;
have ben called in by the commission, i
"It is probable an entirely new examination will be given if the com- j
mission finds charges are true," Edward A. Kline, secretary of the comi
.
.
. -,
j mission, .said.
Patrolmen
attending
Thursday
| night's session of Beneseh university j
: at police headquarters will be lec' tured on the subject of "cribbing," ;
Beneseh said.
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TO

SELL

BONDS

City's Prospect for iVew Sale of
Municipals Brightens,
■ "Over the counter" sales of municipal
: securities at par may take place within
the next few days. Finance Director !
• Thomas Coughlin has received word i
■ from a number of bond houses that !
i sales of about $200,000 41-2 per cent.
■ municipal bonds may be effected at par '
> in the near future. These bonds were j
offered some weeks ago, but no bids
were received.
I In the lot for which buyers are to be I
found in over the counter sales are I
$30,000 park bonds. This money will be
1 used in extending othe East boulevard !I
through the model allotment property
at Union-av S. E. and E. 114th-st. The |
': city acquired about ninety-three acres
; at this point some time ago, but has
I abandoned the/plan of constructing a
model allotmeiit. Eight acres will be I
jr used for the boulevard and eighty-five '
' will be sold. Public Service Director T '
L. Sidlo believes the city will realize at !
least $175,000 from the sale as soon as '
I the boulevard improvement is assured
The money will be used in other park
projects next year.
Director Coughlin believes $75,000 new
City hospital bonds and $100,000 sewage
disposal plant bonds will be sold at par
within the next few days.

H MONTHS' DELAY

Company Likely Also Will Urge
Extension to Period Allotted for Completing First
Line in Cleveland.
LARGER TUBES PLANNED
UNDER NEW FRANCHISE
Report on Cost of Elevated System Will Be Presented to
Lawmakers Monday.
Fourteen months' time in which
to begin subway construction will
be asked in the new franchise ordinance which the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Company wants the city
council to approve. The legislation
will probably be submitted Monday
night.
Subway plans were discussed at a
conference between Director of Public Service Sidlo and W. R. Hopkins,
president of the Rapid Transit Company, yesterday. The company may
also seek an extension to the fouryear period set for the completion
of the first line. It will ask permission also to construct larger
tubes than the ones originally
planned.
The present franchise held by the
company called for the start of work
before October 1, 1913. President
j Thompson and other members of
the city council favor a clause in
(the proposed amendment which will
require the depositing of a bond for
the immediate start of work.
Data on the operation of elevated
railroads in Germany was obtained
by R. H. Hobbs, commissioner of
information and publicity, yesterday. Hobbs is preparing a' report
on the cost of an elevated railroad
system. The report will be sent to
the council Monday.

100 MORE PATROLMEN
ASKED FOR BY BENESCH
One hundred additional patrolmen,
are asked for by Director of Public
Safety Beneseh in the departmental
estimate he is preparing for the city
council. This will increase the department's appropriation by $100,000
per year. Beneseh will make a fight
for the extra funds.
Benesch's estimate will be included
in Mayor Baker's budget which will
be forwarded to the city council
November 15. The mayor's budget
will form the basis of the annual appropriation ordinance for 1915. A
series of public meetings will be held i
while the ordinance is being framed.
Representatives of the Woman's j
Civic League will appear before the 1
appropriation committee to urge the!
appointment of more police.
Beneseh is now preparing a report •
showing the arrangement of police
beats and the assignment of patrol- men. This was asked for by Coun- j
oilman Moylan, who is gathering |
data for the consideration of the j
appropriation committee.
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THE SACRIFICE SALE.

CITY TO BUILD WALK
ON W. ri7THTD LAKi

POWER BOATS
SOON MUST GO
FROM EAST 9TH

excessive cost, $75,000, aiso „
Thursday.
Not for w*" maae
will the city have on h2T yeaTS
enough to divert the ct^tJ00***
der the bathhouse to a MnZt7'>
east and wall it with concrete M^
Glnty and Sidlo said. Boat 1
said they will not fight Z\hTT
don park improvement.
"Sooner or later the motor boat h,r
bor at the foot of Ea8t Z^Z't
lust go,"
""
must
go,", declared McGlnty «ww
the new passenger piers are cornpleted there will be but littlj
room.
It doesn't matter that owners do not
to move to Gordon park 0
Rocky Rrver, there seeme no place
for them downtown."
T C. Green, commodore of the boat

THAT the city sinking fund
commission
has
sold
for
$489,050 municipal electric light
bonds to the amount of $500,000,
accepting a loss of $10,950, will
seem to the average citizen merely
"Private" Wall Built Across
anotheT unfortunate incident of
Public Thoroughfare Will
the commission's recent predilection for bond trading for political
Be Removed, Sidlo Says.
Temporary relief for Cleveland mopurposes. He will consider it imtor
boat owners at the foot of East
material whether the city governInstallation of a cinder walk oh 9th street until the new E. & C. pasment loses the $10,950 in ill-ad- W. 117th street from Lake avenue senger piers are completed was promvised deals or in amateurish at- to Lake Erie, will be started today ised at City Hall Thursday.
Counby workmen from the street repair cilman McGlnty was arranging for a
tempts to construct public works
department. The opening of this meeting of a committee of the Cleveon the day labor plan.
C!a S Wame
street extension was recently au- land Boat club with Mayor Baker.
t^^LT^:°®
!
for $10,000 damage done
to «*
i city
But the sacrifice sale has a sig- thorized by city council, after resiMonday night's storm,
which boats in Monday night's storm
nificance quite apart from the dents of the West End complained forced boat owners to search the claim the city failed to provide ademoney loss. The bonds in ques- that the street extension was blocked greater part of the night for safeJ quate mooring facilities,
by a barrier of shrubbery and a mooring, was responsible for th<» repromised for months.
tion were bought by the commis- stone wall.
newal of activity on behalf of boat
sion two years ago, when no one
Director of Public Service Sidlo
owners.
else would buy them. The com- said yesterday that the necessary
According to George Smith. 1941
part of this wall and the obstruct- West 48th street, trustee of the boat
mission's purpose was to help out j ing shrubbery would be removed
the city administration, to enable. and a cinder walk constructed at club, Baker will be asked permission
it to proceed with lighting plant once so residents in the vicinity to move the club's house to the north
side of the lagoon, just eaat of East
construction, to put it in a posi- might walk to the lake without 9th
street, directly opposite the
trespassing on private property. A
Law Director Stockwell
tion to point with pride in the next
Thursday
strong fence will also be erected on Cleveland Yacht club's site. All the I said he probably w _ „
120
boats
in
the
club
could
be
safely
'OttW start suit J
campaign. As in otheT deals it the lake bluff.
-A
dl
ya
t0
detern
»ne whether the"
W. 117th street, as extended, af- harbored there, Smith says. Action ,t!fZ t ,
has made since then, the commistoward this end is to be taken at a sinking fund commission has authorsion's purpose in marketing these j fords the only access to the lake be- meeting of the club Thursday night. ity to sell city bonds below
„ww„ p^j, i,_
tween Edgewater Park, and Nicholbonds below par is still to help the i son avenue in Lakewood. It w Ul
Announcement that plans for im- torney A. II. Weed denied such '
r
administration out of a political also be the western outlet for tlja proving the creek at Gordon park tion when the commission decided to
hole. The bargain sale receipts, new Edgewater boulevard being have been abandoned because of the accept an offer of $489,050 for a 5500000
issue of municipal light bonds' '
it is announced, are to be used by built on private property, from.
The municipal light division'is out!
Edgewater Park.
the commission in buying other
$10,950 by the sale. Finance Director
The extension of W. 117th street,
Coughlin claims the city In the w
city bonds, which would not other- to which the city of Cleveland h£S
run will make money, because the
title, is only forty feet wide, but
wise be marketable.
light bonds brought only 4 per cent
officials of Lakewood, which orig,Thus the sinking fund commis- \ inally held an easement in another
interest, while the new securities to*
sion, in theory a bipartisan or forty-foot strip on the west side pif
be purchased with the sale money'
will net 4 1-2.
non-political body administering j the street, are planning-to open tfte
its trust on strictly businesslike | west half,
lines with a view to accumulating
money for the sole purpose of enabling the city to pay its funded
debts when they fall due, has become in fact a partisan auxiliary
The ol"d fight over subways is expected to be reopened hi council next
using its powers for political purWednesday night when W. It. Hopposes
regardless
of
incidental
kins, president of the Cleveland
shrinkage in public funds and exRapid Transit Railway Company,
erting itself to enable the adminisasks for time, extensions in the COm! pany's present underground grant.
tration to go still deeper in debt!
Hopkins,
according
to
Service
^Councilmen who plan to fight jiving
Director Sidlo, will ask that another the Illuminating and Cleveland Light
12 months be granted before work & Power Companies permission to ex+
must be uncle!' way. andd tha
that t
\ BOND SALES BELOW PAR
'year period in Vv;h 1 a t least one! tend steam heating systems downoperation town are seriously hampering the'
complete line mus
Jfguit to enjoin'the city sinking fund
.ast action conned
be extended,
'commission from disposing of $500,000
work of the smoke prevention departhas taken on subway grants was on: ment, Councilman Smith and Smok^
worth of municipal electric light
1912;
when
it
was
stipulated
March
Commissioner
Roberts charged
Jonas at less than par value likely
work wats to be" under way by Thursday.
will be brought by Director of Law
;,,
J.913,
and
a
line
in
September
-Stockwell.
operation in March, 1916. Sidlo said ■ The measures are to come Mori
The city law department yesterday
Thursday the changes have his O. K. council for final action Wednesday
' received the application of Attorney
W. F. Thompson, president of coun- night. At least two councilmen havS
,A H Weed, asking that injunction
cil, will demand that bond be put up declared war because the Illuminating;
proceedings be brought. Stockwell
by Hopkins' company to assure work company won't give 3-cent light.
mid he was considering the matter
actually will be started. Thompson
"Once steam-heating systems hon■fhd probably would bring court ac-I
would have the city or the Cleveland eycomb the downtown section stacks
(Son in order that the question might
Railway Company dig the tubes.
Construction of elevated railways as that blacken Cleveland dally will be'ge decided for all time.
one means of solving the city's rapid gin to disappear," declared Roberts.
-The city sinking fund commission j
transportation problem would be far Smith agreed.
flhiesdav voted to accept the joint bid j
cheaper than subways. Robert W.
of Hayden, Miller & Co., C, B. Den- I
Hobbs, commissioner of information
lson and Otis & Co. for the lighting |
and publicity, will report to council.
bonds. Their offer of $489,050 was the
Hobbs also will present data on the
Highest received.
! cost and operation of elevateds in
this country and abroad.
ITR-R^RMDEAL BEACH
Figures Hcbbs has obtained show
' the cost of elevateds on the general
JUST NOW AT EDGEWATER
! American plan of construction ranges
j from $200,000 to $300,000 a mile. To dig
For the benefit of those who do not
i underground tubes would cost from
mind a little ice with their bathing,
I $600,000 to $1;200,.0Q0 a mile, Hobbs will
Park Commissioner Alber announces
j report.
that the beach at Edgewater Park is
now ideal.
Alber declared yesterday that recent lake storms have made a fine:
eighty-foot beach in front of the new [
, bath house.
Bathers throughout the summer j
protested against the mud baths at'
Edgewater. As a result, Mayor i
I Baker ordered changes in jetties, j
which marine experts blamed for the j
muddy condition of the water.

TEST CITY'S RIGHT TO
SELL BONDS IN COURT

SUBWAY FIGHT
WILL RAGE AS OF

FIGHT ON HEAT
KEEPS US SIR!

STOCKWELLI^OPPOSE

HHHHi

HHHMH
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DELAY ANSWER ON
PIER LEASE_REQUEST
Server Sidlo and .Mayor Baker
Thursday did not reply to the aplication of the D. & C. and C. &
B boat lines for a 50-year instead
of a 40-year lease on the E. Ninthst pier. They want more time to
consider the proposal.
The boat lines claim improvements and passenger stations on
the pier will cost $450,000 instead
of $225,000 as agreed in the 40year lease.

DEMANDS BOND FOR
LONGERSJJBWAYGRANT

STOCKWELL WILL SUE
: TO ENJOIN LIGHT BONDS;

Safety Director Says Police i City Officials See ApprenticeTestimony is Undervalued
ship System, Following
by Many Judges.
Letter From Boy.
Expresses Regret to His Men Course Would Include Study
of Law, Traffic and
Over Reported CheatSociology.
ing at Tests.

W. V. Thompson, president of
council, said Thursday he will insist on the Cleveland Rapid Transit Co. filing a heavy bond or a
A boy's appeal to Public Safety
Public Safety Director Alfred A. :
certified check to guarantee start
of work, before agreeing to any; Benesch, speaking before 200 mem- ' Director A. A. Benesch to be admitextension of this company's ex-' bers of the police department at the j ted to the police force as a "new j
weekly school meeting last night, j idea" policeman may result in a com- j
pired subway franchise.
This statement was made after] scored judges of the criminal branch plete readjustment of police examina- !
Server Sidlo announced W. R.i of municipal court for what he' tion, including the working out of a |
Hopkins, subway president, had! termed "nonco-operation with the po- two-year
apprenticeship
scheme.
assured him actual contracts fori lice" and "discrediting the police's ; During this period police apprentices |
construction have been
let, onj testimony in court."
\ would be trained in law, social serv- ;
condition that the project is
** Further in his speech, which was on | | ice and other subjects of value in
financed the coming year.
"Modern Police views," Director j modern police work.
Hopkins, Monday night, will
Benesch declared he and other mem- j
The young man wrote Public Safe- I
ask a 12 months extension.
bers of the police department were j j ty Director Benesch yesterday telling
disappointed and chagrined because' of his ambition and stated he has
of rumors sent afloat of dishonesty' \ studied law a year, Is familiar with
alleged to have been committed by
patrolmen in the recent examination: traffic and business center conditions
in Cleveland and that he has studied
for promotions.
"It gives me pleasure to hear of . sociological conditions as well. He;
is
23 and under present rules could
the meritorious service or heroic act.
of some member of the police or Are not be admitted to tne force for two
departments, and I take great pride years.
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil
in being executive head of what I'
believe is the most efficient and clean- service commission and President W.
F.
Thompson of the city council both |
est fire and police departments in the |
country," said Director Benesch, "but i declared yesterday the letter pointed
it will hurt if the civil service com- i to a solution of the problem that has
mission, now investigating these ru-:I been before the city for years.
. "The city, should train men for pomors, find that dishonesty has crept
into the police department for the! lice service." said Secretary Kline.
"They might receive $600 the first
first time."
"I cannot tell now whether these year and $720 the second year. At
rumors are right or wrong but where: the end of the second year, if their
there is so much smoke there must progress is satisfactory, they would
be some conflagration. We must be admitted to regular membership
have truth and honesty in the police' on the force at a salary of $840 for
department or there will not be ef- j the first year's service."
fieiency."
"The city could well afford to emIn a sub-subject on "Bringing ploy fifty young! men for this service
Evidence
Into' Court,"
Director next year," said President Thompson.
Benesch declared a great percentage
of the cases brought into court were
ASKS MORE^ELIEF FUNDS
discharged because the judges discredited the testimony of the police
City Welfare Department Declares
and accept the testimony of some disreputable person.
Increases Needed.
"The fact testimony is from a
policeman ought to add weight in the
All divisions of the department of
municipal coiyt of this city, but it
public welfare are asking for increased
doesn't," said Director Benesch.
appropriations for 1915.
Director Benesch also scored the
Heads of various divisions met yesschool board for what he termed
terday and discussed the estimates of
"non-co-operation with the police
the mayor's budget. The City hospital
department."
will ask for an increase of about $50,000
'I have made several fruitless ef1
forts to prevent truancy through cooyer this year'3 allowance. There will
also be an increase for the outdoor re- !
operation with this department," Dinet department.
rector Benesch said, "but the only
"Departments caring for the sick and :
reply I ever got from the school
needy must have more monev," said i
board was a letter from Mr. FredWelfare Director H. R. Cooley.
j
; erick's secretary saying he (the seci retary) was^instructed to inform on
this or that subject, none of which
dwelt on my subjects. The school MAY RAISE
board will not enter into any move
Utilities Director Points Out Tax
unless it derives all the glory."
Amendment Effect.

TO AMEND SUBWAY" GRANT
Council Will be Asked to Name
Rapid Transit Committee.
Rapid transit may be studied by a
special council committee if a resolution to this effect by Councilman J. W.
Reynolds is adopted Wednesday night.
Councilman Reynolds believes the
amended subway franchise and the elevated railroad problem should be referred to this committee.
The amended subway grant will be
introduced In council Wednesday night
and will provide that work be started
within twelve months after the passage
of the amended ordinance. The company will be given the right to construct tubes about twice as large as
those described in the existing grants.
President W. F. Thompson of the
city council is opposed to amending
the existing ordinance.
f the council favors the special subway committee, Councilman Reynolds
will propose that citizens be named as
members.

An increase in water rates will be
necessary in 1915 in order to continue extensions at the same rate as
at present, should the tax amendment
be adopted at the election next Tuesday. This announcements was made
yesterday by Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage.
It was stated yesterday that the
earnings of the water department
would not care fcr all necessary pipe
extensions.
Lighting Commissioner F. W. Ballard said yesterday that the passage
of the amendment would force the
lighting department to proceed more
slowly with its extensions, but that
f""^=—-urara—ln_hand to care for a
li
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Injunction
proceedings
will be'
brought by Director of Law Stock-1
well to restrain the city sinking fund'
commission from disposing of $500,000
worth of municipal electric light
bonds at a discount of $10,950.
Stockwell yesterday wrote William
Rothenberg, of the law firm of Weed,
Miller and Rothenberg, to that effect.
Rothenberg had asked that an injunction be brought.
"The city wants to get the question adjudicated so we can find out
whether the sinking fund commission can dispose of its securities,";
said Stockwell.
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| CHAINS TTMAM OFF
,
NEW SAFETY ZONES
The new painted safety zones in j
j the downtown districts, according to i
Public Safety Director Benesch, will I
ltt:-a few days be replaced by standards and chains. Benesch Thursday
said that on account of the streets being covered with ice and snow in the
winter, it would not be feasible to
continue the mere markings.

fiPfjf. .V,/M.-

QUESTION OF SUBWAY
'Councilman Says New Franchise
Should Be Drawn and Opposes
Giving Time Extension.
Opposition to an amendment to the
franchise ordinance of the Cleveland
Rapid Transit Company, granting
time extensions was expressed by
Councilman Gahn yesterday. Gahn
said that he would stand for a new
franchise ordinance and a complete
reopening of negotiations with the
subway company.
Amendments to the underground
grant, allowing the company fourteen months in which to start work
upon the first tube, will be sub-j
mltted to the city council at its next'
meeting. President W. F. Thompson
joined with Gahn in declaring for
an entire new ordinance.
"It is unnecessary for the company to come to the council at this
time with a new demand," said Gahn.
"However, if it does, the question.
should be reopened and a new franchise ordinance drawn. The new I
franchise should be modeled after the
3treet railway grant and the rats
of fare based upon the cost of
service.
The present franchise of the subway company permits the city to take
over the lines at a price of $850,000 per
mile. It also called for a start of
work a year ago.
Details of the proposed subway
system were discussed at a conference between W. R. Hopkins,
president of the subway company,
Director of Public Service Sidlo and
City Engineer Hoffman yesterday.
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DELAY ANSWER ON
PIER LEASE.REQI/EST
Server Sidlo and JWayor Baker
Thursday did not reply to the a'plication of the D. & C. and C. &
B boat lines for a 50-year instead
of a 40-year lease on the E. Ninthst pier- They want more time to
consider the proposal.
The boat lines claim improvements and passenger stations on
the pier will cost $450,000 instead
of $225,000 as agreed in the 40year lease.

DEMANDS BOND FOR
LONGERSUBWAYGRANT

cbuxJ-z^ (Pojf,
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ST0CKWELL WILL SUE
TO ENJOIN LIGHT BONDS|

Safety Director Says Police City Officials See Apprenticeship System, Following
Testimony is Undervalued
Letter From Boy.
by Many Judges.
Expresses Regret to His Men Course Would Include Study
of Law, Traffic and
Over Reported CheatSociology.
ing at Tests.

\V. P. Thompson, president of
council, said Thursday he will insist on the Cleveland Rapid Transit Co. filing a heavy bond or a
Public Safety Director Alfred A.
certified check to guarantee start
of work, before agreeing to any| Benesch, speaking- before 200 memextension of this company's :ex-^ bers of the police department at the
weekly school meeting last night,
pired subway franchise.
This statement was made after] scored judges of the criminal branch
Server Sidlo announced W. R'.l of municipal court for what he
Hopkins, subway president, had! termed "nonco-operation with the poassured him actual contracts for I lice" and "discrediting the police's
construction have been
let, onj testimony in court."
condition that the project is!
A» Further in his speech, which was on
financed the coming year.
Director
Hopkins, Monday night, will] "Modern Police Views/
Benesch declared he and other mem- '
ask a 12 months extension.
bers of the police department were j
disappointed and chagrined because'
of rumors sent afloat of dishonesty!
alleged to have been committed by
patrolmen in the recent examination
for promotions.
. "It gives me pleasure to hear of
the meritorious service or heroic act,
of some member of the police or fire
departments, and I take great pride
in being executive head of what I'
believe is the most efficient and cleanest fire and police departments in the |
country," said Director Benesch, "but i
it will hurt if the civil service commission, now investigating these ru- !
mors, find that dishonesty has crept •
into the police department for the!
first time."
"I cannot tell now whether these I
rumors are right or wrong but where'
there is so much smoke there must;
be some conflagration. We must]
have truth and honesty in the police'
department or there will not be efficiency."
In a sub-subject on "Bringing
Evidence
Into ' Court,"
Director
Benesch declared a great percentage
of the cases brought into court were
discharged because the judges discredited the testimony of the police
and accept the testimony of some disreputable person.
"The fact testimony is from a
policeman ought to add weight in the
municipal court of this city, but it
doesn't," said' Director Benesch.
Director Benesch also scored the
school board for what he termed
"non-co-operation w:ith the police
department."
'I have made several fruitless efforts to prevent truancy through cooperation with this department," Director Benesch said, "but the only
reply I ever got from the school
board was a letter from Mr. Frederick's secretary saying he (the secretary) wassg,instructed to inform on
this or that subject, none of which
dwelt on my subjects. The school
board will not enter into any move
unless it derives all the glory."

TO AMEND SUBWAY GRANT
Council Will be Asked to Name
Rapid Transit Committee.
Rapid transit may be studied by a
special council committee if a resolution to this effect by Councilman J. W.
Reynolds is adopted Wednesday night.
Councilman Reynolds believes the
amended subway franchise and the elevated railroad problem should be referred to this committee.
The amended subway grant will be
introduced in council Wednesday night
and will provide that work be started
within twelve months after the passage
of the amended ordinance. The company will be given the right to construct tubes about twice as large as
those described in the existing grants.
President W. F. Thompson of the
city council is opposed to amending
the existing ordinance.
f the council favors the special subway committee, Councilman Reynolds
will propose that citizens be named aa
members.
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Injunction
proceedings
will be
brought by Director of Law Stock-1
well to restrain the city sinking fund'
commission from disposing of $500,000 i
worth of municipal electric light
bonds at a discount of $10,950.
Stockwell yesterday wrote "William
Rothenberg, of the law firm of Weed,
Miller and Rothenberg, to that effect.
Rothenberg had asked that an injunction be brought.
"The city wants to get the question adjudicated so we can find out
whether the sinking fund commission can dispose of its securities,"
said Stockwell.

A boy's appeal to Public Safety
Director A. A. Benesch to be admitted to the police force as a "new
idea" policeman may result in a complete readjustment of police examination, including the working out of a | CHAINS TO MARK OFF
; two-year
apprenticeship
scheme, j
NEW SAFETY ZONES
; During this period police apprentices j j
The new painted safety zones in j
\ would be trained in law, social serv- ',
! ice and other subjects of value in j the downtown districts, according to j
Public Safety Director Benesch, will '
modern police work.
The young man wrote Public Safe- j
in a few days be replaced by standty Director Benesch yesterday telling ards and chains. Benesch Thursday
: of his ambition and stated he has
said that on account of the streets be' studied law a year, is familiar with
traffic and business center conditions. ing covered with ice and snow in the
■ in Cleveland and that he has studied. winter, it would not be feasible to
', sociological conditions as well. He ] continue the mere markings.
| is 23 and under present rules could
not be admitted to tne force for two
years.
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil
■ service commission and President W.
j F. Thompson of the city council both
: declared yesterday the letter pointed
to a solution of the problem that has
been before the city for years.
• "The city should train men for police service." said Secretary Kline.
"They might receive $600 the first
year and $720 the second year. At
the end of the second 'year, if their
progress is satisfactory, they would
be admitted to regular membership
on the force at a salary of $840 for
the first year's service."
"The city could well afford to emCouncilman Says New Franchise
ploy fifty young! men for this service
next year," said President Thompson,
Should Be Drawn and Opposes

■ft^Acn {<?,* M/M_

GAHN WOULD REOPEN
QUESTION OF SUBWAY

ASKSM0RE_RELrEF" FUNDS
City Welfare Department Declares
Increases Needed.
All divisions of the department of
public welfare are asking for increased
appropriations for 1915.
Heads of various divisions met yesterday and discussed the estimates of
the mayor's budget. The City hospital
will ask for an increase of about $50,000
over this year's allowance. There will I
also be an increase for the outdoor re- I
lief department.
"Departments caring for the sick and
needy must have more monev,". said
Welfare Director H. R. Cooley.
|

MAY RAISE WATER RATES!
Utilities Director Points Out Tax
Amendment Kffiect.
An increase in water rates will be
necessary in i915 in order to con- i
tinue extensions at the same rate as i
at present, should the tax amendment
I be adopted at the election next Tuesday. This announcements was made
i yesterday by Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage.
It was stated yesterday that the j
earnings of the water department
j would not care fcr all necessary pipe
extensions.
I Lighting Commissioner F. W. Ballard said yesterday that the passage
! of the amendment would force the
lighting department to proceed more
slowly with its extensions, but that
funds were in hand to care for a
larg;e part of the work.
Tightens Police Rules.
A tightening of
the rules governing
city special police1 was decided upon yesterday by Public Safety Director A 4.
Benesch.
~.^tWe—do not w-a-nt men assigned -to
duty by tne city employed by special ■
Ijxmce agencies," he said. "It is re-]
■ ported there have been cases where cerl
I tain agencies and the men divided the
money paid by the people receiving the
service. We want the money paid out
for special police service to go direct to
the men."

Giving Time Extension.
Opposition to an amendment to the
franchise ordinance of the Cleveland
Rapid Transit Company, granting
time extensions was expressed by
Councilman Gahn yesterday. Gahn
said that he would stand for a new
franchise ordinance and a complete
reopening of negotiations with the
subway company.
Amendments to the underground
grant, allowing the company fourteen months in which to start work
upon the first tube, will be sub-'
mitted to the city council at its next1
meeting. President W. F. Thompson
joined with Gahn in declaring for
an entire new ordinance.
"It is unnecessary for the company to come to the council at this
time with a new demand," said Gahn.
"However, jf it does, the question .
should be reopened and a new fran- [
chise ordinance drawn. The new I
franchise should be modeled after the'
3treet railway grant and the rate
of fare based upon the cost of
service.
The present franchise of the subway company permits the city to take
over the lines at a price of $850,000 per.
mile. It also called for a start of
work a year ago.
■—
Details of the proposed subway
system were discussed at a conference between W. R. Hopkins,
I president of the subway company,
Director of Public Service Sidlo and
City Engineer Hoffman yesterday.
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DISCUSS EUCLID SUBWAY |
City Officials Plan Route From Square i
to 'Suburbs.
Cleveland's first subway will be lo- \
cated in Euclid-av, from the Public j
square to the city limits, if plans dis-i
cussed by city officials and representatives of the subway company are
adopted.
...
..
The questions arising from the relocation of underground pipes and
cables were discussed yesterday in
the office of Public Service Director
T L Sidlo. The meeting was attended
bv Director Sidlo, City Engineer Robert
Hoffman and President W. R. Hopkins
- of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway
Co An effort will be made to have the
amendments to the "existing grants
ready for submission to council
Wednesday.
, .
The ordinance probably will be referred to a special committee. The
same committee will receive...... data
concerning various types of elevated
railroads, prepared by Publicity Commissioner R. W. Hobbs.

ASKS BETTER PAVEMENTS
Commerce Chamber Committee Discusses Question With. Officials 4
Cleveland's lighting and pavements
iare all right, but they might" be better.
?They must be' kept to their present:
^standard at least.
.
This was the consensus of opinion
'voiced yesterday at a luncheon of the
-municipal committee of the Chamber
of Commerce. Director of Public Serv- ;
Ice Thomas t>. Sidlo and City Engineer .
Robert Hofmann discussed conditions j
for betterment.
SJ
A subcommittee was appointed to j
formulate a plan to better the lighting
and a second committee will assist city,
officials in acting on a set of recommendations for bettering paving.
I
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WILL TRY TO STOP
City to Ask Court to Halt Gift
,
of Superior-av City
Hall Tract.

CiTYJMTMNSFER
Stockwell Promises Taxpayer Library Deal Will Be Fought
Out in Court.

An injunction suit to test the.
BY ARCHIE BELL
legality of the proposed transfer of
Over 2,000 music-lovers attended
Frederick W. Smith, Taxpay- the present city hall site to the pub- ; first
of a long series 0f Hippodr,
lic library board as a location for the 1
. er, Behind InjuncSunday afternoon concerts by
new $2,000,000 main library building
municipal orchestra yesterday af
tion Suit.
is to be brought at once by Director
j noon. Enthusiasm was shown (
of Law Stockwell.
the entrance of the orchestra to
Stockwell made this announcement"
City Law Director John N. Stock-'
' stage, finally, by the appearance
well was requested yesterday ■ by. yesterday after Frederick W. Smith,
. Christiaan Timmner, director
Frederick W. Smith, 1834 E. 81st-st,i 1884 E. 81st street, had filed a taxas a taxpayer, to apply for an injunc- payer's application for an injunction. j applause increased in volume
when, after many bows and
tion to restrain the city council and
Smith was represented by Attorney I knowledgments the orchestra pla
Mayor Newton £>. Baker from conthe national hymn, the audie
veying the city hali property on Su- C A. Niman, who claimed the transarose to its feet and the sea
perior-av N. E. to the public library I fer would be a misapplication of pubstarted with great success-beto'
board for main library purposes. The I lie funds.
had started at all, according to
law director also was requested to I "A suit to determine the city's. j program.
apply for injunction restraining the | right to transfer the property had
True to promises, the orches
board from accepting the property. j already been planned," said Stock-:
showed itself to be the best that
Suit probably will be brought towell.
. i yet played at popular concerts
morrow.
Smith in his application charged;
The city council and library board
Cleveland. There have been
had planned to use the present city the city was without authority to valuable additions to the tot
make
the
transfer.
He
said
that
the
hall property as the site for the new
organization and the men havf
library board was appointed by the
main library building.
more of the very necessary
In his letter to the director of law board of education and that the
hearsals than before any prev
Mr. Smith declared that in his opin- school district was larger in extent
ion the property cannot lawfully be than the city. He also said that the j concert. The value of these ctai
used for any but municipal purposes.
was apparent throughout toe i
Turning over of the Supenor-av library board was without authority
cert, the program of which'. r.aj
tract, he thinks, would be a misappli- to accept the offer and asked the
through
Beethoven, MacRil
cation of funds and would be in. the board be made a party to the suit.
Humperdinck, Saint Saens, -ty
nature of a gift to an independent and
The formal offer of the site proand Wagner.
nonmunicipal board. He further de- vides that the property is to revert
clares it would be an unconstitutional to the city when no longer used for;
Herr Timmner had his men u
and illegal disposition of the property|plendid control and a complimin
Mr. Smith said yesterday he had library purposes.
word might be offered for each B
Several months ago the council
requested the law director to bring
ber. But praise is perhaps duei
this suit as a test action in order made a formal offer of the city hall
of all for the beautiful rendltip
to have all questions, that have been site to the library board. On Oetober
MacDowell's "Woodland" suite,
raised settled in court.
3, the library board accepted the offive numbers of which were pi
fer.
Following this number, the dh
A bond issue of $2,000,000 for a new
was cheered for several minute
[library, building was authorized two
the course of. which he Invited hi
years ago.
chestra to rise twice and
honors with him.
Another innovation this season
Council Committee Will Help j
an excellent idea in this campaigi
popularizing good music, is the:
Get Foreign Trade.
j
,UUU|
ligent descriptive notes upon the
gram by Wilson G. Smith. The
Chairman J, W. Reynolds of the
are sufficiently technical to beo
council committee on industrial expan-1
1 terest to musicians, and of ei
sion, declared yesterday the ; committee
! importance to the general puM
would do all possible to bring about
be carefully read by everybody,
the location in Cleveland of a field sta-|
assuring a better understands
Barberton Millionaire Devises
tion for the United States bureau of
what the orchestra is striving t
foreign and domestic commerce.
which is certain to mean a betta
Plan
to
Connect
River
Indus"i believe the movement should re-■
preciation of what it does.
ceive the support of the city council and ;
If the first concert may'
tries With Lake Front Docks.
a criterion, the course will
of the attention of a larger »
of people than can he packed 1:
A $9 000,000 freight subway connect-,
Hippodrome each week.
lag railroads and manufacturing
p!ants of the Cuyahoga River vailej
with huge docks at the foot ol E.
55th street is proposed by
.Barber, millionaire match manufacturer, of Barberton, O.
increased
to
to have the allowance
Primarily the object of the docks
and tubes would be to handle iron
?1
al
&
ore and coal, but
manufactured
^?ttve i^ ?ore^ni
products also would be taken care
of Experts claim that the subway
' is necessarv, owing to the expense ot
!the long uphill hauls from the river
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WILL. SUSPEND^OLICEWIEN
safety Blrector Says Two Violate*
Kules in Sergeant Examination.
Two members of the police de- j
partment will be suspended on evU )
dence obtained by the civil service j
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DISCUSS EUCLID SUBWAY
City Officials Plan Ronte From Square
to 'Suburbs.
Cleveland's first subway will be located in Euclid-av, from the Public
square to the city limits, if plans discussed by city officials and representatives of the subway company are
adopted.
;
The questions arising from the relocation of underground pipes and
cables were discussed yesterday in
the office of Public Service Director
T L. Sidlo. The meeting was attended
by Director Sidio, City Engineer Robert
Hoffman and President W. R. Hopkins
Of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway
Co. An effort will be made to have the
amendments to the "existing grants
ready for submission to council
Wednesday.
The ordinance probably will be referred to a special committee. The:
same committee will receive data
concerning various types of elevated
railroads, prepared by Publicity Commissioner R. W. Hobbs.

ASKS BETTER PAVEMENTS
Commerce Chamber Committee Discusses Question 'With Officials .
Cleveland's lighting and pavements
"are all right, but they might' be better.
iThey must be' kept to their present:
^standard at least.
i This was the consensus of opinion
^voiced yesterday at a luncheon of the
municipal committee of the Chamber!
of Commerce. Director of Public Serv- i
ice Thomas L. Sidlo and City Engineer .
Robert Hofmann discussed conditions
for betterment.
A subcommittee was appointed to j
formulate a plan to better the lighting .
and a second committee will assist city
officials in acting on a set of recom- ;
mendations for bettering paving.

WILL TRY TO STOP INJUNCTION TO TEST S
GRANT TO LIBRARY CITYJALLTRANSFER
City to Ask Court to Halt Gift
of Superior-av City
t
Hall Tract.

I CONCEIT

; Stockwell Promises Taxpayer Library Deal Will Be Fought
Out in Court,

An injunction suit to test the j
BY ARCHIE BEIi.
'legality of the proposed transfer of^
Frederick W. Smith, Taxpay- the present city hall site to the pub-<? Over 2,000"" music-lovers
-- ■ v.. o at
attends
lie library board as a location for the f first of a long series 0f Hippodr.
. er, Behind Injuncnew $2,000,000 main library building: Sunday afternoon concerts b
tion Suit.
is to be brought at once by Director municipal orchestra yesterday aft
noon. Enthusiasm was shown
of Law Stockwell.
; the entrance of the orchestra to I
City Law Director John N. StockStockwell made this announcement^
well was requested yesterday. ■ by yesterday after Frederick W. Smith, stage, finally, by the s-PPearai
Christiaan Timmner, director, |
Frederick W. Smith, 1834 E. 81st-st,
1834 E. 81st street, had filed a taxas a taxpayer, to apply for an injunc, applause increased in voluir
tion to restrain the city council and payer's application for an injunction. .when, after many bows ana
Mayor Newton D. Baker from con- Smith was represented by Attorney I knowledgments the orchestra p«
veying the city hah property on Su- C. A. Niman, who claimed the transthe national hymn, the audit
perior-av N. E. to the public library fer would be a misapplication of pubarose to its feet and the seal
board for main library-purposes. The j lie funds.
started with great success-be!ors
law director also was requested to
"A suit to determine the city's: had started at all, according to
apply for injunction restraining the ' right to transfer the property had •" program.
board from accepting the property. I already been planned," said Stock- '■ True to promises, the orches
Suit probably will be tjrought to. showed itself to be the best that 1
well.
morrow.
Smith in his application charged! yet played at popular concerts
The city council and library board
Cleveland. There have been m
had planned to use the present city the city was without authority 'to
hall property as the site for the new make the transfer. He said that the valuable additions to the ton
main library building.
organization and the men have"
library board was appointed by the
In his letter to the director of law
more of the very necessary
Mr. Smith declared that in his opin- board of education and that the
hearsals than before any prey,-,
ion the property cannot lawfully be . school district was larger in extent
concert. The value of these chajj
used for any but municipal purposes. than the city. He also said that the
Turning over of the Superior-av library board was without authority : was apparent throughout the (
cert, the program of which ran
tract, he thinks, would be a misappli- to accept the offer and asked the
cation of funds and would be in the board be made a party to the suit., through
Beethoven, MacDow
nature of a gift to an independent and
The formal offer of the site pro-1 Humperdinck, Saint Saens, iSm
nonmunicipal board. He further de- vides that the property is to revert
and Wagner.
clares it would be an unconstitutional
Herr Timmner had his men'.ui
and illegal disposition of the property. to the city when no longer used for
splendid control and a eomplimeni
Mr. Smith said yesterday he had library purposes.
requested the law director to bring
Several months ago the council
word might be offered for each i
this suit as a test action in order made a formal offer of the city hall
ber. But praise is perhaps due i
to have all questions, that have been site to the library board. On October
of all for the beautiful renditioi
raised settled in court.
3, the library board accepted the ofMacDowell's "Woodland" suite,
five numbers of which were pla
fer.
Following this number, the Jin
A -bond issue of $2,000,000 for a new
was cheered for several minute!
library building was authorized two
the course of which he invited hii
years ago.
chestra to rise twice and share
honors with him.
Council Committee Will Help j
Another innovation this season,
an excellent idea in this campaigl
Get Foreign Trade.
popularizing good music, Is the i
ligent descriptive notes upon the
gram by Wilson G. Smith. Thei
Chairman J. W. Reynolds of the j
are sufficiently technical to be o
council committee on industrial expan-1
terest to musicians, and of en
sion, declared yesterday the . committee ,
importance to the general publj
I
would do all possible to bring about |
be carefully read by everybody,
the location in Cleveland of a field sta-j
assuring a better understand!:
tion for the United States bureau of i
Barberton Millionaire Devises
what the orchestra is striving tj
foreign and domestic commerce.
which is certain to mean
"I believe the movement should rePlan to Connect River Induspreciation of what It doe
ceive the support of the city council and |
If the first concert may be ta!
tries With Lake Front Docks.
business interests," said Chairman Reya criterion, the course will"
nolds
"The committee will co-operate
of the attention of a larger nil|
P ^'pran^waTdiscussed Friday by Conof people than can he packed in'
A $5)000,000 freight subway connect-,
E-rVssman Robert J. Bulkley and SecreHippodrome each week
ittg railroads and manufacturing
tary oTcommerce William C. Redfleld.
plants of the Cuyahoga River valley
Cleveland, Pittsburg and Detroit are In
line for field stations as soon as the
with huge docks at the foot oi E.
department obtains additional , funds
55th street is proposed by O. C,
The appropriation of $75,000 was not
Barber, millionaire match manufacsufficient to extend the work to these
three cities, so an effort will be made
turer, of Barberton, O.
to have the allowance increased to
Primarily the object of the docks
and tubes would be to handle iron
^"etary Redfielci said FridayQ that
Cleveland should have a big foreign
ore and coal, but
manufactured
trade and expressed surprise that comproducts also would be taken care
mercial interests have not taken up the
of. Experts claim that the subway
urging of a field station in Cleveland.
; is necessary, owing to the expense of
■ the long uphill hauls from the river
WILL SUSPEND POLICEMEN ■ valley.
A conference of men interested will
be held Tuesday in the offices of.
Safety Director Says Two Violate*
Qoulder, White, Garry & Duncan,
Rules In Sergeant Examination.
attorneys in the Rockefeller building.
Daniel Willard. president of
Two members of the police dethe Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, is
partment will be suspended on evisaid to be one of the sponsors for
dence obtained by the civil service
the plan.
commission,
which
investigated
Barber is a director of the Wilson
charges that policemen at the recent
Realty Company, which owns 1,800
feet of lake, front, property, and is
examination for sergeant, whispered
- president of the Union Salt Company,
answers to each other.
Public Safety Director A. A. Ben- controllers of 500 feet along the;
esch has completed his review of the I shore.
\
testimony and is of the opinion that
"Engineers have gone over the
two of the 246 patrolmen who took j grotmd and have submitted draw, the examination should be suspended
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil lingS," said Mr. Barber. "So far the;
service commission has decided that 1 whole project is in the rough, and j
no more examinations of large
we can not say just what we shall]
i classes will be held in one room.
do."
The recent examination was anCouncilman Reynolds, chairman of
nulled by the civil service commisthe council committee on .lake front
sion
The date of a new examinadevelopments, said the subway plans
tion will be announced later.
should be drawn so they will coincide with the city's plans for improving the eastern harbor.
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!l CROWD WELCOMES I CITY OFFICIALS '
CITY'SORCHESTRA: FAVOR BARBER

rUns". 2jl 9 I
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LIFTS HIMSELF TO FAME
BY HIS PET SUSPENDERS

DOCK-TUBE PLAN

Warmly Receives Program at:
Season's First SymMayor Refused Idea for City
phony Concert.
Solely Because of Lack of
Christiaan Timmrier Wins in
Money, He Says
Battle With Ragtime
City Hall officials looked with favor
Selections.

Si'

'
Monday . on lake front development I
plans advanced by O. C. Barber,
BY PAUL TEICHEIIT,
Ohio's millionaire match maker. Bar- :
"Star Spangled
Banner ,
The
opened the season of the Cleveland \ ber's plans, to be considered further j
Municipal Symphony orchestra yes-' Tuesday by Cleveland capitalists, in- j
terday afternoon at the Hippodrome. elude the construction of mammoth
The large audience rose and remained warehouses and piers on 'the lake bestanding throughout the playing of tween East 55th and Bast 67th streets j
and an underground connection with j
the national anthem.
The program presented by Chris- the river valley, a total outlay of j
tiaan Timmner shows he hasn't de- some $9,000,000.
That the city will approve of the j
serted the symphonic ship. In him
the city has selected a captain who work was indicated by Mayor Baker.;,
According to Baker, Barber several
has fought the battles for symmonths ago presented the proposition
phonic victory with the assistance and suggested, the city itself carry it .
of the old and modern classics and he out. Baker said he refused solely behas succeeded in making American cause the city had no funds available. \
ragtime walk the plank.
"I believe the plan is a capital one,"
The foregoing sentence wasn t . Baker declared. "The city surely will
written just for the sake of Using not stand in the way of anything that
a metaphor. It is literally true. The will advance it. I know of nothingsilent attention
that
prevailed definite; Barber's plans as he told
throughout the afternoon and the I me dealt with the proposal only in
general."
enthusiastic applause that followed
;• Service Director Sidlo said he did
each program number stood witness not whole-heartedly favor the idea
fw Mr Timmner's contention that in j brought forward
by Councilman
'the long run the best in music must Reynolds, that the city take steps to
I* All that is left of the old Cleveland | learn just what Barber's plans were,
"nop" concerts is the price ol admis- ; so the city's island plan for lake front
Jon This, also is literally true. A| ;development would not be hindered.
program consisting of Beethoven, j
"The city will go ahead with its deMacDowell,
Humperdinck,
Saint- ! velopment work regardless of private ■
Saens, Berlioz and Wagner, is a mu- projects," said Sidlo. "It is more to
sical heavyweight. True, the selections from these composers yesterday j Barber's interest to learn what the
were of a lighter nature with the ex-, city intends doing than vice versa."
Barber is said to have practically
ception of the two Beethoven numbers- yet the presenting of such com- i complete control of the lake frontage
positions as the MacDowell and; on which it is planned to construct I
Saint-Saens numbers that sound the;
individual note and technic of the; the ore docks and merchandise ware- |
modern orchestra and its resources, ; houses. Daniel Willard, president of
at a pooular priced concert, is surely the B. & O., is said to be interested
like entrusting filigree work to the j with Barber.
care of a novice.
j
Mr. Timmner took the risk and, to.
use a popular expression, got away'
with it. His audience appreciated:
the musical filigree work as much as
if it had learned long ago how to I
esteem it. Such real appreciation
does not come in a day. Conrad]
Mizer's "pop" concerts of long ago;
were the stepping stones to popular'
Cleveland will be "wet" Tuesday
appreciation of worthy music.
Mr. Timmner is beginning to reap night after the' polls close. Mayor
the harvest of the seeds planted by Baker, in his annual election day orJohann Beck and Emil Ring, his two ders to Chief Rowe, gave instructions
predecessors, and if he follows his that the custom of previous years be
right inclinations unflinchingly and is followed, permitting grillrooms -and
determined in his efforts to carry ou^ saloons to open at 6:30 p. m., eastern
his program of presenting nothing buV. time.
worthy music to his Sunday afternoon ■
"Dry" leaders have contended that
audiences, he will win out.
The orchestra this year is excep-1 the intent of the statute governing
tionally well balanced. The wood the closing of saloons on election day
wind section is greatly improved. A is that they should not open until the
few more good fir.s4vi0.lins are needed. following morning.
"I believe the makers of that law
FIXES COST OF SUBWAY had in mind the closing of saloons
only during voting hours," said
Ordinance, Now Being; Prepared, Baker. "We will follow, the custom
Contain!) Bxnct Figure.

SALOONS WILL OPEN
AFTER POLLS CLOSE

"''■1 iilHIHIMIlllW III 1)111 , .

The cost of the subway under the
revised plan to be described in an
crdinance that will be introduced in
council Wednesday night is $600,000
or $600,000 per mile of single track,
exclusive of tracks and appliances
Public Service Director T. L. sidlo
said yesterday that the exact figure
has not yet been determined, but that
a decision would be reached before
the ordinance is submitted to council
"It will be no more than $600 000 "
he said. "The price named in the
present purchase clause is $350 000
per mile of single track."
,
The average cost of subways constructed in other parts of the country, according to John P. Fox, trac' tion expert of New York, is $2,000,000
"die of double track.

Some men prefer a belt, but as
for Joseph C. Hostetler, assistant
law director, give him suspenders.
Ask Hostetler how he got through
Adelbert college, how he landed in
the city solicitor's office on a sure
salary when other young men of
his law class were wearing out
good shoe leather on desperate collections, how he built a home for
the old folk down In Canal Dover,
arid how he now manages to struggle along on $.4000 a year as first
lieutenant in the law department,
and he will respond, right off. the
reel—suspenders.
Hostetler sold 'em in every state
ln: the union in 1902, 1903 and 1904,
pad on his profits entered Adelbert
college in 1905.
Long before he graduated he dis-

played a tendency for civic affairs,^
and In 1910 Mayor Baker, then solicitor, made him his fourth or fiftht
assistant.
Hostetler is . islderably over sixi
feet, and now wears his hair like
a white man. In those days he
wore It twice too long. And he
wore a big black broad dimmed
hat". When Hostetler went to the
city hall Baker told him tills get
up might be all right in Arizona.
He's genial, and city hall department heads like Hostetler. He
hands out some hard sense and a
little humor along with' the law.
Then he opens a drawer of hisj
desk and brings out, some Jonathan!
apples, too, to treat a visitor. In
season he keeps a five-gallon jug'i
of sweet cider in his office. He 1
says cider is good for the brain.

HACKS ROWE'
SALOON ORDER
"Chief'Rowe is setting a poor'
precedent, when he issues an\
order inviting Cleveland saloon v
keepers" to violate the. law by';
opening their places Tuesday when
polls close."
This was the comment of C. L.
Chamberlain, chairman ;of the dry
campaign committee, «on Howe's
election
day
orders 0: allowing
saloonkeepers to operate from
5:30 p. m. to midnight.
Chamberlain stated the drys
may make plans to watch downtown saloons Tuesday evening
and secure evidence on which to
ask the arrest of proprietors
openly violating the law.
Rowe issued his order after a
conference Monday with Mayor
Baker.
"Saloons in Cleveland have;been
allowed to open after polls closed
for 35 years, arid I don't see why
we should change the custom
now," said Rowe.

■H
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UNEMPLOYED ]
FIRST MUNY CONCERT CITY'S
WORRYINGBAKERMEN'
PROVES BIG SUCCESS
Mayor Issues Call for Conference
to Discuss Plans to Provide
Work.

the fact that the audience enjoyed
By Wilson G. Smith
it and demonstrated its enjoyThe rnuny concert season began ment by applause that was epi•t the Hippodrome Sunday after- demical.
National Air Played.
j
noon, and if the first concert is a
Finding work for Cleveland un-|
criterion for the season's standThe receptive mood was estab-i | employed is a subject to be discussed
ard, Director Timmner's promise lished by the introductory playing at a meeting of representatives of
of an improved orchestra and a of the Star Spangled Banner, to
i civic and business organizations in
higher standard of efficiency is
the standing audience—a tribute j the offices of Mayor Baker today. ■
going to he made good.
to
our
patriotism
and
the
peaceThat is the verdict of some
The call for the meeting- was issued j
■2500 delighted music lovers who ful attitude of our great nation in
by Baker.
these
times
of
belligerency.
pretty well filled the Hipp and
It was a tribute to the pacific
Start of work upon municipal
listened attentively and appreciatively to what must he confessed influences of art to see so cos- projects planned for the near future
mopolitan
an
audience
pay
homwas a pretty stiff program tor age to the tonal inspirations ot and the completion of city work now
popular concerts.
.
jmder way will be one of the plans.
And the best thing about^it is the great music masters, irre- proposed for furnishing work to the;
unemployed. If tnis is done, the
spective of nationality. Which
only proves again the universality
city sinking fund commission will
of art in its appeal.
probably be asked to purchase adBeethoven and Wagner—Gerditional municipal bonds in order to
many's musical giants—and Saint
allow work to proceed.
Saens —' France's representative
"The situation promises to become
modern—gave abundant proof
acute this winter," said Director of
that the ennobling utterances of
Public Welfare Cooley last night.
creative art are above the petty
"We should seek to prevent need,
bounds of nationalized political
rather than to furnish aid to needy
who would not have been compelled
prejudice.
to ask for charity if given work,"
MacDovvell Applauded.
said he.
Nor must it be. overlooked that
Statistics compiled by the city outMacDowell—our nearest approach
door relief bureau and the Stateto American genius—received 1US
City Free Employment Exchange
full
share of approbation.
will be submitted at the meeting.
!
The presentation of the entire
Demands for relief have increased
program demonstrated that the
50 per cent over last year, the figures
present season of muny endeavor
show.
is going to he epochal in its
Representatives of the Chamber of
record.
| Commerce, Chamber of Industry,
The present achievements of
! Federation of Labor, "Welfare Counthe orchestra promise splendid
cil and other organizations have
things for the popularity and perI been asked to the meeting.
petuity of the muny enterprise..
At no previous concert has
there been shown such unified
co-operation upon the part of the
CITY'S $6,000 PERRY
players, nor has the ensemble
ever
attained
such
artistic
finesse in the matter of detailfinish and certitude.
The entire program was pre■ sented with so manifest an intention of "doing their best" that
both players and audience responded to the prevailing sentiment, and the result was a conI cert that gave quality and standard to the occasion.
That the orchestra was compelled to stand in acknowledgment of the vociferous, plaudits'
of the enthused audience, indicates that the results attained'
justified the preliminary promises
that the muny concerts this sea^
son were to be a notable improvement on former efforts.
Taking, then, the first concert
as a criterion, it is safe to assert
that this season's muny concerts'
are going to establish the fact
that the sixth city has. the material from which symphony orcrestras are made, and a musical
public alive to a proper appreciation of worthy artistic endeavor.
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OUTLINES

0. C. Barber Tells Plans for
Big Cleveland Project.
Ohio C. Barber, match manufacturer
of Barberton, yesterday met ^
thirty Cleveland business men l! h
offices of Goulder, White & a/
y
Rockefeller building, and outu„1 6J?T
'
11
plan for building iron ore?™' . ,3.Ri
'?
merchandise docks on the
lnvJ. .
ne lake
at E. 55th-st.
front
He explained that he belle™,, a
four-track subway railroad!
Cuyahoga valley to the lake £%*
B. 55th-st would, in the course 5?"
decade, be a profitable vent,7« »
those who might go into it V
docks would be a terminal, while n."
subway under E. 55th-st wouldfUI.
nish eight miles of track frVmto
for manufacturing sites. Incnl
hoga valley there is ample room W
extensive
railroad yards,' where
i.^'
™io-v,t
lit.
stnred
™llers cars;
might
ignt be
oe stored
stored.
—"
Further meetings will be held i„
the near future, at which flnanniS
matters will be taken up. The .i*
meeting will be attended by city nffl
cials, who were unable to attend v«"
terday because of the election Th»
venture will require an imniediVI.
outlay of $5,000,000.
™«iiate
.-—o
-—__

COUNCIL TO fAUSUBWAY
Will Hear New Phases of Situatio
at Tonight's Meeting,
New phases of two old questions
the subway system and the E. oth-st
:pler Improvement, will come'before
the city council In all probability at
tonight's meeting.
Councilman J. W. Reynolds Is t„
offer a resolution proposing that th^
amended subway franchise be £
fered to a special committee m
rapid transit. A report o'n the coVt
of types of elevated systems also win
be referred to this committee if tlm
Reynolds resolution is adopted Ths
amended subway grant probably will
be ready for introduction at tonitrht's
lglU8
council meeting.
Council may also receive the
amended E. 9th-st pier lease at tonight's meeting. The boat companies are asking for a ten-year extension of their lease for the reason
that improvements costing 5460,000
are to be put into the property. The
original estimated cost was $225,000*

FETE BILL TO BE PAID
Sis thousand dollars appropriated
by the city to pay bills incurred by
the Perry centennial commission will |
be turned over to the finance committee of the organization at once, j
Director of Law Stockwell said yesterday the injunction suit brought to ,
prevent the director of finance from |
paying the money would not be car-1
i ried to the higher courts. ,
_j

! NEW Fill
Safety Director Proposes Station for Lumber Yard
»'.■-■:
District.
Insurance Men Indorse Idea
of Central Alarm
; i
Location.
A new central fire alarm office that
will stand at the Haymarket end of
the Central viaduct and will serve as
watch tower for the enter. <W and
lumber yard district is one of the fie
department bond issue recommendations included in a report Mns!W*
pared for the city conned b Pubh
Lfety Director A. A. Benesch. The
estimated cost of the *new centra Sig;
ehu
"
ommiment il
nal station with its

io Mouid 'JBilns ano auoJW* *

moj ow uoni ■«n. jwn* » 2

■i,o\mano
%os
»?tiS*"'w
auo '«ay*l°m °K 'sur, aid
^OuT'a.actuxLo.oH—^.HK
Sit pMBon «^H "<»"*.1"a '
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FIRST MUNY CONCERT CITY'S UNEMPLOYED
WORRYING BAKER
PROVES BIG SUCCESS
By Wilson G. Smith
The muny concert season began
at the Hippodrtme Sunday afternoon, and if the first concert is a
criterion for the season's standard, Director Timmner's promise
of an improved orchestra and a
higher standard of efficiency is
going to be made good.
That is the verdict of some
2500 delighted music lovers who
pretty well filled the Hipp and
listened attentively and appreciatively to what must be confessed
was a pretty stiff program for
popular concerts.
And the best thing about it is
spective of nationality. Which
only proves again the universality i
of art in its appeal.
Beethoven and Wagner—Ger- |
many's musical giants—and Saint
' Saens —' France's representative
modern—gave abundant
proof
that the ennobling utterances of
creative art are above the petty
bounds of nationalized political
prejudice.
MacDovvell Applauded.
Nor must it be. overlooked that
MacDowell—our nearest approach
to American genius—received his
full share of approbation.
The presentation of the entire
program demonstrated that the
present season of muny endeavor
is going to be epochal in its
record.
The present achievements of
the orchestra promise splendid
things for the popularity and perpetuity of the muny enterprise..
At no previous concert^ has
there been shown such unified
co-operation upon the part of the

:

players, nor has the ensemble
ever
attained
such
artistic
finesse in the matter of detailfinish and certitude.
The entire program was presented with so manifest an intention of "doing their best" that
both players and audience responded to the prevailing sentiment, and the result was a con-,
cert that gave quality and standard to the occasion.
That the orchestra was compelled to stand in acknowledgment of the vociferous, plaudits
of the enthused audience, indicates that the results attained'
justified the preliminary promises
that the muny concerts this seaL1
son were to be a notable improve-!
ment on former efforts.
Taking, then, the first concert •
as a criterion, it is safe to assert
that this season's muny concerts'
are going to establish the fact
that the sixth city has. the material from which .symphony orcrestras are made, and a musical
public alive to a proper appreciation of worthy artistic endeavor.

the fact that the audience enjoyed
it and demonstrated its enjoyment by applause that was epidemical.
National Air Played.
The receptive mood was established by the introductory playing
of the Star Spangled Banner, to
the standing audience—a tribute
to our patriotism and the peaceful attitude of our great nation in
these times of belligerency.
It was a tribute, to the pacific
influences of art to see so cosmopolitan an audience pay homage to the tonal inspirations of
the great music masters, irre-

Mayor Issues Call for Conference
to Discuss Plans to Provide
Work.
Finding: work for Cleveland un-.
employed is a subject to be discussed
at a meeting- of representatives of
civic and business organizations in
the offices of Mayor Baker today.:\
The call for the meetinar was issued
by Baker.
Start of work upon municipal
projects planned for the near future
and the completion of city work now
Jinder way will be one of the plans
proposed for furnishing work to the
unemployed. If this is done, the
city sinking fund commission will
probably be asked to purchase additional municipal bonds in order to
allow work to proceed.
"The situation promises to become
acute this winter," said Director of
Public Welfare Cooley last night.
"We should seek to prevent need,
rather than to furnish aid to needy
who would not have been compelled
to ask for charity if given work,"j
said he.
Statistics compiled by the city outdoor relief bureau and the StateCity Free Employment Exchange
will be submitted at the meeting.
Demands for relief have increased
50 per cent over last year, the figures
show.
Representatives of the Chamber of
Commerce, Chamber of Industry,
Federation of Labor, Welfare Council and other organizations have
been asked to the meeting.

CITY'S $6,000 PERRY
FETE BILL TO BE PAID
Six thousand dollars appropriated
by the city to pay bills incurred by
the Perry centennial commission will |
be turned over to the finance com-1
rnittee of the organization at once. ,
Director of Law Stockwell said yes- j
terday the injunction suit brought to (
prevent the director of finance from
paying the money would not be car- |
ried to the higher courts. ,

0. C. Barber Tells Plans for
Big Cleveland Project.
Ohio C. Barber-, match manuf.«.
of Barberton, yesterday ™t *™
thirty Cleveland business °en ,f°Ut
offices of Goulder, White & clryry"
Rockefeller building, and 017t1, d hlsplan for building iron ore "^
al and
merchandise docks on the
fte i.i?
lake ,
at E. 65th-st.
front
He explained that he h«u„
four-track subway VailS^fr a
Cuyahoga valley to the l.w! Under
°M
B. 55th-st wquld, in the cour.
decade, be a profitable^ vent° 0<>
to
those who might go into it
m
docks would be a terminal whil„ »£heei
subway under E. B5th-st wouliVluN
nish eight miles of track tV . se!
for manufacturing sites Tr, o a
hoga valley there is ample roon,Uyfor
> "
extensive railroad yardsf wher.
„ ;
might be stored.
' nero «ars
Further meetings will be heirt .
the near future, at which flwl ™ C ,ln
matters will be taken up Thp „ ia i
meeting will be attended by citv „«
cials, who were unable to attend v«
terday because of the election n>T
venture will require an immertiVl
outlay of ?5,000,000.
""mediate
. —o
,

[COUNCIL TOTAUSUBWAY
Will Hear Jie^v P]la5c"8 of Sitnat,on
at Tonight's Meeting.
New phases "o71w7 old questions
the subway system and the E 9th .t
pier improvement, will come Wore
the city council In all probability I!:
tonight's meeting.
'
Councilman J. W. Reynold* i* *
offer a resolution proposing that nX
amended subway franchise be «
fered to a special committee on
rapid transit. A report on the J!?
of types of elevated systems also win
be referred to this committee ir t',«
Reynolds resolution is adopted 'pi!
amended subway grant orobabl'v win
be ready for introduction at tonieht'i
6 lil
council meeting.
Council may also receive the
amended E. 9th-st pier lease at to
night's meeting. The boat ooml
panies are asking for a ten-year ex
tension of their lease for the reason
that improvements costing $450 000
are to be put into the property. The
original estimated cost was 5225 000

Safety Director Proposes Station for LumberYard
y
District.
Insurance Men Indorse Idea
of Central Alarm
j l
Location.
A new central fire alarm office that
[will stand at the Haymarket end of
the Central viaduct and will serve as
watch tower for the entire flat and
lumber yard district is one of the fire
department bond issue recommendations included in a report W prepared for the city council by Pubhc
Safety Director A. A., Benesch. The
estimated cost of the new central
nal station with its equipment is
'^in^rance representatives have rec

th;
on

th!
A
wh
are
pro
cit;
con
mei
] vierela
jdev

new building P™0*^ £H
Benesch would cost $20.W «
hoe fireproof and stand clear
structures.
.
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MORE JOBS IN SIGHT,
CONFERENCE THINKS

The Job Problem

THAT Cleveland has an rmemployment problem such as other American cities have been
contending with for many months is now officialMeeting of Civic and Business! ly admitted. Mayer Baker has thought it well to
invite representatives of commercial, labor and
Heads With Mayor, However, ; other organizations to a conference and methods
Plans for Acute Situations, ! of relieving the situation have been discussed.
The plan evidently favored as most pracShip Owners Told That if Plans Optimistic views of business condi- ticable is that the city government increase the
demand for labor by undertaking public improvefor Underground Freight Line tions were taken by representatives ments already contemplated but delayed for lack
of business and civic organizations at
Go Through Commerce
of funds or other reasons. Public works such as
a conference in the office of Mayor
would
call for the employment of the most men
Baker
yesterday.
The
meeting
was
Will Take Spurt.
would
be selected for immediate prosecution, if
called for the purpose of discussing
this suggestion were adopted, and the city sinkthe problem of unemployment.
Twenty-five Cleveland vesselmen
ing fund commission would be asked to buy
Business has been stimulated by
yesterday heard O. C.< Barber, Bar- the European war it was agreed, arid ; bonds not otherwise marketable, that funds
berton match manufacturer, explain the outlook for the future is hopeful,
', might be available.
elopment of Cleve- in the judgment of delegates to the
his plans for devel
The project is open to criticism. The use of
conference.
It
was
decided,
however,
land's eastern harbor and the upper
the sinking fund commission as a receiver of city
Cuyahoga River valley by means of to ask Baker to name subcommittees
securities'not wanted elsewhere has already been
a freight subway leading to the foot to deal with any situation which
might arise during the coming winof E. 55th street.
carried to an extent not warranted by sound
ter.
The project involves an investment
methods
of municipal finance. The administra"It was generally agreed that the
of approximately $9,000,000. If put
tion's frequent recourse to its favorite plan of
through, it would make B. 55th street present outlook is quite hopeful and
"direct labor" has more than once been shown
the center of the city's wholesale dis- encouraging," said Baker, who was
authorized to act as spokesman.
trict, the vesselmen were told.
to be wasteful and perhaps would fall even heThe plan was unfolded at a meet- "Reports show that industrial establow its usual standard of efficiency if the priing in the law offices of Goulder, lishments are obtaining- increased
mary object were to employ as many men for as
The coming of winter,
White & Garry, Rockefeller building. business.
long a period as possible.
It proposes a four-track, standard- however, may bring on an acute sitgauge, underground railroad connect- uation and I was asked to name comMoreover, though extended to its utmost deing huge ore and coal docks to be mittees to formulate plans for finding
velopment, the scheme would by no means restore
work
for
the
unemployed."
constructed at the foot of E. 55th
labor conditions to their former desirable state.
The meeting was an executive one
street with the railroads and unIt is evident that the unemployment problem candeveloped district in the upper Cuya- and Baker said that representatives
did not want to create the impresnot be satisfactorily solved by building a new
hoga valley.
i Such a road, Barber pointed out, sion that the situation was acute,
boulevard, for example, and offering work at
would eliminate the long uphill hauls when such was not the case.
laborers' wages to skilled machinists left unem"I don't see any reason for any infrom the river valley, expedite lake
ployed through the closing of automobile factoshipments and provide facilities for dustrial depression," said Director of
ries or ore conveyor shops.
the development of the upper valley Public Welfare Cooley, who was
,as a manufacturing center, as well active in arranging the conference.
Obviously, it is a hard problem. The course
as a lake front terminus for railroads ''Crops were never better, farmers
proposed
might prove costly to the public, could
are
sure
to
purchase
additional
sup' now without one.
not care for the unemployed to their satisfaction
plies and business will be stimulated
Cheaper Than Drays.
by European demands for Americanand would be ONLY PALLIATIVE TREATThe proposed freight subway could made goods."
MENT
AT BEST, seeking to BELIEVE. THE
operate upon the same basis as the
Representatives of the Chamber of
SYMPTOMS WITHOUT CUEING THE
' Belt Line, making a switching charge Commerce, Chamber of Industry,
CAUSES.
i to manufacturers situated along Its Federation
of
Labor,
Cleveland
■right of way, Barber stated.,' Cars Foundation and Cleveland Welfare
But it seems well to bear in mind the difficulcould be run directly into the base- Council attended the conference.
ties of the question and the deficiencies of the
ments of wholesale houses or manuanswer. The problem is one that MUST BE
facturing plants at far less cost than
many companies are now paying for
PACED. Presumably it will become more disdrayage, he declared.
tressing as the winter season proceeds. If there
It is this phase of the project that $1,130,712 TO BE ASKED
is a better solution than that now contemplated,
Barber said would lead to the develFOR POLICE DEPARTMENT; some one should find it. If not, probably the city
opment of E. 55th street as a wholesale district.
must reconcile itself to the methods proposed.

Police expenditures will total $1,130,W9 during the coming year, if the city
council approves estimates of departmental expenditures now being prepared by Director of Public Safety
Benesch. Provision for 100 additional
patrolmen and ten extra mounted officers Is made in this estimate.
Benesch will also ask for additional
funds to extend the police signal sys4,000 Feet Available.
■ It was pointed out to the vesselmen tem to recently annexed territory.
that there is only 4,000 feet frontage
on the shore of the eastern harbor
available for such treatment. The
Wilson Realty Company and the
Union Salt Company.in both of which
Barber Is an officer, control much of
this property.
Another meeting is to be called at
which Mayor Baker and city officials
are to be invited to discuss the
project and outline the plans of the
city for harbor development. Barber
conferred with Chamber of Commerce
men yesterday, inquiring as to the
views entertained by the chamber
relative to harbor and upper valley
development.
Among those present at yesterday's
pff"1^ Tfe: H' S' • Piokands, of
jPickands-Mather and Company: T.
,F Newman, general manager of the
.Cleveland & Buffalo Transit Com"Cleveland has great commercial
possibilities," said Barber, "but they
have never been developed principally
because of the congested condition of
the lower Cuyahoga valley and river.
The harbor development has lagged,
too. But as soon as the government
establishes a harbor line east of the
river it will speed up.

"r^DiC-McIntyre, of the Detroit
4 Cleveland Navigation Company;

CnTrTH' S^adl6'

of the

Clever
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Exert Public Pressure
-ansas City • are rejoicing.
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The Job Problem

THAT Cleveland has an unemployment problem such as oth«r American cities have been
contending with for many months is now officialMeeting'of Civic and Business ly admitted. Mayer Baker has thought it well to
invite representatives of commercial, labor and
Heads With Mayor, However,
other organizations to a conference and methods
of relieving the situation have been discussed.
Plans for Acute Situations.
The plan evidently favored as most pracShip Owners Told That if Plans Optimistic views of business condi- ticable is that the city government increase the
demand for labor by undertaking public improvefor Underground Freight Line tions were taken by representatives
ments
already contemplated but delayed for lack
of business and civic organizations at
Go Through Commerce
of funds or other reasons. Public works such as
a conference in the office of Mayor
would call for the employment of the most men
Will Take Spurt.
Baker yesterday. The meeting was
would be selected for immediate prosecution, if
called for the purpose of discussing
this suggestion were adopted, and the city sinkthe problem of unemployment.
Twenty-five Cleveland vesselmen
Business has been stimulated by
ing fund commission would be asked to buy
yesterday heard O. C.' Barber, Bar- the European war it was agreed, arid
; bonds not otherwise marketable, that funds
berton match manufacturer, explain the outlook for the future is hopeful,
, might be available.
his plans for development of Cleve- in the judgment of delegates to the
The project is open to criticism. The use of
ir and
the upper conference. It was decided, however,
land's eastern harbor
;
the sinking fund commission as a receiver of city
Cuyahoga River valley by means of to ask Baker to name subcommittees
to deal with any situation which
securities'not wanted elsewhere has already been
a freight subway leading to the foot
might arise during the coming winof E. 55th street.
carried to an extent not warranted by sound
ter.
The project involves an investment
methods of municipal finance. The administra"It was generally agreed that the
of approximately $9,000,000. If put
tion's frequent recourse to its favorite plan of
through, it would make E. 55th street present outlook is quite hopeful and
"direct labor" has more than once been shown
the center of the city's wholesale dis- encouraging," said Baker, who was
authorized to act as spokesman.
trict, the vesselmen were told.
to be wasteful and perhaps would fall even beThe plan was unfolded at a meet- "Reports show that industrial establow its usual standard of efficiency if the priing in the law offices of Goulder, lishments are obtaining increased
mary object were to employ as many men for as
business.
The
coming
of
winter,
White & Garry, Rockefeller building.
long a period as possible.
It proposes a four-track, standard- however, may bring on an acute sitgauge, underground railroad connect- uation and I was asked to name comMoreover, though extended to its utmost deing huge ore and coal docks to be mittees to formulate plans for finding
velopment, the scheme would by no means restore
work
for
the
unemployed."
constructed at the foot of E. 55th
labor conditions to their former desirable state.
The meeting was an executive one
street with the railroads and unIt is evident that the unemployment problem candeveloped district in the upper Cuya- and Baker said that representatives
did not want to create the impresnot be satisfactorily solved by building a new
hoga valley.
, Such a road, Barber pointed out, sion that the situation was acute,
boulevard, for example, and offering work at
.would eliminate the long uphill hauls when such was not the case.
laborers' wages to skilled machinists left unem"I don't see any reason for any infrom the river valley, expedite lake
ployed through the closing of automobile factoshipments and provide facilities for dustrial depression," said Director of ,
ries or ore conveyor shops.
the development of the upper valley Public Welfare Cooley, who was i
as a manufacturing center, as well active in arranging the conference.
Obviously, it is a hard problem. The course
as a lake front terminus for railroads ''Crops were never better, farmers
proposed
might prove costly to the public, could
are
sure
to
purchase
additional
supnow without one.
not care for the unemployed to their satisfaction
plies and business will be stimulated
Cheaper Than Drays.
by European demands for American- ,
and would be ONLY PALLIATIVE TREATThe proposed freight subway could made goods."
MENT AT BEST, seeking to RELIEVE THE
operate upon the same basis as the
Representatives of the Chamber of ;
SYMPTOMS "WITHOUT CURING THE
Belt Line, making a switching charge Commerce, Chamber of Industry, '
CAUSES.
to manufacturers situated along Its Federation
of
Labor,
Cleveland ,
•right of way, Barber stated. Cars Foundation and Cleveland Welfare
But it seems well to bear in mind the difficulcould be run directly into the base- Council attended the conference.
ties of the question and the deficiencies of the
ments of wholesale houses or manuanswer. The problem is one that MUST BE
facturing plants at far less cost than
many companies are now paying for
PACED. Presumably it will become more disI drayage, he declared.
tressing as the winter season proceeds. If there
I It is this phase of the project that $1,130,712 TO BE ASKED
is a better solution than that now contemplated,
J Barber said would lead to the develFOR POLICE DEPARTMENT!
some one should find it. If not, probably the city
opment of E. 55th street as a wholesale district.
must reconcile itself to the methods proposed.

Police expenditures will total $1,130,t!3 during the coming year, if the city
council approves estimates of departmental expenditures now being prepared by Director of Public Safety
Benesch. Provision for 100 additional
patrolmen and ten extra mounted officers Is made in this estimate.
Benesch will also ask for additional
funds to extend the police signal sys4,000 Feet Available.
_
to recently annexed territory.
It was pointed out to the vesselmen
that there is only 4,000 feet frontage
on the shore of the eastern harbor
available for such treatment. The
Wilson Realty Company and the
Union Salt Company.in both of which
Barber is an officer, control much of
this property.
Another meeting is to be called at
which Mayor Baker and city officials
are to be invited to discuss the
project and outline the plans of the
city for harbor development. Barber
conferred with Chamber of Commerce
men yesterday, inquiring as to the
views entertained by the chamber
relative to harbor and upper valley
development.
Among those present at yesterday's
meeting were: H. S.. Pickands, of
Pickands-Mather and Company; T.
i. Newman, general manager of the
'• "Cleveland has great commercial
'possibilities," said Barber, "but they
l have never been developed principally
because of the congested condition of
the lower Cuyahoga valley and river.
The harbor development has lagged,
too. But as soon as the government
establishes a harbor line east of the
river it will speed up.
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Exert Public Pressure
THE people of Kansas City are rejoicing.
Their new union passenger station has just
been completed, and they are keenly alive to the
advantages it confers upon them.
This new union station cost $6,000,000. It is
the center of a railway terminal system valued at
$50,000,000. It fronts on a large park. In beauty of construction and surroundings as well as
in utility it is clearly one of the most valuable
assets of Kansas City.
Kansas City is only the thirtieth city in the
United States. Cleveland is the Sixth City, with
excellent chances of soon becoming the fifth.
And its traffic terminals are worth a great deal
more than $50,000,000.
Yet Cleveland has for years been striving for
a new union depot in vain. It has made available
' one of the most magnificent sites for that purpose
in the country. But the railroads refuse to work
together to give to Cleveland what is only due it
in justice. It is even now proposed to make the
depot, still almost as far away and uncertain in
the future as it ever was, as CHEAP an affair as
possible. _ And city officials have been too busy
with politics and spectacular municipal experiments to give more than intermittent attention to
the matter.
Probably more than ANY OTHER ONE
THING Cleveland needs this long-promised
depot. It begins to look as though it will not get
it unless its people take the reins into THEIR
OWN HANDS and FORCE the question to an
issue in a manner the city officials and the railroads CANNOT EVADE.
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ITY WON'T LEI MEDICO
SAFETY ZONE IN AIR
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freight
railway
under
that
thoroughfare leading to the river

valley. It would afford transportation facilities calculated to encour

Council Puts Ban on Proposal to
Collect Thanksgiving Funds
by Permitting Donations
in Trolley Boxes.
Plans of the Associated Charities
for buying Thanksgivingdinners
with funds contributed by car riders, were cut short last night when
the' city council ruled that street car
fare boxes could not be used for receiving these donations.
Superintendent Jackson, of the Associated Charities, planned to have
the day preceding
Thanksgiving
designated as the date for fare box
contributions and to have car riders
drop the amounts they wished to
contribute in the fare boxes.
Resolution is Tabled.
The city council ruled that to grant
this would he establishing a precedent and tabled the resolution granting the privilege. The railway company had agreed to the plan .subject
to the concurrence of the council.
Steam heating franchises, allowing
the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company to extend its mains on
Walnut "and Vincent avenues and
Huron road, were passed by the
council.
The proposed grants have been the
subject of a bitter fight. A month
ago the council passed legislation for
the Walnut avenue mains to furnish
heat for the Moose Club. The ordinance was reconsidered a week later,
when similar privileges on Vincent
avenue and Huron road had been
denied. All three streets were then
i included in a single ordinance.
A franchise to lay heating mams
:
in Frankfort avenue and the Public
Square .was given the Cleveland
Light and Power Company.
The
grants were passed by a vote of fif\ teen to ten. There was no discussion
! of the measures.

CLEVELAND
ignore the

age the establishment of additional
industries in that largely unoccupied district as well aa the building
of many manufacturing and whole
sale houses all along the route
The outer harbor is in condltion for use and has been for some
years.
Yet it has not been used
; except near the river mouth, and
no mate-rial progress toward its
adequate use has been made

Nervous PeoesTfji^KSVTHO JUfAPTr THE SOUND
M AUTO HORM
BE SURE YOU JUMP Hl&H EMOU&ft To

ADVICE TO

AMDID A COLLlSlOM!!

Dr. Friedrich Would Have the
"Voice of industry" Cry in
Unison, Thus Extending the
Benefits of Benesch's Latest
Humanitarian Project.
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though the river has been lncreas^
ingly congested with shipping and
, Cleveland's lack ot ample dock

jo.

i facilities has enabled neighboring
:
ports to garin trade at Cleveland's
expense.
The possibilities of the
project now outlined are obviously
enormous and alluring, promising
tremendous aid to the city's development along the lake front, in
the upper flats, in the space inter-
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indirectly everywhere

Cuyahoga county has just an
An extension of Director of Public
Safety Benesch's
terrestial safetythorized the borrowing and spend
zones, so that they will include both
lng of $5,000,000 on a third high
earth and air, is advocated by Dr.
level bridge and Incidental river]
HIRE A WEAKMartin Friedrich, city medical expert.
improvement. The new Superior
He argues that noises, even those calARMED GENT
"Tfteysnouto PUT A
bridge is already taking form, Its
culated to protect pedestrians, are a
To BLOW THE
/VMJFFi-ER ON TW6
STREET-CAR WHISTLE? pACTORY
menace.
betterment of river conditions will
WIHlSTLe
"Take for example some of the
be supplemented later by the $5,AMD IT WILL
,9
automobile horns," said the doctor.
AIO LOiN&ER
000,000 improvement. Other river
SCREECH!
"A nervous woman is crossing the
and harbor plans have been formustreet and she hears that blare. She
lated.
The whole subject Is destops, the machine hits her. So, you
sympathized with patients, those in
see, what was intended to safeguard
the City Hospital especially, whose cidedly to the fore and fairly well
actually became the direct cause of nerves are shaken by the chantiunderstood.
The latest project
the accident. It is not the fault of cleers of industry along the river
may well be given all the attention
the horn, but of the person who bed near the institution.
asked for it—and action as well
operated it. He should have been
The. only present solution to the
more gentle."
problem, the doctor believes, is This seems an excellent time to
found in moderation.' He argues folK.-jjy all the harbor talk with a
Protests Against Whistles.
that if thistles must blow, horns little harbor work.
Then the doctor shifted to a critiblare and bells clang, they should
Coughliu Orders Printing.
cism of the voice of industry—the
If Mr. Barber's proposal Is any
blow, blare and clang in harmony
! Director of Finance Coug'hlin for- thousands of whistles that daily send |
and the persons
operating them ■ thing more than a friendly i
i warded a report to the council show- up weird and ear-splitting wails, callshould try to see how little, not how • gestion, it may be preliminary tc
:
ing that he had approved a bill for ing sons of toil to their work in
much noise they can produce.
a request for a franchise. Sucll
I $1,289.50 for the printing of a general factories and shops.
ledger and balance sheet, without reThese whistles should harmonize
projects are usually introduced
more closely with the mingled hum
ceiving competitive bids.
some such way. If so, why not!
The work was done by S. J. Monck. of a great city, he says. Their pitch
Cleveland has not hesitated
Coughlin said that it had been im- and tone should be altered until they
grant much more extensive fran
possible to obtain competitive bids become but a part of the ceaseless CITY IS READY TO HELP
because it could not be determined throbbing of commerce, like the sub:' chises to men much less in posi
in advance how much matter would dued thumping of the heart that is
PROTECT BOAT LANDINGS tion to produce results.
be included in the ledger.
heard in a human being.
City ordinances require competitive
"Some people object to the crowMayor Baker and Director of Pubbidding on all contracts in excess ing of a rooster, and it is bad, but lic Service Sidlo are willing to recof $1,000, except in emergency cases. it is not to be compared with many
other noises."
It was suggested ommend an ordinance appropriating
Provides More Firemen.
that
a
rooster's
noise-making may funds to pay half the cost of ad- LAKE POLLUTION TO BE
Seven additional fire wardens and
be
muffled
by
grasping
the fowl ditional shore protection necessary';
a chief fire warden are provided in
tightly
about
the
neck
just
south of to carry out plans of the Detroit &
PROBED BY STATE T0DA1
an ordinance introduced by CouncilCleveland and Cleveland & Buffalo
the
head.
man Durkin.
The legislation is a
I navigation companies to build pasPollution of waters along the citi
part of Director of Public Safety
Xoise Devices Barbarous.
[senger landings at the B. 9th street
Benesch's plan for the reorganization
easterly shore line is to be in,
Noise-making devices are, the
pier.
of the fire prevention bureau. The doctor
believes,
almost
wholly
They also assert the city would vestigated by W. BL Ditto, *A
engineer of the state board oaW
chief warden, who will be paid $l,SO0 American products. "They are barapprove plans to lower the cost of
per year, will be in charge of the barous," he said. "They make life the proposed buildings, as long as and L. H. Van Buskirk, assistant, to
]
bureau.
in a city an unending succession of the exterior of these buildings con-,
3a
The city law department was,asked nervous shocks. The high buildings
The city has complained of j
forms to the city group plan.
by Councilman Meyers whether elec- catch the sound waves and toss
' A ten-year extension of the forty- pollution of the lake and i*JW
tric lighting companies could be re- them' back and forth without end:" year lease the city gave the boat the state order a bondl» to1
quired to set forth meter readings
The effect of sounds on the ill companies for use of the pier a year sewage disposal plant Bond ^
on bills rendered customers.
also was discussed and the doctor ago will be opposed by Baker and outside the debt liraitaton o
Sidlo. Officials of the boat compa- cent of the tax duplicate, ll«M
nies contend the proposed landings by the state.
will cost more than the $225,000
agreed upon.
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URGE CHARITY BODDY FAVORS LEVY
, IN CARFARE BOXES; OVER MCOUNUfi FARES AGAIN - FORJE PLANTING
People Must Not Donate in Raises $100,000 on Munirf
Transit, City Council
| pal Securities to Aid Ad'
Rules
ministration Projects.
Illuminating Company Per- Auditor ConfldenTMarirpt ,m
i«
. fitted to Extend HeatsSS^f„
'
proves
ing Lines.
Issues.
The city council last night tabled
the resolution permitting street car
fare boxes to be used for the collection, of funds for Associated Charities
Ion the day before Thanksgiving.
| The tabling of this resolution was
preceded by the reading of an ad-'
verse report from the council com-1 vilion of the new $; .000,000 City hosmittee on street railways. The com-J eitenfiro0nUPo?ntherap°n;rd S- w- an,
imittee held that the granting of this.' through the model ni w2,uleyard
Lht would establish a precedent F^u^art ff"cM.«Wr'
and that it wsnlg be dlfflavU to re- will offer eighty-fiveTcr^ of*?," Ci^
iol
Cor
S of the
Iifuse
fuse cnaiiLtiuie
charitable u,
organizations
$£BKfm
»™perty.
.sale
*<*Liicn. | Thp»
^T
sale,
6ai.,i»w^^ that
might later apply for the same privi- | terd^ to "veilWRnethdisp^sed of -J'esliege,
nati. These j««l» t^ Si?1 of Cincln, The board of directors of the.i fered for file tome H™ableS' were
<*Cleveland Railway Co. approved the bids were received
Tin+h ?\but no
several weeks,. ago
'r
cent.
'
plan seve—
--„- and a resolu-, interest
_. - at
— 4. 1-2
*-„ ^„,
De
tlon was offered in council by Chair-, -Director
Cougrhlin said
the
sa7„
<„
denc
,s
id
the
sale
is
— Robert J. Koch of the commit- ?j!1
« that the bond ■---"- • - im
•
!t7onVsTreet maw^'perM^^^^
&£"££
~
ve<
6S rejrardinsr
d in
an
I::;I..*I„„=
+„
v„>
mario
fr.r
AssnniHtefi
1,5i
i
inquiries
„„
7^..
collections to be made for Associatedh^'of sewa?e l1f«l " , «'
""sold
bonds
Charities. At was, planned to turn j 0f these the citvlw Pla?nt 10
'over all funds.above the average worth for
c^^ sale
„_.-_":'
"some "£l'l
$ 0.000
daily collection, for the week.
received no Md"^",? hh?°h &*
By a vote of fifteen yeas and ten
nays council last, night passed the
ordinance authorizing the Cleveland
[Electric Illuminating Co. to extend
, its heating lines in the downtown
i district. Extensions are permitted
of
In Huron-rd . S. E. and Walnut-av f the property:*" PubHoTer^R8™, ?:
N. E. The measure as
as.adopted
adopted con-.;
con- j; tor
T. L.
L Sidlo believes the citv
cltv ?
3!™i~i
re
tains a municipal ownership pro<"'z« $175,000 from this sale,
vision.
An ordinance also was passed
granting the Cleveland Light & Power Co. the right to • lay additional
mains in the downtown district.
First steps in the direction of enlarging the city bureau of fire inspection were taken last night with
MUSICIANS WANT INCREASE.
the introduction of an ordinance by
Councilman John Durkin authorizing
Members
of Municipal Orchestra
the appointment of eight additional
Ask $3 for Rehearsals.
Are wardens and one chief fire war-

& pStf^bFf^"-"

den. This will increase the number, A misunderstanding regarding the
of fire wardens to fifteen.
amount to be paid members of the
Expenditure of $22,000 tor track- MuniciDal Svmr.v,™„ ~ J *
age at the South Brooklyn car barns! „h"''P„,,, Symphony
orchestra for
caused
was approved by council. The ex- j »!
m
many to call at
penditure of funds for improvements! if -P £?~? Public Welfare Director
at the Superior car barns and the \ Some, who^h^8 Srday' ^
Harvard shops also was approved.
I hear™ ^onte&d
"tneS^hoftd*
IT
tney
A resolution by Councilman W. A. celve
r^i™ at
«t least
,.,., ?3
.?Q^_
..should thev
re.
even, though
Meyers was adopted asking, the city work only two hours. They slid the?'
law department to report on the right are compelled to lose other ingas-eof the council to pass an ' ordinance ments if notice of ■ rehearsals if got
"0t
requiring the Illuminating company given far enough in aiiv^S
to place meter readings on all its
light bills.
An ordinance amending the grant
of the Cleveland & Youngstown railroad was introduced by Councilman
Alex Bernstein. It proposes engineering changes.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
reported he had approved the contract for printing the general ledger
report without competitive bidding
because the matter was of .such a
nature that preliminary estimates
could not be made. The amount of
the contract was $1,289.50.
The county commissioners were authorized to raise the grade of Pearl rd S. E. in connection with work at
the new Brooklyn bridge.
The director of public service was
authorized to offer at public sale the
oil and gas rights to the Jefferson
park tract on Lorain-av.

Associated Charities officials ThursForester Will Ask Council for an
day would not take as final council's
action Wednesday night in refusing
Ordinance to Tax Proppermission to collect funds for the
institution in street car fare boxes
erty Owners.
the day before Thanksgiving. Both
the Cleveland Railway Company and
Traction Commissioner Witt had apShade tree planting will be placed
proved the plan.
| on the same basis, relative to asCouncilmen claimed, it would be unsessments, as sidewalks and other
wise to establish such a precedent.
street improvements, if recommen"Had council understood the necesdations to be made by City Forester
sity of such a collection unanimous
Boddy are approved by the city
consent would have resulted," said S
council.
Special assessments for
M. Bond of the Root & McBride Comtrees should be levied against proppany. "Next Monday we again will
erty owners, Boddy believes.
ask them to give their consent."
Tree planting has been carried
°" directly by the city in the past.
No work was dojie this year, owing
CITY ORCHESTRA MEN
to a shortage of funds." The sum
WANT MORE MONEY of $35,000 for planting has been
asked by the forestry division for the
More trouble is in sight for Hcr-r
coming year. If planting is to be
Christiaan Timmner's municipal ordone on an extensive scale, special
chestra. In addition to the first conassessments must be made, Boddy
cert of the season—-last Sunday—
says.
turning out a financial failure, orThis plan is in effect in Chicago,
crestra members want more pay.
Newark, N. J.; Los Angeles, and a
Half a dozen protested to Recrea- j number of other cities. Boddy betion Commissioner Black Thursday
lives the city has this power under
against their salaries of $3 for each
the charter, but will ask the city
rehearsal.
law department for a ruling.
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ING BOARD
IS NOW LIKELY
Fight fans in Cleveland were
jubilant Thursday over the republican landslide in the state at the
polls Tuesday. They feel certain
it spells a tremendous revival for
prizefighting and boxing in Ohio.
Well considered plans were under way Thursday among the
leading fight promoters to draw
up laws that will result in the establishment of a. boxing commission in Cleveland.
Strenuous efforts were made to
get Mayor Baker to do this, but
all failed because of Baker's dislike for fighting. Now the fight
promoters say the legislature will
pass laws that will force the
mayor to appoint a boxing commission.
Such a bill was defeated two
years ago.
Just how broadly the flght promoters will want the proposed
boxing laws drawn, no one was
able to say Thursday. Cleveland
now is the only big city in the
State where ten and twelve round
fights are not permitted, and all
fighting 4s restricted to purely
amateur exhibitions in four-round
affairs.

I TEST LAKE WATER
Members of the state health
board Thursday were making an
investigation of lake waters near
fae-proposed Collinwood sewage
disposal
system to determine
whether the waters are polluted
by the main East-side intercepting
sewer.
If it is so decided, council will
be ordered to issue $800,000
bonds for completion of the sewage plant. Such an order obviates
the necessity of submitting the
bond issue to popular vote.

$550,000 A MILE "ASKED
OF CITY FOR SUBWAY
An amendment to the franchise!
ordinance of the Cleveland Rapid;
Transit Company, to be submitted I
to the city council Monday, will fix1
j $550,000 per mile as.the price at which !
the city may purchase the lines of
(the transit company when the sub-!
I way road is in operation.
; The transit company is asking a
| time extension of fourteen months
in which to begin work.
Mayor Baker, Director of Public
[Service Sidlo and City Engineer1
Hoffman yesterday discussed details
of subway construction with W. R '
Hopkins, president of the subway •
company, and A. B. du Pont, consulting- engineer.

WILL INSPECT TUNNEL CONCRETE—City councilmen will visit
the West Side waterworks tunnel j
this afternoon to observe the laying!
of re-inforced concrete block.

PUBLIC WELFARE WILL
KEEP RECREATION WORK
Supervision of recreational activities will not be transferred from the
department of public welfare to that
of public service, Mayor Baker said
yesterday, after a conference with
jthe citizens' playground advisory,
committee.
The transfer is favored by a number of city councilmen. who claim;
'that it would prevent a duplication '
of work.
.
i
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CMOCRATS B
Cleveland Members of Party I
Boom Prosecutor as Result of Election.
County Organization Seeks
Baker's Plans for 1915
Campaign.
Cleveland Democrats are not losing
a moment now that the state election
is out of the way in beginning to size
up the possibilities for the next
mayoralty campaign and to strengthen the lines of their organization for
the 1915 fight.
"Cyrus Locher for mayor.
That was the answer in many
Democratic quarters yesterday to the
question of who would be available
as a candidate if Mayor Newton D.
Baker decided not to run.
There was talk of Mr. Locher some
time ago, but it was renewed strongly yesterday as a direct sequel to the
showing made by the prosecutor in
■the election Tuesday.
Mr. Locher led the Democratic
countv ticket with 422 votes more
than "Sheriff W. J. Smith, generally
regarded before the election as the
strongest Democratic county candidate. The prosecutor's plurality over
his opponent was considerably larger
than the plurality of any other Democrat.
Other Democrats have been mentioned as mayoralty timber. Friends
frequently have boosted the stock of
County Clerk E. B. Haserodt.
All
discussions of course have been conditional, for if Mayor Baker decides
to be a candidate to succeed himself,
none of the men boomed as prospective
contestants would
enter
against him.
'
There is much speculation as to
what the mayor's determination
■will be It is known the subject has
been brought to his attention since
Tuesday and that Congressman Rob! ert J. Bulkley, Democratic county
chairman, has next years campaign
j in mind in considering future organi ization plans.

Donation of land for a new central
market in connection with the proposed freight terminal of .the Cleveland & Youngstown railroad between
E. 9th-st and E. 34th-st and between
Broadway and Orange-av S. E. will
be asked of the railroad company
when it requests the city to vacate a
number of streets included in this
tract.
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo
said yesterday he would put this
matter up to representatives of the
company when the ordinance to vacate the streets is submitted to councili, ,
,
A number of buildings on the land
acquired for freight terminal purposes have been torn down and it is
believed work on the improvement
soon will be under way. It has been
reported the improvement will include
a series of concrete warehouses. Attorney John L. Cannoh, representative
of the Cleveland & Youngstown railroad, has said the vacation ordinances
\vould be submitted to council in a
few weeks.
President W. F. Thompson of council believes the city should demand of
the company any portions of the yard
that do not present a sightly appearance be screened from the main thoroughfares by a high fence.
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EXTENDS TWIT Til? WHO'S TO BOSS
Council May Allow Over Three , PARKSUP-AGAIN
Years for Project.
The Cleveland Rapid Transit RaiU
way Co. is to be allowed three years
and a half to complete the first of its
tubes, if the city council favors a
time extension stipulation that has
been placed in the draft of the
amended ordinance being considered
by Mayor Newton D. Baker. Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo and
President W. R. Hopkins of the subway company.
The amended ordinance requires
the company to start the first line
within a year after the passage of
the measure. The company is required to complete the first line
within thirty months after starting
work.
. ,
No agreement has been reached on
the question of price to be written
in the purchase clause. The present
draft places the cost of the subways
at $550,000 a single track milfe. This
estimate has not been agreed to by
Mavor Baker and Director Sidlo.
R. W. Hobbs. commissioner of information, yesterday received a letter from J. P. Fox, transit expert of
the New York city plan commission,
advising the use of the suspension
type of railway in Cleveland for
rapid transit. The commissioner has
considerable data on the subject of
elevated railroads and a series of
large photographs of the suspended
railway system in use at Elberfeld
and adjoining cities in Germany.

WILL ASKJ/IARKET SITE!
City Will Propose Gift of Land
by Railroad.
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Another pitched battle between
j. Mayor Baker and department direc1
tors on one hand and councilman on
other over where the newly! created recreation division belongs
j and just what is included in it was
! impending Friday. Foreseeing the
! fight, Baker and Recreation Cornmis, sioner Black have been holding daily
I conferences for a week in an effort
[ to agree on a solution.
Service Director Sidlo is in charge
jof the upkeep of parks and play: grounds and Welfare Director Cooley,
' who is over Black, the recreational
I features. Sidlo also has charge of
i the four municipal bathhouses and
! what was once a municipal poolroom
at 4700 Broadway.
Agitation which began in council
early last summer to strip Cooley o£
his say in parks and playgrounds has
been smoldering and is expected to
blaze up when council appropriations
committee meets.
Oouncilmen arc
almost unanimously in favor of putting Black under Sidlo's supervision.
"The present scheme of dividing up
control of parks, and playgrounds is
impractical," Councilman Stolte declared Friday. "Sidlo should have
complete control over parks, playgrounds and bathhouses."
Sidlo agrees that the supervision
should not be split, but doesn't care
whether he is given charge or not.

ASKS CITY CELEBRATION.

. A celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the village of Cleveland was • suggested to Mayor
Baker yesterday by Stanley L.';
McMichael of the Cleveland Real'
Estate Board.
Cleveland was established as a
village Dec. 14, 1814. Th first village -election took place the following year. Mayor Baker referred
the letter to the City club.

RAISE TIMMNER'S SALARY
REFUSE MUSICIANS' PLEA
Salary of Herr Christiaan Timmner,
municipal
orchestra leader,
was
raised Friday by board of control to
$3,000 a year. He now gets $2,400.
"It is a very modest increase and
meets entirely with my approval,"
I said Mayor Baker.
Early this week Recreation ComImissioner Black and Baker told or' chestra members it would be impossible to raise their pay for rehearsals
from $2 to $3.

, POLICE WHO "CRIBBED"
WILL WOT BE OUSTED
Patrolmen under fire on charges of
j "cribbing" at the civil service examii- nation for sergeant at East Tech
;High school two weeks ago will escape unscathed, Safety Director Benesch said Friday.
The evidence,
while damaging, did not warrant the
suspension and trial of patrolmen
suspected, but all of the 246 patrolment must take a re-examination, he
1
said.

BOOST TIMMNER'S PAY;
The board of control Friday!
Toted to increase the salary of
Christiaan Timmner, orchestra director, from $2400 to $3000 a
year.
, i
"This increase is very modest!
In recognition of Timmner's services;" said Mayor Baker.

;
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Councilmen Make Journey
Into New Intake to In- spect Materials.
Decide Concrete is Best to
Carry Cleveland's Water
Supply.
Muffled in big rubber coats and
with sou'westers pulled over their
faces, a council committee stood 125
feet tinder the surface of Lake Erie
yesterday find decided concrete is the
proper material to be used in the extension of the West Side water supply intake tunnel.
The committee and city officials
had traveled more than a mile on
rushing cars through the old sevenfoot tunnel, and had arrived at the
heading where a tunneling machine
is slowly burrowing through the hard
day towards the new No. 5 crib, 16,000 feet out in the lake.
The workmen operating the tunneling machine were protected by an

WANTS MUSICAIi WOMEN.
Cleveland's municipal symphony
orchestra is the first in the country
to admit women to membership, according to Director Christiaan
Timmner. Two members of the
Cleveland orchestra are women and
Director Timmner is firm in the belief that talent is as pronounced in
women as in men musicians.
"I am going to continue to employ women for the string instruments," said the director yesterday.
"Musical talent in women should be
recognized."
iron shield that moved as the hole
goes forward. Just back of the shield
was an erecting machine, that grabs
big blocks of concrete and almost
slaps them" into place.
It was this operation the councilmen inspected most closely, for some
weeks ago Councilman W. S. FitzGerald introduced a resolution advising the use of brick instead of concrete.
Councilmen J. W. Reynolds, P. V.
Kalina and Joseph Sledz were members of the committee named to investigate. When they had finished
their inspection yesterday each declared himself in favor of concrete.
The party was conducted by
Charles W. Stage, director of public
utilities, and C. F. Shulz, water commissioner. City Clerk R, E. Collins
and Charles Jaeger, deputy water
commissioner, were present.
The new filtration plant that is
being built to care for the water obtained through the new tunnel was
also inspected.

jALLOW

TIMMNER

RAISE

\City Officials May Ask Orchestra
Head to Teacb.

Appoints Committee to Investigate Necessity of
Ruling Sport.
pn Lightweight Victor in
Bout Over Fred Fay in
Twenty Rounds.
BY WALTER 0. KELLY.
Cleveland may have professional
taring under the supervision of a
king commission. It all depends
pi the result of ah investigation
jij a committee appointed by Mayor
;er yesterday.
This committee
t make inquiry as to how box{ bouts are being conducted in j
iff cities in which boxing is per-!
under boxing commissions, i
id to draft a set of rules based i
its findings, the.same to be!
rted back to the mayor with the j
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Unless Director Christiaan Timmner
| of the municipal symphony orchestra
, consents to devote a certain portion of
his time each day to teaching in a municipal conservatory of music, opposition d
to an increase In his salary, apP
^T» , yesterday by the city board of
control, he
may come from council memooif' T
board voted to increase his
salary from ?2,400 to ?3,000 a year.
Mayor Newton D. Baker proposed the
increase and declared, in arguing for
the raise,
that the director of the Boston ™/mphony
orchestra is receiving
a y ar for his
Kt=t„H « » .H
services. He
Si.?" "^ the Pay allowed Mr. Timm£„„ !8ym
modest and that no other Amerm,i2
Pj?°ny
orchestra leader is being
than 5 00 a
Efi-VLIels
?s so
^ar. The resow * fi
ld }\ retaJn
°rded that Mr. Timmner
basis
ed on a month to month
ls
TVTl'Ifmthere
an understanding that
mmner wil1
H£. ♦
devote a part of his
tea ,
«J?,?„*°
chmg
in a
municipal conat0 r
musl
wlu fa

~S£I

,P °?

° *

™r the in-

n^6' ?**$ Councilman J. W. BeyI nolds yesterday.
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BAKER APPOINTS
COMMISSION TO
HANDLE BOXING
Cleveland Mayor Declares He Is for Home Eule in
Sports as Well as Other Things and Names Five
Men to Take Care of the Amateur Situation.
LEADER SUGGESTION FOLLOWING MIXUP
AT CLEVELAND A. C. IS CARRIED OUT
BY H. T. STDATflEIi.
[AYOR BAKER yesterday afternoon named the following as
members of a commission to
handle boxing in the city of Cleveland.
Albert A. Benesch, director of
public safety, who will probably be
chairman.

M1

PAY OF CITY ORCHESTRA
DIRECTOR IS BOOSTED

The salary of Christiaan Timmner,
director of the municipal orchestra,
was increased, yesterday from $2,400
a year to $3,000. Hereafter musicians*
will receive $3 an hour for rehearsals
instead of $2.Timmner has been on the city payroll for two years, although no concerts were given last summer. DiOf this commission, three members, rector of Finance Coughlin suggested
Messrs. Otis, McGinty and Lavin, are. that the director be paid for only the
very favorably disposed to boxing. Mr. j time he actually works for the city. |
Benesch has had no real experience in Mayor Baker approved the salary In- i
handling the game, but realizes its ' crease.
i
good points and is said to be of a libI
eral mind in regard to it. Thei same
goes for the fifth member, Mr. Day.
Suggested by Leader.
CITY WILL ASK COST
The appointment of this boxing commission is the carrying out of a sugOF NEW AUDIT SYSTEM I
gestion made to Mayor Baker in The
Leader of October 25. On October 23
Public accountants wil: be asked'
several bouts were not staged at the
Cleveland A. C. in the state tourna- j. to give an estimate of the cost of a ■
ment because it was feared they would ' continuous audit of the financial afbe too lively to suit Police Captain fairs of the city, at a meeting of the
Graul, the mayor's personal representa- council committee on public offices,
tive. Captain Graul at one time threat- Monday.
ened to stop the entire show. In The
The audit is required by the city
Leader of October 25 it was suggested
that Mayor Baker name his own com- charter. Councilman Townes, who is
mission to look after the amateur game, urging the establishment of the into draw up regulations, provide penal- dependent auditing system, yester- j
ties and to draw the line between box- day i,ent out notices for the commit- I
ing and prize fighting, instead of put- tee meeting.
ting that duty up to a police official.
It is understood that this is the plan
that will be followed by the commission named yesterday. Mayor Baker
stated to The Leader last night that
the commission will be expected to
draw up rules and regulations and to
differentiate between sparring and prize CITY TO USE "WANT ADS"
fighting.
"It is not easy to distinguish beIN FILLING $3,000 JOB I
tween sparring exhibitions and prize
fights," declared Mayor Baker, "but the
Cleveland is going to resort to the
commission will be expected to attend
to this. Sparring exhibitions make a "Help Wanted" columns to find a j
clean sport and are open to no objec- commissioner of recreation. It is a
tions, while there is every reason to ob- $3,000-a-year job, and examinations
ject to prize fights.
will be held December 7.
"I do not know yet whether the
E. A. Kline, secretary of the civil
rules drawn up by this commission
service commission, announced yeswill be adopted as city ordinances,
or whether they will be merely enterday that out-of-town applicants
forced as the mayor's orders In
will be sought through the advertisgranting permits for boxing shows." . ing columns of publications devoted i
Mayor Baker also declared it had not
been decided fully whether the commis- to recreational activities.
sion would be continued In charge of Written and oral tests will be given
the sport after rules and regulations candidates. A committee of citizens
have been drawn up.
will assist in giving the examinaThat Mayor Baker evidently feels tions. T. M. Black, who came from
there is some chance that the next Montreal, now holds the position.
j
Legislature will legalize professional!
boxing was shown when he dropped a
remark that he favors home rule in
boxing as well as in business, and that
this is the reason he named the boxing commission.
Charles A. Otis, president of the
Cleveland A. C.
James J. McGinty, Ninth ward
councilman.
M. J. Lavin, of Bush & Lavin.
Arthur Day, physical director at
Case School.
There Is a chance that this commission will eventually lead to the
restoration of professional boxing
In Cleveland.

BAKER TO PRESE1VT DATA—
Data on the operation of municipal
utilities here will be presented by
Mayor Baker at a conference of |
mayors of leading American cities,!
at Philadelphia, next Wednesday
and Thursday.
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Councilmen Make Journey
Into New Intake to Inspect Materials.
Decide Concrete is Best to
Carry Cleveland's Water
Supply.
Muffled in big- rubber coats and
:with sou'westers pulled over their
'facea a council committee stood 125
feet wider the surface of Lake Erie
yesterday find decided concrete Is the
proper material to be used in the extension of the West Side water supply intake tunnel.
The committee and city officials
had traveled more than a mile on
rushing cars through the old sevenfoot tunnel, and had arrived at the
heading where a tunneling machine
' siowiy burrowing through the hard
clav towards the new No. 5 crib, 16,'(100 feet out in the lake.
The workmen operating the tunneling machine were protected by an
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WANTS MUSICAL WOMEN.
Cleveland's municipal symphony
orchestra is the first in the country
to admit women to membership, according to Director Christiaan
Tlmmner. Two members of the
Cleveland orchestra are women and
Director Tlmmner is firm in the belief that talent is as pronounced in
women as in men musicians.
"I am going to continue to employ women for the string instruments," said the director yesterday.
"Musical talent in women should be
recognized."
iron shield that moved as the hole
goes forward. Just back of the shield
was an erecting machine, that grabs
big blocks of concrete and almost
slaps them* into place.
It was this operation the councilmen inspected most closely, for some
weeks ago Councilman W. S. FitzGerald introduced a resolution advising the use of brick instead of concrete.
Councilman J. W. Reynolds, P. V.
Kalina and Joseph Sledz were members of the committee named to investigate. When they had finished
their inspection yesterday each declared himself in favor of concrete.
The party was conducted by
Charles W. Stage, director of public
utilities, and C. F. Shulz, water commissioner. City Clerk R, B. Collins
and Charles Jaeger, deputy water
commissioner, were present.
The new filtration plant that is
being built to care for the water obtained through the new tunnel was
also inspected.

ALLOW

TIMMNER

RAISE

City Officials May Ask Orchestra
Head to Teach.

Committee to Investigate PJecessity of
Ruling Sport.
ton Lightweight Victor in;
Bout Over Fred Fay in
Twenty Rounds.
BY WALTER 0. KELLY.

Cleveland may have professional
wing under the supervision of a
oxing commission;. It all depends
i the result of ah investigation
j a committee appointed by Mayor
ater yesterday.
This committee
» make inquiry as to how box! bouts are being conducted in I
to cities in which boxing is per-1
feed under boxing commissions, I
nl to draft a set of- rules based i
(m its findings, the,same to be!
ported back to the mayor with the j
■jittee's recommendations. If,
It mayor approves of what has
in done by the committee, it may
made permanent.
foe committee appointed yesterday
composed of the following citizens:
iPf6??1- A> A' Benesch., C. A.
s, Michael Lavan, Councilman J. J.
ffiaty and Arthur Day. physical
fetor of Case school.
' pnyslcal
fayor Baker said yesterday that
»as n favor of clean sport, includte*h» P™Perly conducted.
understood that a movement was
CUre state
te°t^°
r^gi
tog the sport.
He Elation
said he would

frflortia in orterlv faCC?teSts

are a11

Unless Director Christiaan Tlmmner
■ of the municipal symphony orchestra
consents to devote a certain portion of
! his time each day to teaching in a municipal conservatory of music, opposition to an increase in his salary, approved yesterday by the city board of
control, may come from council members. The board voted to Increase his
salary from $2,400 to $3,000 a year.
Mayor Newton D. Baker proposed the
increase and declared, in arguing for
the raise,
that the director of the Bosi™n„s„ymPhony orchestra is receiving
$20,000
a year for his services. He
stated that the pay allowed Mr. Timmner is modest and that no other American symphony orchestra leader is being
paid less than $5,000 a year. The resolution is so worded that Mr. Timmner
is to be retained on a month to month
basis.
„"If there Is an understanding that
Mr. Timmner will devote a part of his
time to teaching in a municipal conservatory of music I will favor the increase," said Councilman J. W. Reynolds yesterday.

BAKER APPOINTS
COMMISSION TO
HANDLE BOXING
Cleveland Mayor Declares He Is for Home Rule in
Sports as Well as Other Things and Names Five
Men to Take Care of the Amateur Situation.
LEADER SUGGESTION FOLLOWING MIXUP
AT CLEVELAND A. C. IS CARRIED OUT
BY H. T. M'DANIEIi.
J,
rAYOR BAKER yesterday afternoon named the following as j PAY OF ClYY ORCHESTRA"'.
members of a commission to |
handle boxing in the city of Cleveland.
DIRECTOR IS BOOSTED
Albert A. Benesch, director of
public safety, who will probably be
The salary of Christiaan Timmner,
chairman.
Charles A. Otis, president of the
director of the municipal orchestra,
Cleveland A. C.
was increased, yesterday from $2,400
James J. McGinty, Ninth ward
a year to $3,000. Hereafter musicians
councilman.
M. J. Lavln, of Bush & Lavin.
will receive $3 an hour for rehearsals
Arthur Day, physical director at
instead of $2.Case School.
Timmner has been on the city payThere Is a chance that this comroll for two years, although no conmission will eventually lead to the
restoration of professional boxing
certs were given last summer. DiIn Cleveland.
rector of Finance Coughlin suggested
Of this commission, three members,
Messrs. Otis, McGinty and Lavin, are that the director be paid for only the
very favorably disposed to boxing. Mr. time he actually works for the city.
Benesch has had no real experience in Mayor Baker approved the salary, inhandling the game, but realizes its crease.
good points and is said to be of a liberal mind in regard to it. The same
goes for the fifth member, Mr. Day.
Suggested by Deader.
CITY WILL ASK COST
The appointment of this boxing commission is the carrying out of a sugOF NEW AUDIT SYSTEM!
gestion made to Mayor Baker in The
Leader of October 25. On October 23
Public accountants wil! be asked'
several bouts were not staged at the
Cleveland A. C. in the state tourna- to give an estimate of the cost of a ment because it was feared they would„ continuous audit of the financial afbe too lively to suit Police Captai n li fairs of the city, at a meeting of the
Graul, the mayor's personal representa•- X council committee on public offices,
tive. Captain Graul at one time threat- Monday.
ened to stop the entire show. In The
The audit is required, by the city
Leader of October 25 it was suggested charter. Councilman Townes, who is
that Mayor Baker name his own commission to look after the amateur game, urging the establishment of the into draw up regulations, provide penal- dependent auditing system, yester-j
ties and to draw the line between box- day tent out notices for the commit- t
ing and prize fighting, instead of put- tee meeting.
ting that duty up to a police official.
It is understood that this is the plan
that will be followed by the commission named yesterday. Mayor Baker
stated to The Leader last night that
the commission will be expected to
draw up rules and regulations and to
differentiate between sparring and prize CITY TO USE "WANT ADS"
fighting.
IN FILLING $3,000 JOB!
"It is not easy to distinguish between sparring exhibitions and prize
fights," declared Mayor Baker, "but the
Cleveland is going to resort to the
commission will be expected to attend "Help Wanted" columns to find a j
to this. Sparring exhibitions make a
clean sport and are open to no objec- commissioner of recreation. It is a
tions, while there is every reason to ob- $3,000-a-year job, and examinations
ject to prize fights.
will be held December 7.
"I do not know yet whether the
E. A. Kline, secretary of the civil
rules drawn up by this commission
service commission, announced yeswill be adopted as city ordinances,
terday that out-of-town applicants
or whether they will be merely enwill be sought through the advertisforced as the mayor's orders In
granting permits for boxing shows." . ing columns of publications devoted
Mayor Baker also declared it had not to recreational activities.
been decided fully .whether the commission would be continued in charge of Written and oral tests will be given
the sport after rules and regulations candidates. A committee of citizens
will assist in giving the examinahave been drawn up.
That Mayor Baker evidently feels tions. T. M. Black, who came from
there is some chance that the next Montreal, now holds the position.
Legislature will legalize professional
boxing was shown when he dropped a
remark that he favors home rule in
boxing as well as in business, and that
this is the reason he named the boxing commission.

M1

BAKER TO PRESENT DATA—
Data on the operation of municipal \
utilities here will be presented by .
Mayor Baker at a conference of j
mayors of leading American cities,!
at Philadelphia, next Wednesday
and Thursday.
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Mayoralty Campaign
< Commenced by Leaders

STOCKWELL ASKS SALE

f,

/IMS)

JWi/ij^

OF BONDS BE ENJOINED

Director of Law Stockwell asked an'
ji Injunction yesterday to restrain the''
I sinking fund commission from selling-.
I $500,000 worth of municipal electric'
I light bonds below par. Mayor Baker, I
Director of Finance Coughlin, Presi-'
Possibility of Baker Not Standing for Re-election Looms Large dent Thompson, of the city council,
and members of the sinking fund
as Many Are Mentioned as Probable Candidates
commission were made defendants.
The suit is -to test the authority of
to Succeed Him,
the commission to sell bonds it has*
purchased below par and was brought
posed to Winch met in a down-town at the request of A. H. Weed, former;
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
judge. Stockwell charges that the
Election over, the politicians are be- office and subscribed a campaign sale of bonds for $498,050 is illegal, beginning to lay lines for the mayoralty fund.
The report is that $3,000 was the cause the commission had not the aucontest of next fall, and the possibilthority to order it and that the sale
ity of Mayor Baker failing to make size of it, but this will not be was not properly advertised.
definitely known until the expense
the race loomed large yesterday.
Hayden, Miller & Co., C, E. DeniRumors have been heard for months account is filed. Personal letters son & Co. and Otis & Co., bond browere
sent
to
every
voter
in
Summit,
that Baker would not run. Since eleckers, to whom the bonds were to bej
. tion the Democratic politicians have Lorain and Medina county in the insold, were also named defendants.
terest
of
Carpenter.
In
Cuyahoga,
been discussing this as an accomplished fact. Baker himself yester- about 200 or more workers of both
| day refused either to confirm or deny parties were engaged to work at the BARBER SEEKS DATA
polls.
that he would be a candidate.
ON EASTERN HARBOR!
Several booms are being started by
Republicans are much interested .
friends of the Democratic county candidates. Names mentioned yesterday in the campaigning for appointment j plans of the city and federal gov-1
were those of County Prosecutor Lo- as state superintendent of insurance i ernment for developing the eastern [
j cher, Clerk Haserodt and Sheriff between B. A. Miller, of Lakewood; j harbor were inquired into yesterday]
Ed Fullington, secretary of the Re- !j Dy o. C. Barber, match manufacturer, 1
i Smith. In the city hall are several
publican state committee, and Henry j
eiscussing- his freight subway)
i who might be aspirants, including Bohl, of Columbus. If Fullington is I in j
Mayor Baker, United?
witn
; Thomas Coughlin, city director of really to become a candidate, he is 1 pro ect Engineer
Bond and members!
states
finance.
considered a very strong contender. I
0f Commerce in the»
Mayor Baker himself would prefer Both the other men are actively of the Chamber
Qoulder, White & Garry, I
■ C. W. Stage, it is said, but the or- prosecuting a canvass. Miller hits offlces of
Rockefeller
building.
] ganization heads said yesterday Stage made a formal application and the
Major Bond said the government |
i is an impossibility. A considerable Ohio Insurance Federation is backwag waitlng for the settlement of the
i faction has been boosting Peter Witt, ing his candidacy, it is understood. >
quesllon of riparian rights before es-!
' also unacceptable to the organization. He also has influential political t tablishing
. a harbor line. Mayor Ba
In a. nutshell, the situation is backing here.
ker
said
the
city would be favorable
i thought to be this: First, Mayor BaCar' F. Wetzel, secretary of the
j ker does not want to run, because he Republican central committee of (this to any project that would benefit the
i is tired of the turmoil of being may- county, is very active in behalf of community. Harvey D. Goulder stat' or. Second, Democrats who might Bohl, who served three terms in the ed after the meeting that Mr. Barber
' otherwise want to run realize that Legislature, and was at ,pne time had decided to form a company soon
the candidate will have to run on president of the board of review of to formulate preliminary plans for
the promotion of the underground
Mayor Baker's record. In the event Franklin county.
railway on E. 55th street.
no one else sufficiently pleasing to the
*
»
*
• organization can be found who is
Mayor Baker . told the Democratic
1
willing to do this Baker may be legislators-elect, at a meeting in the
forced into the race.
Engineers building, to attempt to
. From the outlook at present, it take part in constructive legislation
does not seem that the Republican instead of voting "no" on all Repub: element will lack prospective candi- ican measures. E. J. Hoppe was
dates. Although no announcements elected chairman of the delegation,
have been made, various politicians Virgil Terrell vice chairman and i
, are starting up budding booms for Stephen Young secretary. Efforts j
Harry L. Davis, John A. Cline, Vic- are to be made to hold the dele- [
tor W. Sincere, William H. Boyd, and gation solid <. n all measures.
Homer
HMcKeeh&n,
among
1
others.
On Board Locomotive, They InSo far there is no crystallization of
the situation, in view of the fact that
! spect Work of Placing Concrete
! there is still a year before the election.
Blocks in Water Tunnel.
*
*
*
First of the Republican appointments to be made was announced
Couneilmen and other city officials I
by Judge-elect Homer G. Powell, of
enjoyed all the thrills o" a summer j
the court of common pleas. Powell
park "castle of terrors" yesterday
yesterday
appointed
James
E...
when they took a two-mile trip under
Walker, for many years active in
Lake Erie to inspect the work of \
party politics, to be his bailiff.
placing concrete blocks in the West!
*
*
*
j Side waterworks tunnel extension.
;
Details of the campaign of a numThe trip, made as a part of the inber of attorneys to defeat Judge L.
i vestigation of the tunnel work deH. Winch came to light yesterday.
1 manded by Councilman FitzGerald,,
. The fight for A. G. Carpenter,
'•was made in a locomotive propelled >
Winch's opponent, started last Saturby compressed air. Mr. FitzGerald;
I day morning, when fifteen represencharges that the project is an ex-.
tatives of various legal interests opperiment.
'• "The work looks good to me," said
Councilman Reynolds, upon returning
from the trip. "The waterworks division is fully equipped and could
tunnel to Canada if necessary." Mr.
Roynolds also was impressed with the
machinery used in the boring of the
ten-foot tunnel.
Air pressure, usually kept at fifteen'
pounds, was reduced while the city j
officials made the inspection trip. In
the party were Director of Public
Utilities Stage, Maurice Sarbinsky,
secretary of the department; Waterworks Commissioner Schulz, Assist-'
ant Commissioner Jaeger, City Clerk j
Collins and City Couneilmen Rey-!
nolds, Kalina, Sledz and Horrigan.
i
The investigating committee is expected to approve the use of con-1
crete blocks in the tunnel.
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of a half hour's wan ^^
,e
office of Milton-?"' s
mayor's secretary.
' the
Young told Gibson ti,„
.had evidently SX,*11 l^Z
pomtments. Baker was attiS"
nd
: ing .a memorial service
"
Glbfe
:
;°5 has already' picwP(1
several downtown buildine■<£?»■,•ln
the interest of tax reCm
*

t
^appeared to

be

[\SSM

Mayor Baker late Fr
pointed a committee to invest
gate how commission goverS
boxmg is conducted in 0thJ
cities
The committee's rep!
probably will determine what al
tion the mayor will take in thl
matter.
Safer Benesch c A*
Otis, Michael Lavan, Councilman'
McGinity and physical 3
Arthur Day of Case compose thl I
committee.

CITY OFFICIALS TAKE
TRIP UNDER LAKE ERIE

1
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BOAT TERMINAL OPPOSE BAKER Mu^^U^
TO BE LIKE REST IN REGULATING
OF GROUP PLAN B0XING_B0UTS KAIL IN EMCI

;$/>?/</.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8,

The lake front freight and pas„„«r terminal to be built at the
foot of East 9th street by the D. &,
C and C. & B. lines will conform
,Tith the general group plan scheme
despite the fact that the city has
refused to add 10 years to the 40vear lease now held by the boat companies, Service Director Sidlo and
n, C. Mclntyre, general manager
L{ the Detroit line, declared Sat-

Council legislation regulating box- I
ing, and perhaps admitting professional bouts, was considered Saturday at City Hall as a likely result of
Mayor Baker's action in appointing a.
commission of five to investigate the
game. Considerable opposition, how-j
ever, must be overcome.
"If Mayor Baker wishes to permit j
boxing, all right," declared Council-]
man''Smith, "but I don't believe
council legislation on the subject |
;U\ccording to Mclntyre first work
should be passed."
on the terminals proper is to beAt least half a dozen councilmen 1
\gin next week. Already $120,000 has
are said to be violently opposed to\
teen spent on a concrete pier and
boxing.
1855,000 turned over to the city for a
Councilman McGinty, a member of j
'bridge over the Lake Shore and
(Pennsylvania tracks and for paving the commission, declared himself in j
favor of a boxing commission to
'East 9th street from Lakeside avetake charge of all matches, should
nue to the lake. The paving contract was let last week while the, the investigating committee's report|
be favorable. McGinty is inclined to
bridge already is in.
permit all leeway possible so long
"This lease gives me power to pass
on the outside design and construe-, as men are evenly matched and the
tion of the terminals," said Sidlo,' sport kept clean.
Safety Director Bensch, also a
"and the fact the city has refused
member and likely to be made chairthe boat companies' request for a
man, said Saturday he was against .
longer term won't cheapen, the strucany less stringent regulations than
tures any."
Mclntyre said he and Sidlo will i in effect now.
The commission, composed of Mcwork together and agree on termi- I
nals which will match the group plan • Ginty, Benesch. Charles A. Otis, head!
an
:or| building architecturally. Councilmen '■ of the Athletic club; Arthur Day, ;
nel had feared refusal by the city to e'x-j athletic director at Case, and Midi- i
tend the lease might result in] ael Lavin, of Bush & Lavin, will meet
early next week.
cheaper construction.

CITY MUSICIANS GET
RAISE FOR LOAFING
Municipal orchestra musicians, who
demanded $3 instead of $2 for rehearsals because of the time they
had to be idle at City Hall while they
could be doing other work, will have
their demands satisfied, Mayor Baker
and Recreation Commissioner Black
decided Saturday.
Half a dozen members get the raise.

Street Car Workers Will Ask
Recommendation for an
Eight-Hour Day.
United Garment Makers Arrange for Vigorous
Campaign.

Street car men will be advised by
their leaders Wednesday night to appeal direct to the city council for aid
in consummation of an eight-hour
day agreement for motormen and conductors. The council will be asked
to garnt to the Cleveland Railway
Co. a concession In operating expenses sufficient to cover the additional cost of an eight-hour day
schedule.
"As we expected, the railway company has fought us to the last ditch,
but now we are going to try new
methods," President George R. Davies
of the street car men's union stated
yesterday after learning that the arbitrators declined to act so long as
the company and the union did not
agree on just what is to be arbitrated.
The Cleveland Federation of Labor
Is to be asked to assist the street car
men to "secure the passage of this
measure in order to establish something like living conditions for a great
number of our membership who are
County
commissioners
Saturday- compelled to eke out an existence on
two or three hours a day."
passed a resolution appointing MayLabor leaders generally expressed
themselves
as disappointed, but not
or Baker, his cabinet, Federal Engisurprised at the outcome of the comneer Bond and representatives of pany's objection to the men's right
civic organizations to go over the under the agreement to arbitrate the
eight-hour minimum day. At the
proposed routes for the new Lorain- same time they also expressed their
Huron high level bridge.
determination to stand back of the
car men and, if necessary, to Invoke
The bond issue, passed Tuesday,
the
aid of the American Federation
provides $5,000,000 for a bridge across
Labor.
j
the Cuyahoga valley "at points near of "All
along the eight-hour minimum
Lorain avenue and Huron road."
day has been the real issue in nego■ tiations which have been going
on for six months," International
President W. D. Mahon said .yesterday. "The company has disagreed
with us, has been upheld by the arbitrators and the arbitration falls to
the ground because there is nothing
else to arbitrate."
Business Agents Charles Smith of
the building trades council and J. W.
Hart of the electrical workers postponed their Investigation of conditions at the Denison-Harvard car
barns until tomorrow, but Mr. Smith
declared the building trades council
will support the electrical workers to
the limit in their dispute with the
street railway company.
The decision of the board of arbitration yesterday means that the
question cannot be reopened with the
company until May 1, 1915, but the
resources of organized labor are to
be brought into action to get the city
council interested.

GAS WELL ROYALTIES
NAME BOARD TO LOOK
MAY HELP CITY'S CASH
OVER BRIDGE ROUTES
Several tentative offers for the gas
and oil rights in 12 acres in Jefferson
park, south of Lorain avenue in
Rockport, Saturday raised city officials' hopes the city's fast-waning
finances may be bolstered considerably. Bids for the privilege of prospecting will be received by Service
■Director Sidlo November 20.
"We have had several nibbles at
the opportunity of sinking gas and
oil wells in the city park," Sidlo said
Saturday.
"The man offering the
highest royalty will be given first
chance."
According to Sidlo. if royalties do
not amount to more than $100 for the
first six months the city may revoke
the lease. Royalties to the city in any
event must be at least one-sixth of
the total production of gas or oil,
board of control members have decided.

I

RMEN TD CITY
EIGHT HOUR DAY
Council Will Be Requested to
Authorize Railway Company to '
Expend Necessary Funds.
The city council will be asked by
union carmen to authorize the Cleve- -,
land Railway Company to appropri-1
ate sufficient funds to employ men'
on an eight-hour day basis.
This course was decided by the j
union's executive committee yester- j
day following the announcement of
mediators that arbitration must bej
delayed until the carmen and com- j
pany officials agree on the question;
of just what the mediators are to'
consider.
The men assert they wish to place
an eight-hour minimum working dayr
before the arbitrators. The company declares that question has not
opened and that arbitration shall be
relative to schedules.
W. D. Mahon, president of the In- j
ternational union of street car men,
who has been here directing the ac- I
tion of the Cleveland local, believes ,
the council will take action favorable to the men. He pointed to the
existence of an eight-hour work day
for city employees, and said that it
would merely be consistent for council to recommend that the carmen be
'■ granted an eight-hour minimum and
that council sanction the approprlaj tion of funds to cover the additional \
j expense.
S The petition will not be sent to the
i council until the members sanction
the action, but union leaders declare
that the rank and file is In favor of
the plan. Arbitrators say they stand
ready to act whenever the company
j and the men can agree upon their difi ferences.

MORE FIRE OFFICIALS
OPPOSED BY BENESCH1
i Appointment of two additional
j battalion chiefs for the fire depart-,
> ment as provided in an ordinance!
! now pending before the city council,
j will be opposed by Director of Public
i Safety Benesch.
The ordinance, introduced by CounI oilman Gurkin, increases the number
of battalion chiefs from nine to
eleven. Benesch said yesterday that
he did not think the appointments
should be made at this time.

GREATER APPROPRIATIONS
ASKED BY ALL CITY HEADS
Increased appropriations are asked;
by every city department in budgets,
now being tabulated by the city de- |
partment of finance for transmission
to the city council. Additional funds
requested will exceed a half million
dollars. . The sum of $6,959,368 was
, appropriated this year.
Howell Wright, superintendent of
the City Hospital, said yesterday
that the opening of new buildings
I and additional work taken up by the
i institution would increase the operating expenses of the hospital by
! $50,000 next year. City Smoke Commissioner Roberts said his division
should have $25,000, but he only
asked for $11,500.
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GRADE CROSSING WORK
PLANNED FOR JOBLESS
Baker Proposes to Use Available
City Funds to Rush Nickel
Plate Improvement.
Elimination of West Side Nickel ■
Plate grade crossings will be started
with available city funds to furnish
work for the unemployed, if a plan f
proposed yesterday by Mayor Baker
is approved by officials of the rail- ,
j road.
I
The city is required to pay 35 per
cent of the cost of the work. The!
railroad pays the remainder. Bonds ;
I for the crossing elimination improve- .;
ment were sold several years ago, ]
and the city has the money to pay its. j
share of the cost in the city treasury. <
Officials of the railroad have indicated that they would prefer to delay
the improvement until the "money
market becomes firmer, owing to the I
difficulty in floating bonds at the
present time. Baker yesterday asked
Director of Public Service Sidlo to .
enter into negotiations with railroad j
officials, with a view of having the I
work started at once with city funds. I
The proposed contract will permit >
all of the available city funds to be |
used at once, although not more than I

J.ONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 19]

CHANGES IM GRANT
FOB SUBWAY- UP TO

:

35 per cent of the entire cost Is to be
borne by the city.
Grade, elimination plans call for the
abolition of all crossings between Detroit avenue and Fulton road. The
entire project will cost approximately
I $2,500,000.

Larger Tubes and Twelve Months
More in Which to Start Work,
Are Among the Amendments Proposed.
$550,000 PER MILE, THE
PROBABLE PRICE TO CITY
"L" Road Data, "Near-Stop"
Policy, Fare Box Charity, Also
Up for Council.

HERR TIMMNER'S RAISE.

POLICE QUIT IF
GUNS ARE TAKEN

ARGUING In support of his motion to raise the salary of DiDetectives and patrolmen, arc j
rector Christiaan Timmner of the
municipal
symphony
orchestra, by Safety Director Benesdvs 2
of their
Mayor Baker is reported to have posed plan .,to -deprive nolice
!
I
mentioned that no other American \ revolvers,, as is done h,i „Jsymphony orchestra director gets' other European cities, Monday de
less than $5,000 a year and that. clared that it would mean , no" po'
lice, department in Cleveland
such a person in Boston gets $20,-; "Such a move bv the /;„ ; >
000. The argument sufficed. Thej said one detective. <Vo^ £$|
board of control voted, as the may- mount to placarding the cit^fi
or requested, that Herr Timmner's\ signs mvitmgcrooks to come in Z
fill then- pockets. Every policeman
wllcema
income be increased from $2,400 would quit his job." .
"
per annum to $3,000.
"The plan." said Chief Rowe 4
It is an interesting act. So far not practicable at this time" '
"Mr. Benesch," said another detec
as appears, no other reason was
tive
forgets that throughout Eng.
mentioned for augmenting the an- land the law against carrying m-e
nuity Herr Timmner receives from arms is most- stringent, and tliatl
the city in consideration of MB con- rarely a crook is found to have
sent to -waive the baton at a few gun. Chief Rowe's jiu jitsu idea,
all right, but anyone who ever has]
Sunday afternoon concerts each tried to wrestle with a bullet know
winter. It was not even alleged how difficult it is."
that he was discontented, that his
family had increased, that his costj
of living had gone up, that he I
needed
the
money.
Certainly1
there was no apprehension that
Cleveland might lose his services j
to some higher bidder. His salary!;
Auto drivers who disregard "satei
was raised because symphony orty zones" for pedestrians.on Supe.
chestra directors elsewhere
get rior avenue between East 6th street
more—not municipal symphony or- and the Public Square because the
chestra directors, be it noted, but paint marks have just been about
directors of symphony orchestras worn off are to be arrested, Safety
Director Benesch threatened Mon
privately kept by philanthropic orj day.
eccentric persons of wealth able to | The zone system will be extended
indulge their whims. It is a pre- to Euclid avenue and practically all
cedent which should set other city downtown streets. Chains and standards for permanent zone boundaries
employees to searching for data as have been ordered.
to the compensation paid in their
lines of work by private corporations the world over.
There is intimation that the city
council may not approve the raise
unless Herr Timmner consents to
do a little work in week days, such;
as conducting a municipal school
of fiddling, Fie upon the cquncij- j

Amendments to the subway grant
of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Company will be submitted to the city
council tonight, if the engineers and
officials of the subway company complete final details at a conference today.
Larger tubes in all streets in which
the company holds franchises and a
time extension of twelve months in
which to start work, are provided
in the proposed amendments. The
legislation will probably name $555,000
per mile as the price at whi,ch the city
can take over the proposed lines.
Data on the operation of elevated
railroads will be submitted at the
same time as the subway amendments. Councilman Meyers' will also
make a fight to have the near-stop
policy of operating cars established
' on present surface lines. men, that they should so take to!
Want Subway Started at Once.
heart the election returns! Was;
R. W. Hobbs, commissioner of innot the season's' initial concert so j
formation and publicity, prepared the
report on the elevated railroad sys- great a success, thanks to Herr i
tem at the request of the council. Timmner's unrivaled conducting, j
Subway amendments should provide > that the city lost only about $ 1,1 S 5
for immediate start of' work, in the
i on it and the musicians struck for j
©q HIM. S}U3UIUJBAO3 o% PUB sjeuutij
more money? And why a niggard- I
oi esuedxe em ?nq 'paiBOipuia eq
ly $600 raise? Why not do thej
ntM. 11 Suoi ejojeq pwe IOJIUOO Japun
thing handsomely, say by handing I
eq Aiuoqs 111* esBasjp eui -ABAV
the professor $25,000 a year and,
XijaisBui IBnsn s« ut peipuBq Suiaq
si uonurais em Ptre 'epBtu sm sjsou
| so putting Colonel Higginson's |
-3B jp em SB uoos su ©gjuqa paumssie
'■ Boston band to shame? The city :
'
j
msa-inq euros em ojutepide sim «I
■ssuedxa IBSJS IB j can easily borrow the money on its
ouop SBM. PUB moo jo aaqumu eS-nn Ibonds or short-time notes, or could }
I even save it by dispensing with a
B jo Suuiffl em pemtssaoeu TOissoad
-dns eja'tdwoo SJI -icuiuoo japan SBAY j couple of dozen policemen.
9SB3SIP em SMee* *ej * "TO!* Pu^
•siomsiP pepBAUj em jo e*.reup eAiloB
51001 Xaisnpui IEUIJUB JO mseanq em
peaeAOosip SBM. eSBasip em UOUAV
■lioaiea P1"* •BmdiepBuqd: PunojB
Bsoi IBeaS pesnBo 1! eum UOIUM.
S
S
& U S,BAI1
IT> 'RftfiT ui »B* TO °1 °V
01
!

SAFETY MARKS GONE BUI
ZONES CANT BE IGNORED
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RUDE CROSSING WORK
PLANNED FOR JOBLESS
Baker Proposes to Use Available
City Funds to Rush Nickel
Plate Improvement.
Elimination of West- Side Nickel
Plate grade crossings will be started
with available city funds to furnish
work for the unemployed, if a plan f
proposed yesterday by Mayor Baker
is approved by officials of the rail- .
| road.
The city is required to pay 35 per
cent of the cost of the work. The}
railroad pays the remainder. Bonds j
! for the crossing elimination improve-.; .
j ment were sold several years ago,
and the city has the money to pay its';
share of the cost in the city treasury.
Officials of the railroad have indioated that they would prefer to delay :
the improvement until the "money
market becomes firmer, owing to the
difficulty in floating bonds at the \
present time. Baker yesterday asked
Director of Public Service Sidlo to..enter into negotiations with railroad :
officials, with a view of having the
work started at once with city funds. 1
The proposed contract will permit t
all of the available city funds to be |
used at once, although not more than i

iONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 19:

CHANGES IN GRANT
FOR SUBWAY UP TO
CONFEREES-TODAY
Larger Tubes and Twelve Months
More in Which to Start Work,
Are Among the Amendments Proposed.
$550,000 PER MILE, THE
PROBABLE PRICE TO CITY
"L" Road Data, "Near-Stop"
Policy, Fare Box Charity, Also
Up for Council.

HERR TIMMNER'S RAISE.

POUCE QUIT IF
GUNSARETAKEN

ARGUING in support of his motion to raise the salary of DiDetect ,es a„d patrolmen, „o
rector Christiaan Timmner of the
municipal
symphony
orchestra, by Safety Director Bosch's pro^
Mayor Baker is reported to have posed Plan „to-deprive nolice of then"
mentioned that no other American \ revolvers, as ,is done.iu London J
symphony orchestra director gets' other European cities, rfonday de
clared that it would mean , M J
less than $5,000 a year and that:
lice, department in Cleveland
such a person in Boston gets $20,-,' ''Such a move by. the director1
000. The argument sufficed. Thej said one detective, -would be tafl
board of control voted, as the may- mount to placarding the ci v ^
or requested, that Herr Timmner's • signs inviting crooks to come mil
fill their pockets. Every nni
5 I)0 Cema,!
income be Increased from $2,400 would quit his job.'
"
per annum to $3,000.
"The plan," said Chief Rows
It is an interesting act. So far not practicable at this time" '
"Mr. Benesch," said another detel
as appears, no other reason was
tive
forgets that throughout Eng.
mentioned for augmenting the an- land the law against carrving fire
nuity Herr Timmner receives from! arms is most- stringent, and that
the city in consideration of his con- rarely a crook is found to have a
sent to waive the baton at a few gun. Chief Rowe's jiu jitsu idea is
all right, but anyone who ever ha!
Sunday afternoon concerts each tried to wrestle with a bullet knows
winter. It was not even alleged how difficult it is."
that he was discontented, that his
family had increased, that his cost I
of living had gone up, that he I
needed
the
money.
Certainly
there was no apprehension that
Cleveland might lose his services
to some higher bidder. His salary';
Auto drivers who disregard "safe*
was raised because symphony or-1
ty zones" for pedestrians,on Supe.
chestra directors elsewhere
get rior avenue between East 6th street
more—not municipal symphony or- and the Public Square because the1
chestra directors, be it noted, but paint marks have just been about
directors of symphony orchestras worn off are to be arrested, Safety^
Director Benesch threatened Moil
privately kept by philanthropic or dayeccentric persons of wealth able to
The zone system will be extended
indulge their whims. It is a pre- to Euclid avenue and practically all
cedent which should set other city downtown streets. Chains and standards for permanent zone boundaries
employees to searching for data as have been ordered.
to the compensation paid in their
lines of work by private corporations the world over.
There is intimation that the city
council may not approve the raise
unless Herr Timmner consents to
do a little work in week days, such;
as conducting a municipal school
of fiddling. Fie upon the council-;

Amendments to the subway grant
of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Company will be submitted to the city
council tonight, if the engineers and
officials of the subway company complete final details at a conference to35 per cent of the entire cost Is to bo
day.
borne by the city.
Larger tubes in all streets in which
Grade elimination plans call for the j
the company holds franchises and a
abolition of all crossings between Detime extension of twelve months in
troit avenue and Fulton road. The
entire project will cost approximately
which to start work, are provided
( $2,500,000.
in the proposed amendments. The
legislation will probably name $555,000
per mile as the price at which the city
can take over the proposed lines.
Data on the operation of elevated
railroads will be submitted at the
same time as the subway amendments. Councilman Meyers' will also
make a fight to have the near-stop
policy of operating cars established
on present surface lines. men, that they should so take to
Want Subway Startt.it at Once.
heart' 'the election returns! Was \
R. W. Hobbs, commissioner of in- not the season's' initial concert r.o
formation and publicity, prepared the
report on the elevated railroad sys- great a success, thanks to Herri
tem at the request of the council. Timmner's unrivaled conducting, j
Subway amendments should provide that the city lost only about $1,185
for immediate start of work, in the
opinion of President Thompson and on it and the musicians struck for j
; several other members of the coun- f more money? And why a niggard- I
The company's present grant ; ly $600 raise? Why not do the
cil.
called for commencing work a year i thing handsomely, say by handing j
ago. Amendments will be referred I
to committees for public hearings.
M the professor $25,000 a year and
The legislation requiring cars to j' so putting Colonel Higginson's i
Stop on the near side of street inter- i Boston band to shame? The city
sections was approved by the street j' Can easily borrow the money on its S
railway committee several weeks \ j
ago. Meyers said yesterday that he bonds or short-time notes, or could ;
would insist upon definite action to- \ even save it by dispensing with a !
night.
couple of dozen policemen.
Efforts will also be made to have !
the council reconsider its action in
refusing the Associated Charities the
use of street railway fare boxes on
the day preceding Thanksgiving. The
project was approved by directors of,
the railroad company.
Y. & O. Franchise Changes.
|
Council committees on streets and |
steam railways this . afternoon will |
consider amendments to the franchise i'
ordinance of the Cleveland & Youngs- jj
town Railroad. According to John L. |
Cannon, attorney for the railroad, j
changes are of a minor engineering \
nature, changing street grades.
Director of Public Safety Benesch
will appear before the council com-1
mittee on fire to urge the passage of j:
an ordinance providing for a chief
fire warden and nine additional wardens. The ordinance is Benesch's
first step toward the reorganization
of the fire prevention bureau. He
plans to divide the city into districts,
with a warden in charge 4of prevention work in each district.

SAFETY MARKS GONE BUI

■»•
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0IIY CHILD HYGIENE BUREAU TEACHES FATHERS
'■ AT WORK IN FACTORIES HOW TO CARE FOR BABIES

i

Showing part of one of the city child hxjgiene bureau picture exhibits placed in factories where fathers can learn how to
.care for babies.
';".'
. •' ■
•'Our plan is to get the whole
j The city child hygiene bureau is
j teaching the fathers how to take family interested in scientific ways
care of the. baby. The old way was ,of caring for the baby," said W. H.
to teachfhe motkersVTHe new way Winans; secretary of 'the "welfare
is to teach father also that there department, "so the whole year
; are certain simple rules governing round we're going to have a babyI the diet, sleep', clothes^a«|4<handling care., exhibit in some Cleveland fac'"'■' "' •■■" '''""'
of^^n^-infaiitr-litt^prifciples thjLt, toryi
inqurt tne- tots'ai^reasijfater bally-3 f'l^Mkm way frdmlOOO to "'5000
hood%nd a longer*l{fe.JS' ■ -.•■ '•'■ f4the£s Will, wjieklv'-•■ see' our ex-

MAY MOVE DEATHTRAPS!
TO HELP UNEMPLOYED;
To furnish work for several
hundred men this winter and next,
spring, elimination of the Westside Nickel-plate railroad crossings
may
be started immediately.
:
The city has $715,000-In cash
ready for this improvement, but
Nickel-plate officials say
they
cannot sell bonds to pay the road's
65 per cent share of the project.
"If it is found the city legally
may go ahead not only with
its own work, but that of the railroads," Server Sidlo said Monday,
"we will advance the money and
make a j contract for reimbursement when «the Nickel-plate bonds
are sold."

hibits, which give baby hints, hear
the lectures of the nurses and receive literature prepared by the experts.
"Instead of having o.ne baby week
a year, we'll have 52 a "year."
The exhibit, . this week until
'Wednesday.is to be. at the Cleveland Hartl ware Co. plant'No: 1, E.,
45th-st and Lakeside-av.
The proper daily care.is s,hown

HOLD COUNCIL CANNOT
AID CARMEN'S FIGHT
City council has no power to
authorize the Concon to make expenditures necessary to give
motormen and conductors an
eight-hour day, city officials said
Monday.
The executive committee of the
T5
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in', pictures.
Striking statistics
show what ppoper and improper
care .will do for baby. ..Pamphlets
outline, the/best methods of care. .,
The- baby exhibit at the. city hall
also-..has been;, enlarged. ; An entire
room; cjn. jthe... ground floor is de->
voted: to this 'feature of-the yearround ;baby;..ex-hibit-i-Mothers and
fathers in large -,nu;mbei'Sf constantly visit-.this room.- •■, - ■
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Showing part of one of the city child hygiene bureau picture exhibits'placed in factories where fathers can learn how to
xare for babies.
j The city child hygiene bureau is
j teaching the fathers how to take
care of the baby. The old way was!
1
to. teach the mothersVTh'e new way'
is to teach father also that there
l are certain simple rules governing
j the diet, sleep', c.lothes/-a3MldiandltD.g
| ofcan^-jofaEnt—littte»y?rij§j:iples tljjtt
infjurfe tie': tots 'afafeasipter bal|y-i
hood^nd a longer-life. < ;
■ <.

hibits, which give baby hints, hear
the lectures of the nurses and receive literature prepared by the experts.
"Instead of having one baby week
a year, we'll have 52 a 'year."
The exhibit_this week until
Wednesday is to be at the Cleveland Hardware Co. plant No. 1, fi.,
1P,M :
." '''"
f'liiinif way frtfm 1000 to •5000 ;45th-st and Lakeside-ay.
The proper daily, care .is shown
...ffclgJLJll!? weekly'--see out ex•''Our plan is to get' the: whole
family interested in scientific ways
[of'caring" for the Iraby,'- said W. H.
Winans; secretary 'of 'tile "welfare
department, "so the whole year
round we're going to have a babycar% exhibit in some (Cleveland fac-

MAY MOVE DEATHTRAPS j
TO HEI_P_UNB/,PLt)YED!
To furnish work for several
hundred men this winter and next;
spring, elimination of the Westside Nickel-plate railroad crossings
'iiav be started immediately.
The city has $715,000-in cash
ready for this improvement, but
Niokel-plate officials say
they
cannot sell bonds.to pay the road's
65 per cent share of the project.
"If it is found the city legally
may go ahead not only with,
its own work, but. that, of the railroads," Server Sidlo said Monday,
"we will advance the money and
make a j contract for reimbursement when 'the Nickel-plate bonds
are sold."

HOLD COUNCIL CANNOT
AID CARMEN'S FIGHT
City council has no power to
authorize the Concon to make expenditures
necessary to
give
motormen and conductors aneight-hour day, city officials said
Monday.
The executive committee of the
carmen's union Saturday voted to
ask council to take a hand in
their eight-hour day fight. Before
presenting the subject to council
the committee decided to ask confirmation of the move by the rank
and file of the union Monday
night.
Former Law- Director Wilcox in
1913 ruled that all questions involving wages and other labor
regulations are strictly up to the
Concon.
"Any interference by council,"
Server Sidlo said, "clearly would
violate the Tayler ordinance."

in- pictures. -Striking - statistics
show what proper and improper
care .wild do for baby. -Pamphlets
outline, the beat methods of care. ..
. Tlie' baby, exhibit at .the- city hall
als-ofhas been- enlarged. , An entire
room- an jt.he-ground floor is de^
v6ted/1o this:'feature of-: the yearround :baby;,,ex-MbiW>-Mothers and
fathers in large vnjtmberSfConstantly■■visit-this room.- •.-,."' ■. .
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MIES SUGGESTIONS
Mil

Amended Measure Introduced

Sends Communication to Commission for Consideration
at Meeting Today—Wants Matters Considered
Along Board Lines.

but is Referred and Will

be Discussed Today.

Members Call on Cox to ConMandot Has Two More Battles Before He Meets
sider State-Owned
Kilbane—-Eagles' Carnival Promises to be
Railroad. •
Scene of Some Good Events.
BY WALTER C. KELLY.

"~ When the commission appointed by Mayor Baker to- inquire into* the
advisibility of sanctioning boxing bouts in Cleveland meets this afternoon
the members will take up a communication from the mayor in which the
latter expresses some opinions regarding the boxing game. The meeting
will be held in the office of A. A. Benesch, director of. public-safety, who
is a member of the commission.
The mayor's communication gives a fair and broad minded view of
the situation.- The mayor points out that it is not his personal opinion on
the subjects, but the suggestions for consideration are made in view of
I the proposedenactment of a law governing the sportJn^Ohjo

To consider terms of an ordinance j
Introduced in council last night ex- ,
tending time for starting work on the j
subway, permitting construction of
larger tubes and fixing a price of
$550,000 for every single track mile
in the purchase clause, the city council will meet as a committee of the
whole tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
In the city council chamber.
President W. R. Hopkins of the,
Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co.

will be present. The ^»*&£^
i
nance was introduced by cn^mf£l
Robert Koch of the committee on,,
street railways.
„„„_+ frnm i
Council also received a report from
R W. Hobbs, commissioner of puo? The members ot the commission
STARTS NEW PAVING JOB Ucity and information, showing cost |
^are expected to submit to the mayor
: of many types of elevated ra^ways.
I
a report on their recommendations in City to BeKln Bast Boulevard Work; ; The meeting also was marked by
the adoption of a resolutionj>y_ Coun- .
the case and may contain suggestions
Continue Grade Elimination.
5 oilman Harry C.- Gahn, requesting,
on rules and regulations governing
Gov. James M. Cox to investigate adthe conduct of sparring contests,
Announcement of immediate start? , visability and feasibility of state pur-|
meeting will begin at; 2 o clock
Theliayor's conmiunication to the ing of work on another city project
chase of the Wheeling & Lake Erie .
:
was made yesterday by Public Service " railroad. The resolution was adopted
commission, follows:
■S unanimous vote.
Councilman.
Nov. 9, 3914.
Director T. L. Sidlo.
A 3,000-foot
Mr. A. A. Benesch, Mr.
Mr.. Charles
Charles A.
A. | ^"^£ £j the Bast boulevard from. Gahn believes state ownership of this,
railroad
should
be
considered
with ,
Otis, Mr. James J McGmty Mr M. , «™^v S. E. southerly will be
the question of rehabilitating the (
- .T.Lavin, Mr. Arthur H. Daj, City. ' Uniondav ^ x.
fQr fQr_
Gentlemen-For 8bme time an ef- f fe ^s n a^ ^P^ .
state canal system.
i
Council adopted a resolution by i
fort has been made m r Clevelana
to mai au
contracts will run ■
Councilman
J.
W.
Reynolds
calhng
■
distinguish between P f fB^htmg, , fletea.
inc
through
1
putting
for appointment of a special commit-'
toe of three to consider advisability
of having citizens serve as advisory
or auWifry members of council com-,

SUBllliGE
LINES-TDGOHEGT
LATEST PROPOSAL
New Grant for Enlarged Tubes
and Extension of Time for

Building Submitted to
Council,
Direct connections between mn
posed subways and surface car lftd
throughout the city are planned!
officials of the Cleveland RapJ
Transit Company in revtsed
*
tor the construction of a subwav
system.
'
This became known last night
when amendments to the present
grant of the company were submitted to the city council. Permission
to build larger tubes, a time extension in which to start work and a
change in the -municipal purchase
price were also asked.
The amendments were referred to
the council as a committee ot'thj
whole. It will meet tomorrow [0
consider the company's latest propo.
sition to the city. President Thomp.
eon- and several other councilmei
have ajready declared in favor j
bond to guarantee the immediatj
Start of work on the subway.
Receive Elevated Report
The council also received a report
on the cost of an elevated railroad
system.
Councilman Meyers was blocked in
his attempt to have surface cars
stop at the near side of street inter.
sections. ■ His ordinance making thii
change was ..referred yir tfi^"~

m

Theere was no discussion of the sub-!

i^vStSS^tifl'a orize fight is a ques-; 0n the West Side Nickel Plate grade
?iXon of degree asPr^U as a question] ™Sn* eliminations. The city has
of the attendant circumstances un-^715i000 in hand for this work and
der which the encounter taker, place,. until the Nickel Plate rai road s.
onH T am obliged to admit that my, ready to assume its portion of the,.
IffortSi tS to fee Present time *p.,es- cost %m care for all preliminary exnblish a system of ■control by whiclv enset„„t„Miri'|
ihe distinction shall be maintained p Protective gates will be> ^]£)
00
ha =! not been successful.
.
the Summit and of Kiey<xv
at
1,a
f do nofexpress any personal opm-, *rossing3 of the Nickel Plate mUroad
E. C.
member;
ic2n^m^tt1e^ub4rfei^-^Sb-/>^^^-i Lakewood.
T ~^
C. Doty,
Doty, member
1 rtlJ*
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iof the public utilities commission,.
;was notified yesterday by Frank B.
Carpenter, general counsel of that,
railway
This action is the result
of a campaign of agitation among
parents and school authorities of
rLakewood.
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APPROVE FIRE INSPECTION
Council Committee Favors Fifteen
More Wardens.

Council
committees
yesterday
placed their approval on the establishment of a district fire Inspection
system calling for the services of
fourteen fire wardens and one chief
fire warden. There are six wardens
in the department.
Council committees on fire and
finances at yesterday's meeting approved an ordinance authorizing the
OPPOSED TO ANNEXATION.
appointment of eight additional wardens and one chief warden at a salary of $1,800 a year. The ordinance City Officials Against Joining of
BwooltlS-n Township to City.
also authorizes the appointment of
two battalion chiefs.
The new system will add $17,800 to; Opposition to the proposed annexathe cost of operating the department.! tion of a portion of Brooklyn township
Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch' to Cleveland is expected to materialize
explained that ii the ordinance is| at a public meeting of the council compassed inspections in each district; mittee on judiciary tomorrow afternoon
the city hall.
will be n .de by lieutenants and cap-' at Finance
Director Thomas Coughhn
tains under the general direction of and other city
officials have expressed
the warden in charge of the district. opposition to the annexation because

the territory described in the ordinance
is undeveloped and unimproved. Councilman David Moylan said yesterday
he was opposed to annexation.
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KES SUGGESTIONS
1

SIIBlfSlJlE
ORDSNANC
LINEST0GQ1EGT
Amended Measure Introduced
Sends Communication to Commission for Consideration j^ j Referred and Will
at Meeting Today—Wants Matters Considered
LATEST PROPOSAL
Along Board Lines.
s

be Discussed Today.

Members Call on Cox to ConMandot Has Two More Battles Before He Meets
sider State-Owned
Kilbane—Eagles^ Carnival Promises to "be
Railroad. ■

Scene of Some Good Events.

■

The An

New Grant for Enlarged Tubes
and Extension of Time for
Building Submitted to

nevrty-W!
scheduled
In the offi
Albert A.
chairman
Though

To consider terms of an ordinance j
Council,
hardly g«
introduced in council last night ex- ,
BY WALTER C. KELLY.
It is unde
tending time for starting work on the j
consent v
Direct connections betw 'een
When the commission appointed by Mayor Baker to-inquire into* the subway, permitting construction of
pro.
posed subways and suri
ace ear lines pro.
advisibility of sanctioning boxing bouts in Cleveland meets this afternoon larger tubes and fixing a price of
throughout ithe City are piannedl the eomm
In his c
officials °* the Cleveland
[
the members will take up a communication from the mayor in which the $550,000 for every single track mile
&,„, commissli
and Rapid
Transit Company
ln the purchase clause, the city counrevised plans Is willing
latter expresses some opinions regarding the boxing game. The meeting cil will meet as a committee of the
for the construction °£ a subway : establish
system.
will be held in the office of A. A. Benesch,. director of.public safety, who ■whole tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
: linguish 1
This became known last night prize flgh
In
the
city
council
chamber.
is a member of the commission.
and that
when
amendments
to
the
pres
President W. R. Hopkins of the.
erning bo
The mayor's communication gives a fair and broad minded view of Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co.
Mayor 1
e Clty
un
f,
°*
™
«'Permission
gestions,
Will
be
present.
The
amended
ordi-j
the situation. The mayor points out that it is not his personal opinion on
to
build
larger
tubes,
a
time
exten
these are
nance was introduced by Chairman j
the subjects, but the suggestions for consideration are made in view of Robert Koch of the committee on:; •sion in which to start work and a may prov
change
111
the
-municipal
purchase
not to be
street railways.
\
the proposedenactment of a law governing the sportJn Objo.
price were also asked
be incorj
Council also received a report from.
The amendments
R. W. Hobbs, commissioner of pub--"«.o icicireu
were
referred to rules 'nnh
licity and information, showing cost j
the council as a committee
of the
the are desin
ommittee of
One ru
' of many types of elevated railways.
|
whole.
It «""
will '—<■
meet '-■tomorrow to
a report on their recommendations m City to Begin East Boulevard Work;
Indicates
The meeting also was marked by
consider
the
company's
latest
propothe case and may contain suggestions
resumptio
. the adoption of a resolution by Coun- ;
Continue Grade Elimination.
sition to the city.
city, President Thomp.
on rules and regulations governing
the jurlsd
'> oilman Harry C.- Gahn, requesting,
son „„„
and a
several
„„..
^,^
i
other
councilmen
a
Th6
rule prop'
^^IS^^oS?:
Announcement of immediate start- Gov. James M. Cox to investigate adhave ajready declared in favor of. hibit boxi
i visability and feasibility of state pur- |
The mayor's communication to the; ulg 0f work on another city project ' chase of the Wheeling & Lake Erie:
bond to guarantee the immediate end, but
fighter an
commission follows:
'1914
I was made yesterday by Public Service -' railroad. The resolution was adopted
Start of work on the subway.
■ by . unanimous vote.
Councilman
Receive Elevated Report
The Maj
Gahn
believes
state
ownership
of
this
"%£& S^'^^rt- ^Sl S the l^boulevirT^j j! railroad should be considered with
The council also received a report The may
- ?LavinST Arthur HDay~Clty i Unlon-av S. B. southerly will be j tne question of rehabilitating the 1
on the cost of an elevated railroad' Mr. A. A,
GentllSen-For sbme.time an ef- : started as soon as the period for forsystem.
canal system.
Mr. Jam.
fort hasTeen made in Cleveland to! mal advertisement for bids is com-. state
Council adopted a resolution by 1
Mr. Artt
Councilman Meyers was blocked ii
SstiiSuish between prize fighting, i fleted. The first contracts will run. . Councilman J. W. Reynolds calling I
Gentleme
his attempt to have surface car been made
whKproWWted under severe pen-'to $18,000 and the putting through ) for appointment of a special commit- :
stop at the near side of street inter tween priz.
altief bv the statutes of Ohio, and;of the improvement will enable the- tee of three to consider advisability
severed
snarring exhibitions, which the stat- city to offer eighty-five acres of the
sections. His ordinance making this der
of having citizens serve as advisory
and sparri
uie authorizes to be permitted by the j adjoining tract for sale to the highchange was referred back to the authorizes
or auxiliary members of council comregularly <
mavor in regularly organized athletic est bidder,
street railway committee.
mittees.
. j
(rymnas
clubs and public gymnasiums.
. ' Some days ago plans were comThere was no discussion of the SUDThe proposed amendments to the lieThe
dist:
The distinction between a sparring pieted for immediate starting of work
way ordinance at the meeting. The:
bition and
subway
grant
provide
that
the
com
exhibition-and a prize fight is a ques- on the West Side Nickel Plate grade
measure was referred to the council
gree as w(
pany shall have the right to bring circumstan
tion of degree as well as a question 0,.0Ssing eliminations. The city has
committee of the whole without comits subway tracks to a connection takes plac
of the attendant circumstances un- $715,000 in hand for this work and
ment. The amendments permit stairmy ef
der which the encounter takes place,; until the Nickel Plate railroad is
with surface lines -now existing or that
■ways at stations to be five feet wide
tabitsh a
arid NT am obliged to admit that my. reaay to assume its portion of the_ and the entrances six feet wide and
hereafter constructed. Plans and lo- distinction
efforts up to the present time to es- cost win oare for all preliminary exsucce
twenty feet long. They provide furcations must be approved by the de- been
I do not
rablish a system of .control by which, pense.
--. :.
ther that subway tracks may be
partment of public service.
the subject
the distinction shall be maintained
protective gaKes will be installed, brought to the surface to connect
:
It is agreed that work is In start entertain
has not been successful.
.
the Summit and Brockley-ay . -with surface tracks at locations and
at
piatton of
T do not express any personal opm-i crossingg 0f the Nickel Plate railroad
within twelve months and that a lug is unl
upon plans approved by the director
ion on the subject, since any personal; ln Lakewood. E. C. Doty, member, of public service. The ordinance more
double line of subway shall lie in are permit
engaged li
views'I may entertain are unimpor-; of the pu-h,]ic utilities commission,) exactly defines and limits conditions
operation within thirty months there- sort and f
fant.but in contemplation of the law, wag notifled yesterday by Frank B.
under which the company may avoid,
after. The line is to extend from the: proper sur:
of this state prize fighting is. unlawful, Cant
general counsel of that ■ the location of other structures m
and
Public Square to the city limits, or to Borne
while:sparring exhibitions are permitw
Thls action is the result
The enfc
parts of streets which it has planned
resort to
University
Circle
if
Euclid
avenue
i
ted and among those who are engaged
& campaign of agitation among
definitely to occupy.
,
members 0
in athletic developments ot one sort
authorities of
s
and
gchool
It provides that construction of the,
selected for the first underground line pen
to be
and another spar ring exhibitions m £akewood.
first line shall begin within , twelve
permitted
Priced at $550,000 Per Mile,
proper surroundings are regarded as]
_._... . _^
.. - I months of the passage of the amended |
[he amuse
pending it]
wholesome and harmless.
;
ordinance and completed within thirty.
Tubes are to be enlarged to prov
particular
. .The enforcement of the distinction
months thereafter.
In addition it
for
■
a
'
clear
height
of
not
less
than;
at
best ca!
iw o resort to the discretion of the'
" ___._..
stipulates that in case the subways
ing in tha
'twelve
feet
and
a
clear
width
of
not
ufdividua? members of the police de- APPROVE FIRE INSPECTION
ently has
shall have a clear height of not less
less than ten feet for each track trained .lis
partment who happen to be delegated
than twelve feet and a clear width
1 desire
The price at which the city can take
to attend the exhibitions permitted I Council Committee Favors Fifteen of not less than ten feet for each
head '
by the mayor apparently subjects. ..the
over the system is fixed at 5550,000 the
track, the price to be paid in case of
More Wardens.
into a com
' amusement to a varying standard,
purchase by the city or its nominee
per single track per mile. In the ering alonj
and of reci
depending upon the individvtal views
Council
committees
yesterday shall be $550,000 for every single
original subway grant the subway tions eithe
<of*the particular member' of the force placed their approval on the estab- track mile instead of $350,000, the
further lkr
was
designed
to
have
a
height
of
selected, and at best calls- upon men
price fixed when the subway was deTing exhit
eight feet and a width of six feet rules by r
with no special- training in that mat- lishment of a district fire inspection signed to have a height of .eight
ter to exercise what apparently has system calling for the services of feet and a width of six feet nine, nine inches. The purchase price was sequently i
exhibitions
to be a fairly experienced and trained I fourteen fire wardens and one chief inches for each track.
designated at $350,000 per mile.
vised as to
The company in a statement andiscretion.
W R. Hopkins, president of the l«».i 0f tht
j
fire
warden.
There
are
six
wardens
nounced that it is expected work ac1 desire to ask you whose names
subway company, declared last night
tually will begin before the expiration
are at the head of this letter to form J in the department
that the company expected to begin'
vourselves into a committee for tne
Council committees on fire and of the twelve months, but added that
operations' before the expiration ot
purpose of considering along broad finances at yesterday's meeting ap-, with the disturbed condition of the
the twelve months. Disturbed con-,
lines the entire question and of rec- proved an ordinance authorizing the financial market such a time allowommending to me a set of regula- appointment of eight additional war- ance is not unreasonable.
ditions of the financial word make,
Commissioner
Hobbs
in
his
report
tions either to be enacted by the dens and one chief warden at a salthe time allowance reasonaWe,
stated
he
has
been
informed
a
suscouncil as further limitations upon ary of $1,800 a year. The ordinance
ever, he said.
pended railway of the German type
the subject of sparring exhibitions or also authorizes the appointment of
Under ' the present grant «rK
could be constructed for about $470,to be promulgated as rules by me and two battalion chiefs.
000
a
mile
of
double
track.
The
res'hould have, started a yw M.
The new system will add $17,800 to
attached to permits subsequently isport also contains figures showing
sued whereby legitimate athletic ex- the cost of operating the department.
Councilman Thompson onto*> ««|
cost of systems ln Ijpw York and
hibitions can be permitted and so Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch
the company has ^^J*£M
other cities.
supervised as to prevent their vio- explained that ii the ordinance is
chise .by Its failure to start ^
Councilman E. A. Meyers attemptlating the intention of the statute passed inspections in each district
wants negotiations entuwiw"**
ed to bring about action on his long
will be n .de by lieutenants and capagainst prize fighting.
AsktorAV.&i.E.lWrt (
I suggest for your consideration tains under the general direction of pending ordinance requiring street
cars to stop at near side crossings.
^ Data'on the 'operation of devaWj
the following points; which seem to the warden in charge of the district.
Street Railway Commissioner Peter
me important:
railroads :was P^pared^ »:
Witt presented arguments against
1_The resrulation should provide that 110
Hobbs, commissioner of mtoM«
the
change.
Councilman
J.
W.
Reyliquor should bo sold at the exhibition or m
.and publicity. He says f ^
nolds proposed the matter be laid
a-Dlace Immediately contiguous thereto.
2^There should be no fighting to a finish
over. The ordinance was referred to
-merit of unit cost pnees » coOT
or to a decision, except upon points That is
the committee on street railways.
Jcated by local conditions. He, jpj.
"say, there should be no knockouts or deThe
department
of
public
utilities
cisions based upon the exhaustion ot an oyshowing that «*«««!
submitted a report showing the; result Insures
1J
°3--The participants in the exhibitions
of turbine and boiler tests at the Ihave been constructed as cheap'!
I should be either volunteers or paid, but not
new light plant. The report is favor- 1*279,544 per mile. 1 Tus does M '
lighting for a prize or an uncertain reward.
able. An ordinance was introduced Iclude equipment, nght of ^ I
I *™There should bo no clinching on lnauthorizing expenditure of an addi- Idamages. Hobbs iW^JJ
I fighting. nontestant3 si,ouia be subject to
tional $7,650 on the Edgewater bathelevated has certain ^"^J
I physical examination by a competent physihouse.
The cost of the structure excian before being admitted into the contest
Idlsadvantages when wmparea^
1
ceeded the amount the city had In
I gLsome person or persons approved by
I vou and recommended to. the mayor should
hand when the contract was let.
of the relative]
I be designated to be present at each such exhibition, enforcing the regulations made.
I 7—The regulations should provide a method
I of compensating the person to bo present as

I the 'public representative.
'
ir may -well be that there are other points
I that ought to be covered, or that some of the |
Isucgestions made by mo are impracticable.
|Tliey are submitted only as suggestions for |
your consideration.
Yours very truly,
,
MAYOR.

Imerits'of
the two system?:
The council-adopted
a resolution t^!
■questing the Governor ° *° ment|
Ider an investigation ^^J
■of the Wheeling & , „ nf tiie sys-1
Load,, with state purchase of the
|
Item in view.
Money Asked for BatM.°use.
Director of Public TJtHt.es Stage
Submitted a report sliowmg ^ » !
suits .of recent efficiency-tart* a
I
■new municipal luting P*£ £ the
lanteed efficiency was exceeded
j
Itests, Stage said.
service I
, The department of public b
r
Lsked for authority to expend an
Idit onal $7,660 at the new *"»v1 J
iKdgewater Park bathhouse. Perm
1 on to spend *«.M0 *w 5,°^ Hto
L boulevard from Woodland ii
I Vark to Oarfleld Park -s. al^oa^
Councilmen Reynolds,
1
land Foster were named on a c
mittee to consider, f ^W^
ladding citizen members to s
committees of the council.
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Lid on Professional
!
Boxing May Be Tilted
at Commission Meeting
meeting of Mayor Baker's
boxing commission is
tiled for this afternoon at 2 o'clock
Tubes „[he office of Directors Public Safety
Lat A Benesch, who will also act as
for
chairman of the boxing commission.
tough the new governing oody will
Mrdly get that far at today's meeting,
."understood that within a snort time
0 ent will he given to the staging of
n pro- professional bouts under supervision of
ar lines
ft
med by TnSlntbr'the first meeting of the
Rapid " Lnn Mavor Baker states that he
rvTg to admit that his effort to
d plans ls "Wm of control to dissubway [SSheX boxing for points and
fighting has not been a success,
night p''fthat'ne will rely upon the new gov
3 boav to look after this detail.
present
submit- Mayor Baker also su.bmitf,sev/_rai1 ?US;
Hnns but emphasizes the fact that
•mission
i exten- Fhee are merely.suggestions, that they
tv
prove impracticable and that it is
: and a
S to be considered necessary that they
mrehase
in the commissions
tted
roles unless this body feels- that they
?rred t<
are desirable.
of thj 0„e rule suggested by the mayor
mow t( indicates that he is not opposed to the
t propo "sumption of professionalbox.ng under
Thomp. the jurisdiction of his commission. The
incilmei rule proposed by the mayor would proiavor i Mbit boxing for a winner's and loser s
end but would allow a club to pay a
lmediat
fighter any amount agreed upon.
The first

neWly-aPPOlnted

I suggest for your consideration the following; points, which seem to me important:
1—The regulation should provide that no
liquor should be sold at the exhibition or in
a place immediately continguous thereto.
2—There should be no fighting to a finish
or to a decision, except upon points. That is
to': say, there should be no knockouts or decisions based upon the exhaustion of an opponent.
3—The participants in the exhibitions
should be either volunteers or paid, but not
fighting for a prize or an uncertain reward.
4—There should be no clinching or infighting.
5—All contestants should be subject to
physical examination by a competent physician before being admitted into the contest.
6—Some person or persons approved by you
and recommended to the mayor should be
designated to be present at each such exhibition, enforcing the regulations made.
7—The regulations should provide a method
of compensating the person to be present as
the public representative.
It may well be that there are other points
that ought to be covered, or that some of the
suggestions made by me are impracticable.
They are submitted only as suggestions for
your consideration.
Tours very truly,
NEWTON D. BAKER, Mayor.

"JAY WALKERS" PROMISED:
IMMUIMITY FROM POLICEI
Police will make no effort to enforce the recently enacted ordinance
prohibiting the crossing of streets at
other than crosswalks and requiring
pedestrians to stop and start at the
signal of traffic patrolmen.
"The enforcement of the ordinance
would be decidedly unpopular'' and
cannot be done at this-time," said
Director of Public Safety Benesch i
yesterday.

The Mayor's Letter.
The mayor's letter in full follows: .
a repor
November 9, 1914.
railroa] Hr A A Benesch, Mr. Charles A. Otis.,
Mr .Tames J. McGinty, Mr. M. J. Lavin,
Mr. Arthur H. Day, City.
oeked ii Gentlemen-For some time an effort has
ice car been made in Cleveland to distinguish beprize fighting, which is prohibited unet intei weenlevere.
penalties by the statutes of Ohio,
sparring exhibitions which the statute
Jiorizes to be permitted by the mayor in
:
ularly organized athletic clubs and pub- BUILDERS TCTGET BONUS
gymnasiums.
! .
he distinction between a sparring exhi- * ON FILTRATION CONTRACT;
Von and a prize fight is a question of dee as well as a question of the attendant
iumsta'nces under which the encounter
Big bonuses were assured th,a John
;es place, and I am obliged to admit
t my efforts up to the present time to es- F. Casey Company for the eae'rly!
■J 'noJi illsh a system of control by which the completion of the Division avenue']
•9U0.M
itinction shall be maintained has not filtration plant yesterday, when D'i-'|
n successful.
not express any personal opinion on rector of Public Utilities Stage an-'
I TJ 9191IJ i do
subject, since any personal views I may nounced that the work probably |
10 }09»9 tertain are unimportant, but in contemjtlon of the law of this state prize fight- l would be completed by December 15. I
g is unlawful while sparring exhibitions! The company will be paid $400 for !
e permitted, and among those who are !
igaged in athletic developments of one j every day prior to June 1, 1915, in j
[9A8 JO H\ rt and another sparring exhibitions in , which the work is finished.
TO SOSTOO 'oper surroundings are regarded as whole- '
3me and harmless.
Q..Iul0Kr «The enforcement of the distinction by a
i„
imiStsort
to the discretion of the individual
HI Surras I
nbers of the police department who hap■ISITtPN (en t0 i,6 delegated to attend the exhibitions
emitted by the mayor apparently subjects
he amusement to a varying standard, delenchng upon the individual views of the
CITY TO PICK INSPECTOR—
(0 euo SB )articu]ar member of the force selected, and
it best calls upon men'with no special train- Examinations for the position of
ing in that matter to exercise what apparnoo mi ently has to be a fairly experienced arid assistant smoke inspector are announced for November 23. The
ijaoirco (rained discretion.
to ask you whose names are at position pays $2,000 a year.
;jdo JIIOA* theI desire
head of this letter to form yourselves
ipa '0 into a committee for the purpose of considANNEXATION HEARING SET— j
ering along broad lines the entire question
and of recommending to me a» set of regula - Annexation of a portion of South j
tions either to be enacted by the council as Brooklyn township, between Linn\raino further limitations upon the subject of spar•30UH suo ring exhibitions or to be promulgated as dale and Ridge roads, will be conin tos: rules by me and attached to permits sub- I sidered by the council committee
sequently issued whereby legitimate athletic
exhibitions can be permitted and so super- J on judiciary at a public hearing tocm! UIOJjHvised as to prevent their violating the inten il morrow.
UK) jtoilB.*" of tlle statute against prize flghtins.
psBIjjao
11) W9IJ. '

1 jo BqttlJI

it sWH
i iw'XJ
>0I0f
I jo vot.
[|M 8SOT
t) Will

#
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WILL EXPLAIN BOXING BOARD
SUBWAY PLANS MEETS NOV. 17
Councilmen sitting as a corhmittee
of the whole Wednesday afternoon
will hear from W. R. Hopkins, president of the Cleveland Rapid Transit
Company, holder of the subway grant,
a detailed explanation of the com- j
pany's plans. Service Director Sidlo \
said that Hopkins will make his com- j
pany's policy clear.
Sidlo said Tuesday he did not ex- .
pect strong opposition to amendments presented to council Monday
night.
Changes council will pass on are:
One line of double track subway must
be in operation within 30 months
after work is started, from Public
Square to the city limits on any street
except Euclid avenue, in which case
University circle is the limit; within
three years after the first line is in
operation, five additional miles of
double track tubes must have been .
built, and in each succeeding two |
years, five more miles are to be in I
operation. Dimensions of terminals!
also are specified. The right to make
any underground line a four-track
one also is reserved by the Hopkins
company.

AUTOISTS MUST 0BE1
BUT NOT
According to Safety Director Ben!e$ch, automobile owners must pay
attention to the safety zone rules in
| downtown districts, even though the j
i boundary lines are becoming hard to
! distinguish.
He threatens arrests.
! Chains and standards have been orjdered for winter use.
1 But, on the other hand, police will
'not make any effort to enforce the
'recently enacted "jay-walking" ordi■ nance, compelling pedestrians to stop
land start at the signal of traffic poi licemen.
According to Benesch, enforcement;
j of the ordinance would be unpopular
i and is- not practicable now.

The Cleveland boxing committee,
consisting of Charles A. Otis. Safety
Director Benesch, H. J. Lavin and
Arthur H. Day, will not meet Tuesday as originally planned. The eom' mittee will meet for the first time
Tuesday, November 17, in the office
' of Director Benesch, chairman of
! the committee.
While no official announcement has
; been made, it is generally accepted
j that the meeting pertains
to the
' campaign which is now being waged
| with the view of reviving the profes! sional sport in Cleveland.
In his letter to the commissioners
Mayor Baker suggests a rule which
would prohibit boxing for a winner';; and loser's end, but would allow a club to pay any amount agreed
upon.
Mayor Baker has made seven suggestions in all; but emphasizes that
they are merely suggestions and are
'only submitted for consideration. The'
commissioners will discuss the suggestions at length November IT and it
is likely they will take some definite
stand in regard to the readmission
of the "pros."

INVITE CRITICS TO HAVE
SAY ON APPROPRIATIONS I
Council appropriations committee
early next month will begin setting
aside funds for each department for
1915, if Finance Director Coughlin has
his way. Also, especial pains are to
be taken to give the widest publicity ■
possible to the committee's work.
Coughlin said Tuesday he intended :
inviting every critic of the administration to attend and make suggestions. More protests than ever before
have been recorded this year against',
Mayor Baker's manner of handling
city finances, so department directors
plan to start in with a clean state.
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HIGH CLASS FIGHT WOMEN LEADERS
AS JAYWALKERS
STARS ONLY WILL
BE BROUGHT HERE
Cleveland is to.have a $100,000
pavilion in which to hold boxing
matches as soon as possible after
Mayor Baker's boxing commission
frames its rules for governing the
game here.
Prominent men who are interested in the ring game are
raising the money with which to
erect the structure.
They have
their site picked and say that by
the time the commission makes
its stand known they will be
ready to begin work on the audi-1
torium. The building will be con-i
structed especially for boxing.
I
Only two things stand in the
way of the project.
The building will not be erected if the commission reports it is
not advisable to lift the lid. It
will not be built unless the commission promulgates rules that
will bar out fly-by-night promoters who can wreck the game
in a few weeks.
The commission's rules must be
such that only high class performers can be brought here and
the bouts conducted upon the
highest possible plane. If the
commission protects the promoters the promoters of the project
will protect the commission by
giving Cleveland the best possible
class of boxing.
That the lid is ready to come
'off is indicated in a letter Mayor
Baker addressed to his commission, which was scheduled to hold
its first meeting in Safer Benesch's
office Tuesday afternoon.
The mayor asks the commission

to frame rules for conducting the
game here. He stipulates he will]
allow no prize fights, but desiresi
to permit boxing exhibitions.
Safer Benesch, Charles A. Otis,:
James J. McGinty, M. J. Lavin and
Arthur H. Day form the commission appointed to draw up the
rules. They may be retained as
a permanent boxing commission, if
the lid is lifted.

PROVIDE ROAD CASH
Server Sidlo
said. Tuesday
$7(550 named in an ordinance received by council Monday night
for completion of Edgewater
bathhouse, is chiefly for a cement
road between the house and park
embankment. It includes also, he
said, cost of lockers, fixtures and
other equipment. .

KEEPS UP CAR FIGHT
Councilman Meyer said Tuesday he will not abandon his fight
for an ordinance requiring all
street cars to stop at the "near"
side of street intersections.
Council Monday
night
rereferred Meyer's measure to the
street railways committee.
Tractioner Witt said that under
this arrangement car riders in
the winter time often would be
obliged to wade through snow for
7 5 feet.

CITS MAYAiD COUNCIL STATE CONVENTION TO
SEE BAB^CARE SHOW
Councilmen Reynolds.. Bernstein and Foster will meet Thursday to evolve a plan for amendI ment of council rules by which
I citizens may be made advisory
; members of council committees.
I President
Thompson
Monday
! night named the three a commitI tee to prepare such a plan.
Reynolds, originator of the
idea, said Tuesday he believes cooperation of citizens and councilmen in committee work will result in more satisfactory council
legislation. .

PLANT01EA
SUBWAY CHANGE
Council, as.a committee of the
whole, will begin consideration of
the amended subway ordinance
Wednesday, afternoon.
The amended ordinance, containing an extension of time and
other new agreements tentatively
arranged by W. R. Hopkins, representing the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Co., Mayor Baker and Server Sidlo, was offered in council
Monday night.
Here are the chief changes in
the new ordinance:
Actual work must start in
12 months after passage of
ordinance.

\V.: H, Winans, secretary of the
welfare ' department,
Tuesday
shipped to Columbus the city's
baby care exhibit, where it will:
be displayed'at the state conference of charities and corrections.
It will be brought back next
week and continued on its round
of Cleveland factories, where hundreds of men daily are being
shown how to take care of tinbaby.
Stairways at stations must
be five feet wide and the entrance six feet wide and 20
feet long.
The server is given strict
supervision over construction
work of the transit company.
The first line shall be completed 30 months from passage
of ordinance.
If the subways have a clear
height of not less than 12 feet
and clear width of not less than
10 feet, instead of a height of
eight feet and width of six feet
and nine inches, as provided in
the old franchise, the price, if
the city decides to buy, shall be
$550,000 instead of $350,000 a
mile.
Hopkins will be asked Wednesday to tell his exact progress in
financing the project.

Now comes Coroner Byrne with
a campaign to educate the women. For—
Since Safer Benesch tied the can
To Coroner Byrne's jaywalking plan,
Coroner Byrne is a sad, sad man.
"I know," Byrne said Tuesday,
"why this jaywalking ordinance
won't work.
It's the women.
When a woman decides to get on
the other side of the street, she's
going to cross—right then and
there, crosswalk or no crosswalk."
"Surely,"
replied
Benesch,
"and do you suppose I'm going to
subject every woman in this town
to a possible fine of $50 just because she won't use crosswalks?"
Benesch gave up Monday.
"Maybe a jaywalking ordinance
goes in San Francisco," he said,
"but people aren't in such a hurry
out there."
"By personal observation I am
able to say," Byrne said, "that
the unpopularity of the jaywalking ordinance is entirely due to
the women. Ten women violate
it to one man. I'm going to see
if I can't evolve some scheme to
educate the women."

WHAT COUNCIL DID
Here's what council accomplished Monday night:
Received and referred to
committee amended ordinance
giving Cleveland Rapid Transit
Co. 12 months in which to
start work on subway, and
making several changes in
franchise.
Re-referred to committee
ordinance
providing
street
cars shall stop on "near" side
of street intersections.
Passed resolution calling on
state officials
to
ascertain
value and suggest plan of state
purchase of Wheeling & Lake
Erie railroad.
Authorized President Thompson to name a committee to report on advisability of amending rules so citizens may be
made advisory members of
council committees.
Received report from R. W.
Hobbs, commissioner of information and publicity, on the
cost of elevated and other
forms of street railways.
Referred resolution providing new $2500 auto for fire department.
Gave first reading to ordinance authorizing Server Sidlo
to spend $7650 in completing
Edgewater bathhouse.
Received ordinance authorizing expenditure of $18,000
for grading and otherwise improving East-blvd
between
Union-av and E. 116th-st.

,

Believes Professional Game
Gan be Made Attractive
and Safe.
MEETING OF COMMISSION
POSTPONED FOR A WEEK
Marotta, Eagles and Federal
A- C. Shows Have
Good Cards.
BY WALTEB C. KELLY.

Owing to the absence of Charles
1 A.,Otis from the city the proposed
{meeting of Mayor Baker's boxing
! commission to discuss the advisaj bility of sanctioning bouts here did
not take place yesterday afternoon
;; as scheduled. A. A. Benesch, dill rector of public safety, who is a

.member of the commission, had the
meeting postponed until Otis' re! turn, which will probably be on
;next Tuesday.
; "I am in favor of the plan to
liberalize boxing in Cleveland as suggested by the mayor's comniunication," said Director Benesch. "In my
opinion, there is less danger of anything unfortunate happening, in
bouts between professionals than in
amateur contests; for the profes< sionals are better equipped to take
care of themselves, both in the way
of experience and otherwise, and
they are not likely to get excited and
go to mixing it up.
Councilman James McGinty. another of the commission said: ''There
is no finer form of sport than boxing when properly conducted. But
I in order to thrive, the game must be
' kept ctean. It must be regulated so
. that onesided bouts will be proi hibited. The people who pay their
money for the privilege of witnessing the bouts must be given proper
protection. In the past we have seen
■ too many onesided affairs, and they
helped to kill the sport. This thing
of paying some star boxer a big sum
of money to come on and box some
■ fourth rater is a mistake, and never
fails to do harm. Then we have
seen men who paid good prices for
j reserved seats unable to get to these
■ seats, while fellows who came in on
i standing room tickets would make a
I grand rush just-before the main
bout and help themselves to the
choicest seats in the house. Such
happenings would be impossible with
a boxing commission in charge of the
sport."
. .
Michael Lavin, also a member of
tho
commission,
said:
"I
read
the j
HOLDS PURIFICATION
mayor's communication with much I
for I have always been
CAN'T BOOST PRICES asatisfaction,
lover of clean boxing. I have boxed
Councilman Smith said Tues-!
considerable myself, and I know the
exercise has been beneficial to me In
day that cost of milk pasteuriza- I
more ways than one. Public boxing j
tion is not more than one mill a j
when conducted along proper lines,,
quart, and that if the pasteuriza-' , and under the right sort of super-1
'vision,
cannot help but obtain the
tion ordinance passes milk dealindorsement of ^he public for j
ers cannot fairly use this as an I
doubt if there is any branch of sport
excuse for raising milk prices.
more thrilling or more popular.
,
The ordinance is to be discussed at a public hearing Friday.',
Will Asklncrcasei.
The mayor's budget wU,^
the council Monday nUfrtJW*
heads yesterday weref comp« „ of
mates and the work ° e^V., , Jlaoy
the figures is "earing conipletW ^
departments are ask ng W
iy
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REJECT HEAT GRANT TALK JUDGE MEALS

Club to Warn "Jaywalkers"
+■ ♦

+.

.+ •+ +

peclares Request for Service Victor Sincere Also Considis Pressed by People
ered, Leaders
Affected.
State.
BY WALKER S. BUEI..
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating!
(Jo. refused yesterday to accept the
In early discussions among Repubsteam heating extension grant passed J licans of possible candidates for
by city council at a recent meeting, j mayor next year, the name of Judge
Notice of the rejection was forwarded j Walter D. Meals of the court of apthe city clerk yesterday by Secretary,1 peals is mentioned conspicuously.
S, C. D. Johns of the Illuminating'
Talk of Judge Meals sprang up sudcompany.
denly yesterday as a report went
The company in its letter states
STHL^h1* J?ua recent inference
under the ordinance as amended no pi a number of business men he had
°f ^orably.^e name
reasonable inducements are offered ofevic?n°r Zmce
®
™ ™™ considered at
the way of return, security of prin- the^»m«
the same time, it was stated.
cipal and duration of employment of ,„Jta news t0 me," the judge said
the capital invested.
MendTTT ,He added that while]
friends had asked him at different
The amendment to the ordinance
6 dW not take
tilX
under aS!
nt
was offered by Councilman Harry C.'i S?
the Question of running for
Gahn. It defines the method that mayor he had given no serious
l shall be used in taking over the steam | thought to their comments.
heating: mains if the city wishes toj n„ i naume of C- A- °tis of Otis &
purchase.
Rn*?mhas figured in first tentative
dlscu
Councilman Gahn declares the cityj mlteriir
ssions of mayoralty

the, company the right to extend
mains in Huron-rd S. E. and Walnutav N. K
The company in its letter declares
the request for the extensions outlined in the ordinance as originally

tion1?0^Cti°2' tf° °r

three deIe a

& -

£'3f*"ei?ds ha™ Proposed the
subject of being a candidate for
mayor to Judge Willis Vickery of i
common pleas court. The judge has
ff?„nded*» °* them that MThome
is m Lakewood.
"Move back into the city," his
friends reply.
'

introduced arises from pressure upow
OPPOSES CHARITY PLAIV.
the company by people who desire the
service and by the necessity of main- Foundation Survey Head Seeks
to
taining satisfactory service In cerPrevent Duplication.
tain districts where service iv no \
being rendered.
The plan of turning over public
funds to private charitable agencies
to care for work now being done by
the city outdoor relief department is
net favored by Director Allen T
Burns of the Cleveland Foundation
Survey, who is now investigating priand public relief agencies with
WILL CONSIDER SUBWAY GRANT. vate
a view to suggesting a plan, of correlating the work and * preventing
Council to Meet With President duplication.
°
Director Burns and his assistants
Hopkins This Afternoon.
met with Mayor Baker yesterday
The mayor also stated that he conCars used by the Cleveland Rail- I
way Co. and the interu,ban **» , curred in Director Burna' idas_
Cleveland subways because they are I
to P?Lutnl «uot<°n. accordfn*
Cleveland Rapid Tran-i? V", °f th« '■
extending the £ fLMJnd3ny ni
S*t
™y £m i"
/,Work
von*methe ofsubway
a nd fix
$550 nnn st„
«g a
^l^bl^Vchase^ciau^16 track

"Smrros

fqwsrp
P UAIO jno rri ar>vm or Q
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Mayor Wants Motorboat Harbor.
Mayor Baker has proposed a plan for
'the construction of a downtown motor
boat harbor, which is to be worked up
by park engineers the next few weeks
so that an estimate can be prepared
and work begun early next year. The
construction of a small bay near the
W. 3d-st end of the city tract of made
and on the water front is favored by
toe mayor.

+, + +

+ +. +

Women Plan Safety Crusade

Co. Officials Say Republicans Discuss Court of
Purchase Clause WeakAppeals Jurist as Possiens Investment.
ble Candidate..

charter requires the council to ini elude in every grant that is passed
i a clause denning the method of purchase in the event the city desires to
take over the property of the grantee. I
The ordinance recently passed gives
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Club to Warn "Jaywalkers"
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BY WALKER S. BCBL.
In early discussions among Republicans of possible candidates for
mayor next year, the name of Judge
Walter D. Meals of the court of appeals is mentioned conspicuously.
Talk of Judge Meals sprang up suddenly yesterday as a report went
around that in a recent conference
of a number of business men, he had
been spoken of favorably. The name
of Victor Sincere was considered at
the same time, it was stated.
"It's news to me," the judge said
last evening.
He added that while
friends had asked him at different
times why he did not take under advisement the question of running for
mayor, he
had given no
serious
thought to their comments.
The name of C. A. Otis of Otis &
Co. also has figured in first tentative
Republican discussions of mayoralty
material.
Since election, two or three delegacharter requires the council to include in every grant that is passed tions of friends have proposed the
subject
of being a candidate for
a clause defining the method of purchase in the event the city desires to mayor to Judge Willis Vickery of
take over the property of the grantee. I common pleas court. The judge has
.The ordinance recently passed gives reminded all of them that his home
is in Lakewood.
"Move back into the city," his
thq company the right, to extend
mains in Huron-rd S. E. and Walnut- friends reply.
avN. K.
The company in its letter declares
the request for the extensions outlined in the ordinance as originally
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
rj0. refused yesterday to accept the!
steam heating extension grant passed j
by city council at a recent meeting. I
Notice of the rejection was forwarded )
the city clerk yesterday by Secretary'
S, C. T>. Johns of the Illuminating!
company.
The company in its letter states
under the ordinance as amended no |
reasonable inducements are offered,'
in the way of return, security of prin-'
cipa! and duration of employment of J
the capital invested.
The amendment to the ordinance
was offered by Councilman Harry C. i
Gahn. It defines the method that|
shall be used in taking over the steam i
heating mains if the city wishes toj
purchase.
Councilman Gahn declares the cityl
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OPPOSES CHARITY PLAN.
introduced arises from pressure upon'
the company by people who desire triM
Foundation
Survey Head Seeks to
service and by the necessity of main-?
Prevent Duplication.
taining satisfactory service in cer-:
tain districts where service is, now;
The plan of turning over public
being rendered.
funds to private charitable agencies
to care for work now being done by
the city outdoor relief department is
not favored by Director Allen T.
Burns of the Cleveland Foundation
Survey, who is now investigating private and public relief agencies with
WILL CONSIDER SUBWAY GRANT. a view to suggesting a plan, of correlating the work and t preventing
Council to Meet With President duplication.
Director Burns and his assistants
Hopkins This Afternoon.
met with Mayor Baker yesterday.
The mayor also stated that he conCars used by the Cleveland Rail- j curred in Director Burns' idaa_
way Co. and the interurban lines i
could not be used in the proposed i
Cleveland subways because they are i
?„0tT.of -sieel instruction, according
ft President W. II. Hopkins of thl '
Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co! i
Mr. Hopkins will appear before the
P™* this.afternoon to explain thl'
w,s °i ^n amended ordinance introduced in council Monday nifjht
»nt6»nhd„mg Jhe tlme for darting work
»n the subway system and fixing a
yaue of $550,000 per single trick
phe in the purchase clause

Mayor Wants Motorboat Harbor.
Mayor Baker has proposed a plan for
the construction of a downtown motor
boat harbor, which is to be worked up
by park engineers the next few weeks
io that an estimate can be prepared
8nd work begun early next year. The
construction of a small bay near the
W. 3d-st end of the city tract of made
land on the water front is favored by
the mayor.
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Women Plan Safety Crusade

peclares Request for Service Victor Sincere Also Considered, Leaders
is Pressed by People
State.
Affected.
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Benesch Will Be Asked to Speak
on Dangers of Crossing Streets
"on Impulse" as First Aid
to Volunteer Workers.
- ■ Personal instruction as to the propj (?r way to cross the street and indii vidual warning against the terrors
|.of "jaywalking," is the^aim of a com| mittee , of eight club ' women to be
j named today at a meeting of the
(Woman's Civic Association
public library.

in

the

Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president of
the association, will present to the
club women a plan to co-operate with
Director of Public Safety Benesch in
a campaign
of
education against
crossing the street "on impulse," regardless of street crossings or traffic
rules.
Benesch Asked to Speak.
Benesch" was'invited to address the
organization on ways in which it
might obvipte "jaywalking."
"I think it would be good to have
a committee of at least ■ eight women
who will meet with Mr. Benesch and
discuss the best .'-method of instructing pedestrians on the proper and improper
methods
of
crossing
the
streets," said Mrs.,Herbr|i%; '
"Members of this conjillifcee might
be stationed at the.pri^^ai.'corneipg^i
while others could patrol Euclid,:''Superior and the Public Scjuare,. They
would speak to violators of the 'jaywalking' ordinance." ' .
Director Benesch has" given up the
idea of enforcing the a-nt-i-^'jaywalking" ordinance, declaring it could not
be well enforced at this time. Coroner Byrne, nothing daunted, said a
campaign
of education
was
the
thing; that it was all the- fault of
women, anyway, and that they should
be taught the error of dashing "kitty-rcorrier',' across the street.
Experience Proves Lesson.
A committee from the Woman's
Civic Association, composed of Mrs.
Herbruck, Mrs. J. K. Parker and
Mrs. W. H. Corlett,. of Warrensville,
met with Director Benesch last week
l to confer on the plan to estaplisdi
I safety zones, an idea fostered by the
I association. These three women will
probably serve on the new committee.
Mrs. Parker is recording secretary!
j Another officer who may be on the
committee to school careless pedesI trians is Mrs. Perry L. Hobbs, vice
i president.
Miss Marie Tansey, 2410 B. 55th
I street, became interested in an anti"jaywalking" crusade of her own yesterday, as the result of an experience with Patrolman Charles Ber<*
doing traffic duty at E. 13:h street
and Euclid avenue.
Miss Tansey started across at a
tangent, but was halted by the patrolman.
She confessed s.i.j wos
(startled at first. Berg was showing
her the correct way to cross the
I street. .

J
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THE city boxing commission did
not meet yesterday because
Safety Director Benesch had
an important engagement he could
not pass up. As Mr. Benesch is
slated to act as chairman of. the
boxing commission the meeting of
that body was postponed until next
Tuesday afternoon.
Until the board, which consists of
Albert A. Benesch, Charles A. Otis,
Mike Lavin, Arthur Day and Councilman J. J. McGlnty, holds its organization meeting no announcement
as to the possibility of professional
boxing will be made officially, but
It is a cinch bet that the game will
be allowed.
Of course, the new commission will
be in charge and will see to it that
the objectionable features of the
sport, as allowed in some cities, are
eliminated.
For instance, it is probable there
will be a rule prohibiting the selling
of standing room, another regulating the sale of tickets and the giving
Of complimentaries to city, county
and state officials, and it is certain
the commission will have a rule
doing away with noisy and profane
seconds.
The conduct of spectators will also
come in for some regulation by the
city commission. There will be allowed no hurling of personal remarks at any boxer.
"In a word," explained one of the
commissioners yesterday, "what I
believe all of us aim to try to do is
to work out the boxing problem so
that any minister in town can walk
into any club in town, witness a boxing show and not have anything
done to shock his finer sensibilities.
"We know there'll be nothing objectionable from the boxers, but occasionally the seconds and spectators become so excited that they
overstep the.aroper bounds."
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THE city boxing commission did
not meet yesterday because
Safety Director Benesch had
an important engagement he could
not pass up. As Mr. Benesch is
slated to act as chairman of. the
boxing commission the meeting of
that body was postponed until next
Tuesday afternoon.
Until the board, which consists of
Albert A. Benesch, Charles A. Otis,
Mike Lavin, Arthur Day and Councilman J. J. McGinty, holds its organization meeting no announcement
as to the possibility of professional
boxing will be made officially, but
It is a cinch bet that the game will
be allowed.
Of course, the new commission will
be in charge and will see to it that
the objectionable features of the
sport, as allowed in some cities, are
eliminated.
For instance, it is probable there
will be a rule prohibiting the selling
of standing room, another regulating the sale of tickets and the giving
of complimentaries to city, county
and state officials, and it is certain
the commission will have a rule
doing away with noisy and profane
seconds.
The conduct of spectators will also
come in for some regulation by the
city commission. There will be allowed no hurling of personal remarks at any boxer.
"In a word," explained one of the
commissioners yesterday, "what I
believe all of us aim to try to do is
to work out the boxing problem so
that any minister in town can walk
into any club in town, witness a boxing show and not have anything
done to shock his finer sensibilities.
"We know there'll be nothing objectionable from the boxers, but occasionally the seconds and spectators become so excited that they
overstep the~uroper bounds."
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for state appointment were Floyd E.
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Waite, who was secretary to Paul
"They a
Howland while Rowland was in Consure from
gress; Samuel Norrigan, railroad
Heasonabl
man; Councilman Alva E. Dittrick,
return, se
Thomas Brennan, business agent of
ration of
the metal polishers' union, and H. D.
Invested
Lingenfelter, Republican leader in the
paniments
First ward.
Ital In an;
vision of '
Baker Candidacy in DouM.
no such ii
.Democrats are still puzzled over
Heating
who they will run for mayor. Mayor
to supply
Baker's decision whether to be a can-1
England t
didate or not is still unspoken and
tag and
that is holding the situation In cheek, j
Councllma
none of the other receptive candithe measu
dates desiring at this time to come
The coi
out in opposition to him.
passed a
"I have not even announced to myKtopie CU
self whether I will run or not," the
McGmty's
mayor said.
[Vincent ai
A story was current yesterday and j
[keen defe
was heard in the most influential cir-'j
'were then
cles that Mr. Baker had told personal]
jance, am
friends that he would make up his)
mind within a fortnight. The mayor]
Assistant
dictator of
refused to comment in any way when j
asked if this was true.
»M last ni
Mr. Baker said that one act rf his,
be put to
Sense in
which politicians generally construed
fern in its
as indicating his intention of becomv
ing a candidate^'^J^£v earlng on
Plained the
Jf
the situation*—*~
^ '*•%'*--«tea meeting ,
ment of a boxing ^ -Mission, V
mediately after the election In *L
the liberal strength was oeiwntJ
strated, was regarded as a plain 1>\^
for liberal support. Mr. Baker "m.^
that was not his motive in taking
the step.
tocher in Receptive Mooa.
Party leaders generally expect
that Mr. Baker will make the race,
since they believe his administration
will be the issue and can best be defended by himself. They said that
if he did not run, the chances were
much against any of his cabinet being the nominee, in spite of MrBaker's supposed desire to he.succeeded by C. W. Stage or Thomas
Sidlo. The Democratic leaders say
that with a member of the cabinet
running on Mr. Baker's record
the situation would parallel the
campaign of 1911, when Frank Or.
Hogen ran on Mayor Baehr s administrative record.
Of the others considered, a stronD
faction favors Cyrus Locher county
prosecutor, who is regarded as a I
receptive candidate. Another faction
I in the court house favors E. B. iiaserodt.
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LAX INSPECTION HELD SAYS CITY WILL !
BAD PAVEMENT CAUSE TAKE HEATING DOWNTOWN
3-CENT LIGHT
'Dr. Charles S. Howe's Report
Says City Expends Only Half
What it Should on Repairs.

Declines
Proposals
.aunch Company
Containing Civic Owner- j
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ship Clause as Approved
by Council Action.
i
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SEVERAL BIG BUILDINGS
MUST CHANGE SYSTEMS)
Extensions on Vincent and Walnut Avenues and Huron Road
Upset by Decision.
g#wal big down-town stores and
buildings and the new Moose
Cl* in Walnut avenue must underp changes in heating systems, as a
result of municipal ownership clauses
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Company.
Officials of the company yesterday
refuted to accept a franchise ■ granting extensions In
Walnut avenue,
Huron road and Vincent avenue. The
grants were the subject of a bitter
fight in the council. They were passed
In blanket form, after being amended i
bj Councilman Gahn to provide for j
municipal purchase of the mains at
a price fixed by arbitrators.
In rejecting the grant, S. C. D. j
Johns, secretary of the Illuminating j
Company, said:
"Applications for franchises arise |
from pressure brought upon the com- V
pany by people who desire the serv- f
Ice and by the necessity of maintain- j
ins satisfactory service in certain
districts where service is now sup- j
piled,
"The results of the operation of the
steam heating system of the compa- j
ny in the down-town district are not j
such as to offer any inducement to
the company to seek any extensions
to this system.
"They are sought only under pressure from users and would-be users.
Reasonable inducement in the way of
return, security of principal and duration of employment of the capital
Invested are all necessary accompaniments for the attraction of capital in any business. Under the provision of the ordinance, as amended,
no such inducement is offered."
Heating extensions were intended
to supply Halle Brothers, the New >
England building, Nottingham build- i
and Moose Club, according to
Councilman McGinty, who introduced '
the measures.
The council several weeks ago
passed a separate grant for the 1
Mop|e Club, but reconsidered it at'
McGlnty's request, after grants for
Vincent avenue and Huron road had
been defeated. The three streets !
wre" then included in a blanket ordi- j
nance, amended by Gahn.
Assistant Law Director Mooney, past
dictator of the Loyal Order of Moose,
last night the organization would
be put to considerable additional expense in revising the heating system in its new building. Mooney exPlained the action of the company at
meeting of the order.

Lack of proper inspection by the
j city was blamed for the urgent need
! of repaving fifty miles of Cleveland's
j 500 miles of streets, and repairing 250
j miles more, in a report submitted
' last night to the Chamber of Indusj try by Dr. Charles S. Howe, presiI dent of Case School of Applied
i Science. Dr. Howe was appointed'
i last March as one of a committee of
fifteen, representing twenty-five civics
organizations, to investigate city
pavements,
j "The city does not expend half as
' much yearly on repaving and repairI ing as it should," he said. "The
; street railway company does not live
' up to its franchise in keeping tha
pavement between its tracks repaired, and the city is lax in enforcing this provision of" the franchise.
"Cleveland taxpayers furnish funds
for 85 per cent of the construction,
maintenance and repair of county
roads outside the city. The city
council and the mayor should do all
in their power to get the county
commissioners to pave the eightyfive miles of city streets which are
also county roads. This is the only
way the city can get its just share
of the county road tax."
The report is to be passed on by
the board of directors of the chamber, at its next meeting. The chamber as a whole will pass on the recommendation of the board.

Action of the Illuminating company in refusing to accept steam
heat line franchises in downtown
streets because council attached a
municipal ownership string will serve
to hasten the time when the city Is
to take over the Illuminating- company's entire plant. Lighting Commissioner Ballard declared Wednesday.
.Ballard estimated it would take between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 to purchase the company's steam plant and(
lines and make necessary repairs.
Plans for a municipal heating plant
in the business section have been,
sidetracked because of the municipal
ownership plan, Ballard said.
"Some one must provide heat for
downtown office buildings," Ballard'
declared. "The city won't stand for;
a separate plant and smoking stack ]
on ea.ch skyscraper."
> The Moose club, "Walnut avenue;
the New England building, Brown-,
Ing, King & Co. and the Halle Bros. '
new addition are the downtown
structures affected by the Illuminat-!
ing company's, refusal to accept the
franchises.

ATH
DER COSTS
5,000
Park department officials were.;
b'usy Wednesday trying to make the i
best of a bad situation, caused by the j
construction of the new Edgewater
park bathhouse directly on the |
water's edge.' Three stone walls, two]
of them 1.1 2 feet long and the third
LOO. are being: built in the lake, directly in front of the $175,000 structure, to protect it from fall and
spring storms and to insure at least
ar semblance of a beach next summer.
If rough weather continues contractors will not be able to put in
the walls, leaving the bathhouse
practically unprotected from storms i
and ice this winter, Park Engineer I
Xcwiiiun says.
Recent gales on the I
lake have thrown waves five and six
feet up the middle section of the i
JLOW bathhouse, Water marks show.
At present there is a 60-foot beach
between the lake and the northwest
corner of the bathhouse, but at the
middle and easterly sections the lake
even when calm, rolls ,up to within
three feet of the structure. .. Park
department officials ordered the
walls built to afford protection
against ice, which northwesterly
winds would pile up against the bath- .
house.
"The cost will be slight when the
results are figured,". Newman declared Wednesday. "In time enough
sand to cover the walls, now standing
three feet out of water, will be washed
up.
In addition, ice won't pile up j
so fast and danger from that source I
will be avoided."
j

Before June 1, 1915, Cleveland
will have a real "great white
way."
Legislation providing a $200,000 bond issue for a new lighting
system covering the entire downtown business district will be introduced in council Monday night.
All lights now used downtown
will be replaced by 504 standard
lights similar to those installed
this summer in the East-end
boulevard system. Electricity will be furnished)
from the new muny light plant,,in*
cidentally bringing to the central
retail district 3-'cent light.
Server Sidlo and Light Commissioner Ballard, who have placed
their final o k on the white way;
plans, say the project will transform the main business district of.
Cleveland from a wretchedlylighted section into a blaze of
light.
Vote Unnecessary;
Council has
leeway for the
bond issue without exceeding its
limitations for the year and need
not submit it to a vote. The
bonds will be up for sale in three
months. Meanwhile experiments
with new lights in Euclid-av east
of E. Ninth-st will govern the city
I in its choice between hydrogen
and magnetide lights.
Ballard said Thursday it will
be easy for him to complete installation of the lights by June 1,
1915.
There will be two classes .of
lights-—those that will burn until
: midnight, and others . that, will,
burn all night.; The standards and
globes will be chosen by competitive bidding. One of the requirements will be attractiveness in
design.
To Cost $60 a Year.
Sidlo figures that the cost for j
each light, including interest on
/the bond issue, will not exceed $60
a year. The present lights cost
$49.
Here are .where the lights will
be. installed:
Prospect-av, Ontario-'st to E. 14th-st; Euclid-av,
Public square to E. 22d-st; Superior-av, W. Ninth-st to E. 12thst;
Ontario-st, Lakeside-av to
! Prospect-av; E. Third-st, Lake' side-av to Superiorav; E. Sixthst, Lakeside-av to Euclid-av; E.
Ninth-st, Lakeside-av to Bolivar-,
rd; and on all short intersecting,
streets downtown. .
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A HUftCn TO COUNCIL
THE folk in Cleveland who are hungry and cold won't see
much sense in city council's reason for preventing the proposed Thanksgiving street car collection for the poor.
"If we approve this scheme," is council's line of argument,
"there's no telling how soon we may be asked to take up another
street car collection for something else. It'll be hard for us to
refuse if we once start."
There's another side to the argument, though.
There are thousands and thousands of good-hearted people
in Cleveland who want to help their suffering fellow man but
•ho haven't \& m0ney to do much. If the plan approved by
Tvactione? Witt and the Concon directors were carried out,
eveSody iu own who wanted to give two cents, a dime or a
nolHr to help feed the hungry could drop his money in a Concon Tar* bo? with the assurance that it would go to the relief
°f

th

n wmWl be a community gift to the needy that would mean
' ?W became iwould come from the whole of the people.
S m
° WouldSSZ a good scheme for council to think over the
plan again?

CLEAR SUBWAY PLANS:
Counoilmen Wednesday indicated the Cleveland Rapid Transit
Co. practically has removed
all
obstacles' in the way of extending
and making slight alterations in
the subway franchise.

MAYOR

HFARS

WOMAN

Works for .Tnstioe Following Statement A-v.ilnst Police.
Mayor Newton T>. Baker visited police I
headauarters yesterday on behalf of an
Bast End woman who had come to his]
office and complained that the police
and police prosecutors were attempting
to defeat the ends of justice.
She said the prosecutors refused to
give assistance when she told them that
a man was making slanderous statements about her. She said the police
ridiculed a friend when he reported
having been assaulted by three men.
Police Prosecutor Frank Day explained all the circumstances to the
mayor and he left satisfied that the
woman was merely laboring under an
hallucination.
WOULD TEST CITY MUSICIANS.
Musicians who are members of
the municipal symphony orchestra
eventually must submit to civil
service examinations if they wish
to retain their positions, Secretary
E. A. Kline of the city civil service
commission announced yesterday.
"I do not believe we should take
this step this season, now that an
organization has been effected," he
said.
"Before the new season
starts there should be civil service
examinations. The musicians are on
the city pay roll as city employes.
They cannot be exempted from
civil service."

■'
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REFUSEB0X1NG PLANSREADYW
PERMITS UNTIL lUSE 15 SCHOOL
BOARD MEETSSOCIAL CENTERS
Mayor Baker Says New Clubs

Plans for social center work in
public
schools this winter being
drafted by School -Medical Chief Peterson ami 'I M. Black, city recreaj tion commissioner, will go to the
j| school board for approval or rejeffl
were ji lion Monday Peterson said Thurs-

. May Hold No Bouts Pending Meeting

Cleveland boxing promoters
thrown
Into
confusion Thursday | day.
when Mayor Baker, through his sec- i Thus far plans tot social center
retary,
Milton D. Young, turned | work mostly have been talk. Just ag
down the request of officials of the I soon as one plan was suggested somel
| objection would lie made by some
newly-organized
Federal
Athletic J board member and the question re
club for a permit to stage five I fe'rred to a committee for further acj
matches at the club's temporary l! tion.
Board members have been1
quarters, 2491 East 55th street, Mon- i kicking three or four plans arouit
;' without definite action £br'th< pasl
;/t wafsaid at the City^Hall Thurs- !| three years.
day that three or four other clubs
The plan to be presented AlondaJ
have been affected similarly.
calls for the opening of 15 schools ai
Baker's refusacl is based on his de- social centers. These are to he opei
cisionthat
only
old-established four nights a week for conimun
clubs, and especially those staging gatherings.
social
entertainmen
bouts more the the entertainment musicales and other meetings.
of members than for financial rea- addition, gymnasiums are I
; sons solely, shall be given permits opened and instruction given.
until definite rulings are agreed upon i Thg
The plan
plan win
will emaj
entail, Hn expense (
hy the five members of the boxing «$25,000
;25,000 lor
t'oi supervisors' salaries an
commission he has appointed to in- J maintenance.
vestigate the fight game here,
the |l The builclingS it ls proposed to op(
commission, with Safety
Director | ag soclai centers are Memphis. W
Penesch as chairman, will hold its j larc^ Tremont,
Kennard, Warue
Warn
first meeting next Tuesday afternoon lj. Brownelli
Browneli, Eagle, Murray Hill, Lor
Lou
but
several weeks will h W00Q . -Mayflower, Glenville, Centr
out it
a. is
i^> expected
c^i-.~~
.
. .-..- its
.*_ investigations
;„„0QtiB-fitions are H and East High and two other bull
elapse
before
ings yet to be selected.
completed.
"Matchmakers who have been refused permits have been loud m declaring the mayor's stand is unreasonable, but the order is only a temporary one," Young said Thursday.
Whs such as the Moose, Eagles
Tuxedo and Cleveland Athletic, which
have been staging bouts for some
time, are not affected. Permits will
he refused only to .clubs organized
very recently, and then only until the j
Although emphatically denied,
boxing commission draws up its reg- jj
report that Lighting Commission
ulations."
BIS Baker's stana
miv- p Ballard will be asked to consul
Young claims
stand is taken not to curtail the boxing game in g a municipal lighting plant for Ph
Cleveland but to prevent the mush- ] aaeiphia persisted at City H
room growth and organization of ' Thursday.
For months Philad
clubs since Baker made known his h phla has -been fighting for po*
intention of appointing a boxing com- , rates from the United Gas Impra
mission and granting athletic clubs a jj ment anu Philadelphia Electric col
frreat deal more leeway than in the j panies, and a municipal plant n
H Jt
been suggested as a possibility.
last.
,
,„
Ballard, with Mayor Baker,
Benesch said Thursday the mayor s
stand meets with his approval and to leave for Philadelphia Tliursi
that he will urge the commission, night to attend a three-day conv
composed of himself, Councilman Mc- j tion of mayors and directors of
Ginty Arthur Day, athletic director, cities to lay plans for Sighting pu
at Case; Charles A. Otis, president of j; service corporations. Baker is
_
the Cleveland Athletic club, and,! read a paper.
Ballard now is paid $7,000 ay|
Michael Davin of Bush & Lavin, Park :
$1 000 more than his superior, UJ
building, speed its investigation so as
I ity Director Stage, and other me
not to tie up the game more than
i bers of Baker's cabinet. It has a
possible.
\ been determined whether his saH

PHILADELPHIA
GETS BALLARD]

1

|
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WILL COST $30,000,000
TO ELECTRIFY RAILROADS
It will cost between $20,000,000 and
130 000,000 to electrify the railroads
operating in Cleveland, according to
Smoke Inspector E. P- Roberts, who
declares it would save the roads big
fuel 'bills.
Councilman William Stolte wants,
council to ask the state legislature
to pass a law requiring all railroads to electrify in the larger cities.
Councilman Pelcinski believes council
should deal with the question
in
connection with the union dspot ne■ spoliations.

will be kept at that figure. |
that the $2,000,000 plants the B
of East 53d street is complete
only the transmission system
he installed
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CITY HALL< W THREATENS GUI PROMISED
OVER SUBWAY AMENDMENTS IBlf LUES
\ serious break between
Afavor Baker and administration
Counciimen on one side and
Councilman Harry C. Gahn on
the other was brewing Thursday's a result of Gahn's declaration
'that he will insist on thorough
.investigation of all provisions of
the subwav franchise as amended March 25, 1912, before
changes asked by WR Hopkins
head of the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Railroad Company, are
appi •oved by council.
Thursday he did not
Bakei
1
deem it lecessary f' "' couricil to delye
vay grant provisions not how
into sul

],,,. active
discussion,
on the
ground that financial arrangements
had ijeen made on the assumptions.
Xo changes other than those asked
by Hopkins will he made.
"Study Entire Grant"—Galin
' Gahn, however, declared Thursdaythat the entire grant ighould he- stud-

Public Hearings Expected to
Bring Protests Against Stringent Regulations.

!^ay take h^f^t^i
ground system be boosted from $360,000 to $550, OuO a single track mile.
At Wednesday afternoon's meeting,
called specially to; consider the proposed change?/. Ganfi and Baker's
right-hand men in council clashed almost continually. Gahn. backed by
Council President W. F., Thompson,
insisted upon Hopkins laying open the
entire plans of the company, much
«f the apfc»f^ent -discomfiture of subway representatives and Baker cdun< oilmen.
At Gahn's demand Case
school professors and members of the
Cleveland Engineering society will be
asked to express their views on technical details at next Wednesday's
meeting.
Ohce council approves the .changes,
most important of winch are an in- I
crease in the size of the tubes and I
permission to operate surface' ltn'eaj
near or beyond the city limits, the/
state public utilities commission wi«
be asked to approve a bond issue
Hopkins said.
Hopkins also told counciimen that
Euclid avenue is to get the first underground line, detailed plans already having been made.
The fact that Broadway a.nd not
Superior avenue may get the second
tube also was stated. Directors of
the subway company said Thursday
traffic on Broadway cars has grown
remarkably recently, forcing it to be
taken Into consideration. General
plans- Jar tubes in Superior avenue,
W-esi «h street and Detroit avenue
also have been prepared.

! EXPECT FIGHT AGAINST
I NEW SANITARY RULES
Opposition to changes in the sani- I
tary regulations of the city, being I
made by Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief .
of the division of sanitation, prepar- ,
atory to submission of a complete
sanitary code to the council, is expected to develop at public meetings
on the subject.
Miss Chadsey's recodificatlon will
affect lodging houses, barber shops,
manicuring parlors, as well as all
places where foodstuffs are sold or
where the public health is involved.
Present sanitary regulations are
not codified, being in the form of res- |
olutions passed by the old board of'
health and abolished by the new';
city charter. In addition to revising |
these regulations Miss Chadsey is I
drafting many new ones.

PROPOSED SANITARY
CODE TO BE OPPOSED

President of Company Explains
Plans at Council Meeting
in Asking for Revised Grant.
WORKING PLANS NOT
COMPLETED, HE SAYS
Contracts Could Be Let in Few
Weeks, Hopkins Asserts;
Gahn Favors Plan.

Opposition to changes in the sanitary regulations of the city, being
made by Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief
of the division of sanitation, preparatory to submission of a complete
sanitary code to the council, is expected to' develop at public meetings
on the subject.
Miss Chadsey's recadification will
affect lodging houses, barber shops,
manicuring parlors, as well as all
places where foodstuffs are sold or
where the public health is involved.
Present sanitary regulations are
not codified, being in the form of resolutions passed by the old board of
health and abolished by the new
city charter. In addition to revising
these regulations Miss Chadsey is
drafting many new ones.
A series of public meetings on the
proposed code will be held prior to
its presentation to council several
weeks hence.
Licensing of lodging houses will
■probably be attempted, as was done
with tenements in the code submitted
to the council a number of months
ago by the housing committee of the
Chamber of Commerce. Regulation
of manicuring parlors and hair dressing parlors will be attempted for the
first time. '
The council committee on health
and sanitation will meet tomorrow
on the Smith ordinance regulating
the sale of milk.

Reopening of negotiations between
the Cleveland Rapid Transit Company and the city council loomed
large yesterday when the council met
to consider amendments to the present subway grant.
W. R. Hopkins, president of the
company, told the council members
that, barring unforeseen complications, the work would be completed
in two years.
The council hearing on the matter
was continued for a week after Councilman Gahn expressed a desire to
ha\'e negotiations reopened.
An amendment to the franchise
held by the company,' fixing the order
in which lines will be built in various
streets, may be demanded.
Working Plans Incomplete.
"We have completed everything exJ cepting the actual working plans,"
Mayor to Attend Conference.
! said Hopkins, in answer to Gahn's
Mayor Baker leaves today for
: questionings. "We have had blank Philadelphia to attend a conference
! forms prepared and could let a con- for the collection of data to be used
■ tract for the Euclid avenue subway in rate making for municipal utili; within a month. If developments ma- ties. Commissioner of Light and
ture as fast within the next thirty Heat Ballard and E. W. Doty, Cleve; days as they did in the past month, land member of the state public util- we will be ready to start work in the ity commission, will also attend.
spring. We may be ready in a few!
weeks to ask the public utilities com- j
[ mission to approve bond issues."
Hopkins told Councilman Smith CQUNCILMEN OPPOSE
• that the company could not say in
CITIZENS ON COMMITTEE
what order subway lines would be
built in the various streets in which
Opposition to appointing citizen
the rapid transit company holds franchises.
members to standing committees of
Smith indicated that he might in- the city council will be expressed by
sist upon an amendment calling for
' this provision. "We do not know a number of counciimen at a meet-:,
ourselves," said Hopkins. "We think ing of a special committee today,
that we know the first and second iThe committee was named to conlines, but somethin might occur to sider the feasibility of the plan. "X
j majority of counciimen are believed
alter our plans."
to be opposed to it.
Stanley Attends Hearing.
Gahn wanted to know how engineers had arrived at the municipal
purchase price of the lines. Amendments fix $550,000 per single track
mile. He suggested that representatives of the Cleveland Engineering
Society and similar organizations be
invited to advise the council.
Amendments asked for by the
Rapid Transit Company provide for
larger subway tubes, grant a time
extension of twelve months in which
to start work and a change in the
municipal purchase price.
The amendment also gives the subway company the right to come to
the surface at any point to connect
with present surface tracks. Councilmen indicated that they would insist
that these locations be determined
by the council.
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UNFAIR TO AUTO OWNERS.
tN a city such as Cleveland there
' 1 is a constant stream of reports
of the stealing and gross misuse
of automobiles. Not a few are
stolen to sell in other places.
Their owners are robbed by bold
professional thieves. In many
more cases the motor cars are
taken by "joy riders" who rush
through streets and roads at reckless speed and finally abandon the
automobiles they steal.
Often
they are found many miles from
f-heir owners' homes. Frequently
fhey are wrecked, more or less
thoroughly. In numerous cases
they are badly damaged.
i The effect upon the unfortunate
owners is like any'other form of
grand larceny, or petit larceny if
surprisingly little harm is done to
the stolen motor cars. It costs
just as much to have an automobile injured to the extent of $100
Is it does to have that sum filched
by a pickpocket. To have a motor
far damaged so badly that repairs
demand $200 is just as expensive
as it is to have a horse worth $200
stolen and killed, or shipped out
of the country and lost to1 the
owner forever.
1 But the courts and the police do
not deal with this common form
of robbery on any such basis. They
are inclined to make light of a
raid upon the property of an automobile owner which is more serious to him than the theft of his
watch would be. It isn't fair and
it multiplies criminals and the cost
and evil of their stealing.

Halt! Jaywalkers! Be Citified^
Cattin^ Corners Leads to StmMe!
^^^^^^—,~—„~„—
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Woman's
Civic
Association's
"First-Aid-to-Reuben" Squad
Mans City's Corners to
Teach Grown-Ups,
Don't:
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TJNFAia TO AUTO OWNERS.
IN a city such as Cleveland there
' 1; Is a constant stream of reports
of the stealing and gross misuse
of automobiles. Not a few are
stolen to sell in other places.
Their owners are robbed by bold
professional
thieves.
In
many
more cases the motor cars are
taken by "joy riders" who rush
through streets and roads at reckless speed and finally abandon the
automobiles they steal.
Often
they are found many miles from
(jheir owners' homes. Frequently
they are wrecked, more or less
thoroughly. In numerous cases
they are badly damaged.
j The effect upon the unfortunate
owners is like any-other form of
grand larceny, or petit larceny if
surprisingly little harm is done to
the stolen motor cars. It costs
just as much to have an automobile Injured to the extent of $100
as it does to have that sum filched
by a pickpocket. To have a motor
car damaged so badly that repairs
demand $200 is just as expensive
as It is to have a horse worth $200
stolen and killed, or shipped out
of the country and lost to1 the
owner forever.
I But the courts and the police do
not deal with this common form
of robbery on any such basis. They
are inclined to make light of a
raid upon the property of an automobile owner which is more serious to him than the theft of his
watch would be. It isn't fair and
it multiplies criminals and the cost
and evil of their stealing.

Haiti Jaywalkers! Be Citified^
Cuttin9 Corners Leads to Sukmle!

Woman's
Civic
Association's
"First-Aid-to-Reuben" Squad
Mans City's Corners to
Teach Grown-Ups.
Don't:
Visit in the middle of the street—
motorists have a jew rights left.
Dream—wake up or you'll find
yourself under a truck or in an am'< bulance.
Ignore the safety zone lines—they
j are there for you.
Shut your eyes when crossing a
busy crossing.
Gross a street any old place—wait
till you reach a safe place.
An hour after eight women had
been named an "ainti-jaywalking" j
committee at , the meeting of the j
Woman's Civic Association yesterday ,
afternoon they visited the busiest j
spots on the city thoroughfares and ;
gave then- first lesson to the public j
on "the proper way to cross the
street."
:
The fundamental idea they wish to
inculcate in 'the minds of "jaywalkers" is that a straight line, while the
shortest distance between two points,
mathematically speaking, does not in j
this case insure "Safety First."
On the committee are Mrs. Anna
j Herbruck, president; Mrs. J. K. Par- |
ker. Mrs. C. J. James, Mrs. Perry L. |
j Hobbs, Mrs, H. A. Tucker, Mrs. P.. |
-r. Collier, Mrs. H. B. Long and Mrs. i
'Jlelen G. Davis.
i
The committee spent considerable
| time at Superior avenue and the Public Square, where jaywalking is ram: pant, and stopped many men and
women who were cutting the corners.
The women expect to meet later in
the week with Director of Safety
Benesch for the purpose of receiving;
instructions in method of educating
"jaywalkers." Later the members!
will divide the work of the principal j
crossing's.
The
association condemned the
changed shopping hours and will send
a-letter of protest to the Retail Merchants' Board of the Chamber of
Commerce.
"We must shop from 9 to 4 o'clock,"
said Mrs. J. K. Parker, secretary.
"By listing our purchases there is no
reason why we can't do our Christmas shopping sanely and safely."
The association voted down a resolution supporting- the recounting of
the ballots in the recent wet and dry
vote.
Miss' Zona Gale, publicist, of Portage, Wis., will be invited to address j
an open meeting of the association
on November 21.
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POSTERS BOOST CONCERTS!
Placards
Featuring;
Municipal '
Symphony to be Distributed.
Posters advertising- the municipal
symphony concerts will be distributed';
I by policemen and other pity employe*
{and placed in store windows.
' | More posters are to be distributed

Subway Head Promises 3- Charities Organizations WHHSSStfiST^agK^ S
Cent Rate in Tube and
Issue Double Appeal
To" feature the sololsts for the seaSurface Agreement.
Before Christmas.
<J^»^TSi^ZX^wtwrl.
Baker Favors Use of Arrange- Decide to Help Needy in
ment in Area of Five Miles
Cleveland and Refugees
From Square.
l
From One Fund.
Three-cent fare on surface lines
The suffering poor of Cleveland
within a five-mile radius of the Pub-'
and the homeless refugees of Europe
lie square will be assured for all; will benefit jointly by one mammoth
d^-tX^ZA
time, it was claimed yesterday, under;1
a working arrangement between the appeal to be made to charitable .
Cleveland Railway Co. and Cleveland! Cleveland during the Christmas sea-j MAYOR ASKED TO HELP
~1
Bapid Transit Railway Co., favored' son.
The organiations for the relief of.*
by Mayor Newton D. Baker and!
President W. R. Hopkins of the sub-i the needy in Cleveland'■• will ctfm- 'j
way company.
bine with relief agencies to aid in
Representatives of the Associated
Mayor Baker and President Hop-; relieving suffering among people in
Charities yesterday asked Mayor
kins declared the construction of the; the countries at war.
subway system along- lines suggested
Details of the Christmas appeal Baker to overrule the city council
will fayor low fare on surface lines.; were discussed yesterday afternoon which recently "tabled" the organiza"The question of an arrangement at «,
a meeting
...wi.i-m6 of
\ji. the
uio executive
CACIJUUVC cornUUII1- | tion's
^"ii a request
ICLJUCSL for
1UI "permission
permission to
10 re
rebetween the surface and subway lines I
ttee of the welfare council held in 1\ ceive contributions in street car fare
has been taken up in a tentative! the city council chamber.
boxes the day before Thanksgiving.
manner, said Mayor Baker yester- '
The executive committee adopted
day. "An arrangement whereby the a resolution authoring Miss Belle Mayor Baker promised to take the'
i
subway company would operate1 thei Sherwin president of Welfare coun- matter up.
Plans for naming a central comcars using the surface tracks be- i cil, to "appoint a committee to oryond the limits of the subway would ganize and correlate the winter ap- mittee to solicit all funds for charity;
help low fare as it would tend to I peals for relief of distress in Cleve- in Cleveland this winter, were halted
shorten the surface car hauls."
land and in the countries at war. The yesterday when opposition developed
"It is evident rapid transit is de-i committee will be composed of represired by all persons living more than j sentatives of all organizations rais- at a meeting of the Cleveland Welfare Association. The opposition was
five miles from the center of the city," | ing funds or collecting supplies.
said Mr. Hopkins. "Surface service'
Solicitation work will be under- voiced over the matter of including
is desirable for people who can be taken, by a central body, which will the Cleveland Chapter of the Americarried to their destination within issue a general appeal through the can Red Cross Society in the work.
thirty minutes. This can be done for newspapers and special workers. This Members declared it would be unwise
five miles.
Beyond that distance
will conform to the meth- to consider foreign appeals before rerapid transit is desired. This led us solicitation
ods of the Cleveland Federation for lieving the distress in Cleveland.
to believe bigger tubes would be Charity
and Philanthropy.
proper.
W. Williams, executive secretary
"Shortening the hauls and relieving of C.the
federation, told the Welfare
COUNCIL FIGHT EXPECTE_
the congestion in the downtown dis- council committee
that by combining Opposition to the proposed $200,000
trict1 are points favoring low fare.. in
raising
money
the
federation
durThree-cent fare will pay but it stands j
bond issue
ue for
for an
ligrht
bond
■ng the past year had obtained fromj mg
„an ornamental
°™a"al lights ™
stem
to reason the routes cannot be ex-i $80,000
580,000
could]
y
>
and
of
$500,000
for
ex
to
$100,000
more
than
could
tended indefinitely and that some I
tending the municipal distributing
plan of ^relieving congestion in the, have been raised by individual ef- systemi, is expected in city council
forts
of
the
organizations
composing
downtown district must be found."
Monday night.
The subway company will build its the federation..
Other ' speakers at the meeting
first tube in Euclid-av and it is proposed to unite the subway tracks with yesterday were Munson Havens,
the surface tracks at University secretary of the. Chamber o£ Com- Police Must Not Exaggerate.
circle. This is about a third of a merce, Mayo Fesler of the Civic
league, Miss Genevieve Cline of the. Policemen were warned not to permile beyond the four-mile line.
The council as a committee of the Federation of .Women's Clubs, andjmit exaggerated statements t
whole will consider the pending sub- MothersA- Smlth0f the C0n^S3 of-"to their testimony in court cases In
way ordinance Wednesday.
b
Miss Cline and Mrs. Smith declared!^n ,address
y Police Prosecutor
at the fom
sentiment In their
organizations new on
"th session of the
favored concentrating all efforts on
Pol'ce university last night. He
Cleveland charities. Both claimed! spoke on "Before and After the
the situation in the city is extraor-'Trial."
dinary because of the number of un-',
- j
Municipal Plant Earns $61,540.31 employed.
Other speakers expressed confiIn Ten Months.
dence Cleveland would be able to
fare for its own charities and eon- | The municipal lighting department tribute to the relief of sufferers in
»
[has earned $61,540.31 over and above the countries at war.
Miss Sherwin. expects to appoint
| all expenses during the first ten
the committee, in"charge of the cor-I
months of operation in 1914. Light- relation
of emergency charities withing Commissioner F. W. Ballard de- in a few days. "■
.-- . '-.'
clared yesterday the loss in earnings
that resulted when the 3-cent rate
was put into effect May j. Is rapidly
being wiped out because of the increase in business at the new $2,000,- Prosecutor Ponlson Tells Police to I
000 plant at the foot of E. 53d-st.
Use Less Force.
"Our receipts in October were larger than ever before," said Mr. BalPolice Prosecutor Francis W.
lard yesterday. "The gross receipts
were $23,144 in October, as against Poulson addressed members of the
?20,897 in September. The receipts police force last night at central poin April, the last month of the old lice station on "Before and At the
o-cent rate for residence service, were Trial."
about $20,000.
A little less jiu-jitsu and more
Mayor Baker and Commissioner brain work is demanded of policeBallard left for Philadelphia last imen. The day has passed when po(evening to attend the public utilities | licemen
are expected to browbeat
conference called by the mayor of those who break the laws," said the
that city. Reports containing Cleve- prosecutor.
land municipal light plant statistics
Continuing, Prosecutor Poulson
were taken.
pointed out that the gathering of evidence is one of the policeman's
greatest duties. He said the policeman either convicts or frees the man
he brings to court, and that policemen should search for unbiased facts
rather than to attempt forcing a conviction.

CHARITY FARE BOXES

LIGHTING SHOWS PROFIT

FAVORS BRAIN EXERCISE!

LARY BOOSTS
E EXPLAIN
The. women's civic association
] decided .Friday to ask members of
Mayor Baker's cabinet to appear
■ before the club and explain why,
: in spite of a depleted city treas| ury, numerous salary increases
have been made during 1914.
Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president
, of the association, has data which
she says. show increases were
made in all departments.
"Maybe the increases were
warranted," said Mrs. Herbruck,:
"but it won't hurt to have the'
directors explain."
j
Utilities department officials i
said increases in that division are!
' such as are made annually. *
W. H. Kirby, secretary of the!
service department', defended the
increases in that division.
Law Director Stockwell said he
had raised nobody's salary, and
Finance Director Coughlin said
he had increased one.
Safer Benesch claimed to have
made more decreases than increases.
These are Increases.
The increases which the association will ask officials to explain at their meeting Nov. 25,
are:
■ Architect, $2500 to $2700; sewer repairs
foreman. $1500 to $1800; legislative clerk,
•UoOO to $1650; road engineer, $2200 'to
, $2400; survey engineer, $2000 to $2200;
pavement superintendent, $1800 to $2000;
sewers superintendent, i $1800 to $2000 •
, bridge engineer, $2750 \to $3000 ; assistant
, secretary fire department, $900 to $1100;
, finance department stenographer, $60 to $70
a month; assistant chemist. $1200 to $1500laboratory copyist, $540 to $660; welfare
stenographer, $720 to $840; Commissioner
j Vimng's stenographer, $600 to $660 ; orchestra leader. $2400 to $3000; hospital superintendent, $3000 to $3600; coal tester, $1350
to $1500 ; filtration engineer. $2610 to $3600 ;
I nitration designer, $2100 to $2400 ■ reservoir
, engineer, $1200 to $1500; tunnel engineer,
$1200 to $1500; superintendent tunnel. $3600
to $5000 ; entomologist, $1200 to $1400 ; park
] secretary, $1500 to $1800; park engineer,
I $2200 to $2400 : street repair inspector, $1200
to $1350 ; approximate 10 per cent increase
tor nearly all garbage collection and reduction plant employes; park auto driver. $75 to
$85 a month; tree warden, $75 to $90 a
month; inspectors of street openings 40
cents to 50J cents an hour; electricians, 55
cents to S2 /2 cents an hour; carpenters 50
cents to 55 cents an hour; slight automatic
increase for nurses, sanitary and food inspectors.

Community Xmas
Plan Announced
Cleveland will ~ have another
community, Christmas this year.,'
A great Christmas tree will
adorn, the northwest corner, of
Public square, and on Christmas
eve a large choir will sing there.
This is a part of the community
Christmas plan announced Friday
by W. H. Winans, city welfare department secretary. Mayor Baker
this week will name a community
Christmas manager.
Whether Christmas
baskets
will be distributed among needy
families had not been decided Friday. This, as well as the question of relief for the needy at
home and suffering European war
refugees, was to be considered
Friday by a committee to be
named by Miss Belle Sherwin,
j president of the welfare council.
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TO CHANGE END ! WORKERS TQiL 100 FEET UNDERTAKE

OF HOUGH LINE
WADE" PARK

I

-

A>V

i

Drawing shows proposed road
jjwhicb will eliminate steep climb •
i hundreds make daily in transferring from E. lOoth-st cars to
jPayne-av cars.
jj- Hundreds of street car passengers who daily ascend or descend
1
|EI steep flight of stairs near B.
!>l05th-st and Hough-av in trans-1 i
Kerring to and from E. 105th and
iPayne cars will be given a rest
»«oon.
Server Sidlo announced plans
.for a roadway near this point
Which ultimately will mean the '
VIEW OP TUNNEL, WITH MEN TOILING 100 FEET UNDER LAKE'S BED.
^elimination of the stairway.
One hundred feet beneath Lake and day to build the city's giant as a sharp tin cookie cutter cuts
Payne cars will be run direct to
<E. 105th-st and will return to 5rie workmen are toiling night West-side waterworks tunnel.
through the dough.
She extension of Hough-av via a
Foot by foot the monster tunNeed Less Pressure.
JB11 across the nearby lake and
neling machine, working out from
In the old days when there was
brook. The cars now loop about
crib four, 9000 feet from the shore no shield to support the roof of
850 feet above the level of E
of Whisky island, to crib five, the tunnel, air pressure of 20 to 70
|105th-st.
;
16,000 feet further out, is eating
The roadway will extend in a;
its way through the smooth gray pounds had to be used to prevent
(northeasterly direction from the
cave-ins. Only 12 or 15 pounds is
clay under the bed of the lake.
intersection of. Hough-av and
needed
now to keep the front wall
The
work
has
only
begun.
It
is
Ansel-rd to E. 105th-st. The plans l
j a monster task—this business of, of clay from pressing back inside
provide for a tremendous fill, af
I cutting a ten-foot tunnel, more the shield.
'culvert and a bridge between these !
It was the heavy air pressure
than three miles long.
ipoints.
-, Two tunnels—one built in 1875, that used to cause the "bends." i
* The Concon has agreed to I
'the other in 189OS—already con- Workmen coming out of the tunnel!
furnish dirt for the fill, construct'
nect Whisky island and the Divis- into ordinary atmospheric pressure
ft culvert for the brook and a one- I
ion-st pumping station with crib were seized with terrible crampa
■span bridge for the lake. Work
and pains, which often resulted
four.
will be started in the spring. The
fatally.
Ends in Big Intake.
necessary--$15,000 has been set
Fresh air is fed continually into
uside by council.
» The new tube starts where the the shield, thus reducing danger of;
"The Concon will not extend
other two leave off. Water, enter- asphyxiation or explosion.
|
Its tracks over the fill immediate- !:
ing the new tunnel at the crib fively," Sidlo said, "but I am assured
intake, will rush through at the
it will be done a little later."
rate of 230,000,000 gallons daily.
Glevelanders have reason to
remember building -f the big
East-side tunnel. Sixty workmen
lost their lives on the job.
Safety in construction of the new
tunnel is assured by an immense,
steel shield, which encloses the!
tunneling machinery and prevents!
cave-ins. The shield is a mammoth*
cylinder, with a knife edge at the!
front.
The cylinder is shoved forward
inch by inch by means of powerful i
jacks, capable of exerting 1500 tons '
pressure.
,
.. ;,
It cuts into the soft clay-just'
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DENOUNCES POLICE FOR
LETTING EX-EMPLOYE
FREE WITHOUT TRIAL

DEJULEBS IK MILKDEGLKRE ill ON
PASTEURIZATION
.

150 Independents Tell Council

Smith Ordinance Would
Create Monoply of
Business.
THREATEN TEST SUITS
j
IF MEASURE IS PASSED!
Health Committee Fails to Act,
but Is Expected to Recommend Bill.
Independent
milk
dealers
announced yesterday that they would
institute suits to test the constitutionality of the Smith ordinance requiring the pasteurization of milk in
case the city council passed the
measure.
This assertion was made at a meeting of the council committee on
health and sanitation. One hundred
and fifty milk dealers attended. They

MRS, CORA STETSON BUTLER, the Rosamond apartments, U719 Euclid avenue,
iFriday complained bitterly of what
'she claimed was an' organized effort
ion the part of city officials to frusj trate the aims of justice and de-'
clared she-will take steps,to ascertain why a police court case against
a former employe was quashed
Thursday afternoon without expla: nation other than that the "state had
not sufficient evidence to convict."
Mrs. Butler is directing head1 of

EVEN CITY HALL
KICKS ON WATER
City Hall officials, who are kicking because this week they have
been forced to drink dirty water
just like ordinary folk, instead of
the clarified product from the miniature test filter at the Kirtland pumping station, may have their supply
cut off altogether, Utilities Director
Stage threatened Friday.
For four months the water department has distributed the filtered
water to City Hall offices, but a
break in the filter equipment Monday is forcing janitors to fill" carboys with ordinary hydrant water. .
"Instead
of
kicking,
officials
should be thankful they have had
filtered water this long," Stage declared. "Any more kicks and we'll
shut off the supply for good."

the Stetson Manufacturing Company, Leader-News building, which
makes a device of her own invention, for overcoming' the screechy
sound of- telephones and . phonographs.
>.....
Her. denunciation ..followed a visit
by Mayor .Baker ..Wednesday- evening
to. the office of Prosecutor Lay, with
whom he discussed charges by Mrs.
Butler that complaints she. made to
the prosecutor were ignored.
'One of my employes, a young boy,
recently was attacked by another man
whom I had erigaged," said Mrs.'Butler. "I went to Prosecutor Day and
discussed the entire case, but re-,
ceived ■ little encouragement. I then
went to Mayor Baker, who' was al'-'
most 'discourteous."
The Case came up in police court
Thursday afternoon. Three witnesses,
one of them being-F. (.:. Bissell, salesman, 4429 Warner road, were on hand
to testify.
But there was no trial.
Prosecutor Day asked for a nolle, declaring this did' not affect, his' own
personal conviction that the person
complained against was guilty. Judge.
Beebe entered.the-nolle.
Bissell also was bitter' in his denunciation of police methods.
j
"Af-- Soon as- It became known V
would be,a witness in the case," said
Bisseli; "1 was followed night and
day.
"In Warner road near my home
last Saturday night I. wa& beate*n by
three men who had followed me from
Euclid avenue and East 105th street."
Prosecutor Day Friday admitted
that Mayor Baki
iled on him
regarding Mrs,
complaint.
"But I have nothing to say about
the matter," lie -said.
"I have," said Mr*. Butler, "and
when the time comes I will say it."
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CITY OFFERS
WOMEN JOBS
Post as Commissioner of\
Recreation Is Open to All, \
Regardless of Sex.
WANTED—One husky young woman
with a knowledge of bossing bathing
beaches, bathhouses and other forms
of public recreation. May be good
looking, but must be efficient. Musi
not flirt, chew gum or wear extreme
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DENOUNCES POLICE FOR
LETTING EX-EMPLOYE
FREE WITHOUT TRIAL

150 Independents Tell Council
Smith Ordinance Would
Create Monoply of
Business.
THREATEN TEST SUITS
j
IF MEASURE IS PASSED!

Health Committee Fails to Act,
but Is Expected to Recommend Bill.
Independent
milk
dealers
announced yesterday that they would
institute suits to test the constitutionality of the Smith ordinance requiring the pasteurization of milk in
case the city council passed the .
measure.
This assertion was made at a meet- i
ing of the council committee on
health and sanitation. One hundred
and fifty milk dealers attended. They

MRS... CQRA STETSON BUTLER, the Rosamond apartments, 6719 Euclid avenue,
! Friday complained bitterly of what
'she claimed was an organized effort
on the part of city officials to frustrate the aims of justice and declared she-will take steps.to ascertain why a police court case against
a former employe was quashed
Thursday afternoon - without expla, nation other thag that the "state had
. not sufficient evidence to convict."
Mrs. Butler is directing head of

EVEN CITY HALL
KICKS ON WATER
City Hall officials, who are kicking because this week they have
been forced to drink dirty water
just like ordinary folk, instead of
the clarified product from the miniature test filter at the Kirtland pumping station, may have their supply
cut off altogether, Utilities Director
Stage threatened Friday.
For four months the water department has distributed the filtered
water to City Hall offices, but a
break in the filter equipment Monday is forcing janitors to fill" carboys with ordinary hydrant water. ,
"Instead
of
kicking,
officials
should be thankful they have had
filtered water this long," Stage declared. "Any more kicks and we'll
shut off the supply for good."

■H

the Stetson
Manufacturing Com
pany, Leader-News building, which I
make:-;-a device of her own invention, for overcoming the screechy
sound of telephones and . phonographs.
•.....:
Her. denunciation -followed a visits
by Mayor . Baker .Wednesday, evening I
to. the office of: Prosecutor Day, with
whom he discussed charges by Mrs. '
Butler that complaints she. made to I
the prosecutor were ignored.
'One of my employes, a young boy, j
recently was attacked by another man
whom I had engaged," said Mrs.'Butter. "I went to Prosecutor Day and!
discussed the entire case, but re-,
ceived • little encouragement. I then
went LO Mayor Baker, who'■ was al-'
most "discourteous."
The case came up in police court
Thursday afternoon. Three witnesses,
one of them being-F. G. Bissell, sales- .
man, 4429 Warner road, were on hand
to testify.
But there was no trial. |
Prosecutor Day asked for a nolle, de- |
daring- this did not affect his' own '
personal conviction that the person.'
complained against was guilty. Judge..'
Bee-be entered', the-, nolle.
Bissell also was bitter' in his denunciation of police methods..
•"As-'Soon as It. became ■ known m
would be,a witness in the case," said*
Bisse.ll; ",I was followed night and;
. day.
.
' .
"In Warner road near my home
[last Saturday night I was beaten' by1
; three men who had followed me from
j Euclid avenue and East 105th street." ]
Prosecutor Day Friday admitted'
: that Mayor Baker had called on him
j regarding Mrs,' Butler's complaint.
"But I have nothing to say about,
' the matter," he said.
j
"I have," said Mrs.: Butler, "and
when the time conies'I will say it." f
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CITY OFFERS
WOMEN JOBS
Post as Commissioner of
Recreation Is Open to All,
Regardless of Sex.

■
!
j
j
|
i
j

WANTED—One husky young woman
with a knowledge of bossing bathing
beaches, bathhouses and other forms
of public recreation. May be good
looting, but must be efficient. Musi
not flirt, chew gum or toear extreme
clothes while on the job. Apply to ■
Civil Service Commission and take
competitive examination, December 7.
Some such advertisement may appear in consequence of the commission's ruling yesterday that women
are eligible for the position of commissioner of recreation. Want "ads"
will be used in advertising for candidates and many out-of-town applications are expected.
Supervision of
bathhouses
and
beaches was placed in the province
of the recreation commissioner by the
civil service board in defining the
duties. The city administration has |
never made this change, however.
If a woman gets the post she will j
of necessity have to be familiar with i
all brancnes of athletics and in ad-'
dition have considerable executive |
ability.
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DENOUNCES POLICE FOR
LETTING EX-EMPLOYE
FREE WITHOUT TRIAL
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OECLiE IB ON
PIISTEMT1
150 Independents Tell Council
Smith Ordinance Would

Create Monoply of
Business.
THREATEN. TEST SUITS
J
IF MEASURE IS PASSED!
Health Committee Fails to Act,
but Is Expected to Recommend Bill.
Independent
milk
dealers
announced yesterday that they would
institute suits to test the constitutionality of the Smith ordinance requiring the pasteurization of milk in
case the city council passed the
measure.
This assertion was made at a meeting of the council committee on
health and sanitation. One hundred
and fifty milk dealers attended. They
charged that the proposed ordinance
would drive the small dealer out of
business, thus creating a monopoly.
Charges that- health officials failed
to enforce present sanitary regulations were -made by John E. Splittorf.
He said that attorneys who had gone
over the proposed ordinance had declared it would be held invalid by
the court.
Milk Shipped With Poultry.
"Milk is shipped to the city in the
same cars with poultry and potatoes,
MRS, CORA STETSON BUT the Stetson Manufacturing Com- although I called the attention of the '
LEE, the Rosamond apart pany, Leader-News building, which health division to the matter two
Mr. Splittorf:
ments, 6719 Euclid avenue, makes a device of her own inven- years ago," said
\ Friday complained bitterly of what tion, for overcoming-: the screechy
"State laws and city ordinances
'she claimed was an' organized effort sound of' telephones and . phono- bar common drinking cups, yet I find
'on the part of city officials to frus- graphs.
one right here in the council cham.
trate the aims of justice and deHer, denunciation -followed a visit bers," he said. Mr. Splittorf declared I
clared she-will take steps.to ascer- by Mayor , Baker ..Wednesday, evening ; the trade would not accept pas- j
tain why a police court case against to. the. office of. Prosecutor Day, 'with j teurized milk. He said that dealers j
a former employe was quashed whom he discussed charges by Mrs. would rather employ veterinarians j
Thursday afternoon without explaButler that complaints she made to ] for the regular inspection of their I
, nation other than that the "state had1 herds than to submit to pasteurizathe prosecutor were ignored.
tion laws.
not sufficient evidence to convict."
'One of my employes, a young boy,
Answering arguments of dealers
Mrs. Butler is directing head of
recently was attacked by another man \ who asserted that the cost of inwhom I had engaged," sa'id Mrs.' But- i stalling
pasteurization equipment
der. "I went to Prosecutor Day and [was prohibitive, R. T. McCray, repdiscussed the entire case, but re- ; resenting the Belle Vernon-Mapes
ceived ' little encouragement. I then Company, said that his concern
went t6 Mayor Baker, who. was' a.1-' would pasteurize milk for other
most discourteous.''
| dealers at actual cost. The new
The case came up in police court pasteurization plant of the company
Thursday afternoon. Three witnesses, is now operated only eight or nine
one of them being-F. G. Bissell, sales- hours a day, Mr. McCray said.
j cman, 4429 Warner road, were on hand
Action Is Postponed.
to testify.
But there was no trial. |
Dr. C. W. Eddy, head of the meat
City Hall officials, who are kick- j Prosecutor Day asked for a nolle de-I
ing because this week they have I daring this did'not affect his' own ! : and dairy inspection' bureau, said
been forced to drink dirty water personal conviction that the person' : that pasteurization was all the more
:ust like ordinary folk, instead of S complained against was guilty. Judge: important in view of the prevalence
of hoof and mouth disease among
the clarified product from the minia- | Beebe en>teFed. th(j;nor„>
ture test filter at the Kirtland pump-f Bissell also was bitter : in his de^ j cattle throughout the country. He
said that pasteurization would make
ing station, may have their supply | nunciatlon of police methods.
cut off altogether, Utilities Director J ■ '■■«< AS soon as- it. became- known. I': the milk supply safe in all circumi stances.
Stage threatened Friday.
would be,.a witness in the case," saidi
No action was taken by the com- .,
For four months the water de- Bissejl, "I was followed night and!
| mittee, but it probably will later rec- j§
partment has distributed the filtered day.
- ommend the passage of the measure.
water to City Hall offices, but a
"In Warner road near my home
break in the filter equipment Mon- flast Saturday night 1 was beate'n by ■ The pasteurization provision does
day is forcing janitors to fill" car- three men who had foll'owed me from - ! not become effective until next June.
boys with ordinary hydrant water. . Euclid avenue and East 105th street." |
"Instead
of
kicking,
officials
Prosecutor Day Friday admitted'
should be thankful they have had that Mayor Baker had culled on him
filtered water this long," Stage de- regarding Mrs. Butler's complaint. i
clared. "Any more kicks and we'll
"But I have nothing to say about]
shut off the supply for good.
the matter," he -said.
"I have," said Mrs; Butler; "and
when the time comes I will sav it."

EVEN CITY HALL
KICKS ON WATER
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TRAINS!

Assert Filthy Product is Per- Democratic Leaders Expect
mitted in Midst of
Mayor Will Tell Stand
Purity Clamor.
Early Next Week.
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City Forester Boddy Arranges
for City Aid to Teach
0
Children.

Independent Dealers Oppose Stephen M. Young Talked as; Space to be Set Aside for!
Passage of PasteuriMinority Leader in
I
Raising of Vegetables
zation Law.
Assembly.
and Flowers.
Hundreds of milk dealers thronged
the city council chamber yesterday
to protest against the passage of the
pending ordinance requiring all milk
sold in Cleveland to be pasteurized.
I It was said the passage of this ordinance ' would establish a complete
milk monopoly and the charge was
made by a representative of one of
the protesting independent concerns
that the health department is urging
this legislation and at the same time
j is permitting milk to be shipped into
the city in filthy cars.
A representative of one concern
declared the legislation would be
fought in the courts, Jf passed.
Dr. C. W. Eddy, city veterinarian
and chief of the food inspection bureau, referred to the foot and mouth
: disease epidemic and called on one
protesting dealer to state whether
under existing conditions the sale of
raw milk ought to be continued.
The Belle Vernon-Maples Dairy Co.
was represented at yesterday's meeting by R. Y. McCray, who declared
his company pasteurized its milk
output. "I did not think there was
/anyone agains.t it in this day and
,age," he said. Later when a number
of the small dealers declared the expense of pasteurization would drive
them out of business, Mr. McCray
stated he believed his company would
allow small dealers to use its new
pasteurization plant.
A number of the small dealers declared their customers would not
take pasteurized milk and that under
cover of pasteurization the sale of
sour milk becomes possible.
"Why not get down to the root of
it?" asked John E. Splittorf. "Why
does not the health department see
that the milk is shipped to the city
in good shape? Some time ago I
called attention of the health dei partment to the fact that potatoes
! and chickens are being shipped to
!1 the city along with milk and nothing
is done about it. I defy the authorities to trace any case of disease to
our milk.
The people want raw
i milk. We'll sell it and advertise it
as raw milk."
It was asserted by an independent
.dealer that the council does not eni force existing ordinances and in proof
■he pointed to a drinking glass on the
stand used for the water receptacle
in the council chamber.
"There is your common drinking
cup and yet you want other people
to abide by your legislation against
the common drinking cup," he said.
The meeting yesterday was called
by the council committee on health,
sanitation and Judiciary. Members
of the committee clashed with some
of the speakers and there were frequent bursts of applause from the
Independents. The committee reached
ho conclusion yesterday. A meet'ng
will be held next Monday afternoon.
Member P; V. Kalina stated yesterday that he did not favor the passage
of the ordinance at this time. It is
believed that other members will oppose the legislation.
Health Commissioner C. E. Pord
presented arguments in favor of the
proposed legislation. A letter from
Nathan Straus of New York commending the movement was. read by
him.

Mayor Newton D. Baker is expected to make a definite pronouncement soon as to his intentions in re- |
gard to the mayoralty next year.!
Democratic leaders, probably . in- I
duced to discuss the situation by I
Harry L. Davis' announcement that '
he will be a candidate for the Republican nomination, yesterday predicted Mayor Baker will run again
in 1915.
j
Numerous requests have recently i
reached Mr. Baker asking him to
state his stand. There is a strong
belief among party leaders that the
mayor will give some indication of
his intentions after he returns from
Philadelphia early next week.
While prominent Republicans yesterday declined to discuss the Davis
announcement other names were
mentioned freely. It was stated that
pressure is being brought to bear
upon Charles A. Otis. It was further
asserted that if Mr. Otis will yield
there will be no serious opposition to
his nomination. One current report
credited business associates of Mr."
Otis with discussing arrangements to,
make it possible for him to enter the
race and also to devote ,the necessary
time to the office if elected mayor.

Training gardens in connection
with the Plain Dealer vacant lot and ,
home garden contest next summer
'■ will be laid out in all city parks.
' This development, announced yesterday by City Forester John Boddy,
not only will release much ground on
! E. 30th and E. 31st-sts, now urgently
required for vacant lot gardens in a j
; populous district, but also will materially broaden the interest in the
movement among city school chil- !
'dren.
Partial credit for the idea of utilizjinjr city parks for this purpose comes
from Hartford, Ct., where park
school gardens have been remarkably successful in many ways.
"We use our parks for all manner
' of recreative purposes, we set aside,
sections for baseball, football, tennis
and picnic parties, so why not make
;use of them in this way and combine
education, recreation and material
benefit for 1 our young people?" said
Mr. Boddy.
Park Superintendent Fred C. Alber
sees in the scggestion an unequaled
opportunity of teaching children to
protect that which is provided by the
city for their benefit and enjoyment
and as a safeguard against juvenile
vandalism, even if
there were no
other advantages, he says he would
heartily indorse tjie plan.
The educational value of the innovation, Mr. Boddy feels, will appeal
strongly to school teachers and he
recognizes the ideal sphere of usefulness for the teachers now being
trained by Dr Jean Dawson at
Departments Will
Cause Normal Training school on Stearnsrd S. E.
$1,000,000 Loan, It's Said. ■ Details of the plan will be explained
to Normal Training school girls, when
City Forester Boddy gives another of
Unless estimates of department his nature study talks to them on
Friday.
heads, included in the mayor's budget
Prof. Carl F. Knirk, one of the Plain
for 1915, are trimmed by $300,000 or] Dealer
judges, will also bo asked to
| $400,000, the citv will have to borrow j interest his agricultural students at
about $1,000,000 for operating ex- j West Technical high school, Willardpenses before the end of next year, , av S. W. and W. 93d-st. ■-.
Park gardens have many advansome officials say. The city has bor- tages over the old plan. Park forerowed $765,000 to meet pay rolls for, men and patrolmen will be able to
the last months of this year. The take care of the crops of the young
mayor's budget will be filed with gardeners when the children are not
council Monday night. It is used as a able to be on the ground themselves
basis for the appropriation ordinance. .and the park gardeners will be at
The department of public welfare Is
to give valuable cultural hints
asking an increase of about $150,000 ha,nd
assistance to the youngsters.
for City hospital maintenance and and
Instructors!
will be able to familiaroperation, as the capacity of the insti- ize the children
with the/shrubs, trees
tution will be increased by 225 beds and plants of the
and right on
soon. Public Safety Director A. A. the spot the youngparks
will get
Benesch is asking for $160,000 more practical lessons ifigardeners
blights
in, for the police department. He is plan- sect pests and the best meansand
j ning to appoint 100 more patrolmen. venting and eliminating them. of preHe also is asking for an $18,000 addiEqually important from the city's
tion to the fire department pay roll to point
of view Will be the inculcation
cover employment of nine more fire of habits
of thrift and industry and
wardens and two more battalion of admiration
and respect for things
chiefs.
The public welfare department is of beauty.
Children will be encouraged to
including in its "desirable list" an appropriation of $1.5,000 for purchase of grow flowers as well as vegetables
and
Mr. Boddy says it is not unreafifty Holstein cows. Public Service
Director -T. L. Sidlo is asking $4,250 sonable to expect the majority of the
for purchase of 500 new street waste children will in time wantjo see their
i homes as beautiful and their own
paper boxes.
' backyards as productive as their little
park gardens.
To foster home cultivation and
; beautification, Mr. Boddy will utilize
' the model house presented to the park
department by Herbert Mathews of
: the Mathews . Manufacturing Co. in
I connection with the ballot at the KinI ney & Levan ideal garden exposition
of last summer,
i As in former years, prizes will be
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MAYORS 0. K. BAKER'S
OWNERSHIP IDEAS
[Says Subway People Would
Gain Millions if Amendment Phrase Passed.
[Ordinance Affecting Tube
Concern Will be Discussed
Wednesday.
Millions of dollars' worth of new
I franchise rights would be given the
I Cleveland Rapid Transit Railway Co.
[if a provision of the forfeiture clause
I in the amended franchise, pending in
council, were allowed to stand, according to a statement made yesterday by Councilman David Moylan.
"The words 'not under .construction' have been substituted for 'not
completed'," said Councilman Moylan
yesterday. "This' means forfeitures
for failure to carry out work within
the specified time cannot be applied
to lines where work is under construction. The words 'under construction' are too vague. The company might drag out its rights indefinitely. It would be adding millions to the value of the grants."
"I do not believe the phrasing could
I be given the construction placed upon
it by Mr. Moylan, but I am perfectly
willing to have it changed," said
President W. R. Hopkins. "The company does not want to/do what he
fears it will do. We merely want to
be given credit for what we do as
the work progresses.
"We do not want to have rights on
half a line forfeited if the other half
has been completed and work is proI grossing at a reasonable rate. I have
told Mr. Moylan I am willing to have
him rewrite the section."
"I shall never vote for the ordinance as it stands," said Councilman
Moylan. "I prefer the wording in the
present forfeiture clause."
The present forfeiture clause stipulates that if the company fails to conI struct its lines within the time indicated the city may forfeit rights on
I parts of routes not completed.
The proposed amendment states
that at any time when the aggregate amount of construction shall be
less than the minimum amount required by the rate of progress prescribed, the city may forfeit the'
rights of the company on parts of
routes not under construction.
The council will meet as a committee of the whole Wednesday afternoon to consider the pending ordinance. Invitations have been sent to
the Cleveland Engineering society,
Builders' Exchange and other organizations. President Charles P. Thwing
of Western Reserve university and
President Charles S. Howe of Case
School of Applied Science also hav.e
been invited.
o

PHILADELPHIA, November 14 —
Resolutions bearing upon municipal
ownership of public utilities were
adopted by the Conference of American Mayors at its closing session in
this city today. The resolutions, in
part, follow:
"That no general conclusion be forced
on the abstract question of municipal ownership, mit rather we express
our judgment to be that municipalities
should be given in all instances the
requisite power to municipalize public
utilities, the expediency of its exercise
being at any time and place and with
regard to any particular utility a matter for local determination.
"That we make no general determination as betwen state board and local
or home rule regulation of public service corporations. That we doj however, declare that the franchise-making power in all cases should be local;
that municipally owned utilities should
be subject to local control only; that in
large cities local regulation is plainly
to be preferred, and that in all cases
the principles of home rule should be
preserved by at least leaving it to the
people of a city, of whatever size, to
determine whether they desire to act
for themselves or to call in a state
board, if one exists, either to regulate

or to aid the local authorities in regulating privatelv owned local utilities.
"That we indorse the idea of the establishment of the utilities bureau as a
nation-wide intercity agency for bringing the combined ability and experience of all our cities to the service of
each city which may face a public,
utility problem. Through it we meet
the combination of private interests
with a. combination of public interestsand to the specialized and expert ability interests which the private interests thus mass in defense of one another, we oppose the skill, experience
and resources of the united cities of
the country."
The resolutions were formulated
by Mayor Baker, of Cleveland;
Mayor Mitchel, of New York;
Mayor Donnelly, of Trenton, N. J.;
Mayor Thompson, of Chattanooga;
Theodore Theime, of the Citizens'
League of Indiana; Edward B.
O'Brien, director of utilities, Seattle,
Wash.; Charles E. Morrison, alder! man, Chicago; M. R. Maltbie, public
1
service commissioner of New York;
John W. Eshleman, railroad commissioner of California;
H.
C.
Hocken, one of the three comm}sI sioners of Toronto.
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WHY THE SURPRISE?
THE city hall professes to be I
greatly astonished
by
the
manifest disinclination of Cleve-i
land men to compete for appointment to several municipal jobs'
paying salaries ranging from $1,800 to $3,000.
Advertisements'
of civil service examinations for
that purpose have elicited practi-1
cally no response from them.
But why should there be any I
astonishment on this score?
These civil service examinations
presumably are to be conducted
strictly upon th0 basis of merit. If
they are so conducted any man
able to pass them is capable of
holding positions paying from $1,800 to $3,000 outside of the public
service. And men whose services
are really worth $1,800 to $3,000
a year are very far above the
average; there is constant demand
and opportunity for them in all j
lines of human endeavor.
These are a class of men who j
have brains and use them. More- j
over they are observant men and i
they have not failed to be im-1
pressed with the fact that in most,
if not all, the recent civil service
examinations, the jobs at stake
have been awarded to the city hall
officials then holding them. Leaving out of consideration any possibility that may suggest itself concerning unfair framing of the tests,
the man who has experience, right
up to the minute, in a certain position, has a decided advantage in
knowledge of that particular position's requirements. If the examination questions bear indirectly
upon work he then has in hand he
is bound to win.
More than this, the $1,800 to
$3,000-a-year men are distrustful
of the city hall. They doubt the
permanency sof . these municipal
jobs, even if they should succeed
in getting them, civil service, rules
to the contrary notwithstanding.
They realize how easy it would be
for the city hall to get' rid of them
if their dismissal was desired for
political reasons. And at the best
promotion and more pay would be
only remote possibilities.
Civil service must be shown
more unquestionably to be upon
merit than it seems now before
most high-class men will be tempted to enter it.

MAYORS INDORSE BAKER'S j
-PLAN FOR CITY OWNERSHIP
Mayor Baker, who returned yesterday from the conference of American
mayors in Philadelphia, brought the
indorsement of that body for his
plan to unite American municipalities
into a unit for municipal ownership
of public utilities.
Baker sees in the plan a motive
power of all the cities to back any
one city in its fight for municipal
ownership against the united actions
of the public utility corporations.
Baker was chairman of the committee that drew up the successful
resolutions in Philadelphia.

MAY BOOM NORTON STANLEY DEWS mrajpiijj
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City Council Likely to Reo
sider Fare Box Ideal

Friends Discuss Republican
State Central Committeeman as Factor.

Asserts Council Action on
Eight-Hour Day Will
End Low Fare.

Plan Proposed to Review
Baker Regime as Start
of Campaign.

Men's Grievances Can't be
Adjusted Before May,
He Says.

Council tonight may reconsidei
action in tabling a resolution to a
the Associated Charities a shar
the money deposited in street carboxes the day before Thanksgivtt
The council committee on *
railways reported unfavorably o?
resolution two weeks ago, exprei
a fear that such action with ri
to the Associated Charities migM
tablish a precedent which other
itable institutions would wish t
low. Directors of the Cleveland
way Co. had approved the plan.
Charities officials have confern
the project with councilmen, ai
formal meeting will be held I
o'clock this afternoon in the coj
chambers! Council members
they~can be assured they won't]
to face similar requests from i
organizations afterward they;
prove the resolution.
Council committees on healfl
sanitation and judiciary this
noon will consider a pending]
nance ordering pasteurization]
milk sold in the city. There isf
opposition to the plan among
dealers.

E

BY WALKER S. BUEI,.

Recent developments on the Republican side of the political field have
given rise, among ,his friends, to talk
of Miner G. Norton for mayor.
Mr. Norton is Republican state
central committeeman from the twentieth congressional district. He has
been a figure in Republican politics [
for years, and was a candidate
against Frank G. Hogen for the Republican nomination for mayor In
1911. He was discussed as a possible contestant in 1913 when Harry
IJ. Davis opposed Mayor Newton D.
Baker.
He laughed yesterday when asked
regarding reports that he might consider entering next year's race.
"'I won't even talk about the mayoralty campaign until February," he
declared. "It's premature to think of
next year at this time."
Nevertheless, some of the attorney's
associates insist his being a candidate is not outside the range of possibilities. They point to Mr. Norton's successful candidacy for state
central committeeman in the primary
last summer, his activity toward the
close of this year's campaign, and
yesterday referred to his part in the
movement under way to re-establish
the Union league as a definite factor
in politics. It was asserted Mr. Norton, because of his co-operation with?
the Dan R. Hanna political interests
in the campaign just ended, would
stand as good a chance of gaining the
support of that backing as any Republican heretofore mentioned.

« • • •

A plan to compile facts showing
what its friends consider the accomplishments of Mayor Baker's administration, and to spread the story
broadcast in Cleveland, is proposed
among supporters of the Baker regime, as a first direct move looking
toward the municipal campaign of
1915. Back of the movement is an
idea on the part of those launching
it that the activity they contemplate
may mark the beginning of a strong
Baker boom.
The planners are proceeding on the
theory that even those closely affili-
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LABOE MEETINGS TODAY
PAINTERS' district council, 7:30 p. m.
FATHERS' union, 7:80 p. m.
STONECUTTERS' union, 7:80 p. m.
All at Cleveland Federation of labor headquarters, 810 Prospect-av S. B.
PLUMBERS' union, 7:80 p. m. At Walters' and Cooks' club, 1120 Prospect-av S. E.
HOISTING ENGINEERS' union, 7:30 p. m.
At bricklayers' headquarters, 787 Prospect-av
S. E.
Street car men will have to wait
until after next May for adjustment
of their grievances if President John
J. Stanley of the Cleveland Railway
company, Is right in his surmise. Mr.
Stanley states that concession by the
city council of the eight-hour minimum day demanded by the street!
car union would spell the doom, of
3-cent car fare.
Under existing conditions the best
the railway company can do for the
men is the creation of a five-hour
minimum day and an increase of 1
cent an hour for all men of one year's
service and over, Mr. Stanley as"Really, the company can scarcely
afford that at this time, but we were
prepared to make this concession
after hearing what the men had to
say," he said.
"That would have
meant an additional burden of $150,000 a year, but it did not satisfy officials of the union."
When the demands of the men are
submitted to the city council, Mr.
Stanley promises to lay all the facts
of the long negotiations between the
company and the union before the
public.
"The fact of the matter is that the
company has never been able to understand what it is the officials of
the street car union, really want,"
Mr. Stanley stated.
"I am still at a loss to know what
the union expected to gain by twice
voting down my offer, but I do know
that it has meant a net loss of $400
a day to the car men for a period of
nearly six months. I believe now that
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STANLEY DECURES
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WHY THE SURPRISE?
THE city hall professes to be !
greatly astonished
by
the,
manifest disinclination of Cleve-'
land men to compete for appointment to several municipal jobs'
paying salaries ranging from $1,800 to $3,000.
Advertisements'
of civil service examinations for
that purpose have elicited practi- .
cally no response from them.
But why should there be any!
astonishment on this score?
These civil service examinations
presumably are to be conducted
strictly upon the basis of merit. If
they are so conducted any man
able to pass them is capable of
holding positions paying from $1,800 to $3,000 outside of the public
service. And men whose services
are really worth $1,800 to $3,000
a year are very far above the
average; there is constant demand
and opportunity for them in all j
lines of human endeavor.
These are a class of men who j
have brains and use them. More-1
over they are observant men and i
they have not failed to be im-1
pressed with the fact that in most,
if not all, the recent civil service
examinations, the jobs at stake
have been awarded to the city hall
officials then holding them. Leaving out of consideration any possi- I
bility that may suggest itself con- j
cerning unfair framing of the tests,
the man who has' experience, right
up to the minute, in a certain position, has a decided advantage in
knowledge of that particular position's requirements. If the examination questions bear indirectly
upon work he then has in hand he
is bound to win.
More than this, the $1,800 to
$3,000-a-year men are distrustful
of the city hall. They doubt the
permanency iof these municipal
jobs, even if they should succeed
in getting them, civil service, rules
to the contrary notwithstanding.
They realize how easy it would be
for the city hall to get rid of them
if their dismissal was desired for
political reasons. And at the best
promotion and more pay would be
only remote possibilities.
Civil service must be shown
more unquestionably to be upon
merit than it seems now before
most high-class men will be tempted to enter it.

MAYORS INDORSE BAKER'S
PLAN FOR CITY OWNERSHIP
Mayor Baker, who returned yesterday from the conference of American
mayors in Philadelphia, brought the
indorsement of that body for his
plan to unite American municipalities
into a unit for municipal ownership
of public utilities.
Baker sees in the plan a motive
power of all the cities to back any
one city in its fight for municipal
ownership against the united actions
of the public utility corporations.
Baker was chairman of the committee that drew up the successful
resolutions in Philadelphia.
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I" City Council Likely to RedL,
sider Fare Box Idea

Friends Discuss Republican
State Central Committeeman as Factor.

Asserts Council Action on
Eight-Hour Day Will
End Low Fare.

Plan Proposed to Review
Baker Regime as Start
of Campaign.

Men's Grievances Can't be;1
Adjusted Before May,
He Says.

BY WALKER S. BUEJ...

Recent developments on the Republican side of the political field have
given rise, among his friends, to talk
of Miner G. Norton for mayor.
Mr. Norton is Republican state
central committeeman from the twentieth congressional district. He has
been a figure in Republican politics
for years, and was a candidate
against Frank G. Hogen for the Republican nomination for mayor In
1911. He was discussed as a possible contestant in 1913 when Harry
L. Davis opposed Mayor Newton D.
Baker.
He laughed yesterday when asked
regarding reports that he might consider entering next year's race.
"1 won't even talk about the mayoralty campaign until February," he
declared. "It's premature to think of
next year at this time."
Nevertheless, some of the attorney's
associates insist his being a candidate is not outside the range of possibilities. They point to Mr. Norton's successful candidacy for state
central committeeman in the primary
last summer, his activity toward the
close of this year's campaign, and
yesterday referred to his part in the
movement under way to re-establish
the Union league as a definite factor
in politics. It was asserted Mr. Norton, because of his co-operation with'
the Dan R. Hanna political interests
in the campaign just ended, would
stand as good a chance of gaining the
support of that backing as any Re-'
publican heretofore mentioned.

« • • •

A plan to compile facts showing
w hat its friends consider the accomplishments of Mayor Baker's administration, and to spread the story
broadcast in Cleveland, Is proposed
among supporters of the Baker regime, as a first direct move looking
toward the municipal campaign of
1915. Back of the movement is an
idea on the part of those launching
it that the activity they contemplate
may mark the beginning of a strong
Baker boom.
The planners are proceeding on the
theory that even those closely affilir
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LABOE MEETINGS TODAY
PAINTERS' district council, 7:30 p. m.
LATHERS' union, 7:80 p. m.
STONECUTTERS' union, 7:80 p. m.
All at Cleveland Federation of Labor headquarters, 310 Prospect-av S. B.
PLUMBERS' union, 7:30 p. m. At Waitera' and Cooks' club, 1120 Prospect-av S. E.
HOISTING ENGINEERS' union, 7:30 p. m.
At bricklayers' headquarters, 787 Prospect-av
S. E.
Street car men will have to wait
until after next May for adjustment
of their grievances if President John
J. Stanley of the Cleveland Railway
cpmpany, is right In his surmise. Mr.
Stanley states that concession by the j
city council of the eight-hour mini- j
mum day demanded by the street'
car union would spell the doom of
S-cent car fare.
Under existing conditions the best
the railway company can do for the
men is the creation of a five-hour
minimum day and an Increase of 1
cent an hour for all men of one year's
service and over, Mr. Stanley as"Really, the company can scarcely
afford that at this time, but we were
prepared to make this concession
after hearing what the men had to
say," he said.
"That would have
meant an additional burden of $150,000 a year, but it did not satisfy officials of the union."
When the demands of the men are
submitted to the city council, Mr.
Stanley promises to lay all the facts
of the long negotiations between the
company and the union before the
public.
"The fact of the matter is that the
company has never been able to understand what it Is the officials of
the street car union really want,"
Mr. Stanley stated.
"I am stlli at a loss to know what
the union expected to gain, by twice
voting down my offer, but I do know
that it has meant a net loss of $400
a day to the car men for a period of
nearly six months. I believe now that
if the executive board of the union
had permitted me to submit my offer
to the men and explain why they
could not be offered any better terms
the men would have accepted Instead
of rejecting the proposal. Why the
officials declined to allow me to talk
to the men has always been a
mystery to me."
President Stanley charges that
union officials have not given the public the full facts concerning the earnings of extra men.
"They talk of extra men having to
be content with as low as one hour,
twenty minutes a day," he said,
"but our pay rolls show that many
of the extra men earn as much as
men on regular runs. There Is not
a man who wants work who cannot
earn a decent wage, and I am prepared to submit the pay rolls of the
company to prove it.
"It is a ridiculous proposition to
say that a man shall be paid for
eight hours' work no matter how few
hours he actually puts in. Why,
under a system of that kind the man
who worked an hour or two a day
would really be better off than the
man who worked the full eight-hour
shift because he would be receiving
his pay for just loafing around the
car barns. I don't think the city
council would stand for that and I
can't understand any body of men
putting it forward as a serious proposition."

« • • *

A new directory of manufacturers
I using labels of unions affiliated with
the union label trades department of
the American Federation of Labor
has just been issued. Copies of the
I directory have been forwarded to
I Joseph Weiss, chairman of the label
committee of the Cleveland Federation of Labor. Information contained
therein will be utilized In connection
with the "labor forward" movement
of the Cleveland organization this
kwinter.

Council tonight may reconsider!
action in tabling a resolution to an
the Associated Charities a sharf
the money deposited in street car]
boxes the day before Thanksgiviril
The council committee on rf
railways reported unfavorably 04
resolution two weeks ago, exprea
a fear that such action with rej,
to the Associated Charities mighl
tabllsh a precedent which other d
itable Institutions would wish toj
low. Directors of the Cleveland ]
way Co. had approved the plan.,
Charities officials have conferra
the project with councilmen, aij
formal meeting will be held
o'clock this afternoon in the co?
chambers^ Council members
they can be assured they won't]
to face similar requests from
organizations afterward they < *
prove the resolution.
Council committees on healtj
sanitation and judiciary this
noon will consider a pending
nance ordering pasteurization]
milk sold in the city. There iaf
opposition to the plan among
dealers.
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STANLEY DECLARES

WHY THE SURPEISE?
THE city hall professes to be
greatly astonished
by
the
manifest disinclination of Cleveland men to compete for appointment to several. municipal jobs
paying salaries ranging from $1,800 to $3,000.
Advertisements
of civil service examinations for
that purpose have elicited practically no response from them.
But why should there be any
astonishment on this score?
These civil service examinations
presumably are to be conducted
strictly upon th0 basis of merit. If
they are so conducted any man
able to pass them is capable of
holding positions paying from $1,800 to $3,000 outside of the public
service. And men -whose services
are really worth $1,800 to $3,000
a year are very far above the
average; there is constant demand
and opportunity for them in all j
lines of human endeavor.
These are a class of men who |
have brains and use them. More- j
over they are observant men and j
they have not failed to be im-[
pressed with the fact that in most,
if not all, the recent civil service
examinations, the jobs at stake
have been awarded to the city hall
officials then holding them. Leaving out of consideration any possibility that may suggest itself concerning unfair framing of the tests,
the man who has experience, right
up to the minute, in a certain position, has a decided advantage in
knowledge of that particular position's requirements. If the examination questions bear indirectly
upon work he then has in hand he
is bound to win.
More than this, the $1,800 to
$3,000-a-year men are distrustful
of the city hall. They doubt the
permanency -of these municipal
jobs, even if they should succeed
in getting them, civil service, rules
to the contrary notwithstanding.
They realize how easy it would be
for the city hall to gef rid of them
if their dismissal was desired for
political reasons. And at the best
promotion and more pay would be
only remote possibilities.
Civil service must be shown
more unquestionably to be upon
merit than it seems now before
most high-class men will be tempted to enter it.

MAYORS INDORSE BAKER'S j
PLAN FOR CITY OWNERSHIP
Mayor Baker, who returned yesterday from the conference of American
mayors in Philadelphia, brought the
indorsement of that body for his
plan to unite American municipalities
into a unit for municipal ownership
of public utilities.
Baker sees in the plan a motive
power of all the cities to back any
one city in its fight for municipal
ownership against the united actions
of the public utility corporations.
Baker was chairman of the committee that drew up the successful
resolutions in Philadelphia.

City Council Likely to Recon
sider Fare Box IdeaJIfij
Friends Discuss Republican
State Central Committeeman as Factor.

Asserts Council Action on
Eight-Hour Day Will
End Low Fare.

Plan Proposed to Review
Baker Regime as Start
of Campaign.

Men's Grievances Can't be
Adjusted Before May,
He Says.

BY WALKER S. BCEL.

Recent developments on the Republican side of the political field have
given rise, among .his friends, to talk
of Miner G. Norton for mayor.
Mr. Norton is Republican state
central committeeman from the twentieth congressional district. He has
been a figure in Republican politics
for years, and was a candidate
against Frank G. Hogen for the Republican nomination for mayor in
1911. He was discussed as a possible contestant in 1913 when Harry
L. Davis opposed Mayor Newton D.
Baker.
He laughed yesterday when asked
regarding reports that he might consider entering next year's race.
•'I won't even talk about the mayoralty campaign until February," he
declared. "It's premature to think of
next year at this time."
Nevertheless, some of the attorney's
associates insist his being a candidate is not outside the range of possibilities. They point to Mr. Norton's successful candidacy for state
central committeeman in the primary
last summer, his activity toward the
close of this year's campaign, and
yesterday referred to'his part in the
movement under way to re-establish
the Union league as a definite factor
in politics. It was asserted Mr. Norton, because of his co-operation with
the Dan R. Hanna political interests
in the campaign just ended, would
stand as good a chance of gaining the
support of that backing as any Republican heretofore mentioned.

* * * »

A plan to compile facts showing
■what its friends consider the accomplishments of Mayor Baker's administration, and to spread the story
broadcast in Cleveland, is proposed
among supporters of the Baker regime as a first direct, move looking
toward the municipal campaign of
1915. Back of the movement is an
idea on the- part of those launching
it that the activity they contemplate
may mark the beginning of a strong
Baker boom.
The planners are proceeding on the
theory that even those closely affilit ated with the administration know
' little of what has been done under It:
They believe a narration of administration accomplishments should not
be withheld until after the campaign
has opened, but should be made public in the course of the administration's regime.
They feel that if the work is undertaken, now, it,will pave the way for
the candidacy of whomever administration backers later agree upon as
leader, and that it will be of particular value if Mr. Baker himself is the
candidate.
The scheme was evolved by members of the Street Cleaners' Benevolent'association. A committee to consider the project was appointed some
time ag'o, conspicuous figures on the
committee being, Gus Hanna, super-

LABOE MEETINGS TODAY

Council tonight may reconsidei
action in tabling a resolution to a]
the Associated Charities a shar
the money deposited In street car
boxes the day before Thanksgivt
The council committee on s
railways reported unfavorably or|
resolution tvo weeks ago, exprej
a fear that such action with rel
to the Associated Charities mighj
tablish a precedent which other
Itable Institutions would wish t
low. Directors of the Cleveland
way Co. had approved the plan.
Charities officials have confern
the project with councilmen, a:
formal meeting will be held
o'clock this afternoon in the co
chambers^ Council members

PAINTERS' district council, 7:30 p. m.
LATHERS' union, T:80 p. m.
STONECUTTERS' union, 7:80 p. m.
All at Cleveland Federation of Labor headquarters, 310 Prospect-av S. B.
PLUMBERS' union, 7:30 p. m. At Waltera' and Cooks' club, 1120 Prospect-av S. E.
HOISTING ENGINEERS' union, 7:30 p. m.
At bricklayers' lMadquarters, 787 Prospect-av
S. E.
Street car men will have to wait
until after next May for adjustment
of their grievances If President John
J. Stanley of the Cleveland Railway
company, Is right In his surmise. Mr.
Stanley states that concession by the
city council of the eight-hour minimum day demanded by the street
car union would spell the doom of
3-cent car fare.
Under existing conditions the best
the railway company can do for the
men is the creation of a five-hour
minimum day and an increase of 1
cent an hour for all men of one year's
service and over, Mr. Stanley assftrtsd
"Really, the company can scarcely
afford that at this time, but we were
prepared to make this concession
after hearing what the men had to
say," he said.
"That would have
meant an additional burden of $150,000 a year, but it did not satisfy officials of the union."
When the demands of the men are
submitted to the city council, Mr.
Stanley promises to lay all the facts
of the long negotiations between the
company and the union before the
public.
"The fact of the matter is that the
company has never been able to understand what it is the officials of
the street car union really want,"
Mr. Stanley stated.
"I am still at a loss to know what
the union expected to gain by twice
voting down my offer, but I do know
that it has meant a net loss of $400
a day to the car men for a period of
nearly six months. I believe now that
■•■•■. o ■»■■ ■ ■■■ ' ■ ouooioow
g"i^n
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intendent of the street cleaning department, and C. W. Dempster. After
several conferences the boosters decided to call a meeting and invite city
officials, heads of departments, county
officials, and other friends of the
Baker administration.
The meeting is to be held at 4
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at Democratic headquarters in the Engineers
building.
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Republicans have decided to re- pu-BiSi
l^K.O
tain their headquarters In the Wil-

shire building, 328 Superior-av N. W.
The rooms were ■ opened when the
state campaign was launched.
No
one has been selected yet to have
charge.
County Chairman A. N.
Rod way will spend part cf his time
there.
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they can be assured they won't
to face similar requests from
organizations afterward they wi
prove the resolution.
Council committees on healt
sanitation and judiciary this
noon will consider a pending
nance ordering pasteurization
milk sold in the city. There is
opposition to the plan among
dealers.
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CITY WINS
fSGHTTOR^:
'MADE LAND
[fietor Over Eailroads in Suit
for 30 Acres on Lake
Front,
[CLUB

^■^■M

TO GET NEW DEPOT

S. Supreme Court Dismisses Corporations' Motion for Beview.
The city of Cleveland practically won its fight for the ownership
of about thirty acres of lake front
property against the Cleveland &
Pitts'ourg and other railroad companies in tJ. S. supreme court Monday when the court dismissed the
motion by the railroads for a review of the case.
By the decision the city is
given title to about $20,000,000
of land lying east of the Cuyahoga river between its mouth and
W. Ninth-st.
City officials say the decision
gives them a big club to force
railroads to come to bat on plans
and immediate action toward
building, the long-delayed newunion station.
Councilman James J. McGinty
announced he may put into council
Monday night an ordinance resolution ordering the evacuation by the
railroads of the 30 acres of land,
except as regards necessary: tracks.
The railroads now-', have - buildingSH storage.,. tracks and switch
tracks oh the land.
Battle Many Years.
The city's fight for title to tha
lake front land was begun In 1893.
The contract between the city
and the railroads dates back to
1849.
The city's claim was. this contract gave the roads the privilege
of perpetual use of a part of the
tract for tracks, but did not surrender its.title.
The part the roads use for
necessary tracks is insignificant,
proportionally.
The city now can force the
roads to remove all improvements,
city officials hold.
The city has
won its fight through common
pleas, appellate, the Ohio supreme
and federal courts.
Law Director Stockwell said the
first move of the city will be to demand back rent from the railroads
for the land, amounting to hunLdreds of thousands of dollars.

BAKER RETICENT ON
THIRD-TERM SUBJECT
Mayor Baker Monday was reticent as >to whether he will be a
candidate for re-election.
During Baker's absence from
'the city for several days, democratic
politicians
have been
[boosting him for a third term.
"There's nothing to be said
I now," Baker said.

DEMAND STREET BOY IS FIRED;^
LIGHTS BE LEFT WHERE IS CIVIL
ON HOUR LATER SERVICE SAFETY?

Sft

Chief Rowe Monday issued orders to every policeman on the
Cleveland force to apply a "curfew law" by closely questioning
every suspicious man found on
the streets after midnight and by
searching each for concealed
weapons.
Rowe's order was made as an
emergency measure to check the
sudden outbreak of crime Sunday night, which continued unabated Monday. The order means
all questionable wayfarers out
after midnight will have to put
up a good alibi or be arrested.
Cleveland's latest crime wave
was marked by a brutal attack
on a seven-year-old girl, a fight
for life by two young women attacked by a strangler, an attempt
by two thugs to murder a citizen
who resisted robbery, and a score
of holdups and burglaries.
Catch Gun Toters.
Five men were rounded up by
police for carrying concealed
weapons.
Three of these were
held to the grand jury.
Louise Hoeni, seven, 705 Lakeside-av, was in a serious condition
Monday from an attack perpetrated Sunday by an unknown man,
who forced entrance to the house
while other members of the family were away.
■ Police Monday had failed to
obtain trace of the man.
Mrs. Alma Cory, 2187 E. lOOth-st,
was held up by a man at Et 106thpl and Wilbur-av. He fled with
her handbag after striking her.
Two thugs held up Cono Bagnoli,
2662 E. 25th-st, in Orange-av, near
E. 25th-st, at the point of revolvers. Bagnoli resisted robbery and
yelled for help. The thugs shot at
Bagnoli. One of the bullets went
' through his coat.
Three drivers for the Cloverdale
Dairy & Ice Cream Co. were attacked on their milk wagons Sunday night by gangsters and badly
beaten.
Thug Uses Milk Bottle.
Frank McDonald, 7009 Lawn-av,
was stopped by a gangster in front
of 7506 Madison-av. McDonald rei fused to hand over his valuables
and the thug felled him with a
milk bottle.
Five thugs held up Ermie Reed,
2045 W. 48th-st, another dairy employe, in Guthrie-av, and knocked
him unconscious with a brick.
Albert Schroeder, 5935 Storer-av,
also an employe of the dairy company, was held up in Madison-av
by the same quintet. The gangsters jumped on the milk wagon,
overpowered Schroeder, robbed him
and felled him with milk bottles.
Police early Monday arrested '
two men who, some hours before, i
are alleged to have attackedj
George Malek, 884 E. 137th-st, at
Maxwell-av and E. 137th-st. Malek
was stabbed in the face, head and
shoulders. He will recover.
A night watchman who discovered a burglar forcing entrance
to the home of William G. Rose,
1490 E. 108th-st, Sunday night,
fired at the intruder. The man
. fled..

Active campaigning for longer
winter schedules for street lights,
both arc and gas, was started in
council 'Monday. Scores of complaints
have been registered at City Hall
that at present lights are put out
when streets still are too dark to
permit traffic to proceed with safety,
and that, with increasing darkness
of winter months, this condition will
grow worse unless schedules are
lengthened.
Councilmen Monday also began
delving into the 1915 budget of C. H.
Kibbee, street lighting superintendent. In addition to facing a $60,000
deficit at the end of the year, Kibbee
is asking for 1915 an appropriation
of $485,000, compared with $388,000 for
this year. If council appropriations
committee pares his estimate to any
extent a halt must be called on extensions in residence districts and
the $200,000 downtown "white way"
lighting project of Service Director
Sidlo.
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Scores Make Complaint
"Several score of early-morning
risers have complained to me that
streets are as dark as at midnight
when they go to work," Councilman
Dittrick declared Monday. "They say
at City Hall that when eastern time
was put in effect street lighting
schedules were moved up an hour to
correspond, but now that winter is
coming on the schedules again should
be lengthened."
Councilman Stolte, too, said he has
been complained to by many Bast
End workers, particularly street car
men. A dozen motormen have decla'red serious accidents have been
averted by a hair's breadth only.
Safety Director Benesch maintained
police work would be made easier
were lights left burning half an hour
or so longer.
Kibbee said Monday, answering
Stolte and Dittrick, that to burn
lights 40 minutes longer a day would
cost $25,000 a year. At present arc
lights burn from 5:25 p. m. to 6:20
a. m„ and gas lamps from 4:55 p. m.
to 5:50 a. m. Schedules are changed
gradually each month.
Council Must Find Funds
Lights are left burning now as
long as funds will permit," Kibbee
said. "It costs about $35,000 a month
to keep the 6,000 arcs and 6,000 gas
lamps going, and council last January pared estimates so much we
will have a deficit of $60,000 to face
for the year. If council wants to
pay the bill the lights will burn
longer."
Councilmen Monday said they
would approve of the $97,000 increase in Kibbee's 1915 budget if extensions in outlying districts are not
made secondary to Sidlo's downtown
lighting scheme. Between 5 00 and
550 new nitrogen lamps will be installed at a cost per year for upkeep
and current of practically $58, according-to-Kibbee,

Councilmen Monday pointed to the
discharge
of
Bernard Abkowitz,1
Mayor Baker's office boy, on the
ground his "personality is no good,"
as an example of the inability of
civil service to give real protection
to city employes. Although under
civil service Abkowitz had no recourse except to appeal to Baker for
the exact reason for his dismissal.
Charter provisions permit a depart ! ment head to let out any employe
I on a minute's notice,e councilmen
pointed out, by giving him a statement of charges, a copy of which
must be filed with civil service commissioners. Only firemen, policemen
and sanitary police have an opportunity to appeal to the commissioners
themselves.
, "The discharge of any employe under civil service is up to the department head," said E. A. Kline, secretary of the commission. "Of course,
if an employe was discharged because he wore a necktie somebody
didn't like, the. director would be
judged badly by the public. Public. Public opinion has a restraining
effect."
Abkowitz, who figured in the
charges of Mrs. Cora Stetson Butler,
6719 Euclid avenue, that the city was
shielding a former municipal employe
from her effort to secure his conviction for an assault on a sixteen-yearold boy, left Monday for a confer-.
rnce with Baker. It is said the mayor
would not have taken such summary
action had he not been forced to back
up his secretary, Milton Young.
Young informed Abkowitz of his discharge Saturday while Baker was in
Philadelphia.

! FAREB0X CHARITY GETS
0. K. IF BAKER ASSENTS
If Mayor Bawer assents, council
; street railway committee late Monday will reconsider its action quashing the plan of Associated Charities
officials to make collections for the
.institution in street car fare boxes the
day before Thanksgiving.
The plan is backed by the railway company and Traction Commissioner Witt.

WANT ADVICE? WHY, NO!
A special council committee • was
to decide Monday afternoon whether
It is worth while for Council President Thompson to investigate further
into the suggestion of Allan T.
Barnes, Cleveland foundation survey
expert, that citizens be appointed
advisors to the various council committees. A majority of councilmen
are against the plan.

DEMOCRATS TO PICK
LEVINES SUCCESSOR
■ The Democratic county executive
committee will meet Thursday to select a candidate to be recommended
to Governor Cox for appointment as
municipal judge to succeed Judge.
Manuel Leyine, who goes . to the
common pleas bench. Police Prosecutor Samuel Silbert and State Senator Maurice Bernstein are leading
candidates.
Levine is expected to resign early
in December, so that his successor
can be named by Cox.
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ROWE ESTABLISHES CURFEW RULE H BOY IS FIRED;
WHERE IS CIVIL
TO GUARD CITY TROM CRIME WAVEJ^ SERVICE SAFETY?
MADELAND
Ifictor Over Railroads in Suit
for 30 Acres on Lake
Front.
TO GET NEW DEPOT
U, S, Supreme Court Dismisses Corporations' Motion for Keview.
The city of Cleveland practically won its fight for the ownership
of about thirty acres of lake front
property against the Cleveland &
Pittabuvg and other railroad companies in U. S. supreme court Monday when the court dismissed the
motion by the railroads for a review of the case.
By the decision the city is
given title to about $20,000,000
of land lying east of the Cuyahoga river between its mouth and
W. Ninth-st.
City officials say the decision
gives them a big club to force
railroads to come to bat on plans
and immediate action toward
building, the long-delayed new
union station.
Councilman James J. McGinty
announced he may put into council
Monday night an ordinance resolution ordering the evacuation by the
raproads of the 30 acres of land,
except as regards necessary tracks.
The railroads now have buildins9^stor»«8,. bracks and switch
tracks on the land.
Battle Many Years.
The city's fight for title to tha
lake front land was begun In.1893.
The contract between the city
and the railroads dates back to
1849.
The city's claim was. this contract gave the roads the privileg»
of perpetual use of a part of the
tract for tracks, but did not surrender its,title.
The part the roads use for
necessary tracks is insignificant,
proportionally.
The city now can, force the
roads to remove all improvements,
city officials hold.
The city has
won its fight through common
pleas, appellate, the Ohio supreme,
and federal courts.
Law Director Stockwell said the
first move of the city will be to demand back rent from the railroads
for the land, amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars.

IBAKER RETICENT ON
THIRD-TERM SUBJECT
Mayor Baker Monday was reticent as ,to whether he will be a
candidate for re-election.
During Baker's absence from
the city for several days, democratic
politicians
have been
[boosting him for a third term.
"There's nothing to be said
I now," Baker said.

Chief Rowe Monday issued orders to every policeman on the
Cleveland force to apply a "curfew law" by closely questioning
every suspicious man found on
the streets after midnight and by
searching each for concealed
weapons.
Rowe's order was made as an
emergency measure to check the
sudden outbreak of crime Sunday night, which continued unabated Monday. The order means
all questionable wayfarers out
after midnight will have to put
up a good alibi or be arrested.
Cleveland's latest crime wave
was marked by a brutal attack
on a seven-year-old girl, a fight
for life by two young women attacked by a strangler, an attempt
by two thugs to murder a citizen
who resisted robbery, and a score
of holdups and burglaries.
Catch Gun Toters.
Five men were rounded up by
police for carrying concealed
weapons.
Three of these were
held to the grand jury.
Louise Hoeni, seven, 705 Lakeside-av, was in a serious condition
I Monday from an attack perpetrat|ed Sunday by an unknown man,
; who forced entrance to the house
; while other members of the fam■ Ily were away. .
i • Police Monday had failed to
I obtain trace of the man.
i Mrs. Alma Cory, 2187 E. lOOth-st,
! was held up by a man at E. 106th;
pi and Wilbur-av. He fled with
i her handbag after striking her.
Two thugs held up Cono Bagnoli,
26G2 B. 25th-st, in Orange-av, near
E. 25th-st, at the point of revolvers. Bagnoli resisted robbery and
yelled for help. The thugs shot at
Bagnoli. One of the bullets went
through bis coat.
Three drivers for the Cloverdale
Dairy & Ice Cream Co. were attacked on their milk wagons Sunday night by gangsters and badly
beaten.
Thug Uses Milk Bottle.
Frank McDonald, 7009 Lawn-av,
was stopped by a gangster in front
of 7506 Madison-av. McDonald refused to hand over his valuables
i and the thug felled him with a
milk bottle.
Five thugs held up Ermie Reed,
2045 W. 48th-st, another dairy employe, in Guthrie-av, and knocked
him unconscious with a brick.
Albert Schroeder, 5935 Storer-av,
also an employe of the dairy company, was held up in Madison-av
by the same quintet. The gangsters jumped on the milk wagon,
overpowered Schroeder, robbed him
and felled him with milk bottles.
Police early Monday arrested
two men who, some hours before,
are alleged to have attacked
George Malek, 884 E. 137th-st, at
Maxwell-av and E. 137th-st. Malek
was stabbed in the face, head and
shoulders. He will recover.
A night watchman who discovered a burglar forcing entrance
to the home of William G. Rose,
1490 E. 108th-st, Sunday night,
fired at the intruder. The man
; fled. .

Active campaigning for longer
winter schedules for street lights,
both arc and gas, was started in
council Monday. Scores of complaints
have been registered at City Hall
that at present lights are put out
when streets" still are too dark to
permit traffic to proceed with safety,
and that, with increasing darkness
of winter months, this condition will
grow worse unless schedules are
lengthened.
Counoilmen Monday also began
delving into the 1915 budget of C. H.
Kibbee, street lighting superintendent. In addition to facing a $60,000
deficit at the end of the year, Kibbee
is asking for 1915 an appropriation
of $485,000, compared with $388,000 for
this year. If council appropriations
committee pares his estimate to any
extent a halt must be called on extensions in residence districts and
the $200,000 downtown "white way"
lighting project of Service Director
Sidlo.
Scores Make Complaint
"Several score of early-morning
risers have complained to me that
streets are as dark as at midnight
when they go to work," Councilman
Dittrick declared Monday. "They say
at City Hall that when eastern time
was put in effect street lighting
schedules were moved up an hour to
correspond, but now that winter is
coming on the schedules again should
be lengthened."
Councilman Stolte, too, said he has
been complained to by many East
End workers, particularly street car
men. A dozen motormen have declared serious accidents have been
averted by a hair's breadth only.
Safety Director Benesch maintained
police work would be made easier
were lights left burning half an hour
or so longer.
Kibbee said Monday, answering
Stolte and Dittrick, that to burn
lights 40 minutes longer a day would
cost $25,000 a year. At present arc
lights burn from 5:25 p. m. to 6:20
a. m'., and gas lamps from 4:55 p. m.
to 5:50 a. m. Schedules are changed
gradually each month.
Council Must Find Funds
Lights are left burning now as
long as funds will permit," Kibbee
said. "It costs about $35,000 a month
to keep the 6,000 arcs and 6,000 gas
lamps going, and council last January pared estimates so much we
will have a deficit of $60,000 to face
for the year. If council wants to
pay the bill the lights will burn
longer."
Councilmen Monday said they
would approve of the $97,000 increase in Kibbee's 1915 budget if extensions in outlying districts are not
made secondary to Sidlo's downtown
lighting scheme. Between 5 00 and
550 new nitrogen lamps will be installed at a cost per year for upkeep
and current of practically $58, according-to- Kibbee.

Councilmen Monday pointed to the
discharge
of Bernard Abkowitz,1
Mayor Baker's office boy, on the
ground his "personality is no good,"
as an example of the inability of
civil service to give real protection
to city employes. Although under
civil service Abkowitz had no
no. recourse except to appeal to Baker for
the exact reason for his dismissal.
Charter provisions permit a department head to let out any employe
on a minute's notice,e councilmen
pointed out, by giving him a statement of charges, a copy of which
must be riled with civil service commissioners. Only firemen, policemen
and sanitary police have an opportunity to appeal to the commissioners
themselves.
. "The discharge of any employe under civil service is up to the department head," said E. A. Kline, secretary of- the commission. "Of course,
if an employe was discharged because he wore a necktie somebody
didn't like, the director would be
judged badly by the public. Public. Public opinion has a restraining
effect."
Abkowitz, who figured in the
charges of Mrs. Cora Stetson Butler,
6719 Euclid avenue, that the city was
shielding a former municipal employe
from her effort to secure his conviction for an assault on a sixteen-year>ld boy, left Monday for a conference with Baker. It is said the mayor
would not have taken such summary
action had he not been forced to back
up his secretary, Milton Young.
Young informed Abkowitz of his discharge Saturday while Baker was in
Philadelphia.

FAREB0X CHARITY GETS
0. K. IF BAKER ASSENTS
If Mayor Bawer assents, council
street railway committee late Monday will reconsider its action quashing the plan of Associated Charities
officials to make collections for the
.institution in street car fare boxes the
day before Thanksgiving.
The plan is backed by the railway company and Traction Commissioner Witt.

WANT ADVICE? WHY, NO!
A special council committee was
to decide Monday afternoon whether
it is worth while for Council President Thompson to investigate further
into the suggestion of Allan T.
Barnes, Cleveland foundation survey
expert, that citizens be appointed
advisors to the various council committees. A majority of councilmen
are against the plan.

DEMOCRATS TO PICK
LEVINE'S SUCCESSOR
The Democratic county executive
committee will meet Thursday to select a candidate to be recommended
to' Governor Cox for appointment as
municipal judge to succeed Judge
Manuel Leyine, who goes . to the
common pleas bench. Police Prosecutor Samuel Silbert and State Senator Maurice Bernstein are leading
candidates.
Levine is expected to resign early
in December, so that his successor
can be named by Cox.
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City Plans Lease of
30 Acres to Railroads

E TO WELCH
ALL CANDIDATES

U, S. Supreme Court Upholds Cleveland's Title to Lake Front
Land; Officials Now to Determine Corporations' Rights;
Suit Will Follow if Conference Fails.

Mayor Is Pledged to Silence on
City officials plan immediately to law firm of Squire, Sanders &
"The fact that rwv
open negotiations with representa- Dempsey.
Position in Effort to Keep
tives of four railroads in an effort to federal courts had previously decided
in
favor
of
the
railroads,
and
that
the
agree on the disposition of thirty
Out Aspirants for
acres of "lake front land now occu- railroads entered into the original
contract
with
the
city
in
good
faith,
Chair.
pied by the railroads. The city was
and paid for the land, proves this
given title to the land yesterday by
contention.
a decision of the United States Su"The railroads can not now be
CITY HALL EMPLOYEES
preme Court, rendered after a legal ousted from this land, because the
fight which has covered twenty-one
state courts have held that they have
CALL MEETING TODAY
years.
certain well defined rights in the
The possibility of still further liti- land, with privileges of laying and
gation, however, was indicated last
using tracks."
Campaign Will Be Launched to.
night by Mayor Baker, who said the
The railroads have been represented
city probably would bring a suit in
'Revive Popularity of Muequity to determine the rights of the by Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
railroads, should it be found impos- through the twenty-one years of
nicipal Executive.
sible to reach an agreement at con- litigation.
ferences.
Contract Made in 1894.
Baker, Councilman Reynolds and
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY:
The railroads have claimed title to
other officials indicated that the city the land on the strength of a conprobably will attempt to lease the tract made with the city in 1849. A -njs uo SuiiU.reo aou si iLuaumja
land to the railroads, rather than that time a ninety-nine-year least -AOS aqi -sai-ewe Annul™ jo aSpa
to begin municipal improvements.
was granted, giving the railroads thi -IA10U5I V PUB LUSnOt-n'Bd 8:T«TBUII}S
The rental from the tract, which is
s
valued at $20,000,000, would be tre- right to lay and use tracks on Batl pu-e aj-Ba.io oi .iaqrB.i jnq ™ !
street, now W. 9th street. The citj -•TBJIU™ jo }iJids -B .rajsoj oj jou si
mendous. The land is now occupied
by tracks, docks and roundhouses of was given $100,000 for the lease.. Sub- siqj }T3in }no juiod saaoijjo ^uue
the Pennsylvania, Lake Shore, Big sequently the lake was filled in north eiuL nuossad TB um\% smoqos aio
Four and Cleveland & Pittsburg Rail- of W. 9th street, greatly increasing ui uoi}onj}siii Annul™ 9-ioui uaaq
the acreage of the tract. This made 9.iaqi si3u; A'axunoo aqj jo AJOJ
4
roads.
land was claimed by the railroads on -siq aqj ui aiiiii snoiA9.id ou JV
Refuses to Hear Appeal.
the ground of "ownership by right
■AJO}SUI S%X UI S9SSB10
Yesterday's Supreme Court decision of possession."
JS9S.IBI 9LB pi3q SBq SXB8/£ JUOJ JSBI
was the dismissal of' the railroads'
The city has contended that the gqi in juioj; JS9A4. W AUIBPBOB
motion for a review of the Ohio Su- lease gave the railroads the right to AJiniltUI 9U.J, -A0U9I0IJJ9 JSaqSiq JO
preme Court's ruling
upholding use the land for necessary tracks, SUIJOOJ -B UO SAl3A\rB p9UIinUIT3UI
Cleveland's title to the land. The but that title was not surrendered aq' SUOSIJJ'BS pu-eisi UBIIBAYBH
court held that it is without juris- to the railroads.
puB
ouiddiima
'■BureuTsa sift
diction to hear the appeal. This
The case has been carried through }T3q} pa^S-B SBU. !lU9U«.I'Bdap 91^
action ends litigation which was be- the court of common pleas, the apgun by the late Judge James Law- pellate court, federal court, the Ohio •Bureui3<i -ye suoij^oun^oJ }si300B3S
rence, who started suit twenty-one Supreme Court, and finally to the 910 JO Sn.1} SI 9UI-BS 9111 -p.H3M.IOJ
paqsnd Suiaq si spuiaisi U-BIIBM/BH
lears ago when he was city director United States Supreme Court.
aqj ui sjpTU.nsq 9qj guijan.ijs
of law.
Under the decision upheld by ac- -UOO JO JIJOAY 3U.J, "ABa BUUB>-I
"It is a complete victory for the tion of the United States Supreme
city," said Mayor Baker. "A suit In Court the city is given all improve- jo SUOIXBOUIJ-IOJ luauBUijgd aqj
equity would be only a minor phase ments made on the land in question Ol S91BI9J qoiqAV UB ui op-BUi U89q
*of the case, brought merely to de- since 1S97, without paying the rail- SBII ssaaSoad AJOJOBJSIJBS euj^qj
termine the exact rights of the rail- roads for them. This property, with jno sjuiod ju9unji3d9a -^M. .X
roads in the event of a disagreement. the land, is what the city proposes \IBA\ nmjoB jo jjoqs '}SJ>J }S9IAWHI
aqa oj 11 guijjnd Aq AJIXB nrauis *
Such litigation would not affect the
to lease.
city's title, tliat angle having been
The city now has possession of all jo isoui oqj 9}TBUI oj osodand Aaqi
disposed of by the United States lake front land between the mouth xeq} :mq 'ireuis si usui 000'S8 J°
Supreme Court's ruling.
of the Cuyahoga River and E. 9th AlUJB U-B JBqj ACS S.190IJJO AUIJV
City officials see in the victory an street, with the exception of that ■sqjuom AV9J JSBd aqj Suianp
opportunity to compel immediate portion lying between W. 3d street sdBqjad nsaz jej-BaaS qjtM. 'aouis
action on the Union station project and W. 9th street. The tract in- J3A9 P9M0H0J uaaq si3q .lapao
with terms favorable to the city. volved in the litigation was known siq} jo it.nds aqx 's.moq A\.aj B UI
Union station plans will be taken up as the "Bath fishing grounds." It -qjiAV pajBJjiraouoo 9J9M. sap-eSiaq
as soon as a decision has been was acquired by the city in 1796.
9JIJU9 'saraij pajoadxaun jsora aqj
reached in regard to the disposition
j3 jno patfBD 9-iaM vtaqj 'saqoj-Bin
of the thirty-acre tract.
■ paojoj uaAiS 9J9M ua™ stfi
MAYOR
TO
HAVE
HIGHER
•aXBj.i'BM. i^njo^ ui asij-B
"Judicial Outrage"—Boyle.
suoiJIPiio0 .i9A9^i3qAi ui ajqis
Law Director Stockwall plans to
PRICED OFFICE BOY i| pinOAY
-sod S-B J-BJ S-B aouauadxa PUB Sui
demand back rental from the rail! UI-BJJ urejqo J9iptos jCaaAa j'Bqj
roads amounting to hundreds of
Mayor Baker's new office boy is to T
thousands of dollars.
Under the get $520 per year, instead of the $360 J pajisap SBAI ii •uSt'Bdureo I'erijo'B
court ruling the railroads are entitled that has been paid the official mes- U-B ut paSBSua aq 8J9AS. J99UI pjnoM.
to onlys-such portions of the tract
aq suoijipuoo u^ 'J^AV innjoB
in the past.
as are used for "necessary tracks." senger
This became known yesterday after jo apisjno oiqissod SB JB9U SB
This area is comparatively small. Baker had sustained his secretary,. 'AUUB, aqj jo U-BUI pajsnua aqj JOj
The Pennsylvania Railroad has the Milton Young, in dismissing Bernard aptAOjd oj SBAV joafqo SJI 'i -ojsi
S13
largest holdings, which include exsnourej araoo
Abkowitz, office boy, who had de- 'jgpjO fB-iaasO
tensive docks.
-9q
snq
qoiqAV
jopao
UB pajBSinui
manded a personal hearing. Young
' "The decision is a judicial outuaqj *poOAi
had told Abkowitz that he objected -OJCI 'JJBJS jo jaiqo
1
rage," said William C. Boyle, of the
to the manner in which the office boy .IOCBH 'OS-B sj-EaA jnoj jnoqv
•uoijmj
!
received callers at the office.
Young Abkowitz recently had his -ui Aq sjaoijjo am Suoure pajT39Jo
pay cut $10 per month, when the
-KOSNHOf 'a a
board of control started a retrenching policy.
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LAST week in Philadelphia at
the first national conference']
of mayors the praises of municipal
ownership were sounded vociferously.
Mayor Baker, of Clevt
land, opened the (iiscussion witl,
"an attack on private ownership
of service corporations."
Frederic C. Howe, of New York, mentioned
instances o f municipal
ownership of public utilities in
European cities that had been
"completely successful" and "emphatically
advocated
municipal
ownership in America."

•Aida-i aqj I -uj
„'3op AUI .USS l.Upip. I PBlS UIJ,, j SA;

With a curious timeliness the
cables have just brought an instance of the advanced development of municipal ownership in
the cities of Europe. It affords an
interesting commentary on the
practical workings of the theory
lauded by Cleveland's mayor.
According to the cabled dispatch, the newspapers of Vienna
announce that advance subscriptions totaling $2i>, 000,000 have
been elicited by Austria-Hungary's
effort to float a war loan, that
Hungarian
cities are pledging
their entire municipal capital to
the fund and that the city of
Vienna alone has taken $6,2 50,000 of the loan, "the money being
obtained chiefly from deposits in
municipal savings banks!"
Apparently the assets of the
municipal banks were loaned ta
the central government without
asking the depositors' consent.
Very likely such consent, if asked,
would have been given in many;
cases.
Yet staking the solvency
of the banks and the safety of all
| their depositors' savings on the.
. hazard of war seems a risk whicH
some of the banks' patrons might!
prefer not to run.
Municipally-owned
saving
banks are not common in Americ
as yet. The financial methods 6
American cities are not invariabl:
such as to inspire citizens with
desire to intrust their savings |
the custody of the city govern
ment. In Cleveland, for exampli
this European idea would hardl;
meet with universal favor in vie
of the city government's fast-an
loose handling of the city sinki
fund—a fund provided for I
payment
of
public
debt a|
theoretically immune from p
1 litical control, as municipal sai
' ings bank deposits would doub
less also be, but in fact freel
utilized by the administration |
risky or costly bend deals for th
financing of favorite municipa:
i ownership ventures.
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City Plans Lease of
30 Acres to Railroads
U, S. Supreme Court Upholds Cleveland's Title to Lake Front
Landj Officials Now to Determine Corporations' Rights;
Suit Will Follow if Conference Fails.
City officials plan immediately to law firm of Squire, Sanders &
"The fact that rwv
open negotiations with representa- Dempsey.
tives of four railroads in an effort to federal courts had previously decided
agree on the disposition of thirty in favor of the railroads, and that the
railroads entered into the original
acres of'lake front land now occucontract with the city in good faith,
pied by the railroads. The city was and paid for the land, proves this
given title to the land yesterday by
contention.
a decision of the United States Su"The railroads can not now be
preme Court, rendered after a legal ousted from this land, because the
fight which has covered twenty-one state courts have held that they have
years.
certain well defined rights in the _
The possibility of still further liti- land, with privileges of laying and
gation, however, was indicated last
using tracks."
night by Mayor Baker, who said the
The railroads have been represented
city probably would bring a suit in by Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
equity to determine the rights of the
through the twenty-one years of
railroads, should it be found impossible to reach an agreement at con- litigation.
ferences.
Contract Made in 1894.
Baker, Councilman Reynolds and
The railroads have claimed title to
other officials indicated that the city the land on the strength of a conprobably will attempt to lease the tract made with the city in 1849. At
land to the railroads, rather than that time a ninety-nine-year lease
to begin municipal improvements. was granted, giving the railroads the
The rental from the tract, which is right to lay and use tracks on Batli
valued at $20,000,000, would be tre- street, now W. 9th street. The city
mendous. The land is now occupied
was given $100,000 for the lease.. Subby tracks, docks and roundhouses of
the Pennsylvania, Lake Shore, Big sequently the lake was filled in north
Four and Cleveland & Pittsburg Rall- of W. 9th street, greatly increasing i
the acreage of the tract. This made I
, roads.
land was claimed by the railroads on
Refuses to Hear Appeal.
the ground of "ownership by right
Yesterday's Supreme Court decision of possession."
was the dismissal of the railroads*
The city has contended that the
motion for a review of the Ohio Su- lease gave the railroads the right to
preme Court's ruling
upholding use the land for necessary tracks,
Cleveland's title to the land. The but that title was not surrendered;
court held that it is without juris- to the railroads.
diction to hear the appeal. This
The case has been carried through
action ends litigation which was be- the court of common pleas, the ap- ,
gun by the late Judge James Law- pellate court, federal court, the Ohio I
rence, who started suit twenty-one Supreme Court, and finally to the
lears ago when he was city director United States Supreme Court.
of law.
Under the decision upheld by ac"It is a complete victory for the tion of the United States Supreme
city," said Mayor Baker. "A suit In Court the city is given all improveequity would be only a minor phase ments made on the land in question
'of the case, brought merely to de- since 1897, without paying the railtermine the exact rights of the rail- roads for them. This property, with
roads in the event of a disagreement. the land, is what the city proposes
Such litigation would not affect the to lease.
city's title, tliat angle having been
The city now has possession of all
disposed of by the United States lake front land between the mouth
Supreme Court's ruling.
of the Cuyahoga River and B. 9th
City officials see in the victory an street, with the exception of that
opportunity to compel immediate portion lying between W. 3d street
action on the Union station project and W. 9th street. The tract inwith terms favorable to the city. volved in the litigation was known
Union station plans will be taken up as the "Bath fishing grounds." It
as soon as a decision has been was acquired by the city in 1796.
reached in regard to the disposition
of the thirty-acre tract.
MAYOR TO HAVE HIGHER
"Judicial Outrage"—Boyle.
Law Director StockwaJl plans to
PRICED OFFICE BOY
demand back rental from the railroads amounting to hundreds of
Mayor Baker's new office boy is to
thousands of dollars.
Under the get $520 per year, instead of the $360
court ruling the railroads are entitled that has been paid the official mesto only * such portions of the tract senger in the past.
as are used for "necessary tracks."
This became known yesterday after
This area is comparatively small. Baker had sustained his secretary,
The Pennsylvania Railroad has the Milton Young, in dismissing Bernard
largest holdings, which include ex- Abkowitz, office boy, who had detensive docks.
manded a personal hearing. Young
" "The decision is a judicial out- ihad told Abkowitz that he objected
rage," said William C. Boyle, of the to the manner in which the office boy
received callers at the office.
Young Abkowitz recently had his
pay cut $10 per month, when the
board of control started a retrenching policy.

Mayor Is Pledged to Silence on
Position in Effort to Keep
Out Aspirants for

Chair.
CITY HALL EMPLOYEES
CALL MEETING TODAYi
Campaign Will Be Launched to;
Revive Popularity of Municipal Executive.
ST FREDERICK BAOLEY.
Efforts to head off all booms for
Democratic
mayoralty
candidates
other than Mayor Baker are to be
imade by city employees at a meeting
an Democratic headquarters at 4
co'clock this afternoon.
Plans of the Baker faction in the
icity hall, as far as now disclosed, include the deliberate creation of a
movement, centering in the city hall
and the court house, to revive the
popularity of the mayor if possible.
"Under the plan, Mr. Baker is supposed to keep silent on announcement of his candidacy or declination
until the movement has progressed.
This plan has a two-fold purpose.
If the mayor announces himself as
a. candidate finally, the announcement will be billed as in response to
■a. popular demand and the plan is
,'said to be to keep out other candidates in the early stages of the race
)by the uncertainty regarding Baker's
position. If the hoped-for boom for
•the mayor fails utterly and he does
:not run, then Baker men expect the
movement will have succeeded in
keeping the other prospective candidates out until the Baker faction has
bad time to pick and groom a successor.

MUNICIPAL BANKS.
T AST week in Philadelphia at
■L' the first national conference
of mayors the praises of municipal
ownership were sounded vociferously.
Mayor Baker, of cievc
land, opened the discussion wit;
"an attack on private ownership
of service corporations."
Frederic C. Howe, of New York, mentioned
instances o f municipal
ownership of public utilities in
European cities that had been
"completely successful" and "emphatically
advocated municipal
ownership in America."
With a curious timeliness the
cables have just brought an instance of the advanced development of municipal ownership in
the cities of Europe. It affords an
interesting commentary on the
practical workings of the theory
lauded by Cleveland's mayor.
According to the cabled dispatch, the newspapers of Vienna
announce that advance subscriptions totaling $2&,o00,000 have
been elicited by Austria-Hungary's
effort to float a war loan, that
Hungarian
cities are pledging
their entire municipal capital to
the fund and that the city of
Vienna alone has taken $6,250,000 of the loan, "the money being
obtained chiefly from deposits in
municipal savings hanks!"
Apparently the assets of the
municipal banks were loaned tq
the central government without
asking the depositors' consent.
Very likely such consent, it asked,
would have been given in many
cases.
Yet staking the solvency
of the banks and the safety of all
their depositors' savings on th<
hazard of war seems a risk whig
some of the banks' patrons inigh'
prefer not to run.
Municipally-owned
saving
banks are not common in Ameria
as yet. The financial methods 6:
American cities are not invariabl:
such as to inspire citizens with
desire to intrust their savings ti
the custody of the city goven
ment. In Cleveland, for exampl'
this European idea would hard'
meet with universal favor in vie
of the city government's fast-am
loose handling of the city sinki
fund—a fund provided for t
payment
of
public
debt a:
theoretically immune from pi
llitical control, as municipal si
' ings bank deposits would doutr
less also be, but in fact free!
utilized by the administration i;
risky or costly bend deals for thi
financing of favorite municip:
i ownership ventures.

Baker Refuses to Talk.
So far Mr. Baker has done nothing
to spoil the plan. Some of his partisans had expressed the opinion publicly that he would indicate his intentions upon his return from Philadelphia yesterday.
"Are you making any announcement regarding your candidacy for
mayor?" Mr. Baker was asked.
"I will not discuss that subject,"
was his answer.
A copy of the private letter sent
out by the city hall employees calling
■today's meeting became available
yesterday. It is written on city hall
stationery and is signed, "C. W.
Dempster,
secretary,
the
Street
Cleaners' Benevolent Association."
The letter says that the Street
Cleaners' Association seeks to form
an organization to "boost the work
of Newton D. Baker, as mayor."
"The object is to return the present administration to office at the
; next city election," the
letter
i frankly states.
It then goes on to say that the association, on the advice of Vice
Chairman E. B. Haserodt of the
Democratic committee, and Gus
Hanna, superintendent of street
cleaning, called the meeting of
heads of divisions and departments
at the city hall. and_ the heads of
county offices for the Democratic
headquarters, today. In the letter is
some interesting information, in
view of the fact that the leaders
of the regular Democratic organization yesterday disclaimed responsiihility for starting the boom.
Every Baker "Fan" Called.
"Party representatives of the city
are expected to attend and you are
earnestly requested to attend," the
letter read. "This movement is intended to be city-wide, and every
Baker fan in the city is desired in
the enrollment.
"Thus far the movement has the
'hearty co-operation of leaders of the
;party."
Partisans of the county officials who
are said to have mayoralty bees in
their bonnets were disturbed by the
tone of the letter, which, they said,
indicated that someone very close to
the mayor's office, at the least, had
been consulted in the matter. They
drew this inference from the part
about city officials being "expected" to attend.
Haserodt, who is reputed to have
•an eye on the mayor's chair himself,
has been put into a delicate position
by being called in on the consultation, as shown by the letter. He was
in no position to refuse to attend, his
friends asserted yesterday. The faction that is following Prosecutor
'Cyrus Locher was not prepared, apparently, to take any open position
just yet.
Flan Successor to Levlne.
The Democratic executive committee is to be called together this week,
probably on Thursday, to recommend
a successor for appointment by Governor Cox to the municipal judgeship
to be vacated when Judge Manuel
Levine takes office as common pleas
judge.. From all indications yesterday, Maurice Bernstein seemed to
have the inside track with Governor
Cox and local party men, although
.strong pressure is being brought by
Mends of Police Prosecutor Silbert
to land the place for him.
The Cleveland Law School Club,
which supported Judge Willis L.
Vickery for election as common pleas
judge, wrote Democratic politicians
recommending Silbert for the place.
State
Representative-elect
Sam
^itzsimmons yesterday said he intends to seek legislation either enlarging the number jof municipal judges
or giving someone the power to appoint temporary'yudges to take care
of extra businesk
/
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THE LAKE FRONT CASE.
that the Supreme Court
NcOW
of the United States has refused to interfere with the decision of the state courts in favor
of the city's title to much land on
the lake front which has been
claimed by the railroad companies
that are actually in possession of
a great part of it, the conclusion
of the entire lake front controversy ought to be near.
The
municipal government has gained
vantage ground from which it can
afford to treat with the railways
on a basis of broad fairness and
far-seeing plans for the welfare of
Cleveland.
Plainly, the most important
goal to be sought is the extensive
and beneficial use of tlie lake
front.
It is very important that
the shore adjacent to the business
center should be made to contribute as much as possible to the
general progress and prosperity of
the city. It is perfectly clear that
no dog-in-the-manger policy could
serve the people of Cleveland well
WHAT COUNCIL DID
or bring good results of any kind. !
There should be a full and fair '
Received mayor's budget estimate, asking for increased city apunderstanding and agreement with
propriations.
the railroads which are able to
Referred legislation authorizing
$3,000,000 waterworks and municimake the most important and impal lighting bonds.
mediate use of the part of the lake :
Referred Gahn resolution asking
front which has been in dispute.
for appointment of committee to
study proposed amendments to subThis compact between the city and
way grant.
the railways ought to include the
Granted Associated Charities perprompt building of the Union stamission to receive contributions in
street car fare boxes November 25.
tion, long discussed and often
Referred new ordinance for downpromised, and it should cover all
;<« steam
heating
franchises
-other improvements which natural"S3^BTOT»S3 pUB ssjdujBS t %° ™ith tnat central feature of
le railroads' part in the comple"»S03 JStJ^ItJ OU Vt ion of the group plan.
Xjao SOnpojd oj sn 3jqi At last the municipal authori30U3Tj3dx3 jo SJV3A. XliB'es are in a P°sition to insist upXq suop si *5fJOA\ sip in falr and ProntaDle terms for

[early Half Million More
Than Last Year Demanded in Estimates.

SALARY RAISES PLANNED
Council Committee Decides to
Permit Thanksgiving Collections in Car Boxes.

SB USAJ. SB :SU0I1B1IAUI t* ^ Th6y WlU neV6r be aWe
• to ask more than a just and liberal
•SUCISBOOO TIB JOI sajA1 vi c P°licy without injuring
atlier than beneflting
XUBUI 3tp puB spjBD 3»ot
Cleveland.
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Baker Urges Council to Limit
City's 1915 Expense to
That of 1914. N
Department Budgets . Show
$381,195 Over Estimated Income.
In a message to the city council
last night accompanying his budget
for 1915, Mayor Newton D. Baker
urged that the council limit expenditures the coming year to the total
amount ex~3nded this year.
He further suggested, that the increase in the city's Income from taxation and other ources next year be
used in reducing the debt of $765,000
incurred to meet the pay roll for the
balance of this year.
Department heads' estimates in the
budget show $381,195 above the estimated income for the year, which
is $5,392,151. There are many requests for salary raises, a request
for 100 additional policemen, ten additional sanitary police and for other
increases in employes.
Other features of last night's meeting were the introduction of a resolution by Councilman Harry C. Gahn
calling for the appointment of a special committee of five to study the
subway question in all its phases, the
adoption of a resolution permitting
the use of street car fare boxes the
day before Thanksgiving for Associated Charities collections and the
reintroduction of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.'s steam heating
grant without the amendment .opposed
by the company,
The Gahn resolution was referred
to the council committee of the w hole
which meets tomorrow afternoon to
consider the pending subway ordinance. Following' are the questions
that Gahn asks the committee to consider:

Whether under the public square Is the
best location for a subway and underground
downtown terminal.
Whether short line subways or underground railroads within a radius of one mile
from said terminal are practicable.
Whether surface cars, under the existing
street railway .franchise or arrangement
supplementary thereto, or otherwise, could
run into such subways and into said terminal, and under what arrangements.
What types of subway construction, underground railroad care and equipment are used
in other cities having subways.
The best possible plan of subway construction, cars, equipment, stations, terminals,
operation j and service for the people of
Cleveland.
The advisability of the city itself constructing and operating, or either, subways,
underground railroads and underground terminals.
Whether a subway ordinance, similar, to
the existing street railway ordinance, to a
private company would be practicable.

°
"
ficient, high-grade Clevelanders who refrained from making a
| rush for those $1,800 to $3,000
civil service jobs offered by the
city administration have made no
attempt to analyze their feelings
on the subject. The chances , are
that the proposition, in a general
■69JJ J9S AmvipdUIUll 9J9M S9UUT
way, didn't "look good" to them.
The resolution permitting charity
But now their judgment has collections In street cars the day before Thanksgiving was adopted by
m HUM uojioauuoo ut aapjniu wt
vote.
•S^BM SUIT} unanimous
P9SJBU.0 .S9UUI J0
^ put! ™
Finance Director Cotlghlin explains
in his budget that there has been
pun 'S3JIJ J( widespread
misunderstanding with
(><««,« eJ9M ^nn3 %ou\0 s/3,pJ^
reference
expenditures for park j
3tfl, O} 3JHS refreshmentto stands.
fwnoo aqj J0 uononajsu, uodn--ox
No tax money!
be used foi this purpose, he ex- ;.'
«qui9A0N -xai -QiKOiNV NVS
-uieui S3UO will
plains. The estimated /receipts are
7,000 and the expense $83,165.
3JB tpilJM. 111The
estimated earnings for the gar- !
'3IPBIS 'IBOO- bage department are $201,500, for the
.1 lighting department $691
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emeu mem. The rabbits didn't IOOK
it anything in particular.
They
imply leaped across the fields—and
(rendered.
Many a cotton tail, survivor of
ither seasons, marveled that the man
>east had come to use noiseless shotruns and thanked their-* rabbit g-od
hat the new firearms proved so
harmless. Had they paid close attenlion they'd have seen that the hunters
;arried no guns.
Word fror-> many northern Ohio
:ounties reacning the fish and game
:ommission today was that hundreds
it hunters, denied the right of shootng cotton tails, could not resist visitng the haunts of their big eared, fleet
friends, and see just how much they
evere missing.
For the first time in years strangr
£rs could be seen crawling over farm
fences and men who saw them didn't
hide behind a tree or rock in fear of
being hit by a load from an accidentally discharged shotgun.
These harmless hunters learned
that rabbits are more 'numerous than
they have been in many years. In
some parts rabbits are to be counted
by hundreds in a few hours' tramp.
|Fhis is especially true in the vicinity
>f Marblehead, Lakeside, and in the
liills of Holmes county.
But authorities as a rule haven't
Inuch faith in the state's hunting citizenship. Scores of extra deputy game
ivardens have been appointed to assist in preventing hunting or make
jirrests in cases where the anti-hunting ruling is violated. In Erie and
Holmes counties, especially, were offl;lals on the alert.
In Holmes county the sheriff and
prosecutor had men at all railway
stations watching for men who carried guns and for dogs that traveled
in trains.
Ten extra deputies were appointed
by Sheriff David Fergusson of Summit county, today to enforce the
quarantine order crohibiting hunting.
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THE LAKE FRONT CASE.
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iy nan ndillion More
Than Last Year Demanded in Estimates.
SALARY RAISES PLANNED
Council Committee Decides to
Permit Thanksgiving Collections in Car Boxes.
WHAT COUNCIL DID
Received mayor's, budget estimate, asking for increased city appropriations.
Referred legislation authorizing
}3,0OO,OOO waterworks and municipal lighting bonds.
Referred Gahn resolution asking
for appointment of committee to
study proposed amendments to subway grant.
Granted Associated Charities permission to receive contributions in
street car fare boxes November 25.
Referred new ordinance for downtown steam
heating
franchises
asked by Illuminating Company.

Increased appropriations were asked
y practically every city department
1 Mayor Baker's budget estimate for
1915, submitted to the city council
last night. A total of $5,773,346 was
iquested, an increase of $401,862 over
this year's expenditures. This is exclusive of municipal utilities, which
ill receive their entire earnings.
Bond issues totaling $3,000,000 are
_.so planned for this year, according
to the preliminary legislation introduced at last night's session.
Two million dollars of this amount
is for various waterworks purposes.
The remainder is for extensions to the
municipal light plant and thij development of a down-town street lighting system.
In a communication accompanying
the estimate, Mayor Baker expressed
the opinion that next year's appropriations should not exceed those of
the present year. Receipts will be
greater, he said, but the additional
funds should be used in paying a part
of-tms year's outstanding indebtedness for operating expenses.
Financial relief may come to Ohio
municipalities from the state Legislature, but all new ventures should
be withheld, in the mayor's opinion.
Gahn Opens Fight.
The meeting of the council was
marked by the inauguration of a
fight by Councilman Gahn to reopen
the entire subway negotiations between the Cleveland Rapid Transit
Company and the city.
Gahn's resolution, asking for the
appointment of a committee of five
to investigate specific points, was
referred to a committee of the whole
council.
Gahn urged that an ordinance similar to the street railway grant be
considered. The committee meets
tomorrow
to
consider
proposed
amendments to the subway grant.
The council rescinded its former
action and voted to allow the Associated Charities to receive contributions in street car fare boxes' on the
day preceding- Thanksgiving
-^_
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NOW that the Supreme Court
of the United States has refused to interfere with the decision of the state courts in favor
of the city's title to much land on
the lake front which has heen j
claimed by the railroad companies i
that are actually in possession of
a great part of it, the conclusion i
of the entire lake front con- [
troversy ought to be near.
The j
municipal government has gained
vantage ground from which it can
afford to treat with the railways
on a basis of broad fairness and
far-seeing plans for the welfare of
Cleveland.
Plainly, the most important
goal to be sought is the extensive
and beneficial use of the lake
front.
It is very important that
the shore adjacent to the business
center should be made to contribute as much as possible to the
general progress and prosperity of
the city. It is perfectly clear that
no dog-in-the-manger policy could
serve the people of Cleveland well
or bring good results of any kind.
There should be a full and fair
understanding and agreement with
the railroads which are able to
make the most important and immediate use of the part of the lake
front which has been in dispute.
This compact between the city and
the railways ought to include the
prompt building of the Union station, long discussed and often
promised, and it should cover all
other improvements which naturally go with that central feature of
the railroads' part in the completion of the group plan.
At last the municipal authorities are in a position to insist upon fair and profitable terms for
the city. They will never be able
to ask more than a just and liberal
civic policy without injuring
rather than benefiting Cleveland.

MORE OF THE UPLIFT.
PROBABLY that army of efficient, high-grade Clevelanders who refrained from making a
rush for those $1,800 to $3,000
civil service jobs offered by the
city administration have made no
attempt to analyze their feelings
on the subject. The chances , are
that the proposition, in a general
way, didn't "look good" to them.
But now their judgment has
been vindicated definitely by an
admission which, apparently
through inadvertence, has crept
into the columns of the administration's principal newspaper defender.
It
seems
that
"personality"
counts more heavily in the awarding of city jobs for which civil
service
examinations are held,
than anything else. And it is to
count still more heavily in all
coming examinations.
For instance, "personality" and experience will be rated at 66 2-3 per
cent in the examination for commissioner of recreation. Also, for
instance, little Barney, office boy
to the mayor's secretary, has been
"fired" because, though his work
was well "done, his "personality" is
not right.
Little Barney is trying, in a
dazed way, to figure out what is1
wrong with him. He doesn't understand. But very likely most of
the rest of us do.
Hereafter when a city official or
employee under civil service rules
packs his private belongings in a
suit case, closes his desk and departs with a dejected air, no questions need be asked.
It will be
evident that the grip, the foot and
mouth disease or something equally disconcerting has happened to
his personality.
And the usual
morning salutation, in the city hall,
will be "Good morning.
How is
your personality today?"

1
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ng to lay plans , before the case|
fended.
J "Although I was confident through-|
"out that we would win," he added.
"The action of the court gives the!
railroads perpetual easement for]
their tracks, except as that easement j
might be inconsistent with the rights!
of the city for public streets. That]
question we will have to take up with I
the railroads. They should not be in-1
convenienced. We have no wish to |
Quotes Bible in Expressing inconvenience them.
"However, the land which is occupied by docks and storage houses can|
j Pleasure at Success in
be put to proper public use."
"Jim Lawrence should get much of I
Lake Front Case.
the credit," he said, referring to the I
lato Common Pleas Judge James |
Lawrence.
"Arthur Young, too."
U. S. Supreme Cdurt Rules Mr. Young is assistant law director. |
Mayor Baker said nothing regarding
his own part in the long legal battle.
, Against Railroads, Ends
The suit originated because of an j
effort by the railroads to resist ejectLong Fight.
ment from the water front property j
involved. The result means the railMayor Newton D. Baker, said last roads will have to pay the city an anrental for occupying filled-in
evening it would require serious study nual
land and docks along the lake front. I
to determine the city's next moves
Litigation was begun in 1893 in I
with regard to the lake front land common pleas court, and the railroads]
between E. 9th-st and the Cuyahoga had the case transferred to federal!
court. United States district court!
river, Cleveland's right of ownership held for the railroads. The case was!
to which was established finally yes- carried to the United States circuit!
I terday by decision of the United court of appeals, which was about tol
hold for the railway companies when!
I States supreme court.
it decided that it had no jurisdiction.!
The courts action, which was a
The suit went back into common I
J dismissal of a motion by the railroads pleas court, and Judge Willis Vickery.L
| interested to review the case, followed something over four years ago, held I
I a battle of years between the city and for the city. Through the district!
I the Cleveland & Pittsburg, Pennsyl- court of appeals, then circuit court,!
j vania, Big Four and Lake Shore & the case was carried to the Ohio su\ Michigan Southern railway com- preme court, which upheld Judge!
' panies.
Vickery's decision.
The decision gives the city the title * Again the railroads went into
to more than thirty acres of land, United States court, until finally the
1 worth about $20,000,000, lying be- motion for a review of the case was
tween E. 9th-st and the mouth of the laid before the United States supreme
Cuyahoga.
court. That court's action in dismissAn idea of the significance of ing the motion y ^sterday makes the
: Cleveland's victory might have been decision of the Ohio supreme court
gained from the demonstration of joy the law of the case, and the city is
with which Mayor Baker received the the. victor.
news that the long fight was over and
The case technically was that of
j the famous lake front suit ended with the Cleveland & Pittsburg, the Pennthe
palm
awarded
to
the
city.
sylvania, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
j
" 'Lord, now lettest thou thy serv- Chicago & St. Louis, and the Lake
ant depart in peace, according to thy Shore & Michigan Southern railway
word. For mine. eyes have seen thy companies, plaintiffs in error, vs. the
salvation
,' " he said, as he turned city of Cleveland on a writ of error
toward his desk.
to the supreme court of Ohio. The
Last night the mayor asserted he opinion was delivered by Associate
could make no definite statement as Justice Day and was not participated
to future action, having been unwill- in by Associate Justice Holmes.

BAKER SHOWS JOY
G OF BILLS . AT CITY'S VICTORY
Baker Urges Council to Limit
City's 1915 Expense to
That of 1914. ,
Department Budgets , Show
$381,195 Over Estimated Income.
In a message to the city council
last night accompanying his budget
for 1915, Mayor Newton D. Baker
urged that the council limit expenditures the coming year to the total
amount ex-ended this year.
He further suggested, that the increase in the city's income from taxation and other ources next year be
used in reducing the debt of 3765,000
incurred to meet the pay roll for the
balance of this year.
Department heads' estimates in the
budget show $381,195 above the estimated income for the year, which
is $5,392,151. There are many requests for salary raises, a request
for 100 additional policemen, ten additional sanitary police and for other
increases in employes.
Other features of last night's meeting were the introduction of a resolution by Councilman Harry C. Gahn
calling for the appointment of a special committee of five to study the
subway question in all its phases, the
adoption of a resolution permitting
the use of street car fare boxes the
day before Thanksgiving for Associated Charities collections and the
reintroduction of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.'s steam heating
grant without the amendment .opposed
by the company.
The Gahn resolution was referred
to the council committee of the w hole
which meets tomorrow afternoon to
consider the pending subway ordinance. Following' are the questions
that Gahn asks the committee to consider:

Whether under the public square Is the
beat location for a subway and underground
downtown terminal.
Whether short line subways or underground railroads within a radius of one mile
from said terminal are practicable.
Whether surface cars, under the existing
street railway .franchise or arrangement
supplementary thereto, or otherwise, could
run into such subways and into said terminal, and under what arrangements.
What types of subway construction, underground railroad care and equipment are used
in other cities having BUbways.
The best possible plan of subway construction, cars, equipment, stations, terminals,
operation land service for the people of
Cleveland.
The advisability of the city itself constructing and operating, or either, subways,
underground railroads and underground terminals.
I'
Whether a subway ordinance, similar, to
the existing street railway ordinance, to a
private company would be practicable.

The resolution permitting charity
collections In street cars the day before Thanksgiving was adopted by
unanimous vote.
Finance Director Coughlin explains
In his budget that there has been
widespread misunderstanding with
reference to expenditures for park j
refreshment stands. No tax money!
will be used fot this purpose, he ex- !
plains. The estimated /receipts are |
$117,000 and the expense $83,165.
The estimated earnings for the garbage department are $201,500, for the
municipal lighting department ,$691,000. Receipts from the operation of
dance halls will be about $21,000, and
from the sale of waste paper $21,000.
The salary of the assistant building
inspector Will be increased from
$2,500 to $3,000, the secretary of the
fire department from $1,700 to $2,000,
the messenger in the mayor's office
from $360 to $520, and the superintendent of the outdoor relief will receive a $300 increase if requests of
department heads are complied with
by council.
A vocational guidance department
will be established at a cost of $4,785,
and a larger allowance will be given
■In Biiynr'B nfficp for traveling expenses. The request for the police department is $1,130,710, against $966,484 for this year. The request for the
Are department is $922,913, against
$833,133 allowed this year.
The request for building department purposes is $93,560, against
$78,233 this year. The street cleaning,
street repair and street lighting departments ask for the same amounts
as this year. The request for the forestry department is $13,075, against
$7,000 allowed this year.
The report shows $1,987,379.90 will
be heeded -to meet interest on outstanding bonds during 1915.

REFUSES TO J
;AR FARE FIGHT
Education Board Tells Citizen
j Schools Have No Concern
in Agitation.

:

Grants Request of Mothers
to Co-Operate in Work of
Aiding Miners.
. Cleveland's board of education yesterday side-stepped a chance to participate in a campaign aimed to force
the Cleveland Railway Co. to adopt
fare schedule B, providing for 4-cent
cash fare, seven tickets for a quarter,
1 cent transfer and 1 cent rebate, as
provided under the Tayler grant.
Luther S) Fish, 10500 Englewoodav N. E. opened the way for the
board to become a factor in the fight.
Mr. Fish proposes to carry on a campaign for the reduction of fare. He
wanted the board to help him.
But
it wouldn't.
"There are 1,820 pupils in six high ;
schools who use transfers at a total
cost of $37.40 a day," he told the
board. "There are hundreds of teach- •
ers who must use transfers. My idea
is to have principals of schools notify
me by card how many of their teachers use transfers. It's unjust for the
railway company to make 20 per cent,
of the population pay the deficit of
the company, The company's policy
seems to be 'Let George do it.' "
Various members of the board
spoke at length on the subject. They
said the cause was a good one, but
they could not throw open the schools
to propositions of the kind. President
D. C. Westenhaver closed arguments
with a summary of reasons why the
board could not co-operate.
The Congress of Mothers made a
request to notify principals and
teachers that a receiving station for
gathering clothing and money for the
relief of striking Ohio miners has
been opened at St. Clair-av and E.
79th-st and to inform pupils that any
contribution they might bring would
be gratefully received. An unfavorable report on the request had been
presented by a board committee and
adopted.
Mrs. Virginia D. Green argued for
the granting of the request on. the
ground the board had authorized cooperation in the Christmas Ship campaign. Edward Bushnell and President Westenhaver stated they opposed the Christmas Ship resolution
and also would oppose the Congress
of Mothers' request in the form presented.
The board, however, adopted the
resolution requested by the Congress
of Mr^hers after eliminating the
clause which provided for telling pupils their gifts would be gratefully received. Mr. Westenhaver supported
this resolution, but said he would
vote against such propositions in the
future. Mrs. Green, on the other
hand, assured her fellow members
she would keep right on bringing
such resolutions to the board.
The board authorized the director to ^^ertise for bids for a
twelve-room building on Corlett-av,
between E. 129th-st and E. 131st-st,
to relieve Miles Park and Rice
schools. This building will be a substitute for a temporary four-room
building that has been planned,
A recessed meeting of the board
will be held at 7:45 o'clock tonight to
complete the revision of board rules.

tL
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LAN MONSTER CITY CURRENT MJLWAY RENT CHARIT
RECEPTION FOR TOO EXPENSIVE TO PAY FIFTH OF
ENVOY HERRICK EVEN FOR PRESS CITY'S EXPENSE
Leading Men of City Arranging Big Demonstration on
Ambassador's Return
WANT ALL CLEVELAND TO

Other Big Power Users Lost

City officials realized Tuesday lakefront tansies as difficult as any hereBecause of Cost of Install- tofore will arise from-the decision of
[the United States supreme pourt
ing Converters
Monday giving the city possession of
30 acres of lake frontage between the
CITY READY TO SELL 'ONLYI river and West 9th street. Estimates
of the land's worth run as high as

ALTERNATING CURRENT $20000,000

TAKE PART IN EVENT

Ideas to Be Exchanged at
Luncheon Called for Thursday Noon
Myron T. Herrick, former]
governor and now ambassador
to France, is going to have one
of the greatest public receptions
lever accorded an American
I when he returns to Cleveland.
; Plans for the celebration were
put under way Tuesday by Fred
H. Caley, secretary of the Cleveland Automobile club, when- an
invitation was extended to 15 of!
the city's most prominent men]
to attend a luncheon at the
Automobile clubroonis, the Hollenden .Thursday noon. At this
meeting suggestions as to the
form the reception shall take
will be discussed and committees organized to carry out the
plans.
1

Those invited to the preliminary
ting are Mayor Baker, Morris A.
[Black, president of the' Chamber of
'■ Commerce; Mohsignor O'Reilly, Rab; bi Wofsey, Fred H. Gofi, president of
i the Cleveland Trust Company; C. A.
Otis, broker; W. J. Murphy, postmaster; Rev. Dan R. Bradley, Federal
Judge Clarke. Alexander Taylor, real
j estate; Thomas S. Farrell, secretary
! of the Cleveland Federation of Labor; Alexander Winton, president of
the Winton Motor Company; T. P.
Cagwin, commercial superintendent
of the Bell Telephone Company; Richiard H, Lee, nresident. of _the_ Cleva010; to
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legal complications.

to the property, but the Lake Shore,
Pennsylvania and subsidiary lines
have tracks, dock equipment and
roundhouses, worth several million,
Cleveland's $4,000,000 munici- on the land, in addition to a valid
pal lighting system is facing al- leave,given in 1848. _A start on a solution was to be made some time
most overwhelming odds in its Tuesday at a conference between
battle with
the illuminating Law Director Stockwell and Mayor
company for downtown power Baker.
See Roads Paying to Run City
business by reason of the fact
the city's plants are generating "One of the first steps would be
alternate current while the com- the collection of back rentals," said
"Then the city could propetitor puts out direct current. Stockwell.
ceed on its problem of an annual
To change from Illuminating to, lease price. Undoubtedly the city
municipal service power users would prefer, for the present, leasing
must replace direct current mo- the land to the railroads to making
improvements."
tors, with alternating ones or hi- municipal
As a result of the court decision
st ail rotary converters, costly in the city now owns the entire lakeeither instance. Utilities Direct- front between the river arid East 9th
or Stage and Lighting Com- street with the exception of about 20
between West 3d and 9th
missioner Ballard admitted acres
streets on the lake side of the Union
Tuesday.
station. The city's acreage is 80.
It also developed Tuesday that the
Whatever
settlement finally
is
Cleveland Press, ardent supporter of made, city finance officials see the
the municipal system, can not avail way opened for general city improveitself: of the cheap power to which it ments. The cost of running Cleveso often has given columns, with its ; land for 1914, everything except utilipresent direct electrical equipment. ties included, will be slightly over
A substation of the city system is at ) $5,000,000. According to Stockwell's
Lakeside avenue
and
Bast 11th ! figuring, between 5 and 6 per cent
street, a. little over two blocks from would be a fair rental price for the
the Press office, but no attempt will city's new land, bringing in approxibe made io serve the paper, accord- mately one-fifth of the city's expendiing to Ballard. This has been the tures.
answer to inquiries from the Press.
Talk City Piers; Too
Big- Power Users AH Signed Up
The million-dollar rental
would
Practically every downtown power more than pay the cost of the police
user; it is said, has direct current department, with 50 men added to the
equipment served from the Illu- present force.
minating company's substations on
Talk of municipal piers for indeEast IT street, near Euclid ave- pendent lake vessels also was renue, the Illuminating building, Public vived at City Hall Tuesday. The
Square, or the substation in the flats. city's only docking place on the lakeConsequently, solicitors: for Ballard front now is at the foot of East 9th
admit they can scarcely compete with street, Councilman Gahn pointed out,
their rivals in signing up contracts. and this has been tied up for until
Municipal
light backers
struck 1953 in a lease to the D. & C. and C.
their lirst big snag when they at- & B. lines.
tempted to put the Engineers' building in their service. In addition to
j learning that the skyscraper is under
j contract with the Illuminating comi pany, it was found a rotary converter, costihs $2,250 to $2,750, would
have to be purchased. The skyscraper still is being served by the city
plants' competitor.
"To get current from our new.
plant, power users either must get
Attorneys Tuesday argued pro and
alternating current motors or buy
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The Associated Charities expects
to reaiize $25,000 through . contributions dropped into street ' ear fare
boxes on Wednesday, November 25—
the day before Thanksgiving. Plans
were being made Tuesday to get the
co-operation of every society in
Cleveland to help make "Associated
Charities day" a big success. Council Monday night reversed .its
refusal of a week earlier and gave
permission to the Cleveland Railway
Company to use its- fare boxes for
contributions. All the receipts of the
company over and above an average
clay's business will be turned over to
the Associated Charities.
If every car rjder drops.hi two tickets instead of one on each street car
ride, $25,000 will be realized. Passengers may drop any amount they wish
in the fare box.
■ '
The Associated Charities is badly
in need of funds because of the increased amount of winter relief work
that faces the organization.

IT'S

mm
SOFT MUSIC
Farewell, fareivell, our own true
love,
Farewell, democracy.
Time was when you were far
above
Highbrowed autocracy
And Mister was a stilted phrase.
The camaraderie
Which made you loved in other
days,
Alas, is history.
Farewell, farewell, democracy,
Expired, extinguished, dead.
Mayor Baker's written B. I. P.
To put above your head.
An office boy called Pete Witt
"Pete"
Familiarly instead
Of Mister Witt. It turned Ms
feet
To idle pathways dread.
Farewell, farewell, democracy,
If Pete Witt isn't Pete
We'll Mil the word from y to d
And call it obsolete.
—A. M. C.

Far be it from us to criticize
Milton Young because he dislikes
pineapple odor. But how much
more Ghristmasy it would be to
fire the pineapple rather than the
office boy who happened to bring
in the fruit?

It is to be hoped that _
Baker's new office boy will have
the same taste in buttermilks as
Milton Young.
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PLAN MONSTER CITY CURRENT mwAYRENT HARITIES HOP
RECEPTION FOR TOO EXPENSIVE TO PAY FIFTH OF
M
ENVOY HERRICK EVEN FOR PRESS OITS EXPENSE
At
Leading Men of City Arranging Big Demonstration on
Ambassador's Return
WANT ALL CLEVELAND TO
TAKE PART IN EVENT

Other Big Power Users Lost

City officials realized Tuesday lakefront tansies as difficult as any hereBecause of Cost of Install- tofore will arise from-the decision of
the United 'states supreme court
ing Converters
Monday giving the city possession of
30 acres of lake frontage between the
CITY READY TO SELL 'ONLY(river and West 9th street. Estimates
of the land's worth run as high as
ALTERNATING CURRENT11 mooo.ooo.
Visions of a huge annual rental—a
Iper cent on $20,000,000—which would

Why Duplicate? We'lll^^iZ^^^^
Ideas to Be Exchanged at But
o
n
in
■
i:„„ o„
legal complications. By the decision
Soon Own Illuminating Co.,:thse city has an unquestionable utie
Luncheon Called for Thursi to the property, but the Lake Shore,
IS DireCtOr'S AnSWer
'Pennsylvania and subsidiary lines
day Noon
have tracks, dock equipment and

roundhouses, worth several million
on the land, in addition to a valid
Myron T. Herriek, former
leave. given in 1848. A start on a solution was to be made some time
governor and now ambassador
Tuesday at a conference between
to France, is going to have one
Law Director Stockwell and Mayor
Baker.
of the greatest public receptions
See Roads Paying to Run City
ever accorded an American
"One of the first steps would he
when he returns to Cleveland.
the collection of back rentals," said
Plans for the celebration were
Stockwell. "Then the city could proceed on its problem of an annual
put under way Tuesday by Fred
lease price.
Undoubtedly the city
H. Caley, secretary of the Clevewould prefer, for the present, leasing
■ land Automobile club, when- an
the land to the railroads to making
invitation was extended to 15 of
municipal improvements."
As a result of the court decision
the city's most prominent men
the city now owns the entire laketo attend a luncheon at the
front between the river and East 9th
Automobile clubrooms, the Holstreet with the exception of about 20
lenden .Thursday noon. At this
acres between West 3d and 9th
meeting suggestions as to the
streets on the lake side of the Union
station. The city's acreage is 80.
form the reception shall. take
It also developed Tuesday that the
Whatever
settlement finally
is
will be discussed and commit- Cleveland Press, ardent supporter of made,
city finance officials see the
tees organized to carry out the the municipal system, can not avail way opened for general city improveitself of the cheap power to which it ments. The cost of running Cleveplans.
i Those invited to the preliminary so often has given columns, with its land for 1914, everything except utili.■ting are Mayor Baker, Morris A. present direct electrical equipment „ . ties included, will be slightly over
stem is at j $5 000>000- According to Stockwell's
| Black, president of the ' Chamber of A substation of the city system
and
E
• figuring, between 5 and 6 per cent
i Commerce; Monsignor O'Reilly, Rab- Lakeside avenue
bi Wol'sey, Fred H. Goff, president of street, a little over two blocks from would be a fair rental price for the
the
Press
office,
but
no
attempt
will
city's new land, bringing in approxii the Cleveland Trust Company; C. A.
j Otis, broker; W. J. Murphy, postmas- bo made to serve the paper, accord- mately one-fifth of the city's expendiing
to
Ballard.
This
has
been
the
| ter; Rev. Dan R. Bradley, Federal
tures.
! Judge Clarke. Alexander Taylor, real answer to inquiries from the Press.
Talk City Piers; Too
i estate; Thomas S. Fan-ell, secretary
Big- Power Users All Signed Up
The million-dollar rental
would
! of the Cleveland Federation of LaPractically every downtown power more than pay the cost of the police
bor; Alexander Winton, president of user; it is said, has direct current department, with 50 men added to the
the Winton Motor Company; T. P. equipment served from the Illuforce.
Cagwin, commercial superintendent minating company's substations on present
Talk of municipal piers for indeof the Bell Telephone Company; Rich- : East 17 street, near Euclid ave- pendent lake vessels also was reard H. Lee, president of the Cleve- 1 nue, the Illuminating building, Public vived at City Hall Tuesday. The
land Automobile club, and Charles E. Square, or the substation in the flats. city's only docking place on the lakeAdams, former . president of the Consequently, solicitors for Ballard front now is at the foot of East 9th
Chamber of Commerce.
admit they can scarcely compete with street, Councilman Gahn pointed out,
their rivals in signing up contracts. and this has been tied up for until
Plan Parade and Reception
Municipal
light backers
struck ! 1953 in a lease to the D. & C. and C.
Ambassador Herriek will be rei lieved of his post December 1 by es- their first big snag when they at- ; .& B. lines.
i Congressman W. G. Sharp of Elyria, tempted to put the Engineers' build! who has been in Paris some time ing in their service. In addition to
; studying' conditions. Just, how soon I learning that the skyscraper is under
after December I the Herricks will | contract with the Illuminating comsail for America has not been decid- j pany, it was found a rotary coned. It is expected they will leave i verter. costiwS $2,250 to $2,750, would
almost at once, so they can spend have to be purchased. The skyscraper still is being served by the city
Christmas at home.
;
In a general way it is planned to plants' competitor.
"To get current from our new ]
have the Herricks met at the train
plant, power users either must get j
Attorneys Tuesday argued pro and
by a committee and by bands and to alternating current motors or buy j
have a parade to one of the ar- converters," Ballard said Tuesday. con to Judge Stevens on whether
mories or other public place, where a "Our claim is that the saving from j he ought to hold up the sale by the
real "welcome home".can be extend- the cheaper rate will more than pay j city sinking fund trustees of $500,ed to the returned ambassador.
A back the cost of the converter or new j 000 worth of municipal electric
banquet with format addresses of equipment."
light plant bonds.
welcome will be decided upon as one
The case went to Stevens on a mo"But Why Duplicate?'.'—Stage
of the features of the reception, but
tion by attorneys for the city for a
Reduction
of
rates
by
the
Ilium,
throughout the planning it will be
judgment on the pleadings. If Stekept in mind that the reception is mating company, however, has re- j vens overrules the motion Mayorsuited
in
the
city's
making
so
little
one in which all Cleveland is to take
headway that practically all efforts Baker and other city officials will
part. \ '
be called as witnesses. Baker was
"Ambassador Herriek returns to to get business for the new $2,000,000 on hand Tuesday forenoon, but was
plant
at
the
foot
of
East
53d
street
Cleveland; as one of the biggest men
1 excused.
in the United
States," Caley said will be confined to outlying districts,
The qjrestipns involved in the suit
it
is
said.
As
a
reason
Ballard
and
Tuesday-"He is a man of whom not
are whether the trustees have power
orily Cleveland and Ohio are justly Stage advance this, that sooner or to sell any bonds they previously
proud, but who has given every later the municipal plant will absorb have bought, whether they have
American reason to be-thankful that all competitors, and that a duplica- the right to sell bonds without first
tion of systems would be a waste.
he was in Paris, able to help Ameriadvertising for bids for 30 days, and
Rotary converters, to make municicans in the. time of their greatest pal current serviceable where Illum- whether they have a right to sell
need. Ambassador Herriek has done a inating 'Current now is used, cost bonds below par. The third is the
service that never can be forgotten. about Si(J-a kilowatt connection, ac- most important point, say attorneys
and for which too much thanks can- cording to Ballard. A converter for in the case.
The bonds were awarded October
not be given.
the City Hall would come at about
$1,500, it is said. For most downtown 27 to Hayden, Miller & Co.,.C. E.
"Chance to Show Appreciation"
structures and plants the .figure Denison & Co. and Otis & Co. on a
joint bid of $489,050.
• "It is Cleveland's duty to show would be even higher
that we appreciate his services to
fellow-countrymen, and the heart
of ' the entire city should warm
towards him and his distinguished
wife, who bore so many of the wartime burdens in Paris.
"Here is a chance for Cleveland
to show in full measure its local
pride. I have no doubt that the
Herriek homeeomirtg will be an
event long to be remembered by
every Clevelander."
The Cleveland Automobile club
plans to make Ambassador Herriek
its 3,000th member. This event wilj
be attended with appropriate ceremonies, and when the membership
card is handed the ambassador
Cleveland will have the largest auto
club in the country

Cleveland's $4,000,000 munici-'
pal lighting system is facing almost overwhelming odds in its
battle with the Illuminating
company for downtown power
business by reason of the fact
the city's plants are generating
alternate current while the competitor puts out direct current.
To change from Illuminating to,
municipal service power users
must replace direct current motors, with alternating ones or install rotary converters, costly in
either instance, Utilities Director Stage and Lighting Commissioner Ballard a d m i t ted
Tuesday.

CITY BOND SUIT
IS UP IN COURT

The Associate,! Charities expects
to realize .$25,000 through . contributions dropped into street ' car fare
boxes on Wednesday, November 25—
the day before Thanksgiving. Plans
were being made Tuesday to get the
co-operation of every society in
Cleveland to help make "Associated
Charities day" a big. success.
Council Monday night reversed its
refusal of a week earlier and gave
permission to the Cleveland Railway
Company to use its fare boxes for
contributions. All the receipts of the
company over, and above an average
clay's business will be. turned over to
the Associated Charities.
If every car rjder drops.in two tickets instead of one on each street car
ride, $25,000 will be realized. Passengers may drop any amount,they wish
in the fare box.
■ '
The Associated Charities is badly
in need of funds because of the increased amount of winter relief workthat faces the organization.

IT'S
HERE
E

SOFT MUSIC
Farewell, farewell, our own true
love,
Farewell, democracy.
Time was when you were far
above
Highbrowed autocracy
And Mister was a stilted phrase.
The camaraderie
Which made yon loved in other
days,
Alas, is history.

Farewell, farewell, democracy,
Expired, extinguished, dead.
Mayor Baker's written B. I. P.
To put above your head.
An office boy called Pete Witt
"Pete"
Familiarly instead
Of Mister Witt. It turned his
feet
To idle pathways dread.
Farewell, farewell, democracy,
If Pete Witt isn't Pete
We'll kill the word from y to d
And call it obsolete.
—A. M. a
Far be it from us to criticize
Milton Young because he dislikes
pineapple odor. But how much
more Ghristmasy it would be to
fire the pineapple rather than the
office boy who happened to bring
in the fruit?

It is to be hoped that Mayor
Baker's new office boy will have
the same taste in buttermilks as
Milton Young.
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LANS HEARINGS
ATONCEON1915
APPROPRIATION
Councilman Fitzgerald Tues, . said he would demand immeHiate public hearings on the ap'.•opriation ordinance for 1915.
The mayor's budget, setting out
the funds the various departments want, and what total funds
are available, was presented to,
council Monday night.
j
There' will
be $5,392,152 available )
TnG
in 1915estimated expenses •,
for 1915 are $401,862 more than the !
expenses in 1914, and $381,195
above the estimated resources for
3915.
Fitzgerald's plan is to begin
meetings at once instead of after
Jan. 1, as usual, in order that
there may be wide discussion of
the expenditures contemplated.
Chairman Rolf of the appropriation committee said he would
call the first meeting soon.
Must Reduce, Says Baker.
Mayor Baker, in forwarding
the budget, told council the estimated needs of 1915 must be reduced. He said the city should
pay the debts contracted in 1914
before making appropriations for
desirable projects suggested to
help the public service in 1915.
Here are the estimated needs of
the departments for 1915, excepting law, and the estimated ex■ ■. ■■ Jftl£
«* wwj
n/l'O&A ni
vv SCt **#

What Council Did Monday Night Bonds to Extend
Received mayor's budget for 1915.
Lighting System
Voted to authorize Concon to permit conductors to receive
contributions for associated charities on the day before Thanksgiving.
Received ordinance providing $200,000 lighting system for
downtown district a8d one authori int, $500,000 bond issue, previously voted by people, for other : uny light extensions.
Received ordinance authorizing $2,000,000 bond issue for
various water works department projects.
Received resolution asking th- * entire old subway franchise
be opened up for discussion.
Authorized committee to suggest better working plan between
city and amateur baseball clubs using city diamonds.
Passed resolutions of sympathy for families of late J. V. McGorray and Robert Carran.
Referred resolution providing repairs to paving along tracks
on Clifton boulevard between W st boulevard and W. 117th-st.
Received resolution providing action preparatory to declaring
valley between Morgan-av and Regent-rd, east of B. 65f -st, to
be a nuisance, and menace to health.
Received new ordinxnce authorizing Cleveland Electee Co. to
extend heat and hot water mains to certain downtown streets
Passed ordinance providing $7650 for completion of Edgewater bath house.
Passed ordinance providing $18,000 for improvement of East
boulevard between Woodland Hills-av and Unioh-av.
Gave first reading to East View annexation ordinance.
Killed measure to annex part of South Brooklyn.
Approved concrete blocks for West-side water tunnel.
Received, request of Luther S. Pish to reconsider his proposal
for 4-cent fare.

For vocational guidance bureau. $4785.
Additional for child hygiene, $3000.
Repairs to police stations.
Two additional outdoor relief investigators.
For tuberculosis hospital $39,961 increase, and City hospital $52,942 increase.
Two thousand dollars more for music
in the parks.
Big Increases for maintaining city'3
charity institutions.
Three thousand five hundred dollars
increase In civil service division.
A $520-a-year, not a $360-a-year
office boy for the mayor.
Four hundred dollar increase for Corn..- ,. ■ missloner W." H. Winans.
aojjts Two hundred dollar increase for parks
lokkeeper.
t\ »«^.»^our thousand seven hundred and fifty
a£ o/illars for reorganization in muny court.

TRusT Av,
LAKE
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HERE'S WHAT WATER
NATIONAL B>
BONDS WILL PAY FOR
TO Ml

are of the same, character. We
also have made many decreases."

Euclid A'tnut <n«*r«h* S<

Here is what the $2,000,000 waterworks bond issue, legislation for
which was started in council Monday night, will be used for:
Pairmount reservoir, $600,000;
mains and extensions, $500,000;
storage reservoir at filtration
plant, $250,000; pumping station,
lome of the things dispensed $200,000; West-side tunnel, $200,000;
uh are: One stenographer in
piping at filtration plant and pump)rk's office; much river dredging ing station, $110,000.
d repair of docks and wharves;
The remainder is for incidentals
ltral storehouse.
in connection with the filtration
plants
—_
_
How They'll Save.
Some expense factors elim-r
ated are: One stenographer in
erk's office; much river dredgg and repair of docks and
harves; central storehouse; no
3w buildings in service departent; $1600 less for muny oriestra; nothing for buying live
NOVA/,
-THi S
»ck; $2955 less for communicae disease division; by employNK6
BIG
Appte
tg direct labor on certain reairs, about $10,000.
Goes "lb THG"
Council is to pass the revised
"rdinance in January.
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If a $200,000 bond issue for a
downtown lighting system, initiated Monday in council, is put
through in regular order,,,bonds
for the project will be on the;
market before March 1.
Light Commissioner Ballard
said Tuesday that immediate sale
of the bonds will mean a new
lighting system by June 1.
Utilities Director Stage said
Tuesday that the other issuet of
$500,000 for light extensions is
partly because it has been found
that the light plant has a 20 per
ceit greater capacity than guaranteed in the contracts for equipment.
The $500,000 issue will be the,
last of the $2,000,000 bonds authorized by the people in 1911 for
the construction of the plant and
extension of the system.
The extensions contemplated
will equip the muny plant to serve
light to one-half of Cleveland,
Stage said.

0>>. Co o+ok,*U —.
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PLANS HEARINGS
ATONCEON1915
APPROPRIATION

What Council Did Monday Night Bonds to Extend
Lighting System
Received mayor's budget for 1915.
Voted to authorize Concon to permit conductors to receive

contributions for associated charities on the day before ThanksIf a $200,000 bond issue for a
giving.
| downtown lighting system, initiReceived ordinance providing $200,000 lighting system for ated Monday in council, is put
downtown district a&d one author! int, $500,000 bond Issue, prethrough in regular order,, bonds
viously voted by people, for other : uny light extensions.
Received ordinance authorizing $2,000,000 bond issue for for the project will be on the;
market before March 1.
various water works department projects.
councilman Fitzgerald Tues
Received resolution asking th- * entire old .subway franchise
,„ Baid he would demand imme
Light Commissioner Ballard
be opened up for discussion.
State public hearings on the ap
said Tuesday that immediate sale
Authorized committee to suggest better working plan between of the bonds will mean a new
Station ordinance for 1915.
p
The mayor's budget, setting o ut city and amateur baseball clubs using city diamonds.
Passed resolutions of sympathy for families of late J. V. Mc- lighting system by June 1.
the funds the various departUtilities Director Stage said
ments want, and what total funds Gorray and Robert Carran.
are available, was presented to |
Referred resolution providing repairs to paving along tracks Tuesday that the other issuet of
$500,000 for light extensions la
council Monday night.
) on Clifton boulevard between W st boulevard and W. 117th-st.
There' will be $5,392,152 available
Received resolution providing action preparatory to declaring partly because it has been found
in 1915- The estimated expenses ■ valley between Morgan-av and Regent-rd, east of B. 65f -at, to that the light plant has a 20 per
cent greater capacity than guaranfor 1915 are $401,862 more than the be a nuisance, and menace to health.
Received new ordinince authorizing Cleveland Electr'c Co. to teed in the contracts for equipexpenses in 1914, and $381,195
ment.
above the estimated resources for extend heat and hot water mains to certain downtown streets.
The $500,000 issue will be the
Passed ordinance providing $7 6 50 for completion of Edge3.915.
.
;
,
water bath house.
last of the $2,000,000 bonds auFitzgerald's plan is to begin
meetings at once instead of after
Passed ordinance providing $18,000 for improvement of East thorized by the people in 1911 for
the construction of the plant and
Jan. )., as usual, in order that
boulevard between Woodland Hills-av and Unio'n-av.
extension of the system.
there may be wide discussion of
Gave first reading to East View annexation ordinance.
the expenditures contemplated.
The extensions contemplated
Killed measure to annex part of South Brooklyn.
will equip the muny plant to serve
tillairman Rolf of the appropriaApproved concrete blocks for West-side water tunnel.
tion committee said he would
Received request of Luther S. Pish to reconsider his proposal light to one-half of Cleveland,
Stage said.
call the first meeting soon.
for 4-cent fare.
Must Reduce, Says Baker.
Mayor Baker, in forwarding
the budget, told council the estimated needs of 1915 must be reduced. He said the city should
pay the debts contracted in 1914
before making appropriations for
desirable projects suggested to
help the public service in 1915.
Here are the estimated needs of
the departments for
1915, excepting law, and the estimated expenditures for 1914:
Department
19H
Service
$1,090,427
Welfare
966.7B1
SsrfWy
1,948.738
Finance
116.130
Utilities .......... (None)

1915 '
$1,989,157
1,074,924
2,240,185
111.445
9.995

The utilities administration expense was paid from water and
light funds in 1914, not the general fund. The difference between
the 1914 and 1915 estimates of the
law division is slight.
Want More Patrolmen.
Here are some of the increases
asked:
Funds for 100 more patrolmen.
For now voting booths. $5860.
Two new janitors and five bridge
^;ings due io operation of eight-hour
day.
Salary increases ranging from $200 to
$500 and aggregating about $10,000.

For vocational (riddance bureau. $4785.
Additional for child hvfrlene, $3000.
Repairs to police stations.
Two additional outdoor relief Investigators.
For tuberculosis hospital $39,961 increase, and City hospital $52,942 increase.
Two thousand dollars more for music
in the parks.
Bie Increases for maintaining city's
charity Institutions.
Three thousand five hundred dollars
increase in civil service division.
A $520-a-year, not a $360-a-year
office boy for the mayor.
Four hundred dollar increase for Commissioner W." H. Wlnans.
Two hundred dollar increase for parks
bookkeeper.
Four thousand seven hundred and fifty
dollars for reorganization in munv court.

Councilman Gahn will go before
council committee of the whole
Wednesday to ask discussion of
Stanley and Witt Lend Aid to •these seven new points bearing
[upon the application of the CleveBoost Fare Box Conland Rapid Transit Co. for an extension of its franchise:
tributions.
Is the Public square the best
COUNCIL 0 0 THE IDEA terminal location?
Would subways less than a
long be practicable?
All Money Given Above Kegu- mile
Should surface cars use the
subway terminal?
lar Fares to Go to Aid
What is subway construction
in other cities?
of Poor.
What Is the best construction
Folk who are willing to help for Cleveland?
Should the city build and own
out their less fortunate neighbors will have opportunity to do the subway?
Should the subway franchise
so on "gift day," the day before be similar in its provisions to the
Thanksgiving.
Tayler grant?
Council passed an ordinance
Gahn asked council Monday for
Monday! night that authorizes appointment of a committee of five
Concon conductors to accept gifts to consider these points, but his
for charity. Money above regu- resolution was referred.
lar fares dropped into street car
boxes will be given to the assoC00LEY DEFENDS HIS
ciated charities.
The associated charities has
PLEA FOR MORE CASH
run. out of funds. Winter's first
Welfare Director Cooley Tuesnip is here.
Permanent cold
weather is exoected soon.
day defended the estimated inTwenty-four hundred Cleveland creased expense of his dpartment
families are depending upon in 1915 by saying $39,961 more
charity for relief. In these fami- is required at the tuberculosis
£*?ware „ J2,000 individuals. hospital.
Fathers and brothers have been
He says the number of beds
out of.work
In some cases, there will be 228 instead of 100,
mothers and babies are sick.
and says 225 beds have been added to City hospital, costing
Big Plans Made.
''It's a chance for all of Cleve- $52,942.
"The city has been extending
&££ *£ ]°Jn £ bearins a tremen- its humanitarian work," he said.
dous burden," says James F
"Naturally the expense increases.
iacttT* su,Pe™tendent of the as- Other
increases in my department
sociated charities.
S M. Bond, president of the

S?totdtvMcBride Co"

leader in

t£l

ke

instead

of

XrvV
u
°nly one
every time he
rides on- gift
day
that would mean $21,000 for
charity," says Bond.
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Sends Ont Letters.
h^na ^as sending out circular
2hftno T"esday to . Cleveland's
-0.000 automobile owners, asking
confuting Stre6t ^ Patr°nS ia
\u^Zt ™°>0,00 car fares are
paid by Clevelanders daily
On
this basis, Peter Witt, traction""
w^,i?rep^re.d an IF table which
ISereitTs $90,500 for the P°or"IF-x.
poor—'°00 gaVe nothinS for the
"300,000 gave an extra 3 cents,
equaling $9000—
I.-.J1100'000, gave an extra 22
cents, equaling $22,000
equa7l1ng00$3f l!0a-eXtra 4^ -nts,
equalin0g0$2S4a,V2e50-eXtra 9? «»*«•
<'Tfle, total would be $90,500
lf»ri™ d,there wouldn't be any suffering from cold or hunger in
Cleveland this winter "

HERE'S~WHAT WATER
BONDS WILL PAY FOR

Here is what the $2,000,000 waterworks bond Issue, legislation for
which was started in council Monday night, will be used for:
Fairmount reservoir, $600,000;
mains and extensions, $500,000;
storage reservoir at nitration
plant, $250,000; pumping station,
Some of the things dispensed $200,000; West-side tunnel, $200,000;
with are: One stenographer in
piping at filtration plant and pumpclerk's office; much river dredging ing station, $110,000.
and repair of docks and wharves;
The remainder is for incidentals
central storehouse.
in connection with the filtration
plant....
How They'll Save.
Some expense factors eliminated are: One stenographer in
clerk's office; much river dredging and repair of docks and
wharves; central storehouse; no
new buildings in service department; $1600 less for muny orchestra; nothing for buying live
NOW, THl S
stock; $2955 less for communicable disease division; by employNKE BIGAPPIE
ing direct labor on certain repairs, about $10,000.
Goes T6 THF
Council is to pass the revised
ordinance in January.

LAY BIG PLANS
FOR CHARITY IN TOOFASKSUBWAY
DISCUSSION
QUERIES
CONDON'S CARS

SaL™? cement, was making
make^Preparations Monday to
make gift day the most popular
^/'te kind ever undertaken In Cleveland.
''If each car rider should drop

are of the same, character. We
also have made many decreases."

TH

LAKE fR0NT VICTORY
TO MEAN MUNY DOCKS
Here are Tuesday's developments in the lake front land case,
following the ruling of United
States supreme court Monday that
the city, not four railroads, owns
$20,000,000 worth of lake front
land between the mouth of the
Cuyahoga river and W. Ninth-st:
City, instead of demanding
back rent for use of the land,
will claim as its own hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth
of improvements thereon.
City announces plans for
muny dock system and extensive
harbor development.
City prepares to have server
notify the railroads to evacuate
upon receipt of mandate of
court.
Railroads to fight seizure ■ ot
improvements by city. ;
Each side anticipates an

action in equity to determine
improvement, not land, rights
involved.
,.
"The improvements are ours,"
Mayor Baker said, "down to
every track,,. dock .and conveyor.
If-a man] should build a barn on
my farmSwithout my consent that
barn wotfld belong to me. I doubt
the city's power to collect back
rent."
Baker said the big significance
of the decision is in making possible muny" docks. As the city
now controls all lake front between E. Ninth-st and the river
excepting that between W. Thirdst and W. Ninth-st, ' he says a
dock system now is possible.
"It means," he said, "the city
and not ■ the railroads have the
say as to what use shall be made
of the' lake front. Ultimately it
will have a great effect on freight
rates."
i Server Sidlo said another great
advantage is city control of .the
east -river bank of the - Cuyahoga
river harbor, "the key to the entire
Cleveland harbor."
The city will not make a move
until the court's mandate is received. The railroads Tuesday had
ln.no way given official notice to the
court's decision. Conference between railroad and city officials,
outlining their respective positions,
are not expected until the city
issues its order to evacuate.
i The improvements which the
city claims consist of ore docks,
trackage, conveyors, etc., valued at
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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PLANS HEARINGS
AT ONCE ON 1915
APPROPRIATION
Councilman Fitzgerald Tuesday said he would demand imuieHiate public hearings on the appropriation ordinance for 1915.
The mayor's budget, setting out
the funds the various departments want, and what total funds
arc available, was presented to
council Monday night.
There' will be $5,392,152 available
in 1915- The estimated expenses
Cor 1915 are $401,862 more than the
expenses in 1914, and $381,195
above the estimated resources for
1915.
Fitzgerald's plan is to begin
meetings at once instead of after
Jan. 1, as usual, in order that
there may be wide discussion of
the expenditures contemplated.
Chairman Roll of the appropriation committee said he would
call the first meeting soon.
Must Reduce, Says Baker.
Mayor Baker, in forwarding
the budget, told council the estimated needs of 1915 must be reduced. He said the city should
pay the debts contracted in 1914
before making appropriations for
desirable projects suggested to
help the public service in 1915.
Here are the estimated needs of
the departments for 1915, excepting law, and the estimated expenditures for 1914:
Department
Service
Welfare
Safety
finance
Utilities

1914
$1,090,427
966.781
1,948,738
116.130
(None)

1915 •
$1,989,157
1,074,924
2,240,185
111.445
9.995

The utilities administration expense was paid from water and
light funds in 1914, not the general fund. The difference between
the 1914 and 1915 estimates of the
law division is slight.
Want More Patrolmen.
Here are some of the increases
asked:
Funds for 100 more patrolmen.
For new voting booths. $5860.
Two new janitors and rive bridge
irangs due to operation of eight-hour
day.
Salary increases ranging from $200 to
KM and aggregating about $10,000.

What Council Did Monday Night Bonds to Extend
Lighting System

Received mayor's budget for 1915.
Voted to authorize Concon to permit conductors to receive
contributions for associated charities on the day before Thanksgiving.
Received ordinance providing $200,000 lighting system for
downtown district a#d one authori in;, $500,000 bond issue, previously voted by people, for other
uny light extensions.
Received ordinance authorizing $2,000,000 bond issue for
various water works department projects.
Received resolution asking tlr * entire old subway franchise
be opened up for discussion.
Authorized committee to suggest better working plan between
city and amateur baseball clubs using city diamonds.
Passed resolutions of sympathy for families of late J. V. McGorray and Robert Carran.
Referred resolution providing repairs to paving along tracks
on Clifton boulevard between W st boulevard and W. 117th-st.
Received resolution providing action preparatory to declaring
valley between Morgan-av and Regent-rd, east of B. 65t' -at, to
be a nuisance, and menace to health.
Received new ordimnce authorizing Cleveland Electric Co. to
extend heat and hot water mains to certain downtown streets.
Passed ordinance providing $7650 for completion of Edgewater bath house.
l'assed ordinance providing $18,000 for improvement of East
boulevard between Woodland Hills-av and Union-av.
Gave first reading to East View annexation ordinance.
Killed measure to annex part of South Brooklyn.
Approved concrete blocks for West-side water tunnel.
Received request of Luther S. Fish to reconsider hia proposal
for 4-cent fare.
For vocational guidance bureau. $4783.
Additional for child hygiene. $3000.
Repairs to police stations.
Two additional outdoor relief Investigators.
For tuberculosis hospital $39,961 Increase, and City hospital $52,942 increase.
Two thousand dollars more for music
in the parks.
Big Increases for maintaining city's
charity Institutions.
Three thousand live hundred dollars
increase In civil service division.
A $520-a-year, not a $360-a-year
office boy for the mayor.
Pour hundred dollar increase for Commissioner W. H. Winans.
Two hundred dollar increase for parks
bookkeeper.
Four thousand seven hundred and fifty
dollars for reorganization in muny court.

are of the same, character. We
also have made many decreases."

If a $200,000 bond issue for a
downtown lighting system, initiated Monday in council, is put
through in regular order, s bonds
for the project will be on ' the;
market before March 1.
Light
Commissioner Ballard
said Tuesday that immediate sale
of the bonds will mean a new
lighting system by June 1.
Utilities Director Stage said
Tuesday that the other issuet of
$500,000 for light extensions is
partly because it has j--— found
that the light plant hd "s.renop jo spu j
ceat greater capacity tl Vs paniBA <-o;9 '
teed in the contracts] 'sapop aJ0 jo
ment.
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HERE'S WHAT WATER
aTai<ft«OQ
BONDS WILL PAY FOR

Here is what the $2,000,000 water- j
works bond issue, legislation for
which was started in council Monday night, will be used for:
Pairmount reservoir, $600,000;
mains and extensions, $500,000;
storage reservoir
at . filtration
plant, $250,000; pumping station,
Some of the things dispensed $200,000; West-side tunnel, $200,000; isnun
with are: One stenographer in
piping at filtration plant and pumpclerk's office; much river dredging ing station, $110,000.
and repair of docks and wharves;
The remainder is for incidentals
central storehouse.
in connection with the filtration
plant...
How They'll Save.
Some expense factors eliminated are: One stenographer in
clerk's office; much river dredging and repair of docks and
wharves; central storehouse; no
new buildings in service department; $1600 less for muny orchestra; nothing for buying live
NOW, THi S
stock; $2955 less for communicable disease division; by employAPPLE
ing direct labor on certain repairs, about $10,000.
Council is to pass the revised
ordinance in January.
1
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THANK YOU, SIR!

LAY BIG PLANS
FOR CHARITY IN TO ASK DISCUSSION
OF SUBWAY QUERIES
CONDON'S CARS

Councilman Gahn will go before
council committee of the whole
Wednesday to ask discussion of
Stanley and Witt Lend Aid to ,these seven new points bearing
tapon the application of the CleveBoost Fare Box Conland Rapid Transit Co. for an extension of its franchise:
tributions.
Is the Public square the best
COUNCIL 0 K'S THE IDEA terminal location?
Would subways less than a
long be practicable?
All Money Given Above Regu- mile
Should surface cars use the
j subway terminal?
lar Fares to Go to Aid
What is subway construction
in other cities?
of Poor,
What is the best construction
Polk who are willing to help for Cleveland ?
Should the city build and own
out their less fortunate neighbors will have opportunity to do the subway?
Should the subway franchise
so on "gift day," the day before be similar in its provisions to the
Thanksgiving.
Tayler grant?
Council passed an ordinance
Gahn asked council Monday for
Monday! night that authorizes appointment of a committee of five
Concon conductors to accept gifts to consider these points, but his
for charity. Money above regu- resolution was referred.
lar fares dropped into street car
boxes will be given to the associated charities.
^The associated charities has
im»out of funds. Winter's first
Welfare Director Cooley Tuesnip is here:
Permanent cold
weather is expected soon.
day defended the estimated inTwenty-four hundred Cleveland creased expense of his dpartment
families are depending
upon in 1915 by saying $39,961 more
charity for relief. In these fami- is required at the tuberculosis
lies
are
12,000
individuals. hospital.
Fathers and brothers have been
He says the number of beds
out of.work.
In some cases, there will be 228 instead of 100,
mothers and babies are sick.
and says 225 beds have been added to
City hospital,
costing
Big Plans Made.
"It's a chance for all of Cleve- $52,942.
"The city has been extending
land to join in bearing a tremenits humanitarian work," he said.
dous burden," says James F
"Naturally the expense increases.
Jackson, superintendent of the asOther increases in my department
sociated charities.
x. S: ¥•, Bond' President of the
R
o?t & McBride Co., leader in the
gut day movement, was making
elaborate preparations Monday to
make gift day the most popular
enterprise of its kind ever undertaken in Cleveland.
, ''If each car rider should drop
in two tickets instead of only one
every time he rides on gift day,
that would mean $21,000 for
charity," says Bond.
• "All, available funds in the
hands^of the associated charities
have-feeen--used. It has borrowed
^ts collateral'and now owes

C00LEY DEFENDS HIS
PLEA FOR MORE CASH

Sends Out Letters.
Bond was sending out circular
!,e.™ Tue8Clay to Cleveland's
-0,000 automobile owners, asking
them to join street car patrons in
contributing.
About 700,000 car fares are
Paid by Clevelanders daily.
On
this basis, Peter Witt, tractioner,
has prepared an IP table which
j! would net $90,500 for the poor.
Here it is:
"IF-i"200,000 gave nothing for the
poor—
"300,000 gave an extra 3 cents
equaling $9000—
"100,000 gave an extra 22
cents, equaling $22,000—
I
75,000 gave an extra 47 cents
equaling $35,250—
'."«"*.
"25 000 gave an extra 97 cents
B
| equaling $24,250—
'
to
"The tal would be $90,500.
lf»Hmf »there woul<in't be any suffering from cold or hunger in
Cleveland this winter "
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PLAN BIG SMI
BOOM FOR BAKER' GMMGE DEPOTS SEGIN BAKER
ANOTHER TERM TO fflpRB
LAUNCHED AMONG THROUGHOUT CITY
CITY JOB HOLDERS
City Administration Supporters Plan to Impress Public With Good Record.

Mayor's Faction Ignores
Those Partial to Locher;
Starts Organization.

Council Committee Rejects Plan
'Welcome Home' Reception
to Subdivide Municipality
to Ambassador Herrick
Into Divisions for Street
is Planned.
Cleaning and Repairs.

HASEBOOT IS RINGLEADER
Newspaper Will Be Issued to
Sing Praises of Policies
Administration Approves.
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
City employees are to be formed
Snto a special organization to seek to
Jrevive Mayor Baker's popularity in
the interest of re-electing Mm. it was
7r
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BY WALKER S. BCEL.
Division of the city into street
Supporters of the present city ad-1
cleaning and street repair districts
ministration
yesterday
afternoon |
was held to be impractical on account launched a movement to perfect a
of added expense, by a special council boosters' organization, its object oems,
committee which started a survey of to impress Cleveland citizens witn
what has been accomplished by tne
municipal activities yesterday.
city in Mayor Newton D. Baker s term
Changes in methods of handling of office.
„,„„+
While those heading the movement
garbage and rubbish collections probdeclared their idea was not to pusn
ably will result from the committee's any particular candidate -or mayor,
investigations, however. Branch sta- it was generally understood that Behind the plan was a wish to makeit
tions,
with
railroad
connections, appear desirable that Mayor Baker
probably will be proposed. Garbage run again, this thought to be submerged, however, until the mayor
is now hauled to the Canal road load- makes known his decision with regaiu
ing station and rubbish is carted to to seeking another term.
„,_„„,„
The meeting at which the scheme
city dumps, where it is sorted.
was outlined was held in Democratic
Incinerators for the disposal of headquarters, Engineers building, ana
ruftbish were suggested by Council- was attended by city officials, city
hall employes, couneilmen and .Demoman Reynolds. Director of Public crats active in party politics.
Details of how the plan is to be
Service Sidlo declared they would
carried into effect will be discussed at
prove more of a convenience than a meeting at 3 o'clock Friday afteran economy.
noon of a committee consisting of Orus
Mayor Baker's suggestion that rub- I Hanna, superintendent ^ of tne city
department,
city
bish be loaded into dump cars at street cleaning
Central viaduct was declared to be Clerk R. H. Collins, Assistant Law
Director J. P. Mooney, James Mcimpractical by City Engineer Hoff- Donough and Councilman John w.
mann and Street. Cleaning Superin- Reynolds. County ClerkvE. B. Ha.se
tendent Hanna. . They said the dust rodt will act with the committee, it
would create a nuisance, while rub- was stated after the meeting.
The activity is a first move on the
"bish carts would tie up traffic on the
part of the- administrations friends
viaduct.
looking toward the ™unl01Qpfi1,5athe
Hanna said that hauling of rubpaign of 1915. Its backers adm t the
bish in street cars would lessen exmovement is to that extent political,
pense, and asked consideration of
and that they feel its «8»"?J£",£!
valuable to whomever the forces oe
this suggestion.
hind this administration support tor
Sidlo, Hanna and Street Repair Superintendent Masterson agreed that
^Cr S£ iysetaorboost Cleveland and
the establishment of a sectional syslet people know the really big.things
tem of street cleaning and street rethat have been done m the city_ha.ll
pair was impractical.
and the court house," County Clerk
The committee was authorized to E. B. Haserodt said.
Among men attending the meeting,
investigate these points in particular.
Recommendations
probably in addition to those already named,
were Park Commissioner 13 red G. Aiwill be reported to the committee on
ber
Welfare Director Harris K.
appropriations when the 1915 approCooley^Deputy Sheriff EX Hanratpriation ordinance is being considtv C W. Dempster, William .knee,
ered.
Councilman E. A. Meyers, and.a num-

CLEVELAND TO GREET
HERRICK AT RECEPTION
Committees to complete arrangements for a great public reception
and celebration in honor of former
Governor Myron T.
Herrick, now
ambassador to France, when he returns to Cleveland in December, will
be named tomorrow at a dinner in
the quarters of the Cleveland Automobile Club in the Hollenden.
Invitations to fifteen men including
Mayor Baker, Morris Black, president of the Chamber of Commerce;
Postmaster Murphy, Thomas S. Farrell, secretary of the Cleveland Federation of Labor, and prominent
business men, clergymen and Judges,
to attend the dinner, were issued
yesterday by Fred Caley, secretary
of the Automobile Club.
The reception is planned as an expression of
the appreciation
of
Clevelanders for Ambassador Herrick's services to Americans during
the war. disturbances in Paris.

Cleveland City Officials See
Chance to Obtain International Games.
Council Will Hear Proposal to
Build Equipment on

Lake Front.
To boost Cleveland as the site for
the
international Olympic games
originally slated for Berlin, city officials yesterday were outlining plans
for the erection of a stadium at
Brookside park with a seating ea-'
pacity of 100,000,
Word received from Paris, yesterday indicating there is a strong possibility the games will be transferred
to this country because of the War
situation in Europe, caused city officials to give attention to a campaign
for Cleveland.
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo
will forward a report to the city
..ouncil Monday night dealing with
.he erection of, a stadium, a cohven;ion hall and exposition hall on the
ake front.
/
The director proposed yesterday a
.special election be authorized by the
city council on the question of issung $750,000 bonds to cover the cost
it both structures.
The stadium and convention hall
eports probably will be referred to
he council committee on industrial
jxpansion. Chairman J. W. Reynolds
ieclared yesterday he favored asking
ivic organizations to express their
,-iews on the question of a special
)ond issue election.
In all probability the Olympic
unes campaign outlined by Councilman Clayton C. Townes in a resoluon offered some weeks ago. will be
ovived. At that time Mr. Townes
iroposed a special committee of
council be appointed to take up the
:uestion of a campaign. for Cleveand as the site for the coming
lympic contests.
Councilman Townes announced last
v'ening he would see Mayor Baker
oday and ask him to support the
movement.
In his opinion a bond
isue to cover the cost of erecting the
■ew stadium may not be necessary i
he plan followed four years ago
special Olympic games committal
nsisting of representative Clevela_|
i.izens is adopted for the new c:
aign.
While Councilman Townes
(her officials favor the location]
he stadium at Brookside park^B
elief was expressed at park heH
.larters' yesterday that Kingsl^
,ark is the suitable location as
lat section at the foot of the
■ounding hills is large enough fi
reat running track.
The grading of this park has
-.en completed, Director Sidlo
ounced yesterday.
Sport Dira
ngsbj
I. J. McGinty believes Kin;
rk is better suited to large nati
r international events than Bn
■;ide.
, •
According to the report just
eived from Paris, Baron Pierre
mbertin. president of the inter
ional Olympic
games commitl
>lds if any circumstance prevei
Yh
he games from being held in Eurr
n 1016 they cannot be postpm
nt.il 1920, but they might_bejiela
-rtar-y-m. uuuuao4ji.-rnr^ATs^
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BOOM FOR BAKER
LAUNCHED AMONG
CITY JOB HOLDERS
Mayor's Faction Ignores
Those Partial to Loclier;
Starts
HASERODT IS RINGLEADER
Newspaper Will Be Issued to
Sing Praises of Policies
Administration Approves.

9l<n)-if-*rt-

EG1N BAKER BOOM PUNlGlli
City Administration Supporters Plan to Impress Public With Good Record.

Cleveland City Officials See
Chance to Obtain International Games.

Council Committee Rejects Plan
'Welcome Home' Reception
to Subdivide Municipality
to Ambassador Herrick
Into Divisions for Street
is Planned.
Cleaning and Repairs,

Council Will Hear Proposal to
Build Equipment on
Lake Front.

To boost Cleveland as the site for
the international Olympic games
originally slated for Berlin, city offljials yesterday were outlining plans
for the erection of a stadium atl
Brookside park with a seating capacity of 100,000.
Word received from Paris, yesterday indicating there is a strong possibility the games will be transferred
to this country because of the War
situation in Europe, caused city officials to give attention to a campaign
for Cleveland.
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo
will forward a report to the city
ouncil Monday night dealing with
he erection of a stadium, a convention hall and exposition hall on the
ake front.
/
The director proposed yesterday a
ipecial election be authorized by the
city council on the question of issung $750,000 bonds to cover the cost
jf both structures.
The stadium and convention hall
eports probably will be referred to
he council committee on industrial
jxpansion. Chairman J. W. Reynolds
ieclared yesterday he favored asking
ivic organizations to express their
,-iews on the question of a special
jond issue election.
In all probability the Olympic
Mies campaign outlined by Councilnan Clayton C. Townes in a resoluon offered some weeks ago will be
■.wived. At that time Mr. Townes
iroposed a special committee of
•ouncil be appointed to take up the
;uestion of a campaign. for Cleveand as the site for the coming
lympic contests.
Councilman Townes announced last
vening he would see Mayor Baker
oday and ask him to support the
aovement. In his opinion a bond
jsue to cover the cost of erecting the
>ew stadium may not be necessary if
he plan followed four years ago by
special Olympic games committee
nsisting of representative Cleveland
fizens is adopted for the new campaign.
While Councilman Townes and
{.her officials favor the location of
he stadium at Brookside park the
elief was expressed at park headaarters ' yesterday that Kingsbury
-ark is the suitable location as the
iat section at the foot of the sur■ounding hills is large enough for a
reat running track.
°l^ofBaker said yesterday after- J
The grading of this park has just
noonTe knew of the action contem- 1
en completed, Director Sidlo anplated, and understood it was m
ainced yesterday. Sport Director
tended to boom the city, not himself
I. J. McGinty believes Kingsbury
"I told them I approved the idea
rk Is better suited to large national
of boosting Cleveland, and to leave
r international events than Brookme outof it.^asserted^the mayor.
side.
According to the report just reAnnouncement yesterday that a
vived from Paris, Baron Pierre De
great "welcome home" reception fo.
mbertin.
president of the internaAmbassador Myron T. Herrick is to
ional Olympic games committee;
be planned in Cleveland, gave.rise, to
1
ikls if any circumstance prevents
predictions in political quarters that
he games from being held in Europe
celebrations over the return of the
a' 1916 they cannot be postponed
ambassador would be followed by rentil 1920, but they might be held in
newed talk among Republicans of
Vmerica.
.
"Herrick for president m 191b.
In his opinion the war will merely
That a presidential boom will origiave
a
temporary
effect
upon
sport
|
nate hereafter Col. Herrick reaches
n France.
home is considered highly probable.
Public
Service
Director
Sidlo
be
An
interesting' , development is
eves at least $250,000 should be expromised by a report that planners of
snded on the new stadium and *oJJ">the Herrick reception may invite
'10 on the new convention hall. The
United States Senator Theodore E
itter structure would be located on
Burton, who also has been mentioned
he lake front in the downtown
for the Republican presidential nomisection.
., „„—,_
nation, to deliver an address of welAt meetings with the council com
1
come to the returning ambassador.
ittee on industrial expansion som
eeks ago representatives of business
Hugh Lindsay, Columbus Republi- ,
nd
civic organizations stated t» •>
lean, was in Cleveland yesterday m the
vould co-operate in any nwvenw
1 interest of his candidacy for appointcoking toward the erection of a.
ment bv Gov.-elect Frank B. Willis
•ention hall and exposition o""^™
to the office of state highway commisAttendance at the recent iam■■
sioner
Mr. Lindsay formerly was
aseball games in Brookside par
n
1 county surveyor of Franklin county.
pointed to'yesterday as an ino
^
of the interest that wou d be^
Officials of Parma Heights village
in Cleveland by the mten
yesterday notified the board of elecOlympic contests.
tions the village will hold a local option election Dec. 10, under the Beal
law, petitions having been signed by
I 40 per cent, of the electors. The village at present is wet. The question
of voting wet or dry has been agitated by the drys.
,* * * *
attorney Ben Feniger yesterday
I sent a letter to Mayo Fesler, secreItary of the Civic league, withdrawing
I his name from the league s memberlship on the ground the organization I
I was unjust to Judge Manuel Levme
I in its pre-election bulletin.
"You know very well of the many
I distinguished services that Judge LeI vine has rendered," said the letter m
I part. "You must know that Judge
Levine is the father -of the municipal
court and has been instrumental m
I the creation of the only conciliation
court in the United States.
HY/ WALKER S. BUEL.

Division of the city into street
Supporters of the present city adcleaning and street repair districts ministration
yesterday
afternoon
was held to be impractical on account launched a movement to perfect a
of added expense, by a special council boosters' organization, its object being
committee which started a survey of to impress Cleveland citizens witii
what has been accomplished by ^ tne
municipal activities yesterday.
city in Mayor Newton D. Baker s term
Changes in methods of handling
garbage and rubbish collections prob- ° While those heading the movement
declared their idea was not tojusn
ably will result from the committee's any particular candidate .or mayor,
investigations, however. Branch sta- it was generally understood that. oe
hind the plan was a wish to maKe it
tions,
with
railroad connections, appear desirable that Mayor Baker
probably will be proposed. Garbage run again, this thought to beJSUDhowever, until the mayor
is now hauled to the Canal road load- merged,
makes known his decision with regard
ing station and rubbish is carted to to seeking another term.
„_,,-,„„,
The meeting at which the scheme
city dumps, where it is sorted.
was outlined was held ^.^ff^
Incinerators for the disposal of headquarters, Engineers building, ana
rubbish were suggested by Council- was attended by city °fflci5l!^ J?ly
hall employes, councilmen and Demoman Reynolds. Director of Public crats active in party politics.
Details of how the plan is to be
Service Sidlo declared they would
into effect will be discussed at
prove more of a convenience than carried
a meeting at 3 o'clock Friday afteran economy.
noon of a committee consisting of Gus
Mayor Baker's suggestion that rub- Hanna, superintendent of tne city
city
bish be loaded into dump cars at street cleaning department
g Law
Central viaduct was declared to be Clerk R. H. Collins, Assistant
Jame
Director
J.
P.
Mooney,
s
impractical by City Engineer Hoff- Donough and Councilman John ^
W.
mann and Street. Cleaning Superin- Reynolds. County ClerkxE. B. Hasetendent Hanna. They said the dust rodt will act with the committee, it
would create a nuisance, while rub- was stated after the meeting.
The activity is a first move on the
bish carts would tie up traffic on the
part of the administration's fiends
viaduct.
toward the m™101^ i?3^:
Hanna said that hauling of rub- looking
paign of 1915. Its backers admit the
bish in street cars would lessen ex- movement is to .that extent political
pense, and asked consideration of and that they feel its results will be
valuable to whomever the forces De
this suggestion.
Sidlo, Hanna and Street Repair Su- hind this administration support tor
perintendent Masterson agreed that m
fc ufea i^to boost Cleveland and
the establishment of a sectional syspeople know the really ^S *hl*g!
tem of street cleaning and street re- let
that have been done in the city-ball
pair was impractical.
and the court house," County Clerk
The committee was authorized to E. B. Haserodt said.
„„+;„<,
Among men attending the meeting,
investigate these points in particuin
addition
to
those
already
named,
lar.
Recommendations
probably
will be reported to the' committee on were Park Commissioner Fred C. Aiher Welfare Director Harris K.
appropriations when the 1915 appro- Coo'ley Deputy Sheriff E.J. Hanratpriation ordinance is being consid- tv C W. Dempster, William Mce,
ered.
Councilman E. A. Meyers, and-a number of others.
tThe meeting was called by tne
c!*rpPett Cleaners'
Benevolent associaCLEVELAND TO GREET
ie
«on, wS- sent out otters stating
"Baker fan" in the city was
HERRICK AT RECEPTION every
wanted in the enrollment of the

BY FREDERICK BAOLEY.
City employees are to be formed
Into a special organization to seek to
revive Mayor Baker's popularity in
the interest of re-electing him, it was
decided at a meeting of the Baker
faction of city employees in Democratic headquarters late yesterday
afternoon.
. Under the leadership of Gus Hanna,
-•who has turned from being the manager of the street cleaners' ball team
to occupying the post of impresario
of the Baker boom, the city employees, meeting under the style of
■the "Street Cleaners' Benevolent Association," decreed that the praises
of the Baker administration will be
Bung in all ward clubs by the heads
! cf departments.
Locher Men Ignore Bakerites.
While many of the Democratic
politicians
frankly
washed their
Viands of the entire proceedings, believing that the open-faced and solemn method of announcing the intension to create sentiment was bad
politics, the meeting was attended
by two peculiar political developments.
Backers of the movement for Baker
Ignored the faction that wants Coun"ty Prosecutor Cyrus Locher to run
for mayor by failing to send Locher
an invitation to attend.
' Locher's friends were indignant at
*yhat they called the slight to them.
It was noticed that Locher was not
at the meeting.
"1 received no invitation to attend," the prosecutor said.
The second development was the
bringing of County Clerk E. B.
Committees to complete arrangeHaserodt into the Baker boom in the ments for a great public reception
©pen. Haserodt, who is being boomed
and celebration in honor of former
for mayor himself, had been comGovernor Myron T. Herrick, now
mitted to the plan by being called, ambassador to France, when he rein on the preliminary arrangements turns to Cleveland in December, will
for the meeting.
be named tomorrow at a dinner in
the quarters of the Cleveland AutoHaserodt Makes a Speech.
mobile Club in the Hollenden.
In the meeting he made a speech,
Invitations to fifteen men including
urging all of the city employees pres- Mayor Baker, Morris Black, presient to go out and shout the praises of dent of the Chamber of Commerce;
the administration with the idea of Postmaster Murphy, Thomas S. Farshowing Baker that the people want rell, secretary of the Cleveland Fedhim to run again.
eration of Labor, and prominent
Everything went as per schedule. business men, clergymen and judges,
There was no rift in the plans of the to attend the dinner, were issued
Baker faction, save that county offi- yesterday by Fred Caley, secretary
cials, excepting Haserodt, were con- of the Automobile Club.
spicuous by their absence. Indeed,
The reception is planned as an exnot one prominent county official ap- pression of
the appreciation
of
peared on the scene except Haserodt. Clevelanders for Ambassador HerOf the mayor's cabinet, Dr. Harris rick's services to Americans during
R. Cooley was the only one to attend, the war, disturbances in Paris.
in spite of the fact that Hanna, '
earlier in the day, had asserted that
any city employee who failed to attend was an "ingrate."
When the meeting was about to begin, Hanna and C. H. Dempster, who
acts as secretary of the "Street Cleaners' Benevolent Association," insisted
that the room be cleared of outsiders,
•which was duly done.
Then for one and one-half hours the
city employees solemnly launched the
Baker boom, which is to be billed, it
5s understood, as a "spontaneous demand," if it takes hold.
To Create Organization.
After the meeting, Haserodt an-1
■jiounced that the intention is to create
IB, special organization to take care
tof the conversational end of the campaign. The regular Democratic organization is to do the political work.
( A committee composed of the fol-1
flowing city employees ■ and officials I
mas selected to work out the plan I
(for the permanent "Boom Club": Gus
(Hanna, R. E. Collins, .1. P. Mooney,
Uames McDonough and John Reynolds.
Later on, according to plans which
Hanna announced earlier in the day,
part of the $1,500 in the treasury of
the "Street Cleaners' Benevolent Association" will be used to issue a I
^newspaper to tell the people so much
of the achievements of the Baker administration as the newspapers fail
to promulgate. The fund is collected
an part, at least, from $2-a-day street
cleaners.
Hanna disclaimed any intention of
spending all of the $1,500, later in the
day.
"I do not control the finances," he
said.
"Someone Higher Up."
The impresario denied that his activity was caused by a desire to assume the place in the Democratic organization supposed popularly to be
shared by Burr Gongwer and Tim
McDonough. He intimated that some- j
one higher up was stirring the yeast ]
for the boom.
Booms for all other Democratic
candidates for mayor are to be discouraged by the "Boom Club." The I
field is to be kept open for Baker as
long as possible, in order to give him
a start on competitors if the boom
materializes and to permit the Baker faction to handpick a successor irrl
case the boom fails to materialize.
Members of the committee, Haserodt and Hanna, asserted no name
yet has been chosen for the new organization.
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Using the Lake Front.

ACCEPTS CHRISTMAS POST
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Scliool Board Member is Chairman
of Celebration Committee.

fc"J
itlem."

E M. Williams, member of the board
of education, yesterday accepted the
chairmanship of the community Christmas committee.
Mayor Newton B.
Baker yesterday asked Mr. Williams to
accept this post. The members of the
committee will be named by Mr. Williams.
■■
Mayor Baker proposed yesterday the
community Christmas celebration this
year be on a modest scale and the main
observance be centered on the Public
square festival rather than on arrangements for h. feast.
.
Representatives of various welfare
aaencies will be asked to co-operate in
plans for the community Christmas
celebration.
—.
o—;

words, a right solution of the lake
, ather
, Hoestion may be best attained through
i co-operation between the city, and the
I The courts have laid down the law, the
to the city, but that does not end
Now begins the difficult part of the
What use is to be made of this property
ma,y the ideal use be best promoted!
neither to secure a union station nor
Certainly:
,y other concession, should the city
material right which the court decision
as her- There need be no trading, as
feis n?
;s commonly understood.
The union
term
' one proposition, and the lake front may
iion
■tfered another and independent one.

Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday

visited the Red Cross headauarters in
the Kinney & Levan building-, Euclidav, and highly praised the diligence
and altruism of the women of foreign
j'fficult detail for the administration to work birth who responded in large numTt is a real opportunity for the city govern- bers to the appeal of the Red Cross
society to assist in the making of
to take a step in lake front reclamation warm wearing apparel for the soldiers
• I will not only be of lasting advantage to the flict. engaged in the. European con, 0f Cleveland but will serve as a precedent
Practically every nationality found
in Cleveland is represented among
further activities in the same direction as the
women who are busily engaged in
underI pieces of property along the water front knitting and sewing socks,
clothes pulsei warmers, caps, gloves
0 come back into the public possession.
and other articles of clothing which
' jj]6 stretch of lake front in such a location will help to make the severe hardships of a winter campaign more
otto be thought of; such a disposition of the bearable to the soldier.
A consignment of articles will be
would scarcely be an advance over the situaforwarded to New York today, there
te city has fought for years to correct. A to be shipped to the war zones.
use working to the advantage of all, is the
to be sought. And in working to that end
jndly co-operation will accomplish most. The
1 and the railroads should have a common de«to see the wisest possible use made of the

i, n the case are established, but exactly how
.... are to be exercised remains a matter
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UTHOBITIES TRY TO
SET CBIILJFJ. A.B,
anon to Movement Expected to Prevent Action-
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PERMIT TE
Strict Regulations Are to be Imposed by the New Boxing Commission, Which Held Its First
Meeting Yesterday.

Mayor Baker Sees Red Cross Work]
Done at Headquarters.

'°t how the city is to proceed to take advan, ij,e 3ituation which the court decision
. jjje problem now to be determined. The

iperty involved.
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Clubs That Have Been in Existence for a Year Are Only
Ones to be Recognized—Decisions Will be
PRAISES FOREIGN WOMEN!
Rendered by Judges.

inpoint Commission to Investigate Feasibility of
Ruling Amateur Baseball and Ousting Present
Officers of Organization.
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REGULATIONS OF BOXIKG COMMISSION.
Bouts to be limited to ten rounds.
Main bouts must start by 10 p m.
No club shall be alven permit oftener than once every three weeks.
Commission imposes a license fee of $50 a show with 5 per cent, of the gross receipts.
Decisions will be rendered by two judges and a referee.
Clubs to obey regulations of commission or be refused permits.
Member of commission to be in charge of each show.

BY HENBY P. EDWARDS.

Above are the more important rules tentatively agreed upon
yesterday by the boxing commission recently appointed by Mayor
Baker, the commission being composed of Director Benesch, Councilman James McGinty, C. A. Otis, president of the C. A. C, Michael
Lavin and Arthur Day, physical director of Case School. One or two
more meetings, however, will be necessary before these regulations
will become official and the lid removed from professional boxing
in Cleveland. Haste will be used as Director Benesch remarked
yesterday that this was the busy season for boxers and he did not
wish to deprive Clevelanders the chance of witnessing the sport
any longer than was absolutely necessary. The next meeting will
be held at the Cleveland A. C, at 8 p. m., Monday, Nov. 23.
The purpose of the commission was best expressed by C. A.
Otis who said: "We wish to protect the sport and the public and
to see that the promoter and the boxer is dealt with fairly. Protection of the public, however, is our main obejet."
The doors will not be opened wide
to the fly-by-night promoter who
would eng-age a hall and seek to put
on a boxing show.
Instead,
only
athletic clubs that have been in existence and had bona fide quarters for
a year will be granted licenses to conduct boxing entertainments. This will
include the C. A. C, Moose club,
Eagles, Tuxedo A. C, Marotta A. C,
Elks, Root A. C, several church athletic clubs and possibly a few others,
but may leave on the outside younger organizations like the Laurie A. C,
Kofron A. C, Federal A. C, and National A. C A club granted a permit
will be granted the privilege of leasing a larger hall, such as the Grays
armory', but will be held responsible
just the same as if the show was held
in its own gymnasium.
A club wishing to secure a permit
must go through considerable necessary red tape. It must submit its
proposed program. If the commission believes that there has been poor
match making, that a star has been
matched with a selling plater, the license may be refused. The club
must submit the names of three referees acceptable to the commission,
which will appoint one of the three,
but will withhold his name until just
before the bout is to start. Every
boxer must be examined by a club
physician twenty-four hours before
the bout, the club physicians also'
being passed upon by the commission.
The commission will also regulate the
prices of admission.
There are to be two judges, both
newspapermen and appointed by the
commission. The name of the official
time keeper must also be submitted
in advance. At lease one member of
the commission or an accredited agent
will be present at each show to see
that the commission reepiianons are
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FANS WOULD SEE PRIOR
AND BELMOST REMATOHED.
Managers of Cleveland clubs,
when looking; for good boats fortheir smokers, should rematch Bill
Prior, the English lad, and Vonng
Belmont of the Laurie A. O. These
boys furnished one of the greatest
scraps of the season last Friday,
night at the National A. C. Both
did great execution and displayed
everything that a clever
boxer
should have. The going was so
even that at the finish there was'
not the slightest margin upon
which to render a decision.
The boys are 108-pounders, both
fast, and the most willing mixers
imaginable. It was really a pleasure to see them perform.
permitted; boxers will not be alowed
to take part in another boxing event
within forty-eight hours of appearing in a bout conducted by the commission; no persons under 16 years of
age will be allowed to witness bouts;
no persons under 21 years of age will
be permitted to witness bouts unless
accompanied by male parent or guardian; no boxer under 18 years of age
will be alowed in the ring; no boxer
less than 21 years of age will be allowed in the ring without written consent of parents or guardian; the seconds are limited to three in number;
the last bout must start by 10 ». m.
Any surplus accruing to the commission from the sale of permits, etc.,
above the' legitimate expenses of the
commission will be turned over to^the
city outdoor relief department. The
largest item of expense is expected to
e, the emplovmejik oj a jsecretary, the
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ACCEPTS CHRISTMAS POST

Iroads, says Mayor Baker, discussing the
the lake front case, "should not
i victory
We have no wish to incon(oavenienced.

School Board Member Is Chairman
of Celebration Committee.

them
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words, a right solution of the lake
best attained through
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The courts have laid down the law, the

"belongs to the city, but that does not end
Now begins the difficult part of the
'e '"a What use is to be made of this property
' ™av the ideal use be best promoted?
■ iv neither to secure a union station nor
OTIV other concession, should the city
secure alv
material right which the court decision
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is commonly understood.
The union
■ ' one proposition, and the lake front may
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f the situation which the court decision
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the case are established, but exactly how
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H It ^tail for the administration to work
/ It is a real opportunity for the city governto take a step in lake front reclamatiqn
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E. M. Williams, member of the board
of education, yesterday accepted the
chairmanship of the community Christmas committee.
Mayor Newton T>.
Baker yesterday asked Mr. Williams to
accept this post. The members of the
committee will be named by Mr. Williams.
■
, ' ■
Mayor Baker proposed yesterday the
community Christmas celebration this
year be on a modest scale and the main
observance be centered on the Public
square festival rather than on arrangements for t. feast.
Representatives of various welfare
agencies will be asked to co-operate in
plans for the community Christmas
celebration.
—.
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Strict Regulations Are to be Imposed by the New Boxing Commission, Which Held Its First
Meeting Yesterday.

Mayor Baker Sees Red Cross Wort
Done at Headquarters.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday

___

S TRY TO
TROL BF C, A. B, A.
-point Commission to Investigate Feasibility of
Ruling Amateur Baseball and Ousting Present
Officers of Organization.
.position to Movement Expected to Prevent ActionMembership in Past Has Opposed Any
Change in Governing Methods.
BY C. L. KIEKPATBICK.
Sporting Editor of The Plain Dealer.

%

Members of the Cleveland Amateur Baseball association will be
Itelly interested in knowing that an attempt is being made to put that
organization under control of the municipal government. Whether or not
the individual members of the organization are in favor of such a move
is yet to be learned. However, from sentiment voiced at previous meetings of the organization, it is believed such a move will meet with strong
ust reerre De opposition from Cleveland's amateur baseball players.
internaA resolution presented by Councilman E. A. Meyers on Monday
nmittee,
.
calling
for the appointment of a committee to investigate the feasibility
jrevents
Europe
A of putting amateur baseball in control of the department of recreation was
4
adopted and Messrs. Meyers, J. W. Reynolds and Clayton Townes were
appointed to serve.
The two former mentioned members
are favorable to the project while
Clayton Townes, to whom the C. A. B.
I A. owes its very existence, will unl doubtedly oppose any movement to
put amateur baseball in the hands of
f the city government. Townes believes
that if the C. A. B. A. is taken over
I by the city, any change in administration will cause a turmoil in amateur baseball conditions.
There Is good reason for opposition
to municipal control of the C. A. B.
A. Several years ago, before Clayton
Townes became identified with the
city council, he suggested to Mayor
Tom Johnson that the city take con
trol of the C. A. B. A. border
in order that
tha
it receive municipal financial backing.
At that lime Mayor Johnson said such
a move should never be made as the
city authorities had no right to attempt such control.
It is already known that there is
dissension in city hall over authority
in governing city sports.
As long
as politics is played there will be dissension. Even the membership of the
committee appointed to investigate
the amateur baseball situation is divided as to who should control the
sports, T. M. Black, commissioner of
recreation, or City Sport Director Mc-
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Clubs That Have Been in Existence for a Year Are Only
Ones to be Recognized—Decisions Will be
PRAISES FOREIGN WOMEN
Rendered by Judges.

visited the Red Cross headauarters
in
the Kinney & Levan building1, Buclidav, and highly praised the diligence
and altruism of the women of foreign
birth who responded in large numbers to the apoeal of the Red Cross
society to assist in the making of
warm wearing apparel for the soldiers
1'th will not only be of lasting advantage to the flict, engaged in thet European conie of Cleveland but will serve as a precedent
Practically every nationality found
further activities in the same direction as in Cleveland is represented among
the women who are busily engaged in
under! pieces of property along the water front knitting and sewing socks,
clothes pulsed warmers, caps, gloves
D com9 back into the public possession.
and other articles of clothing which
A idle stretch of lake front in such a location will help to make the severe hardships of a winter campaign more
otto he thought of; such a disposition of the bearable to the soldier.
A consignment of articles will be
would scarcely be an advance over the situaforwarded to New York today, there
I tj,e city has fought for years to correct. A to be shipped to the war zones.
ellse working to the advantage of all, is the
to be sought. And in working to that end
teudly co-operation will accomplish most. The
L aE([ {he railroads should have a common de. to see the wisest possible use made of the
perty involved.
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tion have time to attend to the disputes which come up between the
boys? It is a question whether the
boys want their affairs conducted by
the city officials or by the officials
they put into office to rule the C. A.
B. A.
As far as putting amateur baseball
on a higher plane, the city could not
do it. Onlv a short time ago city
officials objected to the Street Cleaners and Strollers playing in an enclosed park and charging an admission.
Officials of the C. A. B. A.
bowed to the demand that the game
be played at Brookside park instead j
of Luna park.
No admission was
charged. Later the post-season games
were played at League park and a
10-cent gate charged to defray the
expenses of visiting teams.
This nominal admission was to pay
expenses. After an accounting had
been made it was shown that an
amount in excess of $800 remained.
This was turned over to the Associated Charities.
Now here is where the difference
between the C. A. B. A. methods and
those adopted by the management of
the Street Cleaners, backed by G.us
Hanna, is shown. After the city title
To take the C. A. B. A. under the was decided and the season should
wing of the city government, no mat- have ended,
the Street Cleaners
ter whether it is a Democratic or Re- played the Boo Gang, an organization
publican administration, will put the of professionals, at Luna park (the
organization at the mercy of politics. place objected to by Mr. Hanna for
Any change in administration will be the Strollers' series) and the admislikely to create confusion in the ball sion charged was 25 cents.
There
players' organization.
was never any accounting made for
As it stands now members of -he the disposition of the receipts.
C. A. B. A. elect their officers. Even
At the present time it would aptrie little fellows in Class D pick their
I managers and have a vote in electing pear that the C. 'A. B. A. will keep
the officers of the C. A. B. A. They amateur baseball on a higher plane
have disputes, it is true, but the board than can the city government which.
lot arbitration is elected to take care necessariLy, is more or less concerned
I of these. Would the city administra- with politics.

REGULATIONS OF BOXING COMMISSION.
Bouts to be limited to ten rounds.
Main bouts must start by 10 pm.
No club shall be Riven permit oftener than once every three weeks.
Commission imposes a license fee of $60 a show with 5 per cent, of the cross receipts,
i
Decisions will be rendered by two judges and a referee.
Clubs to obey regulations of commission or be refused permits.
Member of commission to be in charge of each show.
BY HENBY P. EDWABDS.

Above are the more important rules tentatively agreed upon
yesterday by the boxing commission recently appointed by Mayor
Baker, the commission being composed of Director Benesch, Councilman James McGinty, C. A. Otis, president of the C. A. C, Michael
Lavin and Arthur Day, physical director of Case School. One or two
more meetings, however, will be necessary before these regulations
will become official and the lid removed from professional boxing
in Cleveland. Haste will be used as Director Benesch remarked
yesterday that this was the busy season for boxers and he did not
wish to deprive Clevelanders the chance of witnessing the sport
any longer than was absolutely necessary. The next meeting will
be held at the Cleveland A. C, at 8 p. m., Monday, Nov. 23.
The purpose of the commission was best expressed by C. A.
Otis who said: "We wish to protect the sport and the public and
to see that the promoter and the boxer is dealt with fairly. Protection of the public, however, is our main obejet. "
The doors will not be opened wide
to the fly-by-night promoter who
would engage a hall and seek to put
on a boxing show.
Instead,
only
athletic clubs that have b,een in existence and had bona fide quarters for
a year will be granted licenses to conduct boxing entertainments. This will
include the C. A. C, Moose club,
Eagles, Tuxedo A. C, Marotta A. C,
Elks, Root A. C, several church athletic clubs and possibly a few others,
but may leave on the outside younger organizations like the Laurie A. C.,
Kofron A. C, Federal A. C, and National A. C A club granted a permit
will be granted the privilege of leasing a larger hall, such as the Grays
armory, but will be held responsible
just the same as if the show was held
in its own gymnasium.
A club wishing to secure a permit
must go through considerable necessary red tape.
It must submit its
proposed program. If the commission believes that there has been poor
match making, that a star has been
matched with a selling plater, the license may be refused. The club
must submit tiro names of three referees acceptable to the commission,
which will appoint one of the three,
but will withhold his name until just
before the bout is to start. Every
boxer must be examined by a club
physician twenty-four hours before
the bout, the club physicians also'
being passed upon by the commission.
The commission will also regulate the
prices of admission.
There are to be two judges, both
newspapermen and appointed by the
commission. The name of the official
time keeper must also be submitted
in advance. At lease one member of
the commission or an accredited agent
will be present at each show to see
that the commission regulations are
properly observed, a report being
made by him to the commission the
following day. Each club is also required to make a. report upon its conduct and that of the spectators.
Other rules informally adopted
were: No liquor shall be sold in the
hall or on the same floor as the hall
used for boxing; decisions will be
rendered by the judges, the referee
casting the deciding vote in case the
judges are not agreed;
no
mixed
bouts in which a colored man and a
white man are the principals will be

PANS WOULD SEE PRIOR
AND BELMOJYT REMATCHED.
Managers of Cleveland clubs,
when looking for good boats for>
their smokers, should rematch Bill
Prior, the English lad, and Young
Belmont of the Laurie A. C» These
boys furnished one of the greatest
scraps of the season last Priday
night at the National A. O. Both
did great execution and displayed
everything that a clever
boxer
should have. The going was so
even that at the finish there Was'
not the slightest margin upon
which to render a decision.
.
The boys are 108-pounders, both,
fast, and the most willing mixers
imaginable. It was really a pleasure to see them perform.
permitted;, boxers will not be alowed
to take part in another boxing event
within forty-eight hours of appearing in a bout conducted by the commission; no persons under 16 years of
age will be allowed to witness bouts;
no persons under 21 years of age will
be permitted to witness bouts unless
accompanied by male parent or guardian; no boxer under 18 years of age
will be alowed in the ring; no boxer
less than 21 years of age will be allowed in the ring without written consent of parents or guardian; the seconds are limited to three in number;
the last bout must start by 10 to. m.
Any surplus accruing to the commission from the sale of permits, etc.,
above the' legitimate expenses of the
commission will be turned over to-the
city outdoor relief department. The
largest item of expense is expected to
be the employment of a secretary, the
members of the commission serving
without pay.
Members Day arid
Lavin were appointed a committee to
draft the regulations as outlined
above and submit their report at the
meeting to be held nex*. Monday.
The views of the members of the
commission _in regard to'boxing have
been published before. Each is willing that Cleveland should have professional boxing if the sport is conducted properly. They will not stand,
however, for prize fighting and the
line will be drawn emphatically.

ATE TO 12 MINUTES TO " DEMS SPLIT ON
IOSTER CLUB
FOR WHAT? BUT HELP WELCOME E. 105TH STREET NAMING JUDGE
THAT'S SECRET ENVOY HERRICK SUBWAY PLAN
A booster club is to be the outcome of a secret meeting of members of the "street cleaners benevolent association," held in Engineers building late Tuesday.
The club is to send speakers to
ward meetings to tell voters
what's going on in the city hall
and court house. Also, It is to
sound the sentiment for Mayor
tinker for re-election.
It had been announced county
as well as city officers would attend Tuesday's meeting, called for
3 p. m. by Gus A. Hanna, street
cleaning department head.
County Clerk E. B. Haserodt
arrived 16 minutes late.
At
3:18
Hanna
nervously
scratched his nose as he watched
the door, but no other county official came.
Meanwhile, Fritz Reich, superintendent of paving, read returns
from the late election to a little
group.
At 3:22 no county official other
than
Haserodt had appeared.
Charles Dempster suggested newspaper men ought to retire.
Haserodt, who's been mentioned
for mayor, but says he's for Baker,
thought the newspaper men should
remain, but Dempster prevailed
and the doors were closed.
. Haserodt was delegated to give
out a statement for publication. It
follows:
"We're forming a booster club.
We're going to boost Cleveland.
That's about all."

Governor.Governor-Elect and

Traffic on Euclid, Which Gets

Other Ohio Officials Invited
to Take Part

First Tube, Is Steadiest in

AMBASSADOR TO REACH
NEW YORK DECEMBER 6
Senator Burton Will Be Asked
to Make Welcoming Speech;
Big Parade Planned
Plans for the big- reception for
i ^Iyron T. Herriek, ambassador to
Prance,i on bis return from Paris
j early inlDecember, became statewide
,; Wednesday. It now is expected all
; the larger cities take part in the celebration.
tailed pi;iu.-, iviil lie arranged and
subcommittees- appointed Thursday at
a luncheon meeting- of 15 prominent
citizens invited by Fred H. Caley,
secretary of the Cleveland Automobile
club. The meeting- will be in the club's
headquarters. The Hollenden.
"Ambassador Herriek now is more
than a national character." Caley
said. "He's ah international figure.
Suggestions lias been made that the
celebration be made state wide byasking- state officials and officials of
all cities in Ohio to join with Cleveland in extending tribute to. Ambassador and Mrs. Herriek when they
come home.
Sails on November 28
Ambassador Herriek, who is soon
to be relieved by Ambassador William
>G. Sharp, has booked passage for New
York on the liner Rochambeaux,
which sails November 28. He is expected to land in New York December 5 and reach Cleveland the following day.
Members of the general committee
appointed to make preliminary plans
for the Herriek reception are enthusiastic over the idea. Mayor Baker
probably will be appointed chairman
of the general committee and chairman of the committee on arrangements. It is planned to appoint
Senator Theodore E. Burton chairman of the reception committee and
make the address of welcome.
Plans discussed Wednesday contemplate a huge parade from the
Union depot to the Hollenden hotel
where a suite of six rooms has been
reserved for the Herricks.
Troops to March
The Engineers battalion, Troop A,
Battery A, Fifth regiment. Ninth
battalion, naval reserves, the Cleveland Grays and other uniformed organizations will be asked to march
as a guard of honor.
The reception probably will be held
in the afternoon of the day of the
Herricks' arrival here at either the
Grays or Central armory, with a
banquet at night. It is planned to
have Senator Atlee Pomerene, Senator-elect Warren G. Harding, Governor Cox, Governor-elect Frank G.
Willis and other state officials pres- i!
ent.

City

Cuyahoga county Pemocrats ,
split over the naming of a suceej
to Manuel Levine on the municip
court bench. Levine has ^
*
common pleas judge. Qne ^

vors Maurice Bernstein, Democrat!
state senator and wet leader hen
Another wants the $4,500 pium to
to William G. Geier. assistant city so
licitor, with Sam subert. assistant r>
lice prosecutor, as second choice
Both factions are bringing pre
sure to bear on Mayor Baker it
admitted that whoever Baker re
ommends will get the job, despite tl
fact that Governor Cox makes f
appointment and the bench sunn
edly is not partisan.
Bernstein was consider!
wrought up Wednesday over 1
fight against him. Democrats bf
of him say his unswerving adh<
ence to Cox and Baker princifl
and the 30,000 wet majority h
should give him the inside track
A solution to the problem has i>
suggested by a vote of the Dei
cartic executive committee.

Subway train schedules will be so
arranged that travel in underground
'tubes in any part of Cleveland will
be at least 10 minutes shorter than;
-the present time of surface cars, W. \
,B. Hopkins, president of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Company, holder
'of the subway grant, declared
-Wednesday.
Hopkins' present plans c&ll for a
12-minute run on the Euclid line, the
Xirst to be built, from the Public
.Square to East 105th street, including a stop at East 55th street. Railway company schedules call for a
_25~tninute run to lOoth street, but It
is claimed cars seldom make it in
-less than 28 or 29 minutes.
"In every case we expect to save
10 minutes at least to subway pa■ trons," Hopkins said. "In many instances we will save more; that is
'particularly true the farther out a
•rider travels. Data from cities now
JB'aving subway conveniences show a
"iO-minute saving i3 enough to divert
a great percentage of surface traffic
Council and city officials are st
„to underground."
mg a campaign to land the 1916 OH
pic games for Cleveland if the 1
Subway Will Cawy Half
prevents the proposed meet in Bl
le over 60 per cent of surlm.
Tentative plans eontempll
Tfece line passengers will avail themthe erection of a $250,000 stadhl
-jgelves df the subway, is the estiseating 100,000, either in Brooks!
mate of Hopkins and Thomas P.
park or in the new KingsburynJ
Schmidt, secretary-treasurer of the
with a $500,000 convention and ex]
•subway company, as a result of study
sition hall on the lake front.
jst Cleveland Railway Company trafThe cost of the entire project wol
fic figures, compiled recently by Ford,
be about $750,000, which would I
"iEacon & Davis, New i'ork consultraised either by a special bond isi
ing engineers.
or by voluntary contributions.
The figures, made public WednesPublic Service Director Sidlo
day for the first time, show Euclid is
outline the plan to council next Ml
.the most "steady" of all of the east
day night.
and west lines east of the river; that
Olympic games authorities
"is. traffic is the more evenly distransferring the contests to Ami
tributed.
ca, if the war prevents them nj
j: On the day traffic was counted the
year in Europe.
"Euclid line was divided into mile
zones. Percentage of traffic originating in each mile zone was: Pub!
^frftadj
lic Square to; 23d street, 17.9; 23d
I guess I'll tiring
to 46th street, 5.1; 46th to 79th, 10.5;
EBth to 106th, 18; 106th to Lake View
down some butter- "-^
cemetery, 13.1; cemetery to AVinderSJH.<
-niere, 13.2; Windermere to end of
milk V Milton
./line, 16.2. The total passengers carYoung an' see'f I
ried on the day of the' count was
:>53.
can't g it that
Urges City Own Tubes
there mayor's of. The percentage originating in mile
zones on Cedar avenue':
Public
fice boy job.
Square to 23d street, 8; 23d to 46th,
*g.8; 46th to 79th, 31.1; 79th to 106th.
37.7; 106th to end of line, 8.4. The
"total passengers were 27.786.
The percentage originating on the
The white wings may tell all
Payne avenue line: Square to 23d
they like about what Baker Hi in
"street, 22.1; 23d to. 46th, 11.2;- 46th to
his administration but you ani 1
SPth, 30.9; 79th to ..end of line, 35.8.
and the felloio over there know
Total passengers carried, 39,424.
just what the white unngs iiin't
"iThe Wade Park avenue percentage
do.
-was: Square to 23d, 2.5; 23d to 46th,
46tb to 79th, 23; 79 th, to 106th,
-1.1; 106th to end of line, 37.9. The
passenges carried numbered 24,578.
At a,special council meeting WedT
day afternoon President Charles
.'-'. Howe of Case school was to oppose long subways.
Howe would
have tubes built at first from the
Public Square to East 9th street in
several directions to relieve downtown congestion. He urges municipal ownership of the tubes.

HUSTLE FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES HERE IN 191
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Only One Dark Cloud Appears
When Civic League Secretary
Suggests, Civil Service
Rules Are Violated.
GUS HANNA "iS NON
COMPOS MENTIS" ABOUT IT
"See Haserodt," He Says, but
County Clerk Is Silent on
New Club Plans.

ers. Only one dark, dark cloud appeared on the horizon. Mayo Fesler,
secretary of the Civic League, made
many- inquiries about the booming
project.
"There is a question whether the
civil service employees engaged in this
are not violating the state civil service law," Fesler said. "Under the interpretation of the attorney general
and the state civil service commission
they are violating the law."
Granted that Mr. Hanna did not
give away any password in his answer, the question next arose whether or not the club, which is to tell
everyone all about the good deeds
of Mayor Baker's administration,
might not be named what Mr. Hanna
said.
"No name is chosen as yet," asserted Mr. Haserodt.
He averred that he did not think
those words would be the ones selected. City Clerk R. E. Collins,
who is a member of the committee
which . meets tomorrow to assist
Mayor Baker's popularity, said he
had no name in mind, either.
Naples Suggested.
In the court house, where the employees feel that they have two
more years of job holding regardless,
some of the minor officials were not
enthusiastic over
the
city employees' method of starting a boom
for Mayor Baker and suggested a
few' tentative titles.
"Pie-Counter Protective League,"
was one. "Bread-and-Butter Baker
Boom Brigade," was another.
Several interesting developments
in the incubator-hatched Baker boom
appeared during the day. Politicians
speculated whether Gus Hanna would
be able to hold the position of chief
boomer. Councilman John Reynolds,
who is a member of the select committee which will meet tomorrow to
develop the method of creating sentiment, has been mentioned also as
a probable president of the club,
whatever its name is to be.
Question Covered by "Otherwise."
No one would hazard a guess as
to the identity of the editor of the
newspaper which is to tell the uninformed citizens all about the admirable achievements of the present
city administration.
Gus Hanna
would not say when the initialcopy
of the newspaper would appear.

BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Democratic politicians yesterday
were wrought up to a high pitch of
excitement as to the future movements of the "Boom Club," organized
to try to aid Mayor Baker's popularity by impresario Gus Hanna and
city hall employees at the invitation
of the "Street Cleaners' Benevolent
Association."
_
Mr. Hanna, who was still in the
lead of the new organization, was
asked yesterday as to the probable,
name and nature of the club, which
was started by city employees Tuesday and is to be definitely formed
tomorrow by a icommittee.
"I'm non compos mentis about
that," rejoined Hanna. "See Haserodt." .
Not the Password.
He referred to County Clerk Edmund B. Haserodt, the vice chairman of the Democratic committee.
Mr Haserodt was discovered in his
private office, and, when interrogated,;
denied positively that "non compos; CITY INSTITUTIONS "
mentis" is the password of the Baker
ALL TO BE INSPECTED
booming organization.
"It will not be a secret club," HasePersonal inspection of all city inrodt said. "There will be no passstitutions asking increased apropriaword."
Curious men at the city hall ques- tions for 1915,. is planned by memtioned by what right the "Street bers of the council committees on'
Cleaners' Benevolent Association" appropriations and finances before
fathered a boom for mayor. The action is taken on the annual appromembers proudly exhibited a copy of priation ordinance for next year.
the constitution and by-laws of the
The two committees, accompanied
association and said the action came by the committee on charities and
under "good of the order." They cited corrections, spent several hours yesSection 2 of Article 1 of the constitu- terday at the City Hospital.
tion of the association, which read ad
follows:
"Section 2. Its purpose shall be to
promote harmony and happiness in F HIGHER CAR FARE URGED—
the association of its members with Luther S. Fish, 10506 Englewood
each other and to undertake such avenue, will urge Mayor Baker tomeasures as may appear of benefit day to establish a higher street car
fare to relieve crosstown car riders
to them socially and otherwise."
The question was covered by the from making up operating deficits, t
"otherwise," it was said.
Founders of the new and still
anonymous organization basked during the day in the approval of Mayor
Baker, who, while modestly stating
that he told the founders to leave him
out of it, spoke with unqualified approval of tlie plan of having the club
tell everyone all about the city.
It was a happy day for the boom-
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Case Head and Tube Official
at Odds Over Forfeit
Rights of Project.

Weeps When Small Sons Tell
Judge They Would Rather
Live With Father.

Council Members to Renew
Discussion of New
Amendments.

Come From School Room to
Decide Contest Between Parents.

A clash between' President Charles
S. Howe of Case school and President W. R. Hopkins of the Cleveland
Rapid Transit railway featured a
public meeting of the council committee of the whole yesterday afternoon in the city council chamber in
the course of consideration of proposed amendments to the subway
grant.
President Howe declared it appeared as if repeated efforts of the
company to obtain new amendments
to the grant were a plan to cling to
a franchise worth millions. He added
the council should demand the company should forfeit $1,000,000 if the
tube were not built within specified
time.
In reply President Hopkins declared
the company was not asking favors
of the city, but was performing a public service, and that if Dr. Howe knew
the facts he would apologize.
"I am tired of hearing people who j
ought to know better talk about us
as if we were a lot of cheap porch
climbers," said Mr. • Hopkins.
"I
have given four years of the best
part of my life to this thing and I
have spent $100,000. The idea that!!
we are nursing a. lot of money is
tragic, it is so untrue. Whether the
men who pioneered this system get
their money back I don't know, but
I do know the stockholders and bond
holders will get their money back.
"The project was not mine in the'
first place. It was Tom L. Johnson
who asked me as a citizen to go into
it. He drafted the ordinance. We j
are not here to ask favors. The
cards are all on the table and they |
have always been there. Until the
city makes it impossible for me to
carry out the project I shall give my
time and money to it, but the moment the city shows it doesn't want
it I am ready to quit. Don't forget
that, gentlemen."
Allen T. Burns, director of the
Cleveland Foundation survey, declared the subway should be planned
j with a view to the city's future needs
and that the location of the possible
feeders should be borne in mind.
Mr. Burns proposed the company
be required to co-operate with other
railway companies on demand of
j council if such terms would not imjpair the subway investment.
Mr.
J Hopkins stated he would favor such
ian amendment but opposed a suggestion from President Howe the
council hav.% the right -to designate
the station locations.
Councilman Harry C. Gahn demanded the records in use in computing the value of the subway system should be filed with the council
•■■ -mmittee and clashed with administration members of council when
iey stated the plan of increasing
the old $350,000 per mile estimate
to $550,000 was fair to the city, as
no other subway has been built for
less than twice that sum.
Another meeting will be held tomorrow at 2 p. m.
Councilman
Gahn declared after the meeting
there was an apparent effort to rush
the ordinance through. City Engineer
Hoffman will submit his figures at
the meeting tomorrow afternoon. Mr.
Hoffman stated there was no detailed
report showing the cost of relocating
of all underground services.
Mr. Gahn suggested the council be
given the right to require the company to connect with the surface
signated point and

* * * *
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BY WALKER S. BUEL.
Predictions that nekt^year's municipal campaign will be as complicated
as it will be hot aro given early support by a development that cropped
out yesterday.
That a movement will,be launched
afteV Jan. 1 to produce an independent candidate for mayor and provide him with a strong backing is
highly probable, according to Charles
P. Salen, who in the recent campaign
was identified with the anti-Cox
movement in the Democratic party.
Another preliminary, twist yesterday was the direct' Intimation, in
statements of Cleveland members of
the True; Democracy league that the
league's following here will htJ against
Mayor Newton D. Baker if he runs
again, and if the mayor is not a candidate, will oppose whoever friends
of the Baker .administration uphold.
If the independent movement of
which Mr. Salen speaks materializes,
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WILL TEST GAS SUPPLY.
Public Service Director T. L.
Sidlo yesterday asked City Chemist Wilbur White to make heat
and pressure tests; of the natural
gas supply.
"I have received a complaint
from a citizen on Broadway,"
said the director yesterday.
J. V. McGORBAY IS BURIED.
Undertaker Eulogized by Lending
Cleveland Citizens.
J. V. MeGorray, undertaker, who died
Sunday, was buried yesterday morning
from his late residence, 1294 Belle-av,
Lakewood. A solemn requiem mass
was celebrated at St. James church,
Lakewood, by Rev. M. D. Lahey, assisted by Rev. Dr. Joseph Mullen and
Rev. John F. Collins of St. Bridget's
church and Rev. Eugene Duffy, chaplain, Charity hospital.
Rev. Francis
Moran, D. D., of St. Patrick's church
pronounced a eulogy.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Postmaster
William G. Murphy and Rev. Harris R.
Cooley, director of public welfare, acted as honorary pallbearers. Delegations from the Knights of Columbus,
Elks, Eagles, Chamber of Commerce
and Chamber of Industry attended. In- I
ferment was in St. John's cemetery.
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ers. Only one.dark, dark cloud appeared on the horizon. -Mayo Fesler,
secretary of the Civic League, made
many- inquiries about the booming
project.
"There is a question whether the
civil service employees engaged in this
are not violating the state civil service law," Fesler said. "Under the interpretation of the attorney general
and the state civil service commission
Case Head and Tube Official
they are violating the law."
Granted that Mr. Hanna did not
at Odds Over Forfeit
give away any password in his answer, the question next arose whethRights of Project.
er or not the club, which is to tell
Only One Dark Cloud Appears everyone
all about the good deeds
of Mayor Baker's administration,
^nen Civic League Secretary
Council Members to Renew
might not be named what Mr. Hanna
said.
Suggests, Civil Service
Discussion of New
"No name is chosen as yet," asRules Are Violated.
Amendments.
serted Mr. Haserodt.
He averred that he did not think
those words would be the ones seA clash between' President Charles
lected. City Clerk R. E. Collins,
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dent W. R. Hopkins of the Cleveland
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Transit railway featured a
Mayor Baker's popularity, said he
public meeting of the council comhad no name in mind, either.
mittee of the w_hole yesterday afternoon in the city council chamber in
"See Haserodt," He Says, but
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a franchise worth millions. He added
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few tentative titles.
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tube were not built within specified
"Pie-Counter Protective League,"
excitement as to the future move- was one. "Bread-and-Butter Baker time.
In reply President Hopkins declared
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the company was not asking favors
Several interesting developments of
to try to aid Mayor Baker's popularthe city, but was performing a pubin the incubator-hatched Baker boom
ity by Impresario Gus Hanna and appeared during the daj-. Politicians lic service, and that if Dr. Howe knew
the facts he would apologize.
city hall employees at the invitation speculated whether Gus Hanna would
"I am tired of hearing people who
of "the "Street Cleaners' Benevolent be able to hold the position of chief ought to know better talk about us
Association."
'
.
boomer. Councilman John Reynolds, \ as if we were a lot of -cheap porch
"I
Mr Hanna, who was still in the who is a member of the select com- climbers," said Mr. Hopkins.
lead of the new organization, was mittee which will meet tomorrow to have given four years of the best
part
of
my
life
to
this
thing
and
I
asked yesterday as to the probable, develop the method of creating sen| have spent $100,000. The idea that
name and nature of the club, which timent, has been mentioned also as we are nursing a. lot of money is
was started by city employees Tues- a probable president of the club, tragic, it is so untrue. Whether the
day and is to be definitely formed whatever its name is to be.
men who pioneered this system get
their money back I don't know, but
tomorrow by a (committee.
Question Covered by "Otherwise."
I do know the stockholders and bond
"I'm non compos mentis about
No one would hazard a guess as holders will get their money back.
that," rejoined Hanna. "See Hase- to the identity of the editor of the
"The project was not mine in the'
rodt." .
newspaper which is to tell the un- first place. It was Tom L. Johnson
Jfot the Password.
informed citizens all about the ad- who asked me as a citizen to go into
it. He drafted the ordinance. We
He referred to County Clerk Ed- mirable achievements of the present are
not here to ask favors. The
Gus Hanna
mund B. Haserodt, the vice chair- city administration.
cards are all on the table and they
man of the Democratic committee. would not say when the initialcopy have always been there. Until the
Mr Haserodt was discovered in his; of the newspaper would appear.
city makes it impossible for me to
carry out the project I shall give my
private office, and, when interrogated,;
time and money to it, but the modenied positively that "non compos! CITY INSTITUTIONS
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the city shows it doesn't want
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I am ready to quit. Don't forget
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inCleveland Foundation survey, derodt said. "There will be no passclared
the subway should be planned
stitutions asking increased apropriaword."
with a view to the city's future needs
Curious men at the city hall ques- tions for 1915,. is planned by mem- | and
that the location of the possible
tioned by what right the "Street bers of the council committees oif ! feeders should be borne in mind.
Cleaners' Benevolent Association" appropriations and finances before
Mr. Burns proposed the company
fathered a boom for mayor. The action is taken on the annual appro- be required to co-operate with other
railway companies on demand of
members proudly exhibited a copy of priation ordinance for next year.
the constitution and by-laws of the The two committees, accompanied council if such terms would not imthe subway investment.
Mr.
association and said the action came by the committee on charities and pair
Hopkins stated he would favor such
under "good of the order." They cited corrections, spent several hours yes- an amendment but opposed a sugSection 2 of Article 1 of the constitu- terday at the City Hospital.
gestion from President Howe the
tion of the association, which read as
council hav.3 the right -to designate
the station locations.
follows:
Councilman Harry C. Gahn de"Section 2. Its purpose shall be to
m
HTrwriro fiARTABE URGED— ' anded the records in use in compromote harmony and happiness in
HIGK^BtiiK ^VnT riwood :PUting the value of the subway systhe association of its members with Luther S. Fish, 10506 Lnglewood tem shoul(J be m&A ^.^ ^ ^^
each other and to undertake such avenue, will urge Mayor Baker to- -cimmlttse and clashed with adminmeasures as may appear of benefit day to establish a higher street car istration members of council when
fare to relieve crosstown car riders
;■/ stated the plan of increasing
to them socially and otherwise."
The question was covered by the from making up operating deficits. •: the old $350,000 per mile estimate
:
to
$550,000 was fair to the city, as
"otherwise," it was said.
no other subway has been built for
Founders of the new and still
less than twice that sum.
anonymous organization basked durAnother meeting will be held toing the day in the approval of Mayor
morrow at 2 p. m.
Councilman
Baker, who, while modestly stating
Gahn declared after the meeting
that he told the founder's to leave him
/
there was an apparent effort to rush
the ordinance through. City Engineer
lout of it, spoke with unqualified apHoffman will submit his figures at
proval of the plan of having the club
the meeting tomorrow afternoon. Mr.
tell everyone all about the city.
Hoffman stated there was no detailed
It was a happy day for the boomreport showing the cost of relocating
of all underground services.
Mr. Gahn suggested the council be
given the right to require the company to connect with the surface
lines at any designated point and
President Hopkins stated the cost of
each connection would be about $20,000. Mr. Hopkins also said the company would not delay the work or>ce
it had begun, but on Ellclid-av cofff
struction would proceed in four or
five places.
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IVIOTHOTiN TEARS
Weeps When Small Sons Tell
Judge They Would Rather
Live With Father.
Come From School Room to
Decide Contest Between Parents.
BY WALKER S. BUEJL.
Predictions that next^year's municipal campaign will be as complicated
as it will be hot are given early support by a development that cropped
out yesterday.
That a movement will,be launched
after Jan. 1 to produce an independent candidate for mayor and provide him with a strong backing is
highly probable, according to Charles
P. Salen, who in the recent campaign
was identified with the anti-Cox
movement in the Democratic party.
Another preliminary, twist yesterday was the direct' Intimation, in
statements of Cleveland members of
the True; Democracy league, that the
league's following here will t»> against
Mayor Newton D. Baker if he runs
again, and if the mayor is not a candidate, will, oppose whoever friends
of the Baker .administration uphold.
If the independent movement of
which Mr. Salen speaks materializes,
the True Democracy league-will fall
in' line, with it.
. Otherwise, the insurgent Democrats
will consider advancing a candidate
of .their own, it was stated.
What Cuyahoga county representatives there are of the True Democracy
league certainly expect that in any
dealings. here regarding minority
patronage, Gov.-Elect Frank B. Willis will recognize the Democrats who
helped him, and not the regular Demcratic county organization, which
was for Gov. James M. Cox.
This came out yesterday, and Republicans think if Mr. Willis does offer that much sustaining aid, the
True Democracy strength in Cleveland may be counted on with confidence to be an anti-administration
factor in the 1915 fight.
If recognition of the True Democracy league is to be the minority
policy of the governor-elect in the
state, it is considered he probably will
adopt the same attitude with regaxdto this county.
■ ■ Men active in politics already see
r the tables of the last two years reversed, and picture the Republicans
in the role of keeping alive an insurgent movement in . the opposite
party, just as they charged the Democrats with behaving toward the
Progressives.
The independent mayoralty movement which Mr. Salen thinks will develop has nothing to do with the
True Democracy league, he said.
"It will be a movement of men of I
all parties interested in the bringing f
about of a business administration
of city affairs," averred Mr. Salen.
"There have been one or two gatherings to discuss the subject. Some
of the foremost business men in the
city are talking the idea. It is a big
project, not aimed at any one man, ;
not intended to help any one candidate, but devised with a hope of esLakewood, by Rev. M. D. Lahey, assisted by Rev. Dr. Joseph Mullen and
Rev. John F. Collins of St. Bridget's
church and Rev. Eugene Duffy, chaplain, Charity hospital.
Rev. Francis
Moran, D. D., of St. Patrick's church
pronounced a eulogy.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Postmaster
William G. Murphy and Rev. Harris R.
Cobley, director of public welfare, acted as honorary pallbearers. Delegations from the Knights of Columbus,
Elks, Eagles, Chamber of Commerce
and Chamber of Industry attended. In-I
terment was in St. John's cemetery.
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PLEDGE TO TOM BAKER BOOST PLAN WELCOME
BEHIND SUBWAY CHIEFLY FROM TO HERRICK AT
W. R. Hopkins late Wednesday i
cleared city hall of any doubt;
there may be as to who is providlng funds for promotion of the;
subway.
Hopkins was making answer to
a charge of Charles S. Howe, president of Case school, that the
subway company, which asks an
extension of its franchise, should
be required to put UP a million
dollars to Insure steady progress
of and completion of the work"The company Is getting a franchise worth millions," Howe said,
"and giving nothing more than a
promise that some day it will begin work."
"I want it understood, gentlemen, I'm not here asking favors,'
said Hopkins. "I've spent *100,000 trying ;to work out a rapid
/transit system for "Cleveland along
lines conceived by Tom Johnson.
"He asked me to do It and I've
given my money and my blood In
hard labor to carry out the promise. There are not millions to be
made iri it,
"If the people of Cleveland
want it I am ready to go ahead.
If not, I'm ready to quit, and personally I'd be a lot better oft if I
did quit."

HOW ABOUT CITY
BUYING TUBES?
The question of
municipal
ownership of the proposed subway
system was opened up Thursday
by a letter sent by Councilman
Gahn to W. R. Hopkins, subway
promoter.
Gahn asked Hopkins to send him
all data by which the company
reached its original estimate of
$350,000, and amended estimate
of ; 550,000, as the price the city
should pay per car mile if it ever
desired to take over the subway.
The question came up late Wednesday in an open meeting of the
council. Hopkins, defending the
original subway plans as having
been sanctioned by Tom U Johnson, said he personally had spent:
$100,000 trying to carry out
Johnson's ideas.
. •
Gahn, in his letter Thursday,
also asked Hopkins to state how
he had spent the $100,000 of his
own funds.
'

$2 AND$3 MEN LUNCHEON OF 20
But Baker and His $6,000 Suggestion Favored That the
Mayor Proclaim "Herrick
Directors Haven't Offered
to Share in Any Expense
Efforts of City Hall employes to
bring about a "spontaneous" demand for a third term for Mayor
Baker are those of $2 and $3 a day
laborers in the main. An investiga- i
tion Thursday of wages paid members of the Street Cleaners' Benevolent association, which, led by Su-:
perintendent Gus Hanna, started the
hall rolling, revealed the fact .70 per
cent of them are paid $3 a day or
less.
Meanwhile Baker and his six department heads, drawing $10,000
and $6,000 salaries respectively, are
sitting tight. Bakor has declared he
favors the boosting if the city itself
is the recipient, and merely acquiesces in the assertion he himself,
is to be boomed.
Only members
of Hanna's division have come forward to date to stand the cost of
publishing a paper setting forth
progress as the City Hall sees it.
Altogether, the benevolent association had 61 members on its rolls..
Thursday; of these 5S were in the_
city's employ, and 57 in Hanna's di-l
vision proper. Of these 2S were fore-;
men at $3 a day, 15 assistant foremenat $2, one a $75 clerk, 10 were $90
inspectors, and one a chief clerk at:
$110. Hanna, and William H. Kirby,
secretary to Service Director Sidlo
at $200 a month each, completed the'
list.
"We have formed our boost club
merely for the purpose of boosting
Cleveland," Hanna declared Thursday. "However, should some one
suggest we stand for Baker I and
the rest of 'the boys' would be wholeheartedly in favor of the plan."
The benevolent association now has
$1,500 in its treasury, the accumulation of $2.50 initiation dues and 50
cents a month assessments. Sick
benefits are $6 a week for 1*1 weeks,
with $100 paid in case of death, according to the bylaws.
"Its purpose shall be to promote
harmony and happiness in the association of its members with each
other, and to undertake such measures as may appear of benefit to
them socially and otherwise," the
preamble says.

Day" a Holiday

Law Director Stockwell Asks
Review of. Judge Neffs
Right to Enjoin

Plans for the welcome home for
Ambassador Myron T. Herrick, exSupreme court in Columbus
pected to reach Cleveland on the Thursday heard arguments - of
morning of December 6, were given City Solicitor Stockwell for pera boost Thursday noon at a luncheon
at the Cleveland Automobile club- mission to appeal from CuyaTwenty of the city's most prominent hoga appellate court the case in
men attended the luncheon and all which the school board and
were enthusiastic in planning the re- Superintendent Frederick
were
ception to the man "all the United
enjoined by Judge Neff from
States is proud oC."
the board's antiSeveral suggestions were made as enforcing
to the form the celebration should union; rule for teachers
take, but in each the point was
After the granting of the injuncbrought out that the welcome must tion Frederick appealed, but the ea«o
be one extended by all the people was thrown out of appellate court
and that if "a boiled shirt banquet because the appeal bond wasn't filed
is agreed upon at all it must be onls within 30 days.
a side issue of the big celebration.
Stockwell argued that no appeal
bond was required by law from a
Want "Herrick Day"
Ambassador and Mrs; Herrick are city board of education.
expected to reach New York on DeCline Fights Review
cember 5 and to leave the same eveAttorney John A. Cline, reprening for Cleveland. They should
reach here about 8:30 a. m. on De- senting John G. Owens, a taxpayer,
cember 6.
A committee may go to who obtained the injunction, claimed
the case should not be reviewed beNew York to meet the ambassador.
One suggestion made at the meet- cause it was not of great public ining Thursday which met with instant terest, involving a rule of court only.
approval was that Mayor Baker Delving into the merits of the case,'
i=sue a
proclamation designating Cline said:
"Herrick Day" as a civic holiday ami I "The' chief question involved is
,o have as many plants give theiri whether the .courts have a right to
employes a half-holiday as possible.! enjoin the gross abuse of discretion
it is likely that, except for whatever vested in a school board. The action
demonstration is made when the of Frederick in dismissing Miss Marie
Ambassador and Mrs. Herrick a ie; Claus and other members of tke
. met at the train, the big celebration teachers' union was contrary to secwill be held in the afternoon and tions of the Ohio and federal constitution.
evening.
.
Everyone at the meeting was en- "There are labor unions among railthusiastic.
J way postal clerks, postofflce clerks
"It is the greatest thing Cleveland and carriers, employes of the United
navy yard and in other
ever planned," said Fred H Caley States
secretary of the Cleveland Autotno branches of government service.
bile club, who first suggested th< "The ruling of the school board
welcome home, "and it will turn ou compels the expenditure of public
to be the biggest reception ever ten funds in that new teachers must be
trained to replace old ones, disdered a returning Clevelander
"Under no circumstances will tn charged because of membership in
reception he allowed to be turned int the union; it tends to demoralize the
a partisan affair. It is to be the we] schools by taking from them teachcome of all Cleveland to one of h( ers qualified by training and service,
and it prevents the right of teachers
most distinguished citizens."
to liberty and property of their
skill."
Invokes Constitution
Cline claims these constitutional
provisions are violated by. the ruling: Federal, article 14 section 1:
No state shall make or enforce anj
law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States, nor shall any
state deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due process
of law.
Ohio, Article 1, Sectionl-AU men
are, by nature, free and independent
and have certain inalienable rights,
among which are those of enjoying
and defending' life and liberty, f-M
quiring, possessing and
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PLEDGE TO TOM BAKER BOOST PLAN WELCOME
BEHIND SUBWAY CHIEFLY FROM TO HERRICK AT
W. R. Hopkins late Wednesday.
cleared city hall of any doubt!
there may he as to who is providing funds for promotion of the
subway.
Hopkins was making answer to
a charge of Charles S. Howe, president of Case sehool, that the
subway company, which asks an
extension of its franchise, should
be required to put UP a million
dollars to Insure steady progress:
of and completion of the work"The company is getting a fran| chise worth millions," Howe said,
"and giving nothing more than a
promise that some day it will begin work."
"I want it understood, gentlemen, I'm not here asking favors,"
said Hopkins. "I've spent $100,000 trying ;to work out a rapid
»#ansii system. for"Cleveland along
lines conceived by Tom Johnson.
«'He asked me to do it and I've
given my money and my blood in
hard labor to carry out the promise. There are not millions to be
made in it.
"If the people of Cleveland
want it I am ready to go ahead.
If not, I'm ready to quit, and personally I'd be a lot better off if I
did quit."

HOW ABOUT CITY
BUYING TUBES?
The question of
municipal
ownership of the proposed subway
system was opened up Thursday
by a letter sent by Councilman
Gahn to W. R. Hopkins, subway
promoter.
Gahn asked Hopkins to send him
all data by which the company
reached its original estimate of
$350,000, and amended estimate
of ; 550,000, as the price the city
should pay per car mile if it ever
desired to take over the subway.
The question came up late Wednesday in an open meeting of the
council. Hopkins, defending the
original subway plans as having
been sanctioned by Tom L. Johnson, said he personally had spent
$100,000 trying to carry out
Johnson's ideas.
Gahn, in his letter Thursday,
also asked Hopkins to state how
he had spent the $100,000 of his
own funds.

$2 AND $3 MEN LUNCHEON OF 20
But Baker and His $6,000 Suggestion Favored That the
Directors Haven't Offered

Mayor Proclaim "Herrick

to Share in Any Expense

Day" a Holiday

Law Director Stockwell Asks
Review of. Judge Weff's
Right to Enjoin

Plans for the welcome home lor
Efforts of City Hall employes to
Ambassador Myron T. Berriek, exSupreme court in Columbus
bring about a "spontaneous" de- pected to reach Cleveland on the |
Thursday heard arguments of
mand for a third term for Mayor morning of December 6, were given City Solicitor Stockwell for perBaker are those of $2 and $3 a day a boost Thursday noon at a luncheon mission to appeal from Cuyalaborers in the main. An investiga- at the Cleveland Automobile club.
Twenty of the city's most prominent hoga appellate court the case in
tion Thursday of wages paid mem- men attended the luncheon and all
which the school board and
bers of the Street Cleaners' Benevo- were enthusiastic in planning the reSuperintendent Frederick
lent association, which, led by Su- ception to the man "all the United enjoined by Judge Neff were
from
States
is
proud
of."
perintendent Gus Hanna, started the
the board's anti. Several suggestions were made as enforcing
hall rolling, revealed the fact .70 per to the form the celebration should union, rule for teachers
cent of them are paid $3 a day or take, but in each the point was
After the granting of the injuncless.
brought out that the welcome must tion Frederick appealed, but the ca<-'o
Meanwhile Baker and his six de- he one extended by all the people was thrown out of appellate court
partment heads, drawing $10,000 ' and that if "a boiled shirt banquet because the appeal bond wasn't filed
and $6,000 salaries respectively, are is agreed upon at all it must be only within 30 days.
sitting tight. Bakor has declared he a side issue of the big celebration.
Stockwell arguad that no appeal
favors the boosting if the city itself
bond was required by law from" a
Want "Herrick Day"
is the recipient, and merely accity
board of education.
Ambassador and Mrs. Herrick are
quiesces in the assertion he himself, expected to reach New York on DeCline Fights Review
is to be boomed.
Only members cember 5 and to leave the same eve- !
Attorney John A. Cline, repreof Hanna's division have come for„ing for Cleveland. They should
ward to date to stand the cost of reach here about 8:80 a. m. on Do- j senting John G. Owens, a taxpayer,
publishing a paper setting forth
(ember 6.
A committee may go to who obtained the injunction, claimed
the case should not be reviewed be.
progress as the City Hall sees it.
New York to meet the ambassador.
Altogether, the benevolent associaOne suggestion made at the meet- cause it was not of great public intion had 61 members on its rolls... ing Thursday which met with instant terest, involving a rule of court only.
Thursday, of these 5S were in thej approval was
that Mayor Baker Delving into the merits of the case,'
city's employ, and 57 in Hanna's di-*< i=sue a
proclamation designating Cline said:
vision proper. Of these 28 were fore-; ,: -Herrick Day" as a civic holiday and} "The chief question involved is
men at $3 a day, 15 assistant foremen- to have as many plants give then-, wjjether the pourts have a right to
at $2, one a $75 clerk, 10 were $90" employes a half-holiday as possible.! enjoin the gross abuse of discretion
inspectors, and one a chief clerk at'. tt is likely that, except for whatever! vested in a school board. The action
?U0. Hanna, and William H. Kirby,
demonstration is made when the. of Frederick in dismissing Miss Marie
secretary to Service Director Sidlo
Ambassador and .Mrs. Herrick a e Claus and other members of tljsi
at $200 a month each, completed the.', met at the train, the big celebration teachers' union was contrary to seclist.
will be held in the afternoon and tions of the Ohio and federal constitution.
"We have formed our boost club ' j evening.
.
J
merely for the purpose of boosting' ;, Everyone at the meeting was en- "There are labor unions among railway postal clerks, postoffice clerks
Cleveland," Hanna declared Thursthusiastic.
,
J
day. "However, should some one
"It is the greatest thing Cleveland and carriers, employes of the United
navy yard and in other
suggest we stand for Baker I and
ever planned," said Fred H. Caley| States
the rest of 'the boys' would be wholesecretary of the Cleveland Automo branches of government service.
heartedly in favor of the plan."
bile club, who first suggested tin "The ruling of the school board
The benevolent association now has
welcome home, "and it will turn ou compels the expenditure of public
$1,500 in its treasury, the accumulato be the biggest reception ever ten funds in that new teachers must be
tion of $2.50 initiation dues and 50
trained to replace old ones, disdered a returning Clevelander
cents a month assessments. Sick
"Under no circumstances will tn charged because of membership in
benefits are $6 a week for 14 weeks,
reception be allowed to be turned int the union; it tends to demoralize the
with $100 paid in case of death, aca partisan affair. It is to be the wel schools by taking from them teachcording- to the bylaws.
come of all Cleveland to one ot ne ers qualified by training and service,
"Its purpose shall be to promote
and it prevents the right of teachers
most distinguished citizens. *
harmony and happiness in the assoto liberty and property of their
ciation of its members with each
skill."
other, and to undertake such measures as may appear of benefit to
Invokes Constitution
them socially and otherwise," the
Cline claims these constitutional
preamble says.
provisions are violated by the ruling: Federal, article 14 section 1:
No state shall make or enforce any
law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States, nor shall any
state deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due process
of law.
Ohio, Article 1, Sectionl-AU men
are, by nature, free and independent
and have certain inalienable rights,
among which are those of enjoying
and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting
property and speaking and obtaining
happiness and safety.
Ohio, Article 1, Section 3-The people have the right to assemble together, in a peaceable manner, to consult for their common good.
Judge Neff fined Superintendent
Frederick $500 and sentenegMp to
110 days in jail for contend
I in violating the iniijjp|L_
niissing six teachers because'of union
tendencies.
If the supreme court decides to re
view the case it;will mean tl^t execution of the sentence -ii^ be dclayed for -me time; ^f^aW
hear an appeal the »
persona!
will come up on Frederick.
appeal.

[county Prosecutor's Office
Begins Probe of Salaries of
Players on Street Cleaners'
Baseball Nine
[GUS HANNA CONTENDS
OVERTIME WAS LEGAL
Lew Department, However,}
Says No Law Gives Right to
Pay Double Time for Work'
on Sabbath
1

Assistant County Prosecutor
Doerfler Thursday began an investigation into alleged pay roll
irregularities existing in the
eity street cleaning department, j
It is charged that members of'
Gus Banna's Street Cleaners',
baseball team, employed as assistant foremen in the -department, received pay for seven
days' work a week during the
playing season, including Sundays when they played ball.
Extracts from street cleaning department pay rolls in Doerfler's possession are alleged to show that several of the ball players received full
city pay for Sunday work when they
were playing hall. If facts warrant
it the' matter will be submitted to the
grand jury, Doerfler Says.
Hanna Says It's Regular
Gus Hanna, street cleaning commissioner and promoter of the' Street
Cleaners' ball team, denied Thursday
that any irregularities existed. He
said some of the ball players were
paid for Sunday work, receiving a
full clay's pay for half a day's work.
Paying eity employes double time
for Sunday work 'is in violation of
the law, it is charged. The board of
control, in regulating pay for city
employes, passed a resolution January 16, 1914, providing that street
cleaning department employes shall
receive a full day's pay for eight
hours' work. Hanna admits the ball
players paid for a full day's work
did not work more than half a day.
Investigation of the street-cleaning
department payrolls for the summer
months disclosed that several of the
star players on the Street Cleaners'
team, whose names appeared on the
city payrolls as assistant foremen,
were allowed seven days' time each
week during the playing season. It
is charged that the men devoted part
of the time to playing, for which the
city paid them.
Hanna Makes Explanation
Hanna denied Thursday there had
been any irregularities in the payrolls. He admitted that some of his
ballplayers were paid for seven days'
work each week, but declared that
where their names appeared as working every day .they : had at
least
-orked a few hours on Sunday.

"We always allow double time for
Sunday work and time and one-half
for holiday work," Hanna said. "If
any of the ballplayers were paid for
| seven days a week they were mem| bers of Sunday gangs and worked
I half a day on Sunday."
, Assistants in the office of City Law
Director Stockwell could find no provision in the city ordinance which
permits eity employes to be paid
double for Sunday work.. On January
16 last the board of control passed a
resolution fixing the working day of
street cleaning department employes
at eight hours, but making no pro-!
vision for overtime or holiday work.
The street' cleaning department
payrolls show that during June, July,
August and September, when Hanna's' team was fighting for the
city championship, Yacknow, Eiben,
Murphy, Kalina and Young were allowed seven days' work each week
at $2 a day. Other records show that
during the season, with the exception of two or three Sundays, these
men played with the Street Cleaners team in the C. A. B. A..competition,
j
What-Records Show on Pay
From June 16 to 30 Eiben, Kalina, |
Murphy and Young were allowed 151
days' pay, although there were two
Sundays, no one of which they
played. During July the same players received 31 days' pay, while on
three Sundays they played with the
team.
In August Yacknow, Eiben, Kalina
and Murphy received full time for
the first two weeks, while Yacknow
and Eiben devoted two Sunday afternoons to playing ball. Eiben and
Murphy were paid for 16 days' work
for the last half of the month, while
Murphy. Eiben and Yacknow played
three Sundays.
There were four Sundays in September on which Eiben, Murphy, Kalina and Yacknow played with Hanna's team.
Yacknow received 30
days' pay; Kalina. 30; Mi*rphy 30, and
Eiben 29 days.
Woods to Demand Probe
Hanna declared that each of the
men appearing on the payroll for full
time earned full time by working at
least a half day on Sunday. He did
not evplain how they were allowed
full time for July 4 and Labor day,
on which days, according to his method they would be allowed time and
one-half for working:.
Councilman Woods Thursday declared he would ask council to investigate the street-cleaning department,
with a view to demanding Hanna.
withdraw from the C. A. B. A. Wood
said he wanted to know how it was
that Hanna found room on the citv
payrolls for ballplayers during the
summer months
"Whenever a good ballplayer came
to me and said he wanted to be with
us we let him play," Hanna said.
"None of the members of the team
was put oh the payrolls unless actually working for this department."
The payrolls show that each of the
ballplayers was listed on Hanna's
payrolls as an assistant foreman and
that the names of the players were
first put on the payrolls after they
had joined Hanna's team. Few of the
players now are working for Hanna.

PAYROLL GRAFT CHARGES
TO BE PROBED BY LOCHER

Councilman Meyer, Leader in Organization, Denies He Is
Trying to Undermine
City Hall Club.
JOB HOLDERS WILL MAKE
PLANS THIS AFTERNOON
\i C. Cotabish Likely to Be Candidate for Mayor in
Lakewood.
Preparations were completed yesterday by the officers of the Twentysecond Ward Baker Club to start a
boom for Mayor Baker's election to
a third term at a meeting tonight,
thus anticipating the plans of the
"Boom Club" now in the process of
organization by city employees under
the leadership of Superintendent of
Street Cleaning Hanna.
Councilman E. A. Meyer, a leader
of the Twenty-second Ward Club, announced that cards will be distributed
tonight bearing a picture of Baker
and the words: "Join the club and
boost Baker for mayor in 1915." He
denied that his club was trying to
| undermine the city employees' organization.
Employees to Meet Today.
The committee of five named to
organize the city hall club by the
city employees who met last Tuesday under the' auspices of the Street
Cleaners Benevolent Association, will
meet in Democratic headquarters this
afternoon to lay plans for creating
sentiment to favor the mayor. No
name has yet been chosen for the
new club.

*

•

*

Lakewood
politicians
yesterday
heard that Director of Service N. C.
Cotabish, who has been reviving his
political activity in the western suburb, had a bee to run for mayor next
fall. Mayor Clayton W. Tyler is
likely to be a candidate. It is also
probable that Bert Mills will run.

•. «

•

Walther Withdraws.
Attorney F. P. Walther yesterday
wrote Attorney General-elect E. C.
Turner, withdrawing his own candidacy for appointment as assistant
Attorney General in favor of George
B. Harris.

*

*

*

The Democratic committee will
meet this week or early next week
to choose a successor to Judge Manuel Levine on the municipal bench.
Maurice Bernstein seems still in the
lead, with William Geier and Samuel
Silbert in the running.

County Prosecutor Locher will take
charge, of the investigation today relative to the allegations tha.t city
street cleaning employees were paid
for time spent in playing baseball.
Three members of the department
are said to have been paid for seven
days' work each week during the
baseball season, when they played on
he Street Cleaners' team several
Ijtindays.'
. . .
.As.'istant County Prosecutor Doerfler has in his possession copies of
the street cleaning department's pay: oil and will turn them over to Locher. He said if any, irregularities were
found a complete investigation of the
department's books would be made.
Superintendent Hanna said yesterday he would welcome any investigation of the charges. He stated several of-his ball players received seven
days' pay during weeks in which they
played on Sunday afternoon, but declared they worked nearly a full day
on' those Sundays by starting earlier
in the morning.
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DOING HIS SHARE.

SUBWAY SERVICE.
WHEN President Charles S.
Howe, of the Case School
of Applied Science, raised the
question of the control of stops,
on subway lines, by the city government, at the council meeting
held Wednesday afternoon to consider the amending of the svbway
grant, it was immediately discovered that the promoters of the
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AS a usual thing the "public
hearing" on a measure proposed by the city council or the
municipal administration is a farce.
Seldom is it attended by anybody
but a few councilmen, contractors
who are present for business
reasons, representatives of the interests directly concerned and
from one to half a dozen cranks.
The big, busy public doesn't take
any notice ordinarily until whatever is contemplated is practically
accomplished and it is too late to
protest.
It is refreshing, therefore, when
a man like Dr. Charles S. Howe attends a public hearing like that
upon the proposed amendments to
the subway franchise and not only
participates, in the discussion but
takes a strong and belligerent
stand for what he believes to be
the best interests of the city. His
declaration that the subway cornhad more than enough

xej. noA 99s puts spiwoao 91

Y.M.C. A. HOLDS ANNUAL ,
BANQUET OF STUDENTS^
Mayor Baker addressed 400 night j
and day school students at the an• nual student banquet of the instij tution last night on "The Importance
! of the Y. M. C. A. in Cleveland."
The banquet was held in the gymnasium. Other speakers were Thomas
Lanham, secretary in charge of county work, Elmer E. Ferris, of Bast
Orange, N. J., author of the "Pete
■Crowther" stories, and S. P. Perm,
president of the Cleveland Y. M. C.
A.
Following the banquet, motion pictures were shown and all departments joined the educational branch
of the institution in the entertainment.
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SUBWAY SERVICE.
WHEN President Charles S.
Howe, of the Case School
of Applied Science, raised the
question of the control of stops,
on subway lines, by the city government, at the council meeting
held Wednesday afternoon to consider the amending of the subway
grant, it was immediately discovered that the promoters of the
enterprise would not tolerate any
regulation of their company in re*
speet to stops. President W. R.
Hopkins, of the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Company, flatly told the
council, in committee of the
whole, that if the city retained any
right to fix stops or control their
location and number he would
abandon the whole subway project.
Nevertheless, is it not plain that
President Howe had the right on
Bis Bide tin this controversy? Can
a public service corporation be exempted from governmental control
in respect to anything which plainly and directly involves proper
service to the public? Is not such
regulation accepted as the basis of
aH sound and just relations between the people and the corporations which they invest with extraordinary powers and enrich
with special privileges, in consideration of the returns \vfaich are to
be made in catering to public convenience and public welfare?
And how ea&-service be properly regulated, on transportation
lines of any kind, if no municipal
authority can control the stops? Is
not that one of the vital points in
all traction service, whether on the
surface, in subways or on elevated
tracks? Would it not be possible
for a company entirely free of control in respect to the placing and
number of its stops, to devote its
attention to building up suburban
districts and playing the game of
real estate dealers, to the detriment of great numbers of citizens
living along its lines?
The value in subway grants
must come from the city government. The source of this value
ought to be able to control all important points involving service.
One of these is manifestly the
regulation of stops. A transportation line which could not be
curbed or overruled in that respect would be far too free for the
proper safeguarding of civic rights
and public interests.

DOING HIS SHARE.

Y.M.C. A. HOLDS ANNUAL
AS a usual thing the "public
hearing" on a measure proBANQUET OF STUDENTS1
posed by the city council or the
Mayor Baker addressed 400 night j
municipal administration is a farce.
and day school students at the an- i
Seldom is it attended by anybody
' nual student banquet of the instibut a few councilmen, contractors
j tution last night on "The Importance j
who are present for business
! of the Y. M. C. A. in Cleveland."
i The banquet was held in the gym- !
reasons, representatives of the in| nasium. Other speakers were Thomas
terests directly concerned and
| Lanham, secretary in charge of coun- |
from one to half a dozen cranks.
ty work, Elmer E. Ferris, of East;
The big, busy public doesn't take
Orange, N. J., author of the "Pete
■Crowther" stories, and S. P. Fenn,
any notice ordinarily until whatpresident of the Cleveland T. M. C.
ever is contemplated is practically
A.
accomplished and it is too late to
Following the banquet, motion pic- j
protest.
tures were shown and all depart- j
ments joined the educational branch
It is refreshing, therefore, When
of the institution in the entertaina man like Dr. Charles S. Howe atment.
tends a public hearing like that
upon the proposed amendments to
the subway franchise and not only
participates, in the discussion but
takes a strong and belligerent
stand for what he believes to be
the best interests of the city. His
declaration that the subway company has had more than enough
time to begin the fulfillment of its
obligation to Cleveland and that
it has been coddled long enough
and ought to be compelled to get
down to business in a businesslike
way and upon a basis which will
retain for the people all the rights
belonging to them, carries a force
which is needed, coming from a
man of his attainments, standing
and freedom from the bias of
-prospective personal advantage.
As the head of one of the foremost scientific colleges in the country Dr Howe's time is very valuable.
Yet he is willing to devote some
of it to the welfare of the community in which he lives and
works. How many men in Cleveland similarly situated are willing
to do the same thing? Very few,
indeed. His example should serve
as a rebuke and an inspiration.
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BET CLEANERS SCHOOL PUPILS HEAR
OF YULETIDE CHEER
PAID, SAYS HANNA Cleveland Children/Big and Small, to Enjoy Stunts
Lmbers of Department Must
Work to Get Salary, Commissioner Adds.
lAnswers Charges Baseball
Men Were Paid From City
Funds for Playing.
"No one ever got a penny from the
I pay rolls of the street cleaning department unless5 he had worked and
learned the money."
That is the reply of Gus Hanna,
I commissioner of street cleaning, to
I the published report that Assistant
I County Prosecutor Samuel Doerfler
I was considering a grand jury investigation of the street cleaning departIment following reports department
I employes had been paid out of city
I funds while playing baseball with the
I Street Cleaners' team.
I Mr Doerfler last night denied he
I had started an investigation and said
I that as far as he knew there would
I be none made.
I Mr Hanna said that for years it
I has been the custom to have about
Ififtv-eight men at work on streets
Sunday mornings. If the men comI Dieted their Sunday morning/work by
noon it was easy enough for them to
get to play ball in the afternoon Mr.
Hanna added. Four of them did this,
1G
"The Street Cleaners' baseball team
has been maintained by collections
made through the men in this| office
continued Mr. Hanna.
This year
tne team cost us $G38 which we
picked up right here in the office.
Recreation Commissioner T. M.
Black said yesterday the city had
never intended to replace the Cleveland Amateur Baseball associ^on.
"There is no reason why the city
should assume entire control of its
affairs," he said., "I would like to
tee some 6ity official on its board and
fts heTdUarters should be at the city
hall."

(GIVES POLICEJHStmJCTIDN
[Commissioner Keough Talks
at Benesch University.
Walter Keough, member of the
I civil service commission, spoke to the
members of Benesch university at
I central police station last night on
"Examinations."
u„„i";a«
"Sometimes friends of policemen
I intercede for them, asking that we
l„e lenient with their papers when
Ithev "ome to us for correction, said
I Mr Keough. "Very often we get
I letters asking us to show special attention to such and such a paper, or
I to give this man or that a little exItra favor.
, „ ■ „
.,
"All this is utterly foolish, said
I the commissioner, "for the numbers
I by which the examination papers are
I known when they leave the hands of
I the contestants are changed a second
I time before they come to us for correction. So no matter how desirous
I we would be of knowing which paper
( came from this or that man we would
lhave no way of telling."
-Dr. Joseph C. Placak, 420 Rose
I building, showed stereopticon views
I to illustrate a talk to the policemen
on "Tuberculosis."

Planned by Community Christmas Committee
and to Sing Under Tree on Square.
Community Christmas means a
touch of Tuletide cheer will come to
every little boy and girl in Cleveland
this year.
With this definition in mind members of the community Christmas
committee met yesterday at city hall
to begin planning actual celebration.
Of course they decided to have a
"real big Christmas tree" on the Public square.
But more important than this they
decided to take the Christmas spirit
into every school house In Cleveland
and to see that every little boy and

City Department Heads Make
Needs Known.
Practically all of the city's bond leeway of $1,400,000 for the year 1915 will
be devoted to public service department projects if recommendations made
by heads of the six city departments at
a meeting with Mayor Baker yesterday
are approved by the city council. Here
are the recommendations for bond issues during 1915 as outlined at the
meeting:
City's share of the cost of paving,
$481,000.
City's share of the cost of sewering,
$431,000.
B. 82d-st main sewer, $70,000.
Garbage, street repair and waste
paper collection stations, $125,000.
Downtown White Way lighting system. $200;000.
To repay the water works for high
pressure station. $250,000:
There will probably be no bond issues
for new Are stations or for a new Are
boat. Public Safety Director A. A.
Benesch proposed that $40,000 bonds
be issued for a new boat to replace the
Clevelander. No bonds will be issued
for welfare department purposes.

girl shall get a gift from Santa Claus.
A Christmas entertainment will be
held in every school house for the
special benefit of children under
school age. There will be a tree
laden with gifts at each building.
School children probably will be
brought to the Public square to sing
carols under the green and red lights
twinkling in festoons on the tall pine
that will be Cleveland's community
Christmas tree. There will be band
music also.
The community Christmas committee will meet at the city hall again
today. E. M. Williams is chairman
of the committee.

MAY SELL BONDS fO CALL IN BALL DO WHITE WINGS iLL CLEVELAND
IN SMALL LOTS LAYERS BANNA LOVE 'CY' LESS- )EMANDS PART
CITY COIN OR BAKER MORE
HERE NEXT YEAR fAID
i
Cleveland may sell "baby"
bonds over the counter next year.
Finance Director Coughlin Friday wrote to St. Paul and Philadelphia officials for data on how
their muny bond sales direct to
the people are accomplished.
The city will have about
$1,500,000 bonds for sale in 1915.
"If the scheme can be worked
ihere," Coughlin said, "I am will' ing to try it. My objection to the
change has been that now, by sell-'
ing the bonds in lump, the city
often gets a big premium.
"Moreover, I cannot see how
the city' could cash bonds at any
time on demand of the holder, as
is said to be done in St. Paul."
Contemplated bond issues in
1915, which might be handled by
the "baby" bond plan, are:
Paving,
$481,000;
sewers,
$501,000; garbage, waste paper
.collections and street repair stations, $125,000; to repay water
department for.high pressure station, $250,000.

CITY MAKES PROBE OF
FATAL SEWER CAVEIN
City investigition of the sewer
cavein Thursday, in which two
men were killed and another seriously injured, is expected to bring
changes in the methods of sewer
construction.
A. F. McBonough, foreman of
the city sewer maintenance department, was investigating Friday. Tom Maloy, foreman in
charge of the five men in the
sewer, said after the accident
that no plank siding had been
used in the trench.
The sewer was at Independencerd arid Broadway.
Sam Grause, 2316^ Woodland-av
and Sam Winch, 4275 Woodlandav, were killed, and Mike Yulick,
7829 Burke-av, was hurt.
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judges give the decisions, the referee being called upon only wkein
the judges fail to agree.

Friday it developed that Gus Hanna's Bake'r Boosting Street Cleaners'
Benevolent association isn't half as
41ave "Assistant Foremen" much
a "for Baker" movement as it
is a movement against sentiment for
JShow When They Worked County Prosecutor "Cy" Locher for
mayor.
Also, it developed that instead of
Jlnvestigation into alleged pay- Gus Hanna, . superintendent of
being the real man behind
apll irregularities in the street streets,
the Baker boost, E. B. Haserodt,
cleaning, department being con- county clerk and vice chairman of
ducted by Assistant County the Democratic county executive
committee, is the man behind.
prosecutor Doerfler also will be And again, Democrats who don't
taken up by council Monday like the Baker boost movement say
it is really a case of sour grapes on
right, Councilman Woods an- Haserodt's part.
Sjoinced Friday.
Here's the story: Before election it
"^Wood will introduce a resolution practically was agreed that whoever
oglling for a sweeping inquiry into received the highest vote on the
Street Cleaning Commissioner Han- county ticket would be the candidate
oi's method of employing ball play- for mayor—providing,
of course,
tfor the Street Cleaners' team and
Baker stuck to his determination not
;ting them on the i city payroll to run. Haserodt at that time was
m. assistant foremen at $2 a day.
favored in the betting as high man.
Jptie ball players Hanna employed Locher was only being "talked
i% summer, most of whom were about." Locher got high vote.
popped after the baseball season,
Then the trouble began. Haserodt
'.v.i'll be asked to come before council was peeved. He wanted to be candicommittee and tell how and when date for mayor. So he shouldered
y worked for the city. Hanna his peeve on Gus Hanna and his
vjjjai be asked to produce the time benevolent association.
J&ps showing- when the players reThat's how they tell it.
)4|fj-ted, where they worked as assistafft foremen and how many hours
i ney worked each day, including the
Sundays Hanna claimed they worked
half a day and for which he admits
lig. allowed a full day's pay.
1
Winter Kills Off Foremen
*|)ctober and November payrolls
John Oleksiuch, former police court
«Row that only four players who were
' attache, against whom warrants were
v-$ the payrolls during the ballplay- issued early in the week charging
nrg- season as assistant foremen were him with obtaining money under
gained in that capacity.
McGrail false pretenses, and who surrendered
y^fd Eiben were the two players who himself to the police late Thursday
Kmat their jobs after the season end- on his return from Virginia, Friday
entered a plea of not guilty in police
jgVillis Verran, the star pitcher, court. His case was continued to
W10 was pald as assistant foreman December 10. Oleksiuch is free on
ipein July until October, was on the bail.
uf|ils for 10 days' pay as an ash gang
Oleksiuch, charged with having
ljgborer. Yacknow, whom Hanna paid collected fines from police court prisa days a week throughout the oners whose fines previously had been
Summer as an assistant foreman, re- remitted by the judge, Friday deeved full time as a laborer during clared he was innocent of the charge
tlfe last half of October.
Shire, and that he would show he was the
o a pitcher, was listed as a la- victim of a "frame-up."
ter for nine days.
^During the first half of November
tjgs list of assistant foremen-ballplays shrunk almost to nothing. Mury was the only member of the
tpim to be listed as an assistant
Srenian.
%v7illis Verran received one day's
Subway promoters Friday said
as a member of the South Side they will concentrate their efforts toeet cleaning- gang; . O'Neill was ward getting the consent of every
ted as a member of the downtown councilman to changes asked in the
ite wings for one day's pay; subway grant by W. R. Hopkins,
ire received a day's pay as an ash president of the Cleveland Rapid
Elector on the West Side; Young Transit Railroad Company.
■^gls listed as an ash collector in the
"When we go before financiers
cj|enville gang; McGrail worked nine again we, want to show them the dec!&vs as;a West-Side ash collector, ac- mand for faster transportation in
cording to the payrolls.
Cleveland is unanimous," Hopkins
said. "We want to show councilmen
.<£<
Chauff euy I& Ash Man
^JSTacknow, who Hanna said acted we are trying to do something for
as his chauffeur, is listed on the pay- Cleveland and not solely for ourrolls -for ten. days' pay as a West selves."
Councilmen
who
are
opposing
Sjpe a-sh- collector.
Eiben got in
two days', work, as an assistant fore- amendments plan to attend a special
ran. . Walsh, captain of the team, council meeting Friday afternoon bei^J listed for 12'days' pay as a catch cause of rumors at City Hall that
councilmen favoring the changes
basin laborer at $2.25 a day.
?&>oerfler Friday was engaged in a would seek to have the latter . apcriminal trial."
As soon as he has proved late Friday and put on second
fuWshed the trial, he said, he will reading in council Monday night.
rack into the Hanna case.

Councilman Woods Plans to
<i

OLEKSIUCH SAYS HE'S
"FRAMEUP" VICTIM

SUBWAY MEN WORK FOR
0. K. OF GRANT CHANGES

Cleveland's welcome to Ambassador
Myron T. Herrick when he returns
from Paris December 6 is going. to
break- away from any committee
plans and be a spontaneous outburst
of appreciation for,the man who now
is being called "Ohio's greatest son."
This was apparent Friday when
military organizations, civic bodies
and individuals demanded that they
be given a part in the welcome home
and that any committee named carefully refrain from limiting the celebration to a "quiet, dignified homecoming" and make the principal part
of the program a speech-makingevent in Central armory.
Grays Demand a Part
L. Si Conelly, trustee of the Cleveland Grays, Friday told Fred. H. Caley, Automobile club secretary, that
in spite of any non-military ideas of
arrangement committees, the Grays
felt it an obligation on their part to
meet Colonel Herrick and act.as a
military escort for him. Herrick- is' a
member of the Grays. Military- organizations made up of foreign-born
peoples also demand that they be allowed to show their appreciation of
the work Colonel Herrick did for
their fellow countrymen in
Paris
when the European war broke out.
"This thing has gone beyond all
bounds," said Caley Friday.
"We
simply will have to let the people of
Cleveland have their own way, and
give Colonel Herrick the kind of a
reception the majority of Clevelanders think is his due.
We cannot
confine ourselves to a meeting- in
the armory."
Mayor Maker Friday declared that
"Nothing we can do to show our appreciation of Colonel Herrick's work
j can be too much.
It is only a question of the best way to do it." Baker
late Friday expects to name the
committee of five to take charge of
making reception arrangements.
December ti is Sunday.
Because
of this, there may lie some change in
this schedule, but whatever day he
reaches here he will be welcomed by
a demonstration such as never was
tendered a Cleveland man.

DU PONT CHARGES FOR I
ASKING LEAVE TO QUIT
Clevelanders in three weeks may
know the exact cost of the city's
municipal lighting system. As a result of a conference at Columbus
last week, when mooted points concerning the listing of values of public utilities were settled, Clarence
Metcalf. state examiner, Friday began going over municipal vouchers
in an effort to arrive at the cost.
Bills presented by A. B. duPont,
until July 20 the $l,000-a-month consulting expert, also are to be examined. It was learned Friday that duPont presented a bill for $500 on
August 29, over a month after he
resigned. One item listed a charge
for conferring with Mayor Baker
and obtaining his consent to permitting duPont to resign- Altogether
in 1914 duPont drew $5,740 for expert
services.

MAY SELL BONDS TO CALL IN BALL DO WHITE WINGS ALL CLEVELAND ]
IN SMALL LOTS FLAYERS HANNA LOVE 'CY' LESS- DEMANDS PART!
HERE NEXT YEAR 4IPAID CITY COIN OR BAKER MORE IN HOMECOMING
Cleveland may sell "baby"
tionds over the counter next year.
Finance Director Coughlin Friday wrote to St. Paul and Philadelphia officials for data on how
their muny bond sales direct to
the people are accomplished.
The city will have about
§1,500,000 bonds for sale in 1915.
"If the scheme can be worked
here," Coughlin said, "I am willing to try it. My objection to the
change has been that now, by selling the bonds in lump, the city
often gets a big premium.
"Moreover, I cannot see how
the city could cash bonds at any
time on demand of the holder, as
is said to be done in St. Paul."
. Contemplated bond issues in
1915, which might be handled by
the "baby" bond plan, are:
Paving,
$481,000;
sewers,
$501,000; garbage, waste paper
collections and street repair stations, $125,000; to repay water
department for,high pressure station, $250,000.

jouncilman Woods Plans to

Friday it developed that Gus Hanna's Baker Boosting Street Cleaners'
Benevolent association isn't half as
*-Have "Assistant Foremen" imuch
a "for Baker" movement as it
is a movement against sentiment for
IShow When They Worked County Prosecutor "Cy" Locher for
mayor.
Also, it developed that instead of
.Investigation into alleged pay- Gus Hanna, . superintendent of
rial 1 irregularities in the street streets, being the real man behind
the Baker boost, B. B. Haserodt,
cleaning department being con- county clerk and vice chairman of
(Jicted by Assistant County the Democratic county executive
committee, is the man behind.
prosecutor Doerfler also will be And again, Democrats who don't
taken up by council Monday like the Baker boost movement say
it is really a case of sour grapes on
night. Councilman Woods an- | Haserodt's
part.
i%uneed Friday.
Here's the story: Before election it
"^Wood will introduce a resolution practically was agreed that whoever
aglling for a sweeping inquiry into received the highest voto on the
SJreet Cleaning Commissioner Han- county ticket would be the candidate \
oi's method of employing ball play- for mayor—providing,
of course, j
sy?s for the Street Cleaners' team and Baker stuck to his determination not ■
pitting them on the 1 city payroll to run. Haserodt at that time was
;*! assistant foremen at $2 a day.
favored in the betting as high man.
^jThe ball players Hanna employed Locher was only being "talked
fa summer, most of whom were about." Locher got high vote.
dropped after the baseball season,
Then the trouble began. Haserodt
wpl be asked to come before council was peeved. He wanted to be candiCITY MAKES PROBE OF committee and tell how and whe'n date for mayor. So he shouldered
l4iey worked for the city. Hanna his peeve on Gus Hanna and his
FATAL SEWER CAVEIN wl-il
be asked to produce the time benevolent association.
That's how they tell it.
City investigi tion of the sewer .■flips showing when the players recavein Thursday, in which two torted, where they worked as assistf;
foremen
and
how
many
hours
men were killed and another ser-'
y worked each day, including the
iously injured, is expected to bring
changes in the methods of sewer Sundays Hanna claimed they worked
half a day and for which he admits
construction.
A. F. McDonough, : foreman of iig, allowed a full day's pay.
the city sewer maintenance de- %
Winter Kills Off Foremen
partment, was investigating Friday. Tom Maloy, foreman in %)etober a.nd November payrolls
John Oleksiuch, former police court
charge of the five men in the iJiSow that only four players who were attache, against whom warrants were
"
payrolls
during
the
ballplaysewer, said after the accident
issued early in the week charging
that no plank siding had been ffig season as assistant foremen were him with obtaining money under
rtfjained
in
that
capacity.
McGrail
used in the trench.
false pretenses, and who surrendered
The sewer was at Independence- '-4^-' Fiben were the two players who himself to the police late Thursday
lflftit their jobs after the season end- on his return from Virginia, Friday
Id and Broadway.
Sam Grause, 2316 ■ Woodland-av
I entered a plea of not guilty in police
and Sam Winch, 4275 Woodland- l|$Villis Verran, the star pitcher, court. His case was continued to
av, were killed, and Mike Yulick, #0 was paid as assistant foreman December 10. Oleksiuch is free on
7829 Burke-av, was hurt.
i"wom July until October, was on the bail.
^—_-^—.——
S
Oleksiuch, charged with having
collected fines from police court prisoners whose fines previously had been
remitted by the judge, Friday declared he was innocent of the charge
and that he would show he was the
victim of a "frame-up."

0LEKSIUCH SAYS HE'S
"FRAMEUP" VICTIM
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REPORTED MAYOR WILL NOT
SANCTION DECISION BOUTS
By Frank W. Rostock
Sporting Editor of The Press.
Blue pencil marks will be
drawn through portions of several
of the rules to govern boxing in
Cleveland which will be submitted
to Mayor Baker after the.commission meeting next Monday.
Personal friends of the mayor
say he will not approve of the
rule providing for a decision. It
is said that if the mayor consents
to let the bouts go 10 rounds he
will .insist on popular decisions instead of decisions by a referee or
two judges.
Opposition has developed to the
plan of having the ring side
judges give the decisions, the referee being called upon only when
the judges fail to agree.

Jimmy Dunn, manager of Johnny Kilbane,. favors-' no decision
bouts, but says he would permit
Kilbane to fight under the twojudge plan.
There's another angle. Will a
high class referee consent to act
as the third man in the ring if he
is not to give a decision?
Two referees, already have told
me they would not officiate if such
a condition obtained.
"When I step into that ring, I
want to be the boss," said one of
the referees. "If I am to be denied the right to give the decision
at the end of a specified number
of rounds, I want to be excused."
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Cleveland's welcome to Ambassador
Myron T. Herrick when he- returns
from Paris December 6 is going to
break away from any committee
plans and be a spontaneous outburst
of appreciation for.the man who now
is being- called "Ohio's greatest son "
This was apparent Friday when
military organizations, civic bodies
and individuals demanded that they
be given a part in the welcome home
and that any committee named carefully refrain from limiting -the celebration to a "quiet, dignified homecoming" and make the principal part
of the program a speech-making
event in Central armory.
Grays Demand a Part
L. S. Conelly, trustee of the Cleveland Grays, Friday told Fred H. Caloy, Automobile club secretary,' that
in spite of any non-military ideas of
arrangement committees, the Grays
felt it an obligation on their.part to
meet Colonel Herrick and act.as a
military escort for him. Herrick- is' a
member of the Grays. Military organizations made up of foreign-born
peoples also demand that they be allowed to show their appreciation of
the work Colonel Herrick did for
their fellow countrymen in
Paris
when the European war broke out.
"This thing has gone beyond all
bounds," said Caley Friday.
"We
simply will have to let the people of
Cleveland have their own way, and
give Colonel Herrick the kind of a
reception the majority of Clevelandera think is his due.
We cannot
confine ourselves to a meeting- in
the armory."
Mayor Baker Friday declared that
"Nothing we can do to show our appreciation of Colonel ilerriok's work
can be too much.
It is only a question of the best way to do it." Baker
late Friday expects to name the
committee of five to take charge of
making reception arrangements.
December fi is Sunday.
Because
of this, there may be some change in
this schedule, but whatever day he
reaches here he will be welcomed by
a demonstration such as never was
tendered a Cleveland man.

SUBWAY MEN WORK FOR DU PONT CHARGES FOR !
ASKING LEAVE TO QUIT
0. K. OF GRANT CHANGES

's
Subway promoters Friday said
e they will concentrate their efforts tos ward getting the consent of every
councilman to changes asked in the
subway grant by W. R. Hopkins,
president of the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Railroad Company.
e
"When we go before financiers
e again we, want to show them the demand for faster transportation in
Cleveland is unanimous," Hopkins
said. "We want to show councilmen
Jj5Ta<£know, who Hanna said acted we are trying to do something for
£St his ehauffeur, is listed on the pay-I Cleveland and not solely for ourrolls for ten. days' pay as a West I selves."
who
are
opposing
sjtle ash- collector-.
Eiben got in ! Councilmen
two days;., work, as an assistant fore- amendments plan to attend a special
rftan.
Walsh,; captain of the team, council meeting Friday afternoon beW; listed for 12 days' pay as a catch cause of rumors at City Hall that
councilmen favoring the changes
basin laborer at $2.25 a day.
/SPoerfler Friday was engaged in a would seek to have the latter aprftminal trial.
As soon as he has proved late Friday and put on second
finished the trial, he said, he will reading in council Monday night.
lack into thve Hanna case.

Clevelanders in three weeks may
know the exact cost of the city's
municipal lighting system. As a result of a conference at Columbus
last week, when mooted points concerning the listing of values of public utilities were settled, Clarence
Metcalf, state examiner, Friday began going over municipal vouchers
in an effort to arrive at the cost.
Bills presented by A. B. duPont,
until July 20 the $l,000-a-month consulting expert, also are to be examined. It was learned Friday that duPont presented a bill for $500 on
August 29, over a month after he
resigned. One item listed a charge
for conferring with Mayor Baker
and obtaining his consent to permitting duPont to resign- Altogether
in 1914 duPont drew $5,740 for expert
services.
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BACK TO THE OLD PARTY.
DEMOCRATS and assistant
Democrats who realize that
it is futile to rely any longer upon
the Progressive party to draw
away a large number of voters
who are naturally Republicans,
are beginning to talk about Progressives who may join the Democratic party and become fullfledged supporters of President
Wilson. They think they see hope
in that direction.
A of 0uoram Pervents ft ^rom
Jt is an Idle dream. The Pro' Q0jng on Record for Favorgressives
have
already
shown
where they will stand in 1916.
ing Increase in PurJohn J. Sullivan, the well-known
chase Price.
lawyer of this city, put it clearly
when he resigned as the national
„ -i-iin"
of
municipal stfbway committeeman of the Progressive
ills was proposed by Couneilparty from Ohio.
"I'm going
%A as the solution of elevehome,"
he
wrote,
and
"home" five
ns rapid transit problem, at a
f the city conncfl yester
out of every six Progressives will
JSinS °
'
"
go when they leave the third party.
^Gahn, speaking against proposed
They will go hack into the Re.mendments to the snbway grant of
There they will
S Cleveland Rapid Transit Cm- publican ranks.
ZL declared that terminals could
keep up their flght for the advanced
LMinstructed as needed.. This principles and undertakings for
!inW give the city complete control
which they have battled since they
a » underground system of tranleft their old political home.
oif he said.
..
The council meeting as a commitIf this movement had not at... of the whole indicated that it
would approve amendments asked tained immense force and scope
K the subway. Only the lack of a the recent election would have
ouorum prevented it from going on resulted very differently.
It has
record as favoring the amended mu- gone so far that no gift of
Sripal Purchase Price of $550,000 per
prophecy is required to perceive
mOe.
that it will go much farther. Noth' Baker Oposes Arbitration.
Data submitted by City Engineer ing is more impossible in politics
Hoffmann showed that tunnelmg than winning for the aid and comcost $124.50 per lineal foot. Hoffmann fort of the Democratic party and
Sirnated that a mile of single.track
its national leader any considerwhen all exW0Uld cost $551,179,
able number of Progressives who
penses were figured.
Mayor Baker opposed Gahn s plan have not yet openly forsaken the
nl having the municipal purchase separate party which so nearly disprice fixed by a board of arbitrators,
to be chosen in a manner provided appeared in the election this fall.

MENDING GRUNT

in the ordinance.
Baker said that Dr. Charles S.
Howe president of Case School of
Applied Science, had suggested to
him that the subway ordinance require a bond for the immediate start
of work.
•
The mayor said that it would be
difficult to collect on any bond, unless it was shown that the city actually had been damaged through delay
in the building of the line. He said
that he looked favorably on an
amendment which would require the
subway company to expend a certain
sum each year in the building of
tubes.
Hearing Continued.
Hearings on the subway measure
were continued until Tuesday. The
Rapid Transit Company has asked a
time extension of twelve months in
which to start work and permission
to build larger tubes than provided
in the original grant. The municipal
purchase price is also increased from
$350,000 per single track mile to $550,000 per mile.

D0ERFLER DEOARES CITY
DIDN'T PAY BALL PLAYERS
Charges that street cleaning de- j
partment employees were paid by
the city for playing baseball on Sunday were declared untrue yesterday
by Assistant County Prosecutor
Doerfler, who completed an investigation.
It had been charged that members of the street cleaners' baseball
team had been entered on the payroll as having done seven days'
work, when in reality the seventh
day was occupied in playing ball.

HARBOR ACROS
WHOLE CITY IS
BOND'S PLAN
A commercial harbor for Cleveland along the whole stretch of
lake front from Gordon to Edgewater parks, will be possible with
the completion of a plan announced today by Maj. Bond,
United States engineer, federal
building.
Maj. Bond plans to deepen the
east end of the harbor from E.
Ninth-st to Gordon park, making
a navigable channel 25 feet deep
and about 2000 feet wide.
"This project," said Bond today, "must await establishment of
a harbor line east of E. Ninth-st.
A.lso the dredging work, though
assured, will be further delayed
owing to present lack of funds. I
cannot say just when it will be
started."
Bond said he will call a~public
meeting within the next month
to discuss the location of the east
harbor line.
West of E. Ninth-st the harbor
line is 1700 feet from the breakwater.
The east breakwater, according
to Bond, is at an average distance of 3800 feet from the shore.
Thus, he said, if the harbor line
is established at 2000 feet from
the breakwater, there will be
ample room
for
piers
and
wharves.

County Prosecutor L'ocher Saturday
held up his investigation into alleged
payroll irregularities in the streetcleaning
department
until
after
council has completed its probe of
the methods employed by Gus Hanna,
street-cleaning' commissioner, in hiring ballplayers for his team and putting them on city payrolls as assistant foremen. cat"li basin laborers, ash
collectors and street dushers.
Council will be asked to make a
thorough investigation of
Hanna's
department in a resolution to be introduced Monday night by Councilman Woods.
Hanna was summoned before County Prosecutor Locher Friday to explain alleged evidence purporting to
show payroll irregularities in possession of Assistant County Prosecutor
Doerfler The matter had been taken
up by Locher when Doerfler neglected
to show any activity in the investigation.
Locher says Hanna admitted he
paid men full time for half a day's
work on Sundays during the ballplaying season.
Hanna told' Locher
that it had been his custom to allow
employes double time for Sunday
work. City ordinance provide full time
for eight hours' work and make no
provision for double time or overtime, attaches of Law Director Stockwell's office say.
Locher said if the council investigation of Hanna's department produces evidence to warrant further action he will act immediately.
Councilman Woods Saturday was
framing the resolution he will introduce in council Monday night asking
for a sweeping inquiry into Hanna's
methods.
Hanna Saturday refused to talkabout the investigation.

ADAMS TO HEAD
HERRICK BOARD
Mayor Baker Saturday appointed
Charles E. Adams, former president
of the Chamber of Commerce, active
head of a committee of five that will
make all arrangements for the Herrick homecoming
reception. The
mayor will be an exofncio member
of the committee.
Late Saturday
Adams and Fred H. Caley, Automobile club secretary and father of the
Herrick reception, will meet to complete the committee.
Late Saturday the directors of the
Tinnncnn^"—ni,,T
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left their old political home.
West of E. Ninth-st the harbor
.!_—.«♦
sit he said.
%e council meeting as a <»itIf this movement had not at- line is 1700 feet from the breakof
the
whole
indicated
that
it
tpe
water.
\\A aoorove amendments asked tained immense force and scope
The east breakwater, according
TLZ^- Only the lack of a the recent election would have to Bond, is at an average dis«,«rum prevented it from going on resulted very differently.
It has tance of 3800 feet from the shore.
S as favoring the amended mu- gone so far that no gift of Thus, he said, if the harbor line
ridpal purchase price of $550,000 per
prophecy is required to perceive is established at 2000 feet from
the breakwater, there will be
mile.
that it will go much farther. Noth- ample room
' Baker Oposes Arbitration.
for
piers
and
Data submitted by City Engineer ing is more impossible in politics wharves.
Hoffmann showed that tunneling than winning for the aid and comTost $124.50 per lineal foot. Hoffmann fort of the Democratic party and
estimated that a mile of single track its national leader any consider7™Xd cost $551,179, when all exable number of Progressives who
Tipnses were figured.
Alayor Baker opposed Gahn's plan have not yet openly forsaken the
of" having the municipal purchase separate party which so neurly disDrice fixed by a board of arbitrators
to be chosen in a manner provided appeared in the election this fall.
in the ordinance.
Baker said that Dr. Charles S.
Howe president of Case School of
applied Science, had suggested to
him that the subway ordinance require a bond for the immediate start
of work.
•
The mayor said that it would be
difficult to collect on any bond, unless it was shown that the city actually had been damaged through delay
in the building of the line. He said
that he looked favorably on an
amendment which would require the
subway company to expend a certain
sum each year in the building of
tubes.
Hearing Continued.
Hearings on the subway measure
were continued until Tuesday. The
Rapid Transit Company has asked a
time extension of twelve months in
which to start work and permission
to build larger tubes than provided
in the original grant. The municipal
purchase price is also increased from
$350,000 per single track rrille to $550,000 per mile.

D0ERFLER DECLAlES CITY
DIDN'T PAY BALL PLAYERS
Charges that street cleaning department employees were paid by
the city for playing baseball on Sunday were declared untrue yesterday
by Assistant County Prosecutor
Doerfier, who completed an investigation.
It had been' charged that members of the street cleaners' baseball
team had been entered on the payroll as having done seven days'
work, when in reality the seventh
Sday was occupied in playing ball.

County Prosecutor Locher Saturday
held up his investigation into alleged
payroll irregularities in the streetcleaning
department
until
after
council has completed its probe of
the methods employed by Gus Hanna,
street-cleaning commissioner, in hir„ing ballplayers for his team arid putting- them on city payrolls as assistant foremen, catch basin laborers, ash
collectors and street flushers. '
Council will be asked to make a
thorough investigation of
Hanna's
department in a resolution to be introduced Monday night by Councilman' Woods.
Hanna was summoned before County Prosecutor Locher Friday to explain alleged evidence purporting to
show payroll irregularities in possession of Assistant County Prosecutor
Doerfier. The matter had been taken
up by Locher when Doerfier neglected
to show any activity in the investigation.
Locher says Hanna admitted he
paid men full time for half a day's
work on Sundaj's .during the ballplaying season.
Hanna told' Locher
that it had been his custom to allow
employes double time for Sunday
work. City ordinance provide full time
for eight hours' work and make no
provision for double time or overtime, attaches of Law Director Stockwell's office say.
Locher said if the council investigation of Hanna's department produces evidence to warrant further action he will act immediately.
Councilman Woods Saturday was
framing the resolution he will introduce in council Monday night asking
for a sweeping inquiry into Hanna's
methods.
Hanna Saturday refused to talkabout the investigation.

ADAMS TO HEAD
HERRICK BOARD
Mayor Baker Saturday appointed
Charles E. Adams, former president
of the Chamber of Commerce, active
head of a committee of five that will
make all arrangements for the Herrick homecoming
reception. The
mayor will be an exofficio member
of the committee.
Late Saturday
Adams and Fred H. Caley, Automobile club secretary and father of the
Herrick reception, will meet to complete the committee.
Late Saturday the directors of the
Tippecanoe club will meet in club
headquarters, Engineers building, to
decide what part it will take in the
reception.
Early fear that the reception December 6 might develop into a political movement has been dispelled by
the city wide interest taken in the
arrangements for the welcome. The
G. A. R., Cleveland Grays, societies,
of foreign-born citizens and other
uniformed and military organizations
have asked that they be given a part
in the celebration.
A committee likely will be sent to
New York to welcome Colonel Herrick in behalf of the city as soon as
he arrives.

DAMM WANTS RAISE;
h=smmm BACKS HIM
William Damm, city treasurer,
I wants his $3,000 salary raised. Damm
[ declared Saturday he's the only
treasury head of any sizable city
I who gets less than $5,000. If he asks
council for an increase January 1 he
will have the backing of Councilman
| Smith.
"My office this year has handled
$24,000,000, while I personally am under $200,000 bond," Damm said.
"Three thousand dollars proportionally is only a drop in the bucket.
Other city officials get far more for
less work and worry,"
Smith declared a comparison of
salaries paid other city officials show
I Damm . is . worthy of. a $1,000 or
$1,500 increase.
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TO GREET HERRICK
Mayor Appoints Committee Deduce Lessons of Responsito Welcome Returning ,
bility From Review
Of Work.
Ambassador.
Republican Organizationsr to Mayor Baker and; Others DeLaunch Reception
liver Addresses at
Preparations.
Luncheon.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
afternoon announced the membership
of a committee of five to arrange details for the welcome which Cleveland
will extend to Ambassador Myron T.
Herrick on his return from France.
At the same time preparations were
begun by the Tippecahoie club and the
Western Reserve club, prominent .Republican organizations, to help extend
a cordial greeting to Col. Herrick.
The committee which will have
charge of the reception at Central armory for Col. Herrick on the day of
his arrival will be composed of these
men named by the mayor: C. E. Adams, former president of the Chamber
of Commerce, chairman; Morris A.
Black,' president of the chamber; T.
P. Cagwin, commercial superintendent of the Bell Telephone Co.; Rt.
.Rev. Msgr. T. C. O'Reilly and Alexander Taylor.
The Tippecanoe club, which gave a
farewell dinner to Col. Herrick when
lie left home, intends to hold a reception and dinner in honor of the ambassador's return, Dec. 10 being set as
a tentative date. This was decided at
a meeting of the club's board of directors yesterday afternoon. President Don R. Sipe was instructed Xo
send a cablegram to Col, Herrick, advising him of the reception. The ambassador "is a director and honorary
member of the organization.
Club officials were careful to explain that their plans would in no way
interfere with the general'civic celebration with which Col. Herrick is to
be greeted. Secretary I. E. Seiple of
the club expects to see Secretary Fred
H. Caley of the Cleveland Automobile
club tomorrow morning to discuss
with him ways in which the "Tipps"
can aid in making the city's -welcome
successful. The club dinner and reception, however, will be entirely a
Republican affair.
President F. A. Sarstedt of the
Western Reserve club announced yesterday thai a committee had been appointed to act in behalf of the club in
connection with the general reception
to be given Col. Herrick.
The committee members are Harry
:U Vail, Dr. A. P. Howland, M. V.
Emerman, Dr. L. E. Sieglestein and
A. J. Hirstius. Col. Herrick is a life
member of the Western Reserve club.

HEKN OWS SHAKESPEARE
Director Ileneseh Uses Old Quotation in Sentencing Patrolman.
The evils that men do live after them.
The good is oft interred with their bones.
Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch used tl.e quotation from Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar" yesterday at
a hearing in his office to explain that
in the case of Patrolman Benjamin
Bill the comment of one Marc Antony in his well known funeral oration over the body of Caesar would
not hold good.
"I am going to be lenient with
Patrolman Bill because I want him
to know his good work in arresting
automobile thieves is recognized,"
said the director. "I will merely deprive him of his clays off for the balance of the year."
Patrolman Bill was charged with
slapping a newsboy.
He pleaded
guilty. Director Benesch stated, after hearing from Bill, that a bad
temper was the worst asset a patrol! man could possess.

Five hundred of the 4,000'donors
who last year gave $290,000; to the
Cleveland^ Federation for Charity and
Philanthropy attended a luncheon in
Chamber of Commerce hall yesterday
noon and reviewed the results^ of the
work they had made possible. They
listened to the diagnosis oi'.&he social
needs of Cleveland and, the world at
war, and gathered a lesson of community responsibility for poverty and
other social ills.
Speakers were Mayor Newton DBaker, Sherman C. King'sleyof Chicago, director of the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund for Child
Welfare; Allen T. Burns,, director of
the survey of the Cleveland Foundation; C. W. Williams, executive secretary of the Cleveland Federation for
Charity and Philanthropy, and Martin
A. Marks, federation president.
Mr. Marks presided and at the close
of his annual report announced he
would not stand for re-election as
president when the trustees meet
Dec. 4.
On motion presented by Judge F.
A. Henry the donors unanimously
voted to re-elect five members of the
contributors' committee on the board
of trustees. The following ■ compose
the complete representation of contributors on the board: Charles CE.
Adams, C. C. Bolton, Mrs. i R. L.
Ireland, J. L. Severance, E.;M. Williams, E. M. Baker, A. S. Chisholm,
Samuel Mather, Lyman Treadway
and J. D. Williamson.
Thomas Nixon Carver, professor of
economics at HArvard university,
who had been scheduled to speak-on
"The Responsibility for Poverty," did
not appear. Members of the City
club -were present at the meeting,
having'been invited to hear Dr. Carver. ."■'■;
Dr. Carver arrived in Cleveland at
5:30 p. m. ■ He explained he had understood the' federation meeting waste be held in the evening. Dr. Carver was a guest of honor with former President Taft at the dinner of
the New England society at The Hollenden last night.
Preceding, the addresses lantern
slides described as "The Diary of
Private Dollar," were . shown. The
slides told of "Private Dollar's" experiences in the Volunteer Home
Guard repelling the invasion of the
army commanded by Gen. Want.
Pictures illustrating federation activities and slides showing federation
statistics were also shown.
Mayor 'Baker in his address expressed the hope that the federation
activities some day would be taken
over by the city. He described the
high development of social work in
German cities. Mayor Baker predicted that the European war will create
an appalling relief situation in the
countries at war which America will
be called upon to aid.
-.
Mr: KIngsley and vMr. Burns 'described the problems of welfare and
relief work in their growing importance under present conditions. Both
emphasized the necessity of attacking problems from a preventive standpoint.
Mr. Marks in his annual report presented a picture of the federation's
work and the things it hopes to accomplish. In part Mr. Marks said:
In the. year Just closed, Sept. 30, the total
contributions received by the federated/ organizations, working in harmony with each

other find with these policies, exceed the
total contributions of tne year preceding,
after allowing for all deductions, by fully
$90,000—an Increase of 26 per cent. This
larger sum, further, was secured at a smaller cost than ever before. It was also secured with less wear and tear on givers and
on organizations than-ever before. It represented, still further, more-information and
more good will than ever before. Still'further, it. accomplished more, dollar, for dollar,
than ever before..
'»
Finally, I think there can be no. doubt
that this work .done wasY better reported
and acknowledged to the givers as a whole
and to the city /than ever before-., Now, if
this way of getting at. the. matter ■ brings
these results In sa short' a time,. I believe
we can confidently 'look to securing tins
year a great' many new.'givers and obtaining
also still broader-public thinking and planning along welfare lines. And what, is more,
I believe we cari soon expect real sjork by
our city 'and our citizens in preventing pov££&_
,
i

SIOLO WILL URGE
CONVENnON HALL
Public Service Director
Submit Suggestions
to Council.
Sentiment Favors Selection
of Site Along Water
Front.
Preliminary steps looking toward
•erection of a Cleveland exposition
building and convention hall will be
urged in a report to be filed with city
council tomorrow night by Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo.
The director will report that a
*VT^ure„of th,s character would cost
$1;4K),00Q if erected as part of the
group plan of public buildings. If
located on the lake front near E. 9thst, and somewhat apart from the
other group plan buildings, it could be
erected for .$750,000, or even less, the
director holds. If still further separated from other public structures it
could be erected for $500,000, in Sidlo's opinion.
To bring the matter to a head the
director will urge that a special committee of council be appointed to act
with a subcommittee of the citizens'
committee that studied the problem
some time ago. This committee will
prepare a report and map out a plan
of, procedure. This study will later
be filed with the city council.
The joint committee will take up
the question'of size of building needed, capacity, architecture, interior arrangements, location and availability
of a site, as well as the question of
financing. One plan favored by the
director is the issuance of mortgage
bonds by the city.
These bonds
would be secured against the property
and in the event of foreclosure a security grant would become effective.
Under the terms of the grant the
property then would be operated for
the benefit of bond holders.
Chairman J. W. Reynolds of the
council committee on industrial expansion, favors selection of the water
front location for the proposed building.
\
It is believed there would be room
for both the Union depot and the exposition hall on the tract of made
land north of Lakeview park.
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'IMS' MEET~T0M0RRQW
Appreciation League Will, be Addressed by Mayor Tuesday.
The first annal convention of the
Appreciation league, whose members
are best known as "Tals," will open
tomorrow afternoon in ■ Hotel Statler.
The "Tai" creed is a belief in obtaining recognition for men and women
who do the public a good service
whether that service be great or
trivial.
Business will occupy tomorrow's
sessions. Tuesday wil be given over
to music and addresses. Mayor New
ton D. Baker will make an address of
welcome in the afternoon.
Other
speakers will be Dr. Pauline BartonPeeke
Mrs. Sarah A. Hyre, clerk of
the board of education, and William
V. Backus, establisher of the "Tals "
Rev. Dr.'Harris R. Cooley, director
of public welfare, will preside Tuesday evening.
The musical program for Tuesday
afternoon will include selections by
Miss Clarice Balas, pianist; Miss
Marion C. Brubaker, contralto, and
Miss Caroline M. Lowe, accompanist.
Miss Balas will play again Tuesday
evening, and Mrs. Grace Upham Crew
contralto, accompanied by Mrs. Herbert Jandus, will sing a group of
songs. All sessions are open to the
public.

City Club Will
Give Free Tickets
to Muni Concert

The City club committee for the
Municipal orchestra, with Charles S
Brooks as chairman, has decided to
take up in a systematic way the distribution of free tickets to worthy
institutions interested in music or
organized as musical institutions, such
as the Society for the Blind, Music 1
School Settlement, Friendly inn and
others. Contributions for the support I
of this phase of the work of the City
club committee to the amount of
$47.35 have already been received.
The sale of season tickets is progressing satisfactorily. The manager I
of the orchestra. T. McCance Black, I
remarked last week that it is par-1
ticularly gratifying to note the'
"spirit" of the replies that are com- i
ing in daily in answer to the efforts j
made by the management to dispose i
of the limited number of season tick- J
ets.
The attendance of the three con- I
certs has been as follows: First
concert, 1,372; second, 1,494; third,;
1,839. There has been a steady in- I
crease, and the indications point to!
a larger house for this _ afternoon,;
when the following program will be
given
the Municipal Symphony orBAKER LTKETREUETPlAlr chestra,by under
the direction of Mr.
Timmner,
at the Hippodrome: "SymApproves Idea of Correlating Pub- phony Militair"
(Haydn), "Slavische
lic and Private Charities.
Taenze" (Dvorak), "Einsugsmarsch
der Bojaren" (Halvorsen), "Sous les
Mayor Newton. D. Baker yesterday Tilleuls". (Massenet), clarinet solo,
Spitalny; cello solo, Oscar
approved the plan for correlating Philip
Eiler; suite No. 1, op. 103, "Bal Cosactivities of public and private chari- tume" (Rubinstein), "Overture Migtable agencies in the carrying out of non" (Thomas).
relief work. The plan has been worked
out by Director Allen T. Burns of the
Cleveland Foundation survey.
The plan will be placed before the
council committee on charities and corrections at a meeting In the city
clerk's office tomorrow afternoon at
8:30 o'clock.
Efforts of Director Burns and his
assistants have been in the direction
of working out a definite scheme of
co-operation.
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City Scored for Waste
in Distributing Charity
Foundation's Survey Chief Asserts Cleveland Loses Thousands of
Dollars Through Inefficiency of Relief Department—
Cooley to Begin Probe of Conditions Today.
Inefficiency, slipshod methods and
■ :aSteful duplication will be charged
gainst the city outdoor relief' department in a report to be submitted to
rte charities' committee of the council today, by Allen T. Burns, survey
directors of the Cleveland Foundation.
Burns' report will result in a double
investigation of the relief department, by the charities committee and
Director of Welfare Cooley, who is
head of the department.
Methods Sharply Scored.
The report will show that out of
201) cases investigated by the bureau,
148 were duplications of the work of
other charitable agencies. The time
taken up by investigatory for the outdoor relief bureau looking up these
cases could have been saved by
eferring to the clearing house maintained for the use of other charitable
■ganizations by the Associated Charities, Burns charges.
Cards on file in the clearing house
show what organizations have investigated each family that has ap•d for aid. All organizations are
felted to use it free of cost. Its
irime purpose is to prevent duplica-

slipshod methods are in use by the
board of education in investigating
school pension applications. Out of
101 cases investigated the board did
not refer to the clearing house once,
and, as a result, investigations in
ninety-two cases, Burns claims, were
duplicated.

Costs City Thousands.
The mothers' pension division of
juvenile court is given a perfect score
by the report. Miss Katherine Kennedy, in charge of the mothers' pension investigations, has referred to
the clearing house in every case. Out
of 100 cases, the work of investigation was saved on eighty-seven. Associated Charities also made use of
the clearing house in every instance,
the report shows.
/
"The laxness in the outdoor relief
bureau is costing the city thousands
of dollars," said Burns yesterday.
"The Hebrew Relief Association and»
the Salvation Army are doing far
more efficient work."
Welfare Director Cooley, in learning of the charges contained in the
report, declared that three weeks ago
he first discovered the relief department was not making use of the
clearing house, and at that time ordered investigators to refer to it. He
says he will make a complete inves(011.
■ -,
^___
The report will charge the same tigation today.
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'SLAVIC DANCES' GO
Make Hit With Audience at City Orchestra's Concert, but
Haydn Symphony F#ila to Find Eesponsive Chord
and Experiment Proves Unsuccessful.
BTf PAUL TBICHBRT.

Of the first half of the program
presented yesterday afternoon at the
Hippodrome by the Municipal Symphony orchestra under' the direction
CHOWD PLEASE ■ MAYOR.

Mayor Newton D. Baker, who
Intends to make a fight In council
for an appropriation for the
Municipal Symphony orchestra
■when the appropriation ordinance
comes up for consideration, was
particularly pleased with the attendance at yesterday afternoon's
concert at the Hippodrome.
The crowd was one of the largest that has listened to the orchestra.
"I don't know anything In the
city finer than that," said the
mayor/ "Half the audience this
afternoon was composed of young
men. There could not be devised
a better way for young men to
spend Sunday afternoon."

phony in the hands of the Boston
Bymphony orchestra is a fine and
tnualoianly treat. When played by
our own orchestra, which is still in
the act of formation, it is not. The
shimmering, scintillating strings ate
absent here,, and will be missing for
a long time to come,
However, members of the orchestra
and their conductor profit by the experience and, as it is the only way
to reach greater perfection, the playing of symphonies In their entirety
must be continued.
Last week we heard the Cincinnati
orchestra again in this city. Our
orchestra, while not possessing the
splendid flexibility of the Cincinnati
brasses, has better woodwinds. The
quality of our strings also Is superior. The proof, it proof is needed,
was shown in the Massenet number
especially. The fine singing quality
and unobstrusive attacks of the
string section Is a matter of comment.
The audiences are growing larger

of Conductor Christiaan Timmner,
the first movement of Dvorak s
"Slavic Dances" was the only appealing feature. The Haydn symphony
failed to find a responsive chord.
Heretofore, the municipal symphony programs contained only one
or two movements from symphonic
works. Yesterday u symphony was
presented for the first time this year
in its entirety. The experience was
not very successful. A Haydn sym-

SINCEREMAY
IFOR MAYOR'S POST
| Merchant Promised Backing^
of Cosmopolitan Leaders
in 1915 Campaign.
Nonpartisan Movement for
Republican Long.Under, Way.
BY WALKER S. BUBL.

Victor W.-Sincere,-.manager of .the
Bailey Co., has been askjsd by leaders
representing cosmopolitan followings
in.every section of Cleveland to become a candidate for mayor, and is
considering the advisability of agreeing to run.
This development with respect to
next
year's
municipal campaign
comes as. a complete surprise.
Mr.
Sincere, who is a Republican, has
been' mentioned as a mayoralty possibility, but there had been -no intimation, until the facts were made
known yesterday, that a definite
movement to bring him out as a candidate, was gaining' momentum daily.
A direct pledge has been made Mr.
Sincere that if he will but say the
word,-10,000 workers will spring into
line over night,to boom his candidacy.
Plans have been laid . for a city
wide cosmopolitan organization and
await- only a favorable reply from
Mr. Sincere to be brought to immediate consummation. The" intention of the leaders interested is to
enlist the support of the cosmopolitan citizenship of Cleveland with a
whirlwind sweep of Sincere- senti-

The movement Was launched some
time ago and has been pushed
quietly. One rea-son for the secrecy
maintained has been a conviction on
the part of the leaders, they assert,
that if they 'made . public avowal of
their purpose, a sentiment would be
created which could not be choked
if Mr. Sincere decided not- to enter
the^race. , ■
It was declared yesterday that the
movement is nonpartisan. and grew
out of a desire among cosmopolitan
Clevelanders to get behind a may6r3
alty candidate who, if elected, • theywould feel .^represented them directly. ',;
Mr. Sincere's home is in East
Cleveland. If he decides to enter the
field as a candidate, he will move
into the city.

• # * *

It was f.tated yesterday that judges
of municipal court would meet probably on Friday of this week to de, cide on the appointment of an assistant probation officer.
Among the candidates are G. Klein I
of Ward 12-, a Democrat, understood
to have considerable racking for the[
position; Louis Loebl, assistant immigration officer of the Cleveland Im- [
migration league, and W. J. Corrigan.
According to reports, no less than
forty aspirants have made known;
they would like the post.

* * * *

Officers of the Tippecanoe club are
considering inviting either Senator
William E. Borah of Idaho or A. B.
Cummins of Iowa to speak at the Me-.
Kinley day banquet to be held Jan.
29. Governor-elect Frank B. Willis
and Senator-elect Warren G. Harding
are to be invited, but the club expects to have a Republican conspicuous in national .politics as a third
speaker.
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City Scored for Waste
in Distributing Charity
[Foundation's Survey Chief Asserts Cleveland Loses Thousands of
Dollars Through Inefficiency of Relief Department—
Cooley to Begin Probe of Conditions Today.
Inefficiency, slipshod methods and
I vasteful duplication will be charged
against the city outdoor relief' department in a report to be submitted to
|ttie charities' committee of the coun|cil today, by Allen T. Burns, survey
Idirectors of the Cleveland Foundation.
Burns' report will result in a double
investigation of the relief department, by the charities committee and
Director of AVelfare Cooley, who is
head of the department.
Methods Sharply Scored.
The report will show that out of
•;00 cases investigated by the bureau,
148 were duplications of the work of
other charitable agencies. The time
taken up by investigatory for the outdoor relief bureau looking up these
148 cases could have been saved by
referring to the clearing house maintained for the use of other charitable
organizations by the Associated Chardies, Burns charges.
Cards on file in the clearing house
show what organizations have investigated each family that has apid for aid. All organizations are
invited to use it free of cost. Its
prime purpose is to prevent duplica-

slipshod methods are in use by the
board of education in investigating
school pension applications. Out of
101 cases investigated the board did
not refer to the clearing house once,
and, as a result, investigations in
ninety-two cases, Burns claims, were
duplicated.

Costs City Thousands.
The mothers' pension division of
juvenile court is given a perfect score
by the report. Miss Katherine Kennedy, in charge of the mothers' pension investigations, has referred to
the clearing house in every case. Out
of 100 cases, the work of investigation was saved on eighty-seven. Associated Charities also made use of
the clearing house in every instance,
the report shows.
/
"The laxness in the outdoor relief
bureau is costing the city thousands
of dollars," said Burns yesterday.
"The Hebrew Relief Association and»
the Salvation Army are doing far
more efficient work."
Welfare Director Cooley, in learning of the charges contained in the
report, declared that three weeks ago
he first discovered the relief department was not making use of the
clearing house, and at that time ordered investigators to refer to it. He
says he will make a complete investigation today.
- ■.
te report will charge the same tigatii

IICIPAL CONCERT
GETS RECORD CROWD
Numbers Are More Popular and
Audience Votes Approval
With Applause.

HALF II MILLION
BEOPFGSED
Council Committee on Finance to

BY ARCHIE BELL.
Develop Fight Today Against
The municipal orchestra brought
lout the biggest audience of its seaProposed "Blanket"
[son thus far at the Hippodrome yesIterday afternoon, when about 2,500
Franchise.
[persons heard the concert. And it
I was a program that will make about
Opposition to an ordinance author2,499 persons of the audience want izing an expenditure of a half million |
I to hear the next concert, Director dollars for waterworks purposes will
Timmner having apparently decided develop at a meeting of the council
to make his numbers a little more
committee on finance this afternoon.
popular than "during the first fewconcerts, when audiences were hope- The legislation was introduced a,
ful, but felt that a soporific was be- week ago.
ing ladled out to them during cer1The council will have no further
tain selections, as they had a right to control over expenditures if the orfeel.
Yesterday, although the program dinance is passed in the blanket form
opened with a symphony, it was one submitted, according, to. committee
They will insist upon
of the lighter and older symphonies members.
of Haydn, and undoubtedly its very 1 amendments showing in detail how
interesting rendition had aii educa- the money is to be spent.
tional value as well as genuine inThe committee is expected to apterest for its hearers.
After that, Herr Timmner seemed prove legislation authorizing $2,000,to turn his attention to dance mu- 000 worth of waterworks bonds and
sic, and he ranged through a cap- ?700,000 worth of municipal electric
tivating program that included the right bonds. The waterworks bonds
Bohemian dance airs as arranged by are for the completion of filtration
Dvorak, the dance of Indian nautch plants, purchase of additional land,
girls, arranged by Halvorsen, a light building of reservoirs and extensions
number by Massenet, which con- , of water mains. Municipal lighting
Itained a clarinet solo, played by j bonds will be used in establishing a
|Philip Spitalny, and a cello solo by j downtown lighting system and in exar Eiler, Rubinstein's 'T3al Cos- ,.! tending the distribution system of
I tume'v~suite,~made up of several light the $2,000,000 lighting plant at the
(descriptive selections, and the over- jfoot of E. 53d street,
j The appointment of a special comture to Thomas' "Mignon."
The applause of the audience must mittee to investigate the street
[have delighted the director and his ; cleaning division will be asked by
He
[men, and proved beyond a doubt, if Councilman Woods tonight.
proof were needed, after a glance at charges that several city employees,
the programs given to popular-Sun- who played on the street cleaning
I day afternoon audiences in larger baseball team this season, have been
cities, that people who attend these removed from the city payroll since
concerts are not entirely of a class the close of the baseball season. He
yearning for musical education, but ywants the committee to find out
that they most of all care to be mu- (Whether the men were employed as
baseball players or for street clean[sically entertained.
ing.
Director of Public Service Sidlo
will suggest the appointment of a
special committee to outline plans
for financing a municipal convention hall. Sidlo estimates that a convention hall will cost $1,200,000, if
built to confrom with other public
buildings in the city group plan.
Down-town business firms will renew demands for steam heating
service before the council committee of lighing and heating this afternoon. The committee is considering
n ordinance granting the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company the
right to lay mains in Huron road,
IVincent avenue and Walnut avenue.
A former grant was refused by the
company because it contained a
municipal purchase clause.

'SLAVIC DANCES' GO
Make Hit With Audience at City Orchestra's Concert, but
Haydn Symphony 7#ils to Find Responsive Chord
and Experiment Proves Unsuccessful.
BTf PAXJI. TBICHBHT.
Of the first half of the program
presented yesterday afternoon at the
Hippodrome by the Municipal Symphony orchestra under the direction
CKOWD PI.E1A.SB» MAIOB.

Mayor Newton D. Baker, who
Intends to make a fight in oounoll
for an appropriation for the
Municipal Symphony orchestra
when the appropriation ordinance
comes up for consideration, was
particularly pleased with the attendance at yesterday afternoon's
concert at the Hippodrome.
The crowd was one of the largest that has listened to the orchestra.
"I don't know anything in the
city finer than that," said the
mayor/ "Half the audience this
afternoon was composed of young
men. There could not be devised
a better way for young men to
spend Sunday afternoon."

phony in the hands of the Boston
Symphony orchestra is a fine and
musioianiy treat. When played by
our own orchestra, which is still in
the act of formation, it is not. The
shimmering, scintillating strings are
absent here,, and will be missing for
a long time to come,
However, members of the orchestra
and their conductor profit by the experience and, as it ia the only way
to reach greater perfection, the playing of, symphonies In their entirety
must be continued.
Last week we heard the Cincinnati
orchestra again in this city. Our
orchestra, while not possessing the
splendid flexibility of the Cincinnati
brasses, has better woodwinds. The
quality of our strings also is superior. The proof, it proof is needed,
was shown in the Massenet number
especially. The fine singing quality
and unobstrusive attacks of the
string section is a matter of comment.
The audiences are growing larger

of Conductor Christiaan Timmner,
the first movement' of Dvorak s
"Slavic Dances" was the only appealing feature. The Haydn symphony
failed to find a responsive chord.
Heretofore, the municipal symphony programs contained only one
or two movements from symphonic
works. Yesterday u .symphony was
presented for the first time this year
in its entirety. The experience was
not very successful. A Haydn sym-

ISIIEII
! FOR MAYOR'S POST
Merchant Promised Backingof Cosmopolitan Leaders
in 1915 Campaign.
Nonpartisan Movement for |
Republican Long Under, Way.
BY WALKER S. BIEL.

Victor W, Sincere, manager of the
Bailey Co., has been asked by leaders
representing cosmopolitan followings
in every section of Cleveland to become a candidate for mayor, and is
considering the advisability of agreeing to run.
This development with respect to
next
year's
municipal campaign
comes as a complete surprise. Mr.
Sincere, who is a Republican, has
been mentioned as a mayoralty possibility, but there had been no intimation, until the facts were made
known yesterday, that a definite
movement to bring him out as a can.
didate. was gaining momentum daily.
A direct pledge has been made Mr.
Sincere that if he will but say the
,word,lQ,000 workers will spring into
line oyer night.to boom his candidacy. '
Plans have been laid , for a city
wide cosmopolitan organization and
await, only a favorable reply from
■Mr. Sincere to be brought to immediate consummation. The" intention of the leaders interested is to
enlist the support of the cosmopolitan citizenship of Cleveland with a
whirlwind sweep of Sincere, senti" at

The movement Was launched some
time ago and has been pushed
quietly. One reason for the secrecy
maintained has been a conviction on
the part of the leaders, they assert,
that if they made . public avowal of
their purpose, a sentiment would be
created which could not be choked
if Mr. .Sincere decided not to enter
the^race.
It was declared yesterday that the
movemeirit is nonpartisan.' and grew
out of a desire among cosmopolitan:
Clevelanders to get behind. a mayor3
alty candidate who, if elected, • they
would feel .represented them directly, j
;v.....
Mr. Sincere's home is in East
Cleveland. If he decides to enter the
field as a candidate, he will move
into the city.
*

a

*

#

It was stated yesterday that judges
of municipal court would meet probably on Friday of this week to decide on the appointment of an assistant probation officer.
Among the candidates are G. Klein
of Ward 12, a Democrat, understood
|to have considerable tacking for the
.position; Louis Loebl, assistant immigration officer of the Cleveland Im- ■
migration league, and W. J. Corrigan.
According to reports, no less than
forty aspirants have made known;
they would like the post.

* * * *

Officers of the Tippecanoe club are
considering inviting either Senator
William E. Borah of Idaho or A. B.
Cummins of Iowa to speak at the Mc-.
Kinley day banquet to be held Jan.
29. Governor-elect Frank B. Willis
and Senator-elect Warren G. Harding
are to be invited, but the club expects to have a Republican conspicuous in national politics as a third
speaker.
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URGES CITY AND
CHARITIES TO
I WORK TOGETHER

tUQ^Au^OBurns, should be in the baby dispensary substations at Tremontav and W. Tenth-st, Clark-av and
W. 56th-st, Broadway and B.'49ttst, Buckeye-rd and E. 92d-st, St.
Clair-av and E. 69th-st.
"All cases should be cleared
through a city clearing house, so
that associated charities and the
city shall not duplicate relief,"
says Burns.
"We contemplate that the
Hebrew relief, Woodland-ay i and
E. 40th-st,. will continue to take
care of the 600 cases now on its
lists.
"We will not as* council for a
lump appropriation. We merely
will submit our plan and urge
inadequate relief means increased
spread of tuberculosis, feeble
mindedness and many other ills."

■ "If the city and the associated
charities are adequately to meet
the problem of relieving suffering
'this winter, they must work in
closer co-operation than ever before."
So says Allen T. Burns of the relief survey of the Cleveland
foundation, which was ;to present to
council finance and charity and
correction committees late Monday afternoon a tentative relief
plan.
Demands upon the city for charity this winter have increased <0
per cent; upon associated charities, 85 per cent.
The city has been allowing only
$4 a month, with coal added, to
each needy family.
"Four dollars a morith doesn t
afford
adequate , relief," says
Burns. The survey's plan is:
Here's Survey Plan.
Let the city establish five relief
stations, in addition to the one
at the city hall, at points removed
from associated charities branches.
Instead .of the city having three
investigators as at present, increase the corps to 12,
The... branches, according to

MUNICIPAL CONCERT
By Wilson G. Smith

What was announced upon the
official program as the "Twenteenth" Sunday afternoon concert
took place at the Hippodrome Sunday , afternoon.
Just what the numeric significance of the newly coined numeral
It's going to be a rousing, oldis I am not prepared to state. Howfashioned reception for Ambassaever, I feel perfectly safe in andor Myron Herrick when he renouncing that Sunday's concert was
turns home to Cleveland Dec. 6.
the fourth concert of the present
Clevelanders are eager to show
season, and all things considered it
their appreciation of the way he
averaged the highest and best the
has guarded American affairs in
ruuny orchestra has yet given—and
War-torn France. ,
that with a prospect of further imFinal arrangements are to be
provement.
By actual figures the audience
made at a committee meeting in
was larger by 200 than that of the
Mayor Baker's office either late
previous Sunday, with again, a
Monday or Tuesday. The comfair prospect for further increase.
mittee members named by Mayor
It astonished me not a little to
Baker are: C. E. Adams, former
observe tkat fully half—if not. more
—of the audience were men, which
chamber of commerce president,
fact is worthy of comment and no
chairman; Thomas P. Cagwin,
Fire early Monday threatened little wonderment.
:
Morris A. Black, Alexander TayIt
proves,
that,
music,
hath
destruction of the new city hall.
lor,
Monsignor , Thomas
C.
charms
to
sooth
e'en
the
masculine
Flames spread from
small breast, and that the intellectual
O'Reilly.
i.
stores used-' in drying concrete -'to character of musical culture is be"Tentative , plans call for * an
the main basement stairway and ing recognized by the male persuaautomobile parade from the Hermade great headway before dis- I sion.
rick home to central armory,"
covery by watchman W, B. Lini said Adams Monday. "An escort
Praise For Timmner.
! of mounted police probably will
ton.
Sunday's program was presented
Six downtown tire companies I
be on hand. At.central armory
with
a
standardized
excellence
that
confined the fire to, the tejnporary
the reception will be held.
iinvited
comparison
with
the
recent
woodwork near the basement en"There will be nothing expenCincinnati orchestra, and let me| sive about the reception. Parmely
trance.
But for the prompt response i state—fortissimo—that in the matHerrick told us his father deof the fire'companies the flames in i ter of refinement and detail finish
sired
a simple ceremony. He said
a few minutes would have reached ■| the muny orchestra excelled the
if there was any money to be
imported article, and while I am
the expensive interior finishings.
spent, it should be turned over to
about it I might add that Herr
The damage was slight.
the Red Cross." ..
Timmner is a better director, both
in the matter of sane interpretation and tonal finesse.
When it comes to climactic noise,
the Cincinnatians have several
shades the best of us, but, as I
j have previously intimated, music
i arid noise are not synonymous, and
! director Timmner is a pronounced
i! advocate of the former commodity.
That's *the reason his orchestra is
I making such really notable im| provement, and also why muny auj: diences leave the Hippodrome Sunday afternoons with mind and
| heart stimulated for better things.
Why Concerts Please.
I sincerely believe that there
are no concerts given in the sixth
city that are more thoroughly enjoyed than the muny concerts.
Why? Because attendance is for
enjoyment and not a social fad,
and also, because there is an
awakening interest in the class of
music that appeals to the higher
sense of appreciation.
Sunday's program was so uniformly well presented that special mention of the several numbers would be superfluous. Suffice it to state that the Halforsen
March and the Massenet excerpt,
with clarinet and cello obligato
solos exceedingly well played by
Messrs. Spitalny and Eiler, were
insistently encored. It seemed for
a short time that only a triple al-'
liance would satisfy the clamoring
audience; however, the Mignon
overture restored the entente
cordiale and brought the concert
to a brilliant close.

FIRE MENACES
NEW CITY HALL

Herrick Insists
on Simple Welcome
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KILL BASEBALL GIVE POOR REAL PREPARE FOR
XMAS MAIL
HOME PROBE, MAYOR! RELIEF, SCHEME
iiTEWiDAY ORDERS COUNCIL PUT UP TO CITY
j^omtnittee 16 Arrange Details; Grandsons Long for
Ambassador's Return
■plans for'the reception to AmbasI. dor' Bewick will" take definite
Uane late Monday j.'w'heii the com"B .af'-five^Ri^charge ".<$ arrangr' foe' 'teomeco.niing.M.'c'&lebration
"Its in MayorBaton's office: at 4:30.,
rharles E-' Adams;, former president
f tee Chamber v o^ Commerce, is
^airman.of ..tte; committee. ' T. K
Cagwin/c&mmerci|U manage^.of the
Reli fel&ptene.fGompany; Alexander
favlofi realr estate "man; IMorris A.
wick 'President of .the 'CHamtter of.
Comment ^d>MWg^'v:T. C
the committee..
;'•■'■...
j -i
December 6, the day on/Whie^ Am- |
ioe=qflor Herrick "is-'.; expected to
S Cle^nd/': 13 'Sunday.
The
,ommitteevpractteally -has decided
that no celebration will be held that
It mayi be held, on .December,
flaV
7 but the date will not definitely
be fixed until Colonel Herrick is conSU

At the nursery windows of Ambassador Herrick's house on .the,
Heights, two charming little faces
I are pressed and repeat for the
■steehth time m;orie hour "the all irn•portant'question, "When; is . grariddadSy comin':?"
■■■■■. -■
When the ambassador . arrives ; in |
Cleveland the most important, part i
of the celebration planned will be his .
sreetirig 'from. Myron T. ■ Herrick, Jr.,
(six and.Barnieiy Herrick, -dr., four. •
They' are the sons pfi Parmely Her- I
rick'" "
It has Been, two years since Ambassador Herrick has seen the babies,
and two years, make,quite a change
in a fellow when he's only' four.
With their father and mother they
visited at the American embassy in
Paris, at that time.
'"Ever since word was received that
father and mother would sail for
America on November 28, the kiddies
have been in a fever of excitement,"
said Parmely Herrick. "They 'demand
.to . know- .'all'" sorts; of, impossible;
things."

.•

.•>:*.-4 <rf ■"•"■:■•

'■1 '"'In every letter received from Ambassador Herrick, his , homesickness
and desire to be' back with his x own
family and the
babies becorries
stronger," said M. H. Laundon, secretary to Herrick.
So the days "do not pass quickly
enough till the time when this same
■cuddlespmehess. may be demonstrated
once more.

Our economically inclined city
administration probably figures
that if it safeguarded its. sewer
diggings with planks it wouldn't
get to use its nice costly pulmotors. And look at what those
pulmotors cost!

Tells Dem. Majority to Quash
Woods' Street Cleaner Resolution "at Any Cost"
The 'demand of Councilman
"Woods that a council committee
be named to investigate whether
members of Gus Hanna's Street,
Cleaners' baseball team were
paid, to work for the city or jto
play ball must be quashed at
any cost, came the word from
Mayor Baker's office Monday.
Orders to this effect were to be
issued at the weekly meeting
of Baker councilmen in the
mayor's office late Monday.
Further proof that P,aker demands
the baseball probe be hushed up was
claimed by Republican ..councilrnen
when they learned Monday that Manila had taken an early morning train j
for New York, not to return before j
Thursday. Hanna left ostensibly to j
inspect a new automatic street clean- .
ing machine. Councilmen pointed out [
that Hanna's decision to inspect the j
machine tallied exactly to a clay with |
the announcement an investigation of :
his team would be demanded, Hanna says the trip will cost him $30,
from his own pocket.
"Higher tips" Active
That Hanna was sent east on purpose to dodge a possible probe was
not denied at City Hall Monday.
Higher
officials
intimated
they
thought they could handle his ease,
better with hirn away;
Woods said Monday he didn't see
how council could refuse his request ;
for a probe, unless Hanna's guilt was .
admitted. "Woods has investigated '
payrolls of the street cleaning division, learned baseball players were
paid seven days a week during the
season and that players, listed as
assistant foremen, were hired in the:
.spring and gradually dropped after
the Telling-Strollers won the city :
championship.
County
prosecutor
l.ocher, too, is investigating.
Nothing uiore will be done toward
swinging a. club on the amateur association because of differences with
,\I. .T. McQinty, sport, director, and
Hanna, was the prediction Monday.
Every amateur player is protesting';
Hgainst such a move, it is said.
Councilman Meyers, chairman of
ilie committee to look into the association's standing* declared his com-'
."liltee would meet some time this
week, but didn't know the exact day.

A scheme, thoroughly to cover the
'ty, prevent duplication in giving relief to the poor and at the same time
I to,, afford adequate relief which shall
tend to put the poor "on their feet"
was to be presented to city council
late Monday.
The plan was worked out by Allen
T. Burns, director of the Cleveland
Foundation, and Sherman C. Kingsley' and Miss Amelia Sears. Chicago,
relief experts. It proposes first that
the city abolish its present plan of
relief—which gives a maximum of $4 a
month and one ton of coal—and open
six relief offices which shall work
with the Associated Charities and thg
Hebrew Belief association; each office to use'the. Federated Charities as
a ■ clearing house. The city offices
proposed are St. Clair avenue and
|East 69th street, Buckeye road and E.
VM street, Broadway and East 49th
street, Tremont avenue ahd West 10th
'street, Clark avenue and West 56th,
'•treet, and one for downtown in the
KHty Hall.
The first four now are
babies', dispensaries used a half day
three times a week and the Clark
avenue Ideation now is a public bath.
This will mean no added expense for
quarters.
The scheme has been approved
e

by Director Cooley, Mayor Baker,
Juvenile Judge 'Addams, tne survey
■emmittee of the Cleveland Foundation and the Charities Federation.
! The scheme proposes that the city
increase its staff" of visitors from
n-ee to ten so as to be able to investigate and Know every family asking relief. Visiting nurses already are
at four of these proposed stations
who know the needy and their problems.
The Associated Charities now has
offices at Superior and East 25th
street, Superior and East 105th-street,
Broadway and East 83d street, Central avenue • and -Ontario street.
Franklin avenue and West 25th street,
and Detroit avenue and West 120th
street. The Hebrew Relief has its
office at Woodland avenue and East
2qth street.

"Do
your
Christmas
mailing
early," is the advice of Postmaster
Murphy.
Placards bearing this inscription will be posted in the postoffice, and sub-stations within a few
days.
. Preparations were being made at
the postoffice Mc-nday to handle a
record-breaking volume of Christmas
mail. It is expected thousands of
packages formerly shipped by express will be sent by parcel post
this year.
The carrier force and delivery
equipment is being specially organized for a quick and effective distribution.
A consignment of $644,662.40
worth of stariip's was received at the
postoffice Monday to take care of
the holiday, rush. ' , This makes a
total of $988,016.30 worth of stamps
now. on hand at the Cleveland office.
Murphy says a carload of postal
cards-is on the way from Washington.
Last year the Cleveland, postoffice
did $75,000 worth of Christmas business. It is expected that this year's
receipts willrun close to $125,000.

GIVE SPEEDERS
CARD, STOP 'EM
/AWING BACK

Patrolmen's tempers and traffic vi- j
olators' time both will be conserved
if a new scheme of Chief Rowe and
Safety Director Benesch is put into
effect. Instead of holding up violators and explaining at great length
just why they've been l arrested, patrolmen will merely hand autoists a
j yellow or white slip, properly made
out, and wave violators on.
Yellow slips will serve as warning
j cards, with traffic ordinance printed
j on the back, while white ones will
■ be a notice to appear in court. To
! argue with an offender will warrant
the patrolman being brought up on
charges.
"Half of the police department's
trouble comes from uncontrollable
tempers," said Benesch Monday.
"Violators always are peeved when
arrested and want to argue their way
out. Our hope of a greater public
confidence in police is to stop their
arguing. If the card system is used
there will be none."
Benesch will take the plan up with
Mayor Baker and give it a tryout
soon after January 1 if funds
enough for printing the cards are
Concrete forms in the basement of available.
the new city hall, Lakeside avenue !
and East 6th street, were destroyed
early Monday when flames commu- j
nicated from salamanders, used for'
drying concrete. The loss is $75.
A fire which Sunday caused $30,000 !
damage to the store and stock of
Caleb Davies, 720 ..East 152d street,
gave firemen four anxious hours be-- !
fore it was controlled. The damaged j
stock is principally dry goods and j
furniture.
Another fire, in a barber shop at!
724 Superior avenue, late Saturday,
drove persons from their beds to the
street in their night clothes.

SMALL FIRE DOES $75
DAMAGE AT CITY HALL
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WEATINGMAIN BAN
POWELL TO TIKE
BOOMERANG TO CITY
Blocks Blanket Ordinances to Give
Public Works Division Hundreds of Thousands; 0. K.'s
$500,000 for Waterworks.

WHAT COUNCIL DID
Placed check on expenditures by
department of public utilities.
Referred ordinances for increased
funds for municipal orchestra.
Received reports showing costs of
municipal convention hall and park
stadiums.
Delayed action on Councilman
Wood's request for probe of street
cleaning division baseball team.
Received report urging appropriation for continuous audit by the
council.
Referred legisla t . o n m a k i n g
changes In operation of West Side
street car lines.

been rejected several times by the
The new $2,600,000 city hall build■council. When passed with a muing will be without heating facilities
nicipal purchase clause attached they
on its completion in 1916, if the city
were refused by the company, which
council stands firm in its policy of
said that it was not anxious for
refusing the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company permission to downtown business.
Demands of downtown business
extend heating mains.
firms
have caused. Councilman Mc
This was one of the developments
Ginty to introduce a new franchise
at a board of control meeting yester- ordinance which is now pending beday when Director of Public Service fore the council committee on lightSidlo asked Mayor Baker concerning ing and heating.
plans for heating the building.
"The city will not be in a position
to furnish heat downtown within the
next ten years," said Baker
Arrangements should be made with the
Illuminating comQany for the heating of the building."
Ordinances granting the Illuminating company permission to lay
! heating mains on Walnut avenue
Vincent avenue and Huron road have

CLEVELAND, TUESDAY,
MORE INVESTIGATORS

NEEUID

Plans for the department of public utilities to obtain blanket ordinances authorizing the «*P«uWure
of hundreds of thousands of dollars
were blocked last night by the city

FOR CHARITYftRMNSAS AFIRE

Plans for taking care of. the m
creased demand on the working forces
of the charitable relief agencies of
the city this winter were announced
^Legislation authorizing the spend- yesterday by Allen T. Burns of the
ing of $500,000 worth of waterworks Cleveland Foundation Survey. The
funds was passed, after being amend- plans call for an increase in the num
ed so as to limit the expenditure, to ber of investigators employed by the
work on the Division avenue filtration outdoor relief bureau from six to
1 plant and to extending water mams.
s
Taxpayers will be called on to pay
an additional $7,000 for the support all the agencies and the mainte-flUIOl
0
IIUI
of the municipal orchestra this yeai, nance of branches of the outdoor reshould the council approve two ordi- lief bureau at each of the five Banances introduced last night. _ One bies' dispensaries and the two public
calls for an additional appropriation
houses.
of $2,000, and the other for a $5,000 bath
The improved clearing house systransfer from the division of supplies. tem will prevent unnecessary dupliAfter the first of the year the orches- i cation bv the city of the work of tae
tra will receive another $15,000 ap- I investigators of the other agencies
propriation, if departmental estimates
are approved.
Hall Flail to Be Investigated.
: Councilman Townes asked for the
i appointment of a special .committee
I to consider plans for bringing the
;
1918 Olympic games here. Director of
i Public Service Sidlo submitted a report showing that a concrete stadium
! could be built in Brookside Park for
i $237,000.
LITTLE ROCK, APvK., November,
Sidlo estimated the cost of a mu; nicipal convention hall at fromi $500 - ;
•3-Spread of the forest fires which
' 000-to $1,500,000. Councilman Kalma
iaVe been raging in Arkansas for I
introduced a resolution asking that a
;everal days was indicated by late
special committee make a study of
'■eports today.
The Ares, which
the project in connection with committees from the Chamber of Comtarted in the Ozark region, now are
merce and other civic organizations.
burning virtually in every part of the
The measure was referred to commit-

FROM END TO END;
STATE IS HELPLESS

^^&g ^S^-S)^ vernor Unable to Gall Out
Militia to Fight Onrushing Flames.
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Governor Cox Signs Commission,
Making it Unnecessary for
Successful Candidate to
Start Suit,
JAMES H. WALKER TO
BE NAMED AS BAILIFF
Evidence of Split in Democratic
Ranks Shown by Revolt of
Mayor's Representatives,
, BY FREDERICK BAaLEY.
Homer G. Powell, whose commission as common pleas judge was
signed by 'Governor Cox yesterday,
plans to assume his new office today.
Powell, elected to All the term left
unexpired by the death of the late
Judge James. Lawrence, automatically supersedes Judge Carl D. Priebolin
as soon as he qualifies by taking the
oath of office.
Powell had nothing lo say for publication yesterday. Friends asserted
that the judge, immediately upon
the arrival of the commission, which
was mailed by Secretary of State
Graves at Columbus yesterday, will
go to the court house and qualify.
Powell's original plan was to ascend the bench about December 1

UlLROAOS STOP TRAINS

Smoke and Flying Sparks Endanger Lives-One Dead in
Engine Crash.

e
Councilman McGinty asked that
the Congressional committee making
a study of the feasibility of establishing a government armor plate
factory be requested by Ohio Senators and Cleveland Congressmen to
include this city in its intinerary.
Half-Hour Service Sought.
Councilman Woods asked that a
special committee of the council look
into charges of professionalism in
the street cleaners' ball team. The
resolution asked that the investigation be made by a committee appointed by the council several weeks
ago to outline plans for close cooperation between the city sport
—-J—-.-v.ftr.m- hall players, i
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| With no effective means of fighting
rhe fires in the burning timber areas
Mid with all vegetation dry as tinder
ls the result of a protracted drouth,
'ear increased throughout the state
-.onisht,
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EEATINGMAIN BAN
POWELL TO TAKE
BOOMERANG TO CITY
been rejected several times by the
council. When passed with a municipal purchase clause attached they
were refused by the company, which
said that it was not anxious for
downtown business.
Demands of downtown business
:
firms have caused _ Councilman Mc'Ginty to introduce a new franchise
ordinance which is now pending before the council committee on lighting and heating

The new $2,600,000 city hall buildin- will be without heating facilities
on its completion in 1916, if the city
Blocks Blanket Ordinances to Give council stands firm in its policy of
refusing the Cleveland Electric IlPublic Works Division Hun- luminating Company permission to
dreds of Thousands; 0. K.'s extend heating mains.
This was one of the developments
$500,000 for Waterworks.
at a board of control meeting yesterday when Director of Public Service
Sidlo asked Mayor Baker concerning
plans for heating the building.
WHAT COUNCIL DID
"The city will not be in a posjfion
Placed check on expenditures by (. to furnish heat downtown within the
next ten years," said Baker^Ardepartment of public utilities.
rangements should be made with «e
Referred ordinances for Increased
Illuminating comsany for the heat
funds for municipal orchestra.
Received reports showIng costs of
ing of the building.';
TVhimln• municipal convention hall and park
Ordinances granting the njumin
ating company permission to lay
^De'laye'd action on Councilman
heatfng mains on Walnut avenue
Wood's request for probe of street
: Vincent avenue and Huron road have
cleaning division baseball team.
Received report urging aPPr°Pr'atlon for continuous audit by tne
council.
'■ y- . .„
Referred legisla tlon ma k
changes In operation of West Side
street car lines.

Plans for the department of public utilities to obtain blanket ordnances authorizing the «*«£*£
of hundreds of thousands of do11"8
*ew blocked last night by the city
legislation authorizing the spending of $500,000 worth of waterworks
Snds was passed, after being amended so as to limit the expenditure to
work on the Division avenue fl«iaUoiplant and to extending water mams.
^Taxpayers will be called on to pay
a* additional $7,000 ^r the support
of the municipal orchestra tros year
should the councU approve two oidi

Evidence of Split in Democratic
Ranks Shown by Revolt of
Mayor's Representatives.

MORE

BY FREDERICK BAaLEY.
Homer G. Powell, whose commission as common pleas judge was
by 'Governor Cox yesterday,
\ signed
plans to assume his new office today.
Powell, elected to fill the term left
iinexpired by the death of the late
Judge James Lawrence, automatically supersedes Judge Carl D. Friebolin
as soon as he qualifies by taking the
oath of office.
Powell had nothing to say for publication yesterday. Friends asserted
that the judge, immediately upon
the arrival of the commission, which
was mailed by Secretary of State
Graves at Columbus yesterday, will
go to the court house and qualify.
Powell's original plan was to ascend the bench about December 1.
When'he learned, however, that Governor Cox had held up signing. the
commission for a week after it was
offered to the Governor's office, he
changed his plans, his friends assert.
Threatened Suit.
Last Wednesday Potvell served notice at the statehouse that unless the
commission was signed immediately
on Cox's return yesterday from a
hunting trip in Kentucky, he would
begin mandamus proceedings in the
state Supreme Court. The Governor
having signed the commission, the
suit will be unnecessary.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK., November
James H. Walker will be appointed bailiff by Powell as soon as he
■3-Spread of the forest fires which
takes office.
,ave been raging in Arkansas for
Reports were heard yesterday that
,everal days was indicated by late
Judge Manuel Levine will resign
Worts today.
The fires, which
from the municipal court some time
Uarted in the Ozark region, now are
prior to January 1, when lie takes
office as common pleas judge. It Is
burning virtually in every part ot the likely that Judge Levine will take
several weeks' vacation before he as\ With no effective means of fighting sumes the judicial ermine.
•be fires in the burning timber areas
Prepare to Snub Finley.
U With all vegetation dry as tinder
First evidence of a break between
the Baker faction of Democrats here
the result of a protracted drouth
is
and the state Democratic chairman
r increased throughout the state
came yesterday, when State Repretonight.
sentative Steven Young, who has
been considered a mouthpiece for
Mayor Baker in the Legislature, declared his belief that the wishes of
State Chairman W. L. Finley will
have small influence on the Cleveland Democrats in the next Legislature.
"Most of the Democrats realize
that Finley was a large cause of our
defeat in Ohio." Young said. "I
.suppose he-will try to do something
at the coining session, but I do not
believe his wishes will go far with
the Cleveland men there."
Politicians were astonished when
they heard of Young's outspoken
comment on the party leader in
Ohio. Because of his close relationf hip with the mayor, whose spokesman he has been in legislative caucuses, thev were sure he would not
have spoken as he did had Baker's
position been materially different
from his own.
Hanna's Trip Discussed.
How far the views of Young will
be shared by the city hall politicians
is not yet known, but it was strongly
suspected that further developments
are imminent.
The mayor's boom for a third term
made little progress yesterday. The
delegation from the Twelfth Ward
Democratic Club, which was instructed to wait on Baker and urge
him to run again, failed to make
connections yesterday. It was announced that an attempt to see
Baker is to be made today.
One other development occurred
during the day. "Gus" Hanna, who
has been trying to hatch a Baker
boom in the city hall, went to New
York.
While it was given out that Hanna
went on business connected with the
city street cleaning department, of
which he is the head, it was whispered that maybe the mayor had
sent him to the metropolis to get
some tips from Tammany Hall about
the latest political methods to be
utilized in trying to make Baker
popular.
Then again, others did not believe
the whispers, claiming that as far
as Tammany methods were concerned, New Yorkers might well take
r„ trip to Cleveland for information.
James B. Ruhl, chairman of the
speakers' committee . of the Tippecanoe Club, will invite Governorelect Willis and Senator-elect Harding to speak at the McKinley banquet January 29. The committee, at
a meeting yesterday, decided to select the national speaker from
a mong Senators Borah and Cummins
nnd Comptroller W. A. Prendergast,
>f New York.
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Plans for taking care of. thes in
creased demand on the working loices
of the charitable relief agencies of
?he city this winter were announced
yesterday by Allen T. Burns of the
'Cleveland Foundation Survey. the
plans call for an increase in the num
ber of investigators employed by the
outdoor relief bureau from six to

•FROM END TO E
STATE IS HELPLESS

SSa»?rSTS3-e »*,jteMBflt Unable to Call Out
v
MK Militia to Fight Onrush-■Evrss^M £ EEr« - - ™ '
ing Flames.
lief bureau at. each of the five ba

bath houses.
The improved clearing llol,!?e systern will prevent unnecessary dup i
cation by the city of the work of the
investigators of the other agencies.

^Councilman McGinty asked that
the Congressional committee making
a study of the feasibility of establishing a government armor plate
factory be requested by Ohio Senators and Cleveland Congressmen .o
include this city in its intinerary.
Half-Hour Service Sought,
Councilman Woods asked that a
special committee of the council look
into charges of professionalism in
the street cleaners' ball team. Ine
resolution asked that the investigation be made by a committee apI pointed by the council several weeks
ao-o to outline plans for close cooperation between the city sport
, ,
a —•*»■" iiaU players.
,
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Governor Cox Signs Commission,
Making it Unnecessary for
Successful Candidate to
Start Suit.
JAMES H. WALKER TO
BE NAMED AS BAILIFF

CLEVELAND, TUESDAY,

call
of $2,000, and the other for a $5,000,
transfer from the division of supplies
After the first of the year the oiches
tra will receive another $15,000 ap ,
propriation, if departmental estimates
are approved.
Hall Plan to Be Investigated.
Councilman Townes asked for the
j appointment of a special committee
; to consider plans for *"ngmg the
1916 Olympic games here. Duector ot
Public Service Sidlo submitted a re' port showing that a concrete stadium
'could be built in Brooks.de Pa.k for
! $237,000.
•
:
Sidlo estimated the cost of a municipal convention hall at from. $500,' 000-to $1,500,000. Councilman Kalma
introduced a resolution asking that a
special committee make a study ot
£e project in connection with committees from the Chamber of ComTerce and other civic organizations.
The measure was referred to commit-
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STOP TRAIKSJ

Smoke and Flying Sparks Endanger Lives-One Dead in
Engine Crash.
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HEATING MAIN BAN
POWELL TO TAKE
BOOMERANG TO CITY
Blocks Blanket Ordinances to Give
Public Works Division Hundreds of Thousands; 0. K.'s
$500,000 for Waterworks.

WHAT COUNCIL DID
Placed check on expenditures by
department of public utilities.
Referred ordinances for Increased
funds for municipal orchestra.
Received reports showing costs of
' municipal convention hall and park
stadiums.
Delayed action on Councilman
Wood's request for probe of street
cleaning division baseball team.
Received report urging appropriation for continuous audit by the
council.
Referred leglsla tion making
changes in operation of West Side
street car lines.

The new $2,600,000 city hall building will he without heating facilities
on its completion in 1916, if the city
council stands firm in its policy of
refusing the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company permission to
extend heating mains.
This was one of the developments
at a board of control meeting yesterday when Director of Public Service
Sidlo asked Mayor Baker concerning
plans for heating the building.
"The city will not be in a position
to furnish heat downtown within the
next ten years," said Baker. "Arrangements should be made with the
Illuminating comaany for the heating of the building."
Ordinances granting the Illuminating company permission to layheating mains on Walnut avenue,
Vincent avenue and Huron road have

MORE INVESTIGATORS

Plans for the department of publie utilities to obtain blanket ordinances authorizing the expenditure
of hundreds of thousands of dollars
were blocked last night by the city
council.
Legislation authorizing the spending of $500,000 worth of waterworks
funds was passed, after being amended so as to limit the expenditure to
work on the Division avenue filtration
plant and to extending water mams.
Taxpayers will be called on to pay
an additional $7,000 for the support
of the municipal orchestra this year,
should the council approve two ordinances introduced last night. One
calls for an additional appropriation
of $2,000, and the other for a $5,000,
transfer from the division of supplies. ,
After the first of the year the orches- j
tra will receive another $15,000 ap- j
propriation, if departmental estimates
are approved.
Hall Plan to Be Investigated.
Councilman Townes asked for the
i appointment of a special committee
| to consider plans for bringing the
1916 Olympic games here. Director of
. Public Service Sidlo submitted a report showing that a concrete stadium
! could be built in Brookside Park for
j $237,000.
Sidlo estimated the cost of a mu| nicipal convention hall at from $500,| 000* to $1,500,000. Councilman Kalma
j introduced a resolution asking that a
special committee make a study of
! the project in connection with committees from the Chamber of Commerce and other civic organizations.
The measure was referred to commitCouncilman McGinty asked that
the Congressional committee making
a study of the feasibility of establishing a government armor plate
factory be requested by Ohio Senators and Cleveland Congressmen to
include this city in its intinerary.
Half-Hour Service Sought.
Councilman Woods asked that a
special committee of the council look
into charges of professionalism in
the street cleaners' ball team. The
resolution asked that the investigation be made by a committee appointed by the council several weeks
ago ,to outline plans for close cooperation between the city sport
division and amateur ball players.
Considerable street railway legislation was introduced by Councilman Townes. It included a demand
for half hourly service on all lines
:after midnight; restoration of the
old routing of W. 14th street cars;
"elimination of the Holmden avenue
1 barns; extension of the Scranton
road line to give service to South
Brooklyn, and the building of a new
line along Broadview road to con
nect with the W. 25th street line

keen rejected several times by the
council. When passed with a municipal purchase clause attached they
were refused by the company, which
said that it was not anxious for
downtown business.
Demands of downtown business
firms have caused Councilman Mc;
Ginty to introduce a new franchise
ordinance which is now pending before the council committee on lighting and heating.
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Successful Candidate to.

Receptions Here and in
New York for Herrick'
_

—

C

Cleveland Committee of 100 Named to Welcome Former Ambassa- !
dor in East and Escort Him to Forest City, Where Monster
Party Will Be Held in Central Armory.

A reception in a New York hotel accompany the Cleveland party, or at"
least to send a personal representa-,
by a committee of 100 Cleveland tive to greet Herrick on behalf of,'
men, and a monster public reception the state of Ohio.
j"
Plans for taking care of. the in- in the Central Armory when Myron
Train to Bear Banners.
creased demand on the working forces T. Herrick and Mrs. Herrick return
It is proposed to charter a special
of the charitable relief agencies of from Prance December 5 or 6, are to
the city this winter were announced be the features of the greeting train for the trip both ways and
yesterday by Allen T. Burns of Uie planned for the retiring ambassador to have a band accompany the reception committee.
Cleveland Foundation Survey. The to France.
The special train on the return
plans call for an increase in the numThe executive committee in charge
ber of investigators employed by the of the Cleveland welcoming arrange- trip will bear banners proclaming!
outdoor relief bureau from six to ments and the committee planning the return of the only foreign am- t
thirteen, the establishment of an ef- the New York reception decided bassador who remained on duty in i
Paris when occupation of that cityl
ficient clearing system to be used by- upon this plan yesterday.
all the agencies and the mainteThe date of the public reception in by the German army seemed certain, i
nance of branches of the outdoor re- Cleveland has not been set. The New- and when bombs were being dropped I
lief bureau at. each of the five ba- York reception will be immediately from Zeppelin air craft.
The New York reception committeebies' dispensaries and the two public after the landing of Mr. Herrick and
his wife, and they will be escorted is headed by George A. Coulton, pres-.
bath houses.
The improved clearing house sys- to Cleveland in a special' train. dent of the Union National Bank, asj
Charles
chairman of
tem will prevent unnecessary
tern
_nn->__>3«_.__. du;
—.^H„II.O E.
m. Adams
.«.__-JUI_, is
i_.i.u__»"«"
~- the chairman; H. O. Van Hart, of the First,
cation by the city o: the work of the i executive committee named by Mayor Trust & Savings Company, as secre-,
Baker. Other members are Thomas tary and treasurer; H. H. Hackman,
investigators of the other agencies.
P. Cagwin, commercial manager of president of the H. H. Hackman
the Cleveland Telephone Company; Leather Company; Thomas J. Crane,
Morris A. Black, president of the president of the Crane Glass & ManChamber of Commerce; Monsignor ufacturing Company; A. W. Henn,
T. C. O'Reilly and Alexander S. secretary and treasurer of the National Acme Manufacturing ComTaylor.
pany; Thomas E. Monks, secretary of,
Ceremony to Be Simple.
the Guardian Savings & Trust ComChairman Adams will appoint a pany; Joseph R. Kraus, vice presicommittee of fifty tomorrow to • act dent of the First National Bank; W.
as honorary escorts to Mr. Herrick E. Wall, president of the Fred G.
from his home in Euclid Heights to Clark Company; Roger C. Enwright,
Central Armory. ■ The committee will broker; John J. Sullivan, former
be in automobiles, accompanied by United States district attorney; E. S.
secretary-treasurer
the
an escort of mounted police. There Griffiths,
will be nothing else in the nature of Cleveland Machine & Manfacturing
a parade, Mr. Adams said yesterday, Company; W. F. Rees, ..assistant
and in accordance with the wish of treasurer of the Society for Savings;
Mr. Herrick the entire affair will be A. W. Ellenberger, president of the
Worden Tool Company,. and C. E.
as simple as possible.
Mr. Cagwin has been designated Farnsworth, cashier of the First Naas treasurer of the executive com- tional Bank.
While the two committees were!
mittee to receive contributions to
meet the expense of the Cleveland meeting yesterday, directors of the
Tippecanoe Club sent a cablegram to
celebration.
To make . the reception in New Mr. Herrick at Paris informing him
York of as general a nature as pos- of plans for a reception and dinner i
sible, Governor Cox will be urged to in his honor December 10.

NEEDED FOR CHARITY
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OUTLINE
TOUIEAI
■Prominent Clevelanders Decide to Go East for
Ex-Ambassador.

Allen T. Burns Goes Before
Council Bodies Today to
Present Ideas.

[committee Plans More Details for Reception
Here.

Would Correlate Agencies
for Relief of Those
in Want.

Last year the outdoor relief department expended §82,000; Mr. Burns,
pointing out the needs of the present
winter, will argue for an appropriation of approximately $50.000 when
he appears before the council committees this afternoon.
The survey plan could be put in operation with only seven additional
employes in the outdoor relief department, Mr. Burns says. He points out
that it would bring into efficient use
city property now used but a few
hours weekly. Employes of the bathhouses and of the babies' dispensary
would co-operate with the relief department.
The Associated Charities last year
spent about $100,000 for relief. It is
estimated that this amount will have
to be increased 85 per cent, this year.

EXTEND MS
TO OTHERNATIONS

■^VMIe the committee in charge of
the civic celebration to be held In
SURVEY'S RELIEF PLAN.
honor of Ambassador Myron T. Herrick's return from France was meetBring all relief agencies into clearing in the ctty nal1 yesterday aftering house of Associated Charities.
noon, fourteen prominent Cleveland
business men, in session at The HolEstablish five branches of the city Appreciation League Worklenden, were forming a committee to outdoor relief department in different
ers Meet in Cleveland and
charter a special train to meet Col. parts of the city.
Herrick in New York when his steamTalk of Future.
Divide work according to territory,
er docks,
and needs between the Associated
The plan of sending a delegation to Charities and outdoor relief department.
New York will not conflict in any way
Mayor B.aker Will Address
with the arrangements of those preAppoint seven additional visitors for
paring for Cleveland's welcome home
Members at Session
to the ambassador, it was declared. work in outdoor relief department.
o
At the committee meeting in the
This Afternoon.
Allen T. Burns, head of the survey
city hall. Mayor Newton D. Baker,
C. B. Adams, Rt. Rev. Msgr. T. C. committee of the Cleveland FoundaO'Reilly, T. P. Cagwin and Alexander
Taylor discussed details of the recep- tion, this afternoon will present a
tion with which the city will greet comprehensive plan for uniting and
WHAT TALOSOPHY IS.
Col. Herrick. It was definitely de- correlating the agencies for the relief
cided that the reception should be held of want and suffering at a meeting
take place in the afternoon.
prganized and specailized appreciaIt was practically settled that the with the charities and corrections and tion.
celebration will not be held Dec. 6, finance committees of city council.
the day the ambassador is to reach
This plan will show how, due to exUsefulness made easy and practical.
home, as that will be Sunday.
traordinary demands of the present
Twenty-five vice presidents are to winter, the relief agencies may spend
Creation of impulses of happiness.
be selected by the committee to acr 75 per cent, more money efficiently
company Col. Herrick from his home at an increase " only 12 per cent,
Scientific rule of happiness.
to the armory.
Mr. Cagwin was in the working and administrative^
named treasurer of the committee. force.
What the "Tals," or members of the
Mr. Taylor was appointed to arrange j Two citjr.bathhouses and four buildfor speakers, and announced he would ings occupied as branches' of the Appreciation League of1 the World,
invited United States Senators Atlee babies' dispensaries, now open but hope to accomplish through their
Pomerene and Theodore E. Burton to one-half day three days a week, under
deliver addresses. Mayor Baker is to the survey plan, would be kept open school of philosophy was explained to
welcome the ambassador.
permanently as stations of the city a convention.committee yesterday aftAl Bavis of the Singers' club will outdoor relief department. The new ernoon in Hotel Statler by President
be asked to act as director of music branches would be as follows:
William Vernon Backus, founder.
for the reception, and it was deterPublic bathhouse,. W. 58th-st and ClarkAttendance at the open meeting,
mined to open and close the armory av s. W.
Babies' dispensary, W. lOth-st and Tre- scheduled for 3 p. m., was small bemeeting with patriotic songs. Ar- ; mont-av
N. W.
.
•
rangements were made for decorating
of a mistake in notices sent out.
Babies' dispensary, E. 49th-st and Broad- cause
The hour of the meeting was negthe armory and for the placing of
chairs to seat the thousands expected
lected in the notices. This afternoon
Xew public .bathhouse, E. 93d-st
and
wst
Ena
Woodland-ay S. B.
at 3 o'clock will occur a general meetat the reception.
At The Hollenden meeting, where ! ( iS-avSNdEPOnSarT' E- ^th-W/.'-arid St. ing at which women of the organization will be in charge of the program.
plans were laid to meet the ambassaIn addition to these relief stations
Miss Genevieve Cline, president of the
dor at the dock in New York, these
..five
stations
of
the
Associated
ChariCleveland Federation of Women's
men were organized as a committee:
ties
and
one
of
the
Hebrew
Relief
asClubs, will preside. The closing sesGeorge A. Coulton, vice president of
the Union National bank; H. O. Van sociation, now maintained, would con- sion tonight will begin at 8 p. m.
Miss Clarice Baias, pianist, will asHart, safe deposit department mana- tinue in operation. The AssorHtPd
ger of the First Trust _& Savings Co.; | Charities' branches are at E 25th si sist in furnishing a musical program
and
Superior-av
N.
E.;
E,
105th-st
A. W. Henn, secretary of the National >
at the session this afternoon. Other
Acme Manufacturing Co.; Charles E. and Superior-av N. E- E 83d-stand musicians who will take part are Miss
Farnsworth, cashier of the First Na- Broadway S. E.; Centrkl-av S E ami Marion C. Brubaker, contralto, and
tional bank; H. H. Hackman, presi-, Broadway S. E„ and W. 25th-st and Miss Caroline M. Lowe, pianist. Mayor
dent of the H. H. Hackman Leather, Franklm-av N. W. The Hebrew Re- Newton D. Baker is scheduled to
Co.; Joseph R. Kraus, vice president lief association has headquarters L make an address.
of the First National bank; Thomas I E. 40th-st and Woodla.nd-av S. E.
Outlining the work of the organiJ. Crane, president of the Crane Glass
zation in its first year, President
The
survey
plan
would
call
for
a
i& Manufacturing Co.; A. W. EUen- are being aided both by the outdoor
I'berger, vice president of the Worden relief stations and those of the Asso- Backus in his report, called attention
Tool Co.; Thomas E. Monks, secretary ciated Charities. Each station would to the work of the standing commitof the Guardian Savings & Trust Co.;
for the relief cases within its tees. They are the committees on
'W E Wall, president of the Fred G. care
ministerial co-operation, on schools,
iClark Co.; Roger C. Enwright of Bor- district.
home and harmony, on appreciaAt present, the various relief on
ton & Borton, brokers; John J. Sullition of the good works of public ofFamilies Iflcials,
van, ex-United States district attor- agencies are overlapping.
on industrial amity, on univerney and former Progressive national are being adaided both by the outdoor sal peace and brotherhood, and on edicommitteeman; E. S. Griffiths, secre- relief department and by the Asso- torial co-operation.
tary of the Cleveland Machine & Man- ciated Charities. Under the new plan
Expenses of the year, according to
ufacturing Co., and W. F. Bees, as- a visitor from only one agency would the report, amounted to $4,983.50. All
sistant treasurer of the Society for attend. to all demands of a family. accounts were paid, it was stated.
Through the Associated Charities Membership dues do not exist, the
Savings.
, .
Mr. Coulton was made chairman clearing house accurate records of aid report
out, the income of the
and Mr. Van Hart secretary and given, families would always be ob- league pointed
being contributions.
treasurer. A general invitation was tainable.
The
report
outlined
plans for exissued to the public, asking those who
Mr. Burns will argue that the plan
would like to go to New York assart would stand for adequacy of relief— tending the league to other countries.
of the welcoming delegation to com- that families would be helped to "get
municate with Mr. Van Hart. The on their feet," instead of merely being It is planned to^ask the ruler of each
committee is to meet again at The given aid enough' to keep them from i country to act as honorary president
Hollenden at 4 p. m. Friday.
starvation, or other, suffering. The/ of the society in his country.
outdoor relief at present has a maximum, aid for. §ac.h■, average family of
$4 arid a tori of coal each month, Investigators' point but that this relief is
almost always" insufficient.
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"Rigid prosecution will be made
of the gun-toting evil. Arrests
will be made in every case."
Sheriff Smith's order revoking
special deputy sheriff licenses excluded only about 25 held in townships in the county, and about 20
held by regular deputy sheriffs.
"I will revoke the licenses because abuse has been made of the
privilege extended to the holders,"
Smith said.
. "No newspaper circulator , on
any Cleveland paper has ever been

the Leader began the importatioirr
of gangs of 'strong arm' men from
Chicago and elsewhere, certain of
whom had police records in the
cities from which they came The
old theory of attempting to build
up a circulation on the merit of
the newspaper was apparently
abandoned by the Leader and an
attempt was made to terrorize
and intimidate newsboys of the
Plain Dealer.
"Thugs Scoured City."
"A flying squad of thugs and
'plug uglies' from the Leader circulation department scoured the
city in automobiles' during the
early morning hours. Plain Dealer
circulation employes and salesboys
were repeatedly assaulted and
maimed. The Leader 'strong arm'
men hunted in packs, and attacked
only when they outnumbered their
victims by two or three to one.
"Complaints were made to ' the
authorities repeatedly. Arrests were
made in some of the more flagrant
cases. Convictions and fines failed
to stop the sluggers. In spite oi
the best efforts of the police the
reign of violence went on.
"the failure of the Leader to
make any material gains in circulation caused its circulation department to redouble its efforts to

given a deputy license or badge
by my office."
State of Siege.
A virtual state of siege existed
Tuesday in the circulation departments of both the Leader and
the Plain Dealer. Each kept careful surveillance upon the actions
of the other.
A huge pile of newspapers vas
found thrown into the Rocky
river dump recently. Circulators
of both papers were at each
other's throats after this incident.
Husky youths are employed to
force the sale of papers on important street corners. Strong
arm methods and brutal nssaults
have been practiced to terrorize
agents of the competing newscheck the sale of the Plain Dealer
paper.
through terrorization of its selling
Attorney Not Retained.
force. School children who had
Attorney John Chamberlain, helped to support themselves and
\ Mayor Baker Tuesday made a smashing arraignment of the ■ who represented the Plain Dealer
their families by money earned
warfare that has raged for months between circulators of the in several police court cases re- from the sale of the Plain Dealer
sulting from the fights between in the morning were practically
Cleveland Leader and the Plain Dealer and has been marked by circulators. Bald Tuesday he is not
driven from.the outlying sales disactively working upon the situa- tricts. In many instances it bethe murder of one man and assaults upon others.
tion as a result of the shooting of came necessary for the Plain DealBranding the circulation war as the most outrageous scan- Gibbons.
er to replace them by older boys
"I do not know whether I will and men who were able to take
dal ever placed upon any city, Baker in vehement words stated
be called into court to represent care of themselves in the event of
it must be ended at once and for all time.
the Plain Dealer at the trial of
Chief of Police W. S. Rowe, who has issued ironclad orders the Leader employes for Gibbons' an attack.
Tells of Alleged Threats.
said Chamberlain.
to every man on the Cleveland police force to disarm all news- murder,"
"Within .the past few weeks
Sylvester McMahon, attorney
paper circulators, echoed Baker's red-hot statement that the war for the Leader, reiterated his threats have been made repeatedly
statement that the defense of the by the Leader circulation departmust and will be broken up immediately.
Leader employes will prove beagainst Plain Dealer repreSheriff W. J. Smith announced
"Information was laid before yond question that they were at- ment
Tuesday that all special deputy me some time ago. that men of tacked by a Plain Dealer "gang," sentatives. The circulation manasheriff licenses issued in Cleveland, dangerous character had come and forced to battle for their lives; ger of the Plain Dealer has been
about 200 in all, are to be at once from Cnlcago to W0T^ in the
Captain of Detectives Walker followed around town by an autorevoked and deputy sheriff badges Leader circuiation department. , Tuesday said Fred Stephens, held mobile load of Leader thugs, who
threats of violence at him
taken away from all but regular;
"chief Rowe, with my strong | as a witness, talked frankly with howled
at every opportunity. Attempts
1
deputies
approval, detailed plain clothes-1 him about the entire case. Walker have been made to terrorize other
said Stephens told him he knew men in important positions in the
Face Murder Trial.
These developments formed Tues- •men and detectives to check these nothing of a pre-ar-ranged plot by organization.
Plain Dealer, but says he
"The attack on William Chamday's aftermath of the shooting to tactics. One policeman was as- the
that there might be trouble bers, Plain Dealer representative, at
death of Thomas Gibbons, 9830 Den- saulted in an alleyway in the rear heard
at
the
corner
and
wanted
to
be
the corner of W. 117th-st and Deison-av, in an affray at Detroit-av of the Leader-News building.
there to help out his friend j troit-av, on the morning of Tuesand W. 75th-st Saturday night.
"We made every effort to an- Chambers if needed.
day, Nov. 17, by Callahan and
Harvey J. Callahan, 4145 E. 77th-: ticipate assaults by newspaper cir"Stephens made no written ONeill of the Leader organization,
st, and Frank O'Neil, 7604 Loramstatement,"
said
Walker.
"Pubculators.
There
are
1000
miles
now charged with the murder of
av, both Leader circulators, are to
lished reports that he signed a Gibbons, was typical of many simhave a hearing in muny criminal of streets in Cleveland, and about statement
are
untrue."
ilar cases. Chambers managed, in
court Dec. 9 on the charge of sec- 10,000 street corners where newPlain Dealer's Statement.
this instance, to beat off his assailond degree murder in connection sies meet, and every affray could!
The Plain Dealer statement to ants. Since that time Leader cirwith the killing of Gibbons.
not possibly be foreseen.
culation men made repeated boasts
Joseph Fleming, 31 Auburndale"The very newspapers that( the public, fun in Tuesday's issue, of how they would 'get' Chambers
av Bast Cleveland, driver of the
is in part as follows:
I at the first opportunity.
Leader-News truck from which, po- raised the hue and cry over the
To the Public!
"The merits of the affair of Satlice charge, the bullet that killed so-called waves of crime in Cleve"The
punishment
of
the
men
Gibbons was fired, is also held un- land were themselves responsible! responsible for the murder of urday night, which ended in the
der $1000 bail, charged with sus- in large degree for the existence Gibbons lies in the province of the death- of Gibbons, will be developed
when Callahan and O'Neill are tried
of that crime.
picion.
,
..
"The charge has been made state of Ohio. The Plain Dealer for murder. As stated heretofore, |
Mayor Baker, discussing the
has
no
disposition
to
try
this
case
causes that led up to the murder that newspaper circulators went out of court; It has every confi- the Plain Dealer has no disposition '
of Gibbons,
detailed his knowledge about armed. Chief Rowe has my dence that the authorities who to try this case out of court or \
of the: warfare between the Lead- fullest support in his determina- will be in charge of the prosecu- ahead of the law.
"The Plain Dealer does not be- I
er an* the Plain Dealer, and tion to end gun carrying in Cleve- tion will see to it that the guilty
lieve that assaults and terroriza-;
traced his efforts and the effort of land I am confident he is doing are brought to book.
everything possible to preserve
tion which may end in murder are i
police to break it tip.
"Statements published by the any part of newspaper circulation
"ThiB brutal scandal is to my peace in this city.".
Cleveland Leader and the Cleve- methods in any community, much
mind the 'most outrageous ever
Police Are Busy.
land News in connection with tfie less a community which exacts such
visited)upon a city by what are
Chief Rowe, relating the steps
cannot, however, be ig- high standards of public service
supposed
to
be
civilizing taken to end the newspaper war, murder,
nored.
These statements are and obligation as does Cleveland.
agencies," Baker said.
said:
,
, made by these publications with Ik has too much confidence in the
Had Watched Situation.
"Cleveland police have done and the purpose of working out a fairness of the Cleveland public to
"The death of poor Gibbon-B will are doing everything possible to theory of self-defense in the fatal believe that it will, for a moment,
in actuality perform a great pub- end this matter for all time. Cir- affray of Saturday night, which tolerate such methods as those purlic service in exposing to the pub- culation competition that relies on marked the climax of a circula- sued by the Cleveland leader, once
lic the system of thuggery and as- guns and thuggery will not he tol- tion policy of thuggery and ter- they are known, or that it will perrorization pursued by the Leader mit a flimsy fabric of misrepresentasault that has been practiced for
"We have been alert at every for the past year and a half.
the purpose of increasing newsto cover up the long record
"Prior to that time the circula- tion
turn in the situation. Up to the
paper circulation.
of thuggery and violence of which
"I have watched carefully, past week, the trouble seemed con- tion departments of the various t-hn+ naner is guilty."
Cleveland newspapers had had to
keenly, the progress of these ter- i flnea to the Bast-side,
Here is the Leader's reply to the
rorizing methods. I have held j "Leader and Plain Dealer circu- face no more serious difficulties Plain Dealer statement:
many conferences with Chief lators have been searched time and than the little battles of corner
"The Plain Dealer th's morning
Rowe upon the subject. He and agam to see if they carried .guns. I newsboys. A year and a half ago publishes a first page editorial atI were determined that the war
must be ended..
I
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Mayor, Chief Rowe
and Sheriff Move as
Result of Crime.
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the Leader on general prints, but carefully refraining from
denying the repeated statements of
ambers of the gang that the raid
0 organized by two Plain Dealer
Liits with the deliberate intention
1,1 getting the three Leader men;
jjit stops were made at the Plain
maler building both going to. and
turning front the scene of the atijcli; and that the gang of 12 to 15'
uen'lay in walt -or tne Leader«effs truck at W. 75th-st and Detroit-av.
-Chief of Police Rowe is quoted
i[ the Plain Dealer today as say"•It might just ,as easily have
an innocent bystander who
nothing at all to do with the
nuarrel of these men as the man
Gibbons who was killed.' "
The Leader further claims that
Gibbons has a police record.
Plot is Charged.
The Leader's version of the
snooting charges that Plain Dealer district agents recruited a\
» of men in the neighborhood
of Union-ay and E. 93d-st Saturday night and took them in an
automobile to the Plain Dealer
building.
After the "gang ' was transferred to another auto, the Leader
story continues, the men were
taken to the corner of Detroit-av
where Gibbons
alKI W. 75th-st,
ias shot a short time later.
The Leader states the shooting
0f Gibbons resulted from the attempt of Callahan, O'Neil and
Fleming to defend themselves
from an assault by the Plain
Dealer "gang."
been

Bules City Can "
Run Park Stands1
Right of tthe city to authorize
expenditure of $93,000 on muny refreshment stands in parks, in 1914
ma-upheld Tuesday by Ohio sunrettie court.
Suit to enjoin spending of the
money was brought by R. B. Deacon .Cleveland taxpayer. The city
won all through the courts. Deacon's attorneys attempted to have
supreme court consider the case on
its merits after appellate court had
decided in favor of the city.

TO D1SCUSSJSTADIUM
Special committees representing council and chamber of commerce this week will begin consideration of the question of
building a stadium in Brookside
I park and an exposition hall on
the lake front.
Server Sidlo
estimates
a
stadium with a capacity of 53,200 would cost $237,000 and an
I exposition hall from $500,000 to
|sf,200,000.

YEGGMEN Gir$4000
\\j United Press.

CHICAGO, Nov.
24.—Seven
cracksmen entered the AnheuserBusch Brewing Co. office early today, and after binding and gagging the watchman, blew the saft,
hind escaped with about $4000.
The safeblowers emptied 13 pints
I of beer before setting off the
charges.

What Council Did Monday Night
Here's the business transacted
by council at its meeting Monday
night: '
Passed $500,000 bond issue
for-completion of filtration plant.
Referred Woods resolution to
investigate charge of irregularities in employment of street
cleaners' baseball team players.
Voted for naming of "committees representing city and chamber of commerce to confer on
building of muny exposition hall.
Voted for naming of committee of three to investigate plan
for bringing Olympic games here
in 1916.
Received resolutions to restore
half-hour service 'on shore line
branch of C. P. & E.; to run city

cars on all lines on half-hour
schedule after midnight; to reroute W. 14th-St cars.
Referred resolution providing
$7000 for muny orchestra.
Voted to ask congressional
committee to consider Cleveland
as desirable location for armor
plate factory.
Received report of committee
recommending city auditing system, as provided by charter, estimating cost at from $12,000 to
$50,000 a year.
Gave second reading to ordinances providing
$2,000,000
bond issue for waterworks and
$500,000 muny light bonds.
Received ordinance providing
competitive bids for street lighting in 1915.

BIG PROFIT IS !
NETTED BY MUNY
LIGHTING PLANT
The rminy light plant, operating
four months, shows in this period a
profit of $15,963.66 over and above
operation and maintenance expense,
with an allowance for interest, depreciation and taxes.
In a statement Tuesday, F. W.
Ballard, commissioner of heat and
light, showed the receipts were
$82,533.69, with the plant being operated one-fifth
of capacity.
Ballard0 said reports by private
light plant owners that the muny
plant is being operated.at a loss
are without foundation!
"At ..the present rate of increase,"
he said, "the station will be loaded
to its capacity in one or two years,
and it tlrcn doubtless will be necessary to enlarge the plant to supply
demands."

tu
TOBARTROS'ON
CITY DIAMONDS
Demand that the Cle.vela.nd Amateur Baseball association, W not absorbed by the city, bar from diamonds
all paid players under contract prob- I
Plans of Utilities Director Stage to
ably will be made by Councilman:
Spend $68,000 beautifying.the ;growr.ds
McGinty late this w«ek when a spe- |
of the Division avenue filtration
cial council committee meets to inplant, now under construction, may
vestigate baseball conditions and the I
be blocked by council finance '-comcharge that Gus Hanna. street cleanmittee. Committee members Tuesday said the expenditure is unrea- | ing superintendent, paid ball players
on the Street Cleaners' team seven
sonable in view of the city's financial
days a week.
shortage.
"Conditions were disgraceful at
T-he $68,000 item was found in the . some of the amateur games last sumbudget for a $2,000,000 bond issue. For ; mers," McGinty declared. "Much of
grading: and seeding' $20,000 is asked; . the trouble will be eliminated if paid
players are weeded out. If baseball
for walks and drives, S2S.0OO, and for
is to flourish on city diamonds amaground improvements. $2f>,000.
teurs alone must rule."
Council Monday. night put an end
Hanna's sudden departure for New
to the practice of utilities departYork—he said he was going to inspect
ment officials in trying to rush
a new street cleaning machine—has
blanket ordinances ., through council.
resulted in Councilman Meyers, chairHereafter, the Items must :.be .listed
man of the probing committee, dein the ordinance, taking much leeciding not to call a meeting until
way from under officials. A $500,000
Hanna returns.
issue was amended so as to restrict
Confirmation of the report Mayor
its purpose. A $2,000,000 issue will be
Baker had ordered killed Councilireatet! in the same way.
man Woods' resolution investigating
"Some time ago council gave the
Hanna's City Hall team was claimed
utilities ■ department several hundred
by Republican councilmen Monday
thousand -dollar's for waterworks -purnight when the resolution was reposes and the department spent
ferred to Meyers' committee. Meyers
$63,000 for land without consulting
and
Councilman Reynolds,
both
council; then came and asked that the
strong Baker men, can outvote Counsum be made up," said Councilman
Damm, chairman of finance commitcilman Townes, head of the C. A.
B. A., the only Republican member.
tee, "Such tactics have been carried
too far."

HOPKINS BOYS PLAYED
WITH TUNNELS; NOW
WILL BUILD SUBWAYS

ATTACK TOWNES'PLAN i
ORCHESTRA GETS $7,000
TO ELECT DIRECTORS;
The good ship Municipal Orchestra
; was righted again Tuesday with
| $7,000 additional at its disposal for
; the balance of the year.
Council
| Monday night transferred the money
j at the request of Mayor Baker, Fij nance Director. Coughlin and Recreation Commissioner Black, who
claimed orchestra members world
have to accept municipal I. O. XI.'s
until January 1 unless more money
was provided.
The increase in the salary of Herr
Christiaan Timmner from $2,400 to
$3,000, and the extra rehearsal each
week, costing $171, has run the orchestra deeper than ever "in the
hole," Black said, despite the fact
slightly over $3,200 has beert re-j
ceived throughwrivate subscription.

City Hall heads were outspoken j
[Tuesday in their opposition to the J
plan of-Councilman Clayton Townes I
i to have the new charter amended so ;■
I the finance and law directors will be;
(appointed by council instead of the;
| mayor.
Townes threatens such action unless $15,000 is appropriated in 1915 for
the continuous audit of city accounts,
; demanded by new charter provisions.
Baker and Finance Director Coughlin oppose the audit, although Baker
did not when the charter was drafted.
"There should be no fear of an audit by outside persons," Townes said
Tuesday, "if the finance director's
office is run efficiently."

W. R,.HOPKINS
THIRTY-FIVE years ago
.! the very best of friends. He knew
Newburg yard, two youngsters transportation was a hobby with me,
played in the sand. They were and he asked me to work out the
Billie and Benny Hopkins, sons of a scheme of a subway for Cleveland."
Welsh millmah, and two of a family
Hopkins' eyes became a little less
of nine boys. They dug little tun- keen, and his voice husked a trifle
nels, and they always quarreled over as he added "Tom Johnson knew
the tiny.: entrances.
that I loved the work, and beside
They played the same game so the joy of doing it—there is the adoften that they worked out an elab- ded satisfaction of carying out the
orate system of underground pas- plan, that he asked _
sageways. It was a, perilous gam'
for sometimes the passing of a heav
wagon would knock out the work c
a whole afternoon. But they liked
better than any other sport.
..There came a time when the, boy"
no longen played in the yard. The:
went to high'-school, and then cami
the choice of a career. W. ' R. de!
cided to go to Western Reserve, anc
la,ter to study law. Benny took ui
engineering.
When W. R. Hopkins was a junioi
in Western Reserve he wrote a
thesis ,on "Subway Transportation'
which was copied by the American
Magazine. It was his dream vision,
but for a time it was crowded back,
with the press of other work. He
took!.lip the subject of terminals
'tno .''steam roads, realizing tha
there--'was much to be done there.
He and Benny envolved the idea oi
tlie "Belt Line." It took five years!
.IOOX^ mwio^
I "I 'H
to bring that plan into being.
I.I09S
It was in 1909 that the old dream
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TOBARTROS'ON
CITY DIAMONDS
Demand that the Cleveland Amateur Baseball association, IS not absorbed by the city, bar from diamonds
all paid players under contract pvob- j
Plans of Utilities Director Stage to
ably will be made by Councilman'
spend $68,000 beautifying .the JgroKiids
McGinty late this week when a spe- j
of the Division avenue filtration
cial council committee meets to inplant, now under construction, may
vestigate baseball conditions and the
be blocked by council finance'"-comcharge that Gus Hanna. street cleanmittee. Committee members Tuesday said the expenditure is unrea- | ing superintendent, paid ball players
on the Street Cleaners' team seven
sonable in view of the city's financial
days a week.
shortage.
"Conditions were disgraceful at
The $68,000 item was found in the i some of the amateur games last sum;
mers," McGinty declared. "Much of
budget for a $2,000,000 bond issue. For
the trouble will be eliminated if paid
grading and seeding $20,000 is ashed;
players are weeded out. If baseball
for walks ami drives, $2:>,,0(M>, and for
is to flourish on city diamonds amaground improvements." $25,000.
teurs alone must rule."
Council Monday, night put all end
Hanna's sudden departure for iSew
to the practice of utilities departYork—he said he was going to inspect
ment officials in trying to rush
a new street cleaning machine—has
blanket ordinances .through council.
resulted in Councilman Meyers, chairHereafter, the items must .be .listed
man of the probing committee, dein the ordinance, taking much leeciding not to call a meeting until
way from under officials. A $500,000
issue was amended so as to restrict
Hanna returns.
Confirmation of the report Mayor
its purpose. A $2,000,000 issue will be
Baker had ordered killed Counciltreated in the same way.
man Woods' resolution investigating,
"Some time ago council gave tire
Banna's City Hall team was claimed'
utilities department several hundred
by Republican councilmen Monday
thousand dollars for waterworks purnight when the resolution was reposes and the department spent
ferred to Meyers' committee. Meyers
$63,000 for land without consulting
and
Councilman
Reynolds,
both
council, then came and asked that the
sum be made up," said Councilman
strong Baker men, can outvote CounDarara, chairman of finance commitcilman Townes, head of the C. A.
!:e*. "Such tactics have been carried
B. A., the only Republican member.
too far."
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HOPKINS BOYS PLAYED
WITH TUNNELS; NOW
WILL BUILD SUBWAYS

ATTACK TOWNES'PUN j
ORCHESTRA GETS $7,000
TO ELECT DIRECTORS;
The good ship Municipal Orchestra
was righted again Tuesday with
$7,000 additional at its disposal for
the balance of the year.
Council
j Monday night transferred the money
I at the request of Mayor Baker, FiJ nance Director Coughlin and Recreation Commissioner Black, who
claimed orchestra members would
have to accept municipal I. O. U.'s
until January 1 unless more money
was provided.
The increase in the salary of Herr
Christiaan Timmner from $2,400 to
$3,000, and the extra rehearsal'each
week, costing $171, has run the orchestra deeper than ever "in the
hole," Black said, despite the fact
Slightly over $3,200 has been re-j
ceived. through ^private subscription.

City Hall heads were outspoken j
Tuesday in their opposition to the}
plan of-Councilman Clayton Townes;
to have the new charter amended so,
the finance and law directors will be
appointed by council instead of the;
mayor.
Townes threatens such action unless $15,000 is appropriated in 1915 for
the continuous audit of city accounts,
demanded by new charter provisions.
Baker and Finance Director Coughlin oppose the audit, although Baker
did not when the charter was drafted.
"There should be no fear of an audit by outside persons," Townes said
Tuesday, "if the finance director's
office Is run efficiently."

W. R..HOPKJNS
very best of friends. He knew
4 the
transportation was a hobby with me,

THIRTY-FIVE years ago,
Newburg yard, two youngsters
played in the sand.. They were
Billie and Benny Hopkins, sons of a
Welsh millman, and two of a family
of nine boys. They dug little tunnels, and they always quarreled over
the tiny.-, entrances.
They played the same game so
often that they worked out an elaborate system of underground passageways. It was a perilous game,
for sometimes the passing of a heavy
wagon would knock out the work of
a whole afternoon. But they liked it
better than any other sport.
.. There'came'a time when the boys
no longer' played in the yard. They
went to high-school, and then came
the choice of a career. W. R. decided to: go to Western Reserve, and
later to study law. Benny took up
engineering.
When W. R. Hopkins was a junior
in Western ■ Reserve he wrote a
thesis , on "Subway Transportation"
which was copied by the American
Magazine. It was his dream vision,
but for a time it was crowded back,
with the press of other work. He
rto.ok [.up, the "subject of terminals of
"'trio "'Aearn 'roads, realizing that
thei-e!'- *was much to be done there.
He and Benny envolved the idea of
the "Belt Line." It took five years
to bring that plan into being.
It was in 1909 that the old dream
came true.
"Tom. Johnson and I stood on opposite sides of .the fence on nearly
every question." said W. R. Hop
Kins as he raised keen eyes from the
map before him. "I admired him
tremendously, however, and we were

and he asked me to work out the
scheme of a subway for Cleveland."
Hopkins' eyes became a little less
keen, and hts voice husked a trifle
as he added "Tom Johnson knew
that I loved the work, and beside
the joy of doing it—there is the added satisfaction of carying out the
plan that he asked me to."
So, on the eighth floor of the. Society for Savings building W. R.
and Ben F. Hopkins are carrying,
out for Cleveland's benefit that game
they played on the sand in the old
Newburg days.
:,....

100T0GREET
ERRICK; GIVE
UP THEPARADL
Dei-ails ft$8tKe£feeeptiSS to* Attibas-I
sador
Herrick, when he reachesl
Cleveland from Paris, were
being!
worked out Tuesday by the.commit-j
tee of five named by Mayor Baker. Itl
has been decided to abandon the pro-]
posed parade and to confine the welcome home-to,an. escort from the
Herrick' home to Central armory,
where a public reception will be held.
Alexander S. Taylor, chairman of|
the committee to arrange for speakers, Tuesday invited Senators Pomerene and Burton to talk. The armory services will open with the sing-1
ing of "America" by the Singers |
club. This will be folowed by an invocation by Mohsignor T. C. O'Reilly, 1
the mayor's address of welcome and]
Ambassador Herrick's reply.
T. P. Cagwin, commercial manager]
of the Bell Telephone Company, is arranging an auto parade from the |
Herrick home to the armory. An escort of mounted police will lead the|
autos.
Late Tuesday the committee of flvel
will name a committee of 100 vlcel
presidents, to tender the formal wel-|
come to the ambassador.
A special train will carry 100 orl
more to New York to meet Herrick|
when he lands in New York. A banquet Will be held for him in one of the|
New York hotels;
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GETS LIGHT T
ON PAPERS;'
L-er Declares Argument "Ad
Personam" Never Should Be
Addressed to a Legislator
Facing Finley's Rule.
jy FREDERICK BAQLEY.
Democratic politics here is to be
.^ducted in the future on a striptrolaBsical basis, politicians
surffllied yesterday when Mayor Baker
*Lwed he is as much a Latinist as
L,reBario Gus Hanna, who proclaimed the slogan of the mayor's
mi term boom to be "nan compos
BMiltH"
Mayor Baker, when interrogated as
t„ whether he intended having the
illative
delegation
from
this
in, ntv Play with Democratic State
*"w. L. Finley in the next
2S?, lapsed into Latin himself.
"An argument ad personam never
•hould be addressed, to a legislator,'
Baker observed, implying that it
would' be wrong to ask one of the
Assemblymen to vote for a measure
simply because Finley was for or
^Some*'hot entirely in sympathy
with the mayor, recalled his appeal,
of a year ago to have "men of my
views" elected city councilmen.
Legislative Meeting Postponed.
A meeting of the Democratic legislative delegation, which Chairman E.
J Hopple expected to call for Saturday to talk over committee assignments,
has
been
postponed
whether on account of the bolt
against Finley on the part of several legislators no one could say.
Hopple, while expecting to make
some declaration later on as to the:
probable attitude toward Finley, had
no comment to make yesterday, following State Representative Stephen
Young's assertion the day before
that Finley would lose much of his
past influence in the January sessions. Vice Chairman B. B. Haser,/dt would not talk at all on the subletV ■
The" Twelfth
Ward, ~
Democratic
Club's delegation to urge the mayor
to run again, its chairman being
Max Wifcaipfsky, of the Woodland
avenue bathhouse, interviewed Baker yesterday but failed to smoke
him out.
Bake*, "Highly Complimented."

id

"t told them that I felt highly
i complimented," Baker, said.
Baker so far is playing the game
as laid out by city employee strategists, to withhold his announcement
until' it can be learned whether the
I attempt to create favorable sentiIment through Gus Hanna's Street
1 Cleaners' Benevolent Association is
I successful. He is indicating by his
I actions, .however, that he will be_a

Mayor Baker late yesterday admitted that he is getting some new
light on the so-called "newspaper
war"- in Cleveland, since Saturday's
"accident," as he calls the affair in
which Gibbons was shot.
For months he has received complaint's from E. H- Baker, publisher
of the Plain Dealer,
that Plain
Dealer men were being beaten up
by Leader men. Baker, he said, was
a frequent caller with these complaints.
Following the publication of an interview in the press yesterday, Mayor
Baker told a Leader reporter that he
has learned . from Police Prosecutor
Silbert that several Leader men in
the ' past have, been beaten up by
Plain Dealer men. This was the first
report he had had, he s01c!, of any
Leader men being beaten up.
It was suggested to the .mayor
that the reason he had not heard of
Leader men being beaten'up was that
Leader employees and officials did
not run to him every time- its newsboys became involved in a dispute.
"That- may be
true,"
was
the
mayor's comment.
"For the last year and a half re- i
ports of assaults . on Plain Dealer j
newsboys by Leader employees have i
been made to me," said Mayor Baker.
"At first there were some reports of
attacks on Press newsboys, but not
recently."
"No charges of attacks on Leader
employees have been made to me
prior to Saturday.
"Police Prosecutor Silbert, since
Saturday's accident, has informed- me
that Leader men also have been attacked and beaten by Plain Dealer
employees."
He said that Mr. Baker, of the
Plain Dealer, had complained to him
several times and that he had talked
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PROTEST
PROJECT fll
EAST HARBOR LINE

Protestant Churches Generally
Will Observe Holiday With
Special Services of Good
Cheer to Communicants.

Officials Will Formally Complain
Against Proposal at Public
Hearing Scheduled by
Federal Engineer.

UNION SERVICES PLANNED
FOR NUMEROUS EDIFICES

ESTABLISHMENT WOULD
DELAY IMPROVEMENTS

Judge Henry and Mayor Baker
Will Deliver Addresses at
Adelbert College,

Already Much Dissatisfaction Has
Arisen as Result of the
Western Boundary.

Thanksgiving services will be held
in man:-- churches of the city today
and tomorrow. A number of the
churches will hold union services.
The annual citizens' Thanksgiving
service will be held this year in the
Amasa Stone Memorial Chapel at
Adelbert College.
Judge F. A: Henry will preside.
Mayor Baker and Dr. Charles F. j
T'hwing, president of Western Reserve University, will make the principal addresses. Other speakers will
be Rev. Dan F. Bradley, Rev. MInot
Simons, Rabbi Moses J. Gries and
Professor George H. Johnson, of Case
School of Applied Science.
Services to Last an Hour.
The services will begin at 9:30
o'clock in the morning and will continue for one hour, giving ample time
to reach Van Horn field for the CaseReserve football game.
"Social Efficiency" will be Mayor
Baker's topic. Dr. miwing will speak
on "Some Historic Parallels and Contrasts." A collection will be taken
lor the Associated Charities.
A union service will be held at 10:30
o'clock Thanksgiving morning by i
East End churches in the Bolton i
Avenue Presbyterian Church.
Rev.
Hugh Birney will preach.
Churches participating will be the
East End Baptist, Cedar Avenue
"Baptist, Clinch of the Epiphany, Euclid Avenue Methodist and other
Congregational, Christian and Presbyterian churches.
To Hold Union Service.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon Bethany
Presbyterian,
Calvary ■ Reformed,
1
First Congregational, Franklin Circle Church of Christ, Olivet Baptist,
Franklin and Fulton road, Peopled
and Oehlhoff M. E. churches will join
in union service at Grace Congregational Church, Colgate avenue and
■ W. 65th street. The sermon will be
j given by Rev. W. C. Mickey.
The Old Stone Church will be dec1 orated with farm produce and other
articles to be distributed to needy
families after the service, which will
begin at 10:30 o'clock. Thursday morning.'
Decorations for the Thanksgiving
service in Epworth Memorial Epis- j
copal Church are declared to be-.'imusiiaily "beautiful.
Rev. Worth SI.
Tippy, pastor, will preach.
A bazar with an Indian village and
a Dutch village will be held at the
Kuclid Avenue Congregational Church
ncit Tuesday afternoon and evening.
The committee in charge includes
Mrs. U L. Pope, Mrs. F. B. Stearns,
Mrs. A. W. Clark and .Mrs. W. S.

Formal protest against the establishment of an easterly harbor line
will be made by city officials at a
public hearing on the project in
United States*, Engineer Bond's office
Wednesday, December 2.
Director of Public Service Sidlo
made this announcement yesterday.
Plans of lake front development have
not sufficiently progressed to. permit
the establishment of a harbor line at
this time, Sidlo says.
"The project is tied up with the
development of the lake front land at
W. 9th street, which the United States
Supreme Court recently held belonged to the city, and the Union passenger station
negotiations," said
Sidlo.
"The establishment of a harbor line
allows riparian owners to fill out to
that point and the city does not want
this done at this time. The city will
be busy for the next year and a half
in lake front plans."
City engineers presented a plan for
building an island and a chain of
municipal piers several months ago,
after the Pennsylvania and Lake
Shore Railroad had made application
for permission to make a 900-foot fill
from E. 9th street to E. 26th street.
The two applications are now pending before the War Department.
The federal government has established a westerly harbor line, but
has delayed action along the easterly
lake front owing to opposition by the
city. Riparian owners who filled out
to the westerly harbor line are now
contesting in the court of appeals for
the ownership of the "made" land.
Title to all submerged land is claimed
by the state of Ohio.

STREET COMMISSIONER
MOT NEEDED, IS VERDICT
Cleveland does not need a street
commissioner, according to a special
council committee appointed to make
recommendations for increasing the
efficiency of the street paving, cleaning and repairing departments. The
committee met yesterday.
Councilman Reynolds, chairman of the committee, said yesterday that
the naming of another expert to head
the street division would not be justified, as the city engineer is advisor
of the street cleaning and repair departments.
Councilman Bernstein questioned
city departmental heads as to when
they would establish the division of
streets, as provided by the charter.
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fflOCRRTS WAX Hi Elf GETS LIGHT T
ON PAPERS'WAR'
BY MAMY PASTDHS [1ST HARBOR LI
MUFFLING VIEWS
l^,. Declares Argument "Ad
personam" Never Should Be
Addressed to a Legislator
Facing Finley's Rule.
jy FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Democratic politics here is to be
Jylucted in the future on a stnctrclassical basis, politicians surmised yesterday when Mayor Baker
bowed lw is as much a Latinist as
TmpreBario Gus Hanna, who proclaimed the slogan of the mayor's
third term boom to be "non compos
"wavor Baker, when interrogated as
to whether he intended having the
..relative
delegation
from
this

Kr
play wlth Democratic State
Srman W. L. Finley in the next
2X, laP^d into Latin himself.
"An argument ad personam never
•hould be addressed to a legislator,"
Baker observed, implying that it
would, be wrong to ask one of the
Assemblymen to vote for a measure
simply because Finley was for or
^omt'not entirely in sympathy
with the mayor, recalled his appeal,
of a year ago to have "men of my
views" elected city councilmen.
Legislative Meeting Postponed.
A meeting of the Democratic legislative delegation, which Chairman E.
T Hopple expected to call for Saturday to talk over committee assignments,
has
been
postponed
whether on account of the bolt
against Finley on the part of several legislators no one could say.
Hopple, while expecting to make
some declaration later on as to the
probable attitude toward Finley, had
no comment to make yesterday, following State Representative Stephen
Young's assertion the day before
that Finley would lose much of his
past influence in the January sessions. Vice Chairman E. B. HaserJSt would not talk at all on the subject.
The Twelfth
Ward Democratic
Club's delegation to urge the mayor
to run again, its chairman being
Max -W!*»hpfsky, of the Woodlandj
avenue bathhouse, interviewed Baker yesterday but failed to smoke
him out.
Baker "Highly Complimented."
"I told them that I felt highly
complimented," Baker said.
Baker so far is playing the game
as laid out by city employee strategists, to withhold his announcement
until' it can be learned whether the
attempt to create favorable sentiment through Gus Hanna's Street
Cleaners' Benevolent Association is
successful. He is indicating by his
actions, however, that he will be _a

Mayor Baker late yesterday admitted that he is getting some new
light on the so-called "newspaper
war", in Cleveland^ since Saturday's
"accident," as he calls the affair in
which Gibbons was shot.
For months he has received complaint's from E. H. Baker, publisher
of the ■ Plain Dealer, that Plain
Dealer men were being beaten up
by Leader men. Baker, he said, was
a frequent caller with these complaints.
Following the publication of an interview in the press yesterday, Mayor
Baker told a Leader reporter that he
has learned . from Police Prosecutor
Silbert that several Leader men in
the past have, been beaten up by
Plain Dealer men! This was the first
report he had had, he si|id, of any
Leader men being beaten up.
It was suggested to the .mayor
that the reason he had not' heard of
Leader men being beaten up was that
Leader employees and officials did
not run to him every time-its newsboys became involved in a dispute.
"That- may be "true," was the
mayor's comment.
"For the last year and a half reports' of assaults on Plain Dealer
newsboys by Leader employees have
been made to me," said Mayor Baker.
. "At first there were some reports of
attacks on Press newsboys, but not
recently.'
"No charges of attacks on Leader
employees : have been made to me
prior to Saturday.
"Police '- Prosecutor Silbert, since
Saturday's accident, has informed-me
that Leader men also have been attacked and beaten by Plain Dealer
.employees."
He said that Mr. Baker, of the
Plain Dealer, had complained to him
several times and that he had talked
the situation over several times with
Mr. Baker.
/
"I have.seen Mr. Baker once since
the accident of Saturday night," replied the, mayor in answer to another
question.
Mr. Baker was at the city hall for a
conference with the mayor Monday.

TERRELL IS BOOMED
AS MINORITY LEADER
Clevelander Opposes Kramer for
1 Democratic Honor in
Ohio House.
|

Leader Bureau, 80'f Harrison Bldg.
COLUMBUS, November 24.—That a
spirited contest is likely for the minority leadership of the House of
Representatives was indicated today
when the Democratic friends of
Representative Virgil J. Terrell, of
Cleveland, boomed him for
this
honor.
The Terrell boom occurred simultacandidate, politicians say. He is
now making a bid for the support neously with the arrival of Mr. Terof the Peter Witt faction, it is said. rell at the capital. Although he disavowed being an active candidate,
* * *"
the Cleveland solon said he was willAt Work on New Precincts.
ing that his name be "mentioned."
Until today it appeared that RepreClerks of the board of elections
now are at work creating about fif- sentative John R. Kramer, of Mansteen new precincts, to subdivide field, would be unopposed for. minorovercrowded precincts as discovered ity floor leader and the empty honor
of the Democratic nomination fot
by the returns of the past election.
New precincts are to be made in the Speaker. However, he is regarded as
Second, Sixth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth,
ultra-conservative and always has
Twenty-fourth,
Twenty-fifth
and bitterly opposed radical measures
Taanty-sixth wards.
The largest bar-kef] lw Newton D. Baker, of
_>-nMHft!*in the city is Twenty-six G, Cleveland,. Last winter he led the
successful assault on the Mills utilwhich cast 434 votes.
ities bill.
Will Represent Baker.
A poll of the members of the speakThe candidacy of Terrell,, who is
sr's committee for the Tippecanoel
Club McKinley banquet, to be held] chairman of the Cleveland legislative
January 29, yesterday indicated that delegation and will be the personal
Senator William E. Borah will be representative of Mayor Baker on
J invited with Governor-elect Willis the House floor, would therefore draw
land Senator-elect Harding as speak-1 the line between the radicals and
conservatives in the caucus of DemoI ers.
cratic House members.
The Republican Speakership fight
today assumed a more spirited aspect
when Representative W. O. Jackson,
of Springfield, arrived here with the
announcement that he is an active
candidate. He is reported to have
considerable organization strength
and to be offensive to neither the
wets nor drys.
Walter G. Agler, of Canton, another
candidate, had sent word that he
would be here today, but he failed
to appear.
Declare Howard Gains.
Backers of Senator Charles J. Howard, of Barnesville, declared today
that he is developing strength that
will enable him to defeat his colleague, Senator Justin A. Moore, of
Steubenville, for president pro tern,
and Republican floor leader of the
Senate. They asserted that Moore
will not be able to secure the solid
state organization support, as he expects.
Harry Carey, a Springfield insurance man, was announced today as
a candidate for state insurance superintendent. Henry Bohl, a Columbus man, who formerly was actively
engaged in life insurance, is also a
candidate.
Carl, D. Friebolin, who today was
succeeded on the Cuyahoga county
common pleas bench by H. G. Powell,
transacted legal business with the
state tax commission today and called
on Governor Cox,

Protestant Churches Generally
Will Observe Holiday With
Special Services of Good
Cheer to Communicants.

Officials Will Formally Complain
Against Proposal at Public
Hearing Scheduled by
Federal Engineer.

UNION SERVICES PLANNED
FOR NUMEROUS EDIFICES

ESTABLISHMENT WOULD
DELAY IMPROVEMENTS

Judge Henry and Mayor Baker
Will Deliver Addresses at
Adelbert College.

Already Much Dissatisfaction Has
Arisen as Result of the
Western Boundary.

Thanksgiving services will be held
In many churches of the city today
and tomorrow. A number of the
churches "Will hold union services.
I The annual citizens' Thanksgiving
service will be held this year in the
Amasa Stone Memorial Chapel at
Adelbert College.
Judge F. A: Henry will preside.
Mayor Baker and Dr. Charles F.
Thwing; president of Western Reserve University, wall make the principal addresses. Other speakers will
be Rev. Dan F. Bradley, Rev. MInot
Simons, Rabbi Moses J. Gries and
Professor George H. Johnson, of Case
School of Applied Science.
Services to Last an Hour.
The services will begin at 9:30
o'clock in the morning and will continue for one hour, giving ample time
to reach Van Horn field for the CaseReserve football game.
"Social Efficiency" will be Mayor
Baker's topic. DiyKThwing will speak
on "Some Historic Parallels and Contrasts." A collection will be taken
for the Associated Charities.
A union service will be held at 10:30 i
i o'clock Thanksgiving morning by I
I East End churches in the Bolton t
| Avenue Presbyterian Church. Rev.
I Hugh Birney will preach.
Churches participating will be the
East End Baptist, Cedar Avenue '
Baptist, Chuch of the Epiphany, Euclid Avenue Methodist and other
Congregational, Christian and Presbyterian churches.
To Hold Union Service.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon Bethany
Presbyterian,
Calvary ■ Reformed,
First Congregational, Franklin Circle Church of Christ, Olivet Baptist,
; Franklin and Fulton road, • Peopled
| and Oehlhoff M. E. churches will join
] in union service at Grace Congregational Church, Colgate avenue and
| W. 65th street. The sermon will be
i given by Rev. W. C. Mickey.
The Old Stone Church will be decorated with farm produce and other
articles to be distributed to needy
j families after the service, which will
begin at 10:30 o'clock Thursday morn- ;
ingv
D,.ecorations for the Thanksgiving j
service in - Epworth Memorial Episcopal Church are declared to be,■■unusually 'beautiful. Rev. Worth' M.
Tippy, pastor, will preach.
A bazar with an Indian village and
a Dutch village will be held at the
::-i. Ikl Avenue Congregational Church
next Tuesday afternoon and evening.
The committee in charge includes
Mrs. U L. Pope, Mrs. F. B. Stearns,
Mrs. A. W. Clark and Mrs. W. S.
, W'cUman.

Formal protest against the establishment of an easterly harbor line
will be made by city officials at a
public hearing on the project in
United States- Engineer Bond's office
Wednesday, December 2.
Director of Public Service Sidlo
made this announcement yesterday.
Plans of lake front development have
not sufficiently progressed to. permit
the establishment of a harbor line at
this time, Sidlo says.
"The project is tied up with the
development of the lake front land at
W. 9th street, which the United States
Supreme Court recently held belonged to the city, and the Union passenger station negotiations," said
Sidlo.
"The establishment of a harbor line
allows riparian owners to fill out to
that point and the city does not want
this done at this time. The city will
be.busy for the next year and a half
in lake front plans."
City "engineers presented a plan for
building an island and a chain of
municipal piers several months ago,
after the Pennsylvania and Lake
Shore Railroad had made application
for permission to make a 900-foot fill
from E. 9th street to E. 26th street.
The two applications are now pending before the War Department.
The federal government has established a westerly harbor line, but
has delayed action along the easterly
lake front owing to opposition by the
city. Riparian owners who filled out,
to the westerly harbor line are now
contesting in the court of appeals for
the ownership of the "made" land. ;
Title to all submerged land is claimed
by the state of Ohio.

STREET COMMISSIONER
NOT NEEDED, IS VERDICT
Cleveland does not need a street
commissioner, according- to a special
council committee appointed to make
recommendations for increasing the
efficiency of the street paving, cleaning and repairing departments. The
committee met yesterday.
Councilman Reynolds, chairman of
the committee, said yesterday that
the naming of another expert to head
the street division would not be justified, as the city engineer is advisor
of the street cleaning and repair departments.
Councilman Bernstein questioned
city departmental heads as to when
they would establish the division of
streets, as provided by the charter.
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CHY NlAYlPERSTTlBAKER WONT ML SEEK 10 PU
BOOTHS IN PARKS ^ IF HK CANDIDATE LIGHTING C
Has Authority to Sell Refreshments, Supreme
Court Rules.

Maintains Silence on Mayoralty Issue When Committee Asks Him to Run.

City Officials Favor Issue to
Take Over Illuminating
Plant.

Judges Make No Announce- Herrick Being Boomed for Value of Equipment Between
Twelve ana" Seventeen
President by Pennsylment in Drys' Plea for
Million, Estimate.
vania
Republicans.
Recount.
BY W/VXKEH S. BUE1"
Cleveland voters may be asked next
COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 24.—The city
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
spring to vote on a bond issue for
of Cleveland may maintain municipal was given his first formal opportunity
taking over all plants,, extensions and
peanut
stands
and
refreshment to say whether he will be a candidate
equipment of the Cleveland Electric
booths in its public parks, and make j to succeed himself, but he remained
Illuminating Co.
appropriations for their operation un- !
silent as to his intentions.
According to F. WT. Ballard, comder its new city charter.
A committee appointed by the
missioner of light and heat, the cost
This was decided inferentially by Twelfth
Ward
Democratic
club
would range from $12,000,000 to $17,the supreme court today, when it re- called upon the mayor to inform him
000,000, dependent upon the sum alfused to review the suit for injunc- the cluu had unanimously indorsed
lowed for/depreciation. The plant
tion brought by R. E. Deacon, a tax- him for re-election and wanted him
payer, against the city. Lower courts to run.
value, according, to Commissioner
Mr.
Baker
thanked
his
visitors,
held against Deacon and allowed the
Ballard, is $17,000,000.
city to continue operating the stands. and declared he appreciated and was
Chairman P. V. Kalina of the counThe city charter permits the munici- grateful for their expressions of good
cil committee on lighting announced
pality to own "utilities,"
will.
L
The committee appointed by the
The supreme court did not anyesterday he would introduce an
nounce a decision today in the suit twelfth ward organization was comordinance authorizing a special elecbrought by Wayne B. Wheeler on be- posed of Max Warshofsky, I. J. Weintion early next spring for a bond
half of the Anti-Saloon league de- berger, and Jacob Spilka.
*
•
*
»
manding a recount of the votes cast
issue covering the cojst of the propTalk of Myron T. Herrick for the :
on the prohibition and home rule
erty, in the event the comrJany does
amendments in the four largest coun- Republican nomination for president
not reduce its residence lighting rate
ties in the state on Nov. 3. It is in 1916 is not confined to Cleveland,
Wheeler's contention that the elec- nor Ohio. Speculation over Repubt* 3 cents, as demanded in a resolutions in Hamilton, Cuyahoga, Frank- lican 1916 possibilities has disclosed
tion adopted ,jy council some months
Herrick
sentiment
lin and Lucas were attended by considerable
ago
This question was carried to
wholesale frauds and that a recount among Republicans in Pennsylvania.
the state public utilities commission
"Herrick for president" cropped
would show that the home rule
by the illuminating company loiiowamendment had not received a ma- out at the convention of the Pennsyling the adoption of the resolution. An
vania National Guard in Pittsburg
jority of the legal votes cast.
inventory of the company s property
It is possible that a decision may last week, at which Maj. Gen.
is now being made.
be handed down by the court later Leonard Wood, retired chief of staff
The city is to be represented at a
this week, though this is not re- of the United States army, was a»©st
hearing on the inventory Question
garded as probable.
of honor.
Dec; 15, City Law Director John N.
Guard officers, professional and
Nor did the court hand down a
Stockwell said yesterday. The quesdecision on the motion of the Cleve- business men of Pittsburg, who attion of overhead allowance and alland school board to-,.get an appeal tended a luncheon for Maj. Gen.
lowances for other items will be
from Judge Neff's injunction uphold- Wood, are still discussing the "Herthrashed out.
«,„„«+-,
ing the right of grade, teachers to rick incident."
"The argument regarding the rate
Among the delegates from all over
form a union.
reduction
will
not
end
before
the,
winPress of other cases before the Pennsylvania who attended the Nater is over," said Director Stockwell.
court arid illness of Judge Wilkin tional Guard convention, were many
"That
will
not
be
taken
up
at
the
were given as reasons for the de- active in politics. The results of the
h6 1
lay. It is expected the decision will recent election and the possibilities
"I ^fiu take lip the whole question
for 1916 were discussed at the lunchbe given,next Tuesday.
with Mayor Baker shortly,
said
The court affirmed the lower courts eon. Dr. Martin G. Brumbaugh, govChairman
Kalina yesterday.
If the
in the case of the Northern Ohio ernor-elect of Pennsylvania, and
company will not reduce its rates I
Traction & Light Co. against the Governor-elect Charles S. Whitman
favor the city, taking over all the
city of Akron. The company by the of New York were mentioned as Reproperty of the Illuminating comjudgment is ordered to pay the city publican presidental material.
pany. The bond issue .election should
One after another, Republican
$18,916. The company had sued the
held in April o*r May."
city to restrain It from the collection guests spoke of Ambassador Herrick beFinance
Director Thomas Coughlm
of $36,000 claimed by the city for for president. Three men sitting at
said yesterday the bond leeway by
the speakers' table, within earshot of - vote
construction of the Mill-st viaduct.
of
the
electors is at least !f«S.Cainfan Orisillo of Cleveland will Maj. Gen. Wood, said they favored 000 000. Bonds could be issued over
have to serve a life term in the the Cleveland man. It developed that and above this limit if they are made
penitentiary on a charge of second admirers of- Col. Herrick have been a lien on the. property and a security
degree murder for killing Dominick sounding out sentiment in Pittsburg
Giaglianoe, during a quarrel. The and elsewhere in Pennsylvania, and ^Commtesioner Ballard said yestercourt today refused to review the the work is to be continued, accord- day "The city has demonstrated d
ing to reports.
case.
cents is a reasonable charge and that
„
*
*
*
*
The court held that John P. WhigThere will be little excitement over a plant can earn money on this baham of South Euclid, Cleveland, is
not responsible to the Maxwell Rolf the possibility of this or that appoint- S1S"I would not like to see a dupliStone Co., for the sum of $10,633 by ment here at the hands of Governor- cation of heating mains in the downwhich his son, J. C. Whigham, a elect Prank B. Willis between now town district and for this reason I
bookkeeper and agent of the com- and the time Mr. Willis takes office.
The naming of Capt. R. L. Queisser have not advocated the establishment
pany, was short in his accounts in
of municipal heating plant down
1908. The elder Whigham asserted he to the governor-elect's military staff town within a recent period. In layhad agreed to pay, the shortage under will be the first appointment in which ing out the lighting substations I
threat of prosecution of his son, but Cuyahoga county will be directly in- have selected locations removed from
repudiated his agreement later and terested. It may be announced at the company's subsyations for the
the son was prosecuted for embezzle- al
But it is understood that Mr. Willis same reason. The city should work
1
ment.
* . s *decisions
s ■
•
aside from selecting his staff and im- from now on with the purchase of the
The record, of* J.today
is
mediate official family, will not pass Illuminating company's property in
as follows:
„,'.-■„
Charles P. Guton vs. Eastern Electric Co., the word on other appointments until I vjfiB'Z!
Montgomery; judgment to be reported,
inauguration.
American Assurance Co. vs. Jesse H. after
IS AGAINST COMMISSIONER
Indications down state are that
rsk-kson, Hamilton; judgment affirmed.
Frank R. Lander, former Cuyahoga
Samuel F. Mohn vs. A. H. Helsey & Co.,
Conncilmon Bernstein Says Slew
county surveyor, is much in the runAshland; Judgment affirmed.
Edear L. Steele vs. Sadie Gam et al..
Street Snperviser Isn't Needed.
ning for appointment as state highWayne; Judgment of circuit court reversed
way commissioner. His candidacy
will be watched with interest here. 1 Appointment of a commissioner of
He has been indorsed by leaders of I streets will not be recommended- by
the Republican county organization, i the special council committee apwho some Republicans think, will not ! pointed to investigate the present
be recognized by ^Gov.-elect Willis.
system of caring for streets.
Co'uncilman Alex Bernstein, at a
Miner G. Norton, Republican state
meeting yesterday, said the new
charter
provides for a commissioner.
■^■tu'l" Trmr~ " ' L
If" iV""
Chairman .T. W. Reynolds, said there
aiqt*! Sui
is no need for such an official, because the street repair and street
cleaning divisions co-operate with
the city engineering division.

Mayor Baker Commends
Cause of Appreciation
League.
Followers Say Their Philosophy Will Purge World
of Evils.
A bell hop at Hotel Statler joyously tossed a half dollar into the air
yesterday, and exclaimed as he caught
it, "I'm a member of the Appreciation
league. Any time a man slips me
four bits I appreciate it, believe me."
The half dollar came from a man
attending the Appreciation , league
convention in the Statler ball room.
Members of the league are known as
talosophists because theirs is the
philosophy of making one happyv created by William Vernon Backus^
Cleveland attorney.
The convention was opened at 3 p.

m. yesterday by Mayor Newton D.
Baker. He earnestly advocated talosophy.
Miss Genevieve Cline, president ofj
the Cleveland Federation of Women's :
Clubs, was chairman of the afternoon
session. Other speakers were Mrs.
Sarah A. Hyre, Miss Clarice Balas
and Mr. Backus. A musical program
was given.
Harris R. CoOley, director of public welfare, wasthe principal speaker
in the evening.
The sense of appreciation prompting the man to give the bell hop 50
cents, thereby making that individual
happy, is the same sense, talosophists
sayC that will prevent divorces, wars,
strikes, national antagonism and all
influences
interfering
with
the
brotherhood of man. Talosophy will
cure these evils, they say.
"Talosophy is just ' appreciation,"
said Mr. Backus, who, has written a
book on the subject. "For 1900 years
Christianity has been a theory. Talosophy is Christianity in action."
Talosophists declare love is an effect.
Appreciation is the cause.
Without a manifestation of appreciation produced in material acts no
love is possible. This makes love
lasting and without ■ lasting love
comes divorce.

TAKES HIS SEAT AS JUDGE
Homer G. Powell Begins Work In
Common Pleas Court.
Homer G. Powell, who was elected
common pleas judge to serve out the
unexpired term of Judge James Lawrence, deceased, was sworn in by Attorney William T. Clam yesterday
and began his duties. He succeeded
Carl D. Friebolln, who was appointed
last summer to serve In Judge Lawrence's place until election.
Judge Friebolln worked late in
court room 1 Monday night, clearing
the docket and left an entirely clean
slate for Common Pleas Judge A. J.
Pearson, who succeeded him in rooml.
Respecting the wishes of the new
judge, no flowers were displayed in
the court room. Court was opened
by his new bailiff, James H. Walker,
o
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fYKfWriBAKERWONTIELL l SEEK TO PURCHASE
BOOTHSJNPARKS IFHFSCANDIDATE LIGHTINGGONIPANY
as Authority to Sell Re- Maintains Silence on Mayoralt
freshments, Supreme
V lssue when Gommit
tee
Asks Him to Run.
Court Rules.

City Officials Favor Issue to
Take Over Illuminating
Plant.

Judges Make No Announce- Herrick Being Boomed for Value of Equipment Between
Twelve ancj Seventeen
President by Pennsylment in Drys' Plea for
vania Republicans.
Million, Estimate.
Recount.

AT ANNUAL MEET
Mayor Baker Commends
Cause of Appreciation
League.
Followers Say Their Philosophy Will Purge World
of Evils.

BY WUKEH S. aUEL.
Cleveland voters may be asked next
COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 24.—The city
A bell hop at Hotel Statler joyousMayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
spring to vote on a bond issue for
of Cleveland may maintain municipal was given his first formal opportunity
ly tossed a half dollar into the air
taking over all plants, extensions and
peanut
stands
and
refreshment ; to say whether he will be a candidate
yesterday, and exclaimed as he caught
equipment of the Cleveland Electric
booths in its public parks, and make j I to succeed himself, but he remained
it, "I'm a member of the Appreciation
Illuminating
Co.
appropriations for their operation un- |
leagW Any time a man slips me
i silent as to his intentions.
According to F. Wr. Ballard, comder its new city charter.
four bits I appreciate it, believe me."
A committee appointed by the
missioner of light and heat, the co3t
The half dollar came from a man
This was decided inferentially by Twelfth
Ward Democratic club
would range from $12,000,000 to $17,attending the Appreciation , league
the supreme court today, when it re- called upon the mayor to inform him
convention ■ in the Statler ball room,
000,000, dependent upon the sum alcluu had unanimously indorsed
fused to review the suit for injuncMembers of the league are known as
lowed for/depreciation. The plant
tion brought by R. E. Deacon, a tax- him for re-election and wanted him
taldsophists because theirs is the
payer, against the city. Lower courts to run.
value, according to Commissioner
philosophy of making one happy, creMr. Baker thanked his visitors,
held against Deacon and allowed the
ated by William Vernon Backusl
Ballard, is $17,000,000.
city to continue operating the stands. and declared he appreciated and was
Cleveland attorney.
Chairman P. V. Kalina of the counThe city charter permits the munici- grateful for their expressions of good
The convention was opened at 3 p.
pality to own "utilities,"
will.
cil committee on lighting announced
The committee appointed by the
The supreme court did not anyesterday he would introduce an
nounce a decision today in the suit twelfth ward organization was comordinance authorizing a special elecbrought by Wayne B. Wheeler on be- posed of Max Warshofsky, I. J. Weinhalf of the Anti-Saloon league de- berger and Jacob Spilka.
tion early next spring for a bond
manding a recount of the votes cast
! issue covering the cojst of the propTalk of Myron T. Herrick for the
on the prohibition and home rule
erty, in the event the company does
amendments in the four largest coun- Republican nomination for president
in
1916 is not confined to Cleveland,
not reduce its residence lighting rate
ties in the state on Nov. 3. It is
Wheeler's contention that the elec- nor Ohio. Speculation over Repubts> 3 cents, as demanded in a resolutions in Hamilton, Cuyahoga, Frank- lican 1910 possibilities has disclosed
tion adopted uy council some months
Herrick
sentiment
lin and Lucas were attended by considerable
ago
This question was carried, to ,
wholesale frauds and that a recount among Republicans in Pennsylvania.
the state public utilities commission
"Herrick for president" cropped
m. yesterday by Mayor Newton D.
would show that the home rule
by the illuminating company lollowamendment had not received a ma- out at the convention of the PennsylBaker. He earnestly , advocated taling the adoption of the resolution. An
vania National Guard in Pittsburg
osophy.
jority of the legal votes cast.
inventory of the company s property
It is possible that a decision may last week, at which Maj. Gen.
Miss Genevieve Cline, president of
is now being made.
be handed down by the court later Leonard Wood, retired chief of staff
the Cleveland Federation of Women's
Thfe city is to be represented at. a
this week, though this is not re-1 of the United States army, was guest
Clubs,
was chairman of the afternoon
hearing on the inventory Question
garded as probable.
session. Other speakers were Mrs.
of honor.
Deci 15, City Law Director John N.
Guard
officers,
professional
ana;
Nor did the court hand down a j
Sarah A. Hyre, Miss Clarice Balas
Stockwell said yesterday. The quesdecision on the motion of the Cleve- business men of Pittsburg, who atand Mr. Backus. A musical program
tion of overhead allowance and alland school board to-get an appeal tended a luncheon for Maj. Gen.
was given.
lowances for other items will be
from Judge Neff's injunction uphold- Wood, are still discussing the "HerHarris R. Cooley, director of pubthrashed
out.
j
ing the right of grade, teachers to rick Incident."
lic welfare, wasthe principal speaker
"The argument regarding the rate
Among the delegates from all over
form a union.
in
the evening.
reduction will not end before the winPress of other cases before the Pennsylvania who attended the NaThe sense of appreciation promptter
is
over,"
said
Director
Stockwell.
court arid illness of Judge Wilkin tional Guard convention, were many
ing the man to give the bell hop 50
"That will not_ be taken up at the
were given as reasons for the de- active in politics. The results of the
cents, thereby making that individual
hearing Dee. 15."
.„_«„_■
lay. It is expected the decision will recent election and the possibilities
happy, is the same sense, talosophists
"I will take up the whole question
for 1916 were discussed at the lunchbe given,next Tuesday.
say, that will prevent divorces, wars,
with Mayor Baker shortly,
said
The court affirmed the lower courts eon. Dr. Martin G. Brumbaugh, govstrikes, national antagonism and all
Chairman
Kalina
yesterday.
If
the
ernor-elect
of
Pennsylvania,
and
in the case of the Northern Ohio
influences
interfering
with
the
company will not reduce its rates I;
Traction & Light Co. against the Governor-elect Charles S. Whitman
brotherhood of man. Talosophy will
favor the city, taking over all the
city of Akron. The company by the of New York were mentioned as Recure
these
evils,
they
say.
property of the Illuminating corn-;
judgment is ordered to pay the city publican presidenta! material.
"Talosophy is just ' appreciation,"
pany. The bond issue-.election should
One after another, Republican
$18,91b\ The company had sued the
said Mr. Backus, who. has written a
held in April eft- May."
city to restrain it from the collection guests spoke of Ambassador Herrick beFinance
book on the subject. "For 1900 years
Director Thomas Coughlm
of $36,000 claimed by the city for for president. Three men sitting at
Christianity has been a theory. Talthe speakers' table, within earshot of 1 said yesterday the bond leeway by
construction of the Mill-st viaduct.
osophy is Christianity in action."
vote
of
the
electors
is
at
least
!£J».Cainfaja Orisillo of Cleveland will Maj. Gen. Wood, said they favored
Talosophists declare love is an ef000. Bonds could be issued over
have to serve a life term in the the Cleveland man. It developed that 000
fect.
Appreciation is the cause.
above this limit if they are made
penitentiary on a charge of second admirers of- Col. Herrick have been and
Without a manifestation of appreciadegree murder for killing Dominick sounding out sentiment in Pittsburg a lien on the property and a security
tion produced in material acts no
Giaglianoe, during a quarrel. The and elsewhere in Pennsylvania, and ^Commissioner Ballard said yesterlove .is possible. This makes love
court today refused to review the the work is' to be continued, accord- day "The city has demonstrated rf
lasting and without lasting love
ing to reports.
case.
conjes divorce.
cents is a reasonable charge and that
• • * *
The court held that John P. Whig{
There will be little excitement over a plant can earn money on this baham of South Euclid, Cleveland, is
. not responsible to the Maxwell Rolf the possibility of this or that appoint- S1S"I would not like to see a dupli!
Stone Co., for the sum of $10,633 by ment here at the hands of Governor.- cation of heating mains in the downTAKES HIS SEAT AS JUDGE
which his son, J. C. Whigham, a elect Prank B. Willis between now town district and for this reason I
and
the
time
Mr.
Willis
takes
office.
bookkeeper and agent of the comHomer G. Powell Begins Work In
The naming of Capt. R. L. Queisser have not advocated the establishment
pany, was short in his accounts in
Common Plena Court.
municipal heating plant down
1908. The elder Whigham asserted he to the governor-elect's military staff of
within a recent period. In layhad agreed to pay, the shortage under will be the first appointment in which town
Homer G. Powell, who was elected
ing out the lighting substations I
! threat of prosecution of his son, but Cuyahoga county will be directly in- have
selected locations removed from
common pleas judge to serve out the
|repudiated his agreement later and: terested. It may be announced at the company's
subsyttions for the
unexpired term of Judge James Lawthe son was prosecuted for embezzle^But it is understood that Mr. Willis same reason. The city should work
rence, deceased, was sworn in by Atment.
, .. x J t j ■
from
now
on
with
the
purchase
of
the
aside
from
selecting
his
staff
and
imThe record of today's decisions is
torney William T. Clark yesterday
Illuminating company's property m
mediate
official
family,
will
not
pass
as follows:
and began his duties. He succeeded
the word on other appointments until view."Charles P. Guton vs. Eastern Electric Co.,
Carl T>. Friebolln, who was appointed
Montg-omery; Judgment to be reported.
after
inauguration.
last summer to serve in Judge LawAmerican Assurance Co. vs. Jesse H.
IS
AGAINST
COMMISSIONER
Indications
down
state
are
that
rence's place until election.
rjlckson, Hamilton; judgment affirmed.
Judge Friebolln worked late in
Frank R. Lander, former Cuyahoga
Samuel F. Mohn vs. A. H. Heisey & Co.,
Conjncllmnn
Bernstein
Says
jVe-w
court room 1 Monday night, clearing
county surveyor, is much in the runAshland; judgment affirmed.
the
docket and left an entirely clean
Edear L. Steele vs. Sadie Garn et al..
Street Supervise!' Isn't Needed.
ning for appointment as state highslate for Common Pleas Judge A. J.
■WavnV judgment of circuit court reversed
I and judgment for plaintiff in error; grounds way commissioner. His candidacy
Pearson, who succeeded him in rooml.
Appointment of a commissioner of
Respecting the wishes of the new
I stated In journal entry.
______=_„ will be watched with interest here.
He has been indorsed by leaders of
judge, no flowers were displayed in
streets will not be recommended- by
Jacob F. Cole vs. Marvin Collins et al., the Republican county organization,
the court room. Court was opened
the
special
council
committee
apPortage; Judgment affirmed.
by his new bailiff, James H. Walker.
who, some Republicans think, will not
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co. vs.
! pointed to investigate the present
be recognized by Gov.-elect Willis.
City of Akron. Summit; judgment affirmed
system of caring for streets.
Philip Hopkins vs. Peter Meyer et ai.,
Co'uncilman Alex Bernstein, at a
Miner G. Norton, Republican state
Montgomery; Judgment affirmed.
.
meeting yesterday, said the new
Fred Papnock, administrator,. vs. J™f™
central committeeman in the twencharter
provides for a commissioner.
| Harmon, receiver of Cincinnati, Ham lton,&
tieth district, yesterday received an
Chairman J. W. Reynolds said there
Dayton Railroad Co., Hamilton• final Judgu
is
no
need
for such an official, beinvitation
to
attend
a
jollification
I
ment of the circuit court reversed. "»J "f
cause the street repair and street
ment of reversal affirmed and cause rej banquet by_the_Sixteenth_JWard Recleaning- divisions co-operate with
manded to court of common pleas for ne-m
the city engineering division.
publican club of Columbus Fridt//
K'w. Smith et al., township trustees., vs.
night—- G'W-c'f111- J?-'"i1~...?-°"t!T-~
iiEjaAOto |
J J. O. Palm, executor, et al., Huron, Juog
■ ment affirmed.
T5-i«A« offlciafs-elect, members of the state
Grace E. Hallett et al. vs. Betaion
central committee and the new housel
I Heights Lana Co., TrumbuU: Judgment a£ and senate of the general assmblyl
I firmed.
__ _. n\ Will attend, the invitation announced J
■ Washington Fire Insurance Co. vs. u.
■ Bruce Adams, Franklin; Judgment affirmed.,
Clara M. Crawford et al. vs. Walker B.
J Stratton et al., Jefferson; Judgment aiI firmed.
„ vs John
T~V« -p
The Maxwell Bolf Stone Co
a
IWhlgam, Cuyahoga; Judgment affirmed.
The People's Savings Bank Co. vs. uer
J trade K. Stringer et al., Jefferson; Judg-|
I ment affirmed.
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METER-IS CHECKED
Officials Cause Arrest of
Otis Steel Company t
Employe.
I Charge Man, Not Firm, With
Attempting to Reduce
Bills.
Police yesterday arrested an em^love of the Otis Steel Co., at the
Ration of the city water works
department, charging that a water
meter at the plant had been tampered with in order to reduce water
^Detective John T. Sliibley made the
iett after water works department
fn Actors had worked on the case
for nearly a month. The man is
rliar£ed with violating the city water
I* ordinance. The warrant was
nbtnmed fron Prosecutor Francis W.
CC'L and sworn to by John Bryan,
I witer works inspector. '
X Otis Steel Co. is not blamed.m
MJ way in the attempt to defraud the
dS according to the story told by
Til Rrvan to Prosecutor Poulson.
The S-ZesWd employe, Mr. Bryan
Chargeswas deceiving his employers
as will -vs the city by his methods
Tn order to cut down water bills
♦J Otisi Steel Co., a short time ago,
which water
t iirt7»ump bv
'could be tekeTW* the Cuyahoga
river- The employe, water works, offlSg says, did not like Uie dirty

wmmm
Ehsswsasvs
.,«Tfew «. tte offioW. ««;;

the pipes. It was xneu
read the meter hourly.
,„-♦<*
While theinspeetors were on watch,

thfifalwas being pushed Fr
^ck ^d,
thev laid the case before
,°?ecutor,
Poulson. When Mr. Bryan told him
ttaftte meter had ^n thorougWy
examined and was not defective ne
issued the warrant.

Mayor Baker is an artist at
pickling 'walnuts. Ever hear of
pickled walnuts? They're soaked
In brine, shell and all, when
young and tender, and make a
nice relish.
The city forester is looking for
a sun dial. Now here's a chance
to make some practical use of Gus
Hanna.

D. C. Westenhaver, school board
president, like Mayor Baker, calls
West Virginia his home state.
nnv.«T.o+
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POLICE CALL IN
MANY IN PROBE
OF GANG ATTACK
Police Wednesday were continuing their examination of witnesses in their investigation of
the causes which, during a Plain
Dealer gang attack upon a Leader-News circulation truck, led to
the fatal siiootmg Saturday
night of Thomas Gibbons, a Plain
Dealer gangster, by Leader-News
circulation employes.
Ten witnesses, were taken to police
headquarters Tuesday night and examined. More were being called in
Wednesday.
"Now that Coroner Byrne's inquest
Js over, we are exerting every effort
to get every scrap of available evidence, pro and con, for use when
Harvey Callahan, Frank O'Neil and
Joseph Fleming are given their police court hearing December 9," Detective-Captain Walker said Wednesday.
Callahan and the others are The
Leader-News employes who gave
themselves up after the shooting of
Gibbons. Callahan and O'Neil are
charged with second degree murder;
Fleming, who was driving the
'.Leader-News truck when the Plain
Dealer gang assailed it at West 75th
street and Detroit avenue is held as
a. material witness.
Coroner Byrne's verdict upon conclusion of the testimony of William
Chambers, West Side district agent
for the Plain Dealer and one of the
organizers of the Plain Dealer
"mob," was that Gibbons had come
to his death "by a bullet fired by persons unknown."
Baker Gets More light on War
Mayor Baker, having looked more
deeply into the merits of the socalled "newspaper war" which culminated in the killing of Gibbons,
now confesses that he sees "a new
light" on the situation.
Investigation shows Leader newsboys have been beaten up as often,
or oftener, by Plain Dealer thugs as
has been the reverse. Because only
the Plain Dealer made' a practice of
running to him with complaints
when such assaults have occurred,
Baker had been led to believe the
warfare was one-sided.
32. H. Baker, president of the Plain
;
Dealer Publishing Company, frequently appeared in the role of such
complainant. He went as such to
Mayor Baker again Monday.

CANT BUY LIGHT
RIVAL JUST YET
Salient points of the city's plan for
taking over the $15,000,000 plant and
equipment of the Illuminating Company must be decided before any at-
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Sounds Different
IT has come to be so that no session of the city
council seems complete without a proposition
to issue more bonds. Between sessions, one of
the chief industries in the City Hall seems to be
the thinking up of new things calling for bond
■ issues. The burden of the daily song in the
municipal building since the present administra- tion took possession of it, has been: "BONDS!
BONDS! MORE BONDS!"
There is something SOOTHING, REASSURING AND OPULENT in' the sound of the phrase,
"the money to be obtained by the issue of
bonds." It appears to give the same sensation
that is caused by finding money, getting it from
home or receiving it from the estate of a
deceased uncle. The process is so SIMPLE AND
EASY that to some minds it is like reaching ■
through an open window and grabbing money
OUT OF THE AIR or turning a crank and
GRINDING IT OUT like horse feed.
"BORROWING $1,000,000" or "GOING
INTO DEBT FOR $1,000,000" hasi a more
STERN and OMINOUS sound than "selling
$1 000 000 worth of bonds," but that is just what
selling bonds for that sum MEANS. A bond is
merely a PROMISE TO PAY BORROWED
MONEY and it is enforceable by law. Not only
must the money lie PAID BACK at the time specified, but the interest for its use MUbl.Bb
PAID ALSO, and with absolute regularity.
If the City Hall would use the expression,
"BORROW THE MONEY ".instead of "ISSUE
BONDS" its bonding proclivities would appeal
to a good many voters IN A DIFFERENT WAY
THAN THEY DO NOW.

CITY WATER I
DIRTIEST EVER;
SEE NO RELIEF
Lake water is dirtier now than atj
any time, since the spring floods of j
1913. City health and filtration of-j
flcials at City Hall admitted this.
Wednesday when an investigation of j
tests by City Chemist Wilbur S. I
: White showed the lake has been so j
roiled it was impossible to make
definite turbidity tests.
Scores of complaints have been
registered with Water Commissioner Schulz against the powerful
odor of chlorine noticeable' in the
! city's water supply. Claim is made,
' however, that the odor is that of
tilth from the laek bottom, and not
of chlorine.'
Tests by White made November
16—the latest available—show on
[•that day the total solids in raw lake
water was 227.5 parts per 1,000.000
gallons. It was at this particular
test that White reported "turpidity
too heavy to read."
The next previous test was made
by White on November 2, when the
total solids was 164 parts a 1,000,000
gallons and the turbidity 16 for the
same amount.
The average solids,
taking tests for the last six months.
has ranged around the 150 mark,
while the turbidity averaged between
5 and 10.
"Little reliefe can be expected until the lake freezes over," declared
K. W. Pratt, the-city's filtration ex; pert.
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KERSTO
ERRICK
The Ohio Society of New York
Wednesday
joined plans of two
Cleveland committees to welcome
Ambassador Herrick when he returns
from Paris early in December.
The
society will greet Herrick in New
York, and with a Cleveland committee
of 100 give him an impromptu reception. Herrick will be guest of honor
at the Ohio society's banquet in New
York January 16.
Plans for the reception here were
further discussed by the committee of
five named by Mayor Baker. A list
of 75 or 100 vice presidents for the
celebration in Central armory was
being picked and other details of the
reception worked out.
H. O. Van Mart, secretary and
treasurer of the committee which
plans to go to New York on a special
train and meet Herrick when he
lands, "Wednesday said scores,of applications for the trip have been received. Herrick will be brought back
to Cleveland on the special after a re-,
ception in one of the New York hotels.

i
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Officials Cause Arrest of
Otis Steel Company ,
Employe.
I Charge Man, Not Firm, With
Attempting to Reduce
Bills.
Police yesterday arrested an emnlove of the Otis Steel Co., at the
Ration of the city .water works
department, charging that a water
Sr at the plant had been tampered with in order to reduce water
bU

T?etective John T. Shibley made the
nrrest after water works department
fn^ctors had worked on the case
for nearly a month. The man is
charged with violating the city water
works ordinance. The warrant was
nhtained from Prosecutor Francis W.
Pomson and sworn to by John Bryan,
'
.
a woter works inspector.
* Otis Steel Co;, is not blamed in
aJ way in the attempt to defraud the
S according to the story toW by
MV Brvan to Prosecutor Poulson.
The arrested employe Mr. Bryan
charges was deceiving his employers
as weU ts the city by his methods
Tn order to cut down water bills
«,» OtfsT Steel Co., a short time ago,

th

|evtral w^et ago water works officiallearned that the Otis Steel Co s
pump was not used very much, they
«av and started an Investigation. An
inspector discovered that the_seal in
the meter had been broken and a day
ato the one that replaced it also
showed it had been tampered with.

«U*$ was «cWgto
read the meter hourly.
'tch
While the inspectors were on wfL
watcn,
thPv sav they saw the employe go.
,e
tLSmeterand break the sealWhen
thflv looked at the meter a tew mm
utes later tbey say it registered even
"ess than it did on its last reading.
This satisfied the raspectore; that
the. dial was being pushed back and,

^ulsof ^erMr^y^tofd^m'
fnatX miter had l^&^ft
examined and was not defective
issued the warrant.

Ypyor Baker is an artist at
piCKling "walnuts. Ever hear of
pickled walnuts? They're soaked
in brine, shell and all, when
young and tender, and make a
nice relish.
The city forester is looking for
a sun dial. Now here's a chance
to make some practical use of Gus
Hanna.

D. C. Westenhaver, school board
president, like Mayor Baker, calls
West Virginia his home state.
at

TTlQTin-

POLICE CALL 11
MANY IN PROBE
OF GANG ATTACK
Police "Wednesday were continuing their examination of witnesses in their investigation of
the causes which, during a Plain
Dealer gang attack upon a Leader-News circulation truck, led to
the fatal snooting Saturday
night of Thomas Gibbons, a Plain
Dealer gangster, by Leader-News
circulation employes.

^U^
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Sounds Different
IT has come to be so that no session of the city
council seems complete without a proposition
to issue more bonds. Between sessions, one of
the chief industries in the City Hall seems to be
the thinking up of new things calling for bond
issues. The burden of the daily song in the
municipal building since the present administra- .
tion took possession of it, has been: "BONDS!
BONDS! MORE BONDS!"
There is something SOOTHING, REASSURING AND OPULENT in the sound of the phrase,
"the money to be obtained by the issue of
bonds.'' It appears to give the same sensation
that is caused by finding money, getting it from
home or receiving it from the .estate of a
deceased uncle. The process is so SIMPLE AND
EASY that to some minds it is like reaching
through an open window and grabbing money
OUT OP THE AIR or turning a crank and
GRINDING IT OUT like horse feed.
"BORROWING $1,000,000" or "GOING
INTO DEBT FOR $1,000,000" has* a more
STERN and OMINOUS sound than "selling
$1,000,000 worth of bonds," but that is just what
selling bonds for that sum MEANS. A bond is
merely a PROMISE TO PAY BORROWED
MONEY and it is enforceable by law. Not only
must the money be PAID BACK at the time specified, but, the interest for its use MUST .BE
PATD ALSO, and with absolute regularity.
If the City Hall would use the expression,
"BORROW THE MONEY" .instead of "ISSUE
BONDS" its bonding proclivities would appeal
to a good many voters IN A DIFFERENT WAY
THAN THEY DO NOW.

Ten witnesses, were taken to police
headquarters Tuesday night and examined. More were being called in
Wednesday.
"Now that Coroner Byrne's inquest
is over, we are exerting every effort
to get every scrap of available evidence, pro and con, for use when
Harvey Callahan, Frank O'Neil and
Joseph Fleming are given their police court hearing December 9," Detective-Captain Walker said Wednesday.
Callahan and the others are The
Leader-News employes who gave
themselves up after the shooting of
Gibbons. Callahan and O'Neil are
charged with second degree murder";
Fleming, who was driving the
Leader-News truck when the Plain
Dealer gang assailed it at West 75th
street and Detroit avenue is held as
a. material witness.
Coroner Byrne's verdict upon conclusion of the testimony of William
Chambers, West Side district agent
for the Plain Dealer and one of the
organizers of the Plain Dealer
"mob," was that Gibbons had come
to his death "by a bullet fired by persons unknown."
Baker Gets More Light on War
Mayor Baker, having looked more
deeply into the merits of the socalled "newspaper war" which culminated in the killing of Gibbons,
now confesses that he sees "a new
light" on the situation.
Lake water is dirtier now than at
Investigation shows Leader newsany time, since the spring floods of i
boys have been beaten up as often,
1913. City health and filtration of-j
or oftener, by Plain Dealer thugs as
ficials at City Hall admitted this
has been the reverse. Because only
Wednesday when an investigation of
the Plain Dealer made' a practice of
tests by City Chemist Wilbur SI
running to him with complaints
White showed the lake has been so
when such assaults have occurred,
roiled it was impossible to make
Baker had been led to believe the
definite turbidity tests.
warfare was one-sided.
Scores of complaints have been
■TS. H. Baker, president of the Plain
registered with Water CommisDealer Publishing Company, frequently appeared in the role of such ' sioner Schulz against the powerful
odor of chlorine noticeable' in the
complainant. He went as such to
city's water supply. Claim is made,
Mayor Baker again Monday.
however, that the odor is that of
filth from the laek bottom, and not
of chlorine.'
Tests by White made November
16—the latest available—show on
I that day the total solids in ra ' lake
'water was 227.5 parts per 1,000.000
:
gallons. It was at this particular
test that White reported "turpidity
too heavy to read."
The next previous test was made
Salient points of the city's plan for
by White on November 2, when the
taking over the $15,000,000 plant and
total solids was 164 parts a 1,000,000
equipment of the Illuminating Comgallons and the turbidity 15 for the
pany must be decided before any atsame amount.
The average solids,
tempt is made to obtain popular ap- |taking tests for the last six months.
proval of a bond issue for that purhas ranged around the 150 mark,
pose, City Hall heads said Wednes- .while the turbidity averaged between
day. ■
City officials regard as premature 15 and 10.
"Little reliefe can be expected unth& announcement of Councilman
til the lake freezes over," declared
Kalina, chairman of council heat and
light committee, thai unless the Il- : R. W. Pratt, the city's filtration exluminating company obeys council's j pert.
According to Schulz, only 9 1-3
edict of 3-cent light he will ask a spepounds of chloride of lime per 1,000,000
cial election to provide for a bond
gallons is being put into the city's
issue.- Kalina may be chastened for
water supply at Kirtland pumping
his statement.
station, foot of East 49th street. This
According to Lighting Commission-e»«Ba,Uar4T. ifeBius*. first be- deter- may be reduced; -he said, if more
mined whether the city is to pur-i complaints. are received. Ordinarily
chase the Illuminating company'sl at this time of the year the amount
stock or buy the equipment and I is only seven to eight pounds,, and
plant. One plan proposed is thatl often less.
the city issue bonds and after the]
price has been fixed, recompense Illuminating company owners with the
I bonds. A court fight over the' pa-ice I
also is expected because under the I
new home rule provisions of the [
charter the city must go into court |
and condemn the property, the purchase price to be determined there.

CITY WATER I! NEW YORKERS TO
DIRTIEST EVER; GMT HERRICK
SEE NO RELIEF

CAHKIYLTGHT
RIVAL JUST YET

The Ohio Society of New York
Wednesday
joined plans of two
Cleveland committees to welcome
Ambassador Herrick when he returns
from Paris early in December.
The
society, will greet Herrick in New
York, and with a Cleveland committee
of 100 give him an impromptu reception. Herrick will be guest of honor
at the Ohio society's banquet in New
York January 16.
Plans 'foif, the reception here were
further discussed by the committee of
five named by Mayor Baker. A list
of 75 or 100 vice presidents for the
celebration in Central armory was
being picked and other details of the
reception worked out.
H. O. Van Hart, secretary and
treasurer of the committee which
plans to go to New York on a special
train and meet Herrick when he
lands, Wednesday said scores,of applications for the trip have been received. Herrick will be brought back
to Cleveland on the special after a re-,
ception in one of the New York hotels.

[!!^
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cedure by taking cases direct to the
grand jury.
,
"In the case in question,- T have
expressed no opinions for one side or
the other. The case will be handled
just as 1 would handle any other
criminal case in the line of my duty."
Regarding tne Plain Dealer intimation that the case may be dropped in
police court, lie said:
"As for the possibility of the case
Provides Holiday Program in
State Bureau Expected to Recbeing dropped in police court, has
there
been
any
indication
of
such
a
Churches and Amuseommend Use of Police and
thing?
ment Places.
"As
for
talk
of
calling
a
special
Fire Stations.
grand jury, that does not enter into,
the question , at all. The present
Plans for utilizing police and fire
grand jury is in session until ChristVarious Organizations^
mas. , A special grand jury wili not
stations for district storerooms for all.
be called in this case in any event. Country for An.
city departments are being worked
Special grand juries are called only
Soloists will be Miss Laura Odg«f^
out- by Commissioner of Purchases
when the regular grand jury is not in and Miss Feme Reinberger. Bishv. \
and Supplies Callow and Clarence
David H. Moore will preach.
|
session, r
The Associated Charities, share or >
"I do not. know what my proceMetcalf, of the state bureau of public
the
Thanksgiving
donation
from
the
j
dure will be in this case, cannot say
accounting.
public schools amounted to 250 bas- I
now and have not indicated to anyI-ets of provisions and money not yet J
A general storeroom, under the
body."
tabulated.
Garfleld school, Lake- >
supervision of the commissioner of
wood, headed the list up to last night
Twisted Mayor's Words.
in
cash
contributions.
The Lakepurchases and supplies, is established
Another .deliberate distortion of
woodT school sent $55.
by the city charter. Callow plans to
facts in this morning's Plain DealerRosedale school contributed $50, ,
locate district storerooms at the sta-.
typical of that newspaper's ideas of
Glenville high school, $33, and Bark- i
tion houses; charging the supplies
truth and honesty towards, its readwill school, $12.
against the official in charge of the
ers—is contained in an interview with.
Several
organizations
ushered
Thanksgiving in with dances. Notabuilding.
Mayor Baker. Not satisfied with
ble among these functions was the
Shovels, brooms and supplies used
getting Mr. Baker to; say what they
ball given by Shrmers of Al
by the street cleaning and street reComplete
vindication
for wanted him to say, they must go annual
Koran temple in Hotel Statler More
pair divisions would be obtained at
still further and twist his words.
than
500
men and women attended.
the district stations under Callow's three Leader men held in conMr. Baker, apparently thoroughly
Susie was furnished by two orchesnection
with
the
killing
of
frightened by ass'duous reading of
plans. The proposal is in line with
tras
One played the waltzes, while
plans of Director of Public Service Thomas Gibbons, burglar and the lurid stories in the Plain Dealer,
the'other played the two-steps and
musio for the modern dances, supSidlo to establish district rubbish and bad man, in a raid by a gang is led to speak of the possibility of
per was served in the lattice room.
garbage collection stations through- on a Leader-News truck, is held the organization of si posse comIn the receiving line were Mrs.
mitatus to help the 650 policemen
out the city.
Prank H. Miner, Mrs. Salem A.
as a result of the control the newsboys and the dozen
The special council committee, in- certain
Hart jr., Mrs. Richard H. Lee, Mrs.
alias or so drivers for the. two newspapers.
vestigating the project, will report revelations of William,
Frank A. Smythe and Mrs. Charles
Chambers, Plain The Plain Dealer fails to add to its
against a proposal to put into effect '' Seance,''
ETwoehundred couples attended the
a district plan of street cleaning and Dealer organizar of the gang, at interview with him ' this significant
first
dance of the season given by
paragraph,
as
repeated
to
the
Leader
street repairing and will advise the coroner's inquest.
the Young Men's Business club at
late last' night:
against the appointment of a comZimmerman
s academy, Euclid-av
Chambers' admissions that the two
"I do not believe that this will be
missioner of streets to supervise both gangs of raiders left the Plain DealSLTolth-st. Cabaret singers and
necessary
or
is
necessary,
and
did
not
street cleaning and repair work.
Pl
er office in death cars rented by him
rf Soo^e haWs Walnut-av N E
Callow this year asked for a $5,000 and that they gathered at the West intend to imply that. 1 believed such
the J M. Ferris lodge, Brotherhood
appropriation for a general store- Toth street corner and waited for the a. step is nece'-S'ixy at this time."
of Railroad Trainmen held its twenty
"I was asked." Mayor Baker said,
room. The money was transferred to truck not only make acquittal cerx
"whether 1 believed the police force
sixth annual ball.
•
,
the municipal orchestra and he had tain, it is believed, but will also in- adequate to handle the situatii n and A
1
—O
-, -r ~! -* :•"*to abandon the plan. 'No store- volve the Plain Dealer directly in the nresl gangs of men who might conCouncilman William Rolf last night
rooms funds will be asked next year,
gregate. I said 1 believed the police
plot.
became Democratic ward leader of
but if the new proposal is put into efare
adequate
and
that
!
have
per-,
Police are collecting a great amount
2f>.
fect, appropriate charges will be of evidence in the case, the majority feet confidence in Police. Chief Rowe Ward
At a meeting of precinct captains,
made against the departments using of which completely substantiates : and his men.
John White resigned as leader, bethe storerooms.
"I also said, 'We. do not. propose cause of ill health, and Mr. Rolf was
_ _ the plot accusations against the Plain
to have a state of warfare in a civil- elected.
Dealer' employees.
o
That the case against the Leader ized commuriityjuid_tliat if necessary
men will not go beyond the municipal could organize a posse commitatus
court is a possibility discussed in this and swear in a sufficient number of
specials and deputies to meet any
morning's Plain Dealer.
emergency.'
More P. T>. Falsehoods.
'"T'do not believe this will be necesThe Plain Dealer this morning i sary or is necessary- and did not inCouncilman Gahn Says Peocontinued its campaign of deliberate i tend to imply that I believed such a
ple Should Give Opinion.
misrepresentation as regards the step necessary at this time."
Councilman Offers Solution to shooting of Gibbons. .
The Plain Dealer this morning i WATER TO STAY TURBID
Citizens of Cleveland should bej
City's Transit Problem in Sub- says that a. special grand jury will |
given
an opportunity to vote on the!
he called "probably tomorrow."
j TILL NEW PLANT IS READY
question of issuing $5,000,000 bonds!
way Discussion.
TBtet* will be ho special grand}
to cover the cost of a municipal sub-|
jury investigation.
Turbid, chlorinated water may be
way terminal in the downtown dls-l
The Plain Dealer this morning ]
Electrification of steam railroads says that .County Prosecutor tocher expected by Clevelanders until the
trict before the council passes the!
within the city limits and the build- lias conferred with tire mayor, the ;
pending ordinance amending thel
completion of the Division filtration
ing of municipal subway terminals police, etc., in an effort to hasten
grant of the Cleveland Rapid Transit!
plant,
city
hall
officials
said
yesteroffers a solution to the city's rapid the investigation. Mr. Locher is
Railway Co.., in the opinion of Coun-|
day
in
answer
to
numerous
comtransit problem, Councilman Gahn also quoted as "re-echoing the,
oilman Harry C. Gahn.
declared yesterday.
mayor's statements that he intends.; plaints.
The council will tomorrow afternoon I
4
Gahn, who is opposing amendments to-, go "cle'ar to the top of' the
discuss new amendments to the pend-l
Freezing of the lake may afford
ing
ordinance proposed by members!
to the subway grant of the Cleveland trouble." ■ , . . •
...
some relief, according to R. W. Pratt,
of council and the Chamber of Com-J
Kapid Transit Company, will ask the
Mr. Locher denies the Plain Dealer
merce committee studying the meascity council to make a study of his statements entirely. .
ure.
proposal before acting on the pro"I have never 're-echoed' stateThe movement started by city
"I believe that the city should own 1
posed franchise changes.
ments of
anybody,"
Prosecutor ! hall employes to . create sentiment
the terminals," said Councilman Gahn
"Steam railroads radiate from Locher said last night when asked for Mayor Baker languished yestervesterday. "There is no need for long
distance underground lines at this j
Cleveland in every direction," said nbout the Plain Dealer's story. "I day, while Gus Hanna, who created
time The subway should extend beGahn. "If downtown terminals are have not discussed the shooting with the movement, was in New York.
neath Superior-av N. E. from tha
provided and the railroads are elec- anybody and I have held no confer- Hanna is to be back tomorrow and
square to the Payne and Superior-a\f
trified, the rapid transit problem is ences with Chief Rowe, Captain of a meeting is to be held in the afterN E. intersection and in Euclid-al
Detectives Walker .or .anybody.'else. noon to pick out a name for the orfrom the square to E. 14th-st. Therf
should be another on Ontario-st fron
Made No Statement.
ganization.
the square to the market house."
•3JS3UJB0 gfoS 'naa
J0 esn
T
was
asked
yesterday
whether
Councilman Gahn also proposed
'9U1 83S 'IT U3S
10UUBO I l[}JOAV
si J130 jno^ ne lUBAi noA. JInc pue 'iiunp
yesterday electric cars be operated
the Gibbons case could be taken up
oil uas ao .£nq I 'J8U.W.O "JH '} t 'afBa ABp
over
the steam railroad routes enter*!
by the grand jury before the case was
-UOH AW }« UO.S JOJ }J IPS HJAV I JO U.STO
ing the city and that these cars use]
JOJ JT30 jnoX em usa u^o no£ ■uouane Am
tried in municipal court. 1 said it
the subway terminal. This, in his
}B lias 0} USED JQJ saijqomoTnv—QgXHVAl could, but I made no statements or
opinion, would serve as a substitute,
for the proposed long distance under•SAY aioaN gave no indication as to what I expect to do in this case. It frequently
, ground lines.
^
saves long delays and expedites pro-

DISTRICT STOREROOMS VINDICATION SEEN
AREPLANNEDFORCITY FOR MEN HELD UP
:Y P. D. HOODLUMS

CITY MAKESIEADY
10 OFFER THANK:

Testimony of Own Agent

Involves Plain Dealer
in Grime.

PAPER STILL DODGING
Locher and Mayor MisquotedSpecial Grand Jury Yarn Shown
to Be Absurd.

ELECTRIFY RAILROADS,
GAHNS TRANSIT PLAN

asnoH NOLLDI

WANTS VflTOH SUBWAY
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[DISTRICT STOREROOMS VINDICATION SEEN
AREPLANNED FOR CITY FOR MEN HELD UP
State Bureau Expected to Rec- BYP.D.H
S
ommend Use of Police and
Fire Stations.
Plans, for utilizing police and fire
stations for district storerooms for all.
city departments are being worked
out by Commissioner of Purchases
and Supplies Callow and Clarence
Metcalf, of the state bureau of public
accounting.
A general storeroom, under the
supervision of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, is established
by the city charter. Callow plans to
locate district storerooms at the sta-.
tlon houses; charging the supplies
against the official in charge of the
building^
Shovels, brooms and supplies used
by the street cleaning and street repair divisions would be obtained at
the district stations under Callow's
plans. The proposal is in line with
plans of Director of Public Service
Sidlo to establish district rubbish and
garbage collection stations throughout the city.
The special council committee, investigating the project, will report
against a proposal to put into effect
a district plan of street cleaning and
street repairing and will advise
against the appointment of a commissioner of streets to supervise both
street cleaning and repair work.
Callow this year asked for a $5,000
appropriation for a general storeroom. The money was transferred to
the municipal orchestra and he had
to abandon the plan. No storerooms funds will be asked next year,
but if the new proposal Is put into effect, appropriate charges will be
made against the departments using
the storerooms.
—

ELECTRIFY RAILROADS,
HARM'S TRANSIT PLAN
Councilman Offers Solution to
City's Transit Problem in Subway Discussion.
Electrification of steam railroads
within the city limits and the building of municipal subway terminals
offers a solution to the city's rapid
transit problem, Councilman Gahn
declared yesterday.
Gahn, who is opposing amendments
to the subway grant of the Cleveland
Kapid Transit Company, will ask the
city council to make a study of his
proposal before acting on the proposed franchise changes.
"Steam railroads radiate from
Cleveland in every direction," said
Gahn. "If downtown terminals are
provided and the railroads are electrified, the rapid transit problem is
solved without tearing up city streets
for years."Under state laws the public utilities commission could force the steam
railroads to permit use of their tracks
by other companies and interurban
cars could be operated on the steam
lines. Location of stations is the only
thing now preventing the steam railroads from being utilized for rapid
transit."
The council will meet as a committee of the whole tomorrow afternoon
to consider the amendments to the
subway grant. Dr. Charles S. Howe,
president of Case School of Applied
Science, and a special committee of
the Chamber of Commerce are expected to submit recommendations.
Dr. Howe is opposing the subway
grant in its present form.

Testimony of Own Agent
Involves Plain Dealer
in Crime.
PAPER STILL DODGING
Locher and Mayor Misquoted—
Special Grand Jury Yam Shown
to Be Absurd.
Complete
vindication
for
three Leader men held in connection with the killing of
Thomas Gibbons, burglar and
bad man, in a raid by a gang
on a Leader-News truck, is held
certain as a result of the
revelations of William, alias
'' Seance,'' Chambers, Plain
Dealer organizer of the gang, at
the coroner's inquest.
Chambers' admissions that the two
gangs of raiders left the Plain Dealer office in death cars rented by him
and that they gathered at the West
75th street corner and waited for the
truck not only make acquittal certain, it is believed, but will also involve, the Plain Dealer directly in the
plot.
Police are collecting a great amount
of evidence in the case, the majority
of which completely substantiates
the plot accusations against the Plain
Dealer employees.
That the case against the Deader
men will not go beyond the municipal
court is a possibility discussed in this
morning's Plain Dealer.
More P. T>. Falsehoods.
The Plain Dealer this morning
continued its campaign of deliberate
misrepresentation as regards the
shooting of Gibbons. .
The Plain Dealer this morning
says that a, special grand jury, will
be called "probably tomorrow."
Thtere will bo ho special grand
jury investigation.
The Plain Dealer this morning
says that .County Prosecutor Locher
has conferred with the mayor, the
police, etc, in an effort to hasten
the; investigation. Mr. Locher is
alSo quoted as "re-echoing the.
mayor's statements that he intends)
to-, g^o "clear to the top of theJ
trouble." . ,
.
...
Mr. Locher denies the Plain Dealer
statements entirely. •
"I have never 're-echoed' statements of
anybody,"
Prosecutor
Locher said last night when asked
about the Plain Dealer's story. "I
Lave not discussed the shooting with
anybody and I have held no conferences with Chief Rowe. Captain of
Detectives Walker .or .anybody, else.
Made No Statement.
"I was asked yesterday whether
the Gibbons case could be taken, up
by the grand -jury before the case was
tried in municipal court. 1 said it
could, but I made no> statements or
gave no indication as to what I expect to do in this ease. It frequently
saves.long delays and expedites pro-

cedure by taking cases direct to the
grand jury.
"In the case in question, I have
expressed no opinions for one side or
the other. The case will be handled
just as 1 would handle any other
criminal case in the line of my duty."
Regarding the Plain Dealer intimation that the case may be dropped in
police court, lie said:
"As for the possibility of the case
being dropped in police court, has
there been any indication of such a
thing?
"As for talk of calling a special
grand jury, that does not enter into
the question . at all. The present
grand jury is in session until Christmas. , A special grand jury will not
be called in tins case in any event.
Special grand juries are called only
when the regular grand jury is not in
session, r
"I do not. know what my proce"Eat, drink and be merry."
dure will be in this case, cannot say
Add "worship" and "be amused"
now and have not indicated to anyand "be thankful," and you have in
body."
a nutshell Cleveland's Thanksgiving
Twisted Mayor's Words.
program.
Another deliberate distortion of
Worship will come first and servfacts in this morning's Plain Dealer—
typical of that newspaper's ideas of
ices have been arranged to suit all
truth and' honesty, towards, its readclasses of church-goers.
Judging from the raids of yesterers—is contained in an interview with.
day on the markets and grocery
Mayor Baker. Not satisfied with
stores,
the eating part of the program
getting Mr. Baker to say what they
will be well taken care of.
wanted him to say, they must go
Adherents to the old-time Thanksstill further and twist his words.
giving customs will don chrysantheMr. Baker, apparently thoroughly
mums and attend the football games
frightened by assiduous reading of
Scores of contests have been carded'
Others who prefer their amusethe lurid stories in the Plain Dealer,
ment under roof have made heavy
is led to speak of the possibility ot
demands for tickets to all theaters
the organization of it posse com- \
Motion- picture houses will be
niitatus to help the 650 policemen
swamped with the overflow from the
.(ont.rol the. newsboys and the dozen
larger houses.
Devotees of dancing
or so drivers for the. two newspapers.,
have been well provided for by the
dancing masters and others.
The Plain. Dealer fails to add to its
The Salvation Army and varrCtB j
interview With him ' this significant
missions will feed men, women and J
paragraph, as repeated to the Leader
children who otherwise would go hunlate last" night:
gry.
"I do not believe that this will be
"After all a man cannot be thanknecessary or is necessary, and did not
ful if he is hungry," said Frank
intend to imply that I believed such
Ward,- a member of the board of directors of the West Prospect misa. step is neee ;■ irv at this time."
sion, 230 Prospect-av S.W., yester"I was asked." Mayor Baker said.'
day.
"whether I believed the police force,!
-__This
mission at a noon
will serve
.'.dequato to handle the situatU 11 and! •'-*—*" bowls
Of SOUS.' *H,*Si>.nd ao,m
fuTest gangs of men who might eon - j
xvtnT,«,~ +» »ii«mployed men.
At
gregatei 1 said 1 believed the police I
night coffee and rolls will be served
are adequate and that ! have pel'-1 to 200 more.
Thirty-five men at the Brotherfeet confidence in Police, Chief Rowel
hood club, 5902 Thackeray-av S.B.,
and his men. .
will
be given their annual dinner at
"I also said, We. do not propose
noon.
to have a state of warfare in a civilAt City Mission, 1135 Superior-av
ized community and that if necessary
N.E., 300 children will be fed. Men
and
women confined at' the county
could organize a posse commitatus
jail will be entertained with a vaudeand swear in a sufficient number of
ville program arranged by Deputy
j specials and deputies to meet any
Sheriff Edward Hanratty.
i emergency.'
Many churches will have union
"I do not believe this will be necesservices.
One service which is ex! feary or is necessary- and did not inpected to be especially weir attended,
; tend to imply that I believed such a
will be an interdenominational one,
1
step necessary at this time."
beginning at 9:30 a.m. T in Amasa
Stone chapel of Western
:serve university.
WATER TO STAY TURBID
Mayor Newton D. Baker, and
President Charles F. Thwing, D.D.,
TILL NEW PLANT IS READY1 of Western Keserve university, will
speak.
F. A. Henry will preside.
The service will end before the whisTurbid, chlorinated water may be
tle blows for the Reserve-Case game
at "Van Horn field nearby.
expected by Clevelanders until the
Five churches will join for a union
completion of the Division filtration
service at 10 a. m. in the Parkwood
plant, city hall officials said yesterMethodist church, Lee-av and E.
HOth-st. Congregations from Park
day in answer to numerous comCongregational, Emmanuel Baptist,
plaints.
Boulevard
Presbyterian,
Tacoma
Avenue United Brethren and ParkFreezing of the lake may afford
wood Methodist will participate.
some relief, according to R. W. Pratt,
Special services will be held in the
Wade
Park
Avenue
Methodist
church, Wade Park-av N. E. and E.
The movement started by city 86th-st, at 8 o'clock. The Arion choir
i hall employes to . create sentiment of forty voices, directed by R. E.
for Mayor Baker languished yester- Sapp, will sing the cantata "Our
for All. '
day, while Gus Hanna, who created Country
Soloists will be Miss Laura OAges=
the movement, was in New York. and Miss Feme Reinberger. Bishl'
Hanna is to be back tomorrow and David H. Moore will preach.
The Associated Charities' share of
a meeting is to be held in the afterthe Thanksgiving donation from the
noon to pick out a name for the orpublic
schools amounted to 250 basganization.
kets of provisions and money not yet
tabulated.
Garfleld school, Lakewood, headed the list up to last night
in cash contributions.
The Lakewood school sent $55.
Rosedale school contributed $50;
Glenville high school, $33, and Barkwill school, $12.
Several
organizations
ushered
Thanksgiving in with dances. Notable among these functions was the
annual ball given by Shriners of Al
Koran temple in Hotel Statler. More
than 500 men and women attended.
Music was furnished by two orchestras.
One played the waltzes, while
the other played the two-steps and
music for the modern dances. Supper was served in the lattice room.
In the receiving' line were Mrs.
Frank H. Miner, Mrs. Salem A.
Hart, jr., Mrs. Richard H. Lee, Mrs.
Frank A. Smythe and Mrs. Charles
B. Pope.
Two hundred couples attended the
first dance of the season given by
the Young Men's Business club at
Zimmermans academy, Euclid-av
near E. 105th-st. Cabaret singers and
players entertained.
In Moose hall, 938 Walnut-av N. E.,
the J. M. Ferris lodge, Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen held its twentysixth annual ball.

1FADY I
TO OFFER II!

Provides Holiday Program in
Churches and Amusement Places.

Various Organizations Arrange Dinners for Unfortunates.
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IChief Whitewing Denies He
,^ent to New York to Observe
| Tammany's Method of "Inciting Sentiment." '

City Plant on E. 53rd Street
Alone Entails a Burden

|EXT MOVE AT CITY HALL IS
SHROUDED WITH SECRECY

FEW EAST SIDE HOMES
ENJOY 3-CENT CURRENT

Special Street Cleaners' Committee to Hold Momentous
Meeting Today.

Big Sinking Fund Also Necessary
to Retire Obligations
at Maturity.

This Year of $66,250.

Taxpayers, will be called upon to
FREDERICK'BAGLEY.
pay $66,250 In interest this year on
Mystery as dark as city water enbonds issued for the building of the
iloped the city hall employees' moveE. 53d street municipal lighting plant,
ent to create sentiment for Mayor
according to estimates filed with the
jeer, when Gus Hanna, in charge
city council by the city sinking fund
the movement, returned from New
commission.
rk yesterday and ' denied that he j
In addition, the commission will
d had a conference as to political
ethods with Charles F. Murphy, have to set aside a sinking fund each
year sufficient to retire the bonds
!e head of Tammany Hall.
the
" anna's return on the »ye of upon maturity. This is in accordance
I by
meeting of the special committee^ with a recent constitutional amendo at
d-av
the Street Cleaners' Benevolent ment which prohibits the issuing of
i and
isociation today to make plans for ief under bonds.
nching of a "Baker boom" was
Interest on city bonds during the
r. E., nsidered
at the city hall to be coming year will amount to $1,987,879,
•hood
aatyC fraught with large political signifl- the city's bonded debt being $47,636," . / 4 cance. Many of Hanna's intimates, 10166. The sum of $5,570,789.45 will be
, ...f J also implicated in the Baker boom, required as a sinking fund each year
had been saying that the versatile in order to retire all bonds upon mahead of the street cleaning department had gone to New York to study turity.
Interest upon the electric light
methods of starting sentiment under bonds comes from general taxes,, and
the Tammany Hall artists.
"I did not see Murphy," was must be paid, even if the $2,700,000
The
Hanna's flat and unequivocal state- plant is operated at a loss.
lighting plant Is different from the
ment at his home yesterday.
"I did not go to Tammany Hall, waterworks, which sets aside its own
sinking fund and pays interest
either."
Members of the select committee charges out of earnings, according to
of the .street cleaners' association sinking fund trustees.
Although the lighting plant opened
yesterday professed ignorance as to
the probable outcome of today's ses- last July few Bast Side home owners
being supplied with 3-cent cureo- sion. Hanna himself, had nothing to are
predict.
What, if anything, he rent, lighting officials admit. Efforts
learned about boom-starting in New have been centered upon the more
York is to be disclosed in the privacy profitable power business of manufacof an executive session, it was gath- turing plants. The Collinwood plant,
l be
ered. J. P. Mooney, who is also a on which the city has lost money, is
. the member of the committee, feared he to be closed or converted into a subonds might be detained in court and be station, according to Maurice Sarbinsub- unable to attend. Mooney is an as- sky, secretary of the department of
public utilities.
dis- sistant city solicitor.
It could not be ascertained whether y
*
the
the the slogan of "non compos mentis,"
TIMMNER
SILENT
WHEN
uisit created by Hanna, will be the motto
of
the
newspaper
which
several
of
ounWOMAN HARPIST QUITS
the city employees intend to start to
noon boom Baker.
Herr Chriatiaan Timmner, direciend,
tbers
Early indications . point to a full tor of the municipal orchestra, yes-!
3om- field in the primaries next year for
ieaa, nominations as municipal judges, terday declined to comment upon the
resignation of Mme. Isa Latisch
own even with the increased size of the
Jahn court which the attorneys and Cham- Harnik, harpist, who will make her
long ber of Commerce are urging.
i last appearance with the orchestra
this
Two additional judges are to be j Sunday.
1 be.
authorized by the Legislature, if;
"See Mr. Black," said Timmner,
tl
plans as made at present mature, i referring to the commissioner of rec•-a
d-t
.«m<ll»P»n«M *■"*♦
^ sauaAooaJ
reation, who has charge of the week'her
s^s^sa'nap Sut
ly orchestra concerts. Friction between the director and the harpist
T i
jose'
led to Mme. Harnik's resignation, ac
•ati
j cording to Black. Mrs. Margaret
ntei
Jiskra, harpist with the Chicago
! ua
Symphony orchestra for seven years,
i hi,
will succeed Mme. Harnik, She will
;itut<
nder.
arrive Tuesday.
By
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HERRICK RECEPTIONS
SOLON WILL ATTACK
TO BE PLANNED TODAY
SALARY INCREASES
Committees to Arrange Details
for Greetings Awaiting Retiring Ambassador.

"City's Financial Condition Does
Not Justify Proposed Raises,"
Says FitzGerald.

Plans for receptions in Cleveland
and in New York in honor of the return from Paris of Colonel Myron T.
Herrick, retiring ambassador to
France, will be more definitely
shaped today when two committees
are scheduled to meet.
The committee headed by George
A. Coulton, president of the Union
National Bank, which seeks to -enlist
one hundred business and professional men to go to New York by special
train and escort Colonel Herrick and
his wife back to Cleveland, will meet
at 4 o'clock this afternoon at the
Hollenden Hotel.
The executive committee of five,
appointed by Mayor Baker, also is
expected to meet today. Charles B.
Adams, chairman, said yesterday he
expects to appoint an honorary
escort of fifty prominent men to ride
with Colonel Herrick from his home
in Euclid Heights to Central Armory,
where the public reception will be
held.
Dates of neither the New York nor
Cleveland receptions have been fixed
definitely, because it is not known
with certainty when the Herricks
will reach New York. They are expected to land, however, either December 5 or 6.
Special committees of many polit-'
ical and civic organizations are
working with the two committees to
make the Herrick celebration a success. It is expected the League of
Republican Clubs will send representatives on the special trahi to New
York.
The Tippecanoe Club also is planning a special reception for Colonel
Herrick, at Its quarters.

Large salary increases asked by
city employees will be the target
of attack by" minority members of
the city council when the committee on appropriations meets Tuesday to consider Mayor Baker's
budget estimate.
Salary raises asked will total
$26,490. This is exclusive of proposed new positions and extra patrolmen and firemen asked for by
the department of public safety.
A
number of the raises are for city
commissioners already, drawing in
excess of $2,000 a year.
"The financial condition of the city
does not justify a single salary increase at the present time," said
Councilman Fitz Gerald, member of
the appropriations committee. "Instead the city should follow a policy
of reducing salaries wherever possible so deficits will be wiped out."
Democratic
councilmen
several
weeks ago killed a resolution by
Councilman Woods calling for a 10
per cent decrease in the salaries of
city officials drawing in excess of
j $1,200 a year. "Woods offered the resi olution when it was announced that
the city would have to borrow $765,000
for ordinary operating expenses. Six
per cent Interest is being paid on the
loan by the city.
Among city officials seeking salary
increases are Julius Pollock, secretary
of the fire department; W. H. Winans, secretary of the department of
public welfare; Charles H. Kibbee,
superintendent of street lighting, and
B. W. Cunningham, deputy commissioner of building inspection.

LABQRXb¥DIJIONS HERE
BETTER; GIVE UP SURVEY
Plans for appointing committees
to make a study of the unemployment problem may be abandoned by
Mayor Baker as a result of reports
of the Chamber of Commerce to the
effect that labor conditions here are
better than in any other American
city at the present time.
"I was greatly interested in the re- •
port of the chamber," said Baker,,
yesterday. "The committees may nev- j
er be named, as' I am not convinced j
that they are necessary."
Following a meeting -with representatives of civic and business organizations several weeks ago it was announced that the mayor was to name
committees to make a survey of the
local situation and to lay plans for
finding work for the unemployed.

WANTS CITY TO LOCATE
CAR STOPS IN SUBWAY^
Changes in
to the subway
Rapid Transit
ommended by

proposed amendments
grant of the Cleveland
company will be recDr. Charles S. Howe,

president of Case School of Applied
Science, and a special committee of
the Chamber of Commerce today.
The city council meets as a committee of the whole to consider the
subway grant. Definite action on the
amendments probably will be taken
at the.meeting.. The most important
change to be suggested by Dr. Howe
is one giving the city council control
of the location of subway stops.
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City Plant on E. 53rd Street
Alone Entails a Burden

JEXT MOVE AT CITY HALL IS
SHROUDED WITH SECRECY

FEW EAST SIDE HOMES
ENJOY 3-CENT CURRENT

This Year of $66,-

250.

Committees to Arrange Details
for Greetings Awaiting Retiring Ambassador.

"City's Financial Condition Does
Not Justify Proposed Raises,"
Says FitzGerald.

Plans for receptions in Cleveland
and in New York in honor of the re-

Large salary increases asked by
city employees will .be the target
of attack by minority members of
the city council when the committee on appropriations meets Tuesday
to
consider
Mayor
Baker's
budget estimate.
Salary
raises
asked will total
$26,490.
This is exclusive of proposed new positions and extra patrolmen and firemen asked for by
the department of public safety.
A
number of the raises are for city
commissioners already, drawing in
excess of $2,000 a year.
"The financial condition of the city
does not justify a single salary increase at the present time," said
Councilman Fitz Gerald, member of
the appropriations committee. "Instead the city should follow a policy
of reducing salaries wherever possible so deficits will be wiped out."
Democratic
councilmen
several
weeks ago killed a resolution by
Councilman Woods calling for a 10
per cent decrease in the salaries of
city officials drawing in excess of
$1,200 a year. Woods offered the resolution when it was announced that
the city would have to borrow $765,000
for ordinary operating expenses. Six
per cent Interest is being paid on the
loan by the city.
Among city officials seeking salary
increases are Julius Pollock, secretary
of the fire department; W. H. Winans, secretary of the department of
public welfare; Charles H. Kibbee,
superintendent of street lighting, and
E. W. Cunningham, deputy commissioner of building inspection.

turn from Paris of Colonel Myron T.
Herrick,
retiring
ambassador
to
France,
will
be
more
definitely
shaped today when two committees
are scheduled to meet.
The committee headed by George
A. Coulton, president of the Union
National Bank, which seeks to -enlist

one hundred business arid professional men to go to New York by special
train and escort Colonel Herrick and
his wife back to Cleveland, will meet
at 4 o'clock this afternoon at the
Hollenden Hotel.
The executive committee of five,
Taxpayers will be called upon to appointed by Mayor Baker, also is
Y
FREDERICK
BAGLEY.
S
pay $66,250 in Interest this year on expected to meet today. Charles E.
■Mystery as dark as city water enAdams, chairman, said yesterday he
bonds issued for the building of the
expects to appoint an
honorary
iloped the city hall employees' moveE. 53d street municipal lighting plant, j escort of fifty prominent, men to ride
ment to create sentiment for Mayor
according to estimates filed with the) with Colonel Herrick from his home
Jeer, when Gus Hanna, in charge |
city council by the city sinking fund in Euclid Heights to Central Armory,
the movement, returned from New.
where the public reception will be
commission.
,rk yesterday and ' denied that he ]
In addition, the commission will held.
.d had a conference as to political
Dates of neither the New York nor
ethods with Charles F. Murphy, have to set aside a sinking fund each Cleveland receptions have been fixed
year
sufficient
to
retire
the
bonds
,e head of Tammany Hall.
definitely, because it is not known
Anna's return on
the eve of upon maturity. This is In accordance with certainty when the Herricks
le! meeting of the special committeej with a recent constitutional amend- will reach New York. They are exthe Street Cleaners' Benevolent ment which prohibits the Issuing of pected to land, however, either Deisociation today to make plans for refunder bonds.
cember 5 or 6.
',. 'i
lunching of a "Baker boom" was
Interest on city bonds during the
Special committees of many polit-'
msidered at the city hall to be coming year will amount to $1,9S7,S79,
ical and civic organizations are
fraught with large political signifi- the city's bonded debt being $47,63e,working with the two committees to
cance. Many of Hanna's intimates, 101.66. The sum of $5,570,739.45 will be
make the Herrick celebration a sucalso implicated in the Baker boom, required as a sinking fund each year
had been saying that the versatile in order to retire all bonds upon ma- cess. It is expected the League of
Republican Clubs will send represenhead of the street cleaning departturity.
tatives on the special tram to New
ment had gone to New York to study
Interest upon the electric light York.
methods of starting sentiment under
bonds comes from general taxes, and
The Tippecanoe Club also is planthe Tammany Hall artists.
must be paid, even if the $2,700,000 ning a special reception for Colonel
"I did not see Murphy," was
plant Is operated at a loss.
The Herrick, at its quarters.
Hanna's flat and unequivocal statelighting plant is different from the
ment at his home yesterday.
waterworks, which sets aside Its own
"I did not go to Tammany Hall,
HERE
sinking fund
and
pays
interest
either."
charges out of earnings, according to
Members of the select committee
BETTER; GIVE UP SURVEY
of the .street cleaners' association sinking fund trustees.
Although tlie lighting plant opened
yesterday professed ignorance as to
Plans for appointing committees
last July few East Side home owners
the provable outcome of today's sesto make a study of the unemployare being supplied with 3-cent cursion. Hanna himself, had nothing to
ment problem may be abandoned by
predict.
What,
if anything,
he rent, lighting officials admit. Efforts Mayor Baker as a result of reports
learned about boom-starting in New have been centered upon the more of the Chamber of Commerce to the
York is to be disclosed in the privacy profitable power business of manufac- effect that labor conditions here are
of an executive session, it was gath- turing plants. The Collinwood pls.nt,
better than in any other American
ered. J. P. Mooney, who is also a on which the city has lost money, <s
city at the present time.
member of the committee, feared he! to be closed or converted into a sub"I was greatly interested in the remight be detained in court and be station, according to Maurice Sarbinport of the .chamber," said Baker,
unable to attend. Mooney is an as-; sky, secretary of the department of
yesterday. "The committees may nevpublic utilities.
sistant city solicitor.
er be named, as' I am not convinced
It could not be ascertained whether t
that they are necessary."
the slogan of "non compos mentis," ;
Following a meeting with represencreated by Hanna, will be the motto TIMMNER SILENT WHEN
tatives of civic and business organof the newspaper which several of
WOMAN HARPIST QUITS izations several weeks ago it was anthe city employees intend to start to
nounced that the mayor was to name
boom Baker.
* * *
Herr Christiaan Timmner, direc- committees to make a survey of the
Early indications .point to a full tor of the municipal orchestra, yes-i local situation and to lay plans for
field in the primaries next year for terday declined to comment upon the finding work for the unemployed.
nominations as municipal judges, resignation of Mme. Isa Datisch
even with the increased size of the
court which the attorneys and Cham- Harnik, harpist, who will make her
ber of Commerce are urging.
| last appearance with the orchestra
Two additional judges are to be ; Sunday.
authorized by the Legislature, if j
"See Mr. Black," said Timmner,
plans as made at present mature. ; referring to the commissioner of recTwo of the present judges will have j
to run again, Samuel E. Kramer, Re- , reation, who has charge of the weekFriction bepublican, and George P. Baer, Demo-| ly orchestra concerts.
crat. When Maurice Bernstein is ap- , tween the director and the harpist
pointed in place of Judge Manuel j led to Mme. Harnik's resignation, acLevine, who becomes a common pleas j cording to Black. Mrs. Margaret
judge January 1, his commission will j Jiskra, harpist with the Chicago
only be good until the next election. ! Symphony orchestra for seven years
Baer and Bernstein are, it is under- | will succeed Mme. Harnik. She will
stood, to be candidates in the Demo- i arrive Tuesday.
cratic primary. Candidacies of Sam- .
uel Silbert, James G... Reyant and
rank Day, all court prosecutors, are j
to be announced shortly, the politi-1
cians believe. No one would be surprised if William Geier also became |
a candidate for a Democratic nomination.
On the Republican side Kramer is |
to seek renomination and re-election.
Of other Republicans mentioned there!
are Frank T. Hainen and O. C. |
Broadwell.

Special Street Cleaners' Committee to Hold Momentous
Meeting Today.

Big Sinking Fund Also Necessary
to Retire Obligations
at Maturity.

WANTS CITY TO LOCATE
CAR STOPS IN SUBWAYi
Changes in
to the subway
Rapid Transit
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proposed amendments
grant of the Cleveland
company will be recDr. Charles S. Howe,

president of Case School of Applied
Science, and a special committee of
the Chamber of Commerce today.
The city council meets as a committee of the whole to consider the
subway grant. Definite action on the
amendments probably will be taken
at the.meeting.. The most important
change to be suggested by Dr. Howe
is one giving the city council control
of the location of subway stops.
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EES IDLE HELPED
BY SUBWAY LA
Federation

Organ

Wants

Traction Project Started to
Give Employment.
Resolution May Go to Council
Regarding Chance to

Work*
LABOR MEETINGS TODAY
BUILDING TRADES COUNCIL, 7:80 p. m.
CEMENT WORKERS, 7:80 p. Itt, All at.
Cleveland Federation of Labor, headquarters,
810 .Prospect-av S. E.
_ '
PILE DRIVERS ASSOCIATION, 7:30 p. m.
at 1809 W. 25th'-st.
- .
'
STOVE MOUNTERS, 7:30 p. m. at 2362
^PATTERNMAKERS' ASSOCIATION, 7:30
p. pi, at Bricklayers' headquarters, l£i
Progpect-av S. E.
' i^_ „ '
'->:
WAITERS 106. 3 p. m. at Walters' and
Cooks' club, 1120 Prospect-av S. B.
A resolution calling attention of
city council to the opportunity for
large numbers of men to obtain work
if a start is made in construction of
the proposed 3Ubway lines may be introduced at the next meeting of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor, 310
Prospect-av S. E. Wednesday night.
The Cleveland Federationist, official organ of the body, in its current
issue points out the benefit the undertaking would be to the labor situation. Pointing out that a large
number of men are out of employment, the editorial declares the work
would not "only give hundreds of, men
jobs but "conserve the safety of our
citizens In transit, and eliminate
congestion that will grow under existing conditions."
Thomas S. Farrell, secretary of the
federation, yesterday said the editorial does not represent the attitude of
the organization officially expressed,
on the dubiect of granting the franchise amendments asked by the Cleve- land Rapid Transit Railway Co. fhe
question of the merit of the ameiidmeiits has never been investigated
. by the federation, Mr. Farrell stated.
" Labor leaders yesterday, while not
. willing to- place themselves on record
for or against the resolution, stated
it v»-citld be a good opportunity for an
investigation by the legislative committee which, they held, could then
report its findings to the federation.
This method, they said, would make
it possible for the body to take intelligent action, either indorsing the
franchise amendments, or advising
council against them.

SALE OF RESERVOIR
USSEO BY G!TY
!Deal May be Made to Aid City
i in Building New Fairmount Container.
East End and Heights Real
Estate Figure in
. Transactions.
About eighteen acres of land valued
at the last appraisal at §190,000, and
said to be worth nearly twice that
amount, the property of the city of
Cleveland, and occupied by the Fairmount reservoir at Woodhill-av S. B.,
opposite Quincy-av, next year may be
thrown on the real estate market.
The water works department of the
city recently acquired about thirty
acres of land in that vicinity on which
to build a new reservoir with a capacity of 100,000,000 gallons, the 00,000,000 capacity of the old Fairmount
reservoir being inadequate for present needs.
The construction of the new reservoir is to be partly financed by a
$2,000,000. bond issue, $000,000 of
which' is to be devoted to the new
water container. This sum, however, .
is said to -be insufficient, and as the
old reservoir will be of no service to
the city, and more money is needed
for construction of the new, city officials are discussing a plan to sell
Fairmount reservoir and use the proceeds- to help pay for the new reservoir.
C. F. Schulz, commissioner of water,
yesterday said that the property
might be acquired by the park department and added to Ambler park.
For this, to be done a bond issue-woula
■ be required to raise money for the
purchase.
, _ .
The $190,000 valuation on the Fairmount reservoir property in the opinion of Mr. Schulz. is extremely low.
Ground near the pumping station m
that vicinity now usfed as ai coal yard
was purchased at about $2u,UUU an
acre.
At that proportion
the
Fairmount reservoir acreage would be
worth $150,000.
Large Frontage Sold.
Real estate on Overlook-rd in
Cleveland Heights formerly owned by
•Patrick Calhoun; another parcel near
124th-st and St. Clair-av N. E., together
with 150
feet on Euclid
Heights Boulevard, near Coventry-rd
in.Cleveland Heights figured, in deajs
totaling over $50,000 reported through
the real estate office of J. H. Greenberg"
Through the real estate department
of the Cleveland Trust Co. Mr. Greenberg purchased 737 feet on B. 124thBt,.south of St. Clair-av, for a consideration near $20,000. The Overlookrd property, consisting of 44U feet
Mr. Greenberg acquired for about
$25,000, and the 150 feet on Euclid
Heights boulevard at a price said to
be around $7,500.
-,
Other deals reported through tffe
same office were the purchase of eight
suites at 1779 E. 31st-st, on ground
50 by 150 feet, from Thomas P. Gibbons of the Sherwin-Williams Co for
about $8,000. Mr. Greenberg sold two
houses at 1811 Oregon-av N^ E to
Charles Charney, for about $o,(XJU.
o
:

FAVORS

MUSIC

LEADER

Commissioner Says Orchestra Conductor is Misunderstood.
Methods used at rehearsal by
Christiaan Timmer, conductor of the
municipal symphony orchestra, were
defended yesterday by T. M. Black,
commissioner of recreation. Mme.
Isa Latisch Harnik, harpist, has resigned from the orchestra following;
a disagreement with Director Timm- j
ne'r. The harpist Wednesday criti- |
cized the manner of the director at j
orchestra rehearsals. '
"Mr. Timmner may be. sarcastic at |
times in addressing "the musicians, j
but the members- of the orchestra are j
beginning to understand him and to
like him," said Commissioner Black
yesterday. "Perhaps at times owing
to his unfamiliarity'with'English he
may use such an expression as
'rotten' when he merely means bad.
He uses the expression 'first rate
rotten' at times during rehearsals.
Mme. Harnik will play for the last
time as member of the municipal
symphony orchestra at the coming,
concert Sunday. .

URGES

TRANSIT

SURVEY

Councilman Reynolds Would Have
City Prepare tor Subway.
Passage of the pending subway
ordinance extending the time for
starting work on the tubes will be
followed by a survey of the entire
rapid transit situation in Cleveland
If __a program urged yesterday by
Councilman J. W. Reynolds is" carried out.
Councilman Reynolds said yesterday he believed the Cleveland Transit
Railway-'Co. should be given one
more chance to build the tubes, but
that within the twelve-month extension period allowed in the pending 1
grant the city's engineering force
should be conducting a rapid transit
survey so, in the event work is not;
started by the company, the city j
could be ready to carry "Mt a rapid ;
transit plan. Included in the survey
i to' be
proposed by Councilman
Reynolds will be a study of the
question of the advisability of estab| lishing a suspended railway line on |
St. Clair-av N. E.
The council committee of the whole
^uTmeet thlTafternoorTto consider
I the pending ordinance. .

URGES FOjjDJR SAFETY
Benesch
Opposes Water
Project Appropriation.
issues for. 19lf to 'ifc^
the downtown high DrLSnrBtr?c"n«
on Lakeside-av N: E w«? ™ St*tion
Public Safety Director A\'XV'T
Yesterday the director dtciSS £'
cUUIr=^ghtt°th^eoun!

b
,,,:uid
r;:irnburs:dn
Ven^rc
not at this
time when thefire
xL
but

rnent itself is in need of ^many^"
provements and extensions" said V£l
director. < I am going to p^vVto
the mayor that a new flm «,*„*.
°
Carnegie-ay S. E. ana E Toft *s
an absolute necessity I am „~i
I
take him from the^Stion a^CSo*
av N. E. and E. -55th-st to the 1
posed alte of the Carnegie station To
show him the distance that must h«
covered by the departments nre
spending to calls in the latter section.
"*
Director Benesch is asking fnr
funds for a new station on Carnegie
av S. E., a new fire boat, a new cen
tral Are alarm office and for add)"
tional cable.
C. F. Schulz, commissioner of water, said yesterday"""" that-Improve '
| ments which his department is nut
i *m8 ln *nd those that must be cared
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C. 1 I. FIGHT ON
MUNY LIGHTING
COSTS $100,000
.■Several large ••Cleveland factories have just saved $100,000 as
the direct result of a fight between the muny light plant and
(lie Cleveland Illuminating Co. to
get tlie $50,000-a-year power contract of the National Power Co.
The Illuminating company got
the contract but,, as the result of
discrimination in obtaining it, it
loses
approximately
$100,000,
which goes to a dozen or so'plants
buying power on a high tension
schedule.
. Here's the story, made public
Friday by ,F. W. Ballard, muny
light superintendent: :
, The National Power Co. consists of. the; Cleveland Foundry
Co., the National Screw and Tack
Co., the Malleable Castings. Co.,
the Acme Manufacturing Co., and
the Adams-Bagnall Electric Co. It
Is a combination of interests for
the purchase of power.
When the bidding for this power
contract., became
spirited
thej
Cleveland Illuminating Co. offered I
as an extra inducement to pay for!
the transformers used in reducing |
the power to a voltage low enough j
for the^ concern's use. That landedi
the contract.
Bollard then asked Law Director
Stockwell to complain to the state
utilities commission that this was
discrimination in rates.
The commission sent a man here,!
found the National Power Co.'s
transformers were to have been i
taken over by the Illuminating;
company, but that the transformers
of other concerns, had not been
purchased.
The Illuminating cbmpany was
advised it would have to buy all
such equipment or none. It. decided
on all. The total cost, Ballard said
Friday, will
be
approximately
$100,000.
Robert Lindsay, general manager of the illuminating company,
made this statement Friday:
"It is true we have taken over
transformers
in
plants
using
power purchased at high tension
rates. We did this on our own
initiative, however."

BAKER OPPOSES GAHN
Mayor Boker Friday came out
against submission of the subway
franchise to the people as suggested by Councilman Gahn.
"Council should not dodge its
responsibilities by asking a referendum on every important question coming up," said Baker. The
referendum is the instrument of
the people, not a refuge for^eouncilmen in doubt."

FITZGERALD OPPOSES
j
ANY SALARY INCREASE
Large salary increases asked by
city employees will be the target
of attack by minority members of
the city council when the committee on appropriations meets Tuesday to consider Mayor Baker's
budget estimate.
Salary raises asked will total
$26,490.
This is exclusive of proposed new positions and extra patrolmen and firemen asked for by
the department of public safety.
A
number of the raises are for city
commissioners already, drawing .in
excess of $2,000 a year.

WEST""SHSTMEMORIAL
TO JOHNSON COMPLETED
The Johnson memorial statue in Library park, Fulton road, near Lorain
avenue, at last has been completed
In every detail after months of heckling of City Hall officials by West
Side children.
Workmen have completed a copper
weather shield, bought with money
left in the fund collected for the
statue by West Side children.

PAY IS
1GAL
A. B. du Pont. Cleveland's hundreddollar a day light plant expert consulting'
engineer, who assimilated
$5,000 for a traction arbitration some
months ago, and who recently was
severed from the city payroll, may
have to turn back to the city of Akron $1,041.70, which the state bureau
of accounting says was paid him illegally for expenses in connection with
services rendered in helping Akron
.come to an agreement with the N. O.
T. railway a year ago.
The state examiners say the money
was paid to du Pont out of the general fund of the. city and that no appropriation ever Was made with which
lo take care of it.
Du Pont turned in two bills for Ills
services, one for $820.90 and the other
for $220.70. The settlement he helped
to draw later was turned down as being unsatisfactory.
As yet no steps have been taken to
begin suit to recover the money.

Financial experts have used
much space to show us that things
generally in this old world of ours
are getting back to normal. By
way of general substantiation
Chris Timmner breaks out normally with temperament and the municipal orchestra is once more all
roiled up.

Mayor Baker decided not to name
committee to investigate conditions
of unemployed, folowing' report of
Chamber of Commerce that conditions are improved.

■
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MRS. BAKER HELD UP A T
GUN POINT; THIEF CAUGHT
Robber Threatens to Shoot Wife
of Mayor and Children, Taking
$500 in Jewels^and Cash and
Fleeing From Home.
RING IS SAVED BY PLEA:
"HOW ABOUT YOUR WIFE?"
Burglar Locked Up After Battle
With Police; Says He Wanted
Money to Make His Children
Happy on Christmas Day.
A 'daylight burglar who entered the
home of Mayor Baker yesterday afternoon and escaped -with jewels valued at $500, after brandishing a revolver and threatening to kill Mrs.
Baker and her two cnildren, was captured twenty minutes later through
the quick wit of Mrs. Baker.
Two other women were attacked by
robbers yesterday. The thugs in both
cases escaped.
The man who robbed Mrs. Baker,
arrested by lieutenant Reiber and
Patrolman Nelson, after a fight at E.
105th street and Euclid avenue, gave
his name' as Walter Linton, thirtynine years old. He told police that he
is a farmer, living near Ashland, O.
He said he had planned his first robbery because lie wanted to provide a
Christmas celebration for his five
children, police say,
Reminded of Own Children.
"I didn't know it was the mayor's
home, and I didn't really intend to
kill Mrs. Baker or her children, for
they reminded me too much of my
own'wife and children," Linton. told
Baker when . the mayor questioned
him at police headquarters.
The jewelry taken from the Baker
home was found by police in Linton's
pockets when the prisoner was
searched at the E. 105th street station. The revolver with which Mrs.
Baker had been threatened was taken from Linton by Lieutenant Reiber
when Linton fought in an effort to
escape as he was being led into the
station.
Linton called at the Baker home,
1851 Crawford road, at 2:16 o'clock
yesterday afternoon and was met at
the door by Ralph Leopold, brother
of Mrs. B/fke>

Mrs. Baker, Betty and Jack.

Enters by Ruse:
"He told me that he was ordered to told me he"was desperate, and
deliver some potatoes at the house," would kill me if I talked loudly.
"I sat up in bed to talk with him.
said Leopold. "I called the cook,
who denied the potatoes had been or- but didn't attempt to get out. He
dered and the man left. A few min- slipped my jewels into his pocket,
utes later I left the house, thinking and also took two purses containing
I; about $3. I told him to leave the
nothing of the incident."
Linton returned half an hour later I jewels, take the money, and let Mr.
and entered (he yard, where Jack, Baker attempt to find work for him.
seven, years old, and Betty, eight He insisted that he was going to
years old,. Mayor Baker's two oldest take the jewels, and then threatened
children, were playing with two to shoot Jack and Betty if I madeneighbor children. According to the an outcry as he was leaving the
children, Linton. asked Jack if his house. Then he dodged through the
door and ran downstairs.
father was home.
Calls Police.
"I told him no, but that mother was
asleep in her room upstairs," said
"I talked with him calmly, beJack. "Betty and 1 were playing bur- cause that was what Mr. Baker
glar with the other children, and we had told me to do if ever a burglar
went ahead with the game when the entered the house. As soon as he
man entered the front door."
was gone I went quietly to the teleMrs. Baker was asleep, lying in phone and called police headquarher bedroom, when she was awak- ters, giving them his description.
ened by the noise Linton made in Then I called the children into the
searching dresser drawers.
house.
"I asked the man who he was
"I had talked as loudly as possible
and what he wanted," Mrs. Baker while the man was there in the
said.
"He pointed a gun at me, hope of attracting the cook and the

maid, who were downstairs, but they
did not hear me.
"I was not frightened, but I was
terribly anxious about the children,
after the threat that he made. I told
.him .1 didn't believe the gun was
loaded when he said he would shoot,
but he opened the gun and showed
me the cartridges.
"That happened just after he, had
demanded my wedding ring, which
was on my finger. I asked him how
his wife would feel if someone took
her wedding ring, then he desisted,
saying he couldn't take it.
"I was not a bit nervous—not half
as nervous as the burglar was. 1
have asked Mr. Baker to do all he
can' for the man, for I feel so sorry
for him and his family. I do not believe he is a really bad man."
After Mrs. Baker had notified police, she called Mayor Baker, then
attended a Fortnightly Club rehearsal, where she was scheduled to sing.
After leaving the Baker home
through the. front door Linton ran
down Crawford road to E. Slst street,

then to Euclid avenue At fh
of -Euclid avenue and E gf cornei'
Linton tore off his collar and tifT'
ue
carding them.
- QisGeorge Tremper._clerk ln the
ard drug- store, located at the corner
saw Lmton's actions,, and beUevea
the man was insane. Linton boarderf
an east-bound Euclid avenue™
and Tremper telephoned polio*. nt «.
E. 105th street station fha 'a, insane"
lnsan
man had 1-arded the car.
e
The call was received hv T ; *
e
ant Reiber a minute afte w? ""
ters had telephoned the report o?^"
Baker robbery. Reiber and wVSOn*
went immediately to the
E. ,105th street and° fe™ u°/
arriving just as the car 1
l'
Linton
was
riding
°* w*"<*
Smith had given the\umbTofthe
U19
car to police.
Nelson was stationed at the front
end ot the car. R6iber at tht, fr'°nt
Linton bolted through the front door
and attempted to run. Nelson „!!'
Pled with him. holdlng tim ^
Reiber ran to his aid. Reiber ™™
started to the station, half a block
away in. E. 105th street, and Ne™
went back to search tne'oar for jewels
he believed the prisoner might have
ve
thrown away.
Battle on Way to Station.
"Linton started to fight just as we
reached the station, and drew a re
volver from his pocket," said Reiber
I grabbed the gun, and it broke in
the middle, letting five cartridges fall
to the walk. The gun snapped "shut
again, and Linton pressed it against
my head and pulled the trigger three
times.
"Upon examining the revolver in
the station I discovered that there
was one cartridge remaining in the
chamber, and that a fourth pull of
the trigger would have sent that bul
let into my head.
"He said when he was being 'ocked
up that he wished I had killed him
rather than compel him to face the
disgrace of arrest.."
Linton told police, they say, that
while he wouldn't have shot' Mrs
Baker or her children, that he did
intend
to shoot Leopold, Mrs
Baker's brother, if necessary to get
a diamond stick pin he had* noticed
in Leopold's tie when he first called
at the Baker home.
Linton said he came to Cleveland
from Ashland three days ago, registering at the New Erie Hotel, 1441
E. 9th street. He told police he intended tj rob someone, but that he
didn't want to spoil a Thanksgiving
celebration, so he deferred his action
until yesterday.
The prisoner declared that he had
never been arrested before, and had
never committed a crime. He said
he had been working a 20-acre farm
near Ashland, but that poor crops
had forced him to become two
months in arrears on his rent.
"I owed other bills besides $55 rent,
and t knew that unless I could get
money immediately my wife and
children would have to go without
a Christmas celebration this year,",
said Linton. "That thought drove j
me to plan a robbery."
The other women attacked yesterday were Miss Ida Berkowitz," nineteen years old, and Mrs. George
Onesko, 817 Brayton avenue.
Miss Berkowitz, who is a maid at
the home of Samuel Beck, 3234 Woodland avenue, was knocked unconscious by a negro burglar whom she
discovered in her room. The burglar
escaped.
Two men attacked Mrs. Onesko as
she was entering her home. Her
husband, who ran to her assistance
was stabbed by the men, who fled.'
He was taken to City Hospital suffering from wounds in the back and
neck.
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\JHIEF CAUGHT
IN 20 MINUTES
ipXlCK action on the part of
\{J police, the alertness of George
Ijremper, and Mrs, Baker's re\0rkable coolness resulted yesterday in the capture of Walter LinIQII twenty minutes after he had
robbed the Baker home.
Mrs. Baker telephoned police
A
s soon as Linton had left.
minute after Lieutenant Reiber,
of the E. 105th street station, took
ier report, Tremper, a cleric in the
Standard Drug store at E. 81st
j s(reet and Euclid avenue, telepioned Reiber that.he had seen a
highly excited man board an eastWind Euclid avnue car. A few
minutes later Linton was arI rested as he stepped from the car
it E. 105th street.
»1 shall not use the boldness of
I tite robbery as a plea for more
\p\ice," said Mayor Baker last
\mght. "The robbery would not
/wise been prevented even if we
\Ud 1fi°° extra police. I think
[the force did excellent work on
this case."

BY ALL MEANS—YES.
rT

is proposed by the city hall to
1 have a big municipal celebration
some time next year. The purpose
is to signalize the completion and ■
dedication of new public works
and institutions costing $15,000,000. Meanwhile, a public auditorium and exposition hall is to be
built as a part of the group plan,
*JBata cost of $500,000. The celebration program Includes a municipal
exposition in this hall.
It's a good thing.
All those
public works and institutions were
meant to be good things in themselves and possibly they are, to
some extent at least.
Cleveland
certainly does need a big auditorium. And we have top few opportunities to take such a good
look at ourselves as a municipal
exposition would afford.
In fact the municipal exposition
tdea is so commendable that it
•would deserve our heartiest support even if it stood alone. Doubtless it would make clear by means
of maps, diagrams and similar devices, just what It means to the
people of Cleveland to be in debt to
the extent
of
$47,636,101.56.
Probably it would show, also, how
the interest charge on that indebtedness, amounting to nearly $2,000,000 a year, Is being met. And
surest thing of all, the mayor would
demonstrate the method whereby
he intends to raise more than $5,-1
500,000 each year to pay off the in-,
debtedness as it becomes due.

ELYRIANS MUST JOURNEY
TO HEAR CITY ORCHESTRA
Elyria citizens will not have the
privilege of hearing Cleveland's widely advertised municipal orchestra unless they journey here some Sunday
afternoon.
Commissioner of Recreation, Black,
answering a communication from
Elyria, yesterday said that the orchestra was not prepared to make
out-of-town trips. The communication asked for the city's lowest rates
for an engagement at Elyria.

SUBWAY BUILDERS
10 BE MASKED AS WILLPERMITCITY
ITY'S UPLIFTERS
TOP
Job-Holders Will Be Organized
to Promote Aspirations, but
Voters Are Not to Know
It by the Name,

^Transit Company Officials Also
Agree to Maintain Stations
Near
Each
Surface
Cross-Town Line.

MAYOR'S PRAISES MUST
BE SOUNDED ACCIDENTALLY

CHAMBERREC0MMENDAT10NS
RECOGNIZED BY PROMOTERS

"Non Compos Mentis" Claims
He Should Be Leader of
"Idealists;" Meet Secretly,
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Manager Gus Hanna, of the white
wings' ball club and Mayor Baker's
boomlet, met with the city employees'
committee, that is entrusted with the
task of creating sentiment for Baker, bright and early yesterday and
decided on the method to be used.
The committee meeting, which was
held behind closed doors in the office of County Clerk Haserodt, convened without any unnecessary publicity. That, the boomers hope and
trust, will come later. In the first
place, Haserodt is likely to be the big
fellow in the movement, although
friends of Gus Hanna claim that he
should be the head of the sentimentcreating organization in view of the
fact that he supplied the campaign
with the ringing slogan of "Non
compos mentis."
.
How Boomers Will Work.
First steps toward the new idea in
popularity production are to be taken
at a meeting of the city employees
and Democratic politicians next week,
to be called by Haserodt, under the
auspices of the Street Cleaners' Benevolent Association.
In brief, the scheme is to organize
under some uplift name that in itself will not have even the smell of
politics, as many city and county
employees as can be induced to join.
This plan, of course, bars the use
of the descriptive title of Pie-Counter
Protective Association, suggested a
week ago by the county employees.
Then the club, under whatever
name is picked, is to hold meetings
at which alleged achievements of
the Democratic city administration
are to be eulogized by Mayor Baker
and other friendly spirits. It is
probable that Grays' or Central
armory will be used, according to
Clerk Haserodt. Mayor Baker is to
be the first speaker, to be followed
by "men of my views" from this and
other cities.
Mask as TJplifters.
At the same time, members of
Baker's cabinet are to tour the
Democratic ward clubs, also telling
what a fine fellow they claim Baker
is. Of course, it is to be 'carefully
explained that the purpose of these
meetings will be to boost Cleveland
and that any kind words that "accidentally" happen to be said about
Baker by himself and his cabinet are
to be regarded as slips of the tongue.
The plan, in a word, is to mask the
city hall employees and their associates as uplifters.
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| Council Committee Refuses to
Commit Self on Feasibility
of Projected Plans.
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Amended subway grants of the
j Cleveland Rapid Transit Company
will contain provision for stations
near each surface crosstown line and
! will permit the city council to desigI nate a minimum number of stops on
leach underground line.
: This was practically agreed to by
!promoters of the company at a meeting of the city council committee of
the whole yesterday.
Action followed recommendations by the public utilities committee of the Chamber of Commerce.
Will Meet Recommendations.
"I think the recommendations, in a
general way, can be met,1' said W. R./
Hopkins, president of the rapid transit company. At a former meeting of
the committee he had declared he
-would drop entire negotiations if the
council attempted to designate the
number or location of subway stops.
No stops between the Public Square
and E. 55th street were" contemplated,
Hopkins said.
Recommendations of the chamber
, committee in regard to the minimum
number of stops on each line were as,
follows:
Superior avenue—Two stops between the Public Square and E. 53th
street, four stops between B. 55th
j street and E. :105th street, one stop
j for every remaining half mile.
Euclid avenue—Two stops between
Public Square and E. 55th street,
\ four stops between E. 55th street
i and E. 105th street, one stop foV
every remaining half mile. '
Woodland avenue—Three stops between Public Square and E. 55th
street, one stop for every half mile
for remainder of route.
Broadway—Two
stops
between
Woodland avenue and Broadway,
starting at E. 55th street and
Woodland avenue; one stop for
every remaining half mile.
Detroit avenue—Three stops to and
including W. 65th street, one stop
for every remaining half mile.
Lorain avenue^Two stops to and
including W. 65th street, one stop
for every remaining half mile.
W. 23th street—Two stops between
Detroit avenue and Clark avenue,
one stop for every remaining half
mile.
The council should not attempt to
dictate an unreasonable number of
stops or the exact location of any
station, the committee said.
Baker Xames Committee.
The committee further declared
that its suggestions did not commit
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it to any opinion as to the desirability or financial feasibility of the subway project.
At the suggestion of Mayor Baker,
a committee, composed of Councilmen
Koch, Reynolds, Stolte, Dittrick and
Wagner, was named to draft proposed changes to the amendments.
The committee will meet Monday
afternoon and the ordinance probably
will be placed on its second reading
at the next meeting of the council.
Baker also joined with Hopkins in
opposing an automatic forfeiture of
the grant, in case the company failed
to comply with all provisions. Forfeiture should come by direct action of the council, Baker said.' The
automatic forfeiture was proposed
by the Chamber committee.

Baker to Discuss "Policies."
Mayor Baker and Professor A. R.
Hatton, of Western Reserve University, delegates from the City Club
to the conference of mayors in Philadelphia last we'ek, will speak at the
City Club luncheon today. The subject will be "Public Policies as to
Municipal Unities."
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CITY TO GET DEEDS FOR
PENNSY LAND THIS WEEK,
Deeds for lakefront, land at W.
58th. street, wanted for a sewage
disposal plant site, will be given to
the city this week by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, Director
of Public Service Sicilo said yesterday.
...
Owing to delay in negotiations little work can be done at the disposal
plant site this season, Sidlo said, although contracts have been let.
•■\*ork on the sewage disposal plant
in Newburg Heights has also been
held up.

sr

PUBLIC KPT!
PLANS COMPLETED
ASIRRIOILS
Mayor Names 200 Vice Presi
dents on Committee to Extend Welcome to Ambassador at Armory Function,
CITY WILL GREET COLONEL
ON DECEMBER 9 AT 3 P. M.
Clevelanders Will Be Among First
to Greet Fellow Townsman

in Gotham.

CITY MAY_BUY PLANT

fTUnr. £f//y

By United Press.

COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 28.—At a
price of $119,046, fixed by the state
utilities commission, the Defiance
Water Co. is expected to sell its
plant to the city. The company
asked $167,687, but. the city refused
to buy at that, price. They asked
the commission's aid.

MRS. BAKER WARNED
MAN HE'D BE CAUGHT

¥ ■■ ■ ^tewj^)4

"It's unlucky for men to try
to rob us," philosophized Mrs
Baker Friday, wMle trying to
persuade Unton not to rob the
Baker house. "They're always
caught."
--_ T,..
Several years ago Mrs. Ba
ker scared away a man who had
broken into the Baker borne
She rushed in the room where
he was and the man fled.
When Baker was city solicitor he was held up' and robbed
by two men, who were caught
and convicted. An attempt to
rob the Baker home was made
last summer.
, Among Jewelry recovered by
police following Fridays burglary was a watch chain 300
Sears old. It was brought to
America by an ancestor of
Mayor Baker.
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MRS. WALTER LINTON, Ashland, farmer's wife, mother of
five children, Monday made a
direct appeal to Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of Cleveland's mayor and
mother of three children, in behalf of
her husband, held here for the grand
jury on a charge of stealing $500
worth of jewelry from Mrs. Baker
and threatening her ,with a revolver.
Linton admits the theft.
It is through the
children—the
mother-love of farmer's and mayor':
wife—that Mrs. Linton makes,her appeal. It is for the sake of her five lit
tie ones—poorly ctad and hungry-;
that she asks leniency be shown hei
husband.

THIEF'S WIFE PLEADS MOTHER LOVE
TO MAYOR'S WIFE FOR HER HUSBAND

"For Children's Sake"
'It must have been for the chil
dren's'sake that Walter did this ter
rible thing," said Mrs. Linton at he
home Monday.
"I know he nevei
would do It to gain anything for himself. Often he talked about the cheerless Christmas the children woulc
have and I know that it was to maki
them happy that he did this wrong
Mrs. Baker doesn't know what it ii
to want. She doesn't know.what it, i'
to hear her children cry for food ant
warm clothes. She doesn't know whaa har.d time we have had,' but sh<
does know a mother's love for he
children. It is this love I hope will in.
fluence her to have the mayor le
Walter come back to us."
To make doubly sure that her ap.
peal receive the fullest attention Mr:.
Linton also wrote to Mayor Baker...
Mrs. Linton's letters are
date"
"Sabbath afternoon." Here is her apt
peal t»..the mayor:
' Mrs. Linton's letter
1 tfrlte to vou in behalf of my husband, will
T am told, entered your home. I cannot ui
flerstand how any man could do such a te,
rible thing, much less my husband who hs
always been good and Kind, and I am sut
would never hurt a chlld-hls own, yours,
any other woman's. If he has done what la.
told, it must have been from desperation aft?
not 'finding employment.
ilso we rented a farm here, but practicall
nothing
is our
our'own
an f$800 debt—
is *—j
pa'
nothing is
uiiii until
u""' <*"
Therefore vou must somehow understand wl
Mr Linton was so very worried. And a
vou not understand that should my husband
'be taken from us what a terrible burden
would be thrust upon me, his wife, and the
mother of five children, who are even now
waiting every day for papa's first wages, so
they can have some new shoes and warmer
underclothes?
I am not to judge Mr. Linton.
nor do!I wish to make an excuse for so great
a mistake as he has made. But I appeal to
vou for the sake of his children and their future welfare to aid Mr. Linton in gaining his
freedom.
and pray for the best,
treeoom. 1 will trust
Mf[p JOHANXA LINTON.
"Where Is Papa?"
The five children, Lawrence, nine;:
Livingston, seven; 1 umo, five; Leroy.
three, and Lily, one, don't know-why
their father doesn't come home.
And Mrs. Linton . won't, tell.
To
their questions there is just a vague
"Papa is away. He'll be back soon.'"
Mayor Baker .thinks . maybe Linton needs an alienist—that his mind
is deranged.
But Linton says, "It
isn't m> mind,' it's my heart that is
sick."
Mrs. Linton hopes the bond of
mother love between herself and
tirs. Baker will cure Linton's heart
sickness and send him home to her.
While Linton is in jail Mrs. Linton
is selling corn to try to keep enough
food in their little home to quiet
the cries of her children.

end 222^: EJLEY

HOOT! SAYS MARAUDER
FOUND IN CITY HALL
Cornelius Hock, City Hall night
watchman, early Monday, heard a
strange, muffled cry and a scuffling
like' that of burglars. As he crouched
behind a partition he fished out a revolver. A minute later he heard the'
same cry, then dashed into Superior
avenue and got a patrolman.
_
The two gum-shoe'd back into the
garters of Frank Beckett City Hall
custodian, flashed on a light and
fnnnd—a big hoot owl, perched on a
window sill its eyes blinking in the
light, and a baby owl beside her.
The owls, a gift to the city, were
I taken to Brookside zoo late Monday.

WANT
EX-POLICE TO
W
TAKE SUBURB EXAM

police department had been set for
Friday night.
, ,
'..rn,* jobs are open to an one
I to pass the examinations,
Herbert
1
-hut we are anxious to obtain
says, but we a.fe
Cleveland
the services of letireo.
officers.
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CITY PAYS $2,000 BONUS

CITY WILL Of FER BONDS
TO RENWLIGHTING LOAN

IN BUYlNySALOON SITEf
It's worth a cool $2,000 to have a
saloon at Division avenue and W.
45th street.
The city law department and the
council committee on finance reached
this agreement yesterday in approv- j
ing the purchase of a tract of land
needed for the Division filtration I
plant.
Real estate experts valued the '
land and building- at $4,500. The prop- j
erty is occupied by a saloon. It was {
estimated that the location was
worth-$2,000.
The law department explained that
insolvency court had taken the business value into consideration in a
similar appropriation case brought by
the city.

Commission
Protests Against
Establishment of Line "Which
Will Interfere VVith/fsland
and Piers
OFFICIALS^ Ml
Wl

Eighteen thousand dollars' worth of
refunder bonds will be offered for
sale by the city December 29, to renew loans for the building of the Collinwood municipal lighting plant. The
plant will be closed down shortly.
Original foonds were issued by the
village of Collingwood. Earnings of
the light plant were insufficient vto
retire the securities on maturity. The
Collinwood plant has been operated
at a loss since the city cut the price
of electric current to three cents per
kilowatt hour last May.
One half million dollars' worth of
waterworks bonds and $175,000 worth ,
of bonds for the sewering of Dugway brook will also be offered for j
sale by the city December 29.

TODAY
S, ENGINEER

Chamber of Commerce Committee Also to Approve City's
Recommendations,

LINTON'S WIFE IMPLORES
MAYOR TO FREE HUSBAND
A letter imploring- Mayor Baker to
save from the penitentiary Walter
Linton, of Ashland, O., who held up
and robbed Mrs. Baker at her home
last Friday, was received yesterday
by the mayor from Linton's wife.
The letter said poverty, and fear
that his five children would suffer
hunger and deprivation had made
Linton desperate.
. "I want to do what is best for the
man, his family and society," Mayor I
Baker said yesterday, "but I do not J
want to do anything to encourage
men to believe they can commit a
crime and escape with light punishmerit."
Prosecutor Locher said the case will.
be tried on its merits.
Mrs. Baker, whom Linton robbed
at the point of a revolver, indicated,
yesterday that she favors clemency |
for Linton.

i

Development of the easterly lakefront along lines proposed by a
special committee of the city council
will be urged by the city river and!
harbor commission at a hearing before United States Engineer Bond
tomorrow.
The commission yesterday decided I
to protest against the establishment j
of a harbor line at this time, "if a
harbor line will interfere with the
construction of an island and a
series of municipal piers inside the
government breakwater. I This is the !
Plan approved by the city council. |
The meeting tomorrow was called
by Bond to consider the establish-;
ment of a harbor line 2,000 feet in-|
side the breakwater. The establish-'
ment of a harbor line confers on
riparian owners the right to fill out
to the fixed line.
Members of the commission yesterday expressed the belief that the
government could so adjust the har-'
bor line as to permit development in'
accordance with the city's plans. In
case this can
not -be .clone, the
commission will urge delay.
The Pennsylvania and Lake Shore
railroads have made application to
make a DOO-foot fill into the lake
from E. 9th street to E. 26th street.
This project was opposed by the city
when it was learned fiat an immense freight terminal was planned
for this tract.
Xhe treatment of the easterly
harbor should be tied up with development west of W. 9th street, in
the opinion of Director of Public i
Service Sidlo. The Supreme Court
of the United States recently held
that title to this land rested with the
city, and not with the railroads occupying it with switch tracks and
docks.
Recommendations that no harbor
line be established until a comprehensive plan for the harbor development is made also will be presented
by the river and harbor committee
of the Chamber of Commerce.
The statement of the recommendations, which reiterate the position
taken by the chamber in 1910 and
1912, was drawn up at a meeting of
the committee yesterday.

CONCERlipL/fED, GET~ j
$7,000\FR0M COUNCIL,
Municipal orchestra concerts were!
severely criticized by members of the
council committee on finance yesterday. Criticism, however, did not prevent the committee from allowing the
orchestra an additional $7,000 apropriation.
"It's an expensive luxury." said
Councilman Moylan. "We shall let
the orchestra have this money and
stop the whole thing the first of the
year," said Councilman Stolte.
Councilman Damm said that he had
attended one concert and would not
go again. He agreed with Stolte that ,
concerts should be stopped on January 1.
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MAYOR'S WIFE
PITIES BUT CAN
NOT SAVE THIEF
BY WINIFRED VAN DUZER
Mrs Newton D. Baker's sympathy
for another woman and five little
children has softened her memory of
being robbed and threatened with a
pistol by Walter Linton.
Tuesday, at her home, 18ol Crawford road, Mrs. Baker was considering the letter Mrs. Linton wrote her
from Ashland, begging that, remembering her love for her own little
children, she intercede for the father
of Lintoh's babies. Linton now is
held to the grand jury on the charge
of housebreaking.
"Of course I understand her appeal" Mrs. Baker said regretfully,
"and of course I am so sorry for the
children. The heaviest penalty of
crime seems to be the punishment
it inflicts upon innocents.
"For their sake I wish that he could
co free. But it seems that for humanity at large his failure to pay the
penalty for his crime would be undesirable. He confessed that he came
to Cleveland to obtain $100 and
bought his revolver to help his purpose. That doesn't portend good for
the community fi he goes free.
"Anyway, 1 don't know what there
is that I could do for him.
' "Even if Mayor Baker's position as
a public official carried influence I
don't think he would use it, as it
wouldn't seem right."

WOMEN GREET
HERRICK'S WIFE
Plans for the reception of Colonel
Mvron T. Herrick and Mrs. Herrick,
upon their return to Cleveland from
France, Tuesday were nearly perfected. Only a few details remained
for the committee to work out.
'A commit* of women will receive
Mrs. Herrick while her «*"*»«*?*
husband is being welcomed by the
men's committee.
Alexander S.
Taylor, vice chairman of Httjtnmittee, announced Tuesday that in
aU probability Senator Atlee Pome-rerle would be present at Central
armory Wednesday afternoon, Decernber 9, when the reception will
^Letters of invitation were mailed!
Tuesday to persons expected to go to j
Sew York with the committee to
greet Colonel and Mrs. Herrick when
they arrive from France.
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COUNCIL READY
TO GIVE SUBWAY
TIME EXTENSION
Council next Monday night is
scheduled to grant the Cleveland j
Rapid Transit Co. 12 months]
more time in which to beginj
building the subway.
An ordinance granting this ex-;
tension was given its second;
reading Monday night, after approval by committee of the whole.
The amended ordinance Tuesday was being placed in printed
form.
By an almost overwhelming
vote
council
Monday
night
turned down a resolution by
Councilman Gahn to reopen the;
"entire subway project, a move;
several councilmen said probably
would lead to submission of the.
question to the people and long1
delay.
Here Are Amendments.
The main amendments to the1
extension are these:
Work must be started in 12
months. ■
First line must be completed
30 months thereafter.
When progress of work is not
up to schedule, company forfeits
title to all lines under construe- '
ti a and franchise on lines not
under construction.
Work during first 12 months
must represent expenditure of
$500,000, and at end of two years \
$2,000,000.
Council designates minimum .
number of stops on each line.
Police powers may be used to
force construction work.
These amendments have been approved by a special committee of
chamber of commerce.

What Council Did Monday Night
Here's what council did at its
meeting Monday night:
Gave second reading to ordinance providing time extension
for starting work on subway.
Refused to give Cleveland Illuminating Co. right to extend
heat and hot water mains in
downtown section.
Voted to annex a part of East
View village.
Authorized $500,000 muny
light bonds.
Voted $2,000,000 waterworks
bond issue.
Voted down annexation of
part of South Brooklyn.
Re-referred to committee or
dinance extending districts ii
which frame buildings may b<
constructed.
Provided $7000 for muny or
chestra for remainder of year.

Received ordinance re-establishing, half-hour car service in
Nottingham.
Authorized naming of committee of five to investigate advisability of building muny exposition hall.
Authorized naming of committee of three to investigate feasibility of trying to obtain for
Cleveland Olympic games in
1916.
Voted for report from server
on cost of concrete steps from
Ansel-rd to Wade park, between
Wade Park-av and Superior-av.
Authorized naming of committee of councilmen and officials to
represent city in hearing, Dec. 2,
on federal plan to establish harbor line.
Received communication of
Dr. W. I. Gordon complaining of
service of Bell Telephone Co.

WAY CLEAR TO
USE GARY PLA|
WHAT SCHOOL B0AED
DID LATE MONDAY

School board late Monday disposed of the following matters:
Authorized sale of $600,000
worth of the $1,000,000 new
building bond issue to bear 4%
per cent interest.
Authorized sale of $400,000
worth of the $500,000 bond issue
for repair of old buildings.
Authorized circulation of hand
bills in schools to advertise
muny symphony concerts.
Passed resolution over protest
of D. C. Westenhaver, president,
giving special board committee
power to recommend part or all
of Gary plan.
Adopted that part of the new
board rules covering salary
schedule.
Sanctioned appointment of
Dr. A. G. Schlink, 8608 Houghav, as school medical inspector
to succeed Dr. J. H. McHenry,
> resigned.
Authorized South school fire
(escapes to cost about $2000.
Turned down plan of Luther
Fish to enlist schools in fight on
penny charge for car transfers.
*■

MAY SELL SCHOOL
B0NDJLT0 PUBLIC
Bond brokers Tuesday were
skeptical about the ability of
school board to market a $1,000,000 new building and repair
bond issue, authorized late Mon, day.
Edward Bushnell, chairman of
;: the board's finance committee,
said he also was doubtful about
whether all the bonds could be
disposed of at the present time.
Unless the bonds are sold,
board members say an early halt
will have to be called on the
board's plan for erecting new
school buildings and repair of
old buildings may be delayed.
School bonds now are sold only
in amounts of $1000 each. If the
. board finds it cannot sell the
$1000 bonds, it may vote to split
them into amounts as low as
$100, and then sell them to people in the school district which
needs a new building.

CAN'T EXTEND MAINS
Council Monday night refused
the Cleveland Illuminating Co.,
the privilege of extending its;
downtown heat and hot water:
mains. The vote on the resolution was 12 for and 12 against.
President Thompson declared
the resolution lost.
*

\T,W MORlVIiV<; TRAIN FRO'*'

School board Tuesday cleared
the way for adoption of the efficiency educational methods used
in Gary, Ind. public schools.
By a vote of 5 to 2, the board
adopted a resolution late Monday,
empowering a special committee
to adopt any part or the whole
of the Gary system here to solve
congestion.
The committee given this power
consists of Miss Emma M. Perkins, Mrs. Arnold\X*reen and 0. K.
Dorn.
» -.

■■
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BARBER'S SUBWAY TO t
HAVE SMALL CAPITAL
Promoter of E. 55th Street
Freight Line Wishes First to
Prove Worth to Investors.
The E. 55th street freight subway
project, proposed by O., C. Barber,
Barberton match manufacturer, will
take definite form tomorrow or Friday, Harvey D. Goulder, attorney,
Rockefeller building, said yesterday.]
A corporation for the purpose ofi
promoting the project then will be i
organized at a meeting with Barber.'
"It is planned to capitalize the
corporation at a nominal sum," said
Goulder, "as it is not Barber's in-.
tention to interest a large amount of!
capital until he can show the project'
is feasible."
j
The
corporation, according
to
Goulder, will first seek a franchise
from the city for freight subway
rights under E. 55th street. It will
then endeavor to have the federal [
;
government fix the harbor line in :
the eastern harbor, where Barber's
project involves the erection of huge
ore and coal docks to be connectedj
by the subway with railroads in the
uppper Cuyahoga valley.
Mayor Baker and a special committee of the city council will represent the city at a public hearing on
the establishment of an easterly
harbor line this afternoon to be held
in the offices of United States Engineer Bond.
Representatives of the city will
ask the approval of plans for the
construction of an island and series
| of municipal pier'B between E. 9th
j street and E. 26th street. They will
j protest against the establishment of
j a harbor line at this time, if this
I interferes with the proposed plan of
j development.

HERRICK RECEPTION j
PLANS COMPLETED
Central Armory Meeting Will Begin at 3 P. M, Next Wednesday;
Burton, Baker and Pomerene to Speak.
Details of the two receptions for
former Ambassador Myron T. Herrick and Mrs. Herriek were completed yesterday, when Alexander S.
Taylor, vice chairman of the municipal committee which will have
charge of the function to-fee held at
tho Central Armory next Wednesday,
made public the program.
H. O. VanHart, secretary of the
committee which is preparing to take
a party of Colonel Herrick's friends
to New York to meet the Herriek
family at the dock Monday, received
a telegram from New York yesterday completing arrangements for the
reception of the committee there.
Headquarters will be at the Ohio Society's rooms at the "Waldorf.
In accordance with instructions
from the treasury department, Maurice Maschke, collector of customs
here, extended the courtesy of the
.port to Ambassdor Herriek, and he
will find on his arrival in Cleveland
that all of his household goods have
preceded him from Paris. The government gives the right of free entry
j without examination to all goods
! brought back to the United States
j by an ambassador or envoy.
I The events on the municipal reception program as announced yesterj day by Mr. Taylor are as follows:
1 p. m. Committee of 200 vice presi-

dents meets at the Hollenden Hotel
and starts for the Herriek mansion
in Overlook road.
2 p. m. Mr. and Mrs. Herriek will
receive the committee and the women's committee of ten.
2:30 p. m. The committee, Mr. and
Mrs. Herriek and civic and national
officials will enter automobiles and
proceed downtown to Central Armory.
The route will be Cedar parkway to^
University Circle, on Euclid avenueto E. 6th street, E. 6th street to the
armory.
3 p. m. The Herriek party will enter the armory, passing between files j
of soldiers under command of Colonel
Felix Rosenberg, to the platform.
At the armory the program will be:
'America," by the Singers' Club, accompanied by a massed orchestra;
invocation. Rt. Rev. Msgr. t. C.
O'Reilly, D. D.; addresses,' Mayor
Baker, Senator Burton and Senator
Pomerene; Handel's largo, by the,.
Singers' Club; address, James /H.,,
Hoyt, and Colonel Herrick's response. ~
Thousands of American flags will..
be distributed through the armory.
The women's committee to receiveMrs. Herriek will be appointed late,
this week. C. E. Adams, chairman of^ the general committee, returns from
the East on Thursday.

SS

SUIT SEEKS TO BLOCK
LIBRARY SITE PLANS
Suit to restrain the city from transferring the present city hall site to
the public library board will be
brought in common pleas court today
by Director of Law Stockwell. He
will allege that one political division
is without power to transfer property
to another.
Application for an injunction was
made by Attorney C. A. Niman after the public library board had voted
to accept the site as a location for a
new main public library building.
Stockwell also will claim that the
library board is without ^authority to
accept the gift.
A two million dollar bond issue for j
the erection of a new library building was voted two years ago.
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OPPOSE DANCE HALL PLAN

Howe Favor
Police Plan.

Washington \ Part Residents May
Get Shelter House Instead.

ApprovkVbf a police cadet system
which will be recommended to council by Public Safety Director A. A
Benesch. came yesterday from Mavor
Newton D. Baker and Chief of Si
■W. 8 Howe. Fifteen young men hay!
ap p e d
. iL ( /°£ Place« ln the cadet"quad
"Chief
Rowe favors giving anni?'
cants a thorough training a! caddis
before making them members of the
regular force," said Director Benesch
"He believes funds should be prov?rt'
ed to permit the appointment ofas
many cadets as there are men on reS
ular patrol duty at one time If t&l
council allows the increase' I hav«
asked this plan could be followed "
"It is the most helpful suggestion
in its forward looking possibilities of
any that has been made," said Mavor :
Baker yesterday. "I would like to see
the plan given a trial."

City Close. Boulevard Deal.
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Members of the "Washington Park
Improvement association told Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo yesterday they were opposed to the erection of a municipal dance hall in
Washington park.
Because of the protest, the city
may erect a shelter house and refreshment building instead of a dance
hall.
Councilman J. E. "Votava favors
the dance hall.

.
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SCORE TURNING
OUT OF STREET
LIGHTS IN DARK
Complaints against turning off
street lights , before daylight poured
into City Hall Wednesday as a result
of Wednesday morning's fog. Couneflmen, too, said they have received
scores of protests, especially from
street car men and autoists, who say
mishaps are narrowly avoided hecause lights are turned out so early.
Arc lamps now are turned on at
5:20 p. m. and are off at 6:30 a. m.
Gas lamps are lighted at 4:50 p. m.
and turned out at 6 a. m. C. H. Kibble, city street lighting superintendent, says it would cost $40,000 more a
year to burn lights half an hour longer both evening and morning.
Thousands
of downtown office
workers had a revived alibi Wednesday for being late to work. The
heavy fog which blanketed the city
made street car traffic slow and generally held up things.
Weather bureau officials said the
fog was one of the heaviest on record
here. It came before daybreak and
indications were that it would last all
day.
All traffic moved cautiously.
It
was impossible to see 30 feet ahead.
Many minor accidents were reported
to police.

^e^ - £

The Union club Wednesday decided
to honor Ambassador Herrick when
he returns from France early this
month. The club will banquet in his
honor December 10.
Plans for the civic reception which
will be held at Central armory
Wednesday are complete. A committee will meet Herrick iri New
York and escort him to Cleveland.
On Wednesday afternoon-200 will go
to the Herrick home and escort the
ambassador to the armory. The public meeting will begin at 3 p. m.

CHARGES OEMS'
MAKING FARCE
OF BALL PROBE

O'BRIEN WILL DUN
POLITELY FOR TAXES
The law doesn't permit the county
treasurer to dun for taxes until they
have
become
delinquent.
But
County Treasurer O'Brien Wednesday hit on a plan which isn't a dunyet which he hopes will bring in
the money.
He plans to send every .corporation
in the county a tax bill December;
10 instead of w-aiting until the cor- j
porations send in for their bills some
time next year.
O'Brien also issued a warning to
taxpayers to bring their last year's
receipt when they apply for tax bills
December 10 if they want quick
service.

<!
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Baker councilmen are making a
farce out of council's investigation
of Gus Hanria's Street Cleaners'
baseball team with reference to pay-i
roll padding and professionalism,
was .the charge made at City Hall
Wednesday,
Unless the procedure
is changed members of Hanna's office force will prepare a. statement
exonerating themselves.
At a. meeting late Tuesday of the
special council committee named to
investigate the Cleveland Amateur
Baseball association D e m o c r a. 1. s
voted for a probe, then requested'
Hanna to prepare a statement for
next Tuesday's meeting.
"When the committee meets again1
I will present evidence backing myj
charges," Woods said. "Stories have,
been current that Hanna paid his
men seven days a week, Hanna. himself admits it, and a full investigation is imperative. To permit Hanna
to exonerate himself would lie grossly unfair and make a farce of the I
whole proceeding."

CIVIC XMAS IS
TO COST LESS
Community Christmas backers have
practically decided no "City of Good
Will" stock will be marketed this year
to- raise funds for the celebration.
Plans to procure, the necessary funds,
about $6,000, from the Charity Federation, are now under way. The cost of
last year's celebration, $11,700, is considered excessive, and efforts are to be
made to cut that sum- in' half.
Members of the general committee decided Wednesday Lo confine
their efforts this year to carry out
this program: Placing of a large
Christmas tree on the Public Square,
electric lighting scheme for the entire Square, program around
the
tree Christmas eve. organization of
volunteer committees
in
various
sections to arrange neighborhood celebrations, giving ;of dinners only ,to
most destitute of families, giving of
trees and gifts to. inmates of hospitals, infirmaries and orphanages.

m
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ALL READY TO FLOOD
MUNY SKATING RINKS

Park department officials have
everything in readiness for the
opening of the skating season on
muny ice rinks. They'll be flooded
at the first sign of freezing
weather.
Park Secretary Patterson Wednesday asked the East Ohio Gas Co.
| to rush extensions of gas pipes to
j Gordon park rink. Sandwiches and
i coffee will be served there.
The Edgewater dance pavilion already has been equipped for serving lunches.
! There will be 20 muny skating
/ -inks in parks and corner lots this
winter.

j CITY WILL FIGHT FOR
HARBOR ISLAND PLAN
Mayor Baker, council and other
{city officials were to oppose Wednesday afternoon before United
States Engineer Bond a harbor
line plan submitted by the Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania railroads.
They will advocate another plan
recommended by the city.
The city plans chain of islands
several hundred feet from the
shore line and a series of municipal piers. This would preserve
harbor facilities for private owners
and still give the city control of
an cuter harbor.
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SaysT*uestlon l8 «ettledThe mayor's reply was that the
question was settled.
Mayor Bafcer.jsai4.he had every expectation of maintaining a lively interest in the governmental affairs of
Cleveland.
«I intend to go right on as I am
doing until my term expires. Then
I will begin to plan ahead. I have no
definite plans and no ambitions politically at this time."
Most supporters of the Baker administration, in looking ahead to next
Tells Democratic County Ex- year have been assuming Mr. Baker
would seek ft third term and his deecutive Committee He Incision not to run again will have
wide-spread significance with respect
tends to Step Out of
to the municipal campaign of 1915.
Official Life.
Who will run and who will get the
backing of those who have supported
Baker?
Feel I Have Accomplished Mayor
No one knows at this moment. Mr.
Baker says he has no preferred canAll I Can From the Indidate In mind.
The Democratic
side,' Says City
committee is for no one as yet.
Conspicuously mentioned after the
Executive.
meeting yesterday was Peter Witt,
street railway commissioner.
Mr.
Witt last evening declined to say yep
WITT, MENTIONED AS
or no to the question whether he
CANDIDATE, IS SILENT would become a candidate.
"I would have liked very much to
see Newton run again," was his only
Locher, Haserodt and Zan- comment.
Hears of Zangerle Boom.
gerle Talked of for
A report quickly following Mayor
1915 Lists.
Baker's announcement was that a
boom might develop for County
BY WAI/KER S. BTJBI,.
Auditor John A. Zangerle. Mr. ZanMayor Newton D. Baker announced gerie is looked upon by some of those
v. „!n „„V 1,0 *, Viehind the present administration as
ve*:terday
ye
y afternoon he will not be a I bemno. 1110 t« «™
"1
• .
. j a man who would make a strong candidate. It was reasoned last night
I that he doubtless would be favored by
flee..
Mr. Baker intends, he said, to fin wet adherents and liberal forces of
lsh his term, and then, with four the city generally, reference being
made to his attitude in the wet and
terms as city solicitor and two terms
dry fight preceding the last election.
as mayor behind him, step out of ofCounty Prosecutor Cyrus Locher
ficial life and resume practice of .has been talked of as a mayoralty
possibility. He wouldn't say last night
law.
"I feel X have accomplished all I whether he would run.
"The question of who shall run will
can from the inside," was his ex- be decided by public sentiment, and
planation of,his decision.
The mayor made kiy>wn his intention at a meeting of the Democratic
county executive committee in Democratic headquarters, Engineers building, the committeemen having been
called together at his request.
He made it clear that his determination was unqualified and would
not be changed. His announcement,
coming almost as a complete surPROPOSES SUMMER HOTEL
prise, caused a storm of remonstrance
from members of the committee. It
I Cleveland Councilman Suggests Imwas urged that projects begun in this
provement at Edge-water.
administration could best *« P™^*
to successful completion by Mr.
To strengthen Cleveland's position
;'as a summer resort city, erection of a
Baker.
I hotel in Edgewater park on the new
fifteen-acre tract of made land just
east of the new beach and bathhouse
was advocated yesterday by Councilman John W. Reynolds, chairman of
the council committees on industrial
expansion and lake front development.
"Edgewater park has all that Atlantic City has except the hotel accommodations,"
said
Councilman
Reynolds, "and there are wonderful
possibilities in our lake front development, and Cleveland should rank
with the greatest summer resorts of
the country."
The fifteen-acre addition to Edgewater park has been made with but
little expense to the city.

MAYORNEXI FALL

BAKER ANNOUNCES
HE WONT RUN FOR
MAYOR NEXT FALL
CONTINUED PROM FIRST PAGE.
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not by anyone's dictation," Mr. Locher
predicted. "There is ample time for
feeling to crystallize and center on a U. S. Engineer Hears Assailed
candidate."
Pian for Government to
County Clerk E. B Haserodt was
out of the city yesterday. He also is
Establish Line.
to be considered with relation to the
'■ next campaign.
That Mayor Baker still will be
;
looked upon as Democratic leader, in Counsel for Railroads and
I which position he succeeded Tom L.
Vesselmen Call Idea
Johnson, was the declaration of W. B.
Gongwer, who, as much as any man
Impracticable.
in Cleveland, hoped the mayor would
make another fight.
"Mayor Baker's decision not to be
Maj. P. S. Bond of the United
a candidate for re-election is a mat| ter of the deepest regret," said Mr. States engineering corps, stationed in
Gongwer.
Cleveland, found yesterday at a meet"His character and talents are such
that his decision is a distinct loss to ing held in his private office in the
the city of Cleveland. Next to Tom federal building, a diversity of opinJohnson he has been the most be- ion regarding the suggestion, previloved leader of the Cuyahoga De- ously made, as to when the federal
mocracv. Since Mr. Johnson's death
Mr. Baker has been the head of the government shall establish a harbor
Democratic organization. He is to- i line within the east breakwater from
day even though not a member of E. 9th-st to Gordon park and what
the' Democratic executive commit- the line shall, be. No action was
tee, and the fact is that he will always be our leader and the man to taken.
whom the Democratic organization
Representatives of the city adminwill look for inspiration and guidance. istration asked that the government s
"At some convenient season he will establishment of such a harbor line
be elected to membership on the be delayed until litigation involving
Democratic
executive
committee. certain rights of owners of riparian
Happily Mr. Baker's announcement rights along the lake shore shall have
that he will not run for re-election as ibeen decided.
mayor does not mean his withdrawal About forty men attended the meetfrom active participation in public af- ing, called for a general discussion of
fairs He has devoted a great many the proposed harbor line.
years of his life to the service of the On a chart before the assemblage
city and it is certain that he will be was a copy of the city's plan for haras ready to respond as a private citi- bor improvements and docks east of
zen when Cleveland needs him as n< E 9th-st, providing for the building
of-an island with a 200-foot channel
has as a public official."
The mayoralty situation will de- and a number of slips and docks.
Counsel for railroads and lake lines
velop rapidly as a result of Mr
Baker's announcement, according t< interested said this plan is impracticable
and. should not be approved
all indications.
.'".,,.
Numerous anti-admmistration can by the government. They maintained
didates have been mentioned, chie; owners of riparian rights on thelake
among them Harry L. Davis, John A shore should have the right to uild
dine, Victor W. Sincere and Aline out "from their own property.
G Norton. It la agreed Mr. Baker
Mayor Newton ' D. Baker, Public
attitude probably will have bearin Service Director T. L. Sidlo and Counon the determinations of these poa cilman J. W. Reynolds, chairman o£
sible contestants to run for mayor. the council'lake front development
With a view to learning precisely committee, appeared to back the plan
if possible, the view of Mr. Davis o submitted by city engineers.
Mayor Baker said he is opposed to
the question of being a candidate, th
Mitchel Republican club of the Thir establishment of a line asked by railward last night appointed a commil roads' representatives. He supported
tee of three to ask him to run. Lyma; the city's plan but asked that a harO. Newell, S. B. Mitchell and I. • bor line be not established until the
Trapnell were named on the commil riparian right legislation, in which the
tee, and the date for the visit to M city is involved, is ended.
Attorney Andrew Squire appeared
Davis will be set later. The club
meeting was held at 6609 Madison-a as representative of the Pennsylvania^
lines and presented the railroad s side ,
N. W.
At the meeting yesterday afternoc of the case. Attorney Harvey D.
at which Mayor Baker announced h Goulder, representing lake vessel indecision were W. B. Gongwer, C. \ terests, also discussed the problem.
Lapp, John W. Reynolds, Charlt He said the docks should be conWagner, Judge Maurice Bernstein, trolled or regulated in some way by
j McGinty, D. J. Zinner, Robe: the city government, through authorScholl, L. K. Coffinberry, J. Mart: ity granted by action of the state
"ThumnvT. M. Norris and E. J. Hai general assembly or through an act of
congress.
,
ratty.
Councilman Harry C. Gahn, secre-i
tary of the Cleveland river and har-'
bor commission, said there were som.
things in the city's plan which th.
commission had not approved. H
said he thought the government <3n
gineers should ask that property own
ers interested submit plans of thei
own and that through this actio
some agreement could be reache
which would be satisfactory.
_r
Councilman \Reynolds said th
water front should be improved fo
the sake of the development of Clev.
land and not for the enhancement .
property and the business.of rai
roads.

s
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BAKER WITHDRAWS
y

G. O. P. Encouraged.
Great encouraged by the probability of trouble in the Democratic
camp and factional splits, Republican leaders last night were even
more determined than before that
the choice of a candidate representing the
anti-Democratic element
should be delibei-ately made, so that
there should be united support for
the strongest man. Names mentioned
so far by the workers include Victor
W. Sincere, John A. Cline, Harry L.
Davis, Miner G. Norton, Alexander
S. Taylor, Charles A. Otis, William
H. Boyd, Walter D. Meals, and a
dozen others. All talk up to the
present has been
inconsequential
and it is believed by Republican observers that
the anti-Democratic
situation will not crystallize for
weeks if not months to come.
Mayor Baker's decision not to run
for a third term was made verbally
UMTT III!) I nOUCD USUCn ° the Democratic committeemen,
Will AND LUbntn NAIYItU who were called to the party headquarters in the Engineers building by
a letter signed by ■ Vice Chairman
Haserodt, stating the meeting was
Haserodt Also Mentioned as Pos- held at the mayor's request.
"I have told the committee that I
have quite definitely made up my
sible Choice as Party's
mind not to become a candidate for
re-election,"
Baker said as
he
Candidate.
emerged from the committee rooms.
Does that mean definitely that you
will not run?" Baker was asked.
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Mayor Baker yesterday withdrew "Yes," he replied.
The mayor refused to discuss what
fts a candidate for re-election.
motives led to his determination, but
He told the Democratic executive his friends readily supplied them.
Committee that he had determined-They said that Baker for some time
to end his career of fourteen years in'had felt that the_ mayor's salary of
2 000 was less than ne cou,a earn
city office January 1, 1916, wh( his *1 >
privately and that he desired to make
present term as mayor
closes3' a larger provision for his family and
Baker's closest friends declared he gp^a more time with the members |
the pri- of it than he could in the public
intended then to engage
office. Then, too, they asserted that'
vate practice of law
Chances for success of a Democrat much of the mechanism of politics'
in the next citv election were was distasteful to him.
dimmed by the necessity of changing
A. story has been current for some
candidates, members of the executive time that Baker intended to try to(
committee told Baker. In withdraw- j seek the Democratic nomination for
ing, he refused to name a candidate j Governor or Senator in 1916.
to succeeed himself and left the field I Baker said he would serve the rest
open among the Democrats, for the I °f his term as mayor, but refused to
present.
' BaY whether he thought another
Democrat would have a better chance
Witt and Locher Named,
j to will than illmseif. The mayor,
Indications late last night were after the meeting drove to the city
that Peter Witt, the traction com- J jjall, where he met Mrs. Baker,
missioner, and . Cyrus Locher, the
Burr Regrets the Decision.
county prosecutor, were likeliest to f
Burr Gongwer, the leader of the orwin the city hall organization's support as candidates. While there may ; ganization part of the Democratic
fcie only one Democratic candidate, it j party, in an interview, asserted that
is an open secret that Burr Gong-j Baker would be elected to the execwer, Tim McDonough and other city utive committee of the party at a
hall leaders have tried to keep Baker later date. He said that Baker's dein the race to prevent a split in the cision not to be a candidate was a
party between the more radical "up- matter of deep regret and that the
lift" . faction that follows Witt and mayor's talents were such that his
Congressman Robert Crosser, and the decision was a loss.to the city.
"Next to Tom Johnson he has
rest of the organization. And this
is without considering the Charles P. been the most beloved leader of the
Salen faction, which,- it is whispered, Cuyahoga Democracy," Gongwer conis trying to come into control of the tinued. "Since Mr. Johnson's death
organization.
he has been the head of the DemoOther Democrats, in addition to
Witt and Locher, each of whom is
considered receptive, who were mentioned as possibilities were County
Business Club Hears Mayor. *
nierk Haserodt, Directors Sidlo and
Coughlin, and Congressman Bulkley.
Five hundred members of the
Next to Locher and Witt, Haserodt
Young Men's Business Club last
Is thought the nearest to the supnight listened to an address on "Conport of the organization. The list
structive Criticism," by Mayor Baker
given contains the names of all men
in the clubrooms, 2738 Prospect avenow believed by the Democratic comnue.. President Earl J. Freer premittee to be available timber.
sided.

BAKER DECLARES
HE WILL HOT RUN
FOR MAYOR AGAIN

Makes Positive Statement
Before Democratic Executive Committee.
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Democratic Ranks Face Split as
Others Loom for Indorsement.
Continued From First Page.
cratic organization.
He is today,
even though not a member of the
executive committee and the fact is i
that he will always be our leader
and ths man to wnom the committee will always look for inspiration
and guidance.
-Happily, Mr. Baker's announce-,
ment that he will not run does not
mean his withdrawal from active
participation in public affairs. He
has devoted a great many years oi
his life to the service of the city ana
it is certain that he will be ready
to respond as a private citizen when
Cleveland needs him."
Seels to Avoid Split.
With Baker out of the way, the
Democratic politicians turned to
playing politics and sharp moves are
expected daily. Two considerations
move them; the first, if possible, to
prevent a split in their party; the
second, to bo individually close to,
whoever is picked as the candidate.
Of the field, Peter Witt was the
first to put himself in the receptive

~
CHIEFSPEDDY
REINSTATED
Civil Service Board Fines
Him His Pay During
[Suspension.

Fire Chief Speddy, of Lakewood, j
was reinstated last night by the civil;
service commission following a hear-!
ing in the city hall on charges filed |
by Mayor Tyler last Wednesday in
which he declared Speddy guilty of
conduct unbecoming a fire chief. The
commission fined Speddy his days off
| until January 1, and his pay during
the seven days he was suspended.
The hearing was held before an
.audience which filled the council
I chamber and overflowed into the corridors.
Mayor Tyler testified that Speddy
!
struck William Edwards, an employee
' of the waterworks department.
"He accused Edwards," said the
1 mayor, "of circulating a story that
', he was forcing his firemen to wash
■ his feet. Edwards denied telling the j
1
story, and
Speddy
struck him,'
I knocking him down."
Speddy explained that John Dooley,
a fireman, had bathed his ankles
"I don't think I'll be a candidate,"
with liniment. Speddy said that he
he said. "I won't say definitely that
had injured his ankles at a fire, and
I will be or I won't be."
that his doctor had ordered the liniHaserodt is out of the city. His
ment bath. The story was circulated
friends assert he will not become a
by Edwards, he said, that he was
candidate unless requested to do so
forcing his men to wash his feet.
by the Democratic committee. Sidlo
Edwards, on the stand, denied tellsaid, after first stipulating he was for,
ing the story with malicious intent.
Baker if yesterday's decision was not j
"The only occasion I had to tell the
final, that he was not thinking of!
' story," he said, "was to deny the re
running himself and that he was for
Port that I was circulating it."
Witt "for whatever he wants to run
for." Coughlin said he was not a
candidate. Bulkley, when here last,
told friends he was not an active
STOCKWELL SUES TO TEST
candidate but declined to put himself
out of the running.
CITY LIBRARY SITE GRANT
Locher Reticent.
Locher's friends have been exDirector of Law Stockwell yestertremely active in his .behalf and perday filed suit to enjoin the city from
haps have had advance notice that
transferring the present city hall site
Baker was out of it. They are talkto the public library board. He also
ing about his leading the ticket last
sought to restrain the library board!
November. He himself has been exfrom accepting the gift on the ground
tremely reticent.
that a non-municipal board could not
Whether Witt will run is declared
be given land by a municipal corto be dependent on the outcome of
business negotiations. A ■ man very
P
°The°suit was brought at the reclose to his affairs last night said
quest of A. C. Niman attorney, actthat Witt would be a candidate if he
in., in behalf of a taxpayer The
could not see his way clear to maki public library board has already
ing "big money" in the street railI
voted to accept the site, and a bond
way game outside of the city.
1 issue- of $2,000,000 has been voted for
If a party split comes, it will be
between the Witt people and the regi the erection of a new library.
ulars. Some of the regular leaders
do not believe Witt would be a strong
candidate but urge standing for him,
SANTA WILL MAIL GIFTS
if he runs, with the idea that a defeat would kill off his party wing and
TO 100 LOCAL CHILDREN!
leave the others in control.
One hundred children are to bej
Believes He Could Be Rc-Elected.
made happy on Christmas morning)
Baker, in speaking to the committhrough the efforts of City Clerk j
tee said he believed he himself could
Collins and city councilmen, working
be 're-elected. He said that the patry
with the Santa Claus Mail Associawas stronger than when he assumed
tion of Jenkintown, Pa.
the leadership, and claimed credit for
Collins yesterday received a letter
putting over the municipal light
from Olive May Wilson, head of the.,
plant, the city charter, the filtration
organization, asking for the names
plant, the now city hall and other
projects. Asserting that to run again
of 100 poor children, to whom the!
meant possibly four or six years
Santa Claus Mail Association could:,
more In office, he said he had deforward Christmas presents.
cldod to quit. The possibility of ft
Attorney DeLo E. Mook was named I
party split was much discussed in
executive secretary of the community ^
the committee meeting, especially .by
Christmas celebration committee yesthe councilman members,
terday. He will plan neighborhood,
Two terms fla mayor, four as city
exercises.
solicitor and two as assistant city
Bollcltor make up Baker's publlo reoord.

i
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CITY ASKS OELAY
IN ESTABLISHING
E.HARBOH
Mayor Baker at Hearing Before
U. S. Engineer Declares More
Time Is Needed for Planning
Proposed Improvements.

CHANGE URGED IN TIME
OF HERRICK RECEPTION
Committeemen to Decide Finally
on Armory Function at
Conference Today.

Whether the Central Armory reception for Ambassador Myron T.
Herrick will be held Wednesday
evening of next week, instead of on
the afternoon of the same day, will
be decided at a conference this morning between C. E. Adams, chairman
RAILWAY MEN SAY HOLD-UP of the municipal reception committee,
and Fred C. Caley, secretary.
WILL DELAY DEPOT WORP
"I have received several requests
from manufacturers and merchants
to have the reception held in the eveVessel Owners and Others Clasu ning, instead of the afternoon, so that
their employees may participate in
With Municipal Representait,'" Caley said yesterday. "I shall
take the matter up with Mr. Adams
tives at' Stormy Session.
tomorrow."
George A. Colton, chairman of the
committee that is. arranging to take
Railroad and vessel interests an.
a delegation of Colonel Herrick's
riparian owners clashed with repre^ friends to New York to meet the Hersentatives of the city and civic or^ rick party on the d6ck, said yesterday
ganizations over plans for the de- that the number of acceptances indivelopment of the easterly harbor at cated that about 100 Clevelanders will
a meeting in United States Engi- greet the ambassador when he lands.
neer Bond's office yesterday.
H. O. Van Hart, secretary of the
The meeting was called to.consid- committee, was very enthusiastic at
1
er the establishment of a. govenir^ the prospect.
ment harbor line from E. 9lh street
to Gordon Park. Widely diverging
plans for the treatment of, the har- penetrated the city proper and as
bor were proposed and the hearing the plan • of the Constitutionalists
called for the complete abandonment
was continued.
of the capital, when the order 'to
Baker Urges Delay.
dissolve the police force became
Delay in establishing a harbor line known fear and rage divided the feelwas urged by Mayor Baker and city ings of the business and residential
councilmen, who asked Major Bond communities. Stores and banks were
to consider the city's plan of dei immediately closed and have so revelopment, which calls for the con-< mained. Foreigners as well as Mexistruction of an island and a series cans kept close to their homes.
of municipal piers.
At 5 o'clock Tuesday huge mobs
Attorney Andrew Squire, represents began forming in front of the naing the Pennsylvania Railroad, de-»
dared that the city's plans would tional palace. It was evident that
block Union passenger station nego-. serious trouble was brewing and the
tiations between the city and thra streets were cleared of all save the
Pennsylvania and Lake Shore rail- rjpters. With cries of "To the army
stores; there are no police," the
roads.
The railroads have a counter plan,; crowds ran from the open plaza to
the places designated on the Avenida
calling for a nine hundred-foot fill
into the lake. This land is required i the 16th of September.
for the readjustment tracks for
When the Zapata forces entered
the proposed Union station, Ml* i Mexico City, the students, armed
Squire claimed.
with all sorts of weapons from pistols'
Plans for the depot are now and 3 of small caliber to old muzzle loading,
have always been a mere series off A double-barreled shotguns,
already
pictures on paper," said Baker. H»_ had taken possession of the principal
claimed that offtcails of the Lake L streets. These manifestations awed
Shore Railroad had consented to a'. the mobs who confined themselves to
! re-study of the plans, after protests
breaking into small stores along unI by the city when the fill was first
frequented streets.
, proposed.
i
-,
Terror was added to the situation
by the fact that the men of General
Blanco's command, in their hurry to
get out of harm's way, held up
coaches and unhitched horses or
broke into public and .private stables
and seized any animal that would
enable them to escape. During these
operations considerable firing was going on.
Eduardo Itubide, governor of the
federal district under Carbajal regime, offered his services and led the
reorganization of the police force,
calling on all former army officers
and soldiers for that purpose. Senor
Iturblde worked in conjunction with
Colonel Saldana, of the Zapata
forces, and by 10 o'clock that night
200 foot and 100 horse of these volunteers were patrolling the streets. By
midnight complete quiet and order
prevailed in the down to-"- districts:
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MRS. BAKER HAPPY AS MAYOR, ON
BIRTHDAY, PLANS TO QUIT OfflCE
(Here is Public Record of Mayor
Baker, Wh o Won't Seek Job Again
Here are high spots in the caa'eer of Mayor Newton D. Baker,
who late Wednesday announced Ire would not be a candidate for
re-election:
.
Came to Cleveland in January, 1899.
Until Jan. 1, 1902, practiced la:w as member of firm of Foran
McTighe & Baker.
In 1901 'he met Tom Johnson.
Jan. % 1902, appointed first assistant city solicitor by Johnson,
Jan. 1, 1903, appointed director of law by Johnson.
Elected solicitor in 1903, 1905, 1907 and 1909, his election
in latter year being by a plurality of 2500, while all other democratic candidates, including Johnson, were defeated.
Elected mayor in 1911 by majority of 17,835, the greatest ever
given a candidate for mayor, and re-elected in 19,13.
Led the fight for home rule for cities in 1912.
Important legal victories:
In 1907 won the city's fight to show Concon's Central-av
franchise had expired, the climax of a succession of victories in
suits instigated by Tom Johnson to determine Concon's right to
use streets, and ultimately to obtain 3-cent fare and better service.
Represented city at subsequent arbitration hearings leading
to acceptance of Tayler ordinance as basis for operation of street
cars.
Handled legal end of case which has restored to city about
twenty acres of land claimed by railroads since 1849.
Handled case in which\in 1913 city won verdict of approximately $250,000 against W. J. Gawne for nonfulfillment of contract in construction of East-side tunnel.
Helped frame new charter in 1913.
Achievements of Baker's administration:
Built new muny light plant, doubled capacity of tuberculosis
sanitarium, opened infirmary, women's detention house and detection house for insane; built new high-pressure pumping station
Will compl«tC:i>efore close of administration, new city hall Westside tunnel,-filtration plant, sewage disposal system.
Democratic aspirants for the
job of mayor of Cleveland Thursday began preparing for a running
start when the wed went flashing
round: "Baker's out!"
Newton D. Baker meantime
Plugged away, smiling, at his desk,
just as though nothing had hap-

pened. Hair rumpled a bit, he
greeted a stream of visitors with
a quiet twinkle in his eyes.
At a secret meeting of demo- >
cratic chiefs at the Engineers;
buildng late Wednesday, Baker
said positively he will not run for
re-election as mayor in 1915.
_ Democratic leaders felt the decision _was_.premature. They urged
Baker to reconsider. But he was
firm.
"I'm forty-three today," Baker
confessed, when he reached city
hall Thursday. "But that fact
didn't have anything to do with
my announcement."
jVevee Run Again.
Party leaders believe the mayor's decision means he will never
run for public office again in Cleveland. When he slips out of the
mayor's chair next year, it will be
at the end of 14 years of official
duty in Cleveland.
"I feel I have done my part,!'
and I'm glad to have had a hand I
during a critical period in Cleve-;
land/sprogress,'' said the mayor
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MAY PREVENT DOCKS
Harvey D. Goulder, local representative of O. C. Barber, the
match king, Thursday said the
city's plan for harbor develop-,
ment would seriously interfere;
with Barber's plan- of lake front
improvement.
Barber proposes to build great
ore and coal docks near E. 55 thst.

tice of law in Cleveland. Burr
Gongwer, elections board clerk,
was certain Baker will be reelected to membership on the
democratic executive committee,
from which he resigned.
"It's Cleveland's loss," said
Postmaster "Billy" Murphy, who
earned the sobriquet of the
"best mayor's secretary" under
Baker.
"Mr. Baker is a man
after Tom L. Johnson's heart.
The mayor who follows such
men as Johnson and Baker will
have to be a big man."
"When I leave office the things
I started out to do will be completed or nearly completed," said
Baker. "I feel that the next
mayor of Cleveland must be a
man willing to hold the position
two or three terms.
"I'm glad I have had a part in
the transition period of the city's I
life. The street railway situation
has been cleared; the new city
hall will be ready for occupancy
when I leave office; the lake front
battle has been won; the muny
light plant is operating: home
rule and a home rule charter have
come to Cleveland.
"There are other things behind, and many others ahead. My
biggest public interest right now
is the fight to gain home rule in
taxation. I expect to aid all I can
in gaining that, and I feel I can
do more 'from the o'utside' as a
taxpayer, than from the inside as
mayor."
These men have been mentioned
among republicans to make the
race: Davis, John A. Cline, Victor Sincere, Miner G. Norton, Fred
Caley, Charles Otis, Alexander S.
Taylor, William H. Boyd and Walter D. Meals.

LAKEWOOD'S FIRE
CHIEF REINSTATED
Joseph Speddy was back on the
job Thursday as Lakewood's fire
chief.

_ The
civil
service commission Wednesday night reinstated
Speddy, suspended by Mayor Tyler for alleged conduct unbecoming an officer,
Speddy was not entirely cleared
fln.fl?
„Thepaycomduring
missioners
fined T*him his
the
week he was suspended, and also
his days off until Jan. 1.
Speddy was charged with having struck W. C. Edwards, waterworks employe.
Speddy says he struck Edwards because
he
circulated
stories that the fire chietcom-'
pelled his men to wash his feet I
lr m
>,.A
?, !,V0hn Doole>' testified
he bathed Speddy's feet with lini-

ment after the chief's ankles were'
badly burned at a fire

BAKER
EWTQN BAKER lias been a good mayor, and the people of
Cleve.'and will sustain a loss when he retires from public life.
Cleveland, sixth eity in size, today stands admittedly first
in public cleanliness and progress among great American communities. * This will be Baiter's best testimonial when he steps
out of office.
It is no easy task for the mayor of a eity, surrounded by
importuning politicians, confronted by innumerable duties, to
keep the municipal government going upon the straight road,
avoiding the mudholes of graft and the rocks of privilege.
Haker has done this, and proved himself a man's-size mayor,
o

o

o
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MRS. BAKER HAPPY AS MAYOR, ON
BIRTHDAY, PLANS TO QUIT OfflCE
[Here is Public Record of Mayor
Baker, Who Won't Seek Job Again
Here are high spots in the career of Mayor Newton D. Baker,
who late Wednesday announced h,e would not be a candidate for
re-election:
,
Came to Cleveland in January, 1899.
Until Jan. 1, 1902, practiced law as member of'firm of Foran
McTighe & Baker.
In 1901'he met Tom Johnson.
Jan. 1, 1902, appointed first assistant city solicitor by Johnson.
Jan. 1, 19 03, appointed director of law by Johnson
Elected solicitor in 1903, 1905, 1907 and 1909, liis election
in latter year being by a plurality of 2500, while all other democratic candidates, including Johnson, were defeated.
Elected mayor in 1911 by majority of 17,835, the greatest ever
given a candidate for mayor, and reflected in 19v13.
Led the fight for home rule for cities in 1912.
Important legal victories:
In 1907 won the city's fight to show Concon's Central-av
franchise had expired, the climax of a succession of victories in
suits instigated by Tom Johnson to determine Concon's right to
use streets, and ultimately to obtain 3-cent fare and better service.
Represented city at subsequent arbitration gearings leading
to acceptance of Tayler ordinance as basis for operation of street
cars.
Handled legal end of case which, has restored to city about
twenty acres of land claimed by railroads since 1849.
Handled case in whichxin 1913 ctty won verdict of approximately $250,000 against W. J. Gawne for nonfulfillment of contract in construction of East-side tunnel.
Helped frame new charter in 1913.
Achievements of Baker's administration:
Built new muny light plant, doubled, capacity of tuberculosis
sanitarium, opened infirmary, women's detention house and d^ten^tion house for insane; built new high-pressure pumping station
Will complete^Jbefore close of administration, new city hall Westside tunnel,-filtration plant, sewage disposal system.
Democratic aspirants for the
job of mayor of Cleveland Thursday began preparing for a running
, start when the wed went flashing
round: "Baker's out!"
Newton D. Baker meantime
plugged away, smiling, at his desk,
just as though nothing had hap-

pened. Hair rumpled a bit, , he
greeted a stream of visitors with
a quiet twinkle in his eyes.
At a secret meeting of democratic chiefs at the Engineers
buildng late Wednesday, Baker
said positively he will not run for
re-election as mayor in 1815.
_ Democratic leaders felt the decisjoji -was premature. They urged
Baker to reconsider. But he was
firm.
"I'm forty-three today," Baker
confessed, when he reached city
hall Thursday. "But that fact
didn't have anything to do with
my announcement."
Jfevea- Run Again.
Party leaders believe the may-;
or's decision means he will never
run for public office again in Cleveland. When he slips out of the
mayor's chair next year, it will be
at the end of 14 years of official
duty in Cleveland.
"I feel I have done my part,]
and I'm glad to have had a hand I
during a critical period in Cleve-'
land's progress," said the mayor. \
These men are mentioned as possible democratic candidates to sue- i
ceed Baker:
Peter Witt, tractioner; Cyrus I
Locher, county prosecutor; Ed-;
mund Haserodt, county clerkServer Tom Sidlo; Tom Coughlin',
finance director; Robert Bulkley
congressman;
John
Zangerle'
county auditor.
Not one of • these democrats
Thursday would say yes or no to
the question of whether they
would be a mayoralty candidate.
It is believed the democratic committee will delay meeting to pick
a candidate.
"I'm very happy," was what
Mrs. Baker said Thursday.
"I
have wanted my husband for a
long time to withdraw from public office. It calls! for too great
a sacrifice, both professionally
and for his family.
To. See "Dad" More.
"I said nothing whatever to influence him either way. Betty
and Jack and I are happy because we feel we'll soon have
'dad' for company oftener. A
public man can't see much of his
family."
Baker indicated Thursday he
expects to enter the private prac-.i

tice of law in Cleveland. Burr
Gongwer, elections board clerk,
was certain Baker will be reelected to membership on the
democratic executive committee,
from which he resigned.
"It's Cleveland's loss," said
Postmaster "Billy" Murphy, who
earned the sobriquet of the
"best mayor's secretary" under
Baker.
"Mr. Baker is a man
after Tom L. Johnson's heart.
The mayor who follows such
men as Johnson and Baker will
have to be a big man."
"When I leave office the things
I started out to do will be completed or nearly completed," said
Baker. "I feel that the next
mayor of Cleveland must be a
man willing to hold the position
two or three terms.
"I'm glad I have had a part in
the transition period of the city's
life. The street railway situation
has been cleared; the new city
hall will be ready for occupancy
when I leave office; the lake frqnt
battle has been won; the muny
light plant is operating: home
rule and a home rule charter have
come to Cleveland.
"There are other things behind, and many others ahead. My
biggest public interest right now
is the fight to gain home rule in
taxation. I expect to aid all I can
in gaining that, and I feel I can
do more 'from the outside' as a
taxpayer, than from the inside as
mayor."
These men have been mentioned
among republicans to make the
race: Davis, John A. Cline, Victor Sincere, Miner G. Norton, Fred
Caley, Charles Otis, Alexander S.
Taylor, William H. Boyd and Walter D. Meals.
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MAY PREVENT DOCKS
Harvey D. Goulder, local representative of O. C. Barber,'the'
match king, Thursday said the
city's plan for harbor develop-,
ment would seriously interfere;
with Barber's plan- of lake front
improvement.
Barber proposes to build great
ore and coal docks near E. 55thst.

lAKEWOOD'S FIRE
K
CHIEFREINSTATED
Joseph Speddy was back on the
job Thursday as Lakewood's fire
chief.
_ The
civil
service commission Wednesday night reinstated
-Speddy, suspended by Mayor Tyler for alleged oonduct unbecoming an officer.
Speddy was not entirely cleared
ifln»tit
u,Thepayco«»nissioners
| fined T*linn his
during the
I week he was suspended, and also
his days off until Jan. 1.
Speddy -was charged with having struck W. C. Edwards, waterworks employe.
Speddy says he struck Edwards because
he
circulated
stories that the fire chief com-,
pelled his men to wash his feet
i„Alrf,m^n„John Dooley testified;
he bathed Speddy's feet with liniment after the chief's ankles were '
badly burned at a fire

BAKER
EWTON BAKER has been
good mayor, and the people of.
Cleveland will sustain a loss when he retires from publie life.
Cleveland, sixth cdty in size, today stands admittedly first
in public cleanliness and progress among- great American communities.* This will be Baiter's best testimonial when he steps
out of office.
It is no easy task for the mayor of a city, surrounded by
importuning politicians, confronted by innumerable duties, to
keep the municipal government going upon the straight road,
avoiding the mudholes of graft and the rocks of privilege.
Baker has done this, and proved himself a man's-size mayor,
o o o

fa
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DEMS HOPE FOR
MATCH KING T0~ SPUT TO FORCE
SUE TO PREVENT BAKER TO
Says He Can Foresee!
CITY PENINSULA layor
No Condition That Would!
Barber Declares Municipality's Ideas Would Hold Up
Lakefront Development
Any attempt of the city to extend
a peninsula east of Bast 9th street
midway between the present shore
line and the breakwater and build
nine freight piers thereto will be
met by court action to determine
Whether shore-line property owners
or the city own the lake bottom as
far out as the breakwater.
This was the statement Thursday
of Ohio C. Barber, millionaire match
maker and extensive lakefront owner in the East 55th street district.
Barber, who is projecting a series
of piers at the foot of East 55th
street with a subway to the valley
five miles south, intimated he would
have behind him the 15 firms and
men who own lake frontage east of
East 9th street.
Barber, with New York Central
and Pennsylvania lines' counsel and
Attorney Harvey D. Goulder, flatly
opposed the city's scheme for outer
harbor development and urged immediate establishment of an eastern
harbor line 2,000 feet within the
breakwater at a meeting late Wednesday before United States Engineer Bond. If the city's plan goes
through, shore line property owners
between . Fast 9th and East 26th
streets could not fill in and would
have a channel of only 200 feet.
"The city's plan is impractical,"
Barber declared.
"Further, ever
since the history of our country the
owner of property fronting on any
body of water has had exclusive i
rights.
No place in court records
can it be foiind that riparians owners have no right to fill out to the
harbor line. The city's plan would
prevent this, and should any move
be made to shut in lakefront owners
it would only bring about a delay of
several years while the matter is1
threshed out in court."
Intimations that the new union
station may be held up unless the
harbor line is established, so railroads can make a All just east of
East 9th street for adequate trackage into the new station, were made
by Attorney Andrew Squire, counsel
for the Pennsylvania. Mayor Baker
declared union station plans to date
were merely "pretty pictures on
paper."
Service Director Sidlo said Thursday the city's lake front development
policy will be determined to a great
extent by the Ohio supreme court's
decision in the one remaining lake
front case, the suit of Attorney General Hogan to prevent the Pennsylvania railroad filling in just west, of
the river mouth. Began lost in Common Pleas Judge Stevens' court.
"If the supreme court, to which the
-cidos the
case eventually will g
owns the |
city and hot the railro
ic water's \
submerged land heynn
edge, then the city i
n," Sidlo i
ahead with its islam!
said.

Make Him Candidate
T PICK SUCCESSOR;
WITT THOUGHT CHOICE
Haserodt and Locher Each
Has Strong Support for the
Nomination
j City Hail employes, particuI l'arly department heads, TlmrsIday started an organized movement to have Mayor Baker reconsider his decision not to be a
candidate for mayoralty nomiI nation in 1915. Baker, when
I told of this movement, declared
"Tt is only a mark of loyalty
which I appreciate," and added
that "I can foresee no condition
I that would influence me to
change my mind."

HOPE FOR SPLIT
Continued From First Page
be introduced in council next week
providing for the amendment.
Home Lite Attracts Baker
' Baker said that nothing had' happened to. bring forth his declaration
he will not be a candidate again at
this particular time. He said the fact
that his official duties had to a large
extent interfered with his home life
influenced his decision. He will prac;
tice law.
1 Sentiment for Witt was beingsounded out by reference to his close
association with the late Mayor
Johnson and his traction record.
Democrats declare
Congressman
Bulkley, defeated for renomination
although supported by the Baker organization, is not being seriously considered as- a mayoralty • possibility.
Congressman Crosser, who defeated
Bulkley, says he will not consider a
nomination.
On the Bepublican side the field is
"wide open."
Harry
L. Davis,
Charles A. Otis, Alexander S. Taylor,
John A. Cline, Miner G. Norton and
Victor W. Sincere all have supporters.

Baker would give no intimation as
to who his personal choice for the.
Democratic nomination is. Confidants
of Baker believe Traction Commissioner Witt would be Baker's choice
if he were selecting his successor.
Thursday the. mayor said:
-Choice of a candidate lies entirely with the people of Cleveland._ They
have rare good judgment and X do
not think they would make a -mistake."
Haserodt Bucks JjOcJjer
County Prosecutor Locher and
' County Clerk Haserodt both are be! ing spoken of freely in connection
with the mayoralty. Before election,
'it generally was understood that the i
I "high vote man" on the county ticket
I would be the party's choice with
'.Baker out. Locher polled high vote.
Then, through Gus Hanna, superm' tendent of streets, a "Baker boom
I was started by the Street Cleaners
Benevolent association.
Thursday,
Hanna, when asked what was going
to happen to his club, said: "Go and
see Haserodt."
Haserodt was out of town Thurs,|..,v He was away Wednesday after-]
noon, too, when the executive com-j
mittee of which he is vice chairman, j
. was called together to hear Baker s j
i decision.
■
.,,
Friends of Haserodt declare he will ,
not be eliminated. Locher's friends
"are just as positive that the prose-;
l-cutor will not be allowed to withdraw. It is in this condition that the
Baker organization men see hope of
showing a split in the party that can
be healed in no way other than by
Baker's consenting' to. be a candidate
aS

City
officials
and
councilmen
Thursday considered the possibility
of amending' the city charter to provide a four-year term for mayor
Safety Director Benesch announced
he favored the charge.
Benesch pointed to the municipal
lighting plant as one of the city improvements which showed the mayor
needs more than two years, to accomplish things. A resolution may

SLOW WORK ON
CITY HALL SAVE
COST LAWNS;

Approximately $20,000, enough t«
god and beautify the grounds arountt
the new city hall, Lakeside avenue^
will be turned back into the city halH
fund as a result of the $100-a-da>|
penalty Service Director Sidlo will as|
sess against James L. Stuart, Pitts-i
burg, for failure to complete the sur]
perstructure April 30.
Negotiations" between Stuart and<
Sidlo "will be begun late this week or
early next. More than seven months
have elapsed since April 30, bringing
the penalty close to $22,000. It is extV pected about $2,000 will be knocked:
ioff for various reasons.
"The Stuart contract calls for tl»«S
completion of the superstructure and
the roof April 30," Sidlo said Thursr
day, "so we have no alternative buf
to inflict the penalty. Whether tlj
$100-a-day penalty is to take in Sun
On a'
it days has not been' decided.
Members of the reception commiv payments the city has held back .r
tee in charge of the plans for greet- per cent| so now we have on hand a\K
■ g Colonel Myron T. Herrick when proximately $100,000 of money due
he arrives in Cleveland next week Stuart
Workmen of the George A. Fuller'
will meet Friday at i p, m. at the Company, New York, which has the
•Hollende'n to fix definitely the timpjj 150000 contract for interior wor,;
f the reception at Central armo-y.already are on the job. It is expec
A „ t^ havp thped city hall departments 'will beg
m,,
Requests made Thursday
to haverte
structure abo
time of the reception changed ^
next Wednesday afternoon to Wednesday evening will be considered.
"of course the greeting to Colonel
Herrick is to be a popular one," Secretary Caley of the committee said.
"There are many reasons why,
we planned to have the reception Wednesday afternoon.' A nurnbel of manufacturers have asked that
the reception be held in the evening,
the welso workmen may join m

nxlERRia

TIME FRIDAY

C

°H 6is expected that 100 prominent
business men will go to New Yo*k
to greet Colonel and Mrs. HerncK.
when they arrive from Europe next
S

bunion club will honor Colonel
Herrick with a banquet on December
,
10, it was announced Thursday.

OH YES, BAR R BY V
CITY WOULD PAY BIG
Cleveland has enough frills with
municipal dance halls, a deficit-piling
orchestra, blooded Holsteins and a
$1 200 bull and a vocational guidance
bureau, without adding a municipal
hotel. That was the verdict of most
City Hall officials Thursday in answer
to Councilman Reynolds' suggestion
that the eastern end of Kdgewate,
park would make an ideal site foi a
summer hostelry.
Plenty of City Hall .folk, howevei,
were certain the plan , would he a
success. The bar privilege, they said,
| would go at a high figure.
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CITIZEN BAKER.
S ft privata oltlzen Major NewA. ton D. Bftteer will be very
popular and much admired. He
will have lew detractors and no
real enemies. Cleveland will he
proud of his scholarship, his oratory, his public spirit and his artistic tastes.
Mr. Baker has always been
richer in the graces and accomplishments which adorn private
life than In fitness for some of the
homely but Imperatively necessary
tasks of municipal housekeeping.
He has been in certain respects
out of his element In his present
office. It has kept more or less In j
the background those personal:
characteristics which are most'
valued
by
his
discriminating
friends.
In private life Mr. Baker will
have full opportunity to let the
light of his learning, his fine,
ability as a public speaker and his |
love of art and music shine upon'
his city and its citizens, without
the friction and contentions of
politics and public affairs.
No
doubt he will find the change conducive to his personal happiness;
and contentment, however deeply',
it may be regretted by his party
and official associates.
A

RE-ELECT WILSON
"Mayor Says He Hopes to Take
Active Part in Next Democratic Presidential
Campaign.
WARD LEADERS CHARY OF
COMMITTING THEMSELVES
Executive Committee at Meeting
Warns Them Against Starting Premature Boom.

BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Mavor Baker's withdrawal as a
mayoralty candidate
Wednesdayprefaced an announcement by him
yesterday that he intends to take an
active part in national Democratic
politics.
"I hope to be active in the next
presidential campaign," the mayor;
declared. "I shall offer my services{
to President Wilson's managers and
will do whatever they want me to do."
The mayor asserted that he did
not know whether he would take an
active part in the next city campaign,
indicating that unless the situation
next fall looks as if his candidate has
p. chance, he will remain in the back- ,
ground.
' Burr Gongwer, Baker and other
Democratic leaders so far have maintained a "hands off" policy as to the
next city hall candidate for mayor.
The avowed intention is to let the
situation simmer until an indication
of sentiment can be had, and then to
Jump in and bring out the candidate.
Ward Leaders Meet.
Democratic ward leaders meeting
With the executive committee yesterday afternoon decided that it would
be unwise to indorse a candidate to
succeed Mayor Baker until efforts
had been made to read public sentiment regarding possible mayoralty
Eocher Silent.
timber.
I Two courses are open in case Witt
The ward leaders were told that gets into the arena. Party leaders
Baker would not reconsider his de- can either put a man in against him
cision to be a candidate for a third or they can stand for him publicly
cision and that efforts to induce him on the theory that if he was defeatto stand for re-election would be led, he and his political allies* would
fruitless. Party workers were cau- drop out of Democratic politics.
tioned against starting any prema- Locher is remaining silent for the
ture boom for a particular candidate. present. While it is not thought he
There was no discussion of possible is anxious to run, his friends becandidates, it was announced after lieve that he would be a candidate
the meeting. Twenty-four of the if there should be a sufficient call
twenty-six ward leaders attended.
for him. Haserodt is out of town.
Three men held the limelight on The return of Charles P. Salen to
the Democratic side: Peter Witt, the city is awaited with interest, for
Cyrus Locher and E. B. Haserodt. it is possible that he will back a canOf the other names discussed as didate independent of the organizamayoralty possibilities, there was tion. There is a strong possibility
some talk about John A. Zangerle, that there will be two /Democratic
the county auditor.
candidates.
While the so-called radical element It Was an anxious day yesterday
of the Democratic organization is at the city hall, and an angry one
friendly to Witt, there is serious iat the court house. The city hall
doubt as to the strategy which would 'officials have been given to underbe pursued by the regular organiza- stand at one time and another that
tion in case he runs. Witt has af- half the heads in the place would
fronted influential Democrats and fall if the organization had its way
has not been close to the employees. jwlth them, and with Baker out they
"If you run, do you expect the sup- could see no hope in sight. The
port of the Democratic organiza- court house people expected Baker to
tion?" Witt was asked.
accept the brunt of defending his
"If I become a candidate, I'll an- town administration.
swer that." Witt returned.

x
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Council Head Contends Municipality Has Right to Condemn
Sites Needed for Improving Cleveland Harbor.

CONDITIONS HERE

Councilman Bernstein Will As>!
Colleagues to Authorize
Appropriation of the riparian rights
Thorough Probe by
of the owners of lake front property
east of B. 9th street was proposed
Commissioner.
yesterday by W. P. Thompson, president of the city council, as the first
step toward the development of the
city's easterly harbor.
Thompson also declared that railroads who are opposing the city's
plan of harbor development should not
be given any concessions by the city
until they had agreed to proceed with
the building of a new union passenger
station.
Believes in City's Power.
"I believe that the city can appropriate riparian rights just the same
as it can condemn any piece of property for a public improvement," said
Thompson. "If this were done it
•would not be necessary to await the
decision of the courts in suits brought
to test the ownership of submerged
land."
Thompson also believes that the
city has power to limit the wharflng
out of riparian owners, in the same
manner that it regulates the height
of buildings.
Officials of the Daks Shore and
Pennsylvania railroads claim that
additional land is required for a readjustment of tracks for the pronosed passenger station.
Railroad Plans Conflict.
They have made application of the
federal government for permission to
make a 900-foot fill Into the lake
from E. 9th street to E. 26th street.
This conflicts with plans of the city
for the building of an island with a
chain of municipal piers within the
government breakwater. Both projects hinge upon the establishment of
a harbor line.
Major B. S. Bond, United States
engineer in charge of this district, is
now considering the application of
the railroads and the city's island
plan of development.

Industrial conditions in Cleveland j
are to be studied by the State-CityH
Free Employment Exchange. Legis-Rj
lation authorizing an industrial survey is now being prepared by Councilman Bernstein and will be intro-[ ]
duced at the meeting of the citH
council Monday night. W. P. HenM
nessey is superintendent of the State-!
City Exchange and city commissioner-;
of employment.
The city charter provides that th™
commissioner of employment shall:'
collect labor statistics and information relative to labor conditions, in a
manner prescribed by the council.
Bernstein believes that the report of
the commissioner should supplement*
I investigations recently completed bs|
a committee ■ from the Chamber of
Commerce. It found that the indus-'
trial situation here was better thahjj
in any other large American city aj
that the unemployment problem waS
less acute.
Mayor Baker was requested sev.-i
eral weeks ago to appoint commit-J
tees to study the unemployment;
problem and to devise plans for find-j
ing work for men out of employment]
Baker has since said that he ml
not name the committees in view IS
the report of the Chamber.
"The commissioner now has much;
of this information and statisfiH
should be compiled which would enable public officials to act upon^B
problem,"-said Bernstein.
The city has offered to advance itij
share of the cost of eliminating grade
on the Nickel Plate Rail'crossings
road
between,Detroit avenue-and Fulton road. The offer was made in order to give work to a large number
of men this winter. The entire improvement will cost $2,000,000. of which
the city will pay 35 per cent.
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nicipai Orchestra.
Certain members of the finance committee of
the city council are quoted in opposition to a continuance of the Municipal Symphony orchestra.
The council has appropriated money to keep the
project alive till the first of the year. After that,
eay these committee members, they -will endeavor
to starve the orchestra out of existence.
The Plain Dealer believes the municipal orchestra should be continued. It believes these
members of the finance committee are not representing the sentiment of this community in
their attitude of hostility.
A-ll summer the city furnishes recreation. Parks
and bathing beaches are open; playgrounds and
athletic fields are at the service of the public;
baseball, tennis and band concerts cater to the
people's desire for healthful outdoor entertainment.
All winter the city offered practically nothing
till the coming of the Municipal Symphony orchestra. Skating in' this climate is precarious;'
coasting can be depended on only for a few weeks
at the most. The orchestra saves the case for the
city.
For the coming year an appropriation of $10,000
is asked for the support of the orchestra. It is
estimated that $3,500 will be taken iu as receipts,
^jwhieh would reduce the burden upon the city
treasury to $6,500.
The figure is small, compared to the benefits
which a good symphony orchestra confers' upon
a community. It is small, compared with other
projects which the council is ready to indorse.
Even the admittedly unfavorable aspect of city
finances at the beginning of the new year would
not constitute an excuse for throttling this excellent civic enterprise.
Save the municipal orchestra. Every friend of
good music at populaT prices might well let the
administration and council know what he thinks
of the proposal to put the orchestra out of
_J existence.

PUSHES HARBOR PROJECT
MAYOR SPLITS INFINITIVE.

It happened at ' the regular
meeting of the city board of revision of assessments yesterday
at the city halL
An infinitive was then and there
split by Mayor Newton D. Baker.
"The motion is to indefinitely
postpone action," said the mayor
In closing the meeting.
The mayor's grammar has
hitherto been deemed faultless on
every occasion. The split infinitive was regarded as an outcome
of the confusion that existed in
the board room while the meeting
was being brought to a close.

City Council Head Would Appropriate Riparian Rights.
Appropriation of the riparian rights
of railroads and all other property
owners on the lake front between B.
9th-st and Gordon park was proposed
yesterday by President W. F. Thompson of the city council. Mr. Thompson believes the city should lose no
time in making certain public development of the easterly harbor.
- "It looks as if the railroads are
afraid of the harbor development that
may take place in Cleveland when
the Welland canal is completed," said
Mr. Thompson yesterday. "The canal
will eAable ocean vessels to come
to Cleveland. We don't want the
outer harbor blocked by railroad extensions."
Railroads are asking the government to establish a harbor line 2,000
feet south of the easterly breakwater. This would allow private
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TO USE ART FUNDS

DElCMl

Money Will be Obtained Under Terms of Woman's Will.
Expenditure o£ a large fund willed
to the city more than twenty-five
years ago to purchase art- works of
Cleveland artists will be suggested m
„ resolution to be offered in council
Monday evening by Councilman J.
^hfifeo city council h- a^ea
a commission to spend a city appro
SrSaon to purchase, woriaM^rb,

oonslde? the purchase of nudes. .
The McGinty resolution will pro
™«R the appointment of a special
SStamlttoe of three to consider these
~ions and submit a report to
C

°Whether the Mary A. Warner art
gaiSy trust fund which "as been in
the city treasury since April 20, 1891,
nnd which
now has grown to
111 11TO can be used to purchase
lictures or whether under the terms
of the will the money must be used
to erect a building.
.
Whether the money should be used,
to buy pictures for a small art gallery to be established in the new city
^Whether the entire principal should
be expended if the city hall art gallery scheme is adopted or whether
merely the interest should be used
™ach year to purchase one or two |
Pi

*

Whether the money should be used
in connection with the new art
museum building at "Wade park
The late Mary A. Warner of
Painesville left $5,000 to the city in
1887. The fund under the terms of
the will is to go toward the erection
,of an art gallery. The committee
[viU obtain a legal interpretetion of
J the clause from the city law departi^Ma'yor
Baker favors the use of the
fundsyfor the city hall art sailer^
W. S. Lougee, superintendent of con
struction, explained yesterday there is
unassigned space on the fourth «o«
of the building admirably suited to
art gallery purposes.
=tPrCouncilman McGinty said vp
yesterday the resolution would authorize
?he committee to seek the whereabouts of four of the six oil patat,
two paintings, but four pictures and
an ivory carving ™entKmed "^y

Kg*
■« «2%-t oSlaid" and "Tired of Knitting.

A

County Committeemen and,
Ward Leaders See No
Mayoralty Candidate.
__

McGinty Would Utilize Chicago Plan and Buy Pictures by Clevelanders.

^^

i

Locher, Zangerle, Coughlin!
and Sidlo Spike Booms
of Friends.
BY WALKER S. BUEI..
Democrats lost, no time' yesterday
in establishing a policy for the party s
county organization with respect to
next year's municipal campaign, m
consideration of the fact that Mayor
Newton D. Baker has stepped out of
the running as a candidate to succeed himself.
. „.„.»„.
Members of the Democratic county v
executive committee met with organ
izatlon ward leaders late in the after
noon at Democratic headquarters,
Engineers building.
Most of the ward, leaders wentto
the meeting still hoping Mayor Baker
might, be persuaded ^reconsider Ms
decision against seeking a(third term.
Committeemen declared the mayor s
determination was Anal, and that the
organization would proceed on that
ba

The attitude of the supporters of
the Baker administration, as indl
cated by the meeting, is to be one of
watchfulness, with no tatmtlon oi
hurrying efforts to crystallize senti
ment for any particular candidate
The organization has no candidate
I for mayor.
That i was asserted
definitely after the nwetmg. Farty
leaders do not expect, however, to
let organization lines slacken.
Plans were laid yesterday to, hoW
public meetings under auspices of
Democratic ward clubs, at which
heads of city departments will expSn what has been accomplished
under the present administration. In
settling on this course, the organiza
I

m
eTevo^nt0Lsoc!ation?°who headed
•hv (Jus Hanna, some time ago began
preparations for a "boost Cleveland'
m

°NVume?ous callers yesterday importuned Mayor Baker to change hi.
decision
but the mayor -assureci
everyone who asked that his mind
W

^?eaeieiike-a boy looking ahead to
a vLattn," Mr. Baker answered on
visitor
who inquired whether ni
ddnPt feel a little sorry over his de
termination. The.mayor said he hac
no preferred candidate to advance
One man mentioned as a Vossl™'
n^nirant for the backing of ad
nfmis^ation
supporters definitely pu
annendayesterdaly. to reports a boon
mitrht be launched for him. <-.oun'-Xud tor John A. Zangerle said h
would not consent to the use of hli

Mayor Baker to Retire.
Newton D. Baker's decision not' to accept
another nomination for mayor will be sincerely regretted by a great number of admirers here and
abroad. Four terms as city solicitor and two as
mayor have identified his name with that of the
city to an extent paralleled by few instances in
the history of American civic progress.
Had the mayor been willing to undertake a
third campaign for the mayoralty he would have
had the same loyal support that has always rallied
to his standard in the past, and which carried him
to victory as solicitor even when Tom L. Johnson,
his beloved chief, was defeated for mayor. Deciding, instead, to retire from office, Mr. Baker
is entitled to the same approval.. He has earned
retirement.
Public service is exacting. It takes the best
one has and leaves little time for rest. Nor does
it pay enough ordinarily to permit lifelong devo- j
tion to it on the part of one without independent
financial means. Mayor Baker is still a young
man and~ doubtless believes he.owes it to his
family to return to the practiceWof law.
" The mayor has been actively and officially iden' tified with Cleveland during the period of her
greatest prosperity. He has placed the impress
of his abilities and his personality upon the
progress of the city, and his retirement to private
life will nowise alter the chapter already written.
Mayor Baker's term will end in the midst of
several notable civic projects which his successor
must take up where he drops them. The need
next fall will be for the election of a new executive imbued with the same progressive spirit and
the same aptness for social service that have animated Mr. Baker. After nearly fourteen years
of Tom Johnson and Newton Baker, Cleveland
is not likely to indorse for civic leader a man
of narrow vision.
\

na

n'mano? ta ?C was his declaration.
Street Railway Commissioner Petei
Witt discussed as one of those tc
whom serious consideration shouldl h<
eiven with regard to the 1910 race
Sorted yesterday afternoon he had
no idea of becoming a candidate.
He did not mean the statement as an
Announcement that he would not run
'under any circumstances, he expla

&e<I ever do decide. to, run for

""Director of Public Service Thomas
LBWlo declared he had not thought
^ i, mSelf as a possible candidate.
County Pro^cutor Cyrus Locher yesTt will be because I want it.
; terday was host to delegations and
Director of Finance Thomas Cough- individuals who called at his office
lin said yesterday afternoon he was to indicate they would like to see him
I not t candidate. Talk favorable to, ln
Muchelregret. yesterday
TLCL r'nue'hlin was heard in tne uij
nil'l yesterday Among city hall em tressed among friends of the adminispfoVs^County Clerk E B. Haserodt tration over Mayor Baker's expressed
£}°o was discussed with favor.
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vet apprised of the mayor's announceof his record in office.
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■Cmr TO KEEP TAB ON1'
GAS FORJMNSUMERS

M'GINTY IS NOW
GOING IN FOR ART

Server Sidlo announced Friday
he would purchase immediately a
calorimeter, an instrument'for
testing the heat units of gas, and i

Councilman McGinty is backing
a plan for a high-grade art exhibit
in new city hall.
McGinty wants to use the Mary
A. Warner art gallery fund, now
amounting to $11,250.50, to buy
paintings of local artists. Chicago
council has appropriated $2500
for a similar exhibit.
"I understand $11,000 won't buy
many fine pictures," McGinty says,
"but I think we can rely on the
patriotism of the artists to cut
prices."
„
The Warner fund has been in
,the . city treasury since 1905
J Mayor Baker believes it legally
may be used for an exhibit.
j

the
—»
Wl11

*

fnret»0?-r toZr water «as meters, i
.for testing
the gas pressure. The
Vnstruments are to arrive in two
Th6y Wi
So
" C0St less than

HS^neiS^--to-ettne

"These instruments will enable
the city to make tests of gas all
over the city," said Sidlo. "The
only tests we now can make are !
in the gas main at city hall.'*
ffor;ifuSThem%EnsiMluy'
''Mr. Morgen&^fW ,
and. Mr. Gerard have met Tiff*?*
he de
mand for quick iiiit,^
'
here
scarcely a Saent «?BV4,*upon
which to base their »„♦•
they have responded so" prac?} *nd
and effectively to the^eedsM*
situation as to deserv^e warm*
miration

of the

nat/£t

-d ad-

(fifilgy

THK APEX OF MOBS&fy
"Choice off a candidate lips entirely with the people of Cleveland. They have rare BOIXI indtcment. and 1 do. not. think thev
would make a mistake." llayo'r
Baker, twice major and Wire
solicitor.

~

Mayor Baker Saturday to investigate personally complaints from
Bast i9th street residents, headed by
Councilman Tack, that worth of the
thoroughfare will be lessened unless
the Cleveland & Youngstown and
Nickel Plate tracks are made to pass
•under the street instead of above, as
now planned.
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ABOLISH GROUP PLAN
BOARD, TOWNES' PLEA
Councilman Would Give Its
Money to New Commission
With Broader Powers.
Friends of Witt, Locher and
Haserodt Canvassing the
Situation on Mayoralty
Preference.
ORGANIZATION KEPT
IN DARK BY WITT
County Officers Said to Favor
Prosecutor; City Hall Men
Lean Toward "Pete."
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Democratic politics were in a turi moil yesterday while the prospective
mayoralty candidates were trying out
i their strength and the politicians
were endeavoring to discover whom
it was safe to boost for mayor.
Men who canvassed county offices
said sentiment among- the Democratic politicians there was for either
Cyrus Locher, the prosecutor, or E.
B. Haserodt, the county clerk, with
. Locher rather a favorite.
Peter
; Witt, probably because he was suspected of opposing Timothy Hogan
for Senator, failed to take on strongly with the courthouse, which was
generally friendly to Hogan.
In the city hall there was a disposition to wait and see. Several of the
city hall offices leaned toward Witt,
although
Locher
and
Haserodt
seemed to have friends. It w-as definitely reported that Gus Hanna, who
tried to start a boom for Baker, has
started to line up the street cleaners
■for Witt, but Hanna denied he had
committed himself. Men friendly to
Witt were. out canvassing the situation. He may announce a decision
When he gets their reports.
Witt Non-Committal.
Whether Witt will run or not was
fc'/e point which interested the organization Democrats. He, himself,
lad nothing to say on ■ the subject.
While it is certain that the Democratic committee will indorse some,
candidate, it is not so certain that
Witt would not have a Democratic
opponent if he is a candidate.
I Friends of Witt said he intended to
"wait before announcing his decision.
An effort is to be made, it is understood, to try to line up various factions for him in advance of the announcement.
The Democratic executive committee's policy is to let the political pot:
simmer for a couple of weeks before
taking action. No word has yet been
passed for any candidate.

Abolition of the city group plan
commission to permit the appointment of a city planning commission
with broader powers was proposed
yesterday by Councilman Townes.
Big public improvements are being
held up by the lack of a planning
commission, Townes said.
The city charter provides for a
planning commission and the council
has passed legislation denning its
powers. Mayor Baker has not named
the commission, claiming that the
city lacks necessary funds. Townes
says that this has held up the allotment of a vast tract of land in
South Brooklyn.
Salaries of the
group plan architects would pay expenses of a planning commission, he
says.
Supervising architects of the group
plan commission are Frank B. Meade,
Cleveland; Arnold W. Brunner, New
York, and Frederick Law Olmsted,
Brookline, Mass.
The commission
was created by act of the General
Assembly and has control of the
erection of public buildings within
the Mall site.
Members are paid $1,000 per year
and traveling expenses and to date
this year have drawn $2,250.
'The money paid to the supervising
architects would pay the expenses of
a city plari commission with broader
powers," said Townes last night. I
The charter says that the plan commission shall have power to control
the plan, design and location of public building's, harbors, bridges and \
viaducts and the location, extension '
and platting of streets, parks and
other public places.

CITY HAS TO ADVERTISE
TO GET MEW FOR ITS JOBS
If you want to get candidates for
city jobs, advertise for them.
So says E. A. Kline, secretarv of
the city civil service commission.
The commission advertised in magazines devoted to recreational activities for candidates for the position
of commissioner of recreation. Applicants from Chicago, New York and
as far east as Portland, Me., will
take the civil service examination
Monday.
The position is now held by T. M
Black, who came here from lion- v
treal. His salary is $3,000 per year.

Minority to Organize.
Organization of the minority in the
next General Assembly will be taken
Up at a meeting of the Cuyahoga rmi„ ~T~r—T:
r^
county legislative delegation prior to fof state lenT VT^63, soM
1 the opening of - the session
State mTnoHr"v v! £
♦?' o H.°PPl8 f°r
Representative Joseph Lustig has' a'minouty lea(3er ln the Senate.
. number of the Representatives-elect
* * *
; lined up for John Kramer, of MansSpecial Election for Bonds.
i field, for minority floor leader. Al- The board of elections yesterday
though five downstate votes have decided to hold a special election in
.been promised to Stephen Young, of Cleveland Heights village on the isthis county, for the floor leadership, suance' of $131,000 worth of school
it is not thought likely any attempt bonds. Of the total, $40,000 is invyill be made to get the seven addi- fended to build a heating plant in
tional; in addition to Cuyahoga's |Lee school and the high school and
thirteen, that would be necessary for S"5,000 for the construction of a new'
jis election.
jgrade school in the southeastern I
portion of the village.

ON CLUB WILL
E
Organization Plans Function for
Thursday Evening as Appreciation of Member's Service Abroad.
LEAGUE 0FG. 0. P. CLUBS
WILL ATTEND RECEPTION,1
Central Armory Meeting Will
Begin at 3:30 O'clock Wednesday Afternoon.

;ITY DRAWS NEW ACT"
TO REGULATETAXICABS
Drafts of a new taxicab ordinance
are to be made by City Clerk Collins
at the request of the special council
committee which revised traffic regulations. An ordinance for public
stands is now pending before the
council.
Collins' revised measure will create
public stands at hotels, public buildings, depots and boat landings. It
may require automobiles for hire to
be equipped with taximeters.
All taxicab concerns will be placed
on an equal basis under the proposed
ordinance, Collins said.

A banquet by the Union Club will
be a part of the welcome given to
Ambassador Herrick on his homecoming next Wednesday. AnnounceI ment was made yesterday that directors of this organization, of which
.Colonel Herrick is a member and
former director, had decided to eviCOUNCIL COMMITTEE TO
[ dence the club's appreciation of his
services abroad and welcome him with
INSPECT PHONE EXCHANGE
a function next Thursday evening.
Final preparations were
being
Telephone exchanges in Cleveland!
made by H. O. Van Hart, secretary
are to be visited by the council com-|
miftee on telephones and telegraphs;
of the committee of friends, to go to
as a part of the campaign to obtain
New York to meet Ambassador and
better service.
Mrs. Herrick when they land. The
This plan of action was decided!
Cleveland delegation will leave Sunyesterday when the committee met to
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
consider complaints regarding the!
Mayor to Preside.
service of the Cleveland and Ohio
Fifty of the city's most represenState Telephone companies.
R. (jl
tative men. Parmely Herrick and j iPate, representing the Cleveland TelMrs. Parmely Herrick, and newspaephone Company, said the company
per representatives, will comprise the', would co-operate in every manner.!
party which will travel in four special; possible. He urged the committee tot
cars. Two of these are compartment
make an inspection trip.
cars and all are steel. Every possible
care will be taken for the comfort
and safety of those who will greet
Cleveland's
distinguished
citizen
when he steps on American soil
again.
Charles E. Adams, chairman of the
executive committee in charge of the
local reception to Colonel Herrick in
Central Armory Wednesday afternoon, yesterday announced the program for the afternoon. The affair
will begin at 3:30 o'clock, with Mayor
Baker presiding.
Singers' Club to Attend.
The program of the welcome
"party" to Colonel Herrick opens
with an orchestral recital from 3:30
to 4:00 p. m., after which the Singers'
Club and the audience 'will join in
singing "America."
Mayor Baker will then make an
address of welcome. The next speaker
will be Senator Burton, and after
the singing of Handel's "Largo" by I
the Singers Club, • an address by |
James H. Hoyt. Then comes the re-;
sponse by Colonel Herrick, and the
reception will end with singing of
"The Star-Spangled Banner" by all.
The entire membership of the
League of Republican Clubs will
participate in the reception, it was
agreed last night by the political action committee of the league. A letter has been sent to the executive
committee, in charge of the
reception, announcing her int=^+;-

^■i
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WOMEN 10 H
HERR1CKINARM0RY
Given Special Invitations to
Attend Home-Coming of
Ex-Ambassador.
\Details of Great Reception
Wednesday Are
Completed.
Special invitations to women to the
reception
to
former Ambassador
Myron T. Herrick at Central armory
Wednesday were issued yesterday by
the executive committee arranging
the reception.
Details of the arrangements for
Cleveland's reception to the returning
cx-ambassador -were completed by the
committee yesterday.
Special letters were sent to the reception vice presidents stating a
block of seats in the armory has been
set aside for the women and requesting the vice presidents to bring their
wives to the armory reception.
The vice presidents will meet at
The Hollenden Wednesday at 1 p. m.
The residence of Col. Herrick, Overlook-rd, Cleveland Heights, will be
reached at 2 o'clock.
These vice
presidents will escort Col. and Mrs.
Herrick to the armory. There will be
no band nor parade.
On arriving at the armory, the program of welcome will be followed.
H. O. Van Hart, secretary of the
committee which is sending a delegation of prominent Clevelanders to
New York to meet Mr. Herrick, announced yesterday about sixty men
will be in his delegation which will
leave tomorrow night at 7:20 over
the Lake Shore road for the east.
D. C. Moon, general manager of the
Lake Shore railroad, will accompany
this party.
Four special cars will
carry this delegation.
Directors of the Union club announced yesterday their club will
give a banquet next Thursday evening to Col. Herrick to express the
club's appreciation of his services in
France.
I
United States Senator Atlee Pom] erene probably will be unable to at' tend the ieception. Senator Theodore E. Burton, who returned to
Washington yesterday from Hot
Springs, Va., cannot determine before Monday whether he will be able
11 to attend. Both senators stated yesterday that a change in the program
fixing the reception at night would
make it all but impossible for them

.

to attend. Should the reception be
held in the afternoon they would be
able to return to Washington that
evening. Otherwise the trip would
require ah absence of two days from
Washington at the opening week of
congress.
Scores of letters accepting appointment as vice president have been re- .. th t t tnis time 0f year he nndS
ceived by Mayor Newton D. Baker, ?"«a !demand closer attention
who is to be chairman of the gather-"°
ordinarily
and he will be unable
J
ing at the armory. Among those ac-"0ld" „""
cepting yesterday were Ernest Lud-^ *. » • yesterday were sent to civic
wig, Austro-Hungarian vice consu 1;' .^nizations, such as the Cleveland
H. E. Gresham, British vice consul; RVf^v.er of Commerce and the ChamDr. Charles P. Thwing, president of^f" InduBtry, inviting members to
Wpstpm Reserve university; Dr. C.r"
C.i.,r: armory
__.„ , reception.
r^ontinn.
Western
S. Howe, president °f Case School! *e armory rP^
^^ Rlcihtor
J
of Applied Science, and E. R. Pan- aan d walter Woodworth who consticher, governor of the Cleveland Fed- ™
pontical action committee of
eral Reserve bank. Samuel Math** ft"league of Republican Clubs notlsent a notice of regret, saying aEed™"^
of .the
F *d
Caley
Cross meeting calls him out. of Cleve\| Ae^
club, last nl«ht
night j
p^nd Immobile
Au\om0bile club
Cleveland
land Wednesday,.
- J that the members of the league, beCapt. Hans P. Hansen of the tween 400 and 500, will attend the
United States life saving crew here, Central armory reception.

°Z&
jUi^yiyGLeKAX^'
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MAY ABOLISH COMMISSION

SOSTRONGFORA
CdDO
lay Refuse to Sanction Appointment of Men to Govern Boxing Bouts.

City Officials Call River and Harbor Body Illosical.
The fate of the city river and harbor commission is trembling in the
balance.
'
■ ..
The city chapter does not authorize
a commission of this description. City
! officials are considering the advisability of replacing the comm ssion
named under the Baehr administration by an advisory commission of
I the type named in the city charter.
''The position of the river and har-,
bor commission is illogical," said
Mayor Baker yesterday. "The entire
I matter is under consideration, but
Nothing definite has been determined."

ADVISES THOSE IN FAVOR
TO SEEK AID AT CAPITAL
Matter
Was Practically Decided Upon.

Promoters Thought

THE MAYOR'S ATTITUDE
"I am not so strong for a boxing
commission now.
My ardor has
cooled since I heard that a fake
bout was conducted: under one commission in Ohio.
"My advice to those who want a
commission is that they had better
go to Columbus for it."
MAYOR BAKQR.
,
Many

followers of the boxing

game in Cleveland will be somewhat

surprised

when

they

learn

SIGNS C. & Y. ORDINANCi
Mayor Baker Discusses Kinsman
rd Crossing Elimination.
Mayor Baker signed the Cleveland
& Youngstown franchise ordinance
yesterday after a meeting in his office by representatives of the Nickel
Plate railroad and the Cleveland &
Youngstown and by Public Service
Director T. L. Sldlo.
The Kinsman-rd S.. E. grade crossing elimination project was discussed.
Following the meeting the mayor expressed the opinion the contract under which the Nickel Plate agreed
more thatt thirty years ago to eliminate the grade crossing at its own
expense would not be affected by
changes to be made near the crossing by the Cleveland & Youngstown.
1 The Kinsman-rd Improvement as! soclation is ppposed to the grade
crossing scheme which would permit
the railroad So go over Kinsman-rd
at.the crossing.

that the establishment of the commission is not a sure thing.
When the mayor appointed a committee to investigate the feasibility of
establishing a boxing commission he
said that he did not take such action
because it was his opinion one was
necessary, but that he did so just to
inquire into the matter.
The committee consisted of Director
Benesch, chairman; C. A. Otis, president of the Cleveland Athletic club;.
Arthur Day, physical director of Case
school; Councilman James McGinty;
and Michael Lavln.
The committee held its first meeting on Nov. 17. Another meeting, at
which a final draft of the committee's
recommendations was drawn up, was
held a week ago.
Although these
recommendations,' which favored a
commission, have been in the hands
of the mayor for more than a week,
Mr. Baker has not acted upon them.
The mayor yesterday said that he had
not had time to go over the recommendations thoroughly.
The mayor's statement that those
who want a boxing commission in
Cleveland should go to Columbus for
n is taken to mean that he would
rather not mix up in the affair, but
would rather see those behind the
commission movement go before the
legislature.
It has been reported for several
months that a movement was on foot
to get a bill through the legislature
authorizing the appointment of a
state boxing commission. Such a bill, j
if passed, would serve the same purpose as a city boxing commission, except that it would control the boxing
s
game throughout the state.
Boxing promoters generally had
taken it for granted that the commission had been decided upon. This was
pointed out several days ago as being
an erroneous impression. Some pro- moters even went so fer as to make
arrangements for t.'he rentmg °f large
halls to hold the e,arly shows-, In fact,
every athletic club in the e»ty *»**
started plans tor the opening-.01 xne |
boxing gamer in Cleveland.
\
\

SEEK CITY TUBE STATION
Councilman Gahn Will Ask: Cost of
Subway Terminal.
Appointment of a special committee
of the city council to prepare a report showing cost of establishing a
municipal subway terminal in the
downtown district will be offered tomorrow evening by Councilman Harry
C. Gahn.
.
"After such a report' is received the
council should pass an ordinance authorizing a special election on the
question of issuing the necessary
bonds," said Councilman Gahn yesterday.
The pending
subway franchise
ordinance will be up for third reading
tomorrow evening, and unless new
amendments are considered final
action will be taken. Councilman
Gahn will offer an amendment relating to joint usage of the tubes.

DEMOCRATS
BY MAYORALTY CHOICE

Jrer and A. R. Dittrick, L. H.
Bruggeman and W. H. Ford were'
re-elected trustees.

Witt, Locher and Haserodt Keep
in Limelight While Politicians
Are Scurrying Around.
BY FREDERICK BAGLFY.
Democratic politicians had "nst^rrived at a solution of their mayoralty
tangle last night, after a day of
hourly developments in the canvassing for a candidate to run in Mayor
Barker's stead.
-txritt
Street Railway Commissioner Witt
seemed to hold the key to the situation. Prosecutor Locher and ClerK
Haserodt remained in the lime-light,
as the two leading organization possibilities.
Seven Democrats Meet.
Early yesterday morning a conference was held at the Hollenden
Hotel at which seven Democratic
politicians went over the situation
and at which, according to one of the
participants, it was deeded to call a
meeting of additional conferees later

POLICE SUPPRESS RESORT
EAST OF E. 9TH STREET
Police yesterday tor the first time!
since Mayor Baker promised a Federated Church committee several
months ago to wipe out the segre-l
eated district went east of E. 9th I
Btreet in closing a house in Hamilton I
avenue. All places west of E. 9tn»
street have been closed.
The proprietor of the place ordered I
abated yesterday was accused of sell-1
ine intoxicating liquors. Baker tal
understood to have issued instruct
tions to- hasten the suppression of|
the district.

OI

No candidate was chosen, it was
said The facts that John Boyle was
It the conference and that he was
seen later at the city hall and the
general understanding- that Boyle is
?he mouthpiece of County Treasure.
PC O'Brien gave rise to a report
' that O'Brien might be seeking support for mayor.
City hall politicians tried out
Thomas I* Sidlo. the twenty-six year
old director of - public service as J
possible candidate during the, day.
Bidlo was non-committal himself, but
efforts were being made by the, city
organization to learn Bis strength as
a candidate.
Committee Holding Off.
It was decided yesterday that the
Democratic executive committee will
not be called to meet until after
January 1, by which lime the leaders expect to have the situation well
in hand.

* *

*

The First Ward Republican Club
has just elected H. D. I,ingenfelter
president for 1915. William I. Beam
and George S. Williams were elected
vice presidents, George H. Solomon
was re-elected secretary and treas-
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POLITICAL SHARPS
SIGHTBAKER FOR
"How Could the Mayor Better
Aid Wilson in 1916 Than to
Head State Ticket?"
They Query.
BELIEVE HE WOULD
QUALIFY AS "MOSES"
Anyway,
Columbus ■ Foresees
Newton T. Playing Big Part
in State Politics.
BY CARL D. RUTH.
Leader Bureau, 804 Harrison Bldg.
COLUMBUS, December 6.—Mayor
Newton D. Baker's announcement
that he will not be a candidate for
re-election next year has precipitated
keen speculation at the capital as to
the Cleveland executive's future in
Ohio politics.
That Mr. Baker's political career
will not end when his term as mayor
of the state's metropolis expires on
January 3, 1916, is the general opinion
among- downstate politicians. In support of their contention they point to
his declaration that he expects to
participate actively in the presidential election of 1916, supporting the
candidacy of Woodrow Wilson for reelection.
Although Mayor Baker's statement
that he has no. further political ambitions is accepted as being made in
good faith, the mutually high regard
In which he and the President hold.
each other, together with their personal friendship, is considered significant.

S7

ORCHESTRA PLEASES
BIGGEST CROWD YET
BY ARCHIE BELL.
The Hippodrome was filled yesterday afternoon with the largest crowd
that has yet attended the concerts of
the Municipal Orchestra. Capacity of
the big auditorium is evidently a
thing not afar off and well-wishers
of the orchestra are optimistic.
It is rare in Cleveland also that an
audience expresses the genuine sympathy and understanding- of the
crowd that goes to hear the "pop"
concerts. They seem to be not only
in a receptive mood, but fairly reaching for what they receive, and they
are quick to make a demonstration
when they are pleased.
Thus Director Timmner was repeatedly applauded yesterday. Ionsafter he had attempted to acknowledge the applause with bows, being
obliged to repeat numbers tor the
music-hungry audience.
Harpist Makes Debut.
The two big features of the program
were the "Unfinished Symphony" of
Schubert and Bizet's "Suite Ariesienne," both of which are quite
within the range of appreciation of
the average concert-goer and much to
his liking. The rest of the program
was made up-of similar numbers.
Margaret Jiska, new harpist of the
orchestra, made a favorable debut by
giving three harp solos in a manner
that delighted the audience. Oscar
Eiiely.' cellist, played the iVolkmann
"Serenade" in. a'pleasing manner.
Next Sunday.a. "Bhapsodie. Hon-

How Baker May Aid Wilson.
Not only is the year 1916 a presidential year, but it is a gubernatorial
year as well. If it has not occurred
to Mr. Baker, it is likely to occur to
the
President, capital poiiticians
ihink, that the most effective manner
in which the Cleveland mayor could
promote the President's chances for
re-election would be to become the
Democratic candidate for governor of r
Ohlo.
''Keep Your Eye on Bake,^
Where else could it pause?
rt •
It is therefore regarded as much
more than a possibility that Mayor
Baker, whether he has contemplated
the governorship, or • not, may step
from ilie mayor's chair into the swirl
of stale politics.
President Wilson no doubt fully
realizes that his hope for re-election *acy of the Governor for re-elertion '
two
. wo years hence
nence will depend largely „.!! ° rfars ^6nce would be sure to aeupon the extent to which such piv- I ft «I M ned er than heal the wound
otal states as Ohi0 and New York
iuh *
™und,
gh Mayor
Ba
can be swung back into the Demo- r„tll
-ker and his
.-ratio line. The choice of Demo- „ul. 5* 5°lmty organization lovU portea the G
cratic candidates for governor in the
? am ai
°vernor during
fhJ ■ast
„ mat,,,„* 1 t pas
P , =campaign.
h« did
w* sso
„ appar" 8
those two states is, therefore, a
P g«. he
u offense {o the
ter of utmost concern to him and the n*™niTA° '
anti-Cox
Party.
Democrats. For this reason he might
aS the
the Moses
Mc
qualify
to lead the lost
Casting about, the Buckeye- state-?,
^ as
racy back
for
suitable gubernatorial
en£&rha.t.nr-<i«V'«~Z!
,- democracy
back to the promised
or suitable
timber/,
?°°
J
^oiild
it
JIA
fitr<i»cr
tv,<*
...
'■
and.
a
would it be strange,
the sharps
query, if the presidential eye should „„ h66? .you eye on Baker" is the
™«»
pause **
at +he
the Sixth
Kivt*. m^->
City?
"P that is being whispered arnon,.
Democrats at the state capital.
*

groise" of Dr. Richard Haasz, of this ;
city, will be played for the first time'
by the orchestra.
Gasta Svejkovska, local pianist,
gave a recital at Grays' Armory yesterday afternoon, making the same
mistake that so many have made before her. A hall like the armory is
ghastly for a recital, if it is not comfortably filled, and even then a small
auditorium is much more appropriate
for anything so intimate as an instrumental recital. Scatter a few
people in the vast seating space, as
they were scattered yesterday, and it
is enough to take the heart out of
any. performer.
Shows Technical Skill.
Miss Svejkovska is evidently a
young lady who has not had much
experience before the public.
She
was visibly nervous yesterday during
her first number, the Beethoven "Variations" in F minor, but she had an
interesting- and lengthy program
which ranged through several numbers calling for considerable technical
skill, and under more favorable conditions she would prove to be a youngplayer with a future, because she
shows much nl' the necessary equipment of the concert artist.
Gertrude Galland and Sol Marcosson gave a.recital at the Metropolitan
Theater last night, which was postponed,from'earlier in the season when-,
the singer,was ill..

Discuss Muzzle Law.
The council committee on health
and sanitation will meet at 10:30
o'clock this morning to consider the
Durkin ordinance, providing for the
impounding of stray dogs. Durkin
will demand approval of the measure, pointing out that twelve cases
of rabies have been reported at the
city health office during the past six
weeks.
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THE CITY CONCERT
BY PAUL TEICHERT
The Municipal Symphony orchest6r a
? y ^temoon under the directra presented an interesting and en- X®l
£ ot phristiaan Timmner.
joyable program at the Hippodrome
Mrs. Margaret Jiska, the orehesKt «n1w harPist, and Oscar Eiler,
the first cellist, were the soloists.
For the first time this year the program included Schubert's unfinished
symphony. Of all of Mr. Timmner's
symphonic offerings of this season's
series of concerts, the Schubert work
stands foremost in breadth of conception and broadness of interpretation. In the andante movement the
orchestra responded with fine spirit
to Mr. Timmner's devotional and
sensitive reading of this inspired
work of Germany's greatest romanticist.Weber's "Freischuetz" overture
was- well read and well played.
Tschaikowski's 'fDornroeschen" waltz
proved that a great composer could
write, occasionally, a thoroughly conventional work. It is witout inspiration and belongs strictly to that class
of writing commonly called Kapellmeistermusic.
Mrs. Margaret Jiska, the orchestra's new harpist, gave two solo
numbers. Her selections demonstrated
an experienced player possessing
splendid technic and fine interpretative ability. She is well acquainted
with orchestra routine and will be a,
valuable member of the city's orchestra by reason -of her long, experience with orchestras in Germany
and with the Theodore Thomas and
Pittsburg orchestras.
The audience
demanded an encore from her and
got it. Her first appearance before
a Cleveland audience was successful
First Cellist Eiler repeated the
volkman "Serenade in D minor"
which he played several weeks ago
The string section gave him fine
support.
Gertrude Galland Recital.
Gertrude Galland, lyric-dramatic
soprano gave a song recital at the
Metropolitan theater last night Her
program consisted of arias and songs
by French, Italian, German and
American composers. In point of variety the program numbers demonstrated Miss Galland's sincerity of
purpose and an earnest striving for
artistic effects.
Sol Marcosson, the Cleveland violinist, assisted Miss Galland with a
number of violin compositions. His
fine tone was especially effective in
the "Prize Song" from Wagner's
"Meistersinger," the Godard "Adagio"
and the obligato to Massenet's beautiful "Blegie."
Mary Izant and Grace Benes contributed well played piano accompaniments for the evening's entertainment
assisting Miss Galland and Mr. Marcosson. There was aCgood sized audience, the spontaneous applause of
which after each number evidenced
appreciation and enjoyment.
o-

EXPENSES OF CITY
Citizens, Beginning Tomorrow, Will Debate Appropriation Measure.
Councilman Rolf's Ordinance
Will Open Way to
Parleys.
Councilman "William Rolf is to in
troduce at tonight's council meeting
the ordinance appropriating funds for
the use of city departments for 1915.
This action will open the way for
public discussion of plans for ex-1
penditure of city funds for next year.1
Public meetings to discuss proposed
smrooriations will be held in the
council chamber, beginning tomorrow.
Among suggestions made to reduce
expenses of the city is one by Councilman W. B. Woods that salaries of
city employes receiving over $l,o00 a
year and of all councilmen be reduced
10 per cent.
Anotner suggestion expected while
the appropriation ordinance is being
discussed is that the c;;y health division be placed under the department of public safe,ty. Another proposition will be to strike out the allowance for the salary of Smoke Inspector
E. P. Roberts. Appropriation for the
municipal orchestra and another for
the establishment of a vocational
guidance bureau also will meet opposition.
,
Councilman Harry C. Gahn expects
to introduce a resolution asking the
appointment of a special committee
to prepare a report showing cost of
establishing a municipal subway terminal in the downtown district.
The pending subway ordinance will
come up for its third reading tonight.
An amendment relating to the jemt
usage, of the tubes Is to be offered by
Councilman Gahn.
Councilman James J. McGinty says
he will offer his resolution suggesting
the expenditure of the fund of $11,211.50, resulting from the fund given
the city by Mary A. Warner as an art
gallery trust fund. The resolution
will recommend appointment of a special committee to consider methods ef
disposing of this fund.
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WILL LET W. R. U.
AGGIES STUDY
AT CITY FARM
City

Officials

Also

Favor

Medical Students Experiment on Prisoners
NO MONEY BUT PLENTY
OF LAND FOR PROJECTS
Believe Expected Action By
Trustees Will Bring University of Cleveland Nearer
Any move on the part of Western
Reserve university to establish an
agricultural college on the city's 2,200
acres at Warrensville will be met
more than half way, welfare department officials declared Monday. With
the view such a step would materially
hasten the long talked of University
of Cleveland, the city's willingness
to donate the land soon may be laid
before the university officially.
Announcement that the Reserve
medical school is to widen its research field by observing and experimenting on Warrensville workhouse prisoners, is expected soon, it
was intimated at City Hall Monday.
An investigation recently by Dr. Carl
A. Hamann, head of the medical division, and Dr. B. P. Carter, head of
the surgical division of the City hospital, has led to the opinion the
workhouse forms one of the best experimental fields in the country.
"Ohio now has only one agricultural college, and at Warrensville
there is equipment and land enough
to set up one of the best agricultural
schools in the country'" J- B- Vining,
charities and corrections commissioner, said Monday.
"The city has
no funds with which to aid, but it
has some 2,200 acres for field work.
"Already Reserve medical school
and City hospital, are closely joined.
The school's trustees recommend appointments to the hospital. There is
talk of putting workhouse prisoners
at the call of the university's medical
staff. With the establishment of an
agricultural college, a University of
Cleveland would be made all the
more near."
Councilman Rolf, chairman of
council charities and corrections
committee, Monday declared himself
in favor of the project. The city now
has no money for the purpose, he
said, but would make available its
land and farming equipment.
Welfare Director Cooley,-too, favors the plan. It was said at City
Hall Monday that the project will be
put up to Mayor Ba.ker before he
leaves office so as to obtain semi-official sanction.

iAnBousiT5
HOME FOR GIRLS
Councilmen Monday were considering refusing Welfare Director Cooley
a $3,000 appropriation for the girls'
detention home at
Y/arrensville,
established a year ago, on the ground
the institution is so small little good
result;;.
It is expected the $10,000 request for
the municipal orchestra, $4,500 for
the vocational guidance bureau and
budgets for other so-called frills will
be pared considerably, if not refused.
Public meetings on the city's 1915
appropriation, to be introduced in
council. Monday night by Councilman
Rolf, will begin Tuesday morning.
More than $5,000,000 has been asked
with which to run Cleveland next
yeai1.

CONCERT, 2 RECITALS, /■
FILL CITY'S SUNDAY
A symphony orchestra, a pianist
and a soprano made Cleveland's
music Sunday in three different concerts and; recitals.
The Municipal Symphony orchestra
did just those things that have come
to be expected of it each Sunday. It
drew a couple hundred more people
to the Hippodrome than attended
the concert of the previous Sunday
and it played its program in a manner that drew enthusiastic applause
from the 2,300 auditors.
Mrs. Margaret Jiska. new harpist,
gave a solo with much beauty of tone
and technical ability. Oscar • Eiler,
cellist, as soloist likewise delighted'
the audience.
At Grays' armory, Gasta Stejkovska, a local Bohemian pianist, gave a
recital to a small audience. In the
evening at the Metropolitan, theater
Gertrude Galland gave a song recital assisted by Sol Marcosson.
R. N. O'NBID.
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Mayors Past, Present, Prospective

TMs :(jrbu$/picture of, Tom L. Johnson. Ncwfon 1).
Tom Was spending his lad -day-if),office as.mayor.

BAKER MUM
ON
BOOM
—
.
Concerning
a
report
that'
democratic politicians are grooming Mayor Baker for ' the democratic nomination for governor in
1916, all Baker would say Monday was:
"I confidently expect to resume
the practice of law upon expiration
of my term as mayor."
Columbus reports say democrats
are passing around the word President -Wilson looks to Baker to
head the fight to restore the democrats to power in the state in
1916.

was lake-ti while
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PETER WITT

1/

FOR MAYOR
Traotioher in Characteristic Announcement States He Will Make Race for
Office to be Vacated by Baker.
""In order that both friends and enemies may have all
time; needed to help or hurt, I announce at this time my
candidacy for the office of mayor.
(Signed)
"PETER WITT."
This1 announcement-was issued "by Tractioner Witt Monday.
Peter Witt has been the rough-shod worker of the demoerats^of Cleveland ever since Tom L. Johnson was first elected
mayor; Since-Mayor'Tom's death he has been a leading figure tainongthe advanced.disciples of the principles for which
Johnson worked. ,
Witt fought with small protesting groups of Clevelanders
long before Johnson began his local fight, even battling against
Johnson himself when the latter was a candidate for congress in
1894. However, it was Mayor Tom who first made practical use
of Witt's knowledge of economic affairs and of his ability in
waging a vigorous, fight from the platform.
The two first met in a rough and ready debate in a tent in 1894.
When Johnson was:elected mayor he opened a tax school and placed
Wj|t:to charge. Witt was elected city clerk in 1903, and held that
office as long.»s.Johnson.was mayor. Mayor Baker selected him as
st^^ railway comm^e»}^ei-,:,.the office he now holds..
- —- —
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£200,000 in SighT
For Harbor Here
Secretary of the Treasury MeAdoo at Washington Monday
paved the way for completion of
Cleveland harbor improvements,
when he recommended to congress
$200,000 be appropriated for the
work here.
He also recommended $481 000
be appropriated for Conrieaut harbor work, and $35,000 for work
on the Toledo harbor.
mil ithiT ^sress approves the
Cleveland appropriation, the harbor here will be well taken care
of, Harry C. Gahn, secretary of
the city rivers and harbor commission, said Monday.
"The money is for work in the
outer harbor, in dredging and Axing up the breakwater," said
trann.
We already have the
money for the inside harbor improvement.
"Five thousand dollars of the
money will be used in furthering
the work of studying the Cuyahoga river, with a view to straightening it."

f

SUNDAY MUNY CONCERT
By Wilson G. Smith
Euciid-av near the Hippodrome
had another attack of automobilItis Sunday afternoon; cause,
»ixth muny concert.
Also; the audience that occupied every available seat in the
lower auditorium was increased
by some 200, making this concert
the high water mark in attendance.
The disagreeable weather outside seemed to affect by contrary
the players and audience, for the
former seemed to have efficiency
Plus, and 'the latter was in a receptive' mood that was ready to
bubble over with appreciative applause upon the slightest provocation.
"
Fine Interpretation.
Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony received a fine interpretation at the hands of Timmner
and his men.
Particularly in the matter of
tonal shading and coloring some
fine and effective results were
realized.
Mme. Margaret Jiska, the newly
engaged harpist, was heard in a
bra.ce ot solos which met the enthusiastic approval of the audience to the extent of an insistent encore.
Tschaikowskl's waltz was also
re-demanded.
Volkmann's serenade — with
cello' solo by Oscar Eiler—met
with a cordial reception.
That the playing of the orchestra Is improving from week to
week has already been commented
upon, and that the number of
auditors is increasing each c
cert is also an indication
muny influence Is spreading
When artistic , efficiency
public interest work toget
as they are now doing—-it
no futurist to see ultimate
cess a near-future possibility.
PIANO REClTAX.l-Gasta Svejkowska, a young Bohemian pianiste, gave a piano recital at
Grays armory Sunday afternoon
The young pianiste, while hardly
coming up to the requirements of
a recitahst, showed a commendable amount of technical facility
and temperament.
Had the recital been given in a?
small hall, the results would probably have been more satisfactory I
A large hall and small audience'
are not conducive to successful debuts, either financially or artistically.
.
|
■
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OONCEBT^-Gertrude Galland. '<
a recent addition to the local vocal1

colony, gave a song recital at the
Metropolitan theater Sunday night
She was assisted by Sol Marcosson, who contributed a number of
violm solos. A fair sized audience was in attendance, and Miss
Galland was the recipient of much
applause and floral tributes
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HEAT FRANCHISES
Session Started Early and Closed
Quickly to Permit Members
to Catch Train for
Akron Bout.
CHANGE IN TIME MAY MAKE
STEAM PIPE BILL INVALID
Gahn Contends Adoption Before
the Scheduled Meeting Hour
Is Illegal.

thorizing expenditures of $5,773,346.25
Public hearings will be started this
morning.
Changes in the subway ordinance
were agreed to at a conference between councilmen, a committee from
the Chamber of Commerce and subway promoters in Mayor Baker's
office in the afternoon. They dealt
with the phraseology of the grant.
Councilman Gahn introduced a
resoltion asking for the appointment
of a special committee to consider
the question of municipal subway «
terminals. The resolution was referred to the committee on street
railways.
An industrial survey of the city
was authorized at the request of
Councilman Bernstein. The investigation will be made by the council
committee on labor and the city
commissioner of employment.
Legislation, authorizing the issuing of $470,000 worth of refunder
bonds to renew intercepting sewer
bonds falling due in April, was introduced.
Councilmen McGinty, Bernstein
and Wagner were named on a corflV
mittee to consider plans for disposing of the Mary A. Warner trusv
fund. The money was given to the,
city more than twenty years ago for
an art gallery.
Street railway legislation include 1
a request for a report on the feasibility of extending the Buckeye roa d
car line.
A special committee of the council submitted a report against the
appointment of a commissioner of
streets.

Steam heating franchises in a number of down-town streets were given
:the Illuminating Company by the
city council last night, after a number of members had switched their
votes on the measure defeated a
week ago.
Down-town business Arms were deprived of heat by the refusal of the
council to pass the grant, which has
been pending before the council for a
number of months.
The new grant gives the Illuminating company permission to lay mains
on Vincent avenue, Huron road and
Walnut avenue to supply heat to a
dozen or more large office buildings
and stores. The vote on the ordinance was 15 to 9.
A $200,000 bond issue was voted by
the council for a new down-town
lighting -system.
Car Bill Introduced.
The 1915 appropriation ordinance
and legislation directing the purchase
of the North Randall car line by the
Cleveland Railway Company were introduced. The price to be paid by
the company is $146,000.
Amendments to the subway grant
of the Cleveland Rapid Transit Company were submitted, placing this'
ordinance back on its second reading.
Legality of important legislation
passed by the city council last night
may be questioned as a result of the
meeting being held a hal-f hour
earlier than the time scheduled by
rule of the council.
The meeting was called at 6:30
o'clock instead of 7:00 so city hall
boxing fans might catch a special
train to Akron to witness the Kilbane-Mandot bout. The session lasted less than a half hour.
»
Subway Grant Changed.
"I believe the ordinance granting
the steam heating extentions is illegal by reason of the fact that it was
passed fifteen minutes ahead of the j
srcheduled time for the council to j
meet," said Councilman Gahn.
The appropriation ordinances au-

v

CHAMBER TO APPEAL
'PLAY' F1GHTT0 BAKER

Secretary Havens Declares Split—
. ting Recreation Responsibility Is Against Charter.
The committee on public recreation
of the Chamber of Commerce yesterday decided to appeal to Mayor Baker
in their fight to secure the transfer of
recreational activities of the city
from the department of public service.
to the department of public welfare. \
Members of the committee declare;
that the charter provided that
recreational activities be placed under]
the control of the public welfare de-l
partment, but that so far council has;
.failed to pass an ordinance effecting
the transfer. Appropriations for such'
purposes are included in money asked
py Director Sidlo, of the public department, for next year.
"At present, with the activities in
part controlled by two separate city
departments and in charge of two
different men, friction is constantly
arlsing when there is no definite1
limit of power given to either depart-,
ment," said Munson A. Havens, sec-retary of the Chamber of Commerce.
"Such a situation should be remedied
at once, and as the charter provides."

CITIMENAG
30,000 STB
Stringent Rules Against Canines
Running at Large Are Urged
on Council by Academy
of Medicine.
DEATHS FROM RABIES GROW
S. P. C. A. Heads Endorse Plea
for Stricter Regulations
Here.
Immediate passage of regulations
to prevent the running at large of
dogs was asked by the veterinary sec-1
tion of the. Academy of Medicine at a
meeting of the council committee on
health and sanitation yesterday.
The organization declared that 30,000 dogs are at large in Cleveland
and that a number of deaths had resulted from rabies. It declared that
many homeless dogs were not worth
the cost of impounding, as proposed
by a pending ordinance.
The organization suggested that
dogs be licensed and that untagged
animals be destroyed on sight. Muzzling of dogs taken on street cars or
allowed to ride in other vehicles was
urged.
Dr. W. C. Fair, president of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, also urged stricter regulation of dogs. He said that 676 dogs
had been placed under quarantine for
symptoms of rabies this year.
"I don't think we should be sentimental in dealing with this question,"
said Dr. Fair.
T. J. Muldoon, Brookside zoo keeper, protested against the proposed
impounding of dogs, but said that
there should be more regulation.
Muldoon offered to furnish 1he city
with a building for caring for homeless dogs.
Opposition to the ordinance was
expressed by members of the Animal Protective League. The com-;
mittee postponed action on the raeas-1
ure for a week.

SAVE LAKE FRONT T01
I CITY.ISGAHNSPLEA
Legislation to Prevent Riparian
Encroachments Favored; Railroad Wins Appeal.
Establishment of a city harbor line
and the exercise of police powers of
the city to prevent riparian owners
from wharfing out into the lake is to
be urged by the city river and harbor commission.
Councilman Gahn, secretary of the
organization, made this announcement yesterday following a decision
of appellate court to the effect that
riparian owners have authority to
fill out into the lake in the absence
of legislation by the state.
The court upheld the decision of I
Common Pleas Judge Stevens in the
suit brought against the Pennsylva- i
nia Railroad Company by Attorney
R. M. Morgan, representing the Attorney General's office. Morgan said
that the case would be appealed to
the Supreme Court.
The decision involved the extent of
the riparian rights of owners of lake
front land. The state contended that
it owned all submerge^ land and
lake front property owners had no
right to wharve out to' the harbor
line.
"The state of Ohio holds the title
to the soil under Lake Erie within
its boundaries, in trust, however, for
the purpose of navigation and fishing," the decision read. "Until the
state otherwise determines by appropriate legislation, the owner of
lake front land has the right to wharf,
out and make land to the line of
navigability."
Gahn believes that the city should
as the General Assembly to pass necessary legislation at its next session.
In the meantime a city harbor line
should be established and riparian
owners prevented from filling beyond
this line, he says.

SEEKS TO KEEP CITY JOBS
MAYOR'S WIFE DESCRIBES
ROBBERY TO GRAND JURY
The grand jury is expected to report this morning on the case of
Walter Linton,
Ashland farmer,
charged with stealing jewelry worth
$500 from Mrs. Newton D. Baker,
wife of Mayor,Baker.
Mrs. Baker*-''appeared before the |
grand jury yesterday and retold the
story of the alleged robbery. Police
Lieutenant John Reiber, who arrested Linton, also testified.
Mrs. Linton, wife of the accused
man, wrote Mrs. Baker recently asking mercy for her husband, saying
"it was for the sake of our five children that Walter did this terrible
thing."

FOR LOCAL RESIDENTS
Opening of civil service examinations to' out-of-town applicants was
severely criticized by Councilman
Dittrick yesterday, while tests for
the position of commissioner of recreation were in progress.
Eighteen applicants took the examination for the place, now held by
T. M. Black. Most of them were
from out of the city.
"Examinations should be limited to
citizens of Cleveland," said Dittrick.
"If a change in the charter is necessary, it should be made."
City Sport. Supervisor McGinty and
John Zeber, superintendent of the
Clark avenue municipal bathhouse,
were among the Cleveland applicants
taking the examination.

. _..' .
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HAS EARLY SESSI1N
TO ATTEND FIGHT

FIGHT BREAKS IN COUNCIL
Stirs'Bast Cleveland Body In Debate on Tyler's Successor.
On the question of selection of a successor for Councilman Edward J.
Tyler, who has moved into Cleveland,
two members of the East Cleveland
council engaged in a spirited argument last night.
Councilman C. E. Kriss, known as
an anti-administration leader, wanted
the question of Mr. Tyler's successor
taken up and objected when Councilman Robert L. Queisser called for
adjournment.
It was decided the council meet
ing as committee of the whole, should
select Mr. Tyler's successor Thursday night, Dec. 17.
No candidates
have been mentioned conspicuouslv in
the discussions.
"

TELLS OF ROBBER'S CALL
•Wife of Mayor Testifies and Grand
Jnry Indicts.
Calmly as she faced the burglar
who invaded her home and threatened
the life of her children a few days
ago, Mrs. Newton D. Baker yesterday described the happening to the
grand jury considering the charge
against Walter Linton, Ashland, O.,
who is charged with the crime.
After the testimony of Mrs. Baker,
and among others, of Lieutenant of
Police John P. Reiber, who almost lost
his life in capturing Linton, the grand
jury voted to indict Linton. The
jurors will report their finding this
morning.
The mayor accompanied Mrs. Baker
to the court house yesterday morning. They met Prosecutor Cyrus
Locher in the corridor and chatted
with him for a few minutes. The
mayor was compelled to attend a
meeting. He left while Mrs. Bakerwent upstairs to tell her story to the
grand jury.
M' »»■•—-

MAYOR TO TALK CITIZENSHIP./
Baker, lVi,IA^r^lmepIcan
*riday Evening-.

Cln„

Mayor Newton" iTalicer will address
the American club on "Becoming a Citizen of the City of Good Will" at a
meeting Frlda- -it x n ™ * .
«o„_h% E *&,& 8anPd p'rotpe^'l"
£<• X . Cr. Brooks, sunervisnr Xt tt,„ .
menta, y evening >cB3^V32fe
0^?eaa^reCsarrw1If\eb%nedciSiI/onI'I7.

City Council Passes Heating
Grant, Then Members Go
to Akron Bout.
Appropriation Ordinance for
1915 Calls for Expense
of $8,000,000.
To permit city council members to
attend the Kilbane-Mandot boxing
match in Akron last night, the city
council held its regular meeting a half
hour ahead of regulation time.
The meeting started at 6:30 instead
of 7. At 7:05 the business was completed ,a«d counciimen who had arranged to attend the bout were on
their way to the train.
Important business of the meeting
was the passage of the Cleveland
.Electric Illuminating Co.'s heating ex1tension grant after reconsideration of
the vote by which the ordinance had
been defeated at the previous meeting.
Councilman Harry C. Gahn, attorney, declared that any taxpayer opposed to this grant would have a, basis
for a law suit on the ground that action on the measure had not been
taken within the period prescribed in
the council rules. The ordinance was
passed at 6:-J5.
Councilman Gahn
voted against the ordinance.
City Law Director John E. Stockwell upheld council's action last night
in meeting ahead of scheduled time.
As long as the: journal states the
meeting was called to order at 7
o clock the court will not question the
matter, he said. "The court will not
gO(behind the journal record."
This is a business trip," said
Chairman A. J. Damm of the council
committee on finance. "We want to
see how the boxing match at Akron
is conducted. The question of the
appointment of a boxing commission
is pending, and we want to see how
the Akron match is regulated."
Other council business was introduction of the 1915 appropriation orn
or «SC4^n °Jlzin|>, the expenditure
of $8,5o;J,000 for all city purposes,
passage of an ordinance authorizing
the issue of $200,000 bonds for the
purchase of street lighting equipment
■for the downtown district, introduction of a resolution authorizing the
Cleveland Railway Co. to buy the
North Randall line for $146,000 and
the adoption of a resolution authorizing the appointment of a special committee to report on the method of using the Mary A. Warner art gallery
found of more than $li,000.
The special committee appointed to
investigate the question of establishing the sectional system of street
cleaning and
repairing
reported
against immediate adoption of such a j
plan. The committee recommended I
that property for establishment of
garbage and street department stations be purchased. The committee
reported many recommendations made
in the Chamber of Commerce paving
report have been adopted.
The council committee on finance
j*nd appropriations will hold a public meeting at 9 o'clock this morning
in the city council chamber to consider the 1915 appropriation ordinance. Public Safety Director A. A.
Benesch will ask for an additional allowance of $140,000 for the police department pay roil.
Meetings on the appropriation ordinance will be in progress throughout
this week. There will be decided opposition to the increased allowances
sought by the department of-public
welfare. Opposition to funds for the
municipal symphony orchestra and
the vocational guidance bureau has
developed lately.
Councilman Gahn offered a resolution calling for the appointment of a
special committee to report on the
question of a municipal subway terI minal with a view to placing the question before the voters at a special
election. The resolution was referred
j to the council committee on street
j railways over the protest of CouncilIman Gahn, who urged immediate ac-
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What Council Did Monday Nightf
Council Monday night, in a
meeting called 30 minutes
early to enable members to go
to Akron for the Kilbane-Mandot boxing match, transacted
this business:
Gave second reading to subway ordinance and referred
Gahn resolution
providing
committee to investigate feasibility of downtown muny subway terminals.
Passed ordinance providing
$200,000 for downtown 'lighting system.
Voted for committee report
on advisability of using Mary
A. Warner art fund, now
amounting to about $11,000,
for new city hall art exhibit.
Received 1915 appropriation
ordinance and arranged for
public hearings on it beginning Tuesday.
Started legislation to issue
new bonds to take up $470,000
sewer intercepting bonds that
mature April 1, 1915.
Killed Townes resolution
providing half-hour street car

service after midnight.
Received a communication
from Zanesville council asking
Cleveland to concur in appeal
for return of 50 per cent of excise taxes to cities paying them.
Referred resolution providing extension of Buckeye-rd car
service.
Referred resolution asking
estimate of cost of giving new
car service on Broadview-av
fromvW, 25th-st
to .city limits.
Passed v ordinance
giving
Cleveland Illuminating
Co
privilege'of extending heat and
hot water mains- to several
downtown business houses.
Received a communication
from single tax club asking
naming of committee to report
on improved taxation system
and work toward constitutional
amendment for tax reform.
Received report disapproving immediate adoption of sectional plan for street cleaning
and repairing.
Received ordinance authorizing
Concon to purchase
North Randall car line for
$146,0W.

TUBE STATIONS WILL
BE 0 K'D BYSIDLO
Council Monday night adopted
amendments by Councilman Reynolds providing Server Sidlo must
approve all station plans submitted by the Cleveland Rapid
Transit Co. as part of its proposed
subway.
Thus amended, the subway extension' ordinance was passed to
next Monday night, when probably
it will be passed.
A special committee of chamber
of commerce advocated the Reynolds amendment.

NEW LAW WON'T MAKE
DOGS WEARJAUZZLES
Council health committee Monday will approve a dog regulating
ordinance, stripped of many provisions to which animal lovers
have made objection.
The ordinance will not provide
for muzzling pf dogs; nor for a
fee for delivery of tagless dogs to
the pound; nor for "Shooting of

strangely acting dogs on the
premises."
The ordinance simply will provide an annual license fee of 50
cents for male dogs and $1 for females, and "humane killing" of
tagless dogs by the health department.
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CITY PUBLICITY
BUREAU TO DIE;
ROWINMEETING
City Clerk Tells Civic League
Secretary Not to Interfere
in City's Affairs
City Clerk Richard E. Collins and
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Civic
league, with a lively verbal setto
Wednesday pried the lid off the first
meeting' of council appropriation and
finance committees to determine 1915
expenditures by the city.
In addition to demanding that the
committees cut Collins' salary from
$4,000 to $3,000 Fesler proposed that
Collins' office' force of employes be
cut in half. In retaliation Collins
suggested that inasmuch as Fesler
draws two salaries he should not object on salary questions, indicated
that since Fesler lives in Bast Cleveland he should make' no advances before the Cleveland council, and declared Civic league reports invariably
are full of glaring errors.
Council committees refused to
heed Fesler's demand and gave Collins what he asked for for next year,
$14,267.
On Fesler's and Mayor
Baker's request the department of
publicity, now conducted by Robert
TV. Hobbs, will be abolished.
The
work will be put under Collins' direction.
An announcement by Finance Director Coughlin that council must
cut $1,180,000 off the 1915 budget,
now
totaling
$5,713,000,
caused
councilmen to whet their knives.
Salary increases will be strictly tabooed. Safety Director Benesch's request for $134,000 additional to establish a police cadet system will go
by the boards, councilmen said, unless more money is available than
is now in sight.

CITY APPEALS TO RIVAL
FOR ELECTRIC CURRENT
Direct admission the city's $2,000,000
municipal light plant cannot be relied upon was seen Tuesday in a letter from Safety Director Benesch
asking the Illuminating company
not to remove its lines from the high
pressure pumping station, Lakeside
avenue near East 9th street.
The municipal light substation in
the rear of the pumping' station having been completed, fire department
officials had arranged to use municipal current. However, to provide for
an emergency, according to Beni sch, it would be agreeable to the city
it the Illuminating company leaves
in its cables.
Benesch made his appeal on the
ground many Illuminating company
customers
are
in
the
territory
guarded by the high pressure syMtem, and that the corporation can do
its customers a favor.

v

EK TO FORCE
REFERENDUM ON
HEATUMANTS
Engineers and- Steamfitters
Assert Council's Action Was
Not Legal
Officials of the Cleveland > Federation of Labor Tuesday considered demanding a referendum on council's
action Monday night in granting the
Illuminating company steam-heating
franchises
iu
several
downtown i
streets. Action will be taken by the ,
federation at its next executive committee meeting December 16.
Demand for the vote will be made
by members of the Engineers' and
Steamfitters' unions.
"The steamfitters have been considering demanding a referendum on
the ordinance for some time," J. C.
Malley,
acting
secretary of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor, said.
"Council's action in granting the
franchise after having defeated the
resolution is expected to bring quick
action by the federafW."
Steamfitters and engineers have opposed the heating franchises because :
of the number of men who will lose
their jobs. Demand for the referendum will be based on the ground that
council acted without legal authority
in granting the franchise.

WHY SO MUCH MONEY
IN FUND? THEY ASK
Council finance committee is holding up Welfare Director Cooley's re-'
Quo*.-y.,m. be transferred from the
child -hygiene bureau fund to meet
expenses-incurred in fighting the foot
and mouth disease until Health Com- |
missmner.. Ford explains why the buu
reau „as-., glance;
p'Last .January we cut the bureau's
Appropriation to $45,000.; and as a result were subjected to the worst
ntieism ever accorded Councilmen," I
Councilman David Moylan, member j
ot the committee, declared Tuesday I
We. were accused of stripping the
fund and warned we would be re-1

sponsible for. the death of scores of
babies. Now, welfare department officials have $1,000 left to transfer.
Next year the bureau wants $3,000
more than this year."

'/
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CITY COUNCIL TO
ABOLISH JOBS IN
ECONOMY EFFORT

MlTHSTuW

Committee Decides to Cut
$1,100,000 From Estimates for 1915.
SALARY RAISES REFUSED

FIBMSGEJ HEAT

Publicity, Sanitation and Smoke
Prevention Bureaus May
Be Wiped Out.

brig Delay by Council in Granting Permit to Illuminating
Company Will Work
Hardship.

Heads of a number of city divisions will lose their positions and few
salary increases will be granted employees as a result of a policy decided on by the council committee on
appropriations at its first meeting
yesterday.
Consolidation of the bureau of information and publicity with the city
clerk's office will cost Commissioner
R. H. Hobbs his position if the committee's recommendations are approved.
The committee was deadlocked on
the proposal to legislate out of office
Commissioner of Smoke Inspection
Roberts. Action was deferred until
later.
Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief of the
bureau of! sanitation, will also lose
her position if Chairman Rolf has his
way. The elimination of the municipal orchestra and vocational guidance bureau will be urged, with big
curtailments in other departments of
public welfare expenditures.
In Session AH Day.
The committee was in session all
day and considered budget requests
of the council, city clerk and department of public safety. A total of
$97,580 was pared from the departmental estimates. Director Of Finance
Coughlin said that the 1915 budget
must be cut $1.180,000 to bring appropriations within the amount of estimated receipts and to pay debts
amounting to $765,000.
Suggestion that the bureau of Information and publicity be combined with the city clerk's office
came from Mayor Baker after a
verbal battle between Clerk Collins
and Mayo Fesler, secretary of the
Civic League.
Fesler charged that employees in
the clerk's office were . paid more
than employees doing similar work
in . other offices and that Collins
could dispense with a part of his
office force. This drew a hot retort
,'from Collins.

Baker Favors Smoke Department.
"I admire the industry of the gentleman from East Cleveland, but
abhor his inaccuracies." said Co.'lins,
declaring that the duties of the
clerk's office had been misrepresented in a pamphlet issued by the Civic
League.
Baker opposed couneilmen favoring the elimination of the division
of smoke inspection. He declared
that the division had justified its
exi.4f.ence, but ordered Commissioner
Roberts to take legal action at once I
to abate the smoke nuisance at the
Lake Shore Railroad roundhouse in
Collinwood.
Councilman Rolf, who led the fight
against. Roberts, said that, for three
years he had been endeavoring to
have the nuisance abated.
The committee delayed action on
Director Benesch's request for an appropriation for a training school for
police patrolmen. Councilman McGinty said that he believed that the
proposal would disorganize the de- j
partment. Councilman FitzGerald saw
legal difficulties in the way. Beneseh
wants the police cadets to be placed
on a two-year probationary period.
8 Fire Wardens Voted.
Reorganization of the fire prevention bureau was made possible
through the approval of an appropriation for eight additional fire
wardens and a chief fire warden to
take charge of prevention work. An
appropriation for two additional
battalion chiefs was refused.
Salary raises were refused Julius
Pollock, secretary, of the division of
fire;
Raymond
Logan,
assistant
secretary of police; E. H. Cunningham, deputy commissioner of buildings and a number of employees holding clerical positions. The committee
indicated that it would follow the
same course in dealing with other
proposed increases, amounting in all
to more than $25,000.
The music committee of the City
Club^will appear before the committee today to urge an appropriation of
$10,000 for the municipal orchestra.
Couneilmen are opposing the orchestra. A committee from the Chamber
of Commerce yesterday asked Mayor
Baker to join with it in urging the
council to transfer all recreational
activities to the department of public
welfare.
Members of the chamber have been
invited by the finance committee of
the organization to submit constructive suggestions on municipal financing.

Downtown business firms will have
to go without steam heating service
until iate in the winter through delay of the city council in passing
franchise
ordinance, , Director of
Public Service Sidlo said yesterday.
Authority to lay heating mains on
Walnut avenue, Vincent avenue and
Hurpn road has just been given the
Illuminating Company after a long
fight In the council, gidlo said that it
wa« unlikely that permits for opening
the streets would be issued until the
forty-day referendum period
has
elapsed.
Threats of the stationary engineer's
Union to obtain a referendum on the
heating grants were not
taken
Seriously by couneilmen. The original
grant was upheld by, a decisive vote
two years ago, after a referendum
had been called.
Illuminating service will be used
for heating police headquarters, if
plans of Mayor Baker can be worked
"The service
is
cheaper
and
cleaner,
said Baker yesterday in
suggesting the abandonment of the
city's boiler plant.
This would require another amendordkanc0,
cent^
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CITY MAY CLOSE
Council Committees Also Debate Abolition of Smoke
Commissioner's Job.
Efforts Made, in Heated Session, to Trim 1915
Estimates.

<c<
Newton D. Baker.
Editor Plain Dealer-Sir: Cleveland will miss the fine, sincere ability
of Mayor Baker; but it need not be
deprived of it altogether. There's
tte governor's chair! The same broad
vtolor. that raises above the common
run Mr. Baker's work as mayor
Should distinguish his acts as governor And then, there's a higher office' the highest office in the land
Cleve and may well stand sponsor for
Newton D. Baker as president. He
IZ man of clean heart and noble
"ind
The people's joys and their
Tov^s come.within his understand
1M He is faithful to the beautiful
idea of de»°cracyJULIUS

B. C0HN.

Cleveland.

What Meeting Did.
Approved appropriation to permit
appointment of eight additional fire
wardens and one chief warden for
extension of fire prevention service.
Tentatively approved establishment of police training school and
police cadet system as urged by
'Mayor Baker and Safety Director
A. A. Benesch.
Eliminated position of commissioner of publicity as separate office
and joined publicity bureau with
city clerk's office.
Debated on question of abolishing
smoke inspection division.

crfY MAY CLOSE
PUBLICITY BUREAU
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

Councilman MlcGinty. "We cannot
consider salary increases.
_
Mayor Baker and the Chamber of
Commerce committee on smoke preIf recommendations of council vention came to the defense of
committees on finance and appropria- Commissioner Roberts when the
work of the smoke division was attions are approved by the city coun- tacked by members of the. council
committee under the leadership, of
cil, one official will lose Us position! Chairman Rolf.
Councilman A.
Jan. 1. He is R.- M. Hobbs, commis- | J. Damm, chairman of the council
committee on finance, declared that
sioner of publicity.
the whole smoke division might to be
The recommendations were made abolished and Councilman Rolf moved
that the .$3,000 allowance for the
at an all-day session of the commit- salary of Smoke Commissioner Roberts be stricken from the ordinance
tees yesterday.
The motion was seconded by CounConsideration of the abolition of cilman Damm and two of the members of the committee did not respond
another position, that of smoke com- to the roll call. It was finally agreed
missioner, held by E. P. Roberts, came that this matter would be taken up
for final action at today s session.
up but was put over until today.
The suggestion of Councilman
Councilman William Rolf, yesterday Rolf that the smoke division be conwith the building division
moved that the appropriation of'j solidated
and that regular police assist m
$3,600 asked for salary for Commis- j smoke inspection service was not fasioner Roberts be stricken from .the j vored by the mayor.
■Public Safety
Director
A. A.
j ordinance, but no agreement was j
Benesch may be allowed $100,000 for
reached.
Fhe appointment of 200 police cadets.
Some members of the committee At the suggestion of Mayor Baker,
are asking that still more positions wno urged the adoption of Director
policy of establishing a
ibe abolished in the move to.cut down Benesch's
training school for police the questhe apropriations for 1915. One is tion of recommending the increase
that held by Mildred Chadsey, chief was passed for further consideration.
A definite decision may be reached toof the bureau of sanitation.
da
-Would Eliminate Orchestra.
public Safety Director, Benesch
To reduce the city's expenditures made a plea for funds for the appointment
of eight additional fire wardens
further it has been suggested that and one
chief v?arden, and the inthe fund tor the municipal orchestra crease was allowed. The director probe denied and that the vocational tested vigorously against cuts in his
guidance
bureau be- eliminated. estimates for the maintenance and
repair of fire and police stations.
These matters are still to be consid•'Some of the police stations are m
ered. Reductions in the expense of such bad shape that I fear the health
the department of public welfare also department will take some action, he
Sa
have been suggested.
The total cut from. fire_ department
Heated disputes enlivened the ses- estimates amounted to $57 289.
_
Secretary Mayo Fesler of the Civic
sion, called for discussion of the apleague
and
City
Clerk
Richard
E.
propriation ordinance for the year
Collins clashed when the former urged
1915.
the committee to cut the pay of the
The police, fire, building and smoke icity clerk, which now amounts to
j...;^;^r,a anrl foe,, office of the city $4 000 a year, and to dismiss half the
force of employes in the clerks office The outcome of the discussion
, was a suggestion from Mayor Baker
■ that the city clerk be given the duties of commissioner of publicity and
information and that the distinct office now held by Commissioner R. W.
UUPS Suttuoiaqun UP
Hobbs be abolished for purposes of
economy. Under the new arrangeinq oj jou noL jssnbax
ment the City Record will be'pubi ushed in the clt)t~clerk s office.

•

' r

•

■Witt for Mayor.
Editor Plain Dealer—Sir: As the political pot is beginning to simmer for
the mayoralty campaign of 1915, it may
not be amiss to make a few timely suggestions as to the probable candidates
for that office. Numerous men will no
doubt be put forward by the different
factions and you may depend upon it
that each separate faction will loudly
proclaim to the voters of Cleveland that
its especial horse is the most fit to fill
the office, i
The real democracy of Cleveland, and
not only that part of it which is affiliated with the Democratic party organization, but all reform organizations who
sincerely desire good government,
should by this time have learned that
what the people of Cleveland need and
what they desire above all things, is not
a regime for spoils, but a reform administration, an administration which
will not only .preserve what has been
won under the gallant leadership of
Tom L. Johnson and Newton D. Baker,
but will also continue the good work
which they began. The victories won
in recent years in Cleveland have not
been victories for the Democratic party;
they have been victories for democratic
princip/es, and success today depends
just as much upon adherence to those
principles as it ever did.
It would appear therefore to be clearly evident that the most logical and
available candidate for mayor would
be that man who believed first, last and
all the time in those principles, and to
jwhom the emoluments of public office
are a mere afterthought.
There is such a man, and he not
only represents the principles of true
democracy, but he has been actively
working for years to incorporate them
into law and put the law into practical
execution.
After Mayor Baker, there is no man
in Cleveland who has fought so long
and so well for the people with the
3-cent fare question still at issue, with
far greater transportation problems
pressing to the front, and while there
is a stand pat reactionary governor in
the state house at Columbus, it behooves all true Democrats, regardless
of any party affiliations whatever, to
look to it with all earnestness and with
undivided attention that they place on
guard in the city hall a man of unquestioned integrity, undoubted courage and sound principle, a man who has
practical experience and who has been
weighed in the balance and not found
wanting. Such a man is Peter Witt,
and it is his patriotic duty that he make
the race. He owes it to himself, to
the people of Cleveland and to Cleveland's noblest citizen, Tom L. Johnson.
Cleveland.
E. C. BUECHLER.
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PUBLICI1TBUREAU
Council Committees Also Debate Abolition of Smoke
Commissioner's Job.
Efforts Made, in Heated Session, to Trim 1915
Estimates.
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Newton D. Balser.
Editor Plain Dealer-Sir: CleVeland will miss the fine, sincere ability
of Mayor Baker; but it need not be
depHved of it altogether. There's
ft^sovernor's chair! The same broad
vision that rai3es above the common
;u„ M
Baker's work as mayor
Should distinguish his acts as govei-

mind.
idea

i°8 *
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of democracy^^
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Cleveland.

What Meeting Did.
Approved appropriation to permit
appointment of eight additional fire
wardens and one chief warden for
extension of fire prevention service.
Tentatively approved establishment of police training school and
police cadet system as urged by
Mayor Baker and Safety Director
A. A. Benesch.
Eliminated position of commis- crfy MAY CLOSE
PUBLICITY BUREAU
sioner of publicity as separate office
and joined publicity bureau with
CONTINUED FROM FIBST PAGE.
city clerk's office.
Councilman
MicGinty. "We cannot
Debated on question of abolishing
ontioirler salary increases.
smoke inspection division.
I Mayor Baler and the Chamber of
Commerce committee .on ^J^
If recommendations of council vention came to the defense 01
i
Roberts when the
committees on finance and appropria- I Commissioner
work of the smoke division was attacked
by
members
of the council
tions are approved by the city coun- , ut
... ' _._J-,. +>,o losirlershlD of
*, one official will lose his position committee under ^» J
Jan. 1. He is K,M. Hobbs, commla-1L,ggg. ^^k°L^^
sioner of publicity.
: the wnole smoke division ought to be
, The recommendations were made abolished ^^ouncJlmajBolfm^
that the Jbrf.ow a,nuvvc<-"v= —- --at an all-day session of the commit- safary-of Smoke Commissioner Rob
ertsbe stricken from the ordinance.
tees yesterday
The motion was seconded by CounConsideration of the abolition of cilman Damm and two of the-member of tne committee did not respond
another position, that of smoke com- to the roll call. It was finally agreed
missioner, held by E. P. Roberts, came Sat this matter would, be taken up
for final action at today's session.
The suggestion of Councilman
up but was put over until today.
Councilman William Rolf, yesterday Rolf that the smoke division be consol dated with the building division
moved that the appropriation of, and t^t regular police assist in
$3 600 asked for salary for Commis-1 smoke inspection service was not fa! sioner Roberts be stricken from .the j vored
by the mayor.
V;
Public Safety Director A A.
ordinance, but no agreement was
Renesch may be allowed $100,000 for
Fhe appointment of 200 police cadets.
reached.
Some members of the committee | At the suggestion of Mayor Baker,
fhe adoption of Director
are asking that still more positions wL urged
Beneschfs policy of establishing a
be abolished in the move to, cut down training school for police, the questhe apropriations for 1915. One is tion of recommending the increase
that held by Mildred Chadsey, chief was passed for further consideration.
A definite decision may be reached toof the bureau of sanitation.
da
would Eliminate Orchestra.
public Safety Director, Benesch
To reduce the city's expenditures made a plea for funds for the appointment of eight additional fire wardens
further it has been suggested that anTone chief vfarden, and the inthe fund for the municipal orchestra crease was allowed. The director probe denied and that the vocational tested vigorously against cuts in his
estimates for the maintenance and
guidance
bureau be- eliminated. repair
of fire and police stations,
These matters are still to be consid- i "Some of the police stations are in
ered. Reductions in the expense of : such bad shape that I fear the health
the department of public welfare also department will take some action, he
Sa
have been suggested.
The total cut from.fire ^department
estimates amounted to S>o7,J8J.
_
: Heated disputes enlivened the ses-.
sion, called for discussion of the ap- * Secretary Mayo Fesler of the Civic
league and City Clerk Richard E.
propriation ordinance for the year Collins
clashed when the former urged
j
the committee to cut the pay of the
1915.
,
The police, fire, building: and smoke j city clerk, which now amounts to
000 a year, and to dismiss half the
divisions and the office of the city ' «4
force of employes in the clerk's ofclerk were taken up and the grand fice The outcome of the discussion
total cut from estimates of depart- iwas a suggestion from Mayor Baker
ment heads amounted to 597,580 at that the city clerk be given the duties of commissioner of publicity and
the close of the day.
information and that the distinct ofIf the $765,000 debt incurred to fice now held by Commissioner R. W.
meet pay roils this year is to be TTobbs be abolished for purposes of
wiped out next year the council must economy. Under the new arrangemake additional cuts amounting to ment the City Record will be-publlished in the city clerk's office.
d nearly $1,100,000, Finance Director
1 Thomas Coughlin announced.
I The council committees announced
a policy of refusing all salary increases.
'Everybody but the mayor and
Icouncil wants a salary raise," said

•■■>• •
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Witt for Mayor.
Editor Plain Dealer—Sir: As the political pot is beginning to simmer for
the mayoralty campaign of 1915, it may
not be amiss to make a few timely suggestions as to the probable candidates
for that office. Numerous men will no
doubt be put forward by the different
factions and you may depend upon it
that each separate faction will loudly
proclaim to the voters of Cleveland that
its especial horse is the most fit to nil
the office, i
The real democracy of Cleveland, and
not only that part of it which is affiliated with the Democratic party organization, but all reform organizations who
sincerely desire good government,
should by this time have learned that
what the people of Cleveland need and
what they desire above all things, is not
a regime for spoils, but a reform ad-

ministration, an administration which
will -not only .preserve what has been
won under the gallant leadership of
Tom L. Johnson and Newton D. Baker,
but will also continue the good work
which they began. The victories won
in recent years in Cleveland have not
been victories for the Democratic party;
they have been victories for democratic
principles, and success today depends
just as much upon adherence to those
principles as it ever did.
It would appear therefore to be clearly evident that the most logical and
available candidate for mayor would
be that man who believed first, last and
all the time in those principles, and to
[whom the emoluments of public office
are a mere afterthought.
There is such a man, and he not
only represents the principles of true
democracy, but he has been actively
working for years to incorporate them
into law and put the law into practical
execution.
After Mayor Baker, there is no man
in Cleveland who has fought so long
and so well for the people with the
3-cent fare question still at issue, with
far greater transportation problems
pressing to the front, and while there
is a stand pat reactionary governor in
the state house at Columbus, it behooves all true Democrats, regardless
of any party affiliations whatever, to
look to it with all earnestness and with
undivided attention that they place on
guard in the city hall a man of unquestioned integrity, undoubted courage and sound principle, a man who has
practical experience and who has been
weighed in the balance and not found
wanting. Such a man is Peter Witt,
and it is his patriotic duty that he make
the race. He owes it to himself, to
the people of Cleveland and to Cleve! land's noblest citizen, Tom L, Johnson.
I Cleveland.
E. C. BUECHLER.
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Millionaire Row v
Car Plans Ready

BYCOU
PRU
Heads of a number of city divisions will mse their positions and fewsalary increases will be granted em-,
ployees as a result of a policy decided on by the council committee on
appropriations at its first meeting
yesterday.
.
Consolidation of the bureau of in--,
formation and publicity with the city
clerk's office will cost Commissioner
R H Hobbs his position if the committee's recommendations are approved.
, •
The committee was deadlocked on
the proposal to legislate out of office
Commissioner of Smoke Inspection
Roberts. Action was deferred until
*Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief of the
bureau of sanitation, will also lose
her position if Chairman Rolf has his
way The elimination of the mumeitial orchestra and vocational guidance bureau will be urged, with big
curtailments in other departments of
public welfare expenditures.
The committee was in session all
day and considered budget requests
of 'the council, city clerk and department of public safety. A total of
$97 580 was pared from. the departmental estimates. Director of Finance
Coughlin said that the 1915 budget
must be cut $1,180,000 to bring appropriations within the amount of estimated receipts and to pay debts
amounting to $765,000.
Baker opposed couneilmen favoring the elimination of the division
of smoke inspection. He declared
that the •:■ division bad justified its
exigence but ordered Commissioner
Roberts to take legal action at once,
to' abate the smoke nuisance at the
Lake Shore Railroad roundhouse in .
Collinwood.
Councilman Rolf, who led the fight
against Roberts, said that for three
years he had been endeavoring to j
have the nuisance abated.
|
The committee delayed action on
Director Bene'seh's request for an appropriation for a training school for;
police patrolmen. Councilman McGinty said that he believed that the
proposal would disorganize the department. Councilman FitzGerald saw
legal difficulties in the way. Benescb
wants the police cadets to be placed
on a two-year probationary period.

BAKER BURGLAR TO PEN
Walter Linton, Ashland farmer, inj dieted on a charge of stealing $50fi
worth of jewelry from the home of
Mayor Baker, 1851- Crawford road,
i.Wednesday pleaded guilty and was'
; sentenced to the penitentiary by
j Judge Ljeg-hley.
Linton, who admitted entering the
| Baker home in broad daylight and
holding up Mrs. Baker at the point of
a revolver, gave up hope of receiving
clemency when his wife's appeal to
Mrs. Baker failed.

CITY APPEALS »
TO RIVAL, AGAIN
Another instance of where the city,
operating a $2,700,000 municipal light
plant, is forced to go to its competitor, the Illuminating Company,
for service, came to light Wednesday ■
when council finance and appropria- j
t.ions committees pared $550 off Safety
Director Benesch's request of $1,050
for operating the fire department's
signal system.
In answer to a question by Councilman Fitzgerald, Benesch said municipal service is not available because
lines have not yet been connected to
the ■ system's
headquarters,
Hill
avenue, despite the fact the SherwinWilliams and Cleveland Provision
Companies less then half a mile
away, are served from the LakesideEast 11th substation.
At Mayor Baker's suggestion, council will ask the Illuminating Company
to lay steam heating mains to Central police station, Champlain avenue
and West 6th street. An ordinance
will be necessary.
No further action will be taken on
the Illuminating Company's request
for permission to take out cables
from the high pressure pumping station, Lakeside avenue and East 11th
street, until a reply is received to
Benesch's letter asking that, the
cables be kept in. Councilmen see
in Benesch's letter a frank admission municipal light cannot be depended on for anything so important
as the fire fighting system.

Server Tom Sidlo Wednesday
| was to submit to Tractioner Witt
and Mayor Baker plans for street
i car service on Euclid-av between
E. 22d-st and B. 40th-st, the dis-,
trict from which cars always have
v
been barred.
Sidlo's plan is to widen the
roadway of this part of Euclid-.
av from 42 feet to 60 feet. This
may be accomplished, Sidlo said,,
by extending the curb line nine
feet on either side.!
"We want to work out the plan
with as little council legislation
as possible," Sidlo said, "by making our plans in co-operation with
the Euclid-av improvement association.
Sidlo said cars will be running
over the restricted part of Euclidav some time next summer.

Baker Burglar is
Sentenced to Pen
Walter Lintonj Ashland farmer,
Wednesday was given an indeterminate sentence in '.'the penitentiary,, for, entering , Mayor
Baker's home Nov. .27, holding up
Mrs. Baker and stealing, jewels.
Linton had pleaded guilty. He
said "Thank you" when
Judge
Lieghley- sentenced him..
Linton's wife, who, with several
children, is destitute on a small
farm near Ashland, had appealed
to Mayor Baker to intervene for
her husband, but the mayor didn't
interfere.
"
>

ROBERTS'PAY
CUT TO $2400
Council appropriations committee
Wednesday voted to reduce the
salary of smoke inspector E. P.
Roberts from $3600 to $2400.
The committee considered abolishing the antismoke department or
transferring it to the building inspection department, but finally
agreed on the reduction.
The
committee
reduced
the
mayor's estimate of his office expenses from $19,740 to $16,700 and
cut the board of elections from
$82,855, to $71,595.

ASKS COUNCILMEN TO '
FIX CITY HARBOR LINEi
Council next Monday night
probably will be asked to pass a!
resolution fixing a city harbor line,
and authorizing police to prevent
private owners fr -m filling in be- \
yond it.
This, Councilman Harry Gahn:
believes, can be done despite the
decision of appellate court Mon-»
day that in the absence of state j
legislation covering the point,!
private owners could fill in to a
point of navigability.
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TO MUZZLE DOG
Mothers, to Protect Children, Petition Council, Asking That
Ordinances Be Passed
Regulating Strays.
Lakewood women yesterday took
up the fight to compel dog owners
to keep their dogs muzzled or tied.
The women petitioned councilmen to
pass an ordinance making such action compulsory.
Petitions were circulated by Mrs.
Amanda Meckes, 12524 Lake avenue;
Mrs. William F. Rapprich, 12552 Clifton boulevard; Mrs. L. J. Ranney,
Clifton Park, and Mrs. IS. J. Stahl,
12527 Clifton boulevard.
All signing the petitions have children of school age and have made
the appeal to council for their protection, they say. Mothers in Lakewood have been especially watchful
for their children since November 27,
when a supposedly rabid dog attacked four-year-old Philip Bishop,
1241 "West Clifton boulevard, and
Frederic Megerth, twelve years old,
1366 West Clifton boulevard.
Director of Law Curren, of Lakewood, declared no action on the,part
of the council was necessary, as there
are laws now in force permitting
dogs to be shot by the police when
found off the owner's premises.
Lakewood police are continuing
their efforts to rid the suburb of
stray dogs. Two were shot yester- !
day, making a total of twenty-five \
in ten days.

FARMER GETS 5 YEARS

*T

FOR BAKER_HOME THEFT
Walter Linton, of Ashland, O., was
given an indeterminate sentence in
the Ohio penitentiary yesterday,
when neither Mrs. Newton D. Baker,
whom he was accused of robbing, nor
Mayor Baker appeared to intervene
in his behalf. Linton pleaded guiUy
upon being arraigned and said
"thank you" to Judge Lieghley,
when sentence was pronounced. Linton robbed the Baker home eleven
days ago of $500 worth of jewelry.

o&>/^,
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Music Committee of Local Club
Will Join Baker in Urging an Appropriation of $10,000.
SALARY RAISES ARE ALL
REFUSED BY COMMITTEE
Less Than $30,000 Thus Far Cut
Off From Estimates of
Departments.
Savings mad© through the abolition
of the city bureau of information and
publicity, and retrenchments in the
mayor's office, probably will go towards the support of the municipal
.orchestra, instead of helping to wipe
out city deficits amounting to $765,000.
Mayor Baker indicated that he had
this plan in mind yesterday after the
council committee on appropriations
had definitely decided to consolidate
the information bureau with the
office of the clerk of council. The
music committee of the City Club
will join with him today, in urging
a $10,000 appropriation for the orchestra.
Less than $30,000 was cut from departmental estimates yesterday, although the committee faces the task i
of decreasing the 1915 budget by $1,- |
180,000, in order to bring appropria-1
tions within the amount of estimated
.receipts for the year.
The salary of Commissioner of
Smoke Inspection Roberts was cut
from $3,600 per year to $2,400, after
Roberts' office had been under fire of
councilmen for more than an hour.
Inspector May Resign.
The commissioner may resign, unless the committee restores the full
salary appropriation. The subject
will be reconsidered, later.
Salary raises were consistently refused, the requests of W. H. Kirby,
secretary of the department of public
service, C. H. Kibbee, superintendent
of street lighting, and H. C. Erdman,
assistant superintendent of street repair being among those denied.
"Let's cut the pay of these officials," said Councilman FitzGerald,
when Director of Public Service Sidlo
pointed out that Fred Reich, superintendent of paving, and John Plunkett, superintendent of sewers, had
recently been given salary boosts.
Additional clerks and bailiffs for
the unicipal court were allowed by
the committee after Clerk Henry had
pointed out the need. Chief Justice1
McGannon will urge the Legislature
to provide for two additional municipal judges, claiming that the present force of judges is insufficient to
keep the docket from becoming congested.
Traveling expenses asked by Director of Law Stockwell were reduced by $150. Stockwell said that he
expected to make a number of trips
to Columbus when the rate hearing
of the Illuminating company was
held and asked for $300 for this purpose.

Al

Resume Job Agency Quiz.
The council committee on licenses
and legislation will continue its investigation of private employment
agencies at a meeting today. Proposed legislation for the regulation
of agencies will be submitted by W.
F. Hennessy, superintendent of the
state-city free employment exchange.

Forestry Increase Refused.
Councilmen Rolf and Stolte led a
fight to obtain an Increased appropriation for the forestry bureau, but
were outvoted in committee.
"We pretend to be the Forest City,
but kill our forestry division by withholding funds," said Stolte.
The
bureau was given $13,000.
The committee held that it had no
Jurisdiction in the matter of employing civilian electricians and linemen
in the fire department. Representatives of the electrical workers' union
protested against the practice of detailing firemen to the work.
Small reductions were made In estimates for street repair, street cleaning and street lighting, appropriations being as follows: street repair,
$238,452; street cleaning, $538,970, and
street lighting, $388,752.
The committee will continue hearings upon the estimates of the department of public service today. Requests of the' department of public
welfare will be considered tomorrow.
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pole leading to the ground floor would
save Mr. Baker several seconds in
getting - to his 'automobile.
Because,.the mayor is a lawyer,
Billy lia's the idea that preparation
is useless.
He has talked with a
number of local judges and they told
him that, lawyers are never, prepared,
that it is subversive Tit good practice to be prepared for anything, not
to say frequently prejudicial to
chances of getting a continuance.
But deep in his heart the mayor has
a dream of some day having at least
ten minutes to prepare-- a speech.
Meanwhile he must worry along as
best he can. Jt must be quite obvious that to say something absolutely original upon each occasion
would , be an impossibility.
So the
mayor has a sort of model speech of
welcome: upon which he bases all he
makes. Sometimes he changes the introduction,. . sometimes the
perioration.
Often he put's 'in whole new paragraphs, or repeats sentence after sentence of the original, inserting proper
names and allusions to suit the occasion and its nature.
Even Billy.'
Murphy does not know of this. Billy
thinks • every, speech is different, so
cleverly- does „ the.. mayor vary the
same speech.
A number.; of. newspaper reporters
labor under the same .delusion.
In
any event accounts of the speeches
of welcome always
differ so widely
as to bear jh'o r,rtegemblance, save that
they are all. , backed up with the
central f-hou^ht bj the "glad hand."
Then too,, the fact that so many of
the assemblages the mayor addresses
are composed of persons from outof-town adds to his security from detection.
Once in a while some barber who
belongs to the butchers' local will
find it out- by hearing the mayor
welcome gatherings of both trades,
but on the main, the/welcomed are
ready to- leave the convention right
after the mayor gets through speaking, firm in the belief they have
heard the greatest speech that really
excellent orator ever made and that
he must have spent at-least three
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weeks practicing it with Demosthenean. pebbles in. his mouth andVthe
fierce waves, off Gordon Park for an
audience.
We do not know if the mayor has
a crest—most Democrats have—but;
if not he should seriously consider
this suggestion:
A doormat rampant,
with the
letters
W-K-LC-O-M-E, intaglio; two ".glad hands"
clasped on a purple background, and
an opera hat, cpuehant, hi one corner.
How grand and glorious Hint
would look on the mayor's stationery,
or smeared on the door of liis automobile. And how appropriate!
Billy should
have
some cards
printed: "Plain and Fancy Welcoming, A Specialty. Welcomes Given
in English, German, Greek, l^athi,
and Deaf and Dumb. Kates reasonable."
There is no evading it, our mayor
is the human welcome mat of Cleve-

land. No other cit
any one who can 1
Mr. Baker as hea
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Gaynor fs a sour
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one ever comes
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"fat OS=F\CCAl_ BAtCE.©.
Cft-GST SPEArCS 53ft. ITSBLF
BY E. H. GRIFFITH,
NO visitor, or visitors, tourists,
excursionists from Alliance
and Normal, III., conventional conventionalists from
anywhere, peregrinating and peripatetic persons who have come to
Cleveland on any pretext whatever,
should leave without being formally
and officially welcomed by Newton
D. Baker, the mayor with the two
"glad hands."
; Mayor Baker, who is referred to
by cartoonists, humorists and all who
tell of their meeting him to the folks
at the general store, as "Newty D„"
is ordinarily a mild-mannered man
with nothing of rancor,, nor acerbity
in his nature, although he can bo
caustic.
'■It was not to be wondered that
the mayor became thoroughly angry
last week when he heard it bruited
about that lie had made 4,978 speeches
of welcome since taking office.
The
report was indignantly denied, denounced as- "a figment of reportorial
imagination," a. "falsification spun
.Tom the shoddiest of whole cloth,"
'an absurdity unworthy of credence,"
'a plain lie," also "an embroidered,
>pen-worked, escaloped and . hemtitched lie,", a "vile canard", and a
'gross exaggeration.".
To substantiate all of this the daily"
alendar of the mayor's secretary, W.
. Murphy, hereinafter referred to
s "Billy," was. served with a su,bena duces tecum.
Our mayor beeves in doing things according to
le tenets of Messrs. Hoyle & Black- '■
sOee,--s*S*a—inventors of such welltiown- modern pieces of terminology
s "retainer feei" "habeas corpus,"
nd "writ of certiorari."
Billy maintained the rumor that
the boss" had made -4,978 welcoming speeches was too malicious for
fords and deserved no considerable
''
,,..'.
"That one hasn't a leg to stand
[>," said Billy, producing his diurnal
Jiai-y of the mayor's doings.
He
vent through the list and found that
he mayor had made only 4,675 addresses of welcome, instead of 4,978
as reported.
"Wotditellyou?" demanded Billy in
triumph.
Billy is the mayor's booking agent.
"When a delegate from the fire extinguisher fillers' union calls to find out
if the mayor can make a speech of
welcome to the opening session of the
national convention, Billy says: "Certainly, certainly—is it overalls or full
dress?"
Billy has the mayor booked "solid
in advance" up until midnight of the
day his term expires and has made
tentative speaking engagments for
the, demon welcomer for several
months after this date, dependent
upon the returns from "de great uin't
ward," which is owned and operated
by one James J. McGinty.
But,
that is delving into politics.
As a booking agent Billy would
gladden, the soul of any vaudevillian.
He is so earnest about his work that
he frequently forgets there are but
seven days in a week.
Those; gentlemen of the "suit case
circuit"' who do one "turn" before
breakfast and every twenty minutes
thereafter until midnight are loafers
by comparison with the way Billy
would have the mayor make speeches
of welcome.
Billy books him regularly for seven
evening performances and seven matinees.
Once he forgot and made it
nine matinees, but, by coming early
and late and cutting out lunch and
dinner hours, the mayor made It.
Every onp.e in a while the mayor has
to go to his booking agent and beg
him for the sake of his wife and lovely children to please let him have
a Sunday, night off.
Not infrequently there is a slump
In the Sunday welcoming business
and in order that the mayor may
hut have a minute to read about the
anabasis and eatabasis of General
Xenophon, or get into other learned
mischief. Billy books him for a pUl■ pit, or for telling a men's class the
. practical relationship between citizenship and Christianity.
While' Billy is careful that Mr.
Baker never has a minute he can
call his own he sees to it that making
speeches never interferes with the
work of being mayor.
Billy makes sure the mayor dictates
the proper "number of letters to Milt
Young, watches the council proceedings, keeps a weather eye on City
Solicitor Wilcox, Director Stage and
Director Springborn. Fred Alber and
Gus Hanna, watching the while to
see that great railroad corporations
do not steal the Public Square as a
Bite-for a new depot. Another thing-

Billy.insists upon is that:the mayor
keep up his correspondence with
William G. McAdoo in New York. .
"This man McAdoo has all kinds
of influence," Billy is in the habit
of saying. "There i-; no telling when
he may be able to throw some welcoming business our way."
There has been some wonderment
at the mayor's seemingly marvelous
ability for extempore persiflage.
It
is an indubitable fact . that he can
climb right up on the platform before any homogeneous or heterogeneous audience that can be safely gotten together and talk to it relevantly,
interestingly, even technically, mixing the elixir of welcome so subtlely
that his auditors rarely suspect the
mayor is grinding Cleveland's entente cordiale hatchet.
How can he do it—how can he
talk so intimately in the afternoon
to the ivory cutters' guild, and again
with, such sure familiarity to the
baseball finishers' association in the
evening?
How can he speak with
such utter comprehension of all subjects, without "the slightest preparation?
He, has to! Billy ;does not. give him
time to prepare a, speech.
The secretary has a superstition that the
day Mayor Baker writes a speech, or
even makes notes, marks the beginning of his wane into oratorical
desuetude.
In order that the mayor's mind
may be stimulated into quick action,
inspired to superhuman efforts, Billy
never tells him who he is to address until he is leaving the office.When notified in advance Billy has
noticed that the mayor becomes preoccupied, gazes out of the window
at the federal building and wonders
how Charlie Lapp is getting on with
Maurice Maschke, or over to Weber's,
where he knows the local Machiavellis are plotting to raise hob in
some, serene ward. Also, the mayor
is prone to smoke too much when
notified too soon that he must make
a speech. <. Some times he will search
feverishly through a 'Greek grammar,
or a treatise.on torts.
■ .,
This, Billy wisely argues, is not
conducive to the highest kind of -extemporaneous
welcoming.
Something of spontaneity is lost by it. All
the secretary demands of the mayor
is that he keep his dress suit neatly
pressed and in the office where he
can don it quickly..
As ■ a matter of . fact Billy would,
like to have the mayor .sleep in the
executive' office.
Billy would have
dress pumps, business shoes and rubber boots by the bed, after much
the same plan that a fireman's gear
is arranged.
He would have suits
for any emergency hung with, straps
so that the mayor could slip into
them without a pause; then, a brass I

pole leading to the ground floor would
save Mr. Baker several seconds In
getting - to hisJ automobile.
Because,.the mayor is a -lawyer,
Billy lias the idea that preparation
is useless.
He has, talked with a
number of local judges and they told
him that lawyers are never, prepared,
that it is subversive t)f good practice to be prepared for anything, not
to say frequently prejudicial to
chances of getting a continuance.
But deep in his heart the mayor has
a dream of some day having at least
ten minutes to prepare a speech.
Meanwhile he must worry along as
best he can. , It must be quite obvious that to say something absolutely original upon each occasion
would be an impossibility.
So the
mayor has a sort of model speech of
welcome upon which he bases all he
makes. Sometimes he changes the introduction, -. sometimes the
perioratioil.
Often he put's in whole new paragraphs, or repeats sentence after sentence of the original, inserting proper
names and allusions to suit the occasion and its nature.
Even Billy.
Murphy does not know of this. Billy
thinks every, speech is different, so
cleverly- does „ the.. mayor vary the
same speech.
A number., of. newspaper reporters
labor under the same .delusion.
In
any event accounts of the speeches
of welcome always differ so widely
as.to bear hoM-teSemblance, save that
they are all. . backed up with the
central ^thought 7o:f the "glad hand."
Then too,, thefact that so many of
the assemblages the mayor addresses
are composed of persons from outof-town adds to his security from detection.
Once in a while some barber who
belongs to the butchers' local will
find it out by hearing the mayor
welcome gatherings of both trades,
but on the main, the/welcomed are
ready to- leave the convention right
after the mayor gets through speaking, firm in the belief 'they have
heard the greatest speech that really
excellent orator ever made and that
he must have spent at-least three
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weeks practicing it with Demosthenean. pebbles in. his mouth and/the
fierce waves, off Gordon Park for an
audience.
We do not know ii: the mayor has
a crest—most Democrats have—but;
if not he should seriously cousider
this suggestion:
A doormat rampant,
with the letters
W-E-LC-O-M-E, intaglio; two ".glad hands"
clasped on a purple background, and
an opera hat, couchant, in one corner.
How grand and glorious that
would look on the mayor's stationery,
or smeared on the door of his automobile. And how appropriate!
Billy should
have
some cards
printed: "Plain and Fancy Welcoming, A Specialty. Welcomes Given
in English, German, Greek, Latin,
and Deaf and Dumb. Kates reasonable."
There is no evading it, our mayor
is the human welcome mat of Cleve-
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SETTING INTO HIS SPEAKING TOGt> eNROUTE TO TH€ £AWQUET HALL
iS
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No other city in Hie world has
one who can hold a tungsten.to
Baker as head of a municipal
iving line. By comparison, Mayor
nor Is a. sour and brusque boor
, don't care a Harry Thaw if no
ever comes to , Gotham, and
for Gaynor has a reputation as a
comer, too.
ut we must descend to the cone.
Page after page Hows from
machine, but the linotypers uprs continue to moan for "copy.
Illy goes in the mayoral office and
s:""C'mon, Mr. Baker, get a jump
you've got to welcome-the Soup
me'rs from Saskatoon over at
:en's Armory, at 2:10—it is now
i%.
The machine waits."
iving a last yearning pull at Ins
a the mayor flees precipitately,
I'largely through his being known
the crossing cops arrives on the
tform
just as the chairman has
shed1 introducing the mayor of
velanld "who will deliver an ad-

dress of welcome to us strangers
within his gates."
This is -in the afternoon, or perchance, the morning and.. Mr.. Baker
is clad in his mayor 'suit,- a- creation
of simple, dignified lines much like
the business garb of other men. He
rises to the occasion. . He takes a
negligent, but. '• irhpressuVe attitude
facing his audience.
Usually one
hand is inserted carelessly in a side
trousers pocket, while the other is
permitted to roam the air, catching
the elusive divine afflatus by the
tail or indulging in easy Lincoln
gestures.
. • .Mr Baker speaks mellifluously, in
a charmingly modulated voice, with
as much sang froid and savoire.fair*,
eke, aplomb, as if he were showing
the Supreme Court how meager is its
knowledge of the law.
Here comes
the sample speech:
"Ladies and gentlemen, \ delegates to the Soup Canners' convention:
I 'have never before

realized wnat an important part
the industry you represent plays
in the devel6pm.en.tFX>f our civilization.. I do not know that I
know very mucfr-abbut the soup
canning business, indeed, I am
sure I do ijot,llbuC I. dja know it
is one of the noblest Works that
has been given to .mankind to
do.
'
' ".When'I was a'boy there w-as
an old man in our town who
used- to say that with the soup
canners rested the future security
of the nation, and now I realize
this is so.
You have come a
long ways to.this city on the lake
and on behalf, of its people I say
: I- am glad you- are here.
"It is my pleasure and my privilege to welcome you to this city.
In so far as. I am able I give you
the freedom of it, it is yours and
you may do anything you wish,
except carry away chips from.the.
Soldiers' and Sailors' monumen;. ',
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QETTlNe INTO HIS) SPEAKING Toet> EHCSOUTe TO "THE BANQUET HALid. No other city in the world has
• one who can hold a tungsten to
Baker as head of a municipal
giving line. By comparison, Mayor
^nor fs a, sour and brusque boor
■j don't care a Harry Thaw if no
ever ■ comes to . Gotham, and
yor Gayrior has a reputation as a
comer, too.
ut, we must descend to the coiite.
Page. after page flows from
machine, but the linotypers upirs continue to moan for "copy."
Illy goes in the mayoral office and
s: "C'mon, Mr. Baker, get a jump
you've got to welcome-the Soup
me'rs from : Saskatoon over at
;en's Armory,, at 2:10—it is now
)%.
The machine waits."
iving a last yearning pull at his
e, the mayor flees precipitately,
L largely through his being known
the crossing cops arrives on the
tform just as the chairman has
shed! introducing the mayor of
velanid, "who will deliver an ad-

dress of welcome to us strangers
within his gates."
This is in the afternoon, or perchance, the morning .and, Mr.. Baker
is clad in his mayor suit,' a creation
of simple, dignified lines much like
the business garb of other men. He
rises to the occasion. . He takes a
negligent, but,' irnpresiUy.e attitude
facing his audience.
Usually one
hand is inserted carelessly in a side
trousers pocket, while the other is
permitted to roam the air, catching
the elusive divine afflatus by the
tail or indulging in easy Lincoln
gestures.
'
.
Mr. Baker speaks mellifluously, in
a charmingly modulated voice, with
as much sang froid and savoire.fair*,
eke, aplomb, as if he were showing
the Supreme Court how meager is its
knowledge of the law.
Here, comes
the sample speech:
"Ladies and gentlemen, \ delegates to the Soup Canners'. convention:
I have never before

realized wnat an important part
the .industry you represent plays
in the development F.<of our civilization.. I do not know that I
know very' mucK-ab'out the soup
canning business, indeed, I am
sure I do ijQt,l|;b4C I; dji' know it
is one of the hoSlest works that
has been . given, to , mankind to
do.
"When I was a'boy there was
an. old man in our town who
used-to • say that with the soup
canners rested the future security
of the nation, and now I realize
this is so.
You have, come' a
long ways to this city on the lake
and on behalf of its people I say
.' I am glad you' are here.
"It is my pleasure and my privilege to welcome you to this city.
-In so far as.I am able T give you
the freedom of it, it is yours and
you may do anything you wish,
except carry away chips from.the
. Soldiers' and Sailors' monument

I am sorry you cannot vote here,
but mayhap in the future you
will decide that our progressiveness and industry merit a branch
of your great soup canning busi- jjess and some of you will cofno
here to live.
"The last census places us sixth
in the list of cities, and a school
. census places us fourth. I don't
know how large Cleveland is and
I don't care.
It is what Cleveland is that concerns me most.
T may tell you, if you have not
already discerned it, that there
exists here a spirit which you
will find in no other place in the
world, not even delightful Saskatoon.
"As the term patriotism is used
to define a man's feeling for his
country, so we have coined the
word 'Civitism,' to define the
Clevelander's feeling for his city.
I think you will find this spirit
one which makes for co-operation
with, and as nearly as possible,
identity with, of the affairs of
the citizen and those of his city.
"It is this spirit that matters
more to me than the city's size.
The bigness of a city counts, of
course, but some things count
more.
-Who in this room can.
' tell, or find a history to tell what
was the size of ancient Athena,
that wonderful city that radiated,
its sublimating influence, not
alone over the whole of Hellas,
but over the whole of the world
then amenable to civilization."
Then follows, sometimes a description of the city park system, often
a recapitulation of street car history, an explanation of the newliquor license system, statistics of
the garment working industry, or figures proving Cleveland to be really
a greater steel center than Pittsburgh
all interspersed with the most img-ratiating smiles.
The following may give tin idea of
what Mr. Baker has done since the
first of the year—hereafter, much
mure may be expected or him as he
lias learned to change from his
mayor suit to dress clothes while
running his automobile:
Welcomed: January
In,
Roald
Amundsen, South Pole; January 21,
Lumber Dealers; January 24, High
School of Commerce; same night,
St. Ignatius' Alumni and Gienville
Center Civic Club; February 4, rewelcomed (an annual affair) Chamber of Commerce; February 8, Yale
Alumni; February 13, National Association of Tailors; same afternoon,
Case School students; ' February 14,
Children of West High school; that,
night, talked at Bast End Baptist
Church.
The next day he talked at
the City club and that night he
went to Pittsburg and invited some
club to come to Cleveland and be
welcomed.
February 17, it was the Miles Avenue Civic Club, and February 19, the
Cleveland Suffragists. February 22
he did a, little welcoming at Ohio
Wesleyan University, and February
24, he welcomed the Christians at
Rev. 'Worth M. Tippy's Epwortfr
Memorial Church.
February 25, he welcomed Varnish
Men to the C. A. C; Sunday,- March
2, he delivered memorial address at
Eagles' hall; April 5, he delivered
memorial address for Harry Thomas
and that night he welcomed the
wild
Phi
Delta
Gamma
at
the Hotel Statler.
April 12, he
greeted the Y. M. C. A. in its new
building and April 17 he told the
Builders'
Exchange
some things
about building, welcoming them to
do their best for Cleveland.
April 28, it was the Underwriters'
Association; Majt 16, he spoke a.t
Trinity Cathedral; May ID, to the
Electrical Engineers; May 20, to tho
Natural Gas men (and they beat
him at. the welcoming game); May
22, the Candy men; May 24, the Geskngverein Harmonica Society; May
28,' the Mayfield club; May 29, the
Case Alumni Association. Decoration
day he welcomed the Soldiers and.
Sailors, aiid that night spoke at the
Cleveland School of Art.
«, .
June 3, it was the Piano Dealers:
"June 5, the Northern Ohio Dental
Association; June 7, the Pittsburg
Civic league; June 8, the Automobile Engineers; June 9, the Euclid.
Avenue Baptist Church; June 12, the
College for Women, and in the' evening, the Horticultural Society; June
13, the Law School; June 14, the
Koskiusco Society, and the same
afternoon, Dr. Henry Upson Memorial services; June 17, Miles Avenue
School. Mothers''club; June 19, Calvary Church; June 24, Lutheran
Men's club; June 26, Franklin Circle
Disciple Church; July 21, the Harness Makers; July 26, Hungarian
picnic; July 29, Orphan's day address; August 6, Apple Shippers' Association; August 12, Ohio Retail
Grocers and Butchers; August 13,
Collinwood picnic; August 16, Home
Gardening Association; A.ugust 17,
Collinwood Congregational Church;
August 18, the Photo Engravers; August 20, the Deaf and Dumb Association, and the West Side Merchants; August 21, German students,
and in the evening, Central High
School students; August 25, the German Warriors; August 26, the Jewish people at Luna Park; August 27,
'the Doll Carnival; August 29, Cuyahoga County Teachers' Institute;
August 30, Ashtabula Society; August 31, Hungarian Society, and same
day, Schwober picnic,
Bohemian
Garden;
September 1, American
Boiler Makers' Association, and the
same evening. Federation of Labor
and'United National Association of
Postoffice Clerks.
The next day he
had a wedding.
He has no dates for today—nothing
tovdo until tomorrow^

What Is the Cause?

Old Order
In Truth
Changing
Cleveland's Mayor Tells of
Performances^ ancL Prospects of Civilization
BAKEE LOUDLY QHEERED
Endorsement of I., P. & E.
-—feom- rittsburg Board
of Trade Members
FOE PUBLIC OWNEESHIP
Former Senator Flinn and
Congressman Madden the
Other Speakers
The young progressive Mayor of Cleveland, Newton D. Baker, disciple of the
far-famed Tom Loftin Johnson and carrying out the ideas of that leader in these
later days, told a representative gathering
of Pittsburg business men at the annual
banquet of the Pittsburg Board of Trade,
at the Eittenhouse last night, some of the
things that have been done in the Forest
City for the common people. He spoke
to a gathering in which there were many
who could not be called progressives, as
the Cleveland executive would be known,
to whom conservatism, really, has been
their alter ego; and he took notice of this
fact in an apology for speaking as strongly
in some places as he did and in failing
to carry out his' ideas to their logical
conclusion.
And still it was noticeable that they
cheered the young executive when he told
of what the initiative and the referendum
and the recall had done in his own city—a
city which he liked to term a little model
republic which was teaching the remainder
of the country how to properly progress—
and that they cheered him equally loud
and long when he explained what Cleveland had done to the street car corporation, with the inference that Pittsburg
might do the same—and yet they were
painfully silent when he declared that the
next logical step would be the taking over
of other public utilities and the extending
of the idea from the city to the Nation
until the Nation took over the ownership
and the operation of the steam railroads.

Flinn and Madden Speak
There were other speakers of note at
the banquet — former Senator William
Flinn, who told something of the history
of Pittsburg and proposed some remedies
for the ills that beset the body politic,
and Congressman Martin E. Madden of
Illinois, who gave an illustrated lecture
on the Panama Canal. The name of Theodore Roosevelt was sprung not infrequenly
in the speeches of these two latter, but .
there was no such applause even for this
magic name as that which marked the
words of the young visitor from the city '
by the shores of Lake Erie, who disclaimed any idea of talking partisan politics or any other sort of politics, who disclaimed, almost, any interest in any sort
of politics except the politics which made
for the common good.
The speechmaking was opened by Ghair-
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man S. A. Dickie of the banquet committee and Dr. A. S. Hunter, president of the
Pittsburg Board of Trade, was the toastmaster There was an attendance which
filled the banquet hall of the Rittenhouse,
and when the speechmaking began there
was a good sprinkling of women in the
gallery.

Enemies Break Bread
It was an interesting affair, in a loca1
way, aside from the notable speech of **'ie
young guest of honor. For at the bart1112*
table proper and in the gathering as a
whole there was exemplified that ancient
and holy—if not often practiced—idea of
mine enemy breaking bread with me. A
jfew seats removed from Senator rlmn
'far enough, to be sure, to be out of the
■danger zone—sat State Highway Commissioner E. M. Bigelow, who awoke from a
deep study when the Senator gave himself
credit for originating the boulevard idea
and didn't appear wholly comforted when
he referred to the former Director of Pub-1
lie Works as the "father of Pittsburgh I
parks."
I
The house where the folks were gathered was the house of Harry Kuhn, who
happens to be the rival of Senator Flinn
in the Fourth legislative district, a rivalry
no less acute even if the old chieftain
doesn't announce himself as a candidate
for the Assembly. There was in the preprandial gossip the rumor that some of
the folks who had to do with getting up
the dinner didn't care very much to have
Senator Flinn down on the speaking list,
but it would be unkind to go into such a
matter when everything went off so pleasantly and where the remedies for all political and social ills were so thoroughly1
agreed upon—even though, the remedies
mightn't get a decent minority vote among
the crowd.

Baker on Pittsburg
The Mayor of Cleveland began by saying that Pittsburg was about the hardest
place in the country for him to make an
address because there were more things
here that he disapproved of than any
) rila"" ^ knew
The., unwholesome influences of our public life had been worked
out here in greater degree than anywhere
else, he thought—and yet, iron capital of
an iron kingdom that it was, typifying
if- ^rvelous Progress in steel and iron
which had centered here and "built up an
independence so imperial in its extent and
so imperious in its demands that we forget the price it has entailed, it is a cheerful place for me to speak because I know
what s coming out of it. I know the great
development here can have but one result
in culture and uplift and that when Pittsburg really finds herself, she will be the
glory of our common country."
He told of the early progress of the
country and how our changing civilization
—which was his topic—had brought about
a change of conditions by which the community life and its preventive of poverty
had disappeared, and the wives and daughters had turned from the domestic arts of
the home to the general domestic work
of the mills. And he pictured the advantage that had come to a few and the
hardship to the many through the working of monopoly, due to tariffs and special
privileges of one sort or another. He said:

As to Treason
Our fathers had the courage to be traitors
to institutions under which they were born
and which they had been trained to think,
the proper thing, he said. Do we not owe~
it to ourselves and our fellow citizens and
a larger humanity to rise above the mere
traditional view and in the larger idea of
civilization and progress, dare to destroy
that we may rebuild? What are you going
to do about a condition that gives one
man a thousand million dollars and leaves
a thousand men with a dollar? Don't
blame the man who has a thousand millions or_tive hundred millions. We're to
blame. 'Sot they. We've allowed our Instlcome
^°nOT
„S ,°,ldb«becom
sd geared up that these
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What has made this condition—the condition about which there is so much discontent, which has brought about the
growth of the Socialist vote, the insurgency
in all political parties, the certainty that
we have come to a pass where we will no
longer follow roosters and eagles and asses '
and elephants? All of us must admit that ■
the old-fashioned torchlight, cider-barrel
campaign is out of date; we need a frank,
open discussion of public affairs; we must
look ourselves and our political ledger in
the face.
Why is it that children are allowed in
Pennsylvania and other States, but chiefly
in Pennsylvania, to be put in the coal
breakers and have their dwarfed natures
turned out, practically dead at 21, to be
public charges—really dead at SO, to be
burled in the potter's field? What has led
us to permit our women to go into factories without regard to hours? Why is our
country dominated by the great corporations—Pennsylvania by the Pennsylvania
Railroad, the United States by five great '
railroads? Why half a dozen men in Wall
Street today could break every bank in the
country if they so desired. Talk about our
progress. I'd rather live under a king as
blithering and idiotic as George the/ Third,
with his limited power, than under a
coterie of men who, not through being
elected, but through the great aggregation
of wealth, can dominate eighty million of
people as we are dominated tonight.

Abolish Privilege
We're going to remedy this by abolishiBgprivilege. We're doing it in Cleveland by
the municipal ownership of all public utilities. We have there 260 miles of street
railway—certainly as good as you have in.
Pittsburg—managed by the city, and we .
ride all over the city for 3 cents and free
transfers. And the next step is that we'll
buy the railroad and own and operate it
in the service of the people it was meant
to serve.
Nothing on which the welfare of the public depends should bo managed for the
benefit of individuals. The things that serve
the public should be managed for the public. We're also going to take over the electric lighting system and—I've not yet
told the people of Cleveland this—we're
also going to take over the telephone service. The time is almost here when the
spirit of the cities will spread, and we as
a nation will take over the steam railroads.
Why? For the same reason that in 1877
Bismarck, the supreme statesman of the
nineteenth century, proposed it in Prussia
when he sought the means to make of the
German empire something greater than its
aggregation of states. He wanted the Imperial Government to own the railroads
because it would give the Government control of the greatest constantly accruing
supply of ready money. The only way a
country's finances can be controlled is to
have the National Government control the
greatest sum of. money in the country—
and this is possible through control of the
railroads.

Cleveland's Promise
I'm living in a city that's going to be
free, that's going to make its own charter with an eye single to the benefit of the
people, that will be a little republic in the
same relation to Ohio that Ohio bears to
the Nation. We're going to make the
people supreme by the initiative that shall
* bring the legislation the people want, and
the recall that shall pull down those who
do not faithfully serve the people.
And when we've done this we' re going
to start on a program of prevention to
see if we can't save the boys and girls
and the men and women from, the social
diseases that beset them now, Instead of
trying to cure them after they have suffered.
And we see a day, in our vision of hope,
when the Nation'will profit by the example
of our little model republic and our plan
will be the beginning- of the greater plan
on which the problems of the Nation ultimately will be solved.
Senator Mini's address was in large
part a review of the history of Pittsburg
and vicinity with which he had been intimately associated.
He talked in a
familiar, personal strain and took occasion to draw from his experiences the
moral that a new order of things has
come about and that the government both
or cities and States and of the Nation
must take cognizance of the needs of the
people if they are to progress. Congressman Madden confined himself to a description of the great work being done on
the isthmus, which he has studied at first
hand and of which he gave many illustrations.

The United States of the Future
Speech Delivered at Piano Merchants' Banquet in Cleveland
By NEWTON D. BAKER, Mayor of Cleveland
id is a city of per"I want to tell you that Cleveland
haos seven hundred thousand people ot whom 7a .per
-ent are either foreign horn or the children of foreignborn Parents. There is one ward m this city in which
thirty-nine languages and dialects are spoken.

Newton D. Baker
"The oeople of this city for twelve years fought
their owTfight; they understood their own pubic
mestiorTs until at the end of a twelve-year struggle,
rS'their courage never flagged norjhe.r jtermination abated, they brought about a' settleme* of
the street railroad question in C eveland, which re
suits in the people of this city riding at a 3-cent fale
from one end of the city to the other, with free tiansfe?" without danger or damage to the capital invested
i

^41heegreeraPtesSte-problem in America to-night is the
problem of our city governments, and the greitest
.menace that exists in this country to sound govern-

ment in cities is the solution of the difficult and delicate and corrupt relations that exist between public
utility companies and city governments.
twpntv
"As long as men hang up prizes of tens and twenty
millions of dollars to be scrambled for, the earnings
upon them to be made by excess charges for rendering
services upon which the very growth and lite ot our
cities depend-as long as that policy is pursued city
governments will be corrupt. And it is only when
people are intelligent enough to grasp the popular and
Hist side of the relations that ought to exist between
public utilities and city governments that we can hope
properly to solve those questions, and at the same
time to emancipate and to purify city governments
"I have acquired an immense hopefulness ot outlook
toward America and its future. It seems to me that
we became a great people a hundred years ago; but
we have grown greater every minute. We set to tne
world an example of political independence and treedom and we are measuring now ourselves against tne
past' of establishing an example of economic independence and freedom for the world to follow. N
other nation has achieved it.
.
"And as I see this country of ours in some titty
years, by the growth of this common intelligence
among the people, by the growth of the feeling that *s
represented in this banquet—that the man from California really is brother to the man from New York—
as I see that feeling growing, not only, among the.
piano merchants of the United States but in all classes
of trade and in all walks of life; as I see that feeling
arising, how earnestly potent and strong it is for the j
accomplishment of great results, I see the United
States of the future a tremendous nation, leading an
others in the walks of peace and happiness, having
established for herself respect at the hands of every
nation; not by the muzzles of her guns but by the
fairness and justness of her dealings and the supremacy
of her commerce: by the excellence of the articles
which she makes and sells; I see our own people a
happier people because each of us will by that time
have learned that the greatest good to ourselves consists in the greatest good to our fellow men.
"And when that United States does come and some
future banquet of piano merchants is held in this sixth
city of the United States to celebrate their concerns, 1
trust that some more worthy Mayor of Cleveland may
then point back to this time and say that the
prophecy is fulfilled; that the United States stands at
the very top of all the nations and all the peoples of
the earth, and that her lessons in justice and fair play
were the beginning of her triumph over the world.

WATCH FOR HIM;
HE'S LITTLE AND
DRIVES A FORD
3. F. Casey, artist, 15 Brightwood
avenue, East Cleveland, was home at
a reasonable time Thursday night
and slept well. So he was feeling I
chipper when he pulled up at the curh (
at Euclid avenue and Brightwood to.
wait for his car Friday morning.
East Cleveland cars don't rush up
every minute and a lone man in an
auto chugged up before a car could
I be sighted. Casey bethought nimselt;
i! that the laws of economies gave him |
the right to one of the empty seats,
' in the auto, so he hailed the driver.
"Yes, straight in Superior," answered the autoist, braking.
Casey arranged himself in the seat
next the driver and his artistic eye
rambled over the flitting landscape.
Every few feet someone turned and
looked at the ear or waved a salute
!and the driver was kept busy returning greetings.
"This fellow must own the town,
thought Casey, and he let the landscape flit unwatehed while he took a
close look at his "chauffeur." Then
he thpught out loud:
"Ye gods! it's Mayor Baker."
It was.

